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Et meme si ce nest, pas vrai, 
11 faut croire a I'histoire ancienne. 

[And even if it is not true, 
you need to bel ieve in ancient history 

LEO FERRE 

U est difficile de savoir si une interpretation 
donnee est vraie, il est en revanche plus facile de 
reconnoitre les mauvaises. 

[It is difficult to know whether any particular 
interpretation is correct—the bad ones are so 
m u c h easier to identify] 

UMBERTO ECO 
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Preface to the English Translation 

The text of the book that is presented here to English-speaking readers differs very 
little from the French edition published by Editions Fayard in June, 1996. Yet during 
the first stage in the process of translation, in the late 1996 and early 1997,1 had hoped 
to make systematic modifications and additions to the original text in a way that took ac
count of publications which had appeared after the latest revisions to the French manu
script, in September 1995.1 A succession of delays in the preparation of the American 
translation dissuaded me from carrying out this enterprise, and here I would like to ex
plain my decision to my readers.2 

I have chosen to present updates and very detailed assessments of research in an
other form, the Bulletin d'Histoire Achemenide (BHAch), organized in a way that fol
lows the thematic structure of my book. Its aim is to give scholars periodic opportunities 
not only to become acquainted with recent bibliography, but also to have a critical 
analysis of it. The first number {BHAch I) took the form of a long article published in 
Supplement 1 to the journal Topoi (1997, pp. 5-127). ' In it, I analyzed about 450 titles 
(articles and books) published between October 1995 and October 1997. The second 
Bulletin {BHAch II) appeared in 2001, in book form.4 Following the same plan, I ana
lyzed more than 800 titles published between October 1997 and October 2000. To make 
it easier to use, BHAch II is accompanied by indexes which also cover the material in 
BHAch I. One of those indexes (pp. 327-30) makes it possible for readers to find the 
pages in my 1996 book that need to be revised in the light of new publications. Further
more, the recent creation of a website specifically devoted to Achaemenid research 

1. I point out that Ursula Weber and JoscF Wicsclibfcr have brought out an enormous Achaemenid 
bibliography.cxhaustivc and minutely classified ( D a s Reich der Acluiinieniden. Eine Bibliographic 
(AMI, Erganzungsband 15; Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1996). 

2. A single significant addition has been made in the part of Chapter 9 devoted to customs and ex
change: I have introduced an extraordinary document dealing with customs in Egypt, drawing on the 
main expositions and conclusions of the study by myself and R. Descat, "Un registrc douanier de la sa-
trapie d'Egypte," in N. Grimal and B. Menu , eds., La commerce en Egypte ancienne (IFAO Biblio-
theque d'Etudes 121; Cairo , 1998) 59-104. Subsequently, I decided to stop introducing new material 
and discussion. 

3. Supplement 1 to Topoi (distributed by Boccard, in Paris) included papers from a meeting orga
nized at the Maison de I'Orient (Lyon), March 31—April 1, 1997, published under the title Recherches 
r&entes sur I'empire achemenide. Almost twenty colleagues from various countries responded to an invi
tation from Jean-Frangois Sallcs and Marie-Kran^oise Boussac to discuss my book, at that time newly 
published by Fayard. 

4. Bulletin d'Histoire Ache'me'nide II (Paris: Editions Thotm, 2001), 334 pp. (sec http://www.thotm-
editions.com/editions/bhachII02.htm). This volume inaugurates a new scries, Persika, undertaken on 
the initiative of the "Chaire d'histoire et de civilisation du moncle achemenide et de I'empire d'Alexan-
dre" with the cooperation of the Col lege dc France. 

xv 

http://www.thotm-
http://editions.com/editions/bhachII02.htm


X V I Preface to the English Translation 

(www.acliemenet.com) also gives scholars access to documentary and bibliographic re
sources on a continuing basis. 5 

I have discussed one of the methodological questions raised by a systematic update, 
a question that is not limited to Achaemenid studies, in the "Noruz Lecture" presented 
at the Foundation for Iranian Studies (Washington, D.C., March 23, 2001) under the 
title "New Trends in Achaemenid History."6 There, with reference to the updates in 
BHAch1 and II, I stated: 

When one strives to follow and evaluate research and publication on a day-to-day basis and 
in an exhaustive manner, one unavoidably develops a permanent habit of painful epistemo-
logical questioning of the real results of the research. This question is particularly difficult 
to resolve in the Humanities, where accumulated erudition and bibliographic tautology 
sometimes take the place of evidence that is accepted but misleading for scientific innova
tion. To speak bluntly: what is really new in what is published recently? In our domain, what 
are the signs that permit us to assert that this or that study marks progress in the order of 
knowledge? The answer may seem easy as long as one is dealing with publications of docu
ments, but it is quite a different matter when one considers interpretive publications. And 
even among publications of documents one has to make distinctions: some of them add 
only one unpublished document in a series that is already known, without modifying the 
general sense by much; others, on the other hand, call attention to documentation that in 
itself may suggest wholly new lines of interpretation. 

Then, after presenting results from excavations at Ayn Manawir in Egypt, I concluded: 
In this respect, the discoveries and publications on Achaemenid Egypt that I have presented 
in brief are not justrece?it, they are really new, and they open prospects of fundamental new 
growth in the near future. 

My point is that a thorough updating cannot be brought about in a satisfactory manner 
only with hundreds of bibliographic additions, heaped up one on the other. As publica
tions accumulate, so the risk increases of burdening the text and the bibliographic 
notes with updates superimposed over one another, and of making the text more diffi
cult to consult rather than more useful. Furthermore, in such a case the appearance of 
exhaustiveness would be largely an illusion, for two reasons. First, any book, however 
up-to-date its bibliography may be, is subject to some bibliographic lapse by the time it 
has appeared. 7 Furthermore, as I have indicated, many added references really add 

5. T h e creation of this web site also responds to purposes specific to the overall framework of Achae
menid history, that is, an aim to transform what has been a virtual scientific community into an actual 
scientific community: see my "Call for Collaboration" (Paris, 2000), available for downloading at 
http://www.achcmcnt.com/pdf7call.pdf, as well as the proceedings of a colloquium that I organized at 
the Col lege de France, Dec. 15-16, 2000, "Achaemenid History and Data Bases on the Internet: an 
Assessment of Work in Progress and Prospects for Future Developments," available at http/Avww. 
achemenet.com/pdf/colloque/resumcs.pdf. With the agreement of the editors of Topoi, the entire text 
of BHAch 1 can be found on the site at http://www.achemenet.com/bibliographies/l)hachI.htm. 

6. An English version is available at http://www.fis-iran.org/achcnieiiid.htni; the French text is 
available at http://ww.achemenet.com/rcssources/enligne/jasr/jasr01/htm under the title "L'histoire de 
I'empire achemenide aujourd'hui: nouvelles tendances, nouvelles perspectives." 

7. By way of example, I may mention that as 1 write this preface, in early July, 2001, the provisional 
bibliographic list for BHAch III (which is intended to appear in 2003) already includes more than 150 
titles, including some important books and articles. 

http://www.acliemenet.com
http://www.achcmcnt.com/pdf7call.pdf
http://achemenet.com/pdf/colloque/resumcs.pdf
http://www.achemenet.com/bibliographies/l)hachI.htm
http://www.fis-iran.org/achcnieiiid.htni
http://ww.achemenet.com/rcssources/enligne/jasr/jasr01/htm
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nothing new, so it would be necessary to introduce a clear hierarchical distinction be
tween "recent" and "new," and to justify in detail the criteria for selection—precisely as 
I tried to do in my Bulletins of 1997 and 2001. 

All this being so, I freely admit that taking into account the most innovative publica
tions that appeared between 1995 and 2000 would make it possible to amend and detail 
many of the discussions in this book and to enrich significantly the iconographic docu
mentation. If I have chosen nonetheless to present the American version practically in 
the same form as the initial French book, it is also because I have judged —whether 
rightly or wrongly the reader may decide—-that the general image of the Achaemenid 
Empire that I expounded in 1996 has not been fundamentally modified. 

Consider a particularly significant example, Chapter 16, in which I present a regional 
analysis of the empire and attempt an interpretation of relations between center and pe
riphery, in the form of a prospective assessment (pp. 693ff.). The point of view that I 
adopt and defend there is that the documents discovered between about 1970 and 1995 
put in serious doubt the "(pseudo-)statistical hypothesis of a scanty Persian presence and 
an inconsequential imperial occupation, based on bodies of evidence that are obsolete 
or reduced to a regional perspective" (p. 764). For this purpose, in the corresponding 
documentary notes (pp. 1029-1031) I present an assessment of recent discoveries, region 
by region. On the face of it, this section should be rewritten, since many new discoveries 
made available since 1995 ought to be included. But even if some discoveries treated in 
the 1996 version of the text remain under discussion, 8 I believe that overall the docu
ments published between 1995 and 2000 tend rather to confirm the historical interpre
tation that I presented in the book, whether in the matter of the maintenance of organic 
links between central authority and the provinces,9 or in the matter of the policy 
adopted toward local or national sanctuaries, or in the matter of the spread and adapta
tion of Persian imagery in various countries, 1 0 or even in the matter of the economic 
condition of the empire at the arrival of Alexander.1 1 At the same time, wherever one or 
another interpretation has given rise to reservations and/or polemics, the reader can eas
ily come to grips with it by consulting BHAc/i I and II and the indexes of BHAch I I . 1 2 

8. For example, concerning the interpretation of the Elamite tablets found in Armenia (French 
edition, pp. 962-63; below p. 938), see the treatments discussed in BHAch I, 25 and BHAc/i II, 44. T h e 
discussion is obviously not closed. 

9. To take only one example, the discovery of settlements, qanats, and hundreds of demotic docu
ments dated to the reigns of Artaxerxes I and Darius II at the site of Ayn Manawir is particularly striking 
(see most recently BIFAO 100 [2000], 469-79, as well as the description of the work by Michel Wutt-
mann at http://www.achemcnet.com/recherche/sites/aynmanawir/aynmanawir.htm, and my Temarks in 
BHAch I, 32-34 and 88-90, and II, 62, and in A r m i e s 1999/5, 1130-35). T h e new discoveries tend to 
support the position that 1 took on pp. 520 and 1006-08 on the maintenance of links between the center 
and the Egyptian province throughout the fifth century B.C. 

10. On these topics, to which I return at various points in the book, sec now the specific treatments 
in BHAch I, 94-97, II, 176-184 (on religious policy), and I, 98-104, II, 911-206 (on the spread of 
images). 

11. T h e discovery of a network of qanats at Ayn Manawir also contributes to the discussion on 
pp. 000-000 about the relationship between the levying of tribute and investments in production, that 
is, about the economic rationality of the Achaemenid imperial system; see the studies collected in 
Pierre Briant, ed., Irrigation et drainage dans I'Antiquite: qanats et canalisations souterraines en Iran, en 
&g)'pte eten Grece (Collection Persika 2; Paris: Editions Thotm, 2001). 

12. Sec especially BHAch I I , 327-31: "Index des discussions" 

http://www.achemcnet.com/recherche/sites/aynmanawir/aynmanawir.htm
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In short, in order to be full and effective, a revision would have to be carried out on a 
strategy that is both selective and synthetic. But to do so would involve no more or less 
than writing a new book, or at least a fundamentally altered book. 1 5 That is not the pur
pose of the American translation made available today. The purpose is simply to put be
fore English-speaking readers a book that was published in French five years ago. My 
book of 1996 represents a state-of-the-question , valid at a given moment, of the work car
ried out by many scholars, as well as a the state of my own historical reflections. Readers 
of the French edition and of the American edition can easily avail themselves of the sev
eral reviews published since the appearance of the Histoire de I'empire perse in 1996. 1 4 

And if they want to know about the development of the author's thought, including his 
pentimenti, they can also consult the bibliographic tools that I have made available, as 
well as the updates that I have published, both on primary documents" and on prob
lems of historiography and method. 1 61 have no doubt that readers will be able to dispute 
the theses and interpretations of this book on the basis of their own thinking, but also in 
the light of publications that are recent and sometimes even publications that are new. 

Paris, July 7, 2001 

13. This is the consideration that eventually dissuaded me from introducing new and important 
iconographic documents that can be found with reproductions and commentaries in BHAch 1 (pp. 11, 
16, 18, 21f., 26f, 34, 41, 67, 69, 74, 101) and BHAch II (pp. 34, 36, 40f, 43, 45, 47f., 58, 601, 64, 69, 76, 
110f, 116, 192, 195f., 198f, 202f., 205), though it would be technically simple to do so. T h e main and 
indispensable correction to illustrations in the French publication consists of adding to the list of illus
trations (pp. xiff.) an indication of the source of the drawings reproduced here, unfortunately forgotten 
in the page proofs of the 1996 French version. 

14. A list can be found in BHAch II, 9 n. 8. As usual, some are merely descriptive, while others 
present a deeper consideration of Achaemenid history today (see especially Matthew Stolper, "Une 'vi
sion dure' de l'histoire achemenide (Note critique)," Annates 1999/5: 1109-26). 

15. In particular, I have published drastic revisions of some Greek inscriptions pertinent to Achae
menid history, namely the inscription of Droaphernes and the Xanthus Trilingual in two articles pub
lished in 1998 ("Droaphernes et la statue de Sardes," in M. Brosius and A. Kuhrt, eds., Studies in Persian 
History: Essays in Memory of David M. Lewis, Achaemenid History, 11 (Leiden), 205 -26; "CitGs et sa-
trapes dan I'Empire achemenide: Pix6daros ctXanthos," CRAI: 305-40) and the letter of Darius to G a -
datas in a study in press (available in pre-publication form at http://www.achemenet.com/ressources/ 
souspresse/manuscritsOl.htm). In the latter article I concluded that the document is a falsification, of 
Roman date, and I therefore propose that it should be eliminated from discussions of Achaemenid his
tory. Given that this is one of the most celebrated documents in Achaemenid historiography, it is also 
one of the texts most frequently cited in my book (see the index, p. 000, s.v. M L 12). This last example 
shows clearly how difficult it would have been to patch up the original text in a satisfactory manner. 

16. For example: "The Achaemenid Empire," in K. Raaflaub and N. Rosenstein, eds., Soldiers, So
ciety and War in the Ancient and Medieval Worlds (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998) 10 5-28; 
"L'histoire de I'empire achemenide aiijoiii'd'hiii: 1'historien et ses documents," Annates 1999/5, 1127-
36; "Inscriptions multilingues d'epoque achemenide: le texte et l'imagc," in D. Valbelle and J . Leclant, 
eds., Le decret de Memphis (Actcs du Col loque de la Fondation Singer-Polignac, Paris l c ' Juin 1999) 
(Paris: de Boccard, 2000), 91-115; "Histoire impdriale et histoire regionale. A propos de l'histoire cle 
Juda dans I'Empire achemenide,"in A. Lemaire and N. Saboe , eds., Congress Volume Oslo 1998 ( V T 
Suppl. 80; 2000) 235-45; "Darius III face a Alexandre: mythe, histoire, legende," Annuaire du College 
de France, Resume des cours et conferences W9-2Q00 (Paris, 2000) 781-92 (also available at http-//www. 
college-de-francc.fr/college/annuaire-scientifique /coius99-2000/bnant/briant.pdf); I^cou inaugurate 
au College de France (Paris, 2000). 

http://www.achemenet.com/ressources/
http://college-de-francc.fr/college/annuaire-scientifique/coius99-2000/bnant/briant.pdf
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What stretches before the reader is an almost exact equivalent of the 1996 French 
edition. This is not according to the original plan; the American edition was to incorpo
rate the author's corrections, revisions, and additions reflecting subsequent Achaemenid 
research. With one exception, however, no supplementary material was received (for 
reasons described by the author above) —the exception being the discussion of the Ara
maic customs document from Egypt discussed in chap. 9/3 (pp. 385-387). The author's 
bracketed added passages in the Research Notes, which were to be revised into the text, 
are marked with [[double brackets J . Numbering of figures and maps in the original was 
somewhat erratic, so it diverges here. 

This is not to say there is no difference; hundreds of Classical references have been 
corrected. Given worlds enough and time, many corrections could also have been made 
to the citations of the contemporary literature. In order to avoid as much as pu&sible the 
pitfalls of indirect renderings, quotations from ancient sources have, when possible, 
been taken from published English translations (the mark -> appears in the reference for 
each such passage), rather than translated from the author's French renderings (forms of 
names in published translations have not been regularized. Only in a few cases, where 
the two versions are completely irreconcilable (or where the citation could not be 
matched with published translations), has a translation of the author's version been 
made. 

The sources used are the following: 

Classical 
Aelian, Historical Miscellany, trans. N. G. Wilson (Loeb Classical Library [LCL], 1997) 
Aristotle, The Complete Works, the Oxford translations revised by Jonathan Barnes 

(Bollingen edition, 1984) 
Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander and Indica, trans. P. A. Blunt (LCL, 1976-83) 
Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists, trans. Charles Burton Gulick (LCL, 1928-33) 
Demosthenes, trans, unnamed, intro. by John Harrington (Everyman, [1954]) 
Diodorus Siculus, Library of History, trans. C. H. Oldiather, Charles L Sherman, 

C. Bradford Welles, Russel M. Geer, and F. R. Walton (LCL, 1933-67) 
Herodotus, The Histories, trans. Aubrey de Selinconrt (Penguin, 1954; rev. ed. John 

Marincola, 1996) 
Isocrates, trans. George Norton (LCL, 1928) 
Josephus, The Life: Against Apion, trans. H. St. J. Thackeray; The Jewish War, trans. H. St. J. 

Thackeray; Jewish Antiquities, trans. H. St. J. Thackeray et al. (LCL, 1926-65 [ 13 vols.]) 
C. Nepos, trans. John C. Rolfe (LCL, 1984) 
Pausanius, Description of Greece, trans. W. H. S. Jones, H. A. Ormered, and (arranged by) 

R. E. Wycherley (LCL, 1918-35 [5 vols.]) 
Plato, Complete Works, various translators, ed. John M. Cooper (Hacked: edition, 1997) 
Plutarch: Lives, trans. John Dryden, rev. Arthur Hugh Clough (Modern Library, undated 

repr. of 1864 ed.); Moralia, trans. Frank Cole Babbitt (LCL, 1931-36 [vols. 3-4]) 
Polyaenus, Stratagems of War, trans. R. Shepherd (Chicago: Ares, 1974). 
Polybius, The Histories, trans. W. R. Pa ton (LCL, 1922-27) [6 vols.]) 

xix 
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QuintusCurhus, History of Alexander, trans. John C. Rolfe (LCL, 1946) 
Strabo, The Geography, trans. Horace Leonard Jones (LCL, 1928-30 [vols. 5-7]) 
Thucydides, The Peleponnesian War, trans. Crawley (Modern Library, 1951 repr. of undated 

trans.) 
Xenophon, Hellenica and Anabasis, trans. Carleton L. Brownson; Oeconomicus and Scripta 

Minora, trans. E. C. Marchant; Gyropaedia, trans. Walter Miller [some citations, trans. 
H. G. Dakyns (Everyman, 1992 repr. of 1914 ed.)] (LCL, 1914-25) 

The principal ancient sources for which no English edition was available to me are Cte-
sias and Justin. 

Oriental 
Aramaic from Egypt: A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the 5th Century B.C. (1923) [AP]; G. R. 

Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C. (2d ed., 1957) [AD]; Emil G. 
Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri (1953) [BMAP] 

Berossus: S. A. Burstein, The Babyloniaca ofBerossus (1978) 
Old Persian, Roland G. Kent, Old Persian: Grammar Texts Lexicon (2d ed., 1953) 

Biblical 
Jerusalem Bible 

I would like to express my gratitude to Larissa Bonfante, Professor of Classics at New 
York University, who provided access to many of the editions listed above; to Maureen 
Gallery Kovacs and Matthew W. Stolper for help with technical terminology, especially 
in numismatics and ancient economy and society respectively; and to sundry contribu
tors to the newsgroup sci.lang for discussing some obscure French terminology. I have 
scrupulously maintained the author's distinctions between ville and cite ('town' and 
'city'; see p. 377), and between sanctuaire and temple, at his request. 

I am also especially grateful to my friend and publisher Jim Eisenbraun for commis
sioning this project in July 1996; after the French publisher's approval of the submitted 
specimen, translating began at the very end of that year and proceed during, roughly, the 
first halves of 1997,1998, 2000, and 2001. Jim and his editorial staff made many improve
ments in the English style and French renderings; and Jim as book designer has as usual 
created a look that is both elegant and practical. 

After not too many pages, the reader will discover that this is not a connected narra
tive history of the Persian Empire. Moreover, the reader is expected to be familiar with 
the narrative sequence of Achaemenid history, with the career of Alexander the Great, 
and with the entire Greek and Latin literature from which such histories have hitherto 
been drawn. The reader might find it useful to first turn to Joseph Wiesehofer, Ancient 
Persia (English translation, 1996) 1-101, for an overview that is thematically and con
ceptually remarkably similar to this work, and to the Chronological Chart therein for 
the sequence of events, as far as they can be determined. Only then, I think, can this 
book (whose aim, superbly realized, is to show just how a historian must evaluate and 
extrapolate from the available sources) be used with profit. 

Clearly, this massive work represents only the first monument along the new highway 
through the crossroads of the ancient world. 

PETER T. DANIELS 
New York City, March 2002 



Introduction 

On the Trail of an Empire 

1. Was There an Achaemenid Empire? 
The Achaemenid Empire: created by the conquests of Cyrus (ca. 559-530) and Cam

byses (530-522) on the rubble and the fertile ground of the various kingdoms of the 
Near East, then expanded and reorganized by Darius I (522-486), for more than two 
centuries it extended from the Indus Valley to the Aegean Sea, from the Syr Darya to the 
Persian Gulf and the first cataract of the Nile —until the moment Darius III perished in 
a conspiracy, when his nemesis Alexander had already completed his conquest (330). 
The ordinary word Empire, as is well known, has no exact correspondence in any an
cient language: the inscriptions of the Great Kings refer both to the land (Old Persian 
humi) and to the peoples (Old Persian dahyuldahyava), and the Greek authors speak of 
'royal territories' (khora basileos), of the 'power' (arkhe) of the Great King and his satraps, 
or again of "kings, dynasties, cities, and peoples." The term Empire implies a territorial 
authority. This is in fact the basic problem posed by the origin and construction of the 
Achaemenid Empire. Marked by extraordinary ethnocultural diversity and by a thriving 
variety of forms of local organization, it evokes two interpretations: one that sees it as a 
sort of loose federation of autonomous countries under the distant aegis of a Great King, 
a federation that is evident solely from the perspective of tribute levies and military con
scriptions; and another that without rejecting the evidence of diversity emphasizes the 
organizational dynamic of the many sorts of intervention by the central authority and 
the intense processes of acculturation. The direction in which my own preferences tend 
can be discerned even from this formulation of the problem —I will explain myself 
along the way. This in a nutshell is the aim of this book, which I now offer for the ap
praisal of my readers. 

2. From Alexander to Cyrus and Back Again: 
Fragments of ego-histoire 
This book was imprudently announced in a 1979 article but written between spring 

1990 and spring 1993. I made limited revisions to the text and revised the Research 
Notes substantially in 1994 and 1995. But the conception and realization of the book, if 
only in a preliminary and preparatory form, goes back at least fifteen years, since it was 
in about 1982-83 that I began to jot down for myself the initial drafts, sketches, and 
plans that are now relegated to dead files. By way of a contribution to a genre that is fash
ionable (at least in Fiance), ego-histoire, and coming straight out of the introduction I 
wrote in 1982 for my collection of articles (RTP), I would like to explain this book's ori
gins in a personal way. 

Nothing predisposed me to devoting the greater part of my life to researching and 
teaching Achaemenid history. When I was a historian-in-training, stirred by ancient his
tory during my studies at Poitiers, it was almost by chance, or more exactly because of a 
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comment by H. Bengtson, that I began to take an interest in one of the successors of Al
exander, the former satrap of Greater Phrygia, Antigonus the One-Eyed. That interest 
took shape as a thesis prepared under the supervision of Pierre Leveque. A well-known 
passage in Life of Eumenes (5.9-10) regarding the machinations of Antigonus's oppo
nent in the environs of Celaenae, capital of Greater Phrygia, led me to ask questions 
about the status of the land and the peasants at the very beginning of the Hellenistic pe
riod—investigations that I developed into an article about these peasants (laoi) of Asia 
Minor (1972). The first step had been taken: I had settled on the Near East (Asia, as I 
called it then, following the Greek authors), but a Near East revisited by Greco-Mace
donian armies and by ancient and modern colonial historiography. 

The preparation of a long article on Eumenes of Cardia (1972-73) and of a small 
book on Alexander (1st ed., 1974) quickly convinced me of the need to go further back 
in time. Just what was this Achaemenid Empire, which was perennially accused of deca
dence without being put in its historical context? I had always been struck by the fact that 
certain overeager epigones, following Droysen (who deserved less dogmatic disciples), 
insisted unequivocally that the Macedonian conquest had shaken up the political, eco
nomic, and cultural structures of "Asia" from top to bottom; but, at the same time, what 
came before Alexander was never defined except as a foil to what came after. These in
quiries led me to take as my first object of study the populations of the Zagros, whom the 
ancient authors presented as brigands who were unconcerned with agriculture and 
therefore "naturally" aggressive (1976). I came to realize with more and more conviction 
that our entire view of the Achaemenid Empire and its populations was corrupted by the 
distortions perpetrated by the ancient historians of Alexander. At the same time, it 
seemed to me equally evident that the historian could not avoid recourse to these same 
sources. I continued to plow this furrow for several years, and to some extent this book is 
intended as a contribution toward answering an ancient question: why did the Achaeme
nid Empire fall to the blow of Macedonian aggression? 

But the chosen title is not simply a reflection of this veritable obsession or, if 1 may say 
so, of this long "quest for the Holy Grail." It is also meant to express a long-held and long-
nourished conviction: Alexander and his successors took over much of the Achaemenid 
system, a conclusion that I have often expressed with the formula "Alexander, last of the 
Achaemenids." Like any formula, this one has its limits and gives rise to contradictions 
of its own. Yet when all is said and done, it seems to me all the same to express the ex
traordinary continuities that characterize the history of the Near East between the con
quests of Cyrus and the death of Alexander. Heinz Kreissig, from whom I have learned 
a great deal, used the phrase "orientalischer hellenistischer Staaten" to describe this con
tinuity. The Seleucid kingdom was in his eyes an obvious manifestation of it. The word 
continuity should not be misleading: it is not meant to deny the accommodations and 
adaptations brought about by the Macedonian conquest. But, at the same time, recent 
research makes it ever clearer, for example, that the Seleucid empire, in its origin and its 
constituent elements, was a branch grafted directly onto Achaemenid stock. 

During the 1970s, and still more at the beginning of the 1980s, the realization 
dawned on me more and more clearly that, however indispensible the Classical sources 
were, they could not by themselves answer the questions I was asking. I needed to pene
trate the Achaemenid essence more intimately, a task for which I was not at all prepared. 
Luckily, 1 had already had some decisive encounters. First, Roman Ghirshman, who 
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around 1972 had strongly encouraged me to plow my Achaemenid furrow: I could never 
forget the generous concern he showed me without fail until his death in 1979. Around 
1977 (if I remember correctly), I made contact with Clarisse Herrenschmidt, who, if I 
may say so, "initiated" me into the royal Achaemenid inscriptions. During the 1970s, I 
also struck up contacts that have continued uninterrupted ever since with the Italian 
group led by Mario Liverani and sustained by his work and the work of his students: 
Mario Fales, Lucio Milano, and Carlo Zaccagnini, with whom I shared and still share 
thematic interests and conceptual approaches. The conversations that 1 have continued 
to have with them, as lively as they are frequent, have helped me put the Achaemenid 
case in the broader context of first-millennium Near Eastern history, and thus better to 
take into account the Assyro-Babylonian heritage in the structures of the Achaemenid 
Empire. 

It was around 1977-78 that jean-Claude Gardin, who was then leading explorations 
around the Hellenistic town of Ai-Khanum in Afghanistan, invited me to join his team. 
He had invited me to participate in their discussions as a historian and to contrast the tex
tual record and the archaeological record. Though I was not able to take part in the field-
work (soon interrupted for reasons known to everyone), I learned about the tremendous 
contribution of archaeology and also about the interpretive challenges that it poses for 
the historian more familiar with a text of Arrian than with the "trash cans" full of sherds. 
This collaboration led me to publish a book in 1984 on the relationship between Central 
Asia and the kingdoms of the Near East, situated first and foremost in the context of 
Achaemenid history. The debate, which I was able to pursue thereafter, was extremely 
rich in ensuing discussions. The reader will observe in due course that disagreements 
among us persist. The methodological problem remains: how can we reconcile the ar
chaeological picture and the textual picture, which seem to engender two different con
ceptualizations of the Achaemenid Empire? It will also be seen that this debate is not 
limited to the local context of Bactria. 

During the second half of the 1970s, when I had finished my study of the "brigands" 
of the ancient Zagros, I also had frequent exchanges with anthropologists who special
ized in pastoral nomadism, in particular with Jean-Pierre Digard, whose Bakhtiaris were 
contiguous with "my" Uxians. This collaboration, pursued over several years, led to the 
writing of a book on the anthropology and history of the pastoral peoples of the Near 
East (1982b). It also touched on the problem of relations between center and periphery 
both in the Achaemenid Empire and in its Assyro-Babylonian predecessors and its Hel
lenistic successors. 

In my intellectual history, the year 1983 is marked with a gold star. It was then that I 
participated for the first time in an Achaemenid Workshop at Groningen, at the invita
tion of Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, who, soon joined by Amelie Kuhrt, had launched 
a series that was to continue until 1990 in Ann Arbor (there in collaboration with Mar
garet Root). For the first time, I felt that I was not working alone, self-taught concerning 
the subject matter of my main objective. Now I could join the "Achaemenidist commu
nity/' which, small in number, offers the inestimable advantage of being international 
and linked by bonds of friendship. I could then carry on discussions more systematically 
on a historical problem clearly posed by the organizers and on a corpus of evidence as 
varied as were the components of the Empire. The numerous relationships that I was 
able to form during and outside these meetings were crucial for me. The initiative of 
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Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg and Amelie Kuhrt gave a radically new impetus to Achae
menid research. On the model of the Achaemenid Workshops, Clarisse Herrenschmidt 
and I organized a conference on tribute in the Persian Empire; Pierre Debord, Ray
mond Descat, and the administration of the Centre Georges-Radet of Bordeaux set up 
two meetings, one on Asia Minor and one on monetary problems; Jean Kellens orga
nized a colloquium at Liege dedicated to Persian religion; Josette Elayi and Jean Sapin 
organized three meetings on Syria-Palestine under the dominion of the Great Kings; 
and I organized a conference at Toulouse on the Anabasis of Xenophon, the proceed
ings of which have now been published (1995b). In short, the Groningen initiative set 
in motion intense scholarly activity and a sizable output of first-rate articles, whose regu
lar publication in the series Achaemenid History as well as in many journals fostered and 
stimulated discussion and debate periodically—to such an extent that the exponential 
growth of the bibliography sometimes gave me a feeling of powerlessness and discour
agement. As much as this book may be very personal work, it also reflects (or is meant to 
reflect) the richness and productivity of a field of research that had long remained par
tially fallow. In using this expression, I do not mean to minimize the importance or the 
scope of the work that the history of ancient Iran evoked over a long period and that I 
have carefully taken into account. What I want to say is simply that, taken in its entirety 
and not reduced to the study of a few major sites (Susa, Persepolis, Pasargadae), and de
spite the attempt at synthesis by Olmstead in 1948 that continues to deserve our respect, 
the history of the Achaemenid Empire remained largely terrra incognita. It had been 
abandoned both by Assyriologists (for whom the fall of Babylon to Cyrus in 539 long 
marked the end of history) and by Classicists (who "kidnapped" Near Eastern history as 
of Alexander's landing in Asia in 334). In a way, squeezed between "eternal Greece" and 
"the millennial Orient," tossed between Hellenocentrism (from Aeschylus to Alexan
der) and Judeocentrism (Cyrus refracted through the prism of the Return from the 
Exile), Achaemenid history did not exist as a distinct field of study. The initiative of 
Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg and Amelie Kuhrt thus brought Achaemenid studies se
curely back within the field of history, the way marked out by a set of problems whose 
terms and stakes I recognized all the more easily because I had begun to try to define 
them on my own. 

There remains one aspect of my ego-histoire that I would like to broach quite frankly, 
as I have done on several occasions now and then in the last few years in publications 
and private conversations with colleagues and with students. The written sources for 
Achaemenid history are found in an extraordinary variety of languages: Old Persian, 
Elamite, Babylonian, Egyptian, Aramaic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Greek, and Latin, not to 
mention Lydian, Lycian, Phrygian, Carian, or any other yet-to-be-deciphered language. 
I must state at the outset that in no way am I a specialist in any of these languages. I can 
barely claim competence in Greek and Latin. This might be thought an insurmount
able handicap. But though the term handicap expresses a reality that is beyond question, 
I do not think that the adjective insurmountable should be taken literally. To justify this 
position, I need to explain my working method. First of all, there are accessible transla
tions of the basic texts, whether the royal inscriptions, selected Elamite tablets, Aramaic 
documents from Egypt or elsewhere, a certain number of Babylonian tablets, or hiero
glyphic inscriptions—to give only a sampling of the available resources. But to use the 
texts in translation is not enough. It is necessary to turn to the original texts, at least the 
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most important of them. Many documents that have been published in transliteration 
can be put to this use. There even a self-taught historian is able to identify what 1 will call 
the landmark words or the key words that give the text its sense. At this point one must 
turn to an exhaustive study of the philological literature, however difficult it may be. 
This is what I have tried to do, as systematically as I could. That is why, here and there, 
I have allowed myself to enter discussions and debates that in principle my linguistic 
and philological ignorance should prohibit me from approaching. From time to time 1 
may propose that the historian's suggestions provide independent confirmation of a phil
ological interpretation. And then, when a problem appeared that I found insoluble, I of
ten have had recourse to the advice and counsel of friends and colleagues, who have not 
been stingy with their wisdom. How many e-mail messages have I exchanged with Matt 
Stolper, for example, about Babylonian tablets of the Achaemenid era? It should be 
clearly understood that I am obviously not endorsing ignorance. I cannot fail to recog
nize the limits of self-instruction. It would be a miracle to possess simultaneously a his
torian's training and immediate access to all the languages of the Empire. Unfortunately, 
as far as I know, such a rare bird does not exist—at any rate, neither my warble nor my 
plumage permits me to claim such a distinction! 

In spite of all the precautions I have deployed, I still recognize the risks I have as
sumed in offering a book that—legitimately or not—claims to be exhaustive. As a result 
of my own failings, of unequal access to the corpora of documents, of the persistent and 
increasing breadth of the debates, or even of the uneven progress of thematic and re
gional studies, the word exhaustive can provoke confusion or laughter. The problem is 
that, from the moment 1 began this undertaking, I was stuck with a sort of encyclope-
dism, with all the risks and illusions that go with such an approach. I did not have the 
liberty of sidestepping some discussion or other, out of my own interest in this or that 
question, or out of my own limited familiarity with this or that corpus. A work of synthe
sis of this kind necessarily requires that the author tackle every aspect and component, 
whether political, ideological, socioeconomic, religious, cultural, etc., and attempt to 
integrate them, insofar as it is possible, into a general interpretation. I have thus had to 
consult all the dossiers of evidence, but I have also had to leave them only half-explored. 
In some areas, the breadth and complexity (not to mention the contradictions) of the 
discussions among specialists in this or that corpus has not resulted in well-defined po
sitions on my part (I have in mind, inter alia, the exegetical and historical disputes about 
Ezra and Nehemiah). On the other hand, the reader will find, at least in the Research 
Notes, a "state-of-the-art" —that is, not just a bibliography but also and especially the rea
sons for the differing interpretations. In other cases, I have taken a firmer position and 
proposed my own interpretations. I hope that this book will thus give rise to new special
ized investigations, which will, without doubt, reopen discussion on many interpreta
tions that I have often presented in the explicit form of alternative suggestions. 

3. The Historian and His Evidence 

One of the most remarkable peculiarities of Achaemenid history is that, unlike most 
conquering peoples, the Persians left no written testaments of their own history, in the 
narrative sense of the word. It is noteworthy that unlike the Assyrian kings, the Great 
Kings had no Annals prepared where the memory of their mighty deeds on the battle
field or in the hunt could be made heroic and preserved. We have no chronicle prepared 
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by a court scholar at the command of the Great Kings. To be sure, according to Di-
odorus (II.32.4), Ctesias —a Greek physician in the court of Artaxerxes II, author of a Per-
ska — boasted of having had access to "the royal records (basilikai diphtherai), in which 
the Persians in accordance with a certain law (nomos) of theirs kept an account of their 
ancient affairs." However, there is not another shred of evidence of such Persian histori
cal archives, aside from a late and suspect tradition that attributes their destruction to Al
exander. The archives referred to by the editor of Ezra (6:1-2), for example, were, rather, 
administrative. In these satrapal and/or royal archives {basilikai graphai; karammaru sa 
sarri) is preserved the written record of the most important decisions (land grants and re-
assignments, for example, and also fiscal documents). It is perhaps to such documents 
(found in several satrapal and/or imperial capitals) that Herodotus had access in com
posing his well-known tribute list, but it is not out of the question that the historian from 
Halicarnassus collected his administrative data himself in interviews, a method men
tioned on many occasions in his work. It is far more likely that at least in the Persica Cte
sias relied on oral testimony, as explained by his epitomizer, Photius {Persica, §1). This 
is certainly how Herodotus, Ctesias, and several other Greek authors heard and retrans
mitted the different versions of the legend ot the founder, Cyrus. The edifying tales of 
royal virtues were diffused throughout the Empire from the point of view of "educated 
people" (cf. Diodorus II.4.2); hence the interest that attaches, for example, to the Achae
menid tales told by a late author, Aelian, who clearly takes his information from Hero
dotus himself or from courtiers like Ctesias. From this point of view, the most striking 
example is a passage in which Polybius (X.28) transmits in writing an Achaemenid ad
ministrative datum of the greatest interest that the Hyrcanian peasants had preserved in 
their collective memory for generations. By a series of extraordinary coincidences, a 
royal archivist or memoirist happened to be present when, at the demand of Antiochus 
III, the heads of the Hyrcanian communities recounted the privileges they had enjoyed 
since the time "when the Persians were the masters of Asia." It must be stressed that the 
information would have been totally lost if it had not had immediate relevance in the 
course of a military expedition mounted by the Seleucid king in Central Asia. Polybius 
found the report in a work that is now lost. 

We dare not underestimate the importance of oral tradition in the lands of the Near 
East. It was in oral form, in songs and recitations, mediated by the "masters of truth," the 
magi, that the Persians themselves transmitted the deeds of their kings and the memory 
of mythic heroes from generation to generation, and the young in their turn became the 
repositories of these oral traditions. In the collective imagination of the Persian people, 
history was conflated with its mythic expression and, in the royal pronouncements, with 
the genealogy of the dynasty. With the partial exception of the monumental trilingual 
inscription that Darius had engraved on the cliff at Behistun, the royal inscriptions are 
not narrative accounts: there is not a single direct reference to conquests or military ex
peditions in them. Rather, they celebrate the omnipotence of the great god Ahura-
Mazda, the transhistoric permanence of the dynastic principle, and the incomparable 
brilliance of the royal virtues. The Book of Benefactors, to which Herodotus (III. 140; 
VIII.85-86) and the composer of the book of Esther (6:1) allude, is no exception. It was 
a compilation of the names of persons who had rendered conspicuous services to the 
Great King and who (as such) could expect a royal gift; it therefore also had a place in 
the exaltation of the sovereign power. Achaemenid court art itself did not have a narra-
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tive purpose. Power and the King were represented in timeless attitudes, not a particular 
king in a historical situation; this holds true for royal images found on stone, coins, and 
seals as well. Written in the immovable and infinite time of the King, the history of the 
Persians was never situated in the measured time of History by the Persians themselves. 

The Great Kings and the Persians thus left the control of their historical memory to 
others. Here is an extraordinary situation: one must reconstruct the narrative thread of 
Achaemenid history from the writings of their subjects and their enemies —hence the 
power and authority long ascribed to the Greek authors. It is readily understandable that 
most of them wrote books devoted to memorializing the Greeks; and in the Athens of 
the fifth and fourth centuries, this memorial was constructed to a great extent on the 
carefully laid foundation of remembrances of confrontations with the Persians and vic
tories won over the "barbarians of Asia." Among these authors, there is one who holds a 
special, preeminent place: Herodotus. In contrast to most of his contemporaries, he 
shows no evidence of systematic hostility to the Persians—hence the accusation directed 
against him by Plutarch of being a 'friend of the barbarians' (philobarbaros). The object 
of his Histories is to understand and explain the origins, however distant, of the Persian 
Wars. 'I'his gives us the advantage of lengthy digressions in the form of flashbacks on the 
history and institutions of many peoples and kingdoms of the Near East, Egypt in partic
ular. It also gives us the advantage of interesting chapters on events in Persian history: 
the conquests of Cyrus, the seizure of Egypt by Cambyses, the accession of Darius, the 
reforms he introduced in tribute organization, as well as a digression on the internal or
ganization of the Persian people and their principal social customs, and, of course, very 
long accounts of the Ionian Revolt (ca. 500-493) and the Persian Wars (490-479). In 
spite of its gaps and deficiencies, the abrupt end of the Histories in 479 leaves the histo
rian of the Achaemenid Empire something of an orphan. Among Herodotus's succes
sors, Thucydides has only a very peripheral interest in the Achaemenid Empire; as for 
Xenophon and Diodorus Siculus, their unbalanced approach tends to lend dispropor
tionate weight to the Mediterranean side. Aside from the Anabasis of Xenophon, it was 
not until Alexander's expedition that the ancient historians penetrated the depths of the 
imperial territories, following in the footsteps of the conqueror. 

Finally, many ancient authors devoted works specifically to Persia, which are called 
the Persicas. But most are lost and known only from fragments (quotations in later au
thors). The longest preserved fragment is the patriarch Photius's summary of the Persica 
of Ctesias. It is disappointing to read. The author, who lived some fifteen years at the 
court of Artaxerxes II, transmitted nothing but a slanted view dominated by the tortuous 
machinations of wicked princesses and the murky conspiracies of crafty eunuchs. He is 
undoubtedly one of the chief culprits in the success of a very incomplete and ideolo-
gized approach to the Achaemenid world. His Persica is not without some adumbration 
of the "Orientalism" of the modern period, which analyzes the courts of the Near East 
through a haze of very debatable readings, permeated mostly by observations on the 
murmurs of the harems and the decadence of the sultans. As for Xenophon, he wrote a 
long historical romance, the Cyropaedia, dedicated, as indicated by the title, to the ed
ucation of the young Cyrus. The "Cyrus" he presents is certainly not the historical 
Cyrus; but he is a sort of paradigmatic embodiment of royal virtues. It is necessary, then, 
at each step, to distinguish the kernel of Achaemenid facts from the Greek interpreta
tion—not always an easy task. It comes as no surprise that, generally speaking, the Greek 
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authors transmitted a very Hellenocentric vision of Persian history and customs, just as 
certain books of the Bible, namely Nehemiah, Ezra, Esther, and Judith, provide a uni
formly Judeocentric approach. But historians cannot choose their sources: given the 
available evidence, we have no choice but overwhelming reliance on Greek historiogra
phy to reconstruct a narrative thread. However much one may rail, not to say become 
frustrated, at the nature of their works, the situation becomes even more awkward when 
one must do without them! What is more, one must not throw out the baby with the 
bathwater: some late authors (Athenaeus, Aelian) have preserved a great deal of informa
tion about the person of the Great King and court life which, once it has been decoded, 
allows the historian to decipher what was also an Empire of signs (cf. chapters 5-7). 
From a methodological point of view, this book and the interpretations in it are thus 
largely the result of a labor of deconstruction of the Classical texts through which I have 
tried to show that, however partisan and ideological a Greek text may be, when it is lo
cated in the web of its associations, it can provide a stimulating Achaemenid reading. 
Futhermore, the historical and historiographical status of royal pronouncements and 
images requires exactly the same approach. 

Fortunately, we also have records from the central authority: the royal inscriptions 
truly mirror the vision the Great Kings had of their power, their virtues, and their impe
rial reach; they also furnish information of the greatest importance on their building ac
tivities. But without doubt the most important find has been large groups of archives 
written on clay known as the Persepolis tablets, written in cuneiform in an Elamite that 
is riddled with Persian words. They provide a bureaucratic and "paper-shuffling" picture 
of the imperial administration that could scarcely be guessed from the Greek sources 
but would scarcely come as a surprise to the heirs of Assyro-Babylonian tradition. It is the 
same picture that the many Aramaic documents found in Egypt convey. Some royal and 
satrapal decrees are also known from translations into various languages of the Empire: 
these include a letter copied in Greek from Darius to Gadalas, one of his administrators 
in Asia Minor, and the correspondence in Demotic between Pharandates, satrap of 
Egypt, and the administrators of the sanctuary of the god Khnum at Elephantine. As a 
whole, this documentation shows both the many ways in which the central authority in
tervened in local affairs and the persistent multilingualism of the Empire, tempered by 
the widespread use of Aramaic. To these written documents must be added the consid
erable evidence from archaeology, iconography, and numismatics, from the Aegean to 
the Indus, that has been discovered and published. 

When the iconographic evidence, whether monuments or minor arts, in the royal 
residences or from the provinces, is added to the written sources (royal inscriptions; Ela
mite and Babylonian tablets; inscriptions in Phoenician, Aramaic, or Egyptian, Lydian 
and Lycian, or more than one language; Aramaic papyri; Classical authors, etc.), the his
torian has access to documentation that is both impressive and varied. But even when 
these varied corpora are brought together, they suffer from a dual handicap: they are very 
unevenly distributed in space and time. Some portions of the Empire, especially the sa
trapies of the Iranian Plateau, Central Asia, and the Indus Valley, are virtually devoid of 
any written documentation. It is not until the conquest of Alexander that we have even 
minimal literary information; hence the overpowering weight of archaeological evi
dence, which poses its own considerable interpretive difficulty. Some regions, on the 
other hand, are extraordinarily well documented: aside from Persia itself (the Elamite 
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tablets), we may specifically mention Susiana (both textual and archaeological evidence 
for royal building projects), Egypt (Aramaic documents from Elephantine and Saqqara, 
Demotic papyri, hieroglyphic inscriptions), Babylonia (thousands of tablets), and, obvi
ously, Asia Minor (not only the Greek historians, but also late evidence in Greek, Ara
maic, or Greek and Aramaic of the imperial Persian diaspora in Anatolia). Furthermore, 
the information from some provincial sites assumes special importance. This is true of 
Xanthus in Lycia, where the dynasts continued to build monuments of a different kind 
that regularly display both inscriptions in Lycian and Greek and court scenes whose 
iconographic repertoire testifies to Achaemenid influence. A written document of the 
greatest importance was discovered there in 1973: a stela with a text in three versions — 
Aramaic, Lycian, and Greek—that immediately became famous. It is now securely 
dated to the first year of Artaxerxes IV (338-3 36), a Great King of whom virtually nothing 
was known until then, apart from the name (Arses) regularly given him by the Classical 
sources (Arsu in Babylonian). For all of these reasons, I will frequently tarry at Xanthus, 
which appears to the historian as a sort of microcosm of Persian power in a regional sub
division of the Empire for the entire time from Cyrus to Alexander. At the same lime, 
the example shows the interpretive difficulties that arise from the dominance of archae
ological and iconographic sources. 

The evidence is distributed as unevenly in time as it is in space: the documents from 
the central authority are concentrated to a striking degree within the period from the 
conquest of Babylon by Cyrus to the middle of the fifth century, the date of the last Per
sepolis documents; we can hardly expect to derive a complete history from the evidence 
of this single period. The reigns of Artaxerxes I (465-425/424) and Darius II (425/424-
405/404) remain fairly well documented, thanks to late documents from Persepolis, the 
Murasu archives in Babylonia, and Aramaic documents in Egypt. Otherwise, from Ar
taxerxes II (405/404-359/358) on, the historian must resort, at least for the basic facts, to 
the reports of the Greek authors. But, as we have said, their attention is focused on the 
Aegean coast, military-diplomatic matters, and court intrigue. Not until Darius III (335-
330) do we find more abundant documentation, namely the Alexander historians who 
constitute, as I shall show (chapters 16-18), an "Achaemenid" source of exceptional in
terest, once they have been decoded. 

4. Space and Time 
The above observations immediately reveal the great difficulty faced by anyone who 

intends to write an analytical synthesis of the Achaemenid Empire. It must embrace a 
diachronic approach, a synchronic vision, and regional distinctions all at the same time. 
Though a single entity, the Empire had multiple manifestations because of its longevity 
and because of the great variety of the lands and cultures it comprised. Thus the tyranny 
of the document reemerges. How can one compose a global history of the longue duree, 
when the most significant evidence is limited to a few decades and/or a few areas? For 
the same reasons, where, how, and with what justification can we establish chronologi
cal divisions that express an endogenous, ascertainable, and verifiable development? 
There is no reason to overlook the breaks marked by the death of a king and the acces
sion of his successor, but one cannot attribute to them a determinative explanatory value 
because, whatever the recognized central position of the Great King, the pulse and 
breath of the history of the Empire over the longue duree cannot be reduced to incidents 
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of dynastic history. Consequently, it is necessary to interrupt the chronological thread 
with thematic chapters. 

Despite the inauspicious distribution of the evidence, I have taken the risk of writing 
a general history in all of the aspects that I have listed. Risk is a bit pretentious because I 
have defined the several parts of the book mostly according to the distribution in time 
and space of all of the different kinds of evidence. What I am trying to say is that I have 
attempted to restore a full measure of importance to the fourth century, whose develop
ment is too often misunderstood and treated superficially at the expense of surrendering 
the power of memory to the Greek polemicists and so rendering the end of the story un
intelligible. I do not claim that the history in the chapters below (particularly chapter 15) 
is not primarily political, military, and diplomatic. It might be considered hard, even te
dious, reading. But, on the one hand, to reprise a formula that I will repeat many times, 
historians cannot choose their sources. On the other hand, I hold as do others that there 
are no minor genres of history: in a history of a state built and destroyed by conquest, it 
would be unreasonable not to devote sustained attention to armies and military expedi
tions. In the end, the study of war cannot be reduced to the caricature sometimes made 
of it with the pejorative label "battle-history." War is especially revealing of the workings 
of a state, even if it only reveals, for example, the scale of mobilization of human, mate
rial, and technological means of production that it both presupposes and imposes. 

In order to highlight diachronic development more clearly, I have periodically pro
vided an overview of the Empire, taken in its regional or even microregional compo
nents (chapters 13/6-7; 14/8; 15/7). I have also drawn up some more general assessments 
at three key points. The first is at the death of Cambyses (522), to distinguish what is at
tributed to the first two kings from what must be attributed to Darius (chapter 2). I have 
also made an assessment, which is meant to be exhaustive, at the end of the reign of Dar
ius. Several long chapters (6-12) will perhaps provoke some criticism because of the use 
of later sources for the early fifth century, but I try to explain on several occasions the rea
sons for my choice. The third general assessment occurs toward the beginning of the 
reign of Darius III, and it includes the entire fourth century. Its purpose is to take stock 
before the appearance of Alexander and better to assess what we have fallen into the un
fortunate habit of calling "Achaemenid decadence (decline)." The reader will find there 
an overview of the peoples and countries of the Empire that is as complete as possible, 
without claiming to have exhausted the literature. This inventory is not confined to an 
analysis of the administrative organization; the longest passages are devoted to the anal
ysis of intercultural relations (chapter 16). The assessment is filled out by a dynamic 
analysis of the central state apparatus (chapter 17). For reasons I will set forth in the 
proper place, in the introduction to part 4 , such an assessment allows us to approach the 
last phase of Achaemenid history on a more solid basis: strictly speaking, the last chapter 
(18) is not about the conquest of Alexander but about the wars waged by Darius and the 
Empire against Macedonian aggression and about the response of the imperial elite to 
the general challenge of the Macedonian conquest. Conquest, resistance, and defection 
in turn eloquently reveal the state of the Empire when Darius perished in a conspiracy 
in the summer of 330. 



To the Reader 

Whatever the origin and nature of the evidence at hand, history is simultaneously 
both explanation and interpretation. It is thus appropriate that the reader be informed 
about the sources that justify the author's interpretive choice. As a guide at each step of 
the way, I attempt to provide an inventory under the title "Sources and Problems." For 
the same reasons of clarity and rigor, I give frequent and sometimes lengthy quotations 
of ancient texts. By way of support for the explanation and the argument, I have also in
cluded archaeological and iconographic evidence. In this way, I hope, readers will be 
clear about the path I have followed, the evidence that justifies and upports it, the argu
ments I bring into play, and the worth of the interpretations I propose. They will have 
before their eyes all the elements that will permit them to conceive and/or propose alter
native solutions. However much references to ancient sources may seem to burden the 
main text, I have found it necessary to provide them in parentheses, so that readers may 
look them up immediately, if they wish to examine, verify, or dispute them on the spot. 
I have also provided many subheadings—informative ones, I hope—so that readers can 
find their way easily through this substantial tome. And finally, I have deliberately ban
ished the reference and explanatory notes to the back of the book, not only because 
some are very long and very detailed but also and especially because I hope that in this 
way the book will be more easily accessible to students and nonspecialists, who are 
rightly put off by the display of a sometimes over-erudite critical apparatus. Those who 
are interested are free to turn to the research appendix, like the specialists. 
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Prologue 

The Persians before the Empire 

l. Why Cyrus? 

Discontinuous Documentation and the Longue Dxirie 
The violent collapse of the mighty Assyrian Empire after the fall of Nineveh in 612 

to a coalition of the Medes and Babylonians has sometimes been called a "scandal of 
history." The sudden appearance of the Persians in Near Eastern history and the light
ning campaigns of Cyrus II, the Great, pose questions for the historian that are urgent 
both in their breadth and in their complexity. In two decades (550-530), the Persian 
armies led by Cyrus II conquered the Median, Lydian, and Neo-Babylonian kingdoms 
in succession and prepared the ground for Persian domination of the Iranian Plateau 
and Central Asia. How can we explain this sudden outburst into history by a people and 
a state hitherto practically unknown? How can we explain not only that this people 
could forge military forces sufficient to achieve conquests as impressive as they were 
rapid but also that, as early as the reign of Cyrus, it had available the technological and 
intellectual equipment that made the planning and building of Pasargadae possible? 

The historian who works on the longue duree is well aware that an illustrious reign 
and a decisive event are consistent only with a history whose roots delve deep into a fruit
ful past. The Hellenistic historian Polybius was fully aware of this when he explained to 
his readers in the introduction to his History the need to reach far back in time, to un
derstand how "the Roman state was able without precedent to extend its dominion over 
nearly all the inhabited world, and that in less than fifty-three years"; and he continued, 
"In this manner, when we come to the heart of my subject, we will have no trouble 
understanding how the Romans made their plans, what the military means and the ma
terial resources available to them were when they engaged in this enterprise that per
mitted them to impose their law on sea as well as on land and in all our regions." 

The same goes for the beginnings of Persian history: it is agreed that the victories of 
Cyrus could not be conceived without the prior existence of a structured state, an orga
nized and trained army, a well-established royal authority, and numerous contacts with 
the Mesopotamian and Aegean kingdoms. Such great victories cannot be explained sim
ply by a one-sided insistence on the decadence of the states conquered by Cyrus—a 
"decadence" whose rhythms and modalities it is convenient to avoid specifying. Nor can 
it be explained by recourse to the convenient but reductive supposition of the intrinsic 
superiority of nomads over settled peoples. In short, every historical reflection leads us 
to suggest that the accession of Cyrus II was not only the point of departure for the first 
territorial empire that brought political unification to the immense area from the Ae
gean to the Indus; it was at the same time the outcome of a long process for which we 
have only fragmentary, elliptical, and discontinuous information. 

13 
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Persian History and Creek Representations 

Persian history, indeed, was never treated in antiquity by a historian of the stature of 
a Polybius. The "theoretical model" of the Greek authors of histories of Persia is desper
ately schematic and poor. Generally speaking, they are content to emphasize that the 
Persian Empire was nothing but the continuation of the Median kingdom conquered by 
Cyrus in 550. Take the case of Strabo. He is not satisfied to note that Ecbatana retained 
its prestige after the victory of Cyrus (XI. 13.5). With the aid of the most dubious argu
ments from climate, he states that the Persians borrowed from the Medes 

their "Persian" stole, as it is now cal led, and their zeal for archery and horsemanship , and 
the court they pay to their kings, and their ornaments , and the divine reverence paid by sub
jects to kings. . . . T h e cus toms even of the c o n q u e r e d looked to the conquerors so august 
and appropriate to royal p o m p that they submitted to wear feminine robes instead of go ing 
naked or lightly c lad, and to cover their bodies all over with clothes. (XI. 13.9^) 

He also refers to the opinion of other authors: "Some say that Medeia introduced this 
kind of dress when she, along with Jason, held dominion in this region" (XI.13.10-*-): how 
history and mythology are intertwined here! Still later (XI. 13.1 ]<•), he notes that Median 
customs are identical to Persian customs "because of the conquest of the Persians," and 
he concludes: "I shall discuss them in my account of the latter." But there (XV.3.20), he 
merely notes that Persian customs are identical to those of the Medes and other peoples. 

It must always be stressed that, aside from the obvious chronological imprecision of 
Strabo's arguments, they are built on a series of cultural stereotypes such as can be found 
in many other Greek authors who claim cavalierly to recount the history of the Persian 
people: the Persian conquest brought Median wealth and luxury to the conquerors, sym
bolized especially by garments that in themselves demonstrated the "feminization" of 
the nouveaux riches. Similarly, it was from the Medes that Cyrus's Persians copied their 
court ceremonial altogether. The Persian conquest is fully explained by "the allure of 
riches." This is also the underpinning of Plato's version in the Laws (694c-695a): "Per
sian decadence," beginning with Cambyses, is explained by the fact that "Cyrus's own 
sons received a Median-style education, an education corrupted by so-called ease, in the 
hands of educators who were women and eunuchs"! Herodotus (1.126) reverts to the 
same sort of interpretation to explain to his readers why the Persians enlisted in great 
numbers under the banner of Cyrus: poverty-stricken, the Persians were consumed by 
the desire to lay their hands on Median riches. 

In keeping with the perverse logic of this "theoretical" model, the evolution of a so
ciety could not be explained in any way other than by external stimuli and challenges. 
Therefore, the victors (the Persians) could only be characterized as a less developed 
people, with everything to learn from the peoples they were to conquer; they had no al
ternative but to assume the customs and institutions found among the earlier powers. In 
short, the Persians before Cyrus have no history. In other words, the authors regularly as
sume a priori the problem that excites and divides modern-day historians; or, more pre
cisely, neither Herodotus nor Xenophon nor Strabo has the slightest idea that their 
presentation raises such a problem. 

2. The Founder Legends 

On the period before Cyrus, then, the Classical sources are virtually worthless, at 
least to those who would reconstruct the main stages in the formation of the Persian 
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kingdom. In addition to recitation of military expeditions, Herodotus devotes a long pas
sage (1.107-130) to the origins of the Persian people, in the context of his report of 
Cyrus's victory over the Median king Astyages. He himself justifies his long excursus 
with these concluding words; "That, then, is the story of the birth and upbringing of 
Cyrus, and of how he seized the throne" (I.130-0-). 

Cyrus (II) is presented there as born to the Persian Cambyses, son of Cyrus 1, and 
Princess Mandane, daughter of the Median king Astyages. Disturbed by omens that por
tended an uncommon destiny for the child to be born to his daughter, Astyages had 
wanted to choose as son-in-law "a man of good lineage and character, but one whom he 
judged to be below a Mede even of middling character." Another dream and the magi's 
interpretation of it convinced him that the child who was about to be born "would be
come king in his place." Even though he was "aged and without male offspring," the 
king then decided to dispose of his grandson. He charged Harpagus, "a relative of his, 
the Mede who was most devoted to him, to whom he had entrusted all his affairs," with 
this task. Because Harpagus was somewhat anxious about appearing to be the murderer 
in the end, he passed the task on to Mithradates, one of the royal shepherds, "who, as he 
knew, would graze his herds in pastures that were most convenient for his plan and in 
mountains that teemed with wild animals." Mithradates, in turn, decided not to expose 
the baby to the wild animals at all, but instead to raise him as his own, taking into ac
count that his wife, who had just given birth to a stillborn child, was still grieving. To 
fool the royal constabulary, "he took his stillborn child, placed it in the basket in which 
he had brought the other,.adorned it with all the trappings of the other, brought it to the 
most deserted mountain, and set it there." The ruse worked. From that moment, "he 
who would later be called Cyrus was raised by the wife of the shepherd who had 
adopted him." 

Then Herodotus tells how at the age of ten Cyrus enjoyed great prestige in the eyes 
of his playmates, who chose him to play the king in their games. Cyrus played his role 
so well that he severely punished "the son of Artembares, a respected man of the Median 
community." Mithradates and Cyrus were denounced by Artembares' father and called 
before Astyages, who soon realized that Mithradates' son was none other than his own 
grandson. He punished Harpagus cruelly by serving him the flesh of his own son mixed 
with mutton at a banquet. Then, reassured by the magi, Astyages sent Cyrus to Persia, 
where he rejoined his family. Herodotus then tells how when Cyrus grew to manhood 
he was able to depose Astyages, with the aid of Harpagus, and give power to the Persians 
(1.123-130). 

Herodotus (I.95<>) claims to have this story from Persian informants, "from those who 
seem to tell the simple truth about him without trying to exaggerate his exploits." He 
adds that he knows three other versions of the origins of Cyrus. In one, reported by Justin 
(1.4.10), the suckling child, abandoned in the forest by the shepherd, survived thanks "to 
a female dog who gave suck to the child and protected him from the wild beasts and the 
birds of prey." A third version, preserved by Nicolaus of Damascus, who doubtless got it 
from Ctesias, has as Cyrus's father Atradates, a Mardian, a member of one of the most 
abject tribes of the Persian people. Cyrus's father practiced banditry and his mother, Ar-
goste, raised goats. According to "the Median custom," the young Cyrus was "given" to 
a rich and exalted personage, Artembares, to take care of. This Artembares held the en
viable position of royal cupbearer in the court of Astyages. Weakened by age and infir
mity, Artembares, with the consent of the king, passed his title to Cyrus, whom he had 
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adopted. Cyrus summoned his parents to court. Having become still more powerful, he 
made Atradates "the satrap of the Persians" and his mother the richest woman in Persia. 
Then came the revolt . . . . 

What facts can the historian extract from these stories? The identity of certain folk-
loric themes with themes in the legend of Sargon King of Akkad, as it may be recon
structed from the tablets, shows that the various versions are constructed on a very 
ancient Near Eastern framework, filled out both by the inspiration of popular storytellers 
and by the goals of political propaganda (cf. Diodorus II.4.3). There is scarcely any 
doubt that the legend incorporates typical Iranian features as well. All these tales are in
tended primarily to exalt the memory of a charismatic founder, marked from his birth 
by signs of uncommon destiny. For this reason, it was piously passed on to young Per
sians from generation to generation. Each of the various versions places the origins of 
Cyrus in the context of relations between the powerful Medes and their Persian vassals. 
They are all equally at home within the story of the overthrow of Median power by the 
Persians. But, of course, in turning Cyrus into the creator of the Persian kingdom that 
was to rise up against Ecbatana, the various versions of the founder legends become use
less for discussing Persia before Cyrus. 

3. The Kings of Ansan 
The Persians, however, left no literary record of their own history. The only form of 

official historiography in this period is the genealogies recorded by the kings themselves. 
In his famous inscription carved into the cliff at Behistun, Darius provides details of his 
Achaemenid background: 

I a m Dar ius the Grea t King , K i n g of Kings, K ing in Persia, King of countries , son of Hystas-
pes, grandson of Arsames , an A c h a e m e n i a n . Sai th Dar ius the king: my father was Hystaspes; 
Hystaspes' father was Arsames; Arsames' father was Ariaramnes; Ariaramnes' father was Teis-
pes; Teispes ' father was Achaemenes . Saith Dar ius the King: For this reason we are cal led 
Achaemenians . F r o m long ago we have been noble . F r o m long ago our family had been 
kings. Saith Dar ius the king: VIII of our family (there are) who were kings afore; I a m the 
ninth; IX in success ion we have been kings. ( D B I S J I - + * ) 

A genealogy of this sort thus allows us in principle to reach far back in time, to the very 
beginnings of Achaemenid history, when Persia was still in Persis. We might add that 
Herodotus (VII. 11) offers a royal genealogy that does not correspond exactly with that 
given by Darius, since the succession is thus presented by Xerxes: Achaemenes-Teispes-
Cambyses-Cyrus-Teispes-Ariaramnes-Arsames-Hystaspes-Darius. 

We have two other inscriptions in the names of Ariaramnes and Arsames, whom Da
rius gives as his great-grandfather and grandfather respectively. They contain the follow
ing text: "Ariaramnes [Arsames], the Great King, King of Kings, King in Persia . . . this 
country Persia which I hold, which is possessed of good horses, of good men, upon me 
the Great God Ahura-Mazda bestowed ( i t ) . . . ." (AmH; AsH). But these documents are 
something less than certain. For one thing, there are serious doubts about their authen
ticity. For another, the assertions of Darius are themselves highly suspect—not, of 
course, that their authenticity may be doubted for a moment, but simply because the 
primary intention of the text is to justify all of Darius's actions after the death of Camby
ses and to establish what he asserts as his family's rights —a rather dubious claim, as we 
shall see. A past revised and corrected by Darius hardly allows historians to sharpen their 
knowledge of the epoch of the early kings. 
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To do this, it is much better to rely on a Babylonian text, the Cyrus Cylinder, which 
gives the oldest genealogy. Cyrus is there called the "king of Ansan," and the family line 
is presented as follows: "Son of Cambyses, Great King, king of Ansan, great-grandson (or 
"descendant") of Teispes, Great King, king of Ansan, from a family [that has] always [ex
ercised] kingship." The dynastic succession is thus established in the form Teispes-
Cyrus I-Cambyses I-Cyrus II. As for the domain of the kings, it consisted of Ansan, as 
shown by a seal engraved with the legend "Kuras of Ansan, son of Teispes" (PFS *93), a 
person usually identified with Cyrus I (fig. 7). The country is now identified with cer
tainty: it is the plain of Marv Dasht, in Pars. It is thus in this region—which would later 
take the name Persis —that the first Persian kingdom was established. 

4. Ansan and Susa 

The country the Persians conquered and peopled was in no way a political back
water. As early as the beginning of the second millennium, the Elamite kings bore the 
title "king of Ansan and Susa." The Elamite kingdom thus occupied both the plain 
(Susa) and the High Country (Ansan). At the site of Ansan itself (Tall-i Malyan), Elamite 
tablets dated to the end of the second millennium have been discovered. These texts at
test to the existence of an Elamite administration in the region, and considerable build
ing activity (temples, palace) testifies to the authority of the "kings of Ansan and Susa" 
in the southern Zagros during the second millennium. 

But after this time, the Elamite kingdom, in the chronological phase called Neo-
Elamite II (ca. 750-653), weakened considerably. The dynasty was ravaged by continual 
internecine struggles. It is possible that several "kings" coexisted from the beginning of 
the seventh century on. At this date, the center of gravity of the kingdom was no longer 
in the highlands, but on the plain, where the texts reveal three "royal towns": Susa, 
Madaktu (a stronghold situated on the Duwairij River), and Hidalu (in the first foothills 
of the Zagros). In 691, the Elamite and Babylonian armies waged a brutal war against 
the Assyrian forces, with both sides claiming victory. 

It seems that the dependence of Ansan on Susa became increasingly remote and 
merely formal, with the Neo-Elamite kings unable to assert their authority there in any 
concrete way. In particular, they had to do battle many times with the Neo-Assyrian 
kings, who mounted frequent expeditions against Elam, forcing the king to "flee to the 
mountain." The Elamites, for their part, attempted several times to support Babylonian 
revolts against Assyria, without much success. The battle of Halule (691) was nothing 
more than a respite. In 646, Assurbanipal launched a broad, victorious offensive, which 
resulted in the capture and sack of Susa and the (temporary) disappearance of the Elam
ite kingdom. It is perhaps in this context that Teispes, Cyrus Us great-grandfather, arro
gated to himself the title "king of Ansan," thus proclaiming himself successor to the 
Elamite kings in the highland that was to take the name Persis. 

The problem of absolute chronology is more difficult. An inscription of the Assyrian 
king Assurbanipal (669-ca. 630) mentions the submission of Kuras, king of Parsumas, 
who shortly after 646 sent tribute to Nineveh and sent his oldest son, Arukku, as a hos
tage. It has long been held that this Kuras was none other than Cyrus I himself, king of 
Persia (Parsumas). But this interpretation is now being questioned. The proposed equiv
alence between Parsumas and Persia is uncertain, and Parsumas is probably distinct 
from Ansan (though this point is still under discussion). Since the chronology of Cyrus 
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II is securely established (559-530), it would be necessary under this hypothesis to lower 
the chronology of the first Persian kings, whose approximate dates would otherwise be: 
Teispes (ca. 635-610), Cyrus I (ca. 610-585), Cambyses I (ca. 585-559). Moreover, the 
settlement of this Iranian population in the region of Ansan was certainly much earlier. 
It is generally agreed that, having come from the northern Zagros, rather than directly 
from the Iranian Plateau, the Iranians moved gradually into Ansan toward the end of the 
second millennium. 

5. Persian Society before the Conquests: Herodotus and Archaeology 

Herodotus and Persian Society 
We know nothing, or nearly nothing, of the kingdom of Ansan before the offensive 

launched by Cyrus II against the Medes in the late 550s. In the account he gives of the 
revolt of Cyrus against the Medes, Herodotus reports that the young king assembled his 
people, and he describes their organization in the following terms: 

The Persian nation contains a number of tribes (genea), and the ones which Cyrus assem
bled and persuaded to revolt were the Pasargadae, Maraphii, and Maspii, upon which all 
the other tribes are dependent. Of these the Pasargadae are the most distinguished (arisloi); 
they contain the clan (phretre) of the Achaemenidae from which spring the Perseid kings. 
Other tribes are the Panrhialaei, Derusiaei, Gennanii, all of which are attached to the soil 
(aroteres), the remainder—Dai, Mardi, Dropici, Sagartii—being nomadic. (I, 125-0-) 

Persian society as understood by Herodotus was thus a tribal society. Herodotus obviously 
used Greek terms to designate the groupings and subgroupings. But the social division 
that can be recognized there is comparable to what is also known from Iranian terminol
ogy. The basic level of organization is the patrilineal family (Old Persian mana); a group 
of families constitutes a clan (Old Persian viO); the clans are grouped into a tribe (Old Ira
nian "zantu). The tribe is simultaneously a genealogical reality and a spatial reality: Ma
raphii and Pasargadae are both ethnonyms and toponyms. Each tribe and clan had a 
territory of its own, the former being led by a tribal chieftain ("zantupati). This was a 
situation that was to obtain until the very end of the Achaemenid period, as seen from the 
example of Orxines, described in this way by Quintus Curtius at the time of Alexander: 

From there they came to Pasargadae; that is a Persian race (gens), whose satrap [= tribal 
chieftain] was Orsines, prominent among all the barbarians for high birth and wealth. He 
traced his descent from Cyrus, formerly king of the Persians; he had wealth, both what he 
had inherited from his forefathers and what he himself bad amassed during long possession 
of sovereignty. {X.\.22-23<>) 

Among the tribes, Herodotus makes a major distinction between farmers and nomads. 
This opposition is found in every Classical author who deals with "barbarian" peoples. It 
is based on a assumption that treats nomads, often likened to robbers, as backward popu
lations in the same way that, for the Greeks in particular, farmers represent a superior 
level of civilization. We have seen, for example, how for Ctesias the father of Cyrus was 
a Mardian who practiced banditry while his mother raised goats. Throughout history, the 
Mardians kept the reputation of being a fierce population, warlike and aggressive. As for 
the Sagartians, Herodotus portrays them elsewhere as "a nomadic tribe . . . a people who 
speak Persian and dress in a manner half Persian" but who, although they were incorpo
rated with the Persians into the army of Xerxes, retained weapons—lassos —and styles of 
combat all their own (VII.85-0-). 
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The distinction between nomads and farmers correlates with another distinction, a 
political distinction. Herodotus assigns special prestige to the Pasargadae, the Maraphii, 
and the Maspii, "to whom all the other Persians are subject." The term used by Herodo
tus implies a relationship of subordination, linked to the antiquity of certain tribes. 
Within the dominant group, the Pasargadae are considered "the noblest." One gets the 
sense that intense struggles took place between tribal chieftains. Herodotus specifies that 
Cyrus convened "an assembly (alie) of the Persians," which seems to indicate that in or
der to declare war on the Medes the king had to take the advice of the tribal chieftains, 
especially of the chiefs of the Maraphii and the Maspii. On the basis of this mention, 
one is tempted to suggest that in the army each chieftain retained the command of his 
own contingent, under the supreme authority of the king, who was the chief (Greek 
karanos) of the 'people in arms' (Old Persian kara). All the evidence agrees, in any case, 
that one of the Achaemenid king's ideological justifications was his aptitude for war and 
for leading armies. However, the conditions that brought three tribes to preeminence, 
or how the Pasargadae themselves became arisioi, or, for that matter, how and when the 
Achaemenid clan within the Pasargadae arrogated to itself the royal power are impos
sible to determine. All we can do is observe that Herodotus wrote toward the middle of 
the fifth century, at a time when the antiquity of the rights of the Achaemenids had be
come the official version. But we will see that this quite doubtful version owes much to 
Darius I. In other words, there is nothing to prove that the Achaemenids (in the clan 
sense) had held any special place of any antiquity in Persian society. 

Limits on the Use of Classical Sources 

In a more general way, some limits should be set on the use of the information pro
vided by Herodotus and other Classical authors. Reading uncritically, we are tempted to 
conclude that Cyrus's conquests can be compared to raids by "nomads" in search of 
booty from the settled kingdoms. This is clearly not so. Cyrus would soon show that his 
objectives were much more ambitious: he intended not to raid but to conquer perma
nently. This observation implies that Cyrus's army was something more than an ad hoc 
assembly of tribal contingents fighting in loose order, each retaining its own style of 
combat. Rather, we must assume that before starting a war the Persian king had an army 
that had no want of arms or training in comparison with those against which he 
launched his offensive. It is also likely that when he led his army against the Medes 
Cyrus was much more than the most important of the tribal chieftains, a primus inter 
pares. It is much more likely that, ever since his predecessors had assumed the royal title, 
they were able to exert their power. This is indicated by the regularity in dynastic succes
sion, at least as it is reported by Cyrus himself in his Babylonian proclamation of 539. 

It is true that Xenophon attributed vast military reforms to the Cyrus he described: 
modification of the Persian armament (breastplate, wicker shield, swords, and battle-axes 
rather than simple spears and bows; Cyropaedia II. 1.9-10; 16-17), organization of the 
command on the decimal system (II, II.1.22-24), and establishment of a cavalry (IV.3.4-
23; VI.4.1) and a chariotry (VI. 1.27-30; 50-54). But, here as elsewhere, Xenophon's re
ports must be read with caution. However different the inspiration of Herodotus and Xe
nophon, both agree in making Cyrus the creator ex nihilo of a Persian state. Despite 
what Xenophon claims (1.3.3), it is particularly difficult to accept that before contact with 
the Medes the Persians did not raise or ride horses. Whatever the established reputation 
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of Median horsebreeding and cavalry, the victories achieved by Cyrus imply that at that 
date he already had a powerful cavalry. How can it be denied that the army raised by 
Cyrus against Astyages was made up of troops perfectly capable of taking on the Median 
army? After all, does not the seal of Kuras of Ansan show a mounted warrior trampling 
his enemies beneath the feet of his steed (fig. 7)? The victories of Cyrus over the Medes 
of Astyages do not represent chance or luck. They cannot be explained solely in terms of 
the treason of those close to Astyages, on which Herodotus places such emphasis. 

The Findings of Archaeology 

It is also true that recent archaeological work appears to be consistent with Herodo
tus. As a result of surveys of the Marv Dasht, the plain of Persepolis, it has been possible 
to determine that the number of occupation sites decreased drastically from the end of 
the second millennium on (or before), and that it was not until the reigns of Cyrus and 
Cambyses that important permanent sites reappear, at Pasargadae and on the plain of 
Persepolis. From these observations we can infer generally that the loss of sedentary 
settlements in the region must be directly related to an internal development of the 
Elamite populations in the second half of the second millennium and to the arrival of 
Iranian populations at the beginning of the first millennium, from which those whom 
we call the Persians would eventually arise. During the first half of the first millennium, 
the country would thus have been populated essentially by nomadic tribes who, by def
inition, leave no archaeological traces. 

Nonetheless, this reconstruction is still problematic. First of all, if the Persians de
voted most of their time to activities related to nomadism and stockbreeding, it is diffi
cult to understand why the names of their months show the existence of a calendar 
organized primarily around agricultural activities. Furthermore, the agreement between 
archaeology and Herodotus is more apparent than real. Herodotus was writing in the 
fifth century, on the basis of unidentifiable sources. As has already been stressed, there is 
no reason to suppose that his information applies specifically or exclusively to central 
Fars in the first half of the first millennium. Yet again, his analysis of Persian society re
mains very general and atemporal. One reason is doubtless that the Persian society of his 
time was still organized by clans and tribes (cf. IV.167). It also allows us to surmise that 
even in his time Persian tribes practiced nomadism (whatever the changing and varied 
reality hidden beneath that term). Archaeology seems to confirm this, when we consider 
that at the time of Darius and Xerxes, the number of urban sites remained very low. 

As for archaeological results per se, let us first note that they come from explorations 
conducted in a single region of Fars; this is certainly a central region, since it is there 
that the first Persian kingdom was established. But where and how the ancestors of the 
Persians lived in the first centuries of the first millennium remains totally unknown. 
Moreover, the reconstruction leaves an essential problem completely in shadow. From 
the time of their arrival in Fars, the Persians lived in permanent contact, even symbiosis, 
with the Elamite population. The fruitfulness of the Elamite heritage in Achaemenid 
civilization known from Cyrus onward in itself attests to the breadth and depth of the ac
culturation processes at work between the two groups. This Elamite influence can al
ready be seen in the seal attributed to Cyrus I: stylistically, it belongs to a Neo-Elamite 
type. When we consider further that this seal was still used in Persepolis through the 
closing years of the sixth century (503-501), it speaks volumes for the permanence and 
fruitfulness of Elamite influence. There is even an obvious relationship between the 
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Susa tablets and the Persepolis tablets. So it must be admitted that the break was not to
tal and that the picture of discontinuity gleaned from the archaeology of central Pars 
provides only a partial explanation. 

Perhaps the error lies in suggesting that all of the ancestors of Cyrus lived like nomads 
in the Marv Dasht. The archaeological picture obtained from several sectors of eastern 
Khuzestan, in the lowland, is quite different. There, in fact, a remarkably continuity of 
urban settlement can be observed. A built tomb, discovered at Arjan, some 10 km from 
Behbehan (probably Hidalu), allows us to recognize that very elaborate processes of 
acculturation had been at work in Elamite, Iranian, and Assyro-Babylonian traditions. 
Neo-Elamite tablets attest to the presence of Iranians at Hidalu in the course of the sev
enth century. Some of these tablets are part of a group called the Acropolis Tablets, 
which represents part of the administrative archives of the palace of Susa in the period 
now called Neo-Elamite III B (approximately the first half of the sixth century; but the 
dating is uncertain). In general, these texts refer to deliveries to the palace of a very wide 
array of products: wool, textiles, different colored clothing, wood, furniture, tools, weap
ons, and so on. One-tenth of the personal names can be identified as Iranian; nine-
tenths are Elamite. Among the craftsmen are men with Iranian names, sometimes la
beled "Persian." One of the clothing suppliers is a certain Kurlus, who has a son with the 
Persian name Parsirra. One of the Masters of the palace {rab ekalli) is called Harina (Ira
nian Aryaina); someone of the same name is designated son of Mardunus (Mardonius), 
etc. The tablets also show that Iranian terms were introduced into the technical vocabu
lary in the areas of textiles and of weapons. One garment is called sarpi, a word in which 
we recognize Greek sarapis, which ancient grammarians (Pollux, Hesychius citing Cte
sias) list sometimes as Median, sometimes as Persian; some arms (quivers, spears) have 
Persian names. 

Overall, this evidence lets the historian flesh out the succinct analysis of Herodotus 
and refine the archaeological picture obtained from explorations in central Fars. Re
peating an observation of R. Ghirshmann: "The idea that was advanced long ago and 
that views [Persians] as nomads moving about with their herds in search of pasture must 
be reconsidered." In any case, through contact with the Elamites, in particular in 
Khuzistan, the Persians acquired technology and know-how, observable most especially 
in metalwork, that complemented the Iranian traditions. Elsewhere, Persians assumed 
important posts at the courts of the last Elamite rulers, some of them being provided 
with 'domains' (irmatam) in several regions of the lowlands and the plateau. If it is 
added that the presence of Iranians and Persians can be detected in Babylon from the 
beginning of the sixth century, it will be correct to conclude that the kingdom of Cyrus 
did not constitute a peripheral, isolated region, mired in an "archaic" way of life. On the 
contrary, if the Persians under Cyrus were able to assume hegemony, it is because they 
were well able to reap the fruit of the close and prolonged contacts they had struck up 
in different forms with the Elamites, the Medes, and the Babylonians. 

6. Ansan, Ecbatana, Babylon, and Susa 

The Consequences of the Fall of the Assyrian Empire 

Fortunately, the absence of written sources bearing on Ansan is counterbalanced, so 
to speak, by Babylonian chronicles that allow us to reconstruct the international context 
within which the first Persian kingdom rose to power. The fall of the Assyrian Empire is 
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plainly the crucial event in that context, an event from which the victors, the Median 
and Neo-Bahylonian kingdoms, were able to profit. Assyrian power was at its height dur
ing the reign of Assurbanipal (669-ca. 630) but fell into decline after his death. Military 
defeats came on top of problems of dynastic succession. In 626, Nabopolassar was recog
nized in Babylon; this was the beginning of the Neo-Babylonian kingdom, which was to 
last until the conquest of Cyrus in 539. To the north and east, the Medes launched of
fensives against Assyrian territory, seizing the province of Arraplia in 615. In 614, the Me
dian king Cyaxares took Assur, which he sacked. This feat was followed by an alliance 
between the Medes and the Babylonians. Two years later (612), the allied Median and 
Babylonian armies took Nineveh. Assyria's attempts at resistance soon failed (612-610), 
despite the attack on the Babylonian positions led by Pharaoh Necho. The Assyrian Em
pire had perished in the storm. When the survivors of the Ten Thousand traversed the 
region two centuries later, Xenophon described the Assyrian capitals Kalah and Nineveh 
(under the names Larissa and Mespila), which he saw as abandoned cities where noth
ing survived but miserable remnants {Anab. IN.4.6-12). 

We do not know for sure how the two conquerors divided the spoils of the Assyrian 
Empire. While the Babylonians retained control ot the strategic site of Harran, there is 
no doubt that the Medes not only seized much Assyrian territory but also carried on 
their conquests in other directions. In 585, King Astyages, successor of Cyaxares, signed 
a treaty with the Lydian King Alyattes. According to Herodotus (1.74), the treaty was 
brought about through the mediation of the Cilician and Neo-Babylonian kings. Asty
ages and Alyattes undertook to respect a border on the Halys River. The treaty was sealed 
with dynastic marriages that made Alyattes the brother-in-law of Astyages. It is perhaps 
also from this time that Median dominion over several Central Asian peoples d a t e s -
distant dominion to be sure, having more to do with alliances with local chieftains than 
with setting up imperial structures. 

The Assyrian rout left two great powers face to face: the Medes and the Neo-Babylo
nian kingdom. During the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar II (604-562) and his successors, 
the Neo-Babylonian kingdom regained the Assyrian legacy in Syria-Palestine and an
nexed part of Cilicia. The campaigns against Egypt, however, met with defeat. Another 
region escaped Neo-Babylonian dominion, in part at least: Elam, which had disap
peared from the scene after being defeated by Assurbanipal. It seems clear that the de
struction of Susa (646) was not as complete as the Assyrian annals would have us believe. 
A series of converging indications shows rather that, toward 625 at the latest, an Elamite 
kingdom was rebuilt around Susa, even if Babylon maintained its grasp on one or sev
eral Elamite principalities. This Neo-Elamite kingdom extended east to the foothills of 
the Zagros, which thus constituted a frontier zone between the Elamite kings of Susa 
and their old possession, Ansan, therafter in the hands of Cyrus. There is no indication 
that this Elamite kingdom of Susa was required to recognize Median hegemony at the 
beginning of the sixth century. 

The fact remains that the international situation prevailing at the beginning of the 
reign of Cyrus (around 559) was quite different from the context in which the first "king 
of Ansan" arose, about a century earlier. In 559, the Near East was divided into several 
competing kingdoms: Media (Ecbatana/Astyages), Lydia (Sardis/Croesus), Babylonia 
(Babylon/Nabonidus), Elam (Susa/Ummanis?), and Egypt (Sai's/Amasis). Two powers 
faced off: (1) the Neo-Babylonian kingdom, which continued to amass conquests in the 
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west to the point of dominating the entire Fertile Crescent beginning with Nebuchad
nezzar's victory at Carchemish on the Euphrates in 605 until, a few years after the acces
sion of Cyrus (559), Nabonidus took supreme power in Babylon (556); and (2) the 
Median kingdom, which imposed its dominion to the west as far as the Halys under the 
direction of Astyages (king since 585-584) and seems to have succeeded in extending its 
influence over several local princes of the Iranian Plateau, apparently as far as Bactria. 

Ansan on the World Stage 
On the other hand, we know nothing of the kings of Ansan during this long period or 

of the consequences the military operations might have had for them. Were the kings of 
Ansan able to participate more directly in international relations thereafter? It would be 
most interesting to be able to consider this to the point of being able to assess the impor
tance achieved by the kingdom governed by the grandfather, then the father of Cyrus II. 
It must be admitted that it is impossible to know, given that before 553 not one Babylo
nian source alludes explicitly to the leaders of Ansan. 

We must show great caution in confronting the Classical texts dealing with the fall of 
the Assyrian Empire. According to Ctesias (used by Diodorus, 11.23-28), the "moral dec
adence" displayed by Sardanapalus (Assurbanipal) was what drove the Mede Arbaces to 
raise the banner of revolt and to organize a four-power coalition within which figured, 
alongside the Medes and Babylonians (under the command of Belesys), not only the 
king of the Arabs (Upper Mesopotamian populations), but also the Persians, "whom he 
summoned to liberty." Aside from the fact that an Arbaces is otherwise unknown, we 
must underscore the surprising nature of the declaration made by the ruler of Ecbatana, 
who all the sources agree held sway over the Persians. Here, in contrast, the Persians, on 
an equal footing with the Medes, the Babylonians, and the Arabs (of Mesopotamia), are 
subject to the unbearable yoke of the Assyrians! The same sources were probably respon
sible for the report of a Hellenistic author, Amyntas (cited by Athenaeus XII.529e-f), ac
cording to which the walls of Nineveh (attributed to Sardanapalus) were demolished by 
Cyrus during the siege. These tales of the Assyrian defeat point to a vision that is Medo-
centric (the leading role of Arbaces) and Persocentric (the role of the Persians and 
Cyrus), in the face of which the historian is forced to express strong reservations on prin
ciple. It is not out of the question, on the other hand, to imagine that at the request of 
the Medes, the Persians were able to send a contingent to the Medo-Babylonian army 
that then united against the Assyrian armies. 

Median Dominion 
Beyond this observation, we must return once more to the matter of Persian subjec

tion to the Medes. According to Herodotus's story of Cyrus's revolt, "The Persians had 
long resented their subjection to the Medes" (I.1270-). Nonetheless, we must admit that 
we know neither the origins nor the precise nature of the subjugation of the Persians by 
the Medes. Herodotus attributes the conquest of the Persians by the Medes to King 
Phraortes: "He carried his military operations further afield, and the first country he at
tacked and brought into subjection was Persia. By the combination of these two power
ful peoples he proceeded to the systematic conquest of Asia, and finally attacked the 
Assyrians" (1.102<-). Owing to the annalistic framework of Herodotus's Median episodes, 
we can date the reign of Phraortes to 647/646-625/624. If we adopt the dynastic chronol
ogy proposed for Persia, this official subjugation must be located in the reign of Teispes 
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(ca. 635-610?). However it may have happened, the event must be situated in a much 
broader wave of conquest, which undoubtedly allowed Phraortes and his successors to 
seize many other princedoms that held the Zagros range. But we are simply unable to 
analyze further a situation whose exact nature is inaccessible to us, apart from proposing 
some plausible but vague hypotheses to explain why the Persians, like other peoples sub
ject to the Medes, were required to send tribute and troops to Ecbatana. 

Dynastic Marriages? 

In other respects, the ancient authors liked to stress the continuity between the two 
kingdoms, Media and Persia. Herodotus (1.107), Justin (1.4.4), and Xenophon (1.2.1) 
make Cyrus the son of Cambyses (I) and Mandane. They portray Mandane as the 
daughter of Astyages and the Lydian princess Aryenis, daughter of Alyattes and thus sis
ter (or half-sister) of Croesus. In this scenario, Cyrus was a second-generation offspring 
of the diplomatic marriage concluded in 585 between Media and Lydia, under the aus
pices of the syennesis of Cilicia and the Neo-Babylonian king. Indeed, interdynastic 
marriages were common in the ancient Near East until the Hellenistic era. In a way, this 
justifies the relevance of Herodotus's remark about the Mcdo-Lydian marriage in 585: 
"knowing that treaties seldom remain intact without powerful sanctions" (I.74-0-). But it 
must be agreed that any information in the Classical authors is suspect. Moreover, they 
do not agree among themselves on the tradition of the Persian-Median marriages. Cte
sias (§2) even asserts straightforwardly, "Cyrus did not have the slightest degree of kin
ship with Astyages." According to him, Amytis was married in 550 to the Mede Spitamas, 
and she was later wed to Cyrus after the execution of her husband. Berossus (FGrH 680 
F7d) states that, after the fall of the Assyrian Empire, Astyages married his daughter 
Amytis to Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar —all assertions that are virtually incom
prehensible in view of both chronology and history. The evidentiary confusion is such 
that doubts exist as to the reality of the Median marriage of Cambyses, father of Cyrus, 
inasmuch as it could offer a convenient ideological justification for the power of Cyrus 
in Media and even in Lydia. This is a motif found elsewhere in Herodotus, used to ex
plain the first contacts between Cyrus and Amasis of Egypt and then the conquests led 
by Cambyses (III. 1-3). It seems clear that in most cases it is actually a dynastic justifica
tion invented post eventum. 

7. From the Medes to the Persians 

Borrowing and Inheritance 

On the basis of the Greek reports, at least in part (it is generally thought, though with 
less and less agreement), that Median influence was decisive in the creation and orga
nization of the Persian kingdom. The examination of Achaemenid administrative and 
palace vocabulary has led some historians to conclude that Median loanwords were par
ticularly frequent in the areas of royal titulature and bureaucracy. This interpretation is 
based on a belief in the existence of a Median language different from Old Persian. At 
the same time, it is founded, explicitly or implicitly, on the hypothesis that the Persians 
themselves had no state tradition of their own and that the Median kingdom was the 
only available model, that the Medes also indirectly transmitted Assyro-Babylonian and 
Urartian traditions to the Persians in these areas. This interpretation is likewise based on 
the observation that, after the conquest of Ecbatana, the Greeks and the peoples of the 
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Near East frequently referred to the Persians under the name of Medes {thus, for ex
ample, the French term "Guerres Mediques" for what in English are the "Persian 
Wars," or ancient Greek characterization of political collaboration with the Achaeme
nid Empire and its representatives as "Medizing"). It is inferred that Cyrus slipped into 
the mold of Median traditions, lock, stock, and barrel —all the more so in that Media al
ready exercised powerful influence during the period of Ecbalana's political supremacy. 

This kind of explanation raises a series of historical problems, whose details we would 
do well to specify. The ethnocultural connection between the Medes and Persians is un
deniable: both are Iranian peoples, springing from the same Indo-Iranian stock, albeit at 
considerable remove. But this observation is not in itself determinative. For this reason, 
the theory of linguistic borrowings remains quite disputable. It proceeds from an under
lying hypothesis —the assumption that the dialect words found in the vocabulary of the 
Old Persian inscriptions come from a Median language. The problem is that we know 
virtually nothing of Median, for the plain and simple reason that we do not have a single 
inscription in that language. By reasoning that might be considered circular, Median 
has been reconstructed on the basis of Persian borrowings, themselves reconstructed. 
Given this fact, and not without solid arguments, the very existence of a Median lan
guage has itself been called into question. Some contend instead that the language of 
the Achaemenid inscriptions is a common language (koine) used by the Medes as well 
as the Persians. According to this hypothesis, the theory of linguistic borrowings is con
siderably weakened, and it is not supported by the historical interpretations proposed by 
the Classical authors. 

The Structure of the Median Kingdom 

To be sure, the possible refutation of the theory that Old Persian borrowed political 
and ideological terms from a Median dialect used by a Median precursor state itself en
tails historical inferences of the greatest magnitude. In part at least, it is actually on the 
basis of these supposed borrowings that the picture of a strongly unified Median king
dom administered in the style of its Urartian and Assyro-Babylonian neighbors has been 
reconstructed. The interpretation is even more tempting when it seems at first sight to 
find agreement with the long discussion Herodotus gives in his Medikos Logos (1.95-
106) of the origin and history of the Median kingdom. The essential role in this is attrib
uted to Deioces, son of Phraortes (I), who, through a series of measures as brutal as they 
were effective, transformed a tribal society into a unified state dominated by an omnip
otent king. The consolidation of royal power is illustrated and made concrete by the 
construction of a royal city, Ecbatana, a royal guard, and the creation of a very strict 
court protocol, in such a way that the heads of the great Median families whom he had 
stripped of their prerogatives "took him "for a being of a different nature from them
selves." Moreover, to exercise his power, Deioces' "spies were busy watching and listen
ing in every corner of his dominions" (I.95-101<-). His successor, Phraortes (II), 
inherited such power that he was able to subjugate the Persians and begin the war 
against the Assyrians, but he perished in the war (1.102). After his death, his son Cyax
ares continued the march of conquest. To this end, he reorganized his army in an effort 
to make the diverse contingents more unified. He marched against Nineveh, but he 
was thrown back by bands of Scythians. After a twenty-eight-year Scythian interregnum, 
he regained power: the Medes "recovered their former power and dominion. . . . They 
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captured Nineveh."-*- Shortly thereafter, his son Astyages succeeded him: this is exactly 
where the legend of the origins of Cyrus commences, into which the Medikos Logos is 
integrated. 

But for many reasons Herodotus's Median tale is itself highly suspect. To be sure, the 
historicity of the kings depicted is hard to deny, and there is no compelling reason to 
doubt their chronology, but the story of the reforms imposed by Deioces resembles an 
existing model of the "founding father" too closely for us to place blind confidence in it. 
Furthermore, the institutions set up by Deioces (capital, personal guard, audience rit
ual, Eyes and Ears of the king) are strangely similar to the Achaemenid institutions fre
quently described by the Greek authors, so much so that we are tempted to think that 
Herodotus (just like Strabo later on; XI. 13.9) applied (or could have applied) what he 
knew of the Persian court practices of his own day as a veneer over an entirely imaginary 
Media. The question remains: Was the Media of the time of Astyages really a powerfully 
integrated monarchic state, whose organization Cyrus could copy in Persia? 

The Medes are also known from the Assyrian annals, to the extent that, beginning in 
the ninth century in particular, the Assyrian kings attempted to impose their control on 
the principalities of the Zagros. But the correspondences drawn from comparing He
rodotus and the Assyrian sources remain hypothetical. It is clear, for example, that the 
identifications proposed between the personal names cited by Herodotus and those in 
the Assyrian annals cannot be taken on the probative value that is often attributed to 
them. Furthermore, at the time of the first confrontation (835), the Medes encountered 
by Salmaneser III are described as a fragmented society, within which twenty-seven kings 
(sarrani) exercised power independently of each other. There is no indication that the 
Median peoples underwent a rapid evolution toward the unification of the tribes around 
a supreme chief who might be called king of the Medes before the seventh century. 

The results of archaeological explorations, however, must still be taken cautiously: 
no artifact can be called "Median" with absolute certainty, and the appropriateness of 
the term "Median art" has frequently been questioned. Three sites have been excavated 
within Median territory: Godin Tepe, Tepe Nus-i Jan, and Baba Jan. Fairly imposing 
residential structures have been uncovered there, some of which (hypostyle halls) are 
generally considered characteristic of Achaemenid architecture. But their precise dating 
continues to be questioned as does, consequently, the dating of the relationships that 
can be established between these constructions and the activities of the Median kings 
described by Herodotus. 

Appraisal of the Discussion 

The conclusion of the discussion is necessarily a bit disappointing but mirrors the 
corpus of evidence: historians cannot choose their sources. To a certain extent, in deal
ing with Median history, historians are faced with an evidentiary situation comparable 
with the situation that faces them in dealing with Persian history before Cyrus. In the ab
sence of inscriptions and irrefutable archaeological records, they are led on the one 
hand to lengthy discussions of the credibility of Herodotus, while on the other hand, 
they must at the same time conform their reflections to a theoretical model of the evo
lution of tribal states. The difference is that the Medes appear frequently in the annals 
of Mesopotamian kingdoms, both Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian. But to which Medes 
do these texts refer? Must they necessarily be identified with the Medes of Deioces, 
Phraortes, Cyaxares, and Astyages? Nothing could be less certain. 
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All we can say is that the intervention of the Medes in international relations and 
their direct participation in the fall of the Assyrian Empire imply that the "Median 
kings" of the last third of the seventh century had succeeded in raising an army worthy 
of the name and thus that they possessed significant resources, amassed through tribute 
and through the profit on long-range trade with Central Asia—hence doubtless, for 
whatever reason, the interest in Herodotus's mention of military reforms carried out by 
Cyaxares. It is still appropriate to assess the respective contributions of the Medes and 
the Babylonians to the fall of Assyria. To be sure —notwithstanding the claims of Ctesias 
and Amyntas —the participation of the Medes (and the Persians!) seems to have had a 
considerably smaller effect than did the Babylonian armies, and it seems doubtful that 
this impression is due to a later rewriting of history by Babylonian authors anxious to em
phasize the decisive role of the Babylonian armies. 

Despite the absence of irrefutable evidence, in the end we must stress the limits of an 
argument based on the ethnocultural links between the Persians and the Medes. In fact, 
after their joint arrival in the Zagros, Medes and Persians underwent varied and distinct 
evolutions. After arriving in Fars, those whom we call Persians were particularly prone 
to Elamite influence, to the point that we now tend to think that the Persians of the time 
of Cyrus comprised a population descended from a blending of Iranians and Elamites. 
What is more, the permanence of Elamite borrowings in every aspect of social and 
political life leads us to believe that the organization of the kingdom of Cyrus and his 
successors owes more to the Elamite legacy, which can be identified precisely, than to 
Median borrowings, which are very difficult to isolate. Certain indications lead us to 
suppose that, far from being a "nomadic and primitive" state, the kingdom of Cyrus, 
based on the Elamite model, was forged with administrative devices that evoke and 
presage the organization seen fully in operation in Fars at the time of Darius. 

8. Conclusion 

For now, the question raised at the beginning of this chapter ("Why Cyrus?") has no 
satisfactory answer. All we can do is collect fragmentary and conflicting information and 
draw an impression from it that can be no more than probable. To be sure, examination 
of the stages of conquest undertaken by Cyrus will be able to shed some new light, but 
there is the risk of prophesying after the fact, in the manner of Diodorus Siculus: 

Cyrus , the son of C a m b y s e s and M a n d a n e , the daughter of Astyages who was king of the 
M e d e s , was pre-eminent a m o n g the m e n of his time in bravery and sagacity and the other 
virtues; for his father had reared him after the m a n n e r of kings and had m a d e h im zealous 
to e m u l a t e the highest achievements . And it was clear that he would take hold of great af
fairs, s ince he revealed an exce l lence (arete) beyond his years. (1X.22-0-) 

Now, without wishing to get ahead of the story, we must always keep in mind that we 
have no specific idea of the plans Cyrus might have made at his accession. We are 
equally uninformed about his reign up to the moment when he confronted Astyages, not 
quite ten years after taking power. Was he even in control of events? We cannot say for 
sure, since several documents imply or assert on the contrary that the initiative came 
from Astyages in the late 550s, and from Croesus some years later. Were his conquests 
preceded by a mature, preestablished, overall plan? or did the successive stages actually 
follow one another as consequences of initial success and of decisions of his opponents? 
This problem cannot be solved, as is fully recognized by those historians who, equipped 
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with more substantial tools for dealing with the evidence, are concerned with the origins 
and primary objectives of the conquests of Alexander or with the development of Roman 
imperialism. 



PART ONE 

The Empire-Builders: 
From Cyrus to Darius 





Chapter 1 

The Land-Collectors: 
Cyrus the Great and Cambyses (559-522) 

l. Medo-Persian Hostilities, the Defeat of Astyages, 
and the Fall of Ecbatana (553-550) 

Sources and Problems 
Aside from the factual elements in the founder legends recorded by Herodotus and 

Ctesias (via Nicolaus of Damascus) and a few isolated passages in Diodorus and Justin, 
the only information we have about the Medo-Persian hostilities comes from Babylo
nian records of the reign of Nabonidus (556/5-539). The Neo-Babylonian king claims 
that during the first year of his reign Marduk gave him assurance in a dream that the Me
dian threat in the region of Harran would soon be eliminated: 

[And in truth], when the third year [553] arrived, Marduk raised up Cyrus, king of Ansan, 
his young servant (ardu); Cyrus scattered the great armies of Umman-Manda witli his small 
army and he seized Astyages, king of the Medes, and he led him captive to his own country. 

Another Babylonian text, the Nabonidus Chronicle (II. 1-4), refers directly to Cyrus's 
victory. The paragraph preceding the entry for Nabonidus's year 7 (549) includes the fol
lowing: 

[Astyages] mobilized [his army] and he marched against Cyrus, king of Ansan, to conquer. 
. . . the army rebelled against Astyages and he was taken prisoner. [They handed him over] 
to Cyrus [. . .]. Cyrus marched toward Ecbatana, the royal city. Silver, gold, goods, property, 
[. ..] which he seized as booty [from] Ecbatana, he conveyed to Ansan. The goods [and] 
property of the army of [. . .]. 

These texts corroborate some points and clarify others in the material provided by the 
Classical authors. One of the questions that faces the historian is whether the operations 
Cyrus directed against Astyages were part of an overall strategy intended from the begin
ning to confront the Medes, the Lydians, and the Babylonians in succession and thus to 
create a unified empire of a kind new to the Near East. This is the impression the reader 
gets from the Classical texts dealing with the exploits of Cyrus. But as a general rule one 
must challenge interpretations that reduce History to matters of fate and exigency. And 
in this particular case, even though Herodotus presents the march on Ecbatana as the 
deliberate initiative of Cyrus alone, a Babylonian text, the Nabonidus Chronicle, says the 
contrary—that it was Astyages who launched the offensive. 

What is more, within the "founder legend" that he presents in detail (1.95-130), He
rodotus (1.108-29) dwells specifically on the treachery of a faction of the Median nobil
ity toward Astyages. At the news of the approach of the Persian army raised by Cyrus, it 
is said, Astyages placed the Median army under the command of Harpagus—that is, the 
very person he had recently humiliated and severely punished for saving the infant 
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Cyrus from death. Harpagus quickly made contact with Cyrus, who was hack in Persia 
with his father Cambyses (I); he even spurred him on in his revolt against the Medes. 
He also gathered around himself a group of Median nobles exasperated by the "severity" 
of Astyages: "Harpagus worked at persuading them to place Cyrus at their head and de
pose Astyages" (I.123-5-). The prior understanding between Harpagus and Cyrus greatly 
favored Persian plans: "The Medes took to the field and engaged the Persian army; a few 
who were not in the plot did their duty, but of the remainder some deserted to the Per
sians and the greater number deliberately shirked fighting and took to their heels. The 
Median army collapsed disgracefully" (1.127—28-0-). Thereupon, the Persians replaced 
the Medes as masters of Asia (1.130). 

But by reducing the Medo-Persian war to a lucky battle and by presenting the con
quest of Media as desired by the Medes themselves, Herodotus is obviously simplifying 
greatly. The Babylonian texts suggest that the decisive battle and the capture of Ecba
tana were only the climax of open hostilities that had lasted at least three years (553-
550). Indeed, the Nabonidus Chronicle confirms (II.2) that "the army rebelled against 
Astyages and he was taken prisoner." But it also states, as we have seen, that it was Asty
ages himself who had taken the offensive (II.1), perhaps in order to put down a Persian 
rebellion that threatened his strategic positions and furthered the designs of his principal 
rival, the Neo-Babylonian king Nabonidus. On the other hand, it is not out of the ques
tion that Nabonidus, without necessarily going so far as to enter into a formal alliance 
with Cyrus, did nothing to thwart the undertakings of the Persian king against the Medes 
of Astyages. In fact, the same year (553), Nabonidus left Babylonia to take up residence 
at the oasis of Teima in Arabia: before leaving, he had to ensure the power bases of his 
son Belshazzar, whom he left in charge in Babylon. 

Offensives and Counteroffensives 

Several Classical authors confirm that the victory of Cyrus was difficult and was long 
in coming. The undeniable treason of Harpagus did not suddenly turn the tide of the 
war. According to Ctesias (cited by Diodorus IX.23), Astyages then took draconian mea
sures: he dismissed the commanders of the army and appointed trustworthy men; in 
short, he ruled by terror. Justin (probably depending on the same source) states that after 
the defeat and the treason of Harpagus, Astyages himself took command of the army and 
marched against the Persians (1.6.8-17). Nicolaus of Damascus and Polyaenus (VII.6.9) 
state emphatically that fierce combat was seen in Persia itself, near the site of Pasar
gadae. The latter writes (VII.6.1): 

Cyrus fought three times against the Medes, and he was defeated as many times. He did 
battle a fourth time at Pasargadae, where the women and children of the Persians were. 
They, the Persians, took flight yet again... . But then they returned to the charge, fell upon 
the Medes who had scattered in pursuit of them, and achieved a victory so complete that 
Cyrus had no need to fight again. 

He even states that after the first defeats "many Persians defected to the Medes." The 
violence and turmoil of the hostilities that developed in Persia are likewise emphasized 
by Nicolaus of Damascus (FGrH 90 F66.16-45). Both Polyaenus and Nicolaus cele
brate the valorous conduct of the women who took refuge on a height and exhorted 
their fathers, brothers, and husbands to refuse defeat—which is the reason why the 
Great King granted favors to the women every time he visited Persia (Nicolaus of Da-
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mascus, FGrH 90 F66.43; cf. Plutarch, Alex. 69.1 and Mor. 246a-b). When this victory 
was accomplished, Cyrus resumed the offensive against Media and seized Ecbatana, 
where Astyages had taken refuge. We might imagine that Astyages was counting on the 
town's fortifications to put up a lengthy resistance: according to Ctesias, he was taken 
prisoner while hiding in the attic of the royal palace along with his daughter and his son-
in-law Spitamas (Persica, §2); according to Nicolaus of Damascus, Astyages actually 
managed to escape; he was taken prisoner only as the result of another battle (FGrH 90 
F66.45-46). 

The New Master of Ecbatana 

Now that he was Master of Ecbatana, Cyrus displayed by formal, symbolic acts that 
dominion had passed to the Persians, who have become "masters of the Medes though 
they were once their slaves" (Herodotus 1.129-0). Wholly surrounded by official cere
mony, he entered the royal tent of Astyages, took his place on the throne of the van
quished monarch, and grasped his scepter. His lieutenant Oibaras placed on his head 
the upright tiara (kidaris), a symbol of royalty. The capture of the Median royal treasure 
also represented a striking sign of his new-lound power; Oibaras was entrusted with cun-
veying them to Persia. This booty was certainly of great practical importance; as far as we 
can tell, it was the first time Cyrus had inexhaustible resources at his disposal for the 
campaigns to come. 

At the same time, Cyrus took care to conduct himself as Astyages' successor. He 
spared his life and granted him a princely style of life. Cyrus even married Amytis, the 
daughter of Astyages, say Ctesias and Xenophon. According to Nicolaus of Damascus, it 
was to the successor of Astyages that several Central Asian peoples (Parthians, Saka, and 
Bactrians) came to do homage. According to Ctesias, the Bactrians, who had recently re
volted, "spontaneously submitted to Amytis and Cyrus" when they learned "that Asty
ages had become the father of Cyrus and Amytis. . . his wife." This tradition is suspect, 
in that it fulfills the wish of Cyrus to present himself as a "chivalrous" conqueror under 
whose authority the vanquished placed themselves of their own free will. Obviously, the 
entire Median aristocracy did not take gladly to being deprived of the profits drawn from 
the dominion exercised by Astyages. But at the same time the tradition agrees that the 
new master of Media was willing to connect himself with the dynasty he had just over
thrown. A strategic center of the greatest importance to whoever wanted to control Cen
tral Asia, Ecbatana remained one of the regular residences of the Great Kings. Was it not 
in Ecbatana, after all, that at the time of Darius a copy of the edict of Cyrus regarding 
the return of the Judahites to Jerusalem was found? At least as early as 537, the Babylo
nian House of Egibi did business in the capital of Media, where the court of Cyrus was 
in residence for several months of the year. Furthermore, there is no doubt that once the 
defeat was an accomplished fact, some members of the Median elite agreed to cooper
ate with the new king. 

2. The New International Situation and Cyrus's Projects 

The Median Territorial and Diplomatic Heritage 

For reasons already given, Cyrus's initial conquest must not be reduced to the Me
dian packaging given it, particularly by the Classical sources. It is clear that supremacy 
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over Ecbatana brought about a profound upheaval in the geopolitical situation through
out the Near East. Cyrus's self-presentation as the heir of Astyages —with Astyages' ap
parent assent, no less—in fact meant that the new master also assumed the territorial 
ambitions of his predecessor. This continuity required Cyrus sooner or later to clash 
with formidable powers, Lydia and the Neo-Babylonian kingdom. When Herodotus 
writes (1.130<>) that after the fall of Astyages the Persians were "masters of Asia," he is as
serting a programmatic objective more than analyzing a fully realized accomplishment. 
Even if Nabonidus had seen nothing but benefits in the Medo-Persian conflict, Cyrus's 
victory plunged him into a situation full of danger. Henceforth, Cyrus's Medo-Persian 
kingdom and the Neo-Babylonian kingdom were situated as rivals rather than allies. 

The assumption of the Median heritage also brought Cyrus the problem of the west
ern front. Ever since 585 there had been a treaty between Astyages and the Lydian king 
Alyattes, according to which the Halys was the boundary between the Median and Ly
dian domains (1.74). At the time of the fall of Astyages, the king of Lydia was Croesus, 
celebrated throughout the Near East and Greece for his wealth and his military power. 
He controlled the Greek coastal cities, which sent him tribute. He also held all of Ana
tolia in his grasp, except for Lycia, Cilicia, and Tabal (Cappadocia). 

Chronological Problems and Cyrus's Strategy 

Analyzing the strategy of Cyrus, however, requires at the very least that we know its 
stages, which is far from the case. On the contrary, the chronology of the reign of Cyrus 
remains uncertain, to say the least. Bearing in mind that the date of the capture of Ec
batana continues to be problematic (within a year or two), only two events are precisely 
dated: the capture of Babylon (539) and the death of Cyrus in Central Asia (530). The 
chronology of the capture of Sardis remains disputed. In the INabonidus Chronicle 
(II. 13), a paragraph dated Year 9 (547-546) first mentions the death of the mother of Na
bonidus at Diii-karasu, "which is on the bank of the Euphrates above Sippar." In May of 
the same year, the Chronicle says, Cyrus gathered his army and crossed the Tigris below 
Arbela. Another expedition led by Cyrus against a country whose name is unreadable is 
mentioned next: "Cyrus killed its king, took his possessions, and stationed his own garri
son there; the king and the garrison resided there." 

Contrary to what has long been believed, this text does not appear to refer to Cyrus's 
campaign against Lydia. Thus, the capture of Sardis is dated either to 546 or to 542-541. 
The first date assumes that the Lydian-Persian war followed the Medo-Persian hostilities 
almost immediately; the second date results from supposing that Cyrus led a series of 
campaigns in Central Asia and on the Iranian Plateau between the capture of Ecbatana 
and the capture of Sardis. The problem is that the chronology in Herodotus is highly un
certain. Following convention, we will here adopt the first proposal (the more widely fa
vored), while agreeing that between 546 and 540 Cyrus carried out operations in Central 
Asia and that the operations against Babylonian positions probably began well before 540. 

Furthermore, Herodotus says, the initiative was not Cyrus's at all. He draws the oppo
site conclusion from the entire story —that the war was instigated by Croesus, who was 
uneasy because Cyrus "had destroyed the empire of Astyages, and the power of Persia 
was steadily increasing" (I.46o). Desirous of expanding his domains to the east and fol
lowing the example of his predecessors, Croesus managed to present the operations that 
ensued as an expedition intended to avenge his brother-in-law Astyages: "Croesus had a 
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craving to extend his territories. . . . He prepared an expedition in Cappadocia, sure of 
success in bringing down the power of Cyrus and the Persians" (1.71; I.73-0-). In short, 
Croesus intended to profit from the new international situation by abrogating the treaty 
of 585 that had set the Halys as the limit of Lydian expansion. 

3. The Defeat of Croesus and the Establishment of a 
Mediterranean Front 

The Successful Counterattack by Cyrus (547-546) 

Whatever Cyrus's strategic intentions may have been, the offensive by Croesus left 
him no choice. He now found himself at the head of an army considerably reinforced 
by the troops raised in Media and by the contingents brought to him by the Central 
Asian chieftains who had submitted after the fall of Ecbatana. As he advanced, he also 
mobilized the men of the regions he was crossing so successfully that, according to He
rodotus (1.77), the Persian conqueror possessed an undeniable numerical superiority 
over Croesus. He likewise possessed powerful siege engines that served him well at Sar
dis and elsewhere. He intended once and for all to settle the quarrels between Media 
and Lydia. As Diodorus of Sicily tells it (IX.32.3), upon his arrival in Cappadocia, Cyrus 
sent an envoy to Croesus to let him know that he could remain in Lydia but as no more 
than satrap of the region. He was in effect proposing that his adversary recognize Persian 
dominion without a fight. One can imagine the response of the master of Sardis. 

Croesus was clearly very confident facing Cyrus. He had concluded a "treaty of hos
pitality and alliance" with Sparta, from which he could count on fresh reinforcements. 
He had also sent many embassies and sumptuous gifts to the sanctuary at Delphi. Ques
tioned at his behest, the oracle had responded ambiguously, as usual, reported thus by 
Herodotus (I.530-): "If Croesus attacked the Persians, he would destroy a great empire": 
history was to show Croesus that it was the Lydian kingdom that would vanish. Else
where, there were treaties with the Neo-Babylonian kingdom and with Pharaoh Amasis. 
It appears that the latter sent troops, who would play an important part in various offen
sives against the Persians. Babylon, on the other hand, did not intervene. We may imag
ine that Nabonidus (still in Arabia) and Belshazzar (his son and regent in Babylon) did 
not take an unhappy view of the conflict between their two main rivals. Cyrus attempted 
to instigate defections among his enemy's allies: upon notification of the offensive by 
Croesus and "before starting he had sent representatives to the Ionians in an attempt to 
detach them from Croesus, but without success" (Herodotus I.76-0-). The Ionians would 
soon pay heavily for their error in judgment. 

The rash offensive of Croesus beyond the Halys ran into the army of Cyrus. The 
battle that unfolded in Cappadocia at Pteria (Boghazkoy?) was not decisive. Croesus 
soon decided to retreat and take advantage of the winter to gather a powerful army, 
counting on receiving reinforcements from his nominal allies. He dispersed the army he 
had led in Cappadocia to its winter quarters. Imprudently, but also unexpectedly, Cyrus 
attacked in the dead of winter and took the Lydian army by surprise, just when it was 
about to be demobilized. 

This bold attack was the result of keen logistic and political analysis. Cyrus had every
thing to fear from a reinforced Lydian army, whose valor and courage Herodotus extols 
(1.79-80). The decisions made by Croesus after Pteria provided Cyrus an opportunity to 
overcome an enemy who was in theory superior. The Persian king also understood well 
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that a defeat would have raised hopes among yesterday's vanquished of throwing off a do
minion that was as fragile as it was recent. Nor did he disregard the fact that at this time 
the lands of Central Asia were uneasy. Finally, he intended to profit immediately from 
the conflicts that the partial defeat of Croesus had provoked in the Greek cities of the 
Anatolian coast. It also seems likely that the Greeks sent no reinforcements to Sardis 
after Cyrus's arrival in Lydia was confirmed. After the battle of of Pteria, Miletus, a tra
ditionally "Medizing" city, had let Cyrus know that it was ready for terms. In other 
Greek cities, the struggles between "Medizing" and "Lydianizing" factions had flared 
up, the former hoping to profit from the victory of Cyrus that they desired. An Ephesian, 
Eurybates, whom Croesus had commissioned to recruit mercenaries in the Peloponne
sus, had already defected to Cyrus. His story was probably not unique: it is perhaps on 
this occasion that Pytharcus of Cyzicus received from Cyrus the revenues of seven cities 
of Asia Minor. 

It would have been a grave political and strategic error on Cyrus's part to allow Croe
sus the time to regain undivided dominion over the Greeks of Asia Minor. The Persian's 
calculations proved to be precise. In the face of a tactical situation that was not entirely 
in his favor, Cyrus staged a battle close to Sardis, which forced Croesus to take refuge in 
the citadel, which was thought to be impregnable. The Lydian king sent desperate pleas 
to his allies. But, as the result of a strategem, the city fell on the fourteenth day of the 
siege, and the news reached Sparta just as relief was setting out for Asia Minor. The fall 
of Sardis sent a shock wave throughout the Near East nearly as great as that which had 
attended the fall of Nineveh in 612. 

Takeover of the Lydian Kingdom 

So Cyrus entered Sardis, where Croesus gave himself up. Thereafter, he remained in 
the entourage of Cyrus, who gave him a Median city as a grant, the revenue from which 
allowed the defeated king to maintain his accustomed lifestyle. The contents of the 
treasure-houses of Sardis were sent to Cyrus, who had them transported toward the cen
ter of his empire-in-the-making. The town of Sardis was provided with a garrison en
trusted to Tabalus, a Persian. 

The taking of Sardis nonetheless did not completely settle the question. Cities and 
dynasts of Asia Minor remained to be subjugated. Only one city, Miletus, had surren
dered prior to the fall of Sardis, in consideration of which it "obtained the same terms 
from Cyrus as from Croesus" (I.14I<>) that sheltered it from the Persian offensive 
(1.143): "It enjoyed tranquility" (1.169). According to Herodotus (LHl-O-), "The Ionians 
and Aeolians immediately after the Persian conquest of Lydia sent representatives to 
Cyrus at Sardis, to try to obtain from him the same terms as they had had under Croe
sus." The king returned a refusal: he insisted that the Greek cities surrender uncondi
tionally. They had to choose between bowing to Cyrus's will or organizing resistance. 
They chose the second solution, and "began to erect defences" (1.141*-). They also sent 
an embassy to Sparta requesting aid against the Persians. The Spartans rejected the re
quest of the Ionians but sent observers, and when Cyrus received them at Sardis, they 
presumed to forbid the king "to destroy a single city in Greek lands." This was scarcely 
a realistic demand, if indeed it was ever made. Cyrus rejected it haughtily and not with
out a measure of contempt (1.152-53). The Greek cities thus faced the Persian con
queror on their own. 
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Despite their isolation and the Lydian defeat, the leaders of the Greek cities were 
probably counting on one element in their favor. Herodotus (I.1S3-0-) specifies that 
Cyrus "himself started eastward on his march to Ecbatana [quite rapidly]. . . . He did not 
think the Ionians important enough to constitute a pirimary objective, for his mind was 
on Babylon and the Bactrians and the Saka and the Egyptians, against whom he in
tended to lead an expedition in person. Some other commander would suffice to tackle 
the Ionians." In other words, beginning in the spring of 546, Cyrus had to conduct oper
ations on several fronts at once. 

The Revolt ofPactyes 

As soon as Cyrus left, "seeing the king occupied with other wars, the Lydians re
volted," as Justin puts it (1.7. II). This late author is clearly referring to the revolt led by 
the Lydian Pactyes, whom Cyrus had assigned to gather tribute. Provided with these re
sources, "Pactyes induced the Lydians to rise against their Persian governor, and going 
down to the coast was enabled by his possession of the Sardian gold to hire soldiers and 
persuade the men from the coastal districts to support him. He then marched against 
Sardis and laid siege to Tabalus, who was shut up in the inner fortress of the city" (He
rodotus, I.154*). Thus was formed a very dangerous coalition against the Persians, be
tween Lydians who had not accepted the defeat and the Greek cities that had refused to 
submit to Cyrus. To explain how the Persians succeeded is also to understand (at least 
in part) the methods that the Persians used to establish their sovereignty in the con
quered countries. 

Advised about the revolt on the way to Ecbatana, Cyrus sent the Mede Mazares back, 
entrusting him with some of his troops, and issued an order "to sell into slavery every
body who had joined in the Lydian attack on Sardis. Pactyes himself was at all costs to 
be taken alive and brought beforte him."-*- Pactyes chose to leave Sardis and take refuge 
in Cyme, a Greek city of Aeolis. Pressed by Mazares to hand over the rebel, the Cy-
means queried the oracle of the sanctuary of Branchidae, near Miletus. Twice, the or
acle told the Cymeans to obey the Persian order. To avoid reprisals, the Cymeans sent 
Pactyes away to Mytilene, on Lesbos; then, learning that the Mytilenians were negotiat
ing the price of their hostage, they sent the rebel to Chios. The Chians handed him over 
to the Persians in return for the grant of a tract on the mainland, at Atarnaeus. 

This episode elicits some comments. For all that remains unknown of the back
ground of Pactyes, it seems clear that he was an important man in the time of Croesus, 
and it therefore seems that at Sardis Cyrus did not hesitate to call on local officials to sta
bilize the period of transition. This was not without risk, as was soon bitterly evident. 
Similarly, another of the missions entrusted to Mazares was to demobilize all the Lydi
ans in a manner that would prevent any new armed revolt against Persian dominion. 
This picturesque language must surely be understood to mean that he intended the 
army to be placed entirely under the command of Medes and Persians. Furthermore, 
the reaction of the Greek cities to the demands of Mazares must be accounted for. One 
of them, Cyme, refused to join the armed resistance because its inhabitants could not 
"survive a siege." If Mytilene and Chios harbored the fugitive, it is because they were off
shore cities that, in Herodotus's words (1.143-*-), "had nothing to fear," for the Persians 
did not yet have a trained navy, whereas "the Ionians attained to great naval strength" 
(Thucydides I.13.6-0-). Moreover, neither Mytilene nor Chios wished to test themselves 
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against the Persians; instead they sought commercial advantage from the situation. In 
other words, there was neither cooperation nor enough community of interest between 
insular and continental cities to oppose the Persian conquerors. 

It is also important to emphasize the reaction of the oracle of Branchidae, who twice 
urged the Cymeans to obey Mazares. This oracle worked in the sanctuary of Apollo of 
Didyma, near Miletus, named by Herodotus for the family, the Branchidae, who were 
traditionally responsible for its maintenance. Its good neighborly relations with Croesus 
are abundantly illustrated by the gifts offered on several occasions by the Lydian sover
eign. It appears that Cyrus did the same, which doubtless resulted in the oracle's inter
ference in the Mazares affair. Good relations between Cyrus and another sanctuary of 
Apollo, Aulai near Magnesia on the Meander, are evidenced in a document from the 
time of Darius, who reports the benefactions of his ancestors to the sanctuary (ML 12). 
Cyrus also maintained the sanctuary of Apollo at Claros, near Ephesus. These examples 
indicate that from the outset Cyrus felt the need to seek the good will of the local sanc
tuaries—a policy that he followed at Babylon and that his successors were later to extend 
throughout their empire. 

Harpagus in Asia Minor 

After the capture of Pactyes, Mazares began to reduce the cities that had collaborated 
with the rebel one by one: Priene and Magnesia were ravaged. After the death of Maza
res, Cyrus sent another Mede, Harpagus, the same man who had deserted Astyages for 
Cyrus, to Asia Minor. Diodorus (IX.35-*-) gives him the title "commander on the sea." 
No doubt he commanded other generals, Hystaspes and Adousios, both named by Xen
ophon (Cyr. VII.4.1-7; VIII.6.7). Knowing themselves unable to resist a siege, several 
communities (Phocaea, Teos) chose the path of exile. The other cities were conquered 
one by one, and Persian garrisons were stationed there. The Ionians had to provide con
tingents to Harpagus, who advanced toward Caria and Lycia: "The Carians were re
duced to slavery by Harpagus, and in the fighting neither they nor any of the Greeks 
who lived in this part of the country managed to distinguish themselves" (Herodotus 
1.174o). As for the inhabitants of Xanthus and Caunus in Lycia, they preferred death to 
submission (at least in the rather stereotyped version recorded by the historian of Hali-
carnassus; Herodotus 1.175-76). 

Despite the impression given by Herodotus's story, the Persian conquests were nei
ther rapid nor easy, since it took at least four years for Cyrus's generals to establish their 
superiority. "In this way Ionia was once more reduced to subjection," concludes Herodo
tus (1.169-*-), alluding to the previous Lydian dominion. We still must point out that, 
contrary to what the Halicarnassian historian supposes, the Ionians of the islands re
mained largely outside the reach of Achaemenid expansion. 

4. Cyrus in Central Asia 

"While Harpagus was turning upside-down the lower, or western, part of Asia, Cyrus 
was engaged with the north and east, bringing into subjection every nation without ex
ception," writes Herodotus (1.177-*). We have seen how in the spring of 546 the king had 
left Asia Minor, called back by more pressing dangers: Babylon, the Saka and Bactrians, 
and Egypt, according to Herodotus (1.153). Unfortunately, the chronology, the timing, 
and the methods of the expeditions in Central Asia are very poorly known. The main 
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reason is that Herodotus breathes not a word of the marches against the Saka and the 
Bactrians, passing directly (1.178-200) to the final offensive against Babylon, which took 
place beginning in 540, and then to the king's combat with the Massagetae, where Cyrus 
met his death in 530 (1.206-7). Herodotus does not conceal, though, that he made a de
liberate choice from the information available to him: "Most of his minor conquests I 
will say nothing about, but mention only those of his campaigns which gave him the 
greatest trouble and are in themselves the most interesting."-*- As a result of selection cri
teria that are not necessarily the same as ours, Herodotus preferred to devote long digres
sions to the description of Babylon and Babylonian customs (1.178-88; 192-200) and to 
the manners and customs of the Massagetae of Central Asia (1.201-4; 215-16), rather 
than offering his readers a chronologically continuous tale of the expeditions of Cyrus. 
In the absence of Herodotus, we must resort to fragmentary, confused, and late sources: 
Ctesias (summarized by Photius) and the court historians of Alexander, who were ready 
and willing to identify the footprints of Cyrus beneath the steps of the Macedonian. In 
short, the available materials do not allow us to establish securely the chronology of the 
Persian expeditions in Central Asia, and they are silent on the likely occurrence of si
multaneous military operations on the Babylonian and Central Asian fronts. 

The reference in Herodotus to Saka and Bactrians among the dangers facing Cyrus 
after the capture of Sardis indicates at least that the submission that the Centra! Asian 
peoples (Hyrcanians, Parthians, Saka, Bactrians) had been willing to tender to Cyrus 
after the capture of Ecbatana had been no more than circumstantial and formal. Justin 
confirms this by writing (1.7.2): "When power changed hands, the states that until then 
were tributary to the Medes believed their situation also to be changed and revolted 
against Cyrus, and this defection was for Cyrus the cause and origin of numerous wars." 
To impose his own authority, it was not enough, then, for the Achaemenid to identify 
with Astyages; he had to appear in person at the head of his armies. 

The geopolitics of the countries of the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia in the period 
preceding the Achaemenid conquest (first part of the first millennium) is very poorly 
known mainly because of the absence of credible and indisputable written sources. Bac-
tria in the broader sense—from the Hindu Kush to the Syr Darya—probably represented 
the region's most important center, although we cannot say with certainty what its politi
cal structures may have been. At any rate, this whole region of northern Afghanistan was 
celebrated as far back as the third millennium for material culture and artistic achieve
ment that in our eyes rival those of the great Mesopotamian centers. There had always 
been fruitful exchanges between Central Asia and Mesopotamia along the great routes 
through the south and north (called the Khorasan Road in later times), along which 
men and merchandise traveled, especially the lapis lazuli from Badakhshan in Bactria 
that was so prized in Mesopotamia. The agricultural wealth of the great oases of pre-
Achaemenid Bactria is thrown into high relief by the gigantic irrigation works that served 
them and that surveys have revealed in the basin of the Upper Oxus (Amu Darya). Bac
tria was also a military power that could mobilize armies of renowned cavalry (30,000 at 
the time of Darius III, according to Quintus Curtius VII.4.30). This Bactria was in close 
contact with the Iranian-speaking Saka people ("Saka" in Old Persian, "Scythians" in 
Greek), some of whom were nomadic, others of whom lived not only on stockbreeding 
but also on agriculture and on commerce beyond the Syr Darya as far as Siberia. They 
were very powerful peoples in their own right, organized in confederations of tribes, 
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clans, and kingdoms, and the qualities of their horsemen and bowmen are revealed in 
striking fashion as much by the figural representations in the art of the steppes as by the 
place they were to take in the Achaemenid armies and in the tales of Alexander's com
panions. The close relations between the Saka and the Bactrians made a military expe
dition in Central Asia even more difficult and risky. 

It would be illusory and pointless to try to reconstruct the campaigns of Cyrus. We 
must be satisfied with a few details found by chance in the ancient texts. We know in 
particular that Cyrus established several garrison towns on the northern frontier, espe
cially the famous Cyropolis, which would be destroyed and then rebuilt by Alexander. 
Cyrus's passage to the south of the Iranian Plateau is discernible in Seistan (the valley of 
the Helmand), where a local population, the Ariaspi, provided fresh supplies just when 
his army was in distress after leaving the desert. Late texts also seem to indicate that 
Cyrus, during the same expedition or on another occasion, crossed the region of the 
river of Kabul (the Gandhara of the royal inscriptions), as well as Gedrosia and Carma-
nia. It is perhaps also from this period that the fortress of Old Kandahar, the Achaemenid 
capital nf Arachosia, dates. It is tempting to suppose that Cyrus had subdued (or crossed) 
the Iranian countries that Darius, at the beginning of his reign, portrays as already con
quered: Parthia, Drangiana, Aria, Chorasmia, Bactria, Sogdiana, Gandhara, Scythia, 
Sattagydia, Arachosia, and Makran. On the other hand, it is certain that he never pene
trated the Indus Valley. 

5. The Capture of Babylon (539) 
Sources and Problems 

The Neo-Babylonian kingdom now remained Cyrus's most formidable adversary and 
rival in the Near East. There is no lack of information on this part of the conquest, but 
the sources are both fragmentary and one-sided. They are first and foremost cuneiform 
texts: the Cyrus Cylinder (Cylinder), the Nabonidus Chronicle (Chronicle), and the 
Cyrus Panegyric [commonly known as Verse Account of Nabonidus]. The victory of 
Cyrus is also "foreseen" in a dynastic prophecy of the Hellenistic era: Cyrus, who is iden
tifiable under the name "king of Elam," takes the throne of a king (Nabonidus) who had 
reigned seventeen years. In often similar terms, the Babylonian texts—especially the 
first three —express the point of view of the conqueror. In these texts a conventional in
terpretation that systematically contrasts the behavior of Cyrus and Nabonidus can be 
recognized. This is not the viewpoint of the Dynastic Prophecy, in which the policy of 
Cyrus is denounced as aggressive (11.22-24). 

The Chronicle stresses the fact that during the absence of Nabonidus (then in Teima 
in Arabia until his seventeenth year), the Babylonian New Year's festival (Akitu) was not 
celebrated with all of the traditional pomp. In the Cylinder, Nabonidus is presented as 
an impious king: he deported the divine statues, "the worship of Marduk, the king of the 
gods, he made it fall into oblivion" (?), he imposed "a cult that was not proper to them." 
He was an unjust king in the treatment of his subjects as well: "He did evil toward his 
city without ceasing. Each clay . . . [he tormented his people]. Under a pitiless yoke he 
crushed them all." An equally severe portrayal is found in the Verse Account: there Na
bonidus is accused of all evil, in particular of having interrupted the Babylonian New 
Year in favor of the cult observed at Harran in honor of the god Sin. Similarly, in the Dy
nastic Prophecy, Nabonidus is the creator of a dynasty centered on Harran; he sup
pressed the New Year ritual, and he oppressed Akkad. 
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Let us return to the Cylinder. In this context, the "people of Sumer and Akkad" 
turned away from Nabonidus and appealed to Marduk, who took pity on the Babylo
nians: "He then found a just prince, according to his heart, and took him by the hand. 
He pronounced the name of Cyrus, king of Ansan; he then called his name to sover
eignty over all." Satisfied with Cyrus (whom his aid permitted to seize the country of 
Gutium and to conquer the Medes), Marduk "commanded him to turn toward Baby
lon, his city, and made him take the way to Babylon. As a friend and companion, he 
marched at his side." It is thus as the chosen of the great Babylonian deity that Cyrus en
tered Babylon at the head of his army "without combat or battle"; thus Marduk "saved 
his city of Babylon from distress; he delivered to him Nabonidus, the king who did not 
worship him. The people of Babylon, all of them, the whole country of Sumer and 
Akkad, lords and governors, all bowed before his royalty, their visage shone." In the sec
ond part of the Cylinder, Cyrus speaks in the first person: after presenting his titulature, 
he twice states that he and his army entered "Babylon peacefully," and he recounts his 
many pious actions, in particular the return of the divine statues that Nabonidus had 
deported. The Chronicle also specifies that the first Persian detachment (led by Gii-
baru/Ugbaru) penetrated Babylon "without a battle"' and that with Cyrus's arrival "peace 
reigned." 

From these texts a canonical image of Cyrus has been derived, one that corresponds 
very closely to that found in the Jewish literature (see p. 46 below). It is also found in the 
Greek tradition, especially in Xenophon, who represents his power as accepted by the 
vanquished "with their consent" (Cyr. 1.1.4; cf. Dioclorus IX.24). Unhappy with Naboni-
dus's impiety, the Babylonians, led by their priests, supposedly opened the gates volun
tarily to the "just king," Cyrus, who from that moment on was received as a "liberator." 
This traditional interpretation evokes suspicion to the extent that it agrees with the im
age that Persian propaganda itself would have portrayed. 

The Military Conquest 

It appears prima facie unlikely that Babylonia could have fallen without resistance. 
Besides, the Chronicle (111. 12-13) refers directly to an initial battle won by Cyrus at Opis 
on the Tigris, dated 10 October 539. This victory was followed by an immense haul of 
booty and the massacre of those who attempted to resist (III. 14). The Chronicle contin
ues: "The fourteenth day, Sippar was taken without a fight; Nabonidus took flight" 
(III.14-15). Then, "Ugbaru, governor of the district of Gutium, and the army of Cyrus 
entered Babylon without a battle. Then, after his retreat, Nabonidus was captured in 
Babylon." The capture of Babylon is dated 12 October. 

Before returning to the capture of Babylon specifically, we must stress that direct hos
tilities between the Persians and Nabonidus's troops had perhaps (or probably?) begun 
before 540. The Chronicle (III.9-12) specifies that the cult statues of several Babylonian 
sanctuaries were brought to Babylon, a sign that Nabonidus had taken measures de
signed to prevent the Persians from capturing these divine statues. There is no doubt 
that the Persian threat had become serious. Moreover, one text may allude to hostilities 
in the Uruk region in the winter of 540-539. 

As far as it can be reconstructed, the story of Ugbaru —the first of Cyrus's oEcers to 
enter Babylon —itself seems to indicate that the offensive against the Neo-Babylonian 
possessions had begun at a still earlier period. Ugbaru is referred to in the Chronicle with 
the title "governor of the country of Gutium." According to the Cylinder (§ 13), Cyrus 
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achieved his first victories, under the protection of Marduk, over "the country of Gu
tium and over all the troops of Manda [Medes]." This Ugbaru is probably the Gobryas 
who, according to Xenophon, left the Babylonian side and switched to Cyrus. He com
manded a vast region (Cyr. IV.6.1-11) at whose frontiers the Neo-Babylonian territory 
began (V.3.1). It was from the territory of Gobryas that Cyrus launched the attack on 
Babylon (V.2.1-21); it was Gobryas who guided Cyrus's army (V.2.22); he also was the 
one who took Babylon {VII. 5.26-30). As fictionalized as it is, Xenophon's tale seems 
nonetheless to be based on oral transmission of Ugbaru's story. Ugbaru must have been 
the Babylonian governor of a territory situated in the foothills of the Diyala that, some 
years before 540, had seceded and was taking orders from Cyrus. Herodotus (1.189) states 
further that after his offensive against Babylon Cyrus passed through this region of the 
Diyala on a road that led to Opis. We thus realize that Nabonidus had massed his troops 
in this town in a manner that prevented passage over the Tigris by the army of Cyrus. 
The massacres perpetrated by Cyrus's troops after the battle attest to the vigor of the re
sistance of the Neo-Babylonian army. It is probably then (or a little before or after) that 
Susa fell into Cyrus's hands, and the last Neo-Elamite kingdom disappeared once and 
for all. 

The capture of Sippar and the retreat of Nabonidus to Babylon suggest that the Neo-
Babylonian king had decided to lead the resistance in the capital. According to Herodo
tus (1.190-0-), at the approach of Cyrus, "the Babylonians had taken the field and were 
awaiting his approach. As soon as he was within striking distance of the city they attacked 
him but were defeated and forced to retire inside their defenses." According to Berossus, 
the Babylonian army was led by Nabonidus himself, who fled to Borsippa after the de
feat (Josephus, Ag. Ap. 1.150-53). However, Cyrus had not yet succeeded completely. 
Herodotus notes that the Babylonians had stockpiled provisions that would allow them 
to hold out for several years. Like Xenophon (Cyr. VII.5.Iff.), he describes the problems 
faced by Cyrus, who was unable to take a powerfully fortified town defended by troops 
resolutely determined to resist. Diverting the waters of the Euphrates enabled him to in
filtrate a small company led by Ugbaru, who took advantage of the fact that the Babylo
nians were then celebrating a major festival. He surrounded the sanctuary of Esagila and 
took the strong points. A few days later, Cyrus was able to make his entrance into Baby
lon in the traditional ceremony. Nabonidus was taken prisoner but his life was spared. 
Beginning in the middle of October 539, tablets are dated by Cyrus's first regnal year. 

The first conclusion drawn from this analysis is that the rapidity of the conquest is a 
distortion introduced by the methods of composition employed by the author of the 
Chronicle, whose object was not to describe military campaigns in detail. He thus left 
out information that the modern historian considers fundamental. Composed from the 
point of view of a Babylonian chronicler, the text mentions the Persians only to the ex
tent that their actions concern the history of Babylonia or at least allow Babylonian 
events proper to be dated in a synchronic perspective (the fall of Astyages to Cyrus [II. 1 -
4], Cyrus's first campaign against an unknown land [II. 15-18], the victories of Cyrus in 
539); hence the total silence regarding the activities of Cyrus between 547 and 539. Be
cause of this, we know nothing of Persian-Babylonian relations during the long period 
that covers both Nabonidus's residence in Teima and the conquests achieved by Cyrus 
from 547 to 539. These gaps in the record necessarily shrink the Persian-Babylonian war 
to a very short period in autumn 539. But we have good reason to believe that Cyrus's 
progress did not go unnoticed by the Babylonian court. In other words, the war of 540-
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539 was probably just the last stage of hostilities for which we unfortunately have few de
tails. This implies that the suddenness of the conquest of 539 is also probably illusory. 

From Nabonidus to Cyrus 

The systematic contrast drawn between the impious behavior of Nabonidus and the 
pious attitude of Cyrus should not be taken at face value. It is doubtful that even before 
the fall of the town Cyrus was impatiently awaited by a population desperate for a "lib
erator." In particular, there is no sure proof that Cyrus forged amicable relations with the 
Babylonian clergy. Just as is true for Media or Lydia, the Persian victory over Babylon 
cannot be explained solely in terms of betrayals that made it considerably easier. The 
"triumphal" entry of the Persian king into Babylon does not imply unreserved submis
sion by the Babylonians. In its style and method—very like those of Alexander in 331 — 
the entry simply symbolized the obligations laid on a conquered town to demonstrate its 
allegiance to the new master. 

Nevertheless, the Cylinder also allows us to understand what kind of propaganda the 
new regime put out in order to attract the cooperation of the local elite. Literary analysis 
ot the text leads at once to the observation that Cyrus portrays himself as restoring the 
divine and earthly order that was set awry by the actions of Nabonidus. Here, as well as 
in the Verse Account, the Babylonian king is denounced for promoting the cult of the 
moon-god S in at the expense of the cult of Marduk. We do know that from the begin
ning of his reign Nabonidus had intended to restore the sanctuary (Ehulhul) of Sin in 
the Syrian city of Harran, but it was not until his return from Teima that he began to ex
ecute his plan. The motivations of Nabonidus remain in the realm of theory, but in any 
case, there is no sure proof that in doing this the king would have lost the support of the 
Babylonian social elite. 

Nevertheless, Cyrus represents himself as the restorer of destroyed or abandoned civil 
and cult structures, beginning at Babylon, as a fragment of the Cylinder suggests. Cyrus 
claims to have rebuilt the fortifications and other structures at Babylon, but also at many 
other sites of Nabonidus's former kingdom: 

O f N i n j e v e h ] , Assur, and also of S u s a , of Agade , of E s n u n n a , of Z a m b a n , of Meturnu and 
of Der , u p to the borders of G u t i u m , the cult centers beyond the Tigr i s , whose [cult] struc
tures had long remained in ruins, I returned to their p l a c e the gods who lived there and re
established them for eternity. I gathered all their people and returned their habitations. And 
the gods of S u m e r and Akkad w h o m N a b o n i d u s , to the wrath of the lord of the gods [Mar
duk] , had transported to Babylon, I had them, on the order of M a r d u k , the great lord, joy
fully installed in their cel la, in a dwel l ing for the joy of the heart. . . . 

Several foundation documents from Uruk temples in fact bear the signature of Cyrus: 
"Cyrus, king of the lands, who loves Esagila and Ezida, son of Cambyses, powerful king, 
me." It is the same in other centers. But these statements must be put in perspective. 
Whether it is the sanctuary of Agade, the walls of Babylon, a gate of Uruk, or even the 
ziggurat of Ur, all these structures had already been restored by Nabonidus, whose activ
ity as an archaeologist-restorer is abundantly documented. The building records of the 
last Neo-Babylonian king are no fewer than those that mention Cyrus. 

By means of the geographic variety of the structures listed, Cyrus was primarily pro
claiming his intention of taking over all the territories of the vanquished kingdom. His 
statement also allowed him to relegate the reign of Nabonidus to the forgotten pages of 
history. In a fragment of the Cylinder, Cyrus states that during the work carried out on a 
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gate of the city he discovered the name of the great Assyrian king, Assurbanipal, whom 
he presents as one of his predecessors. This passage is still more interesting because even 
before the discovery of the fragment, it had been shown that the text of the Cyrus Cylin
der was composed on the model of inscriptions of Assurbanipal. He also claims that at 
the beginning of his reign he had brought the statue of Marduk back to Babylon and 
made financial arrangements for regular sacrifices. 

Nabonidus himself in several inscriptions had not hesitated to associate himself with 
illustrious predecessors of the dynasty, particularly Nebuchadnezzar II and Neriglissar; 
naming them was likewise an attempt to justify the power he usurped in a coup d'etat. 
He too cited Assurbanipal as a model for his actions. But his later decrees diminishing 
the importance of Marduk had weakened his position. It became easy for Cyrus to pub
lish counterpropaganda. It is likely that, in recalling the figure of Assurbanipal, the 
Babylonian ruling classes expressed their longing for a period that in image and imagi
nation was considered the apogee of Babylonian history. For his part, Cyrus offered him
self not as a conquering outsider but as a legitimate king, coming to mend the thread of 
ancient Babylonian history. In the same spirit, he took up a traditional titulature. While 
he recalled that he was "son of the great king Cambyses, king ot the city of Ansan, grand
son of the great king Cyrus, king of the city of Ansan, great-grandson of the great king 
Teispes, king of Ansan," he also presented himself in the following way: "I am Cyrus, 
king of the world, great king, powerful king, king of Babylon, king of the country of 
Sumer and Akkad, king of the four corners of the earth." 

Fidelity to the model of Assurbanipal and the assumption of his titulature constituted 
a display of Cyrus's imperial program after his entry into Babylon. Without in the least 
breaking with his Persian heritage (the construction of Pasargadae illustrates this conti
nuity), the conqueror intended to situate himself as the heir of ancient Assyrian power. 
The successive defeats of Astyages, Croesus, and Nabonidus enabled him to be consid
ered "king of the world." To a certain extent, it may be thought that the capture of Baby
lon in 539 brought to a close a period of simultaneous equilibrium and uncertainty that 
began with the fall of the Assyrian Empire in 612-610. For several decades, the Neo-
Babylonian and Median kingdoms had fought over the Assyrian heritage. The victory of 
Cyrus over both settled the question in his favor. 

From the point of view of the Babylonians, Cyrus's victory could signify the recon
struction of the old empire. Crown prince Cambyses was recognized for several months 
as "king of Babylon"; perhaps he presided over the New Year's festival. But, for the vic
torious king, the fall of Babylon marked the consecration of a new empire that already 
extended from the Aegean to Central Asia. In this sense, the Cylinder does more than 
represent the opinion of the Babylonian elites; it also transmits the imperial program of 
Cyrus. The agreement between the two could not be founded on anything but ambigu
ities and second thoughts, for the Babylonians faced the problem of the integration of 
their country into an infinitely vaster whole; they risked losing their individuality, which 
had been restored with such apparent solemnity. 

6. Cyrus, Trans-Euphrates, and Egypt 
Trans-Euphrates after the Capture of Babylon 

Once he was master of Babylon, Cyrus could in principle have claimed the Neo-
Babylonian inheritance in the Syro-Palestinian territories, which were traditionally dis-
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puted between the masters of Babylon and the masters of Egypt, and where populations 
exhibiting very great ethnocultural diversity lived side by side: Phoenicians in their great 
port centers (Tyre, Sidon), Arameans, Hebrews, Palestinians, Arabs, and even Greeks 
settled in several coastal enclaves. The Neo-Babylonian kings had pursued a consistent 
and ambitious policy toward these territories with the specific intent of opening an out
let on the Mediterranean and profiting from Mediterranean and Arab trade. Thus they 
wished to dominate the Phoenician and Palestinian cities, in particular Gaza, which 
was largely Arabized and was the principal outlet for the trade in aromatics from South 
Arabia dominated by the kingdom of Saba. Moreover, in these regions the Mesopota-
mian sovereigns found the raw materials they lacked, such as wood from Lebanon and 
iron from Cilicia. This is why numerous expeditions were launched to subdue indepen
dent kingdoms (Damascus, Israel, Phoenician cities) and to hold in check the peoples 
of the northern Arabian Peninsula. During his reign, Nabonidus had waged many wars 
in Cilicia, Syria, Transjordan, and Arabia. His long stay at Teima can be explained in 
large part by a desire for control of the region. 

Among the ancient civilizations of these territories was Judah. Judah had always 
maintained complex and often hostile relations with Assyro-Babylonian power, fre
quently attempting to maintain a dangerous policy of swinging in allegiance between 
Egypt and Babylonia. Let us review the immediately preceding events, which will help 
make sense of Cyrus's actions in the situation. After Pharaoh Necho IPs victory at 
Megiddo in 609, Judah was incorporated into the Egyptian sphere of influence. At the 
same time, the ruin of the Neo-Assyrian Empire and the appearance of the Neo-Babylo
nian kingdom placed the Judahite leaders in an uncomfortable situation: they had to 
choose between Egypt and Babylonia, without in reality having the means of exerting 
any influence in the struggle between the two powers. In 605, Pharaoh Necho, who had 
just been defeated at Carchemish by the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar II, deposed 
the king of Judah, Jehoahaz, and replaced him with Jehoiakim. Jehoiakim saw an oppor
tunity to take advantage of the Babylonian setback by revolting (about 600). In 598-597, 
when Jehoiachin had succeeded his father, Nebuchadnezzar in person marched against 
Jerusalem, which fell in March 597. A significant portion of the Judahite elite (royal 
family, military chiefs, nobles, landowners, priests) were taken captive to Babylonia, and 
a new king, Zedekiah, was installed by Nebuchadnezzar. Seduced by the promises of 
the pharaoh, Zedekiah tried to form an anti-Babylonian coalition around Judah. But cir
cumstances were hardly favorable to him. Weakened and impoverished after the disaster 
of 597, the kingdom of Judah was also torn by internal quarrels, the faction favoring in
surrection bitterly opposed by the advocates of submission, the most famous of whom is 
the prophet Jeremiah, who portrayed the Babylonian victory as a punishment sent by 
Yahweh against his unfaithful people. It should be added that the pharaoh was not in
clined to support Zedekiah unconditionally. The offensive launched by the powerful 
Babylonian armies breached the Judahite defenses; in the summer of 587 Jerusalem fell, 
King Zedekiah was imprisoned and his sons massacred before his eyes, the town, the 
Temple, and other urban centers were razed, and another deportation ensued. A Juda
hite governor was installed by the Babylonians, but this governor took his orders from 
Babylon and the population under his authority was reduced in number and impover
ished. The kingdom of Judah had ceased to exist; it had become an integral part of the 
Neo-Babylonian kingdom. 
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Cyrus and Jerusalem 

The figure of Cyrus is unreservedly praised in the Jewish sources. It is possible that, 
as early as his arrival in Babylon, Cyrus had cemented relations with the leaders of the 
Jewish community in exile, in whose hands the traditions of the mother country were 
being maintained, despite significant integration into Babylonian society. It was at Baby
lon that the prophet Ezekiel had begun to preach in 593. He led his hearers to hope for 
a return to Jerusalem, the rebuilding of the Temple and the resumption of worship, as 
well as the renewal of the unified kingdom of Israel and Judah. 

The terms used by the author of Second Isaiah are reminiscent of certain passages in 
the Cyras Cylinder: 

W h o roused from the east h i m that victory hails at every step? W h o presents h i m with na
tions, s u b d u e s kings to h i m ? His sword makes dust of them and his bow scatters them like 
straw. H e pursues them and advances unhindered , his feet scarcely touching the road. W h o 
is the author of this deed if not he who calls the generat ions from the beg inning? I, Yahweh, 
who a m the first and shall be with the last. (Isa 41:2-4) 

Then the alliance between Cyrus and Yahweh is made explicit: 
T h u s says Yahweh to his anointed, to Cyrus , w h o m he has taken by his right hand to s u b d u e 
nations before h im and strip the loins of kings, to force gateways before h im that their gates 
be c losed no more: I will go before you levelling the heights. I will shatter the bronze gate
ways, s m a s h the iron bars. I will give you the hidden treasures, the secret hoards, that you 
may know that I a m Yahweh. (Isa 45:1-3]) 

Chosen and directed by Yahweh—as he was by Marduk at Babylon—the Cyrus of the 
biblical sources no longer belongs to History; he becomes an ornament and a mythic fig
ure of a Judeocentric history. But historians cannot choose their sources, here any more 
than elsewhere. In the absence of any other viewpoint, every attempt to understand the 
intentions and objectives of Cyrus's policy toward the Jewish community must be based 
on the Jewish literature. 

The facts are known entirely from quotations and references to documents purport
ing to be official documents of the Achaemenid chancellery. These quotations are found 
in the book of Ezra. The first passage presents a proclamation attributed to Cyrus, in
spired by Yahweh: the king is said to authorize the rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusa
lem and to permit the exiled Judahites to return to their homeland. The order is said to 
be given to the treasurer Mithradata to return the sacred vessels, originally brought to 
Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar, to Sheshbazzar, "prince of Judah." Tyrians and Sidonians 
were to be conscripted to transport the wood needed for the project from Lebanon to 
Jerusalem (Ezra 1:1-4, 3:6). Furthermore, at the time of Darius, the text of Cyrus's 
memorandum was found in the royal archives of Ecbatana, and it is quoted cited in the 
following words: 

In the first year of Cyrus the king, King Cyrus decreed: T e m p l e of G o d in Jerusa lem. T h e 
T e m p l e will be rebuilt as a p lace at which sacrifices are offered and to which offerings are 
brought to be burnt. Its height is to be sixty cubits , its width sixty cubits . T h e r e are to be three 
thicknesses of stone blocks and one of wood. T h e expense is to be met by the king's house
hold. Furthermore , the vessels of gold and silver from the T e m p l e o f G o d which N e b u c h a d 
nezzar took from the sanctuary in Jerusa l em and brought to Babylon are to be restored so 
that everything may be restored to the sanctuary in Jerusa l em and be put back in the T e m p l e 
of G o d . (Ezra 6:2-5) 
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Doubts persist about the authenticity of these quotations. They certainly do not show for
mal legal precision. It is also true that the Chronicler was interested entirely in stressing 
the preferential benevolence Cyrus showed toward the Jews. It is obvious as well that he 
has collapsed events that took place over a longer period than is indicated. In particular, 
it is possible that many of the events dated by the Chronicler to the beginning of the 
reign of Cyrus actually took place during the reign of Cambyses or even later. In sum, 
while the measures ascribed to Cyrus appear legitimate as a whole, contradictions and 
uncertainties regarding certain details of the royal decrees and their exact chronology 
still remain. 

According to the editor of the book of Ezra, a first contingent left Babylonia under 
the joint leadership of two exalted personages, Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel. Much re
mains obscure about their origins and their functional relationship. One of them, 
Sheshbazzar, who has the poorly understood title 'prince' (tirsata), may have been a de
scendant of the illustrious line of David. As for Zerubbabel, it is not absolutely certain 
that he was even in the first returning caravan. Upon their arrival in Jerusalem, the Jews 
set about restoring worship. They raised an altar on the old foundations to offer sacri
fices, and they began again to honor the traditional festivals. However, this initial resto
ration remained fragile. A relatively small number of Jews had taken the road to Judah 
(some 50,000 according to the calculations of the Chronicler). The country had been 
considerably impoverished since the defeats by the Babylonians, and opposition to the 
restoration of the Temple arose among the neighbors, so that the work of reconstruction 
did not really commence during the reign of Cyrus. The Jews proceeded nonetheless 
with the official "foundation" ceremonies—that is, with the laying of the cornerstone, 
an act that connoted politico-religious symbolism more than actual construction work. 
The ancient monarchic institutions were obviously not restored by Cyrus. It appears 
rather that Judah became a province (medinah) controlled by a governor (peha) ap
pointed by the Great King from among the Jews themselves—namely, Sheshbazzar. 

One gets the impression from reading the Jewish texts that the favors and privileges 
granted by Cyrus were exceptional compared with normal relations between a Near 
Eastern sovereign and an ethnoreligious community. Along with the Babylonized Cyrus 
of the Cylinder, this portrayal has played no small part in creating an image of the Achae
menid conqueror as a pacific and tolerant king, making a final break with the "barba
rous and cruel" practices of the Assyro-Babylonians. Even today, Cyrus is presented by 
his modern acolytes as the inventor of "human rights." Some have gone so far as to con
sider the demeanor of Cyrus to be that of a devotee of a religion, Zoroastrianism, that by 
its rejection of idols actually resembles the religion of the Judeo-Israelites, and that these 
Achaemenid-Jewish connections were part of a much broader reform of the "polytheis
tic chaos." 

In truth, the issue was never posed in these terms either for Cyrus or even for the Jew
ish leaders. Because religion and politics were closely linked in ancient Near Eastern so
ciety, it is reasonable that the Jewish sources present History in religious terms. But any 
"religious" decision also had political implications and objectives. Since any city or 
people had protective deities, it was normal for them to dedicate a cult to these deities 
and to build sanctuaries for them that constituted both cult places and symbols of an in
dependent or autonomous political entity. It is no less understandable that a conqueror 
would carry off the gods (that is, the cult statues and objects) along with the royal family 
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and the political and military elites, thus dashing all hope of future revolt against his do
minion. This is exactly what Nebuchadnezzar did after the capture of Jerusalem. Con
versely, the political and religious restoration of a city or community was accompanied 
by the return—absolutely essential to the repatriated people—of the statues of the gods 
that had previously been deported to the former conqueror's capital. It was exactly this 
that Cyrus did in Babylon. The "exceptional" character of the actions taken by Cyrus on 
behalf of Jerusalem thus arises only from the narrowly Judeocentric perspective of our 
sources. Resituated in the ideological and political context of the Near East, they again 
become what they had been originally: certainly an important episode for the Jews 
themselves, but a banal and typical event that many Near Eastern peoples would already 
have experienced in the course of Assyrian and Babylonian dominion. 

Cyrus and the Trans-Euphrates 

If we deny the existence of special relationships between Cyrus and the Jewish lead
ers in Babylonia, how are we to interpret his directives? We are reduced to hypothesiz
ing. Let us recall that, according to Herodotus (1.153), Egypt took the side of the 
enemies who feared Cyrus when he left the Lydian front in 546. For such reasons as this 
it is generally recognized that the creation of a province of Jerusalem entirely faithful to 
Persian interests took place in a wider strategic context, with the ultimate goal, sooner or 
later, of conquering Egypt. But we are very poorly informed about Cyrus's policy in the 
regions beyond the Euphrates. A passage of the Cylinder contains, at first sight, a record 
of the territorial ambitions of the new master of Babylon. After narrating his entry into 
Babylon and recalling Marduk's blessing of Cyrus, Cambyses, and the entire Persian 
army, the text states: "All the kings of the entire world from the Upper [Mediterranean] 
Sea to the Lower Sea [Persian Gulf], those who are seated in throne rooms, all the kings 
of Amurru living in tents, brought their heavy tribute and kissed my feet in Babylon." 
These "kings of Amurru" are probably the kings of the Arab populations of the northern 
Arabian Peninsula, traditionally called "Scenites" by the Greek authors, that is, those 
"who live in tents." But the expression used by the compiler of the Cylinder is too con
ventional to allow firm conclusions regarding the degree of these peoples' subjugation. 

In his desire to make Cyrus the creator of the empire at its greatest extent, Xenophon 
assigns Cyrus numerous conquests in these regions. According to him {Cyr. 1.1.4; 
VII.4.16), Cyrus subjugated the Arabs and placed a satrap over them (VIII.6.16). Cyprus 
surrendered voluntarily and sent contingents to the Great King after the conquest of 
Babylon (VIII.6.8); still according to Xenophon (VIII.8.1), Cyprus and Egypt repre
sented the western edge of Cyrus's empire. It is indeed to Cyrus himself that Xenophon 
attributes the military expeditions that resulted in the conquest of Egypt (VIII, 
VIII.6.20). But Xenophon's information is hardly acceptable. Cyrus certainly did not 
lead a campaign against the Arabs of Arabia; he merely subjugated the "Arab" popula
tions living in Mesopotamia. Just as certainly, he was not the one who conquered Egypt. 
As for Cyprus, far from having been conquered by the Persians, it seems on the contrary 
to have been a tributary of Pharaoh Amasis in 539. Nor do we know anything of the 
situation of in the Phoenician cities at this date. Ezra (3:7) states that, after the return of 
the Judahites, "to the Sidonians and Tyrians they gave food, drink and oil, so that they 
would bring cedar wood from Lebanon by sea to Jaffa, for which Cyrus king of Persia 
had given permission." But, even if such a decision had been made, it does not neces
sarily imply that political submission of the Phoenician cities to the new Persian power 
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had already been secured. Even if the Phoenicians were subject to the Persians, we 
know nothing of the concrete forms Persian dominion took. The decisive actions more 
likely date to the reign of Cambyses, as a remark of Herodotus implies (II. 19), 

In reality, the only verifiable act of Cyrus was the creation of an immense satrapal ad
ministration uniting Babylonia and the countries of Ebir Nari (literally, 'across the 
River', that is, Trans-Euphrates) four years after the capture of Babylon. In Herodotus's 
day, Trans-Euphrates extended "from the town of Posideium [Ras-el B a s s i t ] . . . as far as 
Egypt.. . . This province {nomos) contains the whole of Phoenicia and that part of Syria 
which is called Palestine, and Cyprus" III.91-0-). But it must be added that, before Cam
byses, we know practically nothing of the conditions in the countries of Ebir Nari and 
their relations with the Achaemenid authorities. It is possible that the province of Judah 
was not created until the time of Cambyses, since it seems clear that its governor re
ceived his instructions from the satrap of Babylonia via his subordinate in Trans-
Euphrates. 

Cyrus and Egypt 
Did Pharaoh Aiiia^ii make contact with Cyrus after the capture of Babylon? We know 

nothing about this, apart from some contradictory information reported by Herodotus 
(1II.1-*-) and repeated by later authors. To explain to his readers the reasons for Camby
ses' invasion" of Egypt, Herodotus highlights a matrimonial squabble that arose between 
the courts of Persia and Amasis. He provides the Persian version (III. 1) and the version 
heard from the Egyptians (III.2-3), whose truthfulness he questions. Cyrus supposedly 
asked Amasis to send him the finest Egyptian oculist. At the urging of this specialist, 
Cambyses (Persian version) or Cyrus (Egyptian version) supposedly demanded that 
Amasis send one of his daughters to the Persian court. In the Persian version, she was to 
marry Cambyses; the Egyptians claimed that she was married to Cyrus and that Camby
ses was born of this union. In yet another version, the young Cambyses supposedly swore 
to avenge his mother Cassandane, who had been humiliated by seeing Cyrus replace 
her with the Bigyptian girl. The only point of agreement among all the versions collected 
by Herodotus is that Amasis deliberately tricked the Persian king: instead of his own 
daughter, he supposedly sent Nitetis, the daughter of the previous pharaoh, Apries. That 
Amasis hoodwinked him in this fashion infuriated Cambyses. To all appearances, this 
tradition seems to reflect later Persian propaganda, and the historian would do well not 
to take it into consideration. 

7. From Cyrus to Cambyses 
If, as seems likely, an Egyptian campaign was in the planning stages, Cyrus ended up 

unable to lead it himself. The last ten years of his reign are poorly known. All we know 
is that in 530 the king launched an expedition against the Massagetae of Central Asia. 
Wc have no certain evidence regarding the causes and the stages of the military opera
tions, and even the circumstances of the death of Cyrus were very quickly surrounded 
with a halo of legend, so forcefully did the conflict between the glorious conqueror and 
Queen Tomyris strike people's imagination. This new expedition in Central Asia attests 
at least to the difficulties faced by Persian power in maintaining its dominion there. 

Before departing, Cyrus took steps to ensure the succession. He sent back to Persia 
his oldest son Cambyses, "whom he had named as his successor." This note from 
Herodotus (I.208-0-) is confirmed by a passage in Ctesias (Persica, §8). In a fictionalized 
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context, Xenophon {Cyr. VIII.7.6-28) gives his version of the death of Cyrus in Persia 
and records the last words of the dying king in the presence of his two sons, the elder 
Cambyses and the younger Tanaoxares. This Tanaoxares (Ctesias has Tanyoxarces) is 
the person called Bardiya in the Behistun inscription and several Babylonian docu
ments and called Smerdis by Herodotus. Cyrus then supposedly proceeded to divide du
ties and powers. Cambyses was made heir. As for Bardiya, he received an immense 
territory in Central Asia, to which was attached the privilege of not passing on tribute 
collected in the district to the central authority—a sort of grant, as it were, intended to 
soothe the anticipated resentment of the one who had not been awarded supreme 
power. After the death of Cyrus in Central Asia, Cambyses succeeded him with no evi
dent difficulty, and he had his father's body transported to Pasargadae for burial in the 
tomb that he had prepared beforehand (cf. Ctesias §8). 

Apart from scattered information in Babylonian tablets, the reign of the new Great 
King is known only from the story given by Herodotus about Cambyses' campaign in 
Egypt between 525 and 522, after which he died in Syria. In Herodotus and among the 
Classical authors in general, the figure of Cambyses is burdened with strongly negative 
judgments. The primary reason is that he is strongly contrasted with "good king Cyrus." 
This is certainly the case for Xenophon, who writes: "As soon as Cyrus was dead, his chil
dren at once fell into dissension, states and nations began to revolt, and everything be
gan to deteriorate" (Cyr. VIII, 8.2-S-). A long passage follows in which Xenophon 
illustrates his favorite thesis of "Persian decadence." The same version is found in Plato 
{Laws, III.693ff.), in whose eyes the perfect balance achieved under Cyrus deteriorated 
rapidly with Cambyses. He finds the reason for this in the effete education of the son of 
the founder of the empire. As proof of this "decadence," he refers to the revolt of Bardiya 
against Cambyses. It is unnecessary to dwell further on the polemical aspect of these 
analyses, which are built on a conventional view of the supposed relationship between 
the wealth of kings and their military incompetence. 

For his part and following his Persian sources, Herodotus (III.89-*-) also contrasts 
Cyrus with his successors: "The Persians have a saying that Darius was a tradesman, 
Cambyses a tyrant, and Cyrus a father." In the course of the story of the Egyptian cam
paign, Herodotus returns several times to the topic. He repeats the opinion of the Egyp
tians, according to whom "Cambyses went mad, but even before this he had been far 
from sound in his mind. . . . They say that from birth Cambyses suffered from a serious 
illness, which some call the sacred sickness" (III.30.33-0>). In support of his reports, He
rodotus describes in detail the "heinous crimes" perpetrated by the king both against the 
Egyptians and against well-born Persians, including his sister-wife. And Herodotus con
cludes: "In view of all this, I have no doubt whatever that Cambyses was completely out 
of his mind" (III.38-*). It is clear that here Herodotus was depending closely on the oral 
sources he used in his reconstruction of the Egyptian campaign and the bloody succes
sion to Cambyses. It is thus important to place his judgments in historical context, so as 
to gain the necessary perspective and thus to award Cambyses proper credit for his part 
in the construction of the Achaemenid Empire. 

8. The Egyptian Campaign (525-522) 
The Egypt of Amasis 

Herodotus (III. 1-2), as we have seen, explains Cambyses' decision to march against 
Egypt by reasons that will scarcely satisfy the historian, for the interpretations he pro-
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vides of an Egyptian-Persian dynastic marriage at the time of Cyrus primarily reflect the 
viewpoint of Persian propaganda. Instead, an examination of the general strategic situa
tion can allow us to understand the conditions that led Cambyses to start so important a 
military campaign. 

Having become master of Cyrus's empire, Cambyses had both to maintain dominion 
over the conquered countries and to extend the conquest toward the only remaining 
power of consequence in the Near East, the Egyptian kingdom. This must not be seen 
as a more or less irrational and uncontrollable desire to take over the entire inhabited 
world. Cambyses' strategy was instead predetermined by the decision made by his father 
to annex Trans-Euphrates to Babylonia. This would sooner or later require the subjuga
tion of the countries located between the Euphrates and the Nile and thus necessitated 
conflict with Egypt, which in the past, and quite recently as well, had exhibited ambi
tions in this region. 

The Egyptian campaign proper was thus certainly preceded by a series of conquests. 
Our ignorance in these areas is profound. We know in any case that Phoenicia and Cy
prus were dependencies of Cambyses in 525. We know neither when nor how the con
quest took place. According to Herodotus (III. 19-*-), "the Phoenicians had taken service 
under him of their own free will.. . . The Cyprians, too, had given their services to Per
sia." Both were included in the naval forces mustered by Cambyses for his campaign 
against Egypt. The conquest of Cyprus was a heavy blow to Pharaoh Amasis because, ac
cording to Herodotus (II.182-0), this king "was also the first man to take Cyprus and 
compel it to pay tribute." 

Since 664, Egypt had been governed by the Saite dynasty, whose first members ac
complished the difficult task of reuniting the country. Traditionally included in the 
"Late Period" by Egyptologists, the Saite period seems to have been a true renaissance 
for Egypt. Since 570, Egypt had been ruled by Amasis, who died in 526. According to 
Herodotus, "it is said that the reign of Amasis was a time of unexampled material pros
perity for Egypt; the earth gave its riches to the people as the river gave its riches to the 
earth. The total number of inhabited towns at this period was twenty thousand" 
(II. 177-0). Amasis also had powerful armed forces: a fleet that his predecessor, Necho II 
(610-595), had left him and an army considerably reinforced by contingents of merce
naries from all over the Near East, including Caria and Ionia. 

Despite the assets he enjoyed, it can hardly be doubted that Amasis considered Cyrus's 
conquest of Babylonia a serious danger. He actively pursued a policy aimed at gaining 
allies for the struggle with the Persians, which was bound to break out in a short time. 
The Saite pharaohs had long since been fostering relations with numerous Greek states 
in Europe and Asia Minor. Herodotus (II. 178) labels Amasis a "Philhellene." Among the 
proofs of his philhellenism, he cites the case of Naucratis, a trading post in the Delta es
tablished by cities of Asia Minor with the assent of the pharaoh, doubtless during the 
reign of Psammetichus I. This trade profited not only the Greeks and the Phoenicians 
(also represented in Egypt), but also the pharaoh, for Amasis maintained strict controls 
over imports and exports. Customs houses had been erected in the east of the Delta at 
the Pelusiac mouth and in the west, on the Canopic branch. Taxes were levied there on 
goods coming from the "northern foreign countries" (Phoenicia, Syria-Palestine) and 
"foreign countries of the Great Green" (Aegean, i.e., Greek countries), respectively. 

Numerous Greek sanctuaries received offerings from the pharaoh: the temple of Del
phi and, in Asia Minor, the temple of Athena at Lindos on Rhodes, the temple of Hera 
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at Samos, and the temple of the Branchidae at Didyma, as well as the sanctuary of Ath
ena at Cyrene. The interest of the Saite kings in the cities of Asia Minor was long-stand
ing: traditionally, it was from these cities that they recruited auxiliary troops, who were 
granted land in Egypt, to reinforce the Egyptian army. According to Herodotus (II. 163), 
Carians and Ionians under the command of Apries numbered 30,000 when he was de
feated by Amasis. The author from Halicarnassus also states (II. 1540-) that Amasis settled 
the Ionians and Carians in Memphis "to protect him from his own people." In spite of 
the discontent provoked in the Egyptian soldiers by these favors granted to the soldiers 
from Asia Minor, Amasis was following the policy of his predecessors. 

Amasis could count among his allies Polycrates, who had established a tyranny on the 
island of Samos after a coup d'etat. "Once master of it, he concluded a pact of friendship 
with Amasis, king of Egypt, sealing it by a mutual exchange of presents," writes Herodo
tus (III.39-*). It was to strengthen this alliance, established with an exchange gifts, that 
Amasis dedicated "two likenesses of himself, in wood" in the Heraion of Samos 
(11.182-*). Herodotus emphasizes the power that Polycrates soon acquired: "It was not 
long before the rapid increase of his power became the talk of Ionia and the rest of 
Greece. All his campaigns were victorious, his every venture a success."-* He extended 
his power as far as the Cyclades, including Rhenaea, near Delos. He soon represented a 
real threat to the Persian dominion over the Greek cities on the coast of Asia Minor after 
Cyrus. This is what Herodotus indicates, noting that Polycrates achieved a naval victory 
over the Mytilenians of Lesbos, allies of Miletus: but Miletus was a subject of the Per
sians. The raids launched by the tyrant against the islands and the mainland towns im
periled the Achaemenid positions. Herodotus himself emphatically notes that, in his 
opinion, Polycrates "had high hopes of making himself master of Ionia and the islands" 
(III. 122-*). These were perhaps the circumstances in which Cyrus made Oroetes "gov
ernor of Sardis." Without doubt, Oroetes' main assignment was the defense of Achaeme
nid territories against the actions of the tyrant. In relation to the Persians, Polycrates to 
some extent played the same role as Croesus when he entered into alliance with the 
Egyptian pharaoh. 

In discussing the concerns of Oroetes, Herodotus writes of Polycrates that he "was the 
first Greek we know of to plan the dominion of the sea" (III. 122-*). He was able to nur
ture these ambitions thanks to his naval power. According to Herodotus (III.39-*), he 
had 100 penteconters (fifty-oared galleys). This was a naval force beyond the means of a 
Greek city, even one as rich as Samos. It is thus not out of the question that it was par
tially as a result of the aid of Amasis that Polycrates was able to build and maintain such 
a naval force. According to Herodotus (III.44), in 525 Polycrates even had 40 triremes 
(galley with three banks of oars). The trireme was a great technological and military in
novation that appeared in the Aegean world between 550 and 525. This may be the type 
of warship that Egypt had as well; it enabled Amasis to take Cyprus. 

The Conquest of the Nile Valley and Its Approaches 

In 525, however, Egypt's situation had recently taken a turn for the worse. First of all, 
Amasis had died the year before; he was succeeded by his son Psammetichus III. The 
loss of Amasis, which occurred when Cambyses was preparing to march against Egypt, 
had serious consequences. In a long account in the form of a story, Herodotus describes 
the break between Amasis and Polycrates (III.40-43). According to Herodotus, the treaty 
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of friendship was abrogated on the initiative of Amasis, who was uneasy about the pros
perity and unbridled ambition of Polycrates. In reality, Polycrates had himself estab
lished contact with Cambyses, who had urged him to send him a squadron of ships. 
Polycrates dispatched a force of 40 triremes, which he was careful to man with "carefully 
selected crews, every man of which he had particular reason to suspect of disloyalty to 
himself . . . with instructions to Cambyses never to allow them to return to Samos."-* 
The episode poses several difficulties of interpretation, but the essence is clean Polycra
tes forsook the Egyptian alliance and made overtures to the Persian king. No doubt he 
was uneasy about the dangers mounting against him (Sparta was preparing to send a 
fleet against Samos) and about the increasing opposition of a faction of the Samian elites 
who favored cooperation with Egypt. The tyrant's sudden shift of strategy can be under
stood even better if we assume that it happened after the death of Amasis. Well informed 
about Cambyses' preparations, he had decided to seek safety in what he judged to be an 
inevitable Persian victory. 

The pharaoh suffered another defection, that of Phanes of Halicarnassus, "a brave 
and intelligent soldier," in the words of his compatriot Herodotus (III.4-*). He was one 
of the officers of the Carian troops serving close to the pharaoh, who harbored a strong 
fear of him, "as he was a person of consequence in the army and had very precise knowl
edge of the internal condition of Egypt." Escaping the vigilance of the men sent in pur
suit of him, Phanes reached Cambyses when he "was anxious to launch his attack on 
Egypt." He was able to provide the Great King with firsthand information on both the 
state of Egyptian forces and access routes to the Delta. 

Meanwhile, Cambyses had made considerable military preparations. Herodotus 
notes that, after the conquest of Asia Minor by Cyrus's troops, "the islanders had nothing 
to fear, because the Phoenicians were not yet subject to Persia and Persia herself was not 
a sea power" (1.143-*). The subjugation of Cyprus and Phoenicia allowed Cambyses to 
shift the course of things. In 525, the Phoenicians "were entirely dependent on the 
strength of their navy {nautikos stratos)." This force also included Cypriots, as well as 
Greeks from Ionia and Aeolis, including a contingent from Mytilene. We may say that 
Cambyses was the real creator of the Persian Navy, which was built with men and mate
rials levied from both Phoenicia and Asia Minor. This was the compliment that the Per
sians of Cambyses' entourage paid him when he asked them about his accomplishments: 
"T'hey had answered that he was better than his father, because he had kept all Cyrus' 
possession and acquired Egypt and the command of the sea into the bargain" (III.34-*-). 
It does in fact seem that Cambyses created the royal Persian navy in its entirety, and it was 
indispensable to his hopes of victorious engagement with the pharaoh, who had an im
posing fleet of his own. 

The military operations are not known in great detail. While telling the story of 
Phanes, Herodotus dwells at length (III.4-9) on the relations established by Cambyses 
with the "king of the Arabs," who controlled the desert region between Gaza and the 
Egyptian border. A formal treaty permitted the Persian king access to enough water to 
reach the Nile Valley. It was certainly this approach route that allowed Cambyses to im
pose his direct rule overTrans-Euphratian peoples and cities who before then had surely 
never seen a Persian soldier. This is the state of affairs that Polybius (XVI.22a) later re
ports, praising the fidelity of the inhabitants of Gaza to their allies: "When the Persians 
invaded, for example, when elsewhere all were terrified by the power of the adversary, 
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when all to the last man surrendered to the adversary, they confronted the danger on 
their own and together withstood the siege." Gaza was an important commercial cen
ter—whose prosperity Herodotus compares to that of Sardis—and from that time on
ward it constituted an essential support for the Persian occupation of Palestine and a 
bridgehead for any expedition to Egypt. 

Psammetichus headed an army comprising Egyptian soldiers and Carian and Greek 
auxiliaries and was positioned at the Pelusiac mouth of the Nile, where he awaited Cam
byses. But Herodotus gives hardly any information about the fighting, being more inter
ested in the terrible vengeance prepared by the pharaoh s Carian and Greek auxiliaries 
against Phanes (III. 11) and in a picturesque comparison of the relative toughness of 
Egyptian skulls versus Persian skulls (III. 12). He mentions simply that the battle ended 
badly for Psammetichus, whose Egyptian troops sought refuge in the citadel of Mem
phis. "Cambyses laid seige to the town, and after a time it was surrendered" (111.13-v-). 
Psammetichus was taken prisoner. 

The choices made by Herodotus from the information available to him led him to 
pass over in silence both the strength of the resistance and the role of Psammetichus's 
navy. A late author, Polyaenus (VII.9), instead emphasizes that Cambyses had to besiege 
Pelusium and that the Egyptians were able to use catapults and other machines to block 
Cambyses in front of the town, which ipso facto closed off his entry to Egypt, since Egypt 
could not be entered without taking the town or having naval superiority. We know that 
an Egyptian, Udjahorresnet, commanded the sea-going fleet for Amasis and then for 
Psammetichus III. Because he presents himself as a favorite of Cambyses, we might 
guess that Udjahorresnet had abandoned Amasis, thus considerably facilitating Camby
ses' victory at Pelusium; but the hypothesis remains weak. Once Pelusium was taken, the 
troops and the Persian navy were able to penetrate the Nile Valley and lay siege to Mem
phis, which was linked to the sea by various waterways. One of these was traversed by 
Cambyses' boat, which carried a herald instructed to demand the surrender of the de
fenders. The herald was killed, along with his retinue. Psammetichus and his troops 
were in fact able to mount a long resistance in the shadow of the "White Wall," which 
could not be taken without the support of the fleet. At the end of the siege (whose length 
Herodotus does not give), Cambyses was able to make his triumphal entry into the town, 
and a Persian-Egyptian garrison was stationed in the "White Wall." 

Once he had conquered Egypt, Cambyses intended to reassert on his own behalf the 
ambitions of the last pharaohs toward the west (Libya and Cyrenaica) and south (Nubia 
= Herodotus's Ethiopia). The Libyans, soon followed by the Greeks of Cyrene and 
Barca, sent gifts to Cambyses as tokens of surrender; as proof of his good will, Cambyses 
returned the Greek woman whom Amasis had wed when he made an alliance with the 
Greek town of Cyrene. Then, still following Herodotus (III. 17), "he planned a threefold 
expedition: against the Carthaginians, against the Ammonians, against the Long-Lived 
Ethiopians who live in Libya on the edge of the southern sea." The expedition against 
Carthage was canceled because the Phoenicians were unwilling to make war on a Phoe
nician colony. Although the possibility of an expedition against Carthage seems un
likely, the same cannot be said for royal designs on the south. Cambyses dedicated his 
efforts to the realization of a great "African project," which consisted in part of acquiring 
the kingdom of Meroe and in part of seizing strategic positions in the western oases. In 
this strategy, Cambyses was clearly following the policy of the Saites, who since Psam-
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metichus I had regularly sent expeditions to the south in order to put an end to the 
Cushite threat and to solidify their dominion at least as far as the First Cataract. A garri
son was established at Elephantine. The garrison, already consisting partly of Jewish 
contingents, was there throughout the time of Cambyses, as we know because, in their 
petition dating to the reign of Darius II, the Jews recalled that their sanctuary had been 
built "in the days of the kings of Egypt" and was standing "when Cambyses came into 
Egypt," and they implied that Cambyses protected it (DAE 102 [AP 30—31 ->]). 

According to Herodotus, the expeditions, one against the oasis of Amnion , the other 
against Ethiopia, were repaid with utter disaster. Herodotus blames the "madness" of 
Cambyses, who "at once began his march against Ethiopia, without any orders for the 
provision of supplies, and without for a moment considering the fact that he was to take 
his men to the ends of the earth" (III.26-*). But the deliberate bias against Cambyses 
raises doubts about the accuracy of Herodotus's version. Other evidence indicates that 
the expedition did not founder in a military catastrophe, even if the difficulties of the un
dertaking perhaps obliged the Great King to retreat. Specific evidence of this are the lat
est results of excavations on the site of the fortress of Dorginarti, established in the Saite 
period at the same latitude as the Second Cataract. The pottery and an Aramaic text 
show that the fortress, which was doubtless part of an extended network, remained in use 
throughout the Achaemenid period. 

9. Cambyses and the Egyptian Traditions 

The "Madness" of Cambyses: Sources and Problems 
According to Herodotus, up to this time, Cambyses behaved with a certain modera

tion. He even "felt a touch of pity" and ordered that the son of Psammetichus be spared 
(III. 14-*). On the other hand, in the eyes of the same Herodotus, the king "lost his wits 
completely and, like the madman he was," launched his expedition against the Ethiopi
ans (III.25-*). Madness completely possessed the spirit of the king after his return to 
Memphis. He was seized with fury toward the gods, the cults, the temples, and the 
priests of Egypt. Herodotus lays particular stress on the murder of the sacred bull Apis 
and his caretakers. He thinks that Cambyses considered the feasts held in honor of Apis 
to be celebrations saluting his Ethiopian (Nubian) defeat: 

C a m b y s e s ordered the priests to be whipped by the m e n whose business it was to carry out 
such punishments , and any Egypt ian who was found still keeping holiday to be put to death 
In this way the festival was broken u p , the priests puni shed , a n d Apis, who lay in the temple 
for a t ime wasting away from the wound in his thigh, finally died a n d was buried by the 
priests without the knowledge of C a m b y s e s . Even before this C a m b y s e s bad been far from 
sound in his mind; but the Egypt ians are convinced that the comple te loss of his reason was 
the direct result of this cr ime . (Ill 2 9 0 ) 

There follows the tale of his "murderous madness" against highly placed Persians, 
against his brother Smerdis (III.30), his sister-wife (111.31-33), and against the Lydian 
Croesus (III.36-37). Then Herodotus brings grave accusations against the king who 
"broke open ancient tombs and examined the bodies, and even entered the temple of 
Hephaestus [Ptah] and jeered at the god's statue" (III.37-*-). And Herodotus concludes: 

In view of all this, 1 have no doubt whatever that Cambyses was completely out of his 
mind; it is the only possible explanation of his assault upon, and mockery of, everything 
which ancient law and custom have made sacred in Egypt" (III.38-*). 
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Following Herodotus, all of the Classical authors repeat the theme of the madness 
and impiety of Cambyses. "Shocked by Egyptian religious practices, he had the temples 
of Apis and other gods demolished," writes Justin (1.9.2). Strabo offers the same explana
tions to explain the destruction of the temples of Heliopolis and Thebes (XVII. 1.27,46). 
This hostile tradition is also found in Diodorus Siculus (1.46.40; 49.50-): 

T h e silver and gold and costly works of ivory and rare stone [that the temples of T h e b e s con
tained] were carried off by the Persians when C a m b y s e s burned the temples of Egypt; and it 
was at this t ime, they say, that the Persians, by transferring all this wealth to Asia and taking 
artisans a long from Egypt , constructed their famous palaces in Persepolis and Susa and 
throughout M e d i a . . . . [ T h e circle of gold crowning the tomb of O z y m a n d i a s ] , they said, 
had been p lundered by C a m b y s e s and the Persians when he c o n q u e r e d Egypt. 

A late tradition recorded by St. Jerome (Comm. Dan. 1.7.9) even suggests that Cambyses 
deported 2500 Egyptian cult images. In short, Cambyses, we are led to believe, is sup
posed to have done everything he possibly could to alienate the Egyptian population as 
a whole, especially the great families who administered the temples, whose leading po
sition in Egyptian society he certainly could not have been unaware of. Nor could he 
have been unaware of the role played by the pharaoh or the crown prince in the funeral 
rites that were intended to mark the earthly death of an Apis. We know for example that 
Psammetichus III, shortly before Cambyses' invasion, had himself gone through the es
pecially trying ritual fast (total lack of nourishment for four days, and exclusively vege
tarian diet for seventy clays) and that he had participated in the exhausting ceremonies 
that played out over the seventy days it took to embalm the sacred bull. Lastly, Cambyses 
could not have been unaware of the enormous popularity of Apis among the common 
folk of Egypt, who joined in the mourning. These people made up the towns and nomes 
of the provinces who, on the demand of the authorities in Memphis, furnished the enor
mous quantities of materials needed for the mummification of the sacred animal (silver, 
gold, royal linen, myrrh, precious stones, and all sorts of "good things"). Even less could 
Cambyses have been unaware that, at the time of his return to Memphis, ceremonies 
marking the "revelation" of Apis were to be going on, which, according to Herodotus 
(III.27*), were celebrated by Egyptians wearing "their best clothes." In conclusion, in 
the version presented by Herodotus, Cambyses' Egyptian policy (which he contrasts 
with that of Darius; III.38) shows a strong break with the policy of his father, Cyrus, in 
conquered countries. Unable to offer a political explanation, Herodotus had no option 
but to resort to the "madness" of the king (III.38). But modern historians are obliged to 
show much greater rigor. 

Some of the deeds ascribed to the Persians cannot be denied, but they do not neces
sarily carry the significance that the ancient authors attribute to them. A man as favor
able toward the new master as the Egyptian Udjahorresnet (who will be discussed at 
greater length shortly) himself speaks of the "trouble that arose in this norae [of Sais], 
when the very great trouble arose in the entire land [of Egypt]." And exalting his good 
deeds, he writes: "I saved its [my city of Sais's] inhabitants from the very great trouble 
that arose in the entire land [of Egypt], the likes of which had never existed in this 
world." This trouble coincides with the settlement of the "foreigners" in Egypt, which 
led to a temporary state of anarchy. The disorders were not limited to the Delta, since 
the destruction of Egyptian temples is also recorded on the southern frontier, at Ele
phantine. We can imagine that many other instances of outrage against both goods and 
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persons were perpetrated by the troops. But it would be an error to see this as the mani
festation of an anti-Egyptian policy laid down and enforced by Cambyses; it was simply 
the prerogative of the victors. Let us note also that sending Egyptian treasures (including 
the wealth of certain temples) to Persia was nothing out of the ordinary. It was exactly 
what Cyrus had done at Ecbatana and Sardis. 

Moreover, the tradition of the murder of the Apis by Cambyses must be completely 
reinterpreted in light of discoveries made at the Serapeum of Memphis, where the de
ceased and embalmed Apises were laid to rest in sarcophagi. The epitaph of the Apis in
terred at the time of Cambyses, in 524, has actually been found. The king, garbed as an 
Egyptian and on his knees, is there called "the Horns [.. . ] , king of Upper and Lower 
Egypt [ . . . ] ," and the inscription says: 

[Year] 6, third month of Hie season Shemou, day 10 (?), under the Majesty of the king of Up
per and Lower Egypt [. . .] endowed with eternal life, the god was brought in [peace toward 
the good West and laid to rest in the necropolis in] his [place] which is the place which his 
Majesty had made for him, [after] all [the ceremonies had been clone for him] in the em
balming hall [..•]• It was done according to everything his Majesty had said [.. .]. (Posener 
no. 3) 

The inscription on the sarcophagus is equally eloquent on the role Cambyses played in 
the events: 

(Cambyses], the king of Upper and Lower Egypt.. . made as his monument to his father 
Apis-Osiris a large sarcophagus of granite, dedicated by the king [.. .], endowed with all life, 
with all perpetuity and prosperity (?), with all health, with all joy, appearing eternally as king 
of Upper and Lower Egypt. (Posener no. 4) 

The conclusion seems undeniable: Herodotus recorded spurious information. Far from 
having killed the young Apis, Cambyses participated in the embalming and funeral rites 
of an Apis, following the regulations and the ceremony that were well known, particu
larly in the Saite period. The inscriptions also make it clear that it was in his capacity as 
"king of Upper and Lower Egypt," as "son of Ra" —in short, as pharaoh —that Cambyses 
led the funeral ceremonies. From this emerges an image of Cambyses quite different 
from that which Herodotus wished to convey. Cambyses was a conqueror seeking to take 
his place and his rank in the rites and rituals of the Egyptians; he was an Achaemenid 
king who wished to comply, as pharaoh, with the practices and beliefs that had become 
inscribed in the Egyptian longue duree. Confirmation of this wish is found in the inscrip
tion on the Egyptian seal of the new pharaoh: 

The king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Cambyses, beloved of [the goddess] Wajet, sovereign 
of [the town of] Iniet, great, Eye of the Sun, sovereign of the Sky, mistress of the gods, to 
whom is given life, as to the Sun. 

Udjahorresnet and Cambyses 

Conclusions of the same kind can be drawn from the analysis of another, even better-
known hieroglyphic text, namely, the inscriptions on a statuette that shows Udjahorres
net, whom we have already met, carrying a small, portable shrine (fig. 44, p. 473). This 
statue and its inscriptions, probably erected in the temple of Osiris at Sai's, were in
tended to ensure divine benevolence in the hereafter for the person represented, as is 
shown by the final appeal to the gods, who were asked to "recall all the meritorious 
deeds" of the dedicator. They were also intended to preserve his memory and his acts for 
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future generations of pilgrims. Needless to say, the autobiographical character of the 
texts invites the historian to submit the texts to a critical reading. 

Udjahorresnet presents himself as a benefactor: he restored the splendor of the 
temple of Neith at Sa'is, he was "a good man" in the good town of SaVs, he "defended the 
weak against the powerful," he was "a good son and a good brother, filling those near to 
him with favors and privileges." On the other hand, he is much more discreet about the 
manner in which he passed from the service of Amasis and Psammetichus III to the ser
vice of Cambyses and then Darius. However it may have happened, there is no doubt 
that he turned to the new power. In detailing, with a touch of vanity, the titles bestowed 
on him by Amasis, Psammetichus, Cambyses, and Darius, he presents himself as a man 
very close to all of the kings, both Saite and Persian: "I was a (man) honored by all his 
masters . . . . They gave me gold ornaments and made for me all useful things" (Posener 
no. IF). Udjahorresnet, a figure of the transition, was firmly devoted to situating his ca
reer and his actions in the service of purely Egyptian dynastic and ideological continuity. 

It is true that Udjahorresnet, as we have seen, alludes directly to the Persian invasion 
that caused "great trouble," not only in Sais but in all of Egypt. This reference permits 
him first and foremost to emphasize the relief he himself had brought to the temple of 
Neith, to his family, and more generally to the inhabitants of the Saite nome. However, 
it is also in this context that he established a special relationship with Cambyses. He had 
come before the king to complain about the presence of Achaemenid soldiers (the "for
eigners") within the precinct of the sanctuary of Neith. The king ordered the evacuation 
of the troops and the purification of the temple. Throughout the text, Cambyses is pre
sented as the restorer of order: expressions such as "as it was before," "as any king would 
do," "as any beneficent king would do," or "as any previous king would do" are used in 
regard to him several times. Cambyses "restored" landed estates to the goddess Neith; in 
the sanctuary he "replaced" people expelled by the soldiers . . . . In this way, Udjahorres
net absolves the king of all responsibility for the extortions that were committed. Cam
byses is added to the long series of "beneficent kings" who took care of the temples and 
cults. He went in person to SaTs, prostrated himself before the goddess, and presented his 
offerings, "as any beneficent king would do." He "established the presentation of liba
tions to the lord of Eternity (Osiris) within the temple of Neith, as any previous king 
would do." 

Cambyses, the conqueror of Egypt, is thus clearly presented by Udjahorresnet as a 
pharaoh, in the full sense of the term. The Egyptian consistently names the Persian king 
"king of Upper and Lower Egypt"—a title he also bears in the inscriptions of the Sera-
peum. In reality, after the victory Cambyses played a sort of double role. He was "the 
great king of the foreign countries" who came to Egypt with "the foreigners of all the for
eign countries." But, "as soon as he took possession of this entire land [ . . . ] , he was great 
sovereign of Egypt, great king of all the foreign countries." Through his titulature and his 
privileged relationship with the gods, Cambyses acquired in the eyes of Udjahorresnet 
the status of pharaoh, which clothed him with all of the attributes and endowed him 
with all of the traditional virtues. Thus, ideological bases were put in place on which the 
collaboration between Cambyses (later Darius) and Udjahorresnet was founded. From 
this point of view, the Egyptian's statements are not inconsistent with the Cyms Cylinder: 
in the same way that Cyrus was Babylonized, Cambyses in Egypt was Egyptianized by 

' the Egyptians who wished to collaborate with the new power. For both of them it was the 
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best way to present the image of a solicitous conqueror, graciously bending to the polit
ico-religious traditions of the conquered countries. It was, in a way, acquiescing to Baby
lonian and Egyptian continuity in order to highlight the Achaemenid discontinuity. 

There can be no doubt that this policy was defined by Cambyses himself. Udjahorres
net even states that it was on the orders of the sovereign that he composed his titulature, 
namely "king of Upper and Lower Egypt." But it seems likely that Persian propaganda 
must have taken extra pains to justify the power of Cambyses in Egypt. Among the "im
pious" crimes perpetrated by Cambyses at Sa'i's, Herodotus (III.I60) lists the violation of 
the sepulchre of Amasis: "He gave orders for his body to be taken from the tomb where 
it lay. This done, he proceeded to have it treated with every possible indignity, such as 
lashing with whips, pricking with goads, and the plucking of its hairs. . . . Cambyses 
ordered it to be burnt. This was a wicked thing to do. . . . " A priori, this behavior seems 
absolutely contrary to the express intention of Cambyses to act as the successor of the 
legitimate pharaohs. But other acts and accounts also tell of his desire to be linked di
rectly with Pharaoh Hophra (Apries), whom Amasis had deposed in order to seize power. 
This is also the sense of one of the accounts of Cambyses that describes him as a son of 
Cyrus and a daughter of Apries. Amasis fell victim to a veritable damnatio memoriae in 
the Persian period. 

Collaboration and Resistance 

It remains for us to inquire into the origin of Herodotus's presentation of the policy of 
Cambyses. If it is so contrary to the facts and to the statements of Udjahorresnet, it is be
cause, at the time of his investigation in Egypt two generations later, the historian from 
Halicarnassus encountered informants hostile to the memory of the conqueror of 
Egypt—namely, Egyptian informants whom he cites numerous times. Now, at the time 
of Herodotus, relations between Egyptians and Persians were strained and difficult, the 
Egyptians having revolted several times after 525. It is this context that gave rise to leg
ends and popular stories that presented Cambyses as the prototypical conqueror—bru
tal, impious, and bloody. It should be added that Herodotus also gathered information 
and opinion from Persian circles that were very hostile to Cambyses. 

Nevertheless, it would also be excessive and misleading to suggest that the opinion 
and behavior of Udjahorresnet should be generalized. That the "legitimizing" propa
ganda of Cambyses would have been ubiquitous and clever is one thing; that it would 
have aroused unanimous adherance and sympathy is another. The allegiance of Udjahor
resnet himself was won conditionally: he would not have recognized Cambyses' power 
unless Cambyses had adopted the rules and precepts of traditional pharaonic royalty. 

Moreover, several indications suggest that not all Egyptians were ready to submit to 
the Persian king. Herodotus (III. H o ) describes the punishment incurred by the Egyp
tians who massacred the herald sent by Cambyses to Memphis: 2000 young Egyptians, 
"their mouths bridled and a rope round their necks," were led to execution, the royal 
judges having decided that "for each man [massacred by the Egyptians] ten Egyptian 
noblemen should die." The staging of the "spectacle" is equally significant: the con
demned were paraded before the conquered pharaoh, who was surrounded by the fa
thers of the victims. Anxious above all to throw into relief the dignity of Psammetichus, 
Herodotus states that the pharaoh remained stone-faced upon seeing his son, unlike his 
companions, who dissolved in grief. Similarly, a few minutes earlier, Psammetichus had 
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said nothing when his daughter was paraded, clothed as a slave, along with young aris
tocratic ladies, similarly dressed. Through his demeanor, the pharaoh expressed his re
fusal to accede to the new power. 

Indeed, Herodotus reports that Cambyses, who "felt a touch of pity," ordered the son 
of Psammetichus to be spared. In reality, he was the first to be put to death! He adds that 
Psammetichus "lived at court from that time onward. Here he was well treated," and he 
even thinks that "if he had only had the sense to keep out of mischief, he might have re
covered Egypt and ruled it as governor" (III. 15o). He explains the supposed behavior of 
Cambyses by a rule of the Persian kings, "who are in the habit of treating the sons of 
kings with honour, and even of restoring to their sons the thrones of those who have re
belled against them." But the Egyptian examples Herodotus cites are quite unconvinc
ing. As for the behavior ascribed to the Persian kings, it is at least nuanced by Isocrates, 
who says kings "as a rule . . . do not reconcile with those who rebel before they have 
taken them prisoner" {Evag. 63). It is clear that Cambyses never dreamed of returning 
the government of Egypt to Psammetichus. It should be emphasized above all that 
Psammetichus was not content merely with intrigue: "He was caught in flagrante delicto 
inciting the Egyptians to revolt; and when he was discovered by Cambyses, he was 
forced to drink bull's blood; and he died on the spot. Thus was his end!" So it seems 
c l e a r that the pharaoh had never agreed to recognize the one who claimed to be his 
successor. 

Another social group —again closely linked to the Egyptian aristocracy—could with 
good reason claim to be unhappy with Cambyses' activities—namely, the administra
tors of the Egyptian temples. It is true that Udjahorresnet emphasizes that, at his re
quest, the new pharaoh restored to the goddess the revenues of the landed estates, "as it 
had been previously." But his exaltation of the new pharaoh's piety toward Neith of Sai's 
must be placed in the context of a statement that was intended primarily to stress the 
amount of benefactions the sanctuary at SaTs realized from the cooperation between 
Udjahorresnet and Cambyses. It appears that not all of the temples would have been so 
happy about Cambyses' policy. The stelas marking royal generosity to the temples, so 
numerous before 525, disappeared in the time of Cambyses. This observation has been 
linked to a royal decree attributed to Cambyses. The text, unfortunately quite difficult 
to read, is preserved in a Demotic document on the verso of the Demotic Chronicle. 
Cambyses is accused of having set drastic limitations on the revenues in kind that the 
Egyptian temples collected in the time of Amasis. Only three temples were exempt 
from this regulation. 

Many obscurities continue to surround the scope and objectives of the measure taken 
by Cambyses. The compilers contrast his conduct with that of Darius, who collected the 
Egyptian jurisprudential traditions, including those relating to "rights of the temples." 
Let us simply recall that the problem of relations between the temples and the king per
sisted throughout Egyptian history, with the pharaohs attempting simultaneously to rec
ognize the rights of the temples and to limit their financial power. The gifts of land to 
the temples were not disinterested: the pharaoh, who retained a right of eminent do
main, thus developed a policy "intended less to enrich the temples than to keep active 
the economy of which they were the center" (D. Meeks). The Saites acted no differently. 
In this area, the discontinuity introduced by Cambyses is perhaps more apparent than 
real. To evaluate it, this measure must be placed in the framework of an overall study of 
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tribute administration in Egypt—a difficult task in view of the scarcity of documenta
tion. Moreover, converging indications attest to the increase of tribute appropriations 
under his reign. The Egyptian temples no doubt did not avoid them. 

It is thus quite likely that the negative image of Cambyses goes back in part to the mo
ment of the conquest and administrative organization of Egypt. On this hypothesis, we 
might think that the fiscal measures enacted by Cambyses were reprisals against the 
sanctuaries that had little inclination to legitimate the installation of a foreign power. 
Whatever it was, the royal decision need not be considered a contradiction of the gen
eral policy applied to the Egyptians. As for the powerful Egyptian temples, the new pha
raoh could not pursue a policy of unlimited generosity. He had to control them or risk 
reducing the conquest to a short-lived pretense. It was the same in Babylonia, where the 
proclamations of devotion to Cyrus and Cambyses went hand in hand with increased fis
cal pressure (pp. 73f). It was not only the financial power of the new pharaoh that was 
at stake but also the reality of his power, so recent and fragile and threatened by opposi
tion. Perhaps this is also why Egypt was converted to a satrapy whose government Cam
byses, before departing, turned over to the Persian Aryandes. 

Called back by news of a rebellion in Persia, Cambyses left Egypt hastily in the spring 
of 522. While crossing Syria, he was wounded in the thigh; gangrene set in, and the son 
of Cyrus died at the beginning of summer, 522. Before returning at greater length to the 
events of 522, we should pause to draw up the initial balance sheet of the conquests. 



Chapter 2 

The Conquest and After: 
An Interim Summary 

l. From Cyrus to Darius: Sources and Problems 
By the time of Cambyses' death in 522, an impresssive amount of territory had been 

conquered in the span of thirty years. The Achaemenid dynasty, which around 550 ruled 
a narrow territory of the southern Zagros, had engulfed every kingdom and empire that 
shared the Near East and Central Asia. The range of its dominion extended thenceforth 
from Cyrenaica to the Hindu Kush, from the Syr Darya to the Persian Gulf. The earlier 
political structures were officially dissolved, and their titulature had vanished or else had 
been assumed by the conquerors. From this point of view alone, the reigns of Cyrus and 
Cambyses would appear to be a high point on the scale of the ancient history of the Near 
East. For the first time, a state had been formed with a single purpose, and what is more, 
a state that was based not merely on continental possessions; it also had wide access to 
the sea via the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean, and the Black Sea. With Cambyses, the 
new state had forged a naval power that allowed it to control a vast maritime front. This 
is in striking contrast to the geopolitical situation prevailing toward the middle of the 
sixth century. 

Traditionally, the organizational work is attributed almost exclusively to Darius. But 
there is no a priori reason to distinguish sharply between a phase of military conquests 
(Cyrus and Cambyses) and a phase of organization (Darius). Obviously no one would 
dream of depriving Darius of his justified renown in this area. Nonetheless, it must also 
be recognized that Darius and his advisers built on preexisting structures, which 
emerged both from local traditions and from the initial adaptations introduced by Cyrus 
and his son. That said, it must be admitted that we do not have the sort of abundant and 
varied documentation for Cyrus and Cambyses that is available from the reign of Da
rius. Marked by the theme of "good king Cyrus," the Classical sources are of scant help. 
This remark holds true especially for Xenophon, who in the Cyropaedia assigns his hero 
an essential role in the organization of the empire: Cyrus, conqueror without peer (Xe
nophon even credits him with the conquest of Egypt) and creator of the Persian army 
and cavalry, would have been the first, after the conquest of Babylon, ever to have a glo
bal vision for the administrative organization of the Empire-in-the-making. He ap
pointed the high officials of the central court (VIII. 1.9-12), organized the finances 
(1.13-14), required nobles to attend the royal court (1.5-6, 17-22), etc. —everything is 
listed under the name of Cyrus. The same goes for the institution of satraps (VIII.6.1-
15) and of the inspectors' service for the satrapies and the express postal service 
(VIII.6.16-18). And Xenophon insists repeatedly on the durability of decisions made by 
Cyrus: "And the institutions which Cyrus inaugurated as a means of securing the king
dom permanently to himself and the Persians, as has been set forth in the following nar-
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rative, these the succeeding kings have preserved unchanged even to this day" 
(VIII.I.70-). But none of this presentation has any diachronic value. Xenophon instead 
paints a timeless tableau of the Achaemenid Empire. Sufficient proof may be found in 
a comparison of the identical portraits of Cyrus the Elder in the Cyropaedia and Cyrus 
the Younger in the Anabasis. To be sure, many of the institutions portrayed in the Cyro
paedia are known and confirmed by many other texts, but nothing requires us to at
tribute them to Cyrus alone. 

In fact, the strictly Persian written evidence is bafflingly sparse. Cyrus is never men
tioned by Darius in the Behistun inscription other than as father of Cambyses and Bar
diya. Darius, whose legitimacy as monarch was not entirely above suspicion, was not 
afraid to write about his predecessors: "Those who were the former kings, as long as they 
lived, by them was not done thus as by the favor of Ahuramazda was done by me in one 
and the same year" (DB §§50-52o). It would be going too far, however, to attribute to 
Darius a desire to inflict a damnatio memoriae on the founder of the empire. Besides, we 
know that the memory of Cyrus was preserved with special fervor by the Persians. Cyrus 
was certainly one of the "great men" whose heroic deeds were passed on to the younger 
generation. "Cyrus—with whom nobody in Persia has ever dreamt of comparing him
self," Herodotus remarks (III. 160-O), claiming to represent Darius's views. Wishing above 
all to legitimate his newly won power, Darius quite naturally dedicated the Behistun in
scription to exaltation of his own accomplishments, which he intended to be preserved 
for posterity. The Behistun inscription is not a textbook of Persian history! There are sev
eral copies of three trilingual inscriptions (in Old Persian, Akkadian, Elamite) in the 
name of Cyrus, found at Pasargadae. They are very short: "I am Cyrus the King, an 
Achaemenian" (CMa-o), or "Cyrus the Great King, an Achaemenian" (CMcO). An
other (CM/;*) reads: "Cyrus the Great King, son of Cambyses the King, an Achaeme
nian. He says: When . . . made . . ." But these documents must be excluded from the 
discussion, because their authenticity is now widely contested, not without excellent 
reasons. They most certainly derive from Darius, taking the role of forger that is attrib
uted to him, who wished in this particular case to draw on the prestige of Cyrus to his 
own advantage. 

On the other hand, we can turn to archaeological records discovered in Persis, as well 
as to written records of non-Persian origin. The many Akkadian tablets provide indirect 
but valuable indications of the administration of Babylonia at the time of the founders 
of the Empire. Information that is drawn from texts and iconography from Judah, Egypt, 
and western Asia Minor may be added. 

Precisely because of the nature of the available documentation, the picture of the 
Empire around 522 cannot be more than partial. But it is well to attempt to paint it, in 
order better to comprehend not just the specifics of the reforms put in place by Darius 
after he seized power but also the breadth and limitations of the modifications and ad
aptations Cyrus and Cambyses made to the organization of the countries they had just 
subjugated. 

2. Satraps and Satrapies 
The Satraps of Cyrus and Cambyses 

The long passage Herodotus dedicates to the reforms set in motion by Darius after his 
victory over his opponents begins with this phrase (III.89-S-): Darius "proceded to set up 
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twenty provincial governorships (nomoi), called satrapies." It would be venturing well 
beyond the evidence to conclude from this text that the first satrapies were inaugurated 
at the beginning of Darius's reign (which is not what Herodotus says, in any case). The 
term satrap is in fact firmly attested from the time of Cyrus and Cambyses. First of all, 
this is what the situation existing in 522 shows: in his Behistun inscription, Darius him
self refers to Dadarsi, "satrap in Bactria" (DB § § 10— 19), and Vivana, "satrap in Aracho
sia" (DB §§54-64). We also learn that at this date Hystaspes, the father of Darius, held a 
high military post in Parthia-Hyrcania (and not the post of satrap of Persia, as Herodotus 
has it; III, 111.70). In Asia Minor, the Persian Oroetes was named "governor of Sardis" by 
Cyrus (Herodotus III.120-O). There, as elsewhere, Herodotus does not use the term sa
trap, but the much less specific term hyparch. With the expression Sardion hyparkhos, 
Herodotus seems to refer to a vast district in Asia Minor, including both Lydia and Ionia 
(III. 127). The residence of Oroetes is sometimes Sardis (III. 126), sometimes Magnesia 
on the Meander (III.121). Oroetes was still in office at the accession of Darius. The sa
trapy of Hellespontine Phrygia is also known, held at the time of Cambyses by Mit-
robates (hyparkhos), who resided at Dascylium (III. 126). Shortly after the death of 
Cambyses, Oroetes put Mitrobates and his son Cranaspes to death and brought Helle
spontine Phrygia under his authority. It is also known that, beginning in the fourth reg
nal year of Cyrus (535), a certain Gubaru was given the title "governor (pihatu) of 
Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates." He was thus theoretically in charge of an immense sa
trapy that included nearly all of the countries previously under the control of the Neo-
Babylonian king, from the Tigris to the approaches to the Nile. In an unclear context, 
he is mentioned together with a scribe-chancellor (bel temi) of Media, which could lead 
one to suspect the presence of an imperial adminstration at Ecbatana (cf. also Ezra 6:2). 
As for Egypt, Cambyses provided it with a "governor/satrap" (hyparkhos), the Persian 
Aryandes (Herodotus IV. 166). 

It might be supposed that within the most extensive satrapies there were sub-gover
nors, but we have no indisputable attestations for this period, except perhaps in Babylon. 
Otherwise, it is quite clear that the creation of satrapies did not cause the preexisting 
political entities to disappear. The Greek and Phoenician cities and the Babylonian 
towns retained considerable autonomy, as long as they fulfilled the obligations placed 
on them, especially the financial and military obligations. The same was true for the 
province of Judah within the satrapy of Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates. Xenophon 
(VII.4.2->) states, with regard to Cilicia and Cyprus, that Cyrus "had never sent a Persian 
as satrap to govern either the Cilicians or the Cyprians, but was always satisfied with 
their native princes. Tribute, however, he did receive from them, and whenever he 
needed forces he made a requisition upon them for troops" (cf. also VIII.6.7). Herodotus 
says (1.28) that Cilicia had not been conquered by Croesus. It was still ruled at the time 
of Cyrus and Cambyses by a local dynast who bore the title syennesis (1.74), described as 
"king of the Cilicians" by Herodotus (V. 118). In spite of the conquest of Xanthus by the 
Mede Harpagus on the orders of Cyrus, Lycia also continued under the rule of petty lo
cal dynasts, who nonetheless were required to recognize Persian power at least nomi
nally. This situation does not necessarily imply that the Persians had no territorial base 
there, but we cannot verify this with a firsthand document as of this date. We are too 
poorly informed about the situation before Cyrus within Cilicia, Lycia, or even Caria to 
be able reasonably to discuss the modifications that may have come about in reaction to 
the Persian conquest. 
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The Duties of the Satrap 

It is more difficult to determine the precise duties of Cyrus's and Cambyses' satraps. 
The actual word in Old Persian means 'protector of the realm [kingdom]'. In general, 
the Greek and Babylonian texts do not use the Old Persian word, preferring to render it 
with the more vague term 'governor' (hyparkhos/pihatu), and when it does appear, it 
generally does not convey any more specific meaning. At Behistun, when Darius names 
his two satraps, Vivana in Arachosia and Dadarsi in Bactria, he qualifies both as ban-
daka, a Persian term referring to a personal connection between the sovereign and the 
Persian aristocrats. In itself, the term connotes first and foremost the total loyalty to the 
king of the person described by it. In other words, the duty of a satrap was not necessarily 
connected to a territory. Moreover, the term satrapy (attributed to the Persians by He
rodotus 1.192) does not occur at Behistun: Vivana and Dadarsi are satraps in Arachosia 
and in Bactria, respectively. A satrap was first and foremost the personal representative of 
the king. At the same time, the examples known from the time of Cyrus and Cambyses 
indicate that their satraps were charged with missions in a specific territory. 

A satrap was appointed by the king and had to adhere closely to the orders received 
from the central authority and remain accountable. Oroetes had already been a rebel in 
the time of Cambyses (who, according to Herodotus, wanted to dismiss him), and he 
clearly displayed his desire for independence when he killed the messenger of Darius. 
The messenger, it seems, had come to inform him of an order to appear at court (He
rodotus III. 126). This is confirmed by a story (probably fictionalized) of relations be
tween Cambyses and his brother Bardiya (called Tanyoxarces by Ctesias), who had 
been given a major district in eastern Iran by Cyrus. An intimate of Cambyses coun
seled him to summon his brother: "To prove the infidelity of Tanyoxarces, he saw to it 
that if he were ordered to come, he would not come." Tanyoxarces did not defer to the 
royal command until the third summons and, says Ctesias, he was then put to death 
(^Persica, §10). 

One of the primary tasks of the satrap must have been to maintain order and to extend 
Persian power. According to Herodotus (111.120), Oroetes fell out with Mitrobates when 
the latter reproached him for not having managed "to add the island of Samos to the do
mains of the king." After he had come over to Cambyses, the tyrant Polycrates of Samos, 
it seems, schemed incessantly against the Persian possessions on the mainland and 
showed himself to be an overt rival of the satrapal court in Sardis. He tried at the same 
time to gain the support of certain Lydian aristocrats who were unhappy with the govern
ment of Oroetes (Diodorus X. 16.4). According to Herodotus (III. 120o), who places the 
event "about the time of Cambyses' last sickness," the satrap decided to put an end to the 
power of Polycrates. To this end, he sent his principal adviser, the Lydian Myrsos, son of 
Gygcs, to the tyrant. Myrsos succeeded in persuading the tyrant to come and visit Oro
etes, who for his part claimed to be threatened by Cambyses. Under these circum
stances, Oroetes put Polycrates to death. Maeandrius then succeeded Polycrates. 
Although it does not imply direct submission to the Persian authorities, the death of 
Polycrates does attest to the desire of the satrap to expand the domains of the king. 

Hie military duty of the satraps is also evident in the role played by Dadarsi and Vi
vana in 522-521 in the north and south of the Iranian Plateau, respectively. For these 
tasks, the satraps were definitely able to count on a standing army. We know that Oroetes 
was a powerful man, being governor of Phrygia, Lydia, and Ionia, with a thousand 
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Persians in his bodyguard" (III. 127-0-). He thus had to be able to draft contingents from 
the conquered peoples. It is also likely that the system of assigning land in the con
quered countries to Persian families began during the reigns of Cyrus and Cambyses. 
This was described by Xenophon as follows: "In times past it was their national custom 
that those who held lands should furnish cavalrymen from their possessions and that 
these, in case of war, should also take the field" (Cyr. VIII.8.20-O-). In exchange for land 
grants, Persian nobles of the imperial diaspora thus had to lead mounted contingents if 
any satrap demanded it. Since the system was seen in operation around 500 in western 
Asia Minor, it can reasonably be supposed that it went back to the time of the conquest. 

The satraps must have been able to rely on garrisons as well. A Persian garrison was 
stationed at Babylon. It is possible that the rebuilding of the fortress of Old Kandahar 
dates to the reign of Cyrus. In Egypt, the Elephantine garrison continued, as in the past, 
to guard the southern frontier of the country at the First Cataract; another watched over 
the White Wall at Memphis. Others are known to have been at Migdol (near Pelusium 
in the Delta) and other Delta sites. According to Herodotus (II.30-O), the Persians re
tained the Saite installations, not only at Elephantine, but also "in Daphne at Pelusium 
against the Arabs and Assyrians, and a third at Marea to keep a watch on Libya." It is 
likely that the granting of land to garrison soldiers, especially well attested at Elephan
tine, was also inherited by the Persians from the Saites (cf. 11.152). In Asia Minor, we 
know of the fortress of Sardis, where Croesus took refuge and was promptly besieged by 
Cyrus's troops. The fortress was situated on a formidable height, as is stressed by all of the 
ancient authors from Herodotus to Polybius. The taking of existing fortresses is pre
sented by Xenophon as one of the goals of his Cyrus in the course of his conquests. He 
did this especially in the various regions of Asia Minor, particularly Caria and Phrygia, 
where his generals placed garrisons in the numerous citadels that had already been for
tified by the Carians or the Phrygians (cf. Cyr. VII.4.1-11). Finally, the tale of the strug
gles of 522-520 recorded in the Behistun inscription reveals the existence of numerous 
citadels (Old Persian dida; Elamite halmarris) in the Iranian countries: Sikayauvatis in 
Media (§DB % 13), Tigra and Uyama in Armenia (§§27-28), and Kapisakanis and Arsada 
in Arachosia (§§45, 47). 

The internal organization of these districts is very poorly known. We know of the ex
istence of the treasurer Mithradata at Babylon in the time of Cyrus, but he was a royal, 
not a satrapal, treasurer. We know that there was a 'royal secretary' (grammatistes hasi-
leios) with Oroetes, obviously in charge of the exchange of couriers with the central 
court. In this regard, Herodotus (III.128o) adds an explanatory aside: "an officer who 
forms part of every governor's establishment." The best-known example, the administra
tion of Gubaru, shows that the satrap exchanged extensive correspondence not just with 
the central authority but also with all of his underlings and perhaps also with officials of 
other provinces. He thus had under his command a chancellery made up of a large 
number of secretaries and scribes (sipim). With this in mind, we can surely assume that, 
from this period on, archives must have existed in every satrapal capital, organized ac
cording to imperial instructions and according to the local traditions of each conquered 
country. 

After his victory, Cyrus entrusted the guarding of the citadel of Sardis to a Persian 
named Tabalus. It thus appears that he was responsible directly to the king and not to the 
satrap. Let us recall in this regard what Xenophon wrote about the measures he attributes 
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to Cyrus, stressing their permanence, as usual: "And as Cyrus then effected his organiza
tion, even so unto this day all the garrisons under the king (hai hypo basilei phylakai) are 
kept up" (Cyr. VIII.6. Ho) . According to Xenophon (VI. 1.1), the king considered this 
measure to be a precaution against revolts by the satraps. At the same time, it seems clear 
that, in a general way, the commanders of the citadels also had to function as subordi
nates to the satrap, to the extent that he had received orders from the king. 

3. Tributes and Gifts 
Revenues and Fiscal Administration 

After mentioning the twenty districts (?zomoi/satrapies) organized by Darius, Herodo
tus writes (111.89-0-): "Darius had "each nation assessed for taxes (pharoi).. . . During the 
reigns of Cyrus and Cambyses there was no fixed tribute at all, the revenue coming from 
gifts (dora) only." We will return below (chap. 10) to the extent of the modifications to 
the tribute system made by Darius. But at this point it is useful to introduce the subject 
in order to determine, as best we can, what revenues were paid to Cyrus and Cambyses 
in these regions. This means first and foremost understanding what Herodotus wrote 
and what he intended to tell his Greek readers. 

First of all, it is self-evident that neither Cyrus nor Cambyses neglected fiscal admin
istration. Both of them needed considerable resources to maintain their armies and to 
succeed in their expeditions. After each victory, Cyrus had the treasures of the con
quered kings sent to his capitals: the treasure of Astyages was sent to Pasargadae. The 
same was true for the treasures of Croesus. It is likely that Cambyses gave similar orders 
in Egypt, as well as in Babylon. We know in fact that, when the Jews returned to Jerusa
lem, Cyrus ordered the treasurer Mithradata to return the sacred vessels that Nebuchad
nezzar had taken to Babylon after the fall of Jerusalem to the heads of the community 
(Ezra 1:7-11, 5:14-15). This is how the accumulation of royal wealth that later so im
pressed the Greeks began. Each imperial treasury was directed by a royal treasurer 
Cganzabara), such as Mithradata in Babylon in Cyrus's time. He was charged less with 
literally guarding the treasure than with its management: management, the income and 
expenditure of capital by order of the king. 

Both tribute and gifts accumulated in these treasuries. The existence of tribute levies 
in the time of Cyrus and Cambyses cannot be doubted. This is apparent not only in the 
Cyropaedia — which is always a priori under suspicion of anachronism —but also in He
rodotus. It seems clear that the Greek cities of Ionia had to pay tribute, just as they had 
in the period of Lydian dominion (1.27). The principle is simple; whether in the form of 
"gifts" or "tribute," all peoples who acknowledged Persian supremacy were required to 
pay contributions in kind or in precious metal to the central authority, not to mention 
the military contingents or oarsmen they had to furnish in compliance with any royal 
requisition. 

This state of affairs is expressed by Herodotus himself, who also says that one of the 
first measures taken by the usurper Smerdis/Bardiya in his struggle with Cambyses was 
to every nation within his dominion he proclaimed, directly he came to the throne, a 

three years' remission of taxes and military service (phorou . .. ateleid)" (III.670; cf. Jus
tin 1.9.12). Furthermore, only the assumption of regular tribute can explain the regular 
and permanent exemptions known from this era. Such was the case for a people of the 
Helmand Valley, the Ariaspi, who, for having rescued Cyrus's army from the brink of 
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famine, received from die king the title Euergetes ('Benefactors') and thenceforth en
joyed an exemption (ateleia). The same was true for Bardiya, who, at the death of Cyrus, 
had received a major district in Central Asia: "Cyrus had prescribed that he would hold 
these countries while enjoying an exemption (ateleis)" (Ctesias, Persica §8). 

Tribute-Paying Peoples and Gift-Giving Peoples 

What, then, are the basic characteristics by which Herodotus distinguishes those he 
calls gift-givers from those he calls tribute-payers? Let us note from the start that this dis
tinction is not an Achaemenid innovation; it can be found in many states of the Near 
East, from Mesopotamia to Egypt. It is thus likely that to a certain extent Herodotus 
gives a Greek cast to Near Eastern phenomena. The problem is that the vocabulary he 
uses manages to obscure the facts more than it lights the lamp for the modern historian. 
In fact, he implicitly analyzes Achaemenid tribute in terms of the tribute (phoros) levied 
by the Athenians on the membership of the Delian League, beginning in 478. But, 
whatever the similarities that can be established between the two organizations, we 
know that in reality the Achaemenid system was far more complex; tribute properly 
speaking was just one of the constituent sub-parts of the revenue system (chap. 10). Con
sequently, it would be pointless to try to determine the Near Eastern terminology con
cealed under Herodotus's vocabulary. Rather, we should look to Herodotus's method of 
literary development to bring to light his text's internal logic. 

Indeed, it rapidly becomes clear that neither Herodotus's approach nor his objective 
is that of a specialist in fiscal practice. The discussion in III.88-117 is dedicated primar
ily to highlighting the political power of Darius. The introductory phrase gives the key 
to Herodotus's perspective: "In this way Darius became king of Persia. Following the 
conquests of Cyrus and Cambyses, his dominion extended over the whole of Asia, with 
the exception of Arabia" (III.88-*-). From the first, he stresses that after the accession of 
the new king, "power was felt in every corner of his dominions."-*- The first act of Darius 
was to erect an equestrian statue to glorify himself (111.88). "He then proceeded to set up 
twenty provincial governorships (arkhoi), called satrapies . . . and each nation [was] as
sessed for taxes" (111.89-*-). 

Herodotus is trying to place Darius in both continuity and discontinuity with his pre
decessors, whose conquests he had described. He intends first to show his readers that 
Darius enlarged the Achaemenid possessions (III. 117) and that his Empire thereafter ex
tended far in all directions (III.98, 102, 106-7, 114-15). It is according to this logic that 
the numerical listing of levies that the king assessed on the conquered peoples proceeds 
from tribute proper to taxes imposed "over and above the regular tax" (III.91, 117-*-) to 
gifts (which are also added to the tribute in the calculation of royal revenues: III.97). 
The parenthesis on tribute (III.89-98) —if we may venture this paradoxical formula
tion—is subordinate to an exposition of a political character and to a consideration of 
territorial strength. 

It is by this same logic that at the end of his story he states that even under Darius a 
few "peoples upon whom no regular tax was imposed made a contribution in the form 
of gifts."-*- These donors were first the Colchians and the Ethiopians, who even in He
rodotus's day brought "presents for their taxes." The Colchians sent "a hundred boys and 
a hundred girls," the Ethiopians "about two quarts of unrefined gold, two hundred logs 
of ebony, [five Ethiopian boys,] and twenty elephant tusks. . . . Lastly, the Arabians 
brought a thousand ta lents . . . of frankincense every year. This, then, was the revenue 
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which the king received over and above what was produced by regular taxation" 
(III.97<>). Let us attempt to explain the apparent paradox created by Herodotus's citation 
of the peoples who donated to Darius after peremptorily asserting that in the transition 
from Cyrus to Darius they passed from a system of gifts to a system of tribute. 

Let us stress from the start the expression used by Herodotus: these people taxed them
selves. The terminology explains what was in principle the voluntary nature of the gift. 
A similar formula is found with regard to the Libyans, the Cyrenians, and the Barcaeans, 
who were stunned by the victory of Cambyses in Egypt: "The neighbouring Libyans 
were alarmed by the fate of Egypt and gave themselves up without striking a blow, agree
ing to pay tribute (phoros) and sending presents (dora). A similar fear caused the people 
of Cyrene and Barca to follow their example" (III.13-*). It seems clear that from Herodo
tus's point of view people who sent donations were less dependent on the Great King 
than people who paid tribute because they were taxed. We may note also that these 
peoples were located at the extremities (ta eskhata) of the imperial territory of Darius 
(111.97, 106-7, 115-16), at the edge of the "inhabited world" ( III. 106—7^-). We may re
mark further that the periodicity of the gifts was not the same as that of tribute. While 
the Arabs' obligation was on an annual cycle, the Ethiopians paid only every two years 
and the Colchians every four years. But Herodotus himself expresses the limits of the 
very distinction that he posed as an absolute rule. On the one hand, both tributaries and 
donors were situated in the imperial realm, as he says very clearly regarding the Col
chians (III.97). On the other hand, he states that the Libyans, the Cyrenians, and the 
Barcaeans did not just bring gifts to Cambyses; they also sent a tribute (phoros) "which 
they had set themselves" (III. 13). Finally, he reports why Cambyses refused the gifts sent 
by the Cyrenians. In his opinion, the king "objected to the smallness of the amount—it 
was only 500 minae of silver."-* In other words, however "voluntary" it may have been 
considered, the gift had to be of a certain value. All this leads us to believe that this 
amount was negotiated in advance with the king whose sovereignty was to be recog
nized. The Cyrenians probably "forgot" to do this; hence Cambyses' refusal of what 
quite reasonably appeared to him to be thinly veiled contempt. 

From Gyms to Darius 

Let us return to Herodotus's contrast between Cyrus and Cambyses on the one hand 
and Darius on the other. In reality, Herodotus did not, strictly speaking, claim that Da
rius was the first to impose tribute; he intended primarily to stress that he was the first to 
fix the basis of the levies as well as their exact amounts. This is why the term fix recurs 
in his narrative several times, in different forms. This is probably the reason why, in He
rodotus's eyes, Darius was the "creator" of tribute in the sense it would naturally have for 
an Athenian of the fifth century: a system where each subject entity was taxed by the rul
ing power for a determined amount, evaluated in precious metal and calculated on ob
jective criteria. Thus the final remark on the Ethiopians, the Colchians, and the Arabs. 
After the reforms instituted by the king, the category of "donor" peoples (in the sense un
derstood by Herodotus) did not disappear. But henceforth, in the eyes of Herodotus it 
represented more a surviving peripheral element than a constituent element of the 
Achaemenid tribute system. 

From Cyrus to Darius, it was not the institution of tribute itself that was created from 
nothing; it was instead the conditions under which it was levied that were profoundly al
tered. This more technical point of view also explains Herodotus (111.89) when he draws 
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the portrait of Cyrus, considered by the Persians themselves as a "father," in contrast to 
Cambyses, the "despot" and Darius the "shopkeeper" (kapelos), in fact "driving a bar
gain in all things." Cambyses "was harsh and reckless"; Cyrus, on the contrary, "was 
gentle and he had procured for the Persians all sorts of benefits." This is Herodotus's own 
interpretation, and it is quite difficult to find any factual justification for it. In the Greek 
portrait of Cyrus, he was a chivalrous conqueror to whom people submitted of their own 
free will, as Xenophon especially puts it (Cyr. 1.1). From this perspective, assessments 
are considered a "gift" in the political sense used by Herodotus. One can suppose that, 
from Cyrus to Cambyses, the initial modification occurred when Cyrus's successor 
strongly increased the fiscal pressure on his subjects (whether in the form of gifts or trib
utes) to finance the Persian fleet needed to conquer Egypt, and thus arose his reputation 
for "severity," Darius was the first to set a value on land and to establish fixed numbers 
in proportion to this valuation and in this way perhaps earned the qualification kapelos 
'retail trader' that Herodotus assigns to him. But this is nothing but conjecture. 

Tribute and Coinage 
It is likely that at the time of the first two kings the Persian administrators generally 

continued to profit from the fiscal practices already in effect in the conquered coun
tries—at Sardis, where the Lydian Pactyes was entrusted with levying tribute, as well as 
at Ecbatana, Babylon, or Egypt. We can also theorize that, at the time of Cyrus and 
Cambyses, in certain regions where there were no tribute 

rolls (eventually to be established by Darius), it was the satraps who negotiated with 
the local leaders, with all the risks of arbitrariness that such a procedure presupposes. 

It also appears clear that the levying of tribute under Cyrus and Cambyses in no way 
implies the existence of coinage. When the peoples furnished their tribute in precious 
metal, a standard of weight served as the basis for calculation: thus, for example, the 
"gift" of 500 minas of silver from the Cyrenians to Cambyses. If we accept that these 
were Babylonian minas, then the gift from the Cyrenians amounted to about 252 kg of 
silver. In any case, there was no specifically Persian coinage before Darius. In western 
Asia Minor, it seems that the gold and silver Lydian coins called "croesids" continued to 
be struck and used by the royal Achaemenid administration at Sardis. It is even possible 
that the silver "croesids" circulated only after the conquest of Sardis by Cyrus, thus vir
tually playing the role of royal coinage. It is quite certainly in terms of the "light" croesid 
that the tribute from the Greek cities to the Achaemenid administration was measured. 

4. Continuities and Adaptations: The Case of Babylonia 

Changes and Integration 
The question remains whether the conquest resulted in real changes for the con

quered populations. Where the reigns of Cyrus and Cambyses are concerned, the re
sponse can only be qualified, because the work of empire-building had just begun. It is 
clear that neither Cyrus nor his son wished (would they even have been able?) to bring 
about a total disruption of existing conditions. Many institutions known from their time 
find their antecedents in the Mesopotamian imperial structures of the previous centu
ries. In other words, the transformations did not necessarily result from suppression or 
destruction of the existing institutions, but more often and doubtless more efficaciously 
came about by gradually adapting these institutions to the new structure outlined by the 
conquerors. 
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We have seen that Cyrus himself, beginning with the conquest of Babylon, wished to 
put the accent more on the continuities than on the discontinuities, at least in his pro-
pagandistic assertions. He was recognized in October 539 as 'king of Babylon' and 'king 
of the countries' (sar Bahili/sar matati), in one instance even bearing the title 'king of 
the countries, king of the kings' (sar sarrani). The title "king of Babylon" passed very 
soon to his son Cambyses, who kept it for about a year (early 538 to early 537). Cambyses 
thus bore the title "king of Babylon" in association with his father, Cyrus ("king of the 
countries"), as is seen in the dual titulature found on some tablets: "Year 1 of Cambyses, 
king of Babylon, son of Cyrus, king of the countries." What is more, the internal admin
istration of Babylon does not seem to have been severely damaged. For the first three 
years of Persian dominion, the highest administrator of the region was a certain NabCi-
abhe-bullit, who under Nabonidus already held the rank of sakin temi, the highest posi
tion in the administration after the sakin mati ('governor of the countries'). This system 
does not reflect the re-creation of the old kingdom at all, since the delegated authority of 
Cambyses was exercised only over northern Babylonia. Furthermore, the disappearance 
of the double titulature (early 537) and the creation of a satrapy under the conrol of the 
Persian Gubaru (535) indicate that after this period of transition Cyrus considered it use
ful to assert his direct supervision of the country. We know neither the reasons nor the 
circumstances that led the king to make these decisions, but the fact is clear: Babylonia 
was transformed at once into a full-blown satrapy. But what did this mean in practice? 

At first sight, the Babylonian documentation exhibits great continuity. In the absence 
of any satrapal archives, the Akkadian tablets we have basically come from private ar
chives or temple archives. They do not refer explicitly to political upheavals. In the pri
vate archives in particular, the major historical events, such as the conquest of Cyrus, 
would not even be noticeable if the notaries did not date their documents according to 
the regnal year of the sovereign in power. Several documents from the time of Cyrus and 
Cambyses indicate that the temple adminstrators continued to refer to regulations issued 
in the time of Nebuchadnezzar II, Neriglissar, and Nabonidus. Given these factors, it is 
not always easy to distinguish between the maintenance of Babylonian institutions and 
the assumption of power by the Persian conquerors. Thus, in a document like the Crafts
men's Charter, from the Eanna during the reign of Cyrus (535-534), the artisans of the 
sanctuary pledge themselves before the authorities (the satammu and the royal Commis
sioner) to work exclusively on the projects of construction and restoration at the Eanna 
and take their oath in the name of "Bel, Nabo, and the majesty of Cyrus, king of Baby
lon." If he docs not keep his word, the guilty craftsman "will receive the punishment of 
the gods and the king." Should we see this document simply as an indication of strong 
continuity with prior practice? Or, rather, should it be considered also to be evidence of 
a policy of Cyrus, who was seeking to ensure the cooperation of the temple craftsmen in 
view of the restoration work he was then undertaking at Babylon, Uruk, and Ur? 

Otherwise, many individuals continued to pursue their own careers, not in the least 
affected by the political changes. We may mention, for example, a certain scribe at Sip-
par who is attested without interruption from 545 to 500. The careers of higher officials 
also continued uninterrupted. Among other examples, we may cite the case of Sirikti-
Ninurta, who held the highest position (sandahakku) at Nippur from year 17 of Nabo
nidus to year 7 of Cambyses. The title sandabakku itself continues to be attested at 
Nippur until (and beyond) the beginning of the reign of Darius (521) and intermittently 
as late as 73 B.C. We can make the same observation with regard to a major business firm 
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like that of the Egibis, which is known from the beginning of the seventh century and 
which continued to operate under the reigns of Cyrus, Cambyses, and their immediate 
successors. 

However, these formal continuities can conceal adaptations to the new conditions. 
The reference to prior regulations might also indicate that the regulations had under
gone modification. For instance, the Egibi archives also bear witness to the integration 
of the Babylonian ruling class into the new imperial context. A tablet dated 537 states 
that the principal representative of the firm, Itti-Marduk-balatu, did business at Ecba
tana, with the debt payable (in Babylon) in dates at the Babylonian rate. Four years later, 
the same person is found operating the same way at a place in Iran, with the debt payable 
at Ecbatana. Furthermore, several tablets dated to the reign of Cambyses (another is 
dated to the reign of BardiyaAfahyazdata?) show that the Egibis also did business in Per
sia, specifically at Humadesu, which is identified with Matezzis, very close to the site of 
Persepolis. The same Itti-Marduk-balatu entered into contracts there four times and also 
bought slaves with Iranian names there, whom he sold in Babylon, before selling them 
back again to his original business partner in Matezzis. Among other things, these docu
ments show that the Egibis were able to adapt very quickly to the new conditions that de
rived from the Persian conquest, at the same time that the conquerors were perfectly able 
to exploit the possibilities opened by the Babylonian institutions and hierarchies. 

Temple Lands and Royal Administration 
The existing documentation also permits us to determine that the satrap Gubaru was 

involved in numerous matters. Given the fact that the majority of relevant tablets come 
from temple archives, his relations with the authorities of these temples are particularly 
well attested. This is particularly true of the Eanna of Uruk, which is dedicated to the 
goddess Inanna-Istar, the "Lady of Uruk." The Eanna was in control of vast agricultural 
areas irrigated by a sophisticated system of canals in a network along the Euphrates and 
dedicated primarily to growing cereals (barley in particular) as well as dates. Some of the 
land remained more or less fallow and was used to pasture sizable herds of livestock that 
were branded with the star of the goddess. It was from these lands that the temple drew 
its most clearly visible revenues. This is why the assessment of the standing crops (imittu 
emedu) was so important in the agricultural calendar. In the beginning, it is likely that 
this operation was linked to the calculation of the tithe that everyone, including the 
king, had to pay to the Babylonian temples. 

In principle, the temple administration was autonomous and controlled by the free 
citizens (mar bane) of the city of Uruk, who gathered in assembly (puhrii) to adjudicate 
differences that might arise, for example, between the temple authorities and their sub
ordinates or the ordinary farmers. The supreme authority over temple affairs consisted 
of the director (qipu) and the administrator (satammu) of the Eanna. The administrator 
was in charge of the lands, management of temple personnel, and activities relating to 
religious service. From the eighth year of his reign (553) on, however, Nabonidus, as
sisted by his son Belshazzar, introduced modifications that in general were not re
scinded by Cyrus and Cambyses. In order to gain tighter control over such strategic 
financial powers and to improve agricultural profitability, the royal authority decided to 
play a direct role in the economic activities of the Babylonian temples under its control. 
Henceforth, the administrator of the temple of the goddess of Uruk was flanked by a 
"royal commissioner, overseer of the Eanna," who acted simultaneously as royal official 
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and administrator of the Eanna. The Eanna also had a "head of the royal cash box," 
clearly a manager and protector of royal interests. 

The most important of the modifications introduced by the son of Nabonidus, in the 
name of his father, was the creation of what is now called the ferme generale. The system 
"consists, as far as we are able to recreate the main features, of putting under the author
ity of a man or a small staff a certain amount of land and a certain number of men, on 
condition that the fermier general ('chief farmer') deliver a quantity of grain or dates 
fixed in advance" (E Joannes). The farms (barley or dates) were allocated to the highest 
bidder. The royal commissioner was present at every stage: the conclusion of the con
tract with the fermier general, assessment of the harvest, transportation of the harvest, 
and so on. After the Persian conquest, a man named Kalba was fermier general of barley. 
He kept his post during the first two years of Cyrus, but thereafter the position was asso
ciated with Nergal-epus for barley and Ardiya for dates. Beginning with the third year of 
Cyrus, Ardiya was in full control of the date farm. Beginning with Cambyses, this same 
concession was assigned jointly to four farmers, Ardiya retaining the most important 
farm until the end of Cambyses' reign. The same fragmentation is recorded for the bar
ley farm. At the initiative ot Gubaru in 528, ten temple oblates were summoned to Baby
lon, and a ferme generale was then created, with several heads. The situation at the end 
of the reign of Cambyses was rather different from the situation under Nabonidus. This 
change results in part from the tension that existed between the temple and royal power. 
After a short reestablishmentof the ferme generale at the beginning of the reign of Darius 
for an oblate named Gimillu, the end of the development led to the reclaiming of the 
organization by the temple authorities. In view of intentions generally attributed to Na
bonidus and his sons, this was to some extent a check on royal authority, but a check the 
nature and extent of which is difficult to measure because of the loss (or nonpublica-
tion) of the temple archives from Darius. 

The Fiscal Obligations of the Babylonian Temples 
There is no doubt whatever that the Great Kings drew considerable revenues from 

the Babylonian temples. Perhaps the fiscal pressure even increased in the time of Cyrus 
and Cambyses, especially if we recognize that, in contrast to their predecessors, the Per
sian kings no longer tithed to the Babylonian temples. But a recent study of the Ebab-
bar of Sippar seems to contradict such a clear-cut theory. In any case, the examples of 
royal appropriations are many and varied. Under orders received from the satrap, the 
authorities of the Eanna of Uruk frequently had to offer all sorts of payments. The 
temple repeatedly had to send laborers to do construction work at the royal palaces or 
furnish raw materials (wood, bricks) for buildings. Each order includes the following 
threat addressed to the person responsible for the delivery: "If not, he will incur the 
punishment of Gubaru." The temple also had to deliver foodstuffs to the court, as sev
eral documents from the time of Cyrus and Cambyses indicate. For instance, in 531 
the Eanna had to deliver spices to the royal palace at Abanu. To fill this order, it had to 
borrow considerable amounts of silver. In 528, over a short period, the Eanna had to de
liver successively 200 suckling lambs and kids, then 80 fatted oxen; several weeks ear
lier, the temple authorities had received an order to transport 200 casks of sweet date 
beer to Abanu for the provisioning of the court. Perhaps these were unusual requisi
tions, owing to the presence of the king and the court in residence near the Eanna. But 
other obligations also weighed permanently on the temples. At the Eanna, for example, 
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we know of the existence of royal herds that obviously were fed and maintained at the 
expense of the temple. 

The Eanna also had to furnish soldiers to the royal administration, at least under cer
tain special conditions. A series of tablets dating to the Neo-Babylonian period (reigns of 
Nebuchadnezzar II and Nabonidus) and to the reigns of Cyrus and Cambyses shows, for 
example, that the temple herds were sent to distant pastures on the bank of the Tigris. 
To maintain security, the Eanna levied and equipped archers to keep guard in the look
outs. Indeed, some of these archers who answered to the Eanna were regularly attached 
to the royal army, even under Cyrus. 

The temples were subject to levies and assessments that also applied to the Babylo
nian towns and their inhabitants. In particular, all those who owned land (whether indi
viduals or organizations) had 'corvee' (urasu) obligations. This duty was required by the 
royal administrators so that they could maintain the canals. The Eanna of Uruk was no 
exception to the rule: the administrators were answerable to the king for the proper func
tioning of the waterways that irrigated the lands of the sanctuary. In short, the Babylonian 
temples did not enjoy any more or any less right of extraterritoriality under Cyrus or 
Cambyses than under their Neo-Babylonian predecessors. 

The Jurisdiction of Gubaru 

Even the organization of the ferine ginerale implied frequent interference from the 
satrap Gubaru, who sometimes acted directly, sometimes through the royal commis
sioner at the Eanna. As the authority responsible for the farming contracts that were 
drawn up in the presence of the "royal commissioner, overseer of the Eanna," Gubaru 
had to see to the strict fulfillment of the obligations laid on the fermiers generaux. Vio-
laters of any sort were generally summoned to Uruk by the royal commissioner. In 526, 
it was the satrap himself who sent the following summons to Ardiya, the date farmer: 

Before the end of the month of Kislimu of year 4 of Cambyses, king of Babylon, king of the 
countries, Ardiya, son of Nabfi-ban-abi, descendant of Remut-Ea, the fermier gen&ral of 
dates of Istar of Uruk, will bring 5,000 loads of palm fronds and give them to the palace of 
the king that is appointed over the Eanna, to Nabu-ah-iddin, royal commissioner, overseer 
of the Eanna. If he does not bring them, he will incur the punishment of Gubaru, the gov
ernor of Babylon and Trans-Euphrates. (YBT 7.168) 

In the same way, he was involved in disputes regarding the irrigation work: 
Aqriya, son of Nabu-dala', will muster ten pioneers among the laborers who, divided into 
groups of six, are under his orders and give them for the canal Harri-kippi. If Nabii-balat-
sarri-iqbi, fermier general of the Piqudu canal, sends (different orders) to these pioneers and 
does not give them (for this work), he will incur the punishment of Gubaru, the governor of 
Babylon and Trans-Euphrates. (TCL 13.150) 

Once Gubaru even intervened to settle a dispute that arose between the authority of the 
Eanna and the authorities of the city of Uruk, who were refusing to see to guarding the 
Eanna. A decision was made by the temple administrator and the royal commissioner: 
the offenders were threatened with an appearance before Gubaru. And one tablet seems 
to imply that the punishments ordered by Gubaru and his subordinates were applied 
without stinting (YOS 7.128). 

These examples permit us to gauge the extent to which the overlapping interests of 
the cities, temples, farmers, and royal administration forced the satrap to intervene judi
cially, at the expense of the city assembly (puhru). More precisely, in many cases Gu-
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baru's administration served as an appeals tribunal. The most striking example is the 
case brought by the temple authorities against the oblate Gimillu in September 538, a 
little less than a year after Cyrus's entry into Babylon. A crafty man with few scruples 
about his methods, he has already been mentioned (p. 73) in connection with his job, 
"in charge of livestock revenues of the Eanna." He was hauled before a tribunal at Uruk 
and convicted of livestock theft and sentenced. However, he continued to perform vari
ous tasks at the Eanna and to enrich himself dishonestly, apparently thanks to protection 
from higher-ups. He even had the nerve to appeal to the jurisdiction of the satrap. The 
Uruk tribunal promptly decided to send him before the royal tribunal in Babylon. Suits 
and sentences apparently did not keep Gimillu from regaining his position in Camby
ses' time, when he was again in charge of livestock at the Eanna. At the beginning of the 
reign of Darius, he even acquired the date concession, as well as a barley concession. In 
this capacity, we find him writing to the "accountant of Babylon" to complain of the 
conditions laid on him. Exasperated by his chicaneries, the leaders of the Eanna sum
moned him in 520. He lost the ferine generale and then disappeared from the scene. 

Administration of Land 
Finally, it is likely that one consequence of the Persian conquest was redistribution of 

some of the land for the profit of the king and the Persian conquerors. Despite the scar
city of evidence, there is hardly any doubt that land was allotted to the crown in the first 
place. A good illustration of this is found in documents that required the Eanna to send 
labor to assist in the creation of several "paradises," royal residences par excellence. In 
Babylonia, as elsewhere, land was also allotted to high officials. A tablet dated 529 refers 
to Sila, Gubaru's superintendent (rab biti) — apparently the person charged with run
ning the satrap's estates (bitu: 'house'). The use of "the canal of Gubaru," which is men
tioned in this text, was conceded to communities located in the region of Hand id, which 
was apparently situated not far from Sippar. Two other estates near Uruk allotted to Per
sians are known from Cambyses' time. 

But the greatest novelty seems to have been the institution of the hatru. This is well 
documented from the second half of the fifth century because of the archives of the 
house of Murasu. The term refers to a community that was alloted an area that it culti
vated in family plots. These plots had various names; 'hand estate' [bit ritti), 'bow estate' 
[bit qasti), 'horse estate' (bit sisi), 'chariot estate' (bit narkabti). The last three terms in
dicate that the original function of these plots was to supply soldiers for the king. Some 
texts (unfortunately, difficult to interpret) indicate that these plots, or some of them at 
least, existed at the time of Cyrus and Cambyses. One of them, dated to the first year of 
Cambyses king of Babylon (538), refers to a group of Egyptians represented by "the As
sembly of the Elders," which, it seems, had carried out the division of plots within a bow 
estate. Other documents from the time of Cambyses refer to a "town of the Carians." 
These people seem to have settled on the king's land and to have been required to fur
nish soldiers. Bow estates are also mentioned in the Babylonian version of the Behistun 
inscription. The passage seems to provide adequate confirmation that the institution was 
prevalent even before the accession of Darius, or at least that it was in the process of be
ing organized (see p. 104). 

lb be sure, precedents for the institution can easily be identified in pre-Achaemenid 
Babylonia. But, as far as we can determine, Cyrus and Cambyses gave impetus and new 
significance to a system that simultaneously favored the territorial establishment of the 
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new authority and the increase of agricultural production and royal revenues. Setting up 
communities of allotment-holders fully devoted to the new masters showed clearly that 
the conquest could not be reduced to a violent, transitory raid. Instead, the Great Kings 
demonstrated their intention to register their authority in space and time. The temple 
lands themselves were not treated any differently, because we know of the existence of 
bit ritti 'hand estates' at the Eanna during the reign of Cyrus. The holder of the estate 
had to pay taxes (ilku) to the king. We may assume that these estates allowed for the 
maintenance of men whose service was owed to the king by the temple. It appears that 
even the inhabitants of Nippur were not excluded from this system that, from the time 
of the first kings, permitted the conquerors to control the lands that had previously been 
administered directly by the governor (sandabakku) for the profit of the city and the 
temple of Enlil. To be sure, the available evidence does not allow us to speak of a gen
eral reallocation of the land of Babylonia in the time of Cyrus and Cambyses, but it 
must be observed that the allotment of land to individuals or groups presupposes prior 
confiscation and/or the opening of previously unworked land. In any case, we get the 
impression that the kings and their counselors did not operate either from crisis to crisis 
or for the short term. 

5. From Bactra to Sardis 

Bactrian Polity and Achaemenid Power 
The extant evidence does not permit us to draw up an indisputable accounting of the 

innovations introduced by the conquerors. This is particularly true of certain regions, 
such as Central Asia, known only from archaeological data that, although plentiful, are 
nevertheless ambiguous. The archaeologists have revealed that Bactria was developed 
well before the Achaemenid period, and they infer from this the existence of state struc
tures in Bactria from the end of the second millennium. It is this state that initiated the 
great hydraulic works that surveys have brought to light, particularly in the valley of the 
Upper Oxus (Amu Darya). The Achaemenid military conquest does not seem to have 
made any detectable material impact on the region, where we find a surprising stability 
of local traditions (especially in the pottery and the hydraulic technology). Given these 
factors, the conclusion has been drawn that in these countries the Achaemenid con
quest at the time of Cyrus and later was no more than a kind of politico-military epiphe-
nomenon: the introduction of a satrap, garrisons, tribute and military levies, and so on. 
The hydraulic works that were carried out during the period of Persian dominion thus 
would not need to be credited to the satrapal administration. On the contrary, the ar
chaeological continuities tend rather to imply the upholding of strong local political tra
ditions, on which the Persians had no effect. In short, any impact of Cyrus's conquest is 
undetectable in the field. 

Central Authority and Cultural Polycentrism 

These fundamental discoveries most opportunely remind the historian that the ways 
and means of imperial conquest/administration must be evaluated in the light of ethno-
geographic diversity. The heterogeneity of the Achaemenid political continuum is in
deed striking. The societies existing before the conquest surely had not all reached the 
same stage of development. What, for example, did the master of the immense Neo-
Babylonian kingdom, a Phoenician city, a small Anatolian principality, and a nomadic 
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ethnic group of the Iranian Plateau have in common? There is nothing to suggest a pri
ori that the conquest had the same impact on every country. We must recognize instead 
that the innovations took root in different ways, the conquerors adapting to the specific 
sociopolitical and cultural frameworks of the conquered peoples. 

The best-known examples show indisputably that the conquerors never tried to unify 
the territories culturally. On the contrary, as we have seen, it was by building on the local 
hierarchy and traditions that Cyrus and Cambyses attempted to impose a new authority. 
The Persians, for example, did not try to spread either their language or their religion. 
Instead, they exhibited great reverence for the local religions and sanctuaries. Each 
people continued to speak its own language and use its own writing system. In Babylo
nia, the proclamations of Cyrus were made in Akkadian and written in cuneiform, and 
at least beginning with Darius the royal inscriptions were composed in three languages, 
Persian, Akkadian, and Elamite. When Cyrus promulgated his edict on the Jews' return 
to Jerusalem, it was proclaimed in Hebrew and recorded in Aramaic. With only a few 
exceptions, only the Persians spoke Persian, worshiped the Persian gods, and maintained 
the cultural traditions of the ruling socioethnic class. 

Thus—can anyone reasonably doubt it? —neither Cyrus nor Cambyses had the 
simple aim of ruling in name only over some sort of loose federation of states that would 
have retained the essence of their sovereign prerogatives. Imperial multilingualism did 
not in itself present any obstacle to the exercise of Persian authority. It was kept under 
control by the Achaemenid administration's regular use of a form of Aramaic known as 
Imperial Aramaic. And if one observes that somewhat later the Persepolis tablets are 
written in Elamite, it is an Elamite laced with Persian technical terms. 

The appointment of satraps in Media, Anatolia, Babylonia, Egypt, or Central Asia 
does not imply the systematic, formal extinction of local political entities. The adminis
trative jurisdictions were probably modeled on preexisting politico-territorial institu
tions. The Great King continued to address himself to "peoples, cities, kings, and 
dynasts." On the one hand, the conquest led to the complete obliteration of the hege
monic kingdoms (Media, Lydia, Babylonia, Egypt) within a unified Empire. On the 
other hand, the institution of the satrapy perfectly illustrates the conqueror's intention 
of creating a new state whose unity cannot be reduced to the symbolic. The local politi
cal entities (peoples, cities, kings, dynasts) were integrated into the state, in different 
ways to be sure, but undeniably integrated nevertheless. All the same, the settling of a 
veritable imperial Persian diaspora in the provinces demonstrates the royal intent to cre
ate conditions for effective authority over the conquered territories and populations. 
The respect shown for the local sanctuaries by the kings went hand in hand (with the 
rarest exceptions) with very strict oversight of their material resources and with the obli
gation laid on them not to challenge Persian dominion in any way. 

The means Cambyses adopted to create an Achaemenid navy are also instructive. The 
navy was not simply a haphazard conglomeration of regional contingents whose com
mand was left to the local leaders, but rather a royal fleet constructed on the initiative of 
the central government and commanded by Persian officers. In this process, the subject 
peoples were required to pay taxes in silver or in kind and to furnish oarsmen. A final ex
ample is especially enlightening: the buildings built by Cyrus at Pasargadae. The activity 
of Lydian and Mesopotamian craftsmen there is indisputably attested, even apart from 
the stylistic and architectural borrowings from the Anatolian and Assyro-Babylonian 
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areas, not to mention Phoenician and Egyptian. Consider the tomb of Cyrus or the fa
miliar "winged genius." Moreover, the result of Cyrus's building activities cannot be ex
plained simply as a collage of incompatible styles in which one might find confirmation 
of the permanence of the earlier artistic traditions. Thus, the introduction of irrigated 
gardens in Cyrus's new capital does not simply attest to the continuation of a technology 
well known particularly among the Neo-Assyrian kings. A more careful study shows that 
his landscape architects adapted the preexisting model by making the garden an integral 
part of the palace and one of the highlights of court life. 

Thus it was not the foreign artisans (Lydian, Babylonian, Elamite, Egyptian, etc.) 
who worked out the plan and defined the function of Pasargadae. Just like Persepolis 
later on, Pasargadae was conceived in its entirety by the king and his counselors as a 
function of a dynastic and imperial program within which the stylistic diversity fed the 
political unity of the palace as a whole, rather than damaging it. The stylistic syncretism 
also expresses the fact that the cultural diversity of the empire went hand in hand with 
the exaltation of the sovereign who assured its political unity. In every case, it is better to 
speak of adaptations of local sociopolitical structures within an imperial framework de
fined by the kings and their counselors, rather than of continuities pure and simple. 
These adaptations do not imply the disappearance of local traditions, nor do they imply 
continuity of all their constituent elements. At this point, an initial methodological ob
servation may be made: there is no necessary contradiction between imposition of Per
sian authority and maintenance/partial adaptation of regional and local conditions. 

Text and Image 

To return to the Bactrian example, it is important to realize that the problem it poses 
is unique: the history of this country, particularly during the reign of Cyrus and Camby
ses, is known essentially from archaeological evidence. In fact, the Classical authors are 
hardly even interested in these regions before the conquest of Alexander. In the Greek 
imagination, these regions are located "at the extremities of the oikoumene" on which 
they had no real information anyway. The countries of the Iranian Plateau remain 
largely terra incognita. It will suffice to recall here that before the time of Alexander no 
ancient author saw fit to offer his readers any description of Pasargadae or Persepolis. 

There is no reason to infer from this gap in the evidence that in the eyes of the Great 
Kings themselves the eastern Iranian countries were distant—not just geographically, 
but politically. On the contrary, the appointment of Bardiya, the younger son of Cyrus, 
to Bactra leads us to think that the Great Kings attached great importance to Bactria. 
And in 522, Dadarsi, the satrap of Bactra, made it possible for Darius to put down the 
rebellions that had broken out in the northern regions of the Iranian Plateau. In the eyes 
of Strabo (XI. 11.4), the Syr Darya itself was the "boundary" of the Persian Empire bor
dering on the Saka of Central Asia, and Cyrus situated several garrison towns there. In 
short, the silence of the Classical authors cannot be used as an indication, one way or 
the other. 

The case of Bactria is unique because of the importance of the gap in textual evi
dence. On the other hand, the methodological problems it poses turn up time and again 
in Achaemenid countries. Susa and Elam appear to have continued to exist as if nothing 
had happened; not a trace of Persian presence can be found in the archaeological record 
before Darius; the archaeological evidence shows the perseverance of Elamite traditions 
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there. And we have hardly any archaeological evidence of Persian dominion in Egypt in 
the time of Cambyses. 

Thus, the interpretations of "Bactrian" archaeologists throw a rather different light on 
the process of taking control in the countries conquered by Cyrus and Cambyses, then 
administered by the Persians for more than two centuries. Although the evidence from 
Bactria supports the notion that the conquest had only a superficial effect on already de
veloped regional organization, consideration of other evidence permits a different view 
of the effects of the conquest on other developed regions of the empire. Consequently, 
the Bactrian case calls upon the historian to propose a general characterization of the 
question of imperial coherence, and this must await a later discussion (chap. 16). 

6. Persians and Conquered Populations 

Military Conquest and Ideological Strategy 

The analysis of the regional cases leads the historian to inquire into the relationships 
between conquering and conquered populations. This is a basic problem to which we 
will return several times, because in large part it frames the discussion just mentioned 
about the very coherence of the imperial structure. Despite the gaps in evidence, it is 
imperative that we analyze the solutions adopted by Cyrus and Cambyses, insofar as 
these solutions also unavoidably concerned their successors. 

The problem facing the conquerors can be presented in relatively simple terms. First 
and foremost, they needed to control the territories and populations as efficiently as pos
sible. But considering the relatively small number of Persians, the military occupation 
of the territories constituted only a partial response to the problem facing the conquer
ors. They not only had to be able to quash whatever revolts might arise, but they also, 
and most importantly, had to be able to take steps to prevent revolts from arising in the 
first place. To this end, Cyrus and Cambyses followed an ideological strategy meant to 
create conditions for cooperation with the local elites, a most urgent need. This is why, 
rather than appearing to be outsiders bent on overturning the existing kingdoms and so
cieties, the Great Kings endeavored to appropriate local traditions to their advantage 
over the long run and to present themselves as protectors of the sanctuaries. At the same 
lime, this strategy required allowing the elites of the conquered countries to participate 
in the functioning of the new imperial power. But experience would soon show that the 
process of putting this policy in force was full of pitfalls and ambiguities. 

In fact, while the adoption of this strategy seems well established in its broad outlines, 
we must not allow ourselves to be confused by it. The actual cooperation of the local 
elites presupposes that they agreed beforehand to serve the new authority loyally. We 
must also dispel the illusions created by the dominant view of the ancient sources. He
rodotus and philo-Persian [or Persian-leaning] Babylonian and Egyptian sources tend to 
deny or discount the vigor of the resistance put forth by the states and kingdoms that the 
Great Kings coveted for themselves. In reality, no military victory was easy or immediate. 
1 he relatively humane fate that was accorded the vanquished monarchs is not evidence 
of Persian respect for the fallen kingdom. Rather, it was the first stage of their political 
strategy of "continuity," a strategy aimed at the same time at encouraging the ruling 
classes to ally with them. But putting this policy into effect presupposed the elites' alle
giance to Persian imperial objectives—which obviously was not always the case. Cyrus 
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realized this quickly in Lydia: carefid to cultivate the cooperation of the Lydian aristoc
racy, he conferred on one of them, Pactyes, the job of raising tribute, a function that he 
may already have been responsible for under Croesus. Pactyes turned this to his advan
tage by inciting the Lydians against the Persians. Of course, on the other hand, Pactyes 
was not representative of the entire aristocracy of the country. In Lydia, as elsewhere, 
representatives of the local dominant class surely collaborated and probably did not par
ticipate in the revolt. This was certainly the case with "Myrsos, son of Gyges," who held 
an important position in the bureaucracy of the satrap of Sardis from Cyrus to Darius. 
The example of Pactyes could only make the Persians reluctant to award imperial com
mand positions to local aristocrats in the future. 

The origins of these resistance movements are not easy to analyze. The example of 
the great rebellions of 522-520 (to which we will return in the next chapter) demon
strates that the strength and permanence of the local dynastic-political traditions are 
only a partial explanation. It is also true that, initially, the aristocrats legitimately feared 
for their socioeconomic status. The temporary concessions of the kings did not always 
suffice to calm their uneasiness, especially because, in the face of resistance, Cyrus and 
Cambyses sometimes had to retaliate. Consider for example an Egyptian noble who, 
after the Persian victory, "fell from great wealth to poverty . . . . had nothing but what a 
beggar has." He was a close companion of the pharaoh, to whose table he had access, 
and his economic status was intimately linked to the fate of his master, whose destiny he 
shared. In some sense, he was the antithesis of someone like Udjahorresnet, who had 
had the forethought to choose the side of the victor. The will to resist expressed by some
one like Pharaoh Psammetichus could only have weakened the position of the nobles 
who had remained faithful to him. Hence the extreme vigor of Cambyses' reaction 
against the great families. It was a very clear warning aimed at the local nobility: the 
maintenance of their socioeconomic privileges depended on their unreserved alle
giance to the victors and accepting the reality of the newly imposed imperial structures. 
Otherwise, their property would be confiscated and their prestige would be abrogated. 

The Political Personnel of Cyrus and Cambyses 

In any event, an analysis of the political staff of Cyrus and Cambyses clearly shows the 
limits of relying on local administrators. They are of course frequently mentioned in the 
most important corpus of documents, the Babylonian tablets. But—without excep
tion—after the first years of occupation, local officials were awarded subservient jobs, 
not positions that involved setting policy at the highest level. Any attempt at statistical 
analysis of personal names is doomed from the start. In fact, the basic data of personal 
names come from private archives or temple archives, in which the proportion of Baby
lonians is necessarily overwhelming. Furthermore, the transmission of titles and profes
sional qualifications was a matter of privilege, passed down along family lines. By 
contrast, we do not have a single official (satrapal) archive that could provide compara
ble data on the ethnic origin of the highest officials of the satrapy. 

Generally speaking, the Egyptian records reveal more continuity of lifestyle from be
fore the conquest than novelties that may have been introduced by the Persians. This is 
especially true of a very interesting Demotic text known as the "Petition of Peteisis." This 
curious text tells of the quarrels of a family of priests serving the temple of Anion of Teu-
zoi (El-Hibeh) from year 4 of Psammetichus I (660) to year 4 of Cambyses. Provided 
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with a benefice at Teuzoi, Peteisis (I) passed on his position to his son Esemteu, despite 
some problems, and then to his grandson Peteisis (II). While he was away on a military 
expedition with Pharaoh Psammetichus II (594-589), Peteisis (II) was stripped of his 
property and privileges. The family's troubles continued for a long time, under Amasis 
(570-525) and then Cambyses and Darius. The document gives the impression that, 
apart from references to regnal years of Cambyses and Darius, the Persian conquest was 
only hazily perceived. In particular, the names are all Egyptian. The reason is simple: in 
this text it is "ordinary" Egyptians who speak, not the officials of the satrapy. A "governor" 
appears, before whom the members of the family come to seek redress. But, during the 
reign of Cambyses, was he Persian (the satrap), or was he Egyptian? At this time, no cer
tain solution has been found. 

Let us note simply that the Persian conquest did not bring a sudden end to the careers 
of the high bureaucrats (Khnemibre, Ahmose) who surrounded the last pharaohs. But it 
appears at the same time that their place in the administrative hierarchy was relatively 
modest, despite the sonorous titles they gave themselves, which say more about their 
prestige in Egyptian society than about political parity with the Persians of the satrapy. 
In any event, some titles disappeared with the conquest, in particular those of "elder be
fore the king," "elder before his master," and "known to the king." Only a man like Ud
jahorresnet could boast of being "known to the king (Cambyses)." 

Besides, if we examine Udjahorresnet's titulature before and after the conquest, we 
find that he retained many traditional titles. But this is more a question of honorary titles 
than political functions per se. We also see that he lost the only responsible position he 
held before the arrival of Cambyses, that of admiral of the fleet. Under Cambyses (then 
Darius) he held the position of chief medical officer. This was hardly an innovation, be
cause Egyptian physicians were famous and were used at the Persian court in the time 
of Cyrus (cf. Herodotus III. 1). To be sure, it was an honorary position, which gave its in
cumbent undeniable prestige. Udjahorresnet with pride specified that Cambyses "as
signed him the position of chief medical officer, [he] placed [him] beside [him] as 
companion and director of the palace." He decked himself out with pompous titles like 
"pasha, royal chancellor, sole companion, true friend of the king who loves him," tradi
tional Egyptian titles that had already been bestowed on him under Amasis and Psam
metichus. This accumulation of titles does not obscure the fact that, despite his 
defection to Cambyses, Udjahorresnet did not receive a single position of political influ
ence, either from the king or in Egypt itself. 

The Medes were apparently the only conquered peoples who acquired positions of 
the highest rank. At the news of the revolt of the Lydian Pactyes, Cyrus assigned the 
Mede Mazares to lead the operation of reconquest and suppression. On his death, the 
command passed to another Mede, Harpagus—the same man who had switched alle
giance to Cyrus at the time of the conquest of Media. It was he who completed the con
quest of the coast of Asia Minor. Among the generals who were with Darius at the 
beginning of his reign, we know another Mede, Takhmaspada. We may also cite the 
case of Datis "the Mede," who held a military post of the first rank at the end of the 490s 
and who perhaps had begun his career under Cambyses. 

The position of the Medes is certainly remarkable. It is likely that after the conquest 
of Ecbatana Media retained special prestige among the conquered countries, perhaps 
because of ancient political and cultural links between Persians and Medes. But at the 
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same time it is clear that our perspective is somewhat skewed because of propaganda. 
For example, the marriage between Cyrus and Amytis, daughter of Astyages, recorded 
by Ctesias, is not a verified fact. It would thus be excessive to speak of a Persian-Median 
joint sovereignty. All of the ancient authors acclaim Cyrus as the one who uprooted rul
ing power from the Medes in order to transfer it to the Persians. The former are the van
quished, the latter the victors. Culturally, however, Medes and Persians were close 
cousins. In spite of these facts, the importance of the Median heritage in the state orga
nization of Cyrus and Cambyses must be evaluated with detachment and moderation. 
The Elamite influence was far greater. In the Persian lists of known countries, starting 
from the time of Darius, Media is always listed after Persia. Media was also transformed 
into a satrapy and, unlike Persia, had to pay tribute like any other provincial govern
ment. Furthermore, no satrap of Median origin is known with certainty. Medes seem to 
have held only military posts. In this function they were subordinate to the orders of the 
king. In Asia Minor, for example, the Median generals had to cooperate (at least) with 
the Persian satraps, with the Persian generals, and with the commander of the citadel of 
Sardis, Tabalus, who also was a Persian. 

It is quite remarkable that the satraps of Cyrus and Cambyses came without excep
tion from Persian families: Gubaru in Babylonia-Trans-Euphrates, Aiyandes in Egypt, 
Oroetes in Sardis, Mitrobates in Dascylium, Dadarsi in Bactria, and Vivana in Aracho
sia. The same was true for the imperial treasurer in Babylon, Mithradata. As Herodotus 
says (111.64), Cambyses' entourage in Egypt also was made up only of Persians. It was 
"the most distinguished" Persians that the dying king called before him to exhort not to 
let the Medes take control. Among these aristocrats, Herodotus particularly distin
guishes the Achaemenids themselves. For example, the future king, Darius, enjoyed a 
high position at the court of Cyrus and Cambyses (Aelian, VH XII.43; Herodotus 
III. 139), and his father Hystaspes governed Parthia-Hyrcania or at least occupied a very 
important military position there (DB §35). It was also Persians who held trusted posi
tions around the king, such as, under Cambyses, the "message-bearer" Prexaspes (whose 
son served as royal cupbearer) as well as the royal judges—for example, Sisamnes, who 
was put to death by Cambyses (Herodotus III.34; V.25). 

Considered as a whole, the composition of the political staff under the first kings 
demonstrates the grip on power held by the representatives of the Persian aristocracy in 
the government of the Empire. It was exclusively Persians who held the command and 
policy positions. This simple observation strikingly confirms that the Einpire-in-the-
making was not simply the juxtaposition of preexisting state structures; it was an entirely 
new empire, where the conquerors, grouped around their king, kept for themselves po
sitions, prebends, and benefices. The local political and social structures and elites were 
not appropriated, except to the extent they could be integrated into the new state-in
formation. Local dignitaries were associated with the government of the Empire as aux
iliaries to a new ethnically and socially homogenous ruling group. This group would 
henceforth become the dominant socioetlmic class, consisting for the most part of rep
resentatives of the great aristocratic families of Persia. 

Contacts and Acculturation 

This observation obviously is not meant to imply that the Persians did not establish 
close relationships with the local ruling classes. Some examples and simple logic suggest 
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the opposite. In some regions, particularly in Fars and Elam, as we have seen, the con
tacts and exchanges predate the conquest of Cyrus. In Babylonia, for example, during 
the first quarter of the sixth century, there were Babylonians with Iranian patronymics. 
In a document from the reign of Cambyses, issued in Persia to Matezzis, the descendant 
of a Babylonian has an Iranian name (Bagapada). But we know nothing more about pos
sible marriages between Persians and members of other peoples. We might almost sup
pose that during this period some of the Persian kings' concubines might have been 
Babylonian in origin. On the other hand, in Asia Minor, marriages between the Sardian 
aristocracy and families of the Greek cities, so abundantly attested from the Mermnad 
period, are completely absent from the documentation of the early Achaemenid period. 

Among local princes who were fascinated by Persian luxury and ways of life, Polycra
tes, the tyrant of Samos, stands out. Herodotus (III. 125-C-) states that "apart from the lords 
of Syracuse, no other petty king in the Greek world can be compared with Polycrates for 
magnificence (megaloprepeie)." And numerous ancient authors like to cite the example 
of the tyrant of Samos, since one of their favorite topics was the relationship between 
power, wealth, and decadence. In their eyes, Polycrates epitomized the characteristics 
they commonly imputed to oriental kings, especially their love of luxury (tryphe). At Sa
mos he re-created a genuine court, to which he brought celebrated poets (such as Ana-
creon) and also craftsmen recruited at high price (cf. Aelian, VH IX.4). He established 
workshops to produce sumptuous fabrics and celebrated drinking vessels. The opulence 
of the furnishings of the men's hall (andron) was well known, not to mention the pomp 
of the banquets held there. Among the creations that the ancient authors underscore 
was a neighborhood in Samos reserved for prostitution. Clearchus states that this quarter 
was modeled on one at Sardis and was in competition with it. There can hardly be any 
doubt that it was a sort of park, a "paradise." It is also said that Polycrates brought fabled 
animals from everywhere: dogs from Aegina and Laconia, goats from Scyros and Naxos, 
sheep from Miletus and Attica, hogs from Sicily (cf. Athenaeus XII.540e-f). This consti
tutes one of the traditional functions of oriental paradises, which were also gardens for 
acclimatizing exotic species. In Polycrates, then, we have an example of a Greek tyrant 
fascinated by the luxury of the oriental courts, in whose eyes political rivalry was also ex
pressed in the sumptuousness of court life. According to Herodotus (III. 122-o), "he had 
high hopes of making himself master of Ionia and the islands." In Polycrates' view, con
tending with Sardis for power entailed copying and equalling the luxury of the Lydian 
kings and, later, of the Persian satrap of Sardis, who in a certain sense succeeded the Ly
dian kings. 

The case of Polycrates is all the more interesting because a number of his innovations 
antedate the Persian conquest. The same authors who liked to extol the luxury of the Ly
dians in every aspect of life also condemned their love of luxury. The rivalry between the 
courts of Polycrates and Oroetes takes place in an ongoing history. Thus, on arriving at 
Sardis, the Persians adopted some of the Lydian royal practices to their advantage. Para
dises are attested in Lydia before Cyrus, not just at Sardis but also at Dascylium; like
wise, royal hunts (cf. Strabo XIII. 1.17). This is not to say that Cyrus got the idea for the 
paradise at Pasargadae from Sardis. Such parks were known in Assyria and elsewhere 
well before. Rather, the Persians probably spread the model of the paradise still more 
widely in Asia Minor. Xenophon [Cyr. VIII.6.12<-) reports that "Cyrus" enjoined his sa
traps to "have parks, too, and keep wild animals in them." We might say, then, that social 
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intercourse between the Lydian and Persian aristocracies ensured that their social be
havior would not diverge very much from each other. 

In Asia Minor we have further evidence of cultural exchange from this period. But 
the traces of Iranian influence are rare. One of the most frequently cited examples is the 
pyramidal tomb of Sardis (fig. 1, p. 87), which is so similar to the tomb of Cyrus at Pasar
gadae in Fars that it is believed to have been built by a Persian aristocrat of the satrapal 
court shortly after the conquest of Cyrus. The tomb at Buzpar in Fars also has obvious 
similarities to that of the founder of the Empire. Another tomb discovered near Pho-
caea, at Tas-Kule, shows principles of construction that appear to relate more to Persian 
traditions than to Lydian-Anatolian heritage. Unfortunately, the debate over the dating 
of the monument (either 540 or during the fifth century) is not settled. It thus cannot be 
said with certainty to represent the first generation of the imperial Persian diaspora. 

In any event, in Asia Minor, the Persians encountered more than the local aris
tocracies. They also underwent strong Greek influence, just as the Lydian court of the 
Mermnads did. Striking evidence is found in the paintings on the four sides of a tomb 
found in Lycia at Kizilbel, near Elmali. The paintings essentially represent mythological 
scenes belonging to the Greek iconographic tradition. Other scenes probably allude to 
incidents from the life of the local prince who was buried there: a sailing scene and 
hunting scenes (wild boar, stag, and lion). To be sure, the scenes of the hunt and the fu
nerary banquet would later be incorporated into the style traditionally known as "Greco-
Persian." But they belong just as much to the local repertoire and do not presuppose Per
sian influence, to which, however, later Lycian materials bear witness. Dated around 
525, the Elmali paintings, for instance, dramatically attest to Greek cultural influence 
in a small Lycian dynastic court. 

7. The Seats of Power 

The Old Royal Residences 
After the conquest, the Achaemenids retained the royal residences of the conquered 

states for themselves: Ecbatana, Sardis, Bactra, Babylon, Susa, Sais, and Memphis. Even 
after the foundation of Pasargadae in Persia, all of these capitals retained an eminent 
place in the new Empire, but with different roles. Some, such as Memphis, were re
duced to the rank of satrapal capital or subsatrapal capital (e.g., Damascus); others, like 
Sardis in the west or Bactra in the east, represented centers of Persian authority over 
wider regions; still others—Ecbatana, Babylon, and probably Susa—were promoted to 
royal residences in the full sense, while maintaining their position as satrapal capitals. In 
Ecbatana and Babylon there were not only royal archives and treasury but also one or 
more palaces where the king and his retinue could stay. 

In the absence of systematic excavations, we know nothing of the royal palaces of Ec
batana except for the description given by Herodotus (1.98) and the late information 
from Polybius (X.27). Herodotus assigns the construction of the town to King Deioces, 
whom he presents as the founder of the Median kingdom. The building of a capital is 
understood as the act that founds a new state. According to Herodotus, the town devel
oped around the palace and the treasuries and was surrounded by seven walls of different 
colors: white, black, purple, blue, and red-orange. The blue wall had silver battlements; 
the red-orange had golden battlements. On the other hand, in a description from the 
Hellenistic period, Polybius holds that Ecbatana was at this date "without fortifications." 
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He stresses instead the splendor of the royal palace, enhanced by the gleam of the col
umns sheathed with plates of silver and gold and with tiles that "were all silver." But it is 
not possible to determine what in a late text goes back to the Median period and what is 
the result of Achaemenid and (even later) Hellenistic alterations. What is certain is that 
Ecbatana continued to be one of the royal residences, with its palaces, treasuries, and ar
chives. The town, moreover, constituted a strategic site for a power that was reaching to
ward Central Asia. 

It is true that, beyond the proclamations of Cyrus himself, we do not know much of 
anything about the palaces of Babylon at the time of the conqueror and his son. We 
know, however, that several secondary residences provided with paradises were built in 
Babylon and that the king or his son stayed in them on occasion. In the Cyropaedia, 
Xenophon assigns a central position to Babylon in the organization of the imperial 
space. This is where he places the principal decisions made by the conqueror regarding 
imperial administration (VII.5.37-86; VIII. 1-7). He even says (VIII.6.22) that the king 
spent seven months of the year at Babylon, which was deliberately chosen because of its 
location at the center of the Empire. There is little doubt in fact that the practice of pe
riodically relocating the Achaemenid court was inaugurated during the reign of Cyrus. 
Finally, the excavations at Susa show that the Great Kings did not undertake any archi
tectural or urbanization projects before the reign of Darius. Until that time, the remains 
at Susa reflect only the maintenance of Neo-Elamite cultural traditions. This observa
tion implies not that Susa was not a residence under Cyrus and Cambyses but that at this 
time Susa had not yet achieved the place it would hold beginning with Darius. 

Palace and Gardens of Pasargadae 
In truth, Persia, cradle and nursery of the Persian people, continued to occupy a cen

tral place under Cyrus and Cambyses, especially on the ideological plane. It was in Per
sia that Cyrus decided to erect a new capital, Pasargadae, situated at a height of about 
1900 m in the Zagros, some 40 km as the crow flies from the site of Persepolis. Strabo 
(XV.3.80) describes the conditions of the foundation of the town in these terms: 

Cyrus held Pasargadae in honour, b e c a u s e he there c o n q u e r e d Astyages the M e d e in his last 
battle, transferred to himself the empire of Asia, founded a city, and constructed a p a l a c e as 
a memorial of his victory. 

In reality, the link of cause and effect asserted by Strabo is dubious, for the battles won at 
Pasargadae against the Medes were not the last ones; far from it. At any rate, numerous 
archaeological arguments favor a date after the conquest of Sardis for the founding of 
Pasargadae. 

It is well to recall that, according to Herodotus (1.125o), of the three tribes most im
portant to the Persians, the Pasargadae were "the most distinguished; they contain the 
clan of the Achaemenidae from which sprung the Perseid kings." The choice of site is 
thus explained most naturally by its location in the tribal territory of the Pasargadae 
(which was both ethnonym and toponym). Throughout Achaemenid history, Pasargadae 
was considered the town of Cyrus. Nevertheless, it is established that Darius furthered 
the work of Cyrus so well that the dating of the various monuments remains cloaked in 
considerable uncertainty. Two palaces, which the archaeologists call P and R, have been 
cleared. The dale of the first, a residential building in the full sense of the term, remains 
debated, the tendency being to attribute it to the reign of Darius. However, Palace R 
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without doubt goes back to Cyrus. First, it fills the function of a monumental gateway 
providing access to the palace complex proper. It is also to the reign of Cyrus that the 
Zendan-i Sulaiman ("Prison of Solomon") dates; it is a tower of squared stone, entered 
by a stairway, and its precise purpose has not been determined. Alexander the Great, 
sometimes called philokyros ('friend of Cyrus'), stayed at Pasargadae twice, at the begin
ning of 330 and after his return from India. He took special care of the monumental 
tomb in which the founder of the Empire had been buried; his political acumen led 
him to demonstrate public admiration for Cyrus's memory. This leaves us contradictory 
descriptions by several Hellenistic authors (pp. 205-208). Archaeological work now re
veals that the funerary chamber proper (topped by a roof with two sloping sides) was 
erected on top of a monumental podium with six tiers, the entirety rising originally 
nearly eleven meters (fig. 2). 

The Classical authors emphasize the abundance of trees planted within the funerary 
area. Aristobulus, cited by Arrian (VI.29.4-o-), states that the tomb was located "in the 
royal park; a grove had been planted round it with all sorts of trees and irrigated, and 
deep grass had grown in the meadow." The excavations carried out on the site have 
shown that this is true of all the buildings of Pasargadae, which all opened on gardens. 
A "royal garden" has been discovered there, with stone channels running through it and 
marked by basins fed by the Pulvar River, which waters the plain. There can be little 
doubt that the original plans for these gardens go back to the time of Cyrus, even if they 
were completed in the time of Darius and scrupulously maintained during the entire 
Achaemenid period. All of the royal palaces were so furnished, as several Babylonian 
documents from the time of Cambyses show unambiguously. The paradises, integrated 
into the Achaemenid palace space (cf. Esther 1:5, Vulg.), were always considered one of 
the most striking external manifestations of Persian wealth and luxury by the Greek 
authors. 

The Beginnings of Persepolis 

It is not only at Pasargadae that the continuity between Cyrus and Darius is visible. It 
can also be seen at Persepolis, which has traditionally been considered an entirely new 
project of Darius's. In one of his inscriptions, Darius proclaimed that he had con
structed a fortress there where none had existed before (DPf), a legitimate assertion, for 
he inaugurated the work on the terrace. However, numerous remains of buildings have 
been discovered on the plain, indicating that a vast area of nearly 200 hectares was in the 
process of urbanization well before Darius. Analysis has shown that there were in fact 
several palaces and monumental gates and that the techniques used in their construc
tion resemble those of Pasargadae more than those of Persepolis. We may add that some 
of the palatial ruins are located close to an unfinished monument, the Takht-i Rustam 
('the throne of Rustam'), which seems to have been a nearly exact replica of the tomb of 
Cyrus at Pasargadae. It is sometimes interpreted as having been intended as a tomb for 
Cambyses. It is thus reasonable to conclude that these structures go back to the reigns of 
Cyrus and Cambyses. It is nearly certain that the site is the one that is called Matezzis 
(Uvadaicaya in Persian) in the Persepolis tablets from the time of Darius. Several Baby
lonian tablets make it perfectly clear that Matezzis was a very active urban center during 
the reign of Cambyses (see p. 72). 

These recent discoveries and analyses do not call into question Darius's role in con
ceiving the Persepolitan palace complex; on the contrary, they help us situate it within 
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the continuum of Achaemenid history. When Darius chose the site of Persepolis, it was 
not only to distinguish himself from Cyrus, whose work he actually carried on at Pasar
gadae. Nor was it simply because it was at Matezzis that he had his principal opponent 
of Persian origin, Vahyazdata, executed (if the public execution was carried out there, it 
was rather because the city had already acquired some prestige by that time). The 
choice of Persepolis is explained by prior developments, which had made the region a 
vital, populous palace and urban center in contact with the Babylonian centers. It was 
also a center capable of providing the basic resources (particularly food staples) needed 
for the enormous works the king and his counselors had planned for the terrace. We 
know that, like Darius and Xerxes at Persepolis, Cyrus and Cambyses summoned work
ers from different parts of the Empire (especially Lydia), and we know that a ration sys
tem had been in place since the time of Cyrus (see p. 95 below). Considering these 
facts, it seems likely that, before the date of the first currently known Elamite tablet 
(509), an already well-organized "royal economy" of the Elamite type existed in Persia 
and that it was revised and improved by Darius and his son. 

Persian Society and Empire 

These regional policies imply profound modifications of the Persian way of life, 
which is usually thought (in a rather schematic way) to have been seminomadic or agro-
pastoral before the conquests of Cyrus. Beginning with Cyrus and Cambyses at the lat
est, part of the population settled around the royal residences and thereafter turned to 
agricultural activity. However, the entire Persian population did not abandon the no
madic or seminomadic way of life. Even later, the Classical sources make it possible to 
identify several subgroups belonging to the Persian ethnos who practiced short-range no
madism along with subsistence agriculture in the valleys. Nevertheless, the general di
rection of the development can hardly be doubted —development that was the result of 
a conscious policy enacted by the kings and made possible by the influx of wealth to Per
sia from the military conquests. 

Several Babylonian tablets from the time of Cambyses and Bardiya also explain the 
development of commercial activities at Matezzis. Six tablets refer to the purchase of 
slaves and three to contracts entered into in the city by the representative of the Babylo
nian business firm Egibi. They attest to the vigor of trade between Babylon and the royal 
residences and to the presence of Babylonian communities in Persia at this date. They 
also show that the Persians were fully integrated into these commercial networks, since 
in one tablet a Persian is called 'head merchant' (tamkaru). Finally, several slaves and 
their owners had Iranian names. If the names given to slaves were their own, they indi
cate that lower-class Persians could be enslaved; if they were names assigned by their 
Persian owners, we must conclude that prisoners of war were deported to Persia as early 
as the time of Cyrus and Cambyses. 

In each case, the complex image of Persian society extracted from these documents 
is quite different from that supplied by Herodotus (1-125), who simply distinguishes ag
ricultural and nomadic tribes. These same documents also allow us to clarify the claim 
of numerous Greek authors who say that the Persians "were completely unfamiliar with 
the concept of markets and did not use them at all," or "did not set foot in a market 
(agora), since they had nothing either to buy or sell." Herodotus also mentions a prohi
bition on going into debt as one of the Persian social rules (1.138). These brusque for-
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Fig. 5. Relief from Palace P at Pasargadae. 

mulations may find their explanation in the aristocratic ethic of which some Greek 
admirers of Sparta were particularly enamored. But they express only part of the truth, 
which the Babylonian documents will be able to enrich substantially. 

8. Royalty and Authority 

Royal Representations and Titles at Pasargadae 
If everything suggests that the construction of Pasargadae was striking evidence of a 

dynastic policy, it is also true that direct links between Cyrus and his new capital are not 
very clearly visible in the available archaeological and epigraphic evidence. An incom
plete relief found at Palace P shows a king accompanied by two servants, one of whom 
seems to hold a fly-whisk (or parasol?). But this image (fig. 5), similar to some reliefs at 
Persepolis, may date only from the reign of Darius. 

There remains the famous "winged genius" carved on Gate R (fig. 6). It shows a 
bearded man, garbed in an "Elamite" robe, wearing a complex Egyptian-type crown, 
and possessing four wings. The stone formerly bore inscriptions above the "winged ge
nius," with the very simple text "I am Cyrus the King, an Achaemenian."-v- Hypotheses 
about the exact meaning of this atypical and in many ways mysterious image have come 
fast and furious. Influences from Egypt (the crown), Assyria (winged geniuses), and 
Phoenicia may be found in it. But does it relate to Cyrus himself, as is often supposed? 
Nothing could be less certain. Sometimes the relief is compared with a passage in He
rodotus (I.209o) about one of Cyrus's dreams, which he reported to Hystaspes, father of 
Darius: "I saw your eldest son with a pair of wings on his shoulders, shadowing Asia with 
one of them and Europe with the other." It is rather tempting to imagine that this is a 
metaphorical representation of Persian authority over regions of great cultural diversity. 
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The syncretistic originality of the monument continues to pose problems that, in the ab
sence of comparable iconography, risk remaining insoluble. 

The only "royal" Persian image dated before Darius is a seal that was still in use in the 
time of Darius at Persepolis but clearly goes back to a much earlier period. In fact, it has 
the legend "Kuras of Ansan, son of Teispes," the person generally identified as Cyrus I, 
grandfather of Cyrus the Great, even though he is not explicitly identified as king. The 
scene engraved on it is a war scene, which, though Elamite in origin, became very popu
lar in Achaemenid glyptic: a horseman jumps over two warriors, who lie fallen on the 
ground, and rushes in pursuit of a footsoldier (fig. 7). Whoever this figure may be (and 
he may be intentionally anonymous), there can scarcely be any doubt that at this time 
one of the justifications of royal authority was physical strength and bravery in war. It is 
around this theme that Herodotus also organizes his tale of the first confrontation be
tween Cambyses and his brother Smerdis/Bardiya, who alone among the entire royal en
tourage succeeded in drawing the bow sent by the king of the Ethiopians (III.30). 
Beginning with the first kings, the bow appears as a symbol of royal power; this is why 
Cyrus was buried with his weapons (Quintus Curtius X. 1.31). 

The construction of the tomb of Cyrus at Pasargadae, which has an exact parallel 
near Persepolis (Takht-i Rustam), in itself also implies an exceptional position for the 
king in Persian society. The descriptions of the contents of the tomb of Cyrus confirm 
this. Here, for example, is what Arrian writes (Anab. VI.29.5-6-*-): 

A Babylonian tapestry served as a coverlet and purple rugs as a carpet. T h e r e was placed on 
it a s leeved mant le and other garments of Babylonian workmanship. Accord ing to Aristobu-
lus, M e d i a n trousers and robes dyed b lue lay there, s o m e dark, s o m e of other varying shades , 
with necklaces , scimitars and earrings of stones set in gold, and a table stood there. It was be
tween the table and the c o u c h that the sarcophagus containing Cyrus ' body was placed. 

This text shows how luxurious the court of Cyrus must have been—the richness of his 
garments and the abundance of jewelry—characteristics of kingship that were to endure 
throughout Achaemenid history. 

Unfortunately, doubts about the date of the inscriptions found in Cyrus's town make 
reconstruction of the royal titulature problematic (CMa-b-c). In some of them, Cyrus 
is simply called "Achaemenid king"; in others, he bears the more prestigious title "Great 
King," which is regularly borne by Darius and his successors. But several of these in
scriptions have been ascribed to Darius himself, which makes it very difficult to distin
guish precisely between Cyrus's original titulature and that which was later awarded 
him by Darius. The only indisputable title is the simple "king." But what exactly did this 
title mean in Persia at the beginning of the second half of the sixth century? We do not 
have a single undisputed relief or inscription at Pasargadae that allows us to discuss the 
themes of monarchic authority and ideology during the time of Cyrus. This statement 
does not imply that there was no discernible development in this area during the time 
of Cyrus, especially after his conquests. In all likelihood, some sort of development must 
be assumed. But historians cannot choose their sources. Care must thus be taken in put
ting forth interpretive hypotheses. 

It is to the Babylonian documents that we must give preference instead. The Assyro-
Babylonian titulature assumed by Cyrus and Cambyses should not be taken into ac
count here any more than the Egyptian titulature adopted by Cambyses in Egypt, 
because they have nothing to do with the titulature belonging to the dynasty that ruled 
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in Fars. On the other hand, a passage in the Cyrus 
Cylinder is most interesting. Speaking in the first 
person, Cyrus appears as the son, grandson, and 
great-grandson of Cambyses [I], Cyrus [I], and 
Teispes, all of them called "king of Ansan." It is also 
by this title that the Babylonian writers refer to 
Cyrus in the Dream of Nabonidus and the Naboni
dus Chronicle. If we assume that the writers followed 
explicit instructions from the king, we infer from 
this that Cyrus, like his predecessors, was concerned 
to announce clearly his position as heir of the Elam
ite kings in the high country of Ansan. Ansan was al
ready named Persia (Parsu), but a considerable 
population of Elamite origin also lived among the 
native Persians. Use of the title "King of Ansan" does 
not mean that in Persia itself the kings did not also 
bear the title "King of Persia," because a few Babylo
nian documents in fact use this latter title. To be 
sure, no document from Pasargadae mentions this 
title, but later on it was occasionally used by Darius. 
Note also that in the Babylonian version of the Be
histun inscription, Gaumata is accused of having 
fraudulently presented himself as such: "I am Bar-
ziya, the son of Cyrus, [himself] king of Parsu, 
younger brother of Cambyses" (DB Bab. §10). 

Royal Protocol 
In 522, after the execution of Smerdis/Bardiya, 

the seven aristocrats who led the plot made an 
agreement, recorded by Herodotus (111.84-*-) in the 
following terms: "Permission, namely, for any of the 
seven to enter the palace unannounced (esagge-
leos), except when the king was in bed with a 
woman." It is often supposed that in reality these 
privileges already existed for some families under 
Cyrus and Cambyses. Nevertheless, the very condi
tions of the execution of Smerdis seem to suggest 
that the Great Ones were not strictly bound by the rules of protocol. The guards of the 
outer gates (phylakoi) admitted men who counted as protoi and they did not "suspect 
that from them could come anything of [like a murder plot]"; but it was the "eunuch 
messengers" who intercepted the plotters in the courtyard (aule) and who accused the 
guards at the gate of negligence. To get as far as the royal quarters, the Seven had to kill 
the eunuchs on the spot (Herodotus 111.77). According to Ctesias (Persica, §14), the 
Seven succeeded in their undertaking only because of the complicity of Bagapates, 
who held all of the keys to the palace." This episode thus seems to indicate that, at the 

time of the first kings, all of the aristocrats were subject to the usual rules of royal proto
col that were meant to control access to the interior of the palace. 

Fig. 6. Winged genius 
at Pasargadae. 

Fig. 7. Seal of Kuras of Ansan 
(PFS93*). 
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This passage in Herodotus and the existence of an official called "messenger" (III.34) 
indicate that the rules of protocol known in greater detail from a later period (cf. chap. 7) 
were in force at the time of Cambyses. But at what date did the king become "un
approachable," to use the word used by several Greek authors? Herodotus (I.99<-) pushes 
its origin back to the Median king Deioces: 

He introduced for the first t ime the ceremonial of royalty: admiss ion to the king's presence 
was forbidden, and all c o m m u n i c a t i o n had to be through messengers (aggeloi). N o b o d y was 
allowed to see the k i n g . . . . T h i s so lemn ceremonia l was des igned as a safeguard against his 
contemporaries , m e n as good as himsel f in birth and personal quality, with w h o m he had 
been brought up in earlier years. T h e r e was a risk that if they saw him habitually, it might 
lead to jealousy and resentment, and plots would follow; but if nobody saw him, the legend 
would grow that he was a be ing of a different order from mere men . 

In the Cyropaedia, Xenophon introduces the cupbearer Sacas, who at Astyages' court 
"had the office of introducing to Astyages those who had business with him and of keep
ing out those whom he thought it not expedient to admit" (I.3.8-0-). And it is to Cyrus 
that he attributes the introduction of court protocol, in particular, the protocol that reg
ulated the precedence and conditions of royal audiences. 

Indeed, the Herodotean chronological framework must be treated with caution. He 
could have transferred regulations that he knew from the courts of Darius and Xerxes to 
the court of a mythical Deioces. The same goes for Xenophon, who is always inclined 
to attribute to Cyrus the creation of a state ex nihilo. Still, the construction of the royal 
palace and residences at Pasargadae and elsewhere implies that regulations were issued 
under Cyrus and that these regulations organized the king's life and fixed the courtiers' 
obligations. Otherwise, in this area as in so many others, the first Persian kings no doubt 
borrowed from the ceremonial of the Assyro-Babylonian courts. 

From One King to the Next 

According to Herodotus (I.125o), the royal family itself came from a wider subcate
gory that he calls the phratry of the Achaemenids, a Greek term usually rendered 'clan'. 
These clans in turn made up "tribes," among which Herodotus especially notes three: 
the Pasargadae, the Maraphii, and the Maspii: "Of these the Pasargadae are the most dis
tinguished; they contain the clan of the Achaemenidae from which spring the Perseid 
kings." It is just such a circumstance that is also represented in inscriptions from Pasar
gadae, where Cyrus is called Achaemenid (CMa-b-c). Aside from some information 
that has now been confirmed (the name Maraphii has been found in Persepolis tablets), 
Herodotus's presentation raises serious doubts. Because of suspicions that weigh heavily 
on the authorship (Darius!) of the inscriptions at Pasargadae [DMa-b-c\], it now appears 
that it is only with Darius that the term Achaemenid received all of its political value (see 
p. 111 below). It would be better to eliminate the term Achaemenid from the discussion 
and to depend on a more trustworthy document, the Cylinder, in which Cyrus carries his 
genealogy back to his great-grandfather Teispes, who is called "king of Ansan." There we 
have the simple but meaningful expression of dynastic justification by right of blood. 

The circumstances of the accession of Cambyses also indicate that, to assure dynastic 
and familial continuity, the reigning king prepared for the succession during his life
time. By delegating to Cambyses the title "King of Babylon," Cyrus had already clearly 
designated his choice. However, we should not in any way consider this decree to repre-
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sent a co-regency, since Cambyses held the title for only a few months after the conquest 
of Babylon (p. 71). The Classical texts formally state that Cambyses had been designated 
crown prince by his father, whom he succeeded with no apparent difficulty. Neverthe
less, the problem of younger siblings emerged at that very moment. The younger brother 
of Cambyses, Smerdis/Bardiya, had been "compensated" by the grant of a vast district in 
Central Asia. He was soon to show that he did not intend to settle for second place. 

There is no indication that an obligation to take a wife from among the members of 
certain great aristocratic families was ever recognized by Cyrus or Cambyses. We know 
that, "born of the same father and the same mother," Cambyses and Bardiya were the 
fruit of the union of Cyrus and Cassandane, daughter of Phamaspes (Herodotus II. 1; 
III.3). Cambyses, like his father and his successors, had several wives. He wed Phaidime, 
a daughter of Otanes, who certainly was a high aristocrat, since Herodotus (III.68->) calls 
him "one of the wealthiest members of the Persian nobility." But in the context of royal 
polygamy, Phaidime was only one of the king's wives. It is quite significant that Camby
ses also married his sister Atossa, Cyrus's daughter (III.88), and a bit later another of his 
sisters "bv father and by mother" (111.31). In these instances we can see the institution of 
a policy of endogamy that was applied consistently by the Achaemenids throughout 
their history and that permitted them to wipe out the royal ambitions of any other great 
aristocratic family. 

9 . The King and the Gods 

Persian Religion and Iranian Traditions 

Our information on Persian religious beliefs and practices at the time of Cyrus and 
Cambyses is extraordinarily thin and contradictory. The existence of sacred sites can 
scarcely be doubted. Darius in fact accuses the usurper Gaumata of destroying the 
dyadana (DB \ 14). But there is no agreement among historians on the identification of 
these dyadana. Were they clan sanctuaries, royal sanctuaries, or something quite differ
ent? We have no royal statement that might clarify the problem. Even the archaeologi
cal findings at Pasargadae are subject to caution. The interpretation of the tower called 
Zendan-i Sulaiman as a fire temple has hardly any supporters today, any more than the 
view that considers it the tomb of Cassandane. There are also two stone plinths that are 
sometimes considered a ritual site, where the king could sacrifice to the sacred fire; but 
this is a hypothesis that currently lacks any empirical confirmation. 

The problem is that we do not know very much of Iranian religion—or religions — in 
the first half of the sixth century. The historical existence of Zarathustra, under the name 
Zoroaster, is frequently recorded by Classical sources (but not Herodotus). But many 
uncertainties remain regarding the period and the regions where the "prophet" is sup
posed to have carried out his reforms, and there is even more uncertainty about the ac
tual content of these reforms. The only available written sources, aside from the 
inscriptions of Darius and his successors, are the various books of the Avesta, the sacred 
book of the Iranians, which the efforts of Anquetil Duperron brought to the attention of 
Western scholarship in the second half of the eighteenth century. Put in writing be
tween the fifth and seventh centuries A.D., the Avesta is traditionally divided into three 
major parts: the Yasna (rituals of sacrifice), the Yashts (hymns to various divinities), and 
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the Videvdat ('law of separation from the demons'). The most recent philological studies 
have shown that within the Yasna a subgroup, the Gdtha ('Songs'), goes back to a very 
ancient origin. Zarathustra is mentioned in the Gathd, and his privileged relationship 
with the divinity Ahura-Mazda is stressed. From the linguistic point of view, the Gdtha 
are in what is now conventionally called Old Avestan, which could go back at least to 
the year 1000 B.C. From the history of religions point of view, this text allows us in prin
ciple to reconstruct Mazdaism in its pre-Achaemenid phase. 

Beginning with a comparison of the Achaemenid written sources and the Avesta, his
torians have strived to answer the question of whether the Achaemenids were "Zoroas-
trians" or, more accurately, Mazdians —that is, initiates in the religion dominated by 
Mazda. The problem is that the Persian evidence for the reigns of Cyrus and Cambyses 
hardly permits access to their beliefs in the Mazdian religion, such as it can be recon
structed from the Gatha. The testimony of Herodotus remains unclear: on the one 
hand, he Hellenizes whatever information he receives; on the other, he is writing a cen
tury after the death of Cyrus. Beginning with such poor information, it seems quite reck
less to try to reconstruct what the religion of Cyrus might have been. Some think that 
Darius's later insistence on the preeminence of Ahura-Mazda above all other gods 
(haga) indicates that he had broken with the tradition of Cyrus, for whom Mithra was 
the most important god. Exactly the opposite hypothesis makes Cyrus a Zoroastrian 
zealot. According to this hypothesis, the great "Zoroastrian" (Mazdian) continuity of the 
dynasty must be stressed, rather than any break between Cyrus and Darius. 

But all of these interpretations seem to be built on sand. How in fact can we contrast 
the beliefs of Cyrus and Darius, when the former never "spoke" and the latter left con
flicting messages for his contemporaries and the generations to come? The only indica
tion in favor of a privileged cult in honor of Mithra is the institution of horse sacrifices 
around the tomb of Cyrus; in Iranian tradition, these sacrifices are often associated with 
the cult of Mithra. 

The Tomb of Cyrus and Persian Funerary Practices 

There is in fact just one aspect of the religion of Cyrus and Cambyses that is docu
mented: the funerary customs. Cyrus was buried in the tomb he had had built during his 
lifetime at Pasargadae. Arrian (Anab. VI.29.5-6o) gives a precise description of the burial 
chamber. According to his informants, Cyrus was placed in a gold sarcophagus; "a couch 
stood by its side with feet of wrought gold . . . and a table stood there." According to 
Quintus Curtius (X. 1.3 lo) , the king was buried with his weapons. Alexander in fact dis
covered "the king's moldering shield, two Scythian bows, and a scimitar [akinakes]." 

Note first of all that the style of burial of Cyrus (and his successors) does not conform 
to the rules of the Avesta. The weeping and wailing that according to Herodotus (III.66) 
accompanied the death of Cambyses or Persian aristocrats (cf. IX.24) also flies in the 
face of the traditions called "Zoroastrian." Persian practices also differ from the customs 
that are well attested in eastern Iran until the end of the Achaemenid period (and well 
after), which required exposure of the corpses to animals who would scavenge the flesh, 
leaving the bones to be deposited in an ossuary. Herodotus, speaking of secret rites, states 
that "a male Persian is never buried until the body has been torn by a bird or a dog" 
(I.140O). But the reservations expressed by the author himself and the continuation of 
the statement, as well as a passage in Strabo, show that only the corpses of the magi 
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"were never interred without first being stripped by the birds or the dogs" (Strabo 
XV.3-20). Passages in Plutarch (Art. 18.7) and Herodotus (VII. 10) also provide evidence 
that only inhumation, not the scavenging of the corpse, was considered normal among 
the Persians. The degrading character of the practice is well illustrated by the punish
ment inflicted on anyone who made an attempt on the life of the king: He "has his head 
and aims cut off and his body cast forth [to the beasts]" (Strabo XV.3.17-0*). Furthermore, 
a passage in Ctesias indicates that cremation was contrary to established practice among 
the Persians (para ton nomon; Persica §57); this prohibition is confirmed by Strabo 
(XV.3.18). 

Many texts, moreover, attest to the practice of inhumation. After the battle of Issus, 
"Alexander authorized the mother of Darius to bury whom she wished according to the 
custom of her country (patrio more). She interred (humari) a small number of very close 
relatives," while avoiding in her current situation "the pomp of the funerals with which 
the Persians celebrate the last rites to the dead . . . , when the [Macedonian] victors were 
cremated in no costly manner" (Quintus Curtius III. 12.14-0-). After the death of Arta-
chaees, who had been in charge of digging the canal at Athos, "Xerxes had him carried 
out and buried with all pomp and ceremony. The whole army helped to raise a mound 
over his grave" (Herodotus VII. 117-0*). This repeats a practice already attested by He
rodotus among another Iranian people, the Scythians: after royal obsequies, "everyone 
with great enthusiasm sets about raising a great mound, each competing with his neigh
bour to make it as big as possible" (IV.71-J-). Furthermore, the archaeological evidence 
is also unambiguous. At Susa, an Achaemenid burial that dates to the beginning of the 
fourth century has been discovered. The body of a woman had been placed in a bronze 
casket along with much jewelry belonging to the deceased, as well as various Egyptian 
alabaster vases. A cemetery has also been discovered in Syria, a short distance from Car-
chemish (Deve HiAyuk), in which the earliest tombs go back to the eighth century. In 
this cemetery we can witness the change in practice from cremation to burial in the 
Achaemenid period. 

The Sacrifices around the Tomb of Cyrus 
Ctesias writes that "immediately after his death, Cambyses returned the body of his 

lather to Persia (eis Persas) in the care of the eunuch Bagapates for burial (taphenai), and 
he issued orders according to his father's last wishes" (§9). Although the phrasing is very 
general, it is tempting to connect it with what Arrian writes of the sacrifices instituted 
around the tomb "from the time of the reign of Cambyses": 

Within the enclosure and by the ascent to the tomb itself there was a small building put up 
for the Magians who used to guard Cyrus' tomb, from as long ago as Cambyses, son of 
Cyrus, an office transmitted from father to son. The king used to give them a sheep a day, a 
fixed amount of meal and wine, and a horse each month to sacrifice to Cyrus. (VI.29.7-0*) 

Arrian's text is fully understandable only if it is explicated in light of some types of tablets 
from Persepolis. One of these, called Category E (about 40 published tablets), includes 
quantitative information on the materials delivered to the caretakers of different religions 
(Iranian, Elamite, Babylonian). These materials were intended for the sacrifices them
selves. Another, Category Kl (35 published tablets), includes the amount of rations (gal) 
delivered by the royal administration to the caretakers as payment for their services. Even 
though the Persepolis tablets are later than Cambyses, it is clear that the information 
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given by Arrian corresponds quite closely to what can be determined from the tablets. 
The priests entrusted with the sacrifices at the tomb of Cyrus received rations for them
selves (a sheep per day, wine, and flour) and a horse each month for the sacrifice. 

In the Persepolis tablets, the rations provided by the administration consist of the fol
lowing items: flour (12 times), beer (11), wine (6), grain (4), dates (1), figs (1). We find 
more or less the same items intended for the sacrifices themselves: grain (23), wine (14), 
flour (2), beer (1), sheep (1). We may note that the caretakers never receive meat in their 
monthly or daily rations. In this regard, the priests of Cyrus's tomb are favored. The 
quantities, too, are quite extraordinary: more than 360 sheep each year. Of course, we do 
not know how many magi were involved in these sacrifices. 

Horse sacrifice is not recorded at all in the tablets, and it obviously was an exceptional 
practice. In a passage of the Cyropaedia, Xenophon states that horses were sacrificed to 
the Sun during the feasts periodically held by the king in Persia (VIII.3.12, 24) and that 
a chariot was dedicated to the Sun. Here, as often, the Sun is very likely Mithra. Accord
ing to Strabo (XI. 14.9), the satrap of Armenia had to send the king 20,000 colts for the 
feasts of Mithra (Mithrakana) each year. The magi immolated white horses in 480 in the 
Strymon to obtain favorable omens (Herodotus VII. 113). The link between the king and 
the white horses, often called "sacred horses," from the Median stud farms on the Plain 
of Nisaea is frequently attested. Recall that, according to Herodotus (1.189), after Cyrus 
marched against Babylon "one of the sacred horses, the white horses, bolted, went into 
the river and tried to cross it, but the river engulfed it in its waves and carried it away." 
Cyrus "took vengeance on the river by dividing it into 360 canals." We may then suppose 
that it was one of these horses that the magi were instructed to immolate each month in 
front of the tomb of Cyrus. 

Finally, the guarding of the tomb and the performance of sacrifices were entrusted to 
the magi. Few institutions have given rise to as much discussion as that of the magi. The 
reason is that the evidence, basically the Classical sources, is extremely confused. The 
term, according to Herodotus (1.101), refers originally to one of the Median tribes. It is 
in this sense that Herodotus (III.73) and Darius (at least in the Babylonian version) call 
Smerdis/Gaumata a Median magus (DB Bab. §10). But, in the Persian context, the ma
gus was primarily a ritual attendant (cf. Herodotus 1.132). Arrian's text also shows that 
the status of magus was transmitted from father to son. Besides, it is certain that from the 
reigns of Cyrus and Cambyses on some of these magi were permanently in the entou
rage of the kings. According to Pliny (VI. 116), it was the magi who advised that the tomb 
of Cyrus be oriented toward the east. Among their prerogatives, divination (manteia) was 
well known to the Greek authors. Their task of interpreting royal dreams is attested from 
this period on (Ctesias §12; cf. Aelian, VH 11.17 [Artaxerxes III]). 

To conclude, the funerary sacrifices practiced regularly at the tomb of Cyrus offer the 
only indisputable example of state religion established prior to Darius. It is obvious that, 
in the eyes of Cyrus himself, the construction of a tomb in the town he had just founded 
represented an important element of his dynastic policy. When his successors commit
ted to maintaining these sacrifices intact, it was because they wished to profit from the 
renown of Cyrus. The case of Cambyses continues to be problematic. Cyrus is the only 
representative of the dynasty who can be said with certainty to have been buried in a 
tomb built above ground. Beginning with Darius, the kings chose tombs dug into the 
cliff of Naqs-i Rustam. 
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JO. Bardiya's Usurpation (522) 

The Reputation of Cambyses 
The time has come to consider the circumstances of Cambyses' death. On this topic, 

it is important to stress right from the start that we depend heavily on the Classical 
sources, particularly Herodotus, who paints an exclusively negative portrait of Cambyses. 
The contrast between Cyrus and Cambyses is a veritable ropos among the Classical au
thors. We must return to Herodotus's account; he explains that in the course of the cam
paign in Egypt, tensions arose between Cambyses and his entourage. The Egyptians 
were not the only victims of the king's "madness"; according to Herodotus (III.30), it also 
caused the death of his brother, Smerdis. Then, seized by a fit of rage, Cambyses caused 
the death of his sister-wife while she was pregnant (III.31-32). His "closest relatives" were 
not the only victims. He also put to death the son of Prexaspes, his cupbearer, with an ar
row (III.34-35). "On another occasion he arrested twelve Persians of the highest rank 
(protoi) on some trifling charge and buried them alive, head downwards" (III.350). 
Croesus also was to suffer from the madness of the king (III.36), and Herodotus adds 
(II1.37-*-), without details: "All this may pass for a sample of the maniacal savagery with 
which Cambyses treated the Persians and his allies during his stay in Memphis." Perhaps 
this is a reference to the especially cruel execution of the royal judge Sisamnes: 

He had him flayed; all his skin was torn off and cut into strips, and the strips stretched across 
the seat of the chair which he used to sit on in court. Cambyses then appointed his son 
[Otanes] to be judge in his place, and told him not to forget what his chair was made of, 
when he gave his judgments. (V.25-0) 
The information given by Herodotus need not necessarily be taken literally, and still 

less the "moralizing" interpretation he gives to the facts he reports. He himself stands 
back, hiding behind his informants ("they say"). He is quite willing to give several ver
sions (Greek and Egyptian) of the death of the king's sister. Furthermore, it seems nearly 
certain that the story of the murder of Smerdis is an invention. Then again, the story of 
the torture inflicted on twelve Persian aristocrats is not in itself unbelievable. Elsewhere 
(VII. 114<s-) Herodotus states that, in 480 at a place called Nine Roads in Thrace, the Per
sians "took the same number of young men and young women of the country to bury 
them alive in this place," and Herodotus adds: "Burying people alive is a Persian custom; 
I understand that Xerxes' wife Amestris in her old age did it to fourteen Persian boys of 
distinguished family (epiphaneis), by way of a present which she hoped the supposed 
god of the underworld would accept instead of herself." If we reject the "moralizing" ex
planation of the behavior of Cambyses ("cruelty," "madness"), we may surmise that he 
was actually taking reprisals against the great families that had expressed opposition to 
some of his decrees. 

According to Herodotus, Cambyses died in Syria shortly after receiving a messenger 
sent by the usurper who had taken power in Persia in the name of his brother Smerdis 
(111.62-65). Whatever the facts may be, it must be stressed that Herodotus at this point is 
once again highlighting some serious differences between the king and "the most es
teemed of the Persians," whom he had summoned to his tent. The Persian aristocrats did 
not grant any credence to the version of the events presented by Cambyses: "They be
lieved it was Smerdis, son of Cyrus, who had made himself king" (111.66). It thus appears 
clear that the anecdotes relating to the Persians and Smerdis were collected by Herodotus 
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from people in Persian aristocratic circles who faithfully preserved the traditions hostile 
to Cambyses. Herodotus states elsewhere (III.89-0-) that the Persians considered Camby
ses "harsh and careless of his subjects," and he records the opinion of Otanes, one of the 
conspirators of 522, who condemned Cambyses' "pride of power" (III.80O-). 

Smerdis, Tanyoxarces, Mergis, Mardos 

In his narrative about Cambyses, Herodotus returns several times to the case of Smer
dis, brother of the king, "born of the same father and the same mother" (cf. DB §10). 
This individual is given a variety of different names in the Greek sources (Tanyoxarces, 
Tanoxares, Mergis, Mardos). The Behistun inscription and the Babylonian tablets tell us 
that his name was Bardiya (Barziya in the tablets). Few events in Achaemenid history 
raise as many cpiestions or rouse as much debate as the short period between the demise 
of Cambyses and the accession of Darius. An analysis of it is all the more necessary be
cause it allows us to evaluate more carefully the strengths and weaknesses of the Empire 
at the end of the reign of Cambyses. 

In the version recorded by Herodotus, Prexaspes put Smerdis to death on the orders 
of Cambyses. After the return of his brother from Egypt to Persia, Cambyses in fact was 
worried, having dreamed of Smerdis "sitting on the royal throne" (III.30O). Later, two 
magi who were brothers took advantage of the fact that the execution of Smerdis had 
been kept secret and that "the majority of Persians believed Smerdis was still alive." 
They rose up against Cambyses. One of them, Patizeithes, entrusted by Cambyses with 
"the care of his house," placed his brother on the throne. This brother not only was 
named Smerdis but also resembled him feature for feature! From then on, he ruled un
der the name and in the place of Cambyses' brother until a conspiracy of aristocrats 
overthrew him and brought Darius to power (111.61-87). 

Several other Classical authors devote discussions to these events. In addition to the 
brief allusion to Mardos in Aeschylus (Persians, 770-75), two authors give more or less 
circumstantial accounts of the usurpation. For Ctesias (Persica §10-13), the break be
tween Cambyses and his brother Tanyoxarces/Bardiya arose as the result of a dispute be
tween Tanyoxarces and a magus named Sphendadates, who denounced his master. After 
several fruitless summons, Cambyses succeeded in bringing Tanyoxarces to court and 
had him executed. The magus Sphendadates took the place of the king's brother, profit
ing from an extraordinary physical resemblance, and for nearly five years occupied the 
position of satrap of Bactria, a position that Tanyoxarces had previously held. Among the 
king's confidants were the eunuchs Artasyras, Bagapates, and Izabates. The first two put 
Sphendadates on the throne. But Izabates, who was entrusted with transporting Camby
ses' body to Persia, denounced the fraud and was put to death. 

Justin's version (1.9.4-11) agrees closely with Herodotus's, but there are some differ
ences. It too takes into account the dream of Cambyses in Egypt, recounting that Cam
byses ordered Cometes, who was a "magus among his friends," to execute Mergis/ 
Smerdis. Without waiting for the death of Cambyses to become known, Cometes assas
sinated Mergis and substituted his brother Oropastes, who became king. The fraud suc
ceeded so well because "in the conformation of his face and body, Oropastes strongly 
resembled Mergis." 

From this comparison, we can see that all the versions agree on one or several com
mon motifs: the murder of Smerdis (Tanyoxarces/Mergis/Bardiya) by order of his brother 
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Cambyses, his replacement by a magus (Smerdis/Sphencladates/Oropastes), and the 
physical resemblance between the magus and Bardiya that made it possible to keep the 
murder a secret from everyone. But the contradictions in the details are significant. Some 
violate the logic of the story. In Ctesias, for example, the role of Prexaspes is taken by the 
eunuch Izabates, and there is no involvement of two magi. The plot took place at the ini
tiative of two highly placed individuals at court, the eunuchs Bagapates and Artasyras, 
who decided to bring the magus Sphendadates to power. The chronological differences 
are more significant: Ctesias locates the execution of Bardiya five years before the usur
pation; Herodotus places the death of Bardiya and then the usurpation of Smerdis during 
the expedition to Egypt; Justin states that both took place after the death of Cambyses. 

Darius, Bardiya, and Gaumata 
After his victories over the usurper and the rebels, Darius had a long proclamation 

carved on the cliff at Behistun; in it he recounted the events that led to his triumph, 
from his own perspective: 

A son of Cyrus. Cambyses by name, of our family—he was king here. Of that Cambyses 
there was a brother, Bardiya by name, having the same mother and the same father as Cam
byses. Afterwards, Cambyses slew that Bardiya. [This murder] did not become known to the 
people. Afterwards, Cambyses went to Egypt. When Cambyses had gone off to Egypt, after 
that the people became evil. After that the Lie (drauga) waxed great m the country, both in 
Persia and in Media and in the other provinces. . . . Afterwards there was one man, a Ma-
gian, Gaumata by name; he rose up from Paisiyauvada. A mountain by name Arakadri — 
from there XIV days of the month of Viyakhna were past when he rose up. He lied to the 
people thus: "1 am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus, brother of Cambyses." After that, all the people 
became rebellious from Cambyses, (and) went over to him, both Persia and Media and the 
other provinces. He seized the kingdom; of the month Garmapada IX clays were past, then 
he seized the kingdom. After that, Cambyses died of natural causes. (DB $ $ 1 0 - 1 1 0 [Kent 
writes "Smerdis" for Bardiya and writes "by his own hand" for "of natural causes"]) 

Darius also dwells on the illegitimacy of the usurper who had seized the kingdom "that 
belonged from the beginning to our line" and on the lack of reaction of the inhabitants: 

There was not a man, neither a Persian nor a Mede nor anyone of our family, who might 
make that Gaumata the Magian deprived of the kingdom. The people feared him greatly, 
(thinking that) he would slay in numbers the people who previously had known Bardiya; for 
this reason he would slay people, "lest they know me, that I am not Bardiya the son of 
Cyrus." Not anyone dared say anything about Gaumata the Magian, until 1 came... . (DB 
$ 1 'JO [Kent writes "Smerdis" for Bardiya]) , 

We see immediately that the version of Herodotus agrees with the statements of Darius 
on the most important points, in particular that the rebel was a magus who had assumed 
the identity of Bardiya/Smerdis, brother of Cambyses; that Cambyses was responsible for 
the death of his brother; and that the death of Bardiya was kept secret. The Behistun in
scription also supplies precise information on the chronology: Gaumata's insurrection is 
dated March 11, 522. Starting in the month of April, the Babylonian tablets in fact begin 
to be dated to the reign of Bardiya (Barziya), who is called "king of the lands" and "king 
of Babylon, king of the lands." On July 1, Gaumata "seized power," shortly before the 
death of Cambyses. But we must emphasize that Darius is careful not to specify the date 
of the king's death, even though other events are quite consistently fixed to the month 
and the clay throughout his narrative. 
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Bardiya/Smerdis and Gaumata 

We can see that many obscurities about the identity of the rebel and the circum
stances of his appearance persist. The general agreement between Herodotus and Da
rius does not in itself guarantee certainty. We know in fact that the Behistun text, on the 
orders of none other than Darius (DB §70), was proclaimed throughout every province 
of the Empire. Did a Greek version, which could have been consulted by Herodotus, ex
ist? It is possible, but again we must note that if this be the case, Herodotus exercised his 
full freedom of interpretation. In fact, the points on which Herodotus differs from the 
text of Darius are also notable, including the role of Darius himself in the plot against 
the usurper (see chap. 3/2, pp. 114ff.). Herodotus also does not agree with Darius on the 
date of Bardiya's execution. He attributes it to Prexaspes (on the orders of Cambyses) 
and places it during the Egyptian expedition, whereas Darius states that Cambyses gave 
the order before departing for the Nile Valley. It is also noteworthy that Herodotus gives 
the usurper the name Smerdis—a "faithful" Greek transcription of the Iranian personal 
name Bardiya — while noting that, surprisingly, the magus had the same name as the son 
of Cyrus! The name Gaumata is found only in Justin, but the magus by this name 
(Cometes) was assigned by Cambyses himself to put to death the real Smerdis and was 
the one who put his brother Oropastes on the throne! It seems clear that Herodotus and 
his successors have mingled several oral versions that, at the time of his inquiry, were in 
circulation in Asia Minor and Greece and among the great Persian aristocratic families. 

In any case, the agreements between Herodotus and Darius do not prove anything for 
the plain and simple reason that Darius's autobiography is itself highly suspect. Anxious 
to appear to be a legitimate king descended from the family of Achaemenes (DB §§ 1-4) 
and to be the restorer of dynastic legitimacy (DB §14), Darius had a serious interest in 
insisting on the death of Cambyses' brother and the deception of the man called Gau
mata. The new king carefully highlighted the restrained character of his narrative (§58) 
and his love of truth (§63), but his assurances will not fully convince the reader who has 
been forewarned about the stereotypical character of these statements. It will also be 
noted that the information is not entirely consistent among the versions. The Babylo
nian version (§10) is the only one to call Gaumata a Mede. But what does this mean? 
Could it not simply be that for a Babylonian (as for a Greek or an Egyptian) the generic 
ethnic term Mede also included the Persians? 

For all of these reasons, generations of historians have been asking the question: Was 
Gaumata really the usurper called "magus" by Darius, or was he just an invention of Da
rius, because he was anxious to conceal that it was really he who had overthrown Bar
diya, the true son of Cyrus? The question may seem to be purely rhetorical, to the extent 
that the sources agree on the execution of Bardiya. But the rest of the story seems en
tirely too strange, not to say unbelievable. For Ctesias, Tanyoxarces' own chief eunuch 
was taken in by the scene imagined by Cambyses, "so that the magus deceived them by 
his resemblance"! How to explain, furthermore, that the execution of so important a per
son could be kept secret for four or five years—even, according to Herodotus ( III.68-
69), from his wives Atossa and Phaidime? Phaidime's discovery of the deception, as it is 
told by Herodotus, is more fairy tale than history. 

Apparently aware of how difficult it would be to believe in a feature-for-feature resem
blance between Bardiya and the usurper, Justin (1.9.11) tries to forestall the objections 
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of his readers (or to respond to his own) by remarking: "The secret was so well guarded 
because, among the Persians, the kings do not show themselves." Justin is obviously re
ferring to the royal protocol that kept the king isolated within the royal palace. But can 
we be expected to believe that the king (or his substitute) would not have granted a sin
gle audience during the course of several years? In any event, Herodotus himself reports 
that Otanes, Phaidime's father, had doubted the official story for some time. The same 
was true for Otanes' companions, Aspathines and Gobryas (111-70), as well as Darius 
(111.71). Herodotus (111.66-*) also acknowledges the skepticism of the nobles who sur
rounded Cambyses on his deathbed: "They were covinced that it was Smerdis the son 
of Cyrus who was on the throne." It is thus obvious that the version published by Darius 
was not universally accepted. 

When, with good reason, the modern historian casts doubt on the reality of the exe
cution of Bardiya, the entire structure collapses like a house of cards. But it must also be 
remembered that nothing has been established with certainty at the present time, given 
the available evidence. The historian is reduced to arguing for probabilities and choos
ing the option that appears the least uncertain. To explore the problem, we must now 
entertain the hypothesis, these days generally accepted, of a deception devised by Darius 
himself. 

Cambyses and Bardiya 

To explore the theory of Darius's ploy, we need to return to the succession of Cyrus, 
who, as we have seen, made the decision to transfer authority before his death to his 
older son Cambyses rather than to Bardiya, "born of the same father and the same 
mother." This is the first known case of a father's choosing the crown prince; many oth
ers are known afterward. The younger son, Bardiya, received a major district in Central 
Asia as compensation. The reasons for Cyrus's choice elude us completely. Preference 
for the older son, often presented as a rule by the Classical authors, did not obligate the 
reigning king, who always retained total freedom of choice based on his own prefer
ence and/or analysis (cf. pp. 518-522, below). It is sufficient to recall that Cyrus's pref
erence was expressed early, since in 539 Cambyses had already received the title "king 
of Babylon." Reading the address placed by Xenophon on Cyrus's dying lips leaves the 
impression that the king nursed some fear for the future (VIII.7.11-28). It proves in any 
case that Bardiya had never really accepted his father's decision. Although mollified by 
an exemption from paying tribute to the central court, as a satrap he remained depen
dent on his brother, the king. This is made quite clear by Ctesias, who states that sev
eral times Cambyses summoned his brother to the court, and twice Bardiya refused, 
"detained by other obligations." 

One can guess that relations between the two brothers could only deteriorate. This is 
the import of an anecdote Herodotus (111.30) locates in Egypt. The king of the Ethiopi
ans gave the ambassador-spies sent by Cambyses a bow, along with the following mes
sage: "The king of Ethiopia has some advice to give him: when the Persians can draw a 
bow of this size thus easily, then let him raise an army of superior strength and invade 
the country of the long-lived Ethiopians" (III.21-*), an insolent challenge that could not 
be met by any Persian in Cambyses' entourage. Smerdis/Bardiya, on the other hand, 
was 'the only Persian to succeed in drawing—though only a very little way, about two 
fingers' breadth—the bow" (111.29-*), thus providing occasion for the "jealousy" of 
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Cambyses, who sent his brother back to Persia. The anecdote is particularly revealing of 
the relationship between the brothers. For the Persians, in fact, "the chief proof of man
liness" is "prowess in fighting" (I.1B60). The king himself justified his power with his 
qualifications as a warrior; he was a "good bowman" (DNb §8ho-). Thus, in the form of 
a metaphor, Herodotus set forth Bardiya's aspirations to the kingship. 

Of course, these observations do not clear away all of the uncertainties; far from it! If 
Bardiya's ambition was so obvious, we can understand perfectly well that Cambyses 
would have had him executed, whether before his departure for Egypt (Darius's and 
Ctesias's version) or after Bardiya's return to Persia (Herodotus's and Justin's version). 
And it is hard to believe that Cambyses would have sent him back to Persia, permitting 
him freedom of movement, before thinking better of it. Again we must recall that one 
author (Justin) places the death of Bardiya after the death of Cambyses and that this ver
sion, frankly, is neither more nor less likely than the others. 

Having returned to Persia (under our hypothesis)—or not having accompanied his 
brother to Egypt (another possible hypothesis) —Bardiya revolted during the course of 
March 522, as Darius notes precisely. But was this a real usurpation, in the strict sense 
of the word? According to Darius, Cambyses was still alive at the beginning of July. The 
problem is that we cannot compare Darius to any other indisputable source. Herodotus 
states that Cambyses received the messenger sent by the usurper with "a proclamation 
"to the troops . . . that they should take their orders in future not from Cambyses but 
from Smerdis" (III.61-*-) while he was in Syria. We also know that certain Babylonian 
tablets are still dated by Cambyses until mid-April 522. But these documents (of quite 
varied nature) do not indicate the date of the death of Cambyses decisively. On the other 
hand, let us emphasize once more that Justin places the usurpation of Oropastes after 
the death of Cambyses and that, according to Ctesias, "the usurper reigned after the 
death of Cambyses." Darius himself carefully distinguishes two stages: in March 522, 
Bardiya revolted in Persia; but it was not until July 522 that he "seized royal power." To 
be sure, the Babylonian tablets provide evidence that he was recognized in Babylon in 
April. But the expression used by Darius seems to indicate that it was not until the be
ginning of July that he officially presented himself as the successor to the deceased king, 
perhaps after an official ceremony had taken place at Pasargadae. 

If Cambyses died in the meantime, we may assume that Bardiya had waited for this 
moment before claiming his legitimate right to the throne, using official protocols. As 
the son of Cyrus, "the throne was his by right," as Justin explains (1.9: . . . cui regnum de-
behatur). The situation with regard to the succession was at the same time both complex 
and simple. We know in fact from Herodotus (III.66-*-) that Cambyses "had no children, 
either sons or daughters" (cf. Ctesias % 12). As far as we know, this was the first time such 
a situation had arisen. The fact remains that after the death of Cambyses, Bardiya was 
the sole male descendant of the royal family. Rebel and usurper for several months, Bar
diya had himself named king upon the death of Cambyses. To mark his legitimacy still 
more clearly, he took the wives of his "predecessor." We can now understand why Darius 
was motivated to date Bardiya's official assumption of power before the death of Camby
ses: it was to transform into a usurper a king who could legitimate his authority by his 
filiation. 

In any event, there is nothing to indicate that this proclamation suffered many objec
tions. Darius himself states on the contrary that the discontent with Cambyses was old 
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ancl had already begun to appear upon his departure for Egypt. He also stresses that 
upon the revolt of Gaumata, "all the people conspired against Cambyses"; that the "ma
gus" "rallied to himself Persia, Media, and the other countries"; and that no one was 
able to organize any opposition. He adds, it is true, that "Gaumata" reigned by terror and 
that he did not hesitate to put many people to death (DB §13). But, here as elsewhere, 
Darius's claims are subject to caution. He wishes above all to gain credence for the false 
idea that he was the first and only one to dare to oppose the person whom he calls a 
usurper. The accession of Bardiya to the throne instead implies that he had prepared his 
coup and that he had sufficient support in Persia to assure him the dynastic loyalty of its 
inhabitants. It is moreover quite noteworthy that the uprising took place in Persia itself, 
at Paisiyauvada, perhaps near Pasargadae, the same place where sometime later the Per
sian Vahyazdata would rise up against Darius. 

Bardiya and the Persian Aristocracy 
The ancient authors' presentation of the relations between Cambyses and the aristoc

racy leads us to believe that Bardiya succeeded in rallying to himself the great families 
against whom Cambyses had taken severe measures during his stay in Egypt, at a date 
when he could not have been unaware of the ambitions of his brother. Did Bardiya give 
assurances to certain heads of clans, promising them that he would rule in a mannerless 
"despotic" than Cambyses? This is a frequently advanced hypothesis. 

In his version, Darius (DB §14) condemns the measures Gaumata had taken in Per
sia. He takes credit for restoring to its original state the kingdom that had been confis
cated by Gaumata: for restoring the 'sanctuaries' (dyadana) destroyed by Gaumata; for 
restoring to the 'people' (Old Persian kdra; Elamite tassup; Babylonian uqu) the fields, 
the herds, the 'workers' (Old Persian maniya, Elamite kurtas, Babylonian agru), and the 
'clan domains' (Old Persian vi6) that the magus Gaumata had confiscated. And he con
cludes thus: 

By the favor of Aluuamazda this I did: I strove until I reestablished our royal house on its 
foundation as (it was) before. So I strove, by the favor of Ahuramazda, so that Gaumata the 
Magian did not remove our royal House (viff). 

This text presents enormous interpretive problems. Let us note first of all that the claims 
of Darius, here as elsewhere, are a priori affected by a strong coefficient of critical doubt. 
It is especially clear that, in the very logic of his self-justifying discourse, he needs to 
present Gaumata as absolutely evil, and he thus congratulates himself for restoring 
things to the way they were before the usurpation of the "magus." He therefore insists on 
Gaumata's illegitimacy (usurper of the power of the Achaemenids), on his impiety (de
stroyer of sanctuaries), and on his injustice (confiscator of property from its legitimate 
owners). This is, traditionally, how every new conqueror as well as every usurper pre
sents himself ideologically to the conquered countries in order to advance his own le
gitimacy (compare this with Cyrus's contrast of himself with Nabonidus in Babylon). 
We should also note that Darius's denunciations of Gaumata position Darius within the 
traditional representations of Iranian society, while they accuse Gaumata of attacking 
the interests of the army, the priests, and the peasants. 

All the same, Darius's accusations are fairly specific, and they cannot be dismissed 
with a wave of the hand. But their historical interpretation is tricky, insofar as enormous 
philological problems persist, which generations of specialists have struggled with and 
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still do. The question is simple: what social group(s) did Gaumata/Bardiya have in 
mind? The word kara, the term used for those Darius names as the victim of Bardiya's 
measures, has a fairly vague meaning, fitting the sense 'people' (in the broad sense) as 
well as 'army'. The vocabulary used by the composers of the Babylonian and Elamite 
versions does not remove the difficulty, for the terms uqu and tassup are as vague as kara, 
just as easily designating 'people' (or 'peoples') or 'troops'. We are immediately tempted 
to think of the aristocratic clans that without a doubt owned great estates devoted to ag
riculture and stockbreeding, worked by dependent peasants (kurtas); the term vif) (and 
the corresponding Elamite ulhi = 'House') then would refer to the aristocratic Houses. 
According to this hypothesis, the "sanctuaries" destroyed by Gaumata would be the clan 
sanctuaries, dedicated to the heroicized ancestors of these powerful aristocratic groups; 
the term kcira would designate the aristocrats more narrowly, those who were devoted in 
a privileged way to the profession of war. 

But this interpretation does raise reservations and feeds insurmountable contradic
tions, not least by transforming Bardiya into a reformer/social revolutionary who desired 
to rely on simple peasants to humble the economic privileges of the aristocracv. This is a 
wholly improbable hypothesis, for Bardiya could not forego the support of the aristocratic 
class, who at this time governed the Empire under the authority of the king and whose 
cooperation was indispensable to anyone who wished to claim supreme power. Further
more, the hypothesis rests on an unstated and totally unacceptable assumption—namely, 
that in the Persia of 522 social antagonisms were based not only on objective realities but 
also on a very advanced class awareness, which an outsider like Gaumata would have 
been able to use. It also depends (without saying so) on the perfectly false parallel of the 
origin of certain tyrannical regimes in archaic Greece. That Herodotus (111.80-82) later 
sought to filter the events of 5 22 through a Greek mental grid is one thing; for the modern 
historian to follow Herodotus on this path is another. We have as much reason to be skep
tical as Herodotus's own audience was (cf. 111.80; VI.43). 

There is a fairly simple way of resolving this contradiction. The interpretive hypothe
sis that we will briefly review is implicitly based on the chronology provided by Darius 
(but even so without insisting on it), namely: (1) usurpation by the magus; (2) confisca
tion of lands; (3) plot against Bardiya. Interchanging stages (2) and (3) is all that is 
needed to come up with a more reasonable explanation. If we suppose that in fact the 
plot against Bardiya was hatched in Syria, shortly after the death of Cambyses, it is easy 
to understand that Bardiya took steps to counter it. Would not the confiscations Darius 
speaks of first have been aimed at those who sought to remove him? The purpose of the 
confiscation was thus to take away from Bardiya's opponents their social and economic 
bases in Persia as well as in other conquered countries where they may have received 
land. In this framework, we may stress the importance of the Babylonian version (§13). 
Likewise referring to Bardiya's confiscations, it cites the herds, the workers (agru), and 
the Houses (tlbitu). But the parallel with the Persian and Elamite versions stops here, 
for the logogram E is followed by an expression peculiar to the Babylonian version, 
namely, qasatu. Thus for the first time we find an expression well known from the later 
Murasu tablets, bit qasti, 'bow estate' (not 'fief, as it is "translated" all too frequently). 
Besides confirming the existence of military tenancies in the early Achaemenid period 
(p. 75), the passage offers a most interesting clue. We know in fact that at a later period 
the royal doreai in Babylonia frequently included bow, chariot, and other estates. What 
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Bardiya was doing, then, was preventing the rebellious nobles from using military forces 
connected to the Babylonian Ijatrus against him. The objective was thus not to confis
cate family property; the royal power was revoking the rights of rebellious nobles to land 
that had been granted to them by the king on a conditional basis (doreai). It was under
stood that in the case of insubordination these royal grants (nidintu sarri) could be 
reclaimed by the king, who could then redistribute them to loyal nobles. If this interpre
tation is correct, it would only confirm that the measure taken by Bardiya was based on 
a positive policy objective: it was meant not only to injure his opponents (confiscations) 
but also to cement his alliance with the portion of the Persian nobilit)' that had sup
ported him from the beginning (redistributions). 

This interpretation presents the undeniable advantage of resolving the apparent con-
tradictions in the documentary record without doing it violence. Bardiya was not so fool
ish as to turn the Persian aristocracy against him at the very moment when his power was 
endangered by a conspiracy; he isolated those who opposed him. It was doubtless repre
sentatives of these hostile families from whom Herodotus gathered his testimony, ac
cording tn which, "he was regretted after his death by all the Asiatics under his rule, 
though not by the Persians themselves" (III.67*). It was in the interest of the aristocratic 
Houses who had revolted against Bardiya to promote the idea that Bardiya had aroused 
unanimous opposition, which was obviously not the case. 

Bardiya and Tribute from the Empire 

Herodotus makes this remark while citing another decision made by Smerdis/Bar-
diya after his accession; "To every nation within his dominion he proclaimed, directly 
he came to the throne, a three years' remission of taxes and military service."-* Presented 
by Justin (1.9.12-13) as a demagogic measure, this decision, Herodotus says, gained him 
the good will of the populace. Elsewhere (VI.59-*-), Herodotus mentions the "Persian 
custom whereby a king, on his accession, remits arrears of tribute from all his subject 
states." But the two measures cannot be reconciled with each other, for Bardiya did not 
decree the forgiveness of back tribute as a "gift of joyous accession" but proclaimed an 
exemption from tribute and military obligations for the three years to come. 

The interpretation does not seem open to doubt. Bardiya took a course opposite to 
that of his predecessors, in particular Cambyses, whose reign had brought an increase in 
tribute appropriations from the conquered peoples. If Bardiya had taken an equally dras
tic measure, we would expect discontent among the subject peoples to have surfaced. 
Darius himself states that, after the departure of Cambyses for Egypt and the execution 
of his brother Bardiya, the "Lie" (drauga - 'rebellion') spread not only among the Per
sians but also among the Medes and other peoples (DB $$10-11). It is true that other
wise he dates the great revolts as beginning in late September 522 —that is, after the 
execution of the person he calls Gaumata. But these revolts themselves can be consid
ered the brutal end of a period of widespread troubles, revealing imperial dysfunction. 
The enormous levies required by Cambyses for the construction of a navy and for the ex
pedition to Egypt weighed too heavily on the subject peoples, above and beyond the ar
bitrary requirements of the satraps. To reestablish order and to combat centrifugal forces, 
Bardiya found himself forced to take a protective measure. With this step, we can sup
pose, he and his counselors dreamed of reforming the system of imposing tribute—a 
reform that came about with Darius. It is not out of the question that Bardiya's analyses 
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of the situation were shared by a certain number of nobles who were uneasy with the 
troubles that were brewing in the Empire and who, for this reason, chose to support his 
coup d'etat against Cambyses. But it is likely that, at the same time, he aroused the hos
tility of other Persians, who were unhappy to see the profits of the Empire slip through 
their fingers even temporarily and doubtless more inclined to repression than to tactical 
accommodations. This could be the source of Herodotus's suggestion about the poor 
reputation that Smerdis/Bardiya left among the Persians (III.67). Undoubtedly, the men
tion of Mardos in Aeschylus (Persians 773-775) flows out of this current: "Mardos was 
fifth to take power, a disgrace to his fatherland and to this ancient throne." This note by 
Aeschylus is especially interesting because it seems to recognize the legitimacy of Mar
dos while at the same time condemning his way of governing. 

Whatever the particularly difficult imperial and dynastic situation Bardiya found 
himself in, he never intended to sell off the conquests of Cyrus and Cambyses. The sus
pension of tribute and military contingents was only temporary. It was intended to calm 
the uneasiness and discord of the subject peoples in order to set U p a new system of as
sessment. In itself, the tribute policy of Bardiya attests to contradictions in the imperial 
structure at the time of the death of Cambyses. It also attests to the clear political think
ing of the person whom Darius presents as a usurper. 



Chapter 3 

Trouble, Secession, and 
Rebuilding (522-518) 

) . Darius Comes to Power (522) 
The Conspiracy of the Seven: Darius and Herodotus 

The ancient sources contain major contradictions regarding the identity of Gau-
mata/Smerdis, and using them for reconstructing the conditions surrounding the re
moval of Smerdis and the coming to power of Darius is correspondingly complicated. 
According to Herodotus (111.68-70), it was Otanes who initiated a conspiracy, being "the 
first person to suspect that he [Gaumata/Smerdis] was not the son of Cyrus but an im
postor" (§68o). When a conversation with his daughter Phaidime reinforced Otanes' 
conviction, he "took into his confidence Aspathines and Gobryas. . . and told them of 
his discovery." The three men then came to an agreement, and each of them chose a 
fully trustworthy companion: "Otanes chose Intaphernes, Gobryas Megabyzus, and 
Aspathines Hydarnes." When Darius arrived on the scene "from Persia . . . it was de
cided to add him to the number" (1II.7O-0-). 

In this story, the role of Darius appears singularly minor: until his arrival, Otanes is 
the central character in the drama. At this point (111.71), the tone of Herodotus's story 
changes: from now on, he shows Darius and Otanes on opposite sides in the discussions 
about strategy and tactics held among the Seven. Otanes was particularly opposed to the 
rapid actio)! urged by Darius. Darius's arguments convinced Gobryas, then the other 
conspirators (§73). Darius's resolution prevailed once more as the Seven conferred a 
second time on the way to the palace (§76). Once they had entered Smerdis's quarters, 
it was Darius and Gobryas who fell on the usurper. In complete darkness, Darius thrust 
Smerdis through with his sword, as Smerdis was being held by Gobryas (§79). Finally, a 
few days later, the Seven held a meeting at which Otanes, Darius, and Megabyzus quar
reled about the political outcome of the crisis they had stirred up. By arguing in favor of 
a monarchy, Darius again won the approval of the other four conspirators (§§80-83). In 
the last phase, Otanes withdrew from the competition (§§83-84) and the royal title was 
contested by the six remaining conspirators. Darius took it through a ruse effected by his 
groom (§§85-87): "In this way Darius became king of Persia" (§88-*). 

In the text of his proclamation at Behistun, Darius does not embarrass himself with 
such details. From the beginning, he proclaims loudly and clearly that his royal author
ity derived from the heritage of his ancestors and the protection of Ahura-Mazda. This is 
the basic article of self-justification to which he returns incessantly. He also recalls the 
origins of the usurpation of Cambyses' rule by Gaumata the magus, and he stresses that 
no one, neither Persian nor Mede nor anyone else, dared to rise up against the false Bar
diya. In contrast, he, Darius, with the aid of Ahura-Mazda, "with a few men slew that 
Gaumata the Magian, and those who were his foremost followers. A fortress by name 
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Sikayauvatis, a district by name Nisaya, in Media — there I slew him. I took the kingdom 
from him. By the favor of Ahuramazda I became king; Ahuramazda bestowed the king
dom upon me" (29 September 522; DB $$1-13o). The measures taken by the new king 
to reestablish the order that was destroyed by Gaumata follow (§14). 

Darius thus attributed to himself a role that was not merely dominant but hege
monic: the "few men" who gave him a hand appear only in the background; their sub
ordinate status could only further enhance the royal image of Darius, who presented 
himself as the only person who could eliminate the usurper. So it continues throughout 
the long narrative—absent from Herodotus's version—dedicated to the cumulative re
cital of victories won by Darius. Of course, here and there the king gives the names of 
the generals who fought under his command, but in every case credit for the victory 
comes back to him, as a result of the protection that Ahura-Mazda unceasingly provided 
to his royal person. 

Herodotus and Darius would thus be in flagrant contradiction if Darius did not sud
denly recognize the other six in a closing paragraph: "These are the men who were there 
at the time when 1 slew Gaumata the Magian who called himself Bardiya; at that time 
these men cooperated as my followers (anusiya)." A list of six names and a solemn dec
laration follow: "Saith Darius the King: Thou who shalt be king hereafter, protect well 
the family posterity of these men" (DB §§68~69« [Kent writes Smerdis for Bardiya]). 

Note first that the lists of names given by Herodotus and Darius generally agree: 

DB$68 Herodotus 111.70 
Vidafarnah, son of Vayaspara Intapheines 

Utana, son of Thukra Otanes , son of Pharnaspes (HI.68) 

G a u b a r u v a , son of Marduniya Gobryas , father of Mardon ius (VI.43) 

Vidarna, son of Bagabigna Hydarnes 

Bagabuxsa , son of Datuvahya M e g a b y z u s 

Ardumanis , son of Vahauka Aspathines 

There is a only one disagreement: Ardumanis and Aspathines are clearly two different 
people. The former is unknown elsewhere; perhaps he perished in the assault on Smer
dis. In contrast, Herodotus's Aspathines is easily recognizable as one of Darius's compan
ions shown bearing royal arms on the king's tomb; an inscription calls him Aspacana 
(DM). 

In any case, the participants in the plot are all clearly descendants of important aris
tocratic Persian families (the Persian identity of each of them is indicated by Darius), 
even though we lack precise indication of the ancestry of some of them; their aristocratic 
origin is known especially from the status that they and their sons held after Darius's vic
tory. Herodotus (III.68-*) presents Otanes as "one of the wealthiest members of the Per
sian nobility." One of his daughters, Phaidime, had been taken to wife first by Cambyses, 
then by Bardiya (III.68); hence the role attributed to him by Herodotus in the denunci
ation of the fraud (111.68-69). According to Herodotus (II. 1; III.2), Cassandane, the wife 
of Cyrus, was also Otanes' sister. Gobryas and Aspathines are also identified by Herod
otus as "two eminent (protoi) Persians" (III.70-O-). Moreover, both are depicted on the 
tomb at Naqs-i Rustam: the inscription (DNcO) gives Gobryas the title "spear-bearer 
(arstibara) of Darius the king." The inscription does not give his patvonym to identify 
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hjm but calls him Patisuvaris, a designation in which wc recognize the Patischorians, a 
subgroup of the Persian people whom Strabo (XV.3.1) lists in a loose way with the 
Achaemenids and the magi among the Persian tribes (phula). Whatever the socio-
genetic reality of the Patischorians, there is no doubt that their members were indeed 
among the praroi of the Persians. 

The Problem of Power 
The logic of the plot, as it appears in Herodotus and Darius, cannot be denied. The 

essential problem to be settled was that of power pure and simple. From the beginning, 
the problem with the desire to eliminate Bardiya was that there was no heir, since Cam
byses, as everyone knew, had died without male issue. According to Herodotus, it was 
not until after the murder of the "magus" and his companions that the Seven addressed 
the issue: "The conspirators met to discuss the situation in detail. At the meeting certain 
speeches were made—some of our own countrymen refuse to believe they were actually 
made at all; nevertheless —they were" (111.80-0-). Three theses are then presented, de
fended respectively by Otanes, Megabyzus, and Darius: (a) establishment of a regime 
where the 'people' (plethos) and the 'great number' (pollon) exercise power; (b) setting 
up an oligarchic system, whose keystone would be "a group of men chosen from the 
best" (Megabyzus of course mentions that the Seven would be included); (c) lastly, re
taining the monarchic regime. The conclusion of the debate was: "These were the 
three views set out in the three speeches; the four men who had not spoken voted for the 
last" (1II.830). 

Like Herodotus's Greek listeners (cf. VI.43) , modem historians have given little cre
dence to putting these speeches in the mouths of the three nobles. Their tone and vo
cabulary are typically Greek. Are we really expected to believe that the supposed 
excesses of Bardiya/Gaumata against the nobility had caused a resurgence, from a very 
distant past, of the aspirations of the chieftains of clans and tribes to govern collectively, 
in other words, to perpetuate the structure of the conspiracy as it is described by Herodo
tus? This interpretation seems rather farfetched, since it implies that a number of Per
sian aristocrats would put at risk the fruits of the conquests from which they had so 
greatly benefited. It is totally shattered if the reconstruction of events presented (as a hy
pothesis) in the previous chapter is accepted. 

In truth, what was at stake was not really the monarchic principle; what was at stake, 
and what the debate must have dealt with, was a dynastic problem. In the absence of a 
direct heir, who should be chosen? This was the only real question. We know the expla
nation given by Herodotus: Otanes took himself out of the competition, and the other six 
nobles decided to let fate make the decision: "They proposed to mount their horses on 
the outskirts of the city, and he whose horse neighed first after the sun was up should 
have the throne" (III.840-). Then Herodotus gives the details of the ruse concocted by 
Oebares, Darius's groom, that led his master to be recognized as king (111.85—88). Obvi
ously, no one could believe that Darius's accession to power was due exclusively to a 
ruse. The motif of hippomancy was added afterward because it meshes neatly with the 
notion Darius wished to propagate —namely, his special relationship with the deity. But 
it is clear from his other qualities and assets that the son of Hystaspes was obliged to seize 
supreme power with the consent and support of the other conspirators—unanimous sup
port because, basically, Otanes had also given his consent. His companions thereafter 
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had no choice but to recognize the supremacy of Darius, which could only be based on 
intrinsically superior rights and/or a coalesence of forces in his favor. 

The "Rights" of Darius 
Darius states that he became king because of and under the protection of Ahura-

Mazda and because of the antiquity of his familial rights. He presents himself from the 
start as "son of Hystaspes, grandson of Arsames, an Achaemenian" (DB J l o ) . Then he 
includes his father and grandfather in a sequence going much further back, since it 
reaches Achaemenes, who is presented as the eponymous founder from whom Teispes 
and Ariaramnes, father of Arsames and thus great-grandfather of Darius, were directly 
descended (§2). He simultaneously stresses the antiquity and the distinction of his fam
ily: "For this reason, we are called Achaemenians. From long ago we have been noble. 
From long ago our family (tawna) had been kings" (§3o). And finally he adds: "Saith 
Darius the King: VIII of our family (there are) who were kings afore; 1 am the ninth; IX 
in succession we have been kings" (§4-0-). Despite several difficulties in translation, the 
image Darius wishes to project is perfectly clear. From his viewpoint, there cannot be 
any disagreement: his right to kingship is rooted in the long duration of the "royal seed," 
and the purpose of his action was the restoration of his House (viO) to its ancient foun
dations (§14). 

On many counts, Darius's claims are insupportable. He does not mention Cyrus, 
even though he includes Teispes in his genealogy and presents him as his great-great
grandfather; Cyrus calls Teispes his great-grandfather. The only way to harmonize the 
two genealogies is to suppose that Teispes divided his kingdom into two branches: the 
first (beginning with Teispes and Cyrus I) represented by Cambyses and Bardiya; the sec
ond by Darius through his father, Hystaspes. But, despite Herodotus (VII. 11), the theory 
of two Persian kingdoms will not stand. Certainly, if this theory were accepted, we cannot 
see who the eight kings to precede Darius might have been; he is careful not to name 
them! We know in fact that his father and grandfather, Hystaspes and Arsames, were alive 
in 522 (cf. XPf §3) and that they certainly never bore the title of king. If Darius had a 
Teispes in his family, the only possibility is that it was a man with the same name as the 
great-grandfather of Cyrus the Great. There is not one text to demonstrate that Hystaspes' 
son came from a related line of descent, as is often supposed. Indeed, Plato (Laws 
III.695c) and Aelian (VH XII.43) stress that Darius was not the son of a king. This is ex
actly what Justin suggests (1.10.13-14). Herodotus does not give the slightest hint that 
Darius had any greater right to the throne than his fellow conspirators. Quite the con
trary, he later recalls, using the word idiotes, that before 522, although he had a presti
gious court title (doryphoros), Darius was "not yet of any particular importance . . . a 
person of no power or consequence" (III. 139-140-S-). By this, he simply means that Da
rius was not the son of a king; he was an idiotes ['private person'] (VII.3). 

But making Darius into a "usurper," as has been customary, does not make much 
sense either, for the plain and simple reason that none of the other six conspirators—not 
even Otanes—could argue for the same dynastic credentials that the son of Hystaspes as
serted without discussion. Nor is there much sense in objecting that Hystaspes had more 
"rights" than his son. It seems clear that, given the occasion of a dynastic vacancy, Darius 
wished to claim a new foundation for the Persian kingdom and Achaemenid dominion. 
Therefore, he chose an eponymous ancestor, Achaemenes, which justified his rights a 
posteriori. It was probably on this occasion that a new "founder legend" was introduced, 
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the legend in which Achaemenes was said to have been fed and raised by an eagle (Ae-
lian, Anim. XII.21), an animal whose connections with royal Persian power are well at
tested. As for the word Achaemenid itself, it is clear that Darius uses it in a very narrow 
sense. For him it does not refer to a clan—which is how we understand Herodotus's 
phratries. It is a name that applies exclusively to the members of Darius's patrilineal fam
ily. It is also in this sense that the new king used the word in the fraudulent Pasargadae 
inscriptions supposedly created by Cyrus [CMa-h-c = DMa-b-c). By describing Cyrus 
quite simply as "king" and Achaemenid, Darius was trying to mask his familial manipu
lations by making Cyrus the fictive ancestor of the new royal family. Here the term 
clearly referred to the royal family, for we cannot see what Darius would have gained by 
stressing that Cyrus belonged to the clan/phratry of the Achaemenids. 

It is thus totally useless to stress that a man like Otanes would have had as much right 
as Darius because his father, Pharnaspes, is called "Achaemenid" by Herodotus. Aside 
from the fact that Herodotus's information is absolutely demolished by the Behistun in
scription (§68: Thukra), for Herodotus and Darius the term Achaemenid designated dif
ferent social realities. For Herodotus, it referred to the Achaemenid clan, which was part 
of the Pasargadae tribe. This is, moreover, the sense in which he described Darius's fa
ther as Achaemenid (1.209). In contrast, Darius used the term exclusively to refer to his 
ancestry in the direct line. As Aelian implies (Anim. XII.21), it is by reference to this 
familial-genetic reality that one must evaluate the nobility (eugeneia) of the various Per
sian families from this time onward. That is, "nobility" was no longer merely a matter of 
genealogy: the category was thereafter inserted into the political —or, if you like, dynas
tic—vocabulary. 

In other words, Darius did not come into power because of his dynastic ancestry. 
Quite the converse is true: as a result of the power that he arrogated to himself, he estab-' 
lished the dynastic rights of his ancestors. It is not because he was Achaemenid (in the 
clan sense) that Darius achieved power; it was his accession to royalty that allowed him 
to redefine the reality of what it meant to be "Achaemenid." At the same time, this redef
inition did not wipe out the earlier understanding; it seems clear that the Achaemenid 
clan continued to function as in the past. But it is also clear that membership in this clan 
was not enough to claim any sort of right of succession. This decision remained solely 
in the hands of the "head of the family" —in other words, the reigning king. It was thus 
the very bases of dynastic reality that Darius modified from top to bottom, as well as the 
special themes of dynastic ideology, which he did more to manipulate than to restore. It 
is therefore entirely pointless to judge Darius's candidacy for the throne in terms of a 
right of succession that he in fact redefined after his accession. 

The Primacy of Darius 
At this point in the discussion, it seems useful and sensible to leave the realm of ide

ology and propaganda behind. But to decline argument on the terms imposed on poster
ity by Darius is to find ourselves back at the question posed at the beginning: why, of the 
seven conspiring nobles, was it the son of Hystaspes who was eventually chosen? It 
hardly seems legitimate to attribute much credibility to the premonitory dream of Cyrus 
recorded by Herodotus (1,1.209), which implies that as early as 530 Cyrus feared a revolt 
by Darius, the son of Hystaspes. If, moreover, we abandon speculation on the "nobility" 
of his origins, there are other explanations that are worth exploring. It must be assumed 
that Darius operated from a position of strength, imposed or negotiated. Indeed, contrary 
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to appearances, Herodotus does not at bottom distance himself from the implications of 
Darius's own statements on this point. Herodotus's phrasing (III.70) and the story of the 
formation of the conspiracy indicate that from the outset Darius held a special position 
among the conspirators. Before his arrival, in fact, an organizational chart of the conspir
acy could have been diagrammed as a pyramid, drawn up according to the order of ap
pearance on the scene of the first six conspirators, as seen by Herodotus: 

Otanes 

Aspathines Gobryas 

Hydarnes Intaphemes Megabyzus 

The schema leaves out Darius, who came later. He was then integrated into a conspir
acy formed by the heads of six great families without having been recruited personally 
either directly by Otanes or at a lower level by Aspathines or Gobryas. To put it another 
way, he was not personally dependent on the other conspirators, particularly not on 
Otanes. In other words, from the moment of his appearance he occupied a position of 
strength equal to that of Otanes. 

The other observation —a more important one —is that representatives of Darius's 
family were part of Cyrus's and Cambyses' circle of intimates. According to Herodotus 
(III.70), Darius's father, Hystaspes, was "governor of Persia" in 522. But this is certainly 
an error: the Behistun text shows that he held a high military command in Parthia at the 
time (DB §35). It was perhaps in this capacity that he was part of Cyrus's entourage at 
the beginning of his final campaign in Central Asia (Herodotus 1.209). The career of 
Darius himself is interesting, to the extent that we can reconstruct it even very imper
fectly from remarks in the Classical authors. According to an author who is late but in 
general well informed about Persian matters, Darius "carried the quiver (pharetro-
phoros) for Cyrus" (Aelian, VH XII.43-*). We also know that he accompanied Cambyses 
on his Egyptian expedition, since Herodotus places him there in a well-known story. 
Herodotus states that at this date Darius "not yet of any particular importance,"-*- an 
evaluation that only makes sense in contrast to his position as king, his position when 
Herodotus first introduces him in the course of his narrative. The author from Halicar-
nassus states, in fact, that in Egypt Darius had the title "lance-bearer (doryphoros) of 
Cambyses" (III. 139). "Lance-bearer" and "quiver-bearer" must be considered not so 
much duties as court titles by which a king wished to demonstrate the distinction he be
stowed on one of his faithful. It was precisely this custom that Darius observed when he 
placed Aspathines and Gobryas near him on his tomb at Naqs-i Rustam (DNc-d). In 
other words, Darius had acquired first-rank political stature when he seized supreme 
power in 522. Bom around 550, he was able to make a name for himself during the 
reign of Cambyses. 

But the problem remains. That Darius was not a "self-made man" is one thing (and 
this, after all, is open to question); that he was to become king is another. In a develop
ing situation like that of spring 522, it was within the council of Seven that the decision 
was made. But to go beyond this simple observation, it would be useful to be familiar 
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with the inner workings of the group of Seven. Though they came together for the pur
pose of overthrowing Smerdis, it is also true that there already was a personal and famil
ial solidarity among them, a solidarity that the available evidence allows us to glimpse 
faintly in the case of one of the conspirators, Gobryas. The privileged relationship be
tween Gobryas and Darius is illuminated by the place the new king reserved for him on 
the facade of his rock-cut tomb at Naqs-i Rustam, where he appears as royal lance-bearer 
(arstihara - doryphoros [DNc]). Indeed, we know from Herodotus that before ascending 
the throne Darius had married Gobryas's daughter, who bore him three sons. The oldest 
son was named Artobarzanes (V11.2), and another was named Ariabignes (VII.97). Go
bryas at an unknown date married a sister of Darius, who bore him Mardonius (VII.5). 
These wife-exchanges cemented a solid family alliance. We may also point out that, in 
a tradition recorded by Herodotus, Gobryas was Darius's closest and strongest supporter. 
He took the floor to second Darius's initial proposals (111.73) and he participated directly 
in putting the magus to death (III.78). Furthermore, Gobryas was among the four co
conspirators who approved Darius's "constitutional" proposals (111.83). Keeping in mind 
the Greek garb in which Herodotus's report appears, we understand that Gobryas and 
three other conspirators (Intaphernes, Hydarnes, Ardumanis) supported Darius's royal 
claims from the beginning, and the other two (Otanes and Megabyzus) did not interfere. 
In fact, Otanes then chose to remove himself from the royal competition. 

The Elimination of Bardiya 
To make headway, we must become familiar with the practical considerations that 

led to the execution of Smerdis. All of the ancient authors insist on the fact that the 
Seven acted alone, personally facing with weapons in hand first the guards, then Smer
dis and his companions. It seems improbable, however, that access to the king was de
fended only by a few guards at the gate and a few eunuchs. Herodotus, who incorrectly 
places the scene in the palace at Susa, composed his tale from heroic motifs, which he 
later repeated in his passage on Intaphernes' revolt (III. 118). Certain parallels with other 
revolts suggest instead that there was in fact a pitched battle. This implies that the Seven 
had troops at their disposal. The later example of Intaphernes leads us to think that each 
of the Seven had gathered the people of his House (oikos - viO), sons and relatives, 
around him (cf. III. 119). My hypothesis, then, is that for reasons that probably relate to 
the state of his prior preparations, Darius would have had the most numerous and best 
seasoned "contingent." 

At this point in the discussion, it is useful to set aside the tales of the Classical authors 
and return to Darius's version. To be sure, it is convenient and justifiable to distinguish 
the portion of the Behistun inscription devoted to the revolt of Gaumata from the long 
discussion dedicated to the "nineteen battles" with the nine liar-kings that Darius claims 
to have won "in a single year." Gaumata is separate from the rest of the kings, who are 
represented with ropes around their necks before the Great King: he lies at the feet of 
the Great King, who sets his left foot and his bow on Gaumata's body. Nothing else 
about him appears except that he is in the list and the victory won over him is apparently 
reckoned among the nineteen battles. Darius writes: "I with a few men slew that Gau
mata the Magian, and those who were his foremost followers. A fortress by name 
Sikayauvatis, a district by name Nisaya, in Media —there I slew him"<> (29 September 
522). Darius's tale is thus rather different from Herodotus's, which places the scene in 
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the palace of Susa, ov Ctesias's, which claims that the rebel was in bed with one of his 
Babylonian concubines at the time! If we follow Darius and believe that Gaumata won 
over a part of the population to himself, then we must doubt that his elimination could 
have been accomplished simply by a murder in the bedroom of a badly defended pal
ace. It seems more likely that the physical elimination of the rebel was the result of a lost 
battle, after which Gaumata took refuge in a Median fortress. That is, we can imagine a 
scenario identical to that of other revolts: a battle, the flight of the vanquished to a for
tress, and the execution of the rebel and a few dozen of his associates. If this scenario is 
valid, the council of the Seven, to whose debates Herodotus limits himself, was nothing 
other than the general staff who knew they could count on an army capable of doing 
battle with the forces that were undoubtedly available to "King Bardiya." If this is the 
case, it must be recognized that, after the death of Cambyses, Darius already held a well-
established position that allowed him to take command of certain contingents that he 
would later call "the Persian and Median army that was with me" (DB §25). This hy
pothesis implies that Darius had planned his violent coup well in advance, at least from 
the time of the death of Cambyses several months earlier. Perhaps he was among the 
Achaemenids at Cambyses' deathbed who heard the suffering king exhort them to do 
battle with the usurper (111.65). It was probably there, or on the road back, that the plot 
against Bardiya was hatched, the plot that Bardiya attempted to counter by confiscating 
the property of nobles supporting it (pp. 103ff.). Unfortunately, we have no precise infor
mation about the period between the death of Cambyses and the elimination of Gau-
mata/Bardiya, apart from a few allusions in one of the inscriptions of Udjahorresnet 
(Posener, no. IE), who reports that he accompanied Darius in Elam. The new king sent 
him back from Elam to Egypt. Udjahorresnet would have us understand that, after Cam
byses' death, Darius was in charge; but it seems difficult to ascribe too much value to this 
statement. 

A Remark on Method 
The comparison of Herodotus and Darius does not bring fully to light an affair that 

was probably simpler than either of them would have us believe. Once the propagandis
t s distortions of the new king have been carefully bracketed, his version is far more use
ful than Herodotus's. The tale of the historian from Halicarnassus is marked by a whole 
series of literary motifs that he probably wove into a pattern that in turn was built on a 
series of versions circulating in his time in Asia Minor, or even Greece. The very frame
work of Herodotus's tale is scarcely credible: a conspiracy of seven aristocrats (the figure 
7 is already suspicious), elimination of the magus by the Seven, "constitutional" debates, 
and the selection of Darius by resorting to hippomancy—in all seriousness, not one of 
the narrative elements presented by Herodotus can hold the attention of a historian for 
long. New views can only come from a better comprehension of Darius's statements re
considered in the context of dynastic history. 

2. Revolts and Reconquests (522-518) 
The Liar-Kings 

"This is what I did after I became king": this is how Darius presents his work of "dy
nastic restoration" (DB § 10 and 15o). Herodotus notes, "In this way Darius became king 
of Persia" (III.88-*-). Then, after recalling the marriages Darius contracted and the erec-
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lion of an equestrian statue, Herodotus turns directly to an account of tribute reform 
(III 98), which is incorporated into an extensive discussion of the extent of the territories 
over which the Persian king held sway (III.98-117). Next, he turns to the elimination of 
Intaphernes (III. 118-19) and the revolt of Oroetes (111.120-29). In contrast, he is totally 
silent about other events of the greatest importance, the revolts of the subject peoples, to 
which Darius devotes the greater part of his statement at Behistun (§§16-57; V §§71-
76). Actually, Herodotus was not unaware that the appearance of Darius ushered in a 
"time of troubles" (III. 126-27, 150). But, for reasons that escape us, he did not see the 
need to grant the subject much space. Aside from the story of a Babylonian revolt, he 
makes a single brief allusion to the revolt of the Medes (cf. 1.130), who, his informers 
told him, had already inspired the revolt of the "magus" (cf. 111.65, 73, 126). The other 
Classical authors are all equally silent. It is thus to the Behistun inscription that the his
torian must turn. We have not one version, but four. Along with Elamite (the first to be 
inscribed), Babylonian, and Persian versions, there is also a badly damaged Aramaic 
copy, found in Egypt. On the whole, the versions agree, but they also offer a number of 
differences. The historian is fortunate to have the comparison, for this nr that version in
cludes pieces of information that are not found elsewhere. Thus, only the Babylonian 
and Aramaic versions give the number of people killed and taken prisoner among the 
rebel armies. 

According to Darius's presentation, the earliest revolts broke out in Elam and Baby
lonia after the elimination of Gaumata. In Elam, Acina, son of Upadarma, seized 
power; in Babylonia, the tablets attest that the revolt of Nidintu-Bel did take place by the 
beginning of October 522, when he was recognized as king of Babylon under the name 
Nebuchadnezzar, presenting himself as the son of Nabonidus. While the first revolt was 
put down without much difficulty (§16), the second was not. At the head of the army, 
Darius crossed the Tigris, then the Euphrates, inflicting two successive defeats on the 
rebel Nidintu-Bel before capturing him and putting him to death (18 December 522; 
§§18-20). At this point, Darius enumerates the countries that revolted while he resided 
at Babylon: Persia, Elam, Media, Assyria, Egypt, Parthia, Margiana, Sattagydia, and the 
Saka of Central Asia (§22). The tale of the victories won by Darius and his lieutenants 
follows. 

The historical use of the Behistun inscription poses a number of problems. If we go 
by the list of rebellious countries cited by Darius, the revolts embraced the entire Em
pire from the Mediterranean to the Indus, from the Syr Darya to Babylonia and Elam. 
But wc are not equally informed about all of the fronts. Darius speaks primarily of the 
troubles in three major regions: Persia and Media, the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia, 
and Elam and Babylonia. In contrast, he is uncharacteristically laconic about the west
ern regions, We learn from Herodotus that there were troubles in Asia Minor, but these 
involved the insubordination of a Persian satrap (Oroetes), not a Lydian revolt properly 
speaking, even though the satrap's administration had previously disaffected part of the 
population (Diodorus X.16.4). The king is also silent about a rebellion in Egypt, al
though he alludes to it in his enumeration. It is possible that a local dynast, Petubastis, 
revolted in 521, and disappeared a few months later, doubtless shown the error of his 
ways and executed by the satrap Aryandes. It has sometimes been thought that troubles 
also arose in Judah in concert with the Babylonian revolts. But the prophetic texts ad
duced for support must be read with care. We might think it unlikely that the Jews, just 
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fifteen or so years after their difficult and harsh return, would have had the men and en
ergy needed to contemplate seriously the restoration of the ancient monarchy for the 
benefit of Zerubbabel. 

It is the chronological aspects that remain most problematic. Each victory is precisely 
dated to the month and day within the year. But it is not always easy to identify the year. 
Several times, Darius boasts of having won nineteen victories in a single year. The 
meaning of this expression continues to be debated. There is hardly any doubt that the 
repetition of this ideological theme, well known from elsewhere, is first of all meant to 
magnify a triumphant king. Darius is certainly not overly modest, inasmuch as he pro
claims: "Those who were the former kings, as long as they lived, by them was not done 
thus as by the favor of Ahuramazda was done by me in one and the same year" (§59-*). 
But at the same time, Darius denies exaggerating or falsifying reality: 

I turn myself quickly to Ahuramazda, that this (is) true, not false, (which) I did in one and 
the same year. . . . By the favor of Ahuramazda and of me much else was clone; that has not 
been inscribed in this inscription; for this reason it has not been inscribed, lest whoso shall 
hereafter read this inscription, to him what has been done by me seem excessive, (and) it not 
convince him, (but) he think it false. ($$57-580-) 

Because the military operations played out on several fronts at the same time, the com
pilers of the inscription did not follow a chronological plan. They envisaged the con
frontations on a regional basis: Elam and Babylonia ($$16-23), Media, Armenia, and 
Sagartia ($$24-34), Parthia-Hyrcania ($$35-37), Margiana ($$38-39), Persia ($44), Ara
chosia and Sattagydia ($$45-51), summary ($$52-53). The order in which the liar-kings 
are represented on the Behistun relief, however, appears to be chronological (Gaumata 
[Persia], Acina [Elam], Nidintu-Bel [Babylonia], Fravartis [Media], Martiya [Elam], Ci-
cantakhma [Sagartia}, Vahyazdata [Persia], Arkha [Babylonia], Frada [Margiana]). But 
even so, there remain several debates, particularly regarding the date of the elimination 
of Frada (December 522 or December 521?). 

The Victories of Darius and His Lieutenants (522-521) 
The multiplicity of fronts is stressed by Darius himself, doubtless to further exalt the 

valor of his final triumph: "While I was at Babylon [mid-December-mid-January 521], 
these are the provinces which became rebellious from me" ($214-). A list of nine coun
tries (dahydva) follows. In this framework, maneuvers on a grand scale were carried out 
on fronts sometimes at great distances from each other. Victories were won by Darius's 
armies a few days apart, or even on the same day: on 15 July 521, the Median general 
Takhmaspada wiped out a rebel in Sagartia (near Media), and another general, Artavar-
diya, reconquered Vahyazdata in Persia. In December 522-January 521, Darius and his 
lieutenants needed to extinguish numerous brushfires: in the second half of December 
522 alone, there were two victories by Darius in Babylonia, the putting down of a rebel 
in Elam, and another victory in Assyria, not to mention the victory over Frada of Mar
giana, if it is actually to be dated to December 522. Nevertheless, Darius cites only the 
pitched battles. In point of fact, we should probably imagine a campaign characterized 
by a series of skirmishes. 

Even though he presents all the victories very personally ("By the power of Ahura-
Mazda, my army wiped out the rebel army"), it is quite clear that the king did not per
sonally lead the operations every time. He was present to put down the Babylonian 
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revolt in December 522, and it was clearly from Babylon that he gave the order to exe
cute the Elamite rebel Acina. It was at Babylon that he received dispatches from the vari
ous fronts and determined his responses. He sent orders to Vivana, his satrap in 
Arachosia, to attack the troops sent there by Vahyazdata, who had taken power in Persia 
in the name of Bardiya. At the end of December 522, his lieutenant, Vaumisa, won a 
battle in Assyria over the Armenian rebels, and the next January 12, the Persian Vi-
darna —dispatched from Babylon—was victorious in Media. 

In mid-January 521, Darius left Babylon and decided to establish his general head
quarters in Media, where his lieutenants were encountering major difficulties. The Me
dian rebel Fravartis had clearly achieved some success there and was extending his 
operations toward Parthia-Hyrcania. Shortly afterward, Vivana won a second victory in 
Arachosia (21 Feb.), and Hystaspes, father of Darius, conquered Fravartis's partisans in 
Parthia-Hyrcania (8 March). Darius faced the Median chief in person and won the vic
tory (8 May). Following this victory, Darius set himself up at Ecbatana, where the rebel
lious Median king soon was brought before him after being captured at Rhagae in 
Media (mid-May). For several months, Darius had to coordinate operations on several 
fronts. The Armenian rebellion was still going on in June 521, despite several victories 
won successively by Vaumisa and Dadarsi, satrap of Bactria. Several days later (in July), 
the Sagartian rebel was eliminated, and then the last few outbreaks of revolt in Parthia-
Hyrcania were quashed. During this time, Vahyazdata pursued his offensive in Persia 
and was halted in mid-July. The king (who had meanwhile returned to Persia) could not 
relax his efforts; in August 521, the Babylonians rebelled again, under the leadership of 
Arkha, who took the title King of Babylon. Darius sent an army to Babylon under the 
leadership of Hydarnes (1 Sept.), who was victorious on 27 November. Finally, if the re
volt of Frada of Margiana is to be dated in 521 (and not in 522), it was at the end of De
cember that Dadarsi brought it to an end. It was then that Darius ordered the relief and 
inscription to be carved on the cliff at Behistun (in their original version), where he 
could proudly proclaim: "This is what I did by the favor of Ahuramazda in one and the 
same year after that I became king. . . . These I X kings I took prisoner within these 
battles" (DB §§52-53o). 

The Victories of Darius: A Military Evaluation 
Despite the triumphalist character of Darius's proclamations, the gravity of the crisis 

must not be underestimated. The trial that Darius and his followers survived serves to re
veal anew the strengths and weaknesses of the Empire built by Cyrus and his son. What 
kind of assessment can be made? 

Answering this question is no simple task, for the very character of the account in
scribed at Behistun defeats any attempt at useful analysis by its one-sided report of the 
accumulated victories at the expense of any notice of the defeats or an occasional re
verse. It is thus difficult to confirm that at the end of 521 all of the fires of revolt had in
deed been snuffed out. We may note, for example, that there is no explicit mention of a 
definitive defeat of Armenia/Urartu. Dadarsi defeated the Armenians three times, but 
obviously none of these victories was decisive, because he waited in Armenia for the ar
rival of the royal Median army (§28). Another army, led by Vaumisa, beat the Armenians 
twice more and then in turn waited for Darius to come from Media (§§29-30; DB Bab. 
§24). Since it is not cited separately in the list of rebel countries (§21), Armenia's revolt 
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probably was implicitly considered to be organically linked to the revolt of Fravartis in 
Media. Nor is Armenia mentioned in the general recapitulation (§52), and there is no 
Armenian "liar"-king in the relief. In short, it seems risky to take literally the results of 
the "pacification," as it is triumphantly described by Darius. An attitude of reserve is all 
the more justified because in the following year (519) Elam revolted anew, and Darius 
himself had to lead an expedition against the Saka of Central Asia (V §§71-74). 

A simple fact must be underscored at the outset: Darius and his generals in a few 
months put out several fires of rebellion. On the level of direct results, we may say that 
the royal and satrapal armies demonstrated their superiority, though even this statement 
is problematic. Several times, Darius states that he drew various units of his forces from 
"the Persian and Median army." This doubtless refers to the army of Cambyses, minus 
the contingents sent to Egypt by the tribute-paying countries. Moreover, Darius could 
count on his troops to remain loyal. This was even true in Media, where only a minor 
part of the Persian and Median army refused to engage the rebel. Furthermore, he was 
able to enlist new soldiers in the course of his victories. 

The other figures we possess are the numbers of rebel casualties that are given in the 
Babylonian and Aramaic versions. 

Country Battle 
Killed Captured 

Country Battle 
DB Bab. DB Ara?n. DB Bab. DB Aram. 

Persia Rakkha 
Parga 

4,404 

6,246 

35,404 (?) 

4,464? 

77 

Media Marus 3,827? 5,827? 4,329 4,329? 

Kundurus 34,425? [34,42]5 ?? 1,801 [ ] 

Parthia Vispau/.athis 
Patigrabana 

6,346 

6,570 

4,346? 

4,192 

Margiana 552.? 5]5,24[3 2.? 6,972 

Armenia Tigra 546 504[6] 520 [520] 

Uyama 427 427 525? [0102 

Izala 2,034 2,034 

Autiyara 2,045 J2,04]6 1,588?? 1,578 

Some of the figures are impressive. But the problem, as we can see, is that the readings 
of the figures are far from certain and their interpretation is difficult and even risky. Only 
one statistic for an army is given in the Babylonian version: the army commanded by the 
satrap of Arachosia, Vivana, after winning the second battle against Vahyazdata's lieu
tenant is reported to number 4,579 men. We learn elsewhere that the king entrusted an 
army corps to Hydarnes for putting down the Median rebellion and that this army corps 
"smote that rebellious army exceedingly" (§25o>). Of course, according to the Babylo
nian version, the Median losses after this battle (the battle of Marus) amounted to 3,827 
killed and 4,329 captured, which demonstrates that the total of the rebel army was much 
larger. The best evidence is that Hydarnes thereafter preferred to wait in prudent readi
ness until the arrival of Darius, whom he would later join near Behistun. Thus either the 
decisive "victory" was nothing more than an uncertain engagement (or even a defeat), 
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or else the figures in the Babylonian version must be treated with caution. At any rate, 
the two interpretations are not mutually exclusive. It is proper to consider Darius's pro-
pagandistic intent: he loves to repeat that he overcame numerous powerful revolts with 
an army that he describes several times as "small." It seems clear that the main part of 
the force remained under Darius's direct command and that he used it to regain Baby
lonia (October 522-early January 521). As a consequence, he was sending out army 
units of only a few thousand men under the command of his lieutenants. It is likely that 
the victory over Phraortes of Media (May 521) was of decisive strategic importance, con
sidering the effect of this battle (the battle of Kundurus) on the Median rebel army (see 
the table). It is likely that the securing of the northern front in May-June allowed Darius 
to redeploy troops against Vahyazdata in Persia. 

If in the end Darius defeated all of the armies that had allied against Persian power, 
it is apparently because there was no real unified plan for opposing the royal armies. Iso
lated, some of the rebels were quickly defeated. The first insurgent in Elam, Acina, sur
rendered after the dispatch of a message from the king, and the second received no local 
help Impressed by the mere approach of the king (Darius says), the Elamites seized 
their "king" and put him to death themselves. In contrast, other revolutionaries offered 
long and stubborn resistance. The Armenian insurgents were able to survive five battles 
in six months; Fravartis of Media resisted for five months; and Vahyazdata of Persia was 
not captured until seven months had passed and two battles were fought in Persia itself. 

This is not to say that there was no interregional cooperation; quite the contrary. It is 
precisely cooperation that helps explain the danger presented particularly by the Me
dian and Persian revolts. One of the dangers was that these revolts prevented Darius, in 
the beginning at least, from raising fresh troops in these two countries that constituted 
the base for Achaemenid conscription. Moreover, Fravartis took command of the Me
dian army stationed in the country (§§24-25), and Vahyazdata assembled "the Persian 
army which (was) in the palace" (§40o). Then, after an initial defeat at Rakha, Vahyaz
data raised a new army at Paisiyauvada, near Pasargadae (§42). What is more, neither of 
these rebellions was geographically limited to Media or Persia proper. Vahyazdata tried 
to nibble at the eastern part of the Iranian Plateau by sending an army against Arachosia. 
This offensive and the troubles in Sattagydia (a region located between Arachosia and 
Gandhara) threatened Achaemenid power on the southern Iranian Plateau as far as Car-
mania (late 522-early 521). The case of the revolt of Fravartis in Media is even clearer. 
In Sagartia, the rebel chief claimed, like Fravartis, to belong to the family of Cyaxares, 
and Darius calls the rebel chieftains of Parthia-Hyrcania "the partisans of Fravartis." It 
also seems (as we have seen) that the length of the struggle in Armenia was related to the 
Median rebellion. Fravartis held the strategic route from Media to Central Asia for 
awhile. After his defeat, moreover, he decided to march east, which is why Darius de
tached an army corps that succeeded in catching up with him and capturing him at 
Rhagac, near the Caspian Gates. Darius understood the danger well: it was the reason 
he quickly moved to establish himself in Media (January 521)—so that he could coordi
nate the counteroffensives and prevent Fravartis from cutting off his communications 
with Central Asia. It is perhaps because of the importance of the revolt of Fravartis that 
Herodotus highlights the Median uprising when he discusses the subjection of Ecba
tana by Cyrus: "At a later period [the Medes] regretted their submission and revolted 
from Darius, but were defeated and again reduced" (1.130-O; cf. Diodorus XI.6.3). 
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The Political Aspect of the Revolts 
Defining the origins and causes of the revolts is especially problematic. The most 

noteworthy observation is that the various ringleaders all had dynastic aspirations. Each 
took the title "king": Acina proclaimed himself "king in Elam," Cicantakhma "king in 
Sagartia," Frada "king in Margiana," etc. In most cases, the rebels took a regnal name 
that permitted them to connect with the local dynasty that had been erased by Cyrus: in 
Babylon, Nidintu-Bel called himself "Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabonidus"; Fravartis 
claimed that he was "of the family of Cyaxares [Uvaxstra]," like the Sagartian rebel. The 
desire to stir regional sentiments is evident. Even foreigners such as the Persian Martiya 
in Elam or the Armenian Arkha in Babylon sought to turn the assertion of dynastic con
tinuity to their profit. This choice reflected a clear political intent to resume the course 
of local history and close what was by implication only a parenthesis of Achaemenid do
minion. At Babylon, in fact, for several months private documents were dated to the ac
cession year and first regnal year of a King Nebuchadnezzar (III or IV), and in Persia to 
the reign of Vahvazdata/Bardiya (but this may refer to the first Bardiya). 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate the popular impact of these manipulations. 
The impact apparently was not very significant in Elam, where neither of the two 
"kings" was in a position to raise an army. On the other hand, the recurrence of revolts 
in the same region (Elam or Babylonia, in particular) suggests that the integration of 
conquered territories into the Achaemenid Empire was still very imperfect. Until Da
rius, Susa also remained exclusively Elamite in character. But, generally, we lack infor
mation on the breadth and depth of the rebellions. Some historians think that on the 
basis of the number of people killed and captured—about 100,000 in all—they can draw 
conclusions regarding the popular and national character of several uprisings. Even set
ting aside the uncertainty of the readings, the totals for casualties in Media (nearly 
50,000) and in Margiana (55,000 killed and 6,972 captured, according to some readings) 
are especially noteworthy. But does the extent of the losses indicate that the uprising led 
the entire population to take up arms in a national and popular revolt or, more simply, 
does it reflect ferocious repression striking out blindly at civilian populations who re
mained aloof from the movement? There is little doubt that the Persians resorted to the 
use of terror: Darius boasts of massacring every survivor of the Babylonian armies that he 
attacked on the banks of the Tigris and the Euphrates (DB Bab. $17). In the end, the fact 
that the leaders raised troops from among the population says nothing about the "na
tional" character of the movement. 

According to Darius, the revolts broke out after his victory over Gaumata (29 Sept. 
522; §15). But, for reasons already given, the statement of the new king must be consid
ered in perspective, because discontent was previously evident among the conquered 
populations. 7'he best proof of this is the measure taken by Smerdis to end tribute and 
military levies for three years (see above, p. 105). The dynastic difficulties at the heart of 
the Empire represented the ideal occasion for contesting Achaemenid authority. With
out rejecting the reasonable idea that some countries clung to the memory of past gran
deur, we are inclined to conclude that the deep source of discontent was the system of 
tribute—as Smerdis had understood. The revolts were led by the local ruling classes, 
who had been careful to reserve the profits derived from exploiting land and people for 
themselves instead of the newly dominant class of Persians. Their discontent also related 
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to the excessive burden of the levies, as is demonstrated by the complaints of the Egyp
tians against their satrap, Aryandes (Polyaenus VII. 1.7). It is also useful to note that even 
in the countries where we can assume strong ethnocultural identity, nothing allows us 
to assume a unanimous anti-Persian sentiment. During the reigns of Cyrus and Cam
byses, many local nobles willingly collaborated with Persian power. Let us recall, for 
example, that Darius was supported by a Persian-Median army and that one of his lieu
tenants was the Mede Takhmaspada, who led the army to victory against the Sagartian 
rebel who claimed to be descended "from the stock of Cyaxares." Darius also names the 
Armenian Dadarsi, who supported him in Armenia. In any event, what was the signifi
cance of the revolts at Susa and Babylonia led by a Persian (Martiya) and an Armenian 
(Arkha), respectively? 
Darius and Vahyazdata 

One uprising took on special significance, namely, the revolt of Persia. A man named 
Vahyazdata raised the standard of revolt, claiming to be Bardiya, son of Cyrus. As Darius 
notes (§40). this was the second revolt fomented in the name of the family of Cyrus. 
Vahyazdata rallied to himself the army that arrived from Ansan and "became king in 
Persia." Once again, the unstable dynastic situation was at the root of the revolt. Vahyaz
data was defeated by Artavardiya, who had been sent by Darius. Vahyazdata nonetheless 
succeeded in raising a second army and sending troops to Arachosia. It was not until 
mid-July 521 that he was completely defeated; at that time he was taken prisoner and 
executed in Darius's presence in the immediate vicinity of the future Persepolis. 

The origins and methods of this revolt are problematic. Did the new Bardiya receive 
aid from certain noble families who were disturbed by the advent of Darius, and/or was 
he principally supported by the peasant class, distressed by the loss of the other Bardiya? 
To ask the question is to reopen the matter of the first Bardiya's policy. If the theory that 
makes Bardiya I the spokesman of particular segments of Persian society is unfounded 
(above, p. 103), there is no reason to accept the social interpretation of the new revolt 
without reservation. For reasons already alluded to, the successive raising of two armies 
in Persia provides no solid indication of the sentiments of the Persian population. Darius 
liimself takes care not to attach any particular importance to the revolt of Vahyazdata, 
who receives the same attention as the other "liar-kings." Vahyazdata has no special 
place on the relief, unlike Gaumata. Darius thus implicitly denies that his dynastic 
situation was actually endangered by the rebel Vahyazdata, who is not distinguished in 
any way from the other liar-kings. 

We may rightly suppose that Darius's account is itself suspect. What appears obvious, 
nevertheless, is that he was able to gather representatives of the Persian nobility and the 
Achaemenid administration around him. Vivana, satrap in Arachosia, and Dadarsi, sa
trap in Bactria, acted on Darius's orders with promptness and determination to repel the 
assaults led by Vahyazdata's forces (in Arachosia) and Frada's troops (in Margiana). Per
haps it was the same for Aryandes in Egypt. Darius's father, Hystaspes, was also at hand, 
and he led the operations in Parthia-Hyrcania. Four of the six co-conspirators of 522 are 
listed among Darius's generals: Intaphernes, who put down the rebellion of Arkha in 
Babylonia (Nov. 521); Hydarnes, who fought against Fravartis in Media (Jan. 521); Go
bryas, who was sent to quash a new Elamite rebellion (the next year) (§71); and Otanes 
liimself, shortly after, led an army to the conquest of Samos (Herodotus 111.141-49). 
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The Rebellion of Oroetes 
A single satrap refused to aid Darius —Oroetes, who since Cyrus's time had held the 

post of satrap of Sardis. This high-ranking person had already become famous when, at 
the end of Cambyses' reign, he eliminated Polycrates of Samos by treachery (III.122-
26). Herodotus provides our only information on the repercussions caused by the rise of 
Darius in the western lands of the Empire: 

After the death of Cambyses, and throughout the period when Persia was controlled by the 
Magi, [Oroetes] had lived in Sardis and offered no help to his countrymen in resisting the 
Median usurpation. Hehad, moreover, during these unsettled times, procured the death of 
Mitrobates, the governor of Dascylium . . . and also of Mitrobates' son Cranaspes, a man 
hardly less distinguished than his father (andres en Perseisi dokimoi). Nor were these two 
murders by any means his only acts of violence. (III. 126-0-) 

Then Herodotus specifies that Oroetes even had one of Darius's couriers executed on 
the road back because "what he ordered him did not suit him." The occurrence takes on 
special interest because it is the first recorded example of insubordination by a satrap. 

The date of these events is given with some precision by Herodotus. "The turmoil 
still lasted," he writes, and "Darius had just come to power." We are thus at the height of 
the period of revolts. We may assume that Darius, then at Ecbatana (early 521), had or
dered Oroetes to march with the available troops, cross the Halys, and bring aid to the 
royal troops who were encountering many difficulties in the face of the Median and Ar
menian revolts. Relying on his satrapal guard (1000 Persians), Oroetes chose to ignore 
the orders and defy the entirely new authority of Darius. Most unwilling to redeploy 
contingents on a new front, Darius turned to the Persians of his entourage. Herodotus 
reports that 30 Persians then rushed forward, "each one eager to do his bidding." 
Bagaeus was chosen by lot. When he arrived at Sardis, he employed a subterfuge to test 
the loyalty of the guards. Seeing that they displayed a great deal of reverence for some 
royal letters that he had the secretary open one after the other, Bagaeus unsealed the last 
of them: "King Darius orders the Persians of Sardis to kill Oroetes." This they did on the 
spot, and the property of the satrap was confiscated. 

Even cleansed of its fictionalized and bombastic tone, Herodotus's tale is very reveal
ing of relations between the new king and the Persians, not just the Persians who sur
rounded him but also the Persians of the imperial diaspora. Herodotus accents their 
loyalty, scandalized as they were by the murder of high aristocrats such as Mitrobates 
and his son. Reading Herodotus's account does not leave us with the impression that 
Oroetes would have found many Persians at Sardis ready to follow him in his rebellion. 
For them, loyalty to the monarchy consisted of the desire to preserve all of the privileges 
that accrued to them from imperial dominion. Indeed, by refusing to aid Darius and the 
Persians in maintaining order among the subject peoples, Oroetes put at issue not just 
the authority of Darius but also the edifice erected by Cyrus and Cambyses, which ne
cessitated the existence of a strong, active, and legitimate central authority. 

3. The Aftermath of Victory: The Official Story 
Crime and Punishment, Publicity and Propaganda 

The measures taken against the liar-kings make the dangers faced by Darius as clear 
as the absolute will of the new king to wipe them out permanently. At his order, Nidintu-
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Bel of Babylon was impaled, along with 49 of his followers (DB Bab. §19). After Hys
taspes' victory at Patigrabana, he executed the rebel chief and 80 nobles who accompa
nied him (DB Bab. §29). So also in Margiana, where Frada was put to the sword along 
with all his followers (DB Bah. §31), and in Babylon where Hydarnes impaled Arkha 
and the nobles who were with him (DB Bab. §39). Vahyazdata and several dozen of his 
closest allies were impaled in Darius's presence (DB Bab. §35). Two revolts received spe
cial treatment, both at the time when Darius happened to be in Media. The Sagartian 
rebel, Cicantakhma, was sent to him: "I cut off both his nose and ears, and put out one 
eye, he was kept bound at my palace entrance, all the people saw him. Afterwards J im
paled him at Arbela" (DB §33*). Darius is still more expansive about the fate reserved 
for Fravartis the Mede: "I cut off his nose, ears, and tongue and plucked out an eye; he 
was chained under guard at the gate of my palace and everyone could see him there. 
[DB Bab. §25: Then I impaled him at Ecbatana.] As for his trusted lieutenants, I hung 
them at Ecbatana in the citadel" [DB §32; DB Bab. §25: "I hung their heads on the walls 
of the citadel"; DB El. agrees with DB Bab.}. The intensity of the punishment should 
not be surprising; it was customary in Hie Assyrian period and in the Achaemenid as 
well. Cutting off the nose and ears was the normal form of torture for rebels and usurp
ers, the Greek authors would note. What should be stressed instead is the publicity that 
Darius accorded his executions. The entire population was invited to witness the liar-
king being tortured at the palace gates, We may recall that, according to Diodorus 
(XVII.71.6-*-), bronze poles, nine meters high, were erected near the gates of Persepolis: 
"they were intended to catch the eye of the beholder." 

This desire to stir the hnaginations of the Empire's populations was soon demon
strated again by the new king. He ordered copies of the text inscribed at Behistun to be 
sent to every country in the Empire (DB §70). We now know that the stated will of the 
king did not remain empty words. At Babylon, fragments of the inscription, parts of what 
was originally an imposing stela, have been found. Fragments of an Aramaic version of 
the Behistun text on papyrus have been also been found, this time at Elephantine in 
Egypt. This is not the original copy sent by Darius to Egypt but probably a student copy, 
written during the reign of Darius II (422-405), proof that the text continued to be trans
mitted, even in the form of schcolwork. But access to the royal account was not limited 
to the literate. At Babylon, a fragment of a copy of the Behistun relief has been discov
ered, and another tablet has been found at Susa that shows traces of what may be part of 
another copy. 

We may presume that the reliefs and stelas were placed in prominent locations in 
each satrapy. No doubt the reproductions were protected in the same way as the origi
nals. Addressing those who viewed the monument, Darius adjures them not to destroy 
the inscriptions or the sculptures; he invokes prosperity for those who protect it and mis
fortune for those who destroy it (§§65-67). It is clear that by publishing the inscription 
in all parts of the Empire Darius wished it known to everyone everywhere that he was 
the uncontested Great King. Again addressing the visitor, he assures him of the absolute 
truth of his exploits and declares: "Now let that which has been done by me convince 
thee; thus to the people impart, do not conceal it: if this record thou shalt not conceal, 
(but) tell it to the people, may Ahuramazda be a friend unto thee, and may family be 
unto thee in abundance, and may thou live long" (§60o). 
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Truth and Lies at Behistun: Darius and Ahura-Mazda 
Immediately after his victories of 522-521, Darius decided to engrave the story of hi s 

rise and his military exploits o n rock. He chose for this the cliff at Behistun, which domi
nates the plain of Kermanshah, a short distance from the highway that leads from Baby
lon to Ecbatana (Diodorus XVII.110.5) o n a plateau with an elevation of more than 
1,000 meters. The cliff must have been a holy place for a long time, doubtless reused by 
the Persians to their advantage, since the ancient authors stress that the Persians wor
shiped their gods in open air in high places. It is probably for this reason that the moun
tain was named Bagistana, Iranian "Bagastana the 'abode of the gods'. According to 
Ctesias (cited by Diodorus II.13.2-o-), the mountain was dedicated to Zeus, by which he 
surely meant Ahura-Mazda and/or other Persian and Iranian gods. Ctesias, who de
scribes the journey of Semiramis from Babylon to Ecbatana, adds the following details: 

And when she had arrived at the mountain known as Bagistanus, she encamped near it and 
laid out a park, which had a circumference of twelve stades [2 km] and, being situated in the 
plain, contained a great spring by means of which her plantings could be irrigated. The Ba
gistanus mountain is sacred to Zeus and on the side facing the park has sheer cliffs which 
rise to a height of seventeen stades [3000 in] . The lowest part of these she smoothed off and 
engraved thereon a likeness of herself with a hundred spearmen at her side. And she also put 
this inscription on the cliff in Syrian letters...." 

It is clear that Darius lurks behind this description of Semiramis; Diodorus alludes very 
clearly (though imaginatively) to the relief and inscription of Behistun. When Alex
ander made a special trip to visit the place, he and his companions were struck by the 
fruitfulness of the plain located at the foot of the cliff: "A magnificent country covered 
with fruit trees or rich in everything which makes for good living," comments Diodorus 
(XVII. 110,5-0-). Inasmuch as Cyrus had already created a paradise at Pasargadae, we are 
strongly inclined to think that the paradise at Behistun was a creation or a reconstruction 
by Darius himself, who wanted to give the monument erected to his glory the surround
ings he thought it merited. We know in any case that early in 521 Darius was on the 
plain and that there he met up with the army of Hydarnes (DB $25). It seems quite likely 
that it was in the course of his long stay in Media (January-June 521) that Darius and 
his advisers worked out the plans for a monument where he might exalt the total tri
umph, both dynastic and military, that was at hand. Inscriptions and relief were meant 
to represent the act of founding a new kingdom, a reborn empire. To this end, whatever 
models might have inspired the king and his advisers, it is clear that to their way of think
ing it was not to be dependent on any existing monument; rather, it was to be an entirely 
new creation in which the borrowings were melted down and recast into a new work of 
art in service of a power for which no comparable precedent could be named. The 
monument takes on even greater importance as the sole narrative composition in all of 
Achaemenid art and as the first act ordered by Darius after his victory (fig. 8). 

Carved on a smooth surface 3 x 5.5 meters, the relief pictures Darius, facing right, 
dressed in a Persian robe, with a crenellated diadem on his head. In his left hand he 
holds a bow, which rests on his left foot. His right hand is raised to the level of his face, 
palm outward. Above his head, in a rectangular panel, is inscribed his titulature: "1 am 
Darius the Great King, King of Kings, King in Persia, king of countries (dahydva), son 
of Hystaspes, grandson of Arsames, an Achaemenian" (DBct). In front of him, joined by 
ropes around their necks, hands tied behind their backs, eight liar-kings are depicted. 

http://II.13.2-o-
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Fig. 8. Relief at Rehistun. 

They are differentia tied by their clothing and, more clearly, by short inscriptions naming 
them, repeating the phraseology adopted by Darius in his recapitulation (DB $52): 
"This is Acina, an Elamite who lied" (DBb-k). From left to right we can spot Acina, 
Nidintu-Bel, Fravartis, Martiya, Cicantakhma, Vahyazdata, Arkha, and Frada. The infe
rior status of these persons is expressed not only by their posture but also by their height: 
1.17 m, versus 1.72 m for Darius. But one of the liar-kings is in a position far more hu
miliating, nmvdy Gaumata, who is lying on his back, hands raised in supplication to 
Darius, who stands over him in all his dignity and places his foot on his chest. 

The relief clearly illustrates the inscriptions that are arranged all around it. It is not at 
all realistic in the full sense. Gaumata is portrayed as if Darius had already won the title 
of king before he killed him. The presence of all the liar-kings in front of Darius is in
tended to represent the king as the personal conqueror of each of them. This does not 
correspond to the reality expressed in the inscriptions: Martiya was executed by the 
Elamites themselves, Frada by the satrap Vivana, and Arkha by Vidarna/Hydarnes (on 
the order of the king, to be sure). But, above all, the relief makes no reference to the ways 
in which the liar-kings were tortured. The primary intent is to represent the king in his 
capacity as "conqueror," in the form of a message that is simultaneously both metaphor
ical and realistic. 

All of these men are condemned as "liars." By "lying," they violated the law of kings 
as defined by Darius when speaking of the 23 subject countries, which he had just enu
merated ($6): 

T h e s e are the countries which c a m e unto me; by the favor of A h u r a m a z d a they were my 
subjects (handaka). T h e y bore tribute (baji) to m e ; what was said unto them by m e either 
by night or by day, that was done . Sai th Dar ius the King: Within these countries, the m a n 
who was loyal, h im I rewarded well; (h im) who vvas evil, h im I punished well. By the favor 
of Ahuramazda , these countries showed respect toward my law (data); as was said to them 
by me , thus was it done . ( § $ 7 - 8 o ) 

In contrast, all of these false kings "lied to the people" by claiming to be sons of Cyrus 
or Nabonidus or descendants of Cyaxares. In the concept of power expressed for the hist 
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time at Behistun, the 'lie' (drauga) is directly connected with the revolt against estab
lished, legitimate power. Thus, "when Cambyses had gone off to Egypt, after that the 
people became evil. After that, the Lie waxed great in the country, both in Persia and in 
Media and in the other provinces" (§10o ) . And, further on, in column IV, Darius re
peats: "These are the provinces which became rebellious. The Lie made them rebel
lious, so that these (men) deceived the people" (§54o) , and he warns: "Thou who shalt 
be king hereafter, . . . the man who shall be a Lie-follower, him do thou punish well" 
(§55-0-, cf. §64). Darius presents himself as a man who does not lie and who has never 
lied, and he guarantees it by invoking Ahura-Mazda (§§56-58) . The lie (drauga) is im
plicitly opposed to the truth (arta), and both terms belong equally to the political and 
the religious domain—if indeed Darius and his people could ever have distinguished 
and separated the political from the religious. 

There is a figure, placed above the scene, who plays a primordial role. This bearded 
individual emerges from a winged disk, is clothed in the Persian style, and wears a tall 
cylindrical headdress, itself topped with a six-pointed star. He holds a ring in his left 
hand, apparently offering it to Darius. It is currently understood to be a representation of 
Ahura-Mazda, the god who guarantees the kingdom to Darius by his power and protec
tion and to whom he owes all his victories—this is what Darius incessantly affirms. He-
is the only individual with whom Darius establishes a dialogue. It is in fact toward the 
god that Darius raises his hand, as if to receive the ring Ahura-Mazda holds in his left 
hand. This is a motif well known earlier in Near Eastern royal art: what we see at Behis
tun is an investiture scene. Darius rightly could exclaim: "It is thanks to Ahura-Mazda 
that I am king. . . . It is Ahura-Mazda who has granted me the kingdom [or: conferred 
power on me]." The illustration thus strongly expresses the fact that, without being a god 
himself, the king is invested with royal power by the god and is Ahura-Mazda's proxy on 
earth, as the result of a genuine pact they had concluded. Ahura-Mazda is literally the 
king's god. This is a reality that Darius himself expresses perfectly in his inscription. 
Ahura-Mazda's name occurs 63 times, but the "other gods that exist" are mentioned only 
once, in a subordinate form: "This which I did, in one and the same year by the favor of 
Ahuramazda I did; Ahuramazda bore me aid, and the other gods who are" (§62-0-). It is 
to Ahura-Mazda that royal prayers are always raised in Darius's inscriptions. Though we 
fully reject the temptation to speak of evolution toward monotheism, we must recognize 
that in the official religion established by Darius, Ahura-Mazda had a supreme position. 
He is designated as the sovereign deity of the pantheon, and the other deities are invoked 
only nominally. This privileged alliance conferred absolute power on the king, and no 
one could question that power, except at the risk of divine displeasure. This is in fact the 
reason that the lie (drauga) and the truth (arta) represent political and religious con
cepts simultaneously. The king rules over the lands and peoples (dahyava) thanks to the 
protection of Ahura-Mazda, and he must make truth reign and hunt down the lie among 
them in the name of the same precepts that govern relations between men and gods. 

But what is most novel about this monument is quite simply the fact that the Persian 
language (arya) was being written for the first time. Despite the continuing debate over 
the precise meaning of §70 and the actual act of transcribing a text already inscribed in 
Elamite, the inclination today is to recognize that Persian writing constituted a major in
novation by Darius (who did not hesitate to use it at Pasargadae in order to tap into the 
prestige of Cyrus to his own advantage). Until this event, the king's deeds were transmit-
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ted in Persian exclusively through recitation and song and through the intermediary of 
masters of memory. To be sure, oral transmission remained a constant throughout the 
long history of the Persian people, as shown by the notable role of the magi in general. 
Rut this observation lends still more import to the first indubitable attestation of royal 
writing, inscribed in the presence of the king (and written on clay and parchment), a 
model that was followed by all of Darius's successors. By this very action the Great King 
could claim that he himself was first of all a master of truth. He intended to control the 
tradition he wished to be transmitted to future generations: the royal word, inscribed for 
all posterity on the rock, was placed under the aegis of Ahura-Mazda as protection 
against all those who might want to destroy it (DB $$65-67). This is how the king trans
mitted not only the memory of his unique exploits but also his genealogy. In this way he 
took appropriate measures to have his word disseminated throughout the lands of his 
realm (DB $70), after having it authenticated—the text had previously been read to him. 
At the same time, the memory of his royalty was fixed. No one, not even his successors 
(DB $64), would have the right to question it: on the cliff at Behistun, the history of his
torians is forestalled for all time. 

New Campaigns, New Additions: Imperialism and Religion 
The composition as a whole would soon be modified to include events that unfolded 

while the royal artists were still working on the sacred mountain. A new column (col. V) 
had to be added, in Old Persian only (for lack of room). The text begins: "Saith Darius 
the King: This is what I did in both the second and the third year afteT that I became 
king. A province by name Elam —this became rebellious."-*- For the third time since Oc
tober 522, the Elamites rebelled, led this time by Atamaita. Gobryas, the king's faithful 
handaka, was placed at the head of an army. He was victorious, captured Susa, and 
brought Atamaita before Darius, who put him to death (520). It was perhaps under these 
circumstances or shortly thereafter that Darius resolved to redesign Susa and erect a vast 
Achaemenid palace complex there. 

The following year, Darius himself took command of the royal army and marched 
against the Central Asian Saka. The Saka king, Skunkha, was taken prisoner and re
placed by another king, apparently hand-picked by Darius. It is likely that the Saka (Da
rius lists them among the rebellious peoples: DB $21) could not be subjugated by the 
satrap of Bactria, Vivana, who had been assigned that job, a task that fell to him quite 
naturally. Or maybe Vivana was killed during a battle with the Saka? We do not know. 
The fact is that after his victory Darius returned to Ecbatana and Behistun. Skunkha was 
added to the relief, behind the liar-kings. He is identifiable by his tall pointed hat, the 
marker of certain Saka peoples (Tigraxauda). The addition of Skunkha necessitated the 
destruction of the original Elamite text, vPhich was rewritten to the left of the Persian ver
sion. This is also when the text of column V was added. 

The most noteworthy novelty of this Old Persian addition is without doubt the reli
gious justification that Darius provides for the two campaigns against Elam and the 
Saka. The sentence can be understood as follows: "Those Elamites (Saka) were faithless 
and by them Ahuramazda was not worshipped. I worshiped Ahuramazda [in their 
lands?]; by the favor of Ahuramazda, as was my desire, thus I did unto them."-*- Or, per
haps Darius is simply recognizing that it was because of his faith in Ahura-Mazda that 
he was able to conquer populations that did not worship his god. In either case, the 
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politico-religious implications are enormous. In contrast to the royal assertions about the 
rebels in columns I—IV, in column V the rebels are no longer denounced solely as bear
ers of the drauga ['liars']; they are called arika, usually translated 'faithless'. They are 
described in a clearly pejorative fashion as worshipers of non-Persian deities. This ex
pression is also found in a Xerxes inscription, where the king condemns the cult of false 
gods (daiva) (chap. 13/6). 

This statement does not in any way imply that Darius completely altered the ideolog
ical strategy of his predecessors in the conquered countries. But what is clear is that in 
just a few years, at the instigation of Darius, Persian royal authority was endowed with a 
uniformly steady and coherent politico-religious ideology. More than ever, in times of 
peace and times of war, the king was the earthly proxy of his god Ahura-Mazda. Further
more, column V ends with this sentence: "Saith Darius the King: Whoso shall worship 
Ahuramazda, divine blessing will be upon him, both (while) living and (when) dead.'V 
In view of the overall context, this statement promised heaven to whoever served the 
king loyally. 

4. Darius and the Six 
Primus inter pares? 

We must now return at greater length to the relations between Darius and his com
panions after his accession to the throne. Reading Herodotus without perspective, one 
actually receives the impression that Darius was bound by the agreements that had been 
mutually reached by the Six when he came to power (Otanes having taken himself out 
of the competition), concessions that basically would have made the new king primus in
ter pares. According to Justin (who had read his Herodotus carefully), as a result of the 
murder of the magus, "the Great ones (principes) were equal in merit and nobilit)'" [vir-
tide et nobilitate . . . pares; 1.10.1-2). This is the version also found in Plato (Laws 
695c«-) in an otherwise very suspicious passage: "When [Darius] came and seized the 
empire with the aid of the other six, he split it up into seven divisions, of which some 
faint outlines still survive today." Are we to conclude that Darius had agreed on limita
tions to his royal power from the beginning and that he presented himself simply as the 
chief victor leading an aristocratic restoration that was originally intended to limit the 
absolute monarchy that had been carried to extremes by Cambyses and Bardiya? 

We know that the title "the Seven" continued to be invoked as a sign of distinction 
among the Persian aristocracy, to the point of making them an integral part of the "ped
igree" of certain aristocrats, as given by Herodotus. Thus we have references to Otanes 
(III. 140), Gobryas (IV. 132), or even Zopyrus, "son of the Megabyzus (I) who was one of 
the seven conspirators who killed the Magus" (III.1S3-0-), etc. Diodorus as late as the 
fourth century specifies that the satrap Rhosaces "was a descendant of one of the seven 
Persians who deposed the Magi" (XVI.47.2-v*), and Quintus Curtius introduces Orsines, 
chieftain of the tribe of Pasargadae, who was "a descendant of the 'seven Persians' and 
tracing his genealogy also to Cyrus" (IV. 1 Z.8-=>). The permanence of the term thus seems 
assured. But does this mean that the Seven constituted an entity that had the ability to 
control the activities of the king? 

Herodotus often calls the Seven protoi (III.68-70, 77). The small group of prdtoi was 
often convened by the king in times of peace or war. But it would be a mistake to con
clude that the membership of the council was imposed on the king. What we call, purely 
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by convention, the "king's council" had no institutional existence of its own founded on 
regulations that the king could not overrule; its meetings and deliberations depended 
solely on the pleasure of the sovereign. Most decisions were made by the king alone, who 
received advice from these "confidants" who owed him everything. We cannot say that 
the nobles met in council simply because they were part of the protoi. It is clear that the 
king himself selected council members from among the aristocrats: the title "counselor" 
was included in the court titulature (cf. V. 11-24, and especially Aelian, VH XII.64). This 
interpretation is also based on Ezra and Esther, where Ahasuerus is shown convening 
"the seven administrators of Persia and Media who had privileged access to the royal 
presence and occupied the leading positions in the kingdom" (Esther l:13-14o). It has 
often been deduced that there was a college of seven judges, a sort of sovereign tribunal, 
it the court. But this passage is highly suspicious, given the many other references to the 
number seven in the same work: Ahasuerus reigned over 127 provinces (1:2), and also 
had "seven eunuchs in attendance on his person" (1:10-0-), Esther received "seven spe
cial maids" in waiting (2:9-0-), etc. There is hardly any doubt that the composer was in 
fact aware of the existence of seven families. In itself, however, this observation consti
tutes a reinterpretation that the modern historian cannot use as counter-evidence. 

The same remark holds true for a Xenophon passage often cited in this context 
(Anah. I.6.4-0-): to judge Orontas, Cyrus the Younger convened in his tent "seven of the 
noblest Persians among his attendants," to whom he adds Clearchus. All we need to do 
is collect the evidence concerning the royal judges to see that, properly speaking, there 
was no college of seven royal judges who were systematically chosen from the "Seven 
families" and who functioned independently of the king. Herodotus defines their func
tion as follows: "These royal judges are specially chosen men, who hold office either for 
life or until they are found guilty of some misconduct; their duties are to determine suits 
and to interpret the ancient laws of the land, and all points of dispute are referred to 
them" (III.31-0-). It was they who condemned to death the Egyptians who had just killed 
a royal herald; it was they to whom Cambyses appealed to determine that he had the 
right to marry his sister. It was probably also the royal judges who are introduced by the 
composer of Esther. To judge the behavior of Queen Vashti, Ahasuerus asked his 
Friends to "pronounce law and judgment." They brought a report to the king proposing 
that an edict announcing the repudiation of the queen be proclaimed throughout the 
kingdom. These Friends are called "seven princes [JB: administrators] of Persia and Me
dia" (Esther l:10ff.). 

The connection sometimes made between the royal judges and the privileged status 
of the seven families who aided Darius is worthless. When Artaxerxes II brought Tiriba-
zus to judgment, "he assigned three of the most highly esteemed Persians as judges" 
(Diodorus XV. 10.1-0-). It is clear in fact that the appointment and dismissal of royal 
judges was solely on the authority of the king, who could reward whomever he wanted 
with the title of royal judge, including a man of low birth, such as the simple peasant 
Rhakokes (Aelian, VH 1.34). On several occasions, judges were condemned to death for 
handing down iniquitous judgments, particularly for having sold out for money (He
rodotus V.25; VII. 194; Diodorus XV. 10. lo ) : "At this time other judges who were believed 
to have been corrupt were flayed alive and their skins stretched tight on judicial 
benches, The judges rendered their decisions seated on these, having before their eyes 
an example of the punishment meted out to corrupt decisions." Even the decision made 
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by the seven judges of Ahasuerus was more of an opinion: "If it is the king's pleasure, let 
him issue a royal edict." Even though the judges referred to "the law of the Persians and 
Medes" (Esther 1:19-*-), it is clear that the decision was based solely on royal authority. 

Their freedom of judgment was also limited because they were objects of surveil
lance by the king. Although Diodorus states that Artaxerxes II himself was not present at 
the trial of his son Darius, this was not the rule. Plutarch adds that the king "com
manded his scribes to write clown the opinion of every one of the judges, and show it to 
him" (Art. 29.8). Similarly, after the acquittal of Tiribazus the same Artaxerxes "sum-
monded the judges one by one and asked each of them what principles of justice he had 
followed in clearing the accused" (Diodorus X V U . l * ) . The reasons that the judges 
gave for their decisions show very clearly that they arrived at their conclusions on the ba
sis of the loyalty and devotion that Tiribazus had previously manifested in furthering 
royal interests. 

Quite often, however, people were condemned by the king without previously being 
arraigned before a tribunal. This was certainly true for royal judges, who were con
demned by the king directly. He could also gTant clemency to whomever he wished. On 
one occasion, we even see the king pronouncing a death sentence on an accused person 
who had previously been acquitted by the judges (Ctesias, Persica §61). Good sense 
shines through in the reply that the royal judges gave to Cambyses when he inquired 
about marrying his sister: "They managed to find an answer which would neither violate 
the truth nor endanger their own necks: namely, that though they could discover no law 
which allowed brother to marry sister, there was undoubtedly a law which permitted the 
king of Persia to do what he pleased" (Herodotus III.31-*-). Herodotus understood per
fectly well that the judges did this so as not to "endanger their own necks." In other 
words, the king remained the sole source of justice (Plutarch, Art. 23.5). 

Darius's Point of View: Nobles and King at Behistun 
From Darius's point of view, the question of an authoritative council of advisers did 

not even arise. In the addition in §68, he was very discreet about the role of the six aris
tocrats: "Saith Darius the King: These ate the men who were there at the time when I 
slew Gaumata the Magian who called himself Bardiya; at that time these men cooper
ated as my followers (anusiya)" (§68-*-). Then, after giving the list, he adds, for the ben
efit of his successors: "Thou who shalt be king hereafter, protect well the lineage 
(tauma) of these men." In the Babylonian version, the wording is: "Fully protect these 
men and take care of their descendants" (§54). But this royal statement loses much of 
its specificity when it is compared with other passages in column IV. Addressing those 
who behold the inscription, he proclaims: "Now let that which has been done by me 
convince thee; . . . tell it to the people, may Ahuramazda be a friend unto thee, and 
may family be unto thee in abundance" (§60-0-), or indeed, "If thou . . . shalt protect 
[this inscription! as long as unto thee there is strength, may Ahuramazda be a friend 
unto thee, and may family be unto thee in abundance, and may thou live long, and 
what thou shalt do, that may Ahuramazda make successful for thee" (§66-*-). These 
declarations are not unlike Cambyses' dying words in the presence of "the leading Per
sians," who had gathered to hear his last will: "If you do as I bid you [depose the magus 
and reduce the Medes to obedience], I pray that the earth may be fruitful for you, your 
wives bear you children, your flocks multiply and freedom be yours for ever" (Herodo
tus III.65-*). Indeed, the words of Darius sound like a commitment for him and his 
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successors to maintain the prestigious status of the families of the co-conspirators. But, 
• COntraclistinction to other promises of reward or punishment, they do not invoke 
Ahura-Mazda. 

It is also true that Darius is not the only one shown with the liar-kings on the cliff of 
Behistun. Behind him are two persons (smaller than the king but bigger than the 
rebels): one is shown carrying a bow in his right hand and the other is holding a lance 
with both hands, its butt on the ground. They are obviously two Persian nobles, bearing 
the royal arms. Their names are not given. Could they be, as on Darius's tomb, Aspa
thines and Gobryas? All theories founder on an obvious fact: if their names have not 
been included, even though the liar-kings are identified by name, it is because Darius, 
by design, did not wish to raise these two people above anonymity. They stand met-
onymically for the nobles who aided him. Although we recognize that the titles "lance-
bearer" and "bow-bcarer" could distinguish one noble from another, nothing more can 
be said than that these titles were granted by the king in recognition of services rendered. 
We are thus closer to court nobility than to clan nobility. 

The Six and Court Protocol: The Intaphernes Affair 
Of course, we presume that the statements of Darius are nothing but royal propa

ganda. Let us return to the text of Herodotus, who details in the following terms the priv
ileges that the six conspirators mutually agreed upon before choosing a king from 
among themselves: 

Permission, namely, for any of the seven to enter the p a l a c e u n a n n o u n c e d (emeu eisaggelos), 
except when the king was in bed with a woman. T h e y further agreed that the king should 
not marry outside the families of the seven confederates . (III.840-) 

Even if, despite the unlikelihood of the tale, we accept the reality of the agreement, we 
would do well to elucidate the implications. 

Let us stress first of all that, if indeed it was put into effect, the mitigation of court pro
tocol for the benefit of the Seven did not last very long. This is what is suggested by the 
Intaphernes affair, which erupted some time later. There can be no doubt that Inta
phernes was an important member of the conspiracy; in fact, Darius lists him first 
among those he calls his followers (DB §68). It was this individual who constantly 
showed loyalty to the new king. We know, for example, that it was he who led a victori
ous army against a Babylonian rebel in November 521 (DB §50). 

Herodotus slates, however, that Intaphernes was put to death by the king (III. 118-
19-0-). Desiring an audience with Darius, Intaphernes "wished to enter the palace." At 
this point, Herodotus recalls that the Seven could "visit the king unannounced, pro
vided that he was not, at that moment, in bed with a woman." Meanwhile, "he was, how
ever, stopped by the king's chamberlain and the sentry on duty at the palace gate, who 
told him that Darius had, in fact, a woman with him at the time." In an angry fit, Inta
phernes "cut off and ears and noses." The outcome of the story, which Herodotus reports 
on the model of the intrusion of the Seven into Smerdis's royal palace, suggests that Da
rius was not yet totally sure of his power: "Thinking his six former confederates might all 
be in this business together, he sent for each of them in turn, and sounded them to see 
if they approved of what Intaphernes had done." Convinced that Intaphernes had acted 
alone, he took drastic measures: Intaphernes was put to death, along with all of the men 
of his House (oikeioi) — his sons and his relatives (syggeneis) — except one of his brothers-
in-law, who was saved from execution by his sister. 
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The tale is marked by a series of repetitive motifs, and thus supports a double reading. 
We may recognize that Darius's authority was to a degree stilt tentative for some time be
cause of the privilege granted to the other conspirators. Under the terms in force, the 
guardians could only refuse Intaphernes access if the king was with one of his wives. But 
we must also consider the possibility that Intaphernes was flaunting Iris insubordination 
by violating rules of protocol that Darius had meanwhile restored to apply even to his 
old companions. Even given the hypothesis that Darius's authority was still tentative, we 
are led to the conclusion that the initial privileges were quickly revoked. In fact, no 
other text suggests that certain Persian aristocrats might be exempt from the rigors of 
court protocol, which were probably established at the time of Cyrus and Cambyses 
(pp. 9 Iff.) and later reinforced by Darius and particularly Xerxes. 

The Marriages of Darius 
It is also clear that Darius paid no attention to the obligation to take a wife from 

among the families of the other conspirators: 
Tiie first women Darius married were Cyrus' two daughters Atossa and Artystoiie; the former 
had previously been the wife of hei brother Cambyses and also of the Magus; the latter was 
a virgin. Subsequently he married Parmys, a daughter of Cyrus' son Smerdis [Bardiya], and, 
in addition to these, the daughter of Otanes [Phaidime], the man who had exposed the 
Magus. (111.88} 

The intent and the message were clear: Darius linked himself directly to the stock of 
Cyrus by marrying Cyrus's two daughters (Atossa and Artystone) and granddaughter 
(Parmys). As for his marriage to the daughter of Otanes, it seems risky to see it as much 
of a concession to Otanes; this union is based on the custom whereby a new king took 
the wives of his predecessoc(s) (Atossa, Phaidime)—just as Smerdis/Bardiya had also 
married Atossa, the sister-wife of Cambyses. What the matrimonial policy of Darius ac
tually reveals is concern for dynastic continuity—however false —rather than a desire for 
restoration of the aristocracy. Thus, indeed, "Davius entered into family relationships 
with the old kings. . . . Power appeared less to pass to a stranger than to remain in the 
family of Cyrus" (Justin 1.10.13-14). 

It is clear that Darius systematically applied a policy that on the one hand allowed 
him to link himself fictitiously to the family line of Cyrus and on the other restricted the 
number of individuals who had rights as members of the Achaemenid family in the nar
row sense (i.e., direct descent). Finally, he also married one of his nieces, Phratagune, 
daughter of one of his brothers, Artanes (VII.224). The single known exception is his 
marriage to a daughter of Gobryas, but this was before his accession. He had three sons 
by her before gaining the throne. But the discussions recorded by Herodotus about the 
royal succession show that there was never any real question of transmitting power to his 
eldest son, born of this exogamous marriage (VII.2). As we shall soon see, the policy of 
the Great King consisted of parceling out his daughters, a matrimonial policy that holds 
exactly the opposite of the meaning attributed to it by Herodotus. And the successors of 
Darius singlemindedly followed the same policy. It was not until the reign of Darius II 
that the royal family became open to exogamous marriages (see below, pp. 589-590). 

The Saga of Otanes 
The use of the term "the Seven" is exclusive to the Greek authors, who wanted to 

identify the people in their narratives and in some cases needed to distinguish among 
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eople with the same name (cf. Diodorus XI.57.1). In some cases, drey must have gotten 
wind of family traditions that tended to exaggerate the prestige of their ancestors. The 
story of Otanes and his family, revised and corrected between the fifth century and Ro
man times, may be an illustration of this sort of beguiling distortion. 

We know, at least according to Herodotus, that Otanes had played an important role 
in the conspiracy of 522 and that as a result he had acquired privileges for himself and 
his descendants. Herodotus says, in fact, that Otanes renounced a position of power on 
the condition that neither he nor his descendants would be under the orders of whoever 
would become king, in perpetuity. Referring to this situation, Herodotus then writes: 

To this day, the family of O t a n e s cont inues to be the only free (eleuthere) family in Persia 
and submits to the king only so far as the m e m b e r s of it may choose; they are b o u n d , how
ever, to observe the law (nomos) like anyone else. T h e other six then discussed the fairest 
way of dec id ing who should have the throne. T h e y agreed that, if it fell to any of themselves , 
Otanes and his descendants should receive, every year, a suit of M e d i a n clothes and such 
other gifts as are held to be of most value by the Persians, as a mark of honour for the part h e 
had played in the plot against the M a g i , of which he was the pr ime mover and principal or
ganizer. ( I I I .83 -840) 

Later on, a legend of the Cappadocian court recounted the origins of the family and the 
dynasy in this way: 

T h e kings of C a p p a d o c i a say that they trace their ancestry back to Cyrus the Persian, and 
also assert that they are descendants of o n e of the seven Persians who did away with the M a 
gus. Now as to their connect ion with Cyrus , they count as follows. C a m b y s e s the father of 
Cyrus had a sister of legit imate birth, Atossa. T o her and Pharnaces , king of C a p p a d o c i a , was 
born a son, C a l l u s ; his son was Smerd i s , bis Artamnes , and his Anaphas , a man of outstand
ing bravery and daring, who was one of the seven Persians. S u c h then is the pedigree they 
trace for their kinship with C y r u s and with Anaphas , to w h o m , they say, b e c a u s e of his va
lour the satrapy of C a p p a d o c i a was granted, with the understanding that no tribute would 
be paid to the Persians. After his death a son of the s a m e n a m e ruled. W h e n he died, leaving 
two sons, D a t a m e s and Arimnaeus , D a t a m e s s u c c e e d e d to the throne, a man who both in 
war and in the other spheres of royal duty won praise , a n d who, engaging the Persians in 
battle, fought brilliantly and died in battle. T h e k ingdom passed to his son Ariamnes , whose 
sons were Ariarathes and Holophernes; Ariamnes ruled for fifty years and died without 
achieving anything worthy of note. T h e throne passed to Ariarathes (I), the cider of his sons, 
who is said to have loved his brother with a surpass ing love, and promoted h im to the mos t 
prominent positions: thus he was sent to aid the Persians in their war against the Egypt ians , 
and returned h o m e laden with honours , which O c h u s , the Persian king, bestowed for brav
ery; he died in his native land, leaving two sons , Ariarathes and Aryses. N o w his brother, the 
king of C a p p a d o c i a , having no legit imate offspring of his own, adopted Ariarathes, the elder 
son of his brother. At about this t ime Alexander of M a c e d o n defeated and overthrew the Per
sians, and then died; Perdiccas, who at this point held the s u p r e m e c o m m a n d , dispatched 
lu imenes to be military governor of C a p p a d o c i a . Ariarathes (I) was defeated, and fell in 
battle, and C a p p a d o c i a itself and the ne ighbour ing regions fell to the M a c e d o n i a n s . . . . 
(Diodorus X X X I . 1 9 . 1 - 4 0 ) 

Diodorus follows the history of the dynasty down to Roman times and concludes: "And 
that is enough on the genealogy of the kings of Cappadocia, who trace their origins back 
to Cyrus." We can thus see that this version was well attested at the time of Diodorus. We 
recognize in it several historical individuals—from Cambyses, father of Cyrus, to the 
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Diadochi (and after), including Datames, the criminal satrap, who is incorporated into 
the genealogy. This genealogy enjoyed wide success, as is evidenced by the Holo-
phernes in the book of Judith. 

Whatever the historical reality may have been, the family version has consciously ma
nipulated it. Cyrus is named as the ancestor of the family, and Otanes (Anaphas) be
comes the offspring of a Cappadocian king and the aunt of Cyrus (Atossa, who has 
clearly been confused, deliberately or not, with the daughter of Cyrus and the sister of 
Cambyses II). While a historian of family oral traditions can profit from this text, obvi
ously someone who is interested in the origin and destiny of the Seven/Six cannot! The 
court legend was already known at the time of Polybius, who wrote about Mithradates of 
Pontus: "He boasted of descent from one of the Persian Seven who had killed the magus, 
and he maintained that his line had ever since retained the government that his ancestor 
had originally received from Darius in Pontus on the Euxine Sea" (V.43). Elsewhere 
(fragment 166), the same Polybius provides other details from the legend. In a digression 
devoted to Cappadocia, he records that an unnamed Persian accomplished a magnifi
cent deed during a hunt with Artaxerxes (II). The royal mount was attacked by a lion; 
luckily, this Persian killed the lion with his akinakes "and saved the king from a great 
dangeT." In return, the king gave him a gift (dorea) of all the territory as far as he could 
see as he stood atop a high mountain. This tale repeats well-known motifs, particularly 
royal hunts for lions. It resembles the story Diodorus told about Tiribazus's deed at the 
court of Artaxerxes II (XV2.3) and the unhappy outcome of the identical action Mega
byzus took to save Artaxerxes I (Ctesias §40). The legendary allocation of the land is also 
found in various forms in Greek (e.g., Polyaenus VI.24; Plutarch, Mor. 820d) as well as 
Iranian tradition. But the tradition is even more ancient. Diodorus, doubtless relying on 
Hieronymus of Cardia (a contemporary of the Diadochi), states that Mithradates (who 
took power in Cappadocia despite the opposition of Antigonus) was "a descendant of 
one of the seven Persians who slew the Magian" (XIX.40.2-0-). Appian heard it said that 
Mithradates "was linked to the Persian royal family" (Mith. 9). 

We know that Otanes, "who had been one of the Seven," led the conquest of Samos 
at the beginning of the reign of Darius (III.141-147). But Herodotus says nothing about 
his receiving territory in Cappadocia. He merely states that the House of Otanes re
mained "free" and that Otanes would "receive, every year, a suit of Median clothes and 
such other gifts as are held to be of most value by the Persians, as a mark of honour" 
(III.83-84-0-). The settling of the family of Otanes in Cappadocia is simply deduced from 
the legend recorded (in different terms) by Diodorus and Polybius. This hypothesis (it is 
nothing else) is also based on a comparison with other examples of territorial conces
sions ("without having to pay tribute"): to Bardiya from Cyrus (Ctesias $8), to Zopyrus I 
from Darius (Herodotus III. 160), and to Belesys from Arbaces (Diodorus II.28.4). How
ever, for various reasons, the latter two cases are historically quite doubtful. We know, 
finally, that around 515-514, the satrap of Cappadocia was called Ariaramnes; it is he 
whom Darius entrusted with leading the initial expedition against the Scythians (Cte
sias § 16). Should he be identified as one of the sons of Otanes, called Arimnaeus by Dio
dorus? But Diodorus "specifies" that upon the death of Otanes it was the other son, 
Datames, who succeeded him! 

From all of this it appears that there is nothing to prove that Otanes received the 
satrapy of Cappadocia from Darius and still less to support the idea that Darius then 
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approved die creation of an independent kingdom! On the other hand, it is possible that 
lie had been favored with a dorea, as explained in the version known from Polybius; but 
the repetition of the motif of the hunt makes us suspicious. Perhaps the legend of sover
eignty over Cappadocia was grafted onto this original kernel. After all, this would not be 
the only example of a Hellenistic genealogy that was fictitiously attached to the events 
of 522 (cf. Strabo XI. 14.15). Whatever the case may be, it does seem that manipulation 
of the tradition had already begun in Herodotus's time, since he represents Otanes as the 
"son of Pharnaspes" (III.68-*) and father of Cassandane, the mother of Cambyses (III.2). 
Indeed, the Behistun inscription proves that Herodotus's information is contrived, since 
Otanes' patronymic is Thukra (DB $68). It is likely that this original distortion in He
rodotus is responsible for Diodorus's assertion of close family ties between the families 
of Otanes and Cyrus. 

It is true that, according to Ctesias ($20), Xerxes married Amestris, who is represented 
as the "daughter of Onophas." But is Onophas our Otanes? This seems totally hypothet
ical. In one case, Herodotus (VII.62) distinguishes the names Otanes and Onophas. 
Even if we agree, that only one Otanes is at issue here, we must stress that this name is 
very common. Herodotus mentions an Otanes, father of Amestris, who in 480 led the 
Persian contingent (VII.61), but he lists several others as well. One is Sisamnes' son 
(V.25), another (or the same one) is married to one of Darius's daughters (V. 116), a third 
is Anaphes' father (VII.62), another is Smerdomenes' father (VII.82), and last, another 
is Patiramphes' father (VII.40). It would be most strange if Darius had consented to a 
marriage between his son Xerxes and the daughter of the Otanes of 522. The only cer
tain union between the two families is the marriage of Darius and Phaidime, the daugh
ter of Otanes and previously the wife of Cambyses and Bardiya. This was a marriage that 
did not carry the political ramifications of the supposed marriage between Xerxes and 
Otanes' daughter. Marrying Xerxes to Otanes' daughter would have introduced rights 
for any grandson Otanes mighthave (which Darius refused to the grandson of Gobryas). 
Furthermore, if Amestris really was the daughter of one of the Seven, Herodotus 
(VII.61) would doubtless have mentioned it, because he frequently mentions such fam
ily connections (III. 153; IV. 132), even for Otanes (III.141). 

The Family of Gobryas 
Let us now turn to Gobryas. We have seen that he played a fundamental role in the 

conspiracy and that, according to Herodotus, he was the strongest supporter of Darius. 
We also know that his alliance with Darius was long-standing, since exchanges of wives 
took place between the two families before 522. Darius's first wife was one of Gobryas's 
daughters. From this union three sons were bom, including Artobarzanes (VII.2). For 
his part, Gobryas had married one of Darius's sisters. From this marriage Mardonius 
(VII,5) and Arabignes (VII.97) were born. Gobryas also played a role during the upris
ings of subject peoples, since in 520 he was sent to put down a new Elamite revolt (DB 
V $71). He again appears in 513 in the immediate entourage of the king in Scythia, 
counseling the king to order a retreat (IV. 132, 134). 

He then disappears from the Classical sources. He reappears in the Persepolis docu
ments. In February-March 498, bearing an authorization from the king, he made use of 
the royal road between Susa and Persepolis, and he received travel rations at two stations 
near Susa. His caravan joined (or crossed) another. The document mentions "the wife 
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of Marclonius, a daughter of die king" (PFa 5). By chance this agrees with Herodotus 
who says that when Mardonius, the son of Gobryas and one of Darius's sisters, arrived in 
Asia Minor in 493 to take command, he had married Artozostra, one of Darius's daugh
ters (VI.43). He was thus both the cousin and the brother-in-law of Xerxes. After his 
expedition in Thrace, Mardonius seems to have fallen out of royal favor. He did not par
ticipate at all in the expedition of 490. Later, however, lie received an eminent position 
close to Xerxes. Herodotus judges him severely, and he was lost in the battle of Plataea. 
We know nothing of Mardonius's family after this event. 

The intimacy and permanence of family ties are demonstrated by the constant favor 
that Gobryas retained in the eyes of Darius and that his son Mardonius subsequently re
ceived from Xerxes. The exceptional quantity of travel rations Gobryas received illus
trates his eminent position in the court hierarchy, as does perhaps the elaborate nature 
of the seal impressed on the Persepolis tablet. But his participation in the conspiracy of 
the Seven does not seem to have given him any freedoms beyond those already experi
enced by his family, and this status was due to marital alliances made prior to 522 and 
especially to his unswerving loyalty to the cause of the monarchy. Darius's choice of 
Xerxes (his son by Atossa) at the expense of Artobarzanes (his son by Gobryas's daughter) 
to succeed him shows very clearly that the exchange of wives functioned in no one's fa
vor but Darius's. 

The Saga of Megabyzus 
Megabyzus I is the best known of the other conspirators, because his family traditions 

were repeated by Herodotus and Ctesias. His son Zopyrus I, according to Herodotus, ac
complished a tour de force and captured Babylon in the name of Darius (111.153-60). 
We might prefer Ctesias's version: he attributes the victory to his son Megabyzus II (Cte
sias $22), who had married Amytis, Xerxes' daughter ($22). Three sons of Megabyzus II 
and Amytis are known-. Zopyrus II, Artyphius, and Artoxares ($$37, 39). An analysis of 
the career of Megabyzus under Xerxes and Artaxerxes indicates that, despite his illustri
ous birth and his occasional success, he fell out of royal favor for several years. His sons 
faired no better: after the death of his father, the eldest son, Zopyrus II, left the king and 
went to Athens; Avtyphius was put to death after an ill-fated revolt against Darius II (Cte
sias $ $ 50-51). The behavior of both indicates that the reconciliation of Megabyzus and 
Artaxerxes I depicted by Ctesias ($41) did not eliminate the mutual ill will between 
Megabyzus's family and the Great Kings. 

Hydarnes 
We have no explicit mention of Hydarnes after 520. However, some Persepolis tablets 

attest that he was the satrap of Media under Darius. It is possible that a Hydarnes, son of 
Hydarnes, who commanded the Immortals in 480 was the son of the conspirator of 522; 
this may also be the case for a Sisamnes, son of Hydarnes (VII.66). But the relationship 
between the satrap Tissaphernes and the family must remain hypothetical. A Hydarnes 
family reappears after the accession of Darius II, but is it the same one? This is far from 
certain. In any case, the story of the family also gave rise to a court legend in the Helle
nistic era. In fact, Strabo records that the Armenian dynasty went back to Orontes, who 
was himself a descendant of Hydarnes, "one of the Seven" (XI. 14.15). However, we 
know that the ties between Orontes and the Achaemenid royal family in reality went 
back only to his marriage to a daughter of Artaxerxes II, meaning that his distant descen-
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dants could count Darius among their ancestors at Nemrud Dagh. This example proves 
once again that the traditions of the families of the Seven were systematically used later 
on for dynastic legitimation. 

A Summary of the Discussion 
It thus does not appear that the families of the Seven were granted exceptional status 

in perpetuity by the Great Kings. Even if we accept the hypothesis that Bardiya/Gaumata 
sought to weaken some of the noble families, we still must avoid concluding that the ar
istocracy was restored when he fell from power. That some clan chieftains cherished the 
hope, for a moment, of counterbalancing the powers of the king is a hypothesis that, 
while insufficiently supported, lies within the realm of possibility. We would still need 
to explain how Otanes could withdraw with such apparent good will. Only one of the 
Seven, Intaphernes, tried to free himself from the king's power. But his attempt was 
doomed to failure because Darius had meanwhile won prodigious victories and was able 
to attract the loyalty of the Persian aristocracy. Darius exhibited exceptional capacities for 
authoritv and command, which his companions do not seem to have seriously contested. 

While some descendants of the Seven received honors and special privileges, they 
were not fundamentally different from the honors that were granted to the other great 
noble families. This is probably the underlying reality expressed by Plutarch; "To the 
seven Persians who killed the magi the privilege was granted that they and their descen
dants should wear their headdress tilted forward over the forehead; for this, so it appears, 
was their secret sign when they undertook their act" (Mor. 820do; cf. also Polyaenus 
VII. 11.2). This distinction, which Plutarch found a hint of in his evidence, was simply a 
royal gift that, far from obligating the king, increased the dependence of the nobles on 
him. This is probably why Gobryas and Aspathines appear bearing the royal weapons on 
the king's tomb at Naqs-i Rustam: they had been integrated into the court hierarchy 
(DNc-d). 

Finally, the phrase seven families after 520 is in large part illusory (we should speak of 
six families after the elimination of Intaphernes and his circle!). The label relates more 
to family traditions than to dynastic traditions, which, quite to the contrary, tended to 
push those who participated in the conspiracy that brought Darius to power into the 
shadows. But even if the Achaemenids (in the clan sense used by Herodotus 1.125) were 
part of the conspiracy, the family of Darius itself (the Achaemenids in the restricted 
sense imposed by the new king) was still placed above and beyond this small aristocratic 
circle—which was another way of excluding the aristocrats who had lent their aid to Da
rius from dynastic competition. 

5. Summary and Perspectives 

A New Foundation for the Empire 
The ways and means of Darius's accession to power—to the extent that we can recon

struct them—are a testimony to the new king's energy and decisiveness. Darius was un
deniably an exceptional personality, but he also proved to have organizational ability. 
During the same time that he was reorganizing the entire tribute system, other projects 
were carried out in various regions: construction of new capitals, the conquest of Samos, 
expeditions from the Indus to the Nile; in 518 he also commissioned the satrap Aryandes 
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to gather Egyptian sages to collect the "Egyptian laws"; other measures affecting Jerusa
lem were effected at the same time. 

What is striking is the care with which the king planned for the long term. Darius 
wanted above all to create a new lineage. To this end, he manipulated dynastic circum
stances with a great deal of skill. The redefinition he imposed on the word Achaemenid 
allowed him to exclude those who belonged to the clan of the same name from the line 
of succession. Henceforth, power could only be transmitted from father to son in one re
stricted family, which was placed under the blessing and protection of a founder-hero, 
Achaemenes, invented out of whole cloth. Darius and his counselors were able to carry 
out political and ideological rethinking that was no less remarkable. From early on, 
the king was preoccupied with providing an ideological base for his authority and his 
lineage. Beginning in the late 520s, Achaemenid monarchic ideology was articulated 
around rules and justifications where politics and religion were fused into a whole of 
rave consistency. The authority of the king and the rights of his family were henceforth 
under the protection of Ahura-Mazda, who was invoked as the great god of the king and 
the Empire. The concept of arta ('truth') —in relation to its antithetical corollary, 
drauga ('the Lie') —was the true linchpin of this ideological structure. This is the pro
gram we see at work in the new residences in Susa and Persepolis as well as on the royal 
tomb at Naqs-i Rustam. 

Without in the least deprecating the work accomplished by his predecessors (chap. 
2), we may thus assert that the advent of Darius marks the foundation of a new dynastic 
and imperial order. In this regard, the first years of his reign definitely represent a deci
sive period in Achaemenid history. But at the same time, Darius took care to entrench 
his reign in the longue duree. The projects he undertook at Pasargadae are another testi
mony to his ambition to place the upheaval he created within the continuity of Persian 
history. Contrary to what has long been thought, Darius actually never sought to inflict 
a damnatio memoriae on the founder of the Empire. On the contrary, he intended to 
promote skillful propaganda at Pasargadae that would allow him to establish a fictitious 
link with Cyrus, just as he did with his matrimonial policy. 

Diachrony and Synchrony 
I should mention in passing that Darius's activity is attested in numerous domains 

and in numerous regions of the Empire. But it is impossible to offer an absolutely con
tinuous story from the 520s until 486. I am thus led first to analyze each successive con
quest by the new king individually, because it was these that permitted the Achaemenid 
Empire to achieve its greatest extent (chap. 4). The other aspects of his immense accom
plishment will be treated in the course of thematic and regional chapters (chaps. 5-12); 
these studies will help us better to appreciate as a whole what the Empire was at the 
death of the Great King and will also lead us to understand better the particular accom
plishment of Xerxes (chap. 13). 



Chapter 4 

Darius the Conqueror (520-486) 

1. The Pursuit of Territorial Expansion (520-513) 
Darius, Democedes, and the West 

Darius did not relax his efforts at extending the imperial realm. There is no question 
that, after the conquest of Cyrus and even more after the taking of Egypt, the Persians 
wanted to extend their dominion from the continent to the Aegean Islands. In this sense, 
Oroetes' attack on Polycrates on the island of Samos, for example, did not conflict with 
the objectives, overt or covert, of the central government. We have little enough infor
mation about the countries of Asia Minor between the execution of Oroetes of Sardis ca. 
522-520 and Darius's first direct offensive in Europe in 513. We are indebted to Herodo
tus for several clarifications of Darius's Aegean policy at the very beginning of his reign. 
Unfortunately, Herodotus's notes are no more than a subplot, so to speak, in a fairly long 
but not very scientific digression about the adventures of Democedes, a physician from 
Crotone in Italy, who had been taken prisoner by the Persians when Oroetes put Po
lycrates, tyrant of Samos, to death. Brought to the royal court after the execution of the 
miscreant satrap, Democedes became one of Darius's favorites: "He lived in a large 
house in Susa, took his meals at the king's table" (III.132-C-). He was also friendly with 
one of the king's wives, Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, on whom Herodotus tries to confer an 
unusual political position. At Atossa's urging, Darius let his desire to conquer Greece be
come known. But, before launching an expedition, he decided to send out a reconais-
sance mission guided by Democedes: Darius "begged him to give the reconnoitering 
parly such guidance and information as they needed, and afterwards to return to Persia" 
(III. I35-0-). The Persians left from Sidon and "made a written report of the results of a 
careful survey of most of the notable features of the coast [of Greece], and finally arrived 
at'faientum" (III. 137->). Then Herodotus tells how the Persians, deprived of their guide 
Democedes, were reduced to slavery in lapygia (in Italy, then controlled by Greece) be
fore being returned to Darius by Gillus, a Tarentine outlaw, and concludes "These Per
sians . . . were the first who ever came from Asia to Greece" (III. 138*). 

It is hard to separate history from fairy tale in Herodotus's story. In the rationale of his 
approach, the Democedes affair takes on a particular purpose: to show that the Persian 
Empire and the Greek world were becoming acquainted well before the onset of the 
Persian Wars and that, quite early on, Darius cherished notions of conquest in the west. 
Darius, Syfoson, and Samos 

After narrating the adventures of Democedes, Herodotus begins a new digression with 
these words: "These events were followed by the capture of Samos" (III. 139o). The prob
able chronological context makes one think that Darius's decision was made shortly after 
his accession (520-519?). As is often the case with Herodotus, however, what we consider 
the important causes of a historical event are presented in a personal, anecdotal form. 

139 
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One of Polycrates' brothers, Syloson, took part in the conquest of Egypt. During this 
expedition, Darius came to owe Syloson a favor because he had presented a garment to 
Darius as a gift. After the accession of Darius, Syloson presented himself at the gates of 
the royal palace, asserting his status as "benefactor" of the king—a term that included all 
who for any officially recognized reason had the right to request a favor (cf. chap. 8/1). 
He asked permission to recover Samos, which since the death of Polycrates had been in 
the hands of Maeandrius, son of Maeandrius, "the man whom Polycrates on leaving the 
island had appointed to tend to his affairs" (111. 139-42•*•). "Darius consented to Syloson's 
request, and dispatched a force under the command of Otanes, one of the seven, with 
orders to do everything that Syloson had asked; and Otanes, accordingly, went down to 
the coast to make his preparations" (III.141</-). Otanes reappears here for the first time 
since his forfeiture of the "royal competition." It is hard to know why he was chosen over 
the satrap of Sardis (about whom, actually, we know nothingafter the execution of Oroe
tes). As always, the leader of the expedition had received very strict and precise instruc
tions from Darius: "Not to kill or capture any Samian, but to hand the island over to 
Syloson intact" (II1.147o), instructions that Otanes violated (according to Herodotus) 
because of a provocation instigated by Maeandrius. The upshot was that Syloson was in
stalled as tyrant of Samos. 

The affair was important. Indeed, in theory the conquest was carried out for the bene
fit of Syloson. But Syloson was in fact an Achaemenid client; he had been installed by a 
Persian army by order of the Great King. The royal bequest made him obligated to Da
rius ever after. We can thus consider Samos the first Persian conquest in the Aegean is
lands. Indeed, it held a very important position both strategically and commercially 
because of the changes brought about by Polycrates. Behind the anecdotal character of 
Herodotus's tale we can see the working out of a strategy long entertained by Darius. 
There is no doubt that Herodotus was anachronistic in attributing to Darius a plan to 
lead an expedition against the Scythians at that early date. There is also no doubt that 
Darius, in the footsteps of his predecessors, had early on understood the importance of 
an Aegean policy, if only because of the proximity of the islands and the close relations 
they maintained with the mainland towns that were subject to Achaemenid authority at 
that time. 

Darius, the Indus, and the Nile 
Herodotus also mentions that Darius launched an expedition that started at the Indus 

(IV.44) and thirty months later reached Egypt. Though Herodotus's text is clearly based 
on information received from his compatriot Skylax, it is not entirely clear. According to 
Herodotus, Darius apparently had two objectives: on the one hand, he wanted to deter
mine whether the extremities of his Empire could be linked to each other and to the 
center (Elam); on the other, he wanted to organize a reconnaissance mission that would 
open the way for the projected conquest of the Indus Valley, the Hindus of the royal in
scriptions. Herodotus's text certifies that this conquest was led by Darius himself or by 
one of his armies—we cannot say with certainty which. The date of the conquest is itself 
uncertain, perhaps just after the campaign against the Sacians of Skunkha, that is, 
around 518? At any rate, the most recent investigations have shown that no logical, chro
nological link exists between this expedition and the order to dig a canal between the 
Nile and the Red Sea. 
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Aryandes and Barca 
Herodotus's long account of the history and peoples of Cyrenaica and Libya (IV, 1 4 5 -

205) includes some information on relations between Aryandes and the Greek leaders 
of Cyrene and Cyrenaica. One of the town's rulers, Arcesilaus (successor to Battus), was 
killed in a civil war. His mother, Pheretima, sought refuge in Egypt—which was at that 
time governed by the Persian satrap Aryandes —taking advantage of the fact that her son 
had "put Cyrene under Cambyses' control and fixed a rate of tribute" in 525, thus dis
playing his "friendship with Persia," according to Herodotus (IV. 165o). After obtaining 
Darius's permission, Aryandes sent a strong army and naval force against Cyrene, led by 
two Persian nobles named Amasis (a Maraphi) and Badres (a Pasargade). After a long re
sistance, the Barcaeans agreed to sign a treaty with Amasis. Amasis did not keep his 
word: the captured Barcaeans "were sent from Egypt to the Persian King Darius, who 
gave them a village in Bactria to live in. They named the village Barca, and it was still 
inhabited within my own memory" ( I V 2 0 4 o ) . The motivations for the Persian expedi
tion against Cyrene and Libya are not very clearly set out by Herodotus. He records what 
some of his informants told him: the refuge granted to Pheretima was just a pretext. "Its 
real object, I fancy, was the subjugation of Libya. The races of men in Libya are many 
and various, and only a few of them were subject to the Persian king; the greater number 
never gave Darius a moment's thought" (IV. 167-*-). However, the Persians never got far
ther than Euhesperides, near Barca. 

The text of the agreement between the Barcaeans and Amasis provides a partial rea
son. "They promised to pay the Great King a suitable tribute" in return for a commit
ment (not observed by Amasis, however) to leave the city alone. This commitment 
indicates that they had ceased to pay the tribute Herodotus attributes to them in his re
port on tributes paid to Darius: "Egypt, together with the Libyans on the border and the 
towns of Cyrene, and Barca (both included in the province of Egypt) paid 700 talents" 
(III.Vlo). In other words, Aryandes profited from Pheretima's solicitation by trying to in
crease his dominion over Cyrenaica, which at that time was still only partial. Because 
Amasis reminded Badres that "the objective of the expedition had been the single Greek 
city of Barca" (IV.203-V-), we may conclude that this town was picked out for a reason. 
The leaders of Cyrene from the time of Arcesilaus had also regularly delivered their 
fixed share of the total amount of the tribute from the Egyptian nome to Aryandes. 
Moreover, at this point the commanders of the army received Aryandes' order to return. 
The intervention on behalf of Pheretima was thus aimed at reinstating the subject status 
of Cyrene. It seems, however, that the Persians did not succeed in getting the Libyans all 
back in line, since Herodotus writes: "Most of them . . . cared nothing for the king of 
Persia, any more than they do to-day" (IV197-S-). 

2. The Persians in Europe 
Darius's Scythian Expedition (513) 

In dealing with the evidence for the years 518-517, historians find themselves in a dif
ficult situation. It is virtually impossible to compose a continuous narrative. In fact, He
rodotus's tale in book III, after the excursus on Democedes and Syloson, closes with a 
story bearing on a revolt of Babylonia (III. 150-59) . This story is repeated by Justin 
(1.10.15-22) and is difficult to interpret historically and chronologically. Herodotus, Jus
tin, and Ctesias do not return to the course of events until the eve of Darius's expedition 
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against the Scythians. Herodotus opens book IV this way: "After the capture of Babylon 
Darius invaded Scythia" (IV. lO; cf. Justin 1.10.23). These gaps explain why the chronol
ogy after the last events mentioned by Darius at Behistun have always been the subject 
of much discussion (e.g., the date of Darius's expedition to Egypt). The same situation 
exists, on the whole, for Darius's expedition against the Scythians. The gaps in evidence 
make it difficult to date, but there is now good reason to date it ca. 513, a date approxi
mately contemporary with the Persian expedition in Libya. Although the chronology 
does not pose insurmountable problems, the reasons, objectives, and results of the expe
dition continue to divide historians. 

According to Herodotus, Darius made immense preparations, "sending messengers 
to every part of his dominions with orders to raise troops here, ships there, and labourers 
somewhere else to work on the bridge over the Bosphorus" IV.83-0-). The number of 
boats gathered was around 600, according to Herodotus (IV.87), but there as elsewhere 
the figures must be taken for what they are, because Herodotus was always interested in 
stressing the immensity of the royal forces (IV.87: 700,000 men, not including the naval 
forces!). Among the Greek cities, Herodotus enumerates in particular the cities of the 
Hellespont and the Propontis (Sea of Marmara): Abydos, Lampsacus, Parion, Proconne-
sus, Cyzicus, Byzantium, and also some of Ionia (Chios, Samos, Phocaea, Miletus) and 
of Aeolis (Cyme). Herodotus also mentions an Athenian named Miltiades, "who was 
master of the Chersonese on the Hellespont and in command" (IV137o). Leaving Susa, 
the king arrived with his army in the neighborhood of Chalcedon, then crossed into Eu
rope, after enjoining the Ionians "—who, with other Greeks from Aeolis and the Hel
lespont, were in charge of the fleet—to sail into the Black Sea as far as the Danube, 
where they were to bridge the river and await his arrival" (IV.89). Darius marched across 
Thrace, where some peoples surrendered without a fight and others (the Getae) after 
fierce resistance (IV.93). Leaving the Ionian tyrants to guard the Danube crossing, the 
king penetrated Scythian territory. There he encountered a true coalition of peoples 
who refused to engage in pitched battle. Darius found himself in desperate straits and, 
with the advice of Gobryas, decided to retreat. Pursued by the Scythians, he nonetheless 
managed to reach the Danube and cross the river. The Ionian tyrants, despite the cogent 
arguments of the Scythians, had refused to leave the Persian camp (IV. 136-39). The end 
of the story is quite abrupt: "Darius marched through Thrace to Sestos in the Cherso
nese, where he took ship for Asia, leaving a distinguished Persian named Megabazus to 
command in Europe" (IV1430-). 

Darius's expedition poses many questions and has given rise to many divergent inter
pretations, primarily because our basic source, Herodotus, treats it only very superfi
cially. His main interest is in fact describing the different Scythian peoples. After briefly 
introducing the Persian expedition, Herodotus launches into one of those digressions so 
dear to him (IV. 1-40). One digression leads to another; he then dedicates several chap
ters to Libya, the guiding thread of the progression being an inquiry into the limits and 
configuration of the known world (Asia, Libya, Europe; IV.36-47). It is only in $83 that 
he returns to Darius, after giving a mass of information on Scythian customs. In the story 
as a whole, the parts dealing with Darius's expedition appear more as a pretext than as 
the true subject of the general account. 

Despite these conditions, we continue to inquire into the purposes and objectives of 
Darius, as well as the magnitude of the Persian defeat. Was the Great King preparing to 
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subject the Scythians of southern Russia and integrate them into his Empire, perhaps to 
return via the Caucasus? or was the march beyond the Danube considered a mere cor
ollary to an objective centered on the conquest of Thrace? Herodotus would give us to 
understand that Darius had dreamed very early on of conquering Scythia and that 
Atossa, egged on by Democedes, urged him to turn his attention instead toward Greece 
(III. 134; cf. p. 139 above). But the entire Democedes story is highly suspect. Even if the 
conquest of Samos around 519 effectively shows that Darius had an Aegean plan, it does 
not prove that at that date he thought of launching an expedition to Scythia or of prepar
ing a vast offensive against European Greece. Herodotus's other explanation, that Da
rius's purpose was to avenge the Scythian invasion of Asia (IV. 1 and VII.20), hardly 
deserves the attention of historians. I also have major reservations about Justin's account, 
that Darius opened hostilities to punish the Scythian king, Ianthyrus, for refusing him 
the hand of his daughter (II, II.5.9). This is in fact a literary motif, found for example in 
one of the versions of Cambyses' expedition against Egypt. Ctesias adds information not 
found in Herodotus; he records that 

Darius enjoined Ariaramnes, satrap of Cappadocia, to penetrate the country of the Scyth
ians and to take men and women captive there. The satrap crossed with 30 fifty-oared galleys 
(qiiinqueremes) and took prisoners. He even captured the brother of the king of the Scyth
ians, Marsagetes, whom he had found imprisoned on the order of his own brother for some 
misdeed. Irritated, Scytharbes, the king of the Scythians, sent a letter of grievances to Dari
us, who responded to him in the same style. (SS16-17) 

It thus seems that the offensive was preceded by a period of tension and a limited ex
pedition led by the satrap of Cappadocia, perhaps for the purpose of gathering infor
mation on the country. But in all this foofaraw we do not find any really satisfactory 
explanation. It is for this reason very tricky to estimate the magnitude of the defeat suf
fered by Darius. We can hardly trust Herodotus, who received his information from 
Scythians and Greeks. The difficulties of analysis are further increased by the uncertain
ties that continue to weigh on the identification of the Scythian peoples introduced by 
Herodotus. 

What seems surprising is that Darius left the Greek fleet at the mouth of the Danube. 
This strategy implies that his territorial objectives could not have been far away. If they 
had been, he would have adopted the traditional tactic of having the army and navy pro
ceed together, so that the navy was able to provision the army. But did the fleet left on 
the Danube represent all of the ships pressed into service by the Great King? Herodo
tus's narrowly Hellenocentric orientation prevents us from being certain about the mat
ter. Whatever the case may be, the retreat of the Persian armies from Scythia certainly 
damaged the prestige of the Great King, at least in the short term, as seen in the revolts 
that then broke out among the Greek cities, in particular the cities on the Hellespont 
(IV. 144; V I ) . Among the cities that seceded from the Persians at this point were some 
that had sent a naval contingent to Darius (IV. 138). It is likely that they then returned 
home, paving the way for an insurrection (cf. V.27). The revolt of these cities could also 
be explained as a deception, particularly if we agree that at the start the interests of cer
tain tyrants and of the king converged: the tyrants joined Darius's force in the hope that 
the expedition to the Black Sea would allow them to reenter a region where they had 
founded colonies but where the Athenian commercial offensive had diminished their 
influence. 
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The Persians in Thrace 
Whether or not this is a legitimate speculation, it is clear that the bottom line of the 

Persian expedition was far from negative. In fact, whether Thrace was Darius's primary 
objective or not (it is impossible to determine), it was conquered by the Achaemenid 
armies. Darius had already subjugated several Thvacian peoples on his path to the 
Danube. And before reembarking for Asia Minor, he left Megabazus in Europe "with 
this mission: "to conquer Thrace" (V2o). He first " began the reduction of such com
munities in the [Hellespont] neighbourhood as opposed the Persian power" (IV. 1440), 
and he seized Perinthus (VI): "Then Megabazus marched through Thrace, bringing 
every city and every people in that part of the country under the control of the Persian 
king" (V2->). The Paeonians were the most severely affected by Megabazus's offensive: 
he seized their principal inland settlements, and he deported some of them to Asia Mi
nor (V. 15-16). The task was completed by Otanes, to whom Darius gave "the command 
of the troops of the coast," just before leaving Sardis (around 510? V.25-0-). Otanes seized 
Byzantium and Chalcedon (the keys to the Bosporus), then Antandrus in Troas, and 
last, the islands of Lemnos and Imbros (V.27). In contrast, the Ionian town1? did not join 
in the revolt. The reason was doubtless that Darius's expedition marked the end of a de
gree of autonomy for the cities of Propontis, autonomy that had already been lost by the 
Ionian cities at the time of the conquest of Samos around 519. Obviously, most of the 
tyrants shared the opinion of Histiaeus of Miletus, who, when the Scythians asked them 
to dissociate themselves from Darius, "pointed out that each one of them owed his posi
tion as head of a state to Darius, and, in the event of Darius' fall, he himself would be 
unable to maintain his power at Miletus, and all the rest of them would find themselves 
in a similar difficulty" (IV. 137-*). 

A Summary 
While we are unable to evaluate the objectives of Darius's expedition, we can evalu

ate the results achieved. On the northern front, no Achaemenid army would ever again 
be risked beyond the Danube. Perhaps Darius's objective was simply to safeguard the 
borders of the empire and to prevent Scythian raids in the regions between the Danube 
and the Aegean (cf. VI, VI.40). In any case, according to Dino, the Great Kings took the 
Danube to be the frontier of their dominion (Plutarch, Alex. 36.4), which means that, at 
least in the imperial imagination (cf. chap. 5), all of the Thracian regions south of the 
river were considered to answer to the authority of the Great King, while at the same 
time the lands beyond the Danube were banished from the oikoumene and from history. 

The seizing of Thrace was an event of major importance for Persian power. The re
gion is rich in strategic materials. Darius had granted Histiaeus a region in Thrace, near 
Myrcinus, in the canton of the Edonians in repayment for his loyally. Histiaeus intended 
to found a town there (V11). Shortly afterward, Megabazus communicated to Darius 
his fears regarding the increasing power of Histiaeus. "The site, with its silver mines, and 
abundance of timber for building ships, and making oars, is a very valuable one. The 
neighbourhood is thickly populated both with Greeks and other people." Darius was 
convinced and recalled Histiaeus to Sardis, bringing him back to Susa with him and 
awarding him the titles "counselor" and "table-companion" 0/23-24-*). The mines of 
Mt. Pangaeum in Thrace were in fact well known (cf. VII. 112), even as well known as 
the mine at Scapte Hyle worked by Thasos (VI.46). The coinage struck by variousTfua-
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cian and Paeonian peoples attests to the abundance of precious metals. In brief, these 
cities and peoples were well able to pay tribute in silver to the Persian administration. 

To the west, Persian dominion thenceforth affected Macedonia (cf. VI.44). In fact, 
Megabazus had sent an embassy to the Macedonian king, Amyntas I, with "a demand 
for earth and water." Despite favorable legends about the Macedonian royal house col
lected later by Herodotus (V. 17-21), this fact remains: the Macedonian kings had to rec
ognize the sovereignty of the Great King. It was inevitable, given the all-too-close 
Persian garrisons, the most important and strongest of which were at Eion (at the mouth 
of the valley of the Strymon) and Doriscus on the Hebrus (VII.59: Zx/szieion/garrison), 
where Darius had appointed commanders (VII. 105). Thereafter, all of the countries 
paid tribute to the Great King (VII. 108). 

Meanwhile, it must be recognized that evidence concerning Persian settlement at 
this time is highly inadequate. It is commonly thought that the new countries were inte
grated into a new satrapal district. But was this really the case? Speaking of the march of 
Xerxes from Doriscus to central Greece in 480, Herodotus states that" the whole coun-
trv as far as Thessaly had been forced into subjection and made tributary to Persia by the 
conquests, first, of Megabazus and, later, of Mardonius" (VII. 108-v-). It is not impossible 
that this district was not set up until after the expedition led by Mardonius, for it seems 
clear that his enterprises were aimed at stricter oversight by Achaemenid authority in the 
region. Furthermore, after Megabazus's campaign, Thasos continued to work the mines 
of his dominion (VI.46), whereas Herodotus notes that in 480 the mines of Mt. Pan-
gaeum were always worked by the Pierians, the Odomanti, and the Satrae (VII. 112). In 
fact, Herodotus himself specifies that a number of Paeonian peoples (from Mt. Pan-
gaeum), Doberi, Agriani, and Odomanti (from Lake Prasias) "were not subjugated by 
Megabazus" (V.16o). 

Nor is there any sure proof that Macedonia was incorporated into a Persian district. 
Amyntas 1 enjoyed a normal reign until 498, when Alexander I succeeded him. Accord
ing to Herodotus (V.21), Alexander I gave his sister Gygaea in marriage to a Persian 
named Bubares, who had come to look into a massacre of Persians who had been sent 
to Amyntas I's court by Megabazus (V. 18-20). Bubares was doubtless Megabazus's own 
son (VII.22), and he apparently stayed in Macedonia for several years (Justin VII.4.1). 
Amyntas II was born out of his marriage to Gygaea (Herodotus VIII. 136). According to 
Justin, this marriage allowed Amyntas I and Alexander I to maintain good relations with 
Darius and, later, Xerxes (VII.3.9; 4.1). It seems risky, given the state of the evidence, to 
conclude that Bubares played the role of a sort of Persian high commissioner in a Mace
donian kingdom, which was itself part of a Thracian-Macedonian satrapy. 

To sum up, Darius's undertaking in Thrace was obviously neither a secondary nor a 
temporary objective: the establishment of garrisons, the imposition of tribute (in silver 
and men), the protectorate imposed on the Macedonian kingdom, as well as the retaking 
of the region briefly conceded to Histiaeus indicate unambiguously that, in the king's 
mind, it was an essential phase of his new conquests, just as were the expeditions to the 
Indus or to Cyrenaica. We do well to stress an important aspect of the strategy followed 
first by Megabazus and then by Otanes: to strictly control the route joining Asia Minor 
to their new European conquests. In fact, the Persians took control of the straits, both the 
Bosporus (Byzantium and Chalcedon) and the Hellespont and the islands that com
mand its entry (Imbros and Lemnos). The city of Lampsacus (on the Hellespont) was 
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held by a tyrant, Hippoclus, "all-powerful before Darius" (Thucydides VI.59.3). At the 
entry to the Hellespont, Sigeion had long been a dynastic possession of the Athenian ty
rants. In 513, Miltiades the Younger, the representative of this Athenian family, had had 
no option but to take part in Darius's Scythian campaign. A few years later, after Cle-
omenes I of Sparta drove Hippias out of Athens, Hippias sought refuge with Artaphernes: 
He "moved heaven and earth . . . to procure the subjection of Athens to himself and Da
rius" (Herodotus V.96-*). 

Before leaving Sardis, Darius had named Artaphernes satrap there, "his brother by 
the same father" (V.25-*-). He received extended powers, to go by what Aristagoras says, 
as transcribed by Herodotus: "in command of the whole coastal district of Asia" (pantoi 
hoi epithalassioi;V30'>). Otanes was placed in "command of the coast" (hoi parathalas-
sioi andres; V.25-*) and obviously took on some of the authority of Artaphernes, who co
ordinated all of the Persian forces up to the Halys River (VI02). It is difficult to be 
certain that Artaphernes supervised the control of the European conquests. In the con
text of the Ionian revolt, Herodotus (VI.33) refers to the governor of Dascylium, 
Oebares, son of Megabazus (VI.33). Whatever the uncertainty of the (variable) admin
istrative content of the word hyparkhos, there is every reason to think that this Oebares 
was satrap of Dascylium. Without any doubt, he also had responsibilities in this area, if 
only by reason of the strategic position of his satrapy, magnificently situated to serve as a 
bridge between Asia and Europe. Finally, Sestos in the Chersonese of Thrace was a for
tified city of decisive importance. The bridge built before 513 by Mandrocles of Samos 
(IV.87-90) led to a terminus near Sestos, and it was by this bridge that Darius embarked 
on his return from Thrace some time later. In 480, Sestos and the region were held by 
Artayctes, who took his orders either from Dascylium or Sardis, or else directly from the 
king. 

3. The Ionian Revolt (500-493) 

The Thread of Events and the Problems Posed 
"Then trouble ceased for a while, until it broke out again in Ionia. This time it came 

from Naxos and Miletus" (V.28-*-). This is how Herodotus begins a long passage on the 
revolt of Ionia, with nothing more to say about the period between the conquests of 
Otanes (V.27: around 510) and the prelude to the revolt (499). Here is Herodotus's ver
sion of the chronological sequence of events. 

Around 500-499, the tyrant of Miletus, Aristagoras, nephew of Histiaeus (who since 
511-510 had remained at the court of Darius; V24), came to Artaphernes with a propo
sition that would be to their mutual advantage. Certain Naxian aristocrats, driven from 
their island by the people, had come to seek aid from Aristagoras on the basis of their 
friendly relations with Histiaeus. Since he did not have the forces necessary for this un
dertaking, Aristagoras turned to Artaphernes, showing him the advantages of such an ex
pedition: "You will add to the King's dominions not only Naxos itself but the other 
islands of the Cyclades, such as Paros and Andros, which are dependent on it. Then with 
the Cyclades as your base you will have no difficulty in attacking Euboea" (V.3 ]<•). With 
Darius's consent, Artaphernes gathered a major force whose command he entrusted to 
Megabates, "a cousin both of Darius and himself."-*- Dissension arose very quickly be
tween Megabat.es and Aristagoras: the best they could do was leave the exiled Naxians in 
a fort and return "to the mainland. The expedition had been a failure" (V.30-35-*). 
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Map I. The Ionian Revolt. 
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Motivated by the fear of dismissal and by a message from Histiaeus, Aristagoras de
cided on open revolt against Darius, despite opposition expressed by the historian Heca-
taeus of Miletus. After winning over the tyrants who had participated in the expedition 
to Naxos, "Aristagoras, in open rebellion, set himself to damage Darius in every way he 
could think of" (V370-). One of his first acts was "pretending to abdicate his own posi
tion in favour of a democratic government [isonomy], and then went on to do the same 
thing in the other Ionian cities" (V.38<>). Conscious of his military inferiority, he left for 
Greece. At Sparta, he was politely turned away by King Cleomenes I, despite tempting 
promises of booty from barbarians "who have little taste for war" (V.49-0-). "From Sparta, 
Aristagoras went on to Athens" (V55-0-). "Persuaded to accede to Aristagoras' appeal, the 
Athenians passed a decree for the dispatch of twenty warships to Ionia" (V,97o), which 
were soon followed by five from Eretria (V.98). 

Hostilities began with a raid launched by the Ionians against Sardis itself (499?). Un
able to capture the acropolis, which was defended by Artaphernes in person, the Ionians 
burned the city below it, then retreated. Pursued by Persian forces, they suffered a major 
defeat near Ephesus. At that point the Athenians recalled their ships (V.99-103). Soon, 
however, the revolt spread from Byzantium in the north to Caria in the south (498-497), 
then to the Cypriot city-states except for Amathus. Persian forces disembarked on the is
land: the Ionians won a sea battle, but the Persians won on land and after some months 
took the last resistant cities (V. 104-16). On the continent, the Persian generals pursued 
the land offensive until the Carian declaration of war forced them to send men there. Af
ter an initial victory, the Persian army fell into an ambush where its leaders perished 
(V. 116-22). Nonetheless, the remaining Persian generals pursued a systematic recon-
quest of the Hellespontine and Ionian towns (497). Aware of the impossibility of defeat
ing the Persian forces, Aristagoras relinquished power to Pythagoras, then set sail for 
Myrcinus, a prior gift from Darius to Histiaeus. He was then lost in a little-known battle 
against Thrace (V. 122-26). These were the conditions, Herodotus says, upon Histiaeus's 
return to Sardis (496?). He was soon to die by order of Artaphernes. The Ionian fleet was 
concentrated at Lade but was weakened by overt or covert defections to the Persians. 
The Persians won a victory at Lade, whereupon Miletus, besieged by land and sea, had 
to surrender (VI. 1-22; 494). The victory was followed by merciless vengeance (VI.22-
41; 493). Herodotus ends his tale with a description of the measures taken by Arta
phernes to restore law and order (VI.42-43). 

This is the bare-bones outline of what Herodotus relates. It is obvious that the impor
tance Herodotus places on these events is out of proportion to Darius's greater concerns 
in an Empire that thereafter extended from Macedonia to the Indus. Furthermore, be
tween 500 and 493, the Great King was engaged in a number of other enterprises on 
which the Ionian situation had not the slightest effect. This observation doubtless cap
tures some aspect of historical reality. But it also rouses certain methodological reserva
tions, since it is based implicitly on the silence of both the Greek and Persian sources. 
Of course this silence means nothing, since royal inscriptions are not narrative texts. By 
way of comparison, we would have no idea of the extent of the policy carried out by Da
rius in the Nile Valley if we did not have Egyptian documents. There is one hint of the 
Ionian revolt found in a Persepolis tablet (Q 1809): a travel voucher indicates in fact that 
Datis (see p. 158) returned from Sardis in February-March 494, bearing a royal authori
zation. It is tempting to suppose that he came on Darius's order to make a tour of inspec-
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tion of Asia Minor on the eve of the final offensive (which was quite certainly ordered by 
the king himself and his advisers). There can be no further doubt that the Persian forces 
based in Cilicia were under direct orders from the central administration to launch a 
vast offensive against Cyprus in 497 (V.I08). Herodotus's tale of the final moments of 
Histiaeus also shows that Darius intended Artaphernes to operate on royal instructions 
(VI.30), in the same way that he had obtained the king's permission before launching 
the expedition against Naxos (V.31-32). While it is possible that Darius in the beginning 
(as Herodotus records in a suspicious passage; V.105) did not harbor great fears, confi
dent as he was of the military superiority of his troops, it is more certain that the opera
tions could not fail to stimulate his irritation and his desire to be done with them. It is in 
this context that Herodotus reports that Histiaeus persuaded the Great King to allow him 
to return to Miletus to convince his compatriots to abandon the fight. In fact, Darius's 
western strategy required him to mount a vigorous effort to retake the coast of Asia Mi
nor. To lose it at this date would have amounted to an infinitely more serious failure than 
what he had experienced on the Ukrainian steppes. Furthermore, the Ionian revolt 
poses a series of historical problems whose importance exceeds the limited geographical 
context of the Asia Minor coast. An analysis of these events can in fact enlighten the po
litical and military situation of the whole Empire at the beginning of the fifth century, 
as well as the nature of the bonds that united the central, satrapal, and local powers. 

To answer all these questions, historians ceaselessly analyze Herodotus, because, ex
cept for a few brief allusions elsewhere (e.g., Diodorus IX.25), and despite Plutarch's at
tacks on him (Mal. Her. 24 [Mor. 861]), he represents our only source of information. 
For Herodotus, the description of the revolt is intimately linked to a wider historio-
graphic objective: to explain the origins of the wars between the Persians and the 
Greeks. And in his mind it is clear that the Ionians, for whom he did not harbor the least 
sympathy, played a despicable role: their revolt brought on devastation (V.28). The burn
ing of Sardis offered the Persians a pretext for launching a war of reprisals against Eretria 
and Athens (V.102), and the sending of Athenian and Eretrian reinforcements "was the 
beginning of trouble not only for Greece, but for the rest of the world as well" (V.97-0-). 
Aristagoras is presented as a crazy man, guided at first by the fear of losing power at Mi
letus and ready to involve the Greeks in a hopeless revolt (V.35): when he urged the ex
iled Paeonians in Asia to recapture their countries, it was not to achieve any advantage 
for the Ionians, it was simply "to annoy Darius" (V.98-*-). Herodotus also states (not un-
maliciously) that Aristagoras himself did not take part in the raid on Sardis (V.99). And 
finally, unable to follow through to the end the operations he had initiated, this "poor-
spirited creature" left Asia Minor for Thrace (V.l 24-26-5-). 

An Economic Crisis? 

The problem, obviously, is that Herodotus clearly does not ask the questions to which 
historians seek answers. Many uncertainties remain, including those of a chronological 
nature. This is most vexing for those attempting to reconstruct a chain of cause and ef
fect. But the origins and development of a revolt over such a long time are particularly 
problematic. Many have wondered whether the Persian conquest set in motion an eco
nomic crisis in the cities of Asia Minor. Completely opposite responses continue to be 
offered. But the documentation is so sparse.. . . Herodotus's evaluation is often cited: It 
"Miletus during the same period had reached the peak of her prosperity and was the 
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glory of Ionia" (V.28o). But this statement must be placed in context. Herodotus records 
that some time earlier the city had in fact been torn by civil disorder, which was settled 
by Parian arbitrators. The discussion clearly shows that in Herodotus's eyes (V29) the 
supposed wealth arose solely from planting crops again on land that had previously been 
laid waste —nothing more. If Aristagoras applied to Artaphernes to lead the expedition 
against Naxos, it was because Miletus was incapable of bearing the expense by itself 
(V.30-35). Clearly, Miletus was not "wealthy" enough for it to pursue an independent 
policy. 

Once Histiaeus had returned to Miletus (as always, according to Herodotus), he ex
plained to his compatriots why he had urged Aristagoras to pursue revolt, as follows: 
"Darius had been planning a transfer of population, intending to settle Phoenicians in 
Ionia, and Ionians in Phoenicia" (VI.3o). This passage is sometimes cited to claim that 
the Persians, after conquering the Mediterranean front, had systematically favored the 
Phoenicians over the Greek dependencies and that this policy had caused the commer
cial ruin of the Ionian cities. But this intepretation is not based on any independent 
sources. For one thing, Herodotus does not conceal the fact that he believes that this ex
planation is incorrect. For another, we could just as easily suppose that the satrapal 
courts of Asia Minor created a market that profited the craftsmen of the Ionian cities 
(see, for comparison, Herodotus VIII. 105). And it seems likely that a not insignificant 
portion of the Greek pottery imported to the Near East was at this time coming from the 
cities of Asia Minor. Greco-Phoenician competition, which is often made much of, 
must not be overestimated, no matter how important their political conflicts were in at
tracting the favor of the Great King (cf. VIII.90). The king never chose one or the other 
as a privileged commercial partner! A remarkable, recently published (TADAE C.3.7) 
Aramaic document from the time of Xerxes (475) attests that Ionian and Phoenician 
merchants could be found side by side in an Egyptian port and that, at several sites, 
Phoenician and Greek pottery types are mixed. Besides, the Ionians also encountered 
competition in the Greek world, particularly from the Athenians, who during the sixth 
century had progressively won some of the Aegean trade from the Ionians, in the north
ern regions. But it is not possible to analyze the consequences of this competition for the 
economic position of Miletus and other Ionian towns with any precision. 

Civic Tensions and Achaemenid Power 

What is most surprising is that the troubles arose around 500, whereas conditions 
might have been more favorable earlier on, during the great upheavals of 522-520 
(when Darius came to power), for instance, or during the Scythian expedition (503), for 
another. While it is true that, during the accession of Darius, Oroetes' power hardly pre
sented conditions that were amenable to the awakening of movement away from the 
Persians in the Greek cities of Asia Minor, Herodotus explicitly states that, during Da
rius's Scythian expedition, the Ionian tyrants, who were powerfully pressured by the 
Scythians to abandon Darius, seem to have had all of the requisites in hand to choose 
the path of secession. It was this path, according to Herodotus, that was proposed by Mil-
tiades the Athenian, "master of the Chersonese on the Hellespont and in command . . . 
they should take the Scythians' advice, and so liberate Ionia" (IV. 137-38o). Histiaeus of 
Miletus (still according to Herodotus) tried to use arguments for democracy to convince 
his colleagues to secede: 
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Each one of them owed His position as head of a state to Darius, and in the event of Darius' 
fa)], he himself would be unable to maintain his power at Miletus, and all the rest of them 
would find themselves in a similar difficulty. Each state would be sure to turn against abso
lute government, and agitate for democracy. (IV. 137-0-) 
Herodotus's version is not free of imprecision (the role of Miltiades, for example) or 

anachronism. It is clear that here he puts in Histiaeus's mouth an argument that was ac
tually used by Aristagoras at the beginning of the revolt. This indicates at least that, from 
Herodotus's point of view, the Greek cities at this time faced an internal political prob
lem, which was closely linked to the relationship they maintained with Persian power. 
This debate throws singular light on the nature of the contradictions within which the 
Greek tyrants found themselves, caught between two irreconcilable ambitions: libera
tion from Persian protection and retention of their own power. 

The measures taken by Aristagoras at the beginning of the open rebellion are pre
sented by Herodotus as follows. After having seized the commanders who had partici
pated in the expedition to Naxos, he made the following decision (V.37-38->): 

To induce the Milesians to support him (hekontes), he began bv pretending to abdicate his 
own position in favour of a democratic government [isonomy], and then went on to do the 
same thing in the other Ionian states, where he got rid of the political bosses. Some of them 
he drove out; those he had arrested on the ships which had joined his expedition to Naxos 
he handed over to the cities to which they respectively belonged, hoping thereby to get the 
goodwill of their former subjects. At Mytilene, Coes was taken out and stoned to death the 
moment the people got their hands on him; at Cyme, however, Aristagoras was allowed to 
go free, and most of the other cities showed a similar leniency. 

Right away we find Herodotus passing judgment without compassion on Aristagoras, in 
whose democratic fervor he does not believe for a moment ("by pretending"). But, aside 
from this, his presentations of the situations of 513 and 499 are based on his conviction 
that an absolute connection existed between the tyrants and Achaemenid authority. 
From the time that the Achaemenids took power, the expulsion of the tyrants was a pre
requisite for rebellion. And, on this point, it is difficult not to agree with Herodotus. To 
be sure, not all of the tyrants were imposed by Achaemenid intervention. When Histi
aeus left for Susa, it was his son-in-law and cousin Aristagoras who took over (V.30). This 
illustrates the fact that transmission of the job of tyrant proceeded along family lines in 
the first place. At the same time, as Histiaeus says, it appears clear that the dominion they 
exercised over their respective cities was directly connected to the support given to them 
by the Achaemenid power. At any rate, most of the tyrants driven away by Aristagoras's ac
tions immediately turned to the Persian camp ( VI.9-10), where they provided the Per
sians with inside information (cf. VI. 13). In the eyes of the Ionians, the dominion to 
which they were subject was exercised jointly by the Persians and their tyrant (VI.21). 
The situation was the same in Cyprus: as soon as his brother Onesilus took power and 
rebelled against the Persians, Gorgus, the king of Salamis, "transferred his allegiance to 
Persia" (V.104-V-). When Herodotus writes that after the Persian victory "the people of 
[Salamis] restored [it] to their former ruler Gorgus" (V.l 15o), he is saying that the power 
of Gorgus was legitimate (with respect to the monarchic traditions of Salamis), but at the 
same time he shows that this legitimacy could not be restored without the assistance of 
Persian military might. 

Of course, we cannot see any underlying ideological preference on the part of the 
Persians, who had simply decided during one period in the history of the Greek cities 
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that alliance with the tyrants was the best way to establish their own dominion. From 
this point of view, the policy pursued by the Persians in Asia Minor was not fundamen
tally different from the policy that they followed in the other conquered countries—to 
support the local elites, as long as they agreed to play the game. But, at the first offense, 
the king could fire them and name other, more submissive leaders. Furthermore, Da
rius's policy regarding the sanctuaries of Asia Minor does not seem to have differed es
sentially from his policy in Babylonia, Egypt, or Judah (chap. 12). 

The Naxos affair shows that the power of the great families, from which the tyrants of 
Asia Minor came, was threatened by popular pressure; then the representatives of this 
"great" party were removed by the people (demos; V.30). Whatever the exact sociological 
realities reflected by Herodotus's words, it is clear that Naxos had just undergone a dem
ocratic (or isonomic, the difference is not important here) revolution. These democratic 
or isonomic tendencies in Asia Minor did not appear suddenly, since, for example, 
around 575-550, an inscription attests to the existence of magistrates and a "popular" as
sembly at Chios (ML 8). It is also possible that the nearby example of Athens ("Clisthen-
ian revolution") had again induced the will of the "people" to undo the "tyrannical" 
protection of the great families. Under these conditions, Aristagoras understood that, to 
have some chance of success, they had to enlarge the social bases of the rebellion, and 
in order to do this, they had to give in to the "isonomic pressure" (which, obviously, Mi
letus also fell, as Herodotus suggests; V.28-29). This policy also allowed Aristagoras to 
take control of operations: by asking each town to name strategoi ('generals'), he could 
be reasonably sure that these strategoi would henceforth operate under his direction. 

This decision attests to Aristagoras's political cleverness. The tyrants of 513 made the 
best choice they could between external dependence and internal democracy. At this 
time (513), "the liberation of Ionia" —a slogan allegedly defended by Miltiades, though 
we do not know what motivated him to say this—was certainly not an effective mobiliz
ing slogan any more than it was in 500. In other words, it is not possible to explain the 
genesis of the Ionian revolt in terms of a (nonexistent) "national consciousness" or in 
terms of a "hereditary enemy" (i.e., "the Persians have always been our enemy"), two 
concepts that were forged later in Greece by polemecists such as Isocrates. The Ionian 
attitude toward Persian dominion was not determined solely by perceiving the Persians 
to be culturally different. Instead, and more importantly, it was determined by the social 
status of each group within the context of the Greek city and by the efforts these groups 
put forth to advance their interests. Aristagoras was able to carry this thought to its logical 
conclusion: to make war on the Persians presupposed that the social groups who up un
til the present had been excluded from power were now included. It is appropriate to 
add a closing remark that allows us to establish another link between internal tensions 
and revolt against Persia. The remark is fostered by the measures taken by Artaphernes 
at the end of the revolt. Herodotus states very clearly that "these measures were condu
cive to peace" (VL42-*-). Given that they related essentially to the idea of tribute (and not 
just to its amount: chap. 12/5), we are led to think that the exacting of tribute within 
each city had posed or, more precisely, revealed or even exacerbated internal social ten
sions. This was a process perhaps not greatly removed from the process in Judah fifty 
years later (Neh 5:1-3; see below, chap. 14/5): the inequable exacting of tribute from the 
rich and poor perhaps played the role of accelerating political and social tensions. In the 
case of the Ionians, at any rate, supporting the revolt promoted a hope for an end to this 
external pressure and the consequent internal sociopolitical pressure. 
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The Strategy of Aristagoras: The Beginnings of the Revolt 
Supposing that the preceding interpretations partly or fully reflect the truth, we still 

need to understand why and how, at that particular moment, Aristagoras raised the ban
ner of revolt. To this end, we must first return to the story of the expedition to Naxos. 
Early on, there was no question of not cooperating with Artaphernes (the satrap of Sar
dis). Because all of the ships were under the command of Persian captains, Aristagoras's 
first move was to seek the aid of Artaphernes. The Naxians who were exiled from their 
island promised financial contributions, and these are the terms under which Aristago
ras approached Artaphernes. Upon notification of the mobilization, other towns were re
quired to send oarsmen to the royal fleet. Of course, from the beginning, the alliance 
betrayed contradictory agendas. Aristagoras hoped to gain in prestige from it; Arta
phernes, on the other hand, knew well that the expedition was a Persian expedition, or
dered by the king, with a real Achaemenid objective —to lake control of an island that 
Aristagoras represented to him as the key to the Cyclades (V.31). Very quickly, mistrust 
arose between Aristagoras and the Persian head of the armada, Megabates. It increased 
sonic lime later, when the Persians found themselves short of money (V.34). In fact, it is 
likely that, as was customary, Artaphernes had received strict orders from the central au
thority that released a specific amount of funds calculated on the basis of the number of 
ships and soldiers conscripted and the expected duration of the expedition. 

It was at this moment, according to Herodotus, that Aristagoras decided to revolt. For 
this, Herodotus provides only explanations of a personal nature. He adds that Aristagoras 
had received instructions regarding a revolt from Histiaeus, still in his gilded cage in 
Susa. But the story he gives is highly suspect (V.35o). In no way was Aristagoras unaware 
of the superiority of the Persians. The Greeks' only hope —as Hecataeus puts it, but 
surely Aristagoras was also aware of this—was to take the offensive on the sea: Hecataeus 
"advised them to work for control of the sea." The only solution was to seize the Persian 
fleet which, after its unhappy return from Naxos, had just berthed at Myus. Iatragoras 
was sent to Myus to seize the captains of the ships (i.e., the tyrants who had contributed 
to the Naxos campaign), and most certainly also to seize the ships by making a daring 
attack on the naval base. But in seizing the royal fleet, the Greeks also had to settle the 
budgetary problem. The maintenance of a large armada (perhaps 200 ships) was very ex
pensive (we can estimate the cost as at least 60 talents a month, not counting mainte
nance and repairs). The Persians had solved the problem by conscription and tribute. 
The expense is the reason Aristagoras proposed that they seize the treasuries of Didyma: 
"If that were done, he had good hope that they might succeed in gaining command of 
the sea" (V.36-V-). His proposal was rejected. "They did decide, none the less, to throw off 
the Persian yoke," says Herodotus. 

Though Aristagoras's strategy seems to make sense so far (or at least, if the modern 
historian can give it meaning!), it is hard to understand why, upon his return from Eu
rope (where he had won the cautious support of Athens and Eretria), he decided to 
begin an expedition against Sardis after mooring the fleet near Ephesus. The Greeks 
arrived without mishap near Sardis, thanks to Ephesian guides, who led them by round
about paths. However, they proved unable to capture the fortress, whose virtually im
pregnable position is stressed by all of the ancient sources—at any rate, it was 
inaccessible to a small, hard-pressed troop lacking siege engines. Aristagoras must have 
been aware that in a very short time Artaphernes would be able to raise mounted troops, 
all the Persians stationed west of the Halys" (V.102O). That is, the army reserve would 
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be sure to advance from the lands awarded to Persian nobles of the imperial diaspora, 
and, indeed, they did respond: the Greeks had to flee in disorder toward Ephesus before 
the survivors of the combat were even able to disband (V. 102). Shortly, Athenians and 
Evetrians abandoned the Ionians, who had to face the Persians alone (VI03). 

If, taking the opposite tack from Herodotus, we postulate that Aristagoras was not 
crazy, then we must recognize that he had good reasons for acting as he did. For one 
thing, we should note that he put on the line only a very small part of his forces: the fleet 
and the soldiers it carried were intact and ready for other battles. Could not the reason 
for the attack on Sardis be related to an urgent need to give a signal to the populations 
of Asia Minor? They could not help but be impressed by an offensive so unprecedented 
that no parallel can be found in the entire history of Persian dominion in Asia Minor, 
other than Agesilaus's attempt a century later and another led by Alexander more than 
160 years later (under very different conditions). In other words, we are suggesting that 
Aristagoras would have had no illusions about the military effectiveness of the undertak
ing but that most of all he hoped to gain political advantage from it. The fact remains 
that the Greek fleet quickly made a veritable propaganda tour of the Asia Minor c o a s t , 

from the Hellespont to Caria. A large portion of the peoples and cities joined the rebels 
(V. 103), as did all of the Cypriot kings, except the king of Salamis, who fled to the Per
sians, and the king of Amafhus, who was soon besieged by the other Cypriot forces 
(V. 104). The Persians soon won a land victory on Cyprus (aided by the defection of some 
Cypriot contingents), but the royal Persian fleet, comprising Phoenician contingents, 
was defeated by the Greeks (VI08-114), and the Ionian fleet then retook Ionia (VI15). 

It is also possible that by the incursion of a Greek army at Sardis Aristagoras hoped to 
damage the prestige and authority of Artaphernes. Herodotus speaks of dissensions in 
the court at Sardis in a chronological context of the mysterious return of Histiaeus, just 
after the attack on Sardis by Aristagoras (V. 105-7). Herodotus's chronology is suspect, 
however, and what he says about the Sardis political situation may be pertinent to an un
derstanding of Aristagoras's motives for an attack: Histiaeus sent letters to the Persians 
who were found in Sardis, as if to men with whom he had previously had conversations 
on the subject of rebellion. But the intrigues were discovered by Artaphernes, and this 
time lie put a great number of Persians to death (VI.4). Regardless of the uncertainties 
surrounding these events, they do explain the dissensions that surrounded Artaphernes. 
It is likely that, although he was the king's brother, he had received less than favorable 
correspondence from Darius and he no longer had the total confidence of all of the Per
sians, who must already have been frustrated by the Ionian raid, which implied failure 
on the part of the intelligence services. It is in any case the first attestation of this kind of 
atmosphere in the satrapy's leadership circle after the Otanes affair. The execution of 
numerous Persians is evidence of deep differences over the strategy to follow. 

The Persian Victory 

We may assume that Aristagoras's plans, whatever they were, so far had gone fairly 
well. But the problems posed above remained. For one thing, except for a quick defeat 
in Caria, the Persians retained absolute supremacy on land. Several detachments of 
troops moved toward the coastal towns, rapidly seizing ("one each day"!) very important 
ports—Abydos, Lampsacus, Clazomenae, Cyme, and others (Herodotus VI16-17, 123), 
This deprived the Greeks of the h a r b o T S and open ports essential to the fleet, which had 
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to find water and supplies as well as shipyards for repairs (cf. Arrian, Anah. 1.18-19). 
Never were the Greeks able to set foot on the Asian continent again. Histiaeus tried to 
disembark later on, when he left Lesbos, in order to get wheat in the rich territory of 
Atarnaeus. However, he was defeated by "Harpagus, who was in the neighbourhood at 
the head of a large army" (VI.28<-). The superiority of the Persian cavalry was total. Only 
Agesilaus, a century later, was able to challenge it, however ephemerally, by raising a 
cavalry in the Greek cities and so providing a way "of not hav[ing] to carry on a skulking 
warfare" (Xenophon, Hell. 111.4.15o). 

As noted above, the pursuit of naval operations presupposes one has settled his bud
getary problems. For this reason, Herodotus says, Aristagoras summoned a council: he 
"realized that he had no chance against Darius." Herodotus uses this occasion to resume 
his attacks on Aristagoras, whom he accuses of laying the ground for his own flight 
(V.124-*-). Actually, the tyrant proposed to take Myrcinus in Thrace, where Histiaeus had 
received a territorial grant from Darius in 513. Against the advice of Hecataeus he took 
to the sea and died after a battle against the Thracians, whose town he had besieged 
(V. 126) No doubt by this means Aristagoras intended to get his hands on fresh resources 
of wood and money that would allow him to fund the war by sea (cf. V.23). This more
over is the same reasoning followed by Histiaeus when, preparing for his return to Mi
letus, he resolved to attack Thasos, which was also renowned for its rich mines (VI.28). 
Previously, he had attempted to get himself back on the water by requisitioning the mer
chant ships that plied the Bosporus (VI.5). It is still more remarkable that in 494 the 
Greeks were still able to put into service 353 triremes, according to Herodotus. However, 
by then the Persians had had the time and means to rebuild a fleet of 600 ships with the 
help of contingents sent by the Phoenicians, Cypriots, Cilicians, and Egyptians (VI.6-
9). Even though Herodotus's numbers must be taken with a grain of salt, they at least 
communicate the inequity in forces. The Greeks had obviously thrown the last of their 
resources into the one battle, because they knew all too well that the outcome would 
decide the war (VI.6-9). 

The Ionians did not have adequate financial resources or excel in unity, despite ef
forts put forth by Aristagoras at the beginning of the revolt to get a unified command un
der way (V.38). Several times the Ionians clearly tried to revive the earlier Ionian League 
artificially, as their meetings at the Panionion (the festival of the Ionian cities) show. 
This was obviously done with no great success or conviction, the more so because on the 
one hand not all the Ionian cities were engaged in the combat and on the other because 
Aeolian and Carian cities had taken part. The battles on Cyprus had already shown that 
it was every man for himself. Stesenor of Curium, for instance, did not hesitate to switch 
to the side of the enemy in the middle of a battle (V. 113). When at the end of the oper
ations the Persians decided to concentrate their forces against Miletus, the Greeks met 
one more time at the Panionion. It was there decided to abandon the mainland (the 
Milesians were left to defend their walls alone) and to gather the fleet at the island of 
Lade, opposite Miletus. The unified facade quickly crumbled under threats from the 
Persian generals and under the influence of the tyrants who accompanied them. The 
fighting spirit that the commander Dionysius tried to instill in his troops rapidly faded, 
with the soldiers refusing to undergo the difficult discipline he tried to impose on them 
(VI. 12). Under these conditions and faced with increasing disunity, the Samian part of 
the coalition lent a friendly ear to Aeaces, the old tyrant of their island who had been 
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deposed by Aristagoras, and were persuaded that they could never defeat the Persians. 
The plaints put in the soldiers' mouths by Herodotus evidence deep discouragement 
(VI. 12). We must observe in this regard that the people were probably exhausted, con
sidering the abandonment of the fields (frequent levies of men as soldiers and oarsmen), 
ravages of war (the Persians held the flatlands: VI.28), and doubtless also the financial 
pressure (enormous budgetary needs), which probably conceded nothing to the burden 
of Persian tribute! All in all, Herodotus remarks, the Samians preferred to return to the 
joint dominion by the tyrant Aeaces and the Persians. He mentions that the Milesians, 
on the other hand, were, some time later, against returning to Histiaeus: "the people 
there had had a taste of liberty and were too well pleased to have got rid of Aristagoras to 
be willing to welcome another ruler of the same stamp" (VI.5-0-). The fact remains that, 
during the battle engaged by the two fleets near Miletus, a large portion of the Samian 
vessels left Ladian waters, followed by others: "Most of the allies defected." At least this 
is Herodotus's version (VI.9-15), who, it is true, harbored no sympathy for the Ionians. 

It was soon Miletus's turn to surrender. Besieged by land and sea, the inhabitants had 
no chance in the face of enemies who had long been masters of the art of siege (VI. 18). 
as they had already demonstrated at Barca (IV.200) and Cyprus (VI15-16): "Five years 
after the revolt of Aristagoras, [the Persians] made themselves masters of the whole city" 
([493] VI. 170). The last pockets of resistance were mopped up in a relatively short time. 
Some Carian cities that were still armed folded under the weight of the Persian armies 
(VI.25). And, at the beginning of 493, the royal fleet took to the sea again and subjugated 
the last of the holdouts one by one: "In this way," remarks Herodotus, "the Ionians were 
reduced for the third time to slavery—first by the Lydians, and then, twice, by the Per
sians" (VI.32-0-). Soon, Artaphernes took appropriate measures to restore the stability of 
Persian dominion in the cities, while maintaining the appearance of their autonomy 
(chap. 12/5). 

4. From Thrace to Memphis (492-486) 
The Mission of Mardonius in Thrace 

Herodotus records that, in the spring of 492, the king recalled the generals in com
mand in Asia Minor and sent there his son-in-law Mardonius, son of Gobryas. From Ci
licia, Mardonius sailed all the way to Ionia, while the army reached the Hellespont 
overland. When they were reassembled, the Persian forces crossed the Hellespont and 
were soon operating in Thrace. After a few months, Mardonius returned to Asia Minor, 
as the result of a campaign Herodotus considers disastrous: his fleet was lost in a storm 
near Mount Athos and his land army suffered heavy losses to the Brygian peoples. Later, 
Herodotus even states that Darius relieved Mardonius of his command, for his*expedi
tion had had little success (VI.94). But we must note that in Herodotus's opinion the 
mission entrusted to Mardonius by Darius had been to take Athens and Eretria—obvi
ously because of the aid these two cities had provided to the Ionians in 499. Against this 
background, the results achieved by Mardonius could hardly be taken as anything other 
than laughable. This is Herodotus's very personal interpretation: he was eager to incor
porate Mardonius's campaign into his broad view of the Persian Wars. He himself adds 
right away that this was just a pretext: "The Persians intended to subjugate as many 
Greek towns as they could" (VI.43-45-V-). To understand the strategy of Darius, it is im
portant to place it in the broader context of the years 513-492. The conquests in Thrace 
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that had already been achieved, at the instigation of Megabazus and Otanes, were con
siderable, as we have seen. But they remained relatively fragile because, beyond the re
gions that were securely held by powerful garrisons, many territories remained de facto 
outside Persian dominion. Even though we do not have absolute proof, there is hardly 
any doubt that Thrace and perhaps Macedonia had taken advantage of Persia's difficul
ties in 499-493 to loosen their bonds. In this perspective, the mission entrusted to Mar
donius was at first nothing but the reconquest of the Hellespont and the Propontis in 
493-492. Once control of the straits was reasserted, he could retake and more solidly af
firm the imperial presence in Europe. 

Despite occasional reverses (and a wound received by Mardonius himself), the re
sults must not be underestimated. For one thing, the Persian army "added the Mace
donians to the list of Darius' subjects" (VI.44*-). Macedonia was thus no longer simply 
a protectorate set up by Megabazus, but a conquered country. Actually, Alexander 1 re
tained the throne but now was a subject-king, liable for tribute and other assessments. 
The conquests achieved beyond the Strymon River explain the situation of 480, as He
rodotus describes it: "The whole country as far as Thessaly had been forced into subjec
tion and made tributary to Persia by the conquests, first, of Megabazus and, later, of 
Mardonius" (VII.108-V-). However, while wishing to present the fight with the Brygi as a 
defeat of Mardonius, Herodotus does not conceal the fact that the reality was quite dif
ferent: "In spite of their initial success, the Brygi were not to escape a crushing blow" 
(VI.45<"). The implication is that other Thracian peoples were then subjugated. Finally, 
Herodotus mentions that Thasos surrendered without a fight (VI.44). He confirms this 
in the story of Xerxes' expedition, where he mentions that, among the peoples of the in
terior, only the Satrae were then free: all the others sent a contingent to Xerxes (VII. 110-
11). The "Persian governors [who] held appointments in Thrace and on the Hellespont" 
(VII.106-0-: before 480) probably date to this period. After preparations for the expedition 
of 480, the Persians were able to set up stores of grain and flour in several places: Leuce 
Acte in Thrace, Tyrodiza (in the country of Perinthus), Doriscus, Eion, and Macedonia 
(VII.25). And there is nothing to suggest that during these years the Persians experienced 
any rebellions in the region. 

The following year, Darius was able to complete the conquest begun by Mardonius. 
Without having to dispatch an army, he sent a message to the Thasians, who had been 
accused by their neighbors (the Abderans?) of rebellion, "to the effect that its defences 
should be dismantled and its fleet brought across to Abdera" (VI.46<>). On this occasion, 
Herodotus states that the Thasians had laid the keels of numerous vessels, thanks to the 
resources they drew from their property on the mainland and mines: 200 talents per year 
in all. "The islanders obeyed Darius' order, pulled down their fortifications and sent 
their whole fleet over to Abdera" (VI.47-0-). The Abderans were faithful subjects of the 
Great King (VIII. 120), and Abdera was probably a Persian naval base. This episode con
firms that Persian dominion was firmly established at this date: it obviously never oc
curred to the Thasians to turn a deaf ear. In this way, the Persians obtained access (either 
directly or via taxes) to the Thasian mines. 

Fro;n Cilicia to Marathon 

The order given to Thasos also meshed with the preparations that the Great King be
gan the following year (491). While royal heralds were sent to ask for "earth and water" 
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from the Greek cities, Darius began the mobilization of his naval forces, instructing his 
coastal subjects to build long ships and transport vessels (VI.47, 95). The land troops and 
the fleet were concentrated in Cilicia, under the command of Datis and Artaphernes, 
son of Artaphernes satrap of Sardis, and thus Darius's nephew (VI.94-95). Departing 
from Samos, the Persians navigated through the islands up to and including Eretria 
(VI.95-102). Then came the debarkation on the plain of Marathon, the defeat, and the 
return to Darius (VI. 102-119). This, in skeleton form, is the story Herodotus tells of what 
is customarily called (from the Greek point of view) the First Persian War. 

Herodotus records the orders given to Datis and Artaphernes as follows: "To reduce 
Athens and Eretria to slavery and to bring the slaves before the king" (VI.94'0-). Logically, 
he concludes his tale with the coming of Datis and Artaphernes before Darius, leading 
the Eretrians "in defeat" (VI. 119-*). The king's desire for vengeance against Athens and 
Eretria is a recurrent motif in Herodotus (and many other ancient authors following 
him). Herodotus dates it to Darius's learning of the Greek raid on Sardis (V105). Ac
cording to his version, vengeance became a veritable obsession for Darius (VI.94; cf. 
AthenaeusXlV.652b-c and Plutarch, Mor. 173c). Combined with the later exaltation of 
the battle of Marathon by the Greeks of the fifth and fourth centuries, this interpretation 
has done not a little to implant the idea that the primary objective of Darius in 491 was 
to destroy the Greek sanctuaries (particularly the acropolis of Athens), which were des
ignated objects of reprisal for the destruction of the temples of Sardis in 499 (VI02) and, 
only as a side effect, to conquer Greece. 

The Conquest of the Islands 
For clarification, it will suffice to reprise events in order. As usual, Herodotus brings 

his bias to the historical reconstruction. He feels constrained to explain why the Persians 
chose to head from Samos to Naxos instead of sailing for the Hellespont and Thrace (as 
Xerxes was to do later on), since this route was clearly difficult to reconcile with a Persian 
desire to conquer Greece. Naxos "was now their first objective in the war," he writes, 
stating that it was essential for them to conquer an island against which they had failed 
in 500 (VI.96-0-; cf. V.34). It is necessary at this point to recall the speech that Aristagoras 
had then addressed to Artaphernes (according to Herodotus): starting from Naxos, the 
Persians would be able to conquer other islands, the Cyclades (Paros, Andros, and oth
ers), and to press as far as Euboea without difficulty (V.31). This is exactly the program 
that Darius assigned to Datis and Artaphernes in 490. Despite Plutarch's denials (Her. 
Mai. 36 [Mor. 869]), Naxos was taken without difficulty, its temples and the city burned, 
and the inhabitants taken prisoner (VI.96). Then the fleet followed a course from island 
to island, past Delos, Carystus, and the rest of Euboea (VI.97-101). Cities that resisted, 
such as Carystus, were harshly punished. Despite the aid of Athenian colonists, Eretria 
was also forced to surrender: "The Persians there pillaged the temples and set them on 
fire, avenging the burning of the sanctuaries of Sardis, in conformity with the orders of 
Darius" (VI. 101). Thus, contrary to what Herodotus would have us think, the journey via 
Naxos was not a detour, but rather the first objective in the conquest of the islands. Da
rius's objective obviously was to wipe out any competition on the seas. We do not know 
the precise status of the islands that were thus conquered. There is no doubt, however, 
that they were required to pay tribute and to send military contingents (cf. VI.99). 

In sum, on the eve of the landing in Attica — and the defeat at Marathon did nothing 
to change this —Darius intended to follow a strategic design through to its logical end, 
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a design that began with the conquest of Samos shortly after his accession. The 
Scythian-Thracian expedition of 513 (and the following years), expansion of maritime 
dominance after the Ionian revolt, and then Mardonius's 492 expedition represented 
further stages in a vast project intended to insure Persian dominance over the Aegean 
Sea —not just the shores, but the islands as well. 

This conquest also marked an essential step in Thucydides' mind. Cyrus, he writes, 
had subjugated the towns of the continent, but Darius was in a position to seize the is
lands, thanks to the might of his fleet (1.16.1). Like Polycrates (tyrant of Samos), whom 
he succeeded, in a sense, as "king of the seas" (1.13.6; 14.2), Darius marked his power by 
posing as protector of Delos. He had in fact given strict orders to Datis to take care not 
to land at Delos itself but at Rhenaea. The Delians, who had fled to Tenos at the news 
of his arrival, were assured that they would be able to return home alive, safe and sound: 
"Datis followed the message by piling three hundred talents-weight of frankincense 
upon the altar, and burning it as an offering" (Herodotus VI.97o). Datis's expedition was 
also a sort of propaganda tour, intended to show the islands that they had nothing to fear 
from the new master Herodotus himself records that, on his return, Datis "sailed in his 
own ship to Delos" to restore a golden statue of Apollo that a Phoenician sailor had sto
len from a Theban sanctuary (VI.118<*-). Here we can see the two complementary sides 
of Persian ideological strategy: patronage granted to the sanctuaries but pitiless repres
sion in case of refusal to submit. Only recalcitrant cities saw their sanctuaries destroyed. 

Persian Conquest and Greek Medism 
The Persians were able to glean an additional piece of information, or rather a con

firmation, from their island campaign. This was that, in the face of Persian aggression, 
the Greeks did not have a unified patriotic hatred of "barbarians." This was an observa
tion that their experience with the Greeks of Asia Minor had long ago recognized as a 
certainty. Just as disunified as their companions who had settled on the coast of Asia Mi
nor, the insular Greeks provided the proof. Herodotus records that after six clays of siege, 
Euphorbus and Philagrus, two persons of note (i.e., of wealth) from Eretria, "betrayed 
(prodidousi) the town to the enemy" (VI. 100*-). These two people were rewarded by the 
king, who gave them a grant of land, doubtless in Asia Minor (Plutarch, Mor. 510b; Pau-
sanias VII. 10.2). This was another example of the exchange of gifts for services rendered 
between the king and the Greeks that had begun in Cyrus's time (Afhenaeus 1.30a) and 
that was to multiply many times later on. 

Obviously Datis was also counting on the "Medism" of certain Athenians for the suc
cessful outcome of his plans. In fact, Herodotus's discussion leads us to believe that the 
landing in Attica had a political objective, to install a man in Athens who was devoted to 
Persian interests. Before Datis, the role of Hippias, son of the tyrant Pisistratus, was quite 
noteworthy in this regard. He was the one who chose the plain of Marathon (VI.102) and 
directed the landing and encampment operations (VI. 107). The reason obviously was 
that he was well placed to play a role as military adviser. It was also because over several 
years he had become one of the most influential political advisers among the Persians. 
Herodotus depicts him urging the satrap Artaphernes against Athens (V96). His partici
pation in the expedition was no doubt because he had persuaded Darius that he could 
reinstall a pro-Persian tyranny in Athens. He certainly knew he could count on allies in 
the city. Herodotus, strongly denying that the guilty party was of the Alcmaeonid family, 
records that after the battle of Marathon a signal was sent from Athens to the Persians, 
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indicating that the way to the city was open (IV. 115). The signal would have to have been 
sent by Athenians favorable to the return of Hippias (IV. 121). There are no compelling 
reasons to reject this statement. From multiple sources, we know that there were "friends 
of tyrants" in Athens. One of them had been elected archon in 496 (Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 
22.4). Furthermore, the speech Herodotus puts in the mouth of Miltiades (who com
manded the Athenian forces) expresses the moral and political uncertainty of the Athe
nians. Urging the Athenians to join battle without delay, Miltiades insisted that if they 
waited to do so, they risked "a wind of discord blowing the Athenians toward the Medes"; 
he also urged them not to wait "until there was something rotten among the Athenians" 
(VI. 109). Herodotus also describes the feeling of terror that the mere mention of the 
Medes inspired, because their numerous victories were known (VI. 112). 

Marathon 
Datis recalled Darius's orders and, with the advice of Hippias and with great confi

dence, had his troops disembark on the plain of Marathon. "The part of Attic territory 
nearest Eretria—and also the best ground for cavalry to manoeuvre in—was at Mara
thon." As soon as the Athenians heard the news, they and the Plataeans left for Marathon 
(VI. 102-33-). The Spartans, on the other hand, despite urgent applications made to 
them, pleaded a ritual feast that forbade them to leave their territory. They would not 
arrive at Marathon until several days after the battle (VI. 105-6). 

Herodotus devotes just a few very short pages to the battle proper, which is why Plu
tarch reproaches him for "detracting] from the victory" (Her. Mai. 26o [ = Mor. 862b]). 
In fact, the account is so condensed that major uncertainties remain about the forces in
volved. The figures offered by Herodotus are entirely suspect, since they concern the 
number of ships in the royal fleet: 600 (VI.95); and the number killed: 192 Athenians 
and 6,400 soldiers of Datis (VI. 117). One of the most essential details concerns the ab
sence of the Persian cavalry. Its presence in Datis's expeditionary force is beyond doubt 
(VI.48-95; cf. Pausanias 1.32.7). An entry in the Suda (s.v. Khoris hippeis) indicates that 
the cavalry had been positioned separately. Shall we conclude from this that they had 
been instructed to take control of the road to Athens? It is difficult to say. It is no less dif
ficult to understand how Datis could have passed over the factor that made every Achae
menid army superior, especially since Herodotus even states that the plain of Marathon 
had been chosen because there the cavalry could be deployed with ease. 

It is true that the Achaemenid infantry was far from negligible. As was the custom, 
Datis placed his best soldiers, the Persians and Sacians, at the center of his formation 
(VI. 113). Herodotus remarks that on the other side the Athenians "were the first Greeks, 
so far as I know, to charge at a run" (VI. 112-0-). This was in fact the only way to limit the 
devastating power of the Persian aTchers, even if some soldiers had to perish in the 
course of the assault. The Persians prevailed at the center but were penetrated at the 
wings. They were forced to reboard their ships. Datis attempted to sail quickly for the an
chorage at Phalerum, but the Athenians had had the time to ready the city for defense. 
Datis did not persevere and set sail for Asia Minor. This surprising decision confirms the 
fact that at this t ime Darius did not intend to establish long-term dominion over Greece. 
Datis was simply charged with making a raid, destroying sanctuaries and houses, taking 
prisoners, and setting sail for the coasts of Asia Minor. In sum, from the Persian point of 
view, Marathon was nothing but a minor engagement that had no effect whatever on the 
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Aegean strategy defined by Darius. This was surely the version found in Achaemenid 
propaganda {cf. Dio Chrys. XI. 148). 

It is easy to understand why and how the Athenians transformed Marathon into a 
memorable victory. In later times, it acquired truly mythic force in the collective con
sciousness of the city. In 490, the victory of the citizen-hoplites signified the reinforce
ment of a democracy acquired recently and with difficulty; it also enhanced the town's 
political and military prestige in the eyes of Sparta and the Peloponnesian League. But 
it was viewed quite differently by the Persians. As has already been said, Darius had at
tained his fundamental objectives. At any rate, the repercussions of the victory do not 
seem to have spread beyond the local region. Certainly the Greeks of Asia Minor, who 
had barely survived a terrible repression, saw no sign of the weakening of Persian domin
ion in the battle of Marathon. On the contrary, they understood perfectly well that Da
rius's power had never been greater. The only hint of insubordination is mentioned in 
the article already cited in the Suda: the Athenians were supposedly kept abreast of Da-
tis's tactical dispositions by Ionians in the Persian army. If this information is true, it ob
viously refers only to a small group acting in the utmost secrecy. Nothing is ever said 
about anti-Persian activities among the Ionian or Aeolian contingents that Datis brought 
with him (VI.98). 

From Marathon to Memphis 
According to Herodotus, Darius immediately drew up a new expedition, which he 

himself would head, against Greece. To this end, mobilization orders were sent every
where, "and the whole continent was in uproar for a space of three years" (VII. 1<-). It was 
then (486) that news of an Egyptian insurrection arrived at the court. Darius was prepar
ing to put this insurrection down when he was seized by an illness, in November (VII.4; 
Ctesias §19). Unfortunately, we have no information on either the causes or the extent 
of this revolt (Ctesias has nothing to say about it). Herodotus's brief reference is at least 
a reminder that the Achaemenid history of this period cannot be reduced to the Greek 
problem. But it also confirms, to the despair of the historian, that in the eyes of Herodo
tus all that really counted was the Greek perspective on the Persian Wars. 

Whatever the case, when Darius died, the Achaemenid Empire had achieved its 
greatest extent: from the Iaxartes to the Persian Gulf and the First Cataract, from the 
Danube to the Indus. At the same time that he was pursuing his conquests, the Great 
King was multiplying reforms and measures pertaining to the organization of Persian au
thority, both in the center and in the conquered countries. 
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Images of the World 

l The Builder-King 

The Remodeling ofSnsa 
Darius was anxious to exalt his new power and transmit its glorious testimony to pos

terity; this was expressed in intense building activity, and quite early on he and his ad
visers conceived the founding of new royal residences at Susa and Persepolis. The 
urban plan of Susa had undergone no change since Cyrus's conquest and retained the 
configuration that it had in the Elamite period. The archaeological evidence does not 
reveal a single irruption of Achaemenid culture until Darius's reign. Then we encoun
ter a sudden change, with the indexes of Elamite culture disappearing suddenly. We 
can in fact observe a complete redoing of the city around great tells dubbed the "Acrop
olis," "Royal City," and "Apadana," which overhang the east bank of the Shaur by about 
20 meters (fig. 9). 

The reasons Darius chose Susa are given as follows by Strabo: 
T h e Persians and C y r u s , after mastering the M e d e s , saw that their native land was situated 
rather on the extremities of their empire (ep'eskhatois), and that Susa was farther in and 
nearer to Babylonia and the other tribes, and therefore established the royal seat o f their e m 
pire at Susa . At the s a m e t ime, also, they were pleased with the high standing of the city and 
with the fact that its territory bordered on Persis, and , better still, with the fact that it had 
never of itself achieved anything of importance , but always had been subject to others and 
accounted merely a part of a larger political organizat ion, except , perhaps , in ancient t imes, 
in the times of the heroes. (XV.3.2-V-) 

This text attests above all to the paucity of information available to Strabo about both 
the chronology of the refounding of the city and the ancient history of Susa and Elam 
"since the time of the heroes." Only a Greek writer could consider the location of Per
sia peripheral in the new Empire. In fact, Strabo himself emphasizes (XV.3.3) that the 
Great Kings were not uninterested in Persian palaces (Pasargadae and Persepolis). 
Tiken in historical context, this decision is better understood as the result of continu
ous relations between Elam and the high country of Ansan: the construction of the pal
ace at Susa made the victory of the Persians and the unification of the two entities into 
a single entity evident to everyone. At the date when we think it was undertaken, the la
bors at Susa also bear witness to the refashioned unity of the Empire around Darius, re
storer of the order that had been disrupted by the rebel lands. 

The epigraphic record of Darius's activities as a builder is rich. The king appears as 
both the extender and the restorer of the preceding dynasties, which he does not name. 
He boasts of rebuilding constructions that had fallen into ruin, particularly fortifications: 

Darius the king says: by the grace o f A h u r a - M a z d a , I comple ted n u m e r o u s constructions 
that previously had been left unfinished. I saw the fortifications at S u s a that had b e e n previ
ously constructed fall prey to age; I rebuilt them. T h e s e are (in fact) qui te other fortifications 
that I myself have built. ( D S e 001) 

165 
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He insists above all on the profoundly novel character of his initiatives: 
At the location where this fortress was built, no other fortress had ever been built. By the 
grace of Ahura-Mazda , this fortress I built. And, s ince it was the plan of A h u r a - M a z d a and 
all the gods for this fortress to be built, I built it, And I c o m p l e t e d it, good and solid, as if it 
were my own plan. (DSe) 

In other inscriptions, he presents himself as the builder of a house (bitu) and a palace 
(ekallu). Darius's successors were quick to associate themselves with his work. Xerxes 
states that the gate —now called the Darius Gate—was conceived and erected in his 
father's time, as was another residence (XSd). Artaxerxes II rebuilt the Audience Hall 
(apadana) that was built by his great-great-grandfather Darius and destroyed by fire dur
ing the reign of his grandfather Artaxerxes I (A 2 Sa). 

It is quite difficult to date the beginning of the work precisely. In one of the inscrip
tions, Darius writes: 

M u c h of this evil that had been commit ted , I turned into good. T h e countries that fought 
each other, whose peoples killed each other, I fixed, by the grace of A h u r a - M a z d a , so that 
their peoples did not kill each other, and I restored each one to its p lace And, faced with my 
decrees , they respected them, in such a way that the strong did not strike nor despoil the 
poor. ( D S e 001) 

It would be risky to conclude from this that the work began directly after the end of the 
third Elamite revolt, for Darius's phraseology is stereotypical: every good king boasts of 
reestablishing order and justice at the beginning of his reign. 

At any rate, among the people who were pressed into service were the Ionians and the 
Carians, who transported Lebanese lumber from Babylon to Susa. If, as is generally 
thought, these Ionians and Carians represent the Asia Minor populations that were de
ported to Lower Babylonia and Elam after the Ionian revolt (493-492), the dating must 
be lowered considerably. But there already were Carians and Ionians in Babylonia before 
Darius! Herodotus mentions (III. 140) that Darius was present at his palace in Susa at the 
beginning of his reign, which obviously proves nothing. For the sake of prudence, the 
chronological question must remain open. In any event, the work certainly lasted a very 
long time. We know, for example, that an interval of several years separated the laying of 
the foundations of Darius's palace and the foundations of the Apadana, because a com
parison of the texts shows that Darius's father, Hystaspes, died in between the two events. 

Even if all of the work and all of the building at Susa was not completed during the 
reign of Darius alone, it is nonetheless clear that the king and his counselors conceived 
the entire plan as a whole. The new town is organized on three terraces linked to one 
another. We can identify the palace (on the tell called the Apadana), the residential 
quarters (Royal City?), and the fortress (Acropolis). Strabo, citing an author from the 
time of Alexander, states that the city of Susa was 'without fortifications' (ateikhistos 
XV.3.2). The statement may seem a bit fanciful since Darius, as we have seen, boasts of 
restoring the city walls, building new ones, and "protecting Susa against its enemies." In 
reality, Darius's city walls do not, properly speaking, constitute a fortification. They are 
intermingled with the walls that support the various terraces. Nonetheless, the citadel it
self occupied a position of strength when defense was required, as the resistance of 317 
attests, when Xenophilus, who was in charge of both the citadel (akra) and the treasury 
guard (thesaurophylax = "ganzabara; Diodorus XIX. 17.3; 18.1) defended against the 
troops of Antigonus. 
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Key to plan of Persepolis (above): 
1. Terrace staircase 
2. Xerxes Gate 
3. Apadana of Darius and Xerxes 
4. Hall of One Hundred Columns 
5. Tachara ('Palace') of Darius 
6. Palace of Artaxerxes III 
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9. Harem (partly restored) 

10. Treasury 
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were excavated) 
12. Tomb of Artaxerxes 11 (or III?) 
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Immense labors were needed to establish an artificially level surface on which edi
fices could be built, 70 hectares in extent. Darius himself mentions this in referring to 
the construction of the palace on the Apadana tell: 

T h e earth was d u g down to bedrock; when the earth was d u g [and] the gravel was sufficient, 
there the gravel was piled u p for 40 cubits and for 20 cubits . O n the gravel I built the pa lace . 
(DSf) 

Excavations carried out in the town confirm the existence of these construction meth
ods. The Royal City was supported on a 10-12-meter-high glacis of unbaked brick, 
20 m thick at the base. The platform of the palaces, with an area of about 12 hectares 
(or the equivalent of the terrace of Persepolis), is itself protected by a retaining wall 
about 15 m high. It was located to the west, overlooking the Shaur, and must have accu
mulated a veritable breakwater of river gravel that reached 18 m at the southwest cor
ner, since more than a million cubic meters were needed to build this one platform. 
Some buildings, raised on a terrace of several additional meters of earth that was 
brought in, had to be provided with mighty foundations. This is especially true for the 
Darius Gate (fig. 38, p. 260). With a foundation plan of impressive dimensions (40 x 
30 m), the gate reached a height of 12-13 m and was supported by stone columns more 
than 1 m in diameter. There must have been strong unbaked brick foundations, placed 
on bedrock and protected against erosion by gravel bulwarks. The gigantic character of 
the undertaking is also shown by the unbaked brick causeway that crossed the 15-meter-
deep ravine between the Royal City and the Apadana terrace. 

The Beginnings of Persepolis 
It was also Darius who undertook the initial work leading to the construction of Per

sepolis. Before his time, as we have seen (p. 86), all of the building had been done on the 
plain. Darius decided to put up a new capital there by raising a monumental terrace that 
would cover 125,000 sq. m upon completion. This gigantic platform abutted the nearby 
mountain, Kuh-e Rahmat (Mount of Mercy). Four texts have been found on the retain
ing wall: two in Old Persian, one in Elamite, and one in Akkadian. The Elamite text of 
this inscription (DPf) refers directly to the planning for which Darius was responsible: 

I, Dar ius , the G r e a t King , king of kings, king of countries , king on this earth, son of Hystas
pes, the A c h a e m e n i d . And D a r i u s the k ing says: "On this site where this fortress was built, 
previously no fortress had been built there. By the grace of A h u r a - M a z d a , this fortress, I con
structed it according to the plan of A h u r a - M a z d a , all the gods [being] with h im, [namely] 
that this fortress be built. And I built it, comple ted it, and m a d e it beautiful a n d impervious , 
just as had been ordained of me." And Dar ius the king says: "I, may A h u r a - M a z d a protect 
m e , all the gods [being] with h im, and also this fortress, and also what was p lanned for this 
site. W h a t the hostile m a n may think, may it not be recognized!" 

It is not hard to verify that this statement is almost identical to one of Darius's inscrip
tions at Susa (DSf). In both cases, Darius boasts of building a fortress that did not previ
ously exist and of having brought the work to completion. In both cases, the word 
fortress refers not to strictly military works but to high walls that bounded and supported 
the platforms on which he was going to begin to build monuments. Meanwhile, the ex
istence of actual fortifications has been demonstrated archaeologically at Persepolis at 
least; they must be what Diodorus is referring to, at least approximately (XVII.61.1). 

The chronology is no less problematic at Persepolis than at Susa. Several monuments 
can be securely dated to the reign of Darius. These include the treasury, where a portion 
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of a clay archive has been recovered: the first Elamite tablet is dated 492, but the sole 
Akkadian tablet of the group is dated to year 20 of Darius (30 December 502; PT 85). 
perhaps the (first stage of the) treasury was the first building completed on the site. One 
of the other constructions was the palace of Darius, so called because several Darius and 
Xerxes inscriptions attest that the work was begun by Darius and completed by his son. 
This was also true of the audience court, the Apadana. In fact, foundation deposits, bur
ied in the southeast and northeast corners, have been found there. These deposits con
tain a series of coins (croesids and various Greek pieces) and silver and gold plaques with 
the following texts: 

Darius the Grea t King , King of Kings , King of countries , son of Hystaspes, an Achaemenian . 
Saitli Darius the King: T h i s is the k ingdom which 1 hold, from the Sac ians who are beyond 
Sogdiana, thence unto Ethiopia; , from S i n d , thence unto Sard i s—which A h u r a m a z d a the 
greatest of the gods bestowed u p o n m e M e m a y A h u r a m a z d a protect, and my house . 
(DP/JV-) 

If we accept a nearby building, the Tripylon, as belonging to the same overall plan, 
we must also credit it to Darius; but the absence of any inscription means that caution 
must be observed. It appears as though several buildings were conceived during the 
reign of Darius but constructed or completed only by his successor; this is undoubtedly 
true of the friezes of the Apadana. 

It is much more complex to determine the date of the various monuments. The only 
attestation of absolute chronology is furnished by the archives called the Fortification 
tablets, which are precisely dated to 509-494 and provide evidence that by 509 at the lat
est Persepolis was functioning, though it was still under construction (and it remained 
under construction until the end of the Achaemenid period). The foundation tablets of 
the Apadana, on the other hand, still stimulate varying interpretations due to the dates 
assigned to the coins found with them and the significance of Darius's statement found 
on them. If we agree that Darius wished to describe his kingdom metaphorically by enu
merating the four geographic extremities that it had reached at that point, then we must 
agree that his statement refers to a date before the Scythian expedition (513), since that 
is when Sardis constituted the western frontier. Arguing from another standpoint, the 
way is open for a lower date, around 500, since the Apadana (audience court) of Persep
olis is not identical in conception to the one at Susa. In particular, it is raised on a 
stepped platform, which is absent at Susa. Furthermore, because of uncertainties bear
ing on the rhythm of the work at Susa, it is not out of the question that the beginning of 
the first work carried out at Persepolis was almost contemporary with that at Susa. In any 
case, the chronological discrepancy between the two projects cannot have been very 
great. This assumes on the one hand that Darius decided to mobilize considerable labor 
and materials and on the other that construction on both sites was included in an overall 
plan for reworking the royal residences. This would have made it clear to all eyes that the 
advent of the king represented, pure and simple, a refounding of the kingdom and the 
Empire. 

Work Carried Out in the Other Capitals 
The promotion of Susa and Persepolis did not entail the disappearance of the earlier 

capitals of Pasargadae, Babylon, and Ecbatana. But we are ill informed about Darius's 
building activities in those locations. Whatever the chronological uncertainties that 
continue to burden some of the monuments at Pasargadae, Darius's participation is 
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highly likely. The Persepolis tablets, moreover, mention the existence of a treasury a r 

Pasargadae and the activity of groups of workers (kurtas). We also know that the king had 
a new palace built at Babylon. As for Ecbatana, Darius lived there for several months in 
521. An inscription has been found there whose text and medium (silver and gold 
plaques) are identical to the foundation plaques discovered under the Persepolis 
Apadana (DH = DPh). Two inscriptions of Artaxerxes II are also interesting (A2Ha and 
A2Hb): the second records the erection of an apadana on the site. Should we conclude 
from this that Darius had already built this kind of hypostyle hall in the Mede capital, 
which Artaxerxes II restored? Note as well that, according to Diodorus (II. 13.6-8-0-), Cte
sias attributed some plans at Ecbatana to the mythic queen Semiramis: 

She built in it an expensive palace and in every other way gave rather exceptional attention 
to the region. For since the city bad no water supply and there was no spring in the vicinity, 
she made the whole of it well watered by bringing to it with much hardship and expense an 
abundance of the purest water. For at a distance from Ecbatana of about twelve stacks is a 
mountain, which is called Orontes and is unusual for its ruggedness and enormous height. 
. . . She mack a cutting through the base of this mountain. The tunnel was fifteen feet wide 
and forty feet high; and through it she brought in the river which flowed from the lake, aucl 
filled and the city with water. 

It is clear that numerous works attributed to Semiramis in fact belong to the Achae
menids, such as the plans for the plain and the mountain at Behistun described in the 
same chapter (II. 13.1-2). Since we know that Ecbatana/Hamadan had always been sup
plied with water via a network of qanats and that Polybius (X.28) refers to Achaemenid 
activity in this area, it is tempting to imagine that one of the Achaemenid kings, perhaps 
Darius, was the initiator. But this is purely hypothetical. 

The Royal Tomb of Naqs-i Rustam 
The efforts put into all of this are all the more remarkable because Darius was simul

taneously working on a site near Persepolis, Naqs-i Rustam. It was doubtless at the begin
ning of his reign that Darius decided to dig a tomb in the rock some 6 km from 
Persepolis. He chose for this purpose a 64-m-high cliff. The floor of the tomb is 15 m 
above the ground, and its facade rises more than 22 m more. He removed a vast amount 
of rock in the process of excavating the tomb, hollowing out a vestibule from which three 
vaulted chambers opened, each containing three cists, all excavated from the rock. The 
facade proper is cross-shaped and is organized in three superposed registers (see fig. 16, 
p. 211). The lowest register is not sculpted. The middle register has four engaged col
umns, with a door opening between the two middle columns. It is a copy of the royal pal
ace. Above, borne by representatives of thirty subjugated peoples, the king is shown on a 
three-step pedestal facing a five altar, with the entire scene surmounted by divine repre
sentations. Other persons—guards (the Immortals?) and aristocrats—are shown; some, 
unarmed, may metaphorically represent the court's official mourning; others are armed, 
two of whom aTe identified by an inscription as Gobryas and Aspathines (DNc-d). 

Darius's tomb is very clearly identified by two royal inscriptions (DNa and DNb). His 
successors followed his example and had other rock-cut tombs prepared nearby, each 
with its own special arrangements but without altering the original plan a great deal. In 
the absence of inscriptions, we assume that these belong to Xerxes, Artaxerxes I, and Da
rius II. On the other hand, beginning with Artaxerxes II, the kings preferred to have their 
tombs just outside Persepolis, as Diodorus says: "At the eastern side of the terrace at a dis-
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lance of four plethra [120 mj is the so-called royal hill in which were the graves of the 
kings. This was a smooth rock hollowed out into many chambers in which were the sep
ulchres of the dead kings" (XVII.71.70-). Diodorus also stresses the technological diffi
culties of the undertaking: "These have no other access but receive the sarcophagi of the 
dead which are lifted by certain mechanical hoists." This text resembles what Ctesias 
wrote of Darius's tomb: 

Darius had a funerary m o n u m e n t built on the twin-peaked mounta in ; it was built there. T h e 
desire to visit it having seized h im, the C h a l d e a n s and his relatives prevented it; but those 
close to him wished to c l imb up there; when the priests who were haul ing them to the top 
saw them, fear caused them to let go of the cables; the king's associates fell and were killed. 
Darius was deeply affected and had the haulers decapitated, all forty of them. (Persica $15) 

It is possible, finally, that the site, like Behistun, was then enhanced by the construc
tion of a paradise —if we accept the identification of Naqs-i Rustam with the site Nupis-
tas ['place of writing'] known from some Persepolis tablets. 

Royal Art and Imperial Towns 

To the historian, the attraction of Darius's building projects (executed and completed 
by his successors, especially Xerxes) is not limited to architectural structures and urban 
planning. As the inscriptions and foundation deposits so clearly indicate, the Great King 
intended first and foremost to publicize the image of his sovereign, unlimited authority. 
For this purpose, texts and artistic representations repeatedly articulate the organization 
of the palace and its residences. The artists and craftsmen who worked on the construc
tion had no artistic freedom: they were required to follow rigorously the precise specifi
cations provided by the Great King's counselors, and obvious borrowing from the Assyro-
Babylonian, Elamite, and Egyptian repertoires was fused into a new art, a royal art par 
excellence. Royal art reflects a program that leaves no room for improvisation. This ob
servation also holds for the themes imposed on the seals and stamps of Persepolis and ob
viously for those used to exalt the royal figure on the coins. In them, the Great King is 
seen in the two most obvious manifestations of his power: as king and as master of the 
peoples of the Empire. At Susa, as at Persepolis or Naqs-i Rustam, written proclamations 
and artistic representations were meant to project a timeless image of the power of the 
Great King and of Persian power, through an exaltation of the virtues of the king and of 
Persian dominion over the peoples of the Empire. From this point of view, we must em
phasize the uniqueness of the Behistun monument, which constitutes the sole time-
bound representation of Darius's power as restorer of dynastic and imperial order, in a 
precisely demarcated period, against enemies who are also specifically named. Even at 
Behistun (relief and inscriptions), however, the—as it were—transcendental aspect of 
the Great King's power is significant. With emphasis on the subjugation of the con
quered peoples, many reliefs (peoples bearing the throne, peoples bearing gifts, lists of 
countries, etc.) very clearly indicate that the new capitals were conceived as localities 
that gave expression both to Persian power and to the Pax persica. Through his virtues, 
acquired through the privileged protection of Ahura-Mazda, the Great King ensured the 
idealized unity of one world but at the same time celebrated its ethnocultural and geo
graphic diversity. It is thus merely for convenience that in this book we shall distinguish 
the representations of imperial power from the representations of royal majesty (chap. 
6), though it is clear that the two components overlap and support each other. 
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2. The King and His Peoples: Inscriptions and Iconography 
The "Foundation Charters" of Susa 

Numerous foundation documents have been discovered at Susa, some fragmentary 
and some complete. Some were meant to be buried as "foundation charters," and others 
were meant to be seen by visitors. By way of example, here are Darius's statements as 
they appear on one of the most recently discovered examples: 

T h e pa lace at S u s a , it is 1 who m a d e it; its materials were brought from a f a r . . . . T h a t which 
[was m a d e ] of molded bricks, people who [were] Babylonians m a d e it themselves. And the 
b e a m s which [were] cedar , them, from a mounta in cal l [ed] L e b a n o n , from down there they 
were brought. T h e people who [were] Assyrians [Syrians] , themselves transported them as 
far as Babylon, and from Babylon the C a r i a n s and Ionians transported them to Susa . And 
the yaka wood of G a n d h a r a was brought , and also of C a r m a n i a . And gold from Sardis and 
Bactria was brought, that which was worked here. And the prec ious stones which [were] la
pis lazuli and also carnel ian, which were worked here, from Sogd iana were brought. And 
the prec ious stones which [were] turquoise , them, from C h o r a s m i a , were brought [them] 
which were worked here. And the silver and ebony, them, from E g y p t were brought. And the 
decorative e lements with which the terrace was ornamented , them, from Ionia were 
brought . And the ivory which was worked here, it, from Ethiopia and India and Arachosia 
were brought. And the stone c o l u m n s which were worked here, from a town village cal led 
Apitarns', from clown there in E l a m , were brought, T h e craftsmen who worked the stone, 
they, [were] Ionians and Sardians . And the goldchasers who worked this gold, they [were] 
Sard ians and Egypt ians . And the m e n who m a d e the baked bricks, they [were] Babylonians . 
And the m e n who decorated the terrace, they [were] M e d e s and Egyptians. Dar ius , king, 
says: "By tire grace of Ahura-Mazda , at S u s a , m u c h excellent [work] was ordained, m u c h ex
cel lent [work] was done . M e , may A h u r a - M a z d a protect m e , m e and my country as well." 
(DSz) 

The text thus lists sixteen peoples and countries that furnished raw materials (or labor) 
and eight whose talents as craftsmen were used in the work. Some are found in both 
groups (Babylonians, Sardians, Egyptians, Ionians); some are only in the first (Syrians, 
Carians, and Ionians), some only in the second (Medes). Some count twice among the 
specialists: Sardians worked stone and wood; Egyptians, wood and the palace reliefs; 
Medes, gold and palace reliefs. Lastly, some were common laborers: Babylonians for 
foundation work; Syrians, Ionians, and Carians for transporting lumber from Lebanon 
to Babylon, then to Susa. But the information in the various texts does not always agree. 
Another Akkadian version (DSaa), even though it was buried at the same time as the 
Elamite version just cited (DSz), in its first section simply enumerates the materials 
used, without specifying their place of origin. A second section gives a list of the 
peoples "who brought materials for decorating the palace." No less than 23 countries, 
including Persia, are named. 

The Country Lists 
In addition to the Susa documents, we also have inscriptions and sculptures that Da

rius and his successors had carved on their tomb facades, their palace walls, and even on 
Egyptian stelas and a statue of Darius at Susa. These documents allow us to reconstruct 
to some extent the idealized image of the world as the masters of the Empire wished it 
recorded. First of all are what are usually called empire lists; they are included in a series 
of royal inscriptions, most of them dated to Darius's reign: the Behistun inscription 
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(DB); o n e ° f m e ^ 0 l i r inscriptions placed on the south facade of the Persepolis terrace 
(pPe); one of the two inscriptions on the king's tomb at Naqs-i Rustam (DNa); a Susa 
inscription (DSe); one of the versions of the Susa foundation charter (DSaa); and fi
nally, a Xerxes inscription (XPh). These lists enumerate the countries that were known 
to be subjects of the Great King, and they vary in number and order. Here are the coun
tries listed in these six inscriptions: 

D B DPe DSe DNa DSaa XPh 

Persia E lam Media Media Persia Media 
Elam Media E lam Elam Elam Elam 
Babylonia Babylonia Babylonia Parthia Media Arachosia 
Assyria 
Arabia 

Arabia Aria Aria Babylonia Armenia Assyria 
Arabia Assyria Bactria Bactria Assyria Drangiana 

Egypt Egypt Sogdiana Sogdiana Arabia Parthia 
Sealand Armenia Chorasmia Chorasmia Egypt Aria 
Sardis Cappadocia Drangiana Drangiana Sealand Bactria 
Ionia Sardis Arachosia Arachosia Sardis Sogdiana 
Media Ionia Sattagydia 

Makran 
Sattagydia Ionia Chorasmia 

Armenia Ionians" 
Sattagydia 
Makran Canclhara Armenia Babylonia 

Cappadocia Sagartia Gandhara Indus Cappadocia Assyria 
Parthia Parthia Indus Saka H.< Parthia Sattagydia 
Drangiana Drangiana Saka H. Saka T . d Drangiana Sardis 
Aria Aria Saka T. Babylonia Aria Egypt 
Chorasmia Bactria Babylonia Assyria Chorasmia Ionians 
Bactria Sogdiana Assyria Arabia Bactra Sealand 
Sogdiana Chorasmia Arabia Egypt Sogdiana Across the sea 
Gandhara Sattagydia Egypt Armenia Gandhara Makans 
Saka Arachosia Aimcnia Cappadocia Saka Arabia 
Sattagydia Indus Cappadocia Sardis Sattagydia Gandhara 
Arachosia Gandhara Sardis Ionia Arachosia Indus 
Makran Saka Ionia Saka E . c Ouaclia Cappadocia 

Makran Saka E. 
Thracians 
Ionians E. 1 ' 
Carians 

Thrace 
Ionians P.* 
Libya 
Ethiopia 
Makran 
Carians 

Dahae 
Saka II. 
Saka T. 
Skudra 
Akaiifakans 
Libyans 
Carians 
Ethiopians 

23 24 27 29 23 31 

a. What the text says exactly is: "The Ionians o f the plain and the sea and the lands beyond the sea." 
1). European Ionians 
c. Saka haumavarga, i.e., the haoina-di inking Saka. 
<1. Saka ligraxauda, i.e., the pointed-hat Saka—an expression corresponding to Herodotus's 

Ortliokorybantes. 
c bluropeiin Scythians. 
f. Ionians who wear/bear the "Pelasus" (a broad-brimmed, low-crowned bat). 

The People Bearing Thrones 
The subject peoples are represented in high-relief sculptures at many Achaemenid 

sites. They are found primarily as throne-bearers, numbering 30 in all on the royal tombs 
(Naqs-i Rustam and Persepolis) and at Persepolis itself. They are placed in three rows on 
each jamb of the east gate of the Tripylon, as well as on the south gate of the Hall of One 
Hundred Columns (28 figures). On two of the royal tombs (Darius I and Artaxerxes II 
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Fig. 10. Peoples hearing the throne (Persepolis: Hall of the Hundred Columns). 

[?]), eacli person is named ("Behold the Elamite," etc.), which considerably facilitates 
the identification of figures on the other sculptures. On the royal tombs, each person is 
one meter tall; elsewhere, 40 cm. Each one represents one of the subject peoples. Their 
arms are raised above their heads, palms up, and together they support the throne on 
which the king is seated. 

A similar presentation of subject peoples is found in several Egyptian documents, the 
stelas of the Suez Canal (dug by Darius), and the statue of Darius placed at the entrance 
to a great gate at Susa (the Darius Gate) but carved in Egypt. They number 24 on the 
rectangular base of the statue (fig. 19, p. 216) and also on the stelas and are placed in two 
registers in both cases. They are shown in the Egyptian style, each above a crenellated 
oval containing each one's name in hieroglyphs. They are kneeling, hands above the 
head, palms up, supporting not the royal throne but the land of the Empire. 

The People Bearing Gifts 
Finally, we come to the most famous sculptures—the so-called tribute friezes 

(fig. 12). Two are found on the staircases of the Apadana (Audience Hall): on the west 
panel of the north staircase and on the south panel of the west staircase. They probably 
were created (or at any rate completed) under the reign of Xerxes. The peoples -
amounting to 23—are represented as delegations. The beginning of the staircase of Arta
xerxes I's palace was also decorated with delegations of peoples, in the same form, but 
numbering 30. The delegations are composed of varying numbers of members. The del
egates are preceded by an usher in Persian garb who holds the hand of the leader of the 
delegation and guides him toward the king, who is enthroned at the center of the com
position, in the royal audience rite. The problem of identifying the delegations remains 
difficult; in the absence of inscriptions, there are various solutions that are generally 
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based on the dress and die objects and animal gifts of the people, as well as on compari
son with other depictions. But these comparisons are not always conclusive, so that nu
merous uncertainties remain. The chart below is one possible reconstruction of the 23 
delegations shown on the face of the west panel. 

People Qty Gifts Animals 

1 Medes 6 Garments, vessels Horses 

2 F.lamites 6 Bows, 1 dagger Lioness, lion cubs 

3 Armenians 5 Garments 

4 Aryans 5 Garments, vessels 1 camel 

5 Babylonians 6 Garments, vessels 1 buffalo 

6 Lydians 6 Vessel, bracelets, 2-horse chariot 

7 Arachosians 5 Vessel, skin 1 camel 

8 Assyrians 7 Vessel, waterskins 2 rams 

9 Cappadocians 5 Robes 1 horse 

10 r'gvntinns 6 Onrmcnh 1 bull 

11 Saka 6 Garments, bracelets 1 horse 

12 Ionians 8 Garments, bales, vessel 

13 Bactrians 5 Vessel, skin 1 camel 

14 Gandharans 6 Shield, pike 1 buffalo 

15 Parthians 5 Vessel 1 camel 

16 Sagartians 6 Garments 1 horse 

17 Saka 6 Bracelets, axes, daggers 1 horse 

18 Indians 6 Axes, spieesp) 1 zebra(?) 

19 Scythians A Pikes, shields 1 horse 

20 Arabs 4 Robes 1 dromedary 

21 Drangians '1 Pikes, shield 1 bull 

22 Lydians 3 2-horse chariot 1 ibex 

2? Nubians 3 Elephant tusks 1 giraffe(?) 

3. An Idealized Image of Space and Imperial Power 

Space and Administration 
The interpretation of these lists and sculptures continues to pose many problems that 

have arisen and continue to arise in the various analyses. From one list to the next, the 
number, position, and even sometimes the name vary noticeably. The shortest list, which 
is also the oldest, from Behistun, includes 23 names: the others have 24 (DPe), 27 (DSe), 
and 29 (DNa). The longest list dates to the reign of Xerxes (XPh). Comparison also shows 
that the order is not consistent. The same is true for iconographic depictions: 24 peoples 
on the Egyptian materials, 28 or 30 throne-bearers, 23 and 30 gift/tribute-bearers. 

It is not easy to explain the presence or absence of this or that people from one list to 
another. We might suppose, self-evidently, that the oldest list is the shortest because the 
imperial conquests had not yet been completed. Thus, it is not surprising that the Hindus 
is not found there, since it was conquered several years after the completion of the monu
ment at Behistun. Nonetheless it seems dangerous to employ this sort of explanation au
tomatically, especially since many lists are not precisely dated, and when they are, it is 
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frequently by circular reasoning. Variations in the imperial realm, for example, cannot 
explain why Persia is missing in four of the five lists or why the country of Akaufaciya 
appears only in the Xerxes list (XPh). Similarly, in one of the Akkadian versions of the 
Susa Charter (DSaa) neither India nor Nubia is listed, while other versions attest—or 
rather allege—that ivory was brought from these countries. In addition, Thrace (Skudra), 
Libya, the Carians (Kavka), and the European Scythians are also missing. These lists thus 
do not appear to have been intended as a realistic picture of the state of the imperial pos
sessions at the moment of the foundation of the palace at Susa. It seems as though the 
variations are particularly striking for regions in the west (Aegean coasts) and north (Cen
tral Asia). For example, the nomadic (or seminomadic) peoples of the north are simply 
called Saka in DB and DPe; in DSe and DNa, they are divided into two groups: Saka 
Haumavarga ('haoma-drinker'?) and Saka Tigraxauda {'pointed-hat-wearers'), whose 
name corresponds most closely to Herodotus's Orthokoryhantes (III. 192). Three groups 
are found in XPh, where the Dahae appear, who we know independently are part of the 
family of Scythians of Central Asia, that is, the Saka. The reduced number of names of 
peoples from western regions in the same Xerxes inscription does not appear explicable 
by anything other than territorial advances and retreats. 

Fig. 11. Lower register of throne-hearing peoples on the royal tombs. 

The same goes for the reliefs, where the problem of identification becomes extremely 
complicated. The criterion of discrimination by clothing is not always decisive. The 
composition of certain reliefs seems to depend more on spatial constraints and aesthetic 
principles than on territorial or administrative realities. The same is true for the number 
of delegates on the friezes of tribute/gift-bearers. Careful examination shows that the 
number cannot be taken as a criterion, for example, of the relative importance ascribed 
to each of the peoples depicted. The number of delegates, in fact, is smaller when the 
animal brought by the subjects is bigger. The largest delegations (no. 1 with 9 people; 
no. 12 with 8 people) do not bring an animal as a gift, but the delegations (4, 7, 13, 21) 
accompanied by a "Bactrian" camel have only 4 members, and the number is reduced 
to 3 for the Arabs, who bring a dromedary, and for the Nubians, who are accompanied 
by an unidentified animal (giraffe? okapi?). The case of the Medes makes this analysis 
clear: on the east staircase of the Apadana, 9 Medes are shown, in contrast with the 6 ap
pearing on the north staircase, quite simply because in the latter case they are accompa
nied by a stallion, which is absent from the east relief. On the Egyptian stelas, neither 
the Yaunas nor the Gandharans, who are found in all the lists, are depicted (there was 
no room to show all the peoples). This is also true for the throne-bearers (fig. 11). Two of 
them (nos. 29 and 30: Karka and Maciya) had to be sculpted outside the field marked out 
by the legs of the royal throne: one to the right (no. 30) and the other to the left (no. 29). 
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It must thus be recognized that nei
ther the lists nor the representations 
constitute administrative catalogs yield
ing a realistic image of the imperial 
realm. It was not administrative districts 
that the Great Kings wanted to repre
sent. The word used in the inscriptions 
is dahyu 'people'. The kings did not in
tend to give a list that was either com
plete or exact. The inscribed lists are 
nothing but a selection of subject coun
tries. Darius and his successors are nei
ther archivists nor historians. What 
they intend to leave to posterity is not 
administrative data. The inscriptions 
accompanying the reliefs show instead 
that what they wished to transmit to 
their contemporaries was a politico-
ideological message. 

Subjugation and Collaboration 

Given the perspective that the reliefs 
and inscriptions are concerned with 
political and ideological issues, the dif
ferent versions of the Susa inscrip
tions (DSz [Elam.]; DSf [OPers., Bab., 
Elam.]) provide considerable clarifica
tion. More than a statistical inventory of 
the economic resources of the Empire, 
they are amenable to what might be 
called "images of the world," by means 
of which the Great Kings, especially 
Darius, intended to impose the idea of 
the unbounded nature of their authority 
over territories and populations. Here, 
for example, is how Darius summarizes 
the work in one of the Akkadian inscrip
tions from Susa (DSaa): 

These are the materials that were used for this palace . . . . T h e s e are the countries that 
provided the materials for the decorat ion of this palace . . . . Dar ius the king says: "By the 
grace of A h u r a - M a z d a , the materials of this palace were brought from afar and I m a d e the 
arrangements." 

In this sort of text, it is the detail "from afar" that is the key to the logic of the dis
course. The royal inscriptions from Susa had the principal function of exalting the mo
bilization into the king's service of the production and manpower of an Empire that 
recognized and defined itself through work explicitly called communal and integrative. 

Fig. 12. Some gift-bearing peoples: 
Medes, Elamites, Parthians, 

Aryans, Bactrians, Sagartians. 
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These documents eloquently attest to the royal desire to depict every country and every 
people of the Empire united in harmonious cooperation organized by and surrounding 
the king. In the enumeration, the far corners of the Empire are recognized: Sardis, Sog
diana, the Indus, and Nubia. Every region is represented: the center (Elam, Babylonia), 
the far west (Sardis, Ionians), the north (Bactria, Sogdiana, Chorasmia), the east (Car-
mania, Gandhara, Indus), the west-southwest (Syria, Egypt, Nubia); and each of them 
contributed its building-stone to the edifice, whose construction was decreed by Darius 
and realized with the aid of Ahura-Mazda. The same sort of statement is found at Per
sepolis: "These are the countries that built this, which are gathered here" (DPg). De
spite the profoundly ideological character of these statements, a realistic component can 
also be recognized in them. It is in fact beyond doubt that laborers from many countries 
were gathered at Susa, as they had been at Persepolis. It took thousands of men several 
years to complete such gigantic projects. 

A related idea may be found in the depictions of peoples as throne-bearers, bearers of 
the soil of the Empire, or gift-bearers. But in these cases the accent is placed more on 
political subjugation and imposition of tribute than on collaboration. At Naqs-i Rustam, 
Darius addresses those who contemplate the relief carved on his tomb thus: 

If now thou shalt think that "How many are the countries which King Darius held?" look at 
the sculptures (of those) who bear the throne, then shalt thou know, then shall it become 
known to thee: the spear of a Persian man has gone forth far, then shall it become known to 
thee: a Persian man has delivered battle far indeed from Persia. (DNa S4-S-) 

The relation between military conquest and imperial dominion is just as explicit in 
the message carved on the pleats of the statue of Darius at Susa: "Behold the stone statue 
that Darius ordered made tn Egypt so that whoever sees it in the future may know that 
the Persian holds Egypt" (DSah). This is also the sense of the statements that open the 
country lists: "These are the countries which came unto me; by the favor of Ahuramazda 
I was king of them." Darius ends with these words: "These are the countries which came 
unto me; by the favor of Ahuramazda they were my subjects (bandaka); They bore trib
ute (bdji) to me; what was said unto them by me either by night or by day, that was done" 
(DB §7*0). The formula used by Xerxes (XPho) is nearly identical: "By the favor of 
Ahuramazda these are the countries of which I was king outside of Persia; 1 ruled over 
them; they bore tribute to me; what was said to them by me, that they did; my law 
(data) - that held them firm." 

The Empire and the Known World: Representations and Realities 
We have seen that all of the royal statements are organized around the phrase "from 

afar": the Persians conquered "from afar," and the peoples who worked on Susa came 
"from afar." This phrase all by itself expresses the immensity of the space conquered and 
controlled by the Great King and the Persians. It is also present in the royal titulature. 
Darius I appears as "King in this great earth far and wide" (DNa-o). But here it is but one 
element among several: "king of the multitude, only master of the multitude, I am Da
rius the Great King, King of Kings, King of countries containing all kinds of men" 
(DNa->); he is also "King of many countries" (DPe<>). Here is how this same Darius de
fined his territorial authority on the foundation tablets of the Apadana at Persepolis: 
"This is the kingdom which I hold, from the Scythians [Saka] who are beyond Sogdiana, 
thence unto Ethiopia [Cushj; from Sind, thence unto Sardis" (DPh-O). 
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This sort of presentation is found in several Classical texts. Strabo considers Cyra on 
the Iaxartes (Syr Darya) to be the farthest point of Persian dominion in Central Asia 
(XI. 11-4: horion tes Person arkhes). For Herodotus, Colchis plays the same role in the di
rection of the Caucasus (III.97). And, among the frontier countries of the Achaemenid 
world (the eskhatiai) where deportees were sent, the Greek authors regularly list Bactria, 
India, Armenia, and the Persian Gulf. According to the author of the De Mundo (398a 
250-), the Asian Empire was "bounded on the west by the Hellespont and on the east by 
the Indus." From a more Aegeo-centric point of view, Xenophon describes Cyrus's Em
pire in this way: "Its borders were to the east the Red Sea [Persian Gulf], to the north the 
Pontus Euxinus, to the west Cyprus and Egypt, and to the south Ethiopia" (Cyr. VII1.8.1 
= VIII.6.21). Elsewhere, Xenophon attributes the following statement to Cyrus the 
Younger: "Well, gentlemen, my father's realm extends toward the south to a region 
where men cannot dwell by reason of the heat, and to the north to a region where they 
cannot dwell by reason of the cold" (Anab. I.7.6<-). This is an explanation often given by 
Xenophon; in another work, he repeats it to convince his fellow citizens of the excel
lence of the "central" position of Athens, because of its equidistance between the land 
of too-hot and the land of too-cold (Revenus 1.6-8). Labeling the far reaches of the earth 
by temperature extremes is not exclusively Greek, considering that (as Darius writes) he 
is also "king over this vast land, in which there are many countries: Persia, Media, and 
the other countries with other languages, mountains, and plains, from this side of the 
Bitter River and from the other side of the Bitter River, from this side of the parched land 
and from the other side of the parched land" (DPg). These titulatures stress the immen
sity of the imperial space and also the ethnic, cultural, and linguistic diversity of the 
peoples subject to the "king of the countries." At any rate, does not Xenophon stress that 
Cyrus "ruled over these nations even though they did not speak the same language as 
he, nor one nation the same as another" (Cyr. 1.1.5<-)? Did not Darius himself, at Behis
tun, order that his declaration be publicized in the languages of his peoples (DB §70)? 

All of these texts are also interesting for the closed representation they give of the 
Achaemenid Empire, which was bounded by "frontiers." At first sight, this concept 
seems to contradict the frequently advanced hypothesis that the Great Kings justified 
their conquests by the affirmation of universal and infinite dominion. In reality, what 
Darius calls the land (bumi) — what the Greeks call arkhe '[territorial] dominion' and 
what we ourselves call the Empire —is notionally merged with the frontiers of the 
known world: the Empire represents the totality of lands and peoples. This is precisely 
the reality expressed by Dino, who writes: "The Persian kings had water fetched from 
the Nile and the Danube, which they laid up in their treasuries as a sort of testimony of 
the greatness of their power (arkhe) and universal empire" (to kyrieuein hapantdn; Plu
tarch, Alex. 36.40-). This concept does not imply that the Great Kings were unaware of 
the countries located outside of the jurisdiction of their territorial dominion. The at
tempted circumnavigation of Africa attributed to the Persian Sataspes by Herodotus sug
gests that they were fully aware of them (IV.43). But here we are in the realm of 
appearances, whose logic requires that the unconquered countries be considered not to 
belong to the inhabited world (oikoumene); they are relegated to nonexistence, beyond 
the "parched lands" and the "Bitter River." 

Recognition of the homology between the "frontiers" of the Empire and the edges of 
the known world allows us to understand that the country lists are not totally devoid of 
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rationality. While the order of enumeration varies from one list to the next, nonetheless 
the countries are clearly named according to geographical groupings. Taking the Behis
tun inscription as an example, we can distingish the following subgroups: 

A. Center of the Empire (Persia, Elam) 
B. South-Southeast Axis (Babylonia, Assyria, Arabia, Egypt) 
C. West-East Axis (Those of the Sea, Sardis, Ionia, Media, Armenia, Cappadocia) 
D. Center-East Axis (Parthia, Drangiana, Aria, Chorasmia, Bactria, Sogdiana) 
E. Southeast-West Axis (Gandhara, Scythia, Sattagydia, Arachosia, Makran) 

A closed world, the world of the royal inscriptions was a circular world. To the north, 
the Saka and Scythian peoples constituted a semicircle from east to west; similarly, to 
the south, the Libya-Ethiopia-Makran-Karka [deported Carians at the source of the 
Persian Gulf] group (attested in DNa) form another semicircle. These political repre
sentations of the imperial realm are perhaps also integrated into Iranian religious con
cepts. In Yasht 10 of the Avesta (Hymn to Mithra), the world watched over by Mithra is 
bordered by a river to the west and a river to the east. There is also an allusion to the 
River Ranha, which borders the world. The Iranian world can be diagrammed as a 
Greek cross in a circle, which is traced by the Ranha. 

Center and Periphery. "Aryan of Aryan Stock" 
At the same time, this world was organized around a center. In most of the inscrip

tions, it includes Persia, Media, and Elam (not always listed in the same order), that is, 
the countries where the sedentary centers of Achaemenid power were located: Pasar
gadae, Persepolis, Ecbatana, and Susa. These regions are the origins of the axes that ra
diate in all directions, like the royal roads that link the center to the periphery, as 
Xenophon puts it: "The tribes that [Cyrus] brought into subjection to himself were so 
many that it is a difficult matter even to travel to them all, in whatever direction one be
gins one's journey from the palace (basileia), whether toward the east or west, toward the 
north or the south" [Cyr. 1.1.15-fr). 

Even within this group, the subgroup Persia-Media, so often named by the Great 
Kings, occupies a special place. Darius refers to "this vast land, in which there are many 
countries—Persia, Media, and the other countries with other languages" (DPg). This 
statement indicates that the pair Persia-Media is bound not only by a common history 
but also by the closeness of their ethnocultural and linguistic links. This is exactly what 
the use of the word "Aryan" {arya) means in several royal inscriptions and three specific 
contexts: Darius and Xerxes are presented as 'Aryanfs] of Aryan stock' {arya arya chiga; 
DNa, DSe, XPh); at Behistun, Darius issues an order "to copy onto tablet and parch
ment the text that already exists in Aryan" (DB §70); finally, the Elamite version of Be
histun describes Ahura-Mazda twice as 'the god of the Aryans' (nap harriyanam; DB 
Elam. §§62-63). Thus the word arya refers to a cultural, religious, and linguistic entity. 

The word arya has a long history that goes back to the origins of what we call the 
Indo-Iranian peoples, whose common origins are well evidenced by the often-under
scored similarities between the Avesta and the Rig-Veda. From this common trunk (re
constructed solely on linguistic grounds) the so-called Iranian peoples descended. At 
any rate, regarding the Medes, Herodotus recalls that they "were once universally 
known as Arians" (Ariaoi; VII.62-*). The hellenistic geographers themselves defined a 
geographic entity they called Ariana, which according to Strabo included the peoples of 
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the Iranian Plateau, "further extended to a part of Persia and of Media" (XV.2.80-). 
Strabo also describes its unity according to a linguistic measure: "For these speak ap
proximately the same language, with but slight variations (homoglottoi para mikron)." 
This statement highlights both the linguistic unity and the diversity of dialects, which 
are well known from philological investigations. 

What is the meaning of this usage by Darius and Xerxes? We know that in the Sassan-
ian period King Shapur bore the title Shahan Shah Eran, tranposed into Greek in the 
form Basileus Basileon Arianon, that is, 'king of the kings of the Aryans [Iranians]'. In the 
Achaemenid period, however, there is no trace of an Iranian political unity symbolized 
by the word Iran. Of course, the Iranian countries always occupied a special position in 
the Empire. It was they, for example, that constituted the vanguard of the great Achae
menid armies. Quintus Curtius described the situation in 330: these countries represent 
a region "which in arms and men, as well as in extent of territory is second to none 
among those nations; it occupies a third part of Asia, and the number of its men of mili
tary age equalled the armies which Darius [III] had lost" (V. 10.3o). Referring in all 
probability to the Iranian peoples, he adds: "In these nations, the majesty of their kings 
is extraordinary; in response to his mere name the barbarians assemble, and veneration 
for his former fortune attends him even in adversity" (§2«-). These very general state
ments do not imply that from Bactria to Persia the populations believed themselves to 
belong to a single political entity. But the structure of some country lists under Darius 
(DNa; DSe), and more so under Xerxes (XPh), separates the Iranian countries (some of 
them, at least) and places Media at the top. 

The Great Kings use the word arya to define the power of a superior population. Im
plicitly, they are characterized by opposition to non-Iranians. Indeed, the word 'non-
Iranian' itself (anairya) — attested in the Avesta and in Herodotus transcribed as enarees 
(1.105; IV.67) —does not appear in the Achaemenid corpus. Nevertheless, Darius sets 
the Persians and the Medes in opposition to "the other countries with other languages" 
(DPg). Thus there seems to be, on Darius's part, a desire to archaize, especially if we rec
ognize that the term arya originally referred to ancestral nobility. 

Center and Periphery: Persia and the Empire 
Darius certainly did not intend either to exalt an Iranian political unit [Iran] or to af

firm the existence of a Persian-Mede joint sovereignty. When Persia is mentioned in the 
eoimlry lists, it is always at the top; when it is not, its absence expresses its superiority to 
all other countries. It is perfectly clear, in fact, that the true center of the Empire is the 
country of Persia alone. This was perfectly understood by Herodotus when he wrote 
(I.1340): 

After their own nation they hold their nearest neighbors most in honour, then the nearest 
but one—and so on, their respect decreasing as the distance grows, and the most remote be
ing the most despised. Themselves they consider in every way superior to everyone else in 
the world, and allow other nations a share of good qualities decreasing according to dis
tance, the furthest off being in their view the worst. 

We cannot imagine a better definition of peripheral peoples! He obviously considers 
the exemption from tribute granted to Persia in the same general context (III.97). The 
sage Calanus was also able to give a particularly vivid representation of the decisive im
portance of the center prior to Alexander (Plutarch, Alex. 65.6-7). 
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In the inscriptions already cited, the complete tititlature is as follows: 

Dar ius the king, one king of many, one lord of many. I a m Dar ius the G r e a t King, King of 
Kings , K ing of countries containing all kinds of m e n , King in this great earth far and wide, 
son of Hystaspes, an A c h a e m e i i i a n , a Persian, son of a Persian, a n Aryan having Aryan 
l ineage. (DNa->) 

The pedigree of Darius is thus defined by family (Hystaspes), royal stock (Achaemenids), 
ethnic group (Persian), and "ethnic" stock [arya). We get the impression that here the 
word arya refers narrowly to the Persians or even the royal family. Under this hypothesis, 
the use of this archaizing vocabulary {arya) by Darius would also contribute to founding 
the irrevocable dynastic rights of his lineage. At any rate, in DB $70 the word arya 'Aryan 
language' does appear to be used in a restricted sense, 'Persian language'. 

Whatever the case on this point, the inscriptions of Darius and his successors attest to 
the privileged place of Persia and the Persians in the royal self-perception. At Naqs-i Rus-
tam, the list of subjugated countries is introduced as follows: "By the favor of Ahura
mazda these are the countries which 1 seized outside of Persia" (DNa §3^). A very 
similar but even more explicit formula is found in the Persian version of the trilingual 
panel of the southern retaining wall of the Persepolis terrace: "By the favor of Ahura
mazda, these are the countries which I got into my possession along with this Persian 
folk" (DPeO). This individually Persian character of the conquest is clearly highlighted 
in numerous royal statements, as we have already seen: "1 am a Persian; from Persia I 
seized Egypt. . . . ships went from Egypt through this canal to Persia . . ." (DZcO); "the 
Persian man/warrior (martiya) conquered Egypt" (DSab); "the spear of a Persian man 
has gone forth far . . . a Persian man has delivered battle far indeed from Persia" 
(DNd->); and so on. 

In several inscriptions, Darius favors the "Persian country," and he invokes the protec
tion of Ahura-Mazda: 

Sai th Dar ius the King: "This country (dahyu) Persia which A h u r a m a z d a bestowed upon 
me , good , possessed of good horses, possessed of good men (martiya)—by the favor of 
A h u r a m a z d a and of me, D a r i u s the King does not feel fear of (any) other." Saith Darius the 
King: May A h u r a m a z d a bear m e aid, with the gods of the royal house; and may A h u r a m a z d a 
protect this country from a (hostile) army, from famine , from the L i e (drauga)\ Upon this 
country may there not c o m e an army, nor famine , nor the L ie ; this I pray as a boon from 
A h u r a m a z d a together with the gods of the royal house . T h i s boon may A h u r a m a z d a to
gether with the gods of the royal h o u s e give to me!" (DPd-Q-) 

Another inscription on the trilingual panel, still in Old Persian, contains the follow
ing statement: 

Saith Dar ius the King: If thus thou shall think, "May I not feel fear of (any) other," protect 
this Persian people ; if the Persian people shall be protected, thereafter for the longest while 
happiness unbroken —this will by Ahura c o m e down upon this royalhouse. (viO; DPe-v-) 

And, atNaqS-i Rustam, this formula is found: 

M e may Ahura-Mazda protect from harm, and my royal house , and this land. (DNa $$•) 

All of these proclamations appear to express the establishment of a special relation
ship between Darius and his country (dahyu), that is, Persia sensu stricto, defined first of 
all by its military force ("good horses, good warriors"). It is his country (dahyu) and his 
house (viO) that he calls on the Persian gods to protect. The privileged place of the Per-
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sians around the king is also clearly evident in Herodotus's description of Xerxes' royal 
procession: only Persians precede, surround, and follow the royal chariot; "a host of 
troops of all nationalities indiscriminately mixed" walked in front, but "a gap was left 
in the marching column to keep these troops from contact with the king" (VII, 40); 
(VII.40<>); likewise at the end of the procession: "A squadron of ten thousand Persian 
horse, after which there was a gap of two furlongs [ca. 400 m] in the column before the 
remainder of the army, a mass of troops with no particular distinction, brought up the 
rear" (VI1.41*). 

Meanwhile, the royal descriptions are not always in strict agreement. Thus Persia is 
listed at Behistun and in a Susa inscription (DSm) among the countries that had submit
ted to Darius. In one of the versions of the foundation charter (DSaa), it is also men
tioned among the peoples/countries "who brought [me] the materials for decorating this 
palace." On the other hand, in the other versions, the Persians are not listed among the 
peoples who furnished materials or work details (DSz, DSf). They are also absent from 
the delegations coming to bring gifts to the Great King, but they are represented among 
the throne-bearers; this indicates that, even though the Persians are special, they are still 
subjects of the king. For the rest of the inscriptions, such as DSaa, this type of enumer
ation is intended above all to record the cooperation of all of the peoples in a common 
effort. The very title "king in [of] Persia" appears alone twice: in the Behistun inscrip
tion ("I am Darius the Great King, King of Kings, King in Persia, King of countries" [DB 
!}]<•]) and in another, minor inscription from the same site (DBa). 

How can we resolve what seems at first sight to be a contradiction within the royal d is-
course? Should we propose a distinction between the Empire (humi) and the kingdom 
(xsaqa), the latter referring exclusively to Persia? Or should we instead understand the 
terminological distinction diachronically, with the emphasis on Persia illustrating the 
conflicting relationships between the king and the Persian aristocracy at the moment of 
Intaphernes' revolt? Or rather, more simply, can we see the different expressions as a ma
jor contradiction? When Darius proclaims himself "Persian, son of a Persian," it is sim
ply because the Persians and his army continue to play a central role in the Empire. It is 
also because, as Herodotus puts it (1.132), "the king himself is included among the Per
sians." But, if Darius does not insist on his title "king in Persia," it is because he intends 
above all to emphasize the universality of his authority, from which Persia cannot be ex
cluded: Persia also is under the jurisdiction of the territorial dominion of the "king of the 
countries." In the same way, when Herodotus states that "only the country where the 
Persians dwell enjoys immunity" (ateleia; III.97), he is referring only to tribute, meaning 
primarily politico-ideological tribute (dasmos), since recent research has shown that, de
spite its unquestionable political privileges, Persia was never exempt from all fiscal dues 
(chap. 11/10). 

4. Images and Realities: The King among His Peoples 

Peoples and Gifts: An Imperial Festival at Persepolis? 
It appears clear that neither the country lists nor the depictions of peoples are in

tended to give a realistic picture of the administration or the geography of the Empire. 
Instead, the lists and depictions are primarily the vehicles of the very idea of royal and 
imperial power. The question remains whether the images also represent ceremonies 
that were regularly carried out at Persepolis. A positive answer is often given on the basis 
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of the friezes, on which delegations bring to the king objects and animals that are prob
ably typical of their produce. Based on comparisons with medieval Iranian texts (al-
Biruni in particular) and Indian texts, there have been frequent attempts to reconstruct 
sometimes in considerable detail, the various stages of an annual imperial festival that 
was observed at the New Year (March). 

There can be no doubt about the existence of festivals and ceremonies at Persepolis. 
In a broad outline of the work of Ctesias, Photius writes: "Having returned to Persepolis 
(eis Persas), Darius offered sacrifices, then died after thirty days of illness" (§ 19). Despite 
the allusive character of the passage, it is tempting to relate it to Xenophon's long de
scription of a great parade organized by Cyrus (Cyr. VIII.3-4): "Next we shall describe 
how Cyrus for the first time drove forth in state from his palace" (3.1-*-). Descriptions fol
low of the king's retinue, the protocol that guided it, the king's and the gods' chariots, 
sacrifices, games, the banquet, and finally the king's gifts. Then Xenophon describes the 
progress of the king's caravan toward Persia (VIII.5.1-16): "And when, as he continued 
his journey, he came to the boundaries of Persia, he left the main body of his army there, 
while he went on with his friends to the capital; and he took along animals enough for 
all the Persians to sacrifice and make a feast" (VIII.5.21-0>). Obviously, this does not de
scribe a unique festival, since, speaking of the death of "Cyrus," Xenophon states that 
this was the seventh time the king went thus to Persia: "Cyrus performed the customary 
sacrifice (ta nomizomena hiera) and led the Persians in their national dance {kata ta pa-
trio) and distributed presents among them all, as had been his custom" (VIII.7. 1-0-). 

Quite a few of the details given by Xenophon are found in other Classical authors. 
Herodotus (VII.40-41) describes the order of march for the royal procession of Xerxes 
that left Sardis in 480; Quintus Curtius (III.3.8-25) presents the order of the procession 
of Darius III leaving Babylon in 333. Along with some differences, common elements 
are found in Xenophon, Herodotus, and Quintus Curtius, which is all the more inter
esting, given that they clearly derive from different sources. The procession sets out at 
sunrise (Xenophon, Quintus Curtius; cf. Herodotus VII.54). Cyrus was in his chariot, 
his charioteer nearby; likewise Darius III was placed in a chariot "in which he rode out
standing (eminens) among the rest" (III.3.15o>); Xerxes was "riding in a chariot (harma) 
drawn by Nisaean horses, his charioteer, Patiramphes, son of Otanes the Persian, stand
ing by his side" (VII.40o); the word used by Herodotus (harma) proves that it was a war 
chariot, not a four-wheel chariot (harmamaxe), two vehicles that the author explicitly 
distinguishes (VII.41). The procession was accompanied by guards and soldiers: 

• Cyrus: 4,000 lance-bearers (doryphoroi) before the chariot; 2,000 more on each side of the 
royal chariot; then (after the 200 royal horses), 10,000 cavalry (arranged 100 square), then 
two move groups of 10,000 cavalry; finally allied troops and chariots (Cyr. VIII.3.15-18); 

• Xerxes: 1,000 Persian cavalry, 1,000 Persian pike-bearers, 10 Nisaean horses before the 
chariots of the god and the king; and afterward, other Persian troops: 1,000 pike-bearers, 
1,000 cavalry, 10,000 lancers (with gold and silver sashes) and 10,000 Persian cavalry; 

• Darius III: tire 10,000 Immortals and the doryphoroi precede the royal chariot; 10,000 
lancers follow the royal chariot. 

The king is also accompanied by his associates: near Cyrus are his relatives (sygge-
neis); before Darius Ill's chariot and after the Immortals walk his relatives (cognati); to 
the right and left of his chariot are placed 'the most noble of those close to him' (nohi-
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lissim' propinquontm). Finally, each of the processions includes divine chariots: one for 
Zeus, one for the Sun, and a third one followed by a fire altar ("Cyrus"); the sacred char
iot of Zeus (Xerxes); fire altars and "a chariot dedicated to Jupiter" (Darius HI). It thus 
seems clear that all three sources transmit credible information on the arrangement of 
the royal procession, whether during a regular ceremony held in Persia or a relocation 
of the royal court under other circumstances. In fact, many elements of the Classical de
scriptions are found on some Persepolis reliefs: guards, royal horses, royal chariot, bear
ers of royal appurtenances, processions of nobles, and even lines of servants bringing 
food and drink and vessels for the royal table. 

Despite striking, undeniable convergences of the evidence between the Persepolis re
liefs and the accounts of Classical authors, numerous objections have been offered 
against the hypothesis that a New Year festival was celebrated at Persepolis. First of all, 
the hypothesis is based on the assumption that Persepolis was "a ritual city," dedicated 
solely to the political exaltation of the power of the Great King. To be sure, this aspect 
should not be underrated; quite the opposite. But the discovery of the Treasury and For
tification tablets has proved indubitably that Persepolis was also a permanent economic 
center and the seat of administrative bureaus. We will also find that no contemporary 
text makes any mention of a New Year festival; but, however legitimate this observation, 
it must not be allowed to rule out the possibility that one existed, considering how sparse 
and fragmentary the Achaemenid documentation is. It is obviously more noteworthy 
that, according to the Classical authors, it was in autumn (and not in spring) that the 
court resided in Persia. Moreover, at no time does Xenophon mention the arrival of del
egations of subject peoples. Instead, he stresses the king's distribution of gifts. The festi
val he describes obviously takes place in a purely Persian context, where the religious 
element appears to predominate. As we know from the author of De Mundo (398a), the 
existence of 'receivers of gifts' {down apodekteres) at the court of the Great King proba
bly did not require a ceremony, since the king could receive gifts on many other occa
sions. The perennial declaration of Darius (and his successors) that "these are the 
countries that brought' me bciji" cannot be used to prove anything more than what it 
says. We note first that the Persian word baji connotes 'the king's share' more than trib
ute per sc. Second, the frequent tabular comparisons set up between the friezes of trib
utaries/givers and the discussion of tribute by Herodotus are in fact doomed to failure. 
Herodotus's list of tribute districts actually represents a different logic from the logic gov
erning the composition of the lists and reliefs, even when in the tribute disposition of 
Darius the dahyulethnos retains its central position. This is why the depictions are habit
ually described as Gift-Bearers rather than Tribute-Bearers (anyway, according to all in
dications, the gifts were paid in money). However, the terminological adjustment 
obviously does not resolve the problem. 

The principal objection to positing an imperial festival is methodological in nature. 
Iconological and iconographic analysis has shown that, overall, inscriptions and reliefs 
are intended prima facie to impose and transmit the image of a universal, intangible 
power. Achaemenid rhetoric is nourished less by administrative realities than by ideo
logical assumptions, which have their own logic. In other words, Persepolitan art is not 
a simple, quasi-photographic reflection of reality. Though it does capture reality, it does 
so in order to transform it and make it sublime; it relates less to a scenic scenario than to 
an ideological discourse on royalty and imperial might organized around themes 
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particularly evocative of the power of the Great King: the king in majesty (audience re
liefs, etc.), armed forces (rows of Persian and Elamite guards), the cooperation of the ar
istocracy (rows of nobles in Persian or Mede garb), and imperial dominion in turn 
symbolized by the gifts from various populations and by the richness of the royal table. 
Under these conditions, it is perhaps risky to reconstruct a dynamic reality (observation 
of a periodic imperial festival around the king) on the basis of depictions that are static 
and immutable. 

We must recognize that the objection is weighty. At the same time, we must carefully 
observe that even if the royal artists, working according to an imposed model, were not 
charged with describing a festival and its appurtenances realistically, this does not ipso 
facto imply that the hypothesis of an imperial ceremony must be abandoned. In order to 
take into account all of the documented facts, we would do well to return to the Classi
cal sources. Indeed, none of them indisputably corroborates the hypothesis of an impe
rial festival periodically celebrated at Persepolis (whether or not it took place at the time 
of the New Year), hut some nf them describe the bestowing of gifts on the Great King, 
during the relocations of the court. Let us then set forth first of all the details of this 
Achaemenid custom in which the Greek authors show great interest. 

The Nomadic King 
Here is how Xenophon explains the origins of the court migrations: 
Cyrus himself made his home in the centre of his domain, and in the winter season he spent 
seven months in Babylon, for there the climate is warm; in the spring he spent three months 
in Susa, and in the height of summer two months in licbatana. By so doing, they say, he en
joyed the warmth and coolness of perpetual spring-time. (Cyr. VIII.6.22<-) 

The same explanation is found in Strabo (XV.1.16) and Athenaeus (XII.513F*-), who 
sees in this custom an illustration of the luxury surrounding the life of the Great King: 

The first men in history to become notorious for luxurious (tryphii) living were the Persians, 
whose kings wintered in Susa and summered in Ecbatana.... In Persepolis they spent the 
autumn, and in Babylon the remaining portion of the year. So also the Parthian kings live 
in springtime at Rhagae [Media], but they winter at Babylon, (and pass) the rest of the year 
(in Hecatompylus [Parthia]). 

Aelian sees in this custom evidence of the wisdom of the Great Kings, whose migrations 
he compares to the annual migrations of fish and birds (Anim. III.13; X. 16). Conversely, 
in his very polemical work Agesilaus (9.5-v-), Xenophon attempts to illustrate once again 
his thesis of the "moral decadence" of the Great King: "shunning heat and shunning 
cold through weakness of character, imitating the life, not of brave men, but of the weak
est of the brutes." Whatever the Greek interpretations, there is no doubt of the existence 
of the institution. Furthermore, in a passage on the cuisine of the Great Kings, Polyaenus 
states that their menus varied with their places of residence (IV.3.32). Aelian also records 
many anecdotes deriving from the seasonal relocations of the court. 

The climatic explanations offered are certainly not irrelevant to this sort of nomad
ism. We know in fact that Susiana was stifling during the hot season. Strabo, referring to 
Polyclitus, states, for example: "When the sun is hottest, at noon, the lizards and the 
snakes could not cross the streets in the city quickly enough to prevent their being burnt 
to death in the middle of the streets," or again (quoting Aristobulus) "Bailey spread out 
in the sun bounces like parched barley in ovens" (XV.3.!()•)! A report from the time of 
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the Diadocbi also shows how oppressive the heat was in June or July: "They walked into 
a furnace because of the intensity of the heat; many men died and the army fell into de
spair" (Diodorus XIX.28.1-2; 39.]). Several Hellenistic texts in particular describe the 
contrast between the Susiana plain and the Iranian Plateau in Fars. These documents 
are even more interesting because they are composed from the point of view of a traveler 
going from Susa to Persepolis (Diodorus XVII.67.1-13; XIX.21.2-3). 

There is no reason to doubt that the Great King and his court were looking for more 
hospitable locations at the height of summer; parallels could be multiplied throughout 
the Near East. However, there were also historical reasons. With reference to an identi
cal custom of the Parthian kings during his time, Strabo writes: "The Parthian kings are 
accustomed to spend the winter there because of the salubrity of the air, but the summer 
at Ecbatana and in Hyrcania because of the prevalence of their ancient renown" 
(XVI. 1.1 ft*). Likewise, the Achaemenids would not have been able to establish resi
dences at Susa or Babylon without returning to their roots in Media or Persia —especially 
Persia, where two towns, Pasaigadae and Persepolis, remained the ideological apexes of 
their power. 

Aside from these seasonal migrations, the king and court relocated under quite a few 
other circumstances. This happened especially when the king called up the royal army 
and led it himself. These armies, in fact, bore only a very slight resemblance to present-
day armies. On these occasions, the king was accompanied by his court, family, court
iers, household staff, and even his palace (transformed into tents). The texts bearing on 
these wartime migrations allow us to reconstruct the pomp and circumstance surround
ing the moves and to understand their politico-ideological aspects more clearly. 

An Itinerant State 
Many texts show that, when the king periodically changed locations, thousands of 

people also had to migrate. Every member of the royal house, in fact, took part in the 
trips and moves. Witness the lineup accompanying Darius III when he left Babylon. 
The end of the procession went like this: 

Next, at an interval of a single stade, one chariot carried Sisigambis, Darius' mother, and in 
another was his wife. A throng of women of the queens' household rode on horses. Then fol
lowed fifteen of what they call harmamaxae; in these were the king's children and their gov
ernesses, and a herd of eunuchs, who are not at all despised by those peoples. Next rode the 
365 concubines of the king, these also regally dressed and adorned. . . . Next to this division 
rode the wives of his relatives and friends, and troops of sutlers and batmen. (Quintus Cur
tius III.3.22-25K 

In fact, "not only the ladies of the royal house but also those of the King's Relatives and 
Friends, borne on gilded chariots, had accompanied the army according to an ancestral 
custom of the Persians" (Diodorus XVII.35.3<>). We know that Xerxes brought along 
some of his illegitimate children on the march against Greece (Herodotus VIII. 103-4). 
Relations and Friends received places of honor in Darius Ill's procession (Quintus Cur
tius III.3.14, 21). 

Many other elements demonstrate that the king's relocations signified that the State 
itself was on the march. The king brought with him the insignia of power, namely his 
royal robe (kandys), bow, and shield. He was also accompanied by images of the gods. 
Xerxes' procession, in 480, included "the holy chariot of Zeus drawn by eight white 
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horses, with a charioteer on foot behind them holding the reins—for no mortal man 
may mount into that chariot's seat" (Herodotus VII.40-0-). This is the official order of 
march of the royal procession of Darius III: 

In front on silver altars was carried the fire, which they cal led sacred and eternal. Next c a m e 
the M a g i , chanting their traditional hymn. T h e s e were followed by three hundred and sixty-
five young m e n clad in purple robes, equal in n u m b e r to the days of a whole year; for the 
Persians also divided the year into that n u m b e r of days. After that, white horses drew the 
chariot consecrated to Jupiter; these were followed by a horse of extraordinary size, which 
they cal led the steed of the S u n . (Ouintus Cur t ius I I I . 3 . 9 - 1 ] • ) 

When the procession halted, the royal tent was erected. According to Xenophon, "At 
the very beginning Cyrus made this rule, that his tent should be pitched facing the east; 
and then he determined, first, how far from the royal pavilion the spearmen of his guard 
should have their tent. . . . He himself first took up his position in the middle of the camp 
in the belief that this situation was the most secure. Then came his most trusty followers., 
just as he was accustomed to have them about him at home, and next to them in a circle 
he had his horsemen and charioteers" (Cyr. VIII.5.3; 8->). In this way, the king's tent was 
at the very heart—the word covering simultaneously both topographic and hierarchical 
realities. Xenophon also states that each officer had a banner over his tent (VIII.5.13). 
The royal tent was easily recognizable: "When the day was already bright, the signal was 
given from the king's tent with the horn; above the tent, from which it might be seen by 
all, there gleamed an image of the sun enclosed in crystal" (Quintus Curtius I1I.3.8<0-). 

When the court was on the move, the royal tent thus became the center of power, 
identifiable as it was with the king himself. Consequently, the capture of the royal tent 
by an opponent symbolically represented a transition from one power to another. Quin
tus Curtius in fact explains "it was an established custom that they should receive the 
victor in the conquered king's tent" (III.l 1.23-0). Thus, upon his victory over Astyages, 
Cyrus the Great entered the tent of the vanquished king, took the throne, and grasped 
his scepter; then one of his men, Oibaras, placed the kidaris (upright tiara), symbol of 
royalty, on his head (FGrH 90 F66.45). The Macedonian victory at Issus in 333 had the 
same result: "The royal pages now took over the tent of Dareius and Alexander's pre
pared Alexander's bath and dinner and, lighting a great blaze of torches, waited for him, 
that he might return from the pursuit [of Darius'enemy] and, finding ready for him all 
the riches of Dareius, take it as an omen of his conquest of the empire of all Asia" (Di
odorus XVII.36.5o-). 

Thus, there is no doubt that the king was also accompanied by the high officials who 
regularly assisted him with all his governmental duties. In one of his anecdotes on the 
relocations of the court, Aelian tells the following story: 

Note that when travelling the Persian King took with h im, in order not to be bored, a small 
block of l ime wood tablet and a little knife to scrape it. T h i s was the activit of the roj'al 
hands. H e certainly did not take with h im a book (biblion) or serious thoughts, in order to 
be able to read something important and improving or meditate on a noble and worthwhile 
subject . ( V H X I V . H ^ ) 

We can overlook the polemical slant of the remarks. Here an opposition is set up be
tween books proper (philosophy, history) —"heavy, serious reading" —and the adminis
trative use of writing. The anecdote gives an illustration of the situation we might 
expect: the king remained in contact with his satraps and subordinates through the in
termediary of his chancellery, to which he continued to dictate letters and messages. 
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To sum up, custom led to the extension and relativization of the very notion of a cap
ital in the Achaemenid Empire. Power was where the king was, whether he was residing 
in a palace or his tent, at Persepolis or in a paradise, at the heart of the Empire or at Sar-
dis or even Memphis or Bactra. 

Royd/ Arrivals and Departures 
The political aspect of these migrations is strongly evidenced by the ceremony sur

rounding the arrival of the Great King in his cities. There is no doubt that the proces
sion was organized according to strict rules fixed by protocol, as can be seen in the texts 
of Xenophon, Herodotus, and Quintus Curtius. One of the most interesting texts is the 
one in which Quintus Curtius (V.l.17-23*) describes the arrival of Alexander at Baby
lon in 331: 

Now, as Alexander kept on his way to Babylon , M a z a e u s , who had fled to that city from the 
battlefield [of G a u g a m e l a ] , met h i m as a suppl iant with his mature children, and surren
dered the city and himself. His c o m i n g was w e l c o m e to the king; for the siege of so strongly 
fortified a citv would have been a great task. Moreover , it was evident that a m a n of distinc
tion and ready action, who had also ga ined widespread reputation in the recent battle, 
would by his example induce the rest to surrender. T h e r e fore the king received him cour
teously with his children; but he ordered his m e n to enter the city in square formation, with 
himself at their head , as if they were going into battle. A great part of the Babylonians had 
taken their p laces on the walls in their eagerness to b e c o m e acquainted with their new king, 
still more had g o n e out to mee t h im. A m o n g the latter B a g o p h a n e s , guardian of the citadel 
and of the royal funds, in order not to be ou tdone in alacrity by M a z a e u s , had strewn the 
whole road with flowers and garlands, and had placed here and there on both sides silver al
tars, which he had piled high, not only with frankincense, but with perfumes of all kinds. As 
gifts there followed h im herds of horses and cattle; lions and leopards too were carried be
fore them in cages . T h e n c a m e the magi , chant ing a hymn after their manner, after them 
the C h a l d e a n s , and of the Babylonians not only the prophets but also music ians with their 
own kind of instruments; the latter were accus tomed to s ing the praises of the kings, the 
C h a l d e a n s , to explain the movements of the heavenly bodies and the appointed changes of 
the seasons. Lastly followed the Babylonian cavalry, whose apparel and that of their horses 
met the d e m a n d s of luxury rather than of magni f icence . Alexander, surrounded by armed 
men , had ordered the throng of townspeople to march after the hindermost of infantry; he 
himself entered the city in a chariot, and then entered the palace . 

This text, clearly based on firsthand description, catalogs the various elements of a mi
nutely organized ceremony. To be sure, like many other Hellenistic-period texts, it pre
sents the displays accorded the king as spontaneous. The reality is quite different. 
Herodotus states clearly, for example, that before Xerxes arrived at his towns royal her
alds were dispatched from Sarclis to announce the imminent arrival of the royal proces
sion and to notify the cities of the order to prepare the royal table (VII.32). The roads 
themselves were made ready: Aelian even states that on this occasion the inhabitants 
were required to kill all the scorpions on the road from Ecbatana to Persia (Anim. 
XV.26)! There is no trace of improvisation in any of this. Quite the contrary, every stage 
of the ceremony was prepared in advance, in collaboration with the local authorities. 
Before receiving Alexander at Susa several weeks later, the satrap sent his son "to meet 
the king"; for his part, Alexander sent one of his officials to make contact with the satrap 
Abulites in order to arrange the royal entry in accord with customary Achaemenid pro
tocol (Arrian III. 16.6). 
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In fact, the authorities were required to come before the king outside the ramparts of 
the city. It was the same at Sardis in the summer of 334-. "When he [Alexander] was still 
about seventy stades [ca. 12 km] away he was met by Mithrenes, commander of the cita
del garrison, and the chief citizens of Sardis; they gave up the city, and Mithrenes the cit
adel and treasury" (Arrian I-17.3<>). In Babylon, the authorities "surrendered] the city, 
the citadel and the treasure" (III.16.2-0-). By coming before the king, they clearly indi
cated that their town was open and that they recognized their subjugation. The authori
ties were accompanied by corporate bodies: "The Babylonians came out to meet him in 
mass, with their priests and rvders." 

Then came the entry into the town. In Babylon, Alexander rode a chariot. It is also 
possible that in some cases kings made their entrances on horseback (cf. Plutarch, 
Them. 29.7). Darius saw in one of his premonitory dreams, "Alexander... in the garb in 
which he himself had been made king, . . . riding on horseback through Babylon" 
(Quintus Curtius III.3.3<^). Established practice, however, required that the Great King 
parade in his chariot at official ceremonies. Xerxes' chariot was drawn by Nisaean horses 
(VII.41^). And Herodotus states: "When the fancy took him, he would leave his chariot 
(harma) and take his seat in a covered carriage (hannamaxa) instead." This small detail 
indicates that the procession described by Herodotus complied with a ceremonial order: 
it was in fact, according to Quintus Curtius, "an ancestral tradition." Thus, "he vode out
standing among the rest" (III.3.15*). Diodorus (XVI.24.6) states that in his chariot the 
king would adopt and maintain a "hieratic" attitude and bearing and that he did not 
drive his chariot himself. Xerxes was "riding in a chariot (harma) drawn by Nisaean 
horses, his charioteer, Patiramphes, son of Otanes the Persian, standing by his side" (He
rodotus VII.40-0-). Xenophon does not conceal the king's desire to awe the crowd of spec
tators, who were massed on both sides of the road: 

His [Cyrus's] hands he kept outside his sleeves. With him rode a charioteer, who was tall, 
but neither in reality nor in appearance so tall as he; at all events, Cyrus looked much taller. 
And when they saw him, they all prostrated themselves before Trim (proskynese), either be
cause some had been instructed to begin tins act of homage, or because they were overcome 
by the splendour of his presence, or because Cyrus appeared so great and goodly to look 
upon. (Cyr. VIII.3.14-0) 

The king then traversed the streets of the city, which in Babylon "were strewn with 
flowers and garlands" and redolent with the scent of incense and many other delightful 
perfumes—which very closely recalls Cyrus's entry two centuries earlier. Likewise, 
when Xerxes and his train crossed the bridge over the Hellespont, "they burned all sorts 
of spices on the bridges and laid boughs of myrtle along the way" (Herodotus VII. 54o). 
This was clearly a victory celebration: at the news of the victory of Salamis, "the Persians 
. . . strewed the roads with myrtle-boughs, burned incense, and gave themselves up to 
every sort of pleasure and merrymaking" (VIII.99-0-). The king then performed sacrifices 
to the gods of the town and the country—Alexander never failed to do this, wherever he 
went. Thus "at Babylon . . . he met the Chaldaeans, and carried out all their recommen
dations on the Babylonian temples, and in particular sacrificed to Baal [Marduk], ac
cording to their instructions" (Arrian III.16.5-0-). This ceremony demonstrates that the 
king was not only received by the population and its leaders, but also by their tutelary 
deities. Finally, it was the city's difficult task to provide for the royal table—an over
whelming expense, as Herodotus explains at considerable length (VII. 118-20). 
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Court Nomadism and a Survey of the Imperial Realm 
It thus seems clear that the movements of the Achaemenid court took on major po

litical and ideological significance. During his travels, the Great King, as it were, visited 
the peoples of his Empire. He who was ordinarily so far away could show off to everyone 
the might and wealth of his court and army. The Persian custom might be compared 
with the "royal entrance" in medieval France, of which it has been said: "At the end of 
the Middle Ages, monarchic sentiment was fostered by the numerous entries that the 
king made into all his major cities during his progress throughout the kingdom. . . . 
First, it was just a festival, then it took on a quasi-religious solemnity; by the end of the 
fifteenth century a royal entry had become a great spectacle, wherein the king's council
ors intended to lay out all the themes of monarchic propaganda." 

During the process of relocating, the king also passed through villages and encoun
tered peasants. Because of the military orientation of the Classical and Hellenistic 
sources, we are naturally less well informed on this aspect. But when the royal proces
sion passed through a district, the local people crowded in all along the route. This is 
evidenced by the following remark of Quintus Curtius, describing Darius Ill's retreat to
ward Media after the battle of Gaugamela, during which he took a side trip: "From the 
villages nearest to the road the shrieks of old men and women could be heard, who in 
the barbarian manner were still calling on Darius as their king" (IV.16.5o). Diodorus's 
description of the route of Alexander's funeral chariot from Babylon to the Mediterra
nean coast might also be mentioned: 

Because of its widespread fame it drew together many spectators; for from every city into 
which it came the whole people went forth to meet it and again escorted it on its way out, 
not becoming sated with the pleasure of beholding it. (XVII.28.1-0-) 

A passage in Herodotus also seems to indicate that, during his stay at Sardis, Darius 
held a "seat in state" on the outskirts of the city (VI20-). There is no doubt in any case 
that local populations took advantage of the king's presence to bring petitions and 
claims, as Xenophon explains in the Cyropaedia while describing the organization of 
the royal procession on the occasion of the parade held at Persepolis: "As he proceeded, 
a great throng of people followed outside the lines with petitions to present to Cyrus." 
Then he "sent them some of his mace-bearers (skeptoukhoi), who followed three on ei
ther side of his chariot, for the express purpse of carrying messages for him; and he bade 
them say that if any one wanted anything of him, he should make his wish known to 
some one of his cavalry officers and they, he said, would inform him" (VIII.3.19-230-). 
The same concerns led to Artaxerxes IPs instruction that his wife Stateira should travel 
in an open vehicle; anyone might seek her out to present a request: her chariot "always 
appeared with its curtains down, allowing her countrywomen to salute and approach 
her, which made the queen a great favourite with the people" (Plutarch, Art. 5.60-). 

Gifts and Presents 
Moreover, Arrian explains, "each section of the inhabitants [brought] gifts" to Alex

ander (III.16.3-v-). This meant, notably, presents of animals, including exotic ones: in 
Babylon, caged lions and panthers (Quintus Curtius V. 1.21); in Susa, "Abulites met him 
with gifts of regal splendour. Among the presents were the camels known as dromedaries 
and of extraordinary swiftness, twelve elephants imported by Darius from India" 
(V2.10-0-). The gifts were often gold and silver crowns, as shown by an inventory of the 
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Achaemenid treasury at Susa in 317: "There was collected for him [Antigonus], besides, 
a great amount of money from the crowns and and other gifts, and also from the spoils. 
This came to five thousand talents" (Diodovus X1X.48.7<-). The inhabitants of the Phoe
nician towns also greeted Holophernes with crowns as a sign of voluntary submission: in 
violation of every precedent, however, the Persians "laid their land waste and cut down 
their sacred trees" (Judith 3:7-8-*-). 

Note the especially interesting, long passage by Theopompus of Chios, known from 
a late quotation (FGrli 115 F263a), some of which is repeated by Athenaeus (11.77 = 
F263b). The author was obviously very fond of Persian royal customs and dedicated nu
merous passages to the luxury of the royal table and to the movements of the Great King. 
He is the one, for instance, who provides information about the requirement to feed the 
king and those with him, which weighed on the peoples and cities visited by the king 
and court (see p. 403 below). The passage that is quoted here at length may refer to the 
expedition mounted by Artaxerxes III to reconquer Egypt in 343. Here is how—and how 
enthusiastically!—Theopompus describes the gifts and gift-givers who hastened to the 
path of the royal caravan on the road: 

Is there any city or people of Asia that didn't send embassies to the king? Is there any pro
duce or any fine and valuable product of their workshops that they did not bring as gifts 
(down) to lay down before the king? Many splendid counterpanes, fine blankets, some 
purple, some multi-colored, some white; many tents fitted out in gold and fully equipped; 
not to mention many tunics and costly, splendid couches; and on to chased silver and gold 
worked to perfection, cups and bowls, some covered with precious gems, others appearing 
to be worked with elegant simplicity. And above and beyond all that, uncountable myri
ads of arms, both Greek and Barbarian, and an unbelievable number of teams and fatted 
animals for sacrifice, along with many medimnes ['bushels'] of seasonings, many sacks of 
money, and a large amount of writing-papyrus, and among all the other things everything 
needed for sustenance, including the meat of sacrificial animals preserved in salt in such 
quantity that the folks who approached had the impression of seeing mountains and hills 
raised before them! 

Several anecdotes preserved by Aelian describe the obligations that fell on the Per
sian peasants when Artaxerxes IPs royal procession passed near their fields and villages: 

A custom most carefully maintained hy the Persians (nomos persifcos), when the king drives 
to Persepolis, is that each and every one of them, according to his means (kata ten heautou 
dynamin), brings an offering. Since they are engaged in farming and toil on the land, living 
by what they produce (autourgoi), they bring no pretentious or unduly expensive gifts, but 
rather oxen, sheep, or corn, or in other cases wine. As the king passes and drives on his way 
these objects are laid out by each man, and are termed gifts (doron); the king treats them as 
such. Men who are even poorer than these farmers bring him milk and dates and cheese, 
with ripe fruit and other first fruits of local produce. (L31-0-) 

It was shameful to disregard the custom (nomos; 1.32). It was an honor to bring even the 
smallest present: Aelian tells the story of a particularly impoverished Persian who could 
offer Artaxerxes no more than a skin of water from the Cyrus River, and another who 
modestly brought him a single pomegranate. The former was honored with the title 
Benefactor (1.33; cf. Plutarch, Art. 4.4-5; 5.1). The exchanges of gifts that took place on 
this occasion rendered the generosity of the Great King all the more striking and 
strengthened his ties with the people. 
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Gifts to the Great King and Political Submission 
There can be no doubt that the offering of gifts took on major political significance. 

They provided a visible illustration of the submission of the town and population before 
royal might. Everyone was obligated, especially the rich. On the way to and from his Eu
ropean campaign, Darius crossed Asia Minor and stayed at Sardis. It is quite certainly on 
this occasion that the wealthy Pythius of Celaenae offered the king the famous golden 
plane tree. Later, in 480, "at Celaenae [he] was awaiting Xerxes, and on his arrival en
tertained him and the whole army with most lavish hospitality" (Herodotus VII.27-*-). 
The satrap himself also was required to greet the king regularly. Among other examples 
we may consider Orxines, who took for himself the title Satrap of Persia. When Alexan
der neared Pasargadae on his return from Carmania, Orxines came to greet the king "on 
the Persian border" (Arrian VI.29.2*): 

lie met the king with gifts of every kind, intending to give presents not only to Alexander but 
to his friends as well. Troops of trained borses followed him and chariots adorned with silver 
and gold, costly furniture and splendid gems, golden vases of great weight, purple vestments, 
and 3,000 talents of coined silver. (Ouintns Curtius X 1.24-0-) 

This is confirmed in the tales of Alexander's campaigns. Many peoples and towns 
awarded him crowns. Every time he turned up at the frontiers of a kingdom or city in 
India, he was greeted by ambassadors bearing gifts representing the country's products 
or most valuable possessions. For example, Omphis offered him "fifty-six elephants,. . . 
besides many head of sheep of extraordinary size and about 3000 bulls." "He entrusted 
his person and his realm to a prince" (Quintus Curtius VIII. 12.7-1 Again, these In
dian kings vvere simply following the orders of Alexander, who "having sent a herald in 
advance to Taxilas [Omphis] and the Indians on this side of the river Indus with orders 
to meet him, each at their earliest convenience; Taxilas and the other hyparchs com
plied, bringing the gifts the Indians prize most" (Arrian IV22.6-0-). Poros also received an 
envoy from Alexander, "to demand that he should pay tribute and meet Alexander at the 
frontier of his territories" (Quintus Curtius VIII. 13.2-0-). Open refusal to bring gifts was 
taken as proof of insubordination. This would have been the case with the Indian king 
Musikanos, who "had not yet met him to surrender himself and his country, nor had 
sent . . . any gifts suitable for a great king, IIOT had he made any request from Alexander." 
As soon as he heard of the arrival of the Macedonian army, however, Musikanos has
tened before Alexander, "bringing gifts of the greatest value among the Indians,.. . sub
mitting himself and his people" (Arrian VI. 15.5-6-*). 

As the Cyrus of the Cyropedia puts it, the satraps were obligated "to send back here 
what there is good and desirable in their several provinces" (VIU.6.60-); as for the subject 
peoples, "those of every nation thought they did themselves an injury if they did not send 
to Cyrus the most valuable productions of their country, whether the fruits of the earth, 
or animals bred there, or manufactures of their own arts" (VIII.6.23-?-). By coming in per
son to take possession of these symbolic gifts, the Great King reminded the cities and 
peoples that their most marvelous products were reserved for him alone. Every available 
text indicates that in this way the Great Kings periodically reaffirmed their dominion 
over the peoples they controlled. They recalled their obligations to them and con
strained them to exhibit publicly their subjugation by the offering of gifts. In this way, 
they also staked out the extent of their immediate power over territories and subjects, a 
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power that could only be perpetuated by the delegation of the Great King, who indeed 
remained far away but who was always able visibly to impose his presence and authority, 
whether directly by his relocations or indirectly by the intermediary of his satraps. 

The Return to Persepolis via Babylon 
The nature, function, and methods of presenting these gifts irresistibly make us think 

of the Persepolis donor friezes. If we agree to set aside the question of the New Year per 
se (this chronological question is secondary), it is not out of the question that the friezes 
metaphorically and vividly depict a festival during which delegations of the peoples of 
the Empire came to present to the king the best-known products of their countries, hi 
the absence of real Achaemenid written documents, this hypothesis tempts us to refer to 
the delegations received from the "entire world" by Alexander at Babylon in 324: 

From practically all the inhabited world {o!&oumene)came envoys on various missions, 
some congratulating Alexander on his victories, some bringing him crowns, others con
cluding treaties of friendship and alliance, many bringing handsome presents (doreai me-
galoprepeis), and some prepared to defend themselves against accusations. Apart from the 
tribes and cities as '.veil as the local rulers of Asia, many of their counterparts in Europe and 
Libya put in an appearance. . . . Alexander drew up a list of the embassies and arranged a 
schedule of those to whom first he would give his reply and then the others in sequence. 
First her heard those who came on matters concerning religion; second, those who brought 
gifts; next, those who had disputes with their neighbours; fourth, those who had problems 
concerning themselves alone; and fifth, those who wished to present arguments against re
ceiving back their exile.. . . receiving their petitions in the order of importance of the sanc
tuaries. In all cases he made every effort to deliver replies which would be gratifying, and 
sent everyone away content so far as he was able. (Diodorus XVII. 1130-) 

Whatever the specifics, this great meeting in Babylon was perhaps nothing other than 
an imitation of an Achaemenid festival of the same kind, a festival of imperial power, 
during which the many countries known to submit to the Great King came bearing gifts, 
seeking audience, and requiring his arbitration. Arrian does not conceal the obvious 
political significance: "It was then more than ever that both in his own estimation and 
in that of his entourage Alexander appeared to be master of every land and sea" (Anab. 
VII. 15.50-). And we can understand the deep irritation felt by the Macedonian toward 
the Arabs and the interpretation provided by Arrian: "[Alexander's] naval preparations 
were directed at the greater number of the Arabs, on the pretext that they alone of the 
barbarians in these parts had sent no envoys and had taken no other action reasonable 
or honorific to him. The truth in my own belief is that Alexander was always insatiate in 
winning possessions" (VII.19.6o-). 

However, it is obvious that resorting to a text from Alexander's time —from Babylon, 
no less—cannot alleviate doubt about the reality of an official ceremony of gift-giving at 
Persepolis. By way of supplementary evidence, we may cite, not without reservation, a 
passage from Pliny that lists a locality called Caphrena in Upper Mesopotamia on a road 
to Syria. Pliny describes it as an old satrapal residence (satraparum Regia [= basileion] 
appellatum), which by his time had been demoted to a citadel (arx); he presents its past 
political function as follows: 'Where tributes used to be brought' (quo tributa confere-
bemfur; NH VI.30.119-20). It thus seems that in the olden days (in the Persian period?) 
there must have been an official ceremony of tribute-bringing in the satrapal residence. 
Since most of the rules regulating satrapal court life were copied from central court reg-
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illations, we are tempted to think that this kind of ceremony for bringing representative 
gifts really did take place at Persepolis. However—let us say it one more time —the allu
sive and late character of the sources means that any conclusion is weak and uncertain. 
L e t us simply stress that the Classical texts require us to leave the question open. 

5. Images and Realities: The Imperial Festivals 

The Large Army of Xerxes 
Among these colorful depictions of the Empire and its peoples is Herodotus's long 

passage devoted to the description of Xerxes' army (VII.59-101). Herodotus places the 
scene in Thrace, on the plain of Doriscus, where Darius had established a royal resi
dence (basileion) and a garrison. On that spot, Xerxes took a census of the army. "After 
the counting, the army was reorganized in divisions according to nationality" (kata eth-
ned; $60*). Then Herodotus gives his readers an exhaustive list of 47 contingents, from 
the infantry, the cavalry, and also the navy. For each ethnic contingent, he gives a de
scription of the clothing and weaponry, along with the name of the Persian who com
manded it. 

Among the many problems posed by this most interesting document, we will stress 
one in particular: the extraordinary diversity of the highly variegated army. Many of the 
contingents are distinguished by "exotic" uniforms. Some (Caspians, Pactyans, Utians, 
Myci, Paricanians) "were dressed in skin with the hair on"; the Ethiopians from Africa 
"in their leopard and lion skins. . . when going into battle they smeared half their bodies 
with chalk and the rest with vermilion"; the Ethiopians from Asia "wore headdresses 
consisting of horses' scalps, stripped off with the ears and mane attached — the ears were 
made to stand erect and the mane served as a crest";*- "the Thracian troops wore fox 
skins as a headdress. . . and high fawnskin boots."* There was no less diversity in weap
onry: some used wicker [gerrhai] shields (Persians), others oxhide shields (Paphlago-
nians), still others "for shields they used crane skins"* (Ethiopians of Asia); some wore 
wooden helmets (Colchians), others bronze helmets (Assyrians), still others "helmets 
helmets, crested, and decorated with the ears and horns of an ox, also in bronze"* 
(Paphlagonians); there were also wooden clubs embellished with iron nails (Assyrians, 
Ethiopians of Asia), axes [sagaris] (Sacians), "arrows tipped not with iron but with stone 
worked to a fine point,"* or "spears with spearheads of antelope horn"* (Ethiopians of 
Asia), and so on. 

The mounted troops also do not seem very homogeneous, in spite of being reduced 
to a few ethnic contingents. Alongside the literal cavalry were "saddle horses and chari
ots drawn by horses and wild asses" (Indians), as well as herds of camels (Arabs). Even 
within the cavalry, Herodotus singles out the Sagartians' peculiar style of combat: 

A nomad tribe called Sagartians, a people who speak Persian and dress in a manner half Per
sian, half Pactyan; these furnished a contingent 8000 strong. Their custom is to carry no 
weapons of bronze or iron except daggers; the special weapon on which they chiefly rely is 
the lasso made of plaited strips of hide. In action, the moment they are in contact with the 
enemy, they throw their lassos (which have, of course, a noose at the end) and haul towards 
them whatever they catch, horse or man. The victim, tied up and helpless, is then dis
patched. This is their way of doing battle. The Sagartian contingent was organized' to form 
a single unit with the Persians. ($S5*) 
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One question comes up right away: how were the Persian commanders able to direct 
operations with such a diversity of troops, considering both their weaponry and their 
style? One possibility springs to mind immediately: it was exactly this diversity and chaos 
that enabled the Greeks to beat the Persians or that brought Darius III to defeat after de
feat at the hands of the Macedonian armies. But this interpretation must be rejected, be
cause on the one hand it agrees too well with the Greek interpretations and on the other 
hand, and more importantly, it misunderstands a basic fact: quite simply, most o f the 
contingents described by Herodotus never went into battle at all. 

At Thermopylae, the assault was led by elite troops: Medes, Cissians, then the Im
mortals (ordered to turn the flank) (Herodotus VII.210-11, 215; Diodorus XI.6-8). Here 
are the contingents picked by Mardonius when Xerxes retook Sardis after Salainis: 

[Along with the T e n T h o u s a n d ] M a r d o n i u s . . . chose . . . the Persian s p e a r m e n and the 
picked cavalry squadron , a thousand strong; and , lastly, the Medes , Saka , Bactrians, and In
dians , both horse and foot. T h e s e contingents he took over comple te ; from the troops of 
other nationalities (symmakhoi) he picked a few m e n here and there, be ing guided in his 
cho ice either Iw their a p p e a r a n c e or by his knowledge that they had dist inguished them
selves, until he had a total n u m b e r , inc luding the cavalry, of 300,000 men . T h e Persians 
with their necklaces and armlets [the Ten T h o u s a n d ] provided the largest contingent; next 
were the M e d e s — t h o u g h the M e d e s were not actually inferior in n u m b e r , but only in qual
ity. (VIII. 1130-) 

Further on, Herodotus gives Mardonius's order of battle at Plataea, and he states very 
clearly that the front lines comprised Persians, Medes, Bactrians, Indians, and Sacians 
(IX.31). This was also true at Mycale, where the Persians encountered a frontal assault 
(IX. 102). At Plataea, Herodotus identifies the allies selected by Mardonius: Greeks and 
Macedonians, Phrygians, Mysians, Thracians, Paeonians, and some Ethiopians and 
Egyptians (IX.32). Regarding the Egyptians, Herodotus includes the following detail: 
"They had previously served with the fleet, but Mardonius brought them ashore before 
leaving Phalerum; there were no Egyptian troops in the land force which Xerxes 
brought to Athens" (IX.32-*-). For two reasons, we may not conclude that the contingents 
from Doriscus had set out: (1) only elite warriors could be chosen, as Herodotus makes 
very clear regarding the Egyptians themselves; and (2) Herodotus states several times 
that the epibates (marines) were exclusively Persian, Mede, and Sacian (IX.96.184). For 
reasons that are easily understood, the fighting army per se thus comprised Persian and 
Iranian troops. It seems equally clear that the 47 ethnic contingents enumerated by He
rodotus at Doriscus had never seen battle. We must conclude from this that if Xerxes 
ever really did impose a general military conscription on his subjects (which itself seems 
rather doubtful), it was for reasons that had nothing to do with military logic. 

Imperial Reviews 
An initial review of troops took place at Abydos, before crossing the Hellespont: 

It now occurred to Xerxes that h e would like to hold a review of his army. O n a rise of ground 
nearby, a throne of white marble had already been prepared for his use, and at his orders, by 
the people of Abydos; so the king took his seat u p o n it a n d , looking down over the shore, was 
able to see the whole of his army and navy at a s ingle view. S u d d e n l y as he watched them 
he was seized by the whim to witness a rowing-match. T h e match took p lace and was won 
by the Phoenic ians of S idon , to the great del ight of Xerxes who was as pleased with the race 
as with his army. (Herodotus V I I . 4 4 * ) 
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Xerxes organized another review at Doriscus, in Thrace, after the census of the army: 

When the count ing and marshal l ing of the hoops had been comple ted , Xerxes thought he 
would like to hold a general review. Accordingly he drove in his chariot past the contingents 
of all the various nations, asking quest ions, the answers to which were taken down by his sec
retaries, until he had g o n e from one end of the army to the other, both horse and foot. Next 
the ships were l a u n c h e d , and Xerxes d i smount ing from his chariot went aboard a S idonian 
vessel, where he took his seat under a canopy of gold and sailed a long the line of the an
chored fleet, asking quest ions about each ship and having the answers recorded, just as he 
had d o n e with the army. The ships' masters had taken their vessels s o m e four hundred feet 
from the b e a c h , and brought u p there in a single l ine with the bows turned shoreward and 
the fighting m e n drawn up on deck fully a r m e d as for war. To hold his review, Xerxes passed 
along between the l ine and the shore. (VII. 100O-) 

These examples speak for themselves: Xerxes was not interested in his military forces 
but in the ethnic and cultural diversity of the peoples of his empire; rather than a re
view of the troops, this was a review of the Empire. One of the most important elements 
of the symbolism of this review, we must emphasize with Herodotus, was that the com
mand of the ethnic contingents, hitherto in the hands of native chieftains, was handed 
over exclusively to Persians, often of very high birth (VII.81, 96). This arrangement 
marvelously illustrates and reinforces this reality: the Empire of the Great King was a 
Persian Empire. 

It is possible that, by organizing this sort of gathering, the king was also seeking to 
strengthen the morale of his troops—this, at least, is Quintus Curtius's interpretation 
(III.2.1). But that is not the heart of it. By passing in front of the contingents arranged by 
peoples (kata ethnea), Xerxes informed himself about the various people/countries 
(dahydva) whose mobilization in itself constituted a sign of his power and whose diver
sity accounted for the immensity of an Empire he did not know very well. At this point, 
one is reminded of Arrian's commentary on the gathering of delegations at Babylon in 
324: "It was then that the Greeks and Macedonians first came to be acquainted with 
their names and appearances" (VII.15.40). One also thinks of what Quintus Curtius 
wrote of Darius Ill's army prior to Issus: "The Bactriani, the Sogdiani, the Indi, and 
other dwellers near the Red Sea [Persian Gulf], whose names were unknown even to 
Darius himself" (ignotum etiam ipsi gentium nomina; 111.2.9-*-). Remember also the 
army of this same Darius, which was lined up at Gaugamela after being counted in the 
same fashion as described by Herodotus at Doriscus: "These were followed by other na
tions (nationes), not very well known even to their allies. Phradates came after these na
tions, leading fifty four-in-hand chariots (quadrigae), with a large army of Caspii. The 
Inch and the rest of the dwellers on the Red Sea [Persian Gulf], mere names rather than 
auxiliaries (nomina verius quam auxilia), were behind the chariots" (IV.12.9o-). These 
words of Quintus Curtius confirm the truth of the distinction that must have been main
tained between two kinds of royal troops: the fighting army (comprising several select 
ethnic contingents, essentially Iranian), and the ceremonial army (actually a microcos-
mic representation of the imperial realm, a gathering of all of the conscripts, including 
those who came from peoples whom the king and court would encounter only in the 
most unusual circumstances). 

The convocation of the royal army in its entirety was thus a response to motivations 
that were more ideological than strategic—never mind that such gatherings generated 
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enormous logistical problems. Just as court nomadism allowed the power and wealth of 
the Great King to be displayed everywhere, so also these reviews constituted neither 
more nor less than stagings of the Empire. Furthermore, the notion of "imperial games" 
is well illustrated by the organization of boat races on the coasts of Abydos. "The greatest 
pomp and circumstance," Herodotus remarks again, after describing the army's crossing 
of the bridges, which "occupied seven days and nights without a break" (VII.56-57-$.) 
Note also Xerxes' reaction after the review at Abydos: "When he saw the whole Helles
pont hidden by ships, and all the beaches of Abydos and all the open ground filled with 
men, he congratulated himself"* [cf. OPers. siyati] — that is, he rejoiced in the power 
that he himself had just staged. The spectacle was designed less to impress the Greeks 
than to hand the Great King a mirror in which to contemplate his own power. 

It must be stressed at this point that the tale of the march of Darius in 513 recounted 
by Herodotus describes a similar circumstance. After arriving at Chalcedon, "Darius.. 
took ship and sailed to the Cyanean rocks. . . seated in the temple which stands by the 
straits, he looked out over the Black Sea— a sight indeed worth seeing" (IV.85). Then, 
after contemplating the Bosporus, he raised two white marble stelas on its shore and en
graved them — one in Assyrian characters, the other Greek —with the names of all of the 
peoples he had brought with him; and he had brought with him all of the peoples over 
whom he ruled" (IV.87). Were there ever such stelas? We might argue. But it is clear that 
at least in the mind of Herodotus they were intended less to transmit archival-type infor
mation than to exalt the territorial power of the Great King—just like, for example, the 
stelas that (always according to Herodotus) Darius erected at the sources of the Teams 
as if to survey his new conquests (IV.91). And just like Xerxes at Abydos, "Darius himself 
sitting on his throne, with the army crossing over" (IV88*). 

All in all, we do well to inquire whether the exceptional character of the Doriscus re
view is not a function first and foremost of the very uneven distribution of our evidence. 
Would not what we see at Abydos have been reproduced fairly regularly at the royal resi
dences, comparable to the review organized by Cyrus the Younger at Tyriaeum for 
Epyaxa, queen of Cilicia? Standing in his war chariot, Cyrus passed by the troops, 
reviewing "the whole front," before pretending to launch his troops into combat. He 
"was delighted to see the terror with which the Greeks inspired the barbarians" (Anab: 
1.2.14-18*). 

Datames' Staging 
An indirect index can be obtained from a passage in the Life of Datames by Cornelius 

Nepos. The satrap Datames had just won a victory over Thuys, dynast of Paphlagonia: 
D a t a m e s did not want word of his success to reach the king [Artaxerxes II] from anyone but 
himsel f and acted accordingly. T h i s is why, without his entourage ' s knowledge , he went to 
the royal res idence (eo uberat rex). The next clay he dressed Thuys , a large m a n of frighten
ing phys ique b e c a u s e of his black skin, long hair, and full beard , in the luxurious garment 
worn by the royal satraps, adorning him also with a gold necklace and bracelets and all the 
royal jewels. He himself wore just a short, l ined peasant cloak and a tunic of coarse fabric, 
with a hunting he lmet on his head and in his right hand a c lub and in his left a leash at
tached to Thuys . He pushed him in front of h im as if he were leading a beast captured in 
the hunt. Everyone stared at the prisoner b e c a u s e of the vveirdness of his attire and his alien 
appearance . A great throng of the curious gathered, inc luding s o m e who recognized Thuys 
and alerted the king. At first the king refused to believe it and sent Pharnabazus to investi-
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gate As soon as lie found out, he immediate ly ordered the procession to enter; lie was de

lighted with the capture and the m a n n e r of presentation, and especially that an important 

king had fallen so unexpectedly into his power. H e repaid D a t a m e s with magnif icent pre

sents. (3.1-5) 
Like Herodotus, this author insists on the totally exotic and outrageous nature of the con
quered and the utter strangeness of the costume, which was in fact the Paphlygonian 
neasants' everyday garb. In fact, the context is clearly quite different from Herodotus's de
scriptions. In Herodotus we are in the domain of a literature derived directly from a fa
milial tradition intended to stress Datames' ingenuity and his feel for the workings of the 
court (in the political sense—that is, to achieve distinction for the services he had just 
rendered" to the Great King). In C. Nepos, we no longer have a review of the troops but 
the arrival of a captive with a rope around his neck, like the liar-kings at Behistun. 

Nevertheless, these differences in context do not impinge on the rationale of the de
scriptions, which bear the same symbolic weight. In actuality, this event was also a court 
spectacle, in which the subjugated people lined up before the king and court. For, make 
no mistake, Thuys was accompanied by a number of his inner circle and conquered 
subjects. We might suppose that such a staging—whether o r not it actually took place! — 
could not have had the operative value placed on it by Cornelius Nepos's informants un
less the king and court regularly witnessed parades of subjugated peoples, dressed in 
their traditional costumes. Their foreignness only rendered even more obvious the supe
riority of the Persians, who wore their splendid robes decorated with costly jewelry, strik
ing symbols of their privileged status in the Empire. In a way, Datames' parade may be 
considered a muted echo of the imperial festivals regularly held in the royal residences. 

From Artaxerxes III to Ptolemy II 
Note, finally, that this interpretation of imperial festivals can be presented as no more 

than plausible. Spirited exaltations of imperial power are found in other contexts as well. 
Consider, for example, the Athenian festival in which the revenues from the tributes lev
ied each year on the allies of the Delian League were presented (Isocrates, Peace, 82). 
But the pompe ['procession'] of Ptolemy Philadelphia is perhaps the most comparable. 
It was obviously a court festival where the king strikingly demonstrated his wealth and 
power. "The procession ended with a military parade involving 57,600 infantrymen and 
23,300 cavalrymen, all armed, an impressive demonstration of the Ptolemaic army." The 
link between territorial power and tribute levies was clearly evident in the composition 
of the procession: 

Each person symbol ized a geographic region. T h i s was true for w o m e n dressed as Indian 
captives and others who e m b o d i e d the G r e e k towns of Asia, as well as "Ethiopian tribute-
bearers." T h e y represented the zones through which Pto lemaic power extended, whether 
in fact or purely in the imaginat ion (India, Eth iop ia ) . . . . T h e propaganda brought forth 
during the festival also had an u n d e n i a b l e political aspect . In part it affirmed the tie that 
bound Ptolemy II and Alexander, especial ly the deve lopment of the theme of the extension 
of Ptolemaic power beyond the frontiers of Egypt . T h e carts for the "barbarian" tents with 
Indian and other women "held captive" and the "Ethiopian tribute-bearers" e m b o d i e d the 
pretensions of the Pto lemaic king to universal domin ion; it is qui te clear that neither India 
nor Ethiopia was in his power, but it is striking to observe that under Ptolemy II, as at the 
time of the Egypt ian N e w K i n g d o m , the representatives of the foreign countries could only 
be considered "tributaries" of the Egypt ian king. . . . T h u s , the images of the festival 
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evidenced the extent of subjec t territory; the t h e m e was developed in part on "historical" 
grounds —the concrete existence of territories o c c u p i e d by Pto lemaic t roops—and in part 
d u e to p r o p a g a n d i s t s amplif icat ion. (F. D u n a n d ) 

Even though we recognize the Greek elements as the most notable (this is a Diony-
siac procession), it would not be surprising if Ptolemaic (or Seleucid: Daphne proces
sion) sovereigns had adapted an Achaemenid festival for their purposes in the same way 
that the Hellenistic custom of royal entrances seems to have been copied from analo
gous Achaemenid-period ceremonies. In many ways, the pompe of Ptolemy described by 
Callixenus makes us think of the pompe of Artaxerxes III described by Theopompus 
(FGrH 115 F263a), and the preceding analyses show that it is logical to assume that this 
type of festival organized for the relocating of the Great King also took place more regu
larly (though not necessarily during the New Year) in the capitals of the Empire. 

6. Royal Table and Royal Paradise: Exaltation of the Center 
and Appropriation of Space 

Whatever interpretation we adopt, the message of the "tribute" reliefs of Persepolis is 
as clear as the image obtained from the Classical texts. In the imperial concept, the sub
jugated peoples participated in the ostentatious richness of the Great King and his court. 
This in fact is the understanding offered by all of the ancient authors, fascinated as they 
were by the gigantic magnet drawing the manpower and products of the conquered 
peoples toward the center. Of all the symbols of this power to impose tribute, the Greeks 
were particularly impressed by the splendor and luxury of the king's table. In the polemi
cal portrait of the Great King drawn in the Agesilaus, Xenophon writes: "The Persian 
king has vintners scouring every land to find some drink that will tickle his palate; an 
army of cooks contrives dishes for his delight" (§9.3o). Many Greek authors returned to 
this theme, often stating that the Great King regularly rewarded those who brought new 
foodstuffs for his table with prizes and payment (cf. Athenaeus IV, 144a; XII.529d, 539d, 
545d). The king's table in its sumptuousness and variety was in fact considered emblem
atic of the political and material might of the Great King. 

In the mind of the Greek authors, the table was provisioned by taxing the conquered 
peoples. This is precisely the function assigned by "Cyrus" to his satraps: "Send back 
here what there is good and desirable in their several provinces, in order that we also 
who remain here may have a share of the good things that are to be found everywhere" 
(Cyr. VIII.6.6; cf. 6.23). This is also the sense of the apothegm recorded by Dinon via 
Athenaeus (XIV.652b-c<>): 

T h e y used to set on the king's table all the del icac ies produced by the country over which 
the king ruled, the cho ice first-fruits of each . For Xerxes did not think that the princes 
should use any foreign (xenikos) food or drink; this is why a cus tom forbidding such use 
arose later. O n c e , as a matter of fact, one of the e u n u c h s brought as one of the desserts s o m e 
figs from Attica and Xerxes asked where they c a m e from. W h e n he learned that they were 
from Athens, he restrained his suppliers from buying them until the t ime c a m e when he 
could seize them whenever he wanted without purchas ing them. And it is said that the eu
nuch had d o n e this on purpose to remind the king of the expedition against Athens. 

The meaning of the little tale is clear: the king does not buy; he takes. A country that has 
not surrendered and thus does not send assessments to the royal table is considered "for
eign." These assessments are assimilated to tribute by the Greek authors. In his (unfortu-
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nalely lost) work On the Tributes Levied in Asia, Ctesias enumerated all of the products 
furnished to the Great King for his meals (FGrH 688 FSB). He listed, for example, 
"acanthus oil from Carmania, which the Great King used" (Athenaeus, II.67a). Amyntas 
states that in some districts of Persia "the mountains produce . . . Persian nuts from 
which much oil is prepared for the king" (ibid.). It was probably the same for the vine
yards planted by the Persians in Syria, near Damascus, whose yield was restricted to 
royal consumption, and also the wheatfiekls of Assos in Aeolis (Strabo XV.3.22). Note 
also that, among all the varieties of dates, Theophrastus (HP II.6.7) singles out one 
called "royal," which was notoriously rare: "It was seen only in the garden of Bagoas (en 
monoi toi hagoou kepoi), near Babylon." The information is repeated by Pliny (VI. 143): 

Of alt the dates, the most famous came from Babylon, exclusively from the garden of Bagoas 
(Babylono natae uno in horto Bagou), and were honored with the qualification "royal," be
cause they were reserved for the kings of Persia. 

Another illustration of the centripetal traffic of the products of the Empire is provided 
by the royal paradise. The paradises were vacation spots and hunting preserves, and they 
also included gardens planted with trees. They were zoological gardens, where kings and 
satraps introduced new species of plants and animals, a feature that was well docu
mented already in the Neo-Assyrian period. Many kings boasted of having brought new 
lands into production, of having brought in water, and of having planted different trees, 
such that they could relax in magnificent gardens and orchards, full "of every sort of aro
matic and scented plant" (Sargon; compare Xenophon, Oec. IV.21: "sweet scents clung 
round them as they walked"). The evidence for the Achaemenid period is less abundant 
but equally telling. The paradises are regularly characterized as including every specie 
of tree bearing every fruit of the earth (e.g., Xenophon, Anab. 1.4.10; 11.4.14). They are 
"groves artificially planted" (Quintus Curtius VII.2.22*; Xenophon, Oecon. IV.21), that 
is, carefully tended gardens. They are also encountered in the Persepolis tablets (PFa 1; 
33). Aelian compares the Indian kings' paradises with the Persian paradises of Susa and 
Ecbatana; always maintaining that the former are still more beautiful than the latter, he 
leads us to think that they are characterized by the same wealth of animals and trees as 
was brought under the care of 'the kings' superintendents' (hoi meledones hoi basileioi; 
Anim. XIII. 17). Elsewhere, he speaks with wonder of the paradises of Susa, where spe
cially trained oxen hoisted the water for the fields (Anim. VII.1). As in Egypt and Assyria, 
exotic plants and animals from all the subjugated countries were gathered—such as the 
"camels known as dromedaries and of extraordinary swiftness, twelve elephants im
ported by Darius (III) from India" that the satrap of Susa offered to Alexander (Quintus 
Curtius V.2.10-0-). Aristotle records that Pharnaces acclimated mules to Hellespontine 
Phrygia (doubtless in the paradise near Dascylium; Hist. An. VI.26.580b). And it was 
very likely in his position as superintendent of a paradise that Gadatas received the con
gratulations of Darius for having planted trees that came from Syria near Magnesia on 
the Meander (ML 12). 

It is easy to understand that the Achaemenid model was copied by minor local 
princes eager to identify with the Great King, such as Polycrates of Samos (pp. 83f.) and 
Cotys of Thrace. Theopompus describes one of the dynast's residences thus: 

Onocarsis, an estate in Thrace which included a very beautifully planted grove (alsos) and 
one well adapted for a pleasant sojourn, especially during the summer season. In fact it had 
been one of the favourite resorts of Cotys , who more than any other king that had arisen in 
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Thrace, directed his career towards the enjoyment of pleasures (hedypatheia) and luxuries 
(tryphe), and as he went about the country, wherever he discovered places shaded with trees 
and watered with running streams, he turned these into banqueting places (hestiatoria); and 
visiting them each in turn, as chance led him, he would offer sacrifices to the gods and hold 
court with his lieutenants, remaining prosperous and envied. (Atlienaeus XII.53 le-f*-) 

Cotys thus regulated space, the paradise demonstrating symbolically the control and ex
altation of his territorial power. The Achaemenid model cannot be doubted: the Great 
King himself moved from paradise to paradise, where the 'royal stations' were (stathmoi 
basilikoi; cf. Plutarch, Art. 25.1). At each stop, the model of the royal table was repro
duced (cf. 24.3): Alcibiades understood this perfectly, because he too tried to profit 
from the symbolism proclaimed by the rules of Achaemenid court nomadism (cf. Athe-
naeus XII.534d; Plutarch, Ale. 12.1). There is hardly any further doubt that the open 
competition between Straton of Sidon and Nicocles of Paphos over the luxury of their 
tables was based on conscious imitation of the king's table (cf. Atlienaeus XII.531c-e; 
Aelian, VHVII.2). 

The same holds for Harpalus, treasurer of Alexander posted to Babylon, who adapted 
the Persian paradises to the ideological advantage of the Macedonian conquerors: 

Harpalus . . . was desirous to adorn the palace gardens and walks with Grecian plants, suc
ceeding in raising all but ivy, which the earth would not bear, but constantly killed. For be
ing a plant that loves a cold soil, the temper of this hot and fiery earth was improper for it. 
(Plutarch, Alex. 35.15<>) 

There is little doubt that Harpalus was engaged in imitation and that it was on the or
ders of Alexander. This is also suggested by Pliny (VIII.44): 

Alexander brought under his control, across the entire extent of Asia and Greece, several 
thousand men who lived for hunting, hireling, or fishing, or who maintained breeding-
grounds, flocks and herds, apiaries, fisheries, and aviaries, so that no creature remained un
known to him. 

Alexander was careful to turn paradises to his advantage as the symbol par excellence 
of imperial dominion. Paradises in fact constituted a representation in microcosm of the 
ecological, floral, and faunal variety of the imperial realm. We can easily compare them 
with this recent semiotic interpretation of the gardens of Versailles under Louis XIV: 

The place where [the prince] resides seems to expand to the size of the universe. Garden 
and palace thus appear to be a miniature compendium of the entire world.. . This exem
plary place contains the most beautiful and rare of what the outside world produces and 
transforms them into a sign. Versailles becomes the show-window of the world; exotic plants, 
Dutch flowers, wild animals, rare birds, and objects brought from the four coiners of the 
universe are all perpetually found there. They are presented, they appear together, as a 
whole, without undergoing the ordinary constraints of merchandise, of payment, of tune 
and space. Not having succeeded in creating a universal monarchy, the kingdom conquered 
the world in the form of signs; he reconstructed the earth entire in his garden; he played 
with a scale model of the universe that he could alter as his whim desired. (J. M. Apos-
rolides) 

Table and paradise thus participate in the exaltation of royal splendor. So do human 
assessments, as seen in the text of the edict (surely apocryphal) recorded by the redactor 
of the book of Esther. After the repudiation of Queen Vashti, King Ahasuerus made a 
proclamation throughout his entire kingdom: 
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Let beautiful girls be selected for the king. Let the king appoint commiss ioners throughout 
ihe provinces of his rea lm to bring all these beautiful young virgins to the citadel of S u s a , to 
the harem. . • • ( 2 : 2 - 3 0 ) 

The most beautiful women of the Empire were required to come to enchant the nights 
0 f the Great King, just as the most celebrated products of the various countries were re
quired to come to enhance the luxury of the royal table, and the scents of the exotic 
plants accompanied the Great King on his paradisiacal promenades! 



Chapter 6 

Representations of Royalty and 
Monarchic Ideology 

I. Sources and Problems 

The Variety of Evidence: Complementary and Specific 
Many and varied are the sources available to the historian who would analyze the 

constituents and the dynamic of the monarchic ideology established (or more rigorously 
codified) by Darius and maintained in its essence by his successors. The Great King 
himself often described, and a number of his inscriptions detail, what constituted the 
ideological justifications for his power in his own opinion, not just in respect to his do
minion over subject peoples (as we have presented above), but also in regard to his royal 
authority. The Great Kings were also frequently represented in reliefs at Persepolis and 
elsewhere, in monumental sculpture at Susa, and in both cases sometimes with accom
panying inscriptions. Kings' images are also found in various forms in other media, par
ticularly coins and seals. All of these elements taken together constitute what may be 
called official court art. Along with these imperial sources, the presentations of the Clas
sical sources, which have the advantage of situating royal activity in its historical (or his-
toricizing) context, must also be taken into account. 

At first glance, we might consider the convergences between these different sources 
of information to be striking. From an overall comparison of the various corpora, we 
can offer a view of Achaemenid monarchic ideology that is both analytical and dy
namic. Nevertheless, it is a good idea to keep in mind several methodological caveats. 
First of all, it is sometimes risky to establish a direct connection between iconographic 
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depictions and the Classical texts, taking the texts as historiographic commentaries on 
the reliefs. And even within royal art, we must distinguish the information (1) as a func
tion of the message that the Great King wished to deliver, (2) as a function of the public 
for whom it was intended, and (3) as a function of the medium (inscriptions, reliefs, 
seals, etc.). 

These distinctions also permit us to reintroduce diachrony into the thematic study, 
jylany iconographic monuments —palaces, reliefs, coins, some seals—are datable and 
dated (though the dates may be disputed). This does not generally hold for information 
given by the Classical authors, who most often speak of a generic "king" when discussing 
J, Court custom. Most of the Classical sources come from the fourth century (Ctesias, Di-
non) and the Hellenistic era (Alexandrine historians), and they aim at analyzing the po
tential permanence of the ideological systems. When we grant priority to sources 
specifically dated to the Achaemenid period, we can more clearly recognize what goes 
back to Darius in the working out and propagation of the monarchic ideology. It will thus 
be advisable to return to the modifications or adaptations brought about by Darius's suc
cessors (for example, the introduction or transformation of an official religion of Mithra 
and Anahita during the time of Artaxerxes II) at the end of this chapter. 

Lost Persian Monuments, or Greek Reconstructions for Harried Tourists? 
There is an additional obstacle to uncritical use of the Classical sources. In some 

cases, they give information on royal activities that are not represented in the reliefs. 
There is of course no doubt that many of the decorative elements of the palace have dis
appeared, whether enameled bricks (known best from Susa but also found at Persepolis) 
or metal sheathing applied to the monumental gates, gold or jeweled cladding, or color, 
which can be discerned only from residual traces. Only recently, for instance, has the 
first physical evidence of fresco-work been discovered in a palace of Artaxerxes II at Susa 
and on the walls of an apadana ("great hall") in Armenia. This leads to the question, 
should we or should we not presume that the Classical authors provide firsthand infor
mation about monuments that have been lost since ancient times? Or better, should we 
reconstruct lost Achaemenid monuments in the same way that we might attempt to 
devise a computer-graphics visual recreation of the battle of Marathon, based on the de
scription given by Pausanias? In some cases, the Greek descriptions are not a real prob
lem. It is not hard to accept, for example, that the palaces were provided with bronze 
gates, as Diodorus (XVII.71.6) and the author of the De Mundo (398a) state. Assyrian 
precedents, fragments found at Persepolis, and Treasury tablets offer substantiation. The 
same can be said of the Golden Vine found in the Susa Treasury by one of Alexander's 
successors. However, among the lost decorative elements, the specific problem of the 
tapestries must be highlighted. Many Greek authors stress their magnificence. There 
can hardly be any doubt that in most cases the composition of the woven designs repre
sented the faunal themes so popular in Achaemenid glyptic and goldwork (cf. Aris
tophanes, F?ogs 937; Athenaeus XII.538d). For instance, a remarkable illustration is 
found in a saddlecloth from the Pazyryk kurgan in Siberia, which is understood to be in
spired by Achaemenid ait. 

On the other hand, some statements by Classical authors stimulate critical doubt. Ac
cording to Plutarch (Them. 29.4*), when Themistocles was granted an official audience 
with Artaxerxes I, he succeeded in holding the king's attention in this way: 
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T h e m i s t o c l e s replied, that a man's d iscourse was like to a rich Persian carpet (poikila strd-
nwta), the beautiful figures and patterns of which c a n only be shown by spreading and ex
tending it out; when it is contracted and folded up , they arc obscure and lost; and , therefore, 
he desired time. 

It is templing to think that Themistocles was making an implicit hut clear reference to 
the tapestries that decorated the audience chamber of the royal palace. Were these car
pets illustrated with drawings and symbolic representations of events? The account of 
Chares of Mytilene, repeated by Athenaeus {XIII.575fv*), immediately comes to mind. 
Chares, chamberlain to Alexander the Great, recorded an Iranian folktale that told of a 
romance between Prince Zariadres and Princess Odatis. Chares says: 

N o w this love affair is held in r e m e m b r a n c e a m o n g the barbarians who live in Asia and it is 
extremely popular; in fact they picture (zographein) this story in their temples and palaces 
(ba&ileia) and even in private dwellings; and most princes bestow the n a m e Odat is on their 
own daughters . 

But, however interesting this may be as evidence for methods of diffusion and preserva
tion of Iranian folklore, the account does not bear on the potential existence of histori
cal scenes. On the other hand, according to a later author, Philostratus, the walls of the 
Parthian palaces in Babylon were also decorated with embroidered tapestries. Along 
with mythological motifs borrowed from the Greek repertoire, historical scenes were 
also found: 

T h e tapestries also showed Datis snatching Naxos from the sea, Artaphernes bes ieging Ere
tria, a n d , a m o n g the deeds of Xerxes, those wherein he c l a i m e d victory. Obvious ly the occu
pations of Athens and T h e r m o p y l a e were inc luded, and scenes still more dear to the Medes , 
of drained rivers, a bridge across the sea, and the m a n n e r in which a canal was cut near 
Athos. (Vit.Apoll. 1 .25) 

What is this kind of evidence worth? Setting aside its late nature, we may legitimately 
ask whether the author really did see what he describes or whether his claim is pure cre
ative writing. The repetition of the motif by the author of the Alexander Romance 
{III.28.10) strengthens the observer's doubts. Each of the supposed descriptions repeats 
passages of Herodotus quite precisely, especially the numerous digressions he devotes to 
rivers drained (he claims) by Xerxes' armies (VII.21, 53, 58, 108). Many modern-day 
travelers have come to Persepolis armed with passages from Diodorus of Sicily and 
other ancient sources and—contrary to all evidence at the site—sworn that they saw ex
actly what their passion for the Classical authors prepared them to "see"! 

The fact that a traveler was an eyewitness does not in itself validate his claims. See the 
conflicting descriptions of Cyrus's tomb given by the companions of Alexander the 
Great, used by Strabo (XV3.7-80-) and Arrian (Anah. VI.29). One (Aristobulus) de
scribes the building as "a small tower . . . concealed within the dense growth the trees"; 
the other (Onesicritus) "states that the tower had ten stories"; a third, later author (Aris-
tus of Salamis) wrote "that the tower has only two stories and is large"! Ever since antiq
uity, furthermore, all sorts of nonsense (or fictional recreation) has been proffered on the 
significance of the Behistun relief (it is virtually inaccessible). According to Diodorus 
(ll. 13.2-*-), "The lowest part of these she [Semiramis] smoothed off and engraved 
thereon a likeness a herself with a hundred spearmen at her side" (cf. also Isidore of 
Charax, Parthian Stations §5)! And afterward new interpretations were proposed by Arab 
geographers and European travelers, each more fantastic than the last. 
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O f c o u r s e , t h e r e c a n b e n o d o u b t t h a t s o m e art ists w e r e i n s p i r e d by the P e r s i a n W a r s . 

We k n o w p a r t i c u l a r l y t h e e x t e n t to w h i c h t h e A t h e n i a n art ists d r e w their s u b j e c t s f r o m 

t h e m — b u t this w a s for the p u r p o s e o f e x a l t i n g the m e m o r y o f the G r e e k v i c t o r i e s ! H e 

rodotus , for i n s t a n c e , r e c o r d s the s tory of t h e a r c h i t e c t M a n d r o c l e s of S a m o s , w h o w a s 

richly p a i d b y D a r i u s for d e s i g n i n g t h e b r i d g e o f b o a t s a c r o s s t h e B o s p o r u s . 

Mandrocles spent a certain portion of what he received in having a picture painted, showing 
the whole process of the bridging of the strait, and Dar ius himself sitting on his throne, with 
the army crossing over. T h i s picture he presented as a dedicatory offering to the temple of 
Hera, with the following verses inscribed upon it, to serve as a p e r m a n e n t record of his 
achievement: 

Goddess, accept this gift from Mandrocles, 
Who bridged the Bosporus' fish-haunted seas. 
His labour, praised by King Darius, won 
Honour for Samos, for himself a crown. ( IV.88-89) 

It is c l e a r tha t t h e p i c t u r e w a s n o t o r d e r e d b y D a r i u s a n d t h a t it w a s no t i n t e n d e d t o d e c 

orate the royal p a l a c e w a l l s . I n d e e d , in d o i n g this , M a n d r o c l e s w a s e x h i b i t i n g a c e r t a i n 

a m o u n t of s y c o p h a n c y a n d t h u s c o n t r i b u t e d to t h e p e r p e t u a t i o n o f the m e m o r y o f D a -

rius's h e r o i c a c t i o n s n e a r the G r e e k s . B u t p r i m a r i l y h e i n t e n d e d t o l e a v e a m o n u m e n t 

to his o w n w o r t h in h is city, w h i c h h a d a l r e a d y p a i d h i m wel l b y a w a r d i n g h i m a c r o w n . 

In a l o n g d i g r e s s i o n , D i o d o r u s o f S i c i l y , f o l l o w i n g C t e s i a s , t o o k g r e a t i n t e r e s t in t h e 

mythica l q u e e n S e m i r a m i s . D e s c r i b i n g o n e o f the p a l a c e s in B a b y l o n b u i l t b y t h e 

q u e e n , h e wr i tes : 

On both the towers and the walls there were again an imals of every kind, ingeniously exe
cuted by the use of colours as well as by the realistic imitation of the several types; and the 
whole had been m a d e to represent a hunt, comple te in every detai l , of all sorts of wild ani
mals, and their size was m o r e than four cubits [ca. 2 m ] . A m o n g the animals , moreover, 
Semiramis had also been portrayed, on horseback and in the act of hurl ing a javelin a t a 
leopard, and nearby was her husband N i n u s , in the act of thrusting his spear into a lion at 
close quarters. . . . [In another palace] were also portrayed both battle-scenes and hunts of 
every kind, which filled those who gazed thereon with varied emot ions of pleasure. ( D i o d o 
rus II.8.6-74-) 

We k n o w that d e p i c t i o n s o f t h e G r e a t K i n g o f t en l i e b e h i n d t h e s e d e s c r i p t i o n s o f S e m i 

ramis . B u t n o e v i d e n c e f r o m S u s a , B a b y l o n , o r P e r s e p o l i s p r o v i d e s the s l i g h t e s t c o n f i r 

m a t i o n . It is p o s s i b l e t h a t C t e s i a s o r o n e o f h i s i n f o r m a n t s w a s t a l k i n g a b o u t h u n t i n g 

s c e n e s tha t d e c o r a t e d p r e - A c h a e m e n i d p a l a c e s . H o w e v e r , it m u s t b e s t r e s s e d t h a t i n t h e 

Assyrian p a l a c e s w a r s c e n e s a n d h u n t i n g s c e n e s w e r e s o m e t i m e s p l a c e d in o u t - o f - t h e -

way c h a m b e r s . It is t h u s n o t o u t o f t h e q u e s t i o n t h a t C t e s i a s took it u p o n h i m s e l f to d e c 

orate the B a b y l o n i a n p a l a c e s o f S e m i r a m i s / t h e G r e a t K i n g wi th s c e n e s a n y o n e c o u l d 

see on s e a l s a n d s t a m p s in p a r t i c u l a r . 

F ina l l y , in the c o u r s e o f t e l l i n g a b o u t t h e e x p e d i t i o n o f t h e E m p e r o r J u l i a n a g a i n s t 

the S a s s a n i a n P e r s i a n s , A m m i a n u s M a r c e l l i n u s i n c l u d e s a p a r a l l e l report: 

Wc halted in rich country lushly planted with fruit trees, vines, and cypress greenery; in the 
center was found a sec luded den, shaded and pleasant, where in each apartment could be 
seen barbarian paintings showing the king in the act o f killing wild beasts in a large hunting 
party. In fact, these people d o not paint or depict any other scenes but massacres and wars of 
every kind. ( X X 1 V 6 . I ) 
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This is also a late text. Study of Sassanid goldwork effectively shows when the hunting 
theme became part of the monarchic lifestyle. What is more interesting is the country
side described by Ammianus Marcel 1 in us. We are clearly in a paradise, an enchanting 
place where the king could stop and where hunts were organized in game preserves 
stocked with wild animals. What the author describes is not a palace in a capital, but a 
royal residence situated in a paradise. Were these residences decorated with hunting 
scenes in honor of the king? Possibly. We have no archaeological evidence to confirm 
the hypothesis. The only information on this point comes from the small courts of Asia 
Minor, especially Lycia, where the dynasts liked to see portrayals of themselves hunting. 
But the fact that the artists were partly inspired by the Persians does not necessarily 
mean that they copied court representations. Perhaps they only imitated and adapted 
images on seals and impressions. 

These preliminary remarks are not intended totally to dismiss the information found 
in the Classical authors. There is hardly any doubt, for example, that the Greeks of the 
fifth and fourth centuries knew the splendors of the royal residences. The numerous ex
changes between the Greek cities and the Achaemenid court, quite apart from the abun
dance and richness of the booty, made the Greeks aware of objects symbolic of Persian 
luxury (garments, vessels, tents, and other things), which upper-class Greeks clearly 
adopted to their own use. In this, Greek texts and iconography tend to exaggerate the 
"Achaemenid" corpus but are also careful to separate the source of inspiration from the 
methods of acquisition and borrowing. On the other hand, we have hardly any informa
tion about just what images of the royal palaces might have been available specifically 
in Greece. The only exceptions are references by Aristotle (De Mirah. 39a. 15-26) and 
Athenaeus (XII.541a-h), who refer to a luxurious himation ['cloak'] that Dionysius the 
Elder was supposed to have bought from a wealthy Sybarite: on the edges of the garment 
Susa and Persepolis were represented, doubtless in very stylized form, after the fashion 
of the "city reliefs" that are well known from sculpture (especially Assyrian and Lycian), 
If correct, the information seems to confirm what might otherwise be questionable: the 
Greeks of the Classical period had information on the Persian royal palaces and court 
art. It is sometimes thought, in fact, that the Athenians of Pericles' time adapted the Per
sian style for the Acropolis to emphasize their own imperial dominion. Nonetheless, we 
must point out that it is not until Alexander's court historians that we have the first writ
ten description of Persepolis (Diodorus XVII.70). 

Center and Periphery 
It is important to distinguish between evidence that derives from the center and evi

dence that derives from the periphery. The former casts a direct light, springing from the 
understanding of the Great Kings and their counselors; the latter is more like reinter-
pretations, which the historian must try to decipher. We thus need to isolate the "provin
cial" materials, which, though they were clearly inspired by the court art from the 
center, nonetheless possess distinctive characteristics (the so-called Greco-Persian 
stamps and stelas from Asia Minor, for example, or Persepolis-like reliefs from Mey-
dancikkale in Cilicia). All of these documents assume tremendous importance for any
one who is trying to understand the diffusion of monarchic themes throughout the 
Empire. What they mostly inform us about, however, is life in satrapal or dynastic courts 
and the process of acculturation. They will therefore be considered separately (fig. 13). 
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Fig. 14. Audience scene from die sarcophagus of Alexander. 

We will only consider depictions that are obviously true copies of depictions found at 
Persepolis. See, for example, the audience scene on one of the bullas from Dascylium 
(fig. 15) and the scene found on the shield of a warrior on Alexander's sarcophagus 
(fig. 14); it has been supposed (not implausibly) that the artist had seen the Persepolis re
liefs. On the other hand, it would be a good idea to avoid suggesting that every depiction 
found in provincial artwork is an exact reproduction of now-lost iconography from the 
center. 

The absence of hunting and war scenes at Susa or Persepolis is particularly striking, 
especially when we take into account the place the Classical texts and the seal impres
sions grant to these royal activities and when we recall the strong predilection of the As
syrian kings for this kind of representation. But we must resist the temptation to fill in the 
Achaemenid lacuna using the Classical texts just presented or the "Greco-Persian" stelas 
and seals. In the final analysis, all of these texts and interpretations falter in the face of 
the evidence. Aside from the Behistun relief, the Great Kings never depicted themselves 
as warriors (or hunters) on the walls of their palaces, and even at Behistun the realistic 
aspect is secondary. It is exactly this predilection that is of greatest importance for the his
torian. Neither the reliefs nor the inscriptions were meant to describe the daily life of the 
king or even to portray explicitly each of the elements of the monarchic ideology. Suffice 
it to remark that there is not a single royal inscription making even the slightest reference 
to the Great King's ability as a hunter, except in a few apocryphal inscriptions transmit
ted by the Greek authors — transmitted here meaning "reconstructed" from information 
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Fig. 15. Audience scene on a seal impression from Dascylium. 

they had gathered from other media! This observation constrains our method: although 
we must use the available sources to understand the functioning of Achaemenid monar
chic ideology, we must also distinguish the media, in such a way as to better understand 
the specificity of the message transmitted by the monumental art of Persepolis, Susa, or 
Naqs-i Rustam. 

2. The Prince in His Own Mirror 

Darius at Naqs-i Rustam 

Darius himself is responsible for the richest exposition of the ideological justifications 
for his authority. He presented them first at Behistun, insisting especially on the privi
leged protection of Ahura-Mazda, his familial rights, and his stature as conqueror. We 
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Fig. 16. The tomb of Darius at Naqs-i Rustam. 

have already emphasized the consider
able interest of the Behistun inscription 
a I 1 d relief for the reconstruction of 
Achaemenid monarchic ideology, and 
w e will have frequent occasion to cite it 
again in the pages to come, to parallel 
other royal statements. 

But in this regard, a different monu
ment takes pride of place —the sculpted 
fac;ade of the royal tombs at Naqs-i Rus
tam (fig- lb). The tombs appear practi
cally identical to each other. In the 
upper register (the top arm of the cruci
form elevation), the Great King is 
shown standing on a three-step plat
form. Hi? loft hand holds a bow, resting 
on the ground behind his left foot. His 
right hand is raised toward Ahura-
Mazda, represented here (as elsewhere) 
as a person rising from a winged disk 
alongside a lunar crescent. Between the 
king and the god is a flaming altar. The 
ground is supported by two rows of thirty figures representing the subjugated peoples as 
bearers of the throne (or the ground of the Empire). To the left, shown one above the 
other, are the Great King's arms-bearers Gobryas (Gaubaruva) and Aspathines (Aspa-
cana), each identified by an inscription (DNc-d). Other members of the court appear to 
the right (perhaps as mourners). 

Only Darius's tomb has an inscription, placed behind the king, in several versions. 
There are three distinct parts. The first (DNa) includes an invocation of Ahura-Mazda, 
"a great god . . . who created this earth, who created yonder sky, who created man, who 
created happiness for man, who made Darius king [the royal titulature follows]" ($ lo ) . 
Then Darius proclaims his dominion over the peoples that he has "seized outside Per
sia," who "bore tribute to" him, who did what the king ordered them to do: "My law— 
that held them firm." A country list follows (§2->). In §3, Darius records his victories 
achieved with the aid of Ahura-Mazda, and he refers directly to the bearer-peoples, 
whom the viewer is invited to regard as an attestation of royal power. A final invocation 
and a prayer to Ahura-Mazda ( § 5 - 6 0 ) follow: 

Saith Darius the King: T h i s which has been clone, all that by the will of Ahuramazda I did. 
Ahuramazda bore m e aid, until I did the work. M e may A h u r a m a z d a protect from harm, 
and my royal house , and this land: this I pray of A h u r a m a z d a , this may Ahuramazda give to 
me! O m a n , that which is the c o m m a n d of Ahuramazda , let this not seem repugnant to 
thee; do not leave the right path; do not rise in rebellion! 

Another part (DNb^)~which was later repeated in summary by Xerxes (XP/)—is 
clearly remarkable for its style and inspiration. It comprises a sort of catalog of royal vir
tues and an exposition of the duties of the king and his subjects. It is thus with good rea
son that it is considered the Prince's Own Mirror: 
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§7—A great god is A h u r a m a z d a , who created this excellent work which is seen, who created 
happiness for m a n , who bestowed wisdom and efficiency on Dar ius the King. 
!S8a — Saith Dar ius the King: By the favor of Ahura-Mazda I a m of such a sort that I a m a 
friend to right, I a m not a friend to wrong It is not my desire that the weak m a n should have 
wrong d o n e to h im by the might)'; nor is that my desire, that the mighty m a n should have 
wrong clone to him by the weak. 

$ 8 b — W h a t is right, that is my desire I a m not a friend to the m a n who is a Lie-follower. I 
a m not hot-tempered. What things develop in my anger, I hold firmly under control by my 
thinking power. I a m firmly ruling over my own ( impulses) . 

J 8 c — T h e m a n who cooperates , h im accord ing to his cooperative action, h im thus do I re
ward. W h o does harm, him according to the d a m a g e thus I punish. It is not my desire that 
a m a n should do harm; nor indeed is that my desire, if he should do harm, he should not be 
punished. 

§ 8 d — W h a t a m a n says against a m a n , that does not convince m e , until he satisfies the Or
d inance of G o o d Regulat ions . 

§ 8 e — W h a t a m a n does or performs (for m e ) accord ing to his (natural) powers, (therewith) 
I a m satisfied, and my pleasure is abundant , and I a m well .•>ali:>ficd. [Xerxes: "And I gener
ously repay m e n of good will."] 

S8f—-Of such a sort is my understanding and my c o m m a n d : when what has been done by 
m e thou shalt see or hear of, both in the pa lace and in the war-camp, this is my activity over 
and above my thinking power and my understanding. 

§ 8 g — T h i s indeed is my activity: inasmuch as my body has the strength, as battle-fighter I 
a m a good battle-fighter. O n c e let there be seen with understanding in the p lace (of battle), 
what I see (to be ) rebell ious, what I see (to be) not (rebel l ious); both with understanding and 
with c o m m a n d then a m I first to think with action, when I see a rebel as well as when I see 
a not-(rebel) . 

$8h Trained a m I both with hands and with feet. As a horseman I a m a good horseman. 
As a b o w m a n I a m a good b o w m a n both afoot and on horseback. As a s p e a r m a n I a m a good 
s p e a r m a n both afoot and on horseback. 

J 8 i — A n d the (physical) skillfulnesses which A h u r a m a z d a has bestowed upon m e and I 

have had the strength to use them—by the favor of A h u r a m a z d a what has been d o n e by me , 

I have done with these skillfulnesses which Ahuramazda has bestowed upon me . 

[S 1 4 a — M a y Ahura-Mazda protect m e and my work: XPl.\ 

A n i s o l a t e d p a r a g r a p h is s e p a r a t e d f r o m t h e b o d y o f the p r e c e d i n g i n s c r i p t i o n by a 

b l a n k s p a c e , w h i c h w a s n o t r e p e a t e d by X e r x e s . In i n s p i r a t i o n , it c l o s e l y r e s e m b l e s the 

first p a r t (DNa). A s in DNa §6 , t h e k i n g d i r e c t l y a d d r e s s e s a s u b j e c t (marika) w h o is not 

s p e c i f i c a l l y i d e n t i f i e d , w h o s e e m s to s t a n d m e t o n y m i c a l l y for a l l o f t h e p o p u l a t i o n s 

d o m i n a t e d by t h e G r e a t K i n g . H e d i c t a t e s h i s b e h a v i o r to h i m : 

S 9 a - b — O menial , vigorously make thou known of what sort I a m , and of what sort my skill-
fulnesses, and of what sort my superiority. Let that not s e e m false to thee, which has been 
beard by thy ears. T h a t d o thou hear, which is c o m m u n i c a t e d to thee. [ O men ia l ] , let that 
not be m a d e (to s e e m ) false to thee, which has been d o n e by me. T h a t do thou behold , 
which [has been inscribed]. Let not the laws [be disobeyed] by thee. Let not [anyone] be un
trained [in o b e d i e n c e ] . [ O men ia l ] , let not the king (feel h imse l f obl iged to) inflict punish
ment (?) [for wrong-doing (?) on the swellers (in the land) (?)] . 

The Victorious King and the King of Justice 
T h e s e c o n d text (DNb) is m o r e r e v e a l i n g a b o u t the s p e c i f i c q u a l i t i e s a n d v i r t u e s o f 

t h e k ing . T h e y a r e d e f i n e d w i t h r e f e r e n c e to two s p h e r e s o f act ivity , a t o n c e d i s t i n c t a n d 
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closely complementary: the palace (viO: or the House) and the battlefield (§8f). Darius 
is not only a good infantryman and a good horseman, a good archer and a good lancer 
($8h), but n e ' s a ^ s o a g o o c ' commander-in-chief. If he is able to lead his troops into com
bat successfully, it is because he possesses particular intellectual qualities: intelligence 
and a spirit of analysis and decisiveness that free him from the emotion of panic (which 
any other soldier would be familiar with: §8g) and enable him rapidly to execute the 
clearest and most effective measures in the heat of battle (§8b. 11-13). The king is thus 
a leader of men. 

These statements remind us of many others, such as: "By the favor of Ahuramazda 
and of me, Darius the King, [this country Persia] does not feel fear of (any) other" 
(DPdo-) In numerous statements, Darius says that it was at the head of the Persian war
riors that he conquered and mastered the peoples of his Empire. He refers to himself 
when he writes, addressing his subjects, " Then shall it become known to thee: the spear 
of a Persian man has gone forth far; then shall it become known to thee; a Persian man 
has delivered battle far indeed from Persia" [DNa §4). Also: "The Persian Man con
quered Egypt" (DSrtM. The ideology of the warrior-king is very well illustrated at Behis-
tivn in both text and image. Indeed, "this country Persia which Ahuramazda bestowed 
upon [him is] good, possessed of good horses, possessed of good men" (DPd>), and all 
the Persians are known for their valor, as stressed by Herodotus: "Prowess in fighting, the 
chief proof of manliness" (I.136-0-). Thanks to the protection of his god, the Great King 
was distinguished from all of the Persian warriors: he was not only a first-class horseman, 
archer, and lancer, but he also possessed the physical and intellectual qualities that 
made him a commander-in-chief beyond compare. 

The same qualities also make Darius a master of justice. As at Behistun, the king con
trasts justice with the Lie (§8b). His capacities for comprehension and judgment allow 
him to dispense justice with complete equanimity, for he is able to transcend anger 
(!j8b). We may compare this royal statement with what Herodotus writes of the way in 
which the heads of Persian families and the king himself declared judgments: "Custom 
. . . forbids even the king himself to put a man to death for a single offence. . . . Their 
way is to balance faults against services, and then, if the faults are greater and more nu
merous, anger may take its course" (1.137-0'). This is exactly the definition Darius him
self provides of justice: he repays whoever "does wrong," This punishes "the Lie-
follower" and "who does harm" (§8a-c). This obviously relates to a highly monarchical 
conception of justice: every man is judged in proportion to the aid and assistance he 
brings to the king's interests—as Herodotus understood perfectly. But Darius's state
ments go further. He tries to reconcile the interests of the powerful and the poor ( P a ) , 
hi his eyes, a poor man may behave as worthily as a rich man (1%). As well as being de
fender of the peace against enemy attack, Darius is also guarantor and restorer of civil 
peace (cf. DSe 001). If the king can behave in this way, it is because of "regarding him
self as divinely appointed for a law to the Persians, and the supreme arbitrator of good 
and evil" (Plutarch, Arc. 23.5*). 

Text and Image 
Many Achaemenid objects illustrate Darius's statements in pictures. At Behistun and 

Naqs-i Rustam, Darius holds his bow in his left hand; at Behistun it rests on his left foot, 
which crushes Gaumata to the ground. The king is also represented as an archer on the 
royal coinage. In the various designs, he has the bow in his left hand and arrows in his 
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right, or sometimes a quiver on his shoulder, or he is kneeling to draw the bow; some
times he has a lance on the right and the bow on the left, or even, on the run, he has the 
bow in his extended left hand while drawing an arrow with his right hand from the 
quiver on his shoulder (fig. 17). It seems clear that this figure is not a specific king, but 
the king in general. 

The contest won by Smerdis in Egypt is indicative of the importance of the bow as an 
attribute of sovereignty (III.30). Does not Aeschylus call Darius the royal archer? At 
Naqs-i Rustam the noble Gobryas is Darius's lance-bearer (arstibara), while another 
noble, Aspathines, is the bearer of the bow (vacahara) and the king's battle-axe (DNc-
d). The bow is expressly listed by the Classical authors as one of the "insignias of royal 
power," perhaps received by the Great King during the enthronement ceremony, 

The theme "victorious king" and the representation in the Behistun style of the 
people who are conquered is found on several seals (fig. 18). On one of them (attributed 
to Artaxevxes III), the king, with a lance upright in his right hand and quiver on his shoul
der, holds a rope in his left hand that binds the neck of three conquered people (SA*b). 
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The text says, "I am Artaxerxes the Great King" (fig. 18c). Another seal, also from Egypt, 
shows a Persian king, his left hand grasping an Egyptian with an Egyptian hairdo 
(pschent), whom he thrusts through with his lance while holding four prisoners with a 
rope around their necks (fig. 18a—b); the motif of captives held by a rope is repeated on a 
seal on the Treasury tablets (PTS no. 28). Perhaps the Artaxerxes seal was meant to com
memorate Artaxerxes l's victory over the rebel Inarus. The important thing is to note the 
persistence of the theme of lionizing the Great King as a hero. The theme of conqueror-
king is found on several seals: on one of them, a royal Persian kills a Saka, whom he holds 
by his pointed hat; a nearly identical scene is found on a cylinder seal from the Oxus 
treasury (Dalton no. 114, pi. XVI); on another, a king thrusts his lance through a Greek 
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warrior, who kneels before him immobilized by the king's left hand (fig. I8e). An image 
of the warrior king was already represented on the seal of Kuras of Ansan (fig. 18d); it is 
also found on the seal of Aisama, satrap of Egypt (fig. 18f). All of these representations 
are clearly intended to spread the image of a king endowed with all of the virtues of a fine 
warrior, just as this fact is expressed in words by Darius at Naqs-i Rustam and Behistun. 

3. The King in Majesty 

The Statue of Darius 
One of the most meaningful objects is the statue of Darius discovered at Susa in 1972 

(fig. 19). It was placed on the gate on which construction began under Darius but which 
was only finished under Xerxes (fig. 38, p. 260). This gate, which dominates the plain at 
some 15 m high, gave visitors access to the Royal City on their way to the Apadana and 
the other palaces (fig. 9, p. 167; fig. 19). Probably, two identical statues were originally 
placed right and left, facing the interior. This is the first known example of Achaemenid 
monumental statuary; only the head is missing. Although it was carved in Egypt and is 
characterized both by its origin and its initial installation at Heliopolis, the statue repre
sents the king in a way that is very similar to representations at Persepolis. The king holds 
a short staff in his right hand and a (lotus) flower in his left. Only the robe looks different, 
since it has neither decoration nor color. 

In fact, in every royal depiction, from Darius I to Artaxerxes I, the king wears the same 
robe with identical decoration (concentric circles, a row of striding lions). The costume 
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of "Cyrus" is described by Xenophon {Cyr. VIII.3.13-*): "A purple tunic shot with white 
(none but the king may wear such a one), trousers (anaxyrides) of scarlet dye about his 
legs, and a mantle (kandys) all of purple." Quintus Curtius features the same choice of 
colors in describing Darius Ill's robe: 

The attire of the king was noteworthy beyond all else in luxury; a purple-edged tunic woven 
about a white centre, a cloak of cloth of gold, ornamented with golden hawks, which 
seemed to attack each other with their beaks; from a golden belt, with which he was girt 
woman-fashion, he had hung a scimitar (akinakes), the scabbard of which was a single gem. 
The Persians called the king's head-dress (regium capitis insigne) kidaris; this was bound 
with a blue fillet variegated with white. (III.3.17-0-) 

Some ornaments do not appear on the Persepolis reliefs. It is not impossible that fash
ion changed over time (cf. III.3.5). However, the colors noted at Persepolis are also 
found in this description. The choice of colors was certainly deliberate: in the Indo-
Iranian traditions, white, red, and blue corresponded to the three categories of the so
cial fabric, the priests (white), soldiers (red), and farmers (blue). 

There is no reason to suppose that the Susa statue was unique in royal Achaemenid 
art. We know from Herodotus (III.88-*) that, upon his accession, Darius's "first act was 
to erect a stone monument with a carving of a man on horseback, and the following in
scription: Darius, son of Hystaspes, by the virtue of his horse and of his groom Oebares, 
won the throne of Persia. The horse's name was included." Whatever the legitimate 
doubts concerning the exact content of the inscription, the existence of this sort of relief 
cannot be ruled out. The craze for equestrian statues among the Persians is attested in a 
well-known Aramaic document, in which the satrap Arsama orders the sculptor Hinza-
nSy, then in Egypt, to "execute a sculpture of a horse with its rider, corresponding to that 
which he previously executed for me, and other sculptures" (DAE 70 [AD 9*]). We also 
learn from Diodorus of Sicily (XVII. 17.6-*) that Ariobarzanes, "a former satrap of Phry-
gia," placed his statue in the temple of Athena Ilias. There is thus no difficulty in postu
lating that other royal statues were found at other sites, including Persepolis (Quintus 
Curtius V.6.5). Furthermore, Plutarch records that after the sacking of the city one could 
still see "a large statue of Xerxes" (Alex. 37.5-*). 

Iconography from Persepolis 
The king is also shown in numerous reliefs at Persepolis in conventional poses that 

arc often reflected on the two sides of an entrance, as in a mirror. 
He is seated on his throne (supported, as at Naqs-i Rustam, by the throne-bearers). He 

is sometimes accompanied by another royal figure, who is usually considered to be the 
crown prince, standing behind him. The king's feet rest on a footstool, and he has his 
long scepter in his right hand, with its end on the ground in front of the footstool (east 
gate of the Tripylon: Schmidt, pis. 77-78; fig. 21 here). On other reliefs, the king is 
shown without the prince; the only figure behind him is a servant holding a parasol over 
the king with his right hand and a towel in his left (Throne Room: Schmidt, pis. 104-5). 

Always seated on his throne in the same pose and holding a lotus flower in his left 
hand, the Great King is found under a canopy decorated with a lion frieze (surrounding 
an image of Ahura-Mazda) and friezes of rosettes (fig. 20). Outside of the canopy, guards 
fill out the scene, two on each side. The royal throne and footstool are placed on a dais. 
Behind the king, the crown prince stands on the dais, also holding a lotus flower in his 
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left hand, extending his right hand toward his father's throne. Directly in front of the 

king are two footed censers and a high court official bending toward the sovereign with 
his right hand to his mouth and a short staff in his left. Behind the crown prince we see 
two people: a servant holds a towel in his right hand, with his left hand on his right arnv 
the other probably represents the royal arms-bearer (battle-axe in his right hand, bow 
and gorytos ['quiver'] on his left shoulder). This was the subject of the reliefs in the Trea
sury that were originally placed in the middle of the facade of the north portico of the 

Apadana (Schmidt, pis. 119-21). The crown prince is not found on later reliefs (four au
dience scenes on the east and west gates of the Hall of a Hundred Columns [or Throne 
Room] started by Xerxes and built by Artaxerxes I; pis. 96-97); immediately behind the 
throne is the parasol-holder (fig. 22). 

There are also several cases where the king is shown walking, followed by two ser
vants (fig. 23), one holding the parasol over the royal head, the other a towel folded over 
his forearm (Tripylon: Schmidt, pis. 75-76; Darius's palace: pis. 138-41; Xerxes' palace: 
pis. 178-84; "Harem": pis. 193-94); a scene showing the king accompanied by his 

parasol-bearer is also found on a stamp published by Speleers (1917, no. 708; also show
ing a lion and a trident stuck in the ground). 

Finally, on many reliefs a royal figure is depicted confronting real or imaginary ani
mals (lions, bulls; monster with a horned lion's head or bird's head). Most often, the dif
ferent kinds of combat are depicted side by side as if they constitute the elements of a 
single iconographic discourse (fig. 24). In general, the combatant grasps the animal's 
mane (or horns) with his left hand while plunging the sword in his right hand into the 
belly of the beast (Schmidt, pis. 114-17, 144-46, 195-97). Less commonly, the royal fig
ure smothers a lion with his left arm: his left hand holds a lotus blossom, his right hand 
a dagger with which he is about to kill the lion (pi. 147, Darius's palace). 

It appears that these depictions, taken as a whole, are intended to give an image of the 
king as at once calm, sovereign, and triumphant. Other motifs in these scenes accord 
with this view (rows of guards and throne-bearers). Add to these the rows of nobles 
(fig. 25) and the very idea of an Empire united around the Great King is exalted. Fur
thermore, the various depictions must not be confused in a too-simple analysis. We may 

Fig. 20. Relief depicting royal audience from the Treasury at Persepolis. 



Fig. 21. Tripylon (Council Hall), 
south jamb of the eastern doorway. 

Fig. 22. Throne Hall, east jamb of the 
eastern doorway of the southern wall. 
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isolate the last category, which is traditionally called "Royal Hero" (fig. 24). In fact, even 
jf the other three representations (figs. 21-23) do not constitute "photographs" (so to 
speak) of court life, they are no less testimonies to the protocol governing the Great 
King's court—an aspect absent from the figure of "Royal Hero." 

The King on His Throne 
The commentary on the first three registers emerges from the images themselves and 

from details of court life gleaned from the Classical authors. They are intended primar
ily to express the idea that the king is a man above other men. Each of these reliefs is 
topped by the disk of Ahura-Mazda. The king himself is shown in a fixed pose, some
what hieratic. The servants accompanying him are there to relieve him of all of the 
physical discomforts resulting from the excessive heat (parasol, towel). Only the heir in 
the audience reliefs is placed on the dais that supports the royal throne. The joint pres
ence of the king and his son further accentuates the immutable character of kingship. 

The king is also characterized by material attributes that are his alone. When he is 
seated on his throne, his feet rest on a footstool. This recalls what Dinon wrote (apud 
Athenaeus XII.514a-*): 

Whenever the king descended from his chariot, Dinon says, he never leaped down, al
though the distance to the ground was short, nor did he lean on anyone's arms; rather, a 
golden stool {diphros) was always set in place for him, and he descended by stepping on this; 
and the king's stool-bearer (diphrophoros) attended him for this purpose. 

The bearer of the royal footstool is represented on the facades of the east and north 
wings of the Apadana. The footstool itself was well known to the Classical authors, be
cause it was included in the booty seized by the Athenians after the battle of Plataea. 
According to the Alexandrian tales, this footstool was also used to assist the king in step
ping up: when Alexander mounted the royal throne, his feet "dangled in the empty air," 
to use Quintus Curtius's picturesque and evocative phrase (V.2.13—15). In this way, the 
king avoided subverting the majesty that needed to be his in whatever pose he assumed. 
We also know that within the palace the distribution of rooms was such that the king 

Fig. 25. Rows of Persian and Median nobles. 
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was the only one who could use certain corridors or tread on the Sardian carpets re
served for him (Athenaeus XII.5 He). 

The Royal Audience 

The king is also shown seated on his throne in the audience reliefs. Many Classical 
authors took interest in the audience ritual, leaving the uncertain impression that the of
ficial in Mede's clothing who comes bowing before the Great King is none other than 
the chiliarch, a Greek word translating Iranian hazarapatis (Commander of a Thou
sand). He was the head of the Great King's personal guard (metonymically represented 
by the soldiers placed to the right and left of the relief). He was the one who received 
the petitions of all of those who sought an audience with the king: "Without him, none 
could gain audience" (Nepos Conon 3.2-3; cf. Plutarch, Them. 27.2-7). He was the one 
"who took messages in to the king and presented petitioners" (Aelian, VH I.210-) or pass
ing on their messages to the king if they were not admitted to his presence. 

The Classical authors insist that it was necessary to perform a proskynesis ['obei
sance'] before the sovereign in order to obtain an audience. This, for example, is what 
was clearly prescribed for Themistocles by the chiliarch Artabanus: 

Amongs t our many excellent laws, we a c c o u n t this the most excellent, to honour the king, 
and to worship h im (proskynein), as the i m a g e of the great preserver (eikon theou) o f the uni
verse-, if, then, you shall consent to our laws, and fall down before the k ing and worship him, 
you may both see h im and speak to him; but if your m i n d be otherwise, you must m a k e use 
of others to intercede for you, for it is not the national cus tom here for the king to give audi
e n c e to any one that doth not fall clown before him. (Them. 2 7 . 4 - 5 0 ) 

The chiliarch Tithraustes addresses Conon in the same words: any man brought before 
the king must "render to the king a rite of adoration (venerari)." Nepos adds, parenthet
ically, "what in that country is called proskynesis" (Conon 3.3). It was the same for Isme-
nias, who was also received by the chiliarch Tithraustes (Aelian, VH 1.21). These three 
stories probably go back to a common model by which the Greeks expressed what had 
become for them a motif illustrating Persian despotism, often also recalled in connec
tion with the satraps and Alexander. 

A comparison of the Classical texts and the reliefs nonetheless presents an interpre
tive problem. Exactly what act must be performed by the person granted audience? In 
other words, what does the word proskynesis mean? In the audience reliefs, the impor
tant person in front of the king bends forward and blows a kiss. But in many of the Greek 
authors, it very clearly refers to an act—also familiar in the pre-Achaemenid Near East 
and with the Parthians—consisting of falling prone or to one's knees before the royal 
throne. This is also what Herodotus describes when reporting social differences among 
the Persians: 

W h e n Persians meet in the streets one can always tell by the m o d e of greeting whether or 
not they are of the s a m e rank; for they do not speak but kiss —their ecpials upon the mouth , 
those somewhat superior on the cheeks. A m a n of greatly inferior rank prostrates himself in 
profound reverence (prospipton proskynei ton heteron). (1 .1340) 

Although the term proskynesis implies a kiss, it cannot be reduced to only a kiss. Hence 
Ismenias's ruse: 

Enter ing and c o m i n g into full view of the king, he surreptitiously took off the ring he hap
pened to be wearing and let it fall at his feet. L o o k i n g down quickly he bent to pick it up , as 
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Fig. 26. The royal chariot 
at Persepolis. 

if he were performing the act of h o m a g e Ipmskynesh). T h i s gave the Persian king the im
pression of obe i sance (proskynesis), but h e had not clone anything that causes Greeks a feel
ing of s h a m e . (Aelian, V H 1.31*) 

This text allows two interpretations. On the model o f other Greek tales, it can be taken 
to imply that proskynesis required falling to the ground. On the other hand, it may be 
taken to imply that bending forward sufficed (since Ismenias did not fall to his knees to 
recover the ring). A passage in Herodotus preserves this ambiguity (VII. 136*). Intro
duced before Xerxes, the Spartans Sperchias and Bulis refused to perforin the required 
act despite being so ordered b y the guards: They "declared that they would never do 
such a thing, even though the guards should push their heads down on to the floor. It 
was not, they said, the custom in Sparta to worship a mere man like themselves, and it 
was not for that purpose that they had come to Persia." In Greek eyes, proskynesis was 
reserved for the gods. 

Whatever the details, there is no doubt about the general meaning of the ceremony: 
performing proskynesis recognized the majesty of the sovereign (cf. Xenophon, Anab. 
1.8.21; [Aristotle] De Mundo 398a). The act could be performed outside of the physical 
presence of the king. We see the satrap Datames make proskynesis before a letter he had 
just received from Artaxerxes II (Polyaenus VII.21.5). But, contrary to what the Greeks 
deduced from it, the rite did not imply that the king was considered a god. 

Roy« / Horses and Chariots 

One of the processions depicted at Persepolis (south wing of the Apadana) is headed 
by an usher, followed by guards, a bearer of the royal footstool, and squires who bear 
whips and finely worked saddlecloths. Other squires (on the north wing) lead stallions. 
They are followed by two highly decorated chariots, each drawn by two horses guided by 
charioteers holding the reins (fig. 26). These are doubtless some of the famous Nisacan 
horses found in Xerxes' procession and described by Herodotus in this way: 

T h e n c a m e ten of the sacred horses, known as N i s a e a n , in magnif icent harness , . . followed 
by the holy chariot of Z e u s drawn by eight white horses. . . . T h e n c a m e the king himself, 
riding in a chariot drawn by N i s a e a n horses, his charioteer, Pat iramphes , son of Otanes the 
Persian, s tanding by his side. ( V I I . 4 0 * ) 



This chariot is the two-wheeled war and parade chariot (harma), clearly distinguished 
by every ancient author from the four-wheeled travel carriage (harmamaxa). This is the 
kind of chariot in which Xenophon presents Cyrus to the crowd during the parade at 
Persepolis. "Cyrus's private stud of horses, with gold bits, about two hundred in all, led 
along with gold-mounted bridles and covered over with gold-embroidered housings," 
were also part of the parade (Cyr. VIII.3.14—16o-). Wherever the king relocated, he was 
in fact accompanied by horses from the royal stable, who were quartered near the royal 
tent (Herodotus IX.70), 400 of them according to Quintus Curtius (III.3.21). 

Xenophon stresses the strong impression made by Cyrus, standing in his chariot: "And 
when they saw him, they all prostrated themselves before him (made proskynesis), either 
because some had been instructed to begin this act of homage, or because they were 
overcome by the splendour of his presence, or because Cyrus appeared so great and so 
goodly to look upon" (VIII.3.14-*). Many other texts attest to the majesty assumed by the 
king on his chariot. That is how he is shown in the celebrated Mosaic of Naples (fig. 28 
on p. 229). On the verge of the Macedonian victory it commemorates, "the king himself, 
in extreme peril, caught up the reins, being forced to throw away the dignity of his posi
tion and to violate the ancient custom of the Persian kings" (Diodorus XVII.34.6-0-). 
From his chariot, in fact, the king "rode outstanding among the rest" (Quintus Curtius 
III.3.15-*); Darius III "had entered battle standing high in his chariot" (1V.1.1-*); and to 
his immediate relations, he stated: "I myself, not only because it is my country's custom, 
but also that I may be seen of all, ride in a chariot" (IV. 14.26-*-). All of these texts very 
clearly express the fact that strict rules governed the movements of the king, all of which 
were designed to further enhance his stature. 

The royal horses and chariot thus do not appear in the Persepolis reliefs simply for 
decoration. The royal chariot obviously carried ideological weight: the chariot was part 
of the 'royal insignia' (insignia imperii). For this reason, opprobrium was cast on Darius 
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III in Macedonian propaganda: he had abandoned his chariot to facilitate what the an
cient authors called his shameful flight (Quintus Curtius III. 11.12). At Gaugamela, the 
royal coachman was killed by a lance but, "standing as he was high in his chariot, [Da
rius] blushed to abandon the battle-line of his subjects" (IV. 15.30*). In the end, he took 
flight. For the second time, Alexander was able to capture Darius's shield, bow, arrows, 
a n d chariot (Arrian III. 15.5). 

The Royal Hero 
One of the most frequent themes on seals as well as on the Persepolis reliefs is the 

Royal Hero fighting real or monstrous animals; the Hero, in the middle, generally holds 
an animal in each hand (fig. 27b). The placement of these figures on the doorjambs 
seems to indicate that the king was an apotropaic figure, protecting his palace and his 
realm (yi9) in this way. In contrast to the figures in the seal representations, the main fig
ure at Persepolis does not bear the familiar symbols of the king (robe, crown). Perhaps 
this is a personification of the victorious Persian Man to whom Darius alludes several 
times in his inscriptions. But identification with the king is simple and obvious: in a way, 
it is a variation on the theme of the victorious king. 

i The Good Warrior 

A Tall and Handsome King 
The Classical sources themselves also abound with notes on the exceptional physical 

prowess of the Great Kings. For Strabo (XV.3.21*), Darius I was "the most handsome of 
men, except for the length of his arms, for they reached even to his knees"! Herodotus 
paints a no less flattering portrait of Xerxes: "Amongst all these immense numbers there 
was not a man who, for stature and noble bearing, was more worthy than Xerxes to wield 
so vast a power" (VII. 187*). As for Artaxerxes, "surnamed the Long-handed, his right 
hand being longer than his left" (Plutarch, Art. L I * ) , "he owed his chief renown to his 
imposing appearance and his physical beauty, with which he coupled extraordinary 
military courage, since of all the Persians he was the one who was personally most wor
thy" (Nepos, Reges 21.4). Darius III was "the tallest and handsomest man of his time" 
(Plutarch, Alex. 21.6*). Hence the familiar anecdote recorded by Diodorus (XVII.37.5) 
and Quintus Curtius (III. 12.16-17*): Darius's mother and wife were taken prisoner after 
the battle of Issus and brought to Alexander's tent, where Haephestion was also present. 
"Of the same age as the king, he nevertheless excelled him in bodily stature. Hence the 
queens, thinking that he was the king, did obeisance to him in their native fashion." 

The theme is especially prominent during periods of dynastic competition among 
the various candidates for royal power. As we noted above, this was the background for 
the anecdote contrasting Cambyses and Smerdis in Egypt, the latter being the only one 
who could bend the bow sent by the Ethiopian king. The theme would be revived with 
special vigor in the time of Artaxerxes II and Darius III. All of the texts testify that physi
cal appeal and bravery in combat constituted potent justifications for royal power. This 
is probably the tradition (widespread in any event) referred to in Strabo's remark: "This, 
too, is a Medic custom—to choose the bravest man as king; not, however, among all 
Medes, but only among the mountaineers" (XI. 13.11 * ) . These are obviously a posteriori 
justifications: a man did not become king because he was handsome or a battle-
hardened lancer; it was because of his position as king that a man was automatically 
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designated handsome and courageous. If we are to believe Plutarch, the king's physical 
characteristics were even elevated to the rank of models to be emulated: "The Persians 
because Cyrus was hook-nosed, even to this day love hook-nosed men and consider 
them the most handsome" (Mor. 821eo). 

Court artists and officials received strict orders to disseminate the image of a king who 
was imposing in height and beauty. According to Plato (Ale. 121do), the eunuchs en
trusted with the bodily care of the royal children "attend to all the needs of the infant 
child, and are especially concerned to make him as handsome as possible, shaping and 
straightening his infant limbs; and for this they are held in great esteem"! Pliny probably 
obtained the following information from the same source: "To give to the body the 
charming appearance," the Persian magi and kings coated themselves with an ointment, 
apparently somewhat unsavory, made from the flowers of a Cilician plant (helianihes 
'sunflower') steeped in lion fat, saffron, and palm wine (XXIV. 165o). On all of the re
liefs, the king is routinely made taller than the other persons. This is particularly obvious 
at Behistun, but it is also clear in the audience reliefs where, additionally, the king and 
the crown prince standing behind him are placed on a dais. 

Xenophon does not conceal the existence of ruses intended for the physical exalta
tion of the king. When, during the parade at Persepolis, Cyrus "appeared so great and so 
goodly to look upon," it was not just because of the special splendor of his garments: 
"With him rode a charioteer, who was tall, but neither in reality nor in appearance so 
tall as he; at all events, Cyrus looked much taller" (Cyr. VIII.3.13-14<*). Again according 
to Xenophon, Cyrus also gave this sort of instruction to his closest companions: 

We think, furthermore, that we have observed in Cyrus that he held the opinion that a ruler 
ought to excel his subjects not only in point of being actually better than they, but that he 
ought also to cast a sort of spell upon them. At any rate, he chose to wear the Median dress 
himself and persuaded his associates also to adopt it; for he thought that if any one had any 
personal defect that dress would help to conceal it, and that it made the wearer look very tall 
and very handsome. For they have shoes of such a form that without being detected the 
wearer can easily put something into the soles so as to make him look taller than he is. He 
encouraged also the fashion of pencilling the eyes, that they might seem more lustrous than 
they are, and of using cosmetics to make the complexion look better than their nature made 
it. He trained his associates also not to spit or to wipe the nose in public, and not to turn 
round and look at anything, as being men who wondered at nothing. All this he thought 
contributed, in some measure, to their appearing to their subjects men who could not 
lightly be despised. (VIII.M0-42O-) 

Furthermore, nobles wearing hairpieces appear several times at Persepolis, and this at
tests to the regular use of fake beards and moustaches. Strabo also mentions hair as a 
taxable item (XV.3.21). A financial stratagem recorded by Pseudo-Aristotle (II.Hdo) il
lustrates this practice: Condalus, a governor under Mausolus, "noticing that the Ly-
cians were fond of wearing their hair long, said that a dispatch had come from the king 
of Persia ordering him to send hair to make false fringes and that he was therefore com
manded by tvlausolus to cut off their hair." Ctesias knew the story of a eunuch who sup
posedly conspired against Darius II: "He had a woman fashion a beard and moustache 
to make him look like a man" (§53). And here is how Xenophon describes the official 
appearance of Astyages: "Pencillings beneath his eyes, with rouge rubbed on his face, 
and with a wig of false hair" (Cyr. 1.3.20; cf. VIII. 1.41). He also mentions the existence 
of "beauty-doctors who pencil their eyes and rouge their cheeks for them and otherwise 
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beautify them" in the suites of Persian nobles (VIIL8.20-O). At Persepolis itself, two re
liefs show a servant with a (cosmetic) flask in his right hand and a folded towel in the 
left (Schmidt pis. 148A-M9). 

Jhe Commander-in-Chief: Representations and Realities 
The most important royal personas for Darius were warrior and commander-in-chief. 

On this point, the testimony of Classical authors is contradictory, however. For instance, 
as Xenophon puts it, victory is one of the justifications of kingship (Anab. 1.7.9; 1.8.12). 
But more often the Greeks highlight the reluctance of the kings to place themselves at 
(be head of their armies, such as Artaxerxes III in Diodorus: He, "himself unwarlike, re
mained inactive. . . . Though regarded with contempt by the Egyptians, he was com
pelled to be patient because of his own inertia and peace-loving nature" until the 
moment when "he became enraged and decided to make war upon the insurgents" 
(XVI.40.4-5-*-). Xerxes had a well-publicized reputation for cowardice among his adver
saries. So did Darius III, who was guilty of abandoning his chariot and royal insignia 
(kandys and bow) at Issus and Gaugamela. 

The judgment of the Classical authors is obviously shaped by a Greek polemical cur
rent that resulted in a presentation of the barbarians in general and the Great Kings in 
particular as weak and worthless men. However, this perspective also is supported by 
propaganda that issued from opponents at the court during periods of dynastic struggle. 
This is the framework that explains the strongly divergent images of Artaxerxes II, who is 
sometimes called a coward (in Cyrus the Younger's propaganda) and sometimes an ex
traordinary leader of men (in the royal propaganda). The same images and distortions 
are found in the two versions of the accession of Darius III (chap. 17/1). The very exist
ence of these conflicting versions, moreover, confirms the importance of the warrior 
function in Achaemenid monarchic ideology. 

But the Greek polemical current does not explain everything. While the interpreta
tion found in the Classical authors does in fact reveal Greek assumptions, the avoidance 
of battle by the Great Kings is confirmed by many examples. Let us note at the outset 
that only one of all the Achaemenid kings, Cyrus, was lost in a military campaign. It has 
still not been established whether he was killed in battle. The others died of ill health 
(Cambyses, Darius, Artaxerxes I, Darius II, Artaxerxes II) or at an assassin's hand (Bar-
diya, Xerxes I, Xerxes II, Sogdianus, Artaxerxes III, Artaxerxes IV, Darius III). We may 
also note that during the Greek campaign Xerxes never took part in combat. At Ther
mopylae, he watched the fighting from his throne (Herodotus VII.212) and at Salamis 
he followed the battle from the sidelines (VIII.90; Aeschylus, Persians 465-67); at the 
battle of Cunaxa, Artaxerxes soon retired to a nearby hill (Plutarch, Art. 11.3, following 
Ctesias). Even when the king took part in the fighting, he was placed in a spot tradition
ally assigned to him, in the middle of his forces. Xenophon (who reports that it was the 
same when encamped: Cyr. VIII.3.8-11) does not conceal the fact that this choice was 
intended to protect the king's life: "For they think that this is the safest position, namely, 
with their forces on either side of them, and also that if they want to pass along an order, 
the army will get it in half the time" (Anab. 1.8.22o). Similarly Darius III at Issus: "Da
rius himself held the centre of his whole host, the customary (nomos) position for Per
sian kings" (Arrian II.8.1 [<-); according to Nicolaus of Damascus, Cyrus made the same 
choice at a battle with Aslyages: "He stayed in the center with the distinguished Per
sians" (FGrH 90 F66.34). It is also clear that great pains were taken to ensure that the 
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king would be able to leave the battlefield safe and sound if things did not go well. Fear 
of falling into Alexander's hands at Issus found Darius "mounted upon a horse which 
followed for that very purpose" (Quintus Curtius III. 11.1 cf. Aelian, Anim. VI.48). 

The political character of the custom cannot be doubted. Several times, the ancient 
authors describe discussions about this at the Achaemenid court. According to Herodo
tus, Artabanus, who had already tried to dissuade Darius from campaigning against the 
Scythians (IV.83), used the same argument with Xerxes when he was preparing to head 
the army against the Greeks: he did not think it a good idea to imperil "all the king's af
fairs" (VII. 10). Diodorus, in his tale of the battle of Thermopylae, mentions that the 
Greeks captured the royal tent and then remarks: "If the king had remained at the royal 
pavilion, he also could easily have been slain by the Greeks and the whole war would 
have reached a speedy conclusion" (XI. 10.3*). According to Ctesias ($32), Artaxerxes 
was similarly dissuaded by his associates from heading the army preparing to march 
against Egypt. According to Diodorus and Quintus Curtius (III.2.10-19), the same de
bate unfurled around Darius III after the news of the death of Memnon [Artaxerxes II]: 

Some said that the king must join in battle personally, and they argued that the Persians 
would fight better in that event. Charidemus, however, the Athenian, . . . recommended 
that Dareius should on no account stake his throne rashly on a gamble, but should keep in 
his own hands the reserve strength and the control of Asia while sending to the war a general 
who had given proof of his ability. (Diodoms XV1I.30.2<>-) 

The ancient authors recount similar discussions in the camps of Cyrus the Younger and 
Artaxerxes before the battle of Cunaxa (Plutarch, Art. 7.3, 8.2). 

The exaltation of the fighting abilities of the Great King is thus purely ideological in 
nature and does not imply that the sovereign exaggerated his acts of valor on the battle
field. During the rave wars in which he did participate, he manifested his abilities less as 
an elite warrior than as "a good battle fighter . . . first to think with action," to quote Da
rius himself at Naqs-i Rustam {DNb §8g<>). At this point, we may note that Plutarch 
(Mor. 172fo) records that, in delivering his own testimonial, Darius stated "that in 
battles and in the face of formidable dangers he became more cool and collected." Tine 
performance of Artaxerxes II in the course of a campaign against the Cadusians was ex
alted in court propaganda in exactly this way: 

With his quiver by bis side and his shield on his arm, he led them on foot, quitting his horse, 
through craggy and steep ways, insomuch that the sight of his cheerfulness and unwearied 
strength gave wings to the soldiers, and so lightened the journey that they made daily 
marches of above two hundred furlongs. (Plutarch, Art. 24.10-1 ! • ) 

Moreover, through his privileged relationship with the deities, whose frequent sacri
fices he continued to observe during his expeditions (chap. 6/6 below), he solicited 
their protection for his army. Finally, heading the army also enabled the king to visit his 
subjects during the course of one of those peregrinations that brought the court from 
one end of the Empire to the other (chap. 5/4). For a king who had newly assumed 
power, it was also a way to assert his authority. 

Darius III in Battle: An Agonistic Perspective on Royalty 
There is one item that places the Great King on the scene during a battle. This is the 

famous Mosaic of Naples, in which Darius III is standing in his chariot, surrounded by 
his protective guard, and directly confronts Alexander, who charges on his horse, lance 
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Fig. 28. Darius HI in battle. 

in hand (fig. 28). There is in fact a tradition that it took the personal confrontation of the 
two kings to decide the outcome of the battle. In the reply Alexander issued to his adver
sary at Marathon, the Macedonian threw down a serious challenge: "If you claim the 
kingship, stand your ground and fight for it (agonisai peri autes) and do not flee, as I 
shall pursue you wherever you are" (Arrian II.I4.9-*). The choice of agonistic vocabu
lary is obviously not innocent. The historian Polybius found this tradition worthless 
(XII.22.1-7). He quotes Callisthenes, who accompanied Alexander: "Alexander ar
ranged his forces in such a way as to invite personal combat with Darius, who originally 
had the same intent toward Alexander." According to Chares of Mytilene, the single 
combat did take place at Issus: "In this battle he was wounded in the thigh, Chares says, 
by Darius, with whom he fought hand to hand" (Plutarch, Alex. 20.8-v-). This is the tra
dition illustrated by the creator of the original scene. 

The tradition of the combat of chieftains is well attested among the Greeks and 
Macedonians, as well as the Persians and Iranians. For example, we know the suggestion 
of the commander of Persian-Iranian troops in Aria, Satibarzanes, for deciding the out
come of a battle in which none of the adversaries seemed able to prevail: "He chal
lenged to battle anyone who wished to fight in single combat" (Quintus Curtius 
VII.4.33-S-). Erigyius the Macedonian took up the challenge, and the combat (monoma-
khia) took place in an open area between the two armies; Satibarzanes was struck and 
killed, after which his troops surrendered to the Macedonians (cf. Diodorus XVII.83.5; 
Arrian III.28.2-3). The theme is also found in Darius Ill's royal propaganda. One of the 
versions claims that he owed his throne to his exceptional military valor, which he had 
proved by his victory in single combat against a Cadusian chieftain (Diodorus XVII.6.1— 
2; Justin X.3.2-5; perhaps to be compared with Strabo XI.13.11). 
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Lastly, we may stress the obvious similarities between Callisthcnes' and Chares' ver
sion of the battle of Issus and what is recorded by several ancient authors about the battle 
of Cunaxa, where in 401 the legitimate Great King (Artaxerxes 11) confronted his brother 
Cyrus, who claimed superior rights. Although Clearchus had advised against personal 
combat and had entreated him not to expose himself in this way, Cyrus felt that he must 
not show himself "unworthy of empire" (Plutarch, Art. 8.2-0). Just like Alexander and 
Darius at Issus, Cyrus and Artaxerxes, "who disputed the kingship (hyper tes basileias 
agonizomenoi), were placed at the center of the array. Thus in full view, they fell on each 
other, eager to decide the outcome of the battle for themselves. Fortune seemed to have 
reduced the war between the brothers to a single combat (monomakhia), comparable to 
that of Eteocles and Polynice sung by the tragic poets" (Diodorus XIV.23.5). 

The texts under consideration primarily express a Greek and/or Macedonian per
spective. Note that Diodorus refers explicitly to a Greek custom when he refers to the 
single combat (monomakhia) of Eteocles and Polyneices. We also know that the tradi
tion of single combat was known in Macedonia at the dawn of the Hellenistic era (cf. 
Athenaeus IV. 155a). The documentation thus gives expression to the Greek vision of 
Persian royal power, but it also transmits a Persian vision known from the court tales that 
set the Great King to grappling with one of his competitors. As Polybius understood per
fectly, court tales deal with the realm of ideological representation and do not report the 
concrete realities of the battles of Issus and Cunaxa, divergent accounts of which contin
ued to flourish. Actually, the court traditions confirm the central importance of warrior 
ability in the process of legitimation of royal authority. Whenever two aspirants came 
into confrontation, the quarrel could not be settled until an individual duel affirmed the 
aspirations of the winner. 

The Hunter-King 
The hunt was another occasion when the Great King could demonstrate his bravery. 

Out of all of Cyrus the Younger's qualifications for kingship, the ones that to Xenophon 
justified his aspirations the most were his abilities in combat ("military accomplish
ments, alike the use of the bow and of the javelin") and his love of the hunt: "He was the 
fondest of hunting and, more than that, the fondest of incurring danger in his pursuit of 
wild animals" (Anah. 1.9.5—6-0; cf. Cyr. 1.3.15; 1.4.7-15). Achaemenid inscriptions and 
iconography are mute on this point, as has already been explained (see 6/1 above). I low-
ever, texts from the high Hellenistic period can be used. One recurrent theme is that the 
king himself killed innumerable wild beasts. Quintus Curtius attributes to Alexander 
alone (ille) a kill of 4,000 wild animals (VIII. 1.19). This is a theme well known from As
syrian inscriptions as well: Assurnasirpal II boasts of killing no less than 450 great lions 
and 390 wild bulls with his own hands, and cutting off the heads of 200 ostriches and 20 
great lions (ANET: 558-60)! Alexander's successors did not fail to take up this theme in 
turn. Lysimachus was reputed to have killed a lion "of remarkable size" (VIII. 1.150) 
with his own hands. An even better story circulated: 

Perdiccas the M a c e d o n i a n who a c c o m p a n i e d Alexander on his mission was apparently so 
courageous that he o n c e went alone into a cave where a l ioness had her lair. H e did not 
catch the l ioness, but he emerged carrying the cubs . Perdiccas won admirat ion for this feat. 
Not only Greeks , but barbarians as well, are convinced that the lioness is a n a n i m a l of great 
bravery and very difficult to contend with. T h e y say that the Assyrian S e m i r a m i s had her 
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spirits raised, not if she killed a lion or leopard or another animal of that kind, but if she cap
tured a lioness. (Aelian, VH XII.39*) 

The story clearly originated in circles close to Perdiccas. But it is also very clearly set in 
a Near Eastern ideological context, as is shown by the reference to barbarians and 
Semiramis. A legend of Lysimachus portrays him overpowering "a most ferocious lion, 
by seizing his tongue and smothering him in that way" (Justin XV.3.7-8). Indeed, this 
motif is also common in the Assyrian period: in one of his inscriptions, Assumasirpal II 
boasts of seizing a lion once "by the ears" and another time "by the tail," and this is how 
the royal artists showed him. 

According to protocol, certain prerogatives were reserved for the king. On many oc
casions Xenophon's Cyrus participates in hunts, particularly at Astyages' court. On one 
occasion, Cyrus reminds him that it is his right to cast the first spear (Gyr. 1.4.14). The 
existence of this protocol at the Persian court is confirmed by Plutarch (Mor. 173d). The 
story of Megabyzus offers a perfect illustration of this court custom: 

Artaxerxes (I) went hunting and a lion attacked him. As soon as the beast leapt, Megabyzus 
struck him with a javelin and bi ought him down. The king was angry because Mcgaby?.us 
had struck the beast before he could touch it himself; he ordered Megabyzus's head cut off. 
(Ctesias $40) 

In doing this, Megabyzus had not just violated the rules of protocol. It is important to 
state that the scene unfolded during a lion hunt; numerous documents indicate that 
lion hunts were a special privilege of the king. In other words, Megabyzus had cast 
doubt on Artaxerxes' abilities as a hunter and thus also his qualification to be king. 

This particularly pregnant theme appears again in an account of one of Alexander's 
hunts: 

When a lion of extraordinary size rushed to attack the king himself, it happened that Lysi
machus, who was afterwards a king, being beside Alexander, began to oppose his hunting 
spear to the animal; but the king pushed him aside and ordered him to retire, adding that a 
lion could be killed by himself alone as well as by Lysimachus. And in fact Lysimachus, 
once when they were hunting in Syria, had indeed alone killed a lion of remarkable size, 
but had had his left shoulder torn to the bone and thus had come into great peril of his life 
The king, taunting him with this very experience, acted more vigorously than he spoke; for 
he not only met the wild beast, but killed him with a single wound. (Quintus Curtius 
VIII. 1.14-16*) 

During royal hunts, then, courtiers had to be circumspect. While someone who came 
to the aid of the king could be richly rewarded (Diodorus XV.10.3: Tiribazus; cf. Xeno
phon, Anab. 1.9.6; Polybius, Frag. 38), the example of Megabyzus indicates that it was 
not a good idea to appear to be a rival. 

No hunting scenes are found in any of the palace reliefs, but they do appear in innu
merable seals and seal impressions (fig. 29). The king is sometimes shown hunting from 
his chariot, as on Darius's cylinder seal (SDa) or as described in episodes narrated by Di
odorus (XV.10.3) and by Polybius (Frag. 133). But, let us not fool ourselves; an image 
such as Darius in a chariot confronting an enormous lion (fig. 29a) belongs primarily to 
the repertory of monarchic ideology. These are not realistic, narrative scenes. Usually, 
the king hunts on horseback (cf. Aelian, VH VI. 14), like all the young Persians: "They 
hunt by throwing spears from horseback, and with bows and slings" (Strabo XV.3.18*). 
Herodotus mentions that during a hunting party Darius, jumping his horse quickly, 
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Fig 2%-b. Hunt 
scenes on seals; 
above (29a), seal of 
Darius, showing 
the king hunting a 
lion; below (2%), 
inscribed seal, 
depicting a "Mede" 
hunting a wild 
boar. 

suffered a severe sprain (III. 129). Nevertheless, it was in the hunt as in war that the king 
proved his exceptional courage and valor. For this reason, the other participants were ei
ther completely unknown or else left in the shadows by the court artists. 

It must be stressed that in some seals the theme of hunter-king is confused with the 
theme of Royal Hero. Even when the king confronts lions, the scene is far from realistic. 
For example, on one seal, the king is perched on a camel and brandishes his lance at a 
lion rearing up at him on his hind legs (Frankfort 1939, XXXVII, m). The lion is in the 
same posture on another seal where the king, on foot and armed with a bow, faces the 
beast (XXXVII h). Nor does the famous seal of Darius constitute a "photograph" of a royal 
hunt: standing on his chariot, the king launches an arrow toward an immense lion, rear
ing on its hind feet, while another lion (somewhat miniaturized) lies under the hooves 
of the horses, already felled by the royal arrow (SDa, fig. 29a). What is more, on some im
pressions the hunter-king confronts a monster identical to those found at Persepolis. For 
example, the king, in his chariot, armed with his bow, faces a hybrid winged and horned 
being (apparently a griffin), also rearing on its hind legs (Frankfort XXXVII, n). 

5. The King, the Earth, and the Water 

The Good Gardener 
The elite warrior Great King could also engage in agricultural work and influence 

the prosperity of the fields. Xenophon develops this theme with particular insistence in 
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the Oeconomicus. In order to make his addressee (Critobidos) better understand the 
combined importance of war and agricidture, Socrates (fictitious mouthpiece of Xeno
phon) g i v e s e x a m p l e of the king of the Persians: 

Need we be ashamed of imitating the king of the Persians? For they say that he pays close 
attention to husbandry and the art of war, holding that these are two of the noblest and most 
necessary pursuits. (IV.40) 

Then Xenophon returns indefatigably to this point: "As for the country, he personally 
examines so much of it as he sees in the course of his progress through it." The mission 
entrusted to the governors was to ensure "that their country is densely populated and 
that the land is in cultivation and well stocked with the trees of the district and crops" 
(lV.8o). In the shape of a specific illustration of a general policy, Xenophon is careful to 
include a reference to the paradises: 

"Yet further," continues Socrates, "in all the districts he resides in and visits he takes care that 
there are (kepoi) 'paradises,' as they call them, full of all the good and beautiful things that 
the soil will produce, and in this he himself spends most of his time, except when the season 
precludes it." 

"By Zeus," says Critobulos, 

"Then it is of course necessary, Socrates, to take care that these paradises in which the king 
spends his time shall contain a fine stock of trees and all other beautiful things that the soil 
produces." (IV. 1 3 - 1 4 0 ) 

Elsewhere, Xenophon also states that his Cyrus ordered each of his satraps to estab
lish paradises (Cyr. VIII.6.12). In fact, the Classical texts, Babylonian tablets, and also a 
few tablets from Persepolis show that there was at least one paradise in each satrapy. 
Among other examples, we may cite Plutarch's description of the paradise of the satrap 
Tissaphernes at Sardis, "the most beautiful of his parks, containing salubrious streams 
and meadows, where he had built pavilions, and paces of retirement royally and exquis
itely adorned" (Plutarch, Ale. 24.7-0). The paradise at Dascylium was known to the 
Greeks for its fertility and charm (Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.15—17). These qualities are de
picted on several impressions and seals found at the site. Quintus Curtius wrote this 
about a paradise near Ecbatana: "The residences in that region have extensive, charm
ing, and secluded parks with groves artificially planted; these were the special delight of 
both kings and satraps" (VII.2.22-0). However, the paradises were not just hunting pre
serves; the preserves were only one constituent. 

When Socrates was trying to convince Critobulos that Cyrus the Younger "would 
have proved an excellent ruler" (Oec. IV. 180-), he cited several sources in support of this 
assessment, including a description of Lysander's visit to Cyrus the Younger's paradise at 
Sardis: 

"Lysander admired the beauty of the trees in it, the accuracy of the spacing, the stiaightness 
of the rows, the regularity of the angles and the multitude of the sweet scents that clung 
round them as they walked; and for wonder of these things he cried, 'Cyrus, I really do ad
mire all these lovely things, but I am far more impressed with your agent's skill in measuring 
and arranging everything so exactly' Cyrus was delighted to hear this and said: 'Well, 
Lysander, the whole of the measurement and arrangement is my own work, and I did some 
of the planting myself.' 'What, Cyrus?' exclaimed Lysander, looking at him, and marking 
the beaut)' and perfume of his robes, and the splendour of the necklaces (to strepta) and 
bangles (pselia) and other jewels that he was wearing; 'did you really plant part of this with 
your own hands?' 'Does that surprise you, Lysander?' asked Cyrus in reply. "I swear by the 
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Sun-god that 1 never yet sat down to dinner when in sound liealth, without first working 
hard at s o m e task of war or agriculture, or exerting myself somehow.'" (IV.20-25-*) 

There is no doubt that Xenophon's narratives came from a version that sang the praises 
of Cyrus the Younger's royal qualities and that the link between the Great King and ag. 
riculture was thus one of the constituent elements of Achaemenid royal ideology. g v 

systematically underscoring the brutal contrast between the verdure of the paradise and 
the barrenness of its surroundings, the Classical authors—without being fully aware of 
it—participated in the exaltation of a sovereign powerful enough to create prosperity 
and vegetation in the face of unfavorable natural conditions. 

But in the passage above, Xenophon —the only Classical author to preserve this fo-
pos—brings in another characteristic feature: the king himself planted trees. This is not 
a Hellenizing invention of the author. We may cite a parallel passage from the book of 
Esther, which records the organization of a feast by Ahasuerus (Xerxes) in his palace at 
Susa; the author places the festival "in the enclosure adjoining the kings palace" (1:5^), 
The Vulgate says: "in the vestibule of the garden and the woods, which had been 
planted by the royal hands with a magnificence worthy of them" (horti et nemoris quwi 
regio cultu et maim consitum erat). More importantly, two iconographic testimonies con
firm and illustrate the theme of gardener-king. A cylinder seal from the Achaemenid era 
shows a Persian using his long staff to guide a pair of oxen with humps drawing a plow. 
An almost identical scene is found on a coin from Tarsus in Cilicia: the work scene is 
shown on the obverse, surmounted by a winged disk, with the reverse showing a cow 
suckling a calf. There is scarcely any doubt that in both cases it is the king himself being 
shown as a gardener. 

Xerxes and the Plane (or Sycamore) Tree 
Other texts attest to a special relationship between the Great King and flora. In the 

course of his story of Xerxes' march between Phrygia and Sardis, Herodotus slates con
cisely, "it was hereabouts that he came across a plane tree of such beauty that he was 
moved to decorate it (doresamenos) with golden ornaments (kosmos chryseos) and to 
leave behind one of his Immortals to guard it" (VII.31-*). The story was clearly very 
popular among the Greeks; another version has it that during Xerxes' passage through 
Phrygia (on his return from Europe) a plane (sycamore) tree metamorphosed miracu
lously into an olive tree (Pliny, N H XVII.42). In his Variae Historiae, Aelian returns 
twice to the anecdote: 

T h e famous king Xerxes was ridiculous (gefoi'os), if it is true that he despised sea and land, 
the handiwork o f Z e u s , manufac tur ing for h imse l f novel roads and abnormal sea route, and 
yet was the devotee (dedouloto) of a p lane tree, which he admired . In Lydia , they say, he saw 
a large s p e c i m e n of a p lane tree, and stopped for that day without any need. H e m a d e the 
wilderness around the tree his c a m p (stathmos), a n d attached to it expensive ornaments , 
paying h o m a g e to the branches with necklaces (strepta) and bracelets (pselia). H e left a 
caretaker (meledon) for it, like a guard (phylake) to provide security (phrouros), as if it were 
a w o m a n he loved. W h a t benefit accrued to the tree as a result? T h e ornaments it had ac
quired , which were quite inappropriate to it, h u n g on it without serving any purpose and 
m a d e no contr ibut ion to its a p p e a r a n c e , s ince the beauty of a tree consists of fine branches , 
a b u n d a n t leaves, a sturdy trunk, d e e p roots, m o v e m e n t in the wind, shadow spreading all 
around , change in a c c o r d a n c e with the passing of seasons , with irrigation channe l s to sup
port it and rain water to sustain it. Xerxes' robes (chlamydes), barbar ian gold , and the other 
offerings (ddra) did not ennoble the p lane or any other tree. (II. H^-) 
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Aelia" judges roya) behavior just as severely 
and condescendingly elsewhere. He in
cludes it among other examples of love "ri
diculous (geloioi) and bizarre (paradoxoi)" 
for th e same reasons as the passion avowed 
by a young Athenian for a statue of Tyche or 
attachments between humans and animals 
(IX.39**")- This assessment (no trace of it is Fig. 30. Seal of Xerxes. 
found in Herodotus) comes from the nega
tive vision of Xerxes transmitted by all of the Greek authors who —following the model 
of their inspiration, Aelian—denounced the immoderation (hybris) of a man who did 
not shrink from affronting the laws of man and god by throwing a bridge across the sea. 
The same assumption of balance and moderation led Aelian to exalt the laws of nature 
that did not permit unnatural loves between humans and nonhumans, or personal, 
emotional relationships between a man and a tree: the growth of vegetation is permit
ted (or forbidden) by the natural elements (waters, winds, seasons) and by the labor of 
the peasants (irrigation canals); the personal intervention even of a king as powerful as 
Xerxes is as nothing in the face of the immutable constraints of nature. 

In view of this, it is clear that Aelian understood nothing of the court history that he 
read, perhaps in Herodotus himself, and that he embellished with a moralizing com
mentary suitable for reaching his Greek readers. If his account is read back into Persian 
and Iranian mindsets, it provides another attestation of the special relationship between 
the king and the vegetable kingdom. The gifts to the plane tree are of exactly the same 
kind as the gifts that the king presented to his Faithful and his Benefactors (bracelets, 
necklaces, robes) —that is, to the men who deserved to be recognized for their loyalty 
and devotion to the Royal House and to the person of the king (chapter 8/1). The Lydian 
plane tree was thenceforth as richly decorated as the Immortal whom Xerxes appointed 
as its guard and whose jewelry Quintus Curtius described as follows: "They are espe
cially the ones whom a barbarian luxury of opulence rendered the most imposing: for 
them gold necklaces, for them robes embroidered with gold and sleeved tunics, also 
adorned with gems" (III.3.13). But these are also the jewelry worn by the king himself, 
as Xenophon recalls, stressing that the ornaments did not impede Cyrus the Younger 
from planting trees. 

There can hardly be any doubt that this episode echoes the existence of a tree cult. 
Several seals convey similar scenes. One of them (inscribed with the name of Xerxes) 
shows a person dressed and coiffed like a Persian king about to place a crown in front of 
a stylized tree of life (SXe; fig. 30). One of the Persepolis seals is particularly interesting. 
Two guards (similar to the guards shown at Susa and Persepolis) stand at attention, 
lances upright in front of them, on cither side of a palm tree, the winged disk surmount
ing the scene (PTS no. 24). We are immediately reminded of the Immortals assigned to 
guard Xerxes' plane tree! 

The Plane (Sycamore) Tree and the Golden Vine of the Great King 
The stories told by Herodotus and Aelian were embellished by the decorative ele

ments (now lost) that enhanced the opulence of the Great King's palace. Herodotus 
records that during Darius's passage through Asia Minor in 513, the fantastically wealthy 
Lydian Pythius visited the royal entourage and offered the Great King "the golden plane-
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Fig. 31. The Assyrian king with the "Tree of Life" 

tree and the golden vine" (VII.27-0). The existence of these arboriform decorations was 
also well known to the Greeks. The Arcadian Antiochus made this derisive reference 
when he returned from an embassy to the Great King in 367: "He thought that the 
King's wealth of money was also mere pretence, for he said that even the golden plane 
tree, that was forever harped upon, was not large enough to afford shade for a grass
hopper" (Xenophon, Hell. VII. 1.38o). When Antigonus the One-Eyed inventoried the 
Treasury in the Susa citadel in 316, "he found in it the golden climbing vine and a great 
number of other objects of art, weighing all told fifteen thousand talents" (Diodorus 
XIX.48.6o). 

The reports of Hellenistic authors transcribed by Athenaeus are more precise. Among 
the testimonies to the luxury of the Great King is Chares of Mytilene, who specifically 
mentions that "in the bed-chamber a golden vine, jewel-studded, extended over the 
bed," and Amyntas states "that this vine had clusters composed of the costliest jewels" 
(XII.514fo). Phylarcus wrote: 

T h e famous plane-trees of gold, even the golden vine under which the Persian kings often 
sat and held court, with its clusters of green crystals and rubies from India and other g e m s of 
every description, exceedingly costly though they were, apeared to be of less worth . . . than 
the expense lavished daily on all occas ions at Alexander's court. (XII.539dO) 

Achaemenid palaces were probably the model for the decoration of the palace of the 
Mauryan king at Pataliputra: "His palace has gilded columns: over all of these runs a 
vine carved in gold, and silver figures of birds, in the sight of which they take the greatest 
pleasure, adorn the structure" (Quintus Curtius VIII.8.26o). We are immediately re
minded of the famous Assyrian banquet under the arbor (fig. 32). There is no doubt that 
in the Near East (and in many other parts of the ancient world) the vine was recognized 
and hailed as a symbol of fecundity, and its increase was considered a gauge of power. A 
good illustration is found in the dream that Herodotus says the Median king Astyages 
had shortly after his daughter Mandane's marriage to the Persian Cambyses: 

http://XIX.48.6o
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Fig. 32. Assurbanipal and the vine-arbor. 

It was mat a vine grew from his daughter's private parts and spread over Asia.... He told the 
interpreters about this dream, and then sent for his daughter, who was now pregnant. When 
she arrived, he kept her under strict watch, intending to make away with the child; for the 
fact vvas that the Magi had interpreted the dream to mean that his daughter's son would 
usurp his throne. (I. I08-0-) 

Such were the favorable auspices under which Cyrus vvas born. The vine that grew 
from Mandane's private parts was obviously nothing other than the guarantee of an un
common destiny for the child and reports of conquests extending across all Asia. This is 
precisely what the Median king understood: "This dream announced the greatness [of 
the child about to be born] and presaged to Astyages the end of his crown." Hence the 
attempts to banish the baby and the happy outcome of the founder legend. 

Artaxerxes II in the Paradise 
In the Achaemenid ideological context, we have two other testimonies that are par

ticularly evocative of relations between the Great King and arboreal flora. In the Life of 
Artaxerxes, Plutarch tells of the difficulties encountered by the king and his army after 
their return from an expedition against the Cadusians. The army suffered from so many 
shortages that the chefs were unable to prepare the royal dinner (24.3). Then Plutarch 
includes the following anecdote: 

After they had arrived at one of his own mansions (stathnios basilikos), which had beautiful 
ornamented parks in the midst of a region naked and without trees, the weather being very 
cold, be gave full commission to his soldiers to provide themselves with wood by cutting 
down any, without exception, even the pine and cypress. And when they hesitated and were 
for sparing them, being large and goodly trees, he, taking up an axe himself, felled the great
est and most beautiful of them. After which his men used their hatchets, and piling up many 
fires, passed away the night at their ease. {JJ25.1-*) 

It is clear that this passage is part of a discussion of the royal virtues of Artaxerxes II, 
whose physical stamina and bravery Plutarch wished to stress, as well as his abilities as a 
leader ($24.9-11). The connection between the king and the foliage was so well known 
to the soldiers that they did not dare to raise their axes against the trees, despite the 
king's authorization. This confirms the role of the king as the trees' protector. A para
dise had to remain "undisturbed," that is, free from the ravages of war (Quintus Curtius 
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VIII.1.130-; cf. Polybius XXXI.29), The felling of trees in the paradise was considered an 
affront to the sovereignty and majesty of the Great King. It is quite striking that, accord
ing to Diodorus of Sicily (XVI.41.5*), the first hostile act of the revolt by the Phoeni
cians against Artaxerxes III was "the cutting clown and destroying of the royal park in 
which the Persian Kings were wont to take their recreation." Similarly, under the guise 
of reprisals, Cyrus the Younger ravaged the paradise of the satrap Belesys, who had sided 
with Artaxerxes II (Xenophon, Anab. 1.4.2), and the Spartan king Agesilaus "ravaged the 
orchards and the paradise of Tissaphernes" near Sardis (Diodorus XIV.80.2). 

Let us also stress that, as in Aelian's version and in many other texts, Plutarch accents 
the contrast between the aridity of the surrounding countryside and the flamboyant fe
cundity of the paradise. Of the various tree species, Plutarch also seems to accord special 
value to pines and cypresses, because these species could only grow in these regions 
through acclimatization accompanied by intensive care, obviously on the initiative of 
the royal administration. Strabo, explaining the difficulties that Alexander encountered 
in 325-324 in procuring wood in Babylonia, states that Babylonia suffered "a scarcity of 
timber," so much so that Alexander had to sacrifice "the cypress trees in the groves and 
the parks" (XVI. 1.1 At Persepolis itself, many reliefs are punctuated by rows of pines 
(or cypresses). 

Clearchus's Tomb 
The story of Clearchus, Cyrus the Younger's closest Greek associate, whose abilities 

as commander-in-chief Xenophon vaunts at length [Anab. II.3.11-13; 6.1-15), may also 
be mentioned in this connection. Shortly after the battle of Cunaxa, Clearchus and 
other Greek generals fell into the hands of the satrap Tissaphernes (II.5.31-32). Despite 
the claims of Xenophon (II.5.38), Clearchus was not put to death immediately but was 
imprisoned, according to Ctesias. Ctesias then established a relationship with the gen
eral. Ctesias was undoubtedly following instructions from Cyrus the Younger's mother, 
Parysatis, who thus once more exhibited her desire to honor the memory of her favorite 
son. Contrary to Parysatis's wishes, however, Artaxerxes gave in to the repeated impor-
tunings of his wife, Stateira, and Clearchus was executed (Plutarch, Art. 18.4; Ctesias, 
Persica §60). At this point, Ctesias describes the divine signs that accompanied the burial 
of Clearchus: 

An extraordinary sight (terns) appeared around his body. In fact, spontaneously (automates), 
a very high mound rose over his corpse with the breath of a great wind. (j60) 

Citing Ctesias, Plutarch records the event with even more detail than Photius, adding 
an important detail: 

As for the remains of Clearchus, that a violent gust of wind, bearing before it a vast heap of 
earth, raised a mound to cover his body, upon which, after a short time, some dates having 
fallen there, a beautiful grove (alsos) of trees grew up and overshadowed the place. ($18.7<-) 

Plutarch obviously considers Ctesias's information worthless and makes the accusation 
that "this part of his history is a sort of funeral exhibition in honour of Clearchus." He 
also points out that if the trees did grow that way, it was not automates (spontaneously) 
but because "dates had fallen there." Plutarch's doubts are certainly well founded. But 
Ctesias did not give these details simply because of his loyalty to Sparta (Clearchus was 
a Spartan), for which Plutarch denounces him elsewhere (§13.7). It is clear that Ctesias 
passed on a version that originated in the circle of Parysatis, who once again was trying 
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p enhance the memory of Cyrus by dramatizing a faithful lieutenant's extraordinary 
^destiny. Ctesias even contrasts Clearchus's fate with the fate of other Greek generals, 

"who were torn apart by dogs and birds" (§7). This detail clearly refers to funerary cus
toms known in eastern Iran and in the Avesta (which is more recent), which forbade 
underground burial and anticipated that animals and birds would strip the flesh from 
corpses (chapter 2/9). We thus find ourselves in a Persian and Iranian religious context. 
The punchline of Ctesias's story, as repeated by Plutarch, confirms this: when Arta
xerxes saw the luxuriant grove that later graced Clearchus's tomb, he "declared his sor
row, concluding that in Clearchus he put to death a man beloved of the gods" (theois 
philos; §18.8-0). In other words, the propaganda released by Parysatis's supporters re
pealed, on behalf of Clearchus, the royal ideological theme that we are considering: be
cause of the king's privileged relationship with the deities who guarantee prosperity, he 
was honored by vegetation that thrived without human intervention (automatos). The 
gods themselves created a paradise in the form of a sacred grove (akos) whose foliage 
overshadowed a tumulus located in an arid region. Through Clearchus, therefore, as 
Ctesias wrote, "a sign [was] sent by the gods {teres)" that came to provide a striking post
humous confirmation of the royal attributes that Cyrus the Younger liked to claim. 

The Rainmaker and Master of the Storm 
Royal power was manifested even more directly in the cycles of nature. The clearest 

reference to this is Polyaenus's discussion of Darius's 519 expedition against the Saka of 
Central Asia (VII. 11.12). Due to the treachery of the Sakian Sirakes, the guide, the 
Great King's army found itself in an absolutely barren region with neither water nor food 
supplies, where neither bird nor any other beast could be seen. Salvation came from Da
rius himself: 

He climbed a very high hill, and after fixing his scepter in the ground, he placed his tiara 
and the royal diadem on top of his royal robe {kandys). This was at sunrise. He prayed to 
Apollo to save the Persians and to send them water from heaven. The god listened, and 
abundant rain fell. 

The story told by Polyaenus is obviously Persian in origin. Details in it are attested else
where: the sacred location (a mountain), the time (sunrise), the interlocutor (the king), 
the prayers and worship regularly rendered by the Persians to the forces of nature 
("They also worship the sun, moon, and earth, fire, water, winds"; Herodotus 1.131-0). 
Furthermore, to mask his evil intent and subterfuge, Sirakes did not hesitate to "call the 
eternal Fire and the sacred Water to witness" in Darius's presence. 

Only the god is unnamed. Polyaenus mentions Apollo, who frequently stands for 
Mithra in Greek sources. Nonetheless, in this context Polyaenus's Apollo seems to des
ignate a deity specifically connected with rain. Perhaps it was Tistrya, the deity to whom 
Yasht 8 of the Avesta was dedicated and who was closely linked to Mithra in Iranian tra
dition. He was the liberator of the waters and was the deity to whom prayers for rain were 
addressed, particularly in the hot season. However, Polyaenus's text perfectly expresses 
the king's role as intercessor between gods and men. Darius strips off all of the attributes 
of royalty: the royal robe, scepter, tiara, and diadem. It is the scepter stuck in the ground 
that causes the rain. By granting his prayer, the god confirms and exalts the exceptional 
position of the king. The story, which the author places in an Iranian-speaking country, 
is built on a series of motifs that highlight the king's privileged relation with the deities 
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and the power that he drew from his intimacy with the gods who govern the elements of 
nature. 

Ctesias presents further evidence of the cosmic power of the Great King, preserved in 
Photius's summary. Among all of the marvels he reports about India, Ctesias mentions a 
"fountain that is filled every year with liquid gold": 

He also talks about the iron found at the bottom of the fountain. Ctesias claimed to have had 
two swords made from this metal: one was a gift from the king, the other a gift from the king s 
[Artaxerxes II] mother Parysatis. Regarding this iron he says that if it is thrust into the 
ground, it deflects thick clouds, hail, and storms. He claims that the king did this twice in 
his sight. (Indicct $4) 

The two texts have at least one element in common. In order to bring down rain or di
vert storms, the Great Kings had to drive a royal symbol (scepter, sword) into the ground 
as an apotropaic ritual. 

At one point, the texts of Polyaenus and Ctesias remind us of what Herodotus writes 
about certain religious customs of the Scythians. He recalls that, based on the model of 
tlie Persians, the Scythians do not erect cult statues, altars, or temples to their gods, ex
cept for Ares (1V.59), to whom the various Scythian tribes dedicate a sanctuary, a sort of 
platform with its height limited to the height of a tall heap of firewood. And Herodotus 
adds; "On the top of it is planted an ancient iron sword (akinakes), which serves for the 
image of Ares. Annual sacrifices of horses and other cattle are made to this sword" 
(1V.62*). Ares, in this case, is both the god of war and the god of storm. 

The relationship between the Great King and the storm is also attested in the founder 
legends. In Nicolaus of Damascus's version, the first encounters between Astyages' 
Medes and Cyrus's Persians took place in Persia, near Pasargadae, and turned to the dis
advantage of the latter, who were soon besieged on a mountain. Cyrus then made his 
way to the his parents' goatherds' house and made a sacrifice in the courtyard: 

On a base of cypress and laurel trunks he sacrificed barley flour, and he started the fire by 
friction, in the manner of a poor man with no equipment. Soon, from the right, came light
ning and thunder: Cyrus did obeisance [proskynesis]. Then, landing on the house, birds (of 
prey) of good augury appeared, whereupon Cyrus departed for Pasargadae. Then they orga
nized a great meal and stationed themselves on the mountain. The next day, made confi
dent by these birds, they descended toward the enemies at the same time the enemies were 
ascending toward the summit, and they fought long, vigorously, and courageously. (FGrH 
90F66[41]) 

To renew the courage of his troops, then, it appears that Cyrus prayed to the storm-god, 
who legitimated Cyrus's ability as commander-in-chief by manifesting himself to all. 

Finally, let us mention the legend of the origin of Mithradates. Plutarch records that 
a storm broke over his cradle when he was a newborn. The baby's swaddling clothes 
were burned by a thunderbolt, but the child was safe and sound, though he was left with 
an indelible mark on his forehead from the lightning (Plutarch, Quaest. Cony. 1.6.2 
[Mor. 624a]). This divine sign in itself qualified him to be king. 

6 . Between Men and Gods 

Royal Prayers 
Each of the preceding discussions has illuminated one of the most powerful ideolog

ical foundations of the Achaemenid monarchy, namely the union and collaboration of 
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trie Great King and the gods. Darius slates that he obtained his royal power from Ahura-
'jvlazda; he owed his victories and his authority over conquered (or rebellious) peoples 
to his protection. Contrary to the opinion of some Greek authors, the king himself was 
never considered a god; but neither was he an ordinary man. By virtue of the specific at
tributes he received from the gods, he was a man above men. Royal protocol served in 
perpetuity as a reminder of this (cf. chap. 7). He was situated at the intersection between 
the world below and the divine world, which communicated through his intercession. 
Ahura-Mazda was in fact "the greatest of the gods, who created heaven and earth and 
men, who bestowed all prosperity/happiness/serenity (siyafi) on the men who lived 
there, who created Darius to be king and bestowed on Darius royalty over this vast land" 
(DPg). After that, the king was the obligatory intercessor between the world of humanity 
and the world of gods. In this function, Darius addressed Ahura-Mazda to beg him to 
protect the king, his House, his father Hystaspes, and the crown prince and to provide 
peace and prosperity to the Persian people, as in this Persepolis inscription (DPe/o): 

May Ahuramazda bear me aid, with the gods of the royal house; and may Ahuramazda pro
tect this country from a (hostile) army, from famine, from the Lie! Upon this country may 
there not come an army (haina), nor famine (dusiyara), nor the Lie (drauga); this I pray as 
a boon from Ahuramazda together with the gods of the royal house. This boon may Ahura
mazda together with the gods of the royal house give to me! 

Here Darius implores Ahura-Mazda "with the gods of the royal house" to protect Persia 
from both external aggression ("army") and revolt ("Lie"), both of them leading to the 
wasting away of the fields ("famine"). Here in a nutshell are the royal virtues: the good 
fighter (who gives chase to an enemy army), a king of justice (who fights the Lie), a pro
tector of the land and its peasants (who is the source of prosperity for the fields). 

At this point we must emphasize that, according to Herodotus, one of the rules that 
governed the Persian sacrifices was: "The actual worshipper is not permitted to pray for 
any personal or private blessing, but only for the king and for the general good of the 
community, of which he is himself a part" (I.132-0-). This sentence primarily expresses 
the sense that one belonged to an ethno-cultural community symbolized by its gods. 
The king no doubt was part of the community; in this expression we also find Darius's 
insistence on his close and privileged union with his people-country (dahyu). But He
rodotus's report of this detail attests to another reality—that personal religion itself was 
invested with the power of the royal majesty, since each Persian had to invoke the gods' 
blessing and protection on the king whenever he offered sacrifices. 

Official Religion 
Every royal proclamation attests to the existence of official religious practices in 

which the king played a central role (cf. Cyr. VIII. 1.23-26). Xenophon dedicates a long 
passage to the gods and the sacrifices with which Cyrus honored them (Cyr. VIII .3.11-
24), and he states that the king's last stay in Persia was his seventh (VIII.7.1 • ) , implying 
that "the customary sacrifice" was regular. There is in fact no doubt that the Great Kings 
returned periodically to Persia and that their presence was marked by religious festivals, 
the ceremony and scheduling of which were probably regulated by custom in an official 
religious calendar. This is probably what Ctesias is saying when he describes the end of 
Darius's life as follows: "Darius, having returned to Persia, made sacrifices" (Persica 
$19). This refers to sacrifices and festivals in honor of the gods that Xerxes celebrated 
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when he was preparing to enter Europe; he invoked the "gods who have our country j n 

their keeping" (Herodotus VII.53<!>; cf. Cyr. II.1.1). These gods obviously included 
"Ahura-Mazda and the other gods" and also quite a few others, such as the Earth, in 
whose honor Cyrus made sacrifices (Cyr. VIII.3.24). 

The diversity of sects observed in Persia is also well documented in two categories of 
Persepolis tablets (E and Kl ) that were briefly mentioned above (p. 88). Babylonian and 
Elamite gods were worshiped alongside Iranian deities, and their attendants were remu
nerated by the royal administration. In addition to Ahiira-Mazda (see below), we have 
evidence for the worship of Zurvan (Weather), Visai Baga (a collective divine entity 
honored in a nonspecific way), Mizdusi (goddess related to fertility and power), Nar-
yasanga (related to Fire worship), Brtakamya (a god unknown elsewhere), Hvarira 
(Spirit of the Rising Sun), Artca (not included in Persian traditions). Most of the time, 
the rations delivered to the attendants by the administration were intended for sacrifices 
in honor of several deities. From this we may conclude that each locality had several 
sanctuaries. Since the tablets were intended primarily to manage the deliveries of prod
ucts from the warehouses, they give very few details about the ceremonies themselves. 
The deity's name is frequently absent. For example, an attendant might receive grain or 
sheep "for the gods" (e.g., PF 353, 356-65, etc.). A record of the attendants, administra
tor, and location sufficed for the accountants. The terms describing the sacrifices re
main difficult to interpret. 

Moreover, the documentation from Persepolis attests to the frequency of sacrifices in 
honor of the forces of nature, especially mountains and rivers, but also hamlets. For 
instance: 

5.7 marris of wine, at the disposal (kurmirt) of Usaya, Turkama (?) the priest received, and 
used them for the gods: 7 QA for [the god] Ahura-Mazda, 2 marris for [the god] Humban, 
1 marris for the river Huputis, I marris for the river Rannakara, 1 marris for the river Sausa-
nus. (PF 3 3 9 ) 

Here we again find agreement with the Classical sources. Herodotus particularly 
stresses the respect that Persians showed for running water: "They have a profound rev
erence for rivers: they will never pollute a river with urine or spittle, or even wash their 
hands in one, or allow anyone else to do so" (U38-*). We have already mentioned that 
the Sakian Si rakes refers to Sacred Water. Strabo himself notes that the Persians per
formed a ceremony that specially honored Water and Fire (XV.3.14). 

In addition to performing regular sacrifices, the king was the intermediary with the 
gods during military expeditions. Xenophon constantly refers to this in the Cyropaedia. 
As the head of the Persian army, "Now as soon as [Cyrus] was chosen, his first act was 
to consult the gods; and not till he had sacrificed and the omens were propitious did he 
proceed to choose his two hundred men" (1.5.6-*-), telling them: "This, moreover, will, I 
think, strengthen your confidence: I have not neglected the gods as we embark upon this 
expedition. For you . . . know that not only in great things but also in small I always try 
to begin with the approval of the gods" (1.5.14-*). They arrived at the border, and "when 
an eagle appeared upon their right and flew on ahead of them, they prayed to the gods 
and heroes who watch over the land of Persia to conduct them on with grace and favour, 
and then proceeded to cross the frontier" (II.1.1-*). Cyrus never failed to ask the gods for 
favorable signs (III.3.21-22, 57; VI.3.1; VIA 12; VII. 1.1) or to thank them after a victory 
(IV. 1.2). 
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, The description of Xerxes' expedition in 480 swarms with references to religious and 
/'magical practices. Among many possible examples, we may select the rite carried out in 

Plirygia. To punish Pythius for refusing to send his son to war, Xerxes made the follow
ing decision: 

Xerxes at once gave orders that the men to whom such duties fell should find Pythius' eldest 
son and cut him in half and put the two halves one on each side of the road, for the army to 
march out between them. The order was performed. 
And now between the halves of the young man's body the advance of the army began. (He
rodotus VU.39*) 

This "barbaric" custom was found among many peoples and took on magical-religious 
force. In Herodotus's version, a solar eclipse had stricken the king with terror a little ear
lier (VII.37). Despite the soothing explanations of the magi, the king opted to proceed 
with a purification of the army, following the practices described by Herodotus. "This 
measure boded well for the expedition," as le Comte de Gobineau put it. In this way, 
the evil was left behind, blocked and repulsed by virtue of sacrifice. When a human vic
tim was chosen (in preference to an animal), it was because the matter was serious. !t 
was actually the fate of the army, and thus of the expedition and the king, that hung in 
the balance. 

As Xenophon's Cyrus put it (1.5.14), the king and the army were accompanied by Per
sian gods, a fact that is also reflected in the descriptions by Herodotus (of Xerxes) and 
Quintus Curtius (of Darius III). In the official procession, the chariots of the great gods 
held a preeminent place. Thus, before Gaugamela, Darius called "upon the Sun and 
Mithras, and the sacred and eternal fire, to inspire [the soldiers] with a courage worthy 
of their ancient glory and the records of their forefathers" (Quintus Curtius IV. 13.12*), 
and he addressed his own gods by invoking "the gods of our fatherland, by the eternal 
fire which is carried before me on altars, by the radiance of the sun whose rising is 
within the confines of my realm" (IV 14.24*). "Nothing sways the common herd more 
effectively than superstition," Quintus Curtius comments aphoristically (IY.10.7O). In 
truth, when we know the close connection between royal legitimacy, victory, and divine 
protection, we understand that the sacral aura of the king could well have heightened 
the courage of the soldiers at his side. 

One of the best pieces of concrete evidence of the official religion appears in a pas
sage from the Mithradatic Wars (12.66), written by the Roman historian Appian. This is 
how he describes a ceremony presided over by Mithradates, king of Pontus, after his vic
tory over the Roman Murena: 

He offered sacrifices to Zeus Stratios on a tall stack of wood placed on a high mountain, ac
cording to the following traditional custom. To begin, the kings bring wood, and after in
stalling on the nearby plain a mound of less importance, they place on the higher of the two 
hearths milk, honey, wine, oil, and all sorts of aromatics to bum; as for what is found in the 
plain, they place on top bread and something for the helpers' meal. This is also the type of 
sacrifice practiced by the Persian kings at Pasargadae. Then they light the wood. When it 
hums, it is so great that it can be seen from far off— 1000 stadia away—and, as the air burns, 
they say it is impossible to approach for several days. 

The evidence is late. But Pontus was a considerably Iranized country, as Strabo fre
quently says—and he was from Pontus. Mithradates presents himself as a Hellenized 
sovereign, without repudiating his Iranian origins. There can be no doubt that behind 
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7'eus Stratios ['Warrior'] there lurked an Iranian god, albeit partly Hellenized. The au-
'thor's comparison with the sacrificial practices of Persian kings at Pasargadae is also in
teresting, even though it involved Persian princes (fig. 36, p. 250) and not Achaemenid 
kings. The heritage of the Great Kings remained quite vital in Hellenistic Persia. 

The King, the Sacrifices, and the Magi 
Wherever he went, the king was accompanied by magi. Those around Xerxes, for ex

ample, interpreted a solar eclipse (Herodotus VII.37), poured libations at Pergamum "to 
the spirits of the great men of old" (VII.43o), sacrificed white horses in the Strymon 
(VII. 113), and sacrificed to Thetis to calm the tempest (VII. 191). Magi around Cyrus 
"never failed to sing hymns to the gods at daybreak" (Cyr. VIII. 1.23V). In Darius Ill's 
procession, they went "next [after the Fire altars] chanting their traditional hymn" 
/Quintus Curtius IH.3.9^; cf. V. 1.22). Because of their position, the magi were justified 
in reserving part of the booty for the gods (Cyr. VI1.3.1; VII.35.1). Magi in the Cyropedia 
(VIII.3.11; VIII.1.23) chose the gods to whom the king had to sacrifice, "for the Persians 
think that they ought much more scrupulously to be guided by those whose profession 
(technitai) is with things divine than they are by those in other professions" (V1U.3.1 l O ; 
cf. StraboXV. 1.68, who compares them to the Sages of Mauryan India). 

One of the magi's numerous functions in Persian society and in relation to the king 
was to play an authoritative role in all of the sacrifices. Herodotus says this quite clearly: 

When the [worshipper] has cut up the animal and cooked it, he makes a little heap of the 
softest green-stuff he can find, preferably clover, and lays all the meat upon it. This done, a 
Magus (a member of this caste is always (nomos) present at sacrifices) utters an incantation 
over it. . . . Then after a short interval the worshipper removes the flesh and does what he 
pleases with it. (I.1324-) 

Strabo also makes many allusions to the role of the ?nagi: 
To fire they offer sacrifice by adding dry wood without the bark and by placing fat on top o f 
it; and then they pour oil upon it and light it below, not blowing with their breath but fan
ning it; and those who blow the fire with their breath or put anything dead or filthy upon it 
are put to death. (XV. 3. H-fr) 

Then Strabo gives information concerning the sacrifices that were observed in his time 
in Cappadocia: 

And to water they offer sacrifice by going to a lake or river or spring, where, having dug a 
trench leading thereto, they slaughter a victim, being on their guard lest any of the water 
near by should be made bloody, believing that the blood would pollute the water; and then, 
placing pieces of meat on myrtle or laurel branches, the Magi touch them with slender 
wands and make incantations, pouring oil mixed with both milk and honey, though not into 
fire or water, but upon the ground, and they carry on their incantations for a long time, hold
ing in their hands a bundle of slender myrtle wands (XV.3.140-) 

An image of Persian origin illustrates Strabo's words to some extent. It is found on a 
stela discovered near Dascylium in Hellespontine Phrygia, but it appears to be nearly 
identical to other illustrated items (fig. 33). Two persons (fig. 33b) stand before whatap-
|)ears to be a tall altar on legs. They wear Persian dress; their mouths are covered with a 
veil, and in their hands they hold a bundle of rods; the heads of a bull and a ram are 
placed on a bundle of branches in front of them. The veil and the bundle of twigs 
correspond to objects held by the officiant in the Avesta: the barsom and the piidam, 
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respectively. The officiant bearing the harsom is found in several iconographic represen
tations (Dalton XIV.48-49). Nonetheless, not all of the information in Strabo is con
firmed. He states, for example, that in "the places where the Fire bums" {pyratheia) and 
"where the Magi keep the fire ever burning.. . the people do not sacrifice victims with 
a sword either, but with a kind of tree-trunk, beating them to death as with a cudgel" 
(XV.3.15-0); On the other hand, on a Persepolis seal, an officiant is shown grasping a 
mouflon [wild sheep with curled horns] in his right hand and holding a short sword in 
his left (Schmidt II, pi. 15). This "contradiction" serves to remind us on the one hand 
that Strabo's information is late and on the other that cultic forms were not necessarily 
identical throughout the Empire (sec fig. 33e). 

Thus, the magi were not strictly priests but ritual experts whose mediation allowed 
the sacrificer to consume the meat offered to the deity. They are cited several times in 
this function in the Persepolis tablets. They were responsible to make libations and re
ceived the necessary materials from the administration for this purpose: 

12 marris of wine, at the disposal (kurmin) of ?, Irdakurraddus the magus (makus), who car
ried out the lan sacrifice, received them for the libation in the km ceremony. From the first 
to the 12th month, 12 months in all, 19th year. For I month, he received 1 marriS. (PF 758) 

The magi were able to do this because of their special knowledge. If, for example, they 
made sacrifices to Thetis (Herodotus VII. 191), it was because they had particular au
thority in this regard. In one of his polemics against the magi, Pliny the Elder describes 
a precious stone, a form of amethyst: "They keep off hail and locusts if they are used in 
conjunction with an incantation which they prescribe" (XXXVII.40.124-0-). Other pre
cious stones, agates, were reputed by the magi to "avert storms and waterspouts and stop 
the flow of rivers" (XXXVII. 54.142*). 

Sacrifices and Banquets 
The Classical authors especially describe animal sacrifices: Cyrus offers horses to the 

Sun, as well as "some exceptionally handsome bulls for Zeus and for the other gods as 
the magi directed" (Cyr. VIII.3.11-0, 24). The importance of meat sacrifices is empha
sized by Strabo in many passages dedicated to Persian and/oT Iranian sacrifices. Quite 
another picture emerges, however, from the Persepolis tablets: the administration basi
cally delivered grain, beer, or wine. Sometimes, it is true, the priest traded these prod
ucts for sheep, but this action seems to have been reserved for a particular kind of 
sacrifice, the kusukum, offered especially in honor of Elamite gods. The liquid products 
were probably used for the libations, which all of the Classical authors (including 
Strabo) indicate most often comprised oil, milk, honey, and wine. Note also that, in the 
images on seals, animal sacrifices are relatively rare. 

In Strabo, at the end of the ceremony the meat is divided among the participants; 
none of it is set aside for the deity, who, the Persians say, desires only the soul [psyche) of 
the sacrificial victim and nothing else (XV.3.13). An illustration of this postsacrificial cus
tom of sharing is also found in several Persepolis tablets that end with the formula "and 
the kurtas ate [the grain]" (PF 336-37). This probably refers to the organization of a fes
tival. Each great sacrificial festival was in fact followed by a banquet, as Xenophon ex
plains: "To all the winners [of chariot races Cyrus] gave cups and cattle, so that they 
might sacrifice and have a banquet. . . . When it was all over, they went back to the city 
to their lodgings" (VIII.3.33-34-0). But one detail given by Xenophon should be stressed: 
"The victims are omitted when the king does not offer sacrifice" (Cyr. VIII.3.34-0). In 
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other words, the sacrifice was not intended solely to honor the gods; the festival and ac
companying banquet exalted the might and generosity of the king. 

An excellent confirmation of this custom is found in a testimony from the beginning 
of the Hellenistic era: 

When [the soldiers] had arrived in Persepolis, the capital (to basiteion), Peucestes, who was 
general of this land, performed a magnificent sacrifice to the gods and to Alexander and 
Philip; and after gathering from almost the whole of Persia a multitude of sacrificial animals 
and of whatever else was needed for festivities and religious gatherings (panigyrk), he gave 
a feast to the army. (Diodorus XIX.22.1-0-) 

Then Diodorus describes the arrangements made by Peucestes to position the partici
pants at the festival on the occasion of the sacrifice. They were placed in four concen
tric circles, in accord with their hierarchic and social status: 

In the inner circle with a perimeter of two stades each of the generals and hipparchs and also 
each of the Persians who was most highly honoured occupied his own couch. In the middle 
of these there were altars for the gods and for Alexander and Philip. (22.2-3*-) 

There is hardly any doubt that Peucestes undertook the organization of Achaemenid 
religious festivals for his own profit. We know that in encampment and in battle, the 
Great King was always placed at the center (e.g., Cyr. VIII.5.8). The arrangement of the 
royal processions shows clearly that everyone in them received a place strictly in accord 
with his titles, his duties, and the status that the Great King afforded to him. Xenophon 
himself has a long digression on how important Cyrus considered protocol to be during 
the organization of the banquet that followed a sacrifice (Cyr. VIII.4.3). Peucestes had 
obviously adapted the ceremony to the new conditions arising with the Macedonian 
conquest. He had the altars dedicated to Alexander and Philip placed in the center, but 
because he was a recognized partisan of a collaboration loyal to the Persian aristocracy, 
he accorded them a central place alongside the most eminent Macedonian leaders. 
What is noteworthy is that the organization of the sacrifice and the banquet were pre
pared in a context of competition between Peucestes and his rival, Eumenes. It is very 
clear that the distribution of meat to the soldiers had the objective of maintaining their 
loyalty (Diodorus XIX.21.3). Sometime later, Eumenes himself "performed a sacrifice 
to the gods and entertained the army sumptuously" (24.5*). In fact, Eumenes "rea
s o n e d ] that Peucestes vvas playing up to the crowd in furtherance of his desire for the 
chief command" (23.1 * ) . And Diodorus specifies further that it was in his capacity as sa
trap of Persia that Peucestes presided over the ceremonies. It is thus tempting to think 
that, by doing this, Peucestes had attempted to adorn himself with the prestige that sur
rounded the Great King during the organization of festivals and sacrificial banquets. 

The King and the Cult of Aliura-Mazda 
The links between the king and Ahura-Mazda are abundantly attested in the royal in

scriptions, as has already been stressed several times. In the prayers of Darius I, Ahura-
Mazda, "the greatest of the gods," is most often invoked alone (DP/r, DPe, DSz, DSaa), 
less commonly in the company of the "other gods" (DPd, DPf). This is confirmed later 
in the speeches of consolation that a eunuch addressed to Darius III, who was distraught 
over the fate of the princesses and royal sons after the battle of Issus. Their only suffering, 
the eunuch explained to the king, vvas that they missed only "the light of your counte
nance, which I doubt not but the lord {kyrios) Oromasdes [Ahura-Mazda] will yet restore 
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Fig. 34. Ahura-Mazda. 

to its former glory" (Plutarch, Alex. 30.5^) 
Let us also mention an episode from the 

reign of Artaxerxes II as it is recorded by Ph,. 
tarch. After the supreme punishment was 
imposed on a felonious son, "going forth 
into tiie court [of the palace], he worshipped 
the sun, and said, 'Depart in peace, ye Per
sians, and declare to your fellow-subjects 
how the mighty Oromasdes hath dealt out 
vengeance to the contrivers of unjust and un
lawful things'" (Art. 29.12-fr). Ahura-Mazda 
was indeed the source of royal power and in
fluence (farnah). 

Outside of these examples, even the 
name of Ahura-Mazda is rarely mentioned. 
Sometimes he is recognizable under the 
name of Zeus. This is certainly the case in 
Herodotus's digression on the Persian cults: 
"Zeus, in their system, is the whole circle of 

the heavens, and they sacrifice to him from the tops of mountains" (1.131-*). We can in 
fact recognize this as a muted echo of the god "who created heaven, who created earth." 
It was also certainly Ahura-Mazda to whom were dedicated "the holy chariot of Zeus" 
brought to Greece by Xerxes (VII.40;O- VIII. 115), the "chariot sacred to Zeus" in Cyrus's 
procession (Cyr. VIII.3.12-*-), and again "the chariot consecrated to Jupiter" in the pro
cession of Darius III (Quintus Curtius 111.3.1W). But it would be simplistic to "trans
late" Zeus automatically as Ahura-Mazda. The Persepolis tablets mention Ahura-Mazda 
only rarely. In the available documents, an attendant receives items for sacrifice to 
Ahura-Mazda and other gods. We have only one attestation of a sacrifice honoring 
Ahura-Mazda alone (PF 771). This silence is hard to explain solely on the basis of the 
uneven survival of the documentation. The following solution has been proposed: one 
of the sacrifices, the lan, was practiced regularly by the magi in the context of a official 
state cult in honor of the great god. This hypothesis offers the advantage of restoring the 
importance we would expect Ahura-Mazda to have in Darius's Persia. But we must rec
ognize that we lack what might be called tangible evidence. 

The iconography and identification of the winged disk remain controversial. With
out discounting the opposing arguments, we will here accept the hypothesis that it is in
deed a representation of Ahura-Mazda. This winged disk, from which a bearded figure 
identical to the king frequently emerges (fig. 34), is found on many Persepolis reliefs. 
But the winged disk appears on nearly every Achaemenid seal, and not only on seals de
picting a royal figure. Several seals on Treasury tablets show a scene with two Persians 
worshiping Ahura-Mazda. 

The King and the Worship of Fire 
We know that Fire was one of the elements of nature that the Persians worshiped (He

rodotus 1.131). Strabo also states that Fire and Water were the elements most honored 
(XV3.I4). He continues: "And to whatever god they offer sacrifice, to him they first offer 
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prayer with fire" (XV.3.16o). According to Dinon (FGrH 690 F28), "of all of the gods, 
the Persians raise statues (agalmata) only to Fire and Water." The Sakian Sirakes was 
aware of this, for he invoked "the eternal Fire and the sacred Water" to win the confi
dence of Darius (Polyaenus VII. 11.12). It was probably because of the sacred character 
of Fire that the burning of corpses was forbidden (Strabo XV.3.18; cf. Ctesias §57: para 
ton nomon). In the Persepolis tablets, we find two titles whose roots are related to fire: 
"dthravapati- and atrvasa. The holders of the first title filled administrative functions 
that do not seem to have had anything to do with the religion. The second ('Guardians 
of the Fire') was different and is mentioned more often. The context is sometimes ritual, 
but Fire worship as such is not explicitly attested. Note, however, that one of the deities 
mentioned in the tablets, Naryasanga, maintained a privileged relationship with Fire. 
The most that is safe to assume is that in each place where these attendants are men
tioned there was a Fire sanctuary. Indeed, we have no archaeological evidence from the 
Achaemenid period, but the importance of Fire sanctuaries in the Hellenistic period 
(fig. 36) undoubtedly exhibits continuity with the Achaemenid period. 

At Naqs-i Rustam, as we have seen (fig. 16, p. 211,) Darius stands before a Fire altar 
with leaping flames, the scene surmounted by a winged disk and a crescent moon. It is 
hard to grasp the dynamics of the scene —if it is even intended to portray anything 
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Fig. 36. Hellenistic Persian coin showing 
a fire temple. 

specific. We may nevertheless suppose 
that it refers, in a stylized, sacred man-
ner, to a sacrifice offered personally by 
the Great King before a fire altar. A simj. 
lar scene is found on numerous stamps 
on Treasury tablets (fig. 35). One of the 
most remarkable representations is a 
seal (fig. 35b) inscribed with the name 
Zarathustris. Beneath the emblem of 
Ahura-Mazda, on each side of a fire altar 
stand attendants in Persian garb. The at
tendant on the left holds a bundle of rit
ual rods (barsom) in his hand, and the 
attendant on the right holds a libation 
spoon in both hands. This is the only 
known representation of the sacrifice 
later known as the atas-zohr. 

In any case, the picture at NaqS-i 
Rustam and the Classical texts together 
imply privileged relations between the 
king and Fire. Perhaps it is Fire that 

Xenophon's Cyrus invokes, using the name Hephaestus, in order to strengthen the cour
age of the soldiers during the assault led by his hero against Babylon (Cyr. VII.5.22). The 
order of items in the royal processions, spelled out for us by Xenophon, expresses clearly 
the place that Fire held in the reality of royal power. In Cyrus's cortege, after the chariot 
of Zeus and the chariot of the Sun, and before the chariot of the king, "followed men car
rying fire on a greataltar" (Cyr. VIII.3.12*). However, Xenophon says nothing of specific 
sacrifices in honor of Fire (3.24). Fire assumed an even more eminent position in Darius 
Ill's cortege: 

N o w the order of m a r c h was as follows. In front on silver altars was carried the fire which 
they cal led sacred and eternal (Ignis, quern ipsi sacrum et aetemum vocabant). Next came 
the M a g i , chanting their traditional hymn, (patrhmi carmen; Quintus Curt ius I I I .3 .9 -10*) 

Finally, the practice of extinguishing the sacred Fires when the king died (Diodorus 
XVII. 114.4-5) attests to the facts that (1) there were official Fire sanctuaries in all of the 
satrapies (guarded by the magi: Dinon, FGrH 690 F28) and (2) that there was an official 
religion linked very closely to the person and majesty of the king. 

The King, Mithra, and the Sun 
The Sun was another of the natural elements mentioned by the ancient authors that 

was worshiped by the Persians (cf. Plutarch, Art. 29.12). In the festival organized by 
Cyrus in Persia was a chariot of the Sun "with white harnesses, crowned like the chariot 
of Zeus"; the cortege also included horses as "a sacrifice for the Sun," soon to be sacri
ficed in the fire (Cyr. VIII.3.12,* 24). Let us also remark in passing that Herodotus 
(1.216*) said of the Scythians —an Iranian people —"the only god they worship is the 
sun, to which they sacrifice horses." Without doubt the Sun was included among "the 
gods who have our country in their keeping" to whom Xerxes urged the Persians to pray 
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before crossing die Hellespont (VII.53«-). The place of the Sun and its relationship with 
horses are also clearly brought out in Quintus Curtius's description of Darius Ill's order 
of march: 

When the clay was already bright, the signal was given from the king's tent with the horn; 
above the tent, from which it might be seen by all, there gleamed an image of the sun en
closed in crystal.. . . [The Fire altars and the chariot of Jupiter/Ahura-Mazdaj were followed 
by a horse of extraordinary size, which they called the steed of the Sun. Golden wands and 
white robes adorned the drivers of the horses. (III.3.8, 11) 

The relationship between Mithra and horses is also well attested, especially by Strabo. 
According to him, every year the satrap of Armenia was required to send to the court 
20,000 colts to be sacrificed during the festival celebrated in honor of Mithra (Mithra-
kana; XI. 14.9; cf. Xenophon, Anab. IV.5.24 and IV.535: Helios). The offering of a he
catomb of horses to the Sun by Cyrus occurred at the Mithrakana. But the sacrifice of 
horses was not reserved exclusively for the cult of Mithra. Recall, for example, that when 
the magi arrived at the River Strymon in Thrace they "tried to propitiate [it] by a sacrifice 
of white h o r s e s " (Herodotus VII. 113-0-). Another passage in Herodotus (1.189) also brings 
together sacred white horses and a river. It is thus risky to establish the identity of a god 
by the kind of animals offered to him in sacrifice. 

It is frequently thought that the Persians assimilated the Sun to Mithra, as claimed by 
Strabo (XV.3.13), Hesychius, and the Suda. Nonetheless, modern debate about this con
tinues at a lively pace, for the documentation is both very heterogeneous and full of con
tradictions. No sacrifice to the Sun (or to Mithra) is recorded in the Persepolis tablets. 
Note also that no royal inscription refers explicitly to Mithra (or to Anahita) prior to Arta
xerxes II. Darius sometimes lifts his prayers and thanks to "Ahura-Mazda and the other 
gods" (DPa, DPf). It is generally supposed that this expression includes (among others) 
Mithra and Anahita. Two of the Yashts of the Avesta are dedicated to Anahita and 
Mithra, but their use is problematic; it is in fact not easy to distinguish the various chro
nological strata. This observation holds still more firmly for the Greek and Latin texts, 
for a number of late ones refer to the solar (and military) cult of Mithra (Sol Invictus), 
which was strikingly popular in the Roman period. In Xenophon, Cyrus the Younger 
also evokes Mithra in his paradise (Oec. IV.24). Artaxerxes acclaimed the exceptional 
size of a pomegranate offered to him by a simple Persian peasant (Plutarch, Art. 4.5; Ae
lian, VH 1.33). This was because Mithra, the god of oaths and contracts, a warrior god, 
was also the god who protected fields and harvests. It was "he who gives favor at his 
whim, who gives fields at his whim, who does nothing bad to the one who plows, who 
increases the waters, who hears the appeal, who spreads the waters, who makes the 
plants grow, who gives increase." He follows the paths "that make fertile fields." In this 
same Yasht 10 of the Avesta, he is saluted as "Mithra of the vast pastures." The attributes 
of just warrior and protector of the earth and peasants were complementarily fused with 
each other in the person of Mithra, just as they were in the person of the Great King. 

We know from Xenophon (Cyr. VIII.3.9), Herodotus (VII.54), and Quintus Curtius 
(HI.3.8: patrio more) that the royal procession set out at sunrise. But there is nothing to 
make us think that in doing this the Persians were specifically honoring Mithra. Perhaps 
they honored the god Hvarlra, who is attested in the Persepolis tablets, if he indeed per
sonified the spirit of the sunrise, as some believe. It is equally improbable that the prayer 
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addressed to the Sun by Xerxes before crossing tire Hellespont was in reality directed 
specifically to Mithra. 

One of the most troubling pieces of evidence is late: when before the battle of Arbela 
Darius III invoked "the Sun and Mithras, and the sacred and eternal fire" (Quintus Cur
tius IV. 13.12-0) — a statement that implies a formal distinction between the two deities 
whatever their original genetic relationship may have been. It makes sense at this point 
to compare this text with another piece of evidence that also dates to the reign of Darius 
III. A speech put in the king's mouth by Plutarch (Alex. 30.7) reveals that, to the Per
sians, Mithra was both the god who guaranteed contracts (as confirmed by the Iranian 
and Greek documentation) and the god of light. This indicates that Mithra, among all 
his functions (warrior, protector of the fields, etc.), maintained a special relationship 
with the Sun, the source of light. To be sure, Mithra was not the only deity endowed 
with radiant force. Ahura-Mazda was also (and first of all) the source of light (cf. Plu
tarch, Alex. 30.5). But the two items are not necessarily mutually exclusive, for many (if 
not all) deities have plurifunctional properties and share common or related character
istics. All in all, the complex case of the identity of Mithra is not closed; the best we can 
do is to recognize, on the one hand, that, in the Achaemenid period, Mithra was closely 
related to the Sun and, on the other hand, that there was never either formal or exclusive 
assimilation (at least not in the official fonns of the religion; it is not easy to penetrate 
into popular beliefs). 

We have seen that during the festivals of Mithra (Mithrakana) thousands of horses 
were offered to the god. This is the only festival for which we are informed about the spe
cial role played by the king—that is, about one of the aspects of his participation. In a 
digression about drunkenness, Atlienaeus quotes Ctesias and Duris in these words: 

Ctesias says that in India the king is not permitted to get drunk. But among the Persians the 
king is allowed to get drunk on one day, that on which they sacrifice to Mithra. On this point 
Duris.in the seventh book of his Histories, writes as follows: "In only one of the festivals cel
ebrated by the Persians, that to Mithra, the king gets drunk and dances 'the Persian', no one 
else throughout Asia does this, but everyone abstains on this day from the dance" (X.434e->) 

To tell the truth, the evidence remains difficult to interpret, especially when we com
pare a fact provided by Demetrius of Skepsis relating to the time of Antiochus the Great. 
According to him, "it was the habit not merely of the king's friends but also of the king 
himself to dance under arms at dinner (deipnon)" (Atlienaeus IV. 155b-v*). But, from the 
time of the Great King to the Seleucid king, similar features may have concealed differ
ing functions (in the Persian court, only the king danced the persica). We know in any 
case that, at the Achaemenid court, dances were part of the ritual: when "Cyrus" "per
formed the customary sacrifice and led the Persians in their national (kata ta patria) 
dance" (Xenophon, Cyr. VIII.7.1-*-). We also know that the persica was widely known. 
Xenophon presents it as an expression of joy among the Persians (Cyr. VIII.4.12). Duris 
specifies that the Persians regularly gave themselves over to it, in the same way that they 
took up horsemanship, because it strengthened the muscles. One can well believe this, 
if one recalls Xenophon's description: 

Lastly, [a Mysian] danced the Persian dance, clashing his shields together and crouching 
down and then rising up again; and all this he did, keeping time to the music of the flute 
(Anab. VI.!.!()•) 
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Let us note in passing that Duris's comparison of the persica with riding exercises is per
haps not fortuitous. Aelian, who certainly got his information from Ctesias, records that 
the Persians banged bronze weapons in front of their horses to accustom them to the 
clangor of battle (Anim. XVI.25). Could this be a fleeting allusion to the shields struck 
by the soldiers while dancing the persica? In any case, it appears that the persica was a 
military dance, quite appropriate for honoring a warrior-god such as Mithra. 

It is also noteworthy that on the day of the festival of Mithra, only the king could 
dance the persica. Likewise, only the king could become drunk. Drunkenness was per
haps a common condition among the Persians, including their kings, since according to 
Plutarch (Art. 6.4), Cyrus the Younger—to demonstrate his royal qualities—boasted of 
holding his liquor better than his brother Artaxerxes. And, according to Ctesias (Persica 
$45), Xerxes II perished at the hand of conspirators "when after a festival he fell asleep 
drunk in his palace"! It has sometimes been supposed that royal drunkenness on the clay 
of Mithrakana was due to drinking haoma, which is considered an intoxicating beverage 
but whose ingredients remain hotly disputed; but this is sheer speculation. Would not 
royal drunkenness instead relate to a fertility rite, symbolized by the vine? 

The Worship ofAnahita 
Anahita, like Mithra, does not appear in the royal inscriptions until Artaxerxes II, but 

we know that he granted special privileges to her worship in all of the imperial capitals, 
from Bactra to Sardis. Without devaluing the meaning of Artaxerxes IPs decrees, we can 
surmise, however, that devotion to the goddess did not result simply from a sudden 
change; worship of her must have evolved over a long period of time. 

Other than late attestations of Anahita in Asia Minor in the form of Anaitis or Persian 
Artemis, evidence for her worship is basically limited to scenes on seals and rings. One 
of the seals, belonging to Gorgippa (Anapa), shows (fig. 37a) a king dressed in a long 
robe and wearing a crenellated crown; he extends both hands toward a woman, who also 
wears a crenellated crown. She appears in a radiant nimbus, standing on a lion; in her 
right hand she holds a flower, in the left a baton. Another seal (Louvre, Coll. de Clercq) 
shows (fig. 37b) a woman seated on a chair with a low back, feet on a footstool; she wears 
a crown and holds a lotus flower in her left hand; with her right hand she is about to take 
a dove being presented by a young child standing in front of her; behind the child we 
recognize a footed censer. Another female figure (also wearing a crenellated crown) fills 

Fig. 37. Anahita. (a) The king before Anahita? (b) Representation ofAnahita? 
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out the scene at the right. These two seals are often compared with a scene on a ring 
from the Oxus treasury: a woman is seated on a coach with a low back; she wears a 
crenellated crown; she holds a flower in her right hand and a crown in her left. 

Although the interpretation is contested, these are probably three representations of 
Anahita. The connections with the dove are well attested. The connection with lions is 
brought out in an anecdote in Aelian, who records that in a sanctuary of Anaitis in Ely-
mais tame lions roam freely (Anim. XII.23). Furthermore, we have a document whose 
date is more certain: a seal impression on Treasury tablets portrays a woman, a goddess 
also surrounded by a radiant nimbus (PTS 91). This document to some extent furnishes 
the missing link. With this evidence, the figure of the king facing Anahita riding on her 
lion can be added to the file on relations between the Great King and the deities. Even
tually, we will need to consider certain modifications that Artaxerxes II made to the wor
ship of the goddess (chapter 15/8). 

Another equally interesting fact is that the imagery of the first seal very closely re
sembles Urartian and Mesopotamian depictions. It seems clear, in this context, that 
Anahita owes much to Mesopotamian Istar. Because of this, it is reasonable to suppose 
that syncretism was at work at least as early as the arrival of the Persians in these regions. 
This is probably what Herodotus meant when he wrote that the Persians "learned from 
the Assyrians and Arabians the cult of Uranian Aphrodite" (I.13I<>). We are thus led to 
believe that even though the goddess is not mentioned in the inscriptions of the early 
kings, she was quite certainly worshiped at an early period. We should also recall that, 
according to Tacitus (III.62), there was a sanctuary in honor of Anaitis [Persian Diana] 
in Lydia as early as the reign of Cyrus. 



Chapter 7 

People and Life at Court 

} . Sources and Problems 
In the foregoing chapters, I have already offered a partial account of the way that the 

central court functioned as the locus of power par excellence: it was where the king 
lived with his family and household, where the nobility had to reside, where administra
tive and strategic decisions were made, where the satraps were summoned or where they 
came to consult with the king, where foreign ambassadors were received, where festivals 
and sacrifices presided over by the king were held, and so on. Paradoxically, documen
tation of court life is rare and unevenly distributed. The Persepolis tablets occasionally 
provide indirect but important information, despite their narrowly administrative char
acter {see chap. 11), but it must be said that most information comes directly or indi
rectly from the Greek authors of the fourth century and from Alexander's historians. The 
former depend most often on Ctesias and other court writers, such as Dinon; both are 
abundantly used by two authors we quote frequently, Plutarch in the Life of Artaxerxes 
and Aelian in his Historical Miscellany. Many other authors focused on the Achaemenid 
court (e.g., Heraclides of Cyme, Phylarcus, Theopompus). Their works are lost, but for
tunately they are quoted by Atlienaeus, to whom we will frequently refer. On the other 
hand, for the fifth century we know practically nothing specific, because unlike Ctesias, 
Herodotus is hardly interested in court life, aside from his discussions of Darius's mar
riages, the (supposed) role of Atossa regarding her royal husband, and the romance of 
Masistes with which his Inquiries ends. 

In a very general way, the fourth-century authors and Alexander's historians were 
guided by the desire to evoke a sense of wonder in their readers by dwelling on what they 
considered most characteristic of the Great King's court—its opulence, which they took 
as both a manifestation of its power and proof of its weakness. Also important to us are 
the numerous details they provide on the organization of the royal banquets and ponder
ous digressions on the dissolute life and nefarious influence of the Persian princesses. 
They are much more sparing of details on administrative organization, with the excep
tion of lists. Thus Xenophon enumerates "tax-collectors, paymasters, boards of public 
works, keepers of his estates, stewards of his commissary department, . . . superinten
dents of his horses and hounds" (Cyr. VIII. 1.9o-). The author of De Mundo writes: in ad
dition to the guards, servants, and porters, there were "stewards of his revenues and 
leaders in war and hunting, and receivers of gifts, and others. . ." (398a 2O-30-*)- But it 
must be acknowledged that we know nothing more about most of these people than 
their titles. 

The selection of information was obviously carried out as a function of a string of cul
tural presuppositions and ideological stereotypes. It is clear that it was the king's bed and 
the king's table that most attracted the Greeks. All we need to look at for confirmation of 

255 
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this is the abbreviated inventory of Darius Ill's camp (Athenaeus XIII.608a). Using these 
sources thus poses a methodological problem that has already been pointed out several 
times in this book. In this particular case, we must not "throw the baby out with the bath
water." That is, in reading the Classical authors, we must distinguish the Greek interpre
tive coating from the Achaemenid nugget of information. Rejecting the interpretation 
the Greek writers gave to an Achaemenid court custom does not imply that the custom 
or practice they were dealing with was pure and simple invention on their part. 

Tents and Palaces 
Let us also stress the fact that many authors allude to Persian court customs in the 

context of wars fought by the Persian, Greek, and Macedonian armies. Thus, they were 
particularly interested in booty, a fact that resulted in fairly exact descriptions (albeit 
with selective quotation to some extent) of the Persian camps captured after battles. In 
Alexander's day, the Great King fought far from his palace. He and his court, as we have 
seen, migrated periodically between the various royal residences. The king relocated 
with not only his close family, household, and courtiers, but also the various depart
ments of the administration. The mountains of luggage were transported on camelback 
and muleback, as well as by a special kind of porter whose Persian name, given by 
Quintus Curtius, is gangahas 'treasury porters' (III. 13.7-0). The word 'treasury' (Persian 
*ganza: 111.13.5*) also refers to all of the paraphernalia that followed the king. In fact, 
"the greater part of his money and everything else a great king takes with him even on 
campaign for his extravagant way of living" (Arrian II. 11.10O-); "when the Persian king 
goes to war, he is always well provided not only with victuals from home (oikos) and his 
own cattle" (Herodotus I.I880). 

When the group stopped, specialized workers had to level the ground and erect the 
royal tent. Xenophon marveled at how quickly "each one has assigned to him likewise 
the part that he is to do" in packing and unpacking all of the baggage (Cyr. VIII.5.2,4-
5-0-). The royal tent was erected in the middle of the camp (VIII.5.3, 8-10) and marked 
with distinctive symbols (cf. Quintus Curtius III.8.7). Each officer also had a tent of his 
own, recognizable by an ensign flying from a mast (Cyr. VIII.5.13). The royal tent was 
truly monumental, reproducing to the last detail the private apartments of the palace. 
According to Herodotus (IX.70-0-), Xerxes' tent (left in Greece for the use of Mardonius) 
even contained "the manger used by his horses—a remarkable piece of work, all in 
bronze" (cf. Quintus Curtius III.3.21). As in any palace, there was a gate, where entry 
was strictly controlled. There was also a banquet hall; its luxury amazed all the Greeks 
who had taken possession of Mardonius s tent after the battle of Plataea. This was a cloth 
and leather monument of impressive dimensions. According to Chares of Mytilene, Al
exander's banquet tent was raised on columns 15 m high. The interior of this portable 
palace measured nearly 700 m in circumference (Athenaeus XU.538b-d, 539d). This 
was the tent where Alexander held court and granted audiences, after the model of the 
Great Kings on the road. He sat on a gold seat surrounded by his personal guard (539f), 
which included 500 Persian melophoroi 'bodyguards' [lit.: 'apple-bearers'] (Aelian, VH 
IX.3o). We can understand how the Athenians were later able to conceptualize their 
own Odeon on the model of Xerxes' tent. 

Descriptions by Greek authors go on to provide original information about this tent. 
Plutarch, for instance, records our only information about the splendor of Darius Hi's 
bathing rooms: 
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Darius's tent, which was full of splendid furniture and quantit ies of gold and silver, they re
served for Alexander himself. . . . W h e n he beheld the bathing vessels, the water-pots, the 
pans, and the o intment boxes , all of gold curiously wrought, and smelt the fragrant odours 
with which the whole p lace was exquisitely perfumed, and from thence passed into a pavil
ion of great size and height, where the c o u c h e s and tables and preparations for an entertain
ment were perfectly magnif icent , he turned to those about h im and said, "This , it seems, is 
royalty." [Alex. 2 0 . 1 2 - 1 3 * ) 

The reflection placed on Alexander's lips reminds us of the reaction of Pausanias and 
the Greeks to the indolent luxury of Mardonius's tent, which they seized after the battle 
of Plataea (Herodotus IX.82), and many other authors dwell on the splendor of the Per
sian generals' tents. The descriptions of Alexander's tent are equally rich in informa
tion, since he obviously took up a custom of the Great Kings. In general, all the ancient 
authors' expatiations on the luxury of Alexander's court (reprehensible in their eyes) 
underline the continuities with Achaemenid practice. 

The Classical texts are even more important in that we know so little of the environ
ment within the royal residences. At Susa, a residential quarter containing the royal 
apartments has been found. Movement between rooms was accomplished with special 
corridors. But it is generally thought that royal Susa included only a very few permanent 
residences. The same thinking has been offered about Persepolis. It is sometimes in
ferred that, during the migrations of the court, the royal entourage stayed in tent cities 
set out on the plain below the terrace. Indeed, we know that the court included a great 
number of people because, according to Dinon and Ctesias, 15,000 people, including 
the soldiers, were fed every day (Athenaeus IV. 146c). Nevertheless, these interpretations 
give rise to several methodological reservations. 

First of all, these interpretations rely on gaps in the archaeological record. It is clear 
that any conclusions regarding the permanent occupation of Persepolis must be consid
ered premature as long as the plain has not been systematically excavated. We know that 
from Cambyses' time on, palaces and residences were built there. We also know that in 
Artaxerxes IPs time a new palace was built at Susa, down on the Shaur River. There are 
other ways in which archaeology is not entirely silent. A bathing room has been found 
at Persepolis. It seems clear that the Great King retired to bathe there regularly (cf. Ae
lian, VH XII. 1), as did the Persian nobles (cf. Polyaenus VIII. 16.1; Diodorus XIV.80.8), 
as well as Alexander at Babylon (cf. Plutarch, Alex. 76.1-5; Arrian VII.25). Some reliefs 
(waiters on the royal table) and objects (dishes) imply the existence of reception halls 
within the palace. The well-known existence of a military quarter indicates that other 
buildings had been built for the various guard corps. The kurtas, who worked in the 
many workshops, were perhaps housed nearby as well. 

What is more, the Classical texts are sometimes explicit on this subject. The large 
number of references to the king's bedroom is major evidence: from a passage in Plu
tarch (Art., 29.3), we can even infer that the walls were not very thick! Again, Diodorus 
says in his description of Persepolis that "scattered about the royal terrace were resi
dences (katalyseis) of the kings and . . . generals, all luxuriously furnished," and he men
tions that "private houses (idiotikoi oikoi) had been furnished with every sort of wealth" 
(XVII.71.8*, 70.2*). Bagoas's house (oikos), which Alexander gave to Parmenion, 
should be included among these private residences (Plutarch, Alex. 39.10). 

A comparison of the descriptions of the Achaemenid palaces with the descriptions of 
Alexander's tent is also interesting. According to Chares, Alexander took his meals with 
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His guests in a sumptuous tent at Susa, while the soldiers, foreign ambassadors, and tour
ists ate in the palace courtyard (aide) (Atlienaeus XII.538c). Heraclides writes of royal 
Achaemenid meals in which the Great King and his guests dined in two halls (oikemata) 
in the royal palace while the soldiers of the guard and other troops shared their rations 
in the palace courtyard (aule) (Atlienaeus IV. 145a—f). We do not know why Alexander 
chose to organize his festivities in a tent even though the Persian palaces were still stand
ing. Perhaps the explanation can be found in the permanently mobile nature of Alexan
der's court? There is general agreement that the Persian royal tent was as exact a replica 
as possible of the palaces at Susa and Persepolis. Protocol and the layout of the rooms 
corresponded as closely as possible to those of the permanent residences. Furthermore, 
there were certainly royal apartments, luxuriously furnished, in each of the major cities 
of the provinces in which the king could stay from time to time. 

2. Household Staff 

The Chiliarch and the Audience Service 
The high court officer best known to the Greeks was undoubtedly the officer they 

called the chiliarch, whose title may have been rendered in Iranian as ftdzctrapcftis'Com-
mander of a Thousand'. The Persian word is borrowed directly into Greek in the trans
literated form azarapateis (Hesychius: plural) and also in the less precise form azabarites 
(Ctesias §46). The reason this officer appears so often in the works of the ancient authors 
was that (as they have it) every visitor needed his intercession in order to be granted an 
audience (see chap. 6/3 above). According to Diodorus of Sicily (XVIII.48.4-*), "The po
sition and rank of chiliarch had first been brought to fame and honour by the Persian 
kings." Nepos writes of Tithraustes, chiliarch at Avtaxevxes II's court, "that he held the 
second rank in the State" (Conon 3.2). Thus, we may say that most ancient writers re
garded the chiliarch as the highest person in the Achaemenid court, the controller and 
supervisor of every department; in short, he acted as prime minister or grand vizier (to 
use the traditional expression). 

This interpretation is highly improbable. For one thing, the documents visually ad
duced in its support are of quite unequal value. Furthermore, and most importantly, it 
contradicts what is known of the power structure. The king doubtless had a bureaucracy 
of scribes and other permanent staff around him. But he never delegated his sovereign 
power to anyone. Even Parnaka, head of the economic administration of Persia, was sub
ject to him (see chap. 11/10 below). Every bureau chief was personally responsible to 
him, such as the one who ran the Treasury of the Royal House (perhaps distinct from the 
imperial Treasuries: see p. 946), whom Nepos calls 'guardian of the royal fortune' (gazae 
custos regiae; Dat. 14.3), or the head of the royal correspondence (astandes; Plutarch, 
Aiex. 18.8). When the king had to make a decision, either he acted alone or he appealed 
to a few men chosen according to their recognized abilities. A council with a permanent 
membership never existed (chap. 3/4 above). Every court job was temporary and could 
be transferred from one day to the next to another trustworthy man. The author of De 
Mundo (398a<0 says the same thing: this or that person is put in charge of this or that job 
or mission "with all the other necessary functions" (kata res chreias). 

Consequently, it is highly unlikely that the king was ever flanked by a prime minister 
who could potentially have assumed a disproportionate role. Like every other court dig
nitary, the chiliarch was attached to the person of the king and followed him whenever 
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he relocated and when he went to war. It was doubtless one of the most sought-after 
titles; hence the expressions used by the Classical authors to characterize it. 

But it is customary to distinguish the prestige of the title horn the real work of the job; 
while the work seems to have devolved onto a single person, the title may have been 
conferred on several. The grammarian Hesychius defined the task of the chiliarchs (aza-
rapateis) as follows: "They are the introducers (eisaggeleis) among the Persians." The 
Classical texts on the reception of Greek ambassadors have frequently led to the suppo
sition that it is the chiliarch who is shown in the audience reliefs at Persepolis, standing 
before the king, bending forward, blowing a kiss with his right hand toward the sover
eign seated on his throne (fig. 20, p. 218). On this point, the literary evidence is uncer
tain. At Astyages' court, seen by Xenophon, the cupbearer Sacas played the role of 
introducer: He "had the office of introducing to Astyages those who had business with 
him and of keeping out those whom he thought it not expedient to admit" (Cyr. 1.3.8,* 
etc.). Xenophon also lists the head of the skeptoukhoi 'grand officers' [lit: 'scepter-
bearers'] among the high court dignitaries; they surrounded the king when he left the 
palace and were entrusted with, among other things, carrying messages to the people 
who wished to present a petition (VIII.3.19). "Gadatas was chief of the mace-bearers, 
and the whole household was managed as he directed." He oversaw everything at meals 
(VIII.4.2*). Skeptoukhoi were also present in the entourage of Cyrus the Younger, but 
there it is an honorary title rather than a job (Xenophon, Anab. 1.7.11). It is thus wise to 
remain cautious about the identity of the person saluting the king in the audience reliefs 
of the Persepolis Treasury. 

However we may define it, the service of the royal audience certainly included many 
people. Here is how the author of the De Mundo pictures and describes the king in his 
palace: 

T h e king himself, so the story goes , established h imse l f at S u s a or E c b a t a n a , invisible to all, 
dwelling in a wondrous pa lace within a fence g l eaming with gold and a m b e r and ivory, And 
it had many gateways (pyldnes) o n e after another, and porches (prothyra) many furlongs 
apart from one another, secured by bronze doors (tlryrai) and mighty walls. Outs ide these 
the chief and most dist inguished m e n (hoi protoi kai dokimotatoi) had their appointed 
place, s o m e being the king's (hoi amph'auton ton basiled) bodyguard (doryphoroi) and atten
dants (therapontes); others the guardians of each of the enclos ing walls, the so-called janitors 
(pyloroj) and "listeners" (otakoustai), that the king himself, who was called their master (des-
poles) and deity (theos), might thus see and hear all things. ( 3 9 8 a * ) 

This text conveys several conceptions that were firmly anchored in the Greek mind, 
such as the characterization of the king as god. In the text we also gain an impression of 
a king, shut inside his palace, but who knows all, thanks to numerous Eyes and Ears. 
The composer of the book of Esther highlights "those who had privileged access to the 
royal presence" (1:14*). Xenophon also insists on it (Ages. 9.1-2). One of the measures 
that the Spartan Pausanias took to identify himself with the Persians was that he "made 
himself difficult of access, and displayed so violent a temper to every one without ex
ception that no one could come near him" (Thucydides 1.130.2-0). Furthermore, Cte
sias records the legendary story of Sardanapalus who lived as a recluse in his palace, 
seen only by his eunuchs and his wives (Athenaeus XII.528f). 

The author of the De Mundo deserves praise for situating the royal audience in its ar
chitectural context, even if not all of the elements of the decor are realistic. The visitor 
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Fig. 38. Gate of Darius's palace at Susa (section). 

first arrived at a gate. This term must not be allowed to confuse the reader. The Gate was 
actually an imposing building, distinct in Elamite and Persian vocabulary from the gate 
of a building. The word became a synonym for the palace and the court, as shown by the 
expression "Those of the Gate," which became a sort of court title (cf. Esther 2-.21,3:2-
3 [JB: Chancellery]), even in Babylonian tablets (e.g., Amherst 258). The best-known ex
ample currently is the Darius Gate at Susa, on whose columns Xerxes had a trilingual in
scription carved: "Xerxes the king says: 'By the grace of Ahura-Mazda, this Gate, Darius 
the king made it, he who was my father'" (XSd). At the base it measured 40 m by 28 m, 
and it Tose to a height of some 15 m. It comprised three halls. The square central hall 
measured 21.20 m on a side; it was flanked on the north and south by two oblong halls 
open to the central hall (fig. 38). At Persepolis, the Gates were decorated with apotropaic 
reliefs (Royal Hero combating composite animals). At Susa, the passage to the central 
court was flanked by statues of King Darius. Within the great hall, stone benches were 
arranged against the walls, where, we suppose, the petitioners waited. In the Gate itself 
were cut openings, doors giving access to the interior of the palaces. But before gaining 
access, the visitor had to pass numerous obstacles and go through quite a few check
points. 

All petitioners and suppliants came to the Gate (Herodotus III. 117, 119; cf. Xeno
phon, Hell. 1.6.7-7.10; Cyr. VI.1.1, etc.). When Syloson wanted to play his titles for all 
they were worth, "he hurried to Susa [and] sat down at the entrance (prothyra) of the 
royal palace." There he was interrogated by the guardian of the Gate (pyloros; Herodo
tus IILHO-v-). When the conspirators of 522 arrived at the Gates, they found themselves 
confronted by the guardians of the gates; they then penetrated into the courtyard (aule), 
where "they were met by some of the eunuchs—the king's messengers," who repri
manded the guardians for allowing the Seven to enter (III.77-0). This corresponds to the 
protocol reported in Esther 4:11 : • 
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All the king's servants and the people of his provinces know that for a man or a woman who 
approaches the king in the inner court without being summoned there is one penalty: 
death. 

According to a late (Parthian period) text, each visitor had to give his name, homeland, 
profession, and reason for visiting, and all of this information was written in a register 
along with a description of the person and his clothing. Each visitor was also asked to 
prostrate himself (proskynesis) before a portrait of the king (Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 
1.37). The Greek authors state that in order to be able to obtain an audience one had to 
commit oneself in advance to making a proskynesis before the king; if one would not, 
one could only communicate by messages (Nepos, Conon 3.3) via the message-bearers. 

The Royal Guard: Immortals and Bodyguards 
It seems clear that the precautions taken before an audience with the king was 

granted were intended not only to create the image of an omnipotent king but to guar
antee his security as well. Xenophon is particularly insistent on this point. "As he 
deemed this guard insufficient in view of the multitude of those who bore him ill-will," 
Cyrus created a protective guard of 10,000 lancers (doryphoroi) by recruiting lower-class 
Persians, who "kept guard about the palace day and night, whenever he was in resi
dence; but whenever he went away anywhere, they went along drawn up in order on ei
ther side of him" (Cyr. VII.5.66-68-*). They were also entrusted with guarding the royal 
tent while the king was on the move or on an expedition (VIII.5.4). These 10,000 lancers 
were included in Xerxes' procession in 480: 

chosen for quality out of all that remained—a body of Persian infantry ten thousand strong. 
Of these a thousand had golden pomegranates instead of spikes on the butt-ends of their 
spears, and were arrayed surrounding the other nine thousand, whose spears had silver 
pomegranates... the Ten Thousand—a body of picked Persian troops under the leadership 
of Hydames, the son of Hydarnes. This corps was known as the Immortals, because it was 
invariably kept up to strength; if a man was killed or fell sick, the vacancy he left was at once 
filled, so that its strength was never more nor less than 10,000. Of all the troops in the army 
the native Persians were not only the best but also the most magnificently equipped; tiieir 
dress and armour I have mentioned already, but should add that every man glittered with the 
gold which he carried about his person in unlimited quantity. They were accompanied, 
moreover, by covered carriages (hannamaxai) containing their women (pallakai) and ser
vants, all elaborately fitted out. Special food, separate from that of the rest of the army, was 
brought along for them on camels and mules. (Herodotus VII.41, 83-*) 

This is how Heraclides of Cyme describes those he calls melophoroi ('bodyguards'; lit.: 
'apple-bearers') in his Persica: 

These formed his bodyguard (doryphoroi), and all of them were Persians by birth, having on 
the butt of their spears golden apples, and numbering a thousand, selected because of their 
rank (aristinden) from the 10,000 Persians who are called the Immortals. (Atlienaeus 
XII.514cO) 

When Alexander received people close to him to dine in his tent, "inside it stood in 
line first of all five hundred Persians, called the apple bearers (melophoroi), wearing 
cloaks of purple and quince yellow; then came a thousand archers dressed in flame co
lour and scarlet" (Aelian, VH IX.3-*). Quintus Curtius has a similar description of the 
Immortals: "No others were more adorned with the splendour of barbaric wealth; theirs 
were golden necklets, and garments adorned with cloth of gold and long-sleeved tunics 
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adorned even with gems" (III.3.13o). They are probably the ones shown several times 
on the Persepolis friezes and the enameled bricks from Susa and on many seals. 

The melophoroi were permanently attached to the king's person. At Gaugamela they 
fought beside Darius III (Arrian III. 13.1) and, along with the Kinsmen, surrounded him 
during the retreat (III. 16.1). In his procession, they marched just behind the royal char
iot, after the Kinsmen and the Immortals. Quintus Curtius adds that they were "accus
tomed to take care of the royal robes" (vestis regalis; III.3.15*-), robes that by themelves 
required a subdivision of the support staff (cf. V.6.5). They remained near the king to 
guard him during audiences. A portion of the palace interior was reserved for them 
(Athenaeus XII. 514b). To repeat Hesychius's explanation, "among the Persians, they are 
entrusted with watching over and serving (therapeia) the king." The chiliarch probably 
commanded the thousand bodyguards who constituted an elite within the 10,000 Im
mortals. This is in fact his only undisputed function (at least etymologically), the func
tion from which his job of introducer probably derived. Because of the close 
relationship of the melophoroi with the person of the king, the job of chiliarch could 
only be given to a person of the utmost trustworthiness; thus, doubtless, the prestigious 
status accorded him by several ancient authors. 

Protocol and Security 
When the king left the palace, the royal chariot was surrounded by corps of troops, 

and the household guard watched over him: "As [Cyrus] proceeded, a great throng of 
people followed outside the lines" (Cyr. VIII.3.19-0). "No one may enter [through the 
rows of soldiers] except those who hold positions of honour (hoi timomenoi). And police
men with whips in their hands (mastigophoroi) were stationed there, who struck any one 
who tried to crowd in" (VIII.3.9<-). Xenophon also adds this detail: "All the cavalrymen 
had alighted and stood there beside their horses and they all had their hands thrust 
through the sleeves of their doublets (kandys), just as they do even to this day when the 
king sees them" (3.10o). In this way, the author makes a connection between posture 
and security requirements. The custom is also invoked in an interpolation in Xeno-
phon's Hellenica (11.1.80); according to the author of this gloss, Cyrus the Younger sup
posedly put to death some close relatives of Darius 11 "because upon meeting him they 
did not thrust their hands through the kore, an honour they show the King alone. (The 
kore is a longer sleeve than the cheiris and a man who had his hand in one would be 
powerless to do anything.)" Xenophon, in his obsession with royal security, seems to 
have devised this interpretation for a custom that may have had a quite different signifi
cance. For it is precisely when the hand is concealed that it may hold a weapon invisible 
to the guards! It is tempting to see this required pose as a manifestation of submission to 
the king according to rules known later from Iran and elsewhere. 

Royal Meals and Protocol 
Xenophon also attributes the strict protocol governing "Cyrus" 's dinner guests to se

curity concerns (VIII.4.3). In actuality, it indicated each one's ranking in the king's es
teem (VIII.4.4-5). Nevertheless, as Xenophon also remarks elsewhere (VIII.5.59), there 
is hardly any doubt that the meals themselves placed the king in a weak position relative 
to any conspirators. In his portrayal of "Persian decadence," he even adds that the young 
people who were trained to gather medicinal herbs (p. 330) tried to collect poisonous 
plants, and he concludes: "There is no place where more people die or lose then lives 
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from poisons than there" (VIII.8.14-0-). Undoubtedly, this opinion is highly exaggerated. 
We know of only one attempt to poison a king (Diodorus XVII.5.6). Nevertheless, it does 
seem that at court there was an officer (edeatros) specifically assigned to taste all of the 
foods offered to the king in order to ensure his security (eis asphaleion). 

Certain picturesque episodes explain the suspicion that could hover around the pal
ace tables. Ctesias (§69) and Plutarch (Art., 19) portray the meals shared by Artaxerxes 
II's wife Stateira and mother Parysatis. Here is how Plutarch (based on Dinon and Cte
sias) tells how Parysatis got rid of Stateira: 

The two women had begun again to visit each other and to eat together; but though they 
bad thus far relaxed their former habits of jealousy and variance, still, out of fear and as a 
matter of caution, they always ate of the same dishes and of the same parts of them. Now 
there is a small Persian bird, in the insicles of which no excrement is found, only a mass of 
fat, . . . It is called rhyntakes [Indian bird about the size of a pigeon]. Ctesias affirms, that 
Parysatis, cutting a bird of this kmc! into two pieces with a knife one side of which had been 
smeared with the drug, the other side being clear of it, ate the untouched and wholesome 
part herself, and gave Statira that which was thus infected. (19.3-5*) 

One of Parysatis's servants was put to death even though she was acquiLLcd by the judges 
(Ctesias). With regard to the problem of poisoning, Plutarch states that there was a pun
ishment reserved for poisoners at the court: "There is a broad stone, on which they 
place the head of the culprit, and then with another stone beat and press it, until the 
face and the head itself are all pounded to pieces" (19.9*). The existence of this torture 
implies that the threat of poison was taken seriously. Ctesias states elsewhere (apud Ae
lian, Anim. IV.41) that a special Indian poison that resulted in a particularly gentle 
death was kept in the royal apartments, available only to the king and his mother. 

The Great King's Water and Wine 
One reason the king generally dined alone was to demonstrate his superior position 

there as elsewhere—above other mortals—but undoubtedly another reason was to en
sure his security. On the model of the Immortals' supplies (Herodotus VII.83), the Great 
King's provisions and foodstuffs were kept and transported separately. Here is what He
rodotus has to say on the subject: 

When the Persian King goes to war, he is always well provided not only with victuals from 
home and his own cattle, but also with water from the Choaspes, a river which flows past 
Susa. No Persian king ever drinks the water of any other stream, and a supply of it ready 
boiled for use is brought along in silver jars carried in a long train of four-wheeled mule wag
ons wherever the king goes (1.188-0-) 

Ctesias and many ancient authors confirm the existence of this court practice, whose 
application obviously was not limited to court travel: it held all year round in the royal 
palaces. This has often been interpreted from a religious and ritual angle —in his capac
ity as high priest, the king was subject to food taboos. But this theory does not stand. No 
ancient author alludes to it, and it is clear that, if necessary, the king could drink some 
other water, as several anecdotes recorded by Aelian and Plutarch show. 

In addition to the constant concern for isolating the king, we also see a concern for 
protecting his health. In fact, several authors stress that the Choaspes water was "espe
cially clear and tasty." Many remarked that the boiling sterilized the water. In the course 
of a disquisition on the virtues of different waters, Athenaeus writes: "good water is that 
which heats or cools in a reasonable time, and when poured into a bronze or silver vessel 
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does not tarnish it" (11.46b-*'); Pliny also stresses that prior heating of water allows it to 
remain fresh (XXXI.40). It thus may be agreed that the recognized healthy properties of 
boiled water from the Choaspes—"as [the] report says, a fine water" (Quintus Curtius 
V.2.9-*) —led it to be chosen above any other. 

Medical concerns do not explain everything, however. The Great King's water was 
also poured into receptacles reserved for his own use in order to protect his life. It was 
the same for his wine. Heraclides states that during a symposion 'drinking banquet' fob 
lowing dinner the king drank a special wine (IV.145c), undoubtedly the Chalybonian 
wine from Syria, the only wine he used to drink (Atlienaeus II.28d). We also know from 
Dinon that the king drank from a special cup shaped like an egg (XI.503f). Bagoas at
tempted to assassinate Darius III by pouring poison into it, but the king, forewarned, of
fered his cup to die conspirator as if to award him special honor, and "compelled him to 
take his own medicine" (Diodorus XVII. 5.6-*). 

This is why those who poured wine at the court were so important, especially the di
rector of the department, the Royal Cupbearer. He alone had the delicate task of pour
ing wine into the royal cup, following the immutable rules of royal protocol: "The 
cupbearers of those kings perform their office with fine airs; they pour in the wine with 
neatness and then present the goblet conveying it with three fingers, and offer it in such 
a way as to place it most conveniently in the grasp of the one who is to drink" (Xeno
phon, Cyr. 1.3.8-*). He also served as the taster. For example, Xenophon remarks about 
Sacas, the taster at Astyages' court: "Now, it is a well-known fact that the king's cupbear
ers, when they proffer the cup, draw off some of it with the ladle (kyathe), pour it into 
their left hand, and swallow it down—so that, if they should put poison in, they may not 
profit by it" (I.3.9*-). The cupbearer thus had every opportunity to poison the royal 
drink, which explains the accusations brought against Alexander's cupbearer Iollas (Ar
rian VII.27.2). This is why men believed to be faithful were chosen, such as Nehemiah 
at Artaxerxes I's court (Neh 1:11) or the son of the very highly regarded Prexaspes at 
Cambyses' court (Herodotus III.34). According to one of the founder legends recorded 
by Nicolaus of Damascus (FGrH 90 F66.6-7), Cyrus followed in his adoptive father's 
footsteps as royal cupbearer in the Median court. 

The Court Physicians 

Physicians definitely held an important place in the king's trusted household staff. 
They could only be trustworthy persons, for they too were so well positioned that they 
would have been able to poison the king (Diodorus XVII.5.3). We know that several 
Greek physicians practiced at Artaxerxes IPs court. One of them is known only by his 
name, Polycritus (Plutarch, Art., 21.3). Certainly the most noteworthy example is Cte
sias himself. This native of Cnidos, which was famous for its medical schools, came 
from the circle of Asclepiads, who were connected with the sanctuary of the war-god. 
The exact date and circumstances of his arrival at Artaxerxes' court remain uncertain. 
Was he drafted by the king because of his medical knowledge, or was he brought to 
court as a prisoner of war? The fact remains that his presence is attested at least from the 
time of the battle of Cunaxa, after which he received numerous honors from the king. 
There is no doubt that he cared for the king, who had been unhorsed during combat (cf. 
Plutarch, Art., 11.3, 14.1). In any case, he claims "that he himself healed the wound" 
when his brother Cyrus the Younger assaulted him (Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.26-*), but the 
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tales of the battle are too propaganda-laden for us to place total confidence in Ctesias's 
account. He remained at the court until 398-397, when he returned to his homeland 
and wrote his Persica. 

To tell the truth, we have little information about Ctesias's medical career. He him
self obviously preferred to talk about his role as a favorite, a confidant, even as a diplo
matic intermediary (§§63-64). A late passage attests that he cared for Artaxerxes (Suda, 
s.v. Ctesias), and Photius, in his summary of the Persica, notes in passing that he was 
"Parysatis's doctor" (§60). He was obviously very close to Artaxerxes IPs mother; he 
claims to have obtained some of his information from her (§48: succession of Darius II) 
and to have received gifts of exceptional symbolic value from the king and Parysatis (In-
dica §4). It was certainly because of his intimacy with Parysatis (and not just because of 
his love for Laconia, which was denounced by Plutarch) that he intervened directly to 
ease Clearchus's prison conditions (Plutarch, Art., 18.1-4). 

Ctesias notes the presence of another Greek physician at Artaxerxes Is court, Apol-
linides, a native of Cos (an island off the coast of Asia Minor, also famous for its phy
sicians). This reference is interpolated into the saga of the family of Megabyzus. 
Apollonides was reputed to have healed wounds that Megabyzus received in the fighting 
that took place within the palace at the time of Xerxes' succession (§30). Later he would 
fall in love with Megabyzus's widow Amytis, the king's sister, who was famous for her 
beauty and her extramarital dalliances (Ctesias §28; Dinon apud Athenaeus XIII.609a). 
Ctesias gives us a glimpse of the Persian court "through the keyhole," as he often does. 
"Apollonides told Amytis that she would regain her health via congress with men, seeing 
that she was having trouble with her womb . . ." (Ctesias §41). Later, after Princess Amy
tis died, her mother had Artaxerxes punish the doctor as an example: "She had him 
clapped in irons for two months of torture, then buried alive upon the death of Amytis." 

But the first appearance of a Greek physician at the court dates to the reign of Darius. 
Herodotus tells at great length a veritable novella dedicated to the picaresque adventures 
of the physician Democedes (III. 125-38). This native of Crotone in southern Italy prac
ticed his profession freely from town to town in Greece (Aegina, Athens) and was paid 
from the public funds of the cities that called on his services. Then he settled at the 
court of Polycrates of Samos. As an outcome of Oroetes' activities against the Samian ty
rant, the satrap of Sardis kept Polycrates' retinue close to him, including the foreigners 
(III. 122-25), and he took on the services of Democedes, who was now a slave (III.129). 
On another occasion, during a hunt, Darius twisted his foot severely. His Egyptian phy
sicians proved unable to heal him, and he appealed to Democedes, whose fame had 
reached him. Despite his reservations about remaining at the court, the Greek was 
hardly in a position to refuse his august patient and restored the use of his foot. He thus 
achieved an enviable status, since he "lived in a large house (oikos) in Susa, took his 
meals at the king's table (homotrapezos) .. . great was Democedes' influence with the 
king (para hasilei)" (111.132-0). He cured Atossa of an abscess in the breast (III. 133). 
Some time later, he managed to escape his gilded cage (cf. 111.130) during the course of 
a mission Darius sent to Sicily (see p. 139). 

According to Herodotus, Darius had already become utterly infuriated by the incom
petence of the Egyptian physicians who surrounded him and "who had a reputation for 
the highest eminence in their profession" (III. 129-0). He also states that Democedes had 
intervened on their behalf with Darius, who wanted to have them impaled. 
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From the three known examples cited above, we must not draw the premature con
clusion that thereafter only Greeks cared for the king and his family. The call for Egyp
tian physicians had ancient precedent. For Herodotus, in fact, the initial contacts 
between Cyrus and Pharaoh Amasis anticipated the sending of Egyptian doctors to the 
Persian court. The Great King "askfed] for the services of the best oculist in Egypt" 
(Herodotus III.l*). Egyptian medicine and physicians were in fact very well known 
throughout the ancient Near East; all of the specialties were represented there (cf. 
11.84). Darius's interest in Egyptian physicians did not weaken. Around 519, he sent 
Udjahorresnet back to Egypt, who, after pledging allegiance to Cambyses, had accom
panied the king on the return road and eventually ended up with Darius in Elam. His 
mission was to restore the School of Sa'is, a well-known Egyptian center for medical 
studies; in some of his inscriptions, dated to Cambyses and Darius, he bears the title of 

Chief Physician. Despite the silence of the 
sources and the highly partisan orientation 
of the Greek sources, there is every reason 
to suppose that Egyptian doctors contin
ued to frequent the court of the Great 
Kings (pp. 859-861). In the only evidence 
regarding treatment of a wound in combat, 
we see the soldiers caring for one of their 
own: they "dressed his wounds with myrrh, 
and bound them up with linen bandages" 

Fig. 39. A Scythian cares for his companion (Herodotus VII. 181 * ) . The treatment cho-
(on a vrise from Koul-Oba in the Crimea). sen (myrrh and linen) points toward Egypt, 

but it also reminds us of a scene depicted 
on a Scythian gold plaque (fig. 39). 

It is important to recognize that the evidence on hand tells us almost nothing about 
the most common illnesses. Let us simply note in passing the information that Herodo
tus gives on leprosy: 

Sufferers from the scab or from leprosy are isolated and forbidden the city. They say these 
diseases are punishments for offending the sun, and they expel any stranger who catches 
them: many Persians drive away even white doves, as if they, too, were guilty of the same 
offence. (1.138*) 

This report is confirmed by a passage in Ctesias. In telling about Megabyzus's exile to the 
shore of the Persian Gulf, the doctor states: "Megabyzus, after spending five years in ex
ile, escaped by assuming the appearance of pisagas; this is the Persian word for 'lepers', 
and no one can approach them" (§41). These texts imply that there were rules in Persia 
concerning certain contagious diseases that were considered a divine punishment. 

The Magi, Their Herbs, and Their Stones 
One of the many decisions Xenophon attributes to his Cyrus is putting the royal Trea

sury in charge of enlisting physicians, "the very best." They acted as medical counselors, 
obtaining everything needed in the way of instruments and remedies (pharmaka), solid 
or liquid. Xenophon also says that Cyrus was disturbed by the fact that his soldiers 
scarcely took any care of their health. To deal with that, he endeavored to stockpile 
"such things as would be serviceable in case of sickness" (Cyr. VIII.2.24-25*). There is 
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no doubt that these products were basically medicinal plants, which youths were trained 
to gather during their education (Cyr. VIII.8.14; Strabo XV.3.18). In fact, it seems that 
the Persians made good use of medicinal plants in every circumstance of their daily life. 
We know from Herodotus (1.138) and Strabo (XV 3.16) that they were not allowed to uri
nate or spit into running water. An ancient lexicographer states that to solve this problem 
they took cress, the prescription for stopping any flow (Suda, s.v. kardama)\ 

There is little doubt that the specialists to whom Cyrus appealed were none other 
than the magi. In fact, their knowledge of the stones and plants used in medicine is at
tested in many ancient texts that explicitly claim to derive from their writings and their 
knowledge. Note the treatise On Nature, attributed to Zoroaster himself (!), or the 
teachings disseminated by the magus Ostanes, who, according to Pliny (NH XXX.8), ac
companied Xerxes in Greece and who, Diogenes Laertius says, was left with other magi 
at Alxlera as tutors for the philosopher Democritus. Pliny says that he himself took 
much of his information from this Pseudo-Democritus, and thus devotes numerous 
(highly polemical) digressions to the magi's knowledge of the curative properties of 
plants. The magi also knew about stones. One stone "is prescribed by Zoroaster" for epi
lepsy (Pliny XXXVII. 157-*); other stones fought violence and hot temper or witchcraft 
(XXXVII. I44-45*). 

Regardless of the many distortions this information has suffered over the course of 
time, there is hardly any doubt that much of it really does goes back to medical practice 
during the Persian era. Pliny states several times that the use of various herbs was related 
to the "magical" abilities of the magi. For example, they used the aglaophotis "when 
they wish to call up gods" (XXIV. 160-*); placed in a drink, the theangelis "to gain power 
to divine" (XXIV164-*); certain stones allowed them to battle storms and tempests 
(XXXVII. 142, 155); another stone is "indispensible for the Magi at the installation of a 
king" (XXXVII. 147-*). They also knew herbs' curative powers and used them for the 
king's health: 

The theombrotion grows, says Democritus, thirty schoeni [8 km] from the Choaspes, being 
like a peacock in its colourings and of a very fine scent. He goes on to state that the kings of 
Persia take it in drink for all bodily disorders and for instability of intellect and of the sense 
of justice, and that it is also called semnion from the majesty of its power (a potentiae 
maieslate). (XXIV. 162) 

This seems to have been a (purgative?) infusion. We also see that the magi's compe
tence in herbalism went beyond health, strictly speaking. The herb Pliny talks about 
seems to have been reserved for the exclusive use of the king. Furthermore, he draws 
other benefits from it, even regarding his special capacities as sovereign. Pliny also 
records that the kings and magi made themselves look good with a curious ointment 
made of a Ciliciau plant, saffron, and lion fat (XXIV165). Because of their abilities, the 
magi were fawned over. Pliny records, for example, that a certain herb allowed access to 
the inner circle of royal favor (primatum apudreges; XXIV.I65) and that the use of a par
ticular agate offered every chance of success "of petitioners to the king" (XXXVII. 169-*)! 

Added to other evidence attesting to the magi's functions—in ritual (p. 245), in edu
cation (p. 330), especially of the royal children (p. 521), and their continual presence 
before the king (whose dreams they interpreted), including accompanying him during 
the enthronement ceremony (p. 523) —the texts bearing on the "pharmacological" ac
tivities of the magi demonstrate again the central position that the magi occupied in the 
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court of the Great King. When Themistocles arrived at Artaxerxes' court, "by the Icing's 
command he also was made acquainted with the Magian learning {hoi magikoi hgoi)" 
(Plutarch, Them. 29.60-). We have the impression that at the Achaemenid court the 
magi took responsibility for the knowledge, practices, and prestige that at the Neo-Assyr-
ian court had been the province of the Sages and the Literati ("Assyrian scholars"), w n o 

were divided into scribes, haruspices, exorcists, doctors, and singers. 

3. The Eunuchs 

On the Perfidy of Eunuchs 
Out of all of the residents of the "oriental" palaces, there was one group of people 

who stimulated the imagination of European travelers and observers above all others: 
the eunuchs. They were usually reduced to one job, which could be identified with, two 
words: "harem" guard. Traditionally, "oriental despotism" and the sovereigns' deca
dence have been attributed to the joint efforts of perverse women and perfidious eu
nuchs. Ancient Persia has not escaped this stereotype. 

Ctesias certainly played a major role in entrenching this view. Every king in Ctesias's 
writings is flanked by one or more eunuchs, characterized as "the most powerful one(s) 
near King N": Petesacas, then Bagapates near Cyrus (§5, 9), Izabates, Aspadates, and 
Bagapates near Cyrus (§9). We find Artasyras in Darius's entourage (§19), Natakasand 
Aspamithres near Xerxes (§20, 27, 29), Artoxares near Artaxerxes I (§§39-40), and Phar-
nacyas near Secundianus (§45). Artoxares reappears near Artaxerxes II (§53), in whose 
entourage another eunuch also named Bagapates is known (§59). Generally speaking, 
Ctesias's presentation is wholly unsympathetic. The eunuchs participate in many con
spiracies. Bagapates conspires against Cambyses (§13) before joining the Seven (§14), 
Aspamithres participates in Xerxes' assassination (§29), Pharnacyas in Xerxes IPs (§45), 
Artoxares participates in a conspiracy against Secundianos (§47), which helps him be
come very influential with the new king Darius II (§49), before going on to conspire 
(aided by a woman!) against his master (§53). The faithfulness of Bagapates, "who died 
after keeping watch for seven years over Darius's tomb" (§19), appears quite excep
tional. Finally, let us not forget Izabates, who denounced the conspiracy of the magus 
and was executed by the usurpers (§13). 

Many of Ctesias's stories are pure fiction, especially the Egyptian expedition of the 
eunuch Bagapates, which allowed Ctesias to portray a battle between two eunuchs, in 
that Egypt itself was defended by Kombaphis, the head eunuch of Pharaoh Amyrtaeus 
(sic). Ctesias did not shy away from the most convoluted intrigues; for instance, he did 
not think twice about making Kombaphis the cousin of Izabates, another important eu
nuch at Cambyses' court (§9)! We have now entered the realm of imaginative fiction 
and fairy tale, not history, though paradoxically these flights of fancy are still of interest 
to the historian. Another very good story concerns the eunuch Artoxares, who had a false 
beard and moustache made so that he could lead a plot against Darius II. The symbolic 
weight of this tale is all the more noteworthy because, still following Ctesias (§53), it was 
a woman who helped him. The alliance of a eunuch and a woman in a court conspiracy 
could not fail to titillate readers, who were always eager for anecdotes based on "orien
talizing" stereotypes. 

Ctesias was not the only one to transmit such a negative stereotype. Quintus Curtius 
speaks "of a herd of eunuchs, who are not at all despised by these peoples" (III.3.230-); 
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a S for the 360 royal concubines, they were "attended by herds of eunuchs, also accus
tomed to prostitute themselves (ipsi muliebria pciti adsueti)" (VI.6.8'*). Quintus Cur-
tius's expression reminds us that, like some other ancient authors, he was particularly 
scandalized by stories circulating about homosexual relations between certain kings and 
their favored eunuch. Alexander's historians had much to say about Bagoas, "a eunuch 
of remarkable beauty and in the very flower of boyhood, who had been loved by Darius 
[III] and was afterwards to be loved by Alexander" (Quintus Curtius VI.5.23-0-). To better 
express his disgust at these practices, Quintus Curtius puts this speech in the mouth of 
the Persian noble Orxines, who had just refused to pay his respects to Bagoas: "It was not 
the custom of Persians to mate with males who had made females of themselves by pros
titution" {qui stupro effeminarentur; X.1.26-0-). Pretty words that certainly do not corre
spond to reality—despite the polemic on this subject by the ancients, homosexual 
practices are attested among the Persians. 

We also know of a eunuch named Tiridates, portrayed in a magnificent story told by 
Aelian in the course of a long digression on the fate of Aspasia, Cyrus the Younger's fa
vorite companion, who switched to the camp of Artaxerxes II after the battle of Cunaxa: 

Sonic time later the eunuch Tiridates died. He had been the most handsome and attractive 
man in Asia. He ended his days still a youth, emerging from childhood, and the king was 
said to be greatly in love with him. As a result he lamented bitterly and was in great distress; 
there was public mourning throughout Asia as a gesture to the king from all his subjects. No 
one dared to approach or console him.. . . When three days had passed, Aspasia put on 
mourning and, as when the king departed to the baths stood weeping, her gaze fixed on the 
ground. . . . The Persian was greatly encouraged by her sympathy and asked her to go to the 
bedroom and wait for him, which she did. When he came back he put the eunuch's cloak 
over Aspasia's black dress. Somehow the young man's clothing suited her, and her beauty 
struck her lover even more powerfully. Once overcome by this sight, he asked her to visit 
him in this attire until the severity of his grief waned. (VH XII. 1 • ) 

How elegant and muted the telling! Delicious food for thought for psychoanalysts-in-
training! 

Plenty of wicked eunuchs are also found in Plutarch's writings, who takes some of his 
information from Ctesias himself, as well as from Dinon. The eunuch Sparimazes eggs 
Mithradates on in his bragging, the better to denounce him and destroy him (Arf. 15-
16). The eunuch Masabates, who cut off Cyrus's head, was won by Parysatis in a dice 
game with her son Artaxerxes; she calls Masabates an "old rascally eunuch" (17.8<>; cf. 
Ctesias §59: Bagapates). It is also a eunuch who guides conspirators to Artaxerxes Ifs 
bedchamber, though it is true that he first informs the king of the conspiracy (29.1-3). 
As in Ctesias (§29: Aspamithres), Diodorus's account includes a eunuch (Mithradates) 
among the conspirators who do away with Xerxes (XI.69.1). Felonious eunuchs are 
found in the book of Esther (2:21). 

But the most famous example is Bagoas (not the same Bagoas mentioned above), 
whom Theophrastus calls "Bagoas the Elder [ho palaios)" (HP II.8.7) and whose portrait 
by Diodorus is disastrous to his memory (XVI.47-50; XVII.5): "A eunuch in physical fact 
but a militant rogue in disposition" (§5.3-*). During Artaxerxes Ill's Egyptian campaign, 
he manifested injustice and rapacity toward the priests and temples and broke promises 
given to the pharaoh's Greek mercenaries. He acquired the king's full confidence and 
in 343 he became chiliarch. After the victory, his influence over the king increased 
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further—he received the government of the Upper Satrapies (see p. 1002), and the king 
"no longer decided anything without his advice." Bagoas thus became the veritable 
"master of the kingdom/kingship (basileia); he was king in all but name." He soon assas
sinated Artaxerxes III and his brothers and installed the young Arses on the throne; his 
blows soon fell on the new king and his children, and he chose Codoman/Artasata to be 
king (Darius III), whereupon he was poisoned by drinking from the very cup he had just 
handed to the one he had elevated to the throne (p. 264)! 

Indeed, Bagoas does not appear very sympathetic (to say the least!), and his behavior 
and career, as seen by Diodorus, were not a little responsible for entrenching the notion 
of Persian decadence in light of palace intrigue (cf. chap. 17/1). But it must also be ob
served that Bagoas truly became a character in the "oriental romance." An echo is found 
in an anecdote told by Aelian (VH Vl.8*): 

Artaxerxes, known also as O c b o s , was the victim of a plot p lanned by the Egypt ian e u n u c h 
Bagoas . T h e y say he was killed, cut to pieces and fed to the cats S o m e o n e else was buried 
in his p lace and laid to rest in the royal m a u s o l e u m . But B a g o a s was not content with killing 
Ochos ; he even m a d e knife handles out of his thigh bones , displaying in this way his mur
derous instincts. He hated h im b e c a u s e , like C a m b y s e s before h im, he had killed Apis dur
ing a visit to Egypt . 

Many details of the story confirm the Egyptian provenance of the Bagoas romance, be 
it the Egyptian ethnic origin of the Persian or the role of cats. But the romance also in
cludes a Greek layer: the comparison with Cambyses (impious murderer of the Apis, as 
in Herodotus) and perhaps also the transformation of Bagoas into a protector of Egyp
tian temples, even though he himself had ransacked them during Artaxerxes Ill's cam
paign (Diodorus XVI.51.2). The fact is that the nasty, bloody eunuch became a literary 
type in ancient romances. For instance, in the Judith romance, the name Bagoas is 
given to "the eunuch in charge of [Holophernes'] personal affairs" (Jdt. 12:11*). Fur
thermore, according to Pliny (XIII.41*), it was "the Persian word for a eunuch." 

Xenophon and the Paradigm of the Faithful Minister 
Xenophon develops quite a different picture. His Cyrus was always anxious for his se

curity and chose to entrust it to eunuchs. He explains this with the aid of arguments that 
seem to be designed to refute point by point the disastrous image these people had in 
Greece. First of all, the eunuchs had no family ties: 

'Hiose, therefore, who had children or congenia l wives or sweethearts, such [Cyrus] be
lieved were by nature constrained to love them best. B u t as he observed that e u n u c h s were 
not suscept ible to any such affections, he thought that they would esteem most highly those 
who were in the best position to m a k e them rich and to stand by them, if ever they were 
wronged, and to p lace them in offices of honour (timai); and no one , he thought, could sur
pass him in bestowing favours of that kind. (Cyr. VII.5 6 0 * ) 

Thus, eunuchs were free of any entanglements relating to family solidarity. This situa
tion made them entirely dependent on a powerful master, toward whom they would be 
fully disposed to manifest unlimited devotion and loyally. In fact—continues Cyrus/Xe-
nophon —"inasmuch as eunuchs are objects of contempt to the rest of mankind . . . , 
they need a master who will be their patron" around whom they know they could 
achieve a place of honor (§610-)- Their fidelity was demonstrated above all upon the 
death of their master (§64). To some extent, in this highly hierarchical society, they rep
resent outsiders. 
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Then Xenophon lakes issue with the popular opinion that "eunuchs are weaklings." 
His basis for disagreeing with this notion is the example of animals: a gelded horse, for 
example, is "none the less fit for service in war." Similarly, eunuchs proved their cour
age, in both war and the hunt. Armed with a sword or a lance, a eunuch was as good as 
a man. "Recognizing these facts, [Cyrus] selected eunuchs for every post of personal ser
vice to him, from the door-keepers up" (thyroroi; §62-65o). 

In the Cyropedia, the Gadatas romance is a lively illustration of the valor, fidelity, and 
courage of a castrate-. Gadatas was a prince subject to the king of Assyria. For an appar
ently frivolous reason (though the real reason was thinly disguised political opposition), 
the king had Gadatas castrated (V.2.28). Gadatas then decided to defect to Cyrus and co
operate with him, turning over to him the strongholds he was in charge of in his own 
principality. He accompanied the army to Sardis and then Babylon. With Gobryas, he 
captured the town as head of a detachment (VII.5.24-32). He then operated from an ex
alted position; he participated in the great victory parade, leading a regiment of 10,000 
horsemen (VIII.3.17). Shortly thereafter, Cyrus conferred the title "head of the scepter-
bearers" (skeptoukhoi) on him: 

The whole household was managed as he directed. Whenever guests (syndeipnoi) dined 
with Cyrus, Gadatas, did not even take his seat, but attended upon them. But when they 
were by themselves, he would dine with Cyrus, for Cyrus enjoyed his company. And in re
turn (anti route) for his services he received many valuable presents (megala dora) from 
Cyrus himself and, through Cyrus's influence, from others also. (VIII.4.2*) 

It seems pretty clear that Xenophon's stories fit perfectly into the conception of kingship 
that he was developing throughout the Cyropedia: more than anyone else, a eunuch il
lustrated the theme of royal generosity in response (anti touto) to the unlimited devo
tion of a man who was not concerned about his children's prospects and who therefore 
exhibited the faithfulness of a pet because he was linked neither to a family clan nor to 
a court faction. 

Xenophon undoubtedly derived his theme of the honest minister from oral tradition 
and edifying moral tales coming from the Near East. For example, the composers of 
one of these, the Ahiqar romance, situate the story in an Assyrian context, because Ahi-
cjar is presented as the minister first of Sennacherib and then of Esarhaddon. The story 
is known in several versions, the most important being the Aramaic version (unfor
tunately incomplete), which is preserved on an Egyptian Aramaic papyrus from the 
Achaemenid period (DAE 106-8 [AP pp. 204-48]). The childless Ahiqar adopted his 
nephew Nadin and had the king recognize him as his successor. His nephew betrayed 
him and denounced him falsely. Ahiqar was arrested, but the servant who was ordered 
to kill him actually spared him, though leading the king to believe that he had carried 
out his mission (this theme of preservation/deception is frequent; it is also found in one 
version of the Cyrus legend). Then his innocence became known, and he was fully re
habilitated. In the moral precepts he gave his nephew, he stressed obedience and fidel
ity to the sovereign. 

The theme of the falsely accused loyal servant reappears in another romance, known 
mostly from a Hellenistic-period version included in Lucian's Dea Syria (§ § 17-27). The 
Seleucid queen Stratonice, wife of Seleucus I, was preparing to undertake a voyage. The 
king designated his confidant Kombabos to watch over her. Kombabos was afraid that he 
would later be accused of entertaining illicit relations with the queen and amputated his 
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sexual organs and sealed them in a casket. Thus the (foreseeable!) passion the queen 
soon avowed toward Kombabos was not consummated. Nevertheless, Kombabosdid not 
go unaccused upon Seleucus's return. Condemned to death by the king, he was able to 
prove his innocence by opening the casket. Overcome with admiration, the king be
stowed the highest honors on him. 

We find an allusion to the name Kombabos in Ctesias, who records that the pha-
raoh's favorite eunuch was called Kombaphis (§19). The word also appears in a hiero
glyphic inscription recounting the career of an Egyptian, Ptah-hotep, who allied himself 
with Darius. The story is repeated in Firdawsi's Book of Kings (Shahnameh) in the me
dieval period. Grafted onto Mesopotamian antecedents, the Kombabos legend is none 
other than a court tale that had its origin during the Achaemenid period. It exalts both 
the characteristics of the implacable, just, and grateful sovereign and the unlimited fi
delity of a eunuch-confidant. We are very strongly tempted to hear a distant, muffled 
echo in Xenophon. 

The image of the faithful eunuch is also found in other authors. It was already ex
plicit in Herodotus: "In eastern countries eunuchs are valued as being specially trust
worthy (pistis pase) in every way" (VIII.105-0-). In Ctesias, Izabates denounces the 
conspiracy of the magi (§1?), and Bagapates watches over Darius's tomb for seven years 
(§19). Herodotus presents Hermotimus, "who came to be valued by Xerxes more highly 
than any other of his eunuchs" (VIII. 105*). The king entrusted him with oversight of his 
children, who were returned to Asia Minor under the guard of Artemisia of Caria 
(VIII. 107). During the battle of Cunaxa, Cyrus the Younger's eunuchs wailed, and "the 
most trusty (pistotatos) of them, Pariscas, wept sitting by his corpse" (Plutarch, Art., 
12.1). One of Artaxerxes IPs eunuchs, Masabates/Bagapates, severed Cyrus's head (17.1), 
another denounced a conspiracy to Artaxerxes II (29.1), and a third (Satibarzanes) 
brought water to Artaxerxes when he was consumed with thirst during the battle of 
Cunaxa (12.4), and so forth. Alexander's authors are also fond of the theme of the faith
ful eunuch. Darius Ill's mother's eunuch, Tyriotes, who was captured with many others 
during the battle of Issus, managed to escape and reach Darius's camp, where he 
stoically withstood torture (Quintus Curtius IV.10.25-34). One of Darius Ill's eunuchs 
dissolved in tears when Alexander mounted the throne of the Great King (Diodorus 
XVII.66.4-5; Quintus Curtius V.2.I4). Even after Darius Ill's private guard had aban
doned him, he remained surrounded by his eunuchs, faithful to the very end (Quintus 
Curtius V I 2.9-13). 

The historian clearly does not need to choose between Ctesias and Xenophon. Both 
views are stereotyped and popularized. Their existence and circulation evidence the 
ambivalence of both the eunuchs' status and the Greek authors' attitude toward individ
uals who alternately fascinated and repelled them. What must especially be assimilated 
from the preceding pages is that, on this topic, the historian must work with texts that are 
move like court romances than historical narratives. 

Eunuchism and Emasculation 
Given the nature of the sources, we can only reconstruct the Persian institution infer-

entially, and the reconstruction can only be partial. In the first place, we need to estab
lish a distinction between the eunuchs who were part of the king's immediate entourage 
(portrayed by Ctesias in particular) and the many other anonymous eunuchs (the "herds 
of eunuchs" of Quintus Curtius III.3.23; VI.6.8; cf. Herodotus VII. 186-87) who made 
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up the domestic staffs of the king and the royal princesses (e.g., Ctesias §§61-62; Plu
tarch, Art. 15.2; Quintus Curtius IV. 10.18). Clearly, eunuchs were individuals whose sta
tus was close to slavery, even though their intimacy with the king or the royal princesses 
conferred a special degree of prestige on them. This fact must be kept in mind when 
reading what Plutarch has to say about the stakes in the dice game between Artaxerxes 
II and his mother Parysatis: 

She pressed h i m to begin a new g a m e for a e u n u c h ; to which he consented. But first they 
agreed that each of them might except five of their most trusty (pistotatoi) e u n u c h s , and 
that out of the rest of them the loser should yield u p any the winner should make c h o i c e of. 

Like many other court servants, eunuchs came from subject countries (cf. Atlienaeus 
XII.5 Hd). We know that several regions had to furnish human tribute or gifts—boys and 
girls (500 boys every 4 years from the Ethiopians; 100 boys and 100 girls every 2 years 
from the Colchians; Herodotus III.97). Each year, Babylonia had to send 500 young cas
trated men to the court (ektomiai; III.92). They could also be included as booty, to go by 
what Herodotus writes of a punishment pronounced against some rebellious Ionians: 
"Once the towns were in their hands, the best-looking boys were chosen for castration 
and made into eunuchs" (VI.32-V-). 

Because of the market for eunuchs at the satrapal and royal courts, trafficking be
tween the Aegean coast and the inland countries was particularly heavy. Evidence is pro
vided by the case of Hermotimus, who became the eunuch closest to Xerxes. He was a 
native of Pedasus in Caria who was taken prisoner during a war, then purchased by a 
man named Panionius of Chios, "a man who made his living by the abominable trade 
of castrating any good-looking boys he could get hold of, and taking them to Sardis or 
Ephesus, where he sold them at a high price" (Herodotus VIII.105-0-). Caria was always 
famous for its eunuchs. According to Xanthus, the institution of court eunuchism was 
ancient in Asia Minor, since it was well attested in the Lydian court (Atlienaeus 
XII.515e). However, the Near East certainly included other centers that served as 
sources of eunuchs as well. 

The eunuchs watched over both the king's chamber and the chambers of the royal 
princesses (cf. Alex. 30.2). This, by the way, is the etymology of the Greek word eu-
noukhos 'guardian of the bed'. The common interpretation, 'guardian of women', is a 
folk etymology probably based primarily on Esther and on parallels with the Ottoman 
court. The book of Esther in fact portrays two "king's eunuchs," Hegai and Shaashgaz, 
both of whom bear the title 'custodian of the women' (phylax ton gynaikon; 2:3, 8, 14-
15-0-). We may presume, without actual proof, that these are castrated men. Except for a 
very fleeting allusion to eunuch-slaves in the service of the 360 concubines in Quintus 
Curtius (VI.6.8), the only "attestation" is found in Herodotus, in the Democedes ro
mance: Darius sent a physician to the women, and he was escorted by eunuchs (III. 130). 
It is surprising that Xenophon does not mention this task in his discussion of the relation 
between castration and fidelity. Of course, the wives and concubines of his Cyrus are 
completely absent from his story. It is also true that the eunuchs were not limited to 
guarding and maintaining the royal bedchamber; many also served the king during his 
meals (e.g., Aelian, VH 11.17; Dinon apud Atlienaeus XIV652c). 

Finally, if Plato is to be believed (Ale. 121 d-0-), there were also eunuchs who took care 
of the royal children: 
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Then the boy is brought up—not by some nanny of no account, but by the most highly r e. 
spected eunuchs in the royal household. They attend to all the needs of the infant child, and 
are especially concerned to make him as handsome as possible, shaping and straightening 
his infant limbs; and for this they are held in great esteem. 

However, the succeeding discussion makes it appear that the eunuchs were involved 
with the children only in their earliest years, after which their education was taken over 
by wise men, that is, magi (see p. 330). Here as elsewhere, the eunuchs (here palace 
slaves) were limited strictly to physical needs. None of them, not even Hermotimus (con
trary to what is sometimes said), was charged with the education of the Great King's son. 

Title and Duties 
It is highly unlikely that all of the people later called eunuchs were actually emascu

lated slaves. While Hermotimus s unmanning is certain (Herodotus VIII. 104-5), seri
ous doubts may be entertained regarding other slaves, especially the so-called eunuchs 
close to the king. Ctesias tells the story of the eunuch Artoxares, the most powerful of 
the three eunuchs of the royal entourage (§49), who in his conspiracy against the king 
"had a woman make a false beard and moustache to give him the appearance of a man" 
(§53). But not even this story (whatever its veracity may be, no doubt close to zero) 
proves that he had been emasculated: we know in fact that the king and all the court no
bility wore hairpieces. Artoxares may thus have simply procured the collaboration of 
one of the women who took care of the "court" beards and moustaches to acquire the 
appearance not of a man but of the king. In the same way, there is nothing to prove be
yond the shadow of a doubt that the smooth-faced figures in the Persepolis reliefs (or the 
Assyrian reliefs) should be identified as eunuchs. 

The case of Mithradates, who participated in the plot against Xerxes alongside the 
chiliarch Artabanus, is even more interesting. Ctesias portrays him (under the name 
Aspamithres) as highly influential with the king (§29). Diodorus specifies that lie was 
the chamberlain (katakoimistes) in whom the king had the greatest confidence, and he 
made him the friend and kinsman {syggenes) of Artabanus (XI.69.1). Artabanus was him
self the son of Artasyras, a very powerful man close to Darius (Ctesias § 19-20). This Ar-
tasyras is clearly the same one whom Ctesias calls a Hyrcanian and who was the most 
influential figure tinder Cambyses (§9). It is thus virtually certain that he was a noble of 
Hyrcanian origin, comparable to the Aribazus known during the time of Darius (Aelian, 
VH VI. 14). This reference indicates at the very least that certain eunuchs were not with
out family connections in the palace, contrary to the hopes that Cyrus/Xenophon 
placed in the castrated eunuchs. It seems rather unlikely that the kinsman and friend of 
a palace aristocrat would be a castrated slave. Equally striking is the fact that, except in 
the case of Hermotimus (a case that was inserted by Herodotus into its specific geo
graphical-cultural context), nearly all of the eunuchs mentioned by name have Iranian 
names. For this there are two possible explanations: either they really were eunuchs who 
were given Iranian names when they arrived at court, or else they were Iranian nobles 
integrated into the court hierarchy by being given the label "eunuch." In at least some 
cases they seem to have been people of non-Persian origin: in addition to Mithradates, 
we may cite Artoxares, who Ctesias says was Paphlagonian (§39). 

It seems doubtful that eunuchs in the functional sense (castrated men of humble sta
tus) could have obtained positions as high as the eunuchs mentioned by Ctesias and still 
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more surprising that one of them (Artaxerxes Ill's Bagoas) could have received the 
coveted title of chiliarch. Even the title 'chamberlain' (katakoimistes) lent its holder a 
position of favor near the king. One chamberlain, Satibarzanes (was he Artaxerxes II's 
eunuch —Plutarch, Art. 12.4 —or a different one?), advised Artaxerxes II or at least was 
in his inner circle (cf. Plutarch, Mor. 173e and Ctesias §63). It is tempting to think that 
such an important man would not actually have attended to the king's chamber. The 
daily work was restricted to the palace eunuchs (cf. Plutarch, Alex. 30.2), whom Xeno
phon describes as "bath-room attendants.. . chamberlains who assist them in retiring at 
night and in rising in the morning, and beauty-doctors" (Cyr. VIII.8.20-0-). According to 
this theory, men like Mithradates and Satibarzanes held a title completely unrelated to 
the duty it literally represented, as is often true in court hierarchy. On the other hand, 
the case of Hermotimus seems to contradict this interpretation. However, Herodotus ac
tually says nothing about Hermotimus's functions in relation to Xerxes. He clearly had 
low status (he had been castrated and sold in Ionia). Despite the phrase used ("valued 
by Xerxes more highly than any other"), it is not at all certain that he held the same rank 
as the eunuchs portrayed by Ctesias, since the formula is frequently used for palace eu
nuchs who were clearly not high court dignitaries (e.g., Plutarch, Art. 17.6). 

Most often, the ancient authors do not recognize any particular function for the eu
nuchs of the royal entourage; they simply highlight the hierarchy that distinguished 
them in regard to royal favor. There are two noteworthy exceptions, however: Mithra
dates was Xerxes' chamberlain (Diodorus XI.69.2), and Bagoas was chiliarch in Arta
xerxes Ill's court (XVII.5.3). Generally speaking, the position or duties they held easily 
explain why they were involved in so many conspiracies. They were among the few per
sons at court with entree to the royal apartments. This was obviously true for the chil
iarch, who was in charge of royal audience (§2 above), but more generally for the 
eunuchs who guided the conspirators toward the royal bedchamber. Bagapates had all 
of the keys to the palace, Ctesias writes (§14). Herodotus also reports, describing the 
conspiracy of the Seven, that when the Seven arrived at the palace courtyard they ran 
into "the eunuchs—the king's messengers," who attempted to bar the way to the magus's 
bedchamber (III.77). Ctesias indicates that, in order to obtain an audience, one needed 
to be assured of the support of a eunuch. This is why eunuchs often appear in the court 
romances (Ctesias = Athenaeus XII.528f). 

Only rarely do we see eunuchs outside of this role. Ctesias mentions two eunuchs 
who led military expeditions—Bagapates in Egypt (§9) and Nautacas against Apollo of 
Didyma (§27) — but the former is invention pure and simple. The only indisputable ex
ample is the participation of Bagoas in the Egyptian expedition alongside Artaxerxes III 
(Diodorus XVI.47-50). He was there because of his status as chiliarch, however, not as 
a eunuch per sc. More than once, Ctesias portrays a eunuch as being entrusted with 
guiding the funeral chariot of the deceased king to the royal tombs: Bagapates for Cyrus 
(§9) and Izabates for Cambyses (§13). In each case he was the deceased king's favorite 
eunuch. On one occasion it was a Persian nobleman (not called a eunuch) who had this 
charge (§§44-46). The case of Batis is also interesting: Darius III entrusted him with the 
defense of the garrison of Gaza (phrourarch in Josephus, Ant. XI.320). An ancient tradi
tion, recorded by Arrian (II.25.4) and the author of the /fin. Alex. (§45), refers to him as 
a eunuch. But on coins he is called "king of Gaza." It is likely in this case that the word 
eunuch is a corruption of a title. 
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Placing the sources in juxtaposition brings out the fact that the ancient authors some
times used the term eunuch for persons who clearly were not. Thus Artapates, "the one 
among Cyrus' [the Younger's] chamberlains (skeptoukhoi) who was his most faithful fol
lower" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.28), was certainly not a eunuch, contrary to Aelian's state
ment (VH VI.25), for which, curiously, he credits Xenophon. Perhaps he read in the 
Cyropedia that Gadatas, the head of the skeptoukhoi of Cyrus the Elder, was a eunuch 
(VIII.4.2)—unless Artapates also held the title of eunuch. 

It is rather tempting to think that there were two kinds of eunuch at the Persian court: 
(1) the castrated men, reduced to palace slavery and used in specific contexts (at a 
higher or lesser rank in the domestic hierarchy); and (2) the eunuchs in the sense of the 
court hierarchy, that is, nobles (Persian or Iranian) in the king's immediate circle who 
differentiated themselves according to their own hierarchy (as Ctesias explains several 
times). At any rate, if we reread Xenophon closely, it seems that Cyrus's castrated men 
only fulfilled subordinate duties, which acquired importance only because of the king's 
vulnerability (table, bath, bed; Cyr. VII.5.59). They were all servants, "from the door
keepers up (thyroroi)" (S65-0-), that is, probably the guardians of the gates of the private 
apartments. This was apparently the function devolving on the eunuchs who are called 
porters (janitores; Vulgate) or chief bodyguards (arkhisomatophylakai; Septuagint) in 
the book of Esther (2:21). The prevailing impression is that Xenophon and Ctesias were 
not talking about the same eunuchs. Xenophon deals with the royalty's use of eunuchs 
who were sent to the court each year by subject peoples, just as the young Babylonians 
who were emasculated for this purpose (Herodotus IN.92). Ctesias portrays aristocrats 
bearing a court title that the Greeks, rightly or wrongly, understood to be "eunuch." 

All of this leads us to suspect that in many cases those whom the Greelc texts call eu
nuchs were nothing other than the holders of high court positions in the king's entou
rage. It is in fact fairly likely that, as in the Assyrian court, the word had become a court 
title that did not refer to any particular physical characteristics. The real problem, obvi
ously, is that we do not know the Persian vocabulary. The Greek vocabulary itself re
mains uncertain: which Persian word does eunuch indicate? It turns out that sometimes 
copyists confused oinokhoos 'cupbearer' with eunoukhos 'eunuch', as in the case of Ne-
hemiah. In Hebrew, the usual term is sans, which is borrowed from the Akkadian sa res 
sarri, that is, 'he who is stationed at the head of the king'. This is the word that is regularly 
rendered eunuch in the Septuagint of Esther. For more than a century, the debate has 
raged among Assyriologrsts as to whether this class of persons automatically consisted of 
castrated men. The arguments are nearly identical to arguments that can be made re
garding the eunuchs of the Achaemenid court. To interpret sa res sarri consistently as 
'eunuch' leads to a sort of absurdity, as P, Garelli has humorusly expressed it: "Is it nec
essary to castrate half the Assyrian administration and nearly everyone at court?" 

We must stress at this point that there are several (often unappreciated) interesting 
Egyptian documents from the Achaemenid period. The word saris is found in several 
hieroglyphic inscriptions from Wadi Hammamat from the time of Darius and Xerxes. 
An important Persian administrator there, Atiyawahy, bore the title "saris of Persia" 
(Posener nos. 24-30). He was definitely not a eunuch; saris here refers to a high official 
similar to the powerful minister Potiphar in Genesis 37:36, 39:1 (the title saris is trans
lated dynastes 'powerful' in the Greek of the Septuagint). It is possible that the Egyptian 
title "powerful of Persia" given to Ariyawrata, brother of Atiyawahy, was a "translation" of 
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the word saris (Posener no. 34). This is certainly the most convincing testimony, because 
the Wadi Hammamat inscriptions were not composed without the consent of the per
sons they honored. If the Persians adopted tire foreign word saris, would it not have been 
because it was used at court, no doubt in its Akkadian form? This would be the same 
word as the word consistently translated into Greek as 'eunuch', perhaps simply because 
in the everyday speech of Babylonians during the time of Ctesias and other authors of 
Persicas the word would have retained the connotation of a powerful official, long after it 
had lost its proper institutional or biological definition. Asort of empirical verification of 
this hypothesis can be deduced from a well-known Babylonian text, the Dynastic Proph
ecy, which alludes to the murder of Arses: "Asa res [will kill] this king" (BHXT 35). This 
obviously refers to Bagoas, who is regularly called a eunuch in the Classical sources; we 
know that Bagoas was a high palace official, since he held the title of chiliarch. 

To conclude briefly: there is no doubt about the existence of castrated men at the 
Achaemenid court. The Classical texts are absolutely clear on this point. In most cases, 
they worked as a part of the palace's immense domestic staff, without our being able to 
determine precisely whether they were assigned specific tasks. The only exception is that 
they guarded a particular category of women (called royal pallakai by the Greeks), re
gardless of whether one accepts or rejects the traditional term harem (see the next sec
tion). It is moreover highly doubtful that all of the counselors and intimates of the Great 
Kings whom Ctesias and others call eunuchs were castrated men. Tire most reasonable 
hypothesis is to accept that eunuch is how the Greeks transmitted a term that the court of 
the Great King considered a court title. The evidence of the Wadi Hammamat inscrip
tions suggests that, based on the model of the Neo-Assyrian court, this title was sci res sarri 
(saris). 

4. The Women's Side 

Wives and Concubines 
We know from many examples that the kings, like other Persians, practiced polygamy 

and that they also had many concubines. In the Persian context, a distinction between 
the categories of legitimate wife and concubine is often made by the ancient authors, 
such as Herodotus: 

lively m a n has a n u m b e r of wives (gynaikes), and a m u c h greater n u m b e r of mistresses 
(pallakai). (1.135) 

or Plutarch: 
When the Persian kings take their dinner, the lawful wives (hai gnesai gynaikes) of the Per
sian kings sit bes ide them at dinner, and eat with them. B u t when the kings wish to be merry 
and get drunk, they send their wives away, and send for their music-girls and concubines 
(moiisourgoi kai pallakides). In so far they are right in what they do , because they do not con
cede any share in their l icentiousness and debauchery to their wedded wives (gametai). 
(Mor. | 4 0 b o ) 

We can also epiote Dinon (apud Athenaeus): 
Among the Persians the q u e e n tolerates the large n u m b e r of concubines (pallakides) be
cause the king rules his wife (gamete) as absolute owner, and for another reason, accord ing 
to Dinon in his History of Persia, b e c a u s e the queen is treated with reverence by the concu
bines; at any rate they d o obe i sance (proskynesis) before her. (Athenaeus XIH.556bO) 
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In Ctesias's version of the initial relations between the Persian court and the Saite 
pharaohs, he records that Amasis refused to send one of his daughters to Cambyses, "sus
pecting that she would not have the station of a wife (gynciix) but that of a concubine" 
(pallakis; Athenaeus XIII. 560d-*-). The story narrated by Xenophon (Ages. 3.3) concern
ing relations between Pharnabazus and Spithridates confirms this point: Spithridates be
came quite annoyed with Pharnabazus, who was hoping to marry (gemai) one of the 
king's daughters and was planning to take Spithridates' daughter without marrying her 
(aneu gamou) — that is, we are given to understand that he wanted to take her as a con
cubine. This manifested considerable disrespect for the girl's father. 

The category of "wife" vvas distinguished from the category of "concubine" by means 
of an official ceremony and was manifested in the status of the children. The wives bore 
legitimate children (gnesioi), the concubines illegitimate (nothoi). In principle, only the 
former entered into the limited circle of potential heirs (Herodotus III.2). A notable ex
ception occurred in the succession of Artaxerxes I: his wife Damaspia provided only one 
living legitimate son (gnesios), Xerxes II, the others having died (Ctesias §44). When 
Xerxes 11 was assassinated soon after attaining the throne, competition emerged among 
the nothoi, the sons of several Babylonian women (Ctesias §§44-48). In this case, the in
stitution of concubine perfectly met the objectives of polygamy and possessing multiple 
concubines (pallakai), as Strabo puts it: "For the sake of having many children" 
(XV.3.17-0-). The existence of concubines is also "attested" by Ctesias during the reign of 
Bardiya, since in his tale the magus was killed by the Seven while "he was sleeping with 
a Babylonian concubine" (§14: pallake). 

Pallakai and Domestics 

But who were these concubines? Or rather, who were these women whom the Greeks 
murkily call pallakai? In the Greek context, the internal differences are well marked, as 
a famous passage of Demosthenes indicates (C. Neera 122): "The courtesans (hetairai) 
we have for pleasure; the concubines (pallakai) for everyday cares; the wives (gynaikes) 
to have a legitimate descendant (gnesios) and a faithful guardian of the hearth." For the 
female population of the Persian palaces, however, the Greek authors use the word pal
lakis! pallakides nearly uniformly; they use the word hetaira very rarely. Let us note 
meanwhile that in Athenaeus a distinction is made between Cyrus the Younger's two 
Aspasias: the first, originally called Milto, is called a hetaira; the second (the heroine of 
the romance) is a pallakis (Xlll.576d). The notorious Thais, supposedly responsible for 
the burning of the palace at Persepolis in 330, is also called hetaira (ibid.). 

As Aelian notes regarding the heroine of the romance, the four Greek girls who were 
introduced to Cyrus the Younger's court received a hetaira's (hetairika) education; that 
is, women of the profession taught initiates to make themselves up, to act a bit coy with 
men who got together to drink, and undoubtedly to sing and play instruments (harp, 
flute) as well. It was exactly the reserve of the young, beautiful Aspasia that so seduced 
Cyrus and prompted him to add her to his concubines (VH, XII. 1). She came from a 
poor family, raised by an indigent (penetes) father, Hermotimus. Since the four girls 
were brought to Cyrus by someone Aelian calls one of his "satraps," who was also her 
buyer (rigorcisres), we may presume that they had been sold in a market; the other three 
girls behaved as though they had been (kapelikos). Plutarch also speaks of "these women 
whom the Persians buy for money and make their concubines" (pallakai; Them. 26.4; 
cf. Herodotus 1.135). Straton of Sidon brought many pallakai from Ionia and all over 
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Greece, and they enlivened his banquets (Athenaeus XII.531 b). In Asia Minor (and else
where), then, there certainly existed veritable "finishing schools," just as there were cen
ters for the production of eunuchs. There were women who specialized in professional 
singing and music, and as such they had good reputations in the royal and satrapal 
courts (see pp. 293f). 

The example of Aspasia shows that one could advance from purchased slave to con
cubine. This theme recurs in several court romances. The powerful desire of the king 
for Esther can be paralleled with the story of Aspasia and Cyrus: 

She was very soon preferred to his other mistresses because of her natural manner, reserved 
disposition, and unstudied beauty . . . From that time on Cyrus had a greater liking for her 
than any of the other women he had dealings with. Later he fell very much in Jove with her, 
and she returned his affection. The love of the pair reached such a point that they were near 
to being equals and did not fall short of the harmony and morality of a Greek marriage. His 
love for Aspasia was celebrated in Ionia and the whole of Greece. (Aelian, VH XII. 1-0) 

Cyrus is so perfectly Hellenized by the storyteller that he was, "contrary to Persian cus
tom {on f>ersikds), exceedingly pleased with her nobility"!* But after all, as everyone 
knows, life is not very far from fiction, nor kings from men. Does not Herodotus record 
that, out of all of Darius's legitimate wives, he maintained a special affection for Artys-
tone, in whose honor he had a statue erected (VII.69)? 

Most pcdlakai were brought to the palace or the Persian nobles' households as prison
ers of war. After the capture of several Ionian towns, "the handsomest girls were dragged 
from their homes and sent to Darius' court" (Herodotus VI.32*) by the Persian generals; 
after the fall of Miletus, "the women and children were made slaves" (VI. 19-0). A woman 
from Cos became the concubine of the Persian Pharandates "by force" (IX.76-0), and a 
Macedonian woman was taken from Samothrace to Autophradates the same way (Plu
tarch, Mor. 339e). After the Egyptian campaign, a soldier in Cambyses' army sold a fe
male prisoner in Babylonia. After Sidon was taken, in 345-344, Artaxerxes sent a large 
number of women to Babylon, and the Babylonian Chronicle provides this detail: 
"They entered the king's palace" (ABC no. 9, 11.6-8). But not all were destined for con
cubinage in the true sense. They disappeared instead into the huge domestic staff of the 
palace; the Babylonian texts call these people arad sarri 'royal slaves' and arad ekalli 'pal
ace slaves'. The women and girl captives without special training worked in various parts 
of the palace. 

They might also join the staffs of the wives and princesses, who were provided with a 
large number of servants, as shown by the example of Darius Ill's mother (Diodorus 
XVII.38.1: therapeia). This is presumably the sense of the words that Herodotus places 
on the lips of Atossa, who wanted Darius to go to war with the Greeks: "I should like to 
have Spartan girls, and girls from Argos and Attica and Corinth, to wait upon me" (He
rodotus III. 134*). The royal concubines themselves had many maids at hand; this is 
how Esther received "seven special maids from the king's household" (Esther 2:9-0-). 

There was another method of procuring women. It is explained by the author of the 
book of Esther. Let us recall that in this court romance Ahasuerus decided to repudiate 
Queen Vashti, who was guilty of not having attended the royal convocation. In order to 
find her replacement, he published the following royal order everywhere: 

Let beautiful girls be selected for the king. Let the king appoint commissioners throughout 
the provinces of his realm to bring all these beautiful young virgins to the citadel of Susa. 
(2:2-3) 
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Despite the romanticized character of the work, this method of gathering women does 
not seem outside the realm of possibility. The motif recurs in a story told by Herodotus 
to show how Darius dreamed of repopulating Babylon after finally taking it at the end 
of a very long siege: 

I ment ioned at the beg inning of my a c c o u n t how the Babylonians strangled their women to 
save food, and it was in c o n s e q u e n c e of this that Dar ius , in order to prevent the race from 
dying out, c o m p e l l e d the ne ighboring peoples each to send a certain stated number of 
women to Babylon . In all, as many as fifty thousand were collected there. (III. 159-*) 

This again is a "good story" rather than history. Nevertheless, it is woven within a per
fectly acceptable political-institutional framework. All Darius did was set up a tribute 
assessment calculated in proportion to the available resources (in women) in each of 
the countries taxed. Tribute in human females is attested by Herodotus with regard to 
Colchis, which had to send 100 young boys and 100 girls to the court each year (111.97), 
In a way, the royal bed, like the royal table, reflected the immensity of the Empire and 
the diversity of the populations that it comprised. 

On this point, I cannot resist quoting R H. van Culik on the concubines of the em
peror of China during the T'ang period: 

It would s e e m that the Pa lace women consisted of girls offered as tribute, both by the Prov
inces and foreign and vassal countries; of daughters of prominent families keen o n obtaining 
the Imperial favour; and of women recruited by Pa lace agents. T h e Palace agents used to 
scour the entire E m p i r e for beautiful and a c c o m p l i s h e d w o m e n , a n d apparently took them 
wherever they found them, not despis ing even c o m m e r c i a l or government brothels. When 
a n u m b e r o f such women had been col lected, the e u n u c h s and d u e n n a s sorted them out. 
T h e best were chosen for the Imperial h a r e m , those skilled in the arts for the chiao-fang 
['training center'] , and the remainder ass igned menia l tasks in the Pa lace , (p. 184->) 

But, we must insist, the comparison is shaky, to the extent that the Achaemenid evi
dence is so sparse. In addition to the book of Esther, we at least can quote Phylarcus, 
who spoke in this way of a woman named Timosa: She "surpassed all other women in 
beauty. This girl had been sent as a present by the king of Egypt to Statira, the king's 
[Artaxerxes l i s ] wife" (Atlienaeus XIII.609-*). She then became Oxyarthes' pallahis. 
Most likely he was infatuated with her and asked his sister-in-law to grant him her lady-
in-waiting. 

The Great King's 360 Concubines 
A real problem arises with the usual interpretation of certain Classical and Hellenis

tic texts on the number of royal concubines. Plutarch, (Art. 27.1), Diodorus (XVII.77.5), 
Quintus Curtius (III.3.24; VI.6.8), and Dicaearchus (Atlienaeus XIII.557b) mention the 
existence of 360 concubines for Artaxerxes II and Darius III. 

The figure 360 is found several times in Herodotus's account about the paying of trib
ute: the third and twelfth nomes pay 360 talents of silver (III.90,-* 92); the twentieth 
(India) annually sends 360 talents of gold powder (III.94). The figure even appears twice 
regarding the Cilician nome: out of the total of 500 talents of silver demanded, 140 went 
to maintain the cavalry permanently stationed in their country, the other 360 being sent 
to the royal court. Additionally, the country had to supply 360 white horses; Herodotus 
adds the following detail-, "one for each day in the year," an expression also found in Dio
dorus regarding the royal concubines. The comparison of the texts leaves no doubt 
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about the existence of an ideal model, but was it Greek or Persian? Or, more precisely, 
was there any particular preference for the number 360 in Achaemenid thought? If not, 
we would have to toss out not only the number of concubines of the Great King but also 
Herodotus's figures concerning Achaemenid tribute. We would also have to reject He-
rodotus's story of the punishment that Cyrus inflicted on the Gyndes River, in which a 
white horse, which had been dedicated to the Sun, drowned: he divided it into 360 tiny 
streams and thus crossed it easily (1.189-90). We would also have to question the pres
ence of 365 young men in Darius's procession, "equal in number to the days of a whole 
year" (Quintus Curtius III.3.10*), as well as the variety (360) of uses the Persians had for 
Ac palm tree (Strabo XVI. 1.14). 

Obviously, this is a symbolic number that is also found in Greek tradition. But it also 
seems clear that in Persian tradition reference was being made to a solar calendar of 360 
clays plus 5 epagomenal days that coexisted with the official administrative calendar of 
the Babylonian lunar type. Some of the texts that include the number 360 (or 365) are 
situated directly or indirectly in a context of sun worship, especially the horses sacri
ficed annually during the Mithrakdna. It thus becomes apparent that the quantity of 
360 concubines attributed to the Great King goes straight back to information from the 
Achaemenid court (cf. nomos persikos in Diodorus). By settling on the number 360 con
cubines, they once again gave the Great King the image of a man above men because 
of a perfect proportionality between his own rhythm and cultic time. Thus, more than 
anything, it was a number pertaining to the sacred character of Achaemenid kingship. 

The privileged status of these 360 women is well illustrated by the ancient authors. 
Custom has it, Diodorus says, that during the relocations of the court the king was ac
companied by the women of the Royal House and also by those of the Kinsmen and 
Friends (XVII.35.3). In Darius Ill's procession, Quintus Curtius mentions only the 
king's mother and wife, accompanied by a crowd of mounted women; following were 
the king's children and their governesses, as well as a crowd of eunuchs. "Next rode the 
365 concubines of the king, regally dressed and adorned" (HI.3.24-0). We also know 
from Heraclides that the concubines accompanied the Great King on hunts (Athenaeus 
XII.514c). This reproduces the custom described by Quintus Curtius (VIII. 1.28) for the 
court of the Mauryan king (Strabo states that the concubines participated in hunts; 
XV. 1.55). The 360 royal concubines constituted an integral part of the king's suite, 
though definitely at a rank inferior to the blood-related princesses. There can hardly be 
any doubt, therefore, that out of all whom the ancient authors called "concubines," the 
360 royal concubines constituted a group with greater status than the immense horde of 
palace pallakai. We may presume, though without absolute proof, that at the king's 
death, 360 new concubines were recruited. What became of the earlier group? We know 
that to humiliate his son Darius, Artaxerxes II banished Aspasia: "he consecrated her 
priestess of Diana of Ecbatana, whom they name Anaitis, that she might spend the re
mainder of her days in strict chastity" (Plutarch, Art. 27.4*). But it would be too hazard
ous to take this episode as a specific illustration of a general practice, 

Furthermore, we do not know the criteria by which the concubines were selected. 
Ihey are always characterized by uncommon beauty. This is already mentioned by the 
composer of the book of Esther, who adds that they were virgins. Diodorus says explicitly 
that they were beautiful: They were "outstanding in beauty as selected from all the 
women of Asia" (XVII.77.6*). "Selected for their beauty," comments Plutarch in turn 
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(Art. 27.2-0-). Bui this is hardly a distinguishing feature. Timosa and Aspasia are de
scribed in the same terms, and so is Amytis, Xerxes' sister and Megabyzus's wife: "Anou-
tis was the most beautiful of all the women in Asia" (Athenaeus XlII.609a-0-). And we 
recall Alexander's wondering appreciation of the Iranian women: "jestingly . . . terrible 
eyesores" (Plutarch, Alex. 21.10)! 

It is difficult to answer the question of selection criteria because the royal concubines 
are usually mentioned collectively. We know the names of only three of Artaxerxes \'$ 
concubines, the ones who bore him children. Smerdis had a concubine who was re
ferred to as a Babylonian (Ctesias §14); similarly, Ctesias refers to Artaxerxes I's concu
bines as Babylonian, despite the fact that one of them had a good Iranian name, 
Alogune, which means 'rose-colored'. If they really were among the 360 royal concu
bines (which is not certain), we may presume, with Diodorus and the composer of Es
ther, that they were recruited from the subject peoples and princes of the Empire. It 
seems unlikely, however, that any of them came from the great Persian aristocratic fam
ilies, considering the indignant reaction of Spithridates, who broke with Pharnabazus 
on the grounds that he "intended to take his, Spithridates', daughter as a concubine" 
(Xenophon, Ages. 3.3). 

The Great King's Sex Life: Images and Realities 
One picture of the king's private life comes to us from Diodorus, who describes the 

following scene: "Each night [the concubines] paraded about the couch of the king so 
that he might select the one with whom he would lie that night" (XVII.77.7-*). The text 
implies that each night a new concubine joined the Great King in bed. 

Compare the picture presented in the book of Esther. Once Esther arrived at Ahasu-
eras's court, the eunuch Hegai provided her with perfumes and food and also procured 
seven select girls for her "from the king's household" (2:9-*) —"concubines" in the sense 
of domestic staff. For twelve months Esther followed the "regulations for the women"; 
for six months she was anointed with myrrh and for six months with "spices and lotions 
commonly used for feminine beauty treatment." When she was summoned by the king, 
she left in the evening and returned in the morning, but she then stayed in "another 
harem entrusted to the care of Shaashgaz, the king's eunuch, custodian of the concu
bines." (2:12-14"v-). In theory she would not reappear before the king unless he specifi
cally requested her. Fortunately for the story, this did not fail to happen, for Esther was 
preferred above all others! 

Be that as it may, the preparations required of the girls were probably not fictional. 
They are found in the book of Judith, when the heroine prepares to join Holophernes: 

Taking off her widow's dress, she washed all over, anointed herself with costly perfumes, 
dressed her hair, wrapped a turban round it and put on the dress she used to wear on joyful 
occasions. . . . She put sandals on her feet, put on her necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings 
and all her jewellery. (I0:3-4-*) 

It is not surprising that this sort of preparation was required of women who were about 
to share the king's bed. The youths who served at the king's table also had to take a bath 
and wear white clothes, according to Heraclides (Athenaeus IV. 145b). 

Thus, we see that Diodorus and Esther harmonize fairly well, although the romance 
does not mention the picturesque promenade featured by the chronicler. But does the 
modern historian necessarily find this similarity convincing? In an attempt to answer 
this question, let us turn to Heraclides, who wrote in his Persica: 
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Three hundred women {gynaikes) watch (phyltatousin) over him. . . These sleep through
out the day in order to stay awake at night, but at night they sing and play on harps contin
ually while the lamps bum; and the king takes his pleasure of them as concubines 
(pallakidesl). [These were admitted to his presence] through the court of the Apple-bearers 
(melophoroi). (Athenaeus XlI.514bO) 

At first glance, the similarity between Diodorus and Heraclides seems quite pro
nounced. But we do well to emphasize at the outset that the text is partly restored and 
that the word pallakides is uncertain; other manuscripts have pollakis 'often'. The only 
indisputable word is gynaikes. The usual proposals for restoration (sometimes including 
360 instead of 300) are based on assimilation to Diodorus, which obviously gives rise to 
serious doubts regarding the probative value of comparison between the two authors. 
Diodorus does not mention details given by Heraclides (alert women who sing and 
play). These differences are all the more noteworthy in that Heraclides was quite famil
iar with the customs of the Achaemenid court. 

The most likely interpretation is that Heraclides is here alluding not to the king's 360 
concubines but to the playing and singing pallakai, some of whom ornamented the 
royal dinner with their voices and their harmonies, as we know from Heraclides himself 
(Athenaeus IV. 145c) and other authors. Parmenion seized 329 of these pallakai basilikai 
mousourgoi in Darius Ill's Treasury in Damascus (XIII.608a). If this interpretation is le
gitimate, then we are led to believe that Diodorus (or his source) either embellished the 
story for his readers and/or (intentionally or not) confused facts such as those given by 
Heraclides. His descriptions integrate perfectly well with one of the favorite images of 
the Greek authors. As proof of the Great Kings' extreme luxury, Polyarchus did not hesi
tate to emphasize, for example, their penchant for sexual relations (Athenaeus XII.545f). 
Another writer, Aelian, compared them to a certain fish in the sea "that has many wives." 
The Median and Persian barbarians, he wrote, "exhibit their luxury (tryphe) in the the 
pleasures of the bed" (Anim. 1.14). 

It is not easy to distinguish fact from Greek interpretation here. From the number of 
royal concubines ("the same as the days in the year"), Diodorus draws the conclusion 
that they took turns in coming to distract the Great King. However, the available texts do 
not require us to take Diodorus's interpretation literally. We are especially tempted to 
think that this is how he "rationalized" a number that had supreme symbolic value for 
the Achaemenids. Perhaps Diodorus's view also derives, at least in part, from Herodo
tus's detail about relations between the Great King and his women; "In Persia a man's 
wives (gynaikes) share his bed in rotation" (III.69-0-). All things considered, if as stated in 
Esther the girls who were recruited had to be virgins, we may even wonder whether 
many of them remained virgins even while a part of the harem —and then, perhaps, liv
ing in the chastity of a sanctuary of Anahita (Plutarch, Art. 27.3-4). 

Cloistered Women? The Myth of the Harem 
In conjunction with the Classical texts, the text of Esther has played no small part in 

giving rise to the idea of a harem at the Great King's court, a harem that is described, or 
rather imagined, as being similar to the picture of Ottoman harems, peopled with eu
nuchs and concubines. This sort of presupposition guided the original investigators of 
Persepolis, who believed that they had discovered a harem —that is, a separate building 
where the women supposedly lived in individual chambers. 

Undoubtedly, the royal princesses and wives generally had their own apartments. In 
his tale of the murder of Smerdis, Herodotus speaks of the men's apartment {andreon) 
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(111.77-78), which obviously was separate from the apartments reserved for the women 
(111.68). The existence of separate apartments is implicit in his stovy about Democedes' 
arrival at the court: the Greek physician was taken by a eunuch to the king's wives 
(III. 130: para tas heautou gynatkas). Note also Herodotus's detail on Persian infants: 
"Before the age of five a boy lives with the women (para tesi gynaixi) and never sees his 
father" (1.136*). 

Speaking of the 360 royal concubines, Plutarch adds the following detail: 

T h e barbarian peop le keep a very jea lous and watchful eye over their carnal pleasures, so 
that it is death for a m a n not only to c o m e near a n d touch any c o n c u b i n e of his pr ince , but 
likewise on a journey to ride forward and pass by the carriages in which they are conveyed. 
(Art. 27.1) 

This reminds us of Themistocles' ruse, a taie also told by Plutarch. Once again stressing 
the jealousy of the barbarians (also noted by Aelian), Plutarch tells how, in order to es
cape the checkpoints, Themistocles climbed into a covered chariot. Those with him 
took advantage of the custom of concealing the women and would always say "that it 
vvas a woman of Greek origin whom they were taking from Ionia to one of the nobles of 
the king's Gate." Plutarch specifically comments: 

T h e barbarous nations, and a m o n g s t them the Persians especially, are extremely jealous , se
vere, and susp ic ious a b o u t their w o m e n , not only their wives (hai gametai), b u t also their 
bought slaves and c o n c u b i n e s (pallakai), w h o m they keep so strictly that no o n e sees them 
abroad; they spend their lives shut u p within doors (oikoi), a n d when they take a journey, are 
carried in c losed tents, curta ined on all s ides , a n d set u p o n a wagon {harmamaxai). (Them. 
2 6 . 5 * ) 

Plutarch, who was always concerned with the virtue of women, returns to it in his Life 
of Artaxerxes, stating that Artaxerxes vvas the first to allow his wife, Stateira, to travel in an 
open carriage (Art. 5.6; cf. Mor. 173f). He also states that the king's legitimate wives left 
the hall at the time of the symposion ['drinking party'], after attending a banquet; at this 
time, the concubines and musicians entered (Mor. 140b). 

There is no good reason to reject the information in the Classical authors totally, 
however much they may have embellished the details (cf. Herodotus V.18). At the same 
time, we need to add important qualifications: we must not toss all the women in the 
palace into a single, undifferentiated category. We do not know much about the life of 
the royal concubines. The composer of the book of Esther places them in a house called 
the gynaikonos. There were two houses of this kind, one (run by the eunuch Hegai) 
where the girls were prepared; the other, "the second women's house" (run by Shaash-
gaz, "custodian of the royal concubines"), where the women resided after theii night 
with the Great King (2:2-17). Plutarch uses this Greek word when he refers to the satrap 
of Sardis's concubines (The?n. 31.2). Aelian also alludes to this kind of building in his 
analogy between the Great King and a fish of the sea: both the Great King and the 
wrasse have wives who live in many chambers (Anim. 1.14). This is also the picture 
drawn by ancient authors in many passages deploring the effeminacy of Oriental 
princes, such as Ninyas, "who was never seen except by the eunuchs and his own wives," 
or Sardanapalus, who lived with his concubines dressed as a woman and spinning wool 
in their company (Athenaeus XII.528e-fc). 

The word gynaikdnitis is usually rendered 'harem'. On this point, the Near Eastern 
parallels are contradictory. We should note that in pharaonic Egypt words traditionally 
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translated 'harem' actually signify something quite different. One of them in particular 
refers to groups of musician-singers, including both men and women. It seems on the 
other hand that in the fvlari materials the word sekretum means 'confined' (fern.), which 
could designate the women confined in a particular space (tubqum 'interior space'). 
Thus we see that certain elements found in Esther are legitimate. The royal concubines 
lived in special apartments that, if we take Heraclides literally, were perhaps separated 
from the royal apartments by the court of melophoroi (Athenaeus XII.514b). 

It is not certain, however, that the royal princesses lived cloistered in their apart
ments. The Persepolis tablets attest to their frequent travels. The tablets document travel 
rations, and the record is that the princesses were treated no differently than the men 
(husbands, fathers) with whom they relocated from time to time. They certainly had 
greater autonomy than other women, even if it was only due to their activities as manag
ers of their own houses, which included land and a domestic staff. We may once again 
mention Amytis—Xerxes' sister and Megabyzus's wife—"the most beautiful of all the 
women in Asia, and the most licentious," according to Dinon (Athenaeus XIII.609a*). 
Ctesias stresses her extramarital adventures, which is why her husband complained to 
Xerxes (§28). "After Megabyzus's death, she devoted herself to seeking out the company 
of men, just like her mother Amestris," and she had an affair with the physician Apol-
lonides (§42). Setting aside the Greek authors' criticisms, these examples at least prove 
that the princesses did not live like nuns shut in a cell! 

Generally speaking, the aristocratic women were specially educated. Quintus Cur
tius mentions that "governesses" {quae educahant) of the royal children (HI.3.23-0-), per
haps of girls in particular (III. 13.12), were present in Darius Ill's procession. Moreover, 
Ctesias gives the example of Roxanne, sister of Artaxerxes II's son-in-law Teritouchmes: 
"she was very beautiful and highly skilled with the bow and javelin" (§54). This is a 
unique and very interesting statement implying that girls received a physical education 
something like boys', during which they studied traditional martial arts. Note also that 
in Darius Ill's procession the princesses are accompanied by "horsewomen" (Quintus 
Curtius III.3.22) and that, according to Quintus Curtius (V.Z.Wo), "there is nothing 
that the women of Persia feel to be a greater disgrace than to work in wool." When we 
add to this the fact that the woman warrior played a part in Iranian folk traditions, it is 
tempting to conclude that aristocratic girls were not prepared for a reclusive life at all, 
even though they had special apartments in the royal palace or their husband's house. 
Although the term harem must be retained for convenience, the usual meaning cannot 
be applied to any women other than the royal concubines. 

In one way at least, these conclusions are illustrated in visual representations. For rea
sons we have already mentioned, the absence of images of women in court art is not sur
prising. They are found in other media. Several Persepolis seals are known to have 
belonged to Princess Irdabama. The images on them do not distinguish them from 
men's seals. One of them shows a hunting scene (PFS 51), worked out on a model not 
unlike the seal of Kuras of Ansan (PFS 93). Another, used by officials linked to Irda
bama, has an audience scene with women only, but the scene is obviously copied from 
the official Achaemenid court ceremony: it recalls the obligation to perform proskynesis 
at court, perhaps an obligation even imposed on persons of higher status, such as prin
cesses and concubines (cf. Athenaeus XIII.556b). On a seal belonging to Artystone we 
also find the well-known motif of the Royal Hero. The use of seals and the iconographic 
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themes on them once more attest to the position held by the royal princesses at the 
Achaemenid court. We should also mention the interesting scenes depicted on a carpet 
from Pazyryk (obviously of Achaemenid inspiration): two women are praying in front of 
a footed censer. 

5. At the Great King's Table 

Dining with the Great King 
Of all the festive events at court, the luxury and pomp of the banquets particularly 

captured the imagination of the ancient authors. Their tales vie with one another to cel
ebrate the abundance of the fare. On their birthday, says Herodotus (I. 133*), rich Per
sians "will have an ox or a horse or a camel or a donkey baked whole in the oven." What 
can we then say about the royal table, which, as Dinon and Ctesias suggest (Athenaeus 
IV. 146c), fed 15,000 people a day? 

We are fortunate enough to have a text that is very informative in this area, in Polyae
nus's collection of Stratagems (1V3.32): 

Since Alexander was in the Persian royal residence, the Great King's lunch and dinner were 
served to him according to what was inscribed on a bronze pillar, which also bore the other 
rules (nomoi) instituted by Cyrus. Here is what they contained: 

1. Wheat flour, pure 400 ardabs 
2. Wheat flour, 2d grade 300 ardabs 
3. Wheat flour, 3d grade 300 ardabs 

Total wheat flour at dinner: 1,000 ardabs 

4. Barley flour, very pure 200 ardabs 
5. Barley flour, 2d grade 400 ardabs 
6. [Barley flour, 3d grade 400 ardabsl 

Total barley flour: 1,000 ardabs 

7. Barley groats 200 ardabs 
8. Very fine flour for beverages 200 ardabs 
9. M i n c e d cress xxx ardabs 

10. Ptisane [processed barley?] 10 ardabs 
11. Mustard seed 1/3 ardab 

12. S h e e p and goats (male) 400 
13. Cat t l e 100 
14. Horses 30 
15. Fattened geese 400 
16. Pigeons 300 
17. Various smal l birds 600 
18. L a m b s 300 
19. Gos l ings 100 
20. G a z e l l e s 30 
21. Fresh milk of the day 10 mrim's 
22. Sweetened whey 10 marris 
23. G a r l i c 1 talent 
24. Bitter onions 1/2 talent 
25. Herbac ious [mercury?] 1 ardab 
26. Ju i ce of s i lphinm 1 talent 
27. Sweet mus t of sweetened apples 1/4 ardab 
28. C u m i n wax 1/4 ardab 
29. Black raisins 3 talents 
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30. Dill flower 3 minas 
31. C o r n cockle seed 1/3 ardab 
32. A r u m seed 2 kapetis 
33. S e s a m e 10 ardabs 
34. Sweet grape jelly 5 marris 
35. C a n d i e d turnips and radishes prepared with salt 5 marris 
36. C a n d i e d capers with salt, from which del ic ious 

stuffings cal led abvrtakai are m a d e 5 marris 
37. Salt 10 ardabs 
38. Eth iopian c u m i n 6 kapetis 
39 Dried anise 30 minas 
40. Parsley seed 4 kapetis 
41 . S e s a m e oil 10 marris 
42. Oi l extracted from milk 5 marris 
43. Terebinth oil 5 marris 
44. Acanthus oil 5 marris 
45. Oil of sweet a l m o n d s 3 marris 
46. Dr ied sweet a lmonds 3 marris 
47. W i n e 500 marris 

(When the king was in Babylon or S u s a , half the wine he drank was pa lm wine, half grape 
wine.) 

48. Firewood 
49. Kindl ing 
50. Solidif ied honey 

200 cartloads 
100 cartloads 
100 square blocks, 

10 m i n a s each 

When the king was in M e d i a , this is what he distributed: 

51. safflower seed 
52. Saffron 

All of the above for beverages and lunch . 

Besides this, he distributes: 

53. F i n e wheat flour 
54. F i n e barley wheat flour 
55. 2d-grade flour 
56. F i n e fine wheat flour 
57. Barley groats 
58. Barley for the an ima l s 
59. C h o p p e d straw 
60. Hay 
61 . S e s a m e oil 
62 . Vinegar 
63. Finely m i n c e d cress 

All of the above is given to the soldiers; it is what the king provides each day for his lunch 
and dinner and for those who receive his al lotments. 

3 ardabs 
2 minas 

500 ardabs 
1,000 ardabs 
1,000 ardabs 
500 ardabs 
500 marriS 
2,000 ardabs 
10,000 wagons 
5,000 wagons 
200 marris 
100 marris 
30 ardabs 

To evaluate the credibility of this text, two parts should be distinguished at the outset: 
the numerical information and the commentary in the introduction and conclusion. 
Polyacnus draws this moral from the story: as his soldiers stared in envious wonder, Al
exander hurst into laughter, ordered the bronze pillar knocked down, and remarked to 
his Friends that such an excessive regular diet would weaken the body and the spirit, as 
proved by the defeats the Persians had just suffered. This discussion, taken in light of 
the introduction, communicates all of the cliches about the relationship between the 
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tryphe (luxury) of the Great Kings and their supposed decadence. It can be compared 
nearly word for word, with Herodotus's passage on the reaction of the Greeks to the op
ulence of Mardonius's tent, which they captured after the battle of Plataea. The words 
and attitude ascribed to Alexander by Polyaenus correspond very closely to the words 
and attitude attributed to Pausanias of Sparta by Herodotus: 

When Pausanias saw [the tent], with its embroidered hangings and gorgeous decorations in 
silver and gold, he summoned Mardonius' bakers and cooks and told them to prepare a 
meal of the same sort as they were accustomed to prepare for their former master. The order 
was obeyed; and when Pausanias saw gold and silver couches all beautifully draped, and 
gold and silver tables, and everything prepared for the fest with great magnificence, he could 
hardly believe his eyes for the good things set before him, and, just for a joke, ordered his 
own servants to get ready an ordinary Spartan dinner. The difference between the two meals 
was indeed remarkable, and when both were ready, Pausanias laughed and sent for the 
Greek commanding officers. When they arrived, he invited them to look at the two tables, 
saying, "Gentlemen, 1 asked you here in order to show you the folly of the Persians, who, liv
ing in this style, came to Greece to rob us of our poverty." (IX.82-0-) 

Both of these citations present a motif that is common to many Greek authors (e.g., 
Athenaeus IV. 150b—c; Aelian, VH V I ) . The stereotype of a king who is decadent be
cause he is too well fed, repeated for example by Strabo (XV3.22), reappears in many 
authors of the fourth century (e.g., Clearchus apud Athenaeus XII.539b). 

It is highly unlikely that these rules (attributed to the fictive authority of "Cyrus," as 
in Xenophon) were inscribed on a bronze pillar. It is far more likely that the information 
comes from an author who was quite familiar with the court customs of the Achaemenid 
court, perhaps Ctesias, who we know had written a book in which he described every
thing that was served at the king's dinner (Athenaeus II.67a), or even Heraclides himself. 
Even so, all of the information feels right. First of all, with each reference to Persian 
measures (marris, ardabs, kapeties, etc.), Polyaenus is careful to give an estimate of their 
size in terms of Greek measures, and the measures he mentions are known from the Per
sepolis tablets—at least the ardab and the marris. Furthermore, due to the vast quantities 
of food needed to provision the royal table, the administrators in charge were required 
to keep a complete list of supplies and quantities. Since we know how meticulous the 
administrative control at Persepolis was (chap. 11/1), it is not hard to believe that the ad
ministrators of the dining room had to produce a certified official document for the 
heads of the warehouses in charge of acquisition and disbursement, who had to produce 
a report for the administration every year, which was then duly verified. At the head of 
this department were probably those whom Xenophon calls "stewards of his commissary 
department" (Cyr. VIII. 1.9^); Heraclides also mentions an officer whose title in Greek 
transcription is nearly equivalent (potibazis), who was specifically assigned to distribut
ing foodstuffs (Athenaeus IV. 145f). 

Other details from Polyaenus confirm that he had (indirect) access to a certain 
amount of original information. He distinguishes the table service according to the lo
cation of the court: Persepolis, Susa and Babylon, Ecbatana. This direct reference to the 
custom of court nomadism constitutes a new measure of the excellence of his sources. 
We know for sure that wherever the king moved, his table had to be served every day 
with the same splendor and bounty. We know of only one example to the contrary, the 
exception that proves the rule. During the army's return from an expedition against the 
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Cadusians, it suffered food shortages, and on this occasion Plutarch measures the gravity 
of the destitution by means of a significant formula: "The king's own table failed" {Art. 
24.3-0-). Herodotus further states that, "when the Persian king goes to war, he is always 
well provided not only with victuals from home and his own cattle, but also with water 
from the Choaspes" (I.188;* cf. VII.83). But the variations introduced in the process of 
resupply are fairly modest, relating particularly to products that are hard to transport, 
such as wine, and doubtless also beer and fish, whose use is well attested in Babylonia 
(cf. Diodorus XVII. 108.4). 

It appears that, wherever he was, the king's table was always prepared the same way. 
This seems to be confirmed by an excerpt, supplied by Athenaeus, from an inventory 
sent to Alexander by Cleomenes, who was in charge of the financial administration of 
Egypt. It seems actually to be an inventory of the Great King's wealth in Egypt (cf. 
IX.393c). The Letter of Cleomenes (like that of Parmenion, p. 293 below) is quoted 
briefly in a long digression on birds and their names. The quotation is limited to a short 
list: "ten thousand smoked coots, five thousand thrushes, ten thousand smoked quails." 
We arc tempted to think that this was originally an inventory of farms operated to raise 
domestic fowl (well attested in Polyaenus and the Persepolis tablets) near Memphis (or 
elsewhere) to supply the king's table when he was in Egypt or, on a more permanent ba
sis, the satrap's table. In fact, waterfowl clearly constituted one of the courses commonly 
consumed at the king's table (cf. especially Herodotus VII. 119 and below). 

Finally, we can see the overall coherence between Polyaenus's information and the 
information in Heraclides of Cyme. For one thing, both of them clearly specify that the 
quantity of food could only be explained as soldiers' rations (cf. also Herodotus VII. 119). 
Polyaenus adds that they also received wood for cooking (nos. 48-49 in the list above) 
and that they also fed the beasts of burden, presumably including the horses as well (nos. 
58-59). Here is Heraclides' list, certainly incomplete: 

One thousand animals are slaughtered daily for the king; these comprise horses, camels, 
oxen, asses, deer, and most of the smaller animals; many birds also are consumed, including 
Arabian ostriches—and the creature is large—geese, and cocks. (Athenaeus IV 145e*) 

Heraclides only lists meats here, for the simple reason that the prevalance of meat-
eating among the Persians would be especially surprising to the Greeks, who were not 
accustomed to such a diet (cf. Strabo XV.3.19). The exceptions to the meat menu were 
sufficiently noteworthy for the ancient authors to mention them explicitly (e.g., Aelian, 
VH 1.26.28). Heraclides adds that the soldiers received meat and bread (145f). 

Aside from a few differences in detail (there are no ostriches in Polyaenus), it is not 
hard to say that in both documents the basic diet consists of grains and meats (of a very 
large variety), and other authors also mention these in passing (cf. Strabo XV.3.18; He
rodotus 1.133; Aelian, VH 1.33). Another confirmation is found in the famous text of 
Herodotus describing the gigantic preparations made by the Greek cities for the arrival 
of Artaxerxes III in 480: "People in every town . . . employed themselves for months on 
end in making barley and wheat flour, in buying up and fattening the best cattle they 
could find, and feeding poultry in coops and waterfowl in ponds" (VII. 1190-). In another 
text, in the only passage in which we see what the king actually ate, "Ochus [Artaxerxes 
III] stretched out his hands; with the right hand he took one of the knives laid out on the 
table and with the other he picked up the the largest piece of bread, put some meat on 
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it, cut it up, and ate greedily" (Aelian, VH II. 17*). A passage in Plutarch attests to the fre
quent consumption of small birds (no. 17 in Polyaenus's list; Plutarch, Art. 19; cf. Ctesias 
§61, who transcribes the Persian name of one of them; Athenaeus IX.393c and above). 

Category J of the Persepolis tablets (products "delivered to the king") confirms, overall 
if not in detail, Polyaenus's information. When the king or a member of his family ig. 
located (not necessarily as part of the annual migration of the court), they received prod
ucts from the administration: cattle (PF 691-94, 710), sheep and goats (696), poultry 
(697-98, 2033-37), flour (699-704), seed (705-10), oil (727), and other products of un
certain identification. The administration also provided wine (PF 728-32, 735-37; PFa 
30, 31). While the number of cattle is not very high (3, 1, 8, 7, 8), the number of sheep 
and goats is naturally higher (1,124 in PF 696), and so is the quantity of poultry. The 
amount of flour (in liters) varies from 5,460 (PF 699) to 126,100 (PF 701). The amount 
of wine furnished varies from 750 liters (PF 728) to 6,900 (PFa 311). 

It is true that it is hard to compare these figures with Polyaenus's. Some of the Cate
gory J tablets are not clearly distinguishable from Category Q (travel rations), and it is 
not certain that all of them relate to the annual court migration. At least one of them re
fers to deliveries to the king at Persepolis —the one with the largest amount of flour (PF 
701). Furthermore, they present the same problem as Polyaenus: they do not mention 
the number of people who had to be fed per delivery. This number can be supplied only 
by reference to the usual ratio determined from other texts. It has been estimated, for ex
ample, that 17,830 liters of flour fed 11,886 people (PF 702). 

Polyaenus also lists products not found in the tablets (or not yet identified), especially 
milk (nos. 10, 22, 42), which could not be stored but was certainly used regularly (cf. in 
particular Plutarch, Art. 22.9: cow's milk). Note that when the king was enthroneed, he 
had to "drink a cup of sour milk (oxygala)" (3.2; cf. Polyaenus no. 22). Royalty also ate 
cheese (Aelian, VH 1.33) and dairy products (Athenaeus XIH.608a). 

Unfortunately, we do not have any of the recipes used by the king's cooks. But the Ae
lian passage we quoted (VH 11.17) must not lead us to conclude that the royal table's 
menu (strictly speaking) was identical to the menu of the soldiers receiving rations. Only 
the basic ingredients are similar. In fact, Xenophon stresses that the food served to the 
king was distinguished by high quality-. "The food that is sent from the king's board 
really is much superior" (Cyr. VIII.2.4*), and by way of explanation he emphasizes the 
specialization of the cooks (VIII.2.6), among whom Athenaeus singles out "the cooks 
who specialized in preparing dairy dishes" (XIII.608a [Loeb: "pudding-makers"]). Many 
Greek authors—with a polemical viewpoint identical to Xenophon's (Ages. 9.3)—stress 
that the Great King's cooks were always hunting for new recipes, even bringing them 
from afar (Athenaeus IV.144b-c; XII.529d; 539b; 545d, f). As Polyaenus's remark regard
ing capers (no. 36) implies, the birds normally were stuffed. The Persians also served 
meat in salted form (Athenaeus IX.393c; cf. Plutarch, Art. 18.4). Diodorus (XVII.67.4) 
alludes to "various culinary preparations" that were transported from Persia to Babylo
nia, undoubtedly to serve the royal table, or again to the manifestation of senseless lux
ury (tryphe, hybris) that led Harpalus to have fish brought from the Persian Gulf 
(Diodorus XVII. 108.4). Obviously, Persian cuisine, like the cuisine of present-day Iran, 
possessed a delicate subtlety (cf. Athenaeus XII.545e). 

Let us emphasize the variety of oils as well (no. 41-46). Ctesias says that an acanthus 
oil was made in Caimania for the king, and Amyntas noted that in Persia "the moun-
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tains produce turpentine [pistachio], scpiills, and Persian nuts, from which much oil is 
made for the king" (Athenaeus 11.67a*-). On the other hand, Ctesias mentions neither 
pepper nor vinegar, even though the latter is listed by Polyaenus (no. 62). The last strik
ing thing about Polyaenus's text is the considerable profusion and diversity of condi
ments and aromatic herbs (nos. 25-26, 28, 30-33, 38-41, 51-52, 63). This is not 
surprising when we realize their importance to the Persians for medicinal use (p. 266), 
which does not differ fundamentally from their culinary use. One of these herbs is note
worthy: the terebinth, from which oil is obtained (no. 43; nearly 50 liters). This refers to 
pistachio nuts, which were very popular among the Persians. Strabo mentions it specifi
cally among the plants that the young people had to learn to recognize (XV.3.18). We 
also know that it was included in the diet of a crown prince who was preparing to be pro
claimed king (Plutarch, Art. 3.2). Nicolaus of Damascus records the Medes' pejorative 
judgment on the Persians, characterizing them as "terebinth-eaters" (FGrH 90 F66.34). 

The variety of dishes is stressed by Herodotus, who contrasts it with Greek practices: 
The main dishes at their meals are few, but they have many sorts of dessert (epiphoremata), 
the various courses being served separately. It is this custom that has made them say that the 
Greeks leave the table hungry, because we never have anything worth mentioning after the 
first course, they think that if we did, we should go on eating. (1.133*) 

Actually, the ancient authors give several examples of Greeks who were invited by Per
sians (the Persians call them "barbarian" buffoons!) and stuffed themselves to such an 
extent that one of them alone ate what had been prepared for the satrap Ariobarzanes 
and his nine guests (Athenaeus X.413a-c; cf. X.415f). Even Ctesias (if it's the same Cte
sias) was famous for gluttony (Aelian, VH 1.27). Consider also Pharaoh Tachos, who 
took pains to imitate the Great King—and died of indigestion (Aelian, VH VI ) ! But, 
contrary to Greek popular opinion (cf. Aelian, Anim. 1111), Heraclides states that the 
portions taken by the Great King's guests were relatively modest (Athenaeus IV. 145e; cf. 
Strabo XV.3.22). This obviously does not mean that there were no Persians who could be 
mocked for their dietary habits: one of a dozen men famous for gluttony listed by Aelian 
(1.27) was a Persian, Cantibaris, who never closed his mouth and whose servants were 
instructed to shovel the food "into him as into a lifeless vessel" (Athenaeus XV.416b*)! 

Aside from these charming anecdotes, Herodotus's text includes an interesting ele
ment on the organization of the meal: the side-dishes were served (as they should be) 
throughout the meal, punctuating the presentations of the main courses. These side-
dishes certainly were included in the hundred dishes served daily by the Paphlagonian 
prince Thuys, who boasted of setting a table as luxurious as the Great King's (Athenaeus 
IV. 144f). The Persians' sweet tooth is also stressed by Xenophon (who obviously takes it 
as another argument proving their decadence): "Whatever sorts of bread and pastry for 
the table had been discovered before, none of those have fallen into disuse, but they 
keep on always inventing something new besides; and it is the same way with meats; for 
in both branches of cookery they actually have artists to invent new dishes" (Cyr. 
VIII.8.16*). Polyarchus praised the "many kinds of cakes" invented by the Persians (Ath
enaeus XII.545e*). The honey listed by Polyaenus (no. 50) was probably used for the 
preparation of these cakes. 

The Persians also enjoyed many fruits: dates (Aelian, VH 1.33), pomegranates (1.33), 
and figs (Dinon apud Athenaeus XIV.652b-c; Plutarch, Mor. 173c), as well as apples 
(no. 27), raisins (no. 29), and almonds (no. 46). Additionally, a Persepolis tablet reports 
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Fig. 40. Servants waiting on tables: Persepolis (small staircase south of the Tripylon). 

the variety of fruit trees planted in the royal paradises (PFa 33: quince trees, pear trees, 
etc.; cf. also PFa 1). The Greeks surely knew this, since they transplanted many shrubs 
from the Near East during the Persian period, such as arbutuses, mulberry bushes, 
pomegranate trees, and doubtless many others. This is evident in a letter sent to Gadatas 
rewarding him for planting trees native to Ebir Nari in Asia Minor (ML 12). 

"The Persians "are very fond of wine," Herodotus remarks (1.133-*), and in this he is 
followed by all of the ancient authors. Cambyses was particularly notorious in this de
partment (Herodotus III.34), and Cyrus the Younger boasted of holding his wine better 
than his brother Artaxerxes (Plutarch, Art., 6.1). The quantities given by Polyaenus are 
not particularly high, however (no. 47: about 50,000 liters), if we keep in mind distribu
tion to the soldiers. It is true that the king himself drank a special wine reserved for him 
(Poseidonius and Heraclides apud Athenaeus IV. 145c and I.28d; Strabo XV 3.22). He
rodotus mentions this in connection with the symposia [drinking feasts], as do Aelian 
(VH XII. 1) and Strabo: "They carry on their most important deliberations when drink
ing wine" (XV3.20-0-). According to Heraclides, it was the same during the symposia or
ganized around the king after dinner with his select drinking companions (syrnpotoi; 
Athenaeus IV.145c). They would go home drunk, he writes, on the model of the drink
ing companions of Holophemes (Judith 12:20; 13:1). We may presume that the palm 
wine served during the court's stay at Susa and Babylon would have had the same effect! 

Service at the King's Table 
The ancient authors also stress the proliferation of domestic staff who specialized in 

waiting on tables, who are also represented on stairways at Susa and Persepolis (fig. 40). 
Xenophon tries not to omit any of the palace servants: "bakers, cooks, cup-bearers,.., 

butlers, waiters" (Cyr. VIII.8.20<v-). The writers concentrate a great deal of their attention 
on personnel when they describe the Persian kings' and generals' tents. Actually, when 
the king and court were on the road, the entire kitchen staff went with them: pantry 
chiefs, cupbearers (Xenophon, Anab. 1V.4.21), head bakers and provisioned (Plutarch, 
Alex. 23.5), bakers and cooks (Herodotus IX.82), "female cooks" (VII.186-87-*), in short 
"troops of sutlers and batmen" (Quintus Curtius III.3.25*-). 
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From this point of view the most interesting (because it is the most precise) text, once 
more, is a passage from Athenaeus. We know that, before the battle of Issus, Darius took 
care to leave all of his baggage at Damascus—that is, the women and children and all of 
the impedimenta that would slow down the army on its march and that one would want 
to protect from possible pillaging (cf. esp. Quintus Curtius III. 13): everything the 
Greeks called the aposkeue (Athenaeus XIII.607f). After the battle, Parmenion was in
structed to take Damascus, which he soon did. He then ordered specialist officials to 
take inventory, as was normal in such circumstances (Xenophon, Cyr. VII.4.12-13; 57; 
Athenaeus IX.393c; XI.784a-b; cf. Plutarch, Crassus 17.9). Thanks to Athenaeus's re
counting of the story, we have the unusual opportunity of consulting a quotation from 
this original accounting document. The quotation is partial: due to the structure of his 
work, Athenaeus provides only the data relating to kitchen and banquet personnel, as 
well as a sample of the dishes seized at Damascus (XI.781f—782). Here is the enumera
tion found in the Letter of Parmenion (XIII.608a): 

Royal concubine musicians (77iousourgoi) 329 
Chaplet-weavers (stephanoklopoi) 46 
Cooks (opsopoioi) 277 
Young kitchen helpers (khytrepsoi) 29 
Cooks who specialize in dairy dishes (galaktourgoi) 13 
Beverage-preparers (potematopoioi) 17 
Wine filterers (oinoethetoi) 70 
Perfume makers (myropoioi) J_4 
Total 795 

We see that job specialization was well established, even within the category of cooks, 
young kitchen assistants, and other preparers. The waiters should be added to all of 
these domestics, of whom Heraclides states: "All who attend upon the Persian kings 
when they dine first bathe themselves and then serve in white clothes, and spend nearly 
half the day on preparations for the dinner" (IV.145b*). 

Musicians, Dancers, and Artists 
It is not surprising that royal dinners were not confined to taking nourishment. They 

made an important social and political statement and had much symbolic value. The 
king's table, truly a symbol of the king's power (see chap. 5/6 above), was the preeminent 
place for gift-giving and royal largesse. In other words, in Persia as elsewhere, the ban
quet was a festival in every sense of the word, which at the Great King's court was orga
nized according to the most meticulous rules of protocol. It was a festival organized 
around the royal person. 

This explains the presence of women musicians and other artists who were placed in 
charge of the festival in Parmenion's inventor)'. They were an integral part of a banquet 
(cf. Athenaeus II.48f), just as much as the perfumes and the crowns (Nepos, Ages. 8.2). 
Did not Artaxerxes II honor the Spartan Antalcidas in a very special way by sending him 
"his own chaplet after clipping it in perfume" (Athenaeus II.48e*)? In his well-known 
description of royal meals, Heraclides states that "throughout the dinner his concubines 
sing and play the lyre; one of them is the soloist, the others sing in chorus" (Athenaeus 
IV. 145c*). Similarly, Annaros, whom Ctesias portrays as the governor of Babylonia (in a 
romance that is highly suspect on historical grounds), imitated Artaxerxes by employing 
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150 women who played the harp and sang throughout the dinner (XII.530d). Likewise 
Straton of Sidon occupied his time "drinking and listening to harp-singers and rhapso
dises." For this purpose "he used to summon . . . many singing-girls from Ionia, besides 
girls from every part of Greece, some of whom were singers, some dancers" (XII.531a-
b). The musicians (mousourgoi) captured by Parmenion were flutists and harpists 
(XIII.607f). The practice was well enough known to justify entering the word mosargoi 
in the dictionary of the Suda, which defines them as musicians specializing in the flute, 
which they play while others sing; they stop singing when the king drinks, returning to 
their songs and harmonies when the guests' drinks are poured. 

Many other artists entertained the fellow diners, as shown by the accounts of the wed
ding feast given at Susa by Alexander. According to Polycleitus, male and female flutists 
always accompanied Alexander, drinking in his company (Athenaeus XII.539a). During 
the five-day banquet at Susa, Alexander and his guests applauded the famed Indian jug
glers, as well as many Greek artists: lyric singers, harpists, flutists, singers, and dancers 
(XII.538e-f). At Artaxerxes II's court, Ctesias says, Zeno the Cretan was the king's favor
ite dancer (I.22d). We can understand Polyarchus's envious admiration, emphasizing 
the variety of spectacles and concerts that punctuated the Great Kings' court life (Athe
naeus XII. 54 5f) I 

In fact, the most famous artists of the known world were summoned (cf. Herodotus 
III. 137), and they appeared before the king and courtiers, but not necessarily during the 
banquets. We are put in mind of the athlete Polydamas in Greece: 

B u t this m a n . . . is the tallest of our own e r a . . . . Dar ius [II] . . . learning when he was king 
of the exploits of Polydamus , sent messengers with the promise of gifts and persuaded him 
to c o m e before his presence at Susa . T h e r e he chal lenged three of the Persians cal led Im
mortals to fight h i m — o n e against three—and killed them. (Pausanias V I . 5 . 7 o ) 

When he returned to Greece the athlete's great deed was engraved on a stone and de
picted on a stela, both of which were placed at Olympia; the stela showed the hero in 
full action before the king seated on his throne. 

Cups and Couches 
7'he royal Persian banquet was surrounded with untold luxury. The Greek authors 

were particularly struck by the richness of the dishes and cups. In another extract from 
the Letter of Parmenion, Athenaeus quotes the inventory of cups: "Gold cups, weight 
seventy-three Babylonian talents, fifty-two minae; cups inlaid with precious stones, 
weight fifty-six Babylonian talents, thirty-four minae (XI.781 f—782a• [Loeb p. 39]). Else
where, as we have seen, he mentions an inventory, sent by Cleomenes to Alexander, per
haps a description for Alexander of the very luxurious royal Persian furnishings found at 
Memphis that were now in Alexander's possession (cf. Quintus Curtius IV.7.4). As al
ways, Athenaeus's quotation of Cleomenes is abbreviated; Athenaeus selected only the 
details useful to him at the moment, which in this case was a very long discussion of the 
various names of drinking vessels. The quotation goes: 

3 silver hatiakai, g i lded, silver kondya 176; of these thirty-three are gi lded. O n e silver tisigi-
tfs. Silver spoons , gi lded, thirty-two. O n e silver flask-castor. O n e ornamented silver wine-
container of native manufac ture (barharikon). Other smal l cups of every variety, twenty-
nine; drinking-horns, gi lded hatiakai m a d e in Lycia, censers (thymiateria), and bowls. 
(XI.784a-b-0-[Loeb p. 53]) 
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Athenaeus included explanations of the vessels' names that were unfamiliar to the ears 
of his Greek readers. The hatiake is a Persian vial, he writes (XI.784a). He goes on to de
scribe the vessel called labronia, so named (in his opinion!) "from the violence (la-
brotes) which arises in drinking. In design it is flat and large; it also has large handles" 
(X1.484c-o [Loeb p. 151]). One author speaks of a labrdnios weighing 200 chrysoi, 
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another vessel of this type was said to weigli 120 chrysoi (XI.484d-e). The reference to 
censers (thymiateria) is interesting. They are often shown on Achaemenid reliefs and 
seals, especially the Persepolis audience reliefs. Elsewhere, Athenaeus mentions them 
among banquet paraphernalia, along with perfumes, many kinds of garments and car
pets, cups, and other utensils (XII.545e). Among the Persian-type cups, the sannakra 
(X1.497e), the kondy (XI.478a), and even the prokhois, are also listed by Athenaeus 
(XI.496c), who cites Xenophon (Cyr. VIII.8.10*), who wrote in his chapter on "Persian 
decadence"'. 

They also had the custom of not bringing [chamber] pots (prokhoides) into their banquets, 
evidently because they thought that if one did not drink to excess, both mind and body 
would be less uncertain. So even now the custom of not bringing in the pots still obtains, but 
they drink so much that, instead of carrying anything in, they are themselves carried out 
when they are no longer able to stand straight enough to walk out. 

The originator of Athenian New Comedy, Menander, is again quoted by Athenaeus 
(XI.484c-d*); in two of his plays, Menander takes inventory of the riches the Mace
donians found in the wealthy Persian treasury in Cindya in Cilicia: 

We're living high, and I don't mean moderately; we have gold from Cyinda; purple robes 
from Persia lie in piles; we have in our house, gentlemen, embossed (toreumata) vessels, 
drinking-cups, and other silver ware, and masks in high relief, goat-stag (tragelaphoi) drink
ing horns, and labronioi . .. beakers set with gems and labronici (were brought in), and Per
sians stood there holding fly-flaps. 

These texts describe the Persian dinnerware abundantly found here and there, in
cluding in the Persepolis and Susa deposits. They refer explicitly to the engravings and 
animal decorations regularly exhibited on the cups that wealthy Persians drank from, ex
cept for (1) those who had been demoted, whom the king forced to use a ceramic cup 
(Athenaeus XI.464a), and (2) the king, who drank from a special egg-shaped cup (oion), 
according to Dinon (Xt.503f). The Greeks were even more familiar with Persian dinner-
ware because they managed to capture it several times. In a passage that would do an Os
car-winning Hollywood screenwriter proud, Quintus Curtius describes the pillaging of 
Darius Ill's Treasury at Issus: 

The Persians call men who carry burdens on their shoulders gangabae; these, since they 
could not endure the severity of the weather—for a storm had suddenly brought a fall of 
snow and the ground was stiff being then bound in frost—put on the robes adorned with 
gold ami purple, which they were carrying with the money, and no one dared to forbid 
them, since the ill-fortune of Darius gave licence over him even to the lowest of men. . . . 
Scattered over all the fields lay the king's riches, the money designed for the pay of a great 
force of soldiers, the adornments of so many men of high rank, of so many illustrious 
women, golden vases, golden bridles, tents adorned with regal splendour, chariots too, aban
doned by their owners and filled with vast riches. . . . hands of the ravishers were not suffi
cient to carry the spoil. (III.13.7-11*) 

This passage by Quintus Curtius can easily be compared with Diodorus's (XVII.75) and 
another of his own (Quintus Curtius V.63-8) descriptions of the looting of Persepolis 
by Alexander's soldiers. In the wreckage of the Persian navy in 480, a Greek "picked up 
a large number of gold and silver drinking-cups which were washed ashore, and in
cluded among his finds Persian treasure-chests and innumerable other pieces of valu
able property" (Herodotus VII.190-0-). The booty was so attractive that "the most 
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accomplished diver of his day . . . after the wreck of the Persian ships at Pelium had 
saved agrteat deal of valuable property for his masters—besides getting a good deal for 
himself" (VIII.8-0-)! It was the same in Mardonius's tent, which was filled "with its em
broidered hangings and gorgeous decorations in silver and gold" (IX.82*): in the Per
sian camp they found "tents full of gold and silver furniture; couches overlaid with the 
same precious metals; bowls, goblets, and cups, all of gold; and waggons loaded with 
sacks full of gold and silver basins" (IX.80-0-). Likewise, Tiribazus's tent was looted, 
"with silver-footed couches in it, and drinking cups, and people who said they were his 
bakers and his cup-bearers" (Xenophon, Anab. IV.4.21<>). At Persepolis, according to 
Ouintus Curtius (V.6.5-0-), the soldiers "broke with mattocks vases of priceless art." 

The Persians took their meals reclining on wonderfully ornate couches, such as the 
one given by Artaxerxes II to the Cretan Entimus, with all the accessories needed to in
dicate that he was a favorite: "A silver-footed bed with its coverings, a tent with gaily-
coloured canopy, a silver throne, a gilded sun-shade, twenty gold saucers set with jewels, 
one hundred large saucers of silver, and silver mixing-bowls, one hundred concubines 
and one hundred slaves. . ." (Athenaeus II.48f-0-). There were rugs and cushions on these 
couches, arranged by a specialist, which is why the king added to the valuable linens "a 
slave to spread them, alleging that the Greeks did not know how to make a bed" 
(H.48do). In fact, said Heraclides, "the Persians were the first... to institute the so-called 
'bed-makers' (strotai), in order to secure beauty and softness in the coverings" (II.*48d). 
In this matter, too, protocol reserved a distinction for the king: during symposia, "his fel
low-drinkers (sympotoi) sit on the floor, while he reclines on a couch supported by feet 
of gold" (Athenaeus IV 145c-c-), ground that no doubt was provided with comfortable rugs 
(cf. Xenophon, Cyr. VIII.8.16; Hell. IV. 1.30)1 At the wedding in Susa, the guests' couches 
were silver, but Alexander's couch had gold legs (Athenaeus XII.538c). 

6. The Royal Hunts 

As in every court in the ancient Near East (and elsewhere), kings loved long hunting 
parties. Clearly they represented one of the privileged loci for aristocratic and court so
ciability, as symbolized by the thorough training that young Persians received (Strabo 
XV.3.18). Depictions of the hunt are innnumerable on Achaemenid stamps and stelas. 

In one of the many hunting scenes that Xenophon liked so much, he shows the 
young Cyrus "exhaust[ing] the supply of animals in the park (paradeisos) by hunting 
and shooting and killing them, so that Astyages was no longer able to collect animals for 
him" (1.4.5o-). Hunts actually took place either in open spaces or in enclosed paradises, 
as al Dascylium [Hell. IV. 1.15). At Celaenae in Greater Phrygia, "Cyrus had a palace 
and a large park full of wild animals, which he used to hunt on horseback whenever he 
wished to give himself and his horses exercise" (Anab. 1.2.7*). The paradises were cen
ters for horticultural experimentation and living symbols of the fertility of the king 
(chap. 6/5); they also constituted hunting reserves, such as the one in Sogdiana de
scribed by Quintus Curtius: 

There are no greater indications of the wealth of the barbarians in those regions than their 
herds of noble wild beasts, confined in great woods and parks. For this purpose they choose 
extensive forests m a d e attractive by perennial springs; they surround the woods with walls 
{muris minora cinguntur), and have towers as stands for the hunters. (VIII. 1 .11-12*) 
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This was also true of tire paradise near Ecbatana; guards were stationed at the entrance 
(VII.2.28). These paradises were quite large. We know this because Cyrus the Younger 
held a review of bis troops in the paradise of Celaenae involving 13,000 men in all (Xe
nophon, Anab. 1.2.9) and because Alexander could dine in the Sogdiana paradise with 
his entire army (Quintus Curtius VIII. 1.19). There must have been a considerable 
number of captive beasts, since, according to Quintus Curtius (VIII. 1.19), Alexander 
and his party killed no less than 4,000. The Macedonians probably borrowed this prac
tice from the Persians: 

The members of the royal house of Maceclon had always been devoted to hunting, and the 
Macedonians had reserved the most suitable areas for breeding game. These districts during 
the war had been as carefully preserved as formerly, but had never been hunted for four 
years owing to the exigencies of the times, so there was an abundance of big game of every 
kind. . . . Aemilius . . . placed the royal huntsmen (hoi kynegoi basilikoi) at Scipio's disposal, 
and gave him complete control over the preserves. (Polybius XXXI.29.1-5-*) 

Aristocratic ethics did not exclude the use of traps (cf. Polyaenus VII. 14.1). We also 
know that during their horsemanship training young Persians learned to make human 
hunting "nets" (Strabo XV.3.18). There is a vivid example of this kind of hunt in He
rodotus. Here is how he claims the Persians lowered the resistance of the Greeks at the 
end of the Ionian revolt: 

Each island, as soon as it was occupied, was gone through with the drag-net—a process in 
which men join hands and make a chain right across the island from north to south, and 
then move from one end to the other, hunting everybody out. (VI.3)*) 

It seems obvious that the Persians employed a technique in war that was borrowed from 
the hunt, with its hunters and beaters. Furthermore, the Assyrian reliefs often show 
hunting with this type of net. 

Every royal hunt thus required meticulous preparation, probably carried out under 
the direction of specialized officials, those whom the author of the De Mundo (398a-*) 
calls "leaders in war and hunting." They had to choose the animals —fed and prepared 
in select groups (Plutarch, Alex. 73.6) —then free them from the cages where they were 
kept, as we see being done on Assyrian reliefs. They also had to gather the hunting dogs 
(fig. 42). There were thus many participants at various levels with various jobs, as seen 
in an episode in the Cyropedia: "[Astyages] took [Cyrus] out to hunt; he had got the boys 
together, and a large number of men both on foot and on horseback, and when he had 
driven the wild animals out into country where riding was practicable, he instituted a 
great hunt" (Cyr. 1.4.14-0-). The author emphasizes the security requirements: "[Asty
ages] let [Cyrus] go out with his uncle and he sent along some older men on horseback 
to look after him, to keep him away from dangerous places and guard him against wild 
beasts in case any should appear" (1.4.7-*). It is true that at the time Cyrus was very young 
and the hunt was taking place in an open space. 

Finally, there is the matter of the hunt's royal escort. Even in this situation, there was 
selectivity among the court nobles: it was a signal honor to be chosen as a hunting com
panion; Themistocles says: "The king invited him to partake of his own pastimes and rec
reations both at home and abroad, carrying him with him a-hunting" (Plutarch, Them. 
29.6-*). The king was surrounded by his most faithful companions (or so he thought: Ae-
lian VI. 14). He was surely also accompanied by his bodyguards, since on the hunt the 
king was more vulnerable than elsewhere. Two court histories report attempts on a king's 
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Fig. 42. Dogs used in the hunt and in battle by the Assyrians. 

life during a hunt (Herodotus 111.30; Aelian VI. 14). To render the solemnity of the mo
ment still more striking, the king was undoubtedly accompanied by a large escort. Hera
clides even claims that he did not go out without his concubines (Athenaeus XII.514c)! 

7. Royal Pomp 
As we keep stressing, the preceding pages are based essentially on the Greek sources, 

which in some cases can be compared with Persian or "Greco-Persian" iconographic 
evidence. Two currents can be distinguished in the Greeks' interpretation of the luxury 
of the royal court. One is represented by Xenophon. In the Cyropedia, he analyzes each 
element of protocol in terms of obsessive concern for the Great King's security, whether 
it vvas the institution of the eunuchs, the protocol of the royal table, the audience, or 
whatever. No doubt this sort of preoccupation was always present. But by constantly re
ferring to security, Xenophon in a way offers his readers a very limited vision, only occa
sionally mentioning the royal desire to communicate the image of a man above men 
(e.g., VIII. 1.40-42; 3.4, 14). 

For most of the Greek authors, the untold splendor of the palace and the rigidity of 
court protocol constituted first and foremost a striking manifestation of Persian tryphe 
('luxury'), setting a precedent and example for everyone else: "The first men in history 
to become notorious for luxurious living were the Persians." Athenaeus sees proof in the 
nomadism of the Achaemenid court (XII.513e-fo). In order to animate his account with 
real-life examples, he has a long discussion in which he quotes a large number of authors 
who looked into the question (514a-515a*). These pages represent a sort of dense sum
mary of Greek information on the Persian court, which it is advisable to review here. 

FJinon mentions the labyzos, a highly aromatic substance more costly than myrrh 
with which the Great King's hair was done, as one of the visible marks of this tryphe. He 
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also mentions the footstool the king regularly used when he descended from his chariot 
(p. 221). Heraclides states that the king was never supposed to be seen walking on foot 
in his palace; he only did so to cross the court of the melophoroi, and even then he 
walked on carpets that were reserved for him: "When he reached the last court he would 
mount his chariot, or sometimes his horse." Heraclides also mentions particularly luxu
rious objects: the footstool, the royal throne made of gold whose four small columns 
were encrusted with jewels and over which was thrown a rich cloth embroidered with 
purple. Agathocles mentions the vase containing "water called 'golden'" reserved for the 
king and his eldest son (see p. 521). Chares of Mytilene describes the famous Golden 
Vine (p. 235), as does Amyntas, who also mentions a superb gold crater, the work of The-
odorus of Samos. Clearchus refers to the eunuchs (whom the Medes/Persians gathered 
from neighboring peoples), and Heraclides the concubines who accompanied the king 
on his hunts and charmed his nights. Finally, as absolute proof of unlimited, enervating 
tryphe, Chares speaks of locked Treasuries in rooms that opened onto the royal chamber 
("royal pillow" and "royal footstool"; see p. 469). Elsewhere, Athenaeus quotes Aristoxe-
nus's Life of Archytas, which refers to Polyarchus, who was famous for his appetite for 
joys of the flesh. To work out his discourse on the theme of pleasure and tryphe, Pol
yarchus cites the example of the Great King, describing "the comforts enjoyed by the 
king of Persia . . . , his indulgence in sexual pleasures, the perfumed odour of his body, 
his elegance and manners of conversation, the spectacles and the entertainments by art
ists," and he states that, from his point of view, "the king of Persia was the happiest man 
of the times" (XII.545fo). 

We clearly see that the ancient authors filtered their information through the sieve of 
their own obsessions —hence the abundance and number of descriptions of the royal 
table and references to the pallakai. Not one of them makes the slightest allusion to the 
Persepolis reliefs, not even Diodorus, the only one who gives a description of the terrace 
and palaces (XV11.71.3-8). This choice allowed them to capture the interest of their po
tential readers, all the while working out their preferred discourse, in which peremptory 
judgments on the ineluctable dissipating effect of wealth mingled with spellbound ad
miration for the luxury and might of the Great King. Nevertheless, and in spite of their 
prejudice and their observational nearsightedness, their accounts also testify to the real
ity of royal splendor that was enacted daily according to the script of the court regula
tions. For, in the eyes of the Great Kings themselves, the luxury of the palace, the 
profusion of Treasuries, the splendor of the festivals, and the richness of the tapestries 
and clothing were a mark of their ostentatious power. This is just how Heraclides of Pon
tus understands it in his work On Pleasure (Peri Hedones), where he provocatively takes 
on the dominant theory: 

Tyrants and kings, be ing in control the good things of life, and having had experience of 
them all, put pleasure in the first p lace , s ince pleasure makes men's natures more lordly. All 
persons, at any rate, who pay court to pleasure and choose a life of luxury are lordly and 
magnif icent, like the Persians and the M e d e s . For m o r e than any other m e n in the world 
they court p leasure and luxury, yet they are the bravest and most lordly of the barbarians. In
deed to have pleasure and luxury is a mark of the freeborn; it eases their minds and exalts 
them; but to live laborious lives is the-mark of slaves and of m e n of low birth. (Athenaeus 
XII .512a-b<- ) 

The same interpretation is found in Plutarch, in a discussion derived directly from the 
propaganda of Artaxerxes IPs court: 
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T h e king • • • u p o n this journey m a d e it appear plainly that cowardice and effeminacy are 
the effects, not of del icate and s u m p t u o u s living, as many suppose , but o f a base and vicious 
nature, actuated by false and bad opinions. For notwithstanding his golden ornaments , his 
robe of state, and the rest o f that costly attire, worth no less than twelve thousand talents, 
with which the royal person was constantly clad, his labours and toils were not a whit infe
rior to those of the meanes t persons in his army. (Art. 24 .9-10-*) 

In other words, tryphe is not reducible to decadent luxury; it is, rather, a striking sign of 
royal power. 

By insisting on the rules of court protocol, the ancient authors do not fundamentally 
misrepresent reality. All of their details reveal a symbolic Achaemenid vision: whatever 
he did (walk, sleep, eat, hunt, make love, etc.), the Great King distinguished himself and 
wanted to distinguish himself from the common mortal. The Greek misunderstanding 
regarding the divinity of the Great King is understandable. He was a being apart, to 
whom unlimited respect and submission were due. Court protocol existed to burn this 
permanently into memory, especially the rules for royal audiences and a table etiquette 
that reserved a ceremonial couch, special cup, water and wine reserved for his own use, 
and waiters previously purified by a bath and wearing a white robe. All in all, the Clas
sical authors in their own way have provided a magnificent, lively commentary on court 
life and royal splendor, or at least they have made it possible for us to do so. For this rea
son, we would like to suggest to the Great King that—just as he did for Antalcidas — he 
send Athenaeus and Aelian "his own chaplet after dipping it in perfume"! 
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The King's Men 

We have seen through text and image that the exaltation of the king's person is a con
stant theme in the mainstream of the Classical sources. Aristotle, although he does not 
mention it explicitly, clearly includes the Achaemenid monarchy in the category he 
calls pambasileia 'absolute monarchy', which was found, he writes, "among certain bar
barian peoples." Like so many of his contemporaries, he believed that, because the bar
barians' character inclines them more to servility than the Hellenes, and the Asiatics 
more than the Europeans, they endure despotic rule with nary a complaint (Aristotle, 
Pol. VII.6). Within the structure of this pambasileia, the king wielded universal author
ity in obedience to nothing but "his own will" (Aristotle, Pol. VII.7). This interpretation 
streams from the pen or the lips of many Greeks. Among many examples, we may simply 
note the remark that Xenophon attributes to Jason of Pherae in the context of a stereo
typical speech intended to prove that the conquest of the Achaemenid Empire was 
simple: "I know that everybody there, save one person, has trained himself to servitude 
(douleia) rather than to prowess (alke)" (Xenophon, Hell. VI. 1.12-0). 

In a way, the picture obtained from the Greeks is not much different from the picture 
that Darius and his successors sought to establish in text and image. But both pictures 
tend to reduce the problem to the person of the king alone, whether denouncing the 
despotic regime or exalting the virtues of the man who was able to govern so many 
peoples and countries thanks to his uncommon virtue. It is obvious that the historian 
cannot be satisfied with these ideologized approaches. It is important to pose more con
cretely the problem of the relationships between the king and those who served him and 
held the highest positions in the Empire. 

J . The Giving King 

The Royal Statements 
On several occasions, Darius and Xerxes give voice to another quality of the good 

king: he shows favor to those who have aided him or who can be expected to aid him in 
the course of time. With reference to 'justice' (arstam), which guides all his actions, Da
rius at Behistun exclaims, "The man who cooperated with my house (vi6), him I re
warded well; whoso did injury, him I punished well" (DB §63*0). He also adjures his 
successors not to be a friend "of the man who shall be a Lie-follower or who shall be a 
doer of wrong—... punish them well" (§64-0). Likewise, at Naqs-i Rustam: "What a 
man does or performs according to his powers, (therewith) I am satisfied, and my plea
sure is abundant, and I am well satisfied" (DNb §8e-o), as well as in Xerxes' parallel in
scription: "And I generously repay men of good will" (XPl 26-31). The benefits awarded 
to the men of good will frequently are the protection of Ahura-Mazda and "family in 
abundance" (DB §§60-0-61, §§66-0-67). This recalls the words that Herodotus ascribes 
to Cambyses on his deathbed, when he adjured those close to him to defeat Smerdis the 
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usurper: "If you do as I bid you, I pray that the earth may be fruitful for you, your wives 
bear you children, your flocks multiply" (Herodotus III.65-*). 

The King's Benefactors 
A well-known story of benefaction in the Persian court appears in the biblical book of 

Esther: 
That night, the king could not sleep; he called for the Record Book, the Chronicles, to be 
brought and read to him. They contained an account of how Mordecai had denounced . . 
two of the king's eunuchs serving as Guardians of the Threshold, who had plotted to assassi
nate king Ahasuerus. "And what honour and dignity" the king asked, "was conferred on 
Mordecai for this?" "Nothing has been done for him" . . . [Haman said to the king:] "If the 
king wishes to honour someone, have royal robes brought, which the king has worn, and a 
horse which the king has ridden, with a royal diadem on his head. The robes and horse 
should be handed to one of the noblest of the king's officers, and he should array the man 
whom the king wishes to honour and lead him on horseback through the city square, pro
claiming before him: This is the way to treat a man whom the king wishes to honour"' (Es
ther 6:1-90-) 

Another story is told by Herodotus. He records that, during the battle of Salamis, Xerxes 
followed the progress of the fighting from the shore: "Xerxes watched the course of the 
battle from the base of Mt. Aegaleos, across the strait from Salamis; whenever he saw one 
of his officers behaving with distinction, he would find out his name, and his secretaries 
(hoi grammateis) wrote it down (anegraphon), together with his city and parentage" (He
rodotus VIII.90*; cf. Plutarch, Them. 13.1). These are the conditions under which, for 
instance, Theomestor "was invested by the Persians with the lordship of Samos, and Phy-
lacus was enrolled in the catalogue of the King's Benefactors (euergetes hasileos 
anegraphe) and presented with a large estate," and Herodotus adds this detail: "The Per
sian word for King's Benefactors is orosangae" (Herodotus VIII.85-*-). Whatever the lin
guistic and etymological reality may be, the reference to a Persian word implies the 
existence of a recognized court category. 

It is clear, then, that there was a register at court in which the names of those who had 
received the title of Benefactor were written. In a letter he sent to Gadatas, Darius con
gratulates him on his horticultural achievements, and he states: "For that, you will re
ceive great recognition (megale charis) in the king's house" (ML 12). Likewise in a letter 
(perhaps) sent by Xerxes to Pausanias of Sparta: "An obligation (euergesia) is laid up for 
you in our house, recorded forever (es aiei anagraptos)" (Thucychdes 1.129.30-). These 
are the conditions under which Syloson the Samian went to find Darius shortly after his 
accession: "He hurried to Susa, sat down at the entrance of the royal palace, and 
claimed to be included in the list of the King's Benefactors" (Herodotus III. 140-0). Da
rius made the following statement to Coes (commander of a contingent from Mytilene), 
who had just given him good advice: "When I am safely home again, my Lesbian friend, 
. . . be sure to come and see me, so that I may make some practical return for your ex
cellent counsel" (Herodotus IV.97-*). On his return from Sardis, Darius did indeed keep 
his promise (VI1). This is exactly the meaning of the story of the relationship between 
Ahasuerus and Mordecai as told by the redactor of Esther: when he learned from the 
Book of Benefactors of the services rendered by Mordecai, the king was astonished that 
the Jew of Susa had received no honor, and he soon took steps to repair the oversight 
(Esther 6). 
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These examples demonstrate the importance of performing a "good deed" under the 
very eyes of the king—"each striving to appear as deserving as he could in the eyes of 
Cyrus," remarks Xenophon (Cyr. VIII. 1.39*). On this account, the expedition of 480 
represents a particularly significant example. For the Greek authors, the combats were 
veritable spectacles that unfolded before the king's eyes. From the beginning, the scen
ery and actors were set. At Abydos, they laid out a marble loggia from which Xerxes 
watched his army march past (Herodotus VII.44); then, at Doriscus, the king reviewed 
his troops (chap. 5/5 above). From then on, Xerxes was a perpetual spectator: "From the 
European shore Xerxes watched his troops coming over under the whips" (V11.56*). At 
Thermopylae, he was seated on his throne, reacting with passion to the unpredictable 
turns of events in the combat (VIII.212). Diodorus also did not miss any opportunity to 
contrast the motives of the Greek soldiers with the Great King's: the former were prodi
gies of valor because they were infused with the desire to preserve their liberty; the bar
barians, however, tried to distinguish themselves because "[they] had the king as a 
witness of their valour" (Diodorus XI.7.1*). At Salamis, Xerxes chose "a spot. . . from 
which he could watch the course of the battle" (XI. 18.3*). He was accompanied by his 
secretaries, who recorded the names of valiant warriors (Herodotus VIII.86). The sol
diers knew that the king's eyes were trained on them, which brought about extraordinary 
competition: "[They] entered into competition with each other to be the first to win a 
reward from Xerxes for the capture of an Athenian ship" (VIII. 10*). In fact, "every man 
of them did his best for fear of Xerxes, feeling that the king's eye was on him" (VIII.86*). 
We get the impression that the silent dialogue between the king and his soldiers had a 
bearing on tactical considerations. Thus, during the escape after the battle: "those astern 
fell foul of them in their attempt to press forward and do some service for their king" 
(VIII.89*). The successful outcome of a maneuver executed by the ship of Artemisia of 
Caria is particularly spicy, in order to disengage during the battle, she rammed a vessel 
of the royal fleet, but from the shore it appeared as though she had sunk an Athenian 
vessel—which "raised her. . . higher than ever in Xerxes' esteem" (VIII.88*). 

Even when the king was not present, people were sure that he would be kept in
formed: "It is for this reason that there were so many men who undertook to run such 
risks for Cyrus the Younger, thinking every time that he would know about it" (Xeno
phon, Anab. 1.9.15). If the king did not learn it directly, one had to hope that the royal 
inspectors would bring the king a highly favorable report (Xenophon, Oec. IV6-I0). A 
courtier was always ready to portray his exploits in the most spectacular way, as the later 
example of Datames shows so well (Nepos, Dat. 3; chap. 5/5 above). 

The Royal Gifts 
The Greeks knew very well that entering the service of the Great King brought great 

opportunities for receiving gifts and presents in return (cf. Herodotus VII. 134-37; VIII.5; 
IX. 18, etc.). Xenophon endlessly revisits this feature of royal Achaemenid ideology and 
practice. This is how he puts it in the Oeconomicus: if the officers in charge of the garri
sons and their troops do their work well, the king "promotes [them] in the scale of ho
nour (tais timais auxei) and enriches with large grants of money (dora megala)"; the 
others, however, "he punishes severely, and appoints others to take their office" (IV.7*). 
The same vvas true for the officials in charge of keeping a territory in full production 
(IV.8). These are the sorts of assumptions on which Xenophon's idealized portrait of 
Cyrus the Younger is based: 
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But it was the brave in war, as all agree, whom lie honored especially (diapherontos timas) 
. . . and whomsoever in his army he found willing to meet dangers, these men he would not 
only appoint as rulers of the territory he was subduing, but would honour thereafter with 
other gifts (cforci) a lso. . . . As for uprightness, if a man showed that he desired to distinguish 
himself in that quality, Cyrus considered it all important to enable such an one to live in 
greater opulence than those who were greedy of unjust gain. . . . Again, so surely as a man 
performed with credit any service that he assigned him, Cyrus never let his zeal go unre
warded. . . . And surely he of all men distributed gifts most generously among his friends, 
with an eye to the tastes of each one and to whatever particular need he noted in each case. 
(Anab. 1.9.14-22*) 

It is clear that the following portrait of Cyrus the Younger is traced from the portrait that 
Xenophon drew of Cyrus the Elder: 

Though he far exceeded all other men in the amount of the revenues he received, yet he 
excelled still more in the quantity of presents he made. It was Cyrus, therefore, who began 
the practice of lavish giving (polydoria), and among the Icings it continues even to this day. 
For who has richer friends (philoi) to show than the Persian king? Who is there that is 
known to adorn his friends with more beautiful robes than does the king? Whose gifts arc so 
readily recognized as some of those which the king gives, such as bracelets, necklaces, and 
horses with gold-studded bridles? For, as everybody knows, no one over there is allowed to 
have such things except those to whom the king has given them. (Cyr. VIII.2.7-8*) 

These royal gifts were well known to the Greeks, who frequently benefited from 
them. The Classical authors referred to them with such expressions as "which are most 
prized amongst the Persians" (Herodotus III. 160; cf. VII.8*), "a thoroughly Persian gift" 
(Herodotus IX. 109*), or "the highest honours, such as were customary [in Persia]" (Di
odorus XV. 11.2*). They are sometimes more specific, as was Herodotus regarding 
Otanes and his descendants: "Every year, a suit of Median clothes and such other gifts 
as are held to be of most value by the Persians, as a mark of honour" (ten pasan doreen 
... en Perseisi timiotaien; III.84*). In turn, Xenophon puts it thus: "Cyrus gave (Syenne-
sis] gifts which are regarded at court as tokens of honour—a horse with a gold-mounted 
bridle, a gold necklace and bracelets, a gold dagger (akinakes)" (Anab. 1.2.27*). As for 
Ctesias (§22), he states that "the most outstanding gift the king can give among the Per
sians is a gold millstone" (myle khryse). We might wonder about the exact significance 
of Ctesias's note, but the expression he uses fits perfectly into a series of cases that imply 
the existence at the Persian court of a category of gifts, called royal, distinguished from 
one another in a subtle hierarchy, and conferred on those whom the king wished to 
honor for "good actions" (cf. Aelian, VH V1II.8). 

Robes and jewelry are archetypal royal gifts frequently attested in the record. Xeno
phon's Cyrus often resorts to them. Before a major parade, he distributes Median robes 
to "those of the Persians and of the allies who held office.. . . And when he had distrib
utee! among the noblest the most beautiful garments, he brought out other Median 
robes, for he had had a great many made, with no stint of purple or sable or red or scarlet 
or crimson cloaks," in such a way that in turn those close to him distributed them to their 
friends (Cyr. VIII.3.1-3*). It seems clear that the different colors referred to a hierarchy 
defined by the king (cf. VIII. 1.40): some jobs at the central court carried the right (and 
no doubt the obligation) to wear special robes (Plutarch, Alex. 18.8 [astandes]). It is no 
less clear that wearing them permitted the recipients to vaunt themselves above other 
Persians. Thus Mithradates, overwhelmed with gifts after the battle of Cunaxa, never 
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appeared in public without the robe and jewelry that Artaxerxes gave him. Hence this 
reflection by a eunuch—at once ironic, envious, and provocative: "A magnificent dress, 
indeed, O Mithradates, is this which the king has given you; the chains and bracelets are 
glorious, and your scimitar (akinakes) of invaluable worth; how happy has he made you, 
the object of every eye!" (Plutarch, Art. 15.Z*). Likewise Artapates, the most faithful of 
Cyrus the Younger's scepter-bearers, "had a dagger (akinakes) of gold, and he also wore 
a necklace and bracelets and all the other ornaments that the noblest (aristoi) Persians 
wear; for he had been honoured by Cyrus (efimefo hypo Kyrou) because of his affection 
and fidelity" Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.29*). In Persian eyes, in fact, these robes and jewels 
were not baubles; they were the resplendent marks of the king's favor granted to them in 
return for services rendered. Wearing these ornaments meant accession to the rank of 
Persians most esteemed by the king. Thus, the gift of a Median robe to the city of Acan
thus by Xerxes in 480 (Herodotus VII. 116) bore a rather different significance; the royal 
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gift was indeed symbolically charged, but its political implications were far from the 
practical realities of the Achaemenid court. 

With all of the Persian nobles wearing sumptuous robes (e.g., Anab. 1.5.8) and prize 
jewelry (e.g., Plutarch, Cimon 9.5), we should not be surprised that the ceremony of 
awarding gifts was held in public. Thus Megabyzus, to whom the king awarded a gift of 
honor (gems), is remembered with these words: "Darius had once paid this man a high 
compliment . . . it was in Persia that Darius paid him this compliment" (Herodotus 
IV. 143-0). Further evidence is available from the story of Mordecai, who received a royal 
robe and a horse that "the king has ridden." In order to give its full social value to the 
royal gift, the king issued the following order: "Lead [Mordecai] through the city square, 
proclaiming before him: 'This is the way to treat a man whom the king wishes to ho
nour'" (Esth 6:8-9-0). Another example of public acclaim is found in the story about 
Daiphernes' friend's appearance before "Cyrus": 

Cyrus gave h im o n e of the horses that were be ing led in the process ion and gave orders to 
one of the mace-bearers to have it led away for h im wherever he should direct. And to those 
who saw it it s e e m e d to be a mark of great honour, and as a c o n s e q u e n c e of that event manv 
more people paid court to that m a n . (Cyr. V I I I . 3 . 2 3 0 ) 

Perhaps it was the king who gave the gold breastplate to Masistius, the rider of a Ni-
saean horse bridled in gold, described by Herodotus (IX.20-21). The jewelry presented 
by the king probably bore a distinctive mark, because Xenophon mentions that "no one 
over there is allowed to have such tilings except those to whom the king has given 
them" (Cyr. VIII.2.7-80-). The robes of honor must also have had various special mark
ings, since according to Aelian (VH 1.22) the "Median" robes given by the Great King 
were labeled "given as a present" ("dorophoric"). Aelian (VH I.220-) records that court 
customs regulated the value of the gifts offered to the ambassadors sent to the Great 
King: 

T h e presents given by the king of Persia to envoys who c a m e to see h im, whether they c a m e 
from G r e e c e or elsewhere, were the following. E a c h received a Babylonian talent o f silver 
coins and two silver cups weighing a talent each (the Babylonian talent is equivalent to 72 
Attic minae) . H e gave them bracelets, a sword, and a necklace; these objects were worth 
1,000 darics. In addition there was a Persian robe. T h e n a m e of this robe wasdorophorike. 

This text leaves the impression that the gifts of jewelry, precious vessels, and gold were 
calibrated not just according to their symbolic value but also in proportion to the 
weight of the precious metal from which they were made. There is also every indication 
that this custom did not hold only for diplomatic gifts. We need only recall the example 
of the simple Persian peasant who received from Artaxerxes II "a Persian robe, a golden 
cup, and a thousand darics" (VH I.320-). 

Gifts and Honors: The Court Hierarchy 
Important as they were, robes and jewelry were but one element of the Great Kings' 

polydoria: Cyrus "used to reward with gifts (dorci) and positions of authority (arkhai) and 
seats of honour (timai) and all sorts of preferment (hedrai) others whom he saw devoting 
themselves most eagerly to the attainment of excellence (ta kala)" (Cyr. VIII. 1.39-0-). 
Nomination to a high position was in itself a mark of royal favor, as in the case of Xenag-
oras. He had just saved the life of Masistes, and this action won him "the favor (kharis) 
not only of Masistes himself, but also of Xerxes, whose brother he had saved; and he was 
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rewarded for it by a gift from Xerxes of the governorship of the whole province of Cilj-
cia" {Herodotus IX.107-0-). 

Obviously, court titles must be included in the category of privileges and honors. 
Court titles are unfortunately known only from allusions in the Classical sources. We 
know of "the Friends" (philoi); that this was an actual title is implied by the punishment 
inflicted on Orontes by Artaxerxes II—"exclusion from the company of his Friends" 
(Plutarch, Art. 11.2; cf. Xenophon, Anab. IV.4.4; Plutarch, Art. 24.9). There was even an 
internal hierarchy within the category of "Friends," based on the degree of royal favor 
(Diodorus XVI.52.1). To Histiaeus of Miletus, Darius promised, "Come with me to 
Susa. All I have will there be yours. You will eat at my table (syssitos) and be my coun
sellor (symboulos)" (Herodotus V.24*). The Greek physician Democedes was himself 
Darius's Tablemate (homotrapezos) (III.131). High Persian aristocrats, such as Mega
byzus, also held this title (Ctesias §41: homotrapezos). 

"Friend" was certainly one of the most coveted court titles. We know in fact that, dur
ing certain festivals, many people gathered around the king for the banquet (Athenaeus 
IV. 145c). An example is the banquet given by Ahasuerus in the third year of his reign: 
"He gave a banquet at his court for all his administrators and ministers" (Esth 1:3*). 
This was probably also the case at the "Royal Supper" in honor of the king's birthday 
(Herodotus IX. 1 lOo). This sort of public banquet is depicted several times by Xenophon 
in the Cyropaedia (cf. VIII.4.1-5). Heraclides' report (Athenaeus IV. 145-46) shows that 
the king generally dined alone in a hall. Some invited guests (the syndeipnoi) dined out
side, others—still more highly honored (146a; hoi entimotatoi ton syndeipnon)—were 
served in a hall near the royal dining hall. The two halls were separated by a curtain that 
allowed the king to watch the other side but concealed him from their view. The first 
group nonetheless accrued considerable prestige, for they dined "in full sight of anyone 
who wishes to look on" (145bo-). Finally, at the end of the meal, just a dozen or so of the 
invited guests (the sympotoi) were summoned by name by a eunuch and came to a spe
cial room to drink in the company of the king—an exceptional honor, because it was 
during these symposia that important matters were discussed (Herodotus 1.133; Strabo 
XV.3.20; Athenaeus IV. 144b, V. 102c). 

It is not certain that the title homotrapezos 'Tablemate' was exactly the same as syn-
deipnos 'invited guest'. "Tablemate" was actually a title in the court hierarchy that con
ferred on its holder a preeminent place before the king. During the battle of Cunaxa, "a 
very few were left about" Cyrus the Younger, "chiefly his so-called table companions" (oi 
homotrapezoi kaloumenoi; Anab. I.8.25*). The difference between 'Tablemate' and 'in
vited guest' is clarified by the case of Entimus, which Athenaeus distinguishes from the 
case of Timagoras. Entimus was invited to the 'luncheon of the Kinsmen' (to syggenikon 
ariston); Timagoras received something from the royal table every day (Athenaeus 
II.48e): "Not to mention the feast made for [Timagoras] at court, which was so princely 
and splendid" (Plutarch, Art. 22.60-). Moreover, the two privileges were not mutually ex
clusive, for Entimus was not merely a syndeipnos; he also received necessities every day 
(Athenaeus II.49a). 

This simple example proves that at court there definitely existed a hierarchy of hon
ors. The available texts do not allow us to reconstruct it with certainty, although the title 
Friend seems to have assumed special importance. We must also beware of confusing 
titles and duties. Titles that we might expect to be granted to only one person were some-
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times held by a great number of people. We must also remain aware of change over 
time, bearing in mind that most of the sources come from the reigns of Artaxerxes II and 
Darius III. However, we know from Plutarch that under Artaxerxes I "there happening 
great alterations . . . at court, and removals of the king's favourites" {peri ten aulen kai 
tons philous; Them. 29.5*) at the start of his reign; other innovations were probably in
troduced by Artaxerxes II (chaps. 14/1; 15/3). 

Also to be counted among exceptional honors was marriage to the king's daughter. 
We know specifically that Darius married his daughters or sisters to high aristocrats, 
such as Gobryas (Herodotus VII.2). In 499, the Persian forces in Asia Minor were com
manded by three sons-in-law of Darius: Daurises, Hymaees, and Otanes (V. 116); an
other son-in-law of Darius, Artochmes, was one of Xerxes' commanders in 480 (VII.73). 
Shortly before the battle of Salamis, the Greeks took several high Persian aristocrats 
(epiphanoi) prisoner; they included two (or three) sons of Sandauce, a daughter of Da
rius, and a daughter of Artayctes (Plutarch, Them. 13.2; Arise. 9.1-2). 

A story told by Plutarch well illustrates the importance of matrimonial problems at 
court: 

Artaxerxes [II], having many (laughters, promised to give Apama to Pharnabazus to wife, 
Rhodogune to Orontes, and Amestris to Teribazus; whom alone of the three he disap
pointed, by marrying Amestris himself. However, to make him amends, he betrothed his 
youngest daughter Atossa to him. But after he had, being enamoured of her too, as has 
been said, married her, Teribazus entertained an irreconcilable enmity against him (Art. 
27.7-9*) 

It is quite obvious that the status of king's son-in-law exalted the social position of a 
happy few. When Pausanias of Sparta concluded a treat)' with Xerxes, he asked to marry 
one of Xerxes' daughters (Thuc. 1.128). Without even receiving a reply on this matter, 
he considered himself nonetheless part of the inner circle of the dominant socioethnic 
class. These marriages are thus noteworthy because they clearly express the king's deter
mination to take on and/or officially sanction the loyalty of the families so designated. 
But they granted no dynastic right to any sons to be born, as is shown by the arguments 
over the succession of Darius, reported (in his way) by Herodotus (VII.2-4). As it hap
pens, the wife exchange was unequal, since the sons-in-law owed this familial promo
tion to the king himself: it was a kingly favor, at the king's sole discretion. The disbursal 
of his daughters constituted one of the elements of his power. Even assuming that he 
only gave his daughters to members of the highest nobility, anyone who sought to be
come his son-in-law would have been well advised to prove his devotion and his unfail
ing loyalty. The relationship was not an acquired right but a royal gift. 

There can scarcely be any doubt that these sons-in-law fell into the category of Royal 
Kinsmen. This term (syggeneis) was itself integrated into the court hierarchy. At the time 
of Darius III, the Royal Kinsmen constituted a corps of elite horsemen, numbering 
10,000, whose courage during the battle of Granicus is underlined by Diodorus 
(XVII.20.2). At Gaugamela, they fought beside the king (synagonisthai), and Diodorus 
(XVII.59.2*) explains the criteria for selection as follows: "These were men chosen for 
courage (arete) and for loyalty (eunoia)." They were distinguished by their dress uni
form: their lances bore golden apples, they are melophoroi (Arrian III. 11.5). Among their 
well-known privileges was wearing the diadem; they also had the right to kiss the king on 
the lips —a sign of significant social achievement, since we know that for the Persians 
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only men of equal rank (isotimoi) greeted each other in this way (Herodotus 1.134-
Strabo XV.3.20). In Darius Ill's procession, Quintus Curtius (III.3.14, 21) differentiates 
the cognati (numbering 15,000) from the the propinqiiii (numbering some 200); the lat
ter (nobilissimi propinquorum) constituted the picked escort of the royal chariot, and 
obviously they were included among the various troop units (placed just after the Im
mortals). It is tempting to suppose that the propinqiiii represented the members and in
laws of the royal family, while the cognati corresponded to Diodorus's and Arrian's sygge-
neis (court title-, quos cognafos regis appellant). 

But when was this category of syggerteis created? The Royal Kinsmen are not attested 
with any certainty during the time of the first kings. The vocabulary of the Greek authors 
is necessarily ambiguous, mirroring the use of the term itself at court. In 479, Cimon be
sieged Eion, where there were "some great men (andres endoxoi) among the Persians, of 
the king's kindred" (syggeneis hasileos; Plutarch, Cimon 7.1*); similarly at Byzantium, 
where there could be found "some connexions (prosekontes) and kinsmen (syggeneis) of 
the king," whom Pausanias sent to Xerxes (Thucydides 1.128.5*-). The first term clearly 
refers to family ties (cf. Xenophon, Anah. 1.6.1). In a passage taken from Phaenias, Athe
naeus reports that Entimus was invited '"to breakfast en famille" (to syggenikon ariston) 
during the time of Artaxerxes II (11.48f-v-). But once again doubt remains, because Plu
tarch records that, along with his mother and his wife, the king invited his two brothers, 
his literal kinsmen, to the table (Art. 5.5). Was this an innovation by Artaxerxes II, or was 
it an arrangement used occasionally by all of the Great Kings (cf. Athenaeus IV.145d)? 
We may also note that several Aramaic and Akkadian texts (especially from the time of 
Darius II) refer to the Sons of the House (hrhyfhnar hiti). This is the term used, for in
stance, to refer to Arsama, satrap of Egypt (cf. DAE 62ff. [AD 1-13]). There we also find 
the phrase 'princes' (hny byt3). The two expressions correspond and render a title applied 
to exalted members of the royal entourage. But was this a real kinship or a court kinship? 
It is difficult to decide with certainty. In some Persepolis tablets, moreover, the term 'son 
of the [royal] house' (misapusa) indisputably refers to close relatives of Darius (PF 1793; 
cf. PFa 24, 29). Nonetheless, granting the title "Royal Kinsmen" even to in-laws implies 
an extension of the vocabulary of true kinship into the context of a court hierarchy. 

The First Circle 
The highest aristocrats were endowed with court titles. Just as Darius had been 

Cyrus's quiver-bearer (Aelian, VH XII.43) and Cambyses' lance-bearer (Herodotus 
III. 139), so Gobryas and Aspathines are shown bearing royal arms on the facade of Da
rius's tomb (DNc-d). Prexaspes was Cambyses' message-bearer, and his son "was the 
king's cupbearer—also a position of no small honour" (Herodotus III.34<$>). Patiram-
phes, son of one of several persons who had the name Otanes, was Xerxes' royal chariot-
driver (VII.40). Tiribazus had the privilege of assisting the king onto his horse (Xeno
phon, Anab. IV.4.4). Megabyzus was Xerxes' son-in-law and Artaxerxes I's Tablemalc 
(Ctesias §22, 41). In short, the ambition of the king's men was to be incorporated into 
the immediate proximity of the king—at court, in the army, or even on the hunt (cf. Plu
tarch, Them. 29.6). 

The expressions used by the Greeks are very revealing. Cyrus distributed his royal 
gifts to those whom Xenophon calls hoi peri auton (Cyr. VIII.2.8; cf. VIII. 1.36 etc.). In 
Cyrus the Younger's entourage, Xenophon uses the same term (hoi peri auton; cf. 1.1.5: 
hoi par'eautoi barbaroi) for the most powerful (kratistoi) and best-dressed Persians, who 
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were covered with all sorts of jewels [Anab. 1.8.1). But there also was an inner circle 
around the king: "the noblest Persians among his attendants (Persai hoi aristoi hoi peri 
auton}," whom he convened to judge Orontas (1.6.4-0). Pategyas must have been part of 
this circle: "a trusty Persian of Cyrus's staff" (aner Perses ton peri amphi Kyron khrestos; 
1.8. lo) . Any promotion brought the noble into the circle of cronies, such asTiribazus 
after his great deeds during a campaign against the Cadusians, who "set out homewards 
in the company of the king" (meta basileos; Plutarch, Art. 24.9*), whereas earlier, he 
stagnated "in humble estate and neglected" (24.4-0). He had already previously bene
fited from royal favor, since he was constantly at the side of the king (kcti hopote pareie; 
Xenophon, Anab. IV.4.4). Likewise Mardonius, "who was part of the entourage of 
Xerxes" {par'autoi; Herodotus VII.5). And, at the beginning of each reign, Ctesias is 
careful to include the names of the most influential people around the king (megistosl 
dynatos/megas/iskhys par'autoi) (§9, 20, 29, 45, 53). 

In other words, the king's favor was expressed by the degree of proximity one had at
tained with respect to his person: hence the importance of titles that refer to relations of 
kinship {syggeneis) or familiar trust (Friend), to sharing of meals (Tablemate), to a posi
tion that implies being in the king's presence (cupbearer, charioteer, royal arms-bearer, 
scepter-bearer, etc.). This concentric manifestation of royal favor was realized in three di
mensions by Alexander at Opis (Arrian VII. 11.8) and imitated a few years later by Peu
cestes at Persepolis, who placed the participants in four concentric circles around the 
altars; the innermost circle encompassed "the generals and hipparchs and also each of 
the Persians who was most highly honoured" (ton Person hoi malista timomenoi; Diodo
rus XIX.22.2-3o). This royal hierarchy was maintained during all of the activities of the 
court, including banquets. In the Cyropaedia, Xenophon stresses this especially. When 
his Cyrus gave a victory banquet, "he invited in chose of his friends who showed that they 
were most desirous of magnifying his rule and of honouring him most loyally" (VIII.4.1): 

So when the invited guests came to dinner, he did not assign them their seats at random, but 
he seated on Cyrus's left the one for whom he had the highest regard (hos malista etima), for 
the left side was more readily exposed to treacherous designs than the right; and the one who 
was second in esteem he seated on his right, the third again on the left, the fourth on the 
right, and so on, if there were more. For he thought it a good plan to show publicly how 
much regard he had for each one {hos ekaston etima), because where people feel that the 
one who merits most will neither have his praise proclaimed nor receive a prize, there is no 
emulation among them; but where the most deserving is seen to receive the most prefer
ment, there all are seen to contend most eagerly for the first place {agonisai). Accordingly, 
Cyrus thus made public recognition of those who stood first in his esteem... . And Cyrus 
fell it a discredit to himself, if the one who sat in the seat of highest honour was not also seen 
to receive the greatest number of good things at his hands. (VIII .4 .3-50) 

Surely here as elsewhere Xenophon is extolling (through Cyrus) government by the 
elite, something that he desired for Athens. Meanwhile, the information that he gives 
on the organization of the royal table is confirmed by much other evidence and there
fore acceptable overall. 

An identical hierarchy was in effect in the field. According to Xenophon, Cyrus im
posed very strict regulations in this area. "At the very beginning Cyrus made this rule, 
that his tent should be pitched facing the east; and then he determined, first, how far 
from the royal pavilion the spearmen of his guard should have their tent" (VIII.5.3o). 
Contrary to what Xenophon's version implies, Cyrus's reasons were not strictly or solely 

http://XIX.22.2-3o
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military. "His position in the middle of the camp in the belief that this situation was the 
most secure. Then came his most trusty followers (pistdtatoi), just as he was accustomed 
to have them about him at home, and next to them in a circle he had his horsemen and 
charioteers" (5.8-0-). It was the same in battle. Principle required the king to be at the 
center of the troop disposition. The same was true in the (informal) council that the 
king convened (when he considered it useful). In one of these meetings, for example, 
after Xerxes, Mardonius took the floor (Herodotus VII.9), who "had more influence with 
Xerxes than anyone else in the country" (VII.5-0-). When he conferred with the heads of 
the naval contingents before the battle of Salamis, the protocol was no less minutely reg
ulated: "When he had seated himself with all proper ceremony, the rulers of states and 
commanders of squadrons were summoned to appear before him, and took their seats 
according to the degree of privilege which the king had assigned them. . . . They sat 
there in order of rank" (VIII.67-68*). 

Cifts and Redistribution of Wealth 
The relationship between the king and his men was also based on the wealth of ma

terial advantages they received from him. Some gifts—striking testimony to royal fa
vor—could reflect an often considerable intrinsic economic value. This fact did not 
escape the Greek authors, who were struck by the luxurious lifestyle of the king and his 
satraps. That is what Herodotus sought to make his readers understand by recounting 
the marvelous tale of the physician Democedes, who came to treat Darius for a sprain 
and was also sent to tend some women: 

T h e y each scooped a cupful of gold coins from a chest and gave them to D e m o c e d e s . T h e r e 
was such a lot of the money that a servant cal led Sci ton, by picking u p the coins which spilt 
over from the cups , m a n a g e d to col lect qui te a fortune. (III. 130*) 

Darius provides us with another incident. When he was urging Histiaeus (tyrant of 
Miletus) to accompany him to Susa, he not only promised him that he would be his 
Tablemate and his counselor but also encouraged him in this way: "All I have will there 
be yours" (V.24-0-). Phaenias of Ephesus records another case, that of Entimus the 
Cretan, who switched his allegiance to the Great King and received exceptional honors: 

In his honour Artaxerxes bestowed upon h im a tent of extraordinary beauty a n d size, and a 
silver-footed bedstead; he also sent rich cover ings . . . . T h e king sent E n t i m u s a silver-footed 
bed with its coverings, a tent with gaily-coloured canopy, a silver throne, a gi lded sunshade , 
twenty gold saucers set with jewels, o n e hundred large saucers of silver and silver mixing-
bowls, one hundred concub ines and one hundred slaves, a n d six thousand pieces of gold, 
bes ide all that was given to h im for his daily necessities. (Athenaeus II.48d-f-49a-0-) 

We also know that ambassadors received regular gifts from the Great King (Aelian, VH 
1.22). The Greeks were all the more aware of this because quite a few ambassadors to the 
Great King were accused, on their return, of parapresbeia, that is, of allowing themselves 
to be bribed. In 425, Aristophanes alluded to this very clearly in the Achamians (50ff). 
Timagoras, ambassador to the Congress of Susa in 369, is mentioned by Athenaeus as 
having received numerous gifts from Artaxerxes II (II.48e): "And indeed the Athenians 
condemned Timagoras to death for taking bribes" (Plutarch, Art. 22.6; Pel. 30.9-13). 
Conon the Athenian, around 395, was himself honored with magnificent gifts (doreai 
megalai): "Artaxerxes approved Conon, honoured him with rich gifts, and appointed a 
paymaster who should supply funds in abundance as Conon might assign them" (Dio-
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rjorus XIV.81.6*). This may have been the occasion on which Demos, son of Pirylampes, 
received a symbolon from the Great King in the form of a gold phial, which he used as 
security for a 16-mina loan (Lysias XIX.25). 

There are also two Persepolis tablets, dated 492 and 486, that attest to the distribution 
of silver to worthy persons. One of them (PT 4) records that on the king's direct order 
the sum of 5,300 shekels of silver was distributed to thirteen Persians. Some received 60 
shekels, others 50, others 30, and others 20. It is hard to identify these people because 
their names are common. And these were no small gifts; at that time, a sheep was worth 
3 shekels; a 300-shekel gift thus corresponds to 100 sheep. To verify this, all we need to 
do is note the total daily "ration" of sheep (2 head) received by Parnaka, Darius's chief 
administrator in Persia. The reason for this royal order is doubtless to be found in the 
next tablet (PT 5), which records the distribution of 9,040 shekels to 113 "cowboys"(?), 
at the rate of 80 shekels per man. These men were paid in this fashion for seizing a cer
tain Antaka in the region of Tauka. Although various uncertainties about the underlying 
narrative remain, we can recognize Benefactors among the persons so honored. 

The profits of conquest also enriched the king's men. Several of them received con
cessions of land, which yielded substantial income. Several times Xenophon says that 
Cyrus divided the booty and spoils of war among his inner circle and his soldiers. The 
division was undoubtedly unequal, with the king retaining for himself the entire treasur
ies of conquered kings. But there is also no doubt that the royal favorites got their hands 
on riches —such as Bagoas, an intimate of Artaxerxes III, who grabbed a quantity of gold 
and silver taken from the Egyptian temples and then sold back to the priests at an exor
bitant price the "ancient sacred annals" that he had just stolen from them (Diodorus 
XVI.51.2)! 

The position held by a satrap was also quite remunerative. Sometimes, the king 
granted the right of not transferring tribute to the central court. This was the case for 
Bardiya in Central Asia (Ctesias §8: ateleis) and for Zopyrus after his (supposed) exploit 
in Babylon: Darius granted him the governorship of Babylon, free from tax (ateleia), for 
as long as he lived" (Herodotus III. 160*; cf. Diodorus II.28.4). A satrap also profited 
from the revenues of his paradise (cf. Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.15-17, 33), and he levied a 
special duty for the purpose of supplying his table (chap. 10/4). He also undoubtedly en
joyed other more irregular (in every sense of the term) revenues. Even though satraps 
were supervised, we may assume that more than one was tempted to levy a higher trib
ute than he was obliged to remit each year to the central court. The offering of baksheesh 
(bribes) is regularly mentioned; for example, the parties to a suit tried in this way to sway 
a governor's decision (cf. DAE 102, 104 [AP 30-31, 33]; Ezra 5:3-4). We may also cite 
the example of Condalus, high-level administrator of Mausolus, satrap of Caria in the 
fourth century: 

Whenever during his passage through the country anyone brought him a sheep or a pig or 
a calf, [he] used to make a record of the donor and the date and order him to take it back 
home and keep it until he returned. When he thought that sufficient time had elapsed, he 
used to ask for the animal which was being kept for him, and reckoned up and demanded 
the produce-tax on it as well. (Ps.-Arist., Oecon. II. 14a*) 

Condalus's game confirms that satraps and their lieutenants received gifts apart from 
their periodic inspections. But this was a matter of extorted gifts, which counts as theft 
pure and simple. 
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The court titles themselves implied material benefits. First of all, becoming a part of 
the inner circle made an individual an intermediary to the king, thus someone to be lob
bied by means of presents. This explains Xenophon's remark about Gadatas, 'chief of the 
mace-bearers' (skeptoukhoi) at Cyrus's court: "In return for his services he received many 
valuable presents from Cyrus himself and, through Cyrus's influence, from others also" 
(Cyr. VIII.4.2*). Some associates of the Great King did not hesitate to profit from their 
activities. For instance, Satibarzanes, royal chamberlain in the time of Artaxerxes II, was 
punished for receiving silver from the Cypriot king Evagoras (Plutarch, Mor. 173e; Cte
sias §63). We also know that royal judges were put to death for rendering decisions for 
pay (Herodotus V.25; cf. Diodorus XV. 10.1). 

The royal table (in the administrative sense), symbolic of the territorial and material 
power of the Great King, was a preeminent location for redistribution, in the form of 
precedence (when one was invited to take a meal with the king) and in the form of dis
tribution of provisions. Xenophon comes back to this several times. In his eyes, the cus
tom related to royal polydoria. 

[Cyrus] recognized from the start that there is no kindness which m e n can show one an
other, with the s a m e a m o u n t of expenditure , m o r e acceptab le than shar ing meat and drink 
with them. In this belief, he first of all arranged that there should be p laced upon his own 
table a quantity of food, like that of which h e himself regularly partook, sufficient for a very 
large n u m b e r of people ; and all of that which was served to h im, except what he and his 
c o m p a n i o n s at table (syndeipnoi) c o n s u m e d , he distributed a m o n g those of his friends 
(philoi) to w h o m he wished to send r e m e m b r a n c e s or good w i s h e s . . . . H e used also to ho
nour with presents from his table any one of his servants w h o m he took occas ion to com
mend . . . . He often saw h im send even to s o m e of his friends who were not there something 
that he h a p p e n e d to like very m u c h himself. (Cyr VIII.2.2-4; 4.6'?') 

This was also one of the qualities that Xenophon recognized in Cyrus the Younger, who 
when he "got some particularly good wine, he would often send the half-emptied jar to 
a friend. . . . So he would often send halves of geese" (Anab. 1.9.25-26*; cf. Aelian, VH 
XII. 1). Xenophon again says that the same instructions were given to the satraps: "Let 
your table, like mine, feed first your own household and then, too, be bountifully ar
rayed so as to give a share to your friends and to confer some distinction day by day 
upon any one who does some noble act" (Cyr. VIII.6.11*). Nehemiah 5:17* tells us 
that the governor's table in Judah supplied 150 men every day, Jews and officials, "not 
to mention those who came to us from the surrounding nations." 

These distributions were thus of considerable magnitude. Everyone knows the fa
mous description given by the redactor of Esther (1:3-8*): 

In the third year of his reign, [Ahasuerus] gave a b a n q u e t at his court for all his administra
tors and ministers, chiefs of the army of Persia and M e d i a , nobles and governors of the prov
inces. T h u s he displayed the riches and splendour of his empire a n d the p o m p and glory of 
his majesty; the festivities went on for a long time, a hundred and eighty days. 

W h e n this period was over, for seven days the king gave a b a n q u e t for all the p e o p l e living 
in the citadel of S u s a , to high and low alike, in the enc losure adjo in ing the king's palace . 
T h e r e were white a n d violet hangings fastened with cords of fine l inen and purple thread to 
silver rings on marble c o l u m n s , couches of gold and silver on a pavement of porphyry, 
marb le , mother-of-pearl and prec ious stones. For drinking there were go lden cups of various 
designs and the royal wine in plenty according to the king's bounty. By royal c o m m a n d , 
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however, drinking was not obligatory, the king having instructed the officials of his house
hold to treat each guest according to his own wishes. 

It would be tempting to form the obvious conclusion that this is an "oriental legend." 
However, according to Dinon and Ctesias, whom we have every reason to consider 
credible, the number of persons served at the Great King's table every clay reached 
15,000 (Athenaeus IV. 146c). These figures are not surprising: Sargon of Akkad boasted 
of feeding 5,400 men every day (A/VET 3 268); Assurnasirpal II records that he gave a 
huge banquet in which several tens of thousands of people took part: 69,574 for ten 
days, including 5,000 high dignitaries from conquered countries, 16,000 people of un
certain status, and 1,500 crown officers, along with 47,074 male and female laborers 
who had just worked on the construction of the new capital (ANET 3 560). 

Obviously, not all of the people fed found a place at the royal table. According to 
Heraclides, "the greater part of these meats and other foods are taken out into the court
yard for the body-guard and light-armed troopers maintained by the king; there they di
vide all the half-eaten remnants of meat and bread and share them in equal portions" 
(Athenaeus IV.145eO; Polyaenus IV.3.32). But aside from these distributions to the sol
diers—which Heraclides considered part of their pay (misthos)—dishes were sent to per
sons the king wished to honor, such as Timagoras: "Not to mention the feast made for 
him at court, which was so princely and splendid" (Plutarch, Art. 22.6*); or Entimus: 
"some of the food served to the king was merely sent to him from the table" (Athenaeus 
II.48eO; cf. 49a). The economic value of these distributions is illustrated well in a story 
told by Herodotus (the execution of Psammenitus's children; III. 14). 

To the actual food provided must be added all of the equipment needed for banquets, 
such as silver-footed couches, tent, blanket, parasol, cups, and staff provided to Entimus 
(II.48f-49a), or the couch and blanket sent to Timagoras (Plutarch, Art. 22.10; Pel. 
30.10). The custom is also found in the Hellenistic era. Poseidonius records that at the 
conclusion of the great banquets given every day by the Seleucid king Antiochus VII, 
"Every one of the feasters would carry home uncarved meat of land-animals, fowls, and 
creatures of the sea prepared whole, and capable of filling a cart; and after all that, quan
tities of honey-cakes and wreaths of myrrh and frankincense with matted fillets of gold 
as long as a man" (Athenaeus XII.540co)! 

Among the gifts offered by Artaxerxes to the Athenian ambassador Timagoras, Plu
tarch mentions the following: "Since [Timagoras] needed cow's milk for his health, 
[Artaxerxes] sent 80 cows after him to milk . . . and cowherds" (Art. 22.10; Pel. 30.10). 
This passage makes perfect sense in light of the Persepolis tablets and in turn helps to 
explain them. A number of Fortification tablets refer to the issuing of food rations, not 
just to workers (kurtas) but also to administrators and several high figures in the king's 
entourage: daily rations or travelers' rations were received from the administration by or
der of the king or the head of economic administration, Parnaka. The study of these tab
lets shows that here too there was a hierarchy of gifts of an economic nature. This 
practice was inherited from the Near Eastern monarchies: "The master did not eat 
alone, and his meal was not solely for nourishment. The Mesopotamian man was re
quired to shave his meal, to offer sustenance. . . . Was not the king 'the one who feeds the 
people, table of the race'? . . . The king maintained the palace personnel and the troops" 
(J. Bottero). 
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2. Unequal Exchange 

Gifts and Services 
The principle was simple: gifts were given by the king in return for services rendered. 

This was a reality expressed in all of the texts. "In Persia, any special service to the king 
is very highly valued," Herodotus remarks (III. 154-0-). The variety of services is very wide: 
saving the life of the king (Tiribazus: Diodorus XV. 10.3) or of a relative (Herodotus 
IX. 107); generally showing bravery in war and subtlety in council (Diodorus XV. 10.3; 
Nepos Pans. 1.2); defending to the death a citadel entrusted by the king (Herodotus 
VII. 105—7); accomplishing a brilliant feat in the presence of the king (III. 160; IV. 143; 
VIII.85,87-88, 90; Plutarch, Art. 24.9); and so on. In short, to repeat Xenophon's formu
lation, if "any one in the olden times risked his life for the king, or if any one reduced a 
state or a nation to submission to him, or effected anything else of good or glory for him, 
such an one received honour and preferment [hoi timomenoi)" This same Xenophon 
pretended to be heartbroken when in his time even morally repugnant acts could be re
warded: "If any one seems to bring some advantage to the king by evil-doing,.. . such 
are the ones who now have the highest honours heaped upon them" (hoi tais megistais 
timais gemiromenoi; Cyr. VIII.8.4*). 

By giving awards and honor, the king intended to sustain the unfailing devotion of 
the men who served him. If for Xenophon so many men were faithful to Cyrus (the 
Younger), it was "because they thought that if they were deserving, they would gain a 
worthier reward with Cyrus than with the King" (Anab. 1.9.29<-). This was indeed the 
function that the same author recognized for Cyrus the Elder's polydoria (Cyr. VIII.2.9). 
In his eyes, the distribution of reward-gifts was neither more nor less than a profitable in
vestment. In this way—Xenophon has Cyrus say to Croesus —I "satisfy the wants of my 
friends; and by enriching men and doing them kindnesses I win . . . their friendship 
(philia) and loyalty (eunoia), and from that I reap as my reward (karpousai) security and 
good fame" (Cyr. VIII.2.22*). The promise of reward was actually a powerful motiva
tion, as, for example, during the five-year preparation and mustering of the grand army 
of Xerxes: 

All the Persian nobles who had attended the conference hurried home to their respective 
provinces; and as every one of them hoped to win the reward which Xerxes had offered, no 
pains were spared in the subsequent preparations... . Which of the Persian provincial gov
ernors received the king's prize for the best-equipped contingent, I am not able to say; nor 
do I even know if the matter was ever decided. (Herodotus VII. 19, 26<>) 

The Persians often weighed their merits against royal expectations: for example, Mitro
bates and Oroetes (Herodotus III. 120) or Masistes and Artayntes (IX. 107). Emulation 
(agonisai) was the foundation of the system, as Xenophon often insists. 

Evaluation of Sen'ices 
Rendering justice, for the king, came down to balancing good deeds against evil acts. 

For example, this is the basis for the grant of clemency to the royal judge Sandoces: "Da
rius came to the conclusion that his services to the royal house outweighed his offences, 
and realizing in consequence that he had acted with more promptitude than wisdom," 
he let him go (Herodotus VII.194*). In fact, custom "forbids even the king himself to 
put a man to death for a single offence... . Their way is to balance faults (ta adikemata) 
against services (ta hypourgemata), and then, if the faults are greater and more numer-
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ous, anger may take its course" (1.137-0). This is precisely the quality of which Darius 
boasts at Naqs-i Rustam (DNh §8b). In other words, the prime criterion for judgment 
was dynastic loyalty. 

This is the system that Diodorus Siculus portrays during the trial of Tiribazus, whom 
Orontes accused of plotting secession (apostasis) from the Empire of Artaxerxes II. The 
king convened the royal judges, who decided that the accused was innocent (XV.8.3-5). 
At the end of the trial, the judges were interviewed one by one by the king: 

T h e first said that he observed the charges to be debatable , while the benefact ions (euerge-
siai) were not contested. T h e second said that, though it were granted that the charges were 
true, nevertheless the benefact ions exceeded the offences (harmatia). T h e third stated that 
he did not take into a c c o u n t the benefact ions, b e c a u s e T ir ibazus had received from the 
King in return for them favours and honours (kharites kai t'tmai) many times as great, but 
that when the charges were examined apart by themselves, the a c c u s e d did not appear to b e 
guilty of them. T h e King praised the judges for having rendererd a just decis ion and b e 
stowed upon T ir ibazus the highest honours (hai nomizomenai megistai timai). (D iodorus 
XV. 11.1-2*) 

The Tiribazus example shows very clearly that the king remained fully in control of the 
entire process. It was necessary first of all that the feat that had been performed was rec
ognized as such by the king. This is why, for example, the courtiers took care to inform 
themselves in advance of the desire of the king—neither Coes (Herodotus IV.97) nor 
Zopyrus (III. 154) failed to do this. Before attempting a brilliant feat against Babylon, 
Zopyrus "went to find Darius and asked him if it was his heart's desire that Babylon be 
taken." Coes, before offering his suggestion, "determined ahead of time whether Darius 
would be interested in hearing a suggestion." This is no doubt the explanation for a Per
sian practice (nomos) presented by Aelian (VH XII.62*) as follows: 

Another Persian cus tom. If s o m e o n e is about to advise the king on secret or difficult matters, 
he stands on a gold brick. If his proposal is thought to be necessary, he takes the brick as the 
reward for his advice and leaves. But he is nevertheless whipped for having contradicted the 
king. 

As Aelian puts it very clearly (VH 1.31*), it was in fact up to the king to accept or not ac
cept the offerings that the common peasants of Persia brought him: "These objects. . . 
are termed gifts (kai onomazetai dara); the king treats them as such (kai dokei toutoi)." 
This is why the gift of some drops of water earned for the peasant Sinetes "a Persian 
robe, a golden cup, and a thousand darics" from Artaxerxes II (1.32*), and a simple sol
dier was honored by Xerxes with the title Benefactor (XII.40). 

Gifts with Strings Attached 
One could clearly argue that people obtained favors who had previously rendered ser

vices (cf. Herodotus IV. 115). This is shown by the example of Syloson, as recorded by 
Herodotus (III. 139-140). During Cambyses' Egyptian expedition, Syloson the Greek of
fered a purple mantle to Darius. After the accession of Darius, Syloson hoped to profit 
from his gift and reminded Darius that he was one of his Benefactors. However, no one 
could demand a royal gift in return for services, on one's own terms. This is the moral of 
the story of Pythius. During Darius's passage through Asia Minor in 513, this extremely 
wealthy person had already offered magnificent gifts to the king (Herodotus VII.27). 
With the arrival of Xerxes in 480, he treated the entire army with generosity and he 
offered the king considerable sums for the success of the war. This gained him the 
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following royal proclamation: "Therefore, as a reward (anti auton) for your generosity, I 
make you my personal friend (xeinos) and, in addition, I will give you from my own cof
fers the 7000 gold Darics which are needed to make your fortune up to the round sum 
of 4,000,000. Continue, then, to possess what you have acquired; and have the wisdom 
to remain always the man you have proved yourself to-day. You will never regret it, now 
or hereafter" (VII.29*). Pythius made the mistake of taking these words as a formal 
agreement that the king would grant him whatever he requested. A little later, he sought 
out Xerxes. "Emboldened by the presents he had received," he expressed a desire for an
other royal gift. Xerxes promised to grant it. Pythius then asked the king to exempt one 
of his sons from military service. Infuriated by such an outrageous request, Xerxes or
dered one of Pythius's sons to be sacrificed under particularly horrific conditions 
(VII.38-39*). In other words, services rendered did not tie the hands of the king, who 
had the prerogative of choosing the nature and timing of the reward. 

Another example is the fate reserved by Artaxerxes II for two warriors at the battle of 
Cunaxa. Arguing that he had unhorsed Cyrus, a Carian "su[ed] for his reward" (Plu
tarch, Art. 14.6-C-). The king granted him a gift. The Carian made the mistake of publicly 
showing his annoyance at not having been rewarded more generously, quite irritated, 
the king sentenced him to death (14.7-10). The same soon happened to Mithradates, 
"who first wounded" Cyrus; he received royal gifts (robe and gold jewelry) with this 
proclamation: "The king has honoured you with these his favours, because you found 
and brought him the horse-trappings of Cyrus" (14.50-). Mithradates was annoyed and 
soon boasted during a banquet that he had killed Cyrus with his bare hands (§15); he 
was thereupon condemned to the horrible torture of the troughs, for by his bragging he 
had cast doubt on the official version, which attributed the mortal blow to the king him
self (§16). 

We are thus not in a context where gifts and counter-gifts were being exchanged be
tween equals, in which "there is a functional relationship between the gift and the re
sponse, the gift being only one element in a system of reciprocal benefits that are 
simultaneously free and constraining, the freedom of the gift obliging the recipient to a 
counter-gift, giving rise to a continual back-and-forth of gifts given and gifts in compen
sation" (E. Benveniste). The Achaemenid principle is that only the king gives, and only 
royal gifts place obligations on the recipient. This is the explanation for the aphorism 
that Plutarch attributes to Artaxerxes I: he "used to say that it is more kingly to give to one 
who has than to take away (to prostheinai tou aphelein hasilikoteron esti)" (Mor. 173do). 
'Thucydides contrasts the Thracian (Odrysian) and Achaemenid practices: "There was 
here established a custom opposite to that prevailing in the Persian kingdom, namely, of 
taking (lambanein) rather than giving (didonai) . . . it being impossible to get anything 
done without a present. It was thus a very powerful kingdom" (II.97.3-4-0-). Thucydides' 
proposed contrast is a bit artificial, for the Persian kings also received gifts (cf. esp. Plu
tarch, Art. 4.4-5). But according to the rationale of the system, Thucydides' remark was 
legitimate. In this system, the Great Kings' polydoria was one of the constituent ele
ments of their power, in the sense that the gifts or services received did not further com
mit the king, although the receipt of honors and royal gifts did oblige the recipient. This 
was no doubt the source of Democedes' hesitation: at first, he refused to assist the king 
(III. 131). Even though Herodotus states, "I do not myself believe that Darius' motive . . . 
was anything but genuine and straightforward," he also notes that Democedes did not 
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"accept with open arms everything Darius offered," for he well knew that doing so would 
obligate him to return to the Great King's court (III.135«-), which was certainly not his 
intention (III. 132, 136). For Democedes, receiving goods and titles ("Tablemate") signi
fied perpetual commitment to the Great King. The same principle operated in the rela
tions established between Alexander and the Athenian Phocion: Phocion responded to 
Alexander's offer of towns with a refusal. "Alexander was displeased, and wrote back to 
him to say that he could not esteem those his friends who would not be obliged by him" 
(Plutarch, Phocion 18.60; cf. Alex. 39.4 and Aelian, VH 1.25). In another case, it is clear 
that when Darius invited Histiaeus to Susa to be his counselor and Tablemate, he left 
him no choice in the matter (Herodotus V24). 

There seem to be only two exceptions to the rule. Herodotus says that once a year 
there was what he calls the "Royal Supper," whose Persian name he gives (tykta; 
IX. 110o), and he states: "It is the one occasion in the year when the king washes his head 
and gives presents to the Persians." The latter detail poses a problem. It can be compared 
with several passages in which Xenophon mentions that, each time Cyrus came to Per
sia, he gave the gifts customary among the Persians (Cyr. VIII.5.21; 7.1). Specifically, we 
know that, during every stay at Persepolis, the Great King had to give a gold piece to the 
women of Persia (Plutarch, Alex. 69.1-2; Mor. 246a-b) in memory of the role that they 
had played during the first confrontation with the Medes (FGrH 90 F66.16-45). But He
rodotus's remark can be satisfactorily explained by a detail that comes later: "The law 
(nomos) of the Supper demanded that no one, on that day, might be refused his request" 
( IX. l l lo) . 

Custom also required that on the day of his official recognition "the heir apparent to 
the crown should beg a boon (doron), and that he that had declared him so should give 
whatever he asked, provided it were within the sphere of his power" (anper e dunaton) 
(Plutarch, Art. 26.5*). The rest of the story shows the importance of the qualification "if 
it were within the sphere of his power." The eldest son of Artaxerxes, Darius, requested 
Aspasia, the old companion of Cyrus the Younger: "He gave him her indeed, being con
strained by law (nomos), but when he had done so, a little after he took her from him. 
For he consecrated her priestess to Diana of Ecbatana . . . that she might spend the re
mainder of her days in strict chastity" (27.3—4-0; cf. 28.2)! 

A Precarious Favor 
The position of the recipients was certainly not stable, because royal gifts and favors 

were by definition insecure. Speaking of places of honor at banquets reserved by Cyrus 
for his favorites, Xenophon states this reality, without beating around the bush: "He did 
not, however, assign the appointed place permanently, but he made it a rule that by 
noble deeds any one might advance to a more honoured seat, and that if any one should 
conduct himself ill he should go back to one less honoured" (Cyr. VIII.4.5-0). The same 
author returns to this idea in the Oecononricus: though the king confers honors on wor
thy persons, "those officers whom he finds to be neglecting the garrisons or making 
profit out of them he punishes severely, and appoints others to their office" (IV.7-0). 

Whatever the nature and size of the gifts and honors received, they could only be re
tained if the king continued to hold the recipient in high regard—whether court title, 
decoration, administrative post, or gift of land. Let us take the case of Histiaeus of Mile
tus. For services rendered during Darius's expedition beyond the Danube, he received 
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the region of Myrcinus in Thrace from the king, "because he wished to found a city 
there" (Herodotus V.I l,* 23: doreen). But soon Megabazus warned Darius that it was 
dangerous to grant Histiaeus this region "with its silver mines, and abundance of timber 
for building ships and making o a r s . . . " (V.23*). Won over by Megabazus's arguments, 
Darius recalled Histiaeus to Susa, giving him hope of becoming one of his intimates. 
Histiaeus obeyed the royal command "and was much flattered at being a King's Coun
sellor" (V.24*). 

The specific example of Histiaeus is only an illustration of a general practice: lands 
conceded as a gift carried an insecure title, not a title to private property in the full 
meaning of the phrase. They could be confiscated whenever the concessionaire dis
obeyed royal orders (Xenophon, Cyr. VIII. 1.20). Babylonian tablets from the time of Da
rius II attest to the revocation of a previous concession granted to a man who turned out 
to be disloyal. The same certainly was true for court titles (see Ctesias §41) and gifts of 
honor. In Athenaeus's long disquisition on drinking vessels, Ctesias mentions, for ex
ample, that anyone branded with disgrace (atimia) by the Great King had to use clay 
cups (Athenaeus XI.464a) instead of the opulent vessels of gold and silver reserved for 
the Icing and his Tablemates (Herodotus VII. 119). Even when gifts and honors were 
granted for the lifetime of the beneficiary (Herodotus III. 160) or were transmissible to 
his heirs (cf. VII. 106), it was implicit that their retention depended on future services 
rendered. 

Examples of chaotic careers are legion. Let us first consider the case of Megabyzus II, 
known especially from the fictionalized tale by Ctesias. He was the scion of a prominent 
family, since through his father, Zopyrus I, he was grandson of Megabyzus I, one of the 
Seven conspirators of 522 (Herodotus III.153, 160; DB §68). Megabyzus was one of the 
most influential men around Xerxes; he had wed Xerxes' daughter Amytis, who was 
known for her fickleness (Ctesias §21, 28; cf. Athenaeus XIII.609a). On the expedition 
of 480, he commanded one of the three divisions of the army (Herodotus VII.82, 121). 
When the expedition returned in 479, he put down the revolt in Babylonia —in return 
for which "Xerxes gave him many presents, notably a heap of gold amounting to six tal
ents; this was the most honorable present among all the royal gifts" (§22). He played a 
very important role during the accession of Artaxerxes (§30), then won a victory over the 
Athenians and Egyptians in Egypt (§§33-35). Despite the promises of Megabyzus, the 
king permitted Amestris to put the Greek mercenaries to death. Displeased, "Mega
byzus broke with the king" (§§36-37). He achieved several victories over the armies sent 
against him (§§37-39), before receiving a royal pardon (§39). Then came the famous 
episode during a hunt: 

T h e king went hunting and a lion attacked h im. As soon as the beast leapt, Megabyzus 
struck h im with a javelin and brought h im down. T h e king was angry because Megabyzus 
had struck the beast before he cou ld touch it himself; he ordered Megabyzus ' s head cut off, 
but, on the pleas of Amestris , Amytis, and others, M e g a b y z u s escaped death by be ing exiled 
on the coast of the Red S e a (Persian G u l f ) , at Kyrta. Ex i l e was also p r o n o u n c e d against the 
e u n u c h Artoxares, who was sent to Armenia for frequently speaking freely to the king on be
half of Megabyzus . (J40) 

Megabyzus returned after five years: "Thanks to Amestris and Amytis, the king allowed 
himself to relent and made him his Tablemate (homotrapezos) as before; he died at 76, 
and the king was greatly moved" (§41). 
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The fourth-century career of Datames provides a contrasting example. After his vic
tory over the Paphlagonian Thuys, he was rewarded with "magnificent presents," and 
he was made equal in command with Pharnabazus and Tithraustes (Nepos, Dat. 3.5). 
The rapidity of Datames' recent victory in Cataonia "gained high favour with [Arta
xerxes] (magnam benevolentiam regis), [but] he incurred equally jealousy from the 
courtiers, . . . who united in a conspiracy to ruin him" (§5.2*). He was warned of the 
plot by Pandantes, who was "keeper of the royal fortune" and who warned him that "it 
was the habit of kings to attribute disasters to men but success to their own good for
tune; that consequently they were easily led to bring about the ruin of those who were 
reported to have suffered defeat" (§5.3-4*). Then came the revolt, the traps, the betray
als, and the end. 

The course of the career of Tiribazus is equally enlightening. He first appears at the 
battle of Cunaxa. It was he who advised Artaxerxes to do battle with Cyrus the Younger 
(Plutarch, Art. 7.3), and he was the one who during the battle provided another horse to 
the king after he had been thrown from his own (10.1). Shortly thereafter, Xenophon re
fers to him as governor of western Armenia (Anab. IV.4.4*). but perhaps he had gained 
that position earlier. Or more likely, the unusual position he held resulted from his con
duct during the battle of Cunaxa: he "had proved himself a friend (philos) to the King 
and, so often as he was present, was the only man permitted to help the king mount his 
horse." Around 392, he was commander-in-chief (karanos) of the Persian armies in Asia 
Minor (and perhaps satrap). In this role he received Greek ambassadors; he refused to 
come to agreement, arguing that he could not do so "without the King's approval ."Then 
he had Conon arrested and went to find the king (Xenophon, Hell. IV.8.12-16*). 
Though replaced in his administrative post by Struthas, he still retained major responsi
bilities in Asia Minor (V.1.6). In 387, when the Greeks met at Susa, it was he who read 
out the royal proclamation (V.1.30). 

He appears again at Cyprus, where he commanded all the Persian forces against 
Evagoras. He was soon accused by Orontes, who was "jealous of his fame." The king put 
a certain degree of trust in Orontes' letter of accusation and had Tiribazus arrested (Dio
dorus XV.8; cf. Polyaenus VII. 14.1). According to Diodorus, Tiribazus was kept in prison 
until the return of Artaxerxes II from his expedition against the Cadusians (XV.8.5; cf. 
10.1). Plutarch, on the other hand, gives that impression that Tiribazus accompanied 
the king. But, doubtless because of the charges against him, he stagnated "at that time 
in humble estate and neglected" (Art. 24.4*). His diplomatic skill made him "deliverer 
of the king and his army," which won him a new, lightning promotion: "Teribazus, in 
great honour and distinction, set out homewards in the company of the king (meta tou 
basileos)" (24.9*). It was apparently at this time that the trial was held. The royal judges 
dismissed the charges against him because of prior services rendered to the king (Diodo
rus XV. 11.1). Artaxerxes "bestowed upon Tiribazus the highest honours, such as were 
customary [in Persia]" (11.2*). 

Among his past services, Tiribazus emphasized the one that "had won him the ad
miration and distinction of First Friend of the king (rnegisthos genesthai philos). Dur
ing a hunt, two lions leaped toward the king in his chariot; they had torn apart two 
horses of the team of four and were about to pounce on the king when Tiribazus ap
peared, killed the lions, and so saved the king from great harm" (10.3). Plutarch, on the 
other hand, though recognizing Tiribazus's courage, several times condemns him for 
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his foolishness. He apparently is referring to a different hunt when he describes Tiriba
zus as "a man often in great favor (prote) with his prince for his valour and as often out 
of it for his buffoonery" (24.4-0-). He also reports that, during another hunt, the king's 
robe was torn; at Tiribazus's request, the king donned a new robe and gave him the old 
one but forbade him to wear it: Tiribazus, 

little regarding the injunction, being not a bad, but a lightheaded, thoughtless man, imme
diately the king took it off, put it on, and bedecked himself further with royal golden neck
laces and women's ornaments, to the great scandal of everybody, the thing being quite 
unlawful. (5.4<>) 

The Great King chose to approach this guilty extravagance with irony. 
This fellow's end, like that of Datames, took place in the context of the affairs of 

court. He was infuriated by the refusal of the king to give him one of his daughters: 
Tiribazus entertained an irreconcilable enmity against Artaxerxes. As indeed he was seldom 
at any other time steady in his temper, but uneven and inconsiderate; so that whether he 
were in the number of the choicest favorites of his prince (homoia tois protois), or whether 
he were offensive and odious to him, he demeaned himself in neither condition with mod
eration (metabole), but if he was advanced (timdmenos) he was intolerably insolent, and in 
his degradation not submissive and peaceable in his deportment, but fierce and haughty. 
(27.9-10O) 

He pressured Darius, the crown prince, to revolt against his father. He was killed during 
the attack on the royal bedchamber (29.6-7). 

Of course, these biographies must be read for what they are: family sagas constructed 
on a series of royal-hero motifs (in particular dealing with the hunt) designed to praise 
the greatness of the hero. For instance, Megabyzus's return home, where he was barely 
recognized by his wife Amytis (Ctesias §41), is reminiscent of a familiar theme, mani
fested especially in Ulysses' return to Ithaca. We must thus not put good money on all of 
the information transmitted by Ctesias and Nepos: many episodes that at face value 
seem factual need to be rewritten. These stories nonetheless point to characteristics of 
the relationships between the king and the aristocrats. It seems clear that Plutarch's 
judgments on Tiribazus come directly from the court writers, doubtless Ctesias or Di-
non. As such, they express perfectly the qualities and attitudes that characterized faithful 
servants devoted to the interests of the king. We find nearly the same words in Herodo
tus's evaluations of Mardonius: he was ambitious (VII.6), boastful (VII.9), a flatterer 
(VII.9; VIII.97, 100), violent and headstrong (IX.37, 61), quickly exalted by his success 
(IX.49, 58), clearly lacking in judgment. Numerous other examples of favor/disfavor 
could be cited. Nothing and no one escaped the king's judgment, not even the people 
most honored, including a son-in-law of the king (Ctesias §41) or a rebellious heir, such 
as Artaxerxes IPs son (Plutarch, Art. 29). In short, for the king's men, the Tarpeian Rock 
was near the Capitol. From many examples, let us cite the example of Orontes, who was 
guilty of falsely accusing Tiribazus: "Artaxerxes excluded him from the company of his 
Friends and showered him with indignity" (atimia; Diodorus XV.l 1.2). 

The fictionalized biographies just presented were also intended to illustrate the pe
rennial theme of the king's ingratitude. It appears in this aphorism assigned by Plutarch 
to the same fellow: 

Orontes, the son-in-law of King Artaxerxes, became involved in disgrace because of an accu
sation, and, when the decision was given against him, he said that, as mathematicians' fin-
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gers are able to represent tens of thousands at one time, and at another time only units, so it 
was the same with the friends of kings: at one time they are omnipotent and at another time 
almost impotent. {Mor. 174b*) 

An entirely different image was the hallmark of royal propaganda, as can be seen from 
the tales bearing on Tiribazus. If he suffered the fate he did, it was because he did not 
show moderation and restraint. We can add to the record an anecdote recorded by Ae
lian (VHVI.14*): 

I learn of this very kind act of Darius the son of Hystaspes. Aribazus the Hyrcanian plotted 
against him in alliance with other Persians of note (ouk aphanoi). The plot was timed for a 
hunt. Darius learned of it in advance, but was not deterred; he ordered the men to make 
ready their equipment and horses and instructed them to hold their weapons at the ready. 
Looking at them severely he said: "Why don't you do what you set out to do?" Seeing his un
flinching gaze they abandoned their plan; fear gripped them to such an extent that they 
dropped their spears, jumped off their horses and knelt before Darius, surrendering uncon
ditionally. He despatched them in various directions, sending some to the Indian frontier, 
others to the Scythian. They remained loyal (pisUii) lu him, remembering his kindness 
(euergesia). 

We have no other details about this apparently isolated event. While the text indicates 
the existence of a plot, we do not know the protagonists or their objectives or motiva
tions. It seems clear that the plot itself was revealed to the king who, because he was sur
rounded by his guards (which Aelian neglects to mention), was able to exhibit courage 
tinged even with a certain nonchalance! 

At any rate, the text contains little of interest in the way of narrative history. Its primary 
purpose is an unambiguous ideological message. In fact, it clearly belongs to a very spe
cific genre —royal propaganda or, if you prefer, court literature. It is built on a series of 
motifs linked with monarchic ideology: its intention is to picture Darius as a king who 
was courageous and just but implacable. The motif of the royal hunt is also interesting, 
because it is so repetitive. Even one of the versions of the execution of Smerdis/Bardiya 
claims that Prexaspes (entrusted with the mission by Cambyses) carried out the deed 
after "he took his victim out hunting" (Herodotus III.30*). We may also note that the 
end of the story strangely resembles the denouement of Polyaenus's tale concerning the 
accession of Darius, who was aided by his stableman's ruse: "The satraps immediately 
set foot on the ground, performed the proskynesis, and made him king of the Persians" 
(VII. 10 [- Herodotus III.85]). As it is transmitted to Aelian, the purpose of the anecdote 
was to hail the greatness and mercy of the king, not to highlight his weakness and iso
lation. Moreover, the conclusion is quite moral in itself (in the monarchic sense of the 
word): thanks to his euergesia, the king welcomed the nobles into the circle of his pis
tol. And, despite being severely punished, the conspirators sing the praises of a sover
eign whose greatness they immediately recognize by performing before him the rite of 
proskynesis\ 

The totality of the evidence thus tends to characterize the individual destiny of the 
king's men as being closely tied to the sovereign's favor. It is valuable in reminding us 
that those who held posts and positions were not civil servants in our sense. The only 
promotions within the system were granted as a result of merit recognized by the king, 
which was itself defined in relation to the criterion of devotion (eunoia). 
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3. The King and His Faithful: The Rationale of the System 

The Faithful and bandaka 
We can now return to the central question: the relationship between the aristocratic 

clans and the dynasty. The political effect of the royal polydoria was to constrain the be
havior of the aristocrats so that they would act only in the king's interest. The designation 
of a person as a noble cannot be reduced to his family connections, however prestigious 
they may have been. It was also defined by the qualities that made a subordinate effec
tive and faithful: "Mardonius, a Mede by birth, satrap and son-in-law of the king, [was 
also] among the first of all the Persians in deeds of arms and wise counsel" (Nepos, Pans. 
1.2*; cf. Diodorus XI.1.3). In Diodorus we find nearly the same words describing Tiri
bazus: "In wars also, men say, he excelled in valour, and in council his judgement was 
so good that when the King followed his advice he never made a mistake" (XV. 10.3*). 

All of the characteristics attributed to the king's men are wrapped up in a single word: 
'faithfulness' (pistis). This is the virtue for which Cambyses honored Prexaspes, since he 
was "the most trusted (pistotatos) of his Persian friends" (Herodotus III.30*). Likewise 
Artapates, who was "the one among Cyrus' chamberlains who was his most faithful 
(pistotatos) follower" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.28*). Cyrus the Younger, to be sure, "knew 
how to judge those who were faithful (pistoi), devoted (eunoi), and constant (bebaioi)" 
1.9.30*). It was also according to their faithfulness (pistotatoi) that Xenophon's Cyrus ar
ranged his men around him in camp (Cyropaedia VIII.5.8). In his letter to Artaxerxes II, 
Orontas reminded him of the constancy of his "friendship and fidelity {philia kai pistis)" 
(Xenophon, Anab. 1.6.3*). One of the virtues required for becoming a Kinsman of the 
king was also faithfulness (Diodorus XVII.59.1). We find the word in Aelian: the nobles 
swore to remain fa ithful (pistoi) to Darius (VH VI. 14). Pistoi is also the term used by Xe
nophon for the men the king ordered to inspect the provinces (Oec. IV.6) and by Aeschy
lus to describe the generals and governors (Persians 2). It is clearly for this reason that a 
man like Boges received from Xerxes "the highest praise" and that his descendants con
tinued to receive honors from the king regularly: "When he was besieged by the Athe
nians under Cimon, son of Miltiades, and the chance was offered him of leaving the 
town [of Eion] on terms and returning to Asia, he refused to do so, because he was afraid 
the king might think that he had shirked his duty to save his skin; so rather than surren
der, he held out to the last extremity" before ending his own life (Herodotus VII. 107*). 
The same was true of Mascames, governor of Doriscus, who alone succeeded in holding 
out against the Greeks: "Xerxes used to send him a special present every year in recogni
tion of his superiority to all the governors. . . . This is the reason for the annual present 
from the Persian king" (VII. 106*). The two governors actually proved their faithfulness 
in every test, comparable to the faithfulness demonstrated later in Alexander's presence 
by the defenders of Celaenae (Quintus Curtius III. 1.7: pro fide morituros), by Batis at 
Gaza (IV.6.7: fides), and by Madates in Uxiana (V.3.4: pro fide). 

It is generally believed that the Classical vocabulary (pistis I fides) renders a Persian 
concept. We know that at Behistun Darius uses the word bandaka to describe both sub
ject and loyal peoples and those who supplied aid against rebels. The Persian word itself 
is hard to translate. In fact, the Akkadian version uses a word (qallu) that comes from the 
vocabulary of slavery or dependence. If, as is generally thought, the Greek translator of 
Darius's letter to Gadatas encountered the word bandaka in the original, he was unable 
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to find any equivalent but doidos 'slave'. The Behistun inscription and the translations/ 
adaptations indicate at least that a handaka was a person simultaneously subject and 
loyal to the king. The word pistos is probably not far removed. 

The most concrete example is the relationship between Cyrus the Younger and Oron-
tas, commander of the citadel at Sardis. We know that Orontas was a highly exalted in
dividual because of the way he is presented by Xenophon: "A Persian, who was related to 
the King by birth" (Anab. 1.6. 1*). Guilty of betrayal to Artaxerxes II, he was tried and 
condemned by the tribunal called by Cyrus. During the trial, Cyrus recalled: 

This man was given me at first by my father [Darius II], to be my subject (edoken hypekoon 
einai); then, at the bidding . . . of my brother [Artaxerxes II], this man levied war upon me, 
holding the citadel of Sardis. (1.6.6*) 

Cyrus's expression illustrates quite clearly the nature of the relationship that was sup
posed to exist between a handaka and his superior. This is also evident in another pas
sage from Xenophon (Hell. IV. 1.36: hypekooi). When Darius was "giving" Orantas to 
Cyrus, he loosed Orontas from the ties binding him to Darius and transferred his alle
giance to the person of his son Cyrus. In other words, Orontas was thenceforth obli
gated to be dutifully loyal to Cyrus without reservation. This became the basis of the 
later accusation leveled against Orontas. Perhaps the same sort of hierarchical relation
ship is suggested by Pharnabazus's desire to take a daughter of Spithridates without the 
formality of marriage (aneu gamou; Xenophon, Ages. 3.3), relying on the latter's obliga
tion of loyalty. 

Xenophon's text includes other interesting details. The initial reconciliation between 
Cyrus and Orontas is presented as follows: "Did you not again give me pledges (pista) 
and receive pledges from me?" (1.6.7*). This makes it appear as though the recognition 
of a handaka was made official in an official ceremony, during which Orontas gave his 
right hand to Cyrus, who gave him his (1.6.6). This custom, accompanied by oaths, is 
well known. It had the status of a guarantee, including, when it involved the Icing, a guar
antee in regard to an individual or a foreign state (11.4.7; II.5.3; cf. Ctesias Jj§8, 30). "That 
is, among the Persians, the sign of an inviolable pledge (pistis bebaiotate para tois Per-
sais)," Diodorus remarks (XVI.43.4). A passage in Nepos implies that, in a case in which 
one party was physically absent, he could send an object to represent his hand. Artaxerxes 
II "would give him a pledge (fides) to that effect in the Persian fashion with his right 
hand. When [Mithradates] had received that pledge from the king's messenger (mis-
sam)" (Dat. 10.1-2*). This exchange signifies on the part of the bandaka a commitment 
of loyalty and, on the part of the superior, proof of no less total trust and doubtless also a 
promise to protect and honor his bandaka. At the conclusion of the trial and the conver
sation, "at the bidding of Cyrus, every man of them arose, . . . and took Orontas by the 
girdle, as a sign that he was condemned to death" (1.6.10*). In the same way, when 
Darius III was angered by Charidemus, he "seized [him] by the girdle according to the 
custom of the Persians, turned him over to the attendants, and ordered him put to death" 
(Diodorus XVII.30.4*). For many Iranian peoples, the girdle symbolized the tie between 
the superior and his bandaka: to grasp the girdle signified that the bond was broken. 

This concept had very important implications for the political order. It tended to 
downplay family solidarity in favor of dynastic loyalty and to isolate the nobles in the 
one-to-one relationship that connected them to the king. Xenophon despairs about this 
in his picture of "Persian decadence." There he (fictitiously) sets up a before-and-after 
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scenario: "in the olden times," anyone who "effected anything else of good (kalos) or 
glory (agathos) for him, such an one received honour and preferment (timomenoi)"-
"now . . . if any one seems to bring some advantage to the king by evil-doing, . . . such 
are the ones who now have the highest honours (hai megistai timai) heaped upon them" 
(Cyr. VIII.8.4-0). By way of example, he denounces Mithradates, who without hesitation 
betrayed his father Ariobarzanes. Furthermore, there are other examples of Persians 
who, placed in a dilemma of having to choose between allegiance to family and alle
giance to the crown, opted to serve the king (e.g., Nepos, Dat. 7.1; Diodorus XV.91.3). 
It was the same for plotters bound to each other by an oath: the attractiveness of royal fa
vor itself eroded the solidity of their plots from within (cf. Herodotus 111.71; Ctesias §30; 
Diodorus XV.91.1). Thus, Xenophon states that at the trial of Orontas even his relatives 
(syggeneis) grasped his girdle (1.6.10). 

Clan Nobility and Court Nobility 
In a passage devoted to the need for a strict governmental hierarchy, Xenophon pre

sents the famous Chrysantas, who gives a speech before the homotimes ['chief nobles'l 
and notables gathered by Cyrus (Cyr. VII.5.71). Extolling the virtue of obedience, he 
gave them the following speech: "Let us, therefore, present ouselves before our ruler's 
headquarters (archeion) yonder, as Cyrus b id s ; . . . Let us offer ourselves for whatever ser
vice Cyrus may need us for" (VIII. 1.5*0-). Chrysantas's proposals were greeted with 
approval: 

They passed a resolution that the nobles (entimoi) should always be in attendance at court 
and be in readiness for whatever service Cyrus wished until he dismissed them. And as they 
then resolved, so even unto this day those who are the subjects of the great king in Asia con
tinue to do—they are constantly in attendance at the court of their princes. . . . Accordingly, 
the nobles came to Cyrus's court with their horses and their spears, for so it had been de
creed by the best of those (hoi aristoi) who with him had made the conquest of the kingdom. 
(VIII. 1.6, 8-0) 

Actually, elsewhere Xenophon recalls one of the obligations that the king laid on the 
satraps in these words: "To require as many as received lands and palaces to attend at the 
satrap's court and exercising proper self-restraint to put themselves at his disposal in 
whatever he demanded" (VIII.6.10-O). 

Xenophon makes it quite clear that this was not a choice but a strict obligation. "If 
any of those who were able to live by the labour of others failed to attend at court, he 
made inquiry after them" (VIII. 1.16-0, 20). Those who did not defer to this command 
were severely punished by having their goods confiscated and awarded to devoted, obe
dient nobles (VIII. 1.17-21). This is the context in which the obligation laid on Persian 
nobles to attend the royal table, at least during meals, must be understood (Athenaeus 
IV. 145f-146a). Xenophon makes the significance of these arrangements clear. They ex
isted so that the king could hold up monarchic virtues and greatness in the sight of all. 
The most devoted nobles of the court received public honors, such as accompanying 
the king on the hunt: "And thus he inspired in all an earnest ambition, each striving to 
appear as deserving as he could in the eyes of Cyrus" (VIII. 1.39-0). 

The process Xenophon describes is nothing more or less than the development of a 
hereditary nobility into a court nobility. These court nobles were those whom the Greek 
authors call "People of the Gate" (e.g., Plutarch, Them. 26.6), who are incorporated into 
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the court hierarchy, discussed above. It is they whom Themistocles, for example, en
countered at the court of Artaxerxes: the chiliarchs Arlabanus and Roxanes (27.2-7), the 
king's cousin Mithropastes (29.7), the Friends of the king (29.5), the powerful personal
ities (dynatoi; 29.5), in short all the People of the Gate (29.1). It is they, depicted in rows 
on the walls of Persepolis (fig. 25, p. 221), who are so called by the author of the De 
Mundo 398a*: "The chief and most distinguished men (hoi protoi kai dokimotatoi) had 
their appointed place, some being the king's (hoi men amph'auton ton hasileon) body
guard and attendants (doryphoroi te kai therapontes), others the guardians of each of the 
enclosing walls." Each of them received an office and a particular assignment, and, ac
cording to this author, they could all be considered 'slaves of the Great King' (douloi tou 
megalou basileou) — in other words, court nobles, bandaka. 

This kind of organization further increased the nobles' dependence on the king. 
Watched so closely (Cyr. VIII. 1.22), the aristocrats had to conform to the dynastic ethic. 
In the event of revolt, these People of the Gate could also play an important role, as was 
the case after the battle of Cunaxa: 

Dining this lime Ariacus' brothers and other relatives (anagkaioi) came to him and certain 
Persians came to his followers, and they kept encouraging them and bringing pledges to 
some of them from the King that the King would bear them no ill-will because of their cam
paign with Cyrus against him or because of anything else in the past. (Xenophon, Anab. 
II.4.1*) 

During Megabyzus's revolt in the time of Artaxerxes I, he had with him two of his 
sons, Zopyrus and Artyphius (Ctesias §37). However, his wife and his youngest son, Ar-
toxares, remained at court (§39). Although Ctesias does not clarify this point, it is appar
ent that, before signing a treaty with the king (cf. §39), Megabyzus insisted on the return 
of his wife and son: it was his wife and son (and other people sent by the king) "who con
vinced him, not without difficulty, to appear before the king." In a way, the relatives of 
the satraps, who were called "the People of the Gate," served as hostages to ensure the 
satraps' faithfulness. In this connection, we may quote the case of Memnon, who had re
tired to Halicarnassus: 

Memnon sent his wife and children to Dareius, because he calculated that leaving them in 
the king's care was a good way to ensure their safety, while at the same time the king, now 
that he had good hostages, would be more willing to entrust Memnon with the supreme 
command. And so it turned out. (Diodorus XVII.23.5) 

As a further example, note that, before he left Sardis, Cyrus the Younger remembered 
to hold hostage at Tralles the wives and children of the commanders of the Greek mer
cenaries (Xenophon, Anab. 1.4.8). 

Education and Ideological Integration 
On numerous occasions, Xenophon stresses the importance of education to the Per

sians. As he notes several times, participation in education was in principle open to all 
Persians. But he also states that "all the Persians may send their children to the common 
schools of justice. Still, only those do send them who are in a position to maintain their 
children without work; and those who are not so situated do not" (Cyr. 1.2.15*). In real
ity, however, the only ones with access were children of the homotimes, a word used fre
quently by Xenophon to describe those of upper rank, in contrast to the simple peasants 
who had to work for a living. In other words, only the aristocratic families could send 
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their children to be educated. The same author says so quite clearly elsewhere: "All the 
sons of the noblest (crnstoi) Persians are educated at the King's court" (Anab. 1.9.3-0), and 
"it is still the custom for the boys to be educated at court" (Cyr. VIII.8.13-0-). It was the 
same in the provinces: the satrap's men had "to have the boys that would be born to 
them educated at the local court, just as was clone at the royal court" (Cyr. VIII.6.10o). 
It is clear that those who shirked the obligation of being educated found themselves de
prived of any chance to ascend to positions and honors, as was true for those who were 
unable to follow the required courses (1.2.15). This was thus an official system of educa
tion, whose successful administration was entrusted to educators (1-2.5) chosen from 
"their wisest men" (Strabo XV3.18-C-). 

The opening chapters of Xenophon's Cyropaedia (1.3-5.5) explain the different 
stages of the education of the young Cyrus at Astyages' court (the book's title means 
'Cyrus's education'), from childhood to the time when he was first admitted to the ranks 
of men and then first took command of an army. This education corresponds very 
closely to what was prescribed "by the laws of the Persians" (1.2.2). Xenophon indicates 
that the young Persians passed through several classifications according to age: children 
(paides) until 16 or 17; youths (epheboi) for 10 more years; grown men (andres); and 
then, after 25 years of service, old men. 

It is rather difficult to separate what is truly Persian in the Cyropaedia from Xeno
phon's implicit but significant transposition from Spartan institutions, which he has de
scribed in another work. The relationship between the two educational systems was also 
stressed by Arrian (V.4.5), who was a fervent reader and admirer of Xenophon. Fortu
nately, we can compare Xenophon with Herodotus and Strabo, even though various 
contradictions remain among the ancient authors about the division into age classes and 
about the courses taught at the different levels. According to Herodotus, the training of 
young Persians lasted from the ages of 5 to 20 (1.136); 20 was the minimum age for mili
tary service (1.209). According to Strabo, education occupied the youngsters from 5 to 
24, with Persians serving in the army from 20 to 50 (XV.3.18-19). According to Herodo
tus (1.136-*-), the Persians taught their children "three things only: to ride, to use the bow, 
and to speak the truth." Strabo adds: "to throw the javelin" (XV.3.18-*-; cf. Cyr. 1.2.8 and 
12). Here is Strabo s view of the training regimen for which they were summoned by 
brass instruments each morning before dawn: 

T h e y divide the boys into c o m p a n i e s of fifty, appoint o n e of the sons of the king or of a satrap 
as leader of each company , and order them to follow their leader in a race , having marked 
off a distance of thirty or forty stadia [5 .5-7 .4 k m ] . T h e y require them also to give an account 
of each lesson, at the s a m e t ime training them in loud speaking and in breathing, and in the 
use of their lungs, and also training them to endure heat and cold and rains, and to cross tor
rential s treams in such a way as to keep both a r m o u r and clothing dry, a n d also to tend flocks 
and live outdoors all night and eat wild fruits, such as pistachio nuts (terminthos), acorns, 
and wild pears. T h e s e are called C a r d a c e s , s ince they live on thievery (ktopeia), for "carda" 
m e a n s the manly and warlike spirit. T h e i r daily food after their gymnast ic exercises consists 
of bread, barley-cake, c a r d a m u m , grains o f salt, and roasted or boiled meat; but their drink 
is water. T h e y hunt by throwing spears from horseback, and with bows a n d slings; and late 
in the afternoon they are trained in the planting of trees and in the cutt ing and gathering of 
roots and in making weapons and in the art of m a k i n g l inen cloths and hunters' nets. T h e 
boys do not touch the meat of wild animals , though it is the custom to bring them h o m e . 
Prizes are offered by the king for victory in running and in the four other contests of the pen-
tathla. (XV.3 .18*) 
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This passage of Strabo is much more detailed than any other author's. It also poses a 
problem of interpretation. Without realizing it, Strabo [and/or an interpolator] in fact 
distinguishes two diets (wild fruit/daily menu). The former applied to boys called karda-
kes. They were the ones (exclusively, it seems) who stayed out all night, surviving on 
foraging and theft. In ordinary times, in fact, the children came home every day (Cyr. 
1.2.8), and the young people slept in a dormitory (1.2.9), except for the married ones 
(1.2.4). Far from living on the spoils of their thievery, the boys learned justice and hon
esty (1.2.6), and the youths were used "for seeking out malefactors, and chasing brig
ands" {lestai; 1.2.12). 

Whatever the exact meaning of their designation, the kardakes were thus clearly a 
phase, a temporary stage, in the education by age-groups. The similarities with the Lace
demonian kryptie are obvious. There we see a court rite of passage during which the 
youths had to prove their abilities in conditions exactly opposite to those of a soldier: liv
ing by night, solitary, surviving on foraging and plunder. After this test, they were admit
ted to the older age-group. Thus, this must have been a test imposed on those who had 
undergone ten years of training as youths (cf. Cyr. 1.2.12). Other rites of passage, far more 
venerable, are known in Iran, particularly among the Carmanians (Strabo XV.2.14). 
This process must therefore represent an ancient Persian tribal custom, which was incor
porated into the royal education received by the aristocratic youth. 

Though it is not included in Herodotus, a certain amount of the information given by 
Strabo is also found in Xenophon. This includes the importance of the hunt in educa
tion, a recurrent theme in the Cyropaedia and many other of Xenophon's works. Every 
time the king goes hunting, some of the youths accompany him, for "in their eyes this 
occupation is the most authentic training for war . . . . It is difficult to find in war a situa
tion that has not occurred on the hunt. . . . [During hunts] they eat nothing but cress, 
bread, and water," unless they catch game, which they may then eat (1.2.10; cf. 1.2.8). Xe
nophon also states that they learn "the properties of the products of the earth, so as to avail 
themselves of the useful ones and keep away from those that were harmful" (VIII.8.14*). 

Training was thus principally physical and military, suitable for turning out good 
horsemen, good archers, and good lancers. Strabo is the only one to add that the youths 
were equally devoted to watching over the herds and planting trees. It is impossible to 
avoid comparing this with one of the royal virtues, the "good gardener" (chap. 6/5). By 
including agricultural training, young Persians were shaped to the royal model. The 
equivalence between the aristocratic ethic and the royal ethic could be achieved all the 
more easily because the royal is derived from the aristocratic. But despite the fact that 
they share the same values, the king and the aristocrats were not on an equal footing. 
Though the king was also a fine horseman, a fine archer, and a fine lancer, he was dis
tinguished by superior virtues granted to him by Ahura-Mazda (chap. 6/2, 6/4). It is also 
significant that the honorary distinctions were awarded to the best youths by the king 
himself. While the rite of passage just described marked entry into the class of adult war
riors (andres), the public ceremony of awarding prizes allowed the youths to join those 
whom the king considered the Faithful (bandaka) on an equal footing. Educated at the 
Gate, "they see and hear the names of those whom the king honors, as well as those who 
incur his disfavor" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.9.4). 

Now what was the significance of the third instruction the young Persians received: 
'To speak the truth' (alethizesthai/aletheuein)? Herodotus himself probably did not know. 
Xenophon tells us that the children "spent their time learning justice" (dikaiosune), 
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gratitude, and temperance (Cyr. 1.2.6-8); "they were present at trials conducted accord
ing to the law" (VIII.8.13). It is tempting to suppose that the Greek words for truth/jus
tice corresponded to the Persian word arta. Based on this assumption, what we hear 
Herodotus and Xenophon saying is that the youths were educated in the duty of dynastic 
loyalty. Strabo provides an essential detail: the educators "also interweave their teachings 
with the mythical element (mythodes), thus reducing that element to a useful purpose, 
and rehearse both with song and without song the deeds (erga) both of the gods and of 
the noblest men" (aristoi; XV3.l8->). Xenophon adds an extra item, speaking "of tales 
and songs still heard today.. . . In them, Cyrus is [presented as] having received from na
ture a very beautiful figure, a very generous soul, a passion for study and for glory to the 
point of enduring any fatigue, to face all dangers to earn glory" (Cyr. 1.2.1). 

It thus appears that the educators were entrusted with transmitting to the young Per
sians the oral traditions of their people. These dealt with the heroes as much as with the 
gods. As Xenophon says, a good part of the traditions dealt with the founder-heroes of 
Persian grandeur, such as Cyrus (cf. Herodotus III. 160). A passage from Athenaeus is 
most relevant. Within a long digression on the place of music, dance, and hymns in edu
cation (XIV.630-3 le), Athenaeus recalls that "in days of old," music played a central role 
(63 le—32), especially among the Spartans. More generally, "in days of old . . . it was the 
acts of heroes and the glory of the gods that the poets set to music" (di'oides; 633c). 
Then, quoting Dinon's Persica, he states that this custom has been maintained among 
the barbarians: "It was the singers (didoi) who, for example, exalted the courage of Cyrus 
the Elder and the war he conducted against Astyages." Dinon in fact records that when 
Cyrus had taken the Persian road that would lead to the founding of the Empire (he was 
then the head rhabdophore ['rod-bearer'] at the Median court), Astyages held a great 
feast to which Angares, the most renowned singer of the time, was invited. Angares told 
a story of a powerful beast, lord of all the surrounding regions. In answer to Astyages' 
question, he replied that this beast was none other than Cyrus (633d—e). Through this 
passage from Dinon, we gain a specific detail about the oral transmission of founder leg
ends. There is hardly any doubt that, beginning with Darius, the legend of Achaemenes 
raised by an eagle was added to it; royal propaganda presented this legend as explaining 
the origin of the nobility (eugeneia; Aelian, Anim. XIII.21). 

There is no longer any doubt that the "wise men" entrusted with this mission were 
the magi, veritable depositories of the collective memory. They specialized in hymns 
and theogonies (Herodotus 1.132; Strabo XV.3.14 [epoidai]; Xenophon, Cyr. VIII.1.23; 
Quintus Curtius III.3.9; VI.22; Pausanias V.27.5-6). We also know that they were en
trusted with the education of the royal children (p. 521). Their detailed knowledge of 
plants and remedies (pp. 266f.) suited them also to teach the value of herbs to Persian 
youths. 

In sum, Persian youths learned throughout their training to become faithful servants 
of their king, as soldiers as well as subjects. The imperial hierarchy was implicitly pres
ent in this training, since the groups of fifty were led by a son of the king or a son of a 
satrap (XV.3.18). Here, the word satrap is taken in its generic sense of representative of 
the royal elite (cf., e.g., Polyaenus VII. 10). Even though Xenophon states that the king's 
sons also participated in this education (Anab. 1.9.1-2; Cyr. 1.3.1), it is clear that, in this 
as in other ways, they enjoyed a special status. 
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4. The King and His Faithful: The Dynamic of the Contradictions 

Birth and Royal Favor 
The preceding discussions lead to a very simple question, which has been glossed 

over so far —or we have simply assumed the answer: what, exactly, is a noble? We have 
only the Classical sources to help define the structure and organization of this nobility. 
Nobles were defined by birth and wealth: "Otanes, the son of Pharnaspes, one of the 
wealthiest (chremasi) members (genei) of the Persian nobility [ho protos ton Perseon)" 
Herodotus 111.68); Orxines, in 325, is introduced by Quintus Curtius as follows: "Prom
inent among all the barbarians for high birth (nohilitas) and wealth (divites). He traced 
his descent from Cyrus, formerly king of the Persians" (X. 1.22-23*). Orxines is distin
guished by his position as head of the tribe of the Pasargadae. An aristocrat's status was 
thus defined by his ethnicity (aner Perses), his father's name, or his tribe and/or clan's 
name, as shown by the words used by Herodotus to identify the heads of the expedition 
against Cyrene around 513: "Amasis, a man of the Maraphii tribe, and Badres, of the 
Pasargadae" (Herodotus IV. 167*). Similarly, at Naqs-i Rustam, the inscription identify
ing Gobryas refers to the tribe of his origin (Patisuvaris) (DNc). And there are many ref
erences to people called Achaemenid (in the tribal sense) around Cambyses (Herodotus 
111.65), Darius, and Xerxes (V.32; VII.62; VII. 117, etc.). 

The nobility was also defined by contrast with the poor. In two of his inscriptions, Da
rius refers to certain antagonistic social groups: in his Naqs-i Rustam inscription (DNfc), 
the king is presented as mediator between the 'powerful' (tunavant) and the 'weak' 
(skauOi), which can also be understood as rich and poor. He and the members of the 
"royal stock" are placed among those he calls amata, a word meaning 'proven', 'excel
lent', which is usually translated as 'noble'. Another word, azata — not found in the royal 
inscriptions —also refers to nobility of origin, contrasted more generally with persons of 
inferior status. 

The Greek authors make it very clear that "Persian" ethnicity refers to distinct social 
realities. For Herodotus (1.133) and Strabo (XV.3.19), the social distinction between the 
directors (hegemdnes) and the people (hoi polloi) exists chiefly on the economic level. At 
birthday banquets, "the rich are served an ox, a horse, a camel, a donkey, all oven-roasted 
whole; the poor, sheep and goats." One group has rich, colorful garments; the other, me
diocre clothing. Joint participation in military expeditions does not efface these distinc
tions. In Xerxes' army, Herodotus sets up an opposition within what he calls "the king's 
men": some twenty thousand horsemen "taken from all the Persians" versus the thou
sand pikesmen who follow Ahura-Mazda's chariot, "all men of the best (aristoi) and 
noblest (gennaiotatoi) Persian blood" (Herodotus VII.41*). We may also mention Hera
clides' description of the 1,000 Persian melophoroi: "They are chosen by their high birth 
(aristiden) from the group of 10,000 Persians who bear the name Immortal" (Athenaeus 
XU.514c). 

Within the aristocracy, subtle distinctions are made by the Greek authors using a 
vocabulary whose apparent diversity makes sociological interpretation difficult. The 
Persian nobles could be 'esteemed' (dokimoi), 'noteworthy' (logimoi), 'honored' (en 
aine), 'worthy' (axioi), 'renowned' (onomastoi), 'prestigious' (epiphaneis), and so on. In 
reality, these words are often used interchangeably. More interesting are the gradations 
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expressed by the Classical authors with comparatives or superlatives. It is not enough, for 
instance, to be "esteemed"; one must be among "the most esteemed." Herodotus often 
describes this superior stratum of aristocracy as protoi, that is, 'first' or 'princes'. This is 
the small group the king convenes in peacetime or wartime (Herodotus 1.206; III. 127-
III.65; VII.8; VII.53). The same gradations exist when the king is not present in the the
ater of operations. In Otanes' army at Samos, Herodotus singles out "the Persians of the 
highest rank (ton Perseon hoi pleistou axioi) [who] then had chairs of state placed for 
them" (III. 144-->). After Xerxes left for Sardis, Mardonius was put in command of the 
army. A rich Theban held a banquet and "invited Mardonius and fifty other distin
guished (hoi logimotatoi) Persians" (Herodotus IX. 15-*-) who, "after Mardonius, were the 
most honored (hoi met'ekeinou en aine eontes)" (IX. 16). 

At first sight, this multifarious vocabulary seems to reflect an obvious fact—a genetic 
reality: one was a noble because one was the son of a noble. But at the same time, the 
court hierarchy, based on royal favor, necessarily rivaled the clan hierarchies, which de
rived solely from the privilege of birth. To be distinguished as a noble was not simply a 
matter of family lineage. Herodotus's vocabulary expresses this double designation. Ma-
sistius, lost in the battle of Plataea, is described by Herodotus thus: "a man more highly 
thought of (logimotatos) both by the king and by his subjects (kai hasilei) than anyone 
else in the Persian army except Mardonius himself" (IX.24-0). Herodotus uses compa
rable expressions several times: the Achaemenid Artachaees was "much respected by 
Xerxes (dokimos . . . para Xerxei)" (VII.l 17-0). Prexaspes is not just "in very high honor 
among the Persians (en aine megiste.. . en Persei)" and "a distinguished man" (dokimos) 
but also, "the most trusted of [Cambyses'] Persian friends" (III.30-0-). We may also quote 
Artabazus, son of Pharnaces, "who was already an famous man in the Persian army (en 
Perseisi logimos) and was further to increase his reputation as a result of the battle of Pla
taea" (VIII. 126). Even before Plataea, he was already "a Persian of the very highest rep
utation with Xerxes (aner dokimos para Xerxei)" (IX.41). 

In some way, the two expressions used by Herodotus (more highly thought of than 
anyone else in the Persian army/of the very highest reputation with the king) refer to the 
two hierarchies, which continued to coexist: the clan hierarchy (birth) and the royal 
hierarchy (favor/gift). In other words, royal favor relativized the prestige connected with 
birth. As Aelian puts it (Anim. XII.21), the Persian aristocracy of birth (ton Person euge
neia) was defined by reference to dynastic norms. It is also quite characteristic that the 
grammarian Hesychius explains the Persian word azatai 'free, noble' as follows: "Those 
who are closest to the king." Being held in the king's great esteem was one of the criteria 
for nobility; moreover, used in the superlative (eggytatoi), the word implied the idea of 
(fictional) relatedness. 

Royal Favor and Social Mobility 

That there were ways of joining the royal hierarchy apart from being born into it leads 
us to suppose that it was theoretically possible for a particularly deserving, poor Persian 
to become integrated into the royal hierarchy. Within Cyrus's army and entourage, Xen
ophon several times distinguishes the homotimes from the people (demotoi): the former 
could live without working, because "they live on the labor of others" (Cyr. VIII. 1.16); 
the latter, however, "have to earn their living" (II. 1.1). These are the common peasants, 
whom Xenophon (VII.5.67) and Aelian (VH 1.32) call the autourgoi, that is (by Greek 
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standards), small landowners. For the homotimes: war; for the peasants: farmwork 
(IV.3.12-13). 

Xenophon refers to societal promotions. The people whom Cyrus called on first for 
his private guard were the autourgoi (VII.5.67). And, in a discussion of promotion re
warding individual merit, Xenophon introduces the Persian Pheraulas (II.3.7*). He was 
one of the people (demotoi) "but a man who for some reason or other had from the be
ginning won Cyrus's confidence and affection; besides, he was well-favoured in body 
and a gentleman at heart." But because of his origin he did not have access to the tradi
tional education of the Persian nobles. His father was a poor peasant who had to borrow 
his seed grain (VIII.3.36-38). Although Pheraulas had no choice but to work the land 
with his father, he was fascinated with the profession of soldiery from childhood (II.3.9-
12). Addressing the homotimes, he offered himself as an example and stated that "we are 
all now starting on an equal footing in a contest of merit" (II.3.8-0). He added: "Cyrus 
. . . I, for one, shall not only enter this contest, but I shall also expect you to reward me 
according to my deserts," challenging the other demotoi of the army to follow his ex
ample and "enter with alacrity into the competition with these gentlemen in this sort of 
warfare" (II.3.15-0-). The conclusion was that each would "receive rewards according to 
his deserts, and that Cyrus should be the judge" (II.3.16*). 

It is difficult simply to take Xenophon's presentation at face value. He has composed 
a highly political discourse on the merits of a society based on the worth of the individ
ual. At the same time, he seems to promote one of the themes specific to the monarchic 
ideology. The Achaemenid king, as we have seen at Behistun and Naqs-i Rustam, posi
tioned himself as the conciliator of the interests of the powerful (tunavant) and the weak 
(skauOi). Simple soldiers or common peasants could be promoted suddenly to the rank 
of royal Benefactor and receive royal gifts (Aelian, VH 1.32; XII.40). But there are no spe
cific examples that might confirm the "society tale" of Pheraulas. Nonetheless, we may 
cite the example of the poor Mardian peasant Rhakokes, who as a reward for his justice 
vvas elevated by the king to the position of royal judge (VH 1.34). At the same time, it is 
true that Aelian's anecdote itself emerged from court circles. 

Let us also remark that in some of the Persepolis tablets, some Persians are identified 
not by their tribe name but by their place of residence: Irsena of Ansan (PF 1368), 
Umizza "son of Halpa, who lives in Hiran" (PF 2070), Ustana of Shiraz (PF 1811), 
Sadukka of Zappi (PF 1790), Ukama of Paisiyauvada (PF 330, 2027), and many more. 
The coexistence of tribal denotations (PF 1797; cf. Herodotus IV. 167) and local denota
tions could well be an indication of a change-in-progress of prosopographic practice. It 
might also indicate a social differentiation between the old aristocratic families that were 
attached to their tribes and Persians of lower birth called into service by the king. In fact, 
the two interpretations harmonize perfectly: the "new social class" represented by the lat
ter would consist of men who rejected the confines of the tribe; the old-stock aristocrats, 
however, continued to value belonging to a famous tribe until the end of the Achaeme
nid era. More will be clear when the ethnonyms that appear here and there are better un
derstood. In one tablet, for example, the administration distributes rations to Maraphii 
and Kusiyans (PF 447). We do not know who the Kusiyans were. On the other hand, ac
cording to Herodotus (1.125) the Maraphii were a Persian tribe. It is thus not impossible 
that they were Persian peasants, whom we do not know whether to distinguish from or 
compare with the "kurtas living off rations at Marappiyas" (PF 909-11). Prudence on this 
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score is thus advised. The Persepolis tablets still hold many secrets. The interpretation is 
all the more insecure because we do not know the exact social origins of many of the Per
sians of the royal entourage named by the Classical authors. 

Furthermore, if such promotions could take place, they did not seriously affect Per
sian social structures. Two tablets (PF 871, 1137) record the provision of rations to 29 and 
15 "Persian boys (puhu) [who] copy texts . . . at Pittaman." The word puhu always refers 
to a category of kurtas who received less rations than men. Otherwise, nothing distin
guishes these tablets from hundreds of others of the same type. We must thus recognize 
that some Persians were reduced to the status of kurtas under circumstances we do not 
understand (impoverishment? royal punishment?). And it is likely that these tablets are 
only a sample. It is reasonable to imagine that quite a few Persian kurtas are listed anon
ymously in the tablets. It also seems fairly logical to think that simple Persians worked the 
lands of aristocrats. They were doubtless also required, as corvee labor, to work the lands 
in the paradises near their village or to maintain the roads for the passage of the Great 
King and his court (cf. Aelian, Anim. XV.26). We also know that starting with the time of 
Cambyses, slaves bought at Matezzis had Persian names (see p. 88). The imperial tri
umph of the dominant ethnic group clearly did not wipe out class ditferences. The dom
inant socioethnic class held the preeminent position not just in the Empire but in 
Persian society itself. 

All in all, even when we postulate the possibility of social promotions, there is no 
doubt that the greater part of the king's men came from the great aristocratic families. 
The privileges of birth never disappeared. The importance of birth as a criterion is well 
illuminated by later texts: when the Greeks, after Cunaxa, came to Ariaeus to ask him to 
take Cyrus's place, he replied as follows: "Many Persians nobler (beltiones) than him will 
not support his becoming king" (Xenophon, Anab. II.2.1). When the Spartan king Age-
silaus mediated in arranging a marriage between the daughter of the Persian Spithri
dates and the Paphlagonian dynast Otys, what decided Otys was not the young lady's 
vaunted beauty but the nobility of her father's ancestry: Spithridates was "from a family 
inferior to none in Persia" (Perseon oudenos endeesteros); he was "particularly well born 
(eugenestatos)" (Hell. VI. 1.6-7). And, in Darius Ill's army, the Persians of distinction 
(hoi entimoi Persai) were distinguished by Arrian from 'the masses' (to plethos; Arrian 
III. 11.8). Alexander later used the same principle to differentiate some Persians who fell 
into his power after the death of Darius: "Having inquired into the rank (nobilitas) of 
each one, lie separated from the common herd (vulgus) those who were of high birth 
(genus)" (Quintus Curtius VI.2.9*). 

Persian Aristocratic Houses 

Herodotus (1.134) and Strabo (XV.3.20) further indicate that the social hierarchies in 
Persia cannot be reduced to the opposition rich/poor. Among the elements of social 
symbolism, in fact, they give special attention to the manner in which Persians greeted 
each other, according to their place in the social hierarchy. If they were notables (gnori-
moi) or 'equal in honor' (isotimoi), they kissed on the lips; if one of them was of lower 
status (hypodeesteros, tapeinoteros), they kissed on the cheeks; and lastly if one of them 
was of much lower birth (polldi agennesteros, eti tapeinoteros), he was restricted to per
forming the proskynesis before his better. Taken at face value, these practices seem to fol
low three categories, which we might render, both conveniently and vaguely, with the 
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following expressions: the nobility [grande noblesse] (isotimoi; cf. homotimoi in Xeno
phon), the gentry [petite noblesse], and the commoners [gensdu commun]. 

The first group comprises the heads of the great aristocratic houses. This is the word 
(oikos) used by Herodotus for Intaphernes. He is reputed to have conspired "with all the 
men of his house" (hoi oikeioi pantes), including his sons (III. 119). The internal cohe-
siveness of the great families is well evidenced in the wonderful aristocratic romance of 
Odatis and Zariadres told by Chares of Mytilene and passed on by Athenaeus (XIII.575). 
The girl's father opposed the marriage because "lacking male issue, he wished to give his 
daughter to a young man of his own house" (eis ton peri, auton oikeion; 575c). It is clear 
that the aristocrats' power, in Persia as well as in the provinces, was based on possessing 
land. Perhaps estates of this sort are what underlie the events alluded to in two Treasury 
tablets (PT 4-5). The late example of Orxines also provides similar confirmation: he 
came to receive Alexander with great pomp when he arrived from Carman ia. As the 
head of the tribe of the Pasargadae, Orxines represented himself as a descendant of 
Cyrus. Quintus Curtius includes this detail: "Prominent among all the barbarians for 
high birth and wealth. . . . He had wealth, both what he had inherited from his forefa
thers and what he himself had amassed during long possession of sovereignty" (X. 1.22-
23-0). The example of Orxines also shows that the tribal hierarchies were preserved. We 
may presume, though there is no definitive proof, that what we have called the nobility 
pertained to the three tribes (Pasargadae, Maraphii, Maspii) that, according to Herodo
tus, dominated all of the others. Of these tribes, the Pasargadae, whose members were 
particularly noble (aristoi), retained the preeminence (Herodotus 1.125). Should we 
imagine a distinction between high nobility, which owned ancestral estates in Persia, 
and another nobility, which basically held its possessions by royal favor? 

For the economic organization of the great aristocratic houses, the most revealing 
text is a passage by Heraclides quoted by Athenaeus. The abundance and variety of the 
dishes prepared for the king's table every day (IV 145a) were found at the tables of the 
wealthiest Persians: "A rich Persian (eudaimones) on his birthday will have an ox, or a 
horse, or a camel, or a donkey baked whole in the oven" (Herodotus 1.133). While ex
plaining the careful economic management of the food supply for the royal table, Hera
clides remarks that it was the same for "the elite Persians" (hoi en dynasteia; Athenaeus 
IV.145e-f). He then explains (145f-146a): 

T h e entire meal is brought to the table at one time. B u t when the Tablemates (syndeipnoi) 
have finished their m e a l , whatever remains on the table, basically meat and bread, is given 
by the officer in charge of the table to each of the people of the house (oikeioi). T h e y take it 
and in that way receive their daily suppl ies T h i s is the reason the most honored T a b l e m a t e s 
of the king (hoi entimotatoi ton syndeipnon) c o m e to court only for lunch (ariston), rather 
than twice: so that they are able to receive their own syndeipnoi ( 'Tablemates') . 

All of these statements are unambiguous. The aristocratic houses were directed and 
organized in a way absolutely identical to the rules that governed protocol in the royal 
house. Every house had its steward (Berossus apud AthenaeusXIV.639c), as did the Toyal 
house (Herodotus III.61). No doubt, these syndeipnoi of the great aristocrats were cho
sen from the men of the house (oikeioi) and perhaps also from nobles of a lower rank, 
who would have been part of their network of alliances and power. The analogy between 
the aristocratic houses and the royal house is even purer in that the banquets Herodotus 
describes (1.133o) are given on the birthday of the head of the house, "of all days in the 
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year a Persian most distinguished his birthday and celebrated it with a dinner of special 
magnificence." It echoes the importance of the banquet given every year on the king's 
birthday (IX. 110). It is thus not impossible that on that day as well, the heads of houses, 
like the king, gave gifts to their guests to symbolize and reinforce their power and influ
ence. In sum, Persian society functioned according to a hierarchy that was at once 
highly diversified and extremely constrained: every great aristocrat also had his own ban
daka who paid him homage in the form of proskynesis (cf. Xenophon, Anab. 1.6.10). 

The similarities do not stop here. Like the kings, the beads of houses practiced polyg
amy: "Every man has a number of wives, and a much greater number of concubines" 
(pallakai; Herodotus 1.135). Strabo adds that polygamy had the objective of providing a 
large number of children (XV.3.17: polyteknia). Herodotus agrees (1.136): "After prowess 
in fighting, the chief proof of manliness is to be the father of a large family of boys." It is 
also practically certain that the aristocratic families, following the pattern of the royal 
family, could enter into endogamous unions. The practice is implicit in a story told by 
Ctesias: "Teritouchmes [Darius IPs son-in-law] had a sister born to the same father and 
the same mother as he, Roxanne. . . . He became enamored of her and had relations 
with her" (§54; cf. Athenaeus V.220c). 

Herodotus describes the authority that the head of the family had over his children as 
well: 

They declare that no man has ever yet killed his father or mother; in the cases where this has 
apparently happened, they are quite certain that inquiry would reveal that the son was either 
a changeling or born out of wedlock, for they insist that it is most improbable that the actual 
parent should be killed by his child. (1.137) 

Tine authority of the head of the family is even compared explicitly to the king's: "the 
custom . . . forbids even the king himself to put a man to death for a single offence, and 
[it forbids] any Persian under similar circumstances to punish a servant (medeis ton 
heautou oiketeon) by an irreparable injury" (1.137). In other words, the head of the 
house seems to have held the power of life and death over the people who depended on 
him—sons, relatives, and servants—at least for punishments relating to family custom. 
This may be how we should understand the relationship between Xerxes and Sataspes: 
presented as an Achaemenid by Herodotus, Sataspes was a close relative of the king, 
since his mother was Xerxes' sister. Before he was pardoned because of his mother's 
pleas, he was condemned to death by the king because "he had raped a daughter of 
Megabyzus' son, Zopyrus" (IV.43-0-). Now, we know that Megabyzus himself had mar
ried one of Xerxes' daughters (Ctesias §22ffi). It was thus perhaps in his role as head of 
the royal House that Xerxes intervened in this case. 

Family Solidarity and Royal Policy 
We thus see that neither the tribal structures nor the privileges of birth ever dis

appeared. On the contrary, the solidarity of the great Persian houses gave their heads 
undeniable means of action, as much in the social and economic spheres as in the 
political. To a certain extent, they even appear to have contradicted the principle of un
mitigated royal authority, in particular when they were involved in the process of trans
mission of imperial orders. By virtue of their riches (and their daughters), the nobles 
could also gather a clientele by turning the exchange of gifts/favors to their own 
advantage, which could not help but advance their personal ambitions. This was the 
"gravest" accusation brought against Tiribazus by Orontes: "To seek by his good deeds 
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to turn to his own cause the commanders of troops and to use honors, gifts, and promises 
to win them" (Diodorus XV.8.4). Such observations quite naturally specify and confirm 
the conclusions presented previously on the close dependence that bound the aristoc
racy to the dynasty by means of royal gifts and honors. 

Herodotus and Strabo give some indications of Persian traditional practices regarding 
wedding ceremonies—for example, on the diet observed by the bridegroom (Strabo 
XV.3.17). More important, both quite clearly distinguish legitimate marriages from un
official unions, in the same way that the Greek texts distinguish legitimate children from 
illegitimate (nothoi). It was for this reason that Spithridates was angry with Pharnabazus, 
who claimed to want his daughter without marriage (Xenophon, Ages. 3.3: aneu ga-
mou). It is likely that marriages were arranged by heads of families and that the contract 
was solemnified by oaths and sacrifices (cf. Herodotus IX. 108). In some cases, the direct 
intervention of the king is attested (Herodotus VI.41), not to mention the example of the 
king's daughters. But the question of what authority sanctioned the legitimacy of the 
marriage remains. To read Herodotus (111.31), it appears that royal judges could be con
sulted; however, their involvement, in this area as in others, was limited to "interpreting 
the ancestral laws." This is the context in which Cambyses approached them to learn 
whether he had the right to marry his sister. 

Let us turn to Arrian, who describes the marriages organized by Alexander at Susa in 
this way: 

T h e y were ce lebrated in the Persian way (nomdi toi persikoi); they arranged several rows of 
armchairs for the future spouses , and after they drank each other's health, each bride sat 
beside her intended; the m e n took them by the hand and kissed them, following the king's 
example . For all the weddings were ce lebrated at the s a m e time. (VII.4.7) 

Of course, this is a late text. But, at the same time, Arrian twice insists on the Persian 
character of the ceremony (cf. VII.6.2). Furthermore, the political nature of the mar
riages in Susa makes this interpretation very likely. Shall we infer from this that, in the 
Achaemenid period as well, all of the weddings were celebrated at the same time, in the 
presence of the king? On the first point, Strabo gives a positive answer: "Marriages are 
consummated at the beginning of the vernal equinox" (XV.3.17*). It is thus not impos
sible that marriages were recognized by royal authority, or perhaps doubly solem
nized—first within the tribe and then by the king in a public ceremony at court. 

Herodotus also writes about large Persian families. He notes that, "after prowess in 
lighting, the chief proof of manliness {andragathie) is to be the father of a large family of 
boys" (1.136). He immediately adds this detail: "Those who have the most sons receive 
an annual present (dora) from the king." Strabo uses the word athla (XV.3.17), which 
suggests the idea of a competition between the great families in the same way that the 
king distributed rewards as prizes for competitions won during Persian youths' educa
tion (athlon: XV.3.17). As in the case of other gifts and favors, we must consider this oc
casion and the distribution of prizes to be a form of official recognition. In some fashion, 
then, a traditional family value was integrated into a demographic policy encouraged by 
the king. We can easily understand the reasons. To protect their military and political 
power in the Empire, the Persians had to maintain a large population on which the king 
could draw to provide his elite cavalry and to serve as a breeding ground for officers and 
administrators. At the same time, the youth of the aristocracy, called up to the king's ser
vice, were molded by the royal education. 
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On the other hand, the authority of the head of the family was not as absolute as He
rodotus would have us think. First of all, several accounts make it clear that, even if 
youths lived with their father, they had to obey any call to return to the royal army. Twice 
Herodotus portrays fathers who tried to get a son exempted from military service. Each 
time, the king's reaction was extremely violent; he reminded them that he himself 
brought his sons with him (cf. Herodotus VIII.104, 107; Quintus Curtius III.8.12), and 
he put the young men to death (IV.84; VII.38-39; Seneca, De ira X1V.2.4). The prin
ciple of familial solidarity had its corollary in judicial order. During a revolt, rebels gen
erally took all the members of their household with them. On the other hand, as already 
noted (see p. 325), the attractiveness of royal favor frequently led some to breach this sol
idarity. Nevertheless, this behavior—taking one's entire family along when rebelling—is 
easily explained by the principle of familial solidarity, for, when all was said and done, 
the entire family was considered guilty and therefore all would be executed, as the ex
ample of Intaphernes already mentioned shows so well (Herodotus III. 119; cf. IX. 113, 
and Plutarch, Art. 29.8). Under these conditions, we understand how Glus, son-in-law 
of Tiribazus, might have been afraid of being implicated in the charges levied against 
his father-in-law (Diodorus XV.9.3). 

Finally, let us quote the inexhaustible Aelian; 

A man called Rhacoces, of the Mardian tribe, had seven children. The youngest of them 
was called Cartomes, who did a great deal of harm to his elder brothers. At first his father 
tried to correct and restrain him by admonition. But when this failed, the local magistrates 
(hoi dikastai ton perikhouron) arrived at the house of the young man's father, and the latter 
arrested the lad, tying his hands behind his back and taking him into the presence of the 
magistrates. He made a full and detailed denunciation of all his acts of misbehaviour and 
asked the magistrates to execute the young man. They were horrified, and decided not to 
pass sentence on their own authority; instead they brought both before Artaxerxes, the king 
of Persia. When the Mardian repeated his statement,.. . Artaxerxes commended Rhacoces 
and made him one of the royal magistrates (basilikoi dikastai). (134-0) 

This court anecdote illustrates quite well the relationship between family justice and 
royal justice that existed on this occasion. First, Rhacoces attempted to take care of the 
problem as head of the family; second, he appealed to the local judges, before being re
ceived by the king himself. Of course, this anecdote is late: no other document gives 
any idea of when these circuit judgeships were created (cf. chap. 11/10 [P. 483]: a judge 
of Pamaka). In addition, this anecdote does not portray an aristocrat; nonetheless, it 
very clearly poses the problem considered here. 

5. King and Satraps 

Family Strategies and Royal Control 
Among all the Faithful of the king, the satraps ("Protectors of the power/kingdom") 

played an essential role in the Empire, and the powers and prestige with which they 
were endued could have provoked them to keep their distance from the king. The soli
darity of the great Persian families explains how, once a noble was named satrap, he 
could take his whole family along with him; it also explains how his sons could cooper
ate with his government or perhaps participate with him in a revolt against the king (e.g., 
Ctesias §$37-38,40). Every head of family had the goal of promoting his children to the 
highest positions in the Empire (cf. esp. Diodorus XVI.52.3-4). Furthermore, the prac-
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rice of passing on responsibilities to the next generation is frequently attested. Twice, 
Ctesias writes: "N became satrap in place of his father" (§§53,57). 

The best-known case concerns the satrapy of Hellespontine Plirygia. In 479, Xerxes 
appointed Artabazus (Thucydides 1.129.1). He was a man of illustrious birth, the son of 
pharnaces, who most likely was the same as Parnaka, economic minister of Persia under 
Darius. Pharnaces/Parnaka was in turn son of Arsames, who all agree was a brother of 
Hystaspes, father of Darius. Artabazus thus was closely related to the royal family, since 
lie vvas the son of Darius's cousin. He took part in the expedition of 480 (Herodotus 
VII.66). He was Xerxes' escort upon the king's return to Sardis; by that time, he was "al
ready a famous man (dokimos) in the Persian army" (Herodotus VIII. 126). After a set
back in Chalcis, he returned to place himself under Mardonius's command (VIII. 126-
30) but opposed his strategy (IX.66). After the defeat at Plataea, he succeeded, at some 
cost, in leading some companies of troops to Asia Minor (Herodotus IX.66; 89-90). This 
is when Xerxes granted him the satrapy of the Hellespont, in the context of his reorgani
zation of his possessions in Asia Minor (see chap. 13/8 below). He played an important 
part in the 470s (Thucydides 1.129.1) and was still on the job in 449 (Diodorus XII.3-4). 
At an unknown date, he was succeeded by his son Pharnaces, who according to the prac
tice of papponymy bore his grandfather's name. In 412, Pharnaces' son Pharnabazus 
controlled the satrapy, perhaps for a time jointly with his brothers, since the treaty with 
Sparta was signed in the name of Pharnaces' sons (Thucydides VIII.58.1). In 387-386, 
Pharnabazus was recalled to court, and he married Artaxerxes IPs daughter Apame. We 
can follow the family's narrative down to the time of Darius III (and even beyond). 

Familial legacy is also known as the basis for other positions. So it was that Otanes 
succeeded his father Sisamnes (condemned to death by Cambyses) as royal judge (He
rodotus V.25). The measures taken by Mardontes and Artayntes, commanders of the 
fleet in Asia Minor in 479, were also characteristic: "the command was taken over (au-
tou proselomenou)... together with one other—Ithamitres, Artayntes' nephew, who had 
been chosen for the position by his uncle" (VIII. 130*). Even if a well-known, esteemed 
noble's responsibilities were not automatically passed on to his sons, numerous ex
amples show that they were automatically incorporated into the ruling class. One of 
Xerxes' admirals in 480 was Prexaspes (II), son of Aspathines (I) (Herodotus VII.97). 
This Aspathines I was probably none other than the person listed (erroneously) among 
the Seven by Herodotus (III.70, 78), and one of the royal arms-bearers at Naqs-i Rustam 
(DNd). Despite the risk of niisidentification (homonymy being no guarantee of iden
tity), it is also tempting to identify him with the person of the same name mentioned in 
several Persepolis tablets from the time of Darius and Xerxes (PT 12—12a, 14); his seal 
names him: "Aspathines, son of Prexaspes." He was therefore the grandson of Prexaspes 
I, who held a choice position in Cambyses' entourage. 

Given these practices, the danger of creating little satrapal principalities was great. 
Oroeles seems to have tried this in Asia Minor, profiting from the void at the center of 
power (sec above, chap. 3/2). Sons naturally tended to behave like successors to a patri
monial estate, as illustrated by the remark placed in Phamabazus's mouth by Xenophon, 
addressing these words to Agesilaus: "Everything my father left me, beautiful palaces 
and paradises full of trees and game, which so delighted me, all this I have seen razed 
and burned to the ground" {Hell. IV. 1 33). A further detail (IV. 1.40) seems to imply the 
existence of battles between the heirs apparent to the position of satrap. However, it 
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appears that the appointment or dismissal of satraps and generals was basically the pre
rogative of the king alone (cf. Herodotus VI.43). The insertion of a relative (son 
nephew) into the chain of command by a father or an uncle with a position implies that 
there also was confirmation (or disallowal) by the king (Arrian II.1.3 and II.2.1). It is 

likely that the satraps' power was periodically confirmed (cf. Diodorus XI.71.2). Al
though satraps were closely watched, the principle of family inheritance of power had 
the advantage of preparing the sons to exercise the duties of satrap. It must be added that 
the length of the term of the Pharnacids of Hellespontine Phrygia is a highly exceptional 
case and that they themselves did not escape royal discipline in the end, in the fourth 
century (Diodorus XVI.52.3). The Achaemenid satrap was not merely a civil servant, in 
the dismissive sense this term has in our contemporary society. He depended personally 
on the king, and he had to behave as a faithful bandaka; moreover, he was closely 
watched by the central authority. 

The Satrap and the Armed Forces 
One of the lessons Darius no doubt learned from the insubordination of Oroetes at 

Sardis was that, left to his own devices, a satrap had many resources for liberating him
self from the central command. One of the advantages Oroetes counted on was the 
armed forces available to him—a guard of a thousand Persians and the forces he could 
draw from Phrygia, Lydia, and Ionia (Herodotus III. 127). But was this power built into 
the system, or was it just a consequence of the temporary weakening of the central au
thority? In other words, did the satrap have full authority over the troops of the satrapy? 

In the case of a special military expedition, the answer is clear. The example of 
Otanes against Samos as well as Ariaramnes against Scythia and Aryandes against Barca 
show unambiguously that the satraps and strategoi had to strictly obey orders sent from 
the central authority. In some cases, a satrap or high official was commissioned to com
mand troops from a larger territory. These were the leaders whom the Greek authors 
called karanos—an institution known mostly from a reference by Xenophon. When 
Cyrus the Younger was sent to Asia Minor by his father Darius II, he carried with him 
the following royal order: "I send Cyrus as karanos of those who muster at Castolus," and 
Xenophon adds the explanation "Karanos means 'vested with full powers' (kyrios)" {Hell. 
1.4.3). We will come back later to the position of Cyrus the Younger. Suffice it to say here 
that other titularies of the same military rank are known beginning with the time of Da
rius I. We know, for example, several leaders in times of conquest who were granted the 
title "strategos of the men who dwell in the coastal countries" of Asia Minor, particularly 
Megabazus and Otanes. 

But what about the permanent troops of the territories—the soldier-colonists of 
Babylonia, Egypt, and Asia Minor—were these troops available for the use of Persian 
magnates who were settled in the provinces, or even the garrisons? This question, un
fortunately, can only be answered from late passages in Xenophon, all of them bearing 
the mark of generalization and schematization. In the same passage of the Cyropaedia 
that is dedicated to satraps' duties, Xenophon clearly distinguishes between military and 
satrapal duties. According to him, "Cyrus did not want to see the commanders of garri
sons in the citadels {phrourarchs) and the chiliarchs of the guardposts scattered 
throughout the territory receive orders from anyone but himself" (VIII.6.1). When 
naming satraps, Cyrus clearly specified that the commanders of garrisons were to retain 
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the missions that had been entrusted to them. These are the instructions given to sa
traps: "To govern the people, receive the tribute, pay the militia, and attend to any other 
business that needs attention" (VIII.6.3*). And further on, as always, Xenophon stresses 
that the measures taken by "Cyrus" were still respected in his time; for example, "the 
fashion in which the positions depending on the king (hai hypo hasilei phylakai) are 
maintained is identical" (§§9 and 14). The king's goal is defined in this way by Xeno
phon: "He took this precaution in case any of the satraps, his head turned by his wealth 
or the number of his subjects, tried to rebel; he would immediately meet opposition on 
the spot" (§1). 

In the Oeconomicus, Xenophon devotes a long passage to the complementarity of the 
"war work" and "peace work" of the Great King. Xenophon wishes to show that, mindful 
as he was of agriculture and horticulture, the Great King was also passionately con
cerned with the labors of warriors: 

For all the peoples from whom he collected [tribute], he prescribed to each governor (ar-
c/ion) the number of horsemen, slmgmen, and "shieldbearers" (gerrhophoroi) he had to 
maintain (didonai trophen); there had io be enough to keep the subjects obedient and to de
fend the country against any enemy aggression. Moreover he maintained guards (phylakai) 
in the acropolises. It was the governor entrusted with this duty who had to provision the sol
diers of these garrisons (phroura); as for the king, each year he reviewed the mercenaries 
(misthophoroi) and all who were required to bear arms; all were gathered, except the garri
son soldiers, to the "place of assembly" (syllogos) as it is called; then he himself inspected 
those that were close by his residence. As for those who were distant, he sent some of the 
Faithful to review them. (1V.5-6) 

We see here the distinction between the phrourarch ('garrison commander') who had to 
"defend the country as necessary" and "the governor of civil authority who supervised 
agricultural work." To Xenophon's way of thinking, the two domains were separate and 
complementary, for "those who work the earth badly no longer feed the garrisons and 
cannot pay their tribute." It would all be clear enough if Xenophon had not added the 
following conclusion: "Wherever there is a satrap, it is he who has the highest authority 
over both domains, civil and military" (§10-11)—as if, at this point, he was distinguish
ing archons from satraps. If we imagine that archon generically designates what we call 
a satrap, we see that one of the duties that fell to him was to supervise the maintenance 
of territorial troops. He was entrusted with furnishing supplies (trophe) to the garrison 
troops, no doubt in the form of rations assessed on the satrapal storehouses. 

These passages in Xenophon have stimulated a large number of interpretations, and 
they Taise a good number of difficulties. First of all we must emphasize the general con
text of the Oeconomicus, Discoursing on the ideal lifestyle of a Greek kalos kagathos 
('beautiful and good'), Xenophon refers to the example of the Great King. In his descrip
tion, we recognize an idealized image of Cyrus the Elder as well as Cyrus the Younger. 
His aim is thus not to expound on Achaemenid institutions per se; it is rather to dis
course on ideal royalty. The conclusion is contained in the premises: only the king com
bines the prerogatives and virtues of both gardener and man of war. Terminological 
exactitude is hardly a dominant concern of Xenophon; here, as in other texts, the word 
satrap seems to be used very loosely. In one case, it seems to denote the head of a satrapy 
(§11) and in another, an official in the same class as the chiliarchs and phrourarchs (§7). 
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One of the most difficult problems rests in the hierarchical relationship between the 
satrap and the garrison commanders. The problem is all the more puzzling in that we 
lack any evidence for the relationship that we might compare with Xenophon. We know 
that, after the conquest of Sardis, Tabahis was named commander of the citadel by 
Cyrus. But what was his relationship with the satrap, who was also appointed by Cyrus? 
By way of confirmation of the general rule offered by Xenophon (that satraps had au
thority over military commanders), the later example of Orontas, portrayed by the same 
author in the Anabasis (1.6), is often cited. Accused of treason, Orontas was indicted by 
Cyrus the Younger before a sham of a royal tribunal. It appears that when Darius II 
made Orontas general-in-chief, Cyrus held a higher rank than Orontas. As soon as word 
of Orontas's revolt was received, the new king, Artaxerxes, relieved Orontas of his re
sponsibilities to Cyrus. But the conditions are too specific to be able to draw general 
conclusions from this late example of Orontas. However, we can conclude that his rela
tions with Cyrus had been modified between the time of Darius II and the time of Arta
xerxes II. 

But above all, Xenophon's passages, like many other Greek texts, are ton allusive to 
explain the complexity of concrete situations. 'The only case that is well documented is 
the case of the garrison of Syene-Elephantine. Originally, the garrison soldiers were 
organized into companies (dgalin; each numbering perhaps 1000 men); each dgal was 
subdivided into centuries (companies of 100) and decuries (companies of 10), each in
cluding soldiers of different ethnic backgrounds. The garrison was led by the rab hayld, 
which corresponds to the Greek phrourarch. The earliest attested incumbent is the Per
sian Ravaka in 495 (DAE 2 [AP Ij). The garrison commander was under the orders of the 
'governor' (frataraka), a subordinate of the satrap. Despite some superficial analogies, the 
Elephantine documents provide no confirmation for the theoretical views of Xenophon. 

Let us now consider a Babylonian tablet dated between about 509 and 500 that is par
ticularly interesting: 

A letter of G u z a n u (chief priest of S ippar) : T o my brother Sirku: 

M a y the gods Bel and Nabi i ordain for you health and life. 

Every day you have been telling me lies in Babylon. You used to say: "Liblutu, the chariot 
driver, and your shield-bearer (lit.: third-maiv-on-the-chariot) are assigned to you in the 
rolls." B u t when the c o m m a n d e r of the fortress (rab birti) c a m e here, be withheld from my 
contingent not only Liblutu but all the chariot drivers, asserting: "They be long to me!" and 
he also took away the shield-bearers who were with me. You, who were supposed to assert my 
claim before h im, have in reality handed over to him what belongs to me! 
And now Liblutu the chariot driver is in charge of the (transport) of boats for the town 
D a [ . . .]nu. You must not put under his command (my) chariot drivers, shield-bearers, or 
citizen-soldiers. H e must not c laim from the c o m m a n d e r of the fortress my soldiers illegally. 
And you, say to Afkal-ana-inar-Ksaggil as follows: "Give him (Liblutu other) soldiers in place 
of (Guzanu ' s ) soldiers!" The curse of King Dar ius be upon you: release thegcirdu-sokliers as 
I have already ordered you. 

P lease consider: at your disposal are the gate guards and all the chariot drivers, also the con
tingent of Dakuiu- tr ibesmen who are stationed in Babylon; do not c la im soldiers which be
long to my "chariot fief!" (bit narkabti; V S 6.128; trans. A. L . O p p e n h e i m [Letters no. 143; 
C T 22: no. 74]) 

The tablet refers to a struggle over jurisdiction. Guzanu may have been the administra
tor (sangu) of the Ebabbar, the Samas temple in Sippar, unless he was governor (sakin 
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temi) of Babylon. He overwhelms Sirku, who was supposed to defend bis interests, with 
reproaches. The citadel commander in Babylon had in fact recruited soldiers who were 
under the authority of Guzanu—soldiers who, apparently, were supposed to be trans
ferred to a different royal official. These soldiers were mustered from a "chariot estate" 
and, apparently, a "horse estate." 

If we needed to rescue some of Xenophon's statements, we might imagine that the 
commanders of the largest garrisons were appointed by the king, as were the satraps. The 
reason might be that it was in the citadels in provincial capitals that the treasure was de
posited, entrusted to a special officer, the gazophylax (guardian of treasure), who appar
ently reported his activities directly to the central authority. But this observation does not 
imply that the garrison commanders were independent of the satraps, unless the king is
sued explicit orders to them (cf. Orontas at Sardis). It is hard to see how else the satrap 
could have successfully carried out one of his principal tasks, maintenance of order, if 
the phrourarchs were excluded from the chain of command. In case of mass mobiliza
tion of the royal army, it was to the satraps that the phrourarch turned to carry out the 
levies in their territories, by order of the king. The methods of mobilization ordered by 
Xerxes indicate this unambiguously (Herodotus VII. 19, 26). In times of "peace," the sa
traps clearly were required not only to feed the garrisons but to ensure logistic and tacti
cal coordination. It was they who were ultimately responsible for the good condition of 
the troops presented at the annual review. Xenophon also states, "[Cyrus] gave orders to 
all the satraps he sent o u t . . . to organize companies of cavalry and charioteers from the 
Persians who went with them and from their allies" (Cyr. VIII.6. lOo-), and also, "After 
showing how each satrap had to carry out his instructions, after giving each an armed 
force, he sent them out and warned all of them to make ready for the expedition planned 
for the following year and for a review of the men, arms, horses, and chariots" (§15). 
Nothing in the Oeconomicus passage formally contradicts this interpretation. 

The discussions in the Cyropaedia, however, can be explained in large part by the au
thor's motives: he wanted to show that Cyrus had taken every measure to avoid the dis
integration of central authority (described at length in the last chapter of book VIII), 
Xenophon included a passage on the relationship between satraps and garrison com
manders that is completely consistent with his own approach but for which no sure con
firmation can be found anywhere else. 

Royal Inspectors 

In the same context of the Cyropaedia, there is a reference to the periodic inspection 
of the satraps (Cyr. VIII.6.16*): 

We have noticed also that this regulation is still in force, whether it was instituted by Cyrus, 
as they affirm, or not: year by year a man makes the circuit (ephodeuei) of the provinces with 
an army, to help any satrap that may need help, to humble any one that may be growing re
bellious, and to adjust matters if any one is careless about seeing the taxes paid or protecting 
the inhabitants, or to see that the land is kept under cultivation, or if any one is neglectful of 
anything else that he has been ordered to attend to; but if he cannot set it right, it is his busi
ness to report it to the king, and he, when he hears of it, takes measures in regard to the of
fender. And those of whom the report often goes out that "the king's son is coming," or "the 
king's brother" or "the king's eye," these belong to the circuit commissioners (hoi ephodoi); 
though sometimes they do not put in an appearance at all, for each of them turns back, 
wherever he may be, when the king commands. 
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A large number of Greek authors of the fifth and fourth centuries refer to an institution 
called the king's Eye: Aeschylus, Aristophanes, and Plutarch refer explicitly to a person 
bearing this title during the reigns of Xerxes, Artaxerxes I, and Artaxerxes II. Herodotus, 
in his version of the "founder legend," says that among the high officials with which the 
young Cyrus surrounded himself was a king's Eye. Since later texts state that there were 
actually numerous Eyes and Ears of the king, it has frequently been deduced that the 
provinces were watched over by a corps of royal spies, reporting any rebelliousness or 
dereliction to the king. 

That the central authority took measures to control the satraps is certainly beyond 
question. It was entirely necessary for them to be assured that royal commands were be
ing carried out. Xenophon also touches on the topic in the Oeconomicus in the context 
of troop reviews: "As for the soldiers who are distant (from his residence], the king sends 
some of the Faithful (pistoi) to review them" (1V.6). In the Cyropaedia, Xenophon dis
agrees with the opinion prevailing in Greece: 

Indeed, we are led to think that the offices called "the king's eyes" and "the king's ears" came 
into being through this system of gifts and honours. Cyrus' munificence toward all who told 
him what it was well for him to know set countless people listening with all their ears and 
watching with all their eyes for news that might be of service to him. Thus there sprang up 
a host of "king's eyes" and "king's ears," as they were called, known and reputed to be such. 
But it is a mistake to suppose that the king has one chosen "eye." It is little that one man can 
see or one man hear, and to hand over the office to one single person would be to bid all the 
others to go to sleep. Moreover, his subjects would feel they must be on their guard before 
the man they knew was "the king's eye." The contrarv is the case; the king will listen to any 
man who asserts that he has heard or seen anything that needs attention. Hence the saying 
that the king has a thousand eyes and a thousand ears; and hence the fear of uttering any
thing against his interest since "he is sure to hear," or doing anything that might injure him 
"since he may be there to see." So far, therefore, from venturing to breathe a syllable against 
Cyrus, every man felt that he was under the eye and within the hearing of a king who was 
always present. For this universal feeling towards him I can give no other reason than his re
solve to be a benefactor on a most mighty scale. (VIII.2.10-12*>) 

Despite the efforts of Iranists to find vocabulary of Persian origin, not one item in the 
Achaemenid corpus confirms the existence of such an institution. A word in the Ara
maic documents from Egypt, gausaka, has often been thought to parallel the Greek ex
pressions, but the comparison does not seem definitive. The gausaka was actually a 
satrapal inspector who, upon the summons of a community, came to make an inquiry 
on the spot accompanied by "judges and policemen(?) who —[like themselves] —are 
placed over the province of the Southern District" (DAE 101 [AP 27]). 

Royal Letters and Satrapal Subordination 
We have also seen how Darius's envoy Bagaeus knew how to impress the Persians at 

Sardis with royal letters, which were taken metonymically as the royal word itself 
(111.128). The royal couriers were inviolable in their person —hence the seriousness of 
the accusation against the same Oroetes (III. 127). For the Persians, the reading of a royal 
message took on a character as impressive as an order given directly by a king in the 
flesh: did it not start out with "Saith Darius the King"? Polyaenus (VII.21.5) records that 
the satrap Datames, upon receiving a letter from King Artaxerxes II, performed the rite 
of proskynesis before it and offered the sacrifice customary for good news. Satraps and/or 
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generals received royal instructions that they had to follow to the letter. There are many 
examples. When Aristagoras brought Artaphernes the proposal to conquer Samos, the 
satrap gave his approval in principle but made the following response to the Milesian: 
"The only other thing we need is to get the king's approval." It was not until he received 
the royal letter that he undertook military preparation (Herodotus V.31-32-V-). In a gen
eral way, the heads of provinces did not have the right to take the smallest military or dip
lomatic initiative (e.g., Xenophon, Hell. IV.8.16-17). In order to justify their actions, 
they exchanged many letters with the central authority (e.g., Xenophon, Anab. 1.5.2-3) 
or visited the court (e.g., Hell. 1.3.9; IV.8.16; Diodorus XIV.39, 81;XV.4.2). The generals 
refer explicitly to royal letters that were composed extremely carefully (cf. Herodotus 
VI.97, 101). The Persian satraps frequently plead for an exception from royal control in 
order to make a diplomatic or military decision (cf. Xenophon, Hell. 1.5.5; III.2.20; 4.5— 
6,11, etc.). It was otherwise very unusual for a king's instructions not to be followed word 
for word. For example, Otanes proceeded to massacre the Samians, contrary to Darius's 
order, which said "not to kill or capture any Samian, but to hand the island over to Sy
loson intact" (Herodotus III. 147). But there were good reasons for his acting against or
ders: contrary to assurances that they had given, Maeandrius and his men had massacred 
"the Persians of the highest rank," who, after making the agreement, "were sitting on 
their chairs of state" (III. 144-45). 

If a satrap intended to disobey, he knew well that he risked being denounced before 
the king—as is shown by the prelude to the revolt of Cyrus the Younger against his 
brother (chap. 15/2). Many examples in fact show that the satraps or the strategoi were 
frequently denounced, wrongly or rightly, by other satraps or by high provincial officials. 
In all likelihood, in such cases the suspect satrap was ipso facto called to court—as were, 
for example, Bardiya/Tanyoxarces by Cambyses and Ochus by Sogdianus (according to 
Ctesias, §10, 47). The satrap then had to answer the accusations brought against him be
fore the king himself. Moreover, to lead a war presupposes the requisite financial and 
military means. We can be sure that neither the treasurers nor the managers of store
houses would furnish a speck of merchandise without receiving instructions from the 
central authority, worked out to the penny. It was not simply up to the satrap himself to 
order the minting of coins. We will also see that the fixing of a tribute rate by Darius in 
principle relieved the satraps of any possibility of adjusting the amount of tribute assess
ments (see also chap. 10/2). While the Babylonian tablets and the Aramaic documents 
from Egypt show that in each satrapy justice was rendered by the satrap and his subordi
nates, many examples also show that the Great King could intervene in decisions at any 
moment if the local populations exercised their right of appeal; this provided a means of 
tempering and controlling the possible arbitrariness of the satraps (see chap. 12/4). 

Satrapal Courts and the Royal Court 
Xenophon explains that one of the satrap's fixed obligations was to organize his court 

on the model of the central court [Cyr. VIII.6.10-13). Unfortunately, we have only a 
handful of documents that portray these satrapal courts, except in the areas that held 
special fascination for the Greek authors. The luxury and furnishings of the satrapal 
courts never failed to spark the imagination of the Greeks. The example of Pausanias of 
Sparta shows that some Greeks were dazzled by the Persian lifestyle in Asia Minor, as 
had been even more true of Polycrates of Samos at an earlier period (chap. 2/6). 
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In particular, the Greek authors give consistent accounts of the satrapal paradises 
along with their resorts. These allowed a life of luxury characteristic "of satraps and 
kings" (Quintus Curtius VII.2.22). The description of Cyrus the Younger's paradise at 
Sardis given by Xenophon (Oec. IV20-25) is familiar, as is Plutarch's description of Ti$-
saphernes' paradises in the same town: "One of them was the handsomest, because its 
lawns and its refreshing waters, its retreats and its manicured lawns displayed an unimag
inable royal luxury" (Ale. 24.7). This description is not dissimilar to the description of 
the paradise laid out near Cyrus's tomb at Pasargadae (see chap. 2/7 above). Every sa
trapy had at least one, including Persia (chap. 11/5). In Asia Minor alone, in addition to 
the paradise at Sardis, Xenophon describes others at Celaenae and Dascylium. At Ce-
laenae, Xenophon's companions were able to see "a great park, rilled with wild animals 
. . . and watered by the Meander" (Anab. 1.2.7). Xenophon's description of the paradise 
in Dascylium (Hell. IV. 1.15-16) is particularly evocative: 

T h a t is where Pharnabazus maintained his residence, with h a n d s o m e , large villages all 
round, abundant ly provided with all the resources, and with g a m e both in enclosed para
dises and in the open s p a c e s — m a g n i f i c e n t g a m e ! T h r o u g h the whole length flowed a river 
stocked with every kind of fish. Wildfowl were there in a b u n d a n c e as well, for those who 
might hunt for birds. 

Xenophon's description is illustrated in the scenes on certain bullas from Dascylium 
(some dating from the reign of Xerxes). Numerous kinds of birds are depicted there, in
cluding a falcon holding a lobster in its beak. 

One of the satrapal customs that the Greeks often elaborated on (having endured it 
themselves) was the routine of the satrapal audience. For instance, in order to obtain 
money from Cyrus the Younger, the Spartan Callicratidas, despite all his proud preju
dices, had to resort "to go and beg at the doors of the king's commanders, as Lysander 
had done." Upon his arrival at the gate of Cyrus's palace, the guard let him know that 
Cyrus "was busy drinking." He soon endured a new rebuff, and "he took it hardly and set 
off for Ephesus" (Plutarch, Lysander 6-0-). In Xenophon's report, Cyrus made Callicrati
das wait two days: "Callicratidas was unhappy with this delay, furious with having to wait 
so long at the Gate." Callicratidas complained later: "When I went to find Cyrus, he put 
off doing what I asked day after day, and I could not find satisfaction without endlessly 
going to the Gate" (Xenophon, Hell. 1.6.6-10). These long delays became proverbial. To 
highlight the haughty nature of Aspasia (Pericles' companion), a comic author wrote, 
"You could get an interview with Pharnabazus quicker than with her!" (Athenaeus 
XIII.570c). 

Of course the problem of imperturbable officials was not limited to the satrapal courts 
of Asia Minor. We can see it in Egypt in the mishaps of the person portrayed in the Peti
tion of Peteisis: "For seven months 1 tried to get justice from the governor or his officials, 
with no success, because Pkoip, the administrator of Teuzoi, who had gone to Memphis, 
plotted against me and told everyone, 'Keep him from reaching the governor!'" 

The satraps' table-fare was perceived as an additional tax on subject populations 
(chap. 10/4) and was no less striking to the imagination than other customs. One of the 
many ways in which Pausanias manifested his "Medization" was by his table, "served in 
the Persian style" (Thucydides 1.130.1). Imitating Xerxes' lent that was captured after the 
battle of Plataea (Herodotus IX.82), the satraps' tents also served as dining rooms, whose 
opulence always astonished the Greeks. Tiribazus of Armenia's tent had "silver-footed 
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couches in it, and drinking cups, and people who said that they were his bakers and his 
cup-bearers" (Xenophon, Anab. IV.4.21). As for Agesilans, he pretended to look down on 
the luxury flaunted by Pharnabazus, who "had arrived in expensive splendor.. . . His ser
vants spread at his feet those carpets on which the Persians love to loll lazily" (Xeno
phon, Hell. IV. 1.30). The best description of a Persian general's tent appears in the book 
of Judith, namely, the tent of Holophernes, into which the heroine is conducted: "Holo-
phernes was resting on his bed under a canopy of purple and gold studded with emeralds 
and precious sloncs." When he left the tent, it was "with silver torches carried before 
him" (Judith 10:21-22*). Judith was then taken to the place where his silver dinner ser
vice was laid, and quantities of food and wine were ready (Judith 12:1). The looting after 
the murder of the Persian gives an idea of the richness of his surroundings: "The people 
looted the camp for thirty days. They gave Judith the tent of Holophernes, all his silver 
plates, his divans, his drinking bowls and all his furniture" (Judith 15:1 ]•>). All of these 
texts give an idea of the richness of the satrapal palaces. Satraps arranged banquets ac
cording to the royal model, such as Cyrus the Younger's banquet described by Aelian in 
his story about the adventures of Aspasia (VH XII. I). 

It is clear, then, that in all of the activities of the satrapal court, the arrangements were 
identical to those of the central court, whether it was audience rituals (when Cyrus the 
Younger received people in his palace at Sardis, he was seated on a chair of gold and sil
ver: Xenophon, Hell. 1.5.3) or organizing banquets or hunts. On this point, the material 
Xenophon gives in the Cyropaedia sounds right: in their provinces, the satraps had to act 
and behave in the image of the king: "they had to imitate everything they saw Cyrus do" 
(VIIl.6,10). Among all of the measures recorded by Xenophon, there are two that seem 
particularly significant: "To obligate all those who were to receive land and an official 
residence to frequent the [satrap's] G a t e . . . . To educate at the Gate . . . the children 
who would be born." To put it another way, the Persian youths of the provinces received 
at the satraps' Gates the education that the Persians of Persia normally received. The 
Persian provincial nobility vvas invited to transform itself into a court nobility. Isocrates 
also confirms this fact (in his own way); the better to condemn the failings of the barbar
ians, he writes: "Therefore, those of them who go down to the seashore and whom they 
call satraps do not appear unworthy of the education of their country and keep the same 
customs" (Paneg. 152). All of these arrangements were intended to conserve the political 
and cultural homogeneity of the Persians of the imperial diaspora. So this epigram from 
Hie Palatine Anthology (1X.423) makes perfect sense: "Sardis, the king's Persia in Asia." 

6 . The King and His Faithful: 
The Persians, the Greeks, and the Others 

Sources and Problems 

Before drawing general conclusions (chap. 8/7 below) from the preceding analyses, 
we need to broach a question that so far has deliberately been set aside: Were Persians 
the sole beneficiaries of the imperial system of favors? The question is particularly legit
imate because the inquiry has been conducted almost exclusively on the basis of Greek 
sources, which list many more Greeks than Persians among the Benefactors and among 
the persons the king honored with court titles, gifts, and favors. Has reality been con
structed in a way that fits the corpus of evidence? 
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To read Herodotus, the Greeks held a decisive place close to the kings. According to 
him, for example, Demaratus played a major role in the choice of Xerxes as heir, in pref
erence to Artobarzanes (VII.3), and Histiaeus had Darius's ear (V. 106-7). Themistocles 
arrived at court just at the time of the accession of Artaxerxes I, and the new king put to
tal confidence in him. Entirely in character, Herodotus gives the definition of the royal 
euergetes ('Benefactors') with regard to Greeks, who he states were called orosangae in 
Persian (VIII.85). Then he gives the names of Theomestor and Phylacus of Samos, who 
were rewarded for their valor at Salamis: "Theomestor in reward for this service was in
vested by the Persians with the tyranny of Samos, and Phylacus was enrolled in the cata
logue of the King's Benefactors and presented with a large estate (hhore)." Further on, 
we again gain the impression that, of all the participants in Salamis whose names the 
royal secretaries recorded, only the Greeks were honored by Xerxes (VIII.90: Samothra-
cian ship)! Similarly, in his passage on the preparation for Xerxes' expedition, Herodotus 
appears to assign a disproportionate role to the Athenian diviner Onomacritus (VII.6), 

The evidentiary context thus requires a more careful analysis of the place of Greeks 
in Darius's entourage. In fact, there are several who obtained advantages and prefer
ences: Democedes, the physician from Crotone, was rewarded with gold for healing Da
rius's sprain, but also with an estate (oikos) and a court title, "Tablemate" (Herodotus 
III. 130-32). For giving Darius a purple cloak at the time of Cambyses' expedition to 
Egypt, Syloson was made tyrant of Samos (111.130-49). Coes was made tyrant of 
Mytilene in 512 (V.I 1) because he counseled the king judiciously (IV.97). Another Ion
ian, Histiaeus of Miletus, was rewarded at the same time with a land grant in the country 
of the Edonians in Thrace (V. 11); then Darius brought him to Susa, promising that he 
would be his Tablemate and counselor (V.24). Herodotus also records the arrival of De
maratus to see Darius, after he had been exiled from Sparta. Quite a few other Greek ex
iles are known, especially from the time following the Persian Wars. Many of them— 
Themistocles is one of the best-known cases —received cities in Asia Minor from the 
Great Kings, following a procedure already attested in Cyrus's time. Among them were 
Gongylus, Demaratus, and their offspring, who received lands and towns in Troas from 
Xerxes. In some cases, even entire Greek communities were collectively honored by the 
king: "At Acanthus, Xerxes issued a proclamation of friendship to the people and made 
them a present of a suit of Median clothes, with many expressions of approval for their 
enthusiastic support of the war and for the work they had done on the canal" (VII. 117). 
In another city, AbdeTa: "Xerxes is known to have . . . made a pact of friendship with the 
people there, and to have given them a golden scimitar (akinakes) and a gold-embroi
dered headband" (VIII. 120). 

There is no disputing that there were many Greeks at the Great King's court. But the 
composition of Herodotus's audience (he addressed Greeks principally) and, more gen
erally, the Hellenocentric orientation of the available sources tend to influence our in
terpretation. It is clear that, although the Great King used Greek representatives, it was 
only for the relations they maintained with the Greek cities. When Pausanias acquired 
the (relative) confidence of Xerxes, it was because Xerxes hoped to turn it to his advan
tage in the continuing war against the Greeks in Asia Minor: "In agreement with the 
noble Artabazus, whom I sent to you, see to my affairs with full confidence and conduct 
them most gloriously and however is best for both." So says Xerxes in a letter attributed 
to him by Thucydides (1.130.3). In other words, Pausanias was subordinate to the initia-
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lives of the Persian Artabazus (who had just received the satrapy of Dascylium), and he 
had to act in the royal interest. The same was true of Themistocles, who said to the king: 
"Today, likewise, I have the opportunity to do much good for you, and here I am, pur
sued by the Greeks, because of my friendship with you" (Thucydides 1.137.4). Plutarch 
in turn comments as follows: "They even say that in successive reigns, in which the af
fairs of Persia were more closely intertwined with the affairs of Greece, whenever the 
kings needed a Greek, every one of them wrote letters promising that he would be more 
prominent at court than Themistocles" (Them. 29.9). Furthermore, when Themistocles 
went back clown to the sea, it was "to take up the affairs of Greece" (30.1). "The king 
hoped, through [Themistocles], to see the Greek world enslaved" (Thucydides 1.138.2). 

But as Plutarch notes in passing (31.3), the Great King's gaze was not fixed constantly 
on the shores of the Aegean. And Aelian (VH 1.22) is careful to state—since it would not 
be self-evident to his readers! —that the gifts given to ambassadors by the king were not 
reserved for Greeks alone. There were of course representatives of other peoples at 
court, such as Udjahorresnet, who followed Cambyses when he departed from Egypt 
and who resided for some time at Darius's court. When he returned to Egypt, it was be
cause it was profitable to do so. In other words, in every conquered country, the Great 
King found collaborators (in the neutral sense) ready to serve his interests, as long as 
they received royal rewards that would bring them wealth and prestige—of which Udja
horresnet boasted: "I was honored by all my masters; [as long as] I lived(?) they gave me 
finery of gold and made me every useful thing" (Posener, no. ID). 

Foreigners and the Court Hierarchy 
The question is, even when Greeks (or other foreigners) had court titles (including 

Benefactor) or prestige gifts (robes, jewelry), were they on an equal footing with Persian 
nobles? An explicit passage in Plutarch entertains some doubt. He says that Themisto
cles was especially honored by the Great King "because he participated in the royal 
hunts and the palace entertainments . . . , and he even became a friend of the king's 
mother." The Persian nobles at the court, however, reacted rather badly, and Plutarch 
explains their irritation: "It is true that the honors he received were nothing like what 
had been done for any other foreigner" (hoi alloi xenoi; Them. 29.6). A similar interpre
tation is found in Thucydides (1.138.2): "Themistocles then took on an important posi
tion with the king, as no Greek had ever done before." In fact, as Plutarch explains later 
on, satiated by the great dorea he enjoyed at Magnesia, the Greek "was honored as an 
equal to Persians of the first rank" (timomenos homoia Person aristois; Them. 31.3). We 
may also recall the case of Entimus the Cretan, who participated in Artaxerxes IPs "din
ner of the Kinsmen." Phaenias (quoted by Athenaeus II.48f>) stresses the exceptional 
nature of such an honor's being granted to a Greek: "The Persians took umbrage at this, 
because they felt that the honour was being vulgarized (demeuomene)." 

To illustrate the special position of Themistocles, Plutarch records how the king re
fused to grant Demaratus the privilege (considered obviously disproportionate) "of mak
ing his entry to Sardis, on horseback, with the tiara set in the royal manner upon his 
head." This request aroused irony in the king's cousin Mithropastes and the anger of 
Xerxes. Themistocles had to intervene to reconcile the Icing with the Spartan exile 
(29.8). Obviously, as a Greek, Demaratus did not know his place, probably supposing 
that royal favor made him an equal of Persians of the highest distinction. This was also 
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true of the Spartan Pausanias, if Thucydides is to be believed. When Pausanius received 
Xerxes' letter, his ambition grew in unwonted proportion: 

H e grew u n a b l e to live in the customary fashion: he left Byzant ium dressed as a M e d e ; he 
toured T h r a c e with an escort of M e d e s and Egypt ians; his table was served in the Persian 
m o d e ; unable to contain his emotions , he revealed through his trivial behavior what he was 
p lanning later on a grand sca le . Eventual ly he proved difficult to approach . (Thucydides 
1.130.1-2) 

Pausanias clearly hoped that, through his behavior as a Persian satrap, he would be iden
tified with the dominant socioethnic class. Upon reading Xerxes' (ambiguous) reply, he 
was perhaps convinced that the king had implicitly agreed to one of his ambitions: to 
wed a daughter of the Great King (§128.7). There was no clear basis for this—Xerxes was 
completely silent on this point. Obviously—just like Demaratus —Pausanias had not un
derstood that, despite his assurances of loyalty to the king, his Greek origin prohibited 
him from ever achieving the position of a Persian aristocrat in the king's entourage. 

Persian Ethnicity 
To be thorough, we must also mention Metiochus, son of Miltiades, the old Athenian 

tyrant of the Chersonese. During the reconquest subsequent to the Ionian revolt, Meti
ochus was captured by the Phoenicians and brought to Darius: 

T h e king, however, far from do ing any harm to Met iochus , treated h im with the greatest lib
erality; he presented h im with a house (oikos) and property (ktesis), and a Persian wife, by 
whom he had chi ldren who lived as Persians (es Persas kekosmeatai). (Herodotus VI.41) 

Here we have an extremely rare case of a non-Persian marrying a Persian woman. We 
also know of the marriage of Gygaea, daughter of Amyntas of Macedonia, to the Persian 
Bubares. Of this union was born "a son who stayed in Asia, named Amyntas after his 
maternal grandfather, who enjoyed by the king's gift the revenues of the important 
Phrygian town of Alabanda" (VIII. 136). But the difference between the two examples is 
obvious. In all probability, Amyntas (who kept a Macedonian name) was not recog
nized as a Persian, in contrast to the sons of Metiochus. It is also clear that Metiochus's 
sons' acceptance as native Persians—their "naturalization," as it were—resulted from 
royal favor, which there is every reason to consider exceptional. 

The Ethnic Composition of the High Imperial Personnel 
The ethnic composition of the highest ranking personnel clearly illustrates the privi

leged place that the Persians held in the Empire that they had conquered and the pro
ceeds of which they fully intended to keep for themselves. The fact that local elites were 
recognized does not contradict this principle, since positions held by local elites were 
limited, at least under the first kings, to posts without political influence (see chap. 2/6 
above). To begin with a region that is better documented than others —Egypt—we see 
that, beginning in the time of Darius, the leaders of the Egyptian satrapy were Persians. 
This was true of the satraps themselves (Aryandes, then Pharandates) and also, at Syene-
Elephantine, of Parnu and Ravaka, as well as of the leaders of the expedition to Cyre-
naica, Amasis and Badres. Even Ariyavvrata, saris of Coptos, and his brother Atiyawahy 
were Persians. 

The Greek texts, the Elamite tablets from Persepolis, the Babylonian tablets, the 
Egyptian documents, and several references in the Behistun inscription provide suffi
cient documentation on the satraps to compile a table that is statistically significant: 
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Babylonia Gubaru (535-525), Ustanu (521-516), Huta-x-x (486), to 
whom Bagapa (503) may perhaps be added 

Egypt Aryandes (522?-ca. 510?); Pharandates (519-492), 
Achaemenes (484-ca. 462) 

Sardis Oroetes (ca. 525-520); Artaphernes (513-492) 
Dascylium Mitrobates (ca. 525-522); Oebares (493); Artabazus (479) 
Cappadocia Ariaramnes (514) 
Susa Bakabana (ca. 500-495) 
Media Hydarnes (ca. 520[?]-ca. 499) [PF: Miturna] 
Bactria Dadarsi (522), Artapan (ca. 500-465?) 
Aria Harbamissa (Arbamisa) 
Arachosia Vivana (522); Bakabadus 
Camiania Karkis 

The distribution of military command is also quite impressive. First of all, of course, 
we have the catalog of Xerxes' army. As Herodotus explains, the commanders of major 
divisions, in both the infantry (VII.82) and the navy (VII.97), were all king's men, often 
highborn Persians. Second, a look at the major expeditions leaves no doubt about the 
ethnicity of the commanders: 

Otanes (Herodotus III. 142) 
Amasis and Badres (IV. 167) 
Ariaramnes (Ctesias §15) 
Gobryas, among those close to Darius (Herodotus IV. 132, 134) 
Megabazus (IV. 143; V.l-24) 
Otanes (V.25) 

Megabates (V.32-35) 
Artaphernes, Artybius, Daurises, Hymaees, Otanes (V. 108ff.) 
Mardonius (VI.43-45) 
Datis (the Mede) and Artaphernes (VI.94) 
Mardonius (VIII. 100-101) 
Tigranes (IX.96) 
Tithraustes and Pharandates (Diodorus XI.60-61); 

Ariomardos, son of Gobryas, according to Callisthenes 
(Plutarch, Cz'mon 12.5) 

Pharandates and Artabazus (Diodorus XI.75, 77) 

The statistical picture in the Persepolis sources is the same. Except for the administra
tive workers (kurtas), of course, and specialized jobs (such as Babylonian scribes), the 
core of the personnel who governed lands, men, and workplaces was of Persian origin. 

Despite this fairly substantial documentation, at least two problems remain. For one 
thing, the description "Persian" may sometimes be ambiguous. In some cases, the label 
may simply have designated one of the king's men. The uncertainty disappears when the 
family and/or ethnic background of the person are expressly given—which is fairly fre
quent in the Greek authors, consistent in the Behistun inscription, and quite notewor
thy in a remarkable Persepolis tablet (PT 4). On one occasion, Herodotus includes a 
very valuable detail: the commanders of the expedition against Barca are described as 

Samos (520-519) 
Barca (513) 
Scythia (514?) 
Scythia (513) 
Thrace (512) 
Head of the shore 

troops: 
Naxos (500) 
Ionia (500-493) 
Thrace (492) 
Europe (490) 
Europe (480-479) 
Asia Minor (479) 
Eurymedon (466) 

Egypt (456?) 
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"Amasis, a man of the Maraphian tribe, to command the former, and Bad res of the genos 
Pasargadae" (Herodotus IV. 167-0-). For another thing, as we know, the Iranian onomasti-
con is largely unmarked for ethnicity. Absent any relevant details, therefore, we must re
main circumspect about the ethnic background of people, especially since it is not 
impossible that non-Iranians took Iranian names when they were incorporated (in one 
way or another) into the dominant socioethnic class. 

In any case, the presence of Iranians other than Persians around the king is not open 
to doubt. Specifically, we know of Datis, to whom nearly all the ancient sources assign a 
Median origin; two of his sons, Harmamithras and Tithaeus, commanded all the 
mounted troops of Xerxes in 480 (Herodotus VI1.88). We also know that in 522, along
side the Persian generals (Hydarnes, Vaumisa, Hystaspes, Vivana, Vidafarnah, Dadarsi 
of Bactria, Artavardiya, Gobryas), Darius appointed an Armenian, Dadarsi (sent to Ar
menia) and a Mede, Takhmaspada (sent to Sagartia). This callup of Median generals 
was nothing new; Cyrus also had several around him. Other sources refer explicitly to 
non-Persian Iranians: at the heart of the conspiracy against Darius described by Aelian 
(VH VI. 14) was the Hyrcanian Aribazus, who was supported by "several of the most dis
tinguished Persians"; among '"the most influential persons" around Cambyses, Ctesias 
lists Artasyras, a Hyrcanian (§9); Artasyras's son Artabanus "acquired around Xerxes the 
influence his father had had around Darius" (§20). 

In sum, the statistical data permit only one conclusion: to direct the satrapies and 
lead the armies or even to command the garrisons (besides Pavnu and Ravaka at Syene-
Elephantine, cf. Boges at Eion and Mascames at Drabescus: Herodotus VII. 106-7; 
113), Darius and, later, Xerxes drew massively on representatives of the Persian aristoc
racy. The composition of the Empire's highest officials strikingly shows that it was ruled 
by an ensemble of great aristocratic families united around the dynasty and the cultural 
traditions of the Persian people. From the inception of the Empire, it was this domi
nant socioethnic class that held poweT from the Indus to the Mediterranean and in
tended to keep it. The elites of the subject nations or the Greek political exiles might 
receive important positions but not positions of political influence such as satraps or 
strategoi. They collaborated closely with the Persians, but they were not co-wielders of 
poweT. The honors and favors they might receive from the king did not place them ipso 
facto on an equal footing with the representatives of the great families. Finally, among 
the subject peoples, the Medes doubtless retained a special place, albeit secondary and 
of diminishing importance. 

7. Achaemenid Royalty and Persian Aristocracy 

Power and Kinship 
To some extent, the Great Kings were able to turn the conflicts that might arise be

tween dynastic power and the power of the great aristocratic Persian families to their ad
vantage. The Persian nobles could closely identify with the dynastic ethic because they 
shared the guiding principles. By instituting a system of gifts "with strings attached," 
court hierarchy, and education based on monarchic values, the Great Kings succeeded 
in insinuating themselves into the aristocratic circles. Family solidarity, though it did 
not disappear, was diminished by the establishment of a personal relationship (bandaka) 
between each aristocrat and the king. Because of this, the kings had no need for head-
on assaults on the solidarity of the aristocratic families, which was the usual matrix for 
social and demographic reproduction. 
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Consequently, the aristocratic houses were drawn into the monarchic sphere, though 
they conserved their social role. Heraclides' account of the organization of the king's 
table and the tables of the heads of aristocratic houses is full of information. Even when 
the Persian aristocrats invited their own Tablemates to dinner, they were still obligated 
to lunch at the royal table, where they were recognized as the most honored of the royal 
Tablemates (Athenaeus IV. 145f—H6a). This division of social space/time admirably ex
emplifies the double allegiance of the Persian aristocrats—toward their family clan and 
toward their king. But all of the measures taken by the kings (court hierarchy, obligation 
to attend at court, training of the noble youth according to dynastic norms) strongly 
prompted the aristocrats to give unfailing priority to the king. A new stage was reached 
in the integration of the nobility when, at some unknown date, kinship vocabulary infil
trated the court hierarchy. 

At the same time, the similarities in the organization of the royal family and the aris
tocratic families show that the Achaemenid dynasty itself continued to function accord
ing to the rules and values common to the entire aristocracy. The kings behaved no 
differently than a certain Mentor, who took an active part in raising the ten sons of his 
brother-in-law Artabazus: "Mentor was so enchanted with the large number of children 
born to the marriage that he promoted the lads, giving them the most distinguished 
commands in the armed forces" (Diodorus XVI.52.4-0-). The highest official in the 
royal administration of Persia at the time of Darius was Parnaka, whose seal calls him 
"son of Arsames." He was thus in all probability Darius's cousin through his father Ar
sames, brother of Hystaspes. This Parnaka/Pharnaces fathered the "satrapal dynasty" of 
Hellespontine Phrygia, through Artabazus, who was named to the post by Xerxes in 
479-478. Darius's father himself held a very important position in Parthia-Hyrcania in 
522. One of his uncles, Artabanus, influenced him a great deal; two of Artabanus's sons 
(Tritantaechmes and Artyphius) commanded units in Xerxes' army (Herodotus VII.26, 
66). One of Darius's brothers, "his brother by the same father," Artaphernes I, was sa
trap of Sardis around 500 (Herodotus V.25-0-, 30, 73, 100), and he kept this position un
til 492 at least (PF 1404-5). To lead the squadron against Samos, he chose his son 
Artaphernes II, Darius's nephew, who in 490 led the army against Greece with Datis 
and who in 480 was one of the contingent commanders of Xerxes' army (VII.74). 
Around 500, another cousin of Darius, Megabates, commanded the fleet (V.33); he 
may have been the father of Megabazus, who in 480 was one of Xerxes' admirals 
(VII.97); another(?) Megabates bears the title of admiral in a tablet from the reign of 
Darius (PT 8). 

The number of Darius's sons in Xerxes' army is also very impressive —no less than 
twelve by five different mothers. Some commanded land or sea contingents; several 
were killed in action. In the battle of the Eurymedon, the generals were Tithraustes, il
legitimate son of Xerxes, and Pharandates, a nephew of the king (Diodorus XI.60.5; 
61.3). In Artaxerxes I's entourage, we encounter one of his cousins, Mithropastes (Plu
tarch, Them. 29.7). For the reconquest of Egypt, Artaxerxes I also sent an army com
manded by Achaemenes, his own brother by Darius (Ctesias §32; Diodorus XI.74.1). 
Quite a few satraps were also chosen from the immediate family: Bardiya (Cambyses' 
brother by Cyrus), Artaphernes (Darius's brother by Hystaspes), Artarios (Artaxerxes I's 
son), Cyrus the Younger (Darius IPs son and Artaxerxes IPs brother), and so on. The 
difference is that, in the case of the royal family, kinship relations were intermingled 
with the rationale of dynastic succession; the great aristocratic houses were excluded 
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from this, but they were invited to ally themselves devotedly and faithfully in the defense 
of dynastic continuity. 

The Dynastic Pact 
The speech that Xenophon writes for Cambyses (father of his Cyrus) illustrates force

fully what might be called a dynastic pact (Cyr. VIII.5.22-26). Addressing the Persian 
aristocracy, he first states that this Empire, conquered by force of arms, is a Persian Em
pire. He summons the nobles to assist the king in maintaining Persian dominion over 
the subject peoples. Cambyses especially stresses the common interests that the king 
and the Persian nobility have in the face of the danger presented by rebellions by the 
conquered peoples. If Persian dominion is not retained, the nobles risk losing all of the 
advantages that conquest brought them: "And you, Persians, if any enemy people at
tempts to bring an end to the dominance (arkhe) of Cyrus, or if any conquered people 
attempts to defect, you shall intervene, both for yourselves and for Cyrus, in accordance 
with the orders he will issue to you" (§25). 

This is also what Chrysantas says to his peers, echoing Cambyses in these words: "It 
must be understood perfectly that Cyrus will never be able to employ LIS for his own ad
vantage without it also being for our own, since our interests are the same and our ene
mies are the same" (VIII. 1.5). By the gifts and positions they received, the aristocrats 
drew economic profit from conquest, profits that they risked losing if they were to disso
ciate from the king, since they knew perfectly well the precariousness of their position. 
When Agesilaus tried to persuade Pharnabazus, satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia, to ally 
with the Greeks against the king, he tried to lure him with the possibility "of no longer 
reinforcing the king's power but his [own] by reducing his companions to slavery (ho-
modou/oi) to make them his dependents (hypekooi)." Pharnabazus responded straight
forwardly: 

Well! If the king were to send s o m e o n e e lse to be general and place m e under his orders, I 
would agree to be your friend and ally. B u t if h e entrusts the c o m m a n d to m e — w h i c h is, 1 
think, a noble ambit ion (philotitnia)—you had better understand that I will m a k e war on 
you to the best of my abilities. (Hell. IV.4.37) 

Put another way, the gifts/services exchange was included in the "dynastic pact," by 
which the king undertook—absent blatant treachery or obvious error by a satrap or a 
strategos—to protect and favor his Faithful (handaka). 

Synchrony and Diachrony 
The efficacy of the system over the longue duree can only be judged in hindsight. 

While in general the relationship between the monarchy and the aristocracy continued 
to rest on the foundations described above, there certainly were developments, over the 
course of time, which we will analyze in their proper place. The transformations may 
have involved the actual composition of the dominant socioethnic class, because of the 
ongoing, very close intimacy between the Persians of the imperial diaspora and the local 
elites. Transformations also have occurred during periods of dynastic troubles. Although 
the "dynastic pact" implied that the balance of power was very strongly tilted in favor of 
the Great King, it is clear that some periods of turmoil resulting from problems of suc
cession or from external wars created special conditions, to which we shall return at the 
proper time (see especially chaps. 15/2, 17/2, 18/2). 
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Chapter 9 

Territories, Communication, and Trade 

l. The Network of Roads 
The ancient authors were literally fascinated by the vast extent of the Achaemenid 

imperial territory. Many of them include full discussions or at least remarks on the com
munications system within the Empire. They all recognize a relationship between reg
ularity of communication and the ability of the central authority to make its presence 
felt in the conquered countries. Some, especially in the fourth century, insist—not un-
polemically—on the impossibility of the king's mastering the imperial territory, espe
cially since he had to gather his forces from throughout his domain (cf. Xenophon, 
Anab. 1.5.9, II.4.3; Diodorus XIV.22.2; Isocrates, Paneg. 165; Quintus Curtius III.2.9, 
etc.). Others, however, were particularly struck by the contrast they saw between the vast 
extent of the Empire and the rapidity of communication. 

The Royal Roads 
In his tale of the preparations for the Ionian revolt, Herodotus describes the diplo

matic tour of Aristagoras of Miletus to various Greek cities in Europe that he hoped to 
enlist as allies. In order to persuade King Cleomenes of Sparta, Aristagoras carried "to 
the interview a map of the world engraved on bronze" (V.49-V-). Apparently, Herodotus 
used a document like this to give details "on the road leading from the sea to the king," 
that is, the road linking Sardis to Susa, which, he writes, "traverses populated, secure re
gions." For each region, Herodotus gives the distance in parasangs (a Persian measure 
equivalent to about 5.4 km), the number of hostels and stopping places found in the sta
tions (stathmoi), and the rivers crossed and guardposts placed at regular intervals all 
along the way (V.52-54*). This is the route traditionally called the Royal Road. 

Regarding the extent and regional divisions of the Achaemenid road network, how
ever, Herodotus's description is fragmentary. In this passage at least, his eastern geograph
ical horizon extends no farther than Susa and Babylonia; he apparently knows nothing 
of the roads to Persia or a fortiori of the roads across the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia. 
It is particularly unfortunate that Ctesias's work on the subject has not survived: "In it he 
described the relays (stathmoi), days elapsed, and parasangs between Ephesus and Bactra 
and India," says Photius (Persica §64). The Persepolis tablets have the advantage of rep
resenting the view from the center—even though not all the information from the tablets 
has been published yet. While the Susa-Persepolis connections are the most frequently 
attested, the following also appear: Bactra (2 mentions), Carmania (9 or 10), India (7), 
Arachosia and Kandahai (11), Aria (4), Sagartia (2), Media (I), Babylonia (1 or 2), Egypt 
(1), and Sardis (3). The entire imperial territory is covered. The Royal Road from Sardis 
to Susa is thus just one royal road among many others (cf. also Diodorus XIX. 19.2: [ho-
dos] basilike between Susiana and Media via Babylonia; Ps.-Arist., Oecon. II.2.14b 
[Caria]; RC 20 [Hellespontine Phrygia], etc.). This is why the Hellenistic-period sources 
are so important: they cover (however unevenly) all the territories formerly dominated by 
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the Great Kings. The chroniclers of military operations enable us to reconstruct the du
ration of this or that movement of the army on the march: from Babylon to Susa: 22 days 
(Diodorus XIX.55.2); from Susa to Persia: about 30 days (XIX. 17.6); from Susa to Ecba
tana via the royal road across Babylonia: 40 days (XIX. 19.2); from Susa to Ecbatana by 
the direct path across the Cossean mountains of Luristan: 9 days (XIX. 19.8); from Ecba
tana to Persepolis: 20 days (XIX.46.6); etc. 

Added to the variety of information given by Herodotus and Xenophon, the data 
taken from the military authors (both Classical and Hellenistic) enable us to reconstruct 
generally, if not in detail, the network of major Achaemenid roads—keeping in mind 
that the accounts of military campaigns only consider roads from the point of view of the 
provisions the army might be able to find there. We may note first that the capitals of the 
Empire (Pasargadae, Persepolis, Susa, Babylon, Ecbatana) were linked by major high
ways, in a rough quadrilateral. The best-known itinerary is Persepolis-Susa, since it can 
be reconstructed not only by analyzing Alexander's route but also from the Persepolis 
tablets: there were about twenty stops between Persepolis and Bezitme (near Susa). Ac
cording to the Hellenistic authors, crossing the Fahliyun region took nine stages, from 
Parmadan to Dasher. From Susa to Ecbatana, the royal road avoided the central Zagros 
(Luristan), since the direct route crossing Cossean country was "difficult and narrow, 
skirting precipices" (Diodorus XIX. 19.2*). The main road took a longer route across the 
Babylonian plain before veering east to reach the Iranian Plateau near Behistun. From 
Ecbatana, another road reached Persia by Gabae (Isfahan) and ended up at the Persian 
Gulf at Bushire. 

Furthermore, the variety of countries named in the tablets shows that the capitals 
were connected to all the provinces in the Empire. Northward, the venerable Khorasan 
road joined Ecbatana to Bactra, via Rhagae [Teheran], the Caspian Gates, Hyrcania, 
and Parthia. Southward, leaving Fars, one could travel to Arachosia (Kandahar) and 
Gandhara (Kabul area), and from there to Bactra as well as to the Indus Valley. The 
North Road and the South Road were joined by a transverse road used by Cyrus and 
then Alexander via Aria (Artacoana/Herat), Drangiana (the Helmand basin and land of 
Ariaspi), and Kandahar. From Kandahar, another itinerary (used by Craterus in 325) 
gave access directly to the Indus Valley through the Bolan Pass. 

Toward the Mediterranean there were two main itineraries that coincided from Susa 
to Arbela (east bank of the Tigris). From Arbela, Herodotus's Royal Road reached Sardis 
via the upper Tigris and upper Euphrates, Armenia, and Cappadocia, the Halys, 
Greater Phrygia (Celaenae), and the Meander Valley. Here is Herodotus's version: 

Region crossed Parasangs Stops (stathmoi) 

Lydia-Phrygia 94.5 20 
Cappadocia 104 28 
Cilicia 15.5 3 
Armenia 56.5 15 
Matiene (137) <3)4 
Cissia 42.5 11 

The figures presented here include corrections to the manuscript tradition. The route 
of Herodotus's Royal Road is still controversial, which is rather surprising, especially 
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within Cappadocia and Cilicia. In all, he writes, the route stretched some 13,500 stadia, 
if we agree (with him) that 1 parasang equals 30 stadia—thus about 2,500 km. And he 
ends with: "At 150 stadia per day, the journey would take 90 days." Adding the Ephesus-
Sardis leg (140 stadia), he estimates it would take three months and three clays to travel 
from the sea to Susa. 

In another itinerary, known mainly from an Aramaic document (DAE 67 [AD 6]), to 
which we shall return at length (chap. 9/2 below, 364ff.), travelers left Arbela for Damas
cus and Egypt. Some of the stops on the itinerary are the well-known cities of Arbela and 
Damascus, but also Lalilru, which is known from several Babylonian texts of the same 
period (Darius II). We may add that by this route, leaving Thapsacus on the Euphrates, 
one can travel to Cilicia via Aleppo; this was a route frequently taken by people who 
landed on the Cilician coast or set sail from there for Asia Minor or Greece. Xenophon's 
story in the Anabasis also shows that a road led from Cilicia to Sardis via the Cilician 
Gates, Cappadocia, Greater Phrygia, and the Meander Valley, according to the follow
ing itinerary, where Xenophon gives the distances in parasangs and the stops (stathmoi): 

From Crossing To Parasangs Stop: 

Sardis Lydia Meander 22 3 
Phrygia Colossae 8 1 

Colossae Phrygia Celaenae 3 3 
Celaenae Phrygia Peltae 10 2 
Peltae Phrygia Ceramon-agora 12 2 
Ceramon-agora Caystru-pedion 30 5 
Caystru-pedion Phrygia Thymbrium 10 2 
Thymbrium Phrygia Tyraeum 10 2 
Tyraeum Lycaonia Iconium 20 3 
Iconium Cappadocia Dana 25 4 
Dana Cilicia Cilician Gates 25 4 
Cilician Gates Cilicia Psarus River 10 1 
Psarus River Cilicia Pyramus River 5 1 
Pyramus River Cilicia Issus 15 2 
Issus Cilicia Syrian Gates 5 1 
Syrian Gates Syria Myriandrus 5 1 
Myriandrus Syria Chalos River 20 4 
Chalos River Syria Dardas River 30 3 
Dardas River Syria Thapsacus 15 3 
Thapsacus Syria Araxes River 50 9 
Araxes River "Arabia" Corsote 35 5 
Corsote desert Pylae 90 13 
Pylae Babylonia 12 3 
? Babylonia Cunaxa 3 1 

499 77 

It is clear that this itinerary was regularly used long before the expedition of Cyrus the 
Younger; thus the strategic importance of Cilicia. 
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Secondary Itineraries 
Of course, these itineraries are concerned only with the network of royal roads; many 

other itineraries, often much shorter and often following mountain or desert routes, are 
left out. We learn about the latter most often from accounts of military expeditions. This 
is how, for instance, we know of a road between Miletus and Sardis that enabled the Ion
ians (with Ephesian guides) to launch a surprise attack on the Achaemenid capital of 
Asia Minor; the same road was used a century later by the satrap Tissaphernes when he 
was trying to intercept Agesilaus's army, which was returning from Sardis to Ephesus by 
the major road that crossed the Karabel Pass. Another example is the itinerary followed 
by Alexander between Fahliyun and the Persian Gates, while the bulk of the army and 
its supplies were sent to Persepolis by "the plains route" or the "wheelworthy route." 
Similarly, in Hyrcania Alexander took the shortest road, over the crest, while he sent the 
convoy by the military road (via militaris). A last example is chosen from many others: 
when Cyrus the Younger, then at Iconium, sent Epyaxa to Tarsus by the quickest moun
tain route, some of the escort disappeared. Two explanations were in circulation, each 
more disturbing than the other: some said the escort was cut to pieces by the Cilicians; 
others thought that the soldiers had become lost and were unable to find their way. It was 
in fact impossible to travel by such routes without local guides. 

The narrowly military orientation of the Classical sources, however, requires us to be 
cautious. A route that they considered unusable may not necessarily have been so for 
everyone in normal times. Here, for example, is what Arrian says (Indica 43.3) about a 
road between Egypt and Babylonia by way of northern Arabia: 

The soldiers of Cambyses' army who were able to reach Susa, the relief troops sent by 
Ptolemy son of Lagos to Babylonia across Arabia to aid Seleucus Nicator, crossed an isthmus 
and hurried to traverse that whole parched, desert country in eight days, on camelback. 
Their pack animals carried the necessary water and they traveled by night; by day they could 
not endure the open air because of the heat. The region beyond the isthmus just men
tioned, between the Arabian Gulf [Red Sea] and the Erythrean Sea [Persian Gulf] is thus 
far from habitable, since the northern part is desert and sand. 

The road just described in fact crossed a terribly inhospitable region. But it must be re
called that when they describe a country as "desert," the Greek authors in context are 
referring to the march of a major army, which needs supplies of fresh water relatively 
close together. Xenophon explains this when he recounts Cyrus's march up the east 
bank of the Euphrates: "Some stages were quite long, because Cyrus always wanted to 
get to where there was water and fodder" (1.5.7). This is also why Cyrus sought the assis
tance of the king of the Arabs on his march to Egypt in 525: "[The Arabian king would] 
fill camel-skins with water, load them on to all his live camels, and so convey them to 
the desert, where he awaited the arrival of [Cambyses'] troops" (Herodotus III.9*)—ex
actly as Esarhaddon had done in 671 on his own Egyptian campaign (ANET J , 292). 
The people whom the Greeks called Scenite (tent-dwelling) Arabs had dromedaries 
and a knowledge of the country that enabled them to overcome obstacles that would 
have appeared truly insurmountable for the commander of an army. 

Let us give one more example (from many others). When Alexander found himself 
in Drangiana (Seistan), he wanted to get a message to Ecbatana in Media. To do this in 
ten days instead of a month by the main road, the terrible Salt Desert of the Iranian Pla
teau had to be crossed. Alexander entrusted the mission to Polydamas: "He put off the 
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dress which he was wearing and put on an Arab costume. Two Arabs. . . were given him 
as companions. They arrived at the designated place on the eleventh day, traversing on 
camels places which were even made desert by dryness" (Quintus Curtius VII.2.18*). 
Here the word "Arab" is used generically: it simply designates the nomadic populations 
that were accustomed to crossing the desert, "mounted on racing camels [dromedaries]" 
(Diodorus XVII.80.3). 

Road Building and Maintenance 

Royal roads, in contrast to the others, were most often broad—what the ancient au
thors called 'wheelworthy' (hamaxitos)—that is, accessible to chariots. This description 
is used, for example, of the roads from Phrygia to Cilicia, Susa to Persepolis, Susa to Ar-
bela, and across Hyrcania. Horsemen and pedestrians were not the only users of these 
major roads. Many travelers, civil and military, used chariots, which Aeschylus called 
"rolling tents" (Persians 1000). These traveling chariots, called 'chariot carriages' (har-
mamaxa) by the Greeks, must be distinguished from the light chariots (harma) used for 
war or hunting (Herodotus VII.41: cf. VIII.83; Xenophon. Anab. 1.2.16). 

We must stress that the word hamaxitos 'wheelworthy' does not mean that these roads 
were paved. They no doubt were dirt roads of various widths but well maintained and 
marked. A Hellenistic text (RC 18), for instance, refers to an "old road that the nearby 
peasants turned to cultivation" in Hellespontine Phrygia. The reference in fact is to a 
'royal road' (hodos basilike; RC 20); the detail may be surprising, but Herodotus also 
mentions that, after 480-479, "The road which King Xerxes took remains untouched to 
my day; the Thracians hold it in profound reverence and never plough it up or sow crops 
on it" (Herodotus VII. 115*). Because the roads were dirt, trips became difficult during 
the rainy season or in more or less swampy locations. This is illustrated perfectly in a pas
sage from Xenophon's Anabasis (1.5.7-8*): 

Once in particular, when they came upon a narrow, muddy place which was hard for the 
wagons to get through, Cyrus halted with his train of nobles and dignitaries and ordered 
Glus and Pigres to take some of the barbarian troops and help to pidl the wagons out, but it 
seemed to him that they took their time with the work; accordingly, as if in anger, he di
rected the Persian nobles who accompanied him to take a hand in hurrying on the wagons. 
. . . Leaping at once into the mud, they lifted the wagons high and dry and brought them out 
more quickly than one would have thought possible 

It is quite clear that the management of a system of roads so vast required a sizable, spe
cialized administration. By way of comparison, note that in T'ang China the road net
work was directed by 21,500 officials assigned to the various roads and 100 high officials 
at work in the capital. The evidence being what it is, we have only limited information 
on the comparable department in the Achaemenid Empire. Some of the Persepolis tab
lets seem to refer to a corps specializing in the maintenance of existing roads and build
ing new ones. About 43 km of the Persia-Media road has been surveyed between Naqs-i 
Rustam and Mazdaheh (between Shiraz and Isfahan). Traces of Achaemenid roads 
have also been found south of Pasargadae, in the picturesque gorge of theTang-i Bulaki 
on the Pulvar: a 1.7 m-wide road cut sometimes 10 m deep into the rock. It is clear that 
the construction and maintenance of such roads required a considerable work force. It 
is likely that in Persia itself the kurtas were called up, but, there and elsewhere, so was 
the peasantry in the form of corvee (cf. Aelian, Anim. XV.26; Diodorus XVIII.32.2). It 
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fell to the satraps and their subordinates to maintain the roads that crossed their terri
tory, as is implied by a passage in Pseudo-Aristotle (II.2.14b*) on the administration of 
Condalus, one of the satrapal subordinates of Mausolus in Caria: 

And any trees which projected over or fell into the royal roads (hodoi basilikai) he used to 
sell • . the produce taxes. 

During military campaigns, it was the army's job. Mere is how Xenophon's Cyrus in
forms the pioneers, or 'road builders' (hodopoioi), of their special tasks (Cyr. VI.2.36*): 

You superintendents of the engineering corps have here from me a list of the spearmen, the 
archers, and the slingers, whose names have been stricken from the roster. You must require 
those of them who were spearmen to carry on the march a woodcutter's axe, those who were 
bowmen a mattock, and those who were slingers a shovel. With these tools they are to march 
in squads ahead of the wagons, so that, in case there is any need of road-building, you may 
get to work without delay, and so that, if I require their services, I may know where to find 
them when the time comes. 
Herodotus describes road-makers at work in 480. In Pieria, Xerxes gave a third of the 

army the job of deforesting the country to build a reliable road (VII. 131). Road-makers 
show up again in 322-321, when Alexander's funeral chariot left Babylon for the Medi
terranean coast: accompanied by many specialists (technitai), they were clearly ordered 
to prepare and improve the road the chariot was to take (cf. Diodorus XVIII.28.2). A few 
years earlier, in 333, the Thracians had opened a road (hodopoiein) between Phaselis 
and Perga (Arrian 1.26.1). 

Bridges and Bridge-Builders 
The greatest rivers were spanned by permanent bridges, including both the Euphra

tes and the Tigris (cf. Herodotus 1.186). In his description of the Sardis-Susa road, He
rodotus takes care to enumerate the rivers the road crossed: the Halys, the Euphrates, the 
Tigris, the Little and the Great Zab, the Diyala, and the Choaspes. At least one bridge 
was built across the first of them, guarded by a fort (phylakterion) and gates (pylai). Ob
viously, Herodotus is talking about a permanent bridge (V52). Herodotus calls the other 
rivers (Upper Euphrates, Upper Tigris, Little and Great Zab, and Choaspes) 'boat-cany' 
(neusiperetos) rivers, which must mean that they were crossed by means of pontoon 
bridges (V.52). Xenophon's Anabasis clearly shows that this is how all of the rivers were 
crossed by Cyrus's troops on the march to Babylonia. Xenophon often gives only the 
widths of the rivers, but it seems clear that in most (if not all) cases they were provided 
with pontoon bridges, like the bridge of "seven boats tied together" on the Meander 
(1.2.5). The Euphrates, about 1000 m wide at the level of Thapsacus, must have been 
forded, since the satrap Abrocomas had burned the boats during his retreat to Babylon 
(1.4.11-18), as the Persians did later on in the face of Alexander's advance (Arrian 
III.7.1-2). On the Tigris, Xenophon also mentions a bridge of 37 boats braced together 
(II.4.17, 24), and another bridge at the level of Opis (II.4.25). 

In Babylonia, Xenophon distinguishes bridges proper (gephyra) from bridges made of 
boats tied together (II.4.13). But he includes no details of the construction of the bridges 
proper. They may have consisted of a few palm trunks thrown across a canal (11.3.10) or 
even some planks resting on piles of rocks (Quintus Curtius V.5.4: near Persepolis). 
There must also have been bridges on permanent pilings, like those discovered near Per
sepolis and Pasargadae. But building a complex bridge of this sort poses difficult techni
cal problems, as Arrian explains in connection with Alexander's crossing of the Oxus 
(Amu Darya): 
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It is the greatest river in Asia, at least of those Alexander and his men had encountered, ex
cept for those in India. . . . Alexander tried to cross it, but the river appeared to him abso
lutely impossible to traverse. It was in fact six stadia [ca. 1 km] wide, but its depth bore no 
relation to its width, which was proportionately much greater; the bottom was sandy, the cur
rent swift, so that the pilings that the men were driving into the bottom were easily carried 
away by the current, seeing as they were fixed in nothing but sand. (Anab. III. 19.2-3) 

It was much easier to use pontoon bridges on the Mesopotamian rivers, since the water 
level varied considerably from season to season. Here is how Arrian describes the Ro
man technique: 

On signal, the boats are unfastened and left to the current of the river, not straight and prow-
forward, but like boats towed by the stern. The current seizes them, naturally, but they are 
restrained by a rowboat until they halt at the desired spot. There, pyramidal wicker baskets 
filled with rough stones are dropped into the water from the prow of each boat, to hold them 
against the current. When the first boat has been set in this manner, the next, separated from 
the first by a distance related to the weight it will have to bear, is anchored in turn facing the 
current; immediately, beams attached to each other by boards nailed across them are placed 
on these two joined boats; and so the work proceeds, following the line of as many boats as 
are needed to cross the river. On each side of the bridge proper panels attached to the deck 
are placed, facing outward, which serve as guardrails for the horses and vehicles, and also to 
connect the elements of the bridge together more securely The whole thing is finished in a 
short time but with a great deal of noise; nonetheless, discipline is not wanting throughout 
the operation. The cheers for this or that boat do not interfere either with the commands or 
with the efficiency. (V.7.3-5) 

Arrian goes on to say that he cannot report "how Alexander managed to throw a bridge 
across the Indus, since even those who were on the campaign with him will not talk 
about it. But, in my opinion, his technique for building the bridge must have been very 
like the Roman technique, and if he did it some other way, good for him!" We know in 
any case that Alexander's army included a corps of bridge-builders who, for instance, 
had to set two pontoon bridges across the Euphrates at Thapsacus to replace the ones 
the Persians had destroyed (Arrian 1II.7.1-2). The technique of the Macedonian spe
cialists was likely the same as the Persians', since in this area the Balkan countries seem 
not to have had any special traditions. The existence of such specialists may be con
firmed by a Babylonian document that reports that a group of "bridge-builders" held 
hatru lands near Nippur. 

In 513, to cross into Europe, Darius had a boat-bridge set up on the Thracian Bospo
rus. The architect was a Samian named Mandrocles (Herodotus IV.87—88). In 480, 
Xerxes ordered two bridges to be built across the Hellespont at Abydos, at a width of 
seven stadia. Specialists from several countries worked on it: Phoenicians, who spun 
cables of white linen; and Egyptians, who brought cables made of papyrus (hyblos). Af
ter the first, unsuccessful attempt (the bridges were carried away by a storm), the engi
neers succeeded. Here is Herodotus's description (VII.36*): 

The method employed was as follows: penteconters and triremes were lashed together to 
support the bridges—360 vessels for the one on the Black Sea side, and 314 for the other. 
They were moored slantwise to the Black Sea and at right angles to the Hellespont—in or
der to lessen the strain on the cables. Specially heavy anchors were laid out both upstream 
and downstream—those to the eastward to hold the vessels against winds blowing clown the 
straits from the direction of the Black Sea, those on the other side, to the westward and to
wards the Aegean, to take the strain when it blew from the west and south. Gaps were left in 
three places to allow any boats that might wish to do so to pass in or out of the Black Sea. 
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O n c e the vessels were in position, the cables were hauled taut by wooden winches ashore. 
T h i s t ime the two sorts of cable were not used separately for each bridge, but both bridges 
had two flax cables and four papyrus ones . T h e flax and papyrus cables were of the s a m e 
thickness and quality, but the flax was the heavier—half a fathom of it weighed 114 lb. T h e 
next operation was to cut planks equal in length to the width of the floats, lay them edge to 
e d g e over the taut cables , and then bind them together on their upper surface. T h a t done , 
brushwood was put on top and spread evenly, with a laye of soil, trodden hard, over all. Fi
nally a pal ing was constructed a long each side, high e n o u g h to prevent horses and mules 
from see ing over and taking fright at the water. 

2. Control of the Imperial Territory 

Satrapal Authorizations 

The royal roads themselves were "safe to travel by, as [speaking of the Sardis-to-Susa 
road] it never leaves inhabited country," to repeat a phrase Herodotus used (Y52o) — 
which is to say, there was risk of neither famine nor ambush. For the military histori
ans, these were also the routes by which the armies could easily be resupplied. But 
their use required a prior official authorization, called halmi (sealed document) in the 
Persepolis tablets, Category Q. This is precisely what is contained in the letter provided 
by Arsama to his steward Nehtihor in a well-known Aramaic document (DAE 67* for 
the names [text: AD 60-]): 

F r o m Arsama to M a r d u k the officer (peqid) who is at X [place n a m e ] , Nabfl ladanl the of
ficer who is at La'ir , Zatuvyaha the officer who is at 'Arzuhin, 'Upastabara the officer who is 
at Arbela, Halsu and Mat-a l -Ubas , Bagafarna the officer who is at S a ' l a m , Fradafarna and 
G a w z i n a the officers who are at D a m a s c u s . And now:—behold! one n a m e d Nehtihor, [my] 
officer (peqid), is go ing to Egypt. D o you give h im (as) provisions (ptp) from my estate (betli) 
in your provinces every clay two measures [1.7 1] of white meal , three measures of inferior 
mea l , two measures [1.7 I] of wine or beer, and one sheep , and hay according to (the n u m 
ber of) his horses; and give provisions for two Ci l i c ians (and) one craftsman, all three my ser
vants who are go ing with h im to Egypt , for each and every m a n daily one measure of meal; 
give them these provisions, each officer of you in turn, in a c c o r d a n c e with (the stages of) his 
journey from province to province (medinah) until he reaches Egypt; and , if he is more than 
one day in (any) one p lace , do not thereafter assign them m o r e provisions for those days. Ba-
gasarii is cognizant of this order: Rasta is the clerk. 

The interest of this letter is that it enables us to reconstruct the administrative process 
very precisely. Every official leader of a caravan had to have a sealed document that 
functioned as both a safe-conduct and a permit to travel, halmi in Elamite, "viyatika in 
Persian (miyatukkas - halmi). The halmi included the number of travelers, the amount 
of their rations, and the path to be followed. The royal roads were in fact marked out in 
stages, with postal relays and storehouses. This is what Herodotus is saying in his fa
mous description: "At intervals all along the road are recognized stations (stathmoi 
hasileioi), with excellent inns" (katalysies; V.52*). This is the background for a finan
cial maneuver reported by the irrepressible author of the Oeconomica (11.2.38), who de
scribes Antimenes of Rhodes in Babylonia during Alexander's time: "He ordered the sa
traps to fill, according to the custom of the country, the storehouses (thesauroi) located 
along the Royal Roads." The outcome of the story diverges somewhat from the strict 
rules of the Achaemenid administration: "Whenever an army or some other contingent 
passed through the country and the king happened not to be there, he would send a 
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sales team to peddle the merchandise that had been deposited in the storehouses!" The 
storehouse managers were not in fact empowered to disburse goods without satrapal au
thorization. Upon arrival at each stop, the leader of the caravan was required to pro
duce this document, which allowed him to receive travel rations precisely in the 
amount indicated in the document he carried. Arsama's letter also includes this clause: 
"and, if he is more than one day in (any) one place, do not thereafter assign them more 
provisions for those days" (DAE 67 [AD 6*]). This provision indicates that, even if the 
travelers encountered an unforeseen difficulty or if they dawdled en route, they would 
have no right to supplementary rations. It also confirms that the stops and provisioning 
locations were generally spaced a day's journey apart. 

The tablets of Category Q exactly reproduce the vouchers prepared by the heads of 
the storehouses at the stops, to record the receipts and disbursements. As an example 
(chosen from hundreds), here is the text of one of these tablets: 

4.65 BAR of flour, D a u m a received. E a c h of the 23 m e n received 1.5 qa, and 1 qa for each 
"hoy" (puhu). D a u m a bore a d o c u m e n t sealed by Irdarpirna. T h e y were traveling from Sar
dis. T h e y were headed to Persepolis. M o n t h 9 of year 27. At Hidalu. (PF 1404) 

Irdarpirna can be identified as Artaphernes, Darius's brother, who we know from He
rodotus was satrap of Sardis. In 495, then, he granted a halmi to Dauma, who was going 
to Persepolis, accompanied by several men and puhu (servants). The receipt was writ
ten at Hidalu, an important place on the border between Elam and Persia. 

Later archival materials include some Aramaic ostraca from Arad, in Palestine, dated 
(paleographically) to the fourth century. They seem to attest to the existence of a way sta
tion where official travelers (doubtless military personnel) could receive rations for their 
animals. 

The Classical sources confirm this practice precisely. Demosthenes, for instance, 
records that Charidemus reached Sestos only because he bore a safe-conduct (adeia) is
sued by Artabazus (C. Aristocrates: XXIII. 159). Themistocles explains, in several of the 
letters attributed to him that, when he was exiled from Athens, he managed to reach the 
Achaemenid court. He requested authorization from the satrap Artabazus, who granted 
it to him: "He gave me two horses and the same number of attendants and sent me with 
13 other Persians, who were in charge of the road and the provisions. They traveled by 
camelback" [Letter 30). In another version, Themistocles reached the king secretly, after 
disembarking at Aeolian Cyme (Plutarch, Them. 26.1). His prospects were even more 
unenviable because the king had put a price on his head. Luckily he fell in with a 
wealthy resident of Aeolian Aegae, Nicogenes, who "had relationships with the Persian 
nobles of the high country." By conniving this way, Themistocles was able to depart, 
concealed in an enclosed chariot usually used for women who were traveling. The case 
of Alcibiades also attests to the difficulty of evading satrapal surveillance. "He deter
mined to go up to Artaxerxes. . . . As for how to travel in total security, he figured that 
[the satrap] Pharnabazus was most able to make it possible, and he sought him out in 
[Hcllespontine] Phrygia." But, for his own reasons the satrap wanted at all cost to keep 
the Athenian from seeing the king, so he refused to cooperate with him. Alcibiades then 
tried to find the "satrap of Paphlagonia" by secretly taking the road from Dascylium, cap
ital of Hellespontine Phrygia. Pharnabazus immediately sent a small contingent in pur
suit, and it caught up with him in a Phrygian village, where he was executed. We thus 
see that access to the roads was jealously guarded. When Themistocles returned to the 
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Map 3. The itinerary of Cyrus and the Ten Thousand. 
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coast somewhat later, he found that he was the object of hostility of an important Persian 
of Greater Phrygia, Epixyes. This man had posted some Pisidians with orders to slaugh
ter the Greek when he appeared at Leontocephalae, a very important stop on the Royal 
Road. Themistocles was warned and look a back road (Plutarch, Them. 30.1). Surveil
lance was thus perpetual. For instance, the Greeks sent three spies to Asia Minor around 
480, but it was not long before they were discovered, at the moment when they made 
contact with Xerxes' army in Sardis. 

A satrap's consent was also required for official travelers, such as foreign ambassadors. 
When deputies from Athens and other Greek cities were sent to the king in 408, they 
had to await the goodwill of the satrap Pharnabazus. The first time, he "attempted to 
take the ambassadors to the king." The caravan wintered at Gordion in Phrygia, a stop 
on the Royal Road from Sardis to Susa. At the beginning of the following spring, they 
took to the road again "to seek out the king." As it happens, things did not work out, be
cause the ambassadors ran into Cyrus the Younger, who had been sent by his brother 
Artaxerxes to take over operations in western Asia Minor: 

Upon receiving this information, the Athenian envoys, especially when they had seen 
Cyrus, wanted more than ever to seek out the king—or else return home. [On orders of 
Cyrus,] Pharnabazus was able to detain them for a time, telling them sometimes that he 
would take them to the king, sometimes that they would return home. . . . After three years 
he asked Cyrus for permission to return them, saying he had taken an oath, and that he 
would take them back to the sea, since he woidd not take them to the king. They were sent 
off to Ariobarzanes, who was asked to provide an escort; he had them brought to Cius in My-
sia, from where they left to join the rest of the army. (Xenophon, Hell. 1.4.6-7) 

This enables us to understand the tenor of a proclamation voted by Athens in the 360s 
to honor Straton, the king of Sidon, who in fact "had done all he could to see that the 
ambassadors sent by the people to the king would have as good traveling conditions as 
possible" (Tod II, no. 139). 

Military Escorts 
Herodotus writes of the king's highway that it "crossed only inhabited, secure re

gions," indicating that the routes were closely watched. On the royal roads, traffic was 
closely monitored by the king's men. Overall, it fell to the king to maintain order and 
keep travelers safe from highwaymen. This is one of the characteristics of the "good 
king" as they are cataloged by Xenophon in his idealized portrait of Cyrus the Younger 
{Anab. 1.9.11-12*): 

None could say that he permitted malefactors and wicked men to laugh at him; on the con
trary, he was merciless to the last degree in punishing them, and one might often see along 
the travelled roads people who had lost feet or hands or eyes; thus in Cyrus' province it be
came possible for either Greek or barbarian, provided he were guilty of no wrongdoing, to 
travel fearlessly wherever he wished, carrying with him whatever it was to his interest to 
have. 

Nonetheless, despite the severity of punishment incurred by the miscreants, security 
could never be guaranteed at all times and in all places to the same degree. This is why 
caravans were usually escorted by armed men. When Nehemiah was sent to Jerusalem 
by Artaxerxes I, for example, he had "army officers and cavalry" with him (Neh 2:9*). 
Previously, Ezra had made the same journey, accompanied by many Jews entrusted 
with gold and riches for the temple of Yahweh. The way Ezra describes the journey 
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shows that fear of attack was always present. He states in fact: "1 should have been 
ashamed to ask the king for an armed guard and cavalry to protect us from an enemy on 
the road . . . the favour of our God was with us and protected us on the road from ene
mies and thieves" (Ezra 8:22, 31). 

The Highway Patrol 
Surveillance affected not only people but also the messages they were carrying. Three 

of Herodotus's anecdotes attest to the clever stunts used by people trying to evade the 
vigilance of the administration. The first portrays Harpagus the Mede when he wished 
to contact Cyrus secretly in Persia: 

[Because] the roads were guarded, there was only one way he could think of to get a message 
through to him: this was by slitting open a hare, without pulling the fur off, and inserting 
into its belly a slip of paper on which he had written what he wanted to say. He then sewed 
up the hare, gave it to a trusted servant, together with a net to make him look like a hunts
man, and sent him off to Persia with orders to present the hare to Cyrus, and tell him by 
word of mouth to cut it open with his own hands, and to let no one be present while be did 
so The orders were obeyed. Cyrus received the hare, cut it open, found the leUei inside and 
read it (1.123-124*) 

Even more colorful is the subterfuge dreamed up by Histiaeus, who, while he was at 
Susa, wanted to contact his nephew Aristagoras, tyrant of Miletus, to incite him to re
volt against the Persians: 

[Histiaeus] was in difficulty about how to get a message safely through to him [Aristagoras], 
as the roads from Susa were watched; so he shaved the head of his most trustworthy slave, 
pricked the message on his scalp, and waited for the hair to grow again. Then, as soon as it 
had grown, he sent the man to Miletus with instructions to do nothing when he arrived ex
cept to tell Aristagoras to shave his hair off and look at his head. The message found there 
was, as I have said, an order to revolt. (V.35*) 

Last comes the story of Demaratus the Spartan, who was in exile in Susa and wanted to 
warn his fellow citizens in Sparta of Xerxes' upcoming offensive: 

As the danger of discovery was great, there was only one way in which he could contrive to 
get the message through: this was by scraping the wax off a pair of wooden folding tablets, 
writing on the wood underneath what Xerxes intended to do, and then covering the message 
over with wax again. In this way the tablets, being apparently blank, would cause no trouble 
with the guards along the road (hodophylakoi). (VII.239*) 

Whether these stories are literally true is beside the point (it seems pretty clear that they 
are just stories). The important thing is whether they are woven on an Achaemenid 
warp. In each case they give voice to the difficulty an individual would have had in 
sending a message that did not bear an official seal; in all probability, it would have 
been seized by the guards along the road. 

Royal Mail and Royal Couriers 
When the ancient authors wrote of the vastness of the imperial territory, they were 

particularly struck by the institution of the royal mail. Xenophon (as usual) attributes the 
origin of the institution to Cyrus the Elder (Cyr. VIII.6.17-18): 

We hear of another arrangement, devised to meet the huge size of the empire and enable 
the king to learn with great celerity the state of affairs at any distance. Cyrus first ascertained 
how far a horse could travel in one day without being over-ridden, and then he had a series 
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of posting-stations built, one clay's ride apart, with relays of horses (hipponas), and grooms to 
take care of them, and a proper m a n in charge of each station to receive the dispatches and 
hand them on, take over the jaded horses and m e n , and furnish fresh ones . S o m e t i m e s , we 
are told, this post does not even halt at night: the night messenger relieves the clay messenger 
and rides on. S o m e say that, when this is done , the post travels more quickly than the crane 
can fly, and, whether that is true or not, there is no doubt it is the quickest way in which a 
h u m a n being can travel on land. T o learn of events so rapidly and be able to deal with them 
at o n c e is of course a great advantage. 

Herodotus in turn (VIII.98*) gives the following information on a Persian institution, 
the name of which he transcribes in Greek as the aggareion: 

At the s a m e t ime Xerxes dispatched a courier to Persia with the news of his defeat [at Sa la 
mis] . N o mortal thing travels faster than these Persian couriers. T h e whole idea is a Persian 
invention, and works like this: riders are stationed a long the road, equal in n u m b e r to the 
n u m b e r of days the journey takes—a m a n and a horse for each day. Noth ing stops these cou
riers from covering their allotted stage in the quickest possible t ime—neither snow, rain, 
heat, nor darkness. T h e first, at the end of his stage, passes the dispatch to the second, the 
second to the third, and so on a long the line, as in the C r e e k torch race which is held in ho
nour of Hephaestus . T h e Persian word for this form of post is aggareion. 

A Persian word, astandes, known from several Greek texts, is the title borne by the fu
ture Darius III at court before his accession (Plutarch, Alex. 18.7; Mor. 326e). This is the 
definition in the Suda: "The astandai are the bearers of letters (grammatophoroi) who 
pass the messages successively one to the next (ek diadoches)"; Hesychius calls them 
hemerodromoi (couriers), aggeloi (messengers), and krabbatoi (which is much more 
obscure). 

In the Greek stories, we find several examples of the use of such couriers. At the be
ginning of Aeschylus's Persians, the choryphaeus (leader of the chorus) longs for the ar
rival of a messenger (aggelos) or a mounted courier (hippeus), up to the very moment 
that Xerxes' messenger comes to bring the terrible news that "the barbarian army has 
perished entire" (w. 13-14; 249-56). A few years earlier, when Darius, who was then at 
Sardis, wished to communicate his orders to Megabazus, who had been left in Thrace 
at the head of an army, "a messenger rode off with all speed to the Hellespont, crossed 
the water, and delivered the letter to Megabazus" (Herodotus V. 14<>). The book of Es
ther shows how royal orders were communicated to every province in Ahasuerus's king
dom: "The couriers, mounted on the king's horses, set out in great haste and urgency at 
the king's command" (8:14o). 

The existence of these express messengers is confirmed by Persepolis tablets that use 
the word pirradazis, which covers both the couriers and the horses they rode. This word 
clearly refers to the royal mail system that operated between the king and his subordi
nates in the provinces. One of the tablets (from Category Q) is particularly interesting. 
It reads: 

Datiya received 7 marris of wine as rations. He bore a d o c u m e n t (halmi) sealed by the king 
H e c a m e from Sardis on the express service {pirradazis) and was go ing to the king at Perse
polis. Month 11, year 27. At Hidali . (Q 1809) 

This was January or February 497. We think that Datiya is none other than Datis, the 
general who led the European expedition in 490. No doubt Darius had ordered him to 
make an inspection tour of Asia Minor at the outbreak of the Ionian revolt and to return 
quickly to Persepolis and report, using the express service. 
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Orders could reach their destination even more quickly if aural or visual signals were 
used. The existence of the former is attested in a text from the beginning of the Helle
nistic period that shows the operation of a chain of signals between Susiana and Fars; 
the text gives us every reason to believe that the use of signals goes back to the Achaeme
nid period. Then on the embankment of the Pasitigris, Eumenes, one of Alexander's 
successors, needed to summon reinforcements from Persia; by road, a troop of infantry 
would take about 24 days to complete the march. To shorten the delay, Eumenes re
sorted to a procedure described thus by Diodorus (XIX. 17.6-7): 

Although some of the Persians were distant a thirty clays' journey, they all received the order 
on that very day, thanks to the skilful arrangement of the posts of the guard (phylakai), a mat
ter that it is not well to pass over in silence. Persia is cut by many narrow valleys and has 
many lookout posts (skopai) that are high and close together, on which those of the inhabi
tants who had the loudest voices had been stationed. Since these posts were separated from 
each other by the distance at which a man's voice can be heard, those who received the or
der passed it on in the same way to the next, and then these in turn to others until the mes
sage had been delivered at the border of the satrapy. 

In the most urgent cases, the acoustic message was the only one that could surmount a 
natural obstacle, such as a river. When Darius reached the north bank of the Danube 
on his retreat, he had to alert the Ionian leaders, who with their boats were on the oppo
site shore; for this purpose, Darius called on an Egyptian "with a tremendous voice," 
who was able to transmit the order to rebuild the pontoon bridge (Herodotus IV. 141-*-). 
A Persian, Artachaees, was reputed to have "the loudest voice in the world" (VII. 117*), 
and Persian youths were trained "in loud speaking and in breathing, and in the use of 
their lungs" (Strabo XV.3.18*). 

Visual relays, using fires kindled gradually, are also reported. This technique—called 
jjyrseia by the Greeks—was well known in Judah in the sixth century and in the king
dom of Mari from the beginning of the second millennium on. It developed consider
ably in fourth-century Greece, as Polybius indicates (X.43-47): "Things that are about 
to happen can be brought to the attention of those to whom it is important to be kept up 
to date, whether it be three or four days away or even more." It was commonly used in 
the Persian Empire as well. It was, for example, "by a chain of beacons through the is
lands" that Mardonius, left in Greece after Salamis, intended to transmit to Xerxes, then 
in Sardis, news of the striking victory he (imprudently) expected to win over the Greeks 
(Herodotus IX.3*). Aeschylus also alludes to this technique quite clearly in Agamem
non: the king let Clytemnestra know of the fall of Troy by fires lit from niountaintop to 
mountaintop. The entire system of visual relays was restored by one of Alexander's suc
cessors, the Diadoche Antigonus the One-Eyed, as Diodorus says (XIX.57.5*): "He him
self established at intervals throughout all that part of Asia of which he was master a 
system of fire-signals and dispatch-carriers, by means of which he expected to have quick 
service in all his business." The existence of such a system in Ptolemaic Egypt probably 
also resulted from the Persian heritage. 

Lines of Communication and Strategy 
From the point of view of Achaemenid power, the great axes of communication and 

traffic above all fulfilled a political and strategic function. The king's highways were 
"military roads," to repeat a phrase used by Quintus Curtius (V.8.5). In case of general 
mobilization, they enabled the various contingents to reach the assembly points that had 
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been established for them (e.g., Herodotus VII.26). It fell to the satraps to construct de
pots, such as those described briefly by Xenophon in the Anabasis, on the Royal Road 
along the east bank of the Tigris: "Flour, wine, barley accumulated in great quantity for 
the horses. All this was put in reserve by the satrap of the country" (III.4.31). It was also 
for strategic reasons that the administration took measures to guarantee a supply of water. 
The necessity for these provisions is exemplified by a story from southern Palestine, 
where during the march to Egypt in 525 Cambyses had to resort to the services of the king 
of the Arabs, who replenished the Persian army's water supply (using a method that irre
sistibly calls to mind an episode from Esarhaddon's expedition of 671: A N E T 3 292). Later 
on, according to Herodotus, the Persians improved the road, providing reservoirs. It is 
likely for the same reason —at least in part—that the Achaemenid authority supported 
the digging of qanats at the foot of the Elburz Mountains, which ensured permanent 
stores of water on the main road leading from Media to Central Asia (Polybius X.28). 

In case of an attack on royal territory, the lines of communication also proved a deci
sive factor, both for the Achaemenid general staff and for the leaders of the enemy 
armies. In fact, control of the main roads provided the logistics necessary for sustaining 
the progress of armies. For an enemy bent on penetrating the Empire, it was essential to 
seize these major axes in order to control supply points and access routes. The choice of 
secondary routes could create surprise, but it could be no more than temporary and cir
cumstantial, since the problem of provisions would soon crop up. Evidence comes to us 
from Cyrus the Younger's army: as far as Corsote, it could find supplies easily enough. 
After that, however, the army had to cross a desert on the east bank of the Euphrates, 
which made it nearly impossible for the soldiers to feed themselves except by buying 
from the dealers who accompanied the army (Xenophon, Anab. 1.5.7). 

Whenever a vast army crossed a region, it exhausted the region's capacity for supply
ing it. One example of this is found in the arguments among the Greek leaders after the 
death of Cyrus the Younger in Babylonia: 

T h e y debated the plan for retreat and the road by which to reacli the seacoast together. T h e y 
agreed they could not take the s a m e route by which they had c o m e , because the land they 
had crossed was largely desert, and troops unceas ingly harassed by their enemies would have 
lacked provisions. ( D i o d o r u s X1Y24 .8 ) 

Similarly, to those who counseled Darius III not to confront Alexander in Cilicia and to 
retreat to Babylonia, he replied: 

T h e r e was hardly any way to carry on the war. S u c h a mult i tude , at least at the onset of win
ter, could not find sufficient suppl ies in a deserted region that had been ravaged alternately 
by his soldiers and by the enemy. (Quintus Curt ius III.8.8). 

The conditions that determined the strategy adopted by Eumenes in Babylonia in 317 
were very much the same: 

He [ E u m e n e s ] was forced, however, to cross the [Tigris] b e c a u s e the country behind h i m 
had been p lundered , whereas that on the other s ide was u n t o u c h e d and able to furnish 
abundant food for his army. (Diodorus XIX. 12 .4*) 

The same sort of reasons (in part at least) directed Darius Ill's choice after his defeat at 
Gaugamela: he reached Media, leaving Alexander to take the royal road to Babylon: 
"The reason he had chosen to flee to Media was that he thought that Alexander would 
take the road to Susa and Babylon after the battle, since its entire length crossed inhab-
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ited areas, and since the road itself was not hard for the beasts of burden. . . . On the 
other hand, the Media road did not represent an easy march for a large army" (Arrian 
111.16.2). 

It could thus be said that, for the enemies of the Great King to have any chance of 
success, they would have to take the Achaemenid theater of strategic operations or, in 
other words, to turn to their own advantage the logistics the Persian authority had estab
lished to ensure its survival. This is the main point of a well-known anecdote told by Plu
tarch: Alexander once received ambassadors from the Great King during his father's 
absence, and one of the questions he asked them concerned "the length of the roads and 
techniques for traveling in the high country" (Plutarch, Alex. 5.2; cf. Mor. 342b-c). 
Again, when a defensive strategy was employed by the Persian authorities—or some
times against them —roads and rivers could be transformed into obstacles in the face of 
invaders. 

From reading Xenophon's Anabasis, we discover in fact that both in the Greek imag
ination and in their actual experiences, rivers represented the obstacles that led them to 
fear never being able to return to the sea. One of their leaders, Clearchus. addressed the 
satrap Tissaphernes in terms that make it perfectly clear that he found himself com
pletely unable to master Achaemenid strategy, whether routes, replenishments, or rivers: 

With you, every way is easy, every river is crossable, and there is no dearth of provisions; 
without you, every way is plunged into darkness, since we know nothing of our route, every 
river is difficult to cross, every mob is terrifying. (II.5.9) 

Tissaphernes uses the opportunity to stress ominously in reply: 

The rivers are so numerous that on their banks we are free to pick those of you we choose to 
fight, and there are some that you could not possibly cross unless we ourselves brought you 
over. (II.5.18). 

This was especially true in Babylonia, where access to the great capitals was contingent 
on crossing rivers and canals. In wartime, the controlling power could choose to use riv
ers and canals as means of defense. This was a strategy that was applied from earliest 
times down to the present—before, during, and after Achaemenid dominion. One ex
ample stands out above many others: during the battles of the Diadochoi in Babylonia, 
Selcucus and his side, in order to block their adversaries, "sailed off to a certain ancient 
canal and cleared its intake, which had been filled up in the course of time. Since the 
Macedonian camp was surrounded by water and the neighbouring land on all sides was 
now inundated, there was danger that the entire encamped army would be destroyed by 
the flood" (Diodorus XIX. 13.2*). It is thus easy to understand the fear expressed by 
Clearchus, head of the Greek mercenaries, after the death of Cyrus the Younger: 

They kept coming upon trenches and canals, full of water. . . . Clearchus . . suspected that 
the trenches were not always full of water in this way, for it was not a proper time to be irri
gating the plain, his suspicion was, then, that the King had let the water into the plain just 
in order that the Greeks might have before their eyes at the very start many things to make 
them fearful of the journey. (Xenophon, Anab. II-3.10—13-0) 

The Persians took these considerations into account when Greek mercenaries found 
refuge in a region encircled by the Tigris and by canals; they feared that 

the Greeks might destroy the bridge and establish themselves permanently on the island, 
with the Tigris for a defence on one side and the canal on the other; in that case, they 
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thought, the Greeks might get provisions from the territory between the river and the canal, 
since it was extensive and fertile and there were men in it to cultivate it; and furthermore, 
the spot might also become a place of refuge for anyone who might desire to do harm to the 
King (11.4.22 [Loeb]). 

To be sure, a river did not constitute an absolutely impassable obstacle for a deter
mined army. Sometimes it could be forded. This, for instance, is how the Macedonians 
crossed the Tigris in 331, albeit not without some fears: 

Negotiating the ford, they were in fact in water up to the chest and the rapidity of the current 
unbalanced many soldiers while they were crossing, making them lose their footing. Many 
others were carried off by the current which, pounding against their shields, threw them into 
the gravest dangers. But Alexander thought of an expedient to fight against the violence of 
the current; he ordered all the soldiers to hold each other firmly by the hand and form a sort 
of weir by squeezing against each other. The Macedonians did not escape this bold crossing 
unscathed. (Diodorus XVII.56.3-5) 

They could also gamble on luck: collecting all available boats or even crossing on in
flated or stuffed animal skins—a procedure widely used in the ancient Near East. 
Cyrus's Greek mercenaries crossed a Babylonian river on a raft of animal skins to ac
quire supplies (Xenophon, Anab. 1.5.10). This is also how Darius I's soldiers crossed the 
Tigris on their expedition against Nidintu-Bel in 522 (DB §18). And it was also the 
method Alexander used to cross the Oxus River, when Bessus had burned all the boats 
after reaching the east bank: 

And the lack of wood was a special source of worry, and it was obvious that they would lose 
a lot of time if they had to go on distant searches for all the materials needed for building a 
bridge across the river. Under these conditions, Alexander had the skins collected with 
which the soldiers covered their tents and ordered them filled with very dry straw and sewn 
together with tight stitches so that the water coidd not enter. Thus stuffed and stitched, they 
enabled the army to cross in five days. (Arrian HI.29.4) 

A similar technique was suggested by a Rhodian to the survivors of the Ten Thousand, 
who were anxious to cross the Upper Tigris: 

I will need, he said, 2,000 skins; indeed, I see on every side sheep, goats, oxen, donkeys: 
slaughter these animals, inflate the skins; we will be able to cross easily. I will also need the 
straps you use for the harnesses. With these straps I will connect the skins in pairs, I will at
tach each one to the bottom by hanging rocks from them that will be dropped into the water 
as anchors. Then, when I have lined them up across, I will attach them to both banks, and 
over them I will throw bundles of wood on which I will put earth. You will not sink, as you 
will soon see: every skin can bear two men. And the sticks and soil will keep you from slip
ping. (III.5.9-11) 

The Gates of the Empire and the Network of Garrisons 
Guardposts (phylakteria) scattered in strategic locations were another feature of the 

Persian system of control. In his description of the Sardis-Susa road, Herodotus men
tions one guardpost on the Halys, two in Cappadocia, and one in Armenia (V.52). In ad
dition to tbese posts, there were others that the ancient authors called Gates (similar to 
the Thermopylae in Greece). Coming from the west (Asia Minor), the first of these, the 
Cilician Gates, controlled the northern entry to the Cilician plain. They are described 
by Diodorus, Xenophon, and the historians of Alexander's campaigns: "It is a very nar
row, sheer passage, 20 stadia long [ca. 3.6 km]; on both sides, mountains of giddy height, 
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whose walls extend to the edge of the roadway.. . . The road that leads there, wide 
enough for chariots (hamaxitos), was very steep and inaccessible to an army, however 
slight the resistance it encountered" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.21). These "narrow gorges" 
were what the natives called Gates, "since the natural site imitates the fortifications built 
by our hands" (Quintus Curtius III.4.2). It was thus in principle possible for a single gar
rison to control access. In 401, Cilician soldiers were guarding the pass; Cyrus sent a 
small unit by a back road to take it from the rear; upon finding out, the Cilician troops 
deserted their post, which allowed Cyrus to descend to the plain (Anab. 1.2.21-22). In 
333, Alexander attacked the Gates with light troops, who took the unguarded heights 
(Arrian 11.4.3-4); that the heights were left unguarded was severely criticized by Quintus 
Curtius, for "the satrap should have been able, without risk to his own side, to contain 
or wipe out an enemy that normally would have dominated him. . . . Alexander recog
nized that mere rocks would have squashed him, if there had been people to drop them 
onto his army below. Four men could barely pass abreast" (III.4.4, 11-12). 

Once an attacker had arrived in Cilicia, other Gates awaited him beyond Issus, 
which Xenophon calls the Cilician Gates and the Syrian Gates (pass of the Portelle): 

They consisted of two walls; the one on the hither, or Cilician, side was held by Syennesis 
and a garrison of Cilicians, while the one on the farther, the Syrian, side was reported to be 
guarded by a garrison of the King's troops. And in the space between these walls flows a river 
named the Carsus, a pletbrum [30 m] in width. The entire distance from one wall to the 
other was three stadia [ca. 550 m]; and it was not possible to effect a passage by force, for the 
pass was narrow, the walls reached down to the sea, and above the pass were precipitous 
rocks, while, besides, there were towers upon both the walls. It was because of this pass that 
Cyrus had sent for the fleet, in order that he might disembark hoplites between and beyond 
the walls and thus overpower the enemy if they should be keeping guard at the Syrian Gates. 
{Anab. I.4.4-5*) 

The entrance to Persia was also defended by several garrisons. A first gate was located 
near Fahliyun. This was a true stronghold, held in 331 by Madates, a relative of" the 
Great King, "who had decided to risk all for the sake of his honor" (Quintus Curtius 
V.3.4). With the help of local guides, a small Macedonian detachment used a moun
tain road and occupied a position overlooking the citadel. Once this position fell, the 
main road to Persepolis lay open. Alexander sent the bulk of the army, which took the 
wheelworthy (hamaxitos) road across the plain (iter campestre) toward Persepolis. Alex
ander himself, with light troops, used the mountain road in order to be able to take the 
Persian Gates, where the satrap Ariobarzanes had amassed several thousand men and 
had built a cross-wall to prevent Alexander's passage. Also worth mentioning are the 
Caspian Gates (the passes of Sialek and Sardar), located about ten days' march east of 
Rhagae in Media, which Alexander crossed in 330 in pursuit of Darius. 

The strategic value of such transit points is clear. Herodotus notes, for example, that 
in front of the entrance to the bridge over the Halys—guarded by a fort (phylakterion) — 
were gates "which have to be passed before one crosses the river" (V.52-0-). The relatively 
small number of permanent pontoon bridges forced caravans to follow the routes laid 
down by the royal administration. This permitted the administration to easily control 
the traffic. We must also stress the importance of the location of Thapsacus, where pon
toon bridges provided a crossing of the Euphrates River on the main route connecting 
Babylonia and the Mediterranean coast. Xenophon called Thapsacus a "populous, 
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large, and rich city" (1.4.11). Its exact location remains in dispute, but it must have been 
near ancient Carchemish, a crossroads city well known from earlier periods. There is no 
doubt in any case that it was zealously guarded by the Persians. As it happens, an Achae-
menid-period cemetery has been found at Deve Huyuk, 27 km southwest of Carche
mish, dated to the first half of the fifth century. The objects discovered (arms, horse bits, 
etc.) show that a fairly sizable garrison existed there, in all probability to guard the cross
ings and fords of the Euphrates. 

At the same time, we need to be subtle in our interpretation of this picture, recalling 
that our only information on the gates and bridges comes from military reports written 
by victorious aggressors. These natural fortifications were not impregnable. In every 
case, they could be circumvented via footpaths pointed out by local peasants and herds
men—exactly the way that Thermopylae fell into the hands of the Persians in 480. The 
gates were lightly manned, except for the special case of the Persian Gates in 331, and 
these were located on a secondary route used by people going from Susa to Persepolis. 
In the mind of the Persian leaders, the job of the gates was not to halt an enemy offen
sive, something that was scarcely conceivable anyway, When these gates were properly 
garrisoned (which was not a permanent condition), they were part of a very dense net
work of fortified positions that allowed the Persians to hold the level ground and the 
roads that connected them. These garrisons were in permanent contact through the sys
tem of acoustic messages described by Diodorus in connection with the Persian fortifi
cations (phylakai) and through visual messages, such as those seen in operation in 
Mysia at the end of the fifth century, in the Caicus Valley (Xenophon, Anab. VII.8.15). 

The King's Service 
All of these texts, to which many others could be added, have the value of giving— 

"in a nutshell," we might say—information on the measures taken in peacetime. At first 
glance, study of the mail and the royal roads confirms the viewpoint of the Greek observ
ers. The main roads constituted one of the methods of territorial control and mainte
nance of order. Their primary function was political and military: they were used by 
couriers, armies, tribute-bearers, and also by troops of government workers (the kurtas of 
the Persepolis tablets; see chap. 11 below) when they were moved from one spot to an
other. The garrisons placed along them were integrated into a very dense network of for
tified locations that organized and structured the territories. 

Even when it is stripped of its ideological gloss, the documentation generally testifies 
to what might be called the political organization of the territory, operated in such a way 
that the vastness of the Empire did not threaten its survival. Indeed, the moment the Per
sian presence began to weaken, the roads became less secure. This fact is well illustrated 
by a passage in the Life of Datames (4.1-2): C. Nepos records that in the 370s the satrap 
Datames was sent to battle the dynast Aspis, who in open rebellion against the Great 
King controlled Cataonia, a region "full of small strongholds . . . on the frontiers of Ci-
licia and Cappadocia: if any tribute was being brought to the Great King, they stole it!" 

In this respect, then, Herodotus and Xenophon were not at all wrong to stress the po
litical purpose of the Achaemenid mail service. To Greek eyes, the presence and activity 
of the Achaemenid couriers represented and symbolized the territorial dominion exer
cised by the Great King. As Plutarch puts it (Cimon 19.4), the absence of messengers 
(grammatophoroi) and royal tribute-collectors (phorologoi) in a region indicated that it 
had escaped the dominion of the central authority. In this regard, the Greek texts also 
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express the Persian ideology of dominion. The round-the-clock traffic of messengers im
mediately brings to mind Darius's boastful proclamation: "These [subject] peoples did 
what I ordered them, night and day" (DB §7)! It is also the picture drawn by the author 
of the De Mundo: "So perfect was the organization and especially the system of visual 
signals, whose fires succeeded each other from the ends of the Empire to Susa and Ec
batana, that the Great King knew the very same day whatever was happening in Asia" 
(398a). But this picture gives only imperfect expression to an infinitely more complex re
ality: it communicates both the Greek fascination with a State that had succeeded in 
uniting vast territories and a highly idealized vision of the imperial realm, particularly as 
it emerges from the royal inscriptions (cf. chap. 5). 

3. Lines of Communication and Trade 

Commercial Arteries? 
It is usually supposed that the main royal roads were regularly used by caravans trans

porting merchandise. The problem is that none of the Persepolis tablets and no Classi
cal texts ever refer to merchants. The only references to long-distance transport are 
found in political contexts, either tribute or materials gathered at Susa for the construc
tion of Darius's palace. It would perhaps be risky to draw firm conclusions from silence. 
It is extremely unusual when the tablets themselves give any indication of the purposes 
of the trips they authorize. We know perfectly well, without (obviously) being able to 
find any trace in the Persepolis tablets, that the Babylonian firms did business in Elam, 
Persia, and Media. Moreover, the Classical sources themselves rarely report anything 
other than the travels of ambassadors or the progress of armies, and they give hardly any 
information at all on the entire eastern half of the Empire, namely the Iranian Plateau 
and Central Asia. Indeed, there is every reason to assume that long-distance trade, which 
is well attested from earlier periods, continued in Achaemenid times. Unfortunately, tex
tual attestations do not exist, apart from a fleeting reference in Ctesias (Indica §2) to a 
Bactrian merchant in India. 

By way of indirect evidence, we may turn to Xenophon's Anabasis. Cyrus the 
Younger's route to Babylon was parceled out in stages set up in towns that Xenophon de
scribes very obliquely using modifiers like "populous town" (polis oikoumene; Peltae, 
Ceramon-agora, Caystru-pedion, Thymbrium, Tyraeum), "populous, rich, and great 
town" (oikoumene, eudaimon, megale; Colossae, Celaenae, Dana, Issus, Thapsacus), 
"great and rich" (Tarsus, Charmande, Caenae), "large" (Opis), or "large and very popu
lous" (Sittacus). On the other hand, Corsote is "a large abandoned town" and Mespila 
(once the capital of Assyria) is "a large deserted town." The use of such vocabulary— 
however stereotyped—necessarily takes on a descriptive function in Xenophon's mind. 
It may be that, for a Greek, the word oikoumene described a town that preserved a certain 
degree of autonomy—that is, it existed as a city (in the Greek sense). Some of them, in 
addition, were capitals: Celaenae, capital of the satrapy of Greater Phrygia, site of an im
mense paradise (where Cyrus organized a review of his troops) as well as a fortified pal
ace built by Xerxes; similarly, Tarsus, where "the palace of the syennesis (Cilician 
dynast) was found." But the adjectives that are organically included in a number of 
cases—"rich" in particular—clearly refer to an economic fact as well. These towns were 
rich, first of all, because soldiers could stay there several days and find supplies; a market 
(agora) might also be held there, which would allow the soldiers to escape the clutches 
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of the traveling merchants that followed the army. Some of them are explicitly called 
commercial towns—primarily the coastal towns, such as those in Cilicia. Tarsus was 
abandoned by its natives but not by "those involved in retail trade (kapelia) or by those 
who lived on the seacoast, at Soli and Issus" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.24; Issus is where 
Cyrus joined up with the ships that had cast off from Ephesus). Likewise, Myriandus — 
"a town inhabited by Phoenicians" —is called "an emporion, where a large number of 
merchant ships were anchored" (1.4.6). Indeed, these references remain vague. How
ever, considering Thapsacus's position in trade between the Mediterranean coast and 
Babylonia, it seems appropriate to conclude that, if this town was "populous, great, and 
rich," it may well have been because it was frequented by merchant caravans. We may 
also note that the activities of Babylonian merchants are attested in Syria in cuneiform 
documents from Darius's time. And there can be little doubt that North Arabia was 
crossed by camel caravans, not just between Arabia Felix and the Palestinian coastal 
ports (Gaza) that Herodotus calls emporia (III.5), but also between the Nile Delta and 
the Euphrates. 

Land Routes and Water Routes 
The Classical authors, so loquacious in their admiration of the Achaemenid road 

and postal system, are rather tight-lipped about communication along rivers and seas. 
The reason is doubtless to be sought in the strictly military orientation of the available 
sources, which took rivers and canals far more often as obstacles than as communica
tion arteries. In reality, however, rivers, seas, and canals constituted axes of penetration 
that were often quicker and more efficient than land routes, especially for transporting 
heavy items. 

First of all, coastal regions are very often rocky and/or marshy, so much so that coastal 
roads are either nonexistent or else so difficult to access all or part of the year that coastal 
navigation is an obvious solution. Many historic episodes in Asia Minor testify to this. In 
396-395, the Spartan Agesilaus, then in Paphlagonia, negotiated a marriage between 
the dynast Otys and the daughter of the Persian nobleman Spithridates. She was then 
living in Cyzicus, a port on the Sea of Marmora. It was impossible to bring the princess 
by land before spring, because of the cold and snow. Otys, who was in a hurry, pointed 
out that if they wished they could bring her rapidly by sea: "Immediately Agesilaus fitted 
out a trireme and ordered the Lacedaemonians to fetch the girl" (Xenophon, Hell. 
IV. 1.4-15). The same sort of arguments were put forward by Hecatonymus, a Sinopean, 
when he tried to persuade Xenophon's soldiers to go by sea to Cotyora in Sinope and 
then to Heraclea by the Black Sea. He assured his listeners that, if they did not follow his 
advice, they would encounter obstacles natural (rivers) and human (Paphlagonians) that 
would sooner or later block their progress, since the land route was "absolutely impos
sible." "On the other hand," he promised, "if you go by sea, from this country you can 
hug the coast as far as Sinope, and from Sinope to Heraclea. From Heraclea you can go 
just as easily by land as by sea, since in this city plenty of boats are available" (Anab. 
V.6.10). Similarly, to bypass the the Cilician and Syrian Gates, whose fortifications 
reached to the water's edge, Cyrus the Younger relied primarily on his marines: "He 
wanted to land some hoplites between the two Gates and beyond the second, to surprise 
and overcome them, if the enemy was guarding the Gates of Syria" (1.4.5). In the same 
way, Alexander sent his spies by sea to report on Darius Ill's troop positions on the Plain 
of Issus in Cilicia (Arrian II.7.1). For rapid connections between Cilicia and the western 
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coast of Asia Minor, it was much more efficient to go by sea. For instance, when Mardo
nius was entrusted with an expedition to Europe, after he had arrived in Cilicia, "he 
took ship and continued along the coast in company with the fleet, leaving other officers 
to conduct the troops to the Hellespont" (Herodotus VI.43-C>). Coming from the other 
direction, Issus is where Cyrus the Younger, having taken the land route, joined up with 
his fleet, which had set sail from Ephesus. 

To get heavy goods out of the back country, there was scarcely any other alternative 
than using the coastal rivers and hugging the shore until reaching the mouth of another 
river. Many Greek cities in Asia Minor struck coins showing a river god, often holding a 
bow, a stern, or a rudder. In northern Asia Minor, the Hypius, Rhyndacus, Lycus, San-
garius, Iris, and Halys rivers were navigable; these were the routes for shipping out the 
timber cut along their upper reaches. The same was true for the Eurymedon River in 
southern Asia Minor. Of course, land transport of heavy goods was not unknown in the 
Near East, as in, for example, king Assurbanipal's account of his Egyptian campaign and 
the booty that resulted. He says that he transported two enormous obelisks from Thebes 
in Fgypt to Assyria (ANF.T 3 295). But only powerful states had the ability to mobilize a 
labor force both large enough and specialized enough to accomplish such a move. In an 
example from a later time, Antigonus the One-Eyed made gigantic preparations for an 
expedition against Egypt in 312. Established at Tyre, he sought the aid of the Phoeni
cian kings: "He himself collected wood cutters, sawyers, and shipwrights from all sides, 
and carried wood to the sea from Lebanon. There were eight thousand men employed 
in cutting and sawing the timber and one thousand pair of draught animals in transport
ing it" (Diodorus XIX.58.2-0-). After arriving at the coast, the wood had to be transported 
by sea to its destination. When Solomon requested lumber from King Hiram of Tyre, he 
replied that the wood would be conveyed in the form of rafts from Tyre as far as Joppa; 
it is likely that the same was done with the wood offered by Cyrus for the reconstruction 
of the temple in Jerusalem. On the Syro-Palestinian coast, several small coastal rivers 
were also accessible to cargo ships. 

The Euphrates Boats 

Rivers and canals held a special place in the social and economic life of Babylonia. 
Except in its upper reaches, which were cut off by rapids, the Euphrates was navigable, 
as was one of its tributaries, the Khabur. Many cuneiform texts attest to the importance 
of trade in heavy products (grain, bitumen, wood, stone, etc.) throughout the second 
and first millennia. Herodotus also took a lively interest in Euphrates navigation. In par
ticular, he gives a fairly precise description of the boats in use in his day: 

I will next describe the thing which surprised me most of all in this country, after Babylon 
itself: I mean the boats which ply down the Euphrates to the city. These boats are circular 
in shape and made of hide, they build them in Armenia to the northward of Assyria, where 
they cut ribs of osiers to make the frames and then stretch watertight skins taut on the under 
side for the body of the craft; they are not fined-off or tapered in any way at bow or stern, but 
quite round like a shield. The men fill them with straw . . . and let the current take them 
downstream. They are controlled by two men; each has a paddle which he works standing 
up, one in front drawing his paddle towards him, the other behind giving it a backward 
thrust. The boats vary a great deal in size; some are very big, the biggest of all having a ca
pacity of some hundred and thirty tons [ 5000 talents]. Every boat carries a live donkey— the 
larger ones several—and when they reach Babylon and the cargoes have been offered for 
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sale , the boats are broken up, the frames and straw sold and the hides loaded on the donkeys' 
backs for the return journey overland to Armenia . It is qui te impossible to paddle the boats 
upstream because of the strength of the current, and that is why they are constructed of hide 
instead of wood. B a c k in Armenia with their donkeys, the m e n build another lot of boats to 
the s a m e design. (I.194<>). 

Herodotus seems to have confused two kinds of small craft well known in both ancient 
and modern Mesopotamia: the kelek, a raft constructed on a series of inflated skins, de
scribed several times by Xenophon in the Anabasis; and the quffa (Akkadian quppu), 
which is a type of round boat covered with leather. Only the kelek can navigate the rap
ids of the Euphrates. Not all of the boats were built to this pattern. This is shown, for ex
ample, by a Neo-Babylonian-period tablet from the archives of the Eanna at Uruk: it 
states that 5 minas of silver are allotted for the wood for 22 boats that were to transport 
30,000 measures of asphalt. The text states that the work squad includes, in addition to 
unspecialized laborers, a blacksmith, two builders, and four boat carpenters; the latter 
are a special type of carpenter, distinguished for instance from "door carpenters." 

In the Babylonian towns, all economic activity depended closely on numerous water
ways, which were often a network of great complexity. They guaranteed the irrigation of 
the fields and the supply of drinking water as much as the transport of heavy objects. 
This is documented, for example, in the archives of the Eanna of Uruk. When the 
temple administrators bought bitumen and asphalt, these materials were transported by 
boat. The waterways were also used to convey both grain and date harvests to the city 
quays. The collection centers throughout the year were located on the shores of the nav
igable routes: "along the high waters," to use the Babylonian expression that referred to 
canals that were navigable year round. It was the same in Babylon, where materials for 
the large temple downtown were offloaded at the "Quay of Bel." Most of the sixty canals 
near Nippur were navigable. At Uruk, there were flotillas that belonged either to the 
Eanna or, more often, to professional boatmen who worked for the temple, taking in a 
fairly high fee for boat and crew rental. Sometimes, peasants and soldiers were required 
for hauling boats. This could require quite a few craft; on one occasion, for example, we 
read of the crop-watcher of the Eanna, who needed to transport the barley harvest and 
contacted a flotilla of 300 small boats, which were immediately placed at his disposal. At 
Nippur, service lands were granted in concession to the "commander of the boatmen." 

Transport on the Tigris 
In its upper course, the Tigris River was accessible to large transport ships as far as 

north of the Nineveh area. The Assyrian kings often used the river to float building tim
ber and enormous sculptures for their palaces. Sennacherib built a fleet at Nineveh; it 
sailed down the Tigris to Opis, where the boats were transferred to the Euphrates by a 
canal. In the Achaemenid period, the use of the Tigris is confirmed by Darius Ill's plans 
in 332-331. He had decided to concentrate his immense forces in the upper valley of 
the Tigris at Arbela, a major town on the road connecting Babylon to the West: "He 
would receive his supplies either by land or by the Tigris" (Quintus Curtius 1V.9.8), he 
thought. The east bank of the Tigris was in fact edged by the king's highway described 
by Herodotus and taken by the Ten Thousand on their return northward. During this 
march the soldiers passed near the town of Opis, where there was a bridge; there can be 
no doubt that Opis was a river port of prime importance. In 539, Cyrus crossed theTigris 
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and achieved a decisive victory over the Babylonian armies. Xenophon calls it a "consid
erable city" (II.4.25) and describes the traffic he saw all around: "There are canals that 
branch off the Tigris. There are four of them. They are a plethra [approximately 30 m] 
wide and very deep. Boats filled with wheat travel them" (1.7.15). Tablets from the reign 
of Cyrus also indicate that the town contained a bustling market, where representatives 
of the House of Egibi went to buy and sell slaves. 

From Babylonia to Elam 

Navigation was not restricted to the great north-south routes represented by the Eu
phrates and the Tigris. The two rivers and their tributaries were linked by many canals, 
which especially facilitated trade between two extremely important Achaemenid centers, 
Babylonia and Elam (Susiana). Beyond the transverse canals, the Persian Gulf repre
sented a means for privileged communication. This was already evident in the strategic 
measures adopted as far back as the Assyrian king Sennacherib: desiring to attack Elam 
from Babylon, he ordered his fleet to descend the Euphrates, skirt the coast of the Per
sian Gulf, and then land at the mouth of the Karun, on whose banks a decisive land 
battle was fought. It is likely that the return up the Euphrates was aided by the powerful 
tides, which at that time reached as far as Uruk. 

The comings and goings of the Macedonian fleets in 324 are also informative. After 
their meeting in Carmania, Nearchus, commander of the fleet, and Alexander agreed to 
rendezvous at Susa. Guided by a Persian pilot, Nearchus sailed up the Pasitigris (Karun) 
as far as Ahwaz, then took the Eulaios up to Susa. The next year, Alexander in turn, leav
ing Susa, went down the Eulaios and reached the mouth of the Tigris; while another 
part of the fleet went back up the Eulaios as far as the junction with the canal linking 
the Eulaios with the Tigris and finally entered the Tigris. And Nearchus, who by then 
had reached the mouth of the Euphrates, met up with Alexander by once more taking 
the Eulaios. The hazards of navigation—emphasized as early as Sennacherib—made 
the use of professional pilots obligatory. This is what Nearchus had to say, speaking 
about the northern section of the Persian coast of the Gulf: "Along the Persian coast, the 
route was nothing but shoals, reefs, and lagoons" (hid. 38.8). The Susiana coast was 
similar: "The sea has little depth overall, the reefs extend far from the shores, and it is 
difficult to enter the ports" (40.10). 

Several Babylonian tablets attest to the regularity and vigor of trade. In 505, six men 
received payment in kind (wool) to take a boat loaded with barley to Elam. In 499, two 
Babylonians received a fee for taking a boat carrying garments to Elam. The House of 
Egibi, the commercial company, had agents on the spot. A text from the time of Nabo-
nidus attests that, upon their return, the Babylonian boats brought "fruits of the Elamite 
orchards" to Babylonia. This document reminds us of what Diodorus Siculus wrote later 
(XVII.77.4). Speaking of "all kinds of fruit" yielded by the Uxian country (a region of 
Fahliyun), he wrote: "Because they dry the harvest after it is ripe, the merchants who sail 
the [Pasijtigris [Karun] are able to bring down a variety of dishes to Babylonia that are a 
delight to their customers." 

From the Mediterranean to Babylonia 
In a letter attributed to him (Letter 30), Themistocles describes a trip that took him 

on an official mission from the coasts of Asia Minor to Babylon and/or Susa: 
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D i n i n g the march , I crossed a hilly country and a deep valley. I saw and passed through deep 
valleys, whose s lopes were inhabited and cultivated. T h e uninhabited portions sheltered 
wild beasts and herds of other animals . I navigated many rivers and visited many peoples. 

Along with other information, the text explicitly refers to the use of both land and river 
routes, especially for travelers from Asia Minor to Babylon. Babylonian rivers and ca
nals were closely connected to the Mediterranean coast, because of the combination of 
three types of transport: river, land, and sea. The source of the Euphrates is no more 
than about 180 km from the Gulf of Alexandretta [in modern Turkey], with which trade 
was always active. This is probably what Herodotus was thinking of when he described 
the cargo of the Babylonian boats as "mostly [Phoenician] wine in palm-wood casks"; 
he also refers to "anyone today who travels from the Mediterranean to Babylon and 
comes down the Euphrates" (I.185,-0- 194-*), Merchandise offloaded in Phoenician 
ports arrived atThapsacus by land, then went down the Euphrates to Babylon. Regular 
use of these routes must have been considered normal, considering that the Athenian 
admiral Conon, who was in Cyprus at one point and wanted to meet the king [Arta
xerxes II] as soon as possible, sailed for Cilicia. traveled to Thapsacus overland, and 
"descended the Euphrates to Babylon" (Diodorus X1V.81.4). 

In 324, Alexander had a fleet of 45 ships built in Phoenicia. "These ships were taken 
in pieces to the Euphrates at the city of Thapsacus, where they were reassembled and 
went down the river to Babylon . . . where the king had a harbor dug able to receive 1000 
warships, as well as arsenals for this harbor" (Arrian VII.20.2-4). From the Achaemenid 
period proper, we can quote a passage from the Foundation Charter of Darius's palace 
at Susa: "The wood used here was brought from a mountain called Lebanon. The 
people from across the river (Ebir-nari) brought it to Babylon; from Babylon, the Cari-
ans and Ionians brought it to Susa" (DSf §3g). The Lebanese lumber had thus been 
transported along the route just described: by land, then by river, interspersed with the 
segment by sea through the Persian Gulf. The Ionians to which this inscription refers 
may have been the Milesians who were punished as follows after the Ionian revolt (492): 
"The men [Milesians] in the city who were captured alive were sent as prisoners to Susa; 
Darius did them no harm, and settled them in Ampe on the Persian Gulf, near the 
mouth of the Tigris" (Herodotus VI.20*). This city of Ampe might be identified with 
Aginis, an important trading post that Arrian locates near the mouth of the Tigris. 

Writing in the Roman period, the geographer Strabo cited a third-hand report of an 
Athenian ambassador, Diotimus, who led an embassy to Susa in 437-436. His story was 
recorded by his contemporary Damastes, then became known to Strabo by way of Era
tosthenes. Strabo intended to demonstrate the unreliability of the information transmit
ted by Damastes. He polemicized against him in these words: 

Eratosthenes gives us an e x a m p l e of Damas te s ' stupidity, b e c a u s e he says that the Arabian 
G u l f is a lake and that D io t imus , son of S trombichos , l eading a delegat ion of Athenians, 
traveled by water from the Kydnos in Ci l i c ia as far as the River C h o a s p e s that flows past 
S u s a , and that he arrived in S u s a in 40 days and that these things had been told h i m by Da
mastes himself. (1.3.1) 

How, then, can we believe that a water voyage from Cilicia to Susa was possible? Era
tosthenes himself and Strabo obviously considered Damastes' assertions to be nonsense 
pure and simple, and Strabo passed them on simply to show that his colleague was not 
to be believed. The text has sometimes been understood in the following way: having 
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traveled by sea from Athens to Cilicia, the Athenian ships would then have continued 
to the Nile Delta, taken the canal from the Nile to the Red Sea, and then retraced the 
path of the fleet sent by Darius from Egypt to the Persian Gulf (cf. chap. 12/1 below). 
However, it is far simpler to think that the Athenians followed the traditional route, 
landing in Cilicia, reaching the Euphrates overland, and sailing from Thapsacus, then 
reaching lower Babylonia; from there it was possible to reach Susa by an uninterrupted 
water passage, as we have already seen. 

The Phoenician ports played a major role in this whole arrangement, even though 
their role is not well attested in the High Achaemenid period. Sidon is where Athenian 
ambassadors docked in the 360s before traveling on to the king, thanks to the assistance 
the Sidonian king Straton had given them (Tod, no. 139). Sidon is where Democedes 
left for Greece on Darius's orders (Herodotus III. 136). Diodorus (XVI.41.4) says that, to
ward the middle of the fourth century, Sidon prospered greatly from commerce (dia res 
emporias). No less important was a site such as Myriandrus, in the Gulf of Alexandretta. 
Here is how Xenophon describes it at the end of the fifth century {Anab. 1.4.5): "A city 
inhabited by the Phoenicians on the seacoast, it was a trading post (emporion) where a 
large number of merchant ships were anchored." Myriandrus's site was in fact excep
tional: "It is located where two economically important roads met: the road that links the 
Gulf of Issus to the Euphrates via the Gates of the Amanus and the road that links Syria 
to coastal Cilicia via the Cilician Gates; it was a commercial nerve-center" (G. Keste-
mont). In a military context, Diodorus also attests to the importance of the traffic be
tween Cilicia and Cyprus in the 380s (XV.3.1). 

Archaeology brings regional or interregional commerce to light, much more so than 
long- or middle-distance trade. The most interesting documents come from shortly be
fore Cyrus's conquest of Babylon. In them we see that Babylonian storekeepers, some
times on commission from the Eanna of Uruk, imported a number of products from 
Ebir Nari, including iron and copper from Yamana (Cyprus?), iron from Lebanon, 
alum and "Egyptian blue" from Egypt, as well as foodstuffs (honey, wine, spices) and 
textiles. It seems clear that the Phoenician merchants served as middlemen between the 
Mediterranean West and the Babylonian merchants in this era. There is no reason to 
think it was any different in the Achaemenid period. 

The Inland Waterways of Egypt: 
The Nile between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea? 

Herodotus, who was so fascinated by Euphrates boats, also discusses Egyptian boats, 
whose materials and method of construction he describes. He calls them baris and states 
that "some of them [are] of many tons' carrying capacity" (II.960-); Herodotus's descrip
tion has often been compared with an Aramaic papyrus dealing with the repair of a boat 
belonging to the Persian administration (DAE 61 [AP 26]). Herodotus makes certain to 
include pilots among the seven Egyptian hereditary classes (11.164). The Egyptian ex
pression "to be boatless," for that matter, refers to a condition of absolute poverty. As we 
know, the Nile has always been the essential artery of Egyptian navigation. Diodorus fol
lows Herodotus (11.108) in attributing the most important labors in this area to the pha
raoh he calls Sesoosis [Sesostris]: 

Over the entire land from M e m p h i s to the sea h e d u g frequent canals l eading from the river, 
his purpose be ing that the peop le might carry out the harvesting of their crops quickly and 
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easily, and that, through the constant intercourse of the peasants with one another, every dis
trict might enjoy both an easy livelihood and a great abundance of all things which minister 
to man's enjoyment. The greatest result of this work, however, was that he made the country 
secure and difficult of access against attacks by enemies; for practically all the best part of 
Egypt, which before this time had been easy of passage for horses and carts, has from that 
time on been very difficult for an enemy to invade by reason of the great number of canals 
leading from the river. (1.57*) 

We will see how the independent pharaohs of the fourth century used this system to bar 
the Achaemenid armies access to the Delta road (chap. 15/9 below). The role of the 
Egyptian inland waterways is well attested in the Aramaic papyri, especially in supply
ing the Elephantine garrison (DAE 54-55 [AP 2, 24]) but also in mail delivery (DAE 
14, 17 [Padua I, AP 42] and commercial trade (DAE 26, 109 [LH 2, Berlin 23000]) be
tween Upper and Lower Egypt. 

Herodotus (11.99) stresses that the Persians carefully maintained dikes and canals in 
Egypt, especially to avoid the risk of flooding Memphis. Linked directly to the Nile by a 
canal, the port of Memphis was extremely busy. It housed not just the administration's 
military arsenal but also a commercial port, where communities of Carian, Ionian, and 
Phoenician merchants were located. We also know that on Darius's initiative a canal 
was (re)opened between the Nile and the Red Sea. The Great King's objective is a bit 
murky, since it now appears that, contrary to the boastful statement on one of the canal 
stelas (Posener no. 9), no direct, regular communications link between the Red Sea and 
the Persian Gulf existed during the Achaemenid period. One of the stelas discovered in 
the area of this canal came from Tell el-Maskhuta (Posener no. 8). Indeed, recent sur
veys in the area have produced very interesting results: pottery from various Greek cities 
of Asia Minor and the islands (Chios, Thasos, Lesbos, Samos) dating from all phases of 
the fifth century has been noted, as well as from Phoenician cities. Although the pur
pose is difficult to reconstruct with any certainty, we are led to infer that the canal facil
itated the development of trade between the great commercial cities of the Aegean, the 
Nile Valley, and the Red Sea. Phoenician and Greek (Chios) pottery has also been 
found at a site (Dorginarti) between the First and Second Cataracts. Finally, a papyrus 
from the time of Darius 1 attests to the existence of trade between Elephantine and 
Lower Nubia (P. Loeb 1). 

Customs Collection and Trade 
As is so often the case, it is the reference to royal taxes that provides information re

garding the products and trade on which the taxes are levied. Customs duties are at
tested at Opis and Babylon in the form of river tolls and bridge tolls. We learn from 
Pseudo-Aristotle (II.34a) that there were customs duties in Babylonia: having fallen (ac
cording to the author) into disuse in Alexander's time, "an ancient regulation (nomos) 
in force in Babylonia required the payment of 10% (dekate) on any product entering the 
country (ton eisagomenon)" The book of Ezra (4:20) implies the existence of regular 
customs duties throughout the Empire. There is little doubt that customs posts were es
tablished in the main stopover towns, such as Thapsacus on the Euphrates, as well as 
many others. Perhaps they were also established in the towns on the frontiers of sa
trapies, such as Cydrara, which marks the border between Lydia and Cavia (Herodotus 
VII.30), or Iconium, which Xenophon (1.2.19) calls "the last city in Phrygia" (when 
coming from Celaenae). 
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Customs Collection on the Nile 

We can garner extremely interesting information about customs collection from a 
very recently published Aramaic document, which the editors date to the reign of 
Xerxes, around 475 (TADAE C.3.7). It consists of extracts from the ledger of an Achae
menid Egyptian customs post that survives as a palimpsest beneath a famous text, the 
Ahiqar story (TADAE C-1.1). The extracts record the inspection, registration, and taxa
tion of ships that entered and left Egypt. Some ships are explicitly called Ionian (ywny); 
others are not marked by any ethnic label, but, given that they were transporting mer
chandise probably originating in Phoenicia (wood and especially Sidonian wine), we 
are led to think that they were Phoenician boats (another undated Aramaic document 
[TADAE C3.12 (DAE 12, AP 72)] attests to the use of Sidonian wine in Egypt). It seems 
that both the wood and the wine came from ports (in Asia Minor in the first case, in 
Phoenicia in the second) whose names are given, but there remain many difficulties in 
identifying them with certainty (Phaselis for the Ionian ships?). Arrival and departure 
dates of the boats arc also given, as are their technical specifications and even the names 
of their captains. A number of Greek names from Asia Minor are found among the Ion
ians, and even one apparently Iranian name (Spitaka). All this information was recorded 
by the royal customs administrators during inspection when the ships arrived and de
parted. Regardless of their origin or type, every boat was taxed upon entry according to 
the value of the cargo. The Ionian ships paid a tax called mndt', that is, mandattu (an 
Akkadian word referring to various fiscal levies, including taxes in Achaemenid Egypt); 
these were duties assessed in gold or silver, to which part (mnt) of the cargo of (olive?) 
oil was added. The Phoenician boats paid 10% ( m V ) of each product carried, a fact 
that enables us to determine the exact composition of the cargo: it included amphorae 
(kd; Greek kados) of wine, different kinds of wood (unfinished wood, boards, etc.), met
als (bronze, iron, tin), wool, and (much more rarely) clay (Samos earth?). In addition, 
each boat paid another fixed tax referred to by the rather mysterious label "silver of the 
men." On the return trip, every boat paid the "silver of the men," and the Ionian boats 
paid a tax proportionate to the value of the natron they were exporting from Egypt. All 
of these assessments were recorded in the accounts of 'the king's house' (byt mlh}), that 
is, the royal administration. 

The name of the place where assessments took place is not given. One naturally 
thinks of Memphis. What is striking is the continuity of the Egyptian system during the 
Persian period with the customs system known from the Saite period —thanks to several 
hieroglyphic stelas—and from the period of Egyptian independence in the fourth cen
tury known from the Naucratis stela. We know that during the time of Nectanebo I 
(380), the pharaoh exacted taxes (in gold, silver, or kind) on goods imported from tire 
Mediterranean to Naucratis as well as on the produce of Naucratis itself: one-tenth of 
the assessment was then transferred to the Treasury of Neith at Sa'i's. It would not be sur
prising if, in his "fervor" in regard to Neith, Cambyses had reinstated such regulations. 
Whatever the case, the extant documents very clearly fit into a chronological and orga
nizational continuum between the Saite period and the fourth century. Since we know 
that the assessment was made at the entrance to the Canopic Mouth of the Nile Delta 
in the fourth century, in the city of 'Enwe (Greek Thonis), we may imagine that this was 
also the case during the period of Achaemenid dominion. 
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From the Nile to the Euphrates 
The aforementioned Aramaic document, exciting in itself, becomes even more infor

mative when we compare two Neo-Babylonian tablets that record the quantities of mer
chandise imported and sold on the Babylonian market a few years before Cyrus's 
conquest. Here is a simplified inventory (based on the groundbreaking study by A. L. 
Oppenheim): 

Y O S 6.168 ( 5 5 0 B.C) TCL 12.84 (551 B.C.) 

Copper from Yamana 600 minas Copper from Yamana 295 minas 

Dye 81 minas, 20 shekels 

Tin 37 minas Tin 37 minas 

Bluc-pnrple wool 16 minas, 15 shekels 

Copper from Yamana 205 minas 

Lapis lazuli/"Egyptian 
blue" 

55 minas Lapis lazuli 55 minas 

Fibers 153 minas Fibers 153 minas 

Alum from Egypt 233 minas Alum from Egypt in sacks 233 ininas 

Dye 32 minas, 20 shekels 

Iron from Yamana 130 minas Iron fromYamana 130 minas 

Iron from Lebanon 257 minas Iron from Lebanon 257 minas 

Assorted honeys 

White wine 20 'jars': kandanu 

Dye 120 minas 

Spice 40 minas 

Spice 1 kurru 
Juniper resin 1 kurru 

Both tablets refer to the importation into Babylonia of products from the west, as cer
tain place-names make very clear (Yamana, Lebanon, Egypt). Following a route known 
well to Herodotus (1.185, 194) when he wrote of the importing of Phoenician wine into 
Babylonia, many products imported from various Mediterranean countries were in fact 
transshipped in Phoenician ports and from there transported to Babylonia (pp. 382f. 
above). We may also note that, both in the Babylonian tablets and in our Aramaic docu
ment, the commerce was often in identical products (sometimes more easily identifi
able in Akkadian): copper and iron (from Yamana), iron from Lebanon, tin, wine (and 
honey from various places in the tablets), and wool (dyed purple and blue). From 
Egypt came Egyptian blue (imitation lapis lazuli) and alum. In this regard, TCL 12.84 
states: "233 minas of Egyptian alum with (its) containers (aban gabt sa Misir adi gu-
rdbu)" — that is, skin or canvas bags. Alum was a product related to natron, and both 
were used in Babylonia. From the Neo-Babylonian and Saite periods to the Persian pe
riod, then, we find the same products circulating and being traded between Asia 
Minor, Egypt, Cyprus, Syro-Phoenicia, and Babylonia —using complex and multi-
faceted procedures and routes. The contextual difference is that the Babylonian docu
ments illustrate the last step in these transactions, the sale in Babylonia carried out by 
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the merchants (emporoi), and they can only suggest the role of the naukleroi (Phoeni
cians, as it happens, in some cases at least) revealed by the Egyptian customs docu
ment. The Egyptian customs document, on the other hand, has nothing to say about 
the mechanisms involved in bringing to market the merchandise imported by this 
means into the Nile Valley. The merchandise probably was offered for sale by the own
ers of the boats, not just at Naucratis but also at Memphis, and no doubt at other sites 
between Thonis and Memphis. 

Conclusion 
In the final analysis, it is tempting to conclude that the absence of direct references 

to commerce and tradesmen on the land routes results primarily from the distorting ef
fect of documentation that is oriented almost exclusively toward the military and politi
cal spheres. Our information on customs and tolls seems to confirm the breadth and 
density of trade. Furthermore, royal assessments could lake other forms. We know, for 
example, that Arab peoples had to pay the enormous quantity of 1,000 talents [ca. 30 
tons] of incense to the Great King as a "gift" (Herodotus III.97*) every year. In reality, 
this was nothing but a bleeding off of the commercial profits generated by the trade be
tween Palestine and South Arabia. 



Chapter 10 

Royal Assessments and Tribute 

l. Sources and Problems 

Tribute and Power 
It is useful at this point to devote a separate discussion to Darius's fiscal policy, within 

the context of the overwhelming task that he undertook, which involved reestablishing 
order and redefining his predecessors' policies. Given the construction work undertaken 
in his new capitals of Persepolis and Susa, the military expeditions, the gifts he gave, as 
well as the basic requirements of the court, Darius had to be able to count on signifi
cant, regular income. Actually, as we have seen, Cyrus, Cambyses, and Rardiya had also 
been careful not to neglect fiscal administration. Assessments on subject peoples did not 
begin with Darius. It is nonetheless true that every ancient text attributes to Darius a de
termining role in the establishment of tribute. The problem is to try to evaluate with pre
cision the scope of his actions and their consequences for history. 

One of the sources bearing on tribute is the royal proclamations; their intent was to 
glorify the imperial unification accomplished by Darius without taking into consider
ation any regional particularities. The Greek sources also exhibit this point of view, for 
the simple reason that they basically assume that the Achaemenid Empire was a unity, 
from Sardis to Bactra. Generally speaking, the Classical texts are simultaneously indis
pensable and enormously frustrating. They offer two contradictory pictures of the impact 
of Achaemenid tribute: some stress the moderation of Darius's taxes; most, however, love 
to denounce them as an unbearable burden. They likewise offer two images of the king, 
who is presented now as a just king, fairly compassionate toward his subjects, and now as 
a shopkeeper (kapelos), "because of his imposition of regular taxes, and other similar 
measures" (Herodotus III. 89-0). 

But the royal texts are constructed from an essentially political and ideological view
point: they exalt the mythical memory of an ideal king; however, the majority of the 
Greek authors are led by a desire (often colored by polemic) to denounce the inherent 
defects of a system that made the Greeks of Asia "slaves" to the Great King, indirectly, 
via tribute, which was a metaphor for imperial dominion itself (e.g., Herodotus VIM 
[doideuo] and VII.7 [doidotere]). This approach is nonetheless analytically interesting. 
The problem is that neither the imperial nor the Classical version is susceptible to math
ematically precise proof. This is why Herodotus's long discussion (III.89-97) of the tax 
reforms undertaken by Darius is so interesting and helpful. This text offers a wealth of 
information, even on the level of accounting practice, despite the fact that Herodotus 
himself is no expert in fiscal matters. He is also focused on the political aspect of royal 
policy—in other words, on the immediate relationship between tribute levying and im
perial dominion. For this reason, he never takes a bird's-eye view. This is why his passage 
on tribute and taxes still poses many difficult interpretive problems, especially regarding 
other royal assessments and regulation of revenues. 

388 
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Diachrony and Synchrony 
To analyze the dynamic of the system as a whole, it is essential to broaden the docu

mentary base and introduce later texts into the discussion. In doing so, there is obviously 
a risk of wiping out the diachronic perspective. Therefore, use of texts later than Darius 
and Xerxes will have to be justified by whether they fit into a logical and coherent whole. 
In fact, there is every reason to believe that the tribute system did not undergo any revo
lutionary modifications—except, obviously, the variations in extent and number of sa
trapies or the allocation of this or that people to this or that district. At any moment, the 
king might come up with new assignments (e.g., Arrian 1.24.5). We should also recog
nize that temporary adjustments could be made in the base rate or amount of tribute. A 
specific example of this is the measure taken by Artaphernes in 492 after the revolt of 
Ionia (see chap. 12/5). But these localized and limited variations do not appear ever to 
have challenged the operation of the system in toto. This remark is not meant to elimi
nate the diachronic dimension in favor of an exclusively thematic approach. We will try 
to indicate, wherever the evidence warrants it, the changes and potential breakdowns. 

As it happens, the most numerous and useful sources date to the end of the Achae
menid period, or more precisely, to the transition between the Achaemenid period and 
the High Hellenistic age. This wide array of evidence derives from the breadth of the re
ports written by Alexander's historians, who describe the typically Achaemenid institu
tions that were taken over (in whole or in part) by the Macedonian conqueror. This 
wealth of documentation also derives from the increasing number of Greek inscriptions 
from Hellenistic western Asia Minor. In fact, it is not hard to show that in many cases 
the institutions from the period of the Diadochi (the successors of Alexander) or the 
Seleucid kings were copied from Achaemenid practices. Achaemenid institutions can 
then be reconstructed by looking at their reflection in the evidence, always with an 
awareness of the need for methodological caution: there is a risk of getting lost in a hall 
of mirrors! 

The last quarter of the fourth century is also the period from which the minor work 
Oeconomica dates. It was written by a representative of the Aristotelian school (and for 
this reason it is usually attributed to the anonymous "Pseudo-Aristotle"). In fact, the 
Oeconomica has the only overall analysis of the operation of the Achaemenid assessment 
system. The author seeks a model for economy in the sense he understands: the ways and 
means used by an oekonome, that is, the manager of a house, to "acquire . . . and to guard 
. . . [and] order his possessions aright and make a proper use of them.. . . For the preser
vation of wealth it is best to follow both the Persian and the Laconian methods. . . . The 
Persian system was that everything should be organized and that the master should su
perintend everything personally" (1.6.1—3-0). After these general reminders in book I, 
book II contains a condensed but incisive analysis of the four types of economy (II. 1.1— 
8-0): "That of the king is the most important and the simplest, that of the city is the most 
varied and the easiest, that of the individual the least important and the most varied"; the 
"satrapal economy" is added, organically linked to the royal economy: the satrapal econ
omy concerns receipts (tributes, taxes, etc.), and the royal economy has to do with the 
successful management of goods (what the Greeks call oikonomia); the king enjoyed rev
enues procured for him by his satraps. The common principle of the four kinds of econ
omy is simple: "The expenditure must not exceed the income" (II. 1.6-o)! There follows 
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a long series of examples of ruses and subterfuges by which individuals, cities, and sa
traps amassed the money they were lacking (11.2). 

A Greek like the author of the Oeconomica took an interest in the Persian Empire be
cause he could thus study the example of an organization where, unlike in Greek cities, 
the king was never faced with fiscal problems. And it is quite clear that the author saw 
the reason as being the regularity and size of the assessments imposed by the satraps in 
the name of the king. This was also the point of view worked out earlier by Xenophon, 
who, in a work called the Oeconomicus on the ideal management of a large estate, high
lighted the Great King's interest in his peasants and in "working the land." Xenophon 
also stressed the way in which tribute afforded the king a means of regularly paying those 
he owed. 

The Documents from the Central Administration 
In addition to the Classical sources, we are very fortunate to have documents from 

the Persian central administration, in particular, the thousands of tablets from Persepo
lis. In light of this documentation, Pseudo-Aristotle's text may be reevaluated, since the 
tablets clarify the operation of the royal economy at Persepolis. Babylonia is the best 
documented region in the remainder of the Empire, even though most of the informa
tion on the organization of land and related fiscal matters is later than Darius I. The 
Babylonian material dates basically to the reigns of Artaxerxes I and Darius II; nonethe
less, here too, careful analysis permits us to assume that, basically, the economic struc
tures go back to Darius I and even in some cases to Cyrus and Cambyses. The same 
methodology applies to the Aramaic materials from Egypt, a fact that assumes decisive 
importance. The composition and chronological assignment of regional subsets of 
documents call to mind our basic rule of thumb: despite the global character of the 
Achaemenid tribute organization implied by Pseudo-Aristotle and Herodotus, it makes 
sense always to contextualize our analyses by distinct regions. This is why the breadth 
and specificity of the Persepolis documentation demand separate discussion. At the 
same time, the questions raised by this documentation lead us to situate them in the 
framework of the Empire as a whole (chap. 11), before returning to regional studies 
(chap. 12). Only this sort of "dialogue" between center and periphery will come close to 
raising, if not resolving, in all their depth, the complicated problems related to the over
all functioning of an economic system based on regional tribute. 

2. Satrapies and Tributes 

Herodotus and the Tributes of Darius 
Darius and his advisers tackled the task of tribute reorganization with great speed. 

Herodotus attests to this haste by writing: " he then proceeded to set up twenty provincial 
governorships (nomoi), called satrapies. . . and assessed [each] for taxes" (III.89o). The 
reformed tributes were probably levied for the first time in 518-517, that is, at the end of 
the moratorium decreed by Bardiya in 522. Following his exposition, Herodotus gives a 
list of the districts, indicating exactly which peoples belonged to them, as well as the 
amount of tribute allocated from each (III.90-94). The tabulation is shown on p. 391. 

Nomes, Satrapies, and Peoples 
This passage from Herodotus has stimulated and continues to stimulate multifarious 

analyses from historians. Some have maintained that this list contains no credible infor-
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iiibutein 
Nome Peoples Talents Additional Considerations 

I Ionians, iVlagncsiaiis in Asia, Aeolians, 400 
Lycians, Milyans, Pampliylians 

II Mysians, Lyclians, Lasonians, Cabalians, 
Hytennians 

500 

III [Hcllespontinc] Phrygians, Thracians of 
Asia, Paphlagonians, Mariandynians, 
Syrians 

360 

IV Cilicians 500 360 white horses 

V from PosidcUim to Egypt (Arabs exempted) 350 

VI Egypt, adjacent Libyans, Cyrene, Barca 700 income from the fish of Lake 
Moeris + 120,000 inedimnes of 
wheat for the Persian garrison at 
Memphis 

VII Sattagydians, Gandharans, Dadicae, 
Aparytae 

170 

VIII Susa and the country of the Cissians 300 

IX Babylonia and the rest of Assyria 1000 500 young eunuchs 

X Ecbatana, the rest of Media, Paricanians, 
Ortliokorybantes 

450 

XI Caspians, Pausicae, Pantiinathi, Daritac 200 

XII Bactrinns and . . (?) 360 

XIII Pactyans, Armenians, and neighboring 
peoples as far as the Pontus Euxiims 

400 

XIV Sagartians, Sangians, Thanianaeans, Utians, 
Myci, and inhabitants of the Erythrean Sea 

600 

XV Snka and Caspians 250 

XVI Partisans, Chorasmians, Sogdians, Arians 300 

XVII Paricanians, Ethiopians of Asia 400 

XVIII Matieni, Saspires, Alarodians 200 

XIX Moschians, Tibarenians, Macrones, Mossy-
noeci, Mares 

300 

XX Indians 360 

•nation, because its composition is modeled on a Greek literary and poetic tradition go
ing back to Homer's Catalogue of Ships. This negative judgment clearly goes too far. For 
one thing, the comparison frequently made between Herodotus's list and the depictions 
of peoples at Persepolis and elsewhere is not relevant. These two different kinds of docu
ments clearly pertain to different concepts: one source (documents from the central ad
ministration) gives an idealized and ideological representation of the imperial realm 
(see chap. 5); the other (Herodotus) indisputably refers to an administrative organiza
tion. Of course, because he was from Asia Minor, Herodotus clearly Hellenized the 
facts: it is most striking in particular to note that he begins his list with the Ionian dis
tricts, whereas in every Achaemenid document the country lists begin with Persia, 
which is considered to be the heart of royal power. Similarly, the vitriolic criticisms 
brought against the figures he provides must be abandoned. It is hardly surprising that 
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Herodotus encountered various difficulties in converting to talents the amounts that had 
been furnished to him in claries. But, despite several conversion and arithmetic errors, it 
is apparent that the numerical information he gives must be considered reliable. The 
precision suggests quite strongly that he had access—through unknown (and doubtless 
indirect) channels—to official documents, such as, for example, quotations (written or 
oral) from the archives of Sardis and elsewhere. 

Anyway, even though Herodotus assigns the list of administrative districts to the reign 
of Darius, it is not certain that some of the information does not date to a later period, 
that is, the period during which Herodotus was gathering the data to be included in his 
Inquiry. India, for example, was manifestly not included in the system until after Da
rius's conquest; at the very least, payment of the tribute decided previously could not be 
imposed until after the conquest. Herodotus (III.96-*-) himself states that "as time went 
on, other tribute came in from the islands and from the peoples in Europe as far as Thes-
saly" — that is, in the period subsequent to 512-510. But it is very difficult to be sure of 
the details. 

The rationale behind some of the groupings is not always transparent. Furthermore, 
it can be quite difficult to locate precisely on a map some of the peoples listed by He
rodotus, using names that he has distorted. According to him, the arkhai (governments) 
were called satrapies by the Persians and were headed by governors (arkhontes). The 
problem is that we do not have any list of satrapies earlier than the death of Alexander 
that could be used to systematically verify the statements of the historian from Halicar-
nassus. We are not entirely devoid of information on Darius's satraps, however. Along 
with the Greek texts, Babylonian documents and Persepolis tablets allow us to prepare a 
partial list and correlate it with Herodotus's list. 

Satrap Date Residence Herodotus's Nome 
Mitrobates 525? Dascylium III 

Oroetes +521 Sardis and Magnesia I and II? 

Gubaru 522- Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates 

Ustfinu 535-525 V a n d IX 

Huhi|. . .] 521-516 Egypt and Cyrenaica 

Aryancles 486 Susa VI 

Bakabana 525-510? Bactra VIII 

DSdarsi 500-499 

Iixlabnnus 522 Arachosia 

Vivana 500 Kandahar XVII? 

Bakabadus 522 Aria 

Harbamissa 494 Ecbatana XVI (iii part) 

Miturna (Hyckrnes) ? 

503-499 

X 

In some cases (Dascylium, Sardis, Egypt, Susa, Bactra, and Ecbatana), the agreement 
between the nomes of Herodotus and the satrapal jurisdictions is adequate, as a first ap
proximation at least. But this is not generally true. For instance, there seems to have 
been a satrap in Aria in Darius's time, and the existence of a satrapy of Parthia or Parthia-
Hyrcania is attested at a later period; furthermore, in a very general way, Sogdiana was 
connected to Bactria. Despite all these things, the Arians are included with the Par-
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thians, Cliorasmians, and Sogdians in Herodotus's immense XVItli nome. Conversely, 
Herodotus demarcates a Vth division (III.92) whose boundaries correspond fairly closely 
to what is usually called Trans-Euphrates (Ebir Nari). In fact, we know that at the date 
assigned to Darius's reform, Trans-Euphrates continued to be included within the vast 
administration of Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates. Within this vast satrapy, Trans-
Euphrates apparently constituted a tributary subunit, as indicated by a decision of Da
rius regarding Jerusalem around 518 (Ezra 6:8), involving "tribute from the province of 
Ebir Nari" (middat cAbar nahare). Nonetheless, we do not possess documentation that 
could systematically prove Herodotus wrong. One of the main problems is that in later 
times there was a distinction between satrapal districts and tribute districts. It is likely 
that in most cases there was no such difference: the responsibility to collect the tribute 
imposed on the ethne that were supposed to be under a satrap's authority fell to the sa
trap. Nevertheless, a late passage in Arrian (1.24.5) seems to indicate that, even after the 
adjustment of a boundary between two satrapies, an ethnos belonging to one satrapy was 
permitted to continue to pay its tribute in a neighboring satrapy (chap. 16/4). 

The method that Darius used to determine the boundaries of the districts and their 
tribute, as reported by Herodotus, is most interesting: "for administrative purposes 
neighbouring nations were joined in a single unit (kata ethnea), outlying peoples were 
considered to belong to this nation or that, according to convenience" (111.89*). From 
the perspective of tribute, the peoples of a nome were "grouped together (es touto teta-
gemenoi)" (III.92-0-), they "contribute together (es touto sumpherontes)" (III.92->), "a par
ticular sum of tribute was set for all the peoples [of a nome]" (III.90). With just one 
exception —the Vth division (III.9 lo-) —the borders of the districts are never given with 
reference to geographical features. A tribute district was first and foremost a combina
tion of neighboring peoples. The term ethnos corresponds fairly closely to a word used 
by the Great Kings in their inscriptions, dahyu. Both refer to a community and to the ter
ritory in which that community lived and reproduced. 

Setting the Amount of Tribute 
There are two texts—late but interesting—that inform us of the practical considera

tions involved in setting tribute amounts at the beginning of the reign of Darius, one 
from Plutarch and one from Polyaenus. Tradition records the actions taken by Darius on 
a very auspicious day: 

After fixing the a m o u n t of taxes which his subjects were to pay, he sent for the leading m e n 
(hoi protoi) of the provinces (eparchies), and asked them if the taxes were not perhaps heavy; 
and when the m e n said that the taxes were moderate , h e ordered that each should pay only 
half as m u c h . (Plutarch, Mor. 172f<0-) 

A similar presentation, obviously dependent on the same source, is found in Polyaenus 
(VII. 11.3): 

Darius was the first to levy tribute on his peoples (ethne). In order to make it bearable , h e 
did not set the a m o u n t s himself, but had them arrived at by his satraps, who set them at a n 
exorbitant a m o u n t . O n the pretext of kindness to his subjects , Dar ius reduced the imposts 
by half. T h e peoples regarded the diminut ion as a cons iderable benefit awarded by the king 
and paid the remainder gladly. 

There is no overarching reason to doubt this tradition, even though it has probably not 
escaped the heavy hand of royal propaganda; it is easy to recognize the perennial 
monarchic aphorism in it: "There are no bad kings, only bad satraps"! By opposing the 
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behavior of his satraps, the king convinced the leaders of the ethne to accept the 
amount of tribute. In doing so, he very likely broke with previous practice, which 
doubtless gave too much leeway to the satraps, who were eager to extract from their sub
jects as much income as possible, so as to enrich themselves personally at their subjects' 
expense. The king took care to consult both the satraps and the local leaders to set the 
official amount of tribute—hence the repeated use of the verb tassein in all its forms by 
Herodotus, as well as by Plutarch and Polyaenus. We can also better understand the dif
ference that Herodotus points out between the time of Cyrus and Cambyses and the 
time of Darius: Darius was the first to publish an official tribute list (cf. Herodotus 
III.89: epitaxis; Polyaenus VII. 11.3: protos phorous etaxe). The new king had thus 
learned a lesson from the revolts he had just quelled, and in this way he also continued 
the tribute reforms of Bardiya, whom he had just eliminated (see chap. 3/1). It made 
sense to adopt procedures that ensured the regular payment of tribute without inciting 
the subjects to challenge Achaemenid domination. 

It is difficult to go beyond these general considerations. Nonetheless, several texts ex
plain that the tribute was set 'in proportion to the [subjects'] ability to pay' (kata to mege-
thoslkata dynamin). The level of tribute was established in relation to the agricultural 
resources of the various countries. This is most clearly expressed by Pseudo-Aristotle, an
alyzing the different aspects of the satrapal economy. "Of all these revenues, the most 
important and interesting is that which derives from the earth; it is called ekphorion or 
dekate" ('tenth'; II.2.4). On the basis of a Hellenistic-period text (the so-called Mnesima-
chus inscription), it has been suggested that the tribute was set at the rate of Vn per mina 
of gold [about 500 g], based on a section of land of about 1.5 km 2. 

The original Persian document presupposes a remarkable accounting of the diversity 
of the Empire, which had to have been based on an in-depth preliminary investigation 
that surely took several years to carry out. Unfortunately, we do not know the details of 
this operation, which is comparable, but on a wholly different scale, to the analysis con
ducted by Aristides, the Athenian, in the towns that had just formed the Delian League 
(in 478). He was instructed "to examine the situation and the revenues of the various 
territories in order to impose on each what they had to pay in proportion to their re
sources" (Plutarch Arisf. 24.1). Aristides' estimate was very likely based on the analysis 
conducted by the Achaemenid administration at Sardis in 493-492 after the Ionian re
volt (cf. Herodotus VI.42). Whatever the case, Darius's tribute principle was simple: 
every community in the Empire had to turn over part of its produce (dasmos) to the king 
of kings, including the less-known peoples, such as "the inhabitants of the islands in the 
Persian Gulf [Erythrean Sea], where the king sends those displaced from their homes in 
war" (III.93*). 

3. Gifts and Tribute 

Herodotus's Viewpohit 
The exceptions to the rule that all communities had to pay tribute are even more 

noteworthy. Among those exempt from tribute (ateleia), Herodotus lists the country of 
the Arabs, which is geographically included in the Vth nome (III.91). The explanation 
is found a bit further on, where he speaks of the category of peoples "upon whom no 
regular tax (phoros) was imposed, [but who] made a contribution in the form of gifts 
(dora)" (III.97*): every two years the Ethiopians on the border of Egypt and their neigh-
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bors provided 2 quarts of unrefined gold, 200 ebony logs, 5 Ethiopian boys, and 20 ele
phant tusks; every four years the Colchians and their neighbors as far as the Caucasus 
sent 100 boys and 100 girls; every year the Arabs sent a 1,000 talents of incense. We know 
nothing of the reasons for the special treatment of these peoples, except in the case of 
the Arabs, who had a treaty with Cambyses. These peoples were also included within the 
Achaemenid imperial realm, as Herodotus emphasizes, distinguishing them formally 
from other peoples located outside the boundaries, who were "outside the range of Per
sian influence" (III.97*; IV. 1670-). Like the tributary peoples, they were gathered into 
administrative districts "with their neighbors." Nor did they enjoy a general exemption; 
their contributions were added to those of the tributary peoples, though accounted sepa
rately (cf. the phrase parex tou phorou = 'separately from tribute'). Like the tributaries, 
they were required to send contingents to the royal army. In fact, in Herodotus's cata
logue of Xerxes' army, we note the presence of Ethiopians and Arabs (VII.69-S-; 86*). 

The difference between these peoples and the tributary peoples is, first, that "they 
taxed themselves" —that is, the amount of their contributions was established (in prin
ciple) "voluntarily." There is no doubt, however, that the amounts had been determined 
in accordance with the "desires" of the king (cf. Herodotus III. 13*c>). Furthermore, in the 
case of the Ethiopians and Colchians, the payment was biennial or quadrennial. And, 
in further contrast to the tributary peoples', their contributions were measured not in tal
ents of silver but in raw materials. In this sense, in fact, "they were not taxed to pay trib
ute": the Achaemenid administration did not establish a level of payment (taxis); it was 
satisfied with requiring delivery (apophora). Finally, we may suppose—but this is pure 
conjecture—that, unlike the tributary peoples, they sent their gifts directly to the central 
authority without passing through the satrapal intermediary. Whatever the case, in He
rodotus's opinion, these examples were nothing but a peripheral, residual exception 
within the new financial organization set up by Darius. He stresses the contrast with 
what had happened in the time of Cyrus and Cambyses (III.89). One example seems 
clear, at least at first reading—the example of the Cyrenians, Barcaeans, and Libyans. 
When Cambyses arrived in 525, they all "gave themselves up without a battle, agreeing 
to pay tribute and sending presents" (111.13-e-; cf. IV.165*). In contrast, in his account of 
Darius's organization, Cyrenians, Barcans, and Libyans bordering Egypt were included 
as tributaries in the Egyptian nome (111.91). But Herodotus's wording also makes it ap
pear that, already under Cambyses, they paid tribute and gifts. This raises questions 
about the differentiation between gifts and tribute that he seems to make elsewhere. 

The Gifts of the Tribute-Paying Peoples 
Paradoxically, then, in Herodotus donors tend to show up in clusters at the fringes of 

the Empire at first, but over time the principle of gift-giving to the king persists and even 
spreads. This calls to mind what Xenophon (Cyr. VIII.6.6-0) writes of the tasks assigned 
by "Cyrus" to his satraps: "Send back here what there is good and desirable in their sev
eral provinces." This request achieved great results: "People of every nation thought they 
did themselves an injury if they did not send to Cyrus the most valuable productions of 
their country, whether the fruits of the earth, or animals bred there, or manufactures of 
their own arts; and every city did the same. And every private individual. . ." (6.230-). We 
know from Ctesias that the kings of India —obviously in addition to their tribute—were 
in the habit of producing items at court that were highly valued by the Great King. 
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Ctesias names a mythical animal, the martikhdra, sent as a gift (doron) to the king of the 
Persians (FGrH 688 F45d; in Anim. IV.21, Aelian shows his disdain for the phantasma-
gorical description by Ctesias). Ctesias also mentions a special kind of iron (Indica §4) 
and a perfume with a powerful, exhilarating scent, "a perfume of which no verbal de
scription can give any idea and which is incomparable. . . . The king of the Indians 
would send it to the king of the Persians" (Indica §28). The Great King also received gar
ments dyed vermilion with an animal dye, whose brilliance surpassed even the famous 
dye of the Sardians (Aelian, Anim. IV.41). Finally, they produced a drug extracted from 
a bird's excrement that provided a sweet, tranquil, and rapid death; Ctesias states that 
"the Indian king included it among the valuable gifts he sent to the king of the Persians. 
. . . The Great King stored it separately (apothesaurisei) and only he himself and his 
mother had access to it" (Anim. IV.46)! Dino in turn reports "that they sent from Egypt 
to the Great King ammonia salts and Nile water" (Athenaeus II.67b; FGrH 690 F25b = 
Plutarch, Alex. 36.4). Nile water was said to be "fertilizing and very sweet." Perhaps Ar
rian was referring to this custom when, in his description of the oasis of Siwa, he men
tions that the locals extracted natural salt. The priests carried it with them from Egypt, 
he writes, "to be conveyed as a present to the king (down toi basitei apopherousin) or to 
someone else" (III.4.3-4*). 

Nevertheless, these are nothing but fragmentary examples cited by Ctesias's and 
Dino's informants. They obviously refer to a general practice on which the informants' 
details agree. The gifts presented to Darius by Pythius the Lydian are in the same cate
gory (Herodotus VII.27-28). All of these gifts were part of the Great King's attempt to 
gather samples of the produce of each of his countries for his paradises, palaces, table, 
and bed. There were even special court officers whose job was to receive the gifts sent to 
the Great King (apodekteres doron; [Arist.] De Mundo 398a)! The principal function of 
the building in Persepolis that was called the Treasury may even have been to store all 
of the valuable gifts received by Darius and his immediate successors. In the Hellenistic 
inventories of royal treasures, we also find artwork (Diodorus XIX.48.7), jewelry and 
goldwork (Arrian III. 19.5), Hermionian purple (Arrian III. 16.6-7; Plutarch, Alex. 36.2), 
vessels, and valuable garments (Diodorus XVII.70-71). One of the "gifts" at Susa was the 
famous Golden Vine offered by Pythius to Darius (Diodorus XIX.48.7; Herodotus 
VII.27*). It is doubtless this gift-giving practice that is evoked—metaphorically—by the 
famous Persepolis reliefs, in which delegations of peoples from the Empire bring 
presents representative of the commodities of their countries (animals, fabrics, jewelry, 
precious vessels, arms, chariots, etc.; cf. also Ps.-Arist., Oec. II.34a: dora polla anago-
mena). The debate surrounding these depictions (tributary peoples/donor peoples) is 
not uninteresting (chap. 5); quite the opposite. But we should ask whether it is legiti
mate to make a very broad distinction between the two categories, considering the fact 
that all of the tributary peoples also had to send regular gifts to the central court. 

It seems clear that quite often the Great King himself "suggested" the sending of spe
cific products whose renown had reached the court. Given the powers of the king's "sug
gestions," these gifts might be assimilated to assessments that could not be escaped. This 
is why it is so hard to distinguish between the gifts and the assessments. This is true also 
of the gifts that the towns and the peoples had to bring to the king during the movements 
of the court and the army. It may also hold true for the crowns that the peoples were re
quired to bring to the king at the borders of the country during the travels of the royal 
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court (and doubtless of the satrapal court as well). We know from a late witness that the 
crowns were also stored in royal treasuries with "the other gifts (doreai) and spoils of war" 
(Diodorus XIX.48.8). We should ask whether these "crowns" at some point in time also 
became an annual obligation, following a development that is known from the Seleucid 
period. We may also consider a (late) anecdote recorded by Pseudo-Aristotle (II.2.14d) 
to illustrate the rapacity of Condalus, a lieutenant of Mausolus, the satrap of Caria: "He 
stated to the Lycians that he had received a letter from the Great King recpiesting hair 
for making wigs, and therefore Mausoleus had ordered them shaved bald." It would be 
most imprudent here to distinguish between voluntary gifts and obligatory imposts! Note 
in this context that hair is catalogued by Strabo (XV.3.21) among the imposts in kind due 
from some peoples of the Empire, along with drugs, dyes, wool, and even animals—in 
short, "such things as each country produced." Similarly, the qualitative difference be
tween the gold sent by the Ethiopians as a gift and the gold furnished by the Indians as 
tribute seems to reflect the politico-ideological domain rather than the purely financial 
domain. Furthermore, it seems quite clear that refusal to present gifts was punished just 
as rigorously as failure to pay tribute. We also know that every year Arab peoples had to 
pay 1000 talents of incense, as a gift (Herodotus III.97). This was in fact nothing other 
than a tariff imposed by the Great King on the commercial profits generated by trade be
tween Palestine and South Arabia. For the Arabs themselves, the difference between 
"gift" and "tribute" must have been imperceptible! This is doubtless also the source of 
the terminological confusion shown by some ancient authors: in Ctesias's eyes, for ex
ample, the produce sent by the peoples to the king's table fell into the category of tribute 
(phoroi: FGrH 688 F53), whereas it might better be included in the category of taxes 
(§4 below). 

The foregoing discussion makes it clear that gifts were assimilated into what we call 
tribute. If it were the other way around, the terminological difference would probably 
disappear. The later example of the Nabateans shows that, at the end of the fourth cen
tury, some ethnic groups still regularly operated under the gift system. They are clearly 
contrasted by Diodorus (XIX.94.10*) with the "tribute-paying peoples" (hoi phorologou-
menoi). They "preserve their liberty" (94.2-*-), and they consider any agreement with the 
central authority as equivalent to a contract for the exchange of gifts/friendship (97.4). 
Let us reread Herodotus once more, who, after describing the "limits of the known 
world," writes: 

In any case it does s e e m to be true that the countries which lie on the c ircumference (hat 
eskhatiai) of the inhabited world p r o d u c e the things which we believe to be most rare and 
beautiful. (M.116-0-) 

Indeed, all of the donor peoples he names (Arabs, Colchians, Ethiopians) are situated 
in the eskhatiai of the Empire, which were controlled less directly by the central au
thority and could provide exotic products (or products considered to be exotic by the 
central authority). 

From Persepolis to Babylon 
At the end of his passage on tribute, HeTodotus writes of Persia, distinguishing it from 

both tributary peoples and donor peoples: "The one country 1 have not mentioned as 
paying taxes (dasmos) is Persia herself—for she does not pay any" (ateleia; III.97-0-). Be
fore the discovery of the Persepolis tablets, it was easy to relate this dispensation to the 
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eminent place that the king himself granted to the Persian country in his decrees. The 
existence of royal assessments on farm and animal products (including the bazis), now 
revealed by the tablets, calls into question the information provided by Herodotus (cf. 
chap. 11). 

The contradiction between Herodotus's statement and the evidence of the tablets is 
undeniable, but it is secondary. Herodotus's viewpoint on this subject is first and fore
most political: as an ethnos, the Persians are not catalogued among the tributaries —not 
that they are devoid of any obligation to the king (which, for that matter, Herodotus may 
not have known about!) but that they are not collectively obligated to pay a fixed and 
itemized annual amount specifically defined as tribute. Of course, the translation of the 
word bazis as 'tribute' is just a useful expedient. The workaday documents confirm that 
the differences among gifts, taxes, and tributes are only semantic. The labels fluctuate 
and the differences are uncertain. In the Babylonia of Darius II, communally allotted 
lands (hatru) were leased to the Murasu family, provided that they collect the royal taxes, 
which were notated (for example) in the form "[One] barrel of beer, 2 pan and 3 satu [of 
wheat] and barley, [2] minas of silver, all the tax (ilku) for the king's soldier f.. .] and all 
the gifts/fees (nadancitn) for the house of the king (bit sarri)." In this sort of document, 
gifts and taxes are still distinguished in the vocabulary, but they are also incorporated into 
a general financial obligation, each of whose elements preserves an obligatory value. 

The Gifts of the Persian Peasants 
To gain a clearer understanding, let us turn anew to that inexhaustable court gossip, 

Aelian. Several times he depicts the Persian peasantry (aatourgoi) in their relationships 
with the king. One story, in which the peasant Sinetes brings some drops of water, which 
he had fetched by hand from the Cyrus River [the modern Kura River], to Artaxerxes II 
(1.32; cf. Plutarch, Art. 5.1 and Mor. 172b), is particularly interesting. Aelian takes this 
opportunity to cite a Persian custom (nomos persikos): 

It is a twmos among the Persians, and of all the nomoi the one that is observed most faith
fully, that the inhabitants of places the king passes on his journeys offer him presents (dora), 
each according to his abilities, (kata ten heautou dynamin; VH 1.31) 

Two features of the text indicate that the payment of these gifts was obligatory. First is 
the use of the word nomos, which, here as elsewhere, refers to a mandatory rule (obliga
tion) of the Achaemenid court; second is the expression "according to his abilities," 
which, compared with other texts, refers to a rule of a financial kind: the assessment is 
proportional to individual resources. We can add that the payments must have been an
nual, since the king and court came to Persepolis at least once a year. 

In fact, the example of Persia itself seems unique: the links between the Persians and 
the king cannot be equated with the relations between the Arabs or the Colchians and 
the central authority. When the king came to Persepolis, he himself rewarded the Per
sians with many gifts. In other words, the Persian peasants' gifts were incorporated into 
the practice of gift and counter-gift (cf. Plutarch, Mor. I72b, 173d, Art. 4.5). Herodotus 
also clearly distinguishes Persia from both tributary and donor peoples (III.97). Despite 
this real distinction, the logic was basically the same: the king determined whether the 
assessments of this or that people were called gifts or tribute. In this way, the king distin
guished his dominion over these peoples from his relationship with the tributary 
peoples. But the distinction loses much of its value in practice because, for one thing, 
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these gifts were kept on an account and were obligatory; for another thing, the tributary 
peoples also had to give regular gifts. 

One sentence of Aelian's provides the key: "All this is called by the name of gift (kai 
onomazetai dora) and that is how the king considered them (kai dokei toutoi)." What 
made the difference between a "gift" and a financial assessment was thus not the nature 
of the gift or the level of taxation or the periodicity of the collection; it was an evaluation 
by the king, itself based on a rule (nomos) that everyone knew and no one could exempt 
himself from. It was the king's prerogative to call an obligatory payment a gift and then 
to grant the donor recognition as a Benefactor. In other words—returning to the Achae
menid context—the difference between obligatory payments (whether tribute or other 
financial levies) and gifts was not an artifact of accounting practices; it emerged primar
ily from the ideological representations of power. 

The impression that prevails is that, far from contradicting the fact of tribute, the 
practice of gift-giving reinforced it. Each people was required to pay gifts whose obliga
tory character is well established by all of the evidence. Consequently, the difference be
tween gifts and tribute functioned less as a matter of perception than as a matter of 
implicit symbolism. Tribute, gifts, and other payments participated in the overall func
tioning of a tribute system, the term being taken this time in its generic sense. 

4. Tributes, Gifts, and Assessments 

Taxes 
In order to clarify the entire fiscal picture, a discussion of taxes really must be incor

porated into a fuller and more detailed analysis of Achaemenid finances. As the discus
sion of customs and tolls (chap. 9/3) has already shown, the king in fact received a great 
deal of other income that can be classed under two rubrics: regular taxes and special 
contributions. We are ill informed on the former, since our information basically comes 
from late texts. It will help one more time to quote the indispensable Pseudo-Aristotle 
and. the four other categories he describes out of the six possible sources of satrapal 
revenue: 

Thirdly comes that derived from merchandise (empdria); fourthly, the revenue from the cul
tivation of the soil (ge) and from market-dues (agoraia tele); fifthly, that which comes from 
cattle, which is called tax on animal produce (epikarpie) or tithe; and sixthly, that which is 
derived from men, which is called the poll-tax (epikephalaion) or tax on artisans (kheironax-
ion). (Oecon. II. 1.-4-0) 

Several working documents confirm some of the author's information. The existence of 
royal taxes (basilika tele) and tariffs on commercial traffic (dekate tes emporias) is at
tested in Caria in the time of the satrapy of Pixodarus. The variety of taxes seems con
siderable, levied on many products. At the begining of the fourth century in Caria, a tax 
(apomoira) on certain agricultural products was payable to the royal administration. 
The same tax (on wheat) is mentioned in a text from the city of Telmessus when it was 
under Ptolemaic rule. Another decree (Seleucid period), found at Aegae of Aeolis, pro
vides an even more impressive enumeration: a dekate, a tax of '/s on fruit, Vsn on sheep 
and goats, '/» on honey, and even "as for the results of the hunt, one leg of each boar 
and each deer." This sounds a bit too much like an illustration from Pseudo-Aristotle's 
text regarding taxes levied by the satrap on the fruits of the earth. But aside from some 
easily explainable diachronic and interregional correlations (royalties levied on the 
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markets or on the transport of merchandise also attested in Achaemenid Babylonia and 
Assyria), we must ask ourselves whether the author is specifically describing the system 
in effect in his time in western Asia Minor. Despite obvious continuities with the 
Achaemenid period, it is impossible to state that all of these taxes already existed during 
the time of Darius. 

This uncertainty is relieved, at least regarding Babylon, by a (short) series of tablets 
and the commentaries they have received recently. Several texts dated to the reign of an 
Artaxerxes (undoubtedly II or III) imply that sales of slaves were registered with an office 
concerned with royal taxes (bit miksu sa sarri); clearly, a special tax was collected on this 
occasion. This represents a procedure known from Seleucid Babylonia. The establish
ment of the tax actually goes back to Darius I. Achaemenid-Hellenistic continuities 
lead us to think that other taxes known from the Seleucid era might go back to the time 
of the Great Kings; but documentary proof is lacking. 

Mines 
One of the six kinds of revenue that Pseudo-Aristotle assigns to the satrapal economy 

is "the particular products of the soil in a specific region" (II. 1.4). The explanation that 
follows indicates that he refers only to subterranean products: "This category comprises 
the particular products of the soil: here gold, there silver, elsewhere copper or whatever 
is found in the country." This is a basic aspect of royal policy on which we unfortunately 
have no specific facts. We know of mines worked by the Greek cities themselves, such 
as the mines known at Lampsacus, the silver mines of Bactria and Cilicia, the lapis la
zuli mines of Bactrian Badakhshan, the various mines of Carmania, the iron mines of 
Ionia and the Lebanon, and the copper mines of Cyprus, which are attested in Neo-
Babylonian texts. The Foundation Charters of Susa also hint at mineral resources in this 
or that region: gold from Sardis and Bactria, lapis lazuli and carnelian from Sogdiana, 
and turquoise from Chorasmia. Despite the highly ideological nature of such statements 
(see chap. 5), they probably do refer to well-known resources found in the various 
regions. 

On the operation of these mines, however, we have no precise information. It is cer
tain that the sources of naphtha in Susiana were part of the royal estate (Herodotus 
VI. 119: en stathmoi heautou). The Egyptian stone quarries in the Wadi Hammamat 
were worked under the direction of Persian adminstrators and officials during the time 
of Darius. It is likely that some mines were under the direct or indirect control of the ad
ministration—as, for example, was undoubtedly the case for the iron mines of Niriz, 
Persia, the site of royal workshops for metallurgical products (arms) in Xerxes' time. 

Just about the only mines on which we can gather any information are those in Lydia. 
They had already been worked by the Mermnadae kings of Lydia, who extracted gold 
and silver to make electrum. The invention of the process of alloying gold and silver 
made Croesus famous for his riches throughout the Greek world. It especially made it 
possible for him to issue gold and silver coinage of high reputation. What happened 
when Cyrus conquered Lydia? According to Diodorus of Sicily, the Persian was not con
tent with seizing Croesus's royal treasury but also confiscated the Lydians' property for 
his own profit (IX.33.4: kteseis). This did not necessarily involve every Lydian, but per
haps it involved the mine owners. Nor can we immediately conclude that the Achaeme
nid administration look control of all of the Lydian mines. It is much more likely that he 
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confiscated the existing gold and silver reserves from the owners —not the mines them
selves. In 480, during his march to the sea, Xerxes, his entourage, and his army were 
treated with extraordinary pomp by Pythius the Lydian (Herodotus VII. 27-29). Pythius 
was well known to persons close to the Great King, and it was from them that Xerxes 
learned that Pythius had offered Darius magnificent gifts and that he was "the richest 
man besides the king." At the time of the Greek expedition, Pythius immediately put at 
the king's disposal his entire fortune, namely, 2,000 talents of silver and no less than 
3,993,000 darics. Pythius may have been a descendant of the Lydian royal family; we 
learn elsewhere that he owned several important mines in the Lydian countryside. Even 
after the Persian conquest, his family thus retained control of considerable mineral re
sources. We must conclude that operations after the conquest were just as they had been 
under the Lydian dynasty: the mines of Lydia were worked by private individuals, who 
now were required to turn over part of their production to the treasury at Sardis so that 
the satrap could pass its proceeds on to the royal treasuries (and the royal mints). We 
assume (in the absence of tangible proof) that the owners/concessionaires were also 
required to provide a very precise annual accounting of their production: these account
ing documents, duly verified by the satrapal administration, were the basis for deter
mining the amount of the levy, at a rate that we do not know. 

Corvee 
Subjects and peasants had more than taxes to worry about. They were frequently 

placed in corvee [forced or statutory labor] to work at tasks undertaken by the royal ad
ministration. The case of Babylonia is the best known. We have already seen that the 
sanctuaries could at any time be required to furnish manual labor upon demand of the 
satrap, especially for the construction and maintenance of canals (chap. 2/4). This is the 
system referred to as urasi< service, which is known from the Neo-Babylonian period. It 
involved all owners of real estate, whether sanctuaries or private individuals, particularly 
those whose fields lay along a canal. It was the responsibility of the royal administrator in 
charge of canals (the masennu in the Achaemenid period) to announce the levies. It is 
possible that the organization was systematized during the time of Darius I. At that time, 
urasu service was one of many financial obligations collectively called ilku. The officers 
in charge of ilku were the same officers who had the job of requisitioning manual labor 
to ensure "the corvee of [boat] towing at the quai" or "transport of dues in kind." 

Corvee is not unknown elsewhere, although the evidence is less specific. One of the 
greatest tasks accomplished with corvee labor was the canal across the isthmus at the 
base of Mt. Athos, by order of Xerxes. Pressed into service were not only contingents of 
Asian peoples nominally on military duty and grouped kata eihne but also "the natives 
of [the region of] Athos," probably recruited from the five cities listed by Herodotus 
(VII.22-0). It is also likely that the digging of the Suez Canal was accomplished by con
scripted peasants (11.159; cf. Diodorus 1.33). Within the dorea of Mnesimachus, the es
tablishment of which goes back to the Achaemenid period, the villagers were obligated 
not just to pay phoros in cash but also to perform phoros leitourgikos—that is, levies of 
work days. This is confirmed by a letter from Darius to his manager Gadatas. Going 
against the tradition of privileges recognized by the royal administration for "sacred gar
deners," Gadatas subjected the "sacred gardeners" of the temple of Apollo "to pay the 
tribute (phoros) and to work profane land," that is, the territory directly administered by 
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Gadatas (ML 12). In other words, the peasants as a general rule were subject to tribute 
and to corvee from which the gardeners of Apollo were exempt because of a royal privi
lege. One of the tasks imposed on people was the maintenance of royal roads, for which 
the satrapal administration was responsible, according to Pseudo-Aristotle (11.2.14b). In 
fact, we read in Aelian (Anim. XV.26) that, when the king relocated from Susa to Media, 
he had to cross a region infested with scorpions: "Three days before his passage, he or
dered everyone to hunt down these animals, and he rewarded with gifts those who killed 
the most" The anecdote is colorful and localized, but it undoubtedly implies a more 
general system of corvee and labor requisition of all kinds. 

The Obligations of Hospitality 
Under the heading of contributions that were "above and beyond" regular tribute 

were the contributions occasioned by the relocations of the court and the army. Among 
the weighty obligations at that time, the most ponderous of all was the royal dinner. 
When the king called a halt near a city, in reality he was imposing on that spot the bur
den of feeding him and his entourage, an extremely heavy burden. One example of this 
is Herodotus's account of Xerxes' march in 480. Plans for the welcome had been trans
mitted ahead of time to the cities and peoples: "In Sardis, Xerxes' first act was to send 
representatives to every place in Greece except Athens and Sparta with a demand for 
earth and water and a further order to prepare entertainment for him against his com
ing" (VII.32->). Herodotus reports the burden of hospitality perfectly (VII. 118—120-O-): 

Things were even worse for the Greeks who had to entertain the Persian army and provide 
a dinner for the king. They were utterly ruined, and were obliged to leave house and home. 
For instance, when the Thasians, on behalf of their towns on the mainland, billeted and fed 
the army, Antipater, the son of Oigeus, a citizen of the highest repute, to whom the arrange
ments had been entrusted, proved that the meal cost 400 talents of silver. And similar ac
counts were returned by the officers in the other towns. A great deal of fuss had been made 
about the meal, and orders for its preparation had been issued a long time in advance; ac
cordingly, the moment that word came from the officers who carried the king's commands, 
people in every town distributed their stores of grain and employed themselves for months 
on end in making barley and wheat flour, in buying up and fattening the best cattle they 
could find, and feeding poultry in coops and waterfowl in ponds, to be ready for the army 
when it came. In addition to this they ordered the manufacture of drinking cups and mix
ing-bowls of gold and silver, and of everything else that is needed to adorn the table. All this, 
of course, was for the king himself and those who dined with him; for the troops in general 
the preparations were confined to food. On the arrival of the army, there was always a tent 
ready for Xerxes to take his rest in, while the men bivouacked in the open; but it was when 
dinner-time came that the real trouble for the unfortunate hosts began. The guests ate their 
fill and, after spending the night in the place, pulled up the tent the next morning, seized 
the cups and table-gear and everything else it contained, and marched off without leaving a 
single thing behind. 

The financial burden was even higher than this, since a formal welcome included the 
gifts that had to be offered to the king when he reached the outskirts of the city. But 
peoples and cities had no choice. "Nevertheless the various places along the route did 
manage to carry out their orders, though not without severe suffering" is Herodotus's 
pithy comment (VII. 120-0-)! Any community might be so saddled, including the tem
ples, as seen from several Babylonian tablets from the reign of Cambyses (chap. 2/4). 
One tablet, dated to the reign of Artaxerxes II, also relates that when the king arrived at 
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Susa, inhabitants of the neighboring province of Babylonia were also required to con
tribute. Here too is what Theopompus wrote in his Philippica, quoted by Athenaeus 
(IV. 145 a*): 

Whenever the G r e a t K i n g visits any of his subjects , twenty and somet imes thirty talents are 
expended on his dinner; others even spend m u c h m o r e . For the dinner, like the tribute, has 
from ancient t imes (ek palaiou) been imposed upon all cities in proportion to their popu la 
tion (kata to megethos). 

Reading Theopompus (who was writing in the fourth century) causes one to wonder 
whether these exceptional contributions—at some time or other—were transformed 
into a regular duty, such as, for example, the "satrap's table" tax that was levied in coin. 
We must remember that a distinction between regular taxes and special contributions is 
partly artificial, especially in the case of peoples and cities located on the routes taken 
by the king every year from capital to capital. 

Royal Taxes and Satrapal Taxes 
In addition to all that has been discussed above, the subjects were required to pay 

various taxes to the satrap himself. The satrap, image of the king in each province, also 
relocated during the year from one residence to another, quite aside from the breaks he 
took in his paradise. A text of Polyaenus shows that the satrap traveled with a large reti
nue and that the populace was required to greet him at the borders. Mausolus, who 
wanted to capture Heraclea near Latmus, took the Pygela road: "When he passed by Lat-
mus, the city dwellers came out to watch the order and splendor of the parade. . . . Mau-
solus's troops found the city empty and the gates open" (VII.23.2). Undoubtedly, on 
these occasions the inhabitants and local administrators had to bring gifts to the satrap, 
as they did upon the arrival of the king (cf. Xenophon, Hell. III. 1.12; Plutarch, Ale. 12; 
Athenaeus XII.534c-d). 

Another satrapal tax was called the Satrap's Table. For example, Plutarch reports 
(without endorsing) an explanation given by some of Cyrus the Younger's predecessors 
for his revolt: "If he broke with the king, it is because he did not receive a sufficient 
amount for his meals each day" (Art. 4 .1) . On another occasion, Pharnabazus, satrap of 
Hellespontinc Phrygia, was so impoverished by the ravages inflicted on his region that 
he complained that he had "not so much as a meal in [his] own land" (Xenophon, Hell. 
IV. 1.33*). These texts may be rather vague, but the meal metaphor conceals a financial 
reality that is clearly brought to light in a passage in Nehemiah: 

From the day the king appointed m e governor in the land of J u d a h , from the twentieth to 
the thirty-second year of King Artaxerxes [I], for twelve years, neither I nor my kinsmen ever 
ate governor's bread. N o w the former governors, my predecessors , had been a burden on the 
people, from w h o m they took fort)' silver shekels each day as their subsistence al lowance, 
while their servants oppressed the peop le too. But I, fearing G o d , never did this. . . . Jews 
and officials to the n u m b e r of a hundred and fifty ale at my table, not to mention those who 
c a m e to us from the surrounding nations. Every day, one ox, six fine sheep, and poultry, 
were prepared at my expense; every ten days skins of wine were brought in bulk. But even 
so, I never c la imed the governor's subsis tence a l lowance, s ince the people already had bur
den enough [of the construction work] to bear. ( 5 . 1 4 - 1 8 * ) 

'Over and Above the Tribute' (parex tou phorou) 
Herodotus states that the levies on the peoples who gave gifts were accounted sepa

rately from the tribute (parex tou phorou; 111.97). But he also reports that the peoples 
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who were subject to tribute were burdened with levies that were "over and above the 
tribute." In fact, he notes that beyond the tribute of 500 talents of silver, the Cilicians an
nually had to furnish "360 white horses (one for each day in the year)" (III.90*). Egypt, 
in addition to 700 talents (of tribute), furnished the king "with flour delivered separately 
(khoris); the 120,000 bushels of corn [grain] allowed to the troops and their auxiliaries 
who were stationed in the White Wall at Memphis." The king also had "money from the 
fish in Lake Moeris"—an amount deducted over and above (parex) other amounts 
payable (III.91*). Babylonia every year had to present "1000 talents of silver and 500 
eunuch boys" (III.92-0-). The existence of levies in kind, which were added to the silver 
tribute, is confirmed by Strabo with reference to Media and Cappadocia: "The reports 
on the tributes paid [by Media] agree with the size and the [productive] power of the 
country; for Cappadocia paid the Persians yearly, in addition to the silver tax (pros toi 
argyrikoi telei), fifteen hundred horses, two thousand mules, and fifty thousand sheep, 
whereas Media paid almost twice as much as this" (XI.13.8o). 

Parallel information is found in a text from Alexander's time. Alexander ordered in
habitants of the Pamphylian town of Aspendus "to provide fifty Talents for the army as 
pay, with the horses they bred as tribute (dasmos) to the King of Persia [Darius III]" (Ar
rian, Anab. 1.26.3*). This is very much the same system alluded to by Herodotus regard
ing Cilicia (111.90). Levies of the same kind are known in other satrapies. Strabo writes, 
in fact, that Armenia had pastures so rich that Nisaean horses were raised there, which 
had been "used by the Persian kings. . . . The satrap of Armenia used to send to the Per
sian king twenty thousand foals every year at the time of the festival of the Mithracina" 
(XI. 14.9*). This fact must be compared with a note by Xenophon recording a conversa
tion with an Armenian village leader (komarch): "They asked him again for whom the 
horses were being reared. He answered, as tribute (dasmos) for the King" (Anab. IV.5.34; 
cf. IV.5.24). These were horses that Xenophon learned were "consecrated to the Sun 
(Helios)." Each village had to furnish a certain number of colts (17 in the village allo
cated to Xenophon and his men). Each year they were collected by the village leaders 
(komarchoi) and sent by the satrap of Armenia to the royal court. Notice the vocabulary 
used in these texts: these levies are not counted as phoros but as dasmos. Even though 
the two words are frequently used (and translated!) identically (cf. Herodotus 111.97; das-
mophoros), their etymologies differ: the dasmos constituted the "king's part," as in Old 
Persian baji. Arrian clearly distinguishes between the pharos and the dasmos in regard to 
Aspendus. Besides the phoroi proper (in silver)—from which they were temporarily ex
empted, in favor of a contribution to the war effort (1.26.3; 27.4) —the Aspendians had to 
furnish a certain number of horses every year as a dasmos for Darius [III]. 

We do not know why Herodotus chose not to refer to the dasmos anywhere other than 
Cilicia, Egypt, and Babylonia. However, it is logical to infer that this reference to the 
dasmos is an interpolation, because the dasmos payments are clearly recorded outside of 
the tribute proper, which is the topic of his discussion. The information given here and 
there in the Classical texts always seems formally to imply that the levying of a dasmos 
was a general rule. Apart from his development of the tribute theme, Herodotus is eager 
to highlight the riches of Babylonia and refers both more explicitly and more generally 
to the Babylonian section of the Achaemenid tax system: 

Apart from the normal tribute, the whole Persian empire is divided into regions for the pur
pose of furnishing suppl ies for the king and his army, and for four months out of the twelve 
the supplies c o m e from Babylonian territory, the whole of the rest of Asia b e i n g responsible 
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for the remain ing e ight . . . . T h e governorship (or satrapy, as the Persians call it) of Assyria is 
by far the most coveted of all their provincial posts. 

Then Herodotus details the advantages that the satrap derived from living in Babylonia: 
stud farms (800 stallions and 16,000 brood mares) and "so many Indian dogs that four 
large villages in the plain were exempted from other charges (ton allon . . . atelees) on 
the condition of supplying them with food" (I.192*). 

Military Levies and the Tax System 
The system of levying the public for resources in kind was also the principle underly

ing the organization of the hatrus [communally held land allotments], which are rela
tively well known in Babylonia. A military hatru (not all of them were military, to be 
sure) was required in principle to furnish "the king's soldier" (sab sarri), and the holders 
of a share had to comply with any order for mobilization. Several documents from the 
reign of Darius show that, when a tenant farmer received royal orders, he had to set out, 
fully armed and provided with supplies and money; in other words, it was the soldieT 
himself who paid for his weapons and his upkeep. The cost was great: in 513, a horse
man was called up for three years; he had to bring with him a mule (purchased for 50 
siculi), whose feed cost him 36 siculi, as well as 12 lightly armed men, who provided 
their own equipment (clothing, blankets, travel bags, shoes, oil, salt, etc.; Dar. 253). 
There are many examples of more or less regular call-ups from the time of Darius and 
his successors—not to speak of the requisitions by local authorities. In other words, in
sofar as we can observe its operation in Babylonia, the reserve territorial army was not 
maintained at the expense of the royal treasury; on the contrary, tenants to whom service 
lands had been allotted were not exempt from levies, which they were required to pay 
every year to the administration. 

In normal times, the recruiting and maintenance of the armed forces needed by the 
king did not necessarily strain his budget. In fact, the organization of the navy was based 
on a simple principle: the royal administration built the ships (with the help of requisi
tion of manual labor), while the tributary coastal peoples (Greeks, Carians, Lycians, 
Cilicians, Cypriots, and Phoenicians) provided the oarsmen. This represents a consider
able commitment of resources. The principle on which the territorial troops were based 
is also quite simple: one category or another of the populace had to furnish a certain 
number of outfitted soldiers in exchange for the use of a parcel of land. This was the case 
for Persian "expatriates" on large estates in Asia Minor, who, when requisitioned by a sa
trap, had to provide him with a troop of trained horsemen at their own expense. We 
know that Persian landholders in Egypt also had to pay tribute (mandattu: DAE 71-72 
[AD 10-11]). It was the same for companies in Memphis. This is a concrete illustration 
of the familiar saying, "Conquest begets conquest." Obviously, the royal treasury also 
paid out significant amounts to ensure the provision of foodstuffs (trophe) for salaried gar
risons. Xenophon (Oec. IV.6) refers to them by the ambiguous term misthophoroi, by 
which he meant not mercenaries but "salaried soldiers," such as the garrisons of Syene-
Elephantine, who drew rations in kind (ptp) and pay in cash (prs) from the royal trea
sury. Actually, according to the principle of payments parex tou phorou defined by He
rodotus (1.192), even the trophe for the troops was levied via assessments in kind. 

Tribute and Tribute Assessments 
It is thus confirmed that what we (following Herodotus) call tribute represents only a 

part of the royal assessments or, to borrow R. Descat's image, "the visible part of the 
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iceberg of the Achaemenid financial edifice." This simple observation adds much to the 
discussion of the functional relationship between gifts and tribute. Each constituted a 
partial and complementary element of a vastly more complex system. The result of this 
view is that the distinction between gifts and tribute, which is given excessive weight by 
Herodotus, is diminished. 

5. Payments of Tribute: Metal and Coin 

The Phantom of the Natural Economy. Coast and Interior 
Let us return to tribute proper. The vocabulary and rationale of Herodotus's text on 

tributes (III.96) and Strabo's (which, in regard to Armenia and Media, carefully distin
guishes between products-in-kind and payments in silver; argyrikon telos; XL 13.8) imply 
that the tribute amount was sent in metal weighed in the treasuries. We then may as
sume that satraps also required tribute to be paid in silver. On the other hand, one could 
hypothesize the exact opposite, that a "natural economy" prevailed in the Near East. Ac
cording to this hypothesis, Herodotus's text gives nothing more than an estimated value 
in silver of the tribute that was actually paid in kind. But such a broad contrast between 
a so-called "natural" economy and a monetary economy comes from a Greek outlook 
that grossly oversimplifies the mechanism of the exchange of goods. One reason for this 
may be that the tribute obligation posed no technical problem to peoples and cities that 
were sustained by the circulation of money, especially the Greek cities of Asia Minor: 
they were able to pay their debts in coin, valued by the satrapal administration accord
ing to its weight. In other places, however, tribute was not generally monetized. For ex
ample, in the land of Judea toward the middle of the fifth century, the peasants paid 
their tribute in (weighed) silver, as we know because some complained of having "to 
borrow money on our fields and vineyards to pay the king's tax (middat hammelek)" or 
having had "to sell our sons and our daughters into slavery" (Nehemiah 5:4-6*). In Per
sia itself, payment in weighed silver is attested as early as 502 (PT 85). Even in countries 
where taxes such as those in the category parex tou phorou were basically assessed in 
kind (e.g., Herodotus III.91), their payment in silver to royal administrators did not pose 
insurmountable problems. In Babylonia, where the use of weighed silver was normal, 
there were businesses whose function was to convert levies on agricultural products into 
silver. In Egypt, where throughout the fifth-century Athenian and Greek coins circu
lated, monetary exchange was somewhat less (but not unknown), and the common use 
of weighed silver there is well attested in several Aramaic documents. 

There remains a difficult text in Strabo, included in a chapter about the treasuries 
(thesauroi) and storehouses (paratheseis) that, he says, each Persian king had built to 
stockpile tribute (phoroi). Taking his cue from Polyclitus, Strabo distinguishes between 
coastal peoples (paralia) and inland peoples (mesogeia). The king collects silver from 
the coastal peoples, he writes (prattesthai... argyrion); from the inland peoples, he ob
tains products in kind according to the country {ha pherei ekaste khora) (dyes, drugs, 
hair, wool, and other things—even livestock; XV.3.21). The binary opposition silver :: 
coast / products-in-kind :: interior obviously corresponds to his distinction between trea
suries (silver) and warehouses/storehouses (products in kind)—even if the terminologi
cal opposition is more formal than functional (cf. Ps.-Arist., Oecon. 11.38). But what 
could be the reason for some peoples to make their payments in kind, when it is quite 
clear that tribute was always transferred to the central court as metal? And above all, 
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what could be the explanation for such a clear-cut distinction between the coast and the 
interior? 

An identical distinction seems to be found in one of Diodorus's passage. Speaking of 
the "great revolt of the satraps" in the 360s, he stresses that the participants were "nearly 
all the coastal countries" (hoi parathalassioi), as well as "the satraps and strategoi who 
governed the coastal districts" (hoi parathalattioi topoi); he adds that, "with the revolt so 
extensive, half the revenues of the King were cut off and what remained were insuffi
cient for the expenses of the war" (XV.90.3*). But, not only is the witness of Diodorus 
historically debatable (chap. 15/7), it hardly clarifies Strabo's text. Even though it is true 
that, on the level of administrative and military organization, the coastal regions were as
signed to a single high commander (within the sphere of military operations) on several 
occasions, there is no reason to suppose that the Achaemenid financial administration 
set aside a coastal subregion that was defined specifically by its potential for yielding 
metals or moneys. 

Could Strabo have been referring to populations so distant from the trade routes that 
they were unable to sell their produce? Rut even this is no reason to suppose that com
mercial trade (using weighed silver) was restricted only to ports. Indeed, we know that, 
despite the use of metals, barter did not disappear: Xenophon, for example, describes 
populations on the east bank of the Euphrates who "brought to Babylon millstones that 
they sold, exchanging them for food to feed themselves" (Anab. 1.5.5). Furthermore, 
Arrian states that the mountain Uxians had "no money (khremata) or arable land" 
(III. I7.6-0-). But we cannot generalize from these examples (even apart from the fact that 
Arrian's information on the Uxians is quite unlikely). In fact, a completely different in
terpretation is suggested by the adventures of the survivors of the Ten Thousand, who 
several times were able to buy supplies in markets opened by the Persian satrap Tis
saphernes. Trade and commerce based on weighed silver existed everywhere, even in 
countries that might be considered "backward" (e.g., Anab. III.5.16). Furthermore, nu
merous examples show that the interior countries were also well endowed with precious 
metals (e.g., Oecon. II.24a and Polyaenus VII.21.1: a Cappadocian temple pillaged by 
Datames). 

The opposition silver / products-in-kind may reflect a distinction tribute / gifts. Every 
group of people in the Empire paid both (see above), however, and some donor peoples 
(in Herodotus's sense) even delivered their "gifts" in metal form (III.97*). Furthermore, 
according to Strabo himself (XI. 13.8), some inland peoples, such as the Armenians, 
Medes, and Cappadocians, indeed paid their tribute in silver, but the obligation to raise 
colts for the royal stud farms was added to this tribute (XI. 13.8). Conversely, a strategy 
described by Pseudo-Aristotle shows that a coastal land such as Lycia had to furnish hair 
intended for the court of the Great King (II.2.14d), whereas, on the contrary, hair is 
listed by Strabo among the products in kind specifically levied on the inland countries! 

In the final analysis, we cannot really determine the facts of tribute that underlie 
Strabo's formulation. We are led to think that the interpretations he adopted from Poly-
clitus primarily express a Greek view of imperial geography. In fact, it was traditional for 
Greeks to impose a cultural boundary between the coast (kato) and the interior (and). 
We see this clearly in the speech Thucydides puts in the mouths of the Corinthians at 
the threshold of the Peloponnesian War: the Corinthians urge the interior peoples (me-
sogeia) not to abandon the cause of the coastal peoples (kato; 1.120.2). Applied to the 
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Achaemenid realm, this economic-spatial perception leads quite naturally to consider
ing the coast as Greek and the highlands as Persian (e.g., Plutarch, Cimon 9.6; Them. 
26.1 and 30.1). This is why the Greek authors generally admire a man like Agesilaus 
who—some say (chap. 15/5) —intended to penetrate deep into the highlands (anotato: 
Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.41) and carry the war "far from the Hellenic sea" (Plutarch, Ages. 
15.1). This is a recurring viewpoint, expressed many times in the Anabasis, as in texts 
from the beginning of the Hellenistic period. As it happens, the notion of a boundary 
between the low country and the highlands rested primarily on cultural presuppositions: 
a cultured, commercial coastal (i.e., Greek) country was contrasted with a highland/ 
interior where a sort of natural (i.e., barbarian) economy reigned—as, for example, in 
Greece among the Aetolians (Thucydides 1.5.3; III.93.3-4). Though this sort of repre
sentation is most revealing of the Greeks' idea of civilization, the modern historian has 
no well-grounded reason to repeat it when reconstructing the tribute organization of the 
Achaemenid imperial realm. 

Royal Treasuries and Tribute 
After being collected by the satrapal authorities, some of the tribute remained on lo

cation, in satrapal treasuries. Herodotus, for instance, mentions this fact in reference to 
Cilicia (111.90): of the 500 talents levied in Cilicia, 140 "were spent on the cavalry who 
were garrisoned there." The rest, that is the larger part, was kept (with the proceeds of 
gifts, crowns, and booty) in the royal treasuries. Once it was gathered, the tribute was 
stockpiled: 

T h e method adopted by the Persian kings of storing their treasure is to melt the metal and 
pour it into earthenware jars; the jar is then ch ipped off, leaving the solid metal. W h e n 
money is wanted, the necessary a m o u n t is coined for the occas ion . (Herodotus III.96->) 

Contrary to what has long been thought, this passage makes no reference to the transfor
mation of metal into coins. Strabo, speaking of a later period, explains that, even after 
royal coinage was put into circulation, a minimal part of the annual tribute receipts was 
minted: "Most of the gold and silver is used in articles of equipment. . . they consider 
those metals as better adapted for presents and for depositing in storehouses" 
(XV3.21->). This is the exact meaning of Herodotus's statement. The passage describes 
a mode of operation well known from Babylonian temples: all of the silver received, 
whether from offerings or from debt management, was sent every month to the temple 
goldsmiths to be melted into ingots. This became the reserve that was available as a 
source of metal from which, for example, crowns might be made, or diadems to adorn 
the statues of gods. 

The Problem of Royal Coinage 
If tribute was not destined for massive monetization, then what was the reason for 

minting royal coins, whether silver coins (siculi, i.e., shekels) or gold coins (darics)? The 
royal coins were sometimes called "archers" by the Greeks, because the king was por
trayed as an archer on them (fig. 17, p. 214). Despite continuing discussion regarding the 
etymology of the word daric, the opinion favored today takes into consideration the fact 
that the first royal coinage was issued by Darius. The date of the initial issue is not 
known with certainty. We do, however, have a precise benchmark, since a Fortification 
tablet from year 22 of Darius (500) bears the imprint of a royal coin showing a kneeling 
archer-king. This coin is of a type (called Type II) whose design may itself be earlier than 
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500. The discussion of the date of the appearance of Darius's coinage is linked, in part 
at least, to the purpose attributed to this innovation. The daric and the siculus were 
struck exclusively at Sardis, at least early on; by transforming Sardis gold into coins, Da
rius attempted to get some value out of his mining revenues. Perhaps this was why he 
had the uncomplimentary reputation of 'tradesman' (kapelos), according to Herodotus 
(III.89). Given these facts, we may assume that Darius made the decision to mint coins 
on his return from Europe, around 512. There is then, strictly speaking, no relationship 
between this decision and tribute reform; tribute, we have seen, was paid in weighed sil
ver; the daric was at first a standard of weight (8.30 g). The silver siculus (5.40 g) was dif
ferent, circulating principally in Asia Minor and probably used to finance military 
operations in Darius's and Xerxes' time. Issuing the siculus, then, had the effect of driv
ing out the croesids, the coinage that continued to be struck after Cyrus's conquest of 
Sardis. The siculus, however, was not imposed as the sole coinage; the Greek coastal cit
ies, for instance, continued to strike their own coins, and Greek silver circulated in the 
Fmipire more widely than the siculi themselves. 

But why create a gold coin whose function was neither to facilitate trade nor to pay 
soldiers or suppliers? The answer, it is necessary to insist, is the political function of the 
royal coinage. Not only would the*royal image circulate widely by this means but also 
the innovation would in a way crown the achievements of Darius as a new founder of 
the Empire. This was the basic idea communicated by Herodotus when he wrote: "Da
rius wished to perpetuate his memory (mnemosynon) by something no other king had 
previously done" (IV. 166-*-). A similar expression is found in Polyclitus, quoted as follows 
by Strabo (XV.3.21*): "[Polyclitus] says that in Susa each one of the kings built for him
self on the acropolis a separate habitation, treasurehouses (tbesauroi), and storage 
places (parathesis) for what tributes they exacted, as memorials of his [good] adminis
tration (hypomnemata tes oikonomias)." In other words, Darius's initiative was not fun
damentally economic (in the sense we mean today). It was intended less to pay his 
expenses than to illustrate his power and expand his prestige; it was at once financial (in
creasing the value of Sardis gold), political-tributary (imposing an imperial standard), 
and ideological (establishing himself as a founder). Herodotus and Strabo clearly stress 
the function of the royal treasuries. The Great King used the treasuries in the context of 
his policy of redistribution—valuable objects that he could use as rewards; darics could 
also play this role. 

Darius and Aryandes 
Herodotus uses the word mnemosynon for Darius's coinage in a story that as a whole 

continues to pose a number of interpretive problems. He treats it as a revolt by the satrap 
of Egypt: 

Aryandes, by the way, had been m a d e governor of Egypt by C a m b y s e s ; he was the s a m e m a n 
who subsequent ly lost his life as the result of an attempt to rival Darius . Aware by what he 
had seen and heard that Dar ius wished to perpetuate his m e m o r y (mnemosynon) by some
thing no other king had previously done , Aryandes started to follow his e x a m p l e — b u t he 
soon got what he deserved for his i m p u d e n c e . T h e facts were these: Darius had issued a gold 
coinage , of which the metal was of the greatest possible purity, and Aryandes as governor of 
Egypt had followed suit by a s imilar issue of s i lver—and indeed to this day the purest silver 
is the Aryandic. Dar ius , when he c a m e to know of this, disguised the real cause of his anger 
by bringing a charge of rebell ion against Aryandes, and had h i m executed. (IV. 166*) 
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Herodotus's text raises more questions than it securely and verifiably answers. The very 
existence of Aryandic coins is highly doubtful. For one thing, no specimen has ever 
been found; for another, Herodotus's text is imprecise on this point. 

It is possible that Aryandes changed the standard used in Egypt for paying tribute in 
weighed silver. This could explain why Polyaenus says (VII. 11.7), "unable to bear the 
severity (omotes) of Aryandes, the Egyptians revolted." He proceeds to tell how Darius 
resumed personal control of the country—a story entirely dedicated to exalting the hom
age paid to the Apis by the king/pharaoh. The date of these events is not certain, but if 
we separate —as seems reasonable—these events from the revolt mentioned by Darius at 
Behistun, we may suggest that they date back to the last decade of the sixth century. Per
haps the Egyptians, exhausted by the burden of assessments imposed by Aryandes, 
brought their complaint to the Great King, who then came to restore order. According 
to this hypothesis, Aryandes would have contravened the very strict measures taken by 
the Great King when, around 518, he implemented a revaluation of tribute in weighed 
silver, an action that was considered fair by several ancient authors. Let us stress mean
while that, according to Herodotus himself, it was not this kind of deed that provoked 
Darius's response. In his view, the king wished to punish the excesses of a satrap who had 
tried to become his rival in the very area Darius considered the defining characteristic 
of his reign and his power. 

6 . The Administration of Tribute: Continuities and Adaptations 

Peoples and Territories 

Having drawn up a general outline of the organization of tribute established by Da
rius, let us now proceed to its regional applications. The reforms introduced by the 
Great King and his counselors can give rise to more than one interpretation. On the one 
hand, Herodotus wishes to describe the universality of the royal decrees. On the other 
hand, even if each people corresponded to one territory, the political conception at base 
was not really territorial but ethnic. This was definitely the state of affairs described by 
the author of the Dc Mundo: "All the Empire of Asia, bounded on the west by the Hel
lespont and on the east by the Indus, was apportioned according to races (kata ethne) 
among generals (strategoi) and satraps and Kings (basileis)" (398a*). Actually, the term 
ethnosldahyu must be understood in a broad sense, designating all sociopolitical organi
zations in their diversity. 

We may remark that the ethnic principle was the rule in the military organization of 
the Empire. When Darius was preparing the proposed expedition against Greece, "with
out loss of time, he dispatched couriers to the various states under his dominion with or
ders to raise an army" (Herodotus VII. 1*). Xerxes ordered the same thing some time 
later: "in the process of assembling his armies, [he] had every corner of the continent 
ransacked" (VII. 19-20*). The mobilization was thus organized by people, with each 
ethnic contingent led by a local leader (VII.96), and in every Achaemenid army the con
tingents were arranged kata ethnea (cf. Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.9; Diodorus XVII.58.1; and 
Quintus Curtius III.9.5). Similarly, in the organization of work on the site of the Athos 
canal: "The ground was divided into sections for the men of the various nations (kata 
ethnea)" (VII.23*). But, once they had arrived at the assembly points, the ethnic contin
gents were relieved of their native leaders and assigned to Persians (Herodotus VII.96*): 
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T h e men who served with the fleet and those who served with the army had their own native 
officers (epikhorioi); but, as my story does not require it, I do not propose to mention their 
names . S o m e of them were far from dist inguished, and every nation had as many officers as 
it had towns. In any case , these native officers were not really c o m m a n d e r s (strategoi); like 
the rest of the troops, they merely served under compuls ion . T h e n a m e s of the Persian gen
erals who had the real c o m m a n d (ekhontes kratos) and were at the head of the contingents 
sent by the various nations, I have already recorded. 

Command of the major divisions also fell to the king's men (mainly Persians; VII.82-
83; 88, 97-98). The royal army thus cannot be reduced to an agglomeration with no 
real unity. However, the regular military organization was also territorialized. Xeno
phon in fact states that every year the territorial troops were assembled for a review that 
occurred "at the place of muster (syllogos), as it is called" (Xenophon, Dec. IV.6-0). He 
names Castolus or the plain of the Castolus in Lydia (Anab. 1.1.2; Hell. 1.4.3), the plain 
of Cayster in Hellespontine Phrygia (Cyr. II. 1.5), and Thymbara in Syria, where "the 
rendezvous of the king's barbarians from the interior" (Cyr. VI.2.11) was located. These 
assemblies are also well known from Babylonian tablets from the reign of Darius II. It 
thus appears that the Empire was divided into a certain number of military regions, 
whose composition was not strictly based on ethnic criteria. Perhaps it was the same for 
maritime activities, Cilicia and Cyme being the centers of naval districts. 

The tribute system set up during the time of Darius also implies that local political 
structures were maintained —that is, recognition of the authority of the heads and lead
ers of the various peoples, whether they were called kings (Cyprus, Phoenicia), dynasts 
(Paphlagonia), ethnarchs, comarchs, or governors of a town (whether Greek or Babylo
nian). Within each district, the satrap was responsible to the king for the raising and de
livery of the general tribute that had been determined. But we may also presume that 
each "dynast" or "king" or "city" was individually responsible for raising the portion of 
the total tribute assessed to his ethnos in particular. It was his responsibility to parcel out 
the burden among the various subassemblies that made up the community that he rep
resented before the satrapal authorities. This arrangement allowed the satrap to avoid 
becoming directly involved in the complications inherent in the internal distribution of 
the tribute payment among the various communities of his district. He would only inter
vene directly if the local authorities managed to evade their obligations. 

However, this administrative approach can only be envisaged for peoples who had 
their own recognized political authority. In other cases, the central authority would have 
had to fix the tribute amounts for each of the constituent entities. We know, for example, 
that the Carians were included with others in the Ilnd nome (III.90), but the Carian 
subassembly was itself parceled out among various dynasts. Herodotus names four in 
480. His personal interest in Artemisia, the queen of Halicarnassus, affords us an inter
esting detail: she was required to provide 5 of the 70 ships requisitioned from the Carians 
(VII.99). The division of tribute within the Carian subassembly must have proceeded 
along similar lines (as well as elsewhere; cf. Arrian II.20.2). In this particular case, we 
know that the division was almost certainly not made without troubles between dynasts, 
be cause the central authority had to intervene. 

A late text also suggests that tribute-levying had itself been territorialized. This text is 
the well-known inscription of Mnesimachus, which details the elements of a dorea, 
located near Sardis, that goes back to the Achaemenid period (Sardis VILLI) . The 
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inscription states that tribute had to be paid to the chiliarchy. The term chiliarchy obvi
ously refers to a territorial military organization, which in this case also served as a trib
ute district. The late date of the text prohibits us from transposing information from it to 
the earlier period. Let us merely remark that the territory of ancient kingdoms was often 
divided into new Persian administrative districts—what the Aramaic texts call a medi-
nah, both in Egypt and in the countries belonging to the district of Ebir Nari. This is 
probably the sort of situation referred to by several biblical texts that speak of the 120 or 
127 medinahs of Ahasuerus's Empire. Whether or not one grants credibility to the fig
ures 120 and 127, these texts attest to an effort to territorialize the Empire. 

Cadastres in Western Asia Minor 
Once it had been territorialized, the Empire could no longer be reduced to the addi

tion and juxtaposition of fully independent ethnic modules. Determining tribute ne
cessitated the establishment of a cadastre (land registry), or at least the setting up 
territorial boundary markers (periorismos in the vocabulary of Seleucid archivists). We 
know for certain that this was done in western Asia Minor, at least after measures taken 
by Artaphemes in 493-492 (see chap. 12/5 below), and no doubt such a system already 
existed at the time of Darius. This is implied, for example, by the confiscation of lands 
in Miletus in 493 (Herodotus VI.20). It is likely that the royal administration vvas relying 
on prior surveys, as suggested by a passage in Herodotus regarding lands and fields in 
Miletus (VI.29). But, under the Persians, these written documents were recorded by the 
satrapal administration. The existence of archives at Dascylium is shown by bulks 
found there inscribed with the name of Xerxes. Cadastres must be assumed for Sardis, 
where they were known in the Hellenistic period as basilikai graphai. At Sardis they 
were handled by the bibliophylax, who was in charge of recording all land transfers, es
pecially transfers resulting from concessions of royal territory (RC 19). 

The Case of Babylonia 
While it is true that the Achaemenid administration was at times relying on previ

ously recorded documents, in particular in countries such as Babylonia and Egypt that 
had long traditions of accountancy, we should nonetheless inquire whether the intro
duction of Darius's tribute system led to modifications, even in Babylonia and Egypt. 
From the moment when the conquest brought with it redistribution of some of the land, 
we must recognize that the administration had to update records of the real estate on 
which it imposed many different kinds of taxes. There are some seventy tablets, most of 
them from Babylon during the time of Darius and referring basically to transfers of real 
estate, that include along with the text a (sketchy) map of the fields that were the subject 
of sale or of transfer. This kind of document is not entirely new, but these tablets are un
usual in including information generally absent elsewhere—namely, the amount of 
seed grain needed or the number of palm trees planted in a particular field. Such docu
ments, drawn up privately, could only have been written to provide a guarantee to the 
purchaser. Since these private documents existed, we must conclude that in Babylon 
(and doubtless elsewhere in Babylonia) an official cadastre existed as well. 

Does the establishment of this cadastre go back no earlier than Darius's tribute re
form? This is an attractive hypothesis, simply because of the chronological distribution 
of the tablets: they come from Darius's time. But the rapid and unpredictable change in 
the Babylonian corpus should cause us to be cautious in this assertion. In any case, there 
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can be no doubt about the introduction of a financial administration in Babylonia. 
From the time of Cyrus, we know of a treasurer named Mithradata. His probable succes
sor was also a Persian, Bagasaru, mentioned in Babylonian tablets from between 518 and 
500, where he sometimes has the Akkadian title rah kasir and sometimes the Iranian title 
ganzabara. Both terms refer to the job of treasurer. Thus he was responsible for manag
ing the treasury of Babylon, and as manager, he had a considerable staff under his direc
tion and control of land that went with the position. 

The tablets showing the existence of a royal registry office (karammaru sa sarri) also 
show that the obligation to pay a new, special tax on the sale of slaves first appeared dur
ing the reign of Darius. The Iranian etymology of the vocabulary ("karahmara) clearly 
shows that this fiscal innovation originated with the Persian administration. This is also 
suggested by the technical financial expression zebelu sa upiydta ('delivery of taxes in 
kind'); the last word, known from Persepolis (ukpiyatas), is clearly of Persian origin 
("upa-yata). At the same time, "like other innovations of Achaemenid rule, the practice 
of registering sales co-opted existing Babylonian offices and accommodated existing 
forms of Babylonian legal behavior and recording" (M. Stolper, ZA 79: 91). 

The Case of Egypt 

Egyptian bureaucratic traditions are ancient and well known. Traditionally, tax in 
kind was levied on peasants by heads of districts (nomarchs), then, step by step, transmit
ted to the "chiefs of the granaries," and finally, to the palace treasurer. We would like to 
think that Darius would not have needed to alter a respected financial administration — 
as Alexander did much later, at least at first: Alexander divided the entire territory of 
Egypt between two nomarchs (who had nothing to do with the heads of basic districts) 
but later "instructed [Cleomenes of Naucratis] to permit the nomarchs to govern their 
own districts in accordance with the ancient practices (kathaper ek palaiou), but to exact 
the tribute (phoroi) from them himself, while they were ordered to pay it over to him" 
(Arrian, Anab. III.5.4-0-). More important, several demotic documents, some of them 
dating to the reign of Darius, mention the title senti. This title is generally considered to 
have been applied to a someone who was "director of the fields" or "he who directs the 
king's scribes who count everything." In some way, these "high bureaucrats inventory 
the resources, control the level of properties and the apportionment of divine revenues 
and sacerdotal prebends, organize the raising and allocation of taxes for the king's 
house" (J. Yoyotte). This senti's area of responsibility was all of Egypt. In Greek, the title 
was eventually "translated" dioiketes, the same title given to the minister of finance in 
the Ptolemaic period. It seems that, in any event, the Persian administration took over a 
Saite institution for its own purposes, though we cannot say with certainty whether they 
adopted it as it was or adapted it to their own needs. 

Finally, the existence of a land register, including royal concessions, is atttested in 
Achaemenid Egypt. For example, several judicial interventions by the Persian authori
ties imply the existence of an official register of land concessions (cf. DAE 2, 18 [A? 1, 
16]). One document in particular bears emphasis (DAE 69 [AD 8]). Pamfin, an Egyp
tian, had asked that he be granted land as a gift (*baga), land that his father (meanwhile 
deceased) previously had held. The satrap Arsama responded that he would grant the re
quest, if "the domain of Pamun's father, that farm of 30 ardab, was abandoned and was 
not attached to my [= Arshama's] estate or given by me [Arshania] to any other of my 
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servants." The precautions (reflected in the conditional clauses) taken by Arsama prove 
that he had ordered his manager to verify Pamun's rights to the farm —which further im
plies the existence of a register where the different categories of land were recorded. Ar-
sama's phrase reminds us of a letter sent by the Seleucid king Antiochus I to his strategos 
Meleagrus, who was ordered to carry out a gift of lands to Aristodicides of Assus: "Thus 
you will make an inquiry as to whether Petra has not been given to someone else." It 
turned out that "Petra and the adjacent territory . . . had already been given to Athe
naeus" (RC 11-12). The inquiry was almost certainly conducted in the royal archives of 
Sardis [basilikai graphai; RC 19, lines 14-16), comparable to the archives known in 
Achaemenid Babylonia (see above). An institution of this sort certainly existed in Egypt 
as well: we can recognize it in the term for archives (st-ssw), which is found in the text 
of donations at Edfu and in the "archives of the royal scribe of enumerations" men
tioned on the Stela of the Satrap: "In later times, the 'place of writings' designates in par
ticular the archives where documents relating to real estate transactions were kept" 
(D. Meeks). The bibliophylakion, known in Creco-Roman Egypt, was obviously the suc
cessor of the royal scribe of enumerations. 

Weights and Measures 

It must also be noted that it was in the time of Darius I that the ardab, a measure of 
capacity of Persian origin (Herodotus 1.192) but also known from Greek texts and from 
Elamite tablets from Persepolis, was first used in Egypt. The Elephantine military's ra
tions in kind were calculated in ardabs (DAE 54 [AP 2]). The yield (or area) of a field 
was also measured in ardabs (DAE 69 [AD 8]). Furthermore, in the Saqqara documents 
(Segal, no. 42a), there is a reference to the marris (Aram, mry), a liquid capacity measure 
well known from Persepolis and often appearing as the Greek loanword marris. We may 
surmise that the introduction of Persian technical terminology in Egypt corresponds to 
broader changes. It seems in fact that the word ardab was applied to an ancient Egyptian 
measure, the khar. To be sure, the assessments imply a noticeable diminution of the rel
ative value of the latter. Consequently, one wonders whether the introduction of the 
ardab was linked to the establishment of Egyptian tribute in the time of Darius. Paid by 
the peasants in accordance with a new royal measure, pharaonic tribute would thus have 
been increased by simply manipulating the weight standard. Whatever the case, it is im
portant to stress that the introduction of the ardab was not limited to Egypt: it was also 
found in Babylonia during the time of Cambyses as well, and the Mnesimachus inscrip
tion (Sardis VII. 1.1) shows that in the Sardis region, at the end of the Achaemenid pe
riod, gardens and paradeisoi were evaluated in proportion to the number of ardabs of 
seed needed to sow crops (compare with DAE 69 [AD 8]). 

Aramaic documents also refer to standards of weight. For instance, a loan of 4 shekels 
refers to the "royal standard" (DAE 4 [AP 10]); one sum of 4 kars and another sum of 
1 kars 2 shekels are assessed by the "royal standard" (DAE 33, 38 [AP 6, 15]); warehouse-
keepers had to provide materials (arsenic, sulfur) "at the Persian weight-standard" (DAE 
61 [AP 26]). To be sure, the introduction of Persian weights did not make the other stan
dards disappear. One loan is listed "at the standard of Ptah" (DAE 3 [AP 11]). The bor
rower committed himself to pay "out of his salary [in silver] which they give him from 
the [royal] treasury." But the text also specifies the correspondence between the Ptah 
weights and the Persian measures. If the tribute was paid to the satrap in weighed silver, 
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it certainly would have required incontestable standards of weight. Several weights of 
different shapes inscribed with the name of Darius have been found at Susa; others, also 
stamped with the name of Darius, are known from Persepolis. Their weights range from 
J kars (10 shekels) to 70 kars (10 minas; cf. Wa-d). Others weights have also been found 
in various regions of the Empire, such as lion-weights from Abydos (one talent) and Tra-
pezus. There is no doubt that these weights were used for weighing tribute. 

7'he Egyptian and Babylonian examples confirm what the previous analyses strongly 
suggested, namely, that we cannot reduce the impact of Darius's reorganizations to a 
simple logical correlation of preexisting elements. However large the contribution of his 
predecessors, it seems quite clear that the new king was able to integrate all of his acqui
sitions and inheritance into a coherent, efficient system. Despite Darius's retention of 
the ethnic module, Herodotus was quite justified in characterizing his tribute organiza
tion as one of the most striking manifestations of his territorial might. 

7. Tribute Economy and Appropriation: 
Royal Land and Tribute Land 

Royal Territory and Empire 
In the eyes of the Greek authors, the tribute system was actually based on a gigantic 

appropriation of land and people derived from the results of peasants' labor. This is one 
of Xenophon's favorite themes; he many times states the unlimited rights of the con
queror over peoples and things. It is clear that, from the point of view of Achaemenid im
perial ideology, conquered lands without exception came under royal authority. This is 
what the word bumi means. Both Mardonius and Artayctes reminded Xerxes of this, in 
exactly the same words. Mardonius counseled the king to launch an expedition against 
the Greeks in retaliation so that "people [would] think twice in future before they invade 
your country" (epi gen ten sen strateuesthai; Herodotus VII.5*). Artayctes justified the 
Persian looting of Protesilaus's tomb and ternenos as follows: he was a Greek "who made 
war on your [Xerxes'] country" (epi gen ten sen strateusamenos; IX. 116*). The same may 
be said for the objectives of the Delian League, as defined by Thucydides: "Their pro
fessed object being to retaliate for their sufferings by ravaging the king's country" (he 
basileos khora; 1.96.1<5-). By definition, "royal lands" (in the broad sense) had to be kept 
free from "enemy armies," as Darius himself states quite clearly (DPd). Lands that were 
occupied fell into the category of "enemy territory." Many examples demonstrate that, 
from the Greek point of view, the king's authority was exercised without discrimination 
over all of the countries where he exacted tribute, which itself was the very symbol of 
subjection. It is thus easy to understand how the conqueror justified laying claim to what 
was his. In the same way, Alexander said to Darius III: "The country is mine (kai ten kho-
ran ekho), the gods have given it to me" (Arrian II. 14.7). From that moment on, Alexan
der was master (kyrios) of all that had been Darius's (II. 14.9); he was "the master of all 
Asia" (tes Asias hapases kyrios; II. 14.8), as Darius I had been (cf. Aeschylus, Persians 763: 
pases Asidos . . . tagein). In this sense, "as goes the royal house (oikos basileos), so goes 
the Empire" (e.g., Thucydides 1.129.3: en toi hemeteroi oikoi). 

The Great King's Sluices and the qanats of the Hyrcanians 
The Greek texts are too propagandists, however, for us to accept them without some 

other sort of analysis. Let us return to Herodotus, who wrote: 
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There is a plain in Asia surrounded by a ring of hills, which are broken by clefts in five sepa
rate places. This tract of land used to belong to the Chorasmians and lies on the boundaries 
of five different tribes: the Chorasmians themselves, the Hyrcanians, the Parthians, the Sa-
rangians, and the Thamanaeans; but ever since the Persian rise to power (ekhousi to kratos) 
it has been the property of the Persian king (esti tou basileos). Somewhere in the ring of hills 
a considerable river arises—the Aces—which used to supply water to the five tribes I have 
mentioned, being split into five channels and flowing out to each of them through a differ
ent gorge; now, however, that the Persians are masters of the country (hypo toi Persei), all 
these peoples find themselves in a serious difficult)', for the king blocked up the gorges and 
constructed sluice-gates to contain the flow of water, so that what used to be a plain has now 
become a large lake, the river flowing in as before but no longer having any means of egress 
The result of this for the people who depended upon the use of the water, but are now de
prived of it, has been disastrous. In winter, to be sine, they get rain like anyone else, but they 
need the river water when they are sowing their millet and sesame in the summer. When 
therefore, they find themselves waterless, they go in a body with their wives to Persia, and 
stand howling in front of the gates of the king's palace (kata tas thyras tou basileos), until the 
king gives orders to open the sluices and allow the water to flow to whichever tribe it may be 
that needs it most. Then, when the land has dniuk all the water it wants, the sluices are shut, 
and the king orders others to be opened in turn, according to the needs of the remaining 
tribes. (III. 117*) 

There is little doubt that Herodotus's tale is not to be taken literally. The oral histories 
he heard were obviously grafted onto Indo-Iranian (including Achaemenid) legends of 
sovereignty, in which water held a central place (cf. chap. 6/5). In the same manner, an 
Indian New Year's festival was organized around a divine hero's combat with a dragon 
that, barricaded in a fortress, kept the surrounding country parched and arid. The vic
tory of the hero freed the waters from the walls behind which the dragon had kept them 
plugged up. 

But we should also stress the fact that Herodotus's passage is included in his section 
on tributes. After giving the list of tributary countries (III.89-98), he examines the terri
torial limits of the authority of the Great King—toward India (III.98-105), which he 
places at "the remotest parts of the world" (III. 106-0-), then toward the south, that is Ara
bia (III. 107-13) and toward Ethiopia, "the furthest inhabited country toward the south
west" (III. 114*) and finally, toward the lands of the west (III. 115-16*). Then comes the 
passage on the Great King's sluices. It is thus clear that in Herodotus's mind, this ex
ample especially illustrates the power of Darius and the results of the Persian conquest 
for the subject peoples' way of life and internal organization. After the conquest, the 
land "belongs to the king." 

The Persian conquest did not merely result in the establishment of tribute. The 
Great King thereafter controlled the water, which was the determining factor for pro
duction in regions dependent on irrigation. Put another way, he thereafter governed the 
allocation of water within the various communities that, we may presume, had previ
ously organized their own water access agreements. But in this case, royal control was 
particularly burdensome, since the population had to pay special taxes to be able to use 
irrigation water, taxes that were in addition to the tribute (parex tou phorou). Their de
pendence is noted by Herodotus, who depicts them as supplicants coming to the Gates 
of the palace, like the folk thronging an antechamber before obtaining an audience with 
the Great King or one of the satraps. Even in the form of monarchic fable that it has as
sumed, Herodotus's presentation expresses a real state of affairs: the deepening of Persian 
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dominion went hand in hand with the development of a tribute economy, the driving 
force behind royal appropriation. 

The connection between Persian dominion and control of water rights is confirmed 
by Polybius in a well-known passage concerning the qanats tunneled by the Hyrcanian 
peasants: "At the time when the Persians were the rulers of Asia {. . . Persai tesAsias epe-
kratoun) they gave to those who conveyed a supply of water to places previously un irri
gated the right of cultivating (karpeusai) the land for five generations" (X.28.3-V-). Among 
other things, this text points out the close relationship between territorial dominion (the 
right of conquest) and peasants' rights to land and water. In this case, the rights of rural 
communities do not derive from the category of "property" but only from concessions 
granted by the king for the use of the produce (karpeusai) for a long but limited time. 
The texts indicate quite clearly that the Persian conquest resulted not in a general con
fiscation of land but rather, by means of tribute and taxes, in the king's control over the 
means of production and his acquisition of part of the harvest. 

Royal Land and Concession Lands 

Concessionary plots were taken from the royal land and given (dorea; baga; dasna, 
nidintu sarri) as benefits to favorites or relatives of the king or to colonists (military or 
not). This is the implication of a Hellenistic text that details the terms of a concession of 
lands to a man named Aristodicides, of Assus. He obtained a dorea that previously had 
been conceded to someone else (Meleagrus; RC 11, lines 3-5). This dorea had been 
royal land (khora basilike; RC 12, lines 19-20). The formula used shows that, in prin
ciple, royal concessions were revocable. A particularly clear illustration of a revocable 
royal concession appears in another case, the case of the dorea of Mnesimachus, near 
Sardis. The case obviously dates back to the Achaemenid period. Mnesimachus had bor
rowed a large sum from the sanctuary of Artemis. In writing up the guarantee for the 
debt (secured by the harvests of the dorea), the administrators of the Artemis temple took 
into account the possibility that the king (Antigonus) would repossess the land. This was 
necessary because, fundamentally, the land still belonged to the category of royal land 
(Sardis VII. 1.1). 

The practice of granting concessions of royal land is confirmed by many Aramaic 
documents from Egypt. For example, we know of the existence of military plots at Ele
phantine, which are reminiscent of the Babylonian system of hatrus. In addition to ra
tions in kind (ptp) and in silver (prs), which were received from the royal storehouse, 
the soldier-colonists of Elephantine had plots of land. The earliest document—dated 
495 (DAE 2 [AP 1])—shows that these plots (mnr) were allocated by the administration, 
sometimes in parts, and that it was the administration's responsibility to adjudicate any 
litigation that might arise in this connection. Under Artaxerxes (I or II), one colonist 
represented himself as follows: "Malkiyah, an Aramean holding property (m'hahsen) in 
Elephantine-the-Fortress" (DAE 9 [AP 7]). Another document—dated to Artaxerxes I — 
records a dispute between a colonist and two women. The colonist is complaining to 
the Persian authorities that the women have not paid him the money owed on a field 
that, he states, "our company (dgal) held from the 24th year to the 31st year of Arta
xerxes" (DAE 18 [AP 16]). The word 'held' (m'hahsen) formally indicates that these 
plots of land were not the private property of the concessionaire. We suspect that an 
identical system was in effect at Memphis, because a Saqqara papyrus refers to the 
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"fields of the garrison" (haylcl) (Segal, no. 31), on which the garrison's soldiers paid trib
ute (mndf; Segal, no. 18). The same situation obtained for the boatmen who "held" a 
boat belonging to the administration (DAE 61 [AP 26]). In another document (DAE 69 
[AD 8]), the Egyptian Petosiris, son of Pamun, a stableman of the satrap Arsama, brings 
a complaint to Arsama. Petosiris reminds the satrap that his father, before he disap
peared in "the troubles," had held an estate. Now the son is making the following peti
tion: "Now give the domain of . . . my father to m e ; . . . (command that) they assign it to 
me, (that) I may hold (it)." One of the things that this text shows is that a satrap could 
concede lands as a gift (cf. DAE 62 [AD 2]: dsn' = "dasna) but that lands of this sort re
mained in the category of "holdings"; it was the heir presumptive's responsibility to re
quest confirmation of the previous donation. 

The oldest Aramaic document (DAE 1 [Bauer-Meissner papyrus]) is also very inter
esting. It is dated to year 7 of Darius 1(515) and was written in a place in El-Hibeh (Teu-
zoi). It deals with a contract between the holder of a field, named Padi, and a peasant, 
called Aha. Padi was very likely a member of an Aramaic (or at least Aramaic-speaking) 
community established at the oasis in either the Saite or the Persian period; Aha was a 
native Egyptian. Padi provided the land, Aha the seed, tools, and labor; the two parties 
had agreed to share losses and profits. Now Padi describes his field as being his "portion 
from the king (h[l]qy Imlk)." Furthermore, the contract is accompanied by a conditional 
clause: the contract is only valid if the king approves it (or does not oppose it). This 
clearly indicates that a holder of a concessionary plot had only limited use of the land. 
In the act of concession, the king did not rescind his own rights. The status of Padi's land 
was thus quite similar to the status of the colonists' plots at Elephantine. 

Darius and Gadatas, Alexander and Priene 
Despite all of the examples above, it is still important to remind ourselves that the 

concept and extent of Persian royal land are difficult to grasp. On the one hand, no 
Greek literary text actually uses the expression basilike ge 'royal land' or khora basilike 
'royal holdings' to characterize Achaemenid royal land in the sense used here. On the 
other hand, it is important to stress the relevance of a letter that Darius sent to Gadatas, 
who in all probability was manager of a paradise near Magnesia on the Meander: 

T h e sacred gardeners (phytourgoi bieroi) have been subjected by you to tribute (phoros) and 
required to work profane land (khora bebelos). ( M L 12) 

In this letter reproaching his manager, the king very clearly refers to two categories of 
land: land that belongs to the sanctuary (what the Hellenistic texts call hiera khora) and 
"profane land." The latter is also described quite clearly in another passage in this letter. 
Darius congratulates Gadatas for the care taken in cultivating land 'which is mine' (ten 
emen gen). The same expression is found in a letter sent from Alexander to the city of 
Priene in 334. In it the king distinguishes several categories of land and population: the 
city lands (which were exempt from military levy: syntaxis) and other (adjacent) land, 
whose inhabitants (katoikountes) were subject to tribute (phoroi). Regarding this sec
ond category, Alexander states emphatically: "I know that this land is mine" (khoran 
[g]inosko emen einai; Tod 185). In addition to the fact that there are terminological 
similarities between these letters and the statements of Mardonius and Artayctes (He
rodotus VII.5; IX. 116; see above), the two letters are especially instructive in that they 
come from the royal chancelleries. 
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From a comparison of these documents we can perhaps draw two conclusions: first, 
the territory of the paradise, about which we were not entirely certain, counted as what 
the Hellenistic texts call royal land (khora basilike). Second, royal appropriation did not 
imply that all the land of the Empire was considered the property of the Great King (in 
the Roman sense of the word property). The conquest did not result in a sudden, general 
confiscation of land. People continued to possess (according to their local standards) 
their traditional lands. The boundaries of villages, cities, ethne, sanctuaries, or kingdoms 
were recognized by the administration, and it made these boundaries the basis for taxa
tion. In discussing appropriation, we should be thinking not of rights of ownership but 
of the Great King's direct or indirect control over production and the producers. 

Following a revolt, the Great King might confiscate lands and redistribute them how
ever he liked. This happened in the region of Atarnaeus, which around 545 had been 
conceded to Chios (Herodotus 1.160). It also happened in 493 to the territory of Miletus 
(= khora politike): "The Persians themselves occupied the land in the immediate neigh
bourhood of the town, and the rest of the cultivated region which belonged to it, and 
made over the mountainous interior to the Carians of Pedasus" (Herodotus VI.20*). 
Thus we see that the king might award extra land to a deserving city or people, taking it 
from earlier confiscations. These awards of land are attested frequently in the Helle
nistic period. The Great King's gift of a territory to Esmunazar, king of Sidon (see chap. 
12/3), suggests that the same practice existed in the Achaemenid period. The local 
maintenance of private, community, or civic property did not really contradict the king's 
right to use the Empire's lands. We might say that all rural property was in a way 
stamped with n character of revocability. In most cases, the king had no intention of con
fiscating the lands in question, and so this royal prerogative usually remained theoreti
cal. However, everyone also knew that the prerogative would be exercised without 
hesitation in the case of an unfaithful or revolutionary individual or population. 

Tribute-Producing Lands and Crown Lands 
To proceed, we must return to Pseudo-Aristotle, the author of the Oeconomica. In this 

invaluable treatise, he formally distinguishes a particular type of assessment from assess
ments imposed under the label tribute. He writes in fact, regarding the receipt and dis
bursement of products managed directly by the royal administration, that they "were 
received by the satraps as tage" (II. 1.3). This is a difficult word, which a later lexicogra
pher (Hesychius) understood as "the royal dorea and the entirety of things required for 
life." Here, the word dorea must be understood in the context of the royal economy, that 
is, land held by concession, except that this time it was the king himself who was the 
beneficiary. These lands in dorea are often characterized by the Classical authors as sus
taining gifts. The best-known example (but not the only one) is Themistocles, who re
ceived revenues from several towns. Each one had to provide him bread, wine, fish, 
wardrobe, and part of the expenses of his house. This is precisely how Hesychius defined 
the tage: its revenues went to satisfying the needs of the king. Given the fact that doreai 
arc attested in many satrapies, we must recognize that throughout Imperial territory por
tions of land were reserved for the needs of the king. This is precisely the system defined 
by Herodotus in connection with the financial category parex tou phorou: "Apart from 
normal tribute, the whole Persian Empire is divided into regions for the purpose of fur
nishing supplies (trophe) for the king and his army" (1.192-0-). It is thus legitimate to con-
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elude that die word tage refers to a specific category of land, which we will call "crown 
lands," on which the king levied assessments directly. Pseudo-Aristotle makes it clear 
that these assessments were products in kind. As the author says, it was up to the king to 
do with these products as he pleased, once they had been stocked in the royal granaries 
or storehouses (paratheseis: II.2.34a). 

Another passage from Herodotus, ephemeral though it may be, helps us clarify how 
tage lands functioned in practical terms. What it says is that from Egypt, along with its 
tribute, the king benefited from the proceeds (in silver) of the fish from Lake Moeris 
(111.91). Other concessions of this type were known in Egypt, such as the city of An-
thylla, which was "made over ever since the Persian conquest of Egypt to the wife of the 
reigning monarch to keep her in shoes" (Herodotus II.98-0-). In this custom we find an 
adumbration of the well-known Achaemenid custom of allowing princesses to own 
lands and villages in the Empire; the revenues from these lands made it possible for 
them to maintain a household. According to Athenaeus (I.33f), the revenues of the 
Egyptian city of Anthylla were sent to princesses in the Persian period. Diodorus Siculus 
(1.52.5-*-) said of Pharaoh Moeris, "The income accruing from the fish taken from the 
lake he gave to his wife for her unguents and general embellishment, the value of the 
catch amounting to a talent of silver daily." This was not the way it was in the time of Da
rius, when, according to Herodotus (11.149; 111.91), the revenues were paid directly to 
the royal treasury (to basilikon). 

Unfortunately, apart from this passage, direct references to the category we here call 
"crown lands" are rare. Let us return to Strabo's materials on animal tribute from Cap
padocia, Armenia, and Media (XI. 13.8). They must be compared with what we know 
about horsebreeding in this region. Strabo had just said (XI.13.7-0-), "This . . . is an ex
ceptionally good 'horse-pasturing' country; and a certain meadow there is called 'Horse-
pasturing,' and those who travel from Persis and Babylon to Caspian Gates pass through 
it; and in the time of the Persians it is said that fifty thousand mares were pastured in it 
and that these herds belonged to the kings (agelai basilikai)." Arrian (VII. 13.1) in turn 
gives the figure of 150,000 Nisaean mares (160,000 in Diodorus XVII. 110.6). In fact 
"Nisaean" horses were raised there —named for the Plain of Nisaea between Behistun 
and Ecbatana; it was famous for its alfalfa, which was called "Median grass" (cf. He
rodotus VII.40-V-). This, Polybius says, is the reason for "the royal stud farms being en
trusted to the Medes owing to the excellence of the pastures" (X.27.1 Just like the 
Babylonian stud farms (Herodotus 1.191), those in Media were doubtless considered 
part of the tage, whose produce was furnished "in lieu of tribute in silver." It must have 
been the same for the stud farms of Aeolis that, being royal property (ta basilika), were 
managed by specialized administrators (Plutarch Eum. 8.5). 

Perhaps forests, which are included implicitly by Pseudo-Aristotle in the category 
"products of the earth," were also part of the tage. A decree from the Hellenistic period 
(213) confirms the existence of royal forests in Asia Minor. To rebuild the city of Sardis, 
Antiochus III issued the following order: "Let wood immediately be cut for the rebuild
ing of the town and let it be taken from the forests of Taranza." This probably refers to 
the famous forests of Mount Tmolus, which were quite close to Sardis. The text is clear: 
if a person was on business for the king, it was not sufficient to allege that he was who he 
said he was in order to have merchandise delivered; it was necessary to produce a written 
order from the king (or the satrap) before the managers would release materiel. This was 
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also true of the royal stud farms {Plutarch, Eum. 8.5). The existence of royal forests is 
also attested in Mysia, and the luxuriance of the forests of Trachaean Cilicia is empha
sized by Strabo. He notes that the pine wood from this region was regularly used for ship
building. The Cilician coast was precisely where the Persians had set up their great 
shipyards. 

Other regions of the Empire, such as Babylonia, were less well off. Strabo refers sev
eral times to a lack of timber for construction, except for the trunks of date palms 
(XVI. 1.5 and 11). In 324, Alexander also had to import wood and carpenters from the 
Lebanon. Nonetheless, Strabo (XVI. 1.11) goes on to say that the king was able to set up 
navy yards in Babylon by making use of cypress that was cut in the woods and paradises. 
We know that the paradises were famous for the beauty of their trees and forests (cf. Plu
tarch, Art. 25.1-2; Diodorus XVI.41.5), but these woodlands had a greater purpose in life 
than just to provide shade for satraps and kings! They were also profitable estates. For in
stance, when Nehemiah was sent to Jerusalem by Artaxerxes I, he bore an official letter 
addressed to "Asaph, keeper of the king's park" (Neh. 2:8*), whom we identify as the 
manager of the royal forests of the Lebanon. This means that, as early as 538. the royal 
administration ordered "Sidonians and Tyrians to bring by sea as far as Joppa cedarwood 
from the Lebanon" for rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem. These were the same royal 
forests from which Antigonus the One-Eyed had thousands of trees cut in 316 to build 
the fleet with which he intended to conquer Egypt. The forests of the Lebanon re
mained royal estates through the Hellenistic period, as shown by the order given in 200 
by Antiochus III regarding the ornamentation of the temple in Jerusalem. 

An Appraisal and Some Uncertainties 

Let us review. It is not always easy to identify the boundaries between tribute land and 
the tage. The texts cited above do not allow us to conclude with full certainty that stud 
farms and forests were part of the tage, even though that is the interpretation adopted in 
my hypothesis. The Babylonian tablets refer to a category of lands called uzharra, a word 
of Iranian origin that is currently understood as "royal land," as opposed to other catego
ries of land. Sometimes the 'king's portion' (zitti sarri) was assessed on uzharra. Portions 
of royal land could also be conceded to court personnel, by way of royal gifts (nidintu 
sarri). But many questions remain about the extent of royal land in Babylonia. 

In actuality, royal land remains highly ambiguous. Evidence appears in two parallel 
Hellenistic cases: in one, King Antiochus ordered the concession of land to a favorite 
(Aristodicides of Assus) and specified that the land be taken from the royal land (khora 
basilike; RC 11-12). In the other case, Antigonus reminded the Greek coastal cities that 
they were strongly urged to purchase wheat that came from tribute land (khora phoro-
logoumene; RC 3). Were Antiochus and Antigonus referring to two categories of land dis
tinguished by differing terminology or to a single category with only minor distinctions 
specified by the context? I would suggest that in the politico-ideological sense of the 
term, "royal land" merged with tribute land — that is, with the Empire in its entirety (this 
is the understanding held or implied by Herodotus in his tribute discussions). But in a 
financial-economic sense, royal land was reduced to the royal dorea, or the tage, which 
1 render here with the phrase crown lands. Seen in this framework, the Persepolis docu
ments allow us to refine this term's contours. 



Chapter 11 

Persia: Empire and Tribute Economy 

l. The Persepolis Archives 

Fortification Tablets and Treasury Tablets 
In 1933-34 and 1936-38, two lots of tablets were discovered at Persepolis by Ameri

can excavators, the first in the northeast corner of the terrace, the second in the south
east part. Because of the findspots, they have come to be called the Fortification tablets 
(PFT) and the Treasury tablets ( F I T ) . The latter were published in 1948 by George G. 
Cameron, who continued editing them in later years (PF 1957. PF 1963). There are 129 
of them, and they date between year 30 of Darius (492) and year 7 of Artaxerxes (458). 
An Akkadian tablet written in December 502 (PT 85) was also found. The Fortification 
tablets, dating to years 13 through 18 of Darius (509-494), are much more numerous. In 
1968, Richard T Hallock published 2,087 of them, and another 33 ten years later (PFa). 
Others have also been published separately since then. In a 1977 article, Hallock an
nounced that he had studied nearly 4,500 of them, but we are still awaiting the publica
tion of the texts he had transcribed before his death. There are, moreover, approximately 
500 tablets in Aramaic and 80 Aramaic glosses/dockets on Elamite tablets. Five hundred 
eighty seals are found on the tablets (86 with inscriptions). Some are published (PTS); 
others are under study (PFS). Mortars and pestles have also been found at Persepolis, 
with 163 Aramaic inscriptions, which were published in 1970 by Raymond A. Bowman. 
They are dated (theoretically) to the reigns of Xerxes and Artaxerxes, between 479/8 and 
436/5. Unfortunately, several hundred Aramaic texts and inscriptions remain unpub
lished. There are also a handful of texts in other languages: 2 Akkadian tablets (PT 85, 
Fort. 11786), a short Greek text (Fort. 1771), and a text in Phrygian (probably). Thus 
there are several thousand tablets and inscriptions available to historians of the Achae
menid Empire. 

With just one exception—and it is difficult to interpret (PT 4-5) —the Persepolis tab
lets are not narrative documents. There are no treaties, no recountings of military expe
ditions, not even any indirect allusions to dynastic history. Basically, the Fortification 
tablets deal with the collection, warehousing, and distribution of foodstuffs. The recipi
ents are the king and the royal family, high officials in the administration, priests (or re
ligious attendants), cattle, and especially groups of workers (kurtas) in the chancelleries, 
rural establishments, workshops, and construction sites of Persepolis. An especially com
plete category (Category Q) records the distribution of food rations to persons and groups 
traveling from place to place within the Empire. The subjects reappear in three other se
ries: letters, journals, and warehouse accounts. The Treasury tablets, on the other hand, 
primarily record the distribution of rations to the craftsmen who worked on the construc
tion sites of Persepolis under Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes I. Some of the rations were 
disbursed (or valued) in silver, instead of only food products, beginning in 493/2. 

422 
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The entire documentation is extraordinarily concentrated in time and space. Aside 
from the travelers' provisions (Category Q), they cover a geographic area limited to cen
tral Fars and Susiana, from Susa in the northwest to Niriz in the southeast. The Treasury 
tablets are almost exclusively concerned with operations in Persepolis itself. Otherwise, 
the chronological distribution is very irregular, with 46.5% of the Fortification tablets 
dated to Darius years 22 and 23 (500-499) — 72% for Category Q (travelers' provisions). 
Most of the Treasury tablets are assignable to the reign of Xerxes (486-466), and, within 
that span, more than 60% date to 466, with 90% of his reign unattested. It is difficult to 
draw historical conclusions from these percentages. The excavators' spade has obviously 
uncovered only a tiny portion of the central archives of Persepolis. A significant number 
of administrative records must have been written on perishable materials. The Fortifica
tion tablets frequently mention Babylonian scribes writing on parchment—a method 
known not only from Classical authors (Herodotus VII.58, Diodorus 11.32.5: diphtherai) 
but also from the correspondence of the satrap Arsames, which was written on skin 
(DAE 62—74 [AD]; cf. FGrH 115 F263a). Parchment is even explicitly mentioned at Per
sepolis: a letter on a clay tablet from Princess Irdabama refers to a parchment document 
(PFa 27). References in Herodotus (VII.239; cf. VIII.90) and Aelian (VH XIV. 12) slate, 
furthermore, that wax-covered wooden boards, well known in Babylonia from the Neo-
Babylonian period (and attested earlier among the Hittites and Assyrians), were still in 
use. Given these facts, we need to realize that we only have the archives of a few offices. 
Going by documents surviving from other, earlier Near Eastern kingdoms, we know that 
we are missing other archives that would have dealt with the care and management of 
other goods, such as valuable objects, arms, and even clothing. Ancient tales dealing 
with the sack of Persepolis by the Macedonians clearly confirm our intuitions in this re
gard (e.g., Quintus Curtius V.6.3-5: textiles, furniture, royal garments, ceramics, etc.). 

This documentation will potentially assume enormous importance in the process of 
conceptualizing Achaemenid history, particularly regarding its economic and tribute 
organization. In particular, it allows the development of an analysis based on the central 
authority rather than merely on Classical sources, which, however important they may 
be, remain spotty and often biased. But, paradoxically, historians have used the Persep
olis tablets in no more than piecemeal fashion. The basic reasons for this relative neglect 
are related to language. The first decipherers in fact ran into considerable difficulties 
that are still far from fully overcome, in spite of the considerable progress already 
achieved. Aside from a few very rare exceptions, the tablets are written in Elamite, the 
language of the Ansan and Susa bureaucracies. From the linguistic and syntactic point 
of view, Neo-Elamite still offers specialists formidable problems, to the point where cer
tain accounting practices implied by the tablets are still so uncertain that sometimes one 
cannot tell the action from the agent! Moreover, a large proportion of the personal and 
geographic names and the specialized vocabulary is of Persian origin. And we do not 
possess a Persian literature from this period that would allow us to compile a complete 
Persian-Elamite dictionary. The only synoptic texts are the royal inscriptions, which 
employ a fairly small number of words. Comprehension of the underlying Persian words 
thus presupposes, on the one hand, an accurate transcription into Persian of the words 
the scribes wrote in Elamite, and on the other, an etymological analysis that can hardly 
be undertaken without the assistance of the later corpora (various Iranian languages, in
cluding Middle Persian and Modern Persian). But etymology alone does not answer 
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every question, because of the well-known fact that the sense of a word can change con
siderably over the course of time. A word's etymological meaning must therefore be 
compared with the context in which it occurs, and then the problems of syntax interfere 
again. In spite of the loanwords found among the Aramaic documents from Egypt and 
in the Babylonian tablets, and the terms collected by Greek lexicographers (Hesychius, 
the Suda, etc.), the meaning of a significant number of words used by Elamite scribes 
serving the Great King still remains unknown or hotly disputed. Meanwhile, it would 
not be wise to be overcome with skepticism; on the contrary, the breadth of the docu
mentation and the results already achieved drive the historian to interrogate the tablets 
with both patience and enthusiasm. 

Accounts and Archives 
The tablets give evidence first of all of the nitpicky, "paper-shuffling" nature of the ad

ministrative system established to supervise production and storage. After being gath
ered in the districts, harvests and livestock were collected in warehouses. Two officials 
were in charge of each warehouse, one managing the stores (the tumara for grain), the 
other (the ullira) authorizing disbursements of merchandise. Each year, the accoun
tants prepared an inventory that they sent to the central office in Persepolis. There also 
were heads of the warehouses found at each layover on the major routes, where the offi
cial travelers could find travel provisions. A duplicate of the records was likewise filed in 
Persepolis, where the accountants annually registered receipts and disbursements and 
maintained the books. In principle, then, at any given time, the central authorities were 
aware of the status of the stores at every location in the territory, and the officials could 
thus authorize appropriations at this or that warehouse. 

Each "county seat" obviously included several warehouses, each one dedicated to the 
collection and storage of a single product: grains (of various kinds), sesame, wine, beer, 
wheat, or livestock (sheep, cattle, camels, horses, fowl). The statement of accounts at 
Hadaran in year 19 lists a total of 2615 BAR [ca. 14 tons] of grain distributed during that 
year, under 11 categories: distribution to workers (kurtas), to horses, to fowl, to flocks 
and herds, and delivery to the royal warehouse (PF I94S). At Dur, in year 25, nearly 
11,000 BAR [61 tons] of grain left the warehouse (PF 1948 7 0 " 7 1 ). Nearly 5,500 liters of 
wine were appropriated in 503 from the warehouse at S a r a m a n d a (PF 1954). The live
stock inventories report each species by sex and age. Under each heading, the accounts 
give the names of the people in charge of the warehouse along with the name of the ad
ministrator who gave the order for disbursement, as well as the amount distributed and 
the type and number of recipients (priests, kurtas, animals, etc.) and the quantities trans
ported to the warehouses of Persepolis or other sites. Each delivery order coming clown 
the administrative pipeline was sent in a "sealed document" (halmi). For example, the 
record of the grain warehouse at Rakkan, in year 21 (501), mentions 20 halmi "signed" 
by Irsena, one of the chief assessors (PF 1946). Whenever a problem arose, each person's 
responsibilities were clearly demarcated. Each tablet bore two seal impressions: the seal 
of the official who provided the merchandise and the seal of the person who received it 
for distribution. The seals of the highest officials were individualized by an inscription: 
"Seal of so-and-so, son of so-and-so." In 500, the top official of the administration, Par-
naka, let it be known that he had changed his seal: "The seal which hitherto had been 
mine, this seal has been replaced. From now on, the seal borne by this tablet is mine" 
(PF 2067-68). 
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Several documents show that, as elaborate as die system was, it gave rise to disputes. 
An accountant complains that an official has not provided a sealed document (PF 1957, 
1988). There are accusations^?) of "appropriating for themselves" this or that merchan
dise (PF 198 6 3 7 - 3 8 , 2074). In May 498, accountants specify that certain female workers 
have not received their rations for two months (PF 1960). Sometimes the central admin
istration is asked for help in getting this or that administrator his job back (PF 1859-60; 
2071). Though quite obscure in detail, there is a letter stating that "the accountants have 
not furnished a sealed document"; and "the man who was the courier(?) of the tablet has 
fled." The order is given that he be captured and sent to Media(?), where an inquiry will 
be conducted. The following order is issued to the administrators: "When you send a 
tablet to Parnaka, write on it the name of the person responsible for its delivery." It ap
pears, in fact, that previously such precautions had not been taken (PFa 28). The ware
house officials were often called to account. A tablet mentioning the failings of several 
officials and the adjustments that eventuated ends with this formula: "In conformity 
with customary law" (PF 1980), where the term translated 'law' (Old Persian data) here 
seems to refer to administrative regulations. 

2. Administrative Hierarchy and Organization of Production 

Parnaka 
In charge of the entire administration was a man named Parnaka; documents show 

that he was in charge between 506 and 497. His seal bears the Aramaic legend "Parnaka, 
son of Arsama." It is generally agreed that the Arsama in question is none other than the 
grandfather of Darius. Parnaka would thus be the brother of Hystaspes, the paternal un
cle of Darius, and the father of Artabazus, whom Xerxes placed in charge of Hellespon-
tine Phrygia. In any case, the size of the daily "rations" he received during his seasonal 
migrations reveals the eminence of the person and his responsibility: 2 sheep, nearly 90 
liters of wine, and nearly 180 liters of flour. Several tablets attest to the large number of 
letters he sent to his subordinates, most of the time ordering them to release some 
amount of produce (wine, grain) to specific persons or groups. On two occasions (deliv
eries to Princess Irtasduna), these letters state that the order came from Darius himself 
(PF 1793; Fort. 6764). To carry out his duties, he presided over a sizable bureaucracy. 
Each letter also names its scribe. Several of these letters refer to "Babylonian scribes 
writing on parchment" who worked directly for him (PF 1807-8, 1810, 1947). A man 
called Appismanda may have succeeded him in 497. Several letters, too, were written by 
the scribes of Zissawis, Parnaka's right-hand man (PF 1811-28, 2069). His seal is applied 
in the name of Darius. His daily rations of course are lower than Parnaka's: less than 3 
liters of wine, less than 60 liters of flour, and a single sheep. 

The Department Heads 
Just below Parnaka and Zissawis were several high officials, each of whom was in 

charge of one area of production and to whom Parnaka or Zissawis sent regular letters 
requiring them to do what was necessary for the delivery of specific products. Armed 
with this letter, the officials in turn sent sealed orders down the chain of command. As 
far as we can tell, production was organized into five departments: livestock, grain, wine 
(and beer), fruit, and fowl. 

By way of example, let us take a closer look at the livestock department. It was man
aged by the head of livestock (kasabattis). At least from 506 to 501, the job belonged to a 
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man named Harrena. In 503, on the orders of Parnaka, who in tarn had been instructed 
by King Darius, Harrena delivered 100 sheep to Princess Irtasduna, one of Darius's 
wives, whom Herodotus calls Artystone (Fort. 6764). Each district had a bureaucracy 
like the one in the central offices. At Urandus in 503, there was a kasahattis called 
Makama who reported to Harrena (PF 2025) and was in charge of a number of shep
herds and stockbreeders. Since the pasturage proper was insufficient—especially during 
the harsh Persian winter—it was necessary to plan to provide for additional feed (espe
cially grain) in the warehouse stockpiles. Several documents deal with the collection of 
grain reserves (PF 432, 465, 495-96, 522, 526-27, 535, 538, 542, 545). Several categories 
of tablets (S1-S3) record rations provided to animals, including special rations anticipat
ing royal migrations (S3). These texts deal with every category (horses, cattle, sheep, 
camels, and all sorts of poultry). They always follow the same pattern: on orders from 
above (often a sealed document [halmi]), the warehouse manager delivered grain (for 
example) to a person entrusted with feeding animals. Regarding horses, in year 17 (505), 
the second-level administrator of rations was Hiumizza, who, in light of a sealed order 
received from the top administrator, sent orders to the wine-cellar-master Yamaksedda, 
who was in turn to deliver wine rations to Maudadda, who was in charge of horses at 
Parmizzan (PF 1833-34; cf. 1687-91). At this same level, those in charge of local horses 
were the mudunra 'stablemasters': they are the ones who received the rations from the 
warehouse to give to the animals. Other titles sometimes appear—namely, mudunrabat-
tis, pasanabattis, harmanabattis—which are often used synonymously but might just as 
well refer to an internal hierarchy (cf. battis = "pati 'chief'). Reading the individual tab
lets leads us to believe that each mudunra dealt with only a small number of animals. 
Sometimes this was a single horse, often four or five, rarely ten or more (PF 1635ff.) In 
every location, there were several horse-tenders. At Rakkan in year 21 (501), rations were 
entrusted to seven people, whose most common title was mudunra. It appears that each 
mudunra was in charge of several groups of horses; one of them, Battisdana, even had to 
take care of horses, cattle, and sheep (PF 1946). 

The rations themselves varied from 1 QA (less than a liter) to 40 QA of grain per day. 
The horses also received unusual rations: wine (PF 1757-64, 1772-78), beer (PF 1779), 
grain (PF 1766-68), and flour (PF 1770-71). Provision of wine or beer for horses (even 
once for camels: PF 1845) is nothing to be surprised about, considering that Aristotle 
(Hist. An. VIII.9) mentions 5 marris of wine as an allocation of elephant feed. This prac
tice is well known in modern times as well. Horses are distinguished by age—"young" 
and "old"—as well as by function. Two terms are worth mentioning: pirradazis and "[the 
one] who makes the journey." Both refer to horses normally used in the postal service. 
The former are the "express horses," famous for their speed and endurance. They were 
used by the "swift couriers," who were also called pirradazis (chap. 9/2). 

The kurtas Heads (kurdabattis) 

In the Fortification tablets, four officials bear the title kurdabattis: Irsena, Karkis, S\td-
dayauda, and Misparma. The word kurdabattis has received two interpretations: some 
(the larger camp) think that such people oversaw the laborers who worked in the fields, 
shops, and construction sites, who in hundreds of tablets are generically called kurtas 
(OPers. "garda). Others believe that kurta- represents not "garda but "grda 'house' and 
thus that the kurdabattis were chief stewards who headed all five departments and their 
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staff. However, the etymological discussion is of minor importance, since the duties this 
person assumed clearly lie at the intersection of stock-regulation and administrative 
staff-regulation, involving one of their most frequently attested roles: distributor of ra
tions. In 494, dates were warehoused in the paradise of Misdukba, under the supervision 
of Misparma, who had the titles kurdahattis and saramana, lower-level administrator/ 
distributor (PF 158). In other words, he would have been responsible for handing out 
date rations upon receiving an order through channels. In other cases—if this does not 
involve someone else with the same name —fvlisparma was responsible for the stocks of 
various products that Irsena, also a kurdabattis, quite often distributed for the benefit of 
groups of kurtas (PF 929-32, 1103, 2041). Having the same title did not imply equality 
of rank: as in the case of the kasabattis (livestock managers), some people could only 
carry out their functions within a limited perimeter, under the authority of the head 
kurdabattis. This was doubtless the hierarchical relationship that existed between Mis
parma and Irsena. 

Irsena was obviously a very busy, high-ranking person. His ancestry is not known in 
detail, since he reused a Neo-Elamite seal carved with the name of Humban-ahpi, son 
of Sati-Humban. Nontheless, he was a Persian (Rsayana) who, one tablet records, came 
from Ansan (PF 1368). He is named in more than 70 tablets; the dates of the tablets re
veal that he was giving orders at least from 505 to 498. His seal impressions show that he 
operated with privilege in the Fahliyun region, but he can also be found at work in the 
Persepolis sector. In essence, his brief was chief financial officer. In this capacity, he sent 
sealed documents (halmi) to various subordinates, whose duty it was to allocate the ra
tions according to his orders. Thus, in 503 he sent more than 10 orders to the warehouse 
at Hadaran, where the managers were responsible to him. He also planned the transpor
tation of grain from place to place and the delivery of various shipments to the king. In 
500, some kurtas in transit received travel rations at an estate (irmatam) where Irsena vvas 
responsible for the allocation. In other words, it was he who sent the order to the man
ager of the warehouse (Medummanus) and to the official (Siyatiparna) who would re
ceive the grain from him for distribution to the kurtas (PF 1368). 

Irsena himself was under the authority of Parnaka and his lieutenant, Zissawis, from 
whom he received letters instructing him to take the steps necessary for the distribution 
of rations to various people (a magus, a warehouse manager, Parnaka's Babylonian 
scribes, etc.). In 498, he also received a letter from Maraza, who ordered him to distrib
ute grain rations to kurtas (PF 1844). After carrying out major responsibilities in the 
wine department between 504 and part of 498, and therefore figuring among Parnaka's 
staff (PF 1789, 1792, 1806-8, 1840), Maraza then was reassigned to the grain department 
(1841-42, 1844-45). In his capacity as a high official at this time, he ordered Irsena to 
distribute grain rations to kurtas who depended on him. This simple example shows 
that the kurdabattis Irsena was not a head steward, in a position in the hierarchy supe
rior to the head of a department. Quite the contrary, on the instructions of the higher 
authority, he ordered the lower-ranking officials to distribute rations to groups of kurtas 
placed immediately in his responsibility. The same clearly holds for Karkis and Sud-
dayauda, who succeeded him in the Persepolis region, the former from 507 to 503, the 
latter from 502 to 496. The activities of both of them were in principle limited to a par
ticular region, but they also needed to intervene elsewhere, perhaps because of a scar
city of qualified personnel. In any case, study of the tablets shows the complexity and 
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rigidity of the Persepolis administration's chain of command. It also provides interesting 
hints about the careers of officials, such as Maraza, who sometimes can be followed for 
several years. 

Treasurerships and Treasurers 
The problems posed by another high official, the treasurer, are far more difficult. The 

only direct information we have comes from the Treasury tablets, which allow us to 
compile a list of treasurers after 490, when Baradkama took the job, a job that he kept 
until 466. The Aramaic notes on the Persepolis mortars and pestles allow us to fill out 
the list of treasurers through 436-435, assuming that the dates proposed by the editor of 
the inscriptions are fully confirmed, which is not in fact the case. In the Treasury tablets, 
the treasurer has the Persian title "ganzabara, derived from the word "ganza 'treasure'; 
in the mortar and pestle inscriptions, "subtreasurers" ("upa-ganzabara) also appear. 
This may have been Sakka's role alongside Baradkama. Several times treasurers are 
given the Elamite title kapnuskira, which corresponds to "ganzabara (PT I963 ?- 6). They 
could also be referred to with the phrases "treasurer of Persia" and 'in the fortress' (hal-
marris), which unambiguously designates Persepolis. Regularly, al the demand of some 
official, they released funds for the payment of kurtas. Beginning in 493, in fact, the kur
tas were paid partly in weighed silver. The silver came from the treasury, in one instance 
called the royal treasury (sunkina; PT 27). The treasurers' area of activity was confined 
to Persia itself; in most cases, the kurtas were "craftsmen at Persepolis," where they 
worked on the construction sites. But the treasury could also provide money/silver for 
groups who worked at other locations in Fars, such as the workers who made coats of 
mail at Niriz (PT 52). Despite these data, their place in the hierarchy is not easy to spec
ify precisely. We do not know exactly what the treasury was or what funds were used to 
replenish it: funds belonging to Persia proper ("treasury of Parsa") or funds deriving from 
levies of tribute and taxes flowing in from throughout the Empire (as may be suggested 
by PF 1342, 1357, 1495, and PFa 14; cf. Nepos, Dat. 4.2 and DAE 71-72 [AD 10-11]). 
Did the treasurer report to a higher-ranking officer? During Baradkama's tenure, noth
ing more was said of Parnaka or of any successor to his high responsibilities. On several 
occasions, Baradkama received orders directly from Darius (PT 4-7). Should we infer 
that a royal letter was sent in every case? 

The Fortification tablets seem to reveal a different state of affairs. The word "ganza
bara is found there only twice. Someone named Mannuya received money/silver at Susa 
and got orders to take it to Matezzis (PF 1342). Does this refer to the proceeds of taxes 
levied in Elam? But if so, why take it to Matezzis and not to the Persian treasury in the 
fortress very close to Persepolis? Another tablet transcribes a statement of accounts set up 
at Rakkan, which is called a treasury (PF' 1947). Among the officials who worked there 
and received rations there were a treasurer ("ganzabara); an official in charge of autho
rizing disbursements of goods from the warehouse (idlira), who is called ullira kapnus
kira, 'ullira of the treasury'; and a scribe (tipira kcipnuskima). The treasury in question, 
however, was not the treasury of Parsa but one of the many local treasuries, which the 
tablets list throughout the territory of Fars and Elam. One text refers indirectly to the 
Persepolis treasury. It records the provision of rations to shepherds who brought "royal 
sheep" to Susa and who were described as "attached to the treasury [of Persepolis]" (kan-
zaika; PF 1442). This probably referred to kurtas who were dependent on the authorities 
of the fortress and who were needed for particular jobs (cf. PT 45, 65-67). 
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The words kapnuski 'treasury' and kapnuskira 'treasurer' are attested in 53 Fortifica
tion tablets. These treasuries were eleven local treasuries in Persia and apparently have 
nothing in common with the Persepolis treasury known from the Treasury tablets. These 
treasuries included warehouses and a sizable staff (as at Rakkan). Attached to them were 
larger or smaller groups of kurtas—for example, 47 at Shiraz in 504 (then 231 in 500), 
677 at Matezzis in 497, 544 at Urandus in 500, and so on. The local treasuries were thus 
primarily centers of collection, warehousing, and processing of agricultural and animal 
products. The treasurer of one of these centers thus did not have much in common with 
the treasurer of Parsa (such as Baradkama), even though both of them were known by 
the same title, "ganzabara. Baradkama appears several times in 495-494 as distributor 
of rations to the kurtas of the treasury (kapnuski) of Urandus and Shiraz (PF 864-67); 
once, grain was in the control of Irsena; in 495, he was responsible for seven kurtas of the 
treasury at Kurpun. Obviously, between 494 and 490, he profited from a major promo
tion that had brought him to the Persepolis treasury. There can be no doubt, then, that 
the treasuries also involved groups of kurtas who worked in shops, as is suggested by the 
inscriptions on mortars and pestles found in the treasury. 

Apparently, Baradkama had no predecessor in his duties as treasurer of Parsa, insofar 
as we can reconstruct the situation from the Treasury tablets. This is not to say that after 
Parnaka there was no royal treasury in the sense of a depository for metal and valuable 

.objects. As a matter of fact, the ancient authors often refer to such places as thesauroi and 
paratheseis (cf. Strabo XV.3.21). It is always risky to interpret silence in the sources. The 
sudden appearance of payments in silver to the kurtas in 493 certainly does not imply 
that Parnaka did not have sums of money at his disposal. The Akkadian Treasury tablet 
proves, in fact, that from at least 502 on, dues were collected in weighed silver (PT 85). 
It seems more reasonable to assume that some of Parnaka's archives have disappeared; 
moreover, the Fortification tablets are extremely discreet regarding the operations car
ried out at Persepolis itself. 

3. The World of Work: The kurtas 

Kurtas Craftsmen 
An overwhelming majority of the tablets refer to the rations provided to the kurtas. In 

the Persepolis documentation, the Elamite word kurtas refers generally to the laborers 
who worked in the fields and shops controlled by the administration or else on construc
tion sites at Persepolis. In most cases, their specialty is not indicated. They are most often 
listed as kurtas receiving rations in a certain locality or a certain treasury (kurtas kap-
nuskip). On the other hand, many technical names of occupations are not included, so 
we have entire lists that are inexplicable (cf. PF 865). 

The Treasury tablets basically contain the names of specialized workers in the build
ing trades and ornamental crafts. They are often designated by the expression "kurtas-
craftsmen who receive rations from Persepolis." The Elamite word marrip 'craftsman' in 
all probability corresponds to Persian "krnuvaka. The designation they receive is some
times very general, such as the 1149 men who are called 'craftsmen of all trades' or 
workers at any task'> (PT 79). Their specialty is sometimes indicated more specifically: 
they work stone, they carve reliefs in wood, they contribute to the completion of a hypo-
style hall, they are goldsmiths or smelters. The mass of Treasury tablets attests to the per
petual work on ornamentation and finishing at Persepolis throughout the reign of Xerxes 
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in particular. In the Fortification tablets, the craftsmen (marrip) working at Persepolis 
are also named, but relatively infrequently. Between 507 and 500, certain tablets record 
the transport to Persepolis of grain, flour, and wine intended for craftsmen's rations; the 
distributor is Abbateya (1580-84, 1587, 1594, 1614, 1801, 1831; cf. 1049 and 1953). Eth
nic background is given once (Lycians: PF 1049); specialties are cited rarely: sculptors 
in stone (PF 1587, 1633), goldsmiths (PF 872, 1805), woodworkers (PF 1799?). An Ara
maic gloss (PF 1587) refers to quarrymen. One is reminded of the Greek graffiti found 
in a quarry near Persepolis—one graffito carved with the name Pytharcus, another Ni-
kias. Furthermore, the mortars and pestles of Persepolis show that, under Xerxes and 
Artaxerxes I, kurtas were employed in the fortress's shops to make objects apparently in
tended for royal tableware. 

But not all of the craftsmen were concentrated at Persepolis. The Persepolis treasurer 
also provided a "salary" to kurtas who made coats of mail at Niriz (PT 52) or who worked 
at Fasa (PT 53) or Shiraz (PT 42-42a, 60). Like the treasury in Persepolis, the treasuries 
scattered all around the territory in fact included groups of 'treasury workers' (kurtas kap-
nuskip) of varying size. A wide variety of trades is found among them: masons at Urandus 
(PTP 27-33, 67-68), Sardian blacksmiths at Kurra (PF 873), and goldsmiths at Hidalu 
(PF 874). Among the most specialized groups were the kurtas to whom the administra
tion delivered skins, which they treated to make parchment, which in turn was used by 
the many chancelleries and accounting offices. Furthermore, 23 texts from various sites 
refer to groups of pasap consisting entirely of women. These were (probably) weavers 
who worked wool and made a wide variety of clothing. 

On the orders of Abbateya in 497, a group of 31 kurtas from the Niriz treasury came 
to Persepolis, where they worked as masons (PF 1852). These kurtas wore not necessarily 
master masons previously; it is possible that they had been summoned as common la
borers and enrolled as workers in squads intended for masonry works. It appears in any 
case that groups of workers were periodically moved from one spot to another as needed. 
Such movements are frequently attested in tablets from Category Q (travel rations): 
from Susa to Persepolis, from Susa to Makkan, from Persepolis to Susa, from Rakkan to 
Tammukhan, and so on. Relocation of workers is also mentioned in the Treasury tablets. 
At the end of Darius's reign, construction workers, who were used in the building of a 
palace at Nupistas (Naqs-i Rustam? PT 9), were brought from Egypt; in 462-461, a re
nowned specialist in stone ornamentation was ordered from Susa to Persepolis (PT 78). 
The groiips moved in this way could be sizable: 547 Egyptians from Susa to Persepolis 
(PF 1557); 108 Cappadocians from Persepolis to Elam (PF 1577); 1500 men from Per
sepolis to Susa (PF 1542); 150 Thracians, 980 Cappadocians, and 303 Lycians from one 
place to another within Fars (PFa 18 and 30); etc. 

The change in the number of kurtas on the same site is further evidence of the prac
tice of worker relocation. The orders for distribution of rations in effect allow us to com
pile an annual census. We can see that some of the treasuries had only small groups 
attached permanently, such as Hiran (except in 488: 88 kurtas), Kurpun, and even Pasar
gadae. On the other hand, at Matezzis, rations were distributed to 259 workers in 506, 
694 in 499, 702 in 498, and 677 in 497; at Urandus, the figures are as follows: 15 in 503, 
544 in 502, and an average of more than 200 until 497. The variations are sometimes 
striking: at Parmizzan, where there regularly were very small groups (5 in 505 and 6 in 
501), the number reaches 527 in one year (508?). To be sure, the figures must not be 
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taken as a precise reflection of the circumstances, because the archives we have are in
complete and, in particular, they fall silent regarding the number of craftsmen working 
at Persepolis. Nonetheless, they give an overall idea of the hierarchy of the treasuries and 
of the movements of laborers from site to site. 

Centurions and Foremen 
The orders concerning rations and movements of kurtas emanated from 'heads of 

kurtas' (kurdabattis), who also might carry out the duties of distributors (saramana). Or
ders could be sent directly from Parnaka's office, sometimes even from the royal chan
cellery itself. But the groups of kurtas, in particular the best supplied, had their own 
internal organization, subject of course to the authority of administration officials. Sev
eral times in the Fortification tablets products are directed to 'heads of a hundred' (sada-
battisf'satapati) and 'heads of ten' (dasabattis/*daOapati), explicitly named according 
to the formula "the decurion/centurion of such-and-such" (PF 138-43). A 'head of four' 
(zatturubattis) is even found once (PT 1963: 10). One Treasury tablet records a list of 
persons (tassup/people) divided into hundreds (PT 84). We are tempted to think that it 
was the job of these centurions and decurions to distribute the rations among their men. 
Nonetheless, the information drawn from the Treasury tablets does not fully confirm 
this interpretation. In some exemplars, the centurion is indeed the distributor (sara
mana; PT 42-42a, 53, 60). But this is not the rule. In 483-482, a group of Syrian, Egyp
tian, and Ionian kurtas working at Persepolis comprised 201 units in all. The rations 
were divided unequally among subgroups comprising 46 men each, obviously because 
of their differing qualifications. The group also includes 63 men called centurions and 
subcenturions. If we suppose (which is only logical) that each tablet deals with a specific 
category of workers who received rations, it is obvious that each of the centurions (how
ever many there were) did not command 100 men. They are called more precisely "cen
turions who [belong to the category] of centurions." This is probably a distinction that 
entitled one to a larger ration than the 138 other workers (PT 15). This was probably also 
true for the Egyptian centurion Haradduma, a carpenter/joiner, who in one tablet is the 
only person specified as receiving a ration (PT 1). He must have been an especially re
spected craftsman, considering the amount of his ration (the equivalent of 6'/2 siculi per 
month), which was much higher than that of other centurions (1 + ' / ) + V& siculi per 
month for each of the 63 centurions and subcenturions of PT 15). It was also much 
higher than the ration of a particular decorator who, even though he was specially sum
moned from Susa to Persepolis in 462-461, received only Vi siculus per month (PT78). 
The modesty of his ration seems all the more inexplicable in that he is called pirra-
manakurras, which represents the Persian "framanakara, which is translated 'foreman'. 
In 466-465, a man named Eskus was the foreman of 612 carpenters working at Persepo
lis, but the amount of his ration is not stated (PT 75). In 466, two carpenters' foremen 
received an allocation of \lA siculi per month (PT 44). 

Food Rations and the Organization of Production 
According to the Fortification tablets, rations in kind were distributed unequally ac

cording to gender and age. In general, men, 'boys' (puhu), women, and girls were distin
guished, although some uncertainty remains about the exact meaning of puhu (defined 
by age? or by status [servant]?). In an overall analysis, it appears that 83% of the men 
received 30 QA of grain per month, or about 16.5 kg (figuring 56 kg per hectoliter), the 
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others receiving between 11 and 25 kg; 87% of the women received between 11 and 16.5 
kg, nearly all the others drawing 22 kg. But these mean figures do not take into account 
the diversity of situations. By way of example (among hundreds more), let us consider 
the amount of grain rations handed out in March 498 to 702 kurtas in Matezzis, who re
ceived 1,638.5 BAR, that is, more than 100 quintals (PF 960 [1 quintal = 100 kg]). The 
allocation was as follows: 

1 man 27.50 kg 4 women 27.50 kg 

48 men 22.00 120 women 22.00 

31 men 18.75 146 women 16.50 

23 men 16.50 100 women 11.00 

15 "boys" (puhu) 13.25 3 girls 13.75 

28 "boys" 11.00 13 girls 11.00 

38 "boys" 11.00 43 girls 8.25 

20 "boys" 5.50 22 girls 5.50 

22 "boys" 2.75 17 girls 2.75 
8 libap 11.00 

We can see differences within each category as well, without in any particular case hav
ing any information to help understand the criteria (aside from age, which is clearly not 
the only consideration). Furthermore, a new category appears here, the lihap. The libap 
are often mentioned in groups of travelers who are supplied from the warehouses on the 
royal roads. Two subgroups can be very generally distinguished, the saluip and the li
bap—two categories that correspond to different social statuses but are not defined fur
ther—the "gentlemen" and the servants/slaves. The gentlemen usually receive 0.82 kg 
per clay, the puhu 0.55 kg, and the servants/libap 0.55 kg as well. 

While grain was obviously the staple food, some groups also received wine or beer, 
but this is relatively rare: less than '/5 of the cases. In March and April 500, for example, 
24 marris of wine (ca. 228 liters) were distributed to 8 kurtas of Niriz, as follows: 19.4 li
ters for each of 2 men, 9.7 liters for each of 2 other men, and 23 liters for one woman (PF 
878). We can conclude from these two examples that the women were not systematically 
less well provided for than the men. The ration of three mams'of wine (29 liters) is reg
ularly allocated to women who bore the title irsara, which renders the Persian maOista 
'head'. This title could obviously be applied to men, who therefore received very high ra
tions. But there were often women heads of women pasap. These women heads re
ceived a very high grain ration of 27.5 kg. On one occasion (PF 1790), 5 of these women 
received '/i sheep; on another, 544 ordinary female workers of Urandus earned '/30 sheep 
per month (PF 1794), even though the distribution of meat to kurtas is extremely rare 
(PF 823-25, 1793). The kurtas-pasap were among the groups that received supplemen
tary rations: one liter of flour per month in one case (PF 1090) and 3 liters of beer for six 
months in another (PF 1108). Even within the group of weavers—a small number of 
whom were male —the rations were divided into three subgroups according to job, 
whether the garments being made were of a more or less fine fabric or texture (super
fine, very fine, or other). It was probably the same on the construction sites at Persepolis: 
it seems quite likely that the work there was divided aaccording to squads and teams, 
each one assigned to a specific repetitive task. 
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The Aramaic inscriptions from Persepolis also attest to the administration's efforts to 
keep close watch on the kurtas and to increase their productivity. These inscriptions, on 
dishes, pestles, and mortars of green stone ("green chert"), are composed on the follow
ing model (according to one of the proposed interpretations): 

IN THE TREASURY OF THE FORTRESS 
ON THE ORDERS OF X, SEGAN 

N MADE THIS MORTAR/PESTLE/DISH 
WHICH HE TURNED 

ON THE AUTHORITY OF Y 1 (TREASURER) AND/OR Y 2 (SUBTREASURER) 
SERIES (OF WORK) OF YEAR A 

The procedure can be reconstructed as follows. Workshops for stone vessel-making 
(doubtless intended to adorn the royal table) were located in rooms in the treasury. 
Craftsmen whose status is not specifically indicated but who clearly fell under the ge
neric category of treasury workers (kurtas kapnuskip), found so frequently in the tablets, 
worked there. Some of them, the turner-polishers, were specialists. The kurtas teams— 
perhaps grouped into decuries (tens) or centuries (hundreds)—were directed and over
seen by segan 'provosts/guards' who themselves were under the orders of the treasurer 
C'ganzabaTa) and the subtreasurer ("upa-ganzabara) then in office. The notices written 
on each object allowed the administrator to verify (and doubtless pay for) the labor of the 
workers who were involved in the production. They also allowed him to establish a cor
relation between the weight of stone provided to each workshop and the number of ob
jects produced, thus providing a means of measuring the output. The mention of the 
date and the serial number confirms the meticulous, detail-oriented character of the ad
ministration of the treasury, so clearly attested throughout the Persian documentation. 
And, were it not marked by an obvious flair for the dramatic, we would not hesitate to use 
a passage from Diodorus of Sicily to illustrate the administration's concern for "effi
ciency" (XVII.69.40-). According to Alexander's historian, as a matter of fact, the Greek 
kurtas of Persepolis were treated in this way: "They were persons who had acquired skills 
or crafts and had made good progress in their instruction; then their other extremities 
had been amputated and they were left only those which were vital to their profession"! 

Origins and Status of the kurtas 
We have still not explained the status of the kurtas, and to do so is no easy task. The 

etymology of the term (garda) is not much help. Only context might allow us to attempt 
some semblance of a description. The first observation is that the kurtas represented a 
sampling of nearly all of the peoples of the Empire, including Persians in apparently 
limited number. Among the kurtas were Bactrians, Sogdians, Babylonians, Assyrians, 
Elamites, Arabs, Syrians, Egyptians, Lycians, Carians, Ionians, Sardians, Cappadocians, 
and Thracians. The occurrences of these different peoples vary in number: while Cari
ans are named only 3 times (PF 1123; PT 37, 1963: 2) and Arabs only 4 (PF 1477, 1507, 
1534; PFa 17), others appear in many tablets, especially Lycians (more than 10 times) 
and Thracians (at least 20 times). But it seems difficult to draw inferences from statistics 
based on such fragmentary archives. 

Why did they come, or why were they brought, to Persia? There is no single answer, 
and several compatible explanations can be offered. The policy of deportation of con
quered populations is attested several times, as it was in the Assyrian and Neo-Babylo-
n i a n periods (for example, the Judahites under Nebuchadnezzar). After the defeat and 
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destruction of Sidon in 345-344 by Artaxerxes III, men and women of the city were led 
captive to Babylon, where "they entered the royal palace" (ABC no. 9, p. 114). The Clas
sical texts frequently refer to this practice, which the Persian generals sometimes use as 
the ultimate threat (Herodotus VI.3,9, 94). The Milesians were subjected to deportation 
(VI.32, 98), as were the Paeonians of Thrace (VI.98), Barcaeans (IV.204), Eretrians 
(VI. 101, 119), Boeotians, and Carians, not to mention the Branchidae of Miletus who, 
fleeing Miletus during Xerxes' predations, were settled in Bactria. No document ex
pressly names Persia as a destination to which deportees were sent. They mention in
stead what the Greeks liked to call "the extremities of the Empire": Bactria, Babylonia, 
Elam, as well as the islands in the Persian Gulf that were frequently a place of deporta
tion, as much for miscreant Persians as for conquered populations. But there is no doubt 
that prisoners of war could be settled in Fars. Alexander, upon his arrival in Persia in 
331, made contact with Greeks deported to Persia, as well as with a Lycian shepherd, 
who told him he had been reduced to this condition after a defeat. We are immediately 
reminded of the kurtas shepherds known from the tablets. The same is true for the 
Greeks in Persepolis who "had been carried away from their homes by previous kings 
of Persia" (Diodorus XVII.69.3*) and who, mutilated by their masters, complained to 
Alexander of having been forced to toil in slave workshops (ergastules; Quintus Cur
tius V. 5.13). 

Quite another picture emerges from the "foundation charters" of Darius's palace at 
Susa (chap. 5/2). There the king is glorified for bringing raw materials and specialized 
craftsmen —Ionians, Sardians, Egyptians, Carians, Bactrians, Elamites, Babylonians— 
from everywhere. Despite the deeply ideological character of these royal proclamations, 
we can easily agree that Darius utilized ethnic contingents whose specialites were well 
known. This selective use of specialists is well known from the Neo-Assyrian kings. 
There is also no doubt that to accomplish his construction projects at Pasargadae, Cyrus 
himself called on craftsmen from Lydia and Ionia. According to Diodorus Siculus 
(I.46.4-0-), it was the same with Cambyses, who, not content to pillage the temples of 
Egypt, "[took] artisans (technitai) along from Egypt, [and] constructed their famous pal
aces in Persepolis and Susa and throughout Media." It is unfortunately difficult to con
firm whether the ethnic groups mentioned in the tablets were specialized in a particular 
activity. Though it is true that Babylonians were employed as scribes who wrote on 
parchment by Parnaka, this was not their only activity. Other Babylonians were "seed 
merchants" (PF 1811, 1821-22) and still others gravediggers (? PF 1856). Among the 
Carians, some were stoneworkers (PT 37) and others masons (PT 37, PT 1963: 2). The 
Egyptians and Syrians worked in various building trades: masonry, carpentry, sculpting, 
etc. If we add the fact that groups of kurtas were sometimes ethnically mixed, we see that 
any conclusion regarding ethnic specialities becomes useless and illusory. 

The individually named craftsmen constitute a special case, such as, for example, the 
Egyptian foreman specializing in woodworking who was employed at Persepolis in 490-
489 (PT 1) or the decorator foreman who was called posthaste from Susa to Persepolis 
(PT 78). It is tempting to suppose that some master craftsmen/artists might have come to 
Persepolis not because they were forced to but because they were requested by Persian 
officials seeking especially skilled technicians. This was perhaps the situation (later) in 
the case of the sculptor Telephanes of Phocis, mentioned by Pliny (NH XXXIV. 19.68), 
and many other famous Greek artists in various fields (athletes, poets, dancers), even if 
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some of them (the physicians Democedes and Ctesias) were captives. This hypothesis 
implies that at the end of their engagement (contract?), they could return home or seek 
another situation. Meanwhile, this process—if it can be proved —could only have worked 
for a very limited number of highly skilled craftsmen. There was no real labor market (see 
below, chap. 11/9, the case of Hinzanay). There must be other explanations for why thou
sands of kurtas with no particular qualifications other than what was assigned to them 
were, for example, temporarily moved to the construction sites of Persepolis, where most 
of them carried out repetitive tasks that involved no particular creativity. 

Demographics and Population Growth 
Women about to give birth were among the recipients of special rations (PF 1200-37, 

1248). Although the term kurtas is not always qualified, there is no doubt that it often re
fers to women workers, whose specialty is sometimes indicated: for example, weavers 
(? PF 1200, 1203, 1236; cf. 1224). From time to time they are listed by name. They gen
erally receive wine, beer, and flour. The ration is doubled in the event of the birth of a 
bov: for example, 10 liters of wine or beer for a boy, 5 liters for a girl; 11 kg of grain for a 
boy, 5.5 kg for a girl. Some mothers are rewarded with higher allocations (kamakas: 15 
liters of wine in one case), for reasons we do not know. Several tablets show that each 
mother received both wine/beer and grain products. Even though the sample is limited 
in number and timespan (most of the tablets come from 500-497), it is interesting to ob
serve that the total number of births is 449, 247 of them boys (55%). There do not seem 
to be any examples of twins. Nevertheless, this documentation testifies to a policy of vol
untary supplements on the part of the administration—well attested also (in a quite dif
ferent political context) for Persian families themselves (cf. Herodotus 1.136; Strabo 
XV.3.17). It is clear that these postnatal rations were over and above normal rations—as 
it were, a reward. At the same time, the bonuses must have allowed the women to recu
perate from childbirth under good conditions and doubtless to nurse their babies—if we 
suppose that the ancients thought that lactation was optimized by drinking beer! 

These documents also show that some of the kurtas of Fars were quite simply a result 
of natural population growth, since doubtless the status of mothers was passed on to 
their children. Unfortunately, we know nothing about the fathers. The actual origin of 
the mothers is rarely specified: Thracians in one case (PF 1215), Ionians in another (PF 
1224). Bui were the fathers Thracians or Ionians? We may return to the Lycian shepherd 
who guided Alexander toward the Persian Gates, "whose father was a Lycian, and his 
mother a Persian," Plutarch states (Alex. 37.1*). There were kurtas who at that time 
worked in the 'slave-prisons' (ergastula) of Persepolis, whose representatives referred to 
women "whom chance and necessity have joined to [them]" and who had given them 
children "whom slavery has compelled [them] to acknowledge" (Quintus Curtius 
V.5.15, 20->). But can we also apply these details to the Persia of Darius I, and would 
these accounts then describe a current practice? The Babylonian Chronicle on the tak
ing of Sidon by Artaxerxes III and the Greek texts show that the groups of deportees in
cluded men and women. 

But what became of the young children? Were they permanently integrated into a 
group of kurtas that included (hypothetical!)') their fathers and mothers? Fortunately, we 
have —as we have seen—a very large number of ration tablets that record amounts differ
entiated by age and sex, according to categories generally understood as men, women, 
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boys, and girls. On the basis of these documents we can derive some statistics. Taking 
into account all of the Fortification tablets, M. A. Dandamaev has drawn up the follow
ing table: 

Total Men Women Boys Girls 
21,576 8,183 8,564 2,687 2,142 
100% 37.5% 39.8% 12.7% 10% 

Observing that the numerical rations of men to women and boys to girls are approxi
mately equal, the only conclusion that seems possible is that the kurtas lived in families. 
But the reasoning is not airtight. First of all, the fertility rate seems abnormally low, even 
if we allow for high infant mortality (cf. Ctesias §49). It also needs to be stressed that any 
conclusion based on overall percentages has no probative value, since it assumes that the 
kurtas constituted a fixed, autonomous, and homogeneous community—which was ob
viously not true. In fact, if we are to inquire into family structure, we must actually ana
lyze the composition of strictly isolated groups of kurlaS. 

We observe first of all that many kurtas did not have equal numbers of men and 
women. This is particularly true in the case of the treasury weavers. In 14 tablets from 5 
sites, dating between 501 and 496, the percentage of women in the groups is between 
63% and 73.5%. The increase in the number of women and children is still more im
pressive if we take the example of the treasury of Shiraz. We see that a recruitment took 
place in 505 and then again between 502 and 499. In the first recruitment, the number 
of men remained unchanged, while the number of women and children grew from 6 to 
18. Between 502 and 499, the number of children increased from 16 to 99. Women and 
children thereafter represent some 90% of the total. This new recruitment led to a reor
ganization of labor in the group. One tablet shows that the group was divided into 11 
subgroups: 6 consisted of men only and 5 of women only, sometimes mixed with a few 
men. It seems clear that these changes are not due to demographics but to decisions 
made by the administration, which was interested in increasing productivity by estab
lishing a sexual division of labor. In this reorganization of labor, we presume that women 
and children were separated from fathers. However, there is also nothing to show that 
the women were the mothers of the boys and girls who worked beside them. 

It also appears that the percentage of children is sometimes abnormally low. One text 
lists a group of Carian goldsmiths: it includes 27 men, 27 women, 13 girls, and 3 boys 
(PT 37). Even if we assume (without any proof) that these Carians comprised 27 cou
ples, it is no less true that the proportion of boys is inexplicable, because the texts record
ing the rations given to the mothers indicate that the number of boys born is slightly 
higher than the number of girls born. We can multiply the examples of imbalance: there 
was not one girl in a group consisting of 70 men, 95 women, and 20 boys (PF 951); 103 
men, 364 women, 122 boys, and 84 girls composed a group from Matezzis (PF 959; cf. 
960); 250 men, 220 women, 18 boys, and 32 girls appear in a group of Thracian kurtas 
(PF 1010); a group of craftsmen on the construction sites of Persepolis in 466 consisted 
entirely of 501 men (PT74). 

Let us now consider an aberrant (in the statistical sense) case. It concerns the Persian 
boys (puhu), labeled kurtas, who "copied texts" at Pittaman and who in March and No
vember 499 received grain and wine rations at the order of Suddayauda (PF 871 and 
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] 137). Apparently, these hoys or young men were removed from their families and as
sembled at a location where they learned the rudiments of the scribal trade. We also see 
that between March and November their number shrank from 29 to 16 and that within 
the group there was a hierarchy of rations. It is also true that, in the same year in the 
same place, two tablets record a group reporting to the same officials that consisted only 
of men and women (PF 903-4). But we must resist the temptation to see these men and 
women as the fathers and mothers of the Persian puhu: the group in fact comprises just 
one man and four women. And, what happened to the daughters? 

Even though the (sole) reference to the wife (irtiri) of a kurtas (PF 9992^) might pos
sibly lead us to believe that marriages were recognized by the administration, the notion 
of kurtas living in families must be given up entirely. This simple observation offers 
much toward comprehending their status. It is in fact clear that the administration was 
not satisfied with just moving the groups of kurtas from one place to another within the 
territory. In order to increase productivity, it broke family units or forbade their creation 
(if any were actually recognized by the authorities). The tablets also show that the bond 
between mother and child was not permanent. While we might suppose that a mother 
kept her child near her for the first few years—be it only in apprenticeship to a trade— 
the texts also prove that the children or youths were taken to other groups that could 
themselves be broken up according to the needs of personnel management, however 
these needs were defined by the admininstration. 

Finally, the overall deficit in youths (both male and female) makes us think that some 
of them may have been sent to court to be turned into palace slaves —on the model of 
the Colchians and Babylonians, who every year had to send 100 boys and 100 girls (Col
chians) and 500 eunuch boys (Babylonians) to the king (Herodotus 111.92,111.97). There 
can be no doubt that the various departments of the Achaemenid court included a large 
number of slaves. Furthermore, the category of royal slaves (arad-sarrutu) is well known 
from the Babylonian texts, which, for example, mention a slave of Cambyses (before his 
accession); we also know the category of palace slaves (arad ekalli). The Akkadian Forti
fication tablet (Fort. 11786) includes a clause under whose terms the seller attests that 
the slave he is selling is not a royal slave (or a free citizen or an oblate), a standard clause 
in this sort of transaction, but it merits special attention because the tablet was com
posed in Persia. 

Family Breakup and Ethnic Uniformity 
A final(?) difficult)' remains. The presence of several ethnic groups at the same site is 

well attested: for example, Lycians and Thracians at Rakkan (PF 1946), where we also 
find Cappadocians (PFa 30). Among the groups of kurtas, a very small number comprise 
members of different ethnic groups: Lycians and Thracians (PF 1006, 1172, 1823), Ly
cians and Bactrians (PF 1947), Egyptians and Assyrians (YBC 16813), to which may be 
added a group of craftsmen at the construction sites at Persepolis, where side by side one 
finds Ionians, Syrians, and Egyptians (PT 15). In these groups, the rations are divided ac
cording to the traditional categories (men, women, boys, and girls), not by ethnic back
ground. Very generally, then, groups of kurtas for which ethnicity is indicated remained 
homogeneous. It is tempting to conclude that, while the administration separated par
ents and children, it did not make a parallel attempt to dilute their collective identity. 
But is ethnicity an absolute criterion for cultural homogeneity? Doubt on this score is 
not unreasonable. 
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Based on analyses of communities of foreigners settled in Babylonia, it is generally 
agreed that these communities maintained considerable internal cohesion, because the 
Achaemenid authorities recognized their traditional structures and their cultural pecu
liarities, particularly their religious practices. How was it in Fars? Examination of tablets 
concerning rations given to attendants of various religions shows that the Persians per
mitted the growth of faith in gods other than their own gods—even though the propor
tion of Persian deities is overwhelming. The attendants of Elamite gods (Humban, 
Napirisa, Simut, Napazapa) and Babylonian gods (Adad, KI) also received rations. 
Sometimes the rations were given "for the gods," without specifically identifying them. 
In most cases, products were intended for several gods, and it is not unusual to find ra
tions distributed jointly to attendants of Iranian and non-Iranian gods (PF 338-39, 
1956). This may indicate that at some locations there were sanctuaries for both. 

Sanctuaries honoring Elamite gods are found in many geographical regions; this is 
easily explained by the antiquity of the Elamite population in Ansan and the activity, 
of Elamite scribes in the chancelleries. They are found especially in the northwest, of 
course, which amounted to a veritable Elamite enclave, as is confirmed by the use of 
Elamite month names for dating documents. The distribution of Babylonian gods is 
very similar, except that they are less frequently attested. It is generally recognized that 
the record once more illustrates what we may call the religious policy of the Achae
menids, who were careful not to undermine the religious beliefs of their subjects. 

On the other hand, we know nothing of the religious practices of the kurtas. One tab
let shows that the kurtas could participate in religious festivals (PF 337). It says: "80 BAR 
of grain, at the disposal of Bakamira. Bakabana, the priest, received this grain and used 
it for the religious ceremony: 40 BAR for Ahura-Mazda, 40 for the god Misdusi. Then the 
kurtas ate it. Year 22." But what is the significance of the presence of kurtas at a festival 
in honor of Persian gods? Were these Persian kurtas? Or were nearby kurtas simply 
called together to participate in a festival and the distribution of rations that went along 
with it? We have no references to Greek, Cappadocian, or Syrian gods. Considering the 
fact that more than 120 (of the published) Fortification tablets are concerned with 
priests, gods, and services, it is hard to imagine that the absence of gods other than Ira
nian, Elamite, and Babylonian deities is due to chance. Nor is there any reason to be
lieve that the Persians forbade the kurtas to honor their traditional gods. However, the 
available evidence strongly suggests that the administration did not provide grain or 
wine for their sacrifices. 

It thus appears justifiable to consider the example of Elamite and Babylonian reli
gious practice a special case. We must also ask: were the Elamite and Babylonian sanc
tuaries intended for kurtas? The answer is not clear. The existence of homogenous 
groups of Babylonians in Persia is well documented. As early as Cambyses' reign, there 
is evidence of businessmen coming to borrow money and trade in slaves at Matezzis 
(chap. 2/7). The Akkadian Fortification tablet clearly confirms this point. Though writ
ten in Persia, it uses the traditional Babylonian model, and the very titulary of Darius is 
Babylonian: "Darius, king of Babylon, king of the lands" (Fort. 11786). It shows that the 
Babylonians of Persepolis preserved a certain ethno-cultural homogeneity. It must again 
be stressed that the Babylonians portrayed in the Akkadian tablets were not administra
tive workers; they were free men. Some probably came to Persia to look after their busi
nesses; others came and went from Babylonia to Persia to make deals, just as they would 
go to Ecbatana or Susa. 
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This was certainly not the case for the great majority of groups of kurtas. Unlike some 
"Medizing" Greek communities, the Lycians, Cappadocians, and other Syrians did not 
move voluntarily to Persia, where they clearly had no autonomy within a system that de
nied them individual and collective liberty. The administration's vocabulary is quite re
vealing in regard to the Persians' opinion of them: groups of kurtas constituted an 
undifferentiated labor force that the administration intended to exploit unhindered. All 
in all, this was a situation much closer to slavery than the "helot" type of rural depen
dency, a system in which the local peasants (the laoi of the Hellenistic inscriptions) con
tinued to live in their villages with their families and continued to own property. 

4. Agriculture: Produce and Levies 

Bazis and Other Levies 
One category of tablets refers to the receipt of sheep and goats, paid as a tax called ba-

ziS (PF 267-73). The texts include the number of animals, specified according to kind, 
age, and sex. The name of the administrator responsible for receiving the animals is also 
given. In several other tablets we can distinguish two people with the same name, 
Makama, who can be distinguished by their patronymics: one was the son of Nappunda 
(PF 268); the other, the son of Wuntis, held office at Pirritukkas (PF 269-70). The name 
appears in an account book (PF 2008) that lists the number of animals received by 
Makama, who reported to Harrena, in years 15 and 16 (507 and 506). He also appears in 
an account of year 19 (503), where he has the title 'head of the herds' (kasabattis) at 
Urandus (PF 2025). There he received 526 animals turned over to him by Raubasa "and 
his companions." A man named Umizza, a shepherd, received 48. The previous year 
(504), Umizza, there called royal shepherd at Hiran, was named in a letter sent by "Rau
basa and his companions," by order of Parnaka, to persons who are not clearly identified 
(PF 2070). 

In this letter, Raubasa and his companions have the title "payers(?) of the land(?)." 
For all its (major!) obscurity, there is no doubt that these men were subject to levies. The 
text also indicates that they were in charge of bazikara (bazis collectors), whom they sent 
into various districts. In other documents, the circumstances remain obscure and diffi
cult to interpret. The word bazikara appears in two later tablets (466). In one case, a ba
zikara distributes rations to kurtas (PT 54). In another document, some kurtas are called 
bazikara and receive a salary for their services (PT 41). The bazikara (Elamite matira) 
received grain, sometimes explicitly designated for "the royal cattle." For instance, it was 
a bazikara, Kaupiya, who in the same year at Hadaran twice set aside the grain intended 
for "the royal cattle" (PF 1943, PFa 32). Kaupiya was obviously an important member of 
the livestock-rearing administration, since on several occasions he delivered sheep to 
high-ranking persons and to the king (PF 663,678, 696). The size of the rations awarded 
to him (PF 843, 1323) shows that he was a high-ranking official. Do these references 
mean that the bazikara were in charge of overseeing the royal flocks and herds (above 
the shepherds) or that bazis was also levied on other animal products as well as agricul
tural products (which would help us interpret Raubasa's title)? It is hard to know. 

It should also be observed that in a warehouse account from Kurkarraka, the title of 
an official, rusdabazis, appears; this title can be understood as 'levier of tax on land' (PF 
1968). The levy of grain deducted for him corresponds to '/HI of the total. The existence 
of a tithe is also verified by several tablets referring to wine (PF 1953-54, 1997-2001). 
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Every year a portion of the warehoused amount was set aside as a "tithe." On one occa
sion, the word 'tither' ("daOaiya) is associated with grain, and the administrator con
cerned was "named by the king" (PF 1942). In another example, a series of tablets (PF 
546-653) mentions the collection of produce (grain, wine, fruit, and sesame) levied in 
the villages and collected in a warehouse before being transferred to another warehouse 
probably located in the heart of the district. Part of these levies ('/io for barley, '/30 for ses
ame) was then set aside for seed or for animal feed. Finally, one series of tablets (PF 48-
49, 388-96, 428) records the transportation and delivery of various products (wine, vari
ous kinds of grain, and sesame). The word for their destination is ukpiyatas ("upa-yata)t 

which refers to payments in kind; in Babylonia there also was a tax called 'transportation 
of payments in kind' (zebelu Sa upiydta), probably intended for tire king's table. On one 
occasion, the text is a little more specific: "300 BAR of grain-tarmu, at the disposal of Ba-
bena, received by fVlanna-Kitin in his capacity of(?) royal ukpiyatas. Year 28. He made 
beer from this grain" (PF 428). 

The Levy of Animal bazis 
Taken in conjunction with other accounts of sheep and goats (PF 2007-12), the 

documents listing the animal bazis invite us to attempt a reconstruction of the various 
ways that animals were levied, despite major uncertainties that cannot be resolved. The 
clearest (or least obscure!) text is the previously mentioned letter from Raubasa and his 
companions (PF 2070) that lists the baziS collected in the district of Hirau. It seems that 
Umizza, the shepherd "who lives in Hiran," was required to collect 48 head of sheep and 
goats that were entrusted to him by Raubasa. Whatever the case, it is remarkable that the 
following year he received the same number of animals that Raubasa and his compan
ions had previously entrusted to him (PF 2025). Only the proportion of males and fe
males changed. This seems to imply that each district was assessed the same number of 
animals each year. Four individuals— including a woman—paid 5, 5,8, and 9 sheep and 
goats, respectively: they were attached to (dependents of?) the 'estate' (irmatam) of Mi-
turna (Gk. Hydarnes). Two other persons paid 15 and 6 animals: one was a treasury 
worker (kapnuski; from Hiran?); the other was called a "kurtas of the king." It thus seems 
that sheep and goats were paid as Dazis'tribute' each year. Part of the total received was 
consigned to shepherds (e.g., Umizza) and part to the 'head of herds' (kasabattis) of the 
district (e.g., Makema). Some animals could be sent to Harrena, the head kasabattis (PF 
271). They could be moved long distances, since two tablets mention the transportation 
of bazis to Susa (PF 57, 1495). According to the second tablet, 32 men received travel ra
tions for this purpose: by order of Bakabadus, they transferred Undana's bazis to Susa. 
These two officials are attested elsewhere as administrators in charge of sheep and goats 
(PF 62-66). Both were in charge of sheep and goats sent to treasuries. 

In fact, another series of tablets (PF 58-77) records the delivery of skins (primarily 
sheep and goat, but also camel) to treasuries, where they were processed. In the ac
counts, these are the animals that are listed separately before being slaughtered on site. 
The hides were then sent to the treasuries under the supervision of officials. Wool prob
ably also came from this source, to be worked by kurtas specialists. The animals that re
mained alive were raised on the spot by kurtas (cf. PF 848, 1142). The existence of kurtas 
shepherds is actually attested in several Treasury tablets, which mention two groups: one 
with more than 370 individuals (men, women, boys, and girls) and the other with 131 
(PT 50, 61; cf. PT 1963: 13). Shepherds (batera) are also mentioned here and there in 
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the Fortification tablets. Wc also know of Lycian shepherds who were working near Per
sepolis when Alexander arrived. We may note that the management of other fauna, such 
as cattle (PF 2085-86) or fowl (PF 1721), followed the same pattern. The accounts of the 
Barnis- station in particular show that cattle were also divided into various groups: those 
to be slaughtered, those to be kept alive on the spot, and those to be entrusted to shep
herds (batera; PF 2013; cf. 1947, 2085, 2087). 

The Akkadian Treasury tablet gives us a handle on the extent of the gaps in evidence 
and on the extent of our ignorance (PT 85). In this text, in fact, we can see that, after the 
end of 502, a rax (mandattu) was paid in weighed silver by three people: (1) a woman 
named Indukka, mother of Tutu, 'head merchant' (tamkaru); (2) Pattemidu the Mede, 
"son of the shepherd"; and (3) N, "shepherd." hi some tablets, the word bazis is replaced 
by the Akkadian word mandattu, which in general designates a mandatory tribute assess
ment. We know that this is also the word used by Arsama —along with the word for trea
sury (*ganza)—$or the amount of "taxes/fees" levied on his Egyptian estates and the 
estates of two other Persian nobles (DAE 71-72 [AD 10-11]). In the Behistun inscrip
tion, mandattu is the translation for bazis. Of course, mandattu and bazis are semanti-
cally too flexible for us to conclude that Pattemidu and the anonymous shepherd settled 
the animal baziS tax in weighed silver. In any case, PT 85 at least proves that, at Persep
olis in 502, two different professional categories—including one or two shepherds—paid 
their taxes in siculi of weighed silver—a fact that cannot be gleaned from any of the 
Elamite Fortification tablets. 

The Direct Producers 
Because of its allusive character, the documentation does not answer an outstanding, 

haunting question: who paid these different taxes? That is, who grew the produce? 
The first thing that needs to be said is that—aside from the shepherds (above) — there 

are very few explicit references to kurtas dedicated to working the land, although there 
must have been many in the fields and farms. Since, for example, kurtas received seed 
from the administration several times (PF 123,463,484, 508), we can conclude that they 
were fanners. There can no longer be any doubt that the labor of cultivation in the par
adises required a considerable workforce (PFa 33). But the word 'farmer' itself is absent 
or not yet recognized in the record. The references to 'nurserymen' (marsaparra) or 'ir
rigation specialists' remain hypothetical or even seriously disputed, since the second of 
these words is sometimes understood as 'spinner/weaver'. Some Aramaic glosses provide 
complementary details. In one tablet (PF 855), rations were distributed to kurtas called 
pirrasanas: the Aramaic inscription says "rations for millers." The reason for this surpris
ing lack of references to farmers is not easy to determine. Perhaps the agricultural work
ers lived off part of the harvest and so did not receive rations, or at least the rations were 
not recorded by the administration. On the other hand, the situation was different for 
the kurtas who worked at processing agricultural products: winemakers, brewers, mill
ers, oil-pressers, bakers(?), and those who were used in the warehouses or to transport the 
products from place to place, as well as those who worked in the bureaucracy (accoun
tants, scribes, etc.). 

In any case, the kurtas were certainly not the only people working the land. Persian 
peasants are in fact portrayed several times by the Classical authors, unfortunately in ref
erences that are quite indirect. Among the reforms attributed to "Cyrus," Xenophon de
scribes the establishment of a corps of 10,000 lancers in the royal guard; according to 
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Xenophon (Cyr. VII.5.67), Cyrus chose Persians who lived in abject poverty; Xenophon 
calls them autourgoi, that is, farmers working their own small parcels. This is also the 
word used by Aelian (VH 1.31). These peasants are sometimes mentioned by name 
(Sinetes, Omises, Rhakokes); they worked hard (1.31) in their gardens (paradeisoi) and 
farms (epauleis; 1.32). They raised animals (cattle, sheep) and cultivated wheat and the 
vine, fruit (1.31-32) and vegetables (lettuce: 1.34). This is obviously the social class Xen
ophon's Pheraulas comes from. His father was a poor peasant, forced to borrow seed in 
the difficult gap between two harvests (Cyr. VIII.3.36-38). 

The importance of these texts, however, is in providing a concrete picture of a little-
known segment of the population, namely, free smallholders, since the entirety of the 
documentation from Persepolis leads us to suppose that the land was worked entirely by 
the kurtas. But what possible relationship to the information found in the tablets can be 
discovered? We might, for example, contrast the case of Pheraulas's father with the kur
tas who received seed from the administration (PF 123, 463, 484, 508). However, what 
is the informational value of the rags-to-riches tale of Pheraulas? We know, again from 
Aelian, that the Persian smallholders were required to give gifts to the Great King when 
he crossed Persia (VH 1.31-32). Is it possible that the recently proposed meaning 'gift' 
for nutanuyas/naddnu allows us to understand Aelian? 

It has also been proposed that the growers entered into a farming contract with the ad
ministration each year. They kept and fed the animals entrusted to them and in return 
kept part of the increase. But it must be noted that no such system is set forth in the 
documentation available to us. All we have is two accounts (PF 2010-11) that give lists 
of persons (12 and 22). Some of these people's names are found in other documents, 
where they are clearly labeled administrators. One of these was Mannuka, who in 493 
was responsible for the flour paid for tanning work. To be sure, the potential for men 
with the same name counsels caution. But do these data really have to do with free 
smallholders? According to this theory, the boundary between the produce of farmers or 
landowners and the produce raised on lands controlled directly by the administration is 
not clear. Did the agricultural kurtas simply have to pay part of their produce, keeping a 
fixed percentage for themselves? 

In sum, the uncertainties remain so great because we do not know the answer to a ba
sic question: can all of the assessments that can be identified in the tablets be considered 
fiscal levies (whether they are called tribute or not, which remains a subsidiary discus
sion)? Indeed, this question raises another, which is also very important, of the status of 
lands and persons in the Persian countryside. The observations presented above repre
sent only partial answers, which now must be considered more systematically. 

5. Lands and Estates 

Partetas 
Despite the stress placed on agricultural and animal produce, the tablets hardly ever 

refer explicitly to the soil—apart from a few (uncertain) references to pastureland. 
Nonetheless, three words deserve special attention: partetas, irrnatam, and ulhi. There 
can no longer be any doubt that the partetas corresponds precisely to what the Greek au
thors meant by "paradise," which in turn is clearly a loanword from Persian (*para-
daida). The criticisms that had been leveled against this interpretation were based on 
the belief that the Persian paradises were solely hunting preserves. However, the Classi-
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cal sources prove indubitably that paradise use was much more varied. Paradises also in
cluded plantations and farmlands, especially produce gardens and orchards. For 
Xenophon, the paradise was a specific kind of garden (kepos; Oec. IV. 13). The notion of 
gardens/fields is what Aelian means by the word (VH 1.32), referring to small holdings 
in Persia proper, and it is the meaning of "market gardens" that the Greeks retroject to 
the Hellenistic period. At any rate, this is the sense of the word in a Greek inscription 
from Sardis, of Achaemenid origin (Sardis VII. I . I ) , that records the various components 
of a "gift estate" (dorea). 

Favorable locations were chosen for the partetas:, in particular, places with running 
^ter—rivers and springs. Several parts of Persia offer these features. Following 
Nearchus, Strabo (XV.3.1) and Arrian (Ind. 40.2-5) divided Persia into three major cli
matic and ecological regions. The Persian Gulf coast was described as "sandy and sterile 
owing to the heat." The northern mountainous zone was "wintry and snowy." In con
trast, Arrian emphasized the fertility of the central zone, what Strabo called Coele-
Persis, which he placed in the neighborhood of Pasargadae (XV.3.6): 

T h e country is grassy with water meadows , many vines and all other Fruits except the olive; 
it is rich with all sorts of gardens (paradeisoi), has pure rivers flowing through and lakes, and 
is good for all sorts of birds that haunt rivers and lakes, a n d for horses; it provides pasture for 
the other domest ic an imals , is well wooded, and has plenty of g a m e . ( A n i m , Ind. 40.3-4*) 

Quintus Curtius described the Persepolis area as "a spacious plain . . . , a fertile land, 
and abounding in many villages and cities," watered by the Araxes, edged with "plane 
trees also and poplars," "and the soil was very rich and abounded in fodder" (V.4.6-7, 
20*). 

This was also true of the region of Fahliyun, within Persia and Susiana. The eye
witnesses (of Alexander's time and later) have left enthusiastic descriptions: "Rich, wa
tered by numerous streams, and productive of many fruits of all kinds" (Diodorus 
XVII.67.3*). After describing the road between Susiana and Persia as "steep-sided, sun-
scorched, offering no respite," Diodorus of Sicily notes the sudden change that wel
comes the traveler entering the Fahliyun basin: 

[The second part of the road] was over high land, blessed with a very healthful c l imate and 
full of the fruits appropriate to the season. For there were g lens heavily overgrown and shad)', 
cultivated trees of various kinds in paradises , also natural converging glades full of trees of 
every sort and streams of water, so that travellers l ingered with delight in places pleasantly 
inviting repose. Also there was an a b u n d a n c e of cattle of every k i n d . . . . In density o f popu
lation, too, this country far surpassed the other satrapies. ( X I X . 2 1 . 2 - 3 * ) 

There can be no doubt that such a paradise was the location for an Achaemenicl-period 
pavilion that has been discovered in the Fahliyun region. It was also in paradises that the 
king and court very often halted during their relocations (e.g., Plutarch, Art. 25.1). Of 
course, the fertility of these paradises also relied on hydraulic installations such as have 
been uncovered by archaeologists in the paradise near Pasargadae. We even know that 
Cyrus's tomb was so equipped: "A grove had been planted round [the paradise] with all 
sorts of trees and irrigated, and deep grass had grown in the meadow" (Arrian, Anab. 
VI.29.4*). Achaemenid-period canals and reservoirs have also been discovered in the 
Persepolis plain. 

One Fortification tablet (PFa 33) is particularly illuminating. It is an inventory (refer
ring to seed?) of 6,166 fruit trees (quince, pear, apple, date, mulberry, etc.) that were to 
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be planted in three paradises close to Persepolis. Two other texts (PF 1946, PT 38) appar
ently refer to kurtas whose job was "guarding trees" (cf. also PT 49 and 1963: 9). Another 
tablet (PF 1815) mentions rations to be given to four kurtas whose job had to do with 
trees in a paradise near Persepolis. The paradises were also potential sources of lumber 
(cf. esp. Plutarch, Art. 25.1-2), which was especially impressive in lands such as Babylo
nia that had no forests (Strabo XVI. 1.5, 11) . 

Aside from these occurrences (which are the easiest to interpret), the word partetas 
reappears in a series of 15 tablets (PF 144-58). Some of the paradises named in these tab
lets seem to be located in the Persepolis area, one of them at Nupistas (Naqs-i Rustam?). 
But the tablets deal only with administrative matters, not with estate management. They 
are actually records of storage of several products: various fruits, dates, figs, and grain-
tarmu were placed in the care of an administrator for later distribution (as rations) on or
ders to be received by the distributor (sometimes explicitly named). We may note that 
on ten occasions the products are called royal (sunkina). But this point is difficult to in
terpret, because the adjective "royal" is not used systematically; it appears to modify less 
the storage depot than the origin of the products collected—which for that matter rep
resents another problem (chap. 11/10 below). From this elliptical record, it seems likely 
that the administration of the paradises—which must have had a specific manager, in 
Persia as in other regions—was included in the general management of produce that cir
culated between different administrative levels and different districts; in this respect, 
then, paradise administration functioned as just another branch of government, at least 
under certain conditions. 

Innatam 
The second category of "estate," the innatam, poses more difficult problems. We are 

not certain of the Old Persian equivalent. In the Elamite version of the Behistun inscrip
tion, the word appears in connection with Vivana, who was said to "perform the func
tion of satrap in Arachosia" (DB $47). In the great revolts of 522, Vivana won a battle 
with the rebels near the fortress of Arsada in Arachosia, and this fortress is called Vivana's 
irmatam. This usage is difficult to interpret, for two reasons. First, there is no equivalent 
for this phrase in the Old Persian version, which has nothing but 'fortress' (dida), as in 
the Akkadian version (birtu). It is also hard to determine, from all the evidence, just what 
the Elamite writer had in mind. Given that in the tablets from Susa from the time before 
Achaemenid dominion the word irmatam referred to a kind of "estate" (in a vague sense) 
and that the word appears to be borrowed from Old Persian in the first place, there is no 
reason to think that its meaning would be any different in the Behistun inscription. But 
if so, why would the Persian version have the word dida? And what was the relationship 
between a fortress and an irmatam in a satrapy in 522? It is possible that, as in the Per
sepolis tablets, the word 'fortress' (Elam. haimarris) refers to both a military headquarters 
and an established administrative center, something like a county seat that collected the 
produce of the surrounding region. If the satrap Vivana held an "estate" there, we can 
understand why the rebels would have made it the prime objective of their offensive. 
The text also makes it clear that these estates existed before the reign of Darius, a fact 
that could not be known for certain from the Susa tablets. 

The word appears in 30 Fortification tablets (9 of them unpublished). Each time, it 
is associated with a person's name: the irmatam of Istimanka, of Irtuppiya, of Dayaka, of 
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Misparma, etc. In most cases, the texts recoid the deposit of merchandise in an irmatam 
(PF 2079), or the irmatam is at the disposal (kurmin) of a specific administrator. These 
products are 'set aside' (nutika; e.g., PF 1857) before being distributed in ration form by 
a distributor, who is also named (PF 331, 1256, 1892). These rations can be distributed 
to kurtas (1368, 1802) or to animals (331: camels), sometimes on sealed orders of the 
king (PF 1256). On one occasion, one of these estates is called simply "the one where 
Irsena, the head of the kurtas (kurdabattis), is the organizer/distributor (saramana)" (PF 
1368). The same tablet also shows that the estate in question served as a stopping-place 
for troops of kurtas who were being moved from one place to another; they received 
travel rations for one day. 

From this perspective, the irmatam are included within the general administration, 
just like the partetas. Both served as collection, storage, and distribution centers for local 
produce. In addition, irmatam and paradises are sometimes associated. In six tablets (PF 
150-55) dated to year 22 (500), the destination of grain deposited in some paradises is 
given as follows: "To be used in the irmatam of Sutezza." Two of these tablets can be 
connected with three others that are included in the series concerning levies on agricul
tural products of the nearby villages or farms (PF 152/640-41, 153/637). In these tablets 
Sutezza appears to be in charge of produce that was collected around Mutrizas (PF 640) 
or Saurakkas (PF 641) and stored in the paradises of Mutrizas and Kutkus. At Kutkus, 
Sutezza again was in charge of the grain set aside for seed (PF 520-21). 

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the irmatam were also agricultural estates. Most 
were located in the central region, near paradises, which implies that they had been 
carved out of fertile, irrigated land. We are led to suppose that they were granted by the 
king to administrators. They were thus perquisites, including the one Vivana had been 
granted in Arachosia because he was satrap. Given all these factors, the gift can hardly 
be considered entirely free. The concessionaires were not free of obligation to the ad
ministration; they were mere cogs in the machinery. In some inventories, the irmatam 
are located in a district (batin) and near villages (humanus). The structure of the text on 
one tablet (PF 1857) seems to imply that they were also accounted as financial units by 
the administration. This tablet also indicates that the concessionaires of "estates" were 
required to turn over part of their produce (grain in this instance) to the administration's 
warehouse. Another tablet (PF 2070) concerning the levying of bazis confirms that these 
estates did not enjoy any sort of financial immunity: four "taxpayers" are actually re
ferred to as "being at the irmatam of Miturna(?)," who himself carried out official tasks; 
this may be why he had this estate. 

Ulhi 
The third word is ulhi. In the royal inscriptions, ulhi corresponds to Old Persian viO 

and Akkadian bitu, two synonyms that can be translated 'house', which is less a building 
than the ensemble of people who live and work on an "estate," which includes lands and 
various kinds of farms and which is headed by the master of the house. This is exactly 
the sense of the word in §16 of the Behistun inscription: where the Old Persian has viO, 
the Elamite has ulhi. In his prayers to Ahura-Mazda (cf. DNa §6, DPe), Darius be
seeches the god to protect him and the people of Persia (dahyu) and his house (vi8). And 
certain decorative elements in the palace (window frames, door hinges) bear the inscrip
tion "Made in the house (vi6) of the king" (DPc, DPi, A1!). The word corresponds 
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exactly to Greek oikos, which is what the Greek texts frequently call the Persian royal 
house (e.g., M L 12). It also appears in this meaning in several Persepolis tablets. In 506, 
Parnaka, under orders from King Darius, sent the following order to Harrena, head of 
the flock department: "Give Irtasduna, the princess, 100 sheep [to be taken] from my 
house" (ulhi; Fort. 6764). In another tablet (PF 1987 3 0 - ' 2 ) , sheep are transferred to the 
royal house (ulhi sunkina) and entrusted to the care of a shepherd. 

Other people operated in an estate referred to as an ulhi. This was the case for Irtas
duna, one of Darius's wives, known to Herodotus as Artystone, who had two of this kind 
of estate, at Mirandu and Kuknaka (PF 1835-37), and also for Arsames, a son of Darius 
(unpublished tablet), and also for a woman called Irdabama, who held an ulhi at Sullake 
(PFa 27). It is likely that Irtasduna also held interests near the village of Matannan, 
where she sent a letter requesting a supply of grain (PF 1857). Twice grain was appar
ently set aside at her request (PF 166 and 168). In the second example, the organizer (sa-
ramana) is named S a l a m a n a ; this was probably the same person who transmitted 
Arrystone's orders for the delivery of produce "taken from her ulhi" on three separate oc
casions (PF 1836-38). Two other individuals had this kind of estate: Rammanuya (PF 
1855) and perhaps Naktanna(?; PF 2075). Unfortunately, we know nothing of their cir
cumstances. In every case, these estates appear in letters in which the master or mistress 
of the ulhi orders the delivery of a certain amount of produce to a particular person, 
specifying that they were to take the grain or wine "from my ulhi." One letter from Irda
bama is addressed to accountants (PFa 27), and one from Artystone expects rations for 
her accountant Kamsabana (PF 1837). Physically, the agricultural estates connected to 
an ulhi cannot have been different from an irmatam or a paradise. The terminological 
distinction may not be random, however, since members of the royal family never re
ceive an irmatam but always an ulhi. But this observation —which may be overturned by 
the publication of additional tablets—does not help explain the actual difference in sta
tus. In the village of Matannan, it even appears as though some of the produce was paid 
to the administration on Artystone's orders (PF 1857). 

The house of the princesses included much more than farms. They obviously had a 
personal retinue and a sizable staff. Evidence for this is the large quantities of foodstuffs 
placed at their disposal for travel (PF 730-39, 2019, 2035). The same was true for other 
royal princesses (PFa 5), who doubtless also headed houses. Arsames is named in these 
contexts, along with Artystone (PF 733-34, 2035). He also had horses (PFa 24, 29 1 0 ). 
Furthermore, several tablets list the payment of rations to kurtas, who are called kurtas 
of Artystone or Irdabama (PF 1236, 1454; 849, 1002, 1028-29, 1041-43, 1098, 1109, 
1198, 1221, 1232). These documents are problematic, because they do not make clear 
the relationship between the princesses and these workers, who do not seem to be distin
guished from other identical groups. They work in a specific place (Sbiraz, for ex
ample); they perform the same labor (for example, the women-pasap of Artystone: PF' 
1236). It is possible that these kurtas were generally attached to the administration but 
that their services may have been required by the beneficiaries of the temporary assign
ment. On the other hand, members of the royal family surely also had subordinates who 
were permanently assigned to work in their house, such as the person "attached to the 
house (viO) of Hystaspes," father of Darius (PF 1596), who may be compared with the 
people attached to the royal vid, among whom were included personnel holding impor
tant positions in the palace economy (PF 1946 7 J " 7 7 ) . 
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6. The Persepolis Tablets and the Imperial Administration: 
Sources and Problems 
After reconstructing the organization of labor and production in Fars, especially in 

the time of Darius, a basic problem remains. Should the picture derived from the tablets 
be confined to Persia proper, or can it be extended to all (or to some parts) of the 
Empire, albeit taking into account local circumstances? Or, in other words, does the 
Persepolis documentation specifically reflect, however mechanically, organizational pe
culiarities of Persia proper only? Let us stress from the start that the cpiestion has a deci
sive importance: from the answer two contradictory pictures of the Achaemenid Empire 
follow. One picture reveals a very lax organization of countries that continued to carry 
on according to their traditional ways, without any impact of Persian dominion detect
able. The other—the so-called "hard" view—turns the Achaemenid Empire into an im
perial construct in the fullest sense —that is, a State within which the conquerors 
established and unified rules of administrative organization and economic exploitation 
that, without a head-on assault on local traditions, nevertheless infiltrated them from 
within and modified them profoundly, at least in several key ways that permitted the 
dominant socioethnic class to enjoy hegemony in alliance with the local aristocracies. 

Let us begin by dismissing a fallacious argument based on the narrowness of the chro
nological and spatial extent of the tablets (chap. 11/1 above). The dating of the tablets 
(between 509 and 458) does not in the slightest imply that the administrative organiza
tion known in Darius's time suddenly vanished in the seventh year of Artaxerxes I, nor, 
of course, that it was not in place before 509. For reasons already given, it is cleaT that we 
have only a tiny sample of a mass of documentation that must have been enormous. As 
for the geographic range of the tablets, here too we must beware of the vagaries of pres
ervation. First of all, it cannot be denied that there were archival deposits in every satra
pal territory. Herodotus inserts this detail, as an aside, regarding the secretary of Oroetes: 
"an officer who forms part of every governor's establishment (grammatistai basileioi" 
(III. 128-*-). Xenophon also alludes to this institution when he mentions the presence of 
Megaphernes, a "royal scribe," in Cyrus the Younger's service (phoinikistes basileios; 
Anab. 1.2.20). In Babylonian, biblical, and Egyptian documents, we also find exalted 
persons in the satrapal administration bearing the titles (sometimes multiple) bel lemi 
and sipiru, that is, 'chancellor' and 'scribe'. It is thus very clear that all the satrapal chan
celleries were organized on the same model and that they were responsible for dispatch
ing letters and orders and receiving and preserving letters from the royal chancellery. 

It is true that no satrapal archive in the strict sense has been found intact and com
plete. This gap is due first to the chances of discovery but also and especially to the per
ishability of the commonly used materials (papyrus, parchment, wooden tablets coated 
with wax). An episode from the Life ofEumenes (2.6-7) very concretely attests to the fra
gility of these archives: after the destruction of Alexander's tent by fire, "the king wrote 
to all the satraps and strategoi to send copies of the destroyed documents, which were all 
collected, following his orders, by Eumenes." And at Dascylium, satrapy of Hellespon-
tine Phrygia, a group of bullas bearing cuneiform and Aramaic inscriptions and sealings 
has been found. Some of them are written in the name of Xerxes. The impressions left 
by papyrus and thread attest to the existence of letters and documents written on parch
ment or papyrus deposited in the satrapal archives; only the clay envelopes (the bullas) 
have survived to this day. 
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The spatial extent of the tablets is considerably widened by Category Q (travel ra
tions), which covers all the imperial territories. The very operation of the system implies 
that the archives associated with warehouses that supplied the road network were nu
merous throughout every satrapy. But it is likely that many items were recorded on 
papyrus or parchment. It was the same for the travel voucher given by Arsama to his 
steward Nehtihor when he sent him to Egypt (DAE 67 [AD 6])—and the relationship of 
this text with the tablets of Category Q has long been recognized. Other documents, 
such as the Aramaic ostraca of Arad, confirm—if there were any need —that the organi
zation of travel on the royal roads relied on a unified imperial system. Elsewhere, 
though exceptional, several discoveries are noteworthy, in particular an Elamite tablet 
from Susa, another from Kandahar, others in Armenia(?). Paradoxically, the random 
character of these finds testifies to the fact that they are representative (cf. chap. 16/18). 

It is thus possible that the specificity of the Persepolis documentation does not imply 
that the bureaucratic organization of production was limited to Persia or to the Persepo-
lis-Susa axis. Obviously, this remains to be proved, on the basis of better-assembled re
gional corpora. It would in fact be bad methodology to extend mechanically any analysis 
drawn from the tablets to the entire Empire. The reason is not simply that Persia and the 
Persians constituted a country-people (dahyu) with an out-of-the-ordinary political and 
ideological status. It is also because, on some points, the interpretations of the tablets are 
burdened with a degree of uncertainty. Under these conditions, to be grounded, any ex
tension of the results of analyzing the tablets must come from comparison with other 
documents that are themselves unequivocal. 

7. The Management of Property and the Royal Warehouses in Egypt 

Egypt's very arid climate means that only its documentary record is comparable to 
that of Persepolis. In addition to a quantity of letters on papyrus or skin from the archives 
of the satrap Arsama, we have several official letters attesting to the minutiae of the satra
pal administration, especially concerning the receipt and disbursement of products that 
require the existence of warehouses. We will illustrate this topic through five docu
ments. Some of them are late (reign of Darius II), but all of them allow us to imagine 
that the organization they depict goes back at least to the reign of Darius I. 

The Resupplying of the Garrison ofSyene-EIephantine 
The first document is a demotic papyrus from the last year of Darius I (486; P. Loeb 

1). It states that the Egyptian Khnumemash, son of Horwenmefer, had been instructed 
along with the Persian Artaban to seek out commodities, especially wheat, in the moun
tainous region (jebel). The grain was to be stored, probably at Syene, in the house of the 
man who had given the order, another Egyptian, Osoreris. The letter of claim/com
plaint is addressed to Parnu, "charge of the southern district," who was Osoreris's imme
diate superior. We can imagine that Khnumemash was an Egyptian boatman and that 
he worked for the administrators responsible for feeding the soldiers of Syene-Elephan-
line, under the direction of Parnu. 

The resupplying of the garrison is also the topic of an Aramaic document (DAE 54 
[AP 2]) dated to year 2 of Xerxes (484). Two people with Jewish names, Hosea and 
Ahi'ab, received commodities (barley and lentils) directly from an Egyptian named Es-
pemet, "servant^?)" of the commander Hanani—commodities that he was ordered to 
transport by boat to Elephantine. The barley and lentils were intended as rations for the 
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soldier-colonists: 22 soldiers belonging to two different military units (centuries). Hosea 
and Ahi'ab were instructed in Espemet's presence to deliver the commodities "before 
the officials of the house of the king and before the scribes of the warehouse"; it was the 
responsibility of the latter to organize the division among the 22 garrisoneers envisioned 
by the document. The document is authenticated by numerous named witnesses and 
also specifies the amount of individual rations and the total of commodities received: 
32.38 hi, of which 6.16 hi was lentils. The warehouse scribes were to repay the cost to 
Espemet. In the corresponding case, Hosea and Ahi'ab undertook to pay Espemet 100 
kars of refined silver. As a deposit, they put up as collateral the salary they received from 
the house of the king as well as their houses and property, which, if there were a default, 
Espemet would have the right to seize. We thus see that in Egypt the various ranks of the 
hierarchy were personally responsible for the goods in their charge: in case of loss or 
theft, they had to repay the value out of their own pocket. 

Another document (DAE 55 [AP 24*]) permits a better understanding of the proce
dure, although it comes from a later period (May 419). It concerns the accounts of the 
garrison of Syene-Elephantine. The scribes and accountants summarized the total of 
rations distributed to the soldiers of Syene and Elephantine in one year. The barley in 
question came from various locations, from the province of Thebes and the southern 
district (of which Elephantine was the capital). It had been brought to Syene through 
the efforts of several people with Egyptian names, probably boatmen whose status was 
analogous to that of Espemet or Peteisis, another boatman known from an Egyptian seal. 
Part of the cargo was deposited in the granary; the rest was distributed to soldiers of the 
garrison as food rations {ptp). As far as we can reconstruct, the traffic in goods was thus 
handled at Syene in a manner clearly similar to the process reflected in the Persepolis 
tablets. The document under consideration is very like general accounts prepared at 
Persepolis. A fourth document, moreover, indicates that the local administrators—the 
scribes—were required to send " each item month by month" to Memphis (DAE 60 [AP 
17-0]). The local administrators were reimbursed by the central office in Memphis on 
the basis of this document. Inspectors ("azdakara) were responsible for overseeing the 
regular ration distribution procedure on the spot. 

The Repair of an Administration Boat 
The fifth document (DAE 61 [AP 26-0-]) is an especially rich illustration of the bureau

cratic nature of the satrapal administration. Dated 411, it concerns the repair of a boat. 
The boat was operated by two Egyptians, Psamsineith and another boatman whose name 
is not preserved, both of whom have the title "boatmen of the fortifications"—the latter 
word referring to Syene and Elephantine. The boatmen are not the boat-owners: they 
have "charge of it" in the same way that the soldier-colonists have "charge" of land. The 
boat thus belonged to the administration. The Egyptian boatmen use it for official busi
ness, such as transporting foodstuffs to Syene, a service for which they receive payment. 

We also note that at this time Psamsineith and his partner's boat was in need of repair: 
its deckwork needed to be entirely replaced. The work could only take place in an ad
ministration dockyard, at Elephantine, and to this end the managers had to commit to 
expenses that in the last analysis could only be authorized by the satrap Arsama. This 
was the reason the letter was sent by Arsama to the Egyptian Wahprc'mahi, who seems 
to have been responsible for the management of materials at the Elephantine navy yard. 
But the final decision was preceded by a voluminous exchange of letters and orders 
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between Syene and Memphis. First of all, Psamsineith and his partner had sought out 
their immediate superior, the Persian Mithradata, who had the (Persian) title "nav-pati, 
or head sailor; he had authority over the numerous boatmen in his district. They had in
formed Mithradata of the state of disrepair of their craft. After an initial inspection of the 
boat, which had rim aground "in front of the fortress," a report had been sent to Arsama 
by Mithradata's boss. But, before authorizing the repair, the satrap required an inspec
tion to be made and a very detailed estimate drawn up. These operations had to be car
ried out jointly by the treasury accountants ("ganza), the "foremen" (^framanakara; 
Samasillek and his colleagues), and the head carpenter in charge of the district, an 
Egyptian called Samaw, son of KonOfi. 

After the inspection of the boat—carried out in the presence of Mithradata and the 
two boatmen —a very precise estimate was communicated to the office in Memphis. 
Thereupon, the satrapal office sent an order to Wahpre'mahi authorizing him to furnish 
the materials to the head carpenter Samaw: the number and quality of wooden boards 
needed for the repair of different parts of the boat are listed, as well as other supplies 
(sails, bronze plates, etc.)—even the number of nails: 425 bronze nails for the gunwale, 
200 for attaching metal elements. Additionally, they were required to provide arsenic 
and sulfur, whose weight would be calculated "according to the standard weight of Per
sia." It was also specified that, in exchange for the new wood, "they shall bring to the 
treasury the used wood and broken (boards)." This detail bespeaks the rarity of wood in 
Egypt. The text also indicates that among the boards provided to the carpenter were 
"used pine boards." But it also shows that the administration would not allow the waste 
of any items that were its property; for example, they did not want the boatmen (or the 
shipyard workers) to resell the used boards for their own profit! There is no doubt that, 
upon completion of the repairs, the administration in Memphis required from Wah
pre'mahi an equally detailed written proof of the use of the materials. This implies yet 
another inspection of the boat by the head carpenter and the treasury accountants; it was 
up to them to determine whether the administration warehouses should receive back 
any unused nails! And this entire bureaucratic apparatus was deployed for a total ex
pense of not more than one talent ten minas! 

Royal Dockyards and Workshops 
Other dockyards are known in Egypt, particularly the dockyard in Memphis, which 

is attested in an Aramaic document that unfortunately is poorly preserved. It is called 
"house of boats." The text itself is a sort of journal in which the movements of the per
sonnel are minutely recorded. The personnel are multi-ethnic and, as at the Elephan
tine colony, the dockyard workers are grouped in "thousands" (dgalin), which were 
perhaps in turn divided into centuries (as at Persepolis). One of these thousands re
ported to an Iranian, Bagapata. As it stands, the document supplies no direct informa
tion on the status of the workers garrisoned in the Memphis dockyard. There is nothing 
that permits us to equate them with the kurtas of Persepolis, though this theory is attrac
tive. Nor do we know anything of their actual relationship with the military dgalin at
tested at Memphis in more recently published papyri. 

The existence of royal workshops in Egypt is strongly implied by the discovery, at 
Susa in particular, of many aragonite vases with hieroglyphic inscriptions with the 
names of Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes I, in a simple form "Xerxes Great King" or a 
more elaborate form, such as "King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands, 
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Darius, may he live forever." The vases of Xerxes and Artaxerxes have a quadrilingual 
text (Persian, Elamite, Babylonian, and Egyptian). Several of these vases are dated by 
regnal year. Two of them indicate the contents in Egyptian measures. It is virtually cer
tain that these vases were made in Egyptian workshops and sent to the central court. Per
haps the manufacturing process was organized in Egypt after the pattern of the 
Persepolis workshops that specialized in stone vessels (chap. 11/3 above). Royal stone 
tableware has also been found at Persepolis. The inscribed objects bear the name of 
Xerxes exclusively, in four languages. Their shape and the engraving of the inscriptions 
are very similar to earlier Egyptian vases. But it is difficult to say whether they were made 
in Egypt, rather than in Persepolis by Egyptian craftsmen. 

Manufacture of weapons is known in Memphis already during pharaonic times. 
Vases inscribed with the names of Psammetichus and Amasis have been found at Persep
olis, part of the booty seized by Cambyses. They are very like the vases dated to the time 
of Darius and his successors. Shipyards are also very well attested in pharaonic Egypt. 
The boatyards were controlled by the "master of the shipping," whose duties and powers 
were assumed by the satrap of Egypt. Nonetheless, the obvious continuity must not 
cause us to lose sight of the innovations introduced by the Persians. The abundance of 
Persian-origin administrative terminology in the Aramaic texts provides specific evi
dence of this; the meaning of these terms can often be recovered by comparison with the 
Persepolis tablet lexicon. The treasury ("ganza) named in the papyri seems to operate in 
a fashion identical to that of the treasuries found in Persia. It can be referred to with the 
terms "warehouse," "king's warehouse," or "king's house." In each case, it includes both 
a treasury proper and warehouses, since the military received salaries in silver (prs) as 
well as rations in kind (ptp). The treasury is where the reserves are deposited, "before the 
authorities of Government House and before the clerks of the treasury" (DAE 54 
[AP 2*]). This provides us with an illustration of a procedure well known in Persepolis, 
where the produce is "at the disposal" (kurmin) of an official, who then provides it to the 
official in charge of distribution (saramana). 

Titles well attested at Persepolis are also found. At Elephantine, the disbursement 
from the warehouse of the materials needed for repairing the boat is authorized by offi
cials who bear the Persian title "hamarakara, a title also found in the texts from Persep
olis and in Akkadian documents. These officials are simultaneously archivists and 
accountants who according to the Treasury tablets are in charge of groups of kurtas. 
Among the officials responsible for drawing up the estimate (also a Persian word) were 
Samasillek and his colleagues, who bear the title framanakara 'foremen' —a term that 
also appears in the Persepolis materials. Analysis of the documents shows that these bor
rowings are not only linguistic; they relate to an identical organization for managing pro
duce and its distribution among the warehouses and treasuries. 

8. Management of Surpluses 

Rack to Pseudo-Aristotle 
At this point, a parallel with another source is inescapable: the Oeconomica of 

Pseudo-Aristotle. When the Treasury tablets were published by G. G. Cameron in 1948, 
one of the first reviewers (F. Altheim)—soon followed by Cameron himself—pointed 
out the similarities between Pseudo-Aristotle's analysis and the practices of the adminis
tration in Persepolis. The proposed comparisons deal with the payment of rations in 
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silver to the kurtas, interpreted in light of an expression in the Oeconomica. We will soon 
come back to this passage. Let us simply note that it is included within a broader discus
sion of the royal economy, which embraced four sectors: "coinage, exports, imports, and 
expenditure" (II. 1.3-*-). At this point, the author refers very tersely to the management of 
surpluses in kind generated by the assessments imposed by the administration. The Per
sepolis tablets, especially the Fortification tablets, provide both a striking confirmation 
and a precise commentary on Pseudo-Aristotle's analysis, because these four categories 
relate to the basic, central operations that may be reconstructed from them: assessments/ 
warehousi ng/arch iving/distribu tion. 

For the administration responsible, the first duty was to oversee the preservation and 
recording of products collected. To stay within the same geographical and chronological 
framework, we may cite a Greek parallel dating to the very beginning of the Hellenistic 
period (320), a text that echoes Pseudo-Aristotle as much as the Persepolis tablets. The 
Diadoche Eumenes of Cardia—who at the time was under attack by Antipater, who 
considered himself the supreme representative of the imperial order—was reinforcing 
his cavalry from the royal stud farms of the Ida, in Troas: 

He took as many [horses] as he had occasion for, and sent an account of his doing so to the 
overseers, at which Antipater is said to have laughed, calling it truly laudable in Eumenes 
thus to hold himself prepared for giving in to them (or would it be taking from them?) strict 
account of all matters of administration [ta hasilika). (Plutarch, Ewn. 8.5-*-) 

Antipater's reaction might be understandable; he was surprised to learn that Eumenes, 
even during such a chaotic period, showed himself to be so legalistic and hopeful of his 
political survival. That is, Eumenes, careful to display his loyalty, took care to apply the 
accounting rules that the Macedonians had carried over from the Achaemenid adminis
tration. At the same time, the episode strongly suggests that the political disturbances had 
done nothing to modify bureaucratic routines; the bureaucrats knew well that at any mo
ment they might be asked for accounts of their management— that is, a ledger of receipts 
and outflow. 

Surplus in Kind and Exchanges 
The author of the Oeconomica not only discussed the stocking of produce of the tage 

in the royal warehouses (paratheseis), such as those located at stages along the royal 
roads (II.2.34a: thesauroi) or the strategic reserves deposited by the satraps in their terri
tories (e.g., Xenophon, Anab. III.4.31), but also considered their marketing. The phrase 
"consider at what moment and in what way it will be advantageous to sell them" refers 
to one of the missions of the royal economy, which operated equally on the exagogima 
and the eisagogima (II. 1.2). These two words designate not what we call exports and im
ports, but rather the shipment of produce out from and receipt into the royal ware
houses. Perhaps the author was thinking of the needs of the State apparatus (army units 
on the move, official travel on the royal roads, royal table, transfers of produce from one 
satrapy to another, etc.), maintenance of which required permanent inventories. But his 
analysis goes further: the verb used, diatithestai, comes from the vocabulary of the mar
ket. What the author is referring to, then, is a method that made it possible for the king 
to make money by selling off surplus from his granaries at the right moment (II. 1.3). 

There is no hint of a theoretical approach. It is clear that, aside from massive requisi
tions like those of the Great Kings for their expeditions, or aside from particularly bad 
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years, the inventories of wheat {or other products) were subject to precise management: 
what was to be done with the surplus? This is exactly the question answered by the au
thor: the administration profited from circumstances favorable to releasing inventories 
to the market. The author clearly found this problem very interesting, as is shown by one 
of the financial strategies he attributed to Antimenes of Rhodes, in Alexander's time: 
"Antimenes ordered the satraps to keep the storehouses along the royal roads filled ac
cording to the custom of the country; but whenever an army or any other body of men 
unaccompanied by the king passed along, he used to send one of his own men and sell 
the contents of the storehouses" (II.38*0'). Though Antimenes' behavior appears rather 
reprehensible from the perspective of administrative regulations, it at least recalls the 
principle set forth by Pseudo-Aristotle —namely, the marketing of wheat from the royal 
granaries. 

A concrete illustration of the procedure is found in another document from western 
Asia Minor in the last quarter of the fourth century. In a reply to the ambassadors from 
the town of Lebedos, Antigonus the One-Eyed answered that he was not favorably dis
posed toward the maintenance of wheat reserves by the towns themselves: this system 
would prove too costly to them, he wrote. And he recalled his policy in the following 
words: 

Until now, we have not been willing to grant to any town the right of importing wheat or es
tablishing wheat reserves.. . . Again in the present case, our initial thought was not to autho
rize this operation, inasmuch as the tribute land (kkora phorologoumene) is nearby, and thus 
it is easy, we believe, to seek out there whatever may be desired. (RC 380'8S) 

In other words, the king profited from the existence of a nearby market (Greek cities) by 
selling surplus wheat derived from tribute (to use the word in a general sense). At this 
date, he even had sufficient political means to impose what appears to have been a sort 
of monopoly; since the towns did not have the right to buy overseas, they were required 
to buy from the administrators of the royal granaries. We have one other attestation from 
the beginning of the Hellenistic period, in a decree in honor of Thersippos: one of the 
good deeds for which he was recognized by the city was the provision of wheat to the city 
during a famine (sitodeia): "He obtained from the satrap the right to import wheat (eisa-
goga[n site])" [OGIS 4). This wheat clearly came from the satrapal administration's re
serves, and the previous example strongly suggests that Thersippos negotiated the 
purchase with the satrap. Other inscriptions published more recently confirm the fre
quency of such sales in the Seleucid period. 

It is clear that these practices were inherited from the Achaemenid period. This asser
tion of continuity is not simply hypothetical. First of all, the existence of satrapal inven
tories is explicit in the instructions issued by Darius regarding Jerusalem (Ezra 6:9; cf. 
Josephus, Ant. XI. 16). We have decisive evidence for the practice itself (that has been 
entirely overlooked). It comes from an Athenian decree of disputed date (probably to
ward the middle of the fourth century) that honors the satrap Orontes, who at the time 
held a post in Asia Minor (presumably in Mysia). Orontes was awarded Athenian citi
zenship because he had responded favorably to a request from the town. The Athenian 
armies at the time were fighting in the regions near the Straits; because they were in ex
treme financial difficulty, the strategoi found themselves unable to pay the misthos (part 
of which was to be paid in kind) to their soldiers. Athens then turned, quite naturally we 
might add, to the Persian satrap, because every Greek knew that he had vast reserves of 
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wheat (like any other satrap). Athenian ambassadors then came to present this request to 
Orontes. The decree clearly shows that Oront.es did not donate the wheat but sold it— 
because the decree states which funds the necessary payment was to be taken from, and 
it gives instructions to the treasurers regarding the repayment of the funds to the satrap 
(IG II 2 207a). It thus seems clear that Antigonus and the Seleucid kings were merely fol
lowing the example of the satraps of Asia Minor; they would regularly offer for sale the 
surplus of the royal granaries on the Aegean market—with, no doubt, the prior assent of 
the central authority and on condition that the price be high. 

The Fish of Lake Moeris 
Several passages in Herodotus provide further indication of the conversion into silver 

of levies in kind. He notes—as we have already seen—that the profit on fish from Lake 
Moeris paid a talent a day to the royal treasury (to basilikon; III.91). To put it another 
way, every day the "royal fish" were sold on the nearby market, in Memphis or else
where. This is of course a special case, since it was difficult to preserve fish, except as 
salted fish, which the Egyptians were very fond of (11.77). But in the long term, it was a 
general problem for the administration: how can we turn a profit on the yield of income 
in kind? 

The Athos Canal Workers 
We might ask whether war was an excellent opportunity for selling one's inventory. 

Perhaps part of the answer may be found in Herodotus's description of the immense 
preparations made by Darius and Xerxes. On hearing the news from Marathon, Darius 
ordered the mustering of troops as well as the gathering of "warships, transports, horses, 
and foodstuffs" (VII.I*). Several years later, Xerxes reprised his father's work: 

Provision dumps were being formed for the troops, lest either men or animals should go 
hungry on the march to Greece. For these dumps the most convenient sites were chosen 
after a careful survey, the provisions being brought from many different parts of Asia in mer
chantmen or transport vessels. (VII.25<>) 

It is unfortunate that Herodotus does not provide further details. But we may suppose 
that the wheat came primarily from the royal granaries, and that the king had authorized 
stewards at the granaries to make 'disbursements' (exagogima). 

We learn that the food supplies for the Immortals, "separate from that of the rest of 
the army, [were] brought along for them on camels and mules" (VII,83*). It is particu
larly unfortunate that we know nothing of the distribution of supplies to the soldiers. Did 
they receive rations free, or did they have to pay for them? This question may be sur
prising, but it is legitimate. From numerous examples, we know that ancient a rmies -
including the Achaemenid armies—did not have, properly speaking, a quartermaster 
corps. Most often, the soldiers lived off the land, either by pillage or by purchase from 
the locals. This is how Cyrus the Younger's mercenaries survived; the only preparation 
he undertook was to plan for flour and wine wagons in case the Greeks were unable to 
find supplies on the spot (Anab. 1.10.18). Cyrus's actual army was accompanied by mer
chants who presided over the "Lydian market": at a time of scarcity, the Greek merce
naries came to resupply themselves, but they were discouraged from buying by the 
prices asked (Anab. 1.5.6). We also know of Phoenician merchants in Alexander's army 
(Arrian VI.22.4). 

One of the most interesting examples involves satrapal troops in Cyprus in 386-385: 

http://Oront.es
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Since Evagoras had such advantages , he entered the war with confidence. First, s ince he 
had not a few boats of the sort used for piracy, he lay in wait for the supplies c o m i n g to the 
enemy, sank s o m e of their ships at sea, drove off others, and captured yet others C o n s e 
quently, the merchants (emporoi) did not dare to convey food to Cyprus ; and since large ar
maments had been gathered on the island, the army of the Persians soon suffered from lack 
of food and the want led to revolt, the mercenar ies of the Persians attacking their officers, 
slaying s o m e of them, and filling the c a m p with tumult and revolt. It was with difficult)' that 
the generals of the Persians and the leader of the naval a r m a m e n t , known as Glos , put an 
end to the mutiny. Sai l ing off with their entire fleet, they transported a large quantity o f grain 
from Cil ic ia and provided a great a b u n d a n c e of food. (Diodorus XV.3.1-3*) 

Indeed, at this time, as in the time of Darius, the Cilician coast constituted a supply base 
for the Persian armies; it was from Cilicia that the Persian generals drew on royal wheat 
reserves to bring supplies to Cyprus. When the sea was free, it fell to the emporoi to en
sure the supplies. We may imagine that in this era merchants went to buy wheat in the 
royal granaries and then resold it to the soldiers at, no doubt, a considerable profit. In 
other words, according to this theory, part of soldiers' pay returned to the royal treasury 
via the royal graiuiiies, minus the traders' cut. Of course, Darius's and Xerxes' soldiers 
were not mercenaries. But this does not mean that they had less money (in the form of 
weighed silver). We have already seen that raising royal soldiers in Babylonia did not cost 
the royal treasury anything, since they furnished their own equipment and the equip
ment for their staff, and they were required to bring foodstuffs for several days (chap. 10/ 
4). It would not be surprising if troop movements created their own market, permitting 
the administration to peddle its surplus to its own soldiers. 

This is in fact how the system operated that was set up to ensure supplies for the labor 
force working on the Athos canal, a labor force consisting of contingents of subject 
peoples and squads requisitioned in the Greek towns of the region: 

In a m e a d o w near by the workmen had their meet ing-place (agora) and market (preterion), 
and grain ready ground was brought over in great quantity from Asia. (VII.23-0>) 

It thus seems certain that the workers purchased their rations. Perhaps they received a sal 
ary (in whatever form: silver or tokens), which they hastened to spend in the military 
warehouses! 

Return to Persepolis 
It is not impossible that Herodotus's text describes a procedure similar to the process 

seen in action in the Treasury tablets. Beginning in 493, payments were made to the kur
tas in silver, at least for part of their salary. The fo-rfasapparently received silver and food
stuffs (beer, grain, wine). Some obscurity remains concerning the practical operation. 
What is certain, however, is that the mode of payment implies the establishment of fixed 
prices for commodities at the rate of 3 siculi for 1 sheep and 1 siculus for 1 marris (9.7 
liters) of wine. This method of payment is often compared to one of the principles of the 
royal economy, which is reported in these words by Pseudo-Aristotle: "In regard to ex
penditure, what expenses ought to be curtailed and when, and whether one should pay 
what is expended in coin (nomisma) or in commodities which have an equivalent value" 
(anti nomismatos onia; 2.1.3*)—with the slight but essential difference that the Persians 
certainly did not use coined silver but weighed silver. Taking this principle together with 
another rule ("The expenditure must not exceed the income": 1.6.7*), it is clear that the 
primary goal of the royal economy was to increase the central authority's revenues. 
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Given these factors, we may suppose that the silver allocated to the administration 
workers would buy foodstuffs that would eke out the rations in kind that they received 
normally. But from whom would they buy? It is not impossible that a private market ex
isted in Persia, since several Babylonian texts refer to merchants in Persia. Also, it is 
likely that, for example, the court was not fed exclusively by levies in kind, since Dinon 
(apud Athenaeus 14.652c) alludes to royal buyers (hoi agorastai) who came to the mar
ket to buy (dneisthai) figs. However, if it existed at Persepolis, this market was not "free" 
in the usual sense, since the prices were fixed by the administation. Other documents 
attest to transactions carried out by administrators. Thus, in 503, the head of the ware
house of Udarakka set aside grain and in return received "one top-quality mule and one 
top-quality cow" (PF 1978). The trade was probably with another warehouse (even per
haps within the Udarakka fortress), not with private merchants. Every case involves 
exchange of merchandise—never silver. Otherwise, the minuteness of some silver allo
cations ('/is siculus) makes it unlikely that the admininstration actually weighed and cal
culated such small payments. It seems more likely that these payments were strictly 
"paper" transactions; that is, the kurtas had credit that fhev could spend in the adminis
tration warehouses. If so, it was a win-win situation for the administration, since it could 
fix the prices and require the kurtas to shop there. Living conditions for the kurtas be
came more and more difficult as prices rose, as can actually be seen at Persepolis be
tween December 467 and August 466. The texts display extraordinary variation in the 
price of grain. The price rose to five times normal and then grew still more; it did not 
return to normal until August 466. We know nothing of the circumstances. All we can 
say is that the quality of life of the kurtas eroded drastically because of the administration 
monopoly. Overall, this example seems to confirm that there was no free market that 
could (possibly) have lowered prices by massive imports from nearby regions (such as 
Babylonia). 

Compared with the Herodotus text we started with, the Persepolis documents throw 
a stark, empirical light on the methods involved in managing the surplus goods stocked 
in the royal granaries. Were these methods applied systematically in every satrapy? 
Meanwhile, an Aramaic document from Egypt poses a real problem (DAE 54 [AP 2<>]). 
Recall that two Egyptian boatmen received barley and lentils from Espemet, servant(?) 
of the commander Hanani, to transport to the Elephantine warehouse. In fact, the docu
ment explicitly provides that the clerks of the Elephantine warehouse were to "re
imburse the price" to Espemet, in the amount of 100 kars. It shows that a warehouse 
(Syene) could "sell" merchandise to another warehouse (Elephantine) following a pro
cedure known from documents from Persepolis. Were these goods purchased at Syene 
on the Egyptian market? It is possible that this is the case, because the provision of pro
duce to the garrisons from tribute paid in kind (Herodotus 111.91) would probably not 
suffice to ensure regular resupply. 

9 . Lands and Peasants 

Kurtas, garda, gardu 
Comparison of texts from other sources can also deepen our analysis of another series 

of Persepolis tablets. The word kurtas, in the form gardalgardu, appears in Aramaic 
documents from Egypt and in Babylonian tablets. Both sources are often used to clarify 
the meaning of the word kurtas in the Persepolis tablets.The word garda is used in three 
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Aramaic letters dated 420-410. One vvas sent by Arsama to Nehtihor, manager of the sa
trap's estates in Egypt (DAE 68 [AD 7]). Arsama complains about Nehtihor's behavior, 
which he compares unfavorably with that of his previous steward, Psammesek, who de
spite difficulties had "carefully protected our garda and property"; he had even sought 
elsewhere for garda to replace those who had died or fled. Likewise for other stewards in 
Lower Egypt. Hence Arsama's order: "Seek diligently elsewhere fox garda — all kinds of 
artisans; bring them into my courtyard, mark them with my sign, and appropriate them 
for my estate {hit), just as the former superintendents used to do" [Whitehead]. The sec
ond letter was sent by another Persian noble, Varfis, who also held lands in Egypt. It is 
also addressed to Nehtihor, who, defying Arsama's order, had not given a group of Cili-
cians to Masapata, Varfis's steward, Masapata had complained thus: "He has assaulted 
my lady's garda and taken goods from them." Hence Varfis's anger, which is vented in 
the following words to Nehtihor: "Now then, you have no business with my garda\ Give 
back what you forcibly took from the garda ..." (DAE 73 [AD 12; Whitehead]). 

The third letter was sent by the satrap of Egypt, Arsama, to his steward Nehtihor and 
his accountants in Egypt (DAE 70 [AD 9]): 

From Arsama to Nehtihor, Kenzas irma and his co l leagues [accountants] . Now then, I have 
a servant, a sculptor (palikara-kara) n a m e d Hinzanay, w h o m Bagasaru brought to S u s a . 
Give him and his staff (bet) the s a m e rations as my other garde-personnel [polishers?] so 
that he will make reliefs of a m o u n t e d soldier . . . , and make a relief of a horse with its char
iot, just as he formerly m a d e for m e , a m o n g other reliefs. L e t them be dispatched a n d 
brought to m e immediate ly! Artohi knows a b o u t this order. Scr ibe: RaSta. [Whitehead / 
transliteration of n a m e s , Gre lo t ] 

Arsama's letter is constructed on the same pattern that the princesses Irtasduna and Irda-
bama used when drafting letters to the accountants of their house (cf. PFa 27). The 
sculptor Hinzanay, 'servant' ((lym) of Arsama, and the women of his house {bet) were to 
receive rations in kind (ptp) from Arsama's steward, "the same as my other garda" The 
sculptor in question —certainly a Mesopotamian—was famous enough to have been 
summoned to Susa by Arsama before being dispatched to Egypt. We also see that he vvas 
an itinerant artist who took his family with him when he moved. He had laborers under 
him, specialists in stonework, like the "foremen" of Persepolis (cf. PT 75). His status is 
not clearly indicated. It is undoubtedly dangerous to make him into a prototype of a free 
wage-earner. Arsama calls him a slave-servant ('lym); the vocabulary is vague (cf. DAE 69 
[AD 8]), to be sure, but we might compare Hinzanay's case with several others known 
from the tablets, where certain individuals are said to be "attached to the house" (PF 
1946). Rather than being a free itinerant craftsman, Hinzanay seems to have become a 
dependent craftsman, whom Arsama moves around at will in his own interest. 

One of Arsama's phrases, "garda—all kinds of artisans," is a virtual Aramaic caique of 
a Persian phrase known from a Treasury tablet (PT 79) in its Elamite caique (kurtas mar-
rip misbazana). But the lexical comparison provides no indication of the garda's status; 
the word garda is used here in its generic sense of 'personnel'. The Cilicians, named in 
the second letter and in other documents, are included among these 'personnel'. In two 
documents they are described with sufficiently vague words ((bd, elym) that they can be 
considered slaves as much as servants (DAE 66, 67 [AD 5, 6]). We do not know how the 
stewards recruited new "slaves": by purchase in Egypt, or at some other market after be
ing captured in war? It is likely that a large majority worked in the fields, but the estates 
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of nobles also employed a staff with very diverse skills. A certain number—such as those 
who were assigned to Masapata's wife—must have been domestic servants. All in all, the 
prevailing impression is that here the word garda is more a label than a technical term 
whose judicial status can immediately be defined. We may note in passing that garda 
owned personal property, since Nehtihor is accused of having taken some of it for him
self (DAE 73 [AD 12]). We can conclude, however, that they were not free men but de
pendents and/or slaves who worked the lands and the estate for rations provided by the 
stewards. 

Another fact needs to be brought up: the mention of a brand or mark that these 
people were required to wear. It is paradoxically via a passage in Quintus Curtius that we 
can indirectly establish a functional link between the Aramaic documents and the Per
sepolis tablets. Describing Alexander's arrival in 331, Quintus Curtius (like Diodorus) 
devotes a passage (meant to be moving) to the Greeks who had been deported to Persep
olis and who, he writes, worked in the slave shops (ergastules). He adds an interesting de
tail: they were "branded with the characters of barbarian letters" (V.5.6-C-). This practice 
is well known in Babylonia; just as slaves (sirku) and the Eanna temple's flocks were 
marked with the goddess's star, private slaves were frequently branded with the name of 
their master. The only Akkadian text from the Fortification archives confirms this cus
tom (Fort. 1 1786). A Babylonian document from Cambyses' lime even states that the 
hand of a slave of Itti-Marduk-balatu "bears an inscription in Akkadian and [another] in 
Aramaic" (Camb. 143). Two other Aramaic documents from Egypt offer striking paral
lels. A case involving division of property among heirs mentions a male slave ((bd) 
whose hand bears a yod and an Aramaic word reproducing the name of the deceased 
owner (DAE 41 [AP 28]). Another letter confirms that slaves were branded on the arm 
with the names of their successive owners (DAE 22 [Bodleian ostracon 1]). The infor
mation given by Quintus Curtius thus certainly appears to be legitimate. But should we 
conclude from this that every kurtas was branded? It is difficult to say. A passage in He
rodotus nonetheless seems to imply that this was in fact the case for prisoners of war 
(VII.233: Greek prisoners marked with 'royal marks' [stigmata basileia]). What cannot 
be doubted, on the other hand, is that slaves proper (sold, bought, tattooed) are known 
from one of the two Akkadian tablets from Persepolis and, previously, from tablets from 
the time of Cambyses and Bardiya written at Matezzis (chap. 2/7). But in every case this 
concerns private slaves, who obviously had to be clearly distinguished from the kurtas 
belonging to the administration. 

The word kurtas is also found in several Babylonian tablets, in the form gardu. But, 
as always, it is used allusively and erratically, sneaking furtively into contexts whose very 
logic most often escapes us and which always assume that we know exactly the thing we 
are hoping to find out. One document, dating to Darius I (between 507 and 500), states 
that gardu can be enrolled into the army reserve. The other attestations are later and ap
pear in documents from the archive of the house of Murasu under Artaxerxes I and Da
rius II. What we find in these texts first is that gardu could farm plots of land that they 
had rented from the Murasu. We also find technical terms that are borrowed from the 
Persian vocabulary well known from Persepolis. We have terms such as royal gardu, for 
example, as well as a head gardu (gardupatu = kurdabattis); another official has the title 
pitipabaga of the gardu, or 'distributor of rations in kind' (ptp)—a title recognizable 
from Dinon in the transcription potibazis (Athenaeus XI.503f = FGrH 690 F4). In two 
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documents, these officials levy taxes on lands of the royal prince worked by the Murasu, 
who have rented the land to gardu. The gardu are themselves hierarchically subordinate 
to three higher persons. One has the title saknu of the gardu; on the model of the segan 
who oversee the kurtas of the workshops in Persepolis, he was, as it were, their "fore
man." Another is called satrap (a very flexible term in the Babylonian documents). Both 
are royal officials. We are thus tempted to conclude that the nobles and the gardu who 
worked on the estates of the king and the nobility in Babylonia were organized on a so-
cioadministrative model very like that of Persepolis: they received their rations from the 
royal administration. 

At the same time, the Babylonian documents show that, in lieu of rations, other 
gardu received land to farm from within the hatru system. So it was, for example, for a 
gardu called Salammanu. Elsewhere, the same person was called "Gardu of the fourth 
year of Darius [II]." This is a rather mysterious expression; one attempted explanation 
has compared this phrase with the use of the word rabbap, which at Persepolis modifies 
some kurtas. Thanks to the Behistun inscription, the basic meaning of the word is fairly 
clear: 'connected/attached/dependent'. It has been translated 'conscripted', a word that 
would qualify groups of kurtas temporarily requisitioned tor state corvees in Kars. Of 
course, the corvee system is known in Babylonia. It is also known that, in the time of Da
rius I, Babylonians could receive orders to perform military service in Elam for a speci
fied duration. But too much uncertainly remains to be able to be certain about the 
interpretation of the word rabbap in the (dim!) light of the Babylonian tablets, especially 
since in this example the mutual support the Persian and Babylonian documents seem 
to provide rests instead on circular reasoning. 

Kurtas and laoi: Tissaphernes and the Peasants of Parysatis's Villages 
However allusive, a passage in Xenophon also deserves to be included in the discus

sion, After the Greek mercenaries retreated from Babylon, they arrived near "villages of 
Parysatis" (probably not far from Opis). Xenophon wrote: 

Tissaphernes, by way of insulting Cyrus, gave over these villages—except that it was forbid
den to enslave the inhabitants (plen andrapodan)—to the Greeks to plunder. In them there 
was gram in abundance and cattle and other property. (Anab. II.4.27) 

Politically, Xenophon's explanation fits well enough into the post-Cunaxa context, Tissa
phernes being an enemy of Cyrus and hated by Parysatis. The prohibition he then im
poses takes on a certain interest, at least giving us something to reflect on. 

Among all the documents bearing on the laoi 'common people', we may cite the so-
called Mnesimachus inscription (Sardis VII. 1.1), which refers to a dorea near Sardis. In 
the inventory are listed many villages (komai) and laoi, with each village paying a phoros 
to the military district (chiliarchy) to which it belonged. All the available documents 
testify that, even in the case of a donation, the peasants remained attached to their vil
lage, which, in Xenophon's Armenia, was governed by a komarch, who was required to 
transmit the dasmos 'tribute' to the royal administration (Anab. IV.5.9-10, 24). Else
where, very often, the literary and epigraphic texts from Asia Minor confirm this ar
rangement, and it is implicit in Darius's letter to Gadatas (ML 12): bound to their 
village, the peasants (laoi, laoi hasilikoi 'palace slaves', hierodouloi 'temple slaves') are 
protected by the administration —in no case may they be captured or sold on the slave 
market (cf. chap. 12/4). We are then led to inquire whether this is the context that lies 
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behind Tissaphernes' behavior in Babylonia. Tissaphernes' behavior can be contrasted 
with Mithradates': to make his rebellion (apostasis) against the Great King obvious, 
Mithradates pil laged the villages (komai; Polyaenus VII.29.1; cf. Nepos , Dat. 10.2). An
other example leaps to mind: we know that deeds recording slave sales in Babylonia reg
ularly included a restrictive clause: the sale (duly registered in the royal archives) was 
only valid if the slaves in question were not royal slaves, free citizens, or temple oblates. 
If the comparison with the Babylonian example is valid, we must recognize that the vil
lagers assigned to gift land also benefited from this kind of safety c lause and thus that 
their sociolegal status was comparable to the status enjoyed by the laoi and hierodouloi 
known in Anatolia in the Hellenistic period and later. 

To finish up on this point, we must also stress, nonetheless, that the conclusion just 
offered cannot be generalized. It cannot be applied to anyone other than the peasants 
who because of the concession of land continued to live in their traditional villages and 
cultivated their ancestral territories. Xenophon also refers to them in the Cyropaedia, 
composing the following speech for "Cyrus," who has just laid his hands on regions sub
ject to the "Assyrians": 

There are two things that it were well for us to look out for: that we make ourselves masters 
of those who own this properly, and that they stay where they are. For an inhabited country 
(oikoumene khora) is a very valuable possession, but a land destitute of people becomes like
wise destitute of produce. Those, therefore, who tried to keep you off, you slew, I know, and 
you did right. . . . But those who surrendered you have brought as prisoners of war (aikhma-
lotoi). Now, if we should let them go, we should, 1 think, do what would be in itself an ad
vantage. For, in the first place, we should not have to keep watch against them nor should 
we have to keep watch over them, nor yet to furnish them with food;. . . and in the second 
place, if we let them go, we shall have more prisoners of war than if we do not. For, if we are 
masters of the country, all they that dvveU therein will be our prisoners of war; and the rest, 
when they see these alive and set at liberty, will stay in their places and choose to submit 
rather than to fight. (IV .4.5-8*) 

In other words, the tribute economy made it necessary to maintain the system of liberty-
dependence that characterized the laoi so well. H e n c e the words spoken by "Cyrus" to 
the "Assyrian" prisoners: 

You shall dwell in the same houses and work the same farms; you shall lie with the same 
wives and have control of your children just as now. But you shall not have to fight either us 
or any one else. (IV.4.10—11-0-) 

T h e comparisons with other corpora lead us to think that Xenophon merely transmitted 
a Greek vision of village dependence: the measure taken by Tissaphernes seems to be a 
concrete illustration of the policy attributed to "Cyrus." Booty was limited to harvest and 
stock, and the villagers are explicitly excluded; in the opposite case , the satrap would 
have negated the economic benefits granted by the king to Parysatis, since a gift of land 
without peasants was useless. This fact provides a measure of the distance from the status 
of the laoi to the status of the kurtas. 

Irmatam, ulhi, and Gift Lands (doreai) 
Similarly, we are tempted to compare the tablets with other documentary corpora to 

try to dispel some of the uncertainty surrounding the exact status of the estates (irmatam, 
ulhi) allotted to princes, princesses, and high-ranking persons who belonged to Darius's 
inner circle. 
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As we have just seen from a passage in Xenophon, the Classical authors often testify 
to the existence of lands and/or revenues granted to Persian princesses. This holds, for 
example, for the revenue from the fish of Lake Moeris in Egypt, which Herodotus men
tioned in his passage on tribute (III.91). Xenophon uses comparable expressions to de
scribe the villages near Aleppo that belonged to Parysatis, wife of Darius II: "They had 
been given her for girdle-money" (Anab. I.4.90-; cf. II.4.27). Likewise in Plato: 

I once spoke with a rel iable m a n who travelled over to the Persian court, and he told m e that 
he crossed a very large and rich tract of land, nearly a day 's journey across, which the locals 
called "the Queen ' s girdle." There's another one cal led "the Queen ' s veil," as well as many 
others, all fine and rich properties, each one n a m e d for a part of the Queen ' s wardrobe, b e 
cause each one is set aside to pay for the Queen ' s finery. (Ale. 123b—cO-) 

Many other ancient authors refer to this practice, which Cicero considered (pejoratively) 
to be specific to Oriental kings (Verr. 111.33). 

Whatever limitations there are on our use of Classical sources, in every case they ex
plain that the princesses had lands and villages in various regions of the Empire from 
which they drew revenue that was allocated to their own house. Confirmation is found 
in numerous Babylonian tablets from the reigns of Artaxerxes I and Darius II that refer 
to houses (bitu), that is, estates assigned to members of the royal family (as well as to Per
sian nobles). We know in Artaxerxes I's time about an "estate of the lady of the palace" 
(perhaps one of the king's wives), as well as an "estate of the king's son" (marsarri; reign 
of Darius II). Let us notice in particular several references to estates of Parysatis, among 
which we may quote the following: 

60 KUR of barley, farm rent imposed , rent in kind of the lands [of Parysatis], ( located) a long 
the Addu-ab-usur canal , right [and left] banks , [from its s luicegate to] its mouth,where [its] 
water [flows out] , from year 3 of Dar[ ius the king, ( lands) that (are) in the hands o f ] Mattani -
Iama [slave of Ea-bull i tsu the steward (paqdit)] of Parysatis, (and) who (are) [at the disposal 
of Rimut-Ninurta son of] Murast i , the barley in quest ion, [60 KUR, farm rent imposed on ] 
these [lands] for year 3, [Mat]an[ni-Iama from the hands] of Enli l - i tannu and Mu[t ir-gim-
milli treasurers] of Rimut-Ninurta received, it has been paid; Mattani -Iama will have drawn 
up a receipt (for) 60 KUR, farm rent imposed on these lands for year 3 (and) co ining from Ri-
[...] and Ea-bul l i tsu the steward of Parysatis to Enli l - i tannu and [Mutir-gimilli he will give 
(it)]. [ N a m e s of the witnesses and the scribe.] N ippur , 12-ix-3 o f Darius . (PBS II/1.50; trans, 
after G. Carclascia) 

Various estates allocated to Arsama, prince of the (royal) house, are also mentioned be
tween 425 and 404. If the tablets relating to Parysatis echo Xenophon and Plato, those cit
ing Arsama quite naturally remind us of several Aramaic letters from him when he was 
satrap of Egypt, where he also had estates (bet; DAE 62-73 [AD 1-12]). In addition, he 
was not the only one: some documents refer to two other Persian nobles, Varfis and 
Varolii, who also had lands in Egypt (DAE 71-73 [AD 10-12]). Of course, these docu
ments are much later than the Persepolis tablets; nevertheless, the comparison with 
Babylonian tablets from the reign of Darius I leads us to think that the internal organiza
tion of the Babylonian estates did not change noticeably between Darius I and Darius II. 

The translation of bet (Akk. bitu) as 'estate' should not give rise to any confusion. 
Lands allocated to estates of this sort did not necessarily comprise a homogeneous terri
torial entity, set apart and individually identified as such in the countryside. These were 
not "rural estates" or manors surrounded by high walls. These "houses" included various 
cadastral elements, including hatru lands (bow lands, for example) and portions of 'royal 
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land' (uzbarra). This is also the picture portrayed in a Greek inscription from Sardis 
(Sardis VII. 1.1) that lists the different elements of a dorea of Achaemenid origin: the 
concessionaire was one Mnesimachus from the end of the fourth century and his allot
ment included villages, kleroi (military lots?), gardens for rent (paradeisoi), etc. This sug
gests that the king did not grant his family members and favorites rural farms in units as 
we would understand them: the administration allocated revenues to them from a cer
tain number of cadastral units, which could be increased or diminished. The origin and 
status of the lands allocated in this fashion make it clear at the same time that the con
cessionaires—whether nobles or princesses—were not relieved of financial obligation to 
the king: even if hatru lands were granted to a prince of the royal house, they retained 
their original obligations, namely, various taxes and royal service (furnishing soldiers 
when called up by the king and/or the satrap). Likewise, the dorea of Mnesimachus re
mained subject to the payment of tribute (phoroi) that burdened the villages and kleroi 
of his dorea. This is the sense in which the accounts of the Greek authors preserve some 
of the institutional reality: what the king gave was not so much the land and the peasants 
but part of the revenue; in the eyes of a Xenophon or a Plato, the villages allocated to 
Parysatis represent nothing more than what is nowadays called a civil list. It was the same 
for the revenue from the fish in Lake Moeris. Even though they were grants, from the 
outset these concessions were clearly understood as revocable; they were not private 
property in the full sense. 

That the grants were revocable does not imply that the beneficiaries did not actively 
concern themselves with managing them. In general, they entrusted management to 
stewards (paqdu), such as NehtihSr, Psammesek, Hatubasti, or Masapata in Egypt, or 
Labasi, steward of the Babylonian estates of a royal prince, and Ua-bulitsu, steward of 
Parysatis. Their mission was to watch over the lands, property, and workers—and thus 
produce and revenues. In exchange for their services, they received grants of land (cf. 
DAE 69 [AD 8]). It thus was the responsibility of the beneficiaries to exploit their estates 
in such a way as to extract the maximum profit after deducting the taxes payable to the 
royal administration. This was in fact the goal that Arsama and the other Persian nobles 
set for their stewards (DAE 68, 71 [AD 7, 10]). 

Even when gathered in compact and incomplete form, these facts are incomparably 
more detailed than what can be extracted from the Persepolis tablets. Setting aside the 
word ulhi (which corresponds to the Akkadian bitu) and setting aside the status of the 
concessionaires (princesses), it is in fact difficult to build sturdy bridges between the 
various pieces of the documentary record. The relationships are only partial and uncer
tain. As an example, let us examine the data from a single tablet. It records the provision 
of travel rations to 71 'boys' (puhu) of Abbamus and Irtasduna, servants "who transport a 
treasury (kapnuski = "ganza) from Kerman to Susa" (PFa 14). Whoever the first of these 
two women may be (she is certainly high-ranking), the information is problematic. An
other tablet (PF 1357) records the transportation of a treasury (kapnuski) from Babylon 
to Persepolis, but it is silent regarding the administrative background. There is a similar 
event in PF 1342 (a treasurer ["ganzabara] transports silver from Susa to Matezzis). It is 
tempting to compare the first of these documents (PFa 14) with a letter from the satrap 
of Egypt, Arsama, ordering the 'treasury' ("ganza), consisting in part of the proceeds of 
taxes (mandattu) assessed on the Egyptian estates of the Persian nobles, to be brought to 
Babylon (DAE 71 [AD 10]). Perhaps Irtasduna and the other princess possessed estates 
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in Carmania, and the "treasury" designated either the revenues they extracted or else the 
proceeds of taxes they owed to the royal administration, or perhaps both at once. 

The letter Arsama entrusts to his steward Nehtihor (DAE 67 [AD 6]) wonderfully il
lustrates the ambiguities of the word 'house' (hitu). By sending him back to Egypt, the 
satrap entrusts him with nothing less than a travel voucher. Addressing the stewards in 
charge of the stations that lined the road from Babylonia to Egypt (from medinah to me-
dincih), he required them to deliver to Nehtihor and his companions rations (ptp) taken 
"from his house (bet)." But to what does this refer? The fact that the steward of his estates 
in Egypt (Nehtihor) and the stewards of the various cities involved had the same title 
(peqid/paqdu) does not imply that the duties of the two were the same. Nor does the fact 
that the personnel of Arsama's estates also received rations (ptp) prove that the "houses" 
of Arbela or Damascus were assimilated to the satrap's Egyptian estates. For how else 
can we explain the fact that travel rations were taken from "private" funds, whereas the 
Persepolis tablets show that travel rations were provided by the administrators of state 
warehouses? 

The tablets allow us to offer an answer, albeit a hypothetical one. These "estates" 
must have been comparable to irmatam, that is, estates whose status was at the conver
gence of private and public interests. We have seen that they functioned as centers for 
the collection and distribution of the products of owners who were exempt from irma
tam assessments. We may suppose that the house of Arsama had "credit" at Labiru, Ar
bela, or Damascus, which he was able to use to support activities in which his satrapal 
interests proper mingled with his personal interests. We can easily use the parallel ex
ample of the status of satrapal paradises. Here is how Pharnabazus reacted after the dam
age caused by Agesilaus's soldiers in his paradise at Dascylium: 

And the beautiful dwellings and paradises , full o f trees and wild animals ,which my father 
left me , in which I took del ight ,—all these paradises I see cut down. (Hell. IV. 1.330-) 

Pharnabazus's wording seems to imply that, from his perspective, the paradise had been 
transmitted to him by inheritance. In reality, what he had "inherited" was the position of 
satrap. The paradise was not his personal property; it remained attached to the position 
he held directly by royal favor, not from his father. But, as it happens, the practice of pass
ing on the post within the family tends to obscure a basic fact: the paradise was an estate 
accompanying the job that, like the estates of Arsama in Egypt, was located at the con
vergence of the interests of the king and the concessionaire. 

10. The King's House 

The King's Sheep, Camels, and Horses 

But what are the circumstances underlying Darius's order to take 100 sheep from his 
house (ulhi) and provide them to Artystone (Fort. 6764)? The easiest answer is the most 
obvious, which is to suppose that the royal house was at the confluence of power in both 
the political and economic senses. This observation seems even more obvious when we 
consider that the order was given to Parnaka, who was in charge of managing production 
and the labor force in Fars. In a letter sent by Darius to Gadatas, the steward of a para
dise in Asia Minor, the Greek translation reads: "You will have great recognition in the 
king's house" (en basileos oikoi; M L 12). The word is oikos, which is very close to Persian 
vi0 and often was used by the Greeks to label what they thought of as the patrimonial 
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management system of the Empire. The same conclusion seems to emerge from the 
Babylonian financial formula "taxes paid, the king's soldier, the king's flour, the barra 
and all sorts of rent for the king's house (bit sarri)." 

However, the vocabulary of the tablets prompts us to be cautious. We may briefly 
note that some texts refer to 'royal shepherds' (batera sunkina; PF 2025, Fort. 1091), 
"sheep of the king" (PF 775, 1442), "cattle of the king" (1946, 1965, 1991; PFa 32), 
"horses and mules of the king and princes" (1793), "royal horses" (1668-69,1675, 1784-
87; 1942), and a "horse of Ariaramnes" (PFa 24, 29). Some stable heads (mudunra) are 
"attached to the royal estate" (PF I946 7 3 " 7 7 ) or else named as specifically dealing with 
the king's horses (1765) or "horses and mules of the king and princes" (PF 1793). The 
lower courtyard at Persepolis (or part of it) is said to "belong to the royal warehouse" (PF 
1797). Some lots of products deposited in the warehouses are also called "royal" (PF 
150-56, 158-60), etc. One of the most interesting documents is a "transportation autho
rization" that records the passage of a considerable flock (more than 100,000 head) that 
was brought from Persepolis to Susa by about 700 shepherds (PF 1442), accompanied no 
doubt by scores of dogs(cf. PF 1264-66, 1904). This document certainly refers to kurta$, 
since they are described as "belonging to the treasury" and the sheep are "royal sheep." 
The same analysis may also hold for other tablets that mention the movement of flocks 
over long distances (PFa 31). 

The question posed by the documentation is thus very simple—simple to formulate, 
at least. Why is the word 'royal' (sunkina) used in only a minority of cases? What does 
this word mean? Is it definitive, or simply a passing reference to a well-known fact? Were 
there other flocks and other shepherds that were not "royal" even though they belonged 
to the royal administration and received rations from it? Or should we think that the 
omission of the adjective sunkina has no particular significance and is due simply to the 
haste of the scribes, who had no need to specify what everyone knew? The latter notion 
is the opinion, for example, of the editor of the Fortification tablets, who in the tablets 
referring to delivery of products to warehouses inserts the word "royal" in some cases (PF 
2-4, 30-32, 53, 378-83, 385-87) but not in others (PF 435, 459-60, 488, etc.). Mean
while, there is nothing to prove that one of the words for warehouse (huthut) must always 
be considered to refer to a "royal warehouse." Because the word sunkina describes some 
warehouses (PF 42, 133, 431, 533, 543, 650, 729, 1796-97, 1943 1 5 - 1 6 ) but not others, is it 
not more likely that not all of them are royal? And if some administrators were "named 
(damana) by the king" (1942 2 3 - 2 ' 1 ) , was it not because they had a privileged relationship 
with the royal house? 

It is true that the reasons for the presence or absence of the adjective "royal" are diffi
cult to bring to light. Why, for example, is the bazis called "royal" only once (PF 2025)? 
And why is another tax, the ukpiyatas, called "royal" only 6 of 13 times (PF 48-49, 388, 
395, 396, 428)? We, like the editor of these texts, are obviously tempted to assume that 
the adjective is implicit everywhere. Comparison of parallel tablets sometimes permits 
us to observe that certain words were omitted by the scribe from one or the other. 
Umizza is called "royal shepherd" at Hiran in one tablet (PF 2070) and simply "shep
herd" in a text from the following year (PF 2025), even though the context is exactly the 
same. We may also cite the captivating example of the 33 camels that were brought from 
Persepolis to Susa "toward the king" (PF 1787), then sent back to Persepolis a month 
later (PF 1786, PFa 26 and 29). In the first text they are called "royal" but not in the other 
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three, which, like an echo, record the flour rations they received on the return trip. And 
even the texts of these three tablets are not precisely identical: the destination is some
times Persepolis, sometimes Matezzis (which is, to be sure, a suburb of Persepolis); the 
name of the official in charge is not always given, nor that of Bakabada, who gave the 
travel authorization. Nor are the purposes of the three tablets identical. In the general 
account (PFa 29), the scribe omitted certain details but added others, though we do not 
know just which documents lay before him. Whatever the case, it is not clear why some 
camels called "royal" on the inbound journey could have lost this characteristic a month 
later on the way back! 

But the situation appears less simple as soon as we consider the longer series of texts. 
Of the hundreds of tablets recording rations paid to the kurtas, only 4 refer explicitly to 
royal kurtas (PF 1092, 1127, 1211, 20 7 0 2 3 - 2 5 ) , and of more than 100 texts concerning ra
tions given to horses, only 5 list rations to horses of the king or princes (PF 1669-70, 
1775,1784; PFa 24 = PFa 29). Some ration accounts make it look as though some of the 
rations were reserved for the "royal cattle" (sesame: PF 1991, 2082). But in the larger ac
count books, feed for the royal cattle is only part of the total (PFa 32): this is especially 
clear in PF 1792, where Suddayauda, the head of the kurtas, addresses Parnaka through 
his superior, Harrena, and states that he has set aside 60 BAR of grain for cattle expressly 
identified as "royal." Similarly, in another general account (PFa 29), the rations allo
cated to "a horse of Ariaramnes" represents only a specific subgroup of a general account 
(cf. PFa 24) in which other horses received their travel rations. It states simply that the 
ration of 5 BAR of grain to which he is entitled includes his travel ration of 2 BAR. It is 
clear that this ration was much higher than that of other horses named previously (0.7 
BAR), In other words, among all the horses fed by the administration, the royal (or 
princely) horses constituted a special, recognized category. This observation holds for 
sheep, poultry, and cattle that are called royal as well. We should especially note the de
scription of some head stablemen (mudunra): they are "attached to the [royal] house" 
(PF I946 7 3 - 7 7 ) , as others are "attached to the house of Hystaspes" (1956" ; vi9 = ulhi). 

Two Economic Domains? 
But if royal and princely houses really existed, distinct from the general administra

tion, what was their relationship? In this regard, one tablet is particularly interesting. It 
says: 

One ox, under the responsibility (kurmin) of R u m a d a , at the w a r e h o u s e ^ ) , [was] paid 
(zakke) to the king, [to] Anzamanakka . Year 19. I skumipanna [was] the shepherd (hatera). 
( P F 6 9 2 ) 

The editor includes it among the texts referring to deliveries to the king, specifically, in 
fact, to the royal table (PF 691-740). Despite clear onomastic connections with the next 
tablet (PF 693) and translation difficulties, it may have to do with a completely different 
operation. The word zakke is fairly rare in the tablets and its usage is ill defined. In some 
cases, zakke has to do with distributions to kurtas (1178-81, 1986-87: "He paid 
[amount] to [specified] kurtas"), but we cannot clearly distinguish a difference from the 
ordinary distributions (though there certainly must have been one!). In four cases, zakke 
involves "purchase" by an administrator of an animal in exchange for grain (PF 1976-
78, 1980), thus apparently referring to transactions between two warehouses. This is per
haps what is going on: the document seems to mean simply that on one occasion an ox 
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was requisitioned from administration livestock and transferred to the royal estate (per
haps in a trade). If so, this could be how an ox became "royal," with the named shep
herd being either the royal shepherd who received the ox in the name of the king or 
(more likely) the warehouse shepherd. It must have been a fairly common operation 
that allowed the men in charge of the royal herds to (re)buikl their livestock with care
fully selected animals. One tablet (PF 198732) seems to report that administrators ex
changed grain for sheep that were then transferred to the royal house (ulhi sunkina) and 
placed in the care of a shepherd, no doubt one in charge of royal flocks. Another states 
that Darius's shepherd received 55 animals from the irmatam of Irtuppiya, in Parmadan 
(Fort. 1091). 

Let us return to the particularly interesting example of Umizza, a 'royal shepherd' 
(batera sunkina) whose situation is very clearly spelled out in one tablet (PF 2070): 
"Umizza, son of Halpa, who lives in Hiran, in [the district] called Halkukaptarris." He 
appears in two tablets dated to different years (504 and 503) but reflecting the same con
text, since the same administrators' names are found in both (PF 2025 and 2070) and 
both deal with the collection of bazis (labeled "royal" once: 2025). In each case. Umizza 
receives sheep and goats, while others were delivered to the local "head of flocks." If, as 
seems logical, a royal shepherd deals with royal sheep, we can conclude that some 
(small: less than !/io) part of the sheep and goats resulting from the bazis (and not imme
diately slaughtered) was requisitioned yearly to rebuild the royal flocks, the rest going 
quite naturally to the heads of the administration's flocks. 

Other transfers between royal property and the administration's property are attested. 
In some cases, "royal" products were placed in reserve in the paradise warehouses (PF 
150-56, 159-60). On one occasion, royal grain was reserved for seed to be divided 
among four officials, including a head stableman (mudunra; PF 440). Much more nu
merous are the documents that describe providing the king or his family members with 
various products from the warehouses. The products in question could be delivered to a 
royal warehouse: wine (PF 42, 729), grain (PF 1796, 384(?)), fruit (PF 133), as well as 
animals (PF 1797: horses). Sometimes, grain or sesame is "set aside" "in the royal ware
houses^)" (PF 533, 543) or simply "for the king" (PF 1846). The fruit deposited in this 
way sometimes comes explicitly from levies assessed on the surrounding villages (PF 
650). We have also seen that "royal" animals were frequently fed from the administra
tion's reserves. This was the case for an enormous flock of royal sheep that was taken to 
Susa by kurtas "attached to the treasury" (PF 1442). Another series of tablets (PF 691-
740, 2033-35) records the provision of foodstuffs in the course of relocations of the king 
or members of the royal family: Irtasduna, Arsames, Irdabama (PF 730-40, 2035), or 
even Darius's sisters (PFa 5, 31). 

Parnaka, Persia, and Darius 
We have seen that the royal inscriptions reserve a separate position for Persia among 

the peoples (dahyava) ruled by Darius. Herodotus, for one, confers a special tribute sta
tus on it in a passage (III.97) in which limitations and gaps have already been high
lighted. A priori, the special place of Persia within the Empire does not imply ipso facto 
that it was devoid of any state administration. But we cannot be sure, since the docu
ments do not deal directly with the problem of territorial administration of the country 
raised by some Persepolis tablets. 
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Nevertheless, the special status of Persia raises the question of the place of Parnaka. 
Did he exercise a sort of economic high command, with the right to intervene in the 
strictly political realm? We have no clear reference to a satrapy in Persia at the time of 
the first kings. Three times, the tablets refer to "satraps" (PF 679-81). They record the 
payment of rations to three people; the first two are called "satrap carrying out his duties 
at Makkash"; the third is referred to as "satrap carrying out his duties at Pura(?)." The ra
tions of wine and grain that they received are unusually high. But this information can
not be used to define their status; in fact, these rations were travel rations probably used 
to feed members of their entourage (even though they are not mentioned; cf. PFa 4, 
PFT 23). If they really were satraps in the administrative sense (and the label not just a 
generic title), they seem nevertheless to have carried out their duties far from Persia. 

The Classical texts are silent. The information given by Herodotus on the duties of 
the "governor" (hyparkhos) of Persia, the duties that Hystaspes is supposed to have per
formed before 522, is clearly erroneous (III.70; cf. DB §35). Not until the time of Alex
ander is any information available, and not until then do we learn that there was a satrap 
of Persia. Ariobarzanes: again, it is important to stress that only Arrian uses this title 
(III. 18.2), which is not without its own problems of interpretation. At this date, there was 
also a garrison guarding Persepolis, and Persia was peppered with citadels that Alexander 
had to overthrow by force. We also learn that someone called Tiridates was 'guardian of 
the royal fortune' (custos pecuniae regis) and that another Persian, Gobares, was 'prefect' 
(praefectus) of Pasargadae. Diodorus says of Tiridates that he "governed the town" of Per
sepolis, probably in the absence of Ariobarzanes, whom he forbade to reenter the town 
because he himself was negotiating with Alexander. All the same, he turned over to the 
king the treasury that he guarded (cf. chap. 16/12). Tiridates' Persian title would have 
been "ganzahara. 

At first sight, the information given by the Hellenistic authors does not contradict the 
(scarce) information gleaned from the tablets. First of all, the citadels are mentioned 
many times. The citadels (halmarris) were not solely centers for collection and redistri
bution of products derived from taxes on the countryside but also—doubtless origi
nally—full-fledged military sites that also served as relay stations for the transmission of 
acoustic signals (Diodorus XIX. 17.6: phylakai). Two tablets (PF 1591,1812) list the pay
ment of rations (beer, grain) to the 'guards of the fortress' (halmarris nuskip), including 
the one at Persepolis; in one case, the group consisted of three squads (10, 20, and 70 
men), each headed by a named commander. These soldiers are to be distinguished from 
the kurtas attached to the workshops of a treasury (kapnuskira) or the kurtas who oversaw 
the workshops (PF 874), as well as from the guardians of the paradises or rural estates, 
who are also kurtas (puhu). 

Limited as it is, this information proves (if that were necessary) that the garrisons re
vealed in 331 had not suddenly been positioned to stave off the Macedonian advance. 
But by itself this information does not permit us to conclude anything regarding the po
litical status of Persia in the time of Darius I. What is problematic, obviously, is that no 
satrap is ever cited in his official capacity in the tablets among the high-ranking persons 
who receive rations. It is true that the absence of any title connected with the name Par
naka is a basis for nothing more than an argument from silence; and this argument is less 
definitive, obviously, than the approach proposed by some interpreters, who refer to 
some as satraps who never had the title because of the role they played in the distribution 
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of halmi to travelers who used the royal roads. Nevertheless, the argument from silence 
is not without value, because, as we have seen, the word satrap is present in the Persepo
lis archives. 

The tablets also inform us of the existence of several bodies of administrators en
trusted with judicial tasks. Three tablets refer, for example, to samidakurra, a word that 
is sometimes understood as "peace officers/conciliators" (PF 1311, 1374, 1461). Other 
persons seem to perform the functions of police. One tablet (PF 1272) reports the deliv
ery of wine rations to a certain Bakabada, called "judge (databara) of Parnaka." Since he 
received rations for 20 days, it is likely that his job took him from one place to another 
within Persia. The expression "judge of Parnaka" should occasion no surprise. The same 
construction is found in Babylonian tablets—as in "ddtabaru of Artareme," a person 
who clearly carried out official duties (Artarius/Artareme was satrap of Babylonia), or the 
"judge of Gubaru," satrap (or high administrator) of Babylonia at the time of Darius II. 

From Aelian (VH 1.34) we know of the existence of itinerant judges in Persia at the 
time of Artaxerxes II. However, the tasks of Bakabada appear different in kind. There is 
no proof that Bakabada actually was an official acting on the spot in the name of a satrap. 
This theory, in fact, would not help us understand why the tablets never give Parnaka the 
title of satrap; he is never so identified. Parnaka's duties were very wide-ranging, but at 
the same time they were limited to the administration of property and government work
ers. This is undoubtedly the context in which the "judge of Parnaka" operated. It seems 
likely, in fact, that in administrative usage the word data 'law' referred to rules governing 
the behavior of bureaucrats, including their calculations of their fiscal accounts (PF 
1980). It is thus likely that Bakabada, in the name of Parnaka, was given the task of ruling 
on disputes internal to the administration and ensuring that accountants and warehouse 
heads adhered to the rules and obligations of their positions. In this sense, the relation
ship between Bakabada and Aelian's itinerant judges must not lead us to identify the 
former's job with the missions assigned to the latter: Bakabada was part of the general ad
ministration; the others belonged to the royal administration. The modesty of his daily 
ration (less than a liter of beer) does not lead us to attribute an eminent position in the 
administrative hierarchy to him. From all this, we can firmly conclude that Parnaka had 
neither the title nor the responsibilities of a satrap, insofar as we define these based on 
our analysis of the satraps located in the various provinces of Darius (cf. chap. 12). 

Two further observations may be added to this one. First, it is doubtful that the great 
aristocratic Persian families would have been subject to the same administration that 
was responsible for the life and work of the kurtas. Their way of life was more "tribal," in 
the sense that Herodotus lends to the Persian gene (1.125), than territorial. At this point 
we should recall that Quintus Curtius writes of Orxines in 325: "From there they [Alex
ander and company] came to Pasargada; that is a Persian race (gens), whose satrap was 
Orsines" (X. 1.22-0). Of course, Quintus Curtius's terminology is not certain. The con
tinuation of the story shows that Orxines was the head of the tribe of Pasargadae. But at 
the same time, in every language, the administrative content of the word satrap itself is 
uncertain. All things considered, it would not be inconceivable for the title to be borne 
by the chiefs of the great aristocratic families that doubtless controlled the peasants who 
worked on the land attached to the tribe. Whatever the reality of this (secondary) termi
nological usage, it is reasonable to think that alongside the territorial division belonging 
to the administration headed by Parnaka, the old division familiar to the Persian clans 
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and tribes continued to operate, whether their chiefs did or did not bear the title "sa
trap" Furthermore, within the civil society of the Persians, the name of the tribe contin
ued to be linked to the name of the ancestor, as seen in the example of "Masdayasna of 
the Maraphi" (PF 1797) and the (contemporaries) of Amasis of the Maraphii and Badres 
of the Pasargadae (Herodotus IV167). According to this theory, the later creation of the 
position "satrap of Persia" significantly reinforced royal power in Persia itself at the ex
pense of the hereditary chiefs of the tribes; but too many uncertainties remain on this 
point to be able to sustain such a theory. 

We should also keep in mind that the geographical and political area covered by the 
Persepolis tablets does not include all of Persia. The Persian ethnos included subgroups 
located on the margins of the royal domain itself. While some of these groups, such as 
the Sagartians or the Yautiyans, are listed by Herodotus among the tributary peoples, 
others are not—in particular, the Mardians and Uxians. The former lived in the moun
tains not far from the heart of royal power, the latter in the mountains abutting Susiana 
and Persia, close to a region firmly administered by the royal administration, the basin 
of Fahliyun. Roth populations were short-ranging nomads connected with basic valley 
agriculture. For example, "the mountain Uxians" are described thus by Arrian: "They 
had no money or arable land, but were mostly herdsmen (nomeis)" (III. 17.6*). The 
amount of annual tribute imposed on them by Alexander reveals the extent of their live
stock: 100 horses, 500 pack animals, and 30,000 sheep (Arrian III.17.6). They were nei
ther tribute-payers nor donors; on the contrary, it was the Great Kings who paid them 
gifts or tribute when they crossed their territory, according to the Hellenistic authors 
(chap. 16/11). In sum, one conclusion seems inevitable: not all of Persia was managed 
directly by the administration headed by Parnaka. 

Royal House, Persia, and Empire: A Hypothesis 

When Darius ordered that 100 sheep be delivered to Irtasduna from his house {ulhi), 
we are tempted to suppose that he was not referring generically to property managed by 
the administration but rather that he was instructing Parnaka to charge these animals to 
a specific account. The orders given by Irtasduna, Irdabama, and Arsames to charge 
merchandise taken from their house (idhi) and designated for specific persons seem to 
be a similar case. It is perhaps possible to locate traces of a royal house distinct from the 
general fiscal administration in the Classical texts. We know that when the Great King 
relocated, he was accompanied by his entire court, including a treasury transported by 
hundreds of animals. Of course, it is not certain that this treasury could be confused with 
the treasuries kept in the capitals of the Empire —the very treasuries Alexander seized in 
331-330. This at any rate is what is suggested by a passage by Chares of Mytilene, quoted 
by Athenaeus in a long discussion of the tryphe of the Persian kings: 

Near the royal bed , beyond the head of it, was a c h a m b e r large enough to contain five 
couches , wherein were stored 5000 talents of gold coin filling the whole, and it was called 
the royal cushion . At the foot was a second, three-couch chamber , containing 3000 talents 
in silver money, and cal led the royal footstool. ( X I I . 5 H e - f > ) 

This text reveals the formulas commonly employed by the Greek authors to designate 
Hie revenues assigned by the king to the official list of Persian princesses (the veil, the 
queen's slipper, etc.). The comparison is interesting; in fact, it suggests that the king had 
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a treasury available for his own needs that we should not confused with the treasuries 
managed by the treasurers appearing in the Persepolis tablets. 

This interpretation is based on the distinction we suggested between tage and tribute-
producing land (chap. 10/7). Although all of the territories—what we call the E m p i r e -
belonged to the conquering king (by way of tribute assessments), parts were reserved for 
him (the tage) as dorea for the specific needs of his own house. It is our suggestion that 
Persia itself was organized on the same model—namely, within the country, we can dis
tinguish the territories of the ethne, the estates of the nobles (established by inheritance 
and/or by royal gift), the lands managed by the administration, and the royal land (taken 
in the restricted sense implied by the word tage, in Pseudo-Aristotle). The tage is the phe
nomenon referred to by the tablets naming the royal ulhi, otherwise known as the royal 
house (oikia basileos). This Persian royal tage was indeed a dorea in Pseudo-Aristotle's 
sense—that is, it was not distinguished in the landscape of the administration's land. 
Lands and villages were assigned to the royal house, and they undoubtedly were also 
managed by their own stewards. Revenues from these properties fed the personal trea
sury of the sovereign and permitted his patrimony to flourish. Darius told Parnaka to 
charge the 100 sheep he gave to Irtasduna to this account. Our hypothesis—which we 
offer here solely for the purpose of discussion —implies that the king was not only the 
master of the Empire but that he also had a separate life as a private person or, rather, as 
the head of a house {ulhi); its funds are not to he confused with what is normally called 
the royal economy. 

The ambiguity of the vocabulary perhaps reflects the ambiguity of the situation, 
which simultaneously distinguishes and confuses. The sense of the word ulhi cannot be 
reduced to a rural estate, in contrast to a working estate (irmatam), of which the satrapal 
paradise is a well-known example. Originally, the royal house must have consisted of 
family property—just like any aristocratic house (oikos: Herodotus III. 119; chap. 8/4). In 
principle, the king's house was sustained by the produce coming from the part that, ety-
mologically, means 'the king's part', paid to the king in the form of a "gift" according 
to a process that is probably distantly echoed in the nomos persikos so carefully defined 
by Aelian (VH 1.31; chap. 10/3); this is in fact the original meaning of baji-bazis. This 
"division" must be very ancient, since the word bazis appears in the name of the fifth 
Persian month (July-August), *drnabazis 'month of bazis on the harvest'. During the 
course of reinforcement of royal power, only the word bazis remained, though it came 
to signify only one of the financial levies. 

This hypothesis does not imply the existence of two rigidly distinct economies. It was 
Parnaka whom Darius ordered to take sheep from his ulhi and transfer them to Irtas-
duna's account. In fact, the king's house had resources other than the income from par
ticular estates. Every year, part of the produce or profit was set aside and placed in a 
special account belonging to the king's house. Despite the activity of a staff "attached to 
the king's house," many functions were carried out by administrators working directly for 
Parnaka. The royal shepherd Umizza himself appears to have had (unclear) hierarchical 
relationships with Missumanya, who, on the authority of Harrena (PF 2025, 2070), had 
responsibilities in the administration of herds (PF 267, 2012). What makes the interpre
tation so difficult is that the houses—royal and princely—are included at the same time 
and in different forms within the purview of the royal economy, because it was precisely 
from the king that princes and princesses enjoyed the revenues of their houses, in the 
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same way that Parnaka's authority derived from royal delegation. Somehow, by virtue of 
his position, Parnaka found himself at the intersection of the two spheres that the king 
dominated without making a clear distinction between them. At this point, it is tempting 
to think that this was the reality hinted at by Darius when he simultaneously distin
guishes and combines in a condensed formula the two elements that are his country 
(dahyu = Persia) and his house (vi8 = oikos; cf. DPe, DNa). 

From a historical point of view, we may ask, finally, whether the ambiguity of the vo
cabulary also accounts for the (difficult and conflicting) gestation and development of 
state bureaucracy, originating from a world that was, in the end, considered to be the 
personal property of the sovereign. Within the dynamic of tribute, the ideological repre
sentations and the politico-economic realities were fused because, by means of tribute, 
gifts, and assessments, the Great King revealed and exercised his unshared authority not 
so much over the lands themselves as over the wealth they produced through the labor 
of his subjects. 

I I . Transition 
As viewed by a Greek author writing toward the end of the fourth century in Asia Mi

nor, the structure of the royal economy was very much the same as the operation two 
centuries earlier in Fars or Achaemenid Egypt. Analyzed in light of the Persepolis docu
ments, the regional corpora show an undeniable internal coherence. This conclusion 
has the advantage of restoring an imperial universality to what is usually considered a 
simple reporting of local income. In particular, we have seen the considerable contri
bution of the Aramaic documents from Egypt to the discussion. Indeed, there is no de
cisive historical reason to consider Egypt a special case within the Empire. On the 
contrary, the evidence from Egypt fully reveals the limitations of the argument that 
would mechanically link the quantity of documentation with the degree to which a 
country was integrated into the imperial structures. Actually (and noting that the quan
tity of evidence is purely accidental), Egypt was the only country that succeeded in 
detaching itself politically from the center for two generations? Despite gaps in the 
documentation, and whatever the extent of local peculiarities, we may reasonably sup
pose that the management of royal property was organized identically in every satrapy in 
the Empire. The obvious concurrence of the analysis by Pseudo-Aristotle, the informa
tion in the Egyptian and Babylonian documents, and the Persepolis model leads us to 
think that this organization had been in place since the time of Darius. 

These observations do not necessarily imply that the installation of an imperial 
administrative machine always obliterated local traditions, particularly in the socio
economic and cultural realms. It is clear, for example, that the existence of a category 
called gardu did not obliterate other categories of worker in Babylonia. In the Achaeme
nid period, as before, we encounter in Babylonia as many free laborers and owners as 
slaves proper and groups of dependents (often linked to the economy of the sanctuaries), 
whose status, to repeat the famous formula of the lexicographer Pollux, puts them "be
tween free and slave." In other words, the approach adopted here does not eliminate re
gional approaches; it makes them still more necessary. The inquiry has already been 
initiated in the course of the previous chapter (chap. 10/7). It will now be pursued more 
systematically. 
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The King of the Lands 

l. Darius and Egypt 

Satraps and Satrapy 
Our sources on Darius's policy in Egypt are abundant and varied. The texts (Egyp

tian, Aramaic, Greek) and the archaeological data (statue of Darius, paintings and 
sculptures, stelas, naoi) eloquently testify to Darius's varied activity on the shores of the 
Nile and in the Eastern and Western Deserts: sanctuary-building, codifying "Egyptian 
law," digging a canal between the Nile and the Red Sea, and so forth. Whatever uncer
tainties remain about the conditions leading to Egypt's revolt in 522, it is clear that 
Aryandes was confirmed as satrap by Darius at that time and that he ruled at least until 
510, the date when he was deposed and put to death under conditions that Herodotus's 
narrative (IV. 166) does not fully clarify. In fact, Demotic texts show that in 492 Pharan
dates assumed the role of satrap (Berlin P. 15339-15340) until later, in 484, when Xerxes 
installed his own brother, Achaemenes, in Egypt (Herodotus VII.7). 

After the conquest by Cambyses, the Persian satrap held court in Memphis, the site 
of the offices and various administrative branches. The citadel, or White Wall (Jnb hd), 
was held by a garrison of Persians and auxiliaries, and in order to support them, the 
Egyptians had to pay 120,000 bushels of wheat in addition to tribute (Herodotus 111.91). 
The basic territorial organization (villages, nomes) underwent no apparent modifica
tion. But, under the supreme authority of Memphis, Egypt itself was divided into a num
ber of districts that the fifth-century Aramaic texts call 'provinces' (medinah). The 
Aramaic documents show that the southern district (Tsetres) had Elephantine as its cap
ital and was distinct from the province of Thebes (DAE 55 [AP 24]). A garrison was sta
tioned at Syene-the-Fortress and, opposite it, on the island of Elephantine. At the top of 
the hierarchy, but dependent on the satrap, we know of the frataraka 'governor' who 
lived on Elephantine, while the garrison commander (rah hayla) lived in Syene. The 
first garrison head we know of appears in an Aramaic papyrus dated 495, a contract 
among three women of Jewish origin; the first two women refer to "half the share which 
was granted to us by the king's judges and Ravaka the commander" (DAE 2 [AP 1]). 
"Commander" was undoubtedly also the position held by Parnu (a Persian or Iranian), 
who is named in Demotic papyri dated 487 and 486; he was designated as the "represen
tative of the southern district, to whom the fortress(?) of Syene is entrusted" (Berlin P, 
13582; P. Loeb 1). 

In all probability, Ravaka's decision involves a part of the share (mnt) allocated by the 
administration to the soldier-colonists of Elephantine, which also involved rations in the 
form of foodstuffs (ptp) and weighed silver (prs). The intervention of the Achaemenid 
authorities in civil and/or private judicial affairs is frequently attested. For instance, in a 
petition (ca. 410) the members of the Jewish community in Elephantine demand that 
"an inquiry be conducted by the judges, the police, and the informers (gausaka) in 
charge of the Southern District province" (DAE 101 [ AP 27]). 

472 
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The troops and garrison at Syene-Elephantine, just above the First Cataract, had to 
maintain order as part of their brief and at the same time had to guard the southern fron
tier with Nubia. The Nubian frontier, however, was not particularly close, as we infer 
from one of the documents mentioning Parnu that refers to a convoy of wheat coming 
from south of the First Cataract (P. Loeb 1). 

{Jdjahorresnet's Return to Sais 
Overall, the Egyptian documen

tation testifies to a fair degree of 
continuity from Cambyses to Da
rius. Our earliest evidence—partial, 
to be sure—comes from the biogra
phy of the famous Udjahorresnet, 
whom we saw in action after the 
conquest of the country in 525. It 
appears that he accompanied Cam
byses when lie left Egypt in 522 but 
then found himself in the entou
rage of Darius, who soon sent him 
back to the Nile Valley (fig. 44). He 
writes: 

His royal Majesty of Upper and 
Lower Egypt, Darius, may he 
live forever, ordered me to return 
to Egypt—while his Majesty was 
in Elam, when he was Great 
King of all the foreign countries 
and great sovereign of Egypt—to 
put back in order the institution 
of the scribal bureau . . . after its 
destruction. The barbarians carried me from country to country and eventually brought me 
to Egypt, as had been ordered by the Lord of the Double Land. (Posener no. IE) 

Thus, like Nehtihor, steward of Arsama, who returned to Egypt "through province after 
province" (DAE 67 [AD 6]), Udjahorresnet, armed with a royal authorization, used offi
cial services to return to the Nile Valley "through country after country." There, he writes, 
he restored an institution for teaching medicine (House of Life), providing the students 
with all they needed to pursue their studies, "as it had been before." And the Egyptian 
specifies: "His Majesty did this because he knew the usefulness of this art for reviving ev
ery sick person." We have indeed seen that Egyptian physicians were highly regarded at 
the Achaemenid court (chap. 7/2); it is they who were brought to Darius when he suf
fered a major sprain while dismounting from his horse during a hunt, since they "had a 
reputation for the highest eminence in their profession" (Herodotus III.129*). Udjahor
resnet stresses that the work of restoration undertaken at Darius's initiative encompassed 
the entire sanctuary of Neith at Sais: "His Majesty did this . . . to preserve the names of 
all the gods, their temples, the income from their wakf properties, and the observance of 
their festivals, for all time." In Udjahorresnet's eyes, Darius thus continued the work of 
Cambyses, who had manifested a pronounced piety toward the goddess Neith. 

Fig. 44. Statue of Udjahorresnet. 
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Darius and the Egyptian Laws 
It was just about the same date, 519, that Darius sent a letter to his satrap in Egypt, 

which we know (in fragmentary form) from a text on the back of the Demotic Chronicle. 
Darius ordered his satrap to assemble Egyptian sages, chosen from among priests, war
riors, and scribes. They were instructed to gather in writing all of the old laws of Egypt 
clown to year 44 of Pharaoh Amasis, that is, 526 —the eve of the Achaemenid conquest. 
The commission worked for sixteen years (519-503) and produced two copies of its 
work, one in Demotic, the other in Aramaic. 

The text does not detail the exact content of the book that they produced. It simply dis
tinguishes "public (or constitutional) law," "temple law," and "private law." It is helpful 
to compare this text with other papyri of the Ptolemaic era that may have been composed 
on the model of Darius's code. One of them, in Demotic, is known as the "legal code of 
Hermopolis West." More than a law code in the strict sense, it is a collection of legal pre
cedents dealing basically with leases and property disputes. The judge could easily find 
the path to follow in each case that might turn up. It is practically certain that these col
lections were edited by religious personnel, who had available to them documents pre
served in the Houses of Life —such as the one that Udjahorresnet restored at Sai's. 

Pharandates and the Sanctuary of Khnum at Elephantine 
Settling disputes apparently was a common role for Darius and his governor in Egypt 

and so it is that they came to intervene in a matter of the sanctuary of the god Khnum 
at Elephantine later on, in 492-491. Two Demotic letters found at Elephantine attest to 
relations between the administrative council of the sanctuary and a man called Pharan
dates, "to whom Egypt is entrusted" (Berlin P. 15339-15340). This cannot refer to any
one other than the satrap, the successor of Aryandes. The matter in question was the 
naming of a lesonis at Elephantine; the lesonis was not strictly a priest but an adminis
trator of temple property—comparable, as it were, to the neocore [administrator] of a 
Greek temple. In the first letter, Pharandates reminds the college of priests of Khnum of 
the conditions (social and moral) required of candidates for the post and for being con
sidered "in agreement with what Darius the pharaoh commanded." Eight months later, 
the priests of Khnum wrote to Pharandates. Without referring directly to the satrap's pre
vious letter, they let him know the name of the one they had chosen. 

The intervention of Darius and his representative in Egypt was thus not onerous. To 
judge by the chronology of the letters and their content, the people of Khnum did not, 
strictly speaking, submit their candidate for the approval of the government; all they did 
was to communicate the name of their choice to the satrap. Pharandates was satisfied 
with the prior reminder that the choice had to conform to conditions known to both 
sides. There is no doubt that in doing this, Pharandates was simply reprising a role that 
traditionally was the responsibility of the pharaoh, a fact that is reflected in the name 
"Darius the pharaoh." 

Furthermore, the well-known text called the Petition of Peteisis seems to record limits 
on the exercise of royal power in these domains. In the ninth year of Darius (512), Petei
sis III was imprisoned by Ahmose, who had come to make an inquiry at El-Hibeh (Teu-
zoi) alongside the lesonis Zeubestefonk, son of Jenharoii. Peteisis was a temple scribe at 
the time. His report was forwarded to the governor (the satrap of Memphis?). A little 
later, Pkoip came to El-Hibeh, where he denounced Peteisis before the priests. More-
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over "He relieved the lesonis of his duties, threw him in prison, and bolted the door of 
our prison. Subsequently he replaced the lesonis with Jenharoii, son of Petehapi." After 
many difficulties, Peteisis gained an audience with the governor, to whom he brought 
charges regarding the activities of the priests of Teuzoi. On his return, Peteisis found his 
house burned down. The governor then convened the priests at Memphis. Only the 
lesonis responded to the summons. He was punished with fifty strokes of the rod, but 
finally he was allowed to return to Teuzoi in the company of Peteisis who, despite the 
promises of the lesonis, was unable to assert his rights (P. Rylands IX). 

Darius in the Temple ofHibis (El Kharga) 
Darius's activity as builder is easily spotted at a number of locations in Egypt. At El-

Kab, the imperial sanctuary of Upper Egypt, where the new Horus, the pharaoh, re
ceived the white crown, the temple was rebuilt by Darius. On a counterweight found at 
Karnak, the king bears the epithet "beloved of Haroeris," who was the lord of Upper 
Egypt. A fragment of ritual furnishing also bears an inscription in the name of Darius. 
More recently, in the same sanctuary, a half-drum of a column inscribed with the name 
of Darius has been found: "He who performed the rites, the king of Upper and Lower 
Egypt, Darius." 

The presence of Darius is particularly significant in the oasis of El Kharga, about 200 
km west of the Nile Valley on the same latitude as Luxor. An Egyptian-style temple has 
been found there, the only intact Egyptian-style temple known from the New Kingdom 
to the Ptolemaic period. The initial work there was clone by the last pharaohs of the Saite 
dynasty, but most of the construction dates to Darius. Decorated with representations of 
hundreds of Egyptian deities, the sanctuary was dedicated primarily to Amon-Re. Darius 
is shown as pharaoh many times, wearing the crowns and traditional appurtenances, 
presenting various offerings to the gods and goddesses of the Egyptian pantheon (in
cense, wine, water, land). Two hymns to Amon are inscribed there, as well as a hymn to 
the Sun that the king recited in the course of the ceremonies. Darius is saluted in it as 
follows: "The Master of the diadems, son of Amon, chosen of Ra . . . , the gold Horus 
'Lord of the Lands, beloved of all the gods and goddesses of Egypt,' king of Upper and 
Lower Egypt, 'ray of Ra,' Ra's own son who loves Darius, may he live forever, beloved of 
Amon-Ra, lord of Hibis, great god rich in vigor, may he live forever." On the exterior 
wall, several inscriptions celebrate Darius's work as a builder. Amon-Re manifested his 
satisfaction as follows: 

Amon-Re, his disk appeared in life-power in the morning, illuminating the Two Lands with 
the splendor of his eyes.. . . The gods are cheerful. He has seen the precious, splendid, and 
comfortable chambers of his temple. There is no other prince who is great like the king of 
Upper and Lower Egypt. Son of Re, Darius, sovereign of all the princes of [all] the foreign 
countries. He [made] this as his monument to his father Amenebis, great god, powerful of 
arms, by making tor him . . . of good white stone from Meska, place of eternity, whose walls 
were founded by Sechar, built with labor perfect for eternity, whose decoration was exe
cuted by Resi-inbef, who created the beauty of its gates, and in which the Sun shines for ever 
and ever. 

Many reliefs portray privileged links between the gods and the pharaoh, who in this 
case was Darius. For example, four panels mounted on the east wall of hypostyle hall B 
show Darius and several specific gods: Mut takes the king's hand and gives life to his nos
trils; we also see the god Imy-wet extending his scepter toward Darius's nostrils; below, 
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Darius is embraced by Isis, who addresses him as her well-beloved son. Furthermore, 
the goddess Neith of SaTs nurses the young Darius while Hathor of Hibis holds him by 
the arms. Two inscriptions explain the scene: "Words spoken by the great Neith, the di
vine mother, lady of Sai's who presides at Hibis," and (behind her): "Take, O youth, her 
nipples with your mouth; she is the powerful one who heads Sai's." The same scene is 
repeated in room L of the sanctuary: "Words spoken by the great Neith, lady of Sai's: "I 
suckle your body with [my] milk, in such a way that you gather the Double Land with 
all the Rekhyt. [subject peoples] to your breast, O my son!" Elsewhere (hypostyle hall N), 
it is Mut who nurses Darius. This well-known pharaonic rite confers divine status on the 
new king. 

Darius at Heliopolis 
A recently published object, a statue of Darius (fig. 19), was eventually placed at the 

entrance to the Gate of Susa known as the "Darius Gate." However, a statement by Da
rius himself makes it clear that the statue came from Egypt, where it had been carved. 
Engraved on the segments of the belt, the folds of the tunic, and the edge of the base are 
four hieroglyphic inscriptions. One of them refers to: 

T h e portrait m a d e in the exact i m a g e of the perfect god , master of the Two L a n d s , which His 
Majesty had m a d e so that a m o n u m e n t to him might be permanent ly established and so that 
his a p p e a r a n c e might be r e m e m b e r e d before his father, Atum, Hel iopol i tan lord of the Two 
L a n d s , RS-Harakhte , for all eternity. M a y he accord to h im in return all life and all power, 
all health, all joy, as Ra [enjoys]. 

The longest inscription underlines still more clearly the links between Darius and Atum, 
even as it intermingles Pharaonic and Persian titulary: 

T h e king of U p p e r and L o w e r Egypt , master of the Two lands, Daraywesh, may he live for
ever! T h e great king, the king of kings, the s u p r e m e lord of the earth [in its totality, the son 
of the] father-of-a-god Wishtapa [Hystaspes] , the Achaemenid , he who appeared as king of 
U p p e r and L o w e r E g y p t on the seat where Horus reigns over the living, like Ra at the head 
of the gods, eternally! 

The god confers a universal power on Darius: 

I give you all the countries of plain and m o u n t a i n united under your sandals . I give you 
Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt , who address adorat ions to your h a n d s o m e face, as to Ra's, 
eternally. 

Darius's Pharaonic Reputation 
In every case, the Classical sources paint Darius as a pharaoh highly respectful of the 

customs of his Egyptian subjects, in contrast to the behavior of Cambyses. Thus the 
statue of Darius from Susa makes us think of what Herodotus (II. 110) and Diodorus Sic-
ulus (I.58.4-0-) wrote of relations between Darius and the priests of the sanctuary of He
phaestus [Ptah] in Memphis. This sanctuary, according to the Greek authors, is where 
reliefs extolling the exploits of the pharaoh Sesostris, who was famous for his Asiatic con
quests, had been placed. Darius wished to place his own statue above the statue of Se
sostris. The priests would hear of no such thing: "The chief priest (arkhihiereus) opposed 
it in a speech which he made in an assembly of the priests, to the effect that Darius had 
not yet surpassed the deeds of Sesoosis." Darius seems to have taken this quite well and 
abandoned his plan for the moment. If this popular tradition has any significance at all, 
it indicates that, in Egypt, Darius attempted to assimilate for his own benefit the prestige 
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of earlier pharaohs, particularly Sesostris, who was presented by Herodotus and Di
odorus as the greatest of conquerors and administrators. Before launching into the con
quest of the inhabited world, Sesostris, after "dividing the entire land into thirty-six parts 
which the Egyptians call nomes, set over each a nomarch, who should superintend the 
collection of the royal revenues and administer all the affairs of his division." He sur
rounded himself with men of his generation who were totally devoted to him: "And 
upon all these commanders he bestowed allotments of the best land in Egypt, in order 
that, enjoying sufficient income and lacking nothing, they might sedulously practice the 
art of war." His conquests encompassed an immense space, from the Ganges to the 
Danube. He conquered Thrace and also the rest of Asia and most of the Cyclades, and 
in Thrace he erected inscribed columns bearing representations of the conquered peo
ples. "He dealt gently with all conquered peoples and, after concluding his campaign in 
nine years, commanded the nations to bring presents each year to Egypt according to 
their ability (kata dynamin)" (Diodorus 1.54-55*). Diodorus again insists on the peace
time accomplishments of this pharaoh; by using the workforce assembled after military 
campaigns, "in the whole region from Memphis to the sea, he dug many canals all 
opening into the Nile, in order to facilitate the transport of the fruits and the commer
cial relations of all the inhabitants; but, more importantly, he safeguarded the country 
from enemy invasions" (1.56-57). It is quite tempting to see in the portrayal of the ex
ploits of Sesostris implicit references to the achievements of Darius in many domains, 
in the same way that Diodorus (following Ctesias) dealt with the mythic queen Semira-
mis in the light of Achaemenid reality. 

Similarly, Diodorus situates Darius's codification of Egyptian law within the phara
onic tongue duree, succeeding the work of prior pharaohs such as Mneves, Sasyches, Se
sostris, and Bocchoris (1.94-95): 

A sixth m a n to concern h imse l f with the laws of the Egypt ians , it is said, was Dar ius the fa
ther of Xerxes; for h e was incensed at the lawlessness which his predecessor, C a m b y s e s , h a d 
shown in his treatment of the sanctuaries of Egypt , and aspired to live a life of virtue and of 
piety towards the gods. Indeed he associated with the priests of Egypt themselves , and took 
part with them in the study of theology and of the events recorded in their sacred books 
(hierai graphai); and when he learned from these books about the greatness of soul of the an
cient kings and about their goodwil l towards their subjects he imitated their manner of life. 
For this reason he was the object of such great honour that he a lone of all the kings was a d 
dressed as a god by the Egypt ians in his lifetime, while at his death he was accorded equal 
honours with the anc ient kings of Egypt who had ruled in strictest accord with the laws. 

In parallel, Herodotus (11.158-59*) and Diodorus (1.33*) stress that, by establishing a 
waterway between Bubastis and the Red Sea, Darius repeated the accomplishment of 
Necho II, the pharoah who, according to Herodotus, "began the construction of the ca
nal, . . . a work afterwards completed by Darius the Persian." Herodotus mentions that 
Necho was forced to interrupt the work because of opposition from the Egyptians; an 
oracle had proclaimed "that his labour was all for the advantage of the 'barbarian,'" by 
which it was sometimes understood that it was the foreign merchants who would reap 
the benefits of the direct link. Diodorus repeats the tradition, but he adds that "Darius 
left it unfinished," for he had been convinced by his advisers "that if he dug through the 
neck of land, he would be responsible for the submergence of Egypt" because of the dif
ference in level between the Red Sea and Egyptian territory! This approach allowed Di
odorus to credit Ptolemy alone with finishing the earlier projects. 
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The Pharaoh and the Great King 
On the canal stelas, Darius is designated "born of Neith, mistress of Sais. . . . He 

whom Ra placed on the throne to finish what he had started." His "mother," Neith, be
stowed the bow on him "to repel his enemies every day, as she had done for her son R&" 
(Posener no. 8). The pictorial compositions at Hibis (El-Kharga) speak to the ideological 
objectives of Darius and his counselors in Egypt. Another bit of evidence is interesting. 
A small wooden naos (shrine) was found at Hermopolis bearing inscriptions in the name 
of "perfect god, lord of the Two Lands, Darius," "the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, 
Darius," and "Long live the perfect god, lord of the Two Lands, Darius, living eternally." 
All of these texts and other evidence together lead us to think that Darius wished to sig
nal a continuity with the traditions of pharaonic power. 

On the other hand, the ideological discourse is sometimes ambiguous. The two Niles 
are depicted under the Egyptian winged disk on the Tell el-Maskhuta stela. The gods ad
dress Darius in these words: "I give you all the lands, all the subjected countries, all the 
foreign countries, all the B o w s . . . . I give it to you to appear as king of Upper and Lower 
Egypt . . . . " Darius is "bom of Neith, mistress of Sais; image of Ra'; he whom R3 placed 
on his throne to finish what he had started." The hieroglyphic text, however, repeats the 
Persian titulature of Darius: "Great King, king of kings," and he is also hailed as "king of 
kings, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenid" (Posener no. 8); similarly, on the Susa statue, 
even Hystaspes is Egyptianized with the attribute "father-of-a-god." The Persian quality 
of Darius's rule is also expressed by the trilingual (Persian, Elamite, Akkadian) inscrip
tion arranged on the left portion of the royal robe of that statue: "This is the stone statue 
that King Darius ordered to be made in Egypt in order that anyone who sees it in the 
future will know that the Persian Man ruled Egypt" (DSab). This arrogant proclamation 
of dominion by force of arms leaves no doubt regarding the Persian nature of the new 
master. It recalls the words that this same Darius had inscribed at Naqs-i Rustam, met-
onymically addressing an unnamed subject: "Observe the statues that carry the throne. 
. . . Then you will know that the spear of the Persian warrior has reached far, just as you 
will know that far from Persia, the Persian warrioT has made war" (DNa). It is no less 
striking that, on a statue carved in Egypt by Egyptian craftsmen, the Great King wears 
Persian ceremonial dress. In fact, in all probability the statue was originally placed in the 
sanctuary of Atum in Heliopolis. The goal could only have been to impress the Egyp
tians with an unambiguous representation of Persian power. 

The digging of the canal at Suez is generally set in the context of the mission Darius 
entrusted to one of his squadrons. We are informed about this by Herodotus (IV.44*), 
who doubtless received his information from his Carian compatriot, Scylax of Carianda, 
who took part in the expedition: 

T h e greater part of Asia was discovered by Darius . Fie wanted to find out where the Indus 
joins the s e a — t h e Indus is the only river other than the N i l e where crocodi les are found— 
and for this purpose sent off on an expedition down the river a n u m b e r of m e n whose word 
he could trust. L e d by a Caryand ian n a m e d Scylax, the expedit ion sailed from Caspatyrus 
in the district of Pactyica, following the course of the river eastward until it reached the sea; 
then, turning westward, the ships followed the coast, a n d after a voyage of s o m e thirty 
months reached the p lace from which the king of Egypt had sent out the Phoenic ians , 
w h o m I have already ment ioned , to c ircumnavigate Libya . After this voyage was completed , 
Dar ius s u b d u e d the Indians and m a d e regular use of the southern ocean . In this way all 
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Asia with the exception of the easterly part, has been proved to he surrounded by sea , and 

so to have a general geographical resemblance to Libya. 
This passage in Herodotus is inserted, obviously, in a more general discussion of the lim
its of the known world and the configuration of each of the major geographical entities 
(IV.36-46), and this discussion itself is included within a vast panorama of Darius's Eu
ropean conquests. As best we can tell, the mission entrusted to his squadron consisted of 
reconnoitering t h e Indus preparatory to the conquest of the country {around 518?). He
rodotus sets up a direct connection with a decree issued b y Pharaoh N e c h o after the ces
sation of work on the canal: Necho ordered some Phoenicians to circumnavigate Africa 
via the Austral Sea (Indian Ocean), returning via the Pillars of Hercules (Gibraltar), a 
voyage that they were to complete in three years (IV.43). According to Scylax's tale, the 
fleet sent b y Darius would have circled the Arabian Peninsula before reentering the Red 
Sea. But, whatever the reality of this circumnavigation may have been, it is too much to 
imagine that at the same time the king would have ordered the digging of the canal in 
order to establish a regular shipping line between Egypt and the Persian Gulf. If it ever 
took p l a c e , the sending of boats filled with tribute certainly was an unusual event. Da
rius's order, affixed to the stela of Shaluf (Posener, no. 9), is more closely related to the 
sort of thing we see in the royal inscriptions: it represents a symbolic takeover of the space 
delimited ideally by the wakes of ships. Furthermore, the inscriptions are accompanied 
by Egyptian-style depictions of the peoples theoretically subject to the power of the 
Great King. However, the construction of the canal need not be reduced to a political vi
sion; exploratory campaigns demonstrate that there was significant expansion of trade in 
the region of Tell el-Maskhuta throughout the fifth century. 

From Cambyses to Darius 

The Classical authors love to sharply contrast the Egyptian policies of Cambyses (im
pious) and Darius (respectful of Egyptian religion). The opposition is noted explicitly by 
Diodorus when he discusses Darius as legislator. Following Cambyses' model, Darius 
concerned himself with the interment of an Apis in year 4 of his reign (Posener no. 5) as 
"King of Upper and Lower Egypt, lord of the Double Country, endowed with life [like] 
Ra [eternally? . . . ] . . . Indeed, His Majesty loved [the living Apis] more than any king." 
Although the chronological context raises some problems, we may recall what Polyae
nus wrote in this regard (VII. 11.7). 

T h e Egyptians could not tolerate the oppression of the satrap Aryandes, and, for this reason, 
they rebelled. D a r i u s crossed Arabia Deserta . H e arrived at the very m o m e n t when the 
Egyptians were in mourning , for, on that very day, the Apis had ceased to "appear." Darius 
issued the following order: 100 talents of gold would be given to whoever could restore Apis. 
Pleasantly surprised by the piety of the king, the Egypt ians submitted voluntarily to Darius . 

It is interesting to compare this text with the hieroglyphic inscription just mentioned, 
whose text is as follows (fig. 45): 

Year 4, third month of the season S h e m u , day 13, under the Majesty of the king of Upper 
and Lower Egypt Dar ius , endowed with life like Ra eternally ( ? ) . . . , this god was led in peace 
toward the beautiful West and laid to rest in the necropolis , in his p lace which is the place 
his Majesty had prepared for h i m — n o t h i n g like this had ever been d o n e before—after all 
the ceremonies had been performed for h im in the e m b a l m i n g chamber. Indeed, His M a j 
esty glorified h im as Horus had d o n e for his father Osiris. T h e y m a d e h i m a great sarcophagus 
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of solid, costly material , as had 
been d o n e previously; they dressed 
h im in garments , they sent his a m 
ulets and all his ornaments of gold 
and every superb prec ious sub
stance , they were m o r e beautiful 
than had been m a d e before. In
deed , His Majesty loved the living 
Apis more than any k i n g . . . . May 
Dar ius be able to be for the Apis a 
recipient of life and prosperity for
ever (?) . (Posener no. 5) 

A more recently discovered inscrip
tion shows additionally that, in year 
33 of Darius, there was a solemn pro
cession for the interment of the 
mother of an Apis. 

This comparison of Polyaenus 
and the Apis stela raises chronologi
cal questions that are still disputed. 
Furthermore, given that the Poly
aenus passage reports the opposition 
shown by some Egyptians to the pol
icy of Darius's satrap, we must in
quire into the exact reasons for this 
unpopularity. What is principally 
found in the passage is the traditional 
picture, setting the good king in op
position to the evil satrap. We tend to 
doubt that Darius could have sup
pressed what is presented as an up
rising (apostasis) with such ease. 

Diodorus, on the other hand, as we have seen, notes that the priests of the sanctuary of 
Ptah in Memphis refused to allow Darius to erect his statue alongside Sesostris's. While 
Diodorus did affirm that Darius abandoned his plan without bitterness, it would be naive 
to conclude from this that Darius's relations with the priests were unclouded, inasmuch 
as Diodorus wished to stress Darius's "benevolence" toward Egyptian religion. Further
more, if the anecdote is based on a specific event, it tends instead to prove that the priests 
were far from reconciled to allowing a foreign king, even a pharaohized one, to impose 
any decision on them. The contrast between Cambyses and Darius is only relative, in 
view of the reevaluation of Cambyses' policies already presented (chaps. 1/8-9; 2). They 
both wanted to be considered in Egypt simultaneously as Great Kings and as legitimate 
sovereigns. 

We can no longer state with certainty that Darius suppressed Cambyses' measures re
garding Egyptian temple revenues, even though the contrast between the two kings is 
implicit in the viewpoint found in the text on the back of the Demotic Chronicle. Of 
course, in the temple of Hibis at El-Kharga, Darius is shown several times offering fields 

nam 

Fig. 45. Stela of the Apis that died in 518. 
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and lands to various Egyptian gods. But these are atemporal representations of the pha
raoh which do not necessarily imply actual donations, though they do not exclude 
them. In regard to the temples, Darius found himself with the same problem as Camby
ses: he wanted to attract the temples' support without conceding too much power to 
them, which would be counter to the interests of the royal authority. Moreover, a De
motic document from 486 seems to indicate that titularies of benefices in the sanctuary 
of Khniim at Elephantine were obliged to make payments into the account of the com
mander, Parnu (in this case for myrrh; Ber/1'71 P. 13582). 

Persians and Egyptians 
Contacts between conquered peoples and the central authority were not established 

via an administration in the abstract. The imperial administration was represented lo
cally, not by satraps alone, but by an entire bureaucratic staff. At least as early as the time 
of Cyrus and Cambyses, Persians were sent by the king into every one of his provinces. 
All high-ranking administrators of the Egyptian satrapy were Persian, be they satraps, 
governors, or garrison commanders of Syene-Elephantine, governors of Coptos, or even 
military officers sent against Barca in Libya in 513. But at the same lime, the Persians 
had Egyptians in their service, for reasons already suggested. For instance, one of the 
high officials of the tribute administration, the senti, was Egyptian; we also know of an 
Osorwer, one of Parnu's subordinates, at Syene. And the Peteisis Romance only gives 
names of Egyptians at the governor's court in Memphis (P. Rylands IX). 

As in Cambyses' day, Egyptians accepted work in the service of the pharaohized con
queror without apparent difficulty. In addition to Udjahorresnet himself, we can men
tion Khnemibre, who in a series of more than a dozen inscriptions gives valuable 
information on his origins and duties (Posener nos. 11-23). These inscriptions were 
carved in the rock in Wadi Hammamat, a place that, traditionally, the pharaohs used as 
a source for stone for statues and buildings. This is also the source from which the block 
was quarried that was eventually carved into the statue of Darius discovered at Susa. In 
Egypt, Khnemibre held the title "head of labor of Southern and Northern Egypt," at 
least as early as the last year of Pharaoh Amasis. In a fictional genealogy, he claims fam
ily links with predecessors in the New Kingdom and the Ethiopian period. Some of his 
inscriptions date to years 26 (496), 27 (495), 28 (494), and 30 (492) of Darius. Some are 
dedications to the gods Min, Horus, and Isis of Coptos. He gives himself grandiose titles 
such as "commander of the soldiers, commander of the work of the troops." It is possible 
that this title refers to the military organization of expeditions for quarrying stone. It is 
equally likely that the title does not correspond to the exact powers bestowed on him. 
We also have a series of texts inscribed in the name of a Persian, Atiyawahy, "son of Ar-
tames and the lady Qanju," whose activity in Wadi Hammamat spans 51 years, from 
Cambyses 6 (524) to Xerxes 13 (473). He hails Darius as follows: "The good god, lord of 
the Double Country, Darius, endowed with life like Ra, beloved of Min the Great, who 
dwells at Coptos" (Posener no. 24). It is likely that his job was to supply stone to the con
struction yard at El-Kharga. He bears the title "saris of Persia": doubtless he was gover
nor of Coptos and the entire region of the Wadi Hammamat. 

Another Egyptian, Ahmose, gives himself prestigious titles: "Honored before the 
Apis-Osiris, the sole companion, the head of soldiers Ahmose . . . , " and he states that he 
played a very prominent role during the interment of an Apis: 
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He stood before the Apis, in charge of the archers and directing the troop and the elite sol
diers to be sure this god achieved his place in the necropolis. I am a servant active for your 
ka. I spent every night on watch without sleeping, seeking how to do all the things needful 
for you. I placed respect for you in the hearts of the people and the foreigners of all the for
eign countries who were in Egypt by what I did in your embalming chamber. 1 sent messen
gers to the South and others to the North to summon all the governors of towns and 
provinces bearing their gifts to your embalming chamber. . . . (Posener no. 6) 

Once more, the traditional terminology must not lead us into error. The primary function 
of this type of inscription is to preserve the memory of an important person among the 
Egyptians—to whom the inscriptions are addressed. The words used by Ahmose do not 
imply that he personally organized all the ceremonies that accompanied the interment 
of an Apis. The titles themselves say more about his prestigious status in Egyptian society 
than about his actual place in the political-administrative hierarchy of the country. 

On the model of Darius himself, Persians in Egypt could adopt Egyptian customs. It 
is particularly striking to note that Amasis, whom Herodotus refers to as a member of the 
illustrious Persian tribe of Maraphii, had an Egyptian name (IV. 167). Since Polyaenus 
calls him Arsames (VII.28.1), we are led to believe that he adopted the Egyptian custom 
of double naming. We also know of Ariyawrata (brother of Atiyawahy), who in a later in
scription (461) presents himself as follows; "The Persian Ariyawrata, nicknamed Jeho, 
son of Artames, born of the lady Qanju" (Posener no. 31). Such naming practices doubt
less facilitated Persian contact with the Egyptians, but we cannot conclude with cer
tainty that the conquerors were Egyptianized on the basis of the names. 

We will make the same cautionary remark regarding certain Persians' invocations of 
Egyptian gods. This is the case with Persian administrators who officiated in the Wadi 
Hammamat: Atiyawahy, mentioned above, who is attested under Cambyses, Darius, and 
Xerxes; and his brother Ariyawrata, under Xerxes and Artaxerxes I. The two brothers in
voked, or at least referred to, Egyptian gods in this formula: 

Min the great, who is on [his] altar 
Year 10 of the Lord of the Double Country Xerxes 
Made by the saris of Persia, Atiyawahy and Ariyawrata 

or: 

Made by the saris of Persia, Atiyawahy, may he dwell before Min who is on [his] altar. 
(Posener nos. 27-28). 

It seems risky to take this as an index of Egyptianization in the strict sense. It was only an 
imitation of the Great Kings, all of whom adopted an Egyptian titulary. Since the broth
ers were governors of Coptos, it was logical for them to invoke the god of the city, Min. 
Votive bulls found in Egypt indicate that some Persians, imitating Cambyses and Darius, 
also showed respect for Apis. 

Conversely, Egyptians tried to assimilate to the dominant socioethnic class. In addi
tion to Udjahorresnet, we may cite the case of Ptah-hotep. His statue bears an inscription 
with the title of treasurer, but it is difficult on this basis to know the exact position he 
held in the satrapal administration. On his Egyptian robe, he wears typically Persian 
jewelry (a torque), doubtless a royal gift. Elsewhere, a seal carved with the name of Pe
teisis, an Egyptian boatman, also testifies to the interweaving of Egyptian and Persian 
traditions. In particular, we can make out the image of Ahura-Mazda, in the form of a 
body breaking away from horizontal wings. 
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Fig. 46. Egyptian votive stela. 

Generally speaking, the representatives 
of the Egyptian elite had few problems be
coming supporters of Cambyses and Da
rius because the practice of conferring 
royal gifts was well known among the pha-
raohs. One of the most interesting docu
ments in this regard is an inscribed statue 
found in the vicinity of Priene. It appears 
that the dedicator, a man named Pedon, 
performed a service for Psammetichus. As a 
reward, the pharaoh bestowed on him as 
"prize for his value (aristeia), a gold brace
let and a town, by reason of his courage 
(aretes heneka)." He had his image por
trayed in Egyptian style, and the statue itself 
was certainly made in Egypt. It was in fact 
typical for a pharaoh to decorate faithful 
subjects with necklaces or bracelets. The 
gift of a town is also known from other texts. 
We are instantly struck by the fact that the 
manner of distinction and the objects them
selves correspond closely to what is known 
of Achaemenid royal gifts (lands, towns, 
bracelets, necklaces; see chap. 8/1). The decoration of Ptah-hotep's robe also reflects the 
encounter between Pharaonic and Achaemenid practices. It is no less noteworthy that a 
sculptor portrayed the jewelry worn by Udjahorresnet in the Egyptian style. In other 
words, neither Udjahorresnet nor Ptah-hotep would have felt a sense of "betrayal" if they 
received gifts and honors from the Great King, for from their point of view, it was just an
other pharaoh who was honoring them in this way. This is precisely the meaning of one 
of Udjahorresnet's statements: "I was a [man] honored before my masters; [as long as] I 
lived(?) they gave me gold jewelry and made every useful thing for me" (Posener no. 
IF). It is clear here as elsewhere that Udjahorresnet did not distinguish the Saites from 
the Great Kings; in other words, the latter are situated in the longue dur&e of pharaonic 
history. 

The allegiance of the Egyptians to Darius sometimes took more personal forms. One 
of the most interesting items is a votive stela showing an Egyptian praying before the Ho
rus falcon (fig. 46). The dedicator addresses him as Darius, who was assimilated to the 
Egyptian god. This was a private monument, which seems to show that, in the popular 
Egyptian consciousness, Darius was thoroughly and genuinely divinized. 

A Brief Evaluation 
All in all, the nature of Darius's power in Egypt elicits a mixed evaluation. The desire 

for pharaonic continuity cannot be denied, but perhaps we should no longer insist on 
this factor to the exclusion of others, especially because Udjahorresnet so suspiciously 
insists on it. He must have seen only advantage in thus exalting his loyalty to Cambyses 
and Darius, both of whom he intentionally situates within Egyptian continuity. The 
statements of Darius himself are more ambiguous: even while presenting himself as 
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legitimate sovereign, lie never fails to stress that he is the conqueror who does not owe 
his power simply to the good will of Udjahorresnet and his ilk. The passage from Saite 
power to Persian dominion was not achieved without upheavals and changes. Together 
with Cambyses' decree, the disappearance of foundation stelas seems to illustrate Per
sian repossession of the Egyptian sanctuaries. The suppression of the "Divine Consort" 
should perhaps be placed in the same context. It was a religious and dynastic institution 
that obviously no longer suited the new conditions after the conquest and the "appear
ance" of a pharaoh whose interests encompassed a horizon infinitely vaster than the 
Nile Valley and its surroundings. 

2. Babylonia under Darius 

Sources 
Despite the large number of tablets dated to the reign of Darius I, the history of Baby

lonia is rather poorly known after Intaphernes (Vidafarnah) regained control of the re
gion in 520 (DB §50). This is because in many cases the mention of Darius's regnal 
year—"king of Babylon, king of the countries"—is nothing more than an element in the 
dating formula of documents coming from the private sector. Thus, only rarely and in
directly are we able to detect the presence and actual operation of the Achaemenid 
administration. In comparison with the previous period, we suffer from the loss (or non-
publication) of the temple archives, especially for the Eanna of Uruk. Darius's accession 
to power coincided with Gimillu's appointment to the ferme generale. This dishonest 
oblate carried out his dubious operations under the usurper Nebuchadnezzar IV, before 
being dismissed in 520. After this date, the materials are painfully lacking, aside from 
sporadic documents from 511-510 that mention the name (Muranu) of the king's prin
cipal at the Eanna. Given the state of the evidence, no conclusions of a historical nature 
can be drawn concerning the relationship between the Persian authority and the towns 
and sanctuaries of Babylonia, although the number of published tablets increases each 
year. 

Satraps and Governors 
The administrative system set up by Cyrus in 535 survived the troubles of 522-520. 

The "governor of Babylonia and Ebir Nari [Trans-Euphrates]" continued to rule an 
enormous district extending from the Tigris to the borders of Egypt. It was ruled by an 
individual whom the Babylonian texts call 'governor' (pihatu) and whom the Greek 
texts call "satrap": "The government of this region—the satrapy, as the Persians call i t -
is of all the governments the most considerable," writes Herodotus, for example (1.197; 
cf. 111.161), underlining the considerable profits that the satrap could draw from the re
gion. There are tablets attesting that, between 521 and 516, Ustanu held the post. He dis
appeared at an undetermined date; a text shows that in October 486, a few weeks before 
the death of Darius, the government was secured by Huta[ . . . ] , son of Pagakanna. The 
territory of Babylonia proper was itself subdivided, testimony to persistent continuities. 
We know for example of the existence of the "country of the Sea" (Mat Tamtim) in the 
marsh region of the Lower Tigris. The great towns were still administered by local gov
ernors, the sakin temi, Babylonians who must have come from the class of mar bane, the 
citizen-landowners with full rights in the Babylonian cities. In the time of Darius I, they 
are known at Ur, Borsippa, and Babylon. 
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At the same time, these local governors appear to have been more and more fully in
tegrated into the satrapal administration. First of all, after 521, the sandabakku disap
peared, though until this date the position had represented the highest territorial office 
in Babylonia. It appears that after Darius came to power, he replaced many of the Baby
lonian holders of high office. Babylon remained one of the capitals of the Empire where 
the king and court were periodically in residence. A tablet from 496 refers to the new 
palace. This royal presence was also symbolized by the erection of a replica of the monu
ment and inscription of Behistun in the capital of Babylonia. The growing integration 
of the country into the imperial administration is also marked by the increasing number 
of Persian names, particularly in the areas of finance and justice. It is interesting to note 
that one of the governors of Babylon, Iddin-Nergal, had the Persian title "vardana-pati 
'chief of the town'. A series of tablets also mentions a certain Bagasaru, who held the post 
of treasurer in Babylon between 518 and 501. His title is given in its Babylonian form, 
rab kasir, then in its Iranian form, "ganzabara, in tablets from 511 to 501. Bagasaru was 
one of the Persians who held land in Babylonia, doubtless company land. His house was 
run by a majordomo (rab biti) called Pissiya, who had a large staff under him. Several 
tablets show that Bagasaru did not work his lands directly: he had them managed by rep
resentatives of the Egibi business concern, who returned part of the harvests (or their 
value) to him as farm rent. That is, beginning with Darius I, a system was in place for 
managing lands and revenues. Documentation from the house of Murasu during the 
reigns of Artaxerxes I and Darius II allows us to analyze this system more precisely. It was 
a system that implied close cooperation between the aristocracy and the Persian power 
and the representatives of Babylonian business firms. On this topic, one of the represen
tatives of the Egibi family, Marduk-nasir-apli, who bore the nickname Sirku, also acted 
as the administration's intermediary: for example, he levied taxes on land held in Baby
lonia. He also collected certain royal taxes, as is concretely shown in a tablet (TCL 
13.196): 

[Concerning] the col lect ion of tolls on the bridge and the quai [for boats] going downstream 
and upstream, prerogative o f G u z a n u , the governor of Babylon, which is at the disposal of 
Sirku, for the half of the part that returns to h im of the revenue on the bridge o f G u z a n u , 
the governor of Babylon , which he shares with M u r a n u , son of Nabu-mukm-ap l i , Nabi l -bu-
lissu, son of G u z a n u , as well as Harisanu and Iqupu [and] Nergai- ibni , the guardians of the 
bridge. Sirku, son of Iddinaia , d e s c e n d a n t of Eg ib i , and M u r a n u , son of Mabu-mukin-apli, 
descendant of . . . ? . . . in farm rent for 15 shekels of white silver of '/8 alloy, o f current qual 
ity, have given [this col lect ion] to Bel-asua, son of Nergal-uball i t , descendant of M u d a m m i q -
Adad and to U b a n i , son of Bel-ahhe-eriba, descendant of . . . ? . . . Bel-asua and Ubaru will 
tax the boats that dock at the bridge. Bel-asua and U b a r u will not transfer the silver from the 
monthly revenue from the bridge be long ing to Sirku and M u r a n u , owners of part o f this [rev
enue ] , without Sirku's agreement . Bel -asua and Ubaru will show Sirku and the [other] 
guardians of the bridge every written instruction concern ing this br idge , (after E Joannes ) 

The document sheds light on the river tolls in Babylonia, the concession of revenues to 
elevated persons, and the way certain taxes were collected. 

Estates and hatru 
We have several tablets showing that during the time of Darius the same system of 

military lots that had been set up in the time of Cyrus and Cambyses existed; the system 
was newly extended beginning at the end of the 520s. Each "estate" was burdened with 
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Fig. 47. Some Babylonian seal impressions, from 
Cyrus to Xerxes. 

a series of fees that, taken to
gether, were called ilku. In prin
ciple, each military lot allowed 
the administration to draft sol
diers who are described in the 
same way as their "estates"; for ex
ample, horsemen were drafted 
from a horse estate. Several docu
ments from Darius's reign show 
that the Babylonian soldiers 
could be subject to exceptional 
mobilizations, such as to serve in 
Elam. In every case, they had to 
equip themselves according to 
the standards set by the adminis
tration, bearing their own associ
ated costs, which could be quite 
high. The soldiers could be req
uisitioned "at the head of ships," 

which meant that they had to escort them, or maybe even haul them, in the guise of 
urasu service. This was a requisition for manual labor, which in Darius's time was an 
element of ilku. 

In the later documents (Artaxerxes I and Darius II), the enumeration of charges as
sessed on military allotments was regularly recorded in the following way: "Full taxes, 
the king's soldier, the king's flour, the king's barra, and all kinds of contributions/gifts 
(nadanu) for the king's house." There is every reason to believe it was the same under 
Darius I. The terms used indicate that the assessment involved taxes in kind. But several 
documents reveal that, beginning with the reign of Darius I, some property owners paid 
in silver equivalents. This is how the role of the Egibi was established. They also man
aged working land, such as the military allotments. Thus, Sirku (that is, Marduk-nasir-
apli) collected the tax on lots around Babylon between 497 and 495. It was also the Egibi 
who worked the estates of "the house of the royal son" (bltu sa mar sarri). This activity 
was quite lucrative, judging by the shares drawn by Bagasaru and the Egibis from the or
chards between 518 and 500: one-third for the former, and he was the landowner; two-
thirds for the latter, and they were the managers! 

Persians and Babylonians 
For Babylonia, the onomastic information that has been gathered to date allows us to 

state that the number of Persians and Iranians increased between 521 and 483 but that 
it remained relatively modest, nonetheless, in view of the considerable number not only 
of Babylonians but also of representatives of various countries. As for the processes of Ira
nian-Babylonian acculturation, they are especially evident in later documentation (tab
lets and seals of the house of Murasu). Nonetheless, they are also detectable in the 
earlier period, even though the scenes on seals remain predominantly Babylonian 
(fig. 47). From the beginning of the fifth century on, we observe the practice of inter
marriage and the consequent adoption of Iranian names by Babylonians and vice versa. 
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To be sure, Persian-Babylonian contacts are old. The importance of Babylonia in the 
Empire and the frequent presence of the court in Babylon could only have encouraged 
contacts and mutual influence. 

3. Trans-Euphrates 

The District of Trans-Euphrates 
Within the immense district whose central seat was at Babylon, Trans-Euphrates was 

ruled by a governor who was both a private individual and a subordinate governmental 
official. At the beginning of Darius's reign, the book of Ezra mentions "Tattenai, satrap 
of Transeuphrates [Ebir Nari], Shethar-bozenai [Satibarzanes] and their [Persian] col
leagues" (5:3*-). In tablets dated 502, he also has the title 'governor' (pihatu) of Ebir 
Nari. It is likely that his residence was in Damascus, on which our information is both 
paltry and late. We know that Damascus was an important stage on the road between 
Babylonia and Egypt. The form sent by Arsama with Nehtihor mentions the presence of 
two stewards there (DAE 67 [AD 6]); this might explain (if not confirm) Josephus's state
ment (Ant. XI.2.2) thai Cambyses died in Damascus during his return from Egypt. Wc 
also know that at the time of Darius III, the town was governed by a "prefect" (Quintus 
Curtius 1II-3.2). Finally, Strabo describes it as "the most famous of the cities in that part 
of the world in the time of the Persian empire" (XVI.2.20*). It is evident from a passage 
in Berossus (FGrH 680 Fl 1) that the town was important in the imperial regime at the 
time of Artaxerxes II. 

Despite the similarity between the (generic) titles for governor, pihatu and pehd, Tat
tenai did not rule a completely distinct satrapy, but there is no document to clarify the 
nature of his relationship with the governor of Babylon and Ebir Nari. Darius's reply to 
Tattenai nonetheless refers to the "royal revenue—that is, from the tribute of Transeu
phrates [Ebir Nari]" (Ezra 6:8-*-), which shows that the management of tribute was orga
nized by subregions. Ebir Nari, we know, corresponds fairly precisely to Herodotus's 
Fifth Nome —from Posideium (Ras-el Bassit) to the borders of Egypt (III.91). Even 
within these large regions, peoples and territories were in turn divided into medinahs— 
a term conveniently rendered 'provinces'. The redactor of the book of Esther (1:1) refers 
to the 127 provinces of the Empire of Ahasuerus. The term is also found in the letter 
from Arsama to the stewards ordered to deliver rations to Nehtihor and his servants, who 
were returning to Egypt: "Give them these rations, from steward to steward, following 
the route that goes from province to province (medinah), until Nehtihor arrives in 
Egypt" (DAE 67 [AD 6]); it is a pity that the document says nothing of the stages dotting 
the journey from Damascus to the Nile Valley. 

The Province ofjudah 
There is no doubt that, beginning with the time of Cyrus or Cambyses, the land of 

Judah by itself constituted a medinah. But until Nehemiah's arrival in the time of Arta
xerxes I (chap. 14/5), we have no specific information on its organization. Nehemiah 
himself refers to it as follows: "The former governors, my predecessors, had been a bur
den on the people, from whom they took forty silver shekels each day as their subsis
tence allowance"; in contrast, he says that he himself "never ate governor's bread" (Neh 
5:15-18). There is no doubt that the Jewish community was subject to paying tribute to 
the kings, as well as various taxes, such as "the satrap's table." But who were the former 
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governors? The theory that makes Judah a dependency of Samaria at this date seems to 
have little foundation. A series of seal impressions and bullas has been found in Judah 
on which explicit references to the province of Judah (Yehud) and a governor (peha) 
can be read. On the basis of this evidence, a list of the governors of the province between 
Zerubbabel and Nehemiah has been reconstructed: Elnathan (perhaps Zerubbabel's 
successor), Yeho-ezer (early fifth century), Ahzai (early fifth century) —all of them Jews 
(as were Zerubbabel and Nehemiah). Numerous seals attest to Persian presence, but 
they are probably later (second half of the fifth century and the fourth century). 

The province of Judah and its governor came under the authority of the governor of 
Ebir Nari. At the beginning of Darius's reign, Governor Tattenai, accompanied by his 
chancellery and court, made a tour of inspection of Jerusalem. They found the Jews 
busy rebuilding the temple of Yahweh. Questioned by Tattenai, the Elders justified the 
labor by referring to an old decree from Cyrus. Unconvinced, the governor sent a letter 
to Darius asking him to search "in the king's [royal archives] in Babylon" (Ezra 5:17*). 
It was actually in the citadel of Ecbatana that evidence of the document was found. As 
a result, the Great King ordered Tattenai to let the Jews complete the construction work. 
Here is the order from Darius, as it is transmitted by the redactors of Ezra (6:6-12*): 

Wherefore, Tattenai, satrap of Trans-Euphrates, Shethar-bozenai and you, their colleagues, 
the officials of Trans-Euphrates, withdraw from there; leave the high commissioner of Judah 
and the elders of the Jews to work on this Temple of God; they are to rebuild this Temple of 
God on its ancient site. This, I decree, is how you must assist the elders of the Jews in the 
reconstruction of the Temple of God: the expenses of these people are to be paid, promptly 
and without fail, from the royal revenue—that is, from the tribute of Trans-Euphrates. What 
they need for [sacrifices] to the God of heaven: young bulls, rams and lambs, as also wheat, 
salt, wine and oil, is to be supplied to them daily, without fail, as required by the priests of 
Jerusalem, so that they may offer acceptable sacrifices to the God of heaven and pray for the 
lives of the king and his sons. I also decree this: If anyone disobeys this edict, a beam is to be 
torn from his house, he is to be pilloried upright on it and his house is to be made into a 
dung heap for this crime. May the God who causes his name to live there overthrow any 
king or people who dares to defy this and destroy the Temple of God in Jerusalem! I, Darius, 
have issued this decree. Let it be obeyed to the letter! 

Darius thus repeated the measures ordered by Cyrus, providing new donations, since the 
expenses were charged to the tributes collected by the government of Trans-Euphrates. 
In return, the priests of Jerusalem were to invoke the protection of their god on Darius 
and his sons. The work was completed in March 515, and the Jews were able to celebrate 
Passover right away. The Jerusalem community thus continued to enjoy internal auton
omy, as had been the case since Cyrus, while at the same time it had to exhibit its sub
mission to Achaemenid authority (in particular in the area of tribute). 

Cyprus 
We are considerably less well informed about other subregions, such as Cyprus and 

Phoenicia, which were also subordinate to the government of Trans-Euphrates. Both 
had to pay tribute (Herodotus 111.91) and furnish naval contingents. Both were divided 
into numerous city-states. Herodotus (VII.98) selectively names the rulers he considers 
the most important: two Cypriot kings (Gorgus and Timonax) and three Phoenician 
kings (Tetramnestus of Sidon, Matten of Tyre, and Merbalus of Aradus). 

It is clear that Cyprus, because of its close relations with Cilicia (see below), always 
represented a strategic location that was essential to Persian Mediterranean policy; thus, 
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we can extend to the entire period the reflections that Diodorus assigned to Artaxerxes 
II in the 380s: "The king understood the advantageous position of Cyprus, being able to 
furnish a considerable fleet and serve as an outpost in the Asian war" (XVI.42.4). The is
land also had old ties to Phoenicia. There was a town there called "Carthage of Tyre" 
(Amathonte or Kition), and the evidence of Phoenician influence in it is considerable, 
alongside Greek influences and ancient Eteo-Cypriot roots. Moreover, many dynasties 
were of Phoenician origin and continued to use the Phoenician language in their 
inscriptions. 

We learn a little more about Cyprus at the time of the Ionian revolt. Onesilus, 
brother of Gorgus, king of Salamis, seized power and persuaded the Cypriot cities, ex
cept Amathus, to join the revolt (Herodotus V.104). At this point, Herodotus gives the ge
nealogy of the king of Salamis—a kingdom that appears to have been the most 
important on the island. The king of Salamis, Gorgus, and his brother Onesilus were 
sons of Chersis, grandsons of Siromus, great-grandsons of Euelthon (V104). Power thus 
passed from father to son. But on at least one occasion we see that the Great King inter
vened in these internal affairs. According to Herodotus, the Persian victors had the 
Salamisians return power to Gorgus (V.115). Since Gorgus had fled to the Persians 
(VII. 104), he must have recovered his throne due to the direct support of Darius. At the 
end of the revolt, Herodotus writes simply, "after a year of freedom Cyprus was once 
more brought into subjection" (V.l 16-0-). But Herodotus's vocabulary tells us nothing of 
the status of the Phoenician cities. We know that Persian garrisons were stationed on the 
island, but it is likely that they were already present before. We are prompted (without 
proof) to repeat the judgment formulated by Diodorus on the position of the Cypriot 
kings in the fourth century: "In this island were nine populous cities, and under them 
were ranged the small towns which were suburbs of the nine cities. Each of these cities 
had a king who governed the city and was subject to the King of the Persians" 
(XVI.42.4*). At the same time, the expedition led by Artaxerxes II demonstrates that the 
Great King could not allow a Cypriot king to formally declare his independence and 
stop paying tribute (cf. Diodorus XV.9.2). 

Phoenicia 
Like the Cypriot city-states and Syria-Palestine, the Phoenician city-states are in

cluded in the Fifth Nome of Herodotus (111.91). Their prime appearances in the sources 
are to furnish large, renowned naval contingents, from Cambyses' conquest of Egypt to 
Xerxes' expedition (525-479). According to Herodotus (VII.89), the Phoenicians, 
grouped with "the Syrians of Palestine," provided Xerxes with the biggest contingent 
(300 ships). "Next to the [Persian] commanders the following were the best known of 
those who sailed with the fleet:" the kings of Sidon, Tyre, and Arad (VII.98-0-), and he 
states that "the fastest ships were the Phoenician —and of these the Sidonian were the 
best" (VI1.96-V-): the only comparable ships were those of Artemisia of Halicarnassus, 
which "were the most famous in the fleet, after the contingent from Sidon" (VII.99-0-). It 
was the Phoenicians of Sidon who won the rowing match organized near Abydos 
(VII.44). It was a Sidonian ship from which Xerxes reviewed the navy at Doriscus 
(VII. 100) and which he boarded when the fleet departed (VII. 128). The reputation of 
the Phoenician ships was well founded. A sealing on a Persepolis tablet (PT 8) from the 
reign of Darius shows a vessel shaped very like the Sidonian vessels known from later Si
donian coins (fig. 50f, p. 606). 
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The most interesting document comes 
from Sidon: the sarcophagus of King Esmun-
azar II, which is of Egyptian origin (fig. 48). 
The king presents himself as follows: 

1, E s h m u n ' a z a r , k ing of S i d o n , the son of 
king Tabnit , king of S idon , the grandson of 
king E s h m u n ' a z a r , king of S idon , and my 
mother, A i W a s h t a t t , priestess of Astarte, 
our mistress the q u e e n , the daughter of 
king E s h m u n ' a z a r , king of Sidon. (Rosen
thal, A N E T 662) 

Then, referring to his numerous benefac
tions in honor of the city, he states: 

T h e L o r d of Kings gave us D o r and Joppa , 
the mighty lands of D a g o n , which are in 
the Plain of Sharon, in a c c o r d a n c e with the 
important deeds which I did. And we added 
them to the borders of the country, so that 
they would be long to S idon forever. 

The inscription thus attests to the allocation 
of lands to Sidon by the Great King. But the 
dale and, therefore, the circumstances of the 
gift remain in dispute. The Phoenician ships 
had indeed played an important role from 
Cambyses down to Xerxes and beyond. 
Moreover, according to Herodotus (VII.98), 
in 480 the Sidonian contingent was led by 
Tetramnestus, son of Anysus. Even if some 

linguistic deformation of the personal names has taken place, there is no way to make 
this into a reference to Esmunazar, son of Tabnit, who, moreover, died at the age of 14. 
Since we have no independent gauge for fixing the chronology of the kings of Sidon at 
the end of the sixth and beginning of the fifth century, the question remains open. 

Moreover, Herodotus says the king of Sidon enjoyed a special position under Xerxes. 
Before the battle of Salamis, he was the first one Xerxes went to for advice among "the 
rulers of states and comanders of squadrons. . . [they] took their seats according to the 
degree of privilege which the king had assigned them —the lord of Sidon first, the lord 
of Tyre second, and so on in their order" (VHI.67-68<>). But, contrary to what has some
times been supposed, the king of Sidon was not the admiral of the Persian fleet, which 
remained under the control of high-ranking Persians. Herodotus names four of them 
(including two sons of Darius), and he states that the Phoenician contingents (and oth
ers) reported to Prexaspes and Megabazus. If the local chiefs (including Artemisia) were 
consulted, it was because of their expertise in plying the sea; the privileged place of the 
king of Sidon was due simply to the well-known maneuverability of the ships he had pro
vided to the Great King. But responsibility for strategy rested solely with the Great King 
and his associates. 

\ 7 " 

Fig. 48. Inscribed sarcophagus of 
Esmunazar. 
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4 From Jerusalem to Magnesia on the Meander 

Darius, Gadatas, and the Apollo of Aulai 
Between Otanes' conquest of Samos (ca. 520-519) and Darius's stops at Sardis on the 

way to and from his European expedtion, we have not one factual word about Persian 
policy in Asia Minor. This is why there is so much interest in a document traditionally 
called the Letter of Darius to Gadatas, which we present and discuss at this point, what
ever the doubts surrounding its actual date. It reads: 

The king of kings, Darius, son of Hystaspes, to his servant (doulos) Gadatas speaks as follows: 
I understand that you do not obey every point of my instructions. Without doubt you exer
cise care in cultivating the land that belongs to me, since you transplant into the regions of 
Lower Asia trees that grow on the other side of the Euphrates: on this point, I praise your in
tent, and, for that, there will be great recognition in the king's house. But, on the other hand, 
since you choose to disregard my desires as regards the gods, I shall cause you to experience, 
jf you do not change, my wrath excited by an injury. The sacred gardeners (phytourgoi hie-
roi) of Apollo have been subjected by you to tribute (phoros) and required to work profane 
land (khora behelos); that is to disregard the sentiments of my ancestors toward the god who 
said to the Persians [lacuna] . (ML 12) 

The authenticity of the document is no longer really challenged. It might appear surpris
ing to find a Greek version of a royal letter, especially since the inscription is engraved 
according to standards that date it to the Roman imperial period. It is actually the re-
engraving of a document whose original does go back to the reign of Darius, since the 
characteristics of the epistolary composition are close to the style of the Achaemenid 
chancellery At the time of the Roman conquest, the cities and temples had to produce 
proof of preexisting privileges and immunities that they wished to renew. Of course, the 
editor-translators Hellenized some words for which they had no equivalent. It is quite 
likely, for example, that the modifier doulos, by which Darius addresses Gadatas, repre
sents Old Persian bandaka, which in turn designates the king's Faithful. There is simi
larly no doubt that the name Gadatas is the imperfect transcription of a Persian name 
(Bagadata?). One uncertainty remains: the date within the reign of Darius. We have no 
benchmark that would allow us to place it either before or after the Ionian revolt (500-
492) or before or after Darius's traversal of Asia Minor in 513-512. It is tempting simply 
to suppose that the royal statement was recorded in a series of measures decided during 
his stay in Sardis on his return from Europe. Herodotus shows the king sitting on the 
throne (proasteion) of Sardis while receiving delegations (V. 12). It is possible that the di
rectors of the sanctuary of Apollo came to him at this time to ask him to take a position 
on the matter that was troubling them. 

The letter itself is in two parts, both distinct and linked. First the king makes known 
his satisfaction with Gadatas for the horticultural work he has conducted so well. Gada-
tas's job is not indicated. It has sometimes been supposed that he held the position of sa
trap of Sardis after the death (undocumented) of Artaphernes around 493-492. It is true 
that in Magnesia on the Meander there was a residence used by the satrap of Sardis, un
der Oroetes (Herodotus III.122, 125) around 525 and again by Tissaphernes more than 
a century later (Thucydides VIII.50.3). According to the Oeconomicus of Xenophon, it 
is also true that the governors' job was to keep the land under cultivation and increase 
the yield of the soil —otherwise "the garrisons are not maintained and the tribute cannot 
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be paid" (IV. 1 ! • ) . Nonetheless, the letter concerns a specific territory, where Gadatas is 
praised for acclimatizing "exotic" plants from peran tes Euphratou ('across the Euphra
tes', or Trans-Euphrates)—a Greek phrase rendering (in its way) the Akkadian word 
Ebir-Nari. It is difficult not to see this as a reference to the famous Persian paradises that 
included, among other components, a botanical garden dedicated to experiments with 
rare species. Given these circumstances, Gadatas was most likely the steward of the 
royal/satrapal paradise close to Magnesia on the Meander—comparable to "Asaph, 
keeper of the king's park" (pardes lammelek) in Syria, in the time of Artaxerxes I (Neh 
2:8*). The grounds of this paradise are what Darius refers to in the second part as "pro
fane land," corresponding to another phrase at the beginning of the text, "the land that 
belongs to me" (chap. 10/7). The curious expression "profane land" is justified by the 
fact that obviously it adjoins the territory belonging to a Greek sanctuary, the sanctuary 
of Apollo. This is the Apollo of Aulai, near Magnesia on the Meander. Darius scolds 
Gadatas for commandeering "sacred gardeners," whose privileges can now be recon
structed: the sanctuary enjoyed fiscal immunity, because the "sacred gardeners" did not 
pay tribute and were not subject to satrapal requisitions under the corvee system. 

Darius, Tattenai, and Gadatas 
Darius's letters to Tattenai and Gadatas testify first of all to the limits placed on satra

pal whim. When the king granted privileges to a community, royal letters were sent to 
the local representatives of the administration. When, some time later, Nehemiah was 
sent to Jerusalem by Artaxerxes I, he bore letters for the governors of Trans-Euphrates; 
he also had a letter addressed to Asaph, steward of the royal paradise (who had to furnish 
wood for construction; Neh 2:7-8). The royal and/or satrapal officers had to conduct an 
inquiry before making any decision whatsoever. Tattenai did not neglect to do so; he 
came to question the Elders of Jerusalem, asking them who had authorized the work of 
rebuilding the temple. Apparently neither the Jews nor the provincial government of
fices had a written copy of Cyrus's order, and thus Tattenai sent a letter to Darius to ask 
him to have a search made in the central archives. In the case of Darius's letter to Gada
tas, the recognized privileges of the sanctuary of Apollo of Aulai were very old, since Da
rius attributed them to his "ancestors." It is possible that during the conquest of Asia 
Minor Cyrus had established good relations with the priests, and they in return had re
ceived fiscal immunity. Darius's letter was thus probably sent to Gadatas after the sanc
tuary administrators had appealed to the Great King to reverse the decision of the 
steward of the paradise. The royal letter thus was the confirmation of recognized privi
leges, which Gadatas could no longer ignore under pain of extremely severe sanctions, 
however laudable his efforts in the horticultural realm may otherwise have been. 

The royal missives also show the continuity of the policy of the Great Kings from 
Cyrus to Darius, which we have every reason to believe held for relations with the Baby
lonian temples as well. The Gadatas letter provides a rare, explicit example of fiscal im
munity bestowed on a sanctuary. The only comparable example is the immunity later 
granted to the personnel of the temple in Jerusalem: "It is forbidden to impose tribute, 
customs or tolls" on them (Ezra 7:24<-: phoros in the Septuagint). Darius's letter to Ga
datas thereby testifies both to an overall ideological strategy and to the specificity of its 
local applications. If Cyrus granted the sanctuary at Aulai such a privilege, perhaps it 
was because it had originally been granted by the Lydian kings. The probably limited ex
tent of the lands associated with the sanctuary meant that the loss to the royal treasury 
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was small; as for political risk, it was negligible in comparison to the ideological benefits 
the crown could draw from this privileged alliance with a respected sanctuary located 
near an Achaemenid administrative residence. 

The sacred gardeners (hieroi phytourgoi) of the Apollo of Aulai could easily be com
pared with the thousands of sacred slaves (hierodouloi) who worked the lands of the great 
sanctuaries of Anatolia. Strabo, speaking of the hierodules of Comana in Pontus 
(XIl.3-34)> states that the master of the sanctuary had full rights over them, except for the 
right to sell them (kyrios plen tou pipraskein). It was certainly with reference to such im
plicit precedents or parallels that Antiochus of Commagene, when he founded the dy
nastic sanctuary at Nemrud Dagh, specified: 

It shall not be permitted to anyone—king, dynast, priest, magistrate—to reduce these hiero
dules to slavery (katadouleisthai) . . . whether their children or their descendants, who be
long to this class forevermore, nor may they alienate them (apallotriosai) in any way, nor 
maltreat them (kakosai) to any extent, nor extort corvee from them (leitourgia), but the 
priests and the magistrates shall take charge of them and the kings, the magistrates, and ev
ery private individual shall protect them. (OG/S 383, lines 171-85) 

The villages where the hierodules lived, which the king granted to the sanctuary as dorea 
(cf. IGLS VII, no. 4028), were similarly protected. Looting and war certainly figured 
among the possible causes for enslavement or mistreatment that the king and his admin
istration had in mind (which could endanger the regularity of revenue from the affected 
villages at the shrines and the sanctuary). We should also recall at this juncture what 
Strabo wrote about the hierodules of the sanctuary of Zeleia (dedicated to Anaitis): as a 
result of all sorts of misdeeds, their number had diminished (XII.3.37). 

Did every Anatolian sanctuary—some of which were Persianized (e.g., Anaitis)—also 
enjoy privileges such as those conferred on the Apollo of Aulai? The existing evidence 
does not provide an answer to this question. We must simply emphasize that the conse
cration of a few sanctuaries is evident during the Persian period (cf. Plutarch, Art. 27.4; 
Strabo XI. 14.16). Another document (also late) may provide a parallel: a Greek inscrip
tion from Cappadocia reveals the existence of a sanctuary dedicated to an Iranian god
dess, Anaitis Barzochara, to whom hierodules were consecrated. It states that they were 
to be exempt "from molestations on the part of anyone, with their descendants forever." 
Such customs and regulations forcefully recall the facts of Darius's letter to Gadatas, as 
well as clarify them. But, unfortunately, nothing can be said about the fiscal status of 
these Anatolian sanctuaries at the time of Achaemenid rule. The looting that was orga
nized by Datames in some of them and that may well be an illustration of his rebellion 
against the Great King (Ps.-Arist. [Oecon.] II.24a; Polyaenus VII.21.1)—which remains 
to be proved—does not imply that the sanctuaries were normally exempt from any obli
gation to the imperial power. 

5. Western Asia Minor. Cities, Dynasts, and 
Empire after the Ionian Revolt 

The Measures of Artaphernes and Mardonius (493-492) 
The nature of the reconquest carried out at the end of the Ionian revolt (chap. 4/3) 

also shows that the attention paid to local sanctuaries found its limit in the subjects' loy
alty. The reconquest was pursued bluntly by the Persians, in a pitiless fashion that could 
not have surprised the Greeks. Herodotus reports that the Persians had let it be known 
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that those who resisted to the end would suffer exemplary punishment: reduction to sla
very, deportation, land confiscation, and demolition of private houses and sanctuaries 
(VI.9). This was the fate of Miletus: 

Most of the men were killed . . . ; the women and children were made slaves, and the 
temple at Didyma, both shrine and oracle, was plundered and burnt. . . . The Persians 
themselves occupied the land in the immediate neighbourhood of the town, and the rest of 
the cultivated region which belonged to it, and made over the mountainous parts of the in
terior to the Carians of Pedasus. . . . In this way Miletus was emptied of its inhabitants. 
(VI. 19-20, 22*) 

The islands of Chios, Lesbos, and Tenedos, then mainland towns, and then the towns of 
the Hellespont were systematically burned and laid waste (VI.32ff.). In contrast, the 
Samians, who had deserted at the urging of Aeaces, were favored: "Samos itself was not 
burnt by the Persians, neither their town nor the temples" (VI.25-0-). 

At the conclusion of these expeditions of reconquest, in the same year (493), Herodo
tus states, "Something was done greatly to [Ionia's] advantage": 

Artaphernes, governor of Sardis, sent for representatives from all the Ionian states and forced 
them to bind themselves by oath to settle their differences by arbitration, instead of being 
continually at one another's throats. In addition to this, he had their territories surveyed, and 
measured in parasangs (the Persian equivalent of 30 furlongs) and settled the tax which each 
slate was to pay at a figure which has remained unaltered to within living memory. The 
amount was, moreover, much the same as it had previously been. These measures were con
ducive to peace. (VI.42-43*) 

Then, after mentioning the appointment and arrival of Mardonius as military com
mander the following spring (492), Herodotus refers to another measure he took: Mardo
nius "ejected the irresponsible despots from all the Ionian states and set up democratic 
institutions in their place" (VI.43*). Diodorus, giving the impression that these mea
sures were taken by Artaphernes after a conversation (certainly invented) with He-
cataeus, alludes to the reconquest in the following words: "Artaphernes . . . restored 
(apedoke) to the cities their laws and laid upon them (epetaxen) fixed tributes according 
to their ability to pay (kata dynamin)" (X.25.4*). 

Border Wars and Arbitration 
Let us make an initial examination of the decisions explicitly attributed to Arta

phernes by Herodotus. It is clear that though he calls these decisions 'conducive to 
peace' (eirenaia), Herodotus was no apologist for the Persian Artaphernes. He was con
tent to note what for him was evidence that the satrap initiated a noteworthy ameliora
tion of relations between cities. The Halicarnassus native knew very well that border 
wars were one of the most acute problems of the Greek cities. He went on to give a con
crete example of "rape and pillage" by reporting what befell some soldiers from Chios 
who survived the battle of Lade: trying to return home, "they entered the territory of 
Ephesus" at the moment when the women were celebrating the Thesmophoria: "See
ing that a company of armed men had crossed their borders, [the Ephesians] at once 
supposed them to be brigands who were after their women. They therefore hurried to 
the rescue with every available man, and all the Chians were killed" (VI. 16*). 

The dearth of arable land provoked the constant envy of neighboring cities. A Helle
nistic inscription (283-282) records this fact especially clearly: King Lysimachus had to 
intervene to arbitrate a violent quarrel that arose between Samos and Priene over posses-
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sion of a district (Batinetis; RC 7). Summoned by the king, the delegations of the two cit
ies pleaded their cause, and the Samian envoys presented a history of their rights going 
back to the seventh century, in the process producing "stories, testimonies, and other ju
dicial documents" that convinced the king of the legitimacy of the ancestral rights of 
their city! 

It is even more interesting that we have a concrete illustration of the measures im
posed by the satrap in a Milesian inscription dating to the beginning of the fourth cen
tury, thus a century after Artaphernes. It records a decision made by the king (Artaxerxes 
II) and Struses, "satrap of Ionia," aimed at definitively settling the many territorial dis
putes between Miletus and Myus concerning an area in the plain of the Meander. The 
two cities appealed to the king, who ordered Struses to adjudicate. Initially, the problem 
was passed by Struses to the Ionian judges (whose names are included in the inscrip
tion). Miletus and Myus each sent a delegation instructed to plead its cause with the aid 
of witnesses and evidence. The judges traveled around the area to mark off the territo
ries, then forwarded their decision (or rather, their proposal) to Struses: "after hearing 
the Ionian judges. Struses decided (telos epoiese) that this area belonged to Miletus" 
(Tod no. 113). This document confirms the quality of information that Herodotus re
ceived. It testifies admirably to the relationship that the satrap established with the cities. 
The administration officially recognized their autonomy, inasmuch as Struses did not 
act on his authority alone but delegated responsibility to a local authority traced back to 
the old Ionian League (which had never officially disbanded). At the same time, the pro
ceeding makes clear that the power resided at Sardis. 

The arbitration forced on the Ionian states by Artaphernes was in full harmony with 
Achaemenid methods, which aimed less at directly governing the cities than at control
ling them. Maintenance of order and stability were the foundations of Artaphernes' pol
icy; he strove to ensure imperial order, which could not be maintained in the middle of 
on-going frontier disputes. But the autonomy of the cities was in turn kept in check by 
higher orders, since recourse to arbitration no longer relied on their good will but instead 
on a policy advocated by the satrap, who kept a close watch over its application. As soon 
as a judgment was handed down, no city could evade it without risking being considered 
a rebel. It was up to the satrap to enforce the judgment, if necessary by force of arms. 
The Question of Tribute 

The interpretation of tribute reorganization poses more complex problems. First, re
organization did not lead to an increase in the amount of tribute. Herodotus's remark, that 
the amount of tribute remained unaltered, seems perfectly credible, since it is impossible 
to see how Artaphernes could have dreamed of increasing the fiscal pressure on cities that 
had just been bled dry by their long rebellion. As Herodotus's formulation implies, the 
arrangements introduced by the satrap did not concern the increase of tribute but its dis
tribution. Diodorus, logically, indicates that tribute was apportioned according to the abil
ity of each city—that is, in relation to the area and productivity of the territories (kata 
dynamin). As we know, at the core of tribute pressure was agricultural revenue (Ps.-Arist. 
[Oecon.] II. 1.4). This was the reason why the Achaemenid administration surveyed each 
city s territories; the surveys, logically, used parasangs as the unit of measurement. Over
all, the amount of tribute imposed by Darius in 518 kata ethne ('on each nation') was not 
modified. On the other hand, the portion paid by this or that city might have increased 
or decreased in proportion to the estimate established by the royal surveyors. 
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Herodotus was thus not wrong to link two measures that seem so different (forced ar
bitration and reapportionment of tribute). The stability of intercity relations presupposed 
that civic territories were clearly defined and that their boundaries were recorded in offi
cial documents preserved in the satrapal archives in Sardis (basilikai graphai). Every 
modification was recorded there, including, for example, the confiscations and bestow
als determined after the fall of Miletus (Herodotus VI.20). Ever afterward, it was the only 
document that would provide validation: to commence a border war was tantamount to 
contesting it. This sort of precaution also guaranteed the regularity of tribute payment— 
an advantage not only to the royal administration but also to the cities, which on the one 
hand were taxed more equitably and on the other could file appeals based on a satrapal 
document. Simultaneously, these measures also did away with some of the systemic dys-
functionality that had doubtless played a role in triggering the revolt. 

Democracies and Tyrannies 
But it is the third measure (deposing tyrants) that creates the greatest difficulties and 

raises the deepest questions. Moreover, this was so already in the time of Herodotus, who 
exercised prudence when he introduced his statement in the following way: "[OtanesJ 
did something which will come as a great surprise to those Greeks who cannot believe 
that [he] declared to the seven conspirators that Persia should have a democratic govern
ment" (VI.43-5-). To tell the truth, in the eyes of the historian, the comparison set up by 
Herodotus is rather unsettling, so great is the skepticism, ever since antiquity (111.80), 
about the democratic fervor attributed to Otanes! Let us also note a discrepancy be
tween Herodotus and Diodorus: if, as we think, Diodorus's phrase ("restored to the cities 
their laws") is the equivalent of the measure Herodotus describes (deposition of tyrants 
and establishment of democracies), then Diodorus credits Artaphernes as the initiator; 
for Herodotus, it was Mardonius. 

A preliminary remark: It is pointless to suggest, on the model of Herodotus's audi
ence, that this measure is not believable on account of the political attitude attributed 
to the Persians. Because the Persians did not entertain any ideological preference re
garding their subjects' form of government, they could at any given moment perfectly 
well support (or: not oppose) the birth of a democratic regime. The only question is ob
viously the following: Did they really do so? On this point, the evidence is contradictory, 
at least on first analysis. To begin with, it is clear that the tyrants driven out by Aristagoras 
who sought refuge among the Persians recovered their previous status. This fact is cer
tain for Aeaces of Samos, who was reestablished on the island "as a reward for the great 
and valuable services which he had rendered" to the Persians (VI.25<-). And many other 
tyrants are known to have had power later in other cities (e.g., Chios, Lampsacus), and 
several were established later by Xerxes (cf. VIII.85). If the information given by Herodo
tus is not simply hot air—and the rest of his discussion does lead us to believe that he 
collected his information carefully — then we must admit that the measure he describes, 
even if it was limited to Ionia (but what exactly does this name mean?), does not merit 
the general character he attributes to it. What also seems clear is that the introduction 
of democratic regimes was not the result of an authoritarian decision by the Persian ad
ministration. Rather, it can easily be imagined that the Persians learned a lesson from 
the revolt. The start of the revolt had overtly demonstrated that tyrannical regimes in 
many cities had been crippled—a circumstance that Aristagoras had used admirably 
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(chap 4/3)' To reintroduce tyrants by force in cities that wanted nothing to do with them 
at any price (cf. VI.5: Miletus) would necessarily have led, in the short or long term, to 
the reappearance of grave internal difficulties, and this would only have damaged the 
Pax Persica that had only just been restored by Artaphernes. Being the pragmatists that 
they were, the Persians had sometimes restored particularly loyal tyrants such as Aeaces, 
who had been able to persuade his citizens to abandon the side of the revolt during the 
battle of Lade; and sometimes they recognized democratic governments that had taken 
root in other cities after 499. 

Perhaps what Herodotus wanted to say was quite simply that, at the end of the revolt, 
the Persians had not systematically reimposed the tyrants—nothing more; but this was 
quite enough in the eyes of a fifth-century Greek! It was apparently the same situation 
that Diodorus refers to when he speaks of "the restoration of the laws of the cities" —that 
is autonomy — in the sense that the Persians did not intervene in the establishment of re
gimes in the cities that had just been conquered. This sort of attitude came from a 
"peace-making" policy (in the sense Herodotus intended) fully in harmony with the gen
eral activity of Artaphernes, to whom Diodorus attributes the measure, perhaps not 
wrongly. If, as Herodotus states, the decision was made by Mardonius, this simply indi
cates that he had been instructed to proclaim a royal policy officially, perhaps respond
ing to a request for clarification made earlier by Artaphernes, who certainly did not make 
any of his decisions without prior consultation with the central authority. After all, at the 
end of the Ionian revolt, Darius knew just how much he could trust in the loyalty of ty
rants, and he was not unaware that a democratic city was perfectly amenble to paying 
tribute! But, conversely—need we say it?—there was nothing to stop him from installing 
tyrants in the future, even in Ionia, if he felt that such a policy would be in his interest. 

Autonomy and Military Control 
The Greek cities, though autonomous, were no less closely controlled. Although di

rect evidence is scarce, there is no doubt that Persian garrisons were stationed at several 
points on the shore. Thus we learn from Herodotus that Sandoces was the governor (hy
parkhos) of Cyme in Aeolis in 480. In 499 (or a little after), Cyme had joined the revolt; 
it was rapidly (497?) retaken by the army commanded by Artaphernes and Otanes 
(V.123).Cyme was one of the naval bases for the royal fleet: before 480, Xerxes ordered 
the ships to gather at Cyme and Phocaea (Diodorus XI.2.3), and Cyme was where the 
fleet wintered in 480-479 on returning from Salamis (XI.27.1; Herodotus VIII. 130). The 
presence of a governor in the city limited its autonomy considerably. The Persians could 
not permit the slightest indiscretion at their fleet's bases and/or in the shipyards, which 
were scattered all along the Mediterranean coast. 

Imperial Power and Dynastic Powers 
But Asia Minor cannot be reduced to its narrow western shore, nor to its civil struc

tures. In the interior of Asia Minor, the Persian conquest and occupation did not signify 
the annexation and incorporation of all the dynastic territories into the network of the 
new imperial organization. Our information is unfortunately scanty on the relations be
tween the territories and satrapal power. Obviously, the catalog of Xerxes' army can be 
cited, as it is given by Herodotus. In Xerxes' infantry were a large number of peoples 
(already given in the list of peoples included in the tributary nomes). Some of them 
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continued to be ruled by dynasts/kings, a fact that is known from later documents: the 
Paphlagonians, for instance, mobilized with the Matieni (VII.72); the Mysians and Pj. 
sidians are also included (VII.74, 76), as well as the Moschians, the Macrones, and the 
Mossynoeci (VII.78-79), who the fourth-century Greek texts like to stress enjoyed total 
independence from the central authority but of whom we know nothing (or next to 
nothing) during the time of Darius and Xerxes—except in Diodorus (XI.61.4), where 
the Pisidians are portrayed ca. 466 in the image that they were to retain, as enemies of 
the king. 

Among the naval contingents, Herodotus names the Cypriots (50 ships), Cilicians 
(100 ships), Pamphylians (30 ships), and Lycians (50 ships) (VII.90-92). Although h e 

declines to give the names of the heads of ethnic contingents in the army (VII.96), He
rodotus names the heads of the naval contingents. In addition to the Phoenicians and 
Cypriots, he lists "Syennesis son of Oromedon, from Cilicia; Cyberniscus son of Sicas, 
from Lycia; . . . and Histiaeus son of Tymnes, Pigres son of Hysseldomus, and Dama-
sithymas son of Candaules from Caria" (VII.98-0-). The rest of the discussion shows that, 
within these countries, the power in turn was parceled out among small principalities. 
Herodotus once again fails to name the rulers one by one. Nonetheless, he makes an 
exception for Artemisia: "She was the daughter of Lygdamis, a Halicarnassian; on her 
mother's side she was Cretan. She sailed in command of the men of Halicamassus, Cos, 
Nisyros, and Calydna, and furnished five ships of war" (VII.99*). At the time of the Ion
ian revolt, we learn of the existence of "Pixodarus, son of fvlausolus, a man of Cindya, 
who had married a daughter of the Cilician king Syennesis" (V. 118-0-). He was probably 
an ancestor of fvlausolus of Mylasa, who is well known from the beginning of the fourth 
century. According to Herodotus's version, it appears that the Carians were not able to 
unite except under the pressure of external aggression. They had a general gathering "at 
a place called White Pillars (Leukai Stelai) on the [river] Marsyas" (VI18*); after the 
battle against the Persians, the survivors "shut themselves up at Labraunda, in the great 
grove of sacred plane trees known as the precinct of Zeus Stratius," where they deliber
ated about the strategy to take (V. 119*). We also know that Lycia was divided among 
many dynasties, among which the dynasty of Xanthus was constantly trying to achieve 
hegemony, at least in western Lycia. 

We are very poorly informed about Cilicia. The region seems to have preserved some 
sort of autonomous government. This is at least suggested by the existence of a local dy
nast referred to as syennesis by the Greek authors. He was doubtless the heir of the "king 
of the Cilicians," who Herodotus says mediated between the kings of Lydia and Media 
around 585 (1.74). The same author calls him "Syennesis, king of the Cilicians" in 499 
(VI18). Among the most important people in Xerxes' fleet, again according to Herodo
tus, was "the Cilician Syennesis, son of Oromedon" (VII.98) —who, according to Aes
chylus (Pers. 327), died in the battle of Salamis. We must wait until the end of the fifth 
century for further evidence. In 401, Cyrus the Younger entered into relations with "Sy
ennesis, king of the Cilicians" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.12, 23; Ctesias $58)—whose wife 
Epyaxa came to find him at Tyriaeum, at the head of his army (1.2.14-20). Syennesis 
had a residence (basileion) at Tarsus (1.2.23). An agreement was reached with Cyrus: he 
gave Syennesis gifts of honor, "promising him, further, that his land should not be plun
dered any more and that they might take back the slaves that had been seized in case 
they should chance on them anywhere" (1.2.27*). 
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One should not be quick to conclude from this that the syennesis and Cilicia stood 
outside the Achaemenid imperial realm or that their integration was merely theoretical 
or fictitious. First of all, Cilicia is included in Darius's tribute organization, making up 
the entire Fourth Nome by itself; each year, it paid Darius "500 talents of silver, together 
with 360 white horses" (III.90*). Furthermore, the syennesis had to furnish soldiers and 
sailors: with 100 ships, the Cilician contingent equaled the contingent of the Ionians 
and the contingent of the Hellespontines (Herodotus VII.91, 94-95). Finally, Cilicia 
was a region of strategic importance for the Persians. From the time of Darius on, it was 
the region through which all had to pass on the great road linking Babylonia with Asia 
Minor, as shown by the procedure followed by Mardonius in 492: 

[He went] clown to the coast in c o m m a n d of a very large force, both military and naval . . . . 
Reaching Ci l i c ia at the head of his great army, he took ship and continued a long the coast 

in company with the fleet, leaving other officers to c o n d u c t the troops to the Hel lespont . 

(VI .42*) 

Throughout Achaemenid history, Cilicia retained its role as crossroads and nerve 
center between the Mesopotamian lands and Anatolia. This emerges clearly again dur
ing the preparation for the expedition of 490: 

T h e new c o m m a n d e r s [Datis and Artaphernes] left the court and with a powerful and well-
equipped force m a d e for the Aleian plain in Ci l ic ia . Here they halted and were joined by 
the naval cont ingent—al l the ships and m e n which the various subject communi t i e s h a d 
been ordered to s u p p l y — i n c l u d i n g the horse-transports which D a r i u s had requisit ioned 
from his tributary states the year before. T h e horses were embarked in the transports, the 
troops in the ships of war, and they sailed to Ionia. T h e f l ee t . . . consisted of six hundred 
vessels. (VI.95-0-) 

It was the same in the 460s. Artabazus and Megabyzus were ordered to prepare for war 
against the Egyptian rebels, and they left the homeland with strong contingents of foot-
soldiers and horsemen and established camps in Cilicia and Phoenicia. They organized 
a fleet, requisitioning boats from the Cilicians, Cypriots, and Phoenicians; they camped 
in Cilicia for a year, where they could proceed to train the troops before setting out for 
Egypt via Syria and Phoenicia (Diodorus XI.74.6-75, 77.1). 

In his passage on tribute, Herodotus also states that, of the 500 talents clue annually 
from the Cilician nome, "140 were used to maintain the cavalry force which guarded 
Cilicia" (III.90*). The occupying troops and the garrisons (including the one posted at 
the Cilician Gates) were able to resnpply amply in this way, as suggested by Xenophon: 

[Cyrus] descended to a large and beautiful plain, well-watered and full of trees of all sorts 
and vines; it produces an a b u n d a n c e of s e same , millet, p a n i c , wheat, and barley, a n d it is 
surrounded on every s ide, from sea to sea , by a lofty and formidable range of mounta ins . 
(Anab. 1.2.22*) 

This is the Aleian Plain, watered by the Pyramus (cf. Arrian II.5.8-9 and Strabo 
XIV.5.17). 

Control of the island of Cyprus also presupposes that the Persians had a firm hold on 
the Cilician coast. For example, it was from Cilicia that the Persian troops crossed to re
bellious Cyprus in 499 (111.109). We may also cite the later example of the war waged 
against the large island by Tiribazus and Orontes in the 380s: they "took over the arma
ments in Phocaea and Cyme, repaired to Cilicia, and passed over to Cyprus, where 
they prosecuted the war with vigour" (Diodorus XV.2.2*). Cilicia is where the Persian 
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generals sought to restock food for their troops fighting on the island; in normal times 
the merchants made the round trip between Cyprus and the Cilician coast (XV.3.1-2). 
From Cyprus it was always by way of the Cilician coast that one regained the great road 
leading to Babylon (XV.4.2; cf. XIX.79.4-6). Maritime Cilicia was not only a location 
for the concentration of troops; the Persians also located arsenals (neoria) and shipyards 
there. They were able to acquire quality wood in abundance from the famous Cilician 
cedar forests. Cilicia was rich in other strategic materials: the Assyro-Babylonian 
sources in particular show that the Mesopotamian sovereigns found horses in quantity 
there, as well as well-known iron and silver mines. 

For the period considered here, we have no direct information on the possible pres
ence of Persians in Cilicia Trachaea ("mountainous"). The irrefutable epigraphic and 
archaeological evidence of Achaemenid presence comes from the fourth century at the 
site of Meydancikkale, which is located on a spur 900 m high in the Cilician Taurus, It 
would thus be very unwise to transfer the conclusions drawn from this fourth-century 
evidence back a century or more to the first decades of the fifth century (that is, if the 
Artaxerxes mentioned in the Aramaic inscription is not really Artaxerxes I, a possibility 
that paleographic analysis does not exclude). Let us simply note that the site is very old: 
the name Kirsu, used for the site in the Aramaic inscription, is already known from a 
campaign of Neriglissar (557-556), at which time it was the residence of the local king, 
Appuasu. It is thus not impossible that the Persians had erected a fortress (byrt') there at 
a very early date. 

The Persians in Asia Minor 
While the existence of an imperial diaspora in Asia Minor is undeniable, it is more 

difficult to specify the individuals, aside from the satraps themselves and a few isolated 
cases. When the Greek authors refer to them, it is most often in a very general way, such 
as "the Persians of Sardis" (Herodotus III. 128; VI.4; cf. Xenophon, Hell. III.4.25). Some
times the allusions are a bit more specific. When Cimon took Persians prisoner at Sestos, 
"a little while after, the friends and kinsmen of the prisoners coming from Lydia and 
Phrygia, redeemed everyone his relations at a high ransom" (Plutarch, Cimon 9.6*). Plu
tarch also called them "powerful ones of the high country" (hoi and dynatoi). These were 
the same people with whom Themistocles' host at Aegae, Nicogenes, maintained regular 
relations (Them. 26.1), and Themistocles also took to the road leading to the Great King 
in the company of a "Coast-Persian" (meta ton kato Person tinos; Thucydides 1.137.3). 

The best-known example (because it is the most concrete) of Persians settled in the 
provinces is Asidates, who, right at the beginning of the fourth century, had an "estate" 
in Mysia, on the plain of the Caicus (Xenophon, Anab. VII.8.7-22*). This was a very 
rich agricultural estate, peopled with slaves and dependents. The Greeks, unable to take 
a tower (tyrsis) "high and large, and furnished with battlements and a considerable force 
of warlike defenders," attacked the fortified enclosure (pyrgos), which was surrounded 
by walls "a thickness of eight earthen bricks." The fortification was further integrated 
into the defense system of the satrapy, since its defenders were able to use signal lights 
(fires) to call for the assistance of troops posted in nearby royal garrisons. Many Persian 
estates in Asia Minor must have been organized similarly, to go by the description of 
farms (epauleis) and "castles" (tetrapyrgia) near Celaenae that, "together with the men 
and beasts with which they were filled," could only be taken with siege engines (Plu
tarch, Eum. 8.9*). 
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The system is described simply and realistically by Xenophon. A satrap himself was 
surrounded by a large number of Persians as, for instance, at Sardis (Herodotus VI.3-4). 
furthermore, there were Persians who had received lands in the conquered countries 
(these Persians included nobles attached to the central court) so that a house and its rev
enues would be available when they had to stay there during a mission (Cyr. VIII.6.4-5). 
It also included even more Persians who came to settle: 

In times past it was their national cus tom that those who held lands should furnish cavalry
men from their possessions and that these, in case of war, should also take the field. 
(VHI8 .20O) 

We can see the system in action at the very beginning of the Ionian revolt, when the Ion-
ians attempted a raid on Sardis: "All the Persians stationed west of the Halys, on hearing 
news of what had occurred, mustered for the defence of the Lydians" (Herodotus 
V.I02*); here, "Lydians" means "Persians of Sardis." They were under the authority of 
the satrap (Cyr. VIII.6.10), and apparently they were summoned (with other troops) for 
annual reviews in "the places of assembly." In this way the Persians of the diaspora were 
included in the organization of the territorial occupation troops, and they contributed to 
the defense of the imperial territories—all the more efficiently given that in Asia Minor 
the Greeks, with some fleeting exceptions (Xenophon, Hell. III.4.15), were usually un
able to counter the Persian cavalry furnished by the nobles of the provinces on the other 
side of the Halys. 

The example of Nicogenes is one of the rare, explicitly individual evidences of the 
Persian presence in the high country. This example also proves that coast and high 
country, although constituting two very different categories in the eyes of the Greeks, 
were not truly separate from each other. It is even more remarkable that we do not have 
a single case of a marriage between Persians and Greeks (for example). The only avail
able evidence concerns the presence of Greek concubines in the satrapal court. Aside 
from the case of Harpagus in Lycia, we can note that personal names may suggest mixed 
marriages in Caria in the fifth century: Megadates [Persian], son of Aphyasis [Greek]; or 
Letodorus [Greek], son of another Megadates [Persian]. 

The basic information relating to the Persian diaspora in western Asia Minor dates from 
a later period; in fact, as we know, the documentation that gives us some idea of the density 
of Persian and Iranian settlement in certain favored regions is very late (mostly Roman 
period). But it is quite difficult to date precisely the settlement of large families in this or 
that region of Asia Minor, except for the Pharnacids of Hellespontine Phrygia; the major 
Persian projects at Celaenae in Greater Phrygia may date to the time of Xerxes (see chap. 
13/9). Place-names incorporating the name "Darius" also o£fer some leads in this area. 
Among other information, the late texts include evidence about the establishment of Per
sian cults. But undoubtedly this process was set in motion at the time of the initial con
quests—especially if we recognize, with Tacitus (111.60), that the sanctuary of Persian 
Artemis at Hierocaesarea (Hypaipa) goes back to Cyrus. But we have no information on 
Persian cults during this period in a center like Sardis, for example. The best-known evi
dence is a stela from the region of Dascylium depicting a Persian sacrifice that corresponds 
quite well to Herodotus's and Strabo's descriptions. It is unfortunately difficult to date with 
precision—perhaps the second half of the fifth century. In any case, it is a motif found in 
several areas of the Achaemenid world (cf. fig. 33a-e, p. 244), particularly on a gold plate 
from the Oxus treasury and a relief found near Kayseri (chap. 16/6 and fig. 60, p. 712). 
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One particularly interesting piece of evidence is a stela found in 1981 near Dascy
lium (Sultaniye Koy). Dated around 500, it constitutes the earliest example of a long se
ries of reliefs called "Greco-Persian." In two stacked registers, it shows a funerary 
banquet scene and a hunting scene. Below these is an Aramaic inscription composed 
and inscribed by Ariyabama in honor of Adda. The former is clearly a high-ranking Per
sian and the latter is one of his colleagues. It seems that Ariyabama laid the remains of 
Adda in or near the funerary mound that the latter had built for himself when he was 
alive. This inscription is comparable to another inscription—perhaps fairly contempo
rary, perhaps much later—in Aramaic, also found near Dascylium: a funerary inscrip
tion that evokes the memory of the deceased, Elnap, son of Asya, and invokes the gods 
Bel and Nabii (Gibson II, no. 37). 

The main interest of the first stela is the introduction of what may be called the first 
generation of high-ranking Persian officers residing in the districts of Asia Minor, al
though we are not able to establish direct relationships with the Persians named (in very 
limited number) by the Classical sources for the Dascylium region. The two stelas also 
show that non-Iranians were included among the satrapy's personnel: Adda is a Semitic 
name; Elnap may be of Jewish origin (but the reading of the name is uncertain): perhaps 
this man was part of the Jewish diaspora known to have been in Lydia in the fourth cen
tury. If this was the case, the second inscription provides evidence of an apparent reli
gious syncretism. Like some of his compatriots at Elephantine, Elnap (if he really was 
Jewish) did not hesitate to invoke Babylonian gods. There is no longer any doubt that 
the satraps of Sardis had many Lydians among their collaborators, such as Myrsus, son 
of Gyges, who was active between the time of Cambyses (and certainly Cyrus) and the 
beginning of the Ionian revolt, when he died in an ambush (Herodotus III.122; V121). 

Satrapal Art and Local Artists 
The stelas just discussed fall into a category traditionally known as "Greco-Persian" 

because of the central role attributed to Greek artists. This interpretation needs to be 
modified, however, just like the interpretation that assigns a crucial place to Greek art
ists in the royal studios. On the one hand, it is true that the appeal to Greek artists, in 
Dascylium and elsewhere, is very appropriate. In this frontier region, the contacts be
tween the Persians of the satrapal court and the Greeks of the coast were surely intense, 
as shown for instance in the case of Nicogenes, discussed above. The Greek market was 
where the Persians of Sardis went to buy pallakai and eunuchs (cf. Herodotus VIII. 105; 
Aelian, VH XII. 1). No doubt, much other merchandise and many people circulated be
tween the coastal Greeks and "the powerful of the high country" (Plutarch, Them. 26.1). 
It is likely that, from this period on, the Persians themselves began to come for long or 
short vacations to Greek cities such as Ephesus that had been under Iranian influence 
after the conquest of Cyrus. The settlement of many Greeks in this area on the initiative 
of the Great King, particularly in Xerxes' time (chap. 13/9), must have favored the 
growth of all sorts of interactions in the cultural arena. 

Moreover, the subjects depicted on the stelas and seals are typically Persian. The Per
sians particulary delighted in being shown participating in activities related to banquets 
and the hunt. Scenes of Persian sacrifices are also found. The Persians were the patrons; 
the Greeks the craftsmen. The same observation can be made for other regions of the 
Empire. When Arsama ordered his sculptor Hinzanay to make equestrian statues (DAE 
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70 [AD 9]), clearly he must have put considerable constraint on the artist's creativity. 
This was also true, for example, for the artists and craftsmen working in the provincial 
workshops attached to the satrapal courts and for those who made vases inscribed with 
the names of the Great Kings in the workshops of Memphis and elsewhere and sent 
them to the central court: the pattern is the same as the pattern required in the work
shops of Persepolis or Susa. Likewise, the small wood and ivory objects found in Egypt 
evidence typically Persian themes and borrowed typically Persian forms, as does the 
goldsmithery. The existence of these satrapal workshops would explain the relative uni
formity of Achaemenid-period objects found in many regions. The jewelry and small ob
jects dug up at Manisa and Sardis confirm the existence of workshops in the Lydian 
capital. 

Conceived and organized in imitation of the central court (see chap. 8/5), the satra
pal courts were relay stations for Achaemenid court art. The inscribed bullas of Dascy
lium (some dating to Xerxes) are good evidence. Several display scenes evoking the 
famous aquatic paradise surrounding the satrapal palace. Others carry images of royalty. 
A large number, for example, show the image of the Royal Hero (fig. 56b, p. 700) so fre
quently attested on the seals from Persepolis (and elsewhere). Another has an audience 
scene (cf. fig. 15, p. 210) comparable not only to scenes from Persepolis but also to a 
painting that was mounted on the inside of the shield of a Persian soldier depicted on 
Alexander's sarcophagus (cf. fig. 14). It has been proposed, not implausibly, that the art
ist worked from sketches that came directly from contact with the art of Persepolis. This 
suggestion is even more plausible because a nearly identical scene appears on several 
Persepolis seals (cf. chap. 6/1-3). 

Royal Persian Art and Lycian Dynastic Art 
At the same time, there is evidence from several monuments at Xanthus in Lycia of 

the diffusion of Persian themes, particularly on the monument referred to as BuildingG. 
In addition to showing a group of youths with fly-whisks, one frieze shows a procession 
of archers and horsemen (fig. 49a); the pose of the squires (arm above the horses they are 
leading) is amazingly close to what is seen at Persepolis (fig. 49b-c), so much so that it 
has been hypothesized that "in risking such an un-Greek gesture, the Lycian sculptor re
lied on a study of an Oriental original" (P. Bernard). 

The influences of Achaemenid court art are also easy to discern on one of the best-
known monuments at Xanthus, which, since its discovery, has been known as the Mon
ument of the Harpies. It is a funerary column, mounted on a massive substructure, that 
may originally have stood more than ten meters tall. It is usually dated between 480 and 
470. Each of the four sides displays sculptures in the round. Those on the east side are 
especially interesting: we see a bearded prince seated on a sculpted throne, who is hold
ing a long scepter in his left hand, with its end on the ground; the right hand lifts a lotus 
flower toward his face; his feet rest on a low footstool. Two people, clearly servants, are 
seated behind the throne. In front of the prince kneels(?) a young boy offering a rooster; 
behind him we can see another young man, standing, leaning on a staff, with a dog 
nearby. On the north side is a prince with beard and mustache, seated on a throne; he is 
younger-looking, holds a scepter, and also has his feet on a footstool; facing him, a hop-
liie holds a fully feathered Corinthian helmet; the relief is surrounded by sirens who are 
leading children away. The west side shows several women: one is seated on a throne, 
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Fig. 49. Relief from Building G atXanthus (top) and two Persepolis reliefs (bottom). 

while three come to meet her, and another woman, also seated on a throne, is facing a 
door, probably the door of the tomb. 

We must emphasize, finally, the interesting frescoes found on the wall of a tomb at 
Karaburun, Lycia, not far from another tomb at Elmali (discussed above, chap. 2/6). 
The tomb at Elmali dates to about 525; the date of the Karaburun tomb, however, is 
clearly close to the dates proposed for Building G and the Monument of the Harpies at 
Xanthus (ca. 480-470). From Elmali to Karaburun the evolution appears quite clear: 
while the Near Eastern (Assyrian) elements are not lacking at Elmali, the workmanship 
and iconographic repertoire are basically Greek; at Karaburun, on the other hand, the 
Persian influences are incontestably more evident. The various paintings show scenes 
from the life of a local dynast: he is reclining on a banqueting couch, in combat on a 
horse against a Greek warrior, or traveling seated on a chariot drawn by two horses. In 
the banqueting scene, he wears a long, colored robe and a diadem; two servants wear 
Persian clothing, while another waves a fan, and a woman (behind him) bears an alabas-
tron and a purple sash. The Iranian influence appears not only in the costumes and 
poses but also in the floral and faunal decoration: the dynast wears a lion-headed brace
let and holds a cup decorated with floral motifs in his hand; one of the servants brings a 
goblet decorated with griffins, while the third one's fan has a ram's head on the tip. The 
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Monument of the Harpies is similar. There is little doubt that the artist who carved the 
east side, in particular, was inspired by a Persepolis model, since the similarities between 
it and the audience reliefs of the Persepolis Treasury that date either to Darius or to 
Xerxes are obvious. 

From Xanthus to Karaburun, then, we have very clear indications of Iranian cultural 
influence. The local dynasts wanted to have themselves shown in the image of the Great 
Kings. It is true that the case of Xanthus is a bit special, since it is generally believed that 
the local dynasty descended from Cyrus's lieutenant Harpagus, who conquered Caria, 
Caunus, and Xanthus and doubtless the towns near the Xanthus Valley. Iranian influ
ence is notable beginning with the reign of Kprlli (485-440), whose coins bear a motif 
taken from the Iranian repertoire, a striding lion-griffin. 

6. Population Resettlement and Deportation 

Deportation of Greeks and Other Peoples 

Provincial Persians and local peoples were not the only ones to confront each other. 
Much more than under the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian kings, peoples or groups 
of peoples moved or were moved from one place to another within the Empire. The 
Greek authors, naturally, were struck by the many times that inhabitants of Greek cities 
were deported as the result of a royal command. We know of the pronouncement with 
which the Persians threatened the Ionians who revolted (493): "their boys will be made 
eunuchs, their girls carried off to Bactria" (Herodotus VI.9*); and similarly, the threat of 
"Nebuchadnezzar," transmitted to the Jews by Holophernes: "I will lead them captive to 
the ends of the earth" (Judith 2:9*). 

The earliest case on record is the case of the Barcaeans, who after the Persian victory 
(513) were taken first to Egypt and then to Darius, "who gave them a village in Bactria 
to live in. They named the village Barca, and it was still inhabited within my own mem
ory" (Herodotus IV.202, 204*). After the conquest of Miletus (493), "the men in the city 
who were captured alive were sent as prisoners to Susa; Darius did them no harm, and 
settled them in Ampe on the Persian Gulf, near the mouth of the Tigris" (VI.20*). 
Many Greek authors have also preserved the example of the Eretrians taken prisoner 
during the expedition of Datis and Artaphernes in 490: 

Before their capture , D a r i u s had nursed bitter resentment against the Eretrians, b e c a u s e 
they had injured him without provocation; now, however, when he saw them brought be
fore him in defeat and knew that they were in his power, his anger vanished. H e did them 
no further harm, but settled them on s o m e land of his, cal led Ardericca, in Cis s ia , about 
twenty-six mi les from Susa ." (VI. 120*) 

Ancient authors mention the presence of Boeotian deportees and also deportees from 
"Carian villages" near Susa (Diodorus XVII. 110.4-5). During what Herodotus calls the 
Second Ionian Revolt (479), the Branchidae of Miletus took Xerxes' side; in the face of 
Greek victories, they chose to flee in the wagons of the royal army. Xerxes settled them 
m Bactria and, according to tradition, they were later severely punished by Alexander 
(Strabo XI. 11.4; Quintus Curtius VII.5.28-35). There is obviously no reason to suppose 
that the Greeks were the only ones so treated; the ethnic roll-call of the Persepolis tab
lets is proof (chap. 11/3). Herodotus also lists among the deportees the Paeonians, 
whom Darius had settled in Asia Minor (VI2-14); according to Diodorus Siculus, 
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Cambyses also deported Egyptian craftsmen (1.46.4), and according to Pliny 
(VI.29.116), Darius is supposed to have transferred magi to Media (but this may be an 
echo of a suspect tradition concerning the revolt of the Median magi and the measures 
taken against them [the Magophonia] by Darius; Herodotus III.79). According to late, 
highly untrustworthy sources, Jews were also supposed to have been deported during 
the time of Artaxerxes II (see chap. 15/7). 

The Status of Displaced Communities 
It is not easy to determine the status of deported populations. We will set aside the 

texts from Alexander's time, which indicate the presence of Greeks and Lycians in the 
Persepolis workshops and agricultural establishments (animal husbandry), since it is im
possible to date their arrival. Diodorus simply explains that their presence went back to 
"previous kings of Persia" (XVII.69.2*; see also chap. 16/12), However, the presence of 
Greeks in Persia during the time of Darius I is evidenced not only by certain texts and 
graffiti written in Greek but also by several tablets (cf. PF 2072). One tablet refers to ma
ternity rations provided to Ionian women (PF 1224). Others refer to a person using the 
ethnicon Yauna as a personal name; this was certainly a Greek, who apparently held 
jobs in the administration, because he handled grain (PF 1942,1965) and in 499-498 he 
was a member of the staff of Parnaka and Zissawis. 

The older texts illuminate the fact that in every case the Greek deportees were pro
vided with a permanent settlement and the use of land. Their situation was doubtless 
not fundamentally different from that of any other ethnic community settled in Babylo
nia under the hatnt system. The members of these organizations were not exclusively 
soldiers, and a wide variety of ethnic groups are known: Iranians, Indians, Saka, and 
people originally from Anatolia as well. A document from Cambyses' reign suggests that 
Egyptians settled near Nippur had an autonomous organization ruled by elders and rec
ognized by the Achaemenid administration. The same was true for the Jewish diaspora, 
some of whom remained active even after the others returned from exile. Many Jews, 
thoroughly integrated into the commercial and cultural context, actually preferred to 
stay where they were rather than attempt the risky return to Judah. We may make the 
same observation for the Babylonians settled in Persia beginning with the reign of Cam
byses. It seems quite likely that the deported Greek communities enjoyed a status iden
tical to that of other deported groups, or nearly so—which would explain Herodotus's 
insistence that Darius "did them no (further) harm" (VI.20,119*). In the time of Darius 
III, the Euboeans of Susiana furnished a contingent for the royal army (Quintus Curtius 
V. 1.2). This must have been a general practice, because the deportees (anaspastoi) set
tled on the islands in the Persian Gulf were integrated into Darius's tribute organization 
(Herodotus 111.93) and sent a contingent to Xerxes' army (VII.80). 

The Garrisons of Egypt 
The placement of royal garrisons throughout the imperial territories also shows that, 

like groups alloted land under the hatru system, garrisons comprised a variety of ethnic 
groups. The best-known case is Syene-Elephantine. The presence of Jews on Elephan
tine goes back to a period before the Persian conquest, since in a petition that the Jews 
sent to the governor of Judea in 407, they recalled that, "when Cambyses entered Egypt, 
he found this sanctuary already built" (DAE 102 [AP 30-31]). Although by the nature of 
things the Aramaic documents come from privileged Jews, they also show that soldiers 
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of many ethnicities were present: Persians of course, and also other Iranians, Medes 
(DAE 46 [BMAP 5]), Caspians (nos. 36, 44-46 [AP 13, BMAP 3-5]) Khwarezmians 
(nos. 33-34 [AP 6, 8]), not to mention Egyptians (no. 101 [AP 27]), Arameans (nos. 6-9 
(AP 29, 35,43,7] etc.), and even Babylonians (no. 33 [AP 6]). The company (dgal) com
manders frequently have Iranian names (nos. 11, 33-36, 38, 41 [AP 45, 6, 8, 9, 13, 15, 
28]), but others have Babylonian names, such as Nabukuddurt (nos. 7, 9, 53 [AP 35, 7, 
BMAP 12]) or Iddinabu (nos. 39, 48 [AP 20, BMAP 7]). We observe the same ethnic di
versity at Memphis, both in the garrison and in the royal workshops. Without doubt, 
even though the Egyptian case is the best known, it is not unique. In addition to the 
Babylonian example, we know that there were Egyptians, Assyrians, Hyrcanians, and 
Bactrians among the garrisons in Asia Minor. The excavations at the cemetery of Deve 
Hiiyiik (30-odd km from Carchemish) have shown that most of the soldiers there came 
from northern Iran. 

All of the texts also show evidence of the mixing of populations. The military organi
zation itself (the dgal) was not a mask for ethnic unity: each company included soldiers 
of various origins. Naming practices provide a reference point: for example, the Babylo
nian Nabukuddurt had a son called Bagadata (DAE 32 [AP 5]); Nabure'i and Mannuki 
had fathers with Iranian names (no. 37 [AP 14]). The Jews' adoption of Egyptian, 
Aramean, or Canaanite ritual practices or gods is further evidence of ethnic mixing. 

7. Unify and Diversity 

Imperial Administration and Multilingualism 

Coming on the heels of Cyrus's and Cambyses' efforts, the reorganization and recon
struction carried out by Darius radically accelerated the movement toward administra
tive unification of the conquered territories. Analysis of income from tribute proves that, 
beginning with Darius, one may speak of an imperial enterprise in the full sense of the 
word. However, the unification of administrative practices on an imperial scale does not 
imply a loss of local traditions, which supposedly melted and alloyed into an Achaeme
nid koine. The conquest and dominion played out on two levels, which are only appar
ently contradictory: unification and maintenance of diversity. 

The documentation from the reigns of Darius and Xerxes reveals the general spread 
of Aramaic in the satrapal bureaucracies: in Persepolis itself, Babylonia, Egypt, Sardis, 
Dascylium, and all the way onto the Iranian Plateau. Nonetheless, the administrative 
spread of Aramaic did not displace the local languages. Naturally, we are reminded of 
the command given by Ahasuerus in the book of Esther, "to each province in its own 
script and to each people in its own language" (3:12*; cf. Daniel 3:4,7; 6:26) and of the 
order given by Darius at Behistun: "Afterwards this inscription I sent off everywhere 
among the provinces. The people unitedly worked upon it" ($70, OPers* and Elamite). 
The versions found in Babylonian at Babylon and in Aramaic at Elephantine prove that 
the royal order was efficiently carried out. 

It is quite clear that local languages and scripts continued to be used heavily, in pri
vate texts as well as in official documents sent out by the central authority—for example, 
the hieroglyphic texts of Darius and Xerxes. There are many witnesses to this continuity, 
in Asia Minor, Babylonia, Phoenicia, and even Persepolis: for instance, the Egyptian 
code of jurisprudence was published in Aramaic and Demotic; among the documents 
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of daily life, there was the slave in Cambyses' Babylonia on whose wrist was an inscrip
tion in Akkadian and Aramaic (Camb. 143). 

Analysis of the correspondence in 492 between Pharandates, satrap of Egypt, and 
those in charge of the sanctuary of Khnum at Elephantine illuminates this matter very 
clearly. It shows concretely that Aramaic could not systematically be used as the exclu
sive linguistic vector between the administration and the subject peoples. The satrap's 
letter was written in Aramaic by the Memphis offices, under the direction of a high 
chancellery official (a non-Egyptian, perhaps a Persian), and then was actually trans
lated phrase by phrase by an Egyptian secretary (Peftu'uneith) familiar with Demotic; 
he ran into some difficulty in this task, resulting in the translation problems encountered 
by modern scholars. However, the Elephantine priests' reply was rendered directly in 
Demotic. In other words, to make themselves understood, the satrapal administration 
needed recourse to local scribes. 

Under these conditions, the translations of official documents were not always done 
with the legal precision, especially if the target language did not have an equivalent for 
some Persian word. Thus, the Greek translator of Darius's letter to Gadatas could not 
find any other word to render bandaka than doulos, and, semantically, the Greek word 
is only very distantly related to the Persian word assumed to underlie it (cf. also Xeno
phon, Anab. 1.6.6). The translations may have been even more complicated because 
there often was an Aramaic intermediary between the Persian original and the version 
in the local language. The bilingual and trilingual inscriptions demonstrate the difficul
ties of rendering: the best example from this time period is the Behistun inscription in 
its differing versions and, for a later time, the Xanthus Trilingual. 

We know of very few examples of language-learning. Themistocles is the best-known 
example. He learned Persian when he entered the entourage of Artaxerxes I (Them. 
28.5; Thucydides 1.138.1)—so well, in fact, that, according to Nepos (Them. 10.1-0-), "It 
was much eas ier . . . to speak in the presence of the king than to those who were not born 
in Persia"! Herodotus mentions Histiaeus of Miletus, who spoke Persian, at least well 
enough to identify himself to a Persian soldier (VI.29). Of course, he had spent more 
than ten years at the court of Darius. Nonetheless, the known examples are both anec
dotal and isolated. All indications are that the Persian language was not widely spoken. 
Xenophon, to be sure, relates that in Armenia he addressed a village chieftain through 
an interpreter speaking Persian (persisti; Anab. IV.5.10) or Persian-speaking (persizon: 
IV.5.34). But the evidence should not be overestimated. Xenophon does not in fact state 
that the komarch actually spoke Persian. We may just as well suppose that an Armenian 
could, without much difficulty, comprehend a simple conversation in a language 
closely related to his own. 

Strabo states that the populations of the Iranian Plateau (Aria) spoke the same lan
guage (homoglossoi), mentioning also that there were minor dialect variations (para 
mikron; XV.2.8). It is likely that Persian was used by some peoples of the Plateau; this is 
certain for the Sagartian nomads, who spoke Persian (phone), according to Herodotus; 
of course he also says that they were descended from a Persian people (ethnos persikos; 
VII.85), in all their tribal diversity (1.125); they preserved methods of combat, for in
stance, that did not differ greatly from the royal cavalry. The language and traditions of 
the other Persian tribes, such as the Mardians of Persis (cf. Aelian 1.34) probably also had 
not changed greatly over the years. Strabo notes that the inhabitants of Drangiana were 
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also acculturated to the Persians (XV.2.10). The word he uses (persizontes) could lead us 
to think that he is referring to adoption of the Persian language, but the context does not 
require this interpretation. Herodotus (1125) mentions the Persian tribes of "laborers" 
called the Germanii; Strabo calls them Carmanians (XV2.14*) and says that they 
adopted agricultural practices similar to those of the Persians. But Strabo's story also 
shows the extent to which the Carmanians retained their own customs. In particular, a 
rite of passage that he describes is very different from the Persians' rite (chap. 8/3): before 
marrying, a young man had to prove his virility by "cut[ting] off the head of an enemy 
and [bringing] it to the king; and the king stores the skull in the royal palace"! 

Aside from the specific case of the Sagartians, there is nothing to indicate widespread 
use of the Persian language among the Iranian peoples. This is why, for example, Alex
ander needed to use an interpreter accustomed to the form of speech (phone) used by 
the inhabitants of Maracanda in Sogdiana (Arrian IV3.7). Furthermore, all of the later 
documents report the vigor of the Bactrian and Sogdian languages, as well as the main
tenance of funerary customs in eastern Iran entirely different from the customs of Persia 
(such as desiccation of corpses). 

The maintenance of multilingualism resulted in the use of interpreters. There were 
many interpreters in the royal army (e.g., Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.17; 8.12) as well as at the 
central court, and not just during the reception of foreign ambassadors. For example, 
during Themistocles' first audience, he addressed the Great King through an interpreter 
(Them. 28.1). The presence of interpreters at the meetings between Cyrus and Croesus 
(1.86) and Darius and the Greeks (111.38) is also reported by Herodotus. Obviously, Da
rius I did not bother to learn Greek, although his distant successor Darius II did (at least 
according to Quintus Curtius V I 1.5). There were some Persians who learned to handle 
the local languages, such as the Greek-speaking Persian at the banquet at Thebes in 479 
in honor of Mardonius (Herodotus IX. 16), or Pategyas, in Cyrus the Younger's entou
rage, who knew enough Greek to give an order to the mercenaries (Xenophon, Anab. 
1.8.1). However, at the end of the fifth century, the satrap Tissaphernes still used an in
terpreter to commmunicate with the Greeks (Xenophon, Anab. II.3.17). 

A Babylonian tablet (Amherst 258) dated (theoretically) to the beginning of the fifth 
century seems to suggest that knowledge of local languages was not a widespread accom
plishment among the Persians. It lists rations issued to a series of people, mostly Persians, 
clearly high-ranking (among them Ustanu, probably none other than the satrap of Baby
lonia and Ebir Nari); these Persians may have been passing through Elam and Babylonia 
or may have completed a mission there. In any case, the tablet mentions a scribe-inter
preter (Liblutu), a translator (Marduka) attached to Ustanu's retinue, as well as Artapati's 
interpreter (Bel-ittannu). Apparently, these Persians were unable to communicate di
rectly with those they were governing and had to call on Babylonian interpreters to do 
so. It is also true that the document can be interpreted differently: perhaps the Persians, 
though they could utter a few words in Babylonian, had not mastered the language suf
ficiently to give specific orders; or perhaps they insisted on speaking Persian to maintain 
their prestige; or perhaps the word used (sipiru) for the Persians' associates refers primar
ily to their secretarial function, which is not necessarily linked to the job of translator-
interpreter. 

Perhaps it would be a good idea not to assign too much importance to this text. Even 
though oral communication between the Persians and their subjects was in fact hobbled 
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by a whole series of obstacles, linguistic and/or political, it must be stressed that the use 
of Aramaic and the work of secretaries and interpreters allowed them to pass easily over 
the obstacles in administrative affairs, and even in daily life. When Persians made a 
commercial deal with Egyptians, the text was written in Aramaic (DAE 109); so too for 
a contract between an Aramean from El-Hibeh (Teuzoi) and an Egyptian peasant (DAE 
1). In other words, the perpetual linguistic diversity did not imperil the political unity of 
the Empire: written or proclaimed in Greek, Babylonian, Lycian, or Demotic, a royal or 
satrapal order retained its full Persian effective value—just as, despite the use of crafts
men from every land and borrowing from various Near Eastern iconographies, Persepo
lis art is Royal Achaemenid art, in the full sense of the term. 

Royal Law and Local Law 

Because Darius decreed the "codification" of the Egyptian "laws," it is sometimes 
said that he must have intended to issue a common set of judicial precepts, known as the 
"royal law," throughout the Empire. This interpretation gives rise to many reservations. 
The jurisprudence collected by the Egyptian sages does not actually equal a law code, 
in the usual sense this idea has in the context of Roman law. Moreover, this Egyptian ju
risprudence was meaningless outside the Egyptian context; it was useful exclusively to 
the lawyers and judges of the Nile Valley. The satrapal authorities had to conform to it 
when they chose to intervene in an Egyptian proceeding (see chap. 14/8). 

We also know of the existence of judges in Babylonia (databaru, dayyanu, etc.). But 
the use of Persian loanwords (databaru!" databara) does not in itself prove that the roy
al law functioned in Babylonia. The existence of these officials, whose duties are ill-
defined anyway, does not imply that Babylonia was subject to an imperial law code. 
Whatever their titles, the judges rendered their decisions in accord with local law, as 
long as the case did not leave the regional system. Moreover, the phrase "according to 
the Icing's law (datu sa sarri)," which recurs in several Babylonian tablets, may primarily 
designate fiscal obligation—that is, obligations closer to rules and regulations than to 
actual laws. The same terminology lies hidden in the Aramaic papyri from Saqqara 
(dtbry', dayyene); in all likelihood, these judges were to preside over civil trials, as in the 
southern provinces (dyny' in the Aramaic documents from Elephantine). Of course, on 
rare occasions they appear at Elephantine as 'royal judges' (dyny mlk}; cf. DAE 2 [AP 1 ]). 
But the temptation to equate them with the category of royal judges, as it is known from 
the Classical sources, must be resisted: royal judges were named by the king and acted 
only in a Persian context (Herodotus III.31; hoi patrioi thesmoi). In Egypt, judges, pro
vincial judges, and royal judges presided over cases and their appeals under the author
ity of the governor, satrap, and, ultimately, of the king. 

The Persian word data, translated Taw', is itself responsible for some of the ambigu
ities. For example, in a Persepolis tablet, it designates "regulations" that the heads of 
warehouses had to follow (PF 1980: Elamite datam). This is also the framework in 
which we must understand the tasks entrusted to the judge ("databara) of Parnaka (PF 
1272). In the book of Esther, the word data appears nineteen times to refer to a court reg
ulation (e.g., 1:8: wine reserved for the king kata prokeimenan nomon) or to refer to es
tablished custom (1:15: judgment of Esther kata ton nomon) or to the king's edict (1:19: 
prostagma). Here the translation of data by nomos is perfectly appropriate. In the Greek 
authors, in fact, the word nomos simply refers to Persian practices (e.g., Ctesias $57: 
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funerary practice; Herodotus 1.131-40, etc.) and/or Achaemenid court practices—as in 
Aelian, who was fond of these court regulations: 1.21 (nomos epikhorios: proskynesis), 
I 31-32 (persikos nomos: obligatory gifts from the Persian peasantry to the king), XII.62 
(nomos persikos: obligations of the king's councilors). To get to the bottom of these com
parisons, including a playful one, let us come back to the Elamite phrase datam appu-
kana, which is usually understood as 'according to the usual/traditional regulations' 
rather than as 'according to the former law' (PF 1980). One can see how a Greek author 
trying to render it in his own language would have used a formula such as kata ton (per-
sikon) patrion nomon\ 

In a passage with little historical credibility, the redactor of the book of Esther con
trasts the laws of the Jews with the laws of the king (3:18: nomoi tou basileos). But here, 
the accent is on the political rather than the judicial aspect: there was no question of im
posing the Persian laws everywhere; instead, the royal edict explicitly recognizes the 
laws of the various peoples (nomoi . . . para panta ta ethne), in the same way that the 
royal edicts were published in all of the languages of the Empire, "declaring that every 
man should be master in his own house" (1:22). One final example, the one most often 
quoted, is Ezra 7:25-26*, in which we find the royal order in the following form: 

And you, Ezra , by virtue of the wisdom of your G o d , which is in your possession, you are to 
appoint scribes and judges (kritai) to administer justice for the whole people of Trans-
Euphrates, that is, for all who know the L a w of your G o d . You must teach those who do not 
know it. If anyone does not obey the L a w of your G o d — w h i c h is the law of the k ing—let 
judgement be strictly executed on h im. 

There is no trace here of a desire to extend a "code of imperial laws," since the king rec
ognizes and protects the laws of the Jews (the Torah), according to which the judges ap
pointed by Ezra will render their decisions, including regarding Jews living outside the 
territory of Judah ("all the [Jewish] people in the Trans-Euphrates province"). The expla
nation is quite different: as soon as they are recognized by the Great King, local customs 
are included in the general category of "royal law." In other words, they acquire ipso 
facto (and first of all with respect to the satrapal administration, to which the king speaks) 
an authority that does not proceed exclusively from the local people's own traditions. In 
a way, from the perspective of the rulers of local communities (ethnos, city, sanctuary), 
the label "royal law," far from being considered a limitation on their autonomy, consti
tuted a sort of royal guarantee against satrapal arbitrariness. In this sense, Darius's tribute 
reforms can be included in the category of "royal law": while they symbolized and 
marked submission, they also strictly limited the unfortunate impulses of satrapal 
authorities. 

In sum, we must firmly conclude that there was in the Empire no law code imposed 
on every population without distinction. In this sense, the concept of royal law belongs 
in the sphere of politics, not of law. This is how Darius's statement at Behistun must be 
understood: "By the power of Ahura-Mazda, these peoples respected my law (data), they 
did as I ordered" (§8). Here, data is nothing more than the requirement of loyalty (arta) 
and the obligation to pay the "king's portion" (= baji [bazis] 'tribute'). The word obvi
ously reflects politico-religious ideology, not judicial organization; it designates and ex
alts the unshared domination of the Great King over his countries and his peoples. 
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From Xerxes to Darius III: 
An Empire in Turmoil 





Chapter 13 

Xerxes the Great King (486-465) 

l. Sources and Problems 

The Year 479 and Xerxes' Reputation 
Traditionally, modern historiography has presented a terrible image of Xerxes' per

sonality and reign. This image was already fully fashioned in Rawlinson's Five Great 
Monarchies, a work published in 1867: with Xerxes began the disorders of the harem, as
sassinations, and conspiracies; around him were unleashed the passions of the court 
princesses and the growing influence of the eunuchs, with the result that "the character 
of Xerxes sank below that of any of his predecessors." The king was weak, easily influ
enced, immature in his appetites, egotistical, cruel, superstitious, licentious. All this ex
plains the decline of the Empire, which had become exhausted by the bloodletting of 
the Second Persian War. This decadence was visible not only in the territorial and mili
tary realms but also in the area of administration and "national spirit." "With Xerxes be
gan the corruption of the court," evident in the growth of luxury and the effeminacy of 
the customs. Rawlinson is willing to concede that the king was able to demonstrate his 
aptitude as a builder, but at the same time he emphasizes that most of the buildings 
dated to his reign were probably planned by his father, Darius. We can see that, despite 
the clearest warnings, this image of Xerxes has continued to be set forth even in recent 
articles and books. My concern with this presentation of Xerxes can be put in the form 
of one direct, simple question: What is the significance of the year 479 in Persian his
tory? In answering this question, we must first inquire into the origin of the above point 
of view, since any reexamination presupposes a historiographic consideration of the way 
that the viewpoint came into being. 

Persian History and Hellenocentrism 
It is easy to see that the traditional view is based primarily on an uncritical reading of 

the Classical sources. Aside from Herodotus's passage on the choice of a crown prince 
(VII.2-3) and a very brief allusion to Xerxes' reconquest of Egypt (VII.7), all of books 
VII, VIII, and IX of his Histories are dedicated to examining the king's preparation for 
and the Persian defeats at Salamis (480), Plataea, and Mycale (479). Herodotus's narra
tive stops suddenly with Xerxes' preparations for leaving Sardis after the defeat at My
cale. What is more, the last chapters of Herodotus have played no small part in 
establishing the picture of a decadent king. Herodotus relates, in fact, that during the 
king's stay at Sardis when he returned from the European expedition, he fell in love with 
his sister-in-law, the wife of his brother Masistes; unable to seduce her, he "arranged a 
marriage between a daughter of Masistes and this woman and his own son Darius, under 
the impression that by this means he would be more likely to get her" (IX. 108o). He
rodotus then introduces Amestris, Xerxes' wife, and her fateful influence on the spirit of 
her husband, as well as her untold cruelty (IX. 109-12). This adventure touches on the 
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revolt of Masistes, which led to the massacre that took not only Xerxes' life but also the 
lives of his children and his forces (IX. 113). Injected into the story of the Greek victories 
in Asia Minor, these tales fostered the image of a king subject to the nefarious influences 
of the women of the palace and more interested in slaking his guilty passions than in de
fending the territorial inheritance of Darius. In reality, placing such an emphasis on the 
story of Xerxes and his sister-in-law results from a highly questionable methodology. On 
the one hand, the story is a romance, characterized by a whole series of repetitive motifs 
on which it is extremely imprudent to base any historical extrapolation. On the other 
hand, Herodotus's tale contains many other informative elements that are much more 
convincing about the policy and strategy followed by Xerxes after his return from Sala
mis—at least if the historian chooses to free himself from the overwhelming weight of 
stereotypes. 

Of course, we have already pointed out Herodotus's inadequacies several times. But 
his disappearance (as historiographer) after 479 also suggests that we need to reevaluate 
his place in the reconstruction of Achaemenid history. We lose the narrative thread that 
has guided historians ever since the conquests of Cyrus and Cambyses. And no other 
Greek author represents a viable alternative. As narrative, Thucydides' famous chapters 
on the formation of Athenian power (1.89-95) and the careers of Pausanias (1.128-30) 
and Themistocles (1.135-38) to some extent take up where Herodotus leaves off. But 
Thucydides never claimed to be writing a history of Persia. He touches on Persia only 
peripherally, when it allows him to answer the question he proposes with regard to the 
trigger of the Peloponnesian War: How did Athens acquire the power it wielded in 432, 
during the period known as the Fifty Years (Pentakonta) (1.89.1; 118)? Of course, his 
analysis does offer passages that also touch on the history of Persia, such as the story of 
the Athenian expedition to Egypt (1.104, 109). But to privilege these passages is likely to 
accord too much weight to the Mediterranean region of the Empire. The same consid
erations hold for the works of other authors, such as Diodorus Siculus or even Plutarch 
(Themistocles, Aristides, Cimon). The reigns of Xerxes and his successors cannot be re
duced to the ups and downs of Persian battles with Athens in the Aegean Sea (cf. Plu
tarch, Them. 31.3). 

Ctesias's narrative contribution is weak and dubious, and Photius's summary, aside 
from the mention of a Babylonian revolt (§§21-22), illustrates the same glaring inade
quacies as Ctesias. Not only does Ctesias's tale of Xerxes' expedition swarm with errors 
(§§23-27), but the period 479-466 is covered in a couple of sentences on the extramar
ital affairs of his daughter Amytis (wife of Megabyzus) and the plot in which the kinglost 
his life (§ §28—29). It seems clear that beginning with §22, Ctesias is less interested in dy
nastic history than in the saga of the family of Megabyzus, to which he devotes long pas
sages, up through the death of the last son of Megabyzus, Zopyrus II, during the reign of 
Artaxerxes I (§43). No other Classical author fills in the gaps. We find the same imbal
ance in Justin (III. 1.1) and Aelian (VH, XIII.3): "Xerxes, king of Persia, formerly the ter
ror of the world, began to be despised even by his subjects" (Justin); "against the Greeks 
he came off badly, and on his return he suffered a most shameful deatb, murdered one 
night in bed by his son" (Aelian-O). 

The Idea of Decadence 
In every case, the year 479 is presented implicitly or explicitly as a crucial date, after 

which began the long death-throes of the Empire created by Cyrus, Cambyses, and 
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Darius. Plato, who widened the interpretation to Achaemenid history in its entirety, also 
believed this. In his passage on the link between Persian decadence and the way that the 
royal children were educated, he highlights the case of Xerxes and concludes: "Ever 
since then, hardly any king of the Persians has been genuinely 'great,' except in style and 
title" (Laws 695e*). Plato also compares Xerxes and Cambyses; the parallel is found in 
Arrian as well (IV. 11.6). In Greek eyes, both were typical examples of mad despots. Plato 
also contrasts Xerxes with Darius, who, not being the son of a king, was not subjected to 
the deplorable influence of the palace women and so was able to maintain a robust pol
icy and "added to the territory Cyrus had bequeathed at least as much again" (Laws 
695ck). 

The same contrast is also found in Aeschylus, who is responsible for an equally pow
erful contribution to the dismal reputation of Xerxes. Darius was a "king without peer" 
(650), a "benevolent father" (665-70), "the beloved head of Susiana" (555-56), "the all-
powerful, benevolent, invincible, equal to the gods" (853-55), By contrast, Xerxes was 
weak, childish in his tactical choices (353-64); he was a coward, inasmuch as immedi
ately after the defeat at Salamis, "he hurled himself into headlong flight" (469-70). To 
organize the contrast more clearly, the poet brings on the ghost of Darius, who de
nounces his son, who has lost his senses (829-31), and repeats the typically Greek accu
sation of immoderation (hybris) against Xerxes, who had had the gall to throw a bridge 
across the sea (715-25, 740ff). Xerxes himself despairs of his defeats and failings (908-
15,934ff.). He is responsible for unspeakable disaster, for the loss of a multitude of men, 
many of high birth (441-44, 765ff.). All of Asia is stripped of its substance (550), "an en
tire people lost in combat" (728-31); "only a handful of survivors" can be counted (510). 
In Aeschylus's version, the consequences of the defeats are catastrophic for the Empire 
of the Great King. Salamis is "the tomb of Persian power" (596). At last comes the famil
iar apostrophe of the chorus: 

And for a long time, on the land of Asia, the law of the Persians will no longer be obeyed; 
tribute will no longer be paid under imperial duress; one will no longer fall to one's knees 
to receive commands; the force of the Great King is no more. Tongues will no longer be 
gagged. A people is released and speaks freely, as soon as the yoke of force is removed. 
(585-95) 

It is passing strange that even in modern works this passage of Aeschylus is cited to justify 
a conclusion that the Achaemenid Empire was in irreversible decline and that Xerxes 
was extremely weak, reduced to busying himself with his construction projects at Perse
polis and to wallowing in delight in the dissolute charms of the harem! 

Furthermore, the Hellenocentric view has infiltrated Iranian studies. Consider the 
interpretation traditionally suggested for Xerxes' daiva inscription (see below, 519). The 
weak, cruel, and licentious Xerxes moreover became the very symbol of religious intol
erance: "A new note sounds, a note peculiar to Xerxes: the note of a profound but intol
erant religiosity." Reliance on Hellenistic-period sources leads to the insistence that 
Xerxes seriously modified the policy of his predecessors, whether in Babylonia or Egypt. 
Once he had suppressed the Egyptian rebellion, he stripped himself of his Egyptian 

royal name and treated this land of venerable culture as an ordinary satrapy; by demol
ishing the Marduk temple, he broke the hearts of the Babylonian priests, who had 
opened their gates to Cyrus." To be sure, the Empire "remained standing," but "its inter
nal erosion is the only way, in the eyes of a disconcerted world, to understand how all 
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this magnificence crumbled to ruins under the gigantic fist of Alexander" (M. Mayr-
hofer). And so we have come back to Plato, after a winding detour through the sources 
from the center, themselves revisited by Alexander's Vulgatel 

History and Documentation 
It has been possible to propose such reconstructions only because the very idea of 

decadence pervades all of Western literature on "Asiatic despotism." Nonetheless, the 
reconstructions are not based solely on blind confidence in the Greek sources. Method
ologically, they also depend on mechanically appropriating unevenly distributed evi
dence directly into narrative exposition. For, beginning with Xerxes, the sources from 
the center are significantly less abundant and diverse than under Darius. The number 
of Babylonian and Egyptian documents is drastically reduced. The archaeological evi
dence, most of the Treasury tablets, and a number of the royal inscriptions basically refer 
to the building activities of the Great King. Not all of the royal inscriptions are concen
trated at Susa and Persepolis; one text refers to the existence of royal workshops at Ecba
tana (XH); another, located close to one of Darius's inscriptions (DE), is carved on the 
Mt. Elvend near Ecbatana (XE); and lastly, a third has been discovered near Lake Van 
in Armenia (XV). But it is a delicate task to draw consistent historical inferences from 
such inscriptions. The fact remains: the sources for Xerxes' reign are inadequate and 
fragmentary; consequently, it is impossible to reconstruct a continuous narrative history. 
But to deduce from this that beginning in 479 Xerxes lost interest in political problems 
and devoted himself solely to the embellishment of Persepolis is the result of a peculiar 
sort of historical method based, one might say, on the fact that the narrative evidence 
falls silent. To put it another way, the obvious distortions of the polemical Greek sources' 
memory of Xerxes lead the historian to question this still-lively thesis and to take another 
look at the historical significance of Xerxes' reign. 

2. From Darius to Xerxes 
Herodotus's Presentation and Xerxes' Statement 

"Upon returning to Persia, Darius offered sacrifices and died. . . . The throne passed 
to his son Xerxes." With these simple words, Ctesias, or at least Photius, treats the suc
cession of Darius (l\ 19-20)—leaving the historian grasping at straws. Though the king 
was a man above men, he himself was no less subject to political constraints. The con
flict between Cambyses and Bardiya and then the accession of Darius had eloquently il
lustrated the difficulty of transferring royal power, even when the successor of the king 
(Cyrus) had been chosen during his lifetime. The basic question is this: Did the Achae
menid court have rules for the transmission of power? At Behistun, as we have seen, 
Darius insists (not without fabrication) on the importance that he accorded to succes
sion. In his mind, there was no doubt that his power had to be passed to one of his sons 
in such a way as to guarantee dynastic continuity. 

At the beginning of book VII (2-4), Herodotus dedicates a long passage to Darius's 
preparation for his succession, which he places at the moment of the Egyptian rebel
lion, four years after the battle of Marathon (486) (VII. 1): 

A violent quarrel (stasis) broke out between Dar ius ' sons on the question of priority and suc
cession (peri tes hegemonies). . . Dar ius before his access ion had three sons by his former 
wife, Gobryas ' daughter, and four more after his access ion by Atossa the daughter of Cyrus. 
T h e eldest of the first three was Artobazanes , and of the last four Xerxes. It was between these 
two, therefore, being sons of different mothers, that the dispute arose. (VII.2-0-) 
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Whom to choose? Artobarzanes argued "that he was the eldest of all Darius' sons (presbu-
tatos • pantos tou genou)" (VII.2-*-). Xerxes stressed the prestige of his ancestry, which, 
through his mother, went back to the founder of the Empire, Cyrus. Still following He
rodotus, we learn that Darius was uncertain, and his hesitancy was fanned by arguments 
whispered to Xerxes by the Spartan Demaratus (driven out of his homeland, he had just 
appeared before the king). Referring to the Spartan model, Demaratus argued that 
Xerxes' rights were unsurpassed because he was born when his father, Darius, was king, 
which was not the case for Artobarzanes, who was born when his father was just an ordi
nary person [idiotes: VII.3). The end of the story is: 

Xerxes adopted the suggestion and Darius, recognizing the justice of the argument, pro
claimed him heir to the throne. Personally, I believe that even without this advice from De
maratus, Xerxes would have become king, because of the immense influence of Atossa 
(eikhe to pan kratos). Xerxes, then, was publicly proclaimed as next in succession to the 
crown, and Darius was free to turn his attention to the war. .. . (VII. 5*) 

Xerxes in turn referred to his father's choice in a famous inscription [XPf). After recalling 
the accession of his father, while Hystaspes and Arsames were still alive, he wrote: 

Saith Xerxes the king: Other sons of Darius there were, (but)—thus unto Ahuramazda was 
the desire—Darius my father made me the greatest (maOiSta) after himself. When my father 
Darius went away from the throne [died], by the will of Ahuramazda I became king on my 
father's throne. (XPf $4*) 

There is at least one point on which Herodotus and Xerxes agree: that Darius chose be
tween several of his sons. Contrary to Herodotus, who presents the succession as a duel 
between Xerxes and Artobarzanes, Xerxes refers to his other brothers in such a way as to 
deny implicitly that any of them had a special right to argue against him. Xerxes was cer
tainly thinking (without naming them) of his three full brothers, the only ones who 
shared the same ancestry; according to Herodotus, they were Achaemenes (VII.7, 97), 
Masistes (VII.82; IX. 107), and Hystaspes (VII.64). But even on this point divergent tradi
tions were in circulation because, as we shall see, some authors introduce an Aria
ramnes. At the same time, the very fact that Xerxes inscribed such a statement (which has 
no parallel) and the fact of his insistence on his "victory" over his brothers also seem to 
confirm that he had overcome some form of opposition. 

Chronology and nomos 
The importance of Herodotus's text must not be underestimated. But his presenta

tion also poses several problems of interpretation, as much on the modalities as on the 
reasons for the choice of royal heir. Herodotus places the succession decision at the mo
ment of "Darius' resolve to go to war, not only against Greece but against Egypt too." It 
was under pressure from his sons that Darius decided to settle the succession, "for [they 
said] according to Persian law (kata ton Perseon nomon) the king may not march with his 
army until he has named his successor" (VII.2*). No other example confirms the exist
ence of this custom. To be sure, before crossing the Araxes, Cyrus had sent his son Cam
byses home to Persia, under the guard of Croesus: "He intended to bestow royalty on 
Cambyses," Herodotus remarks, clearly letting it be understood that in case of misfor
tune, Cambyses would succeed Cyrus (1.208). But Cyrus had made his choice many 
years earlier, as is shown by his granting Cambyses the title "king of Babylon" for a short 
tune in 538-537. And above all, this was not Cyrus's first campaign. The same, obvi
ously, holds for Darius. If the date given by Herodotus is correct, we must conclude that 
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Darius had wailed quite a long time: in 486, he was about 65 years old (cf. Herodotus 
1.209); Xerxes must have been around 30 or 35 (his parents' marriage was in 522). It 
seems hard to believe that, if Darius was about to found a new royal stock and a new dy
nastic legitimacy, he had not long since taken measures to ensure continuity with the 
son he had chosen. We may thus suppose that official recognition predated 490-486, 
without being able to prove this or to suggest a more precise date. In other words, what 
Herodotus calls a nomos was not in any way obligatory; furthermore, this is an observa
tion that can be made on the basis of an analysis of the word nomos in the context of 
each succession (see chap. 17/1). 

Darius, Xerxes, and Atossa 
Furthermore, it is clearly erroneous to state that the prince's mother, Atossa in this 

case, had a right to interfere. Although in actuality the mother of the crown prince 
(and then of the reigning king) had prestigious status at court (cf. Aelian, Anim. IV.46), 
there was strictly speaking no Achaemenid queen (despite, e.g., Athenaeus XIII.556b). 
The mother of the crown prince had no special rights. She could perhaps wield her 
personal influence, but nothing more. In addition, Xerxes in his declaration of legiti
macy breathes not a word about Atossa, which he could not have failed to do had she 
exercised the sort of power sometimes accorded her on the basis of Herodotus. On the 
contrary, he insists on the patrilinear transmission of power (XPf §3). Dynastic legiti
macy was not established by way of the mother. The prestigious status that Atossa had 
at court was because one of her sons held the status of heir. Darius chose Xerxes for en
tirely different reasons, which have already been discussed (chap. 3/4). To choose Ario
barzanes would have been to confer on the family of Gobryas a distinction absolutely 
in opposition to Darius's objectives as revealed by his policy of endogamy: to retain 
power only for his own direct descendants. 

The Crown Prince 
The designated son did not become designated heir until a special ceremony, al

luded to by Plutarch: "It was the rule and usage of Persia, that the heir apparent to the 
crown should beg a boon, and that he that declared him so should give whatever he 
asked, provided it were within the sphere of his power" (Arf. 26.5*). If we recall the rules 
covering the King's birthday banquet (Herodotus IX. 110), we can see that it is likely that 
this proclamation was made during this banquet or during the feast marking the crown 
prince's birthday. Thereafter, the prince, like his father, had the right "to wear the up
right hat (kidaris), as they called it," adds Plutarch.• His prestigious status is demon
strated by his presence behind his father in the audience reliefs in the Persepolis 
treasury. It is also possible that from then on he bore a special title ("visa-puthra) that dis
tinguished him from all of the other princes of the [royal] house (brbyt>). But this Old 
Persian title is a reconstruction, unattested in any Old Persian text. Xerxes simply states 
that Darius awarded him the title or designation maOista 'the greatest [after him]', a word 
rendered in the Classical sources 'second after the king'. 

A Principle of Primogeniture? 
But which of his sons did the king choose during his lifetime to succeed him? In 

other words, does the example of Xerxes illustrate a general rule? According to Plu
tarch—who makes a point of recalling the precedent of Demaratus at this point—iden-
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tical arguments were made at the court of Darius II to decide between Cyrus the 
Younger and the future Artaxerxes II (Arf. 2.4). The similarity between the successions 
of Darius I and Darius II becomes even more striking when we note that, like Atossa, 
Parysatis (mother of the princes) vigorously intervened in the discussion, with quite dif
ferent results. Plutarch says that to decide the succession of Artaxerxes II, appeal was 
made to primogeniture, "as he himself [Artaxerxes] had received the [kingdom]" 
(26.1*). The difference between Atossa and Demaratus is that the arguments proffered 
by Parysatis in support of the child born to the purple had no effect whatsoever. 

Several other texts imply that the oldest child held a position of special prestige. A text 
by Agathocles of Cyzicus, quoted by Athenaeus (XII.515a*), provides the following in
formation: "In Persia there is also water called 'golden.' This water consists of seventy 
bubbling pools, and none may drink of it save the king and his eldest son (preshyatos); 
if anyone else drinks it, the penalty is death." The custom is difficult to understand pre
cisely, but the comment is unambiguous regarding the privileged place of the oldest 
son. Let us also quote Plato: "When the eldest son (ho presbytatos pais) and heir to the 
throne (houper he arkhe) is born, all the king's subjects have a feast clay" (Ale. 121c*). 
For Plato, the king's birthday banquet (Herodotus IX.l 10) was nothing but a repetition 
of the original feast: "Then, in the years that follow, the whole of Asia celebrates that day, 
the king's birthday, with further sacrifice and feasting."* 

Plato also states that from birth the newborn was entrusted to hand-picked eunuchs: 
"They attend to all the needs of the infant child, and are especially concerned to make 
him as handsome as possible, shaping and straightening his infant limbs" (121cl*). Be
hind the picturesque description is a political idea: the first son, called to succeed his fa
ther, must be made into the image of a king, who by definition is tall and handsome 
(chap. 6/4). Plato goes on to say that later the child was entrusted to educational special
ists. Like other young men, he received a military education (horsemanship, hunt, cour
age, Truth) (Ale. 121e—122a). Additionally, Strabo says that the heads of groups are 
chosen from "among the sons of the king or satrap" (XV.3.18*). At the same time, Plato 
mentions the existence of "royal pedagogues" to whom the crown prince was entrusted 
at the age of 14. Even though Plato does not use the word, apparently some of these royal 
pedagogues were magi, since one of them (the wisest [sophotatos]) "instructs him in . . . 
the Magian lore" (122a;* cf. Plutarch, Arf. 3.3). It is a magus who "instructs him . . . in 
what a king should know (didaskei de kai ta basilika)" (Ale. 122a*) and, according to Ci
cero (Div. 1.41.91), "no one could be king of Persia who had not previously received in
struction in the wisdom of the magi." In short, from earliest childhood on, the oldest son 
was prepared to take up his royal duties and to assume his rank in the political, military, 
and religious hierarchy. The preference given the oldest is confirmed statistically as 
well. The custom is easy enough to understand. First and foremost, succession to the 
throne was no different from familial succession: to take one's father's throne was also to 
receive and make fruitful the heritage of the royal House, which quite naturally was en
trusted to the oldest. In a way, Darius's choice did not formally contradict this point: 
once Artobarzanes was out of the picture, for political reasons that have been cited, the 
king's choice fell on the oldest of his sons born to Atossa. 

At the same time, analysis of the concrete situations leads us to offer several correc
tions. Plato's expression ("heir to the throne") is certainly exaggerated. The oldest son 
was not the only one entrusted to "royal pedagogues" (Plato himself uses the plural). 
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Plutarch introduces the magus from whom Cyrus the Younger received lessons (Art. 
3.3); Cyrus was "educated with his brother and the other boys" (Xenophon, Anab. 
1.9.2*). Given the risk of infant mortality (cf. Ctesias §49), any heir, whether or not he 
was the oldest, would normally have received a royal education. Moreover, in every 
case, the king's choice remained entirely free. The exclusion of Artobarzanes, the argu
ments exchanged, and the frequently attested intervention of the court cabal in favor of 
one or another competitor seem to confirm that there was no fixed rule and that the pref
erence for the oldest son (Artaxerxes I and Artaxerxes II) related more to incidental con
ditions than to mandatory rules. And last but certainly not least, the official recognition 
of a crown prince in no way signified a sharing of power: the king was One. Despite the 
crown prince's undeniably prestigious status, he himself was not exempt from royal dis
favor. This is clearly seen in the story of the relations between Artaxerxes II and his son 
Darius, who was convicted of treason and was put to death (Plutarch, Art. 26-29). 

Funeral Ceremonies 
The death of the king was observed by the extinguishing of the sacred Fires, as shown 

in the steps taken by Alexander after the death of his beloved friend Haephestion: 

He proclaimed to all the peoples of Asia that they should sedulously quench what the Per
sians call the sacred fire, until such time as the funeral should be ended. This was the cus
tom of the Persians when their kings died, and people thought that the order was an ill 
omen, and that heaven was foretelling the king's own death. (Diodorus XVII. 114.4-5*) 

This decree was a way of symbolizing that life was temporarily suspended until a new 
king was proclaimed. It was the start of a period of mourning, like the period decreed by 
Alexander in the same circumstances: he "commanded mourning throughout the whole 
barbarian country" (Arrian VII. 14.9*); or the period proclaimed at the death of Alex
ander (Quintus Curtius X.5.18); or the one ordered by Artaxerxes II when the eunuch 
Tiridates died (Aelian, VH XII. 1). It was customary for Persians to shave their heads as a 
sign of affliction (cf. Herodotus IX.24; Arrian VII.14.4; Plutarch, Alex. 72.1). 

Herodotus compares Spartan and barbarian customs: "One custom is observed on the 
occasion of a king's death, which is the same in Sparta as in Asia." In Sparta, the whole 
population gathers "wailing as if they could never stop" (VI.58;* cf. 111.65 and IX.24 for 
the Persians). The contributions of subject peoples (including financial contributions) 
when a Great King died appears to be well established (Diodorus XVII. 114.4). Herodo
tus continues: "If a king is killed in war, they make a statue (eidolon) of him, and carry it 
to burial on a richly-draped bier."* The construction of an eidolon of the deceased Per
sian king may also be alluded to by Aelian (VH XII.64). The dead king's remains were 
prepared by specialists. So it was with Alexander's body, which was embalmed by Egyp
tians and Chaldeans, "after their manner" (Quintus Curtius X.10.13*). Since the royal 
tombs contained no bodies when they were discovered, we cannot say with certainty that 
the Great Kings were treated similarly. Herodotus (1.140) and Strabo (XV.3.20) say that 
the Persians coated the body with wax before burial, which probably provides another 
similarity with Lacedaemonian customs (cf. Plutarch, Ages. 40.1; Nepos, Ages. 8.7; Dio
dorus XV.93.6). 

We know that the body of a deceased king was carried to the place of interment on a 
sumptuously ornamented chariot that must have resembled the funeral chariot of Alex
ander that is so carefully described by Diodorus (XVIII.26-28.1), before which the 
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entire populace crowded. It was the crown prince's responsibility to conduct the funeral 
rites. By presiding over them, he officially demonstrated his position as heir to the 
throne; he showed at the same time that the dead king continued to exist through his 
own life- It is also likely that each king in turn repeated Cambyses' custom of establish
ing permanent sacrifices around the tomb of the deceased king (cf. Ctesias §19). 

Royd Investiture 
At the end of all of these ceremonies came the royal investiture. For this topic our 

only source is Plutarch, who described the investiture of Artaxerxes II as follows; 
It was not long after the decease of Darius [II] that the king, his successor, went to Pasar-
gada3, to have the ceremony of his inauguration consummated by the Persian priests. There 
is a temple dedicated to a warlike goddess, whom one might liken to Minerva, into which 
when the royal person to be initiated has passed, he must strip himself of his own robe, and 
put on that which Cyrus the first wore before he was king; then, having devoured a frail of 
figs, he must eat turpentine, and drink a cup of sour milk. To which if they superadd any 
other rites, it is unknown to any but those that are present at them. (Art. 3. \-2o-) 

Plutarch's last sentence confirms that the Greeks had sometimes heard of Persian cultic 
ceremonies, which they called "secret," on which they had nothing but inadequate oral 
information (cf. Herodotus 1.140). It is clear that the enthronement ceremony in partic
ular took place in the presence of only a small number of people. In addition to the 
prince himself, there were those whom Plutarch calls priests (hiereis), doubtless meaning 
the magi. According to Cicero, "no one could be king of Persia who had not previously 
received instruction in the wisdom of the magi" (Div. 1.41.90). Pliny mentions a certain 
stone "as being indispensible for the Magi at the installation of a king" (XXXVII. 147o). 
Plutarch (Art. 3.3) even seems to imply that these were the same magi who cared for the 
education of the crown prince. 

Plutarch's interesting text nonetheless raises some questions. The ritual practices, ba
sically, seem to have been well anchored in very ancient traditions, as shown by the ref
erence to the robe of Cyrus the Great. The "initiate's" menu testifies to this as well, with 
its basis in milk and herbs (in which the magi also specialized; see chap. 7/2). But was 
the initiation ceremony he described immutable, or did it undergo alterations during 
the time of Artaxerxes II or earlier? It is the location of the ceremony that is question
able. The warrior goddess is easily recognized as Anahita. Since this goddess's cult seems 
to have assumed new importance at the time of Artaxerxes II (chap. 15/8), we may well 
ask whether the ceremony took place in a different location prior to Artaxerxes II. It is 
also likely that the ceremony included an invocation of Ahura-Mazda. Several times, 
Darius used the formula "Ahura-Mazda granted me the kingdom." Perhaps this referred 
to a portion of the ceremony in which the insignia of power were handed to the new 
king—namely, his robe (kandys) and shield. 

In essence, the ceremonies took on two clearly visible characteristics. On the one 
hand, they showed that Achaemenid royalty was sacred: through the agency of the magi, 
the new king vvas invested with divinity. On the other, they exalted dynastic continuity 
by insisting that it was based on relationship with Cyrus the Elder. The transmission of 
the robe best illustrated and symbolized the transmission of power itself. By means of a 
garment "magically" considered to be the power itself, the prince changed from heir 
designate to Great King. It is possible that at the end of the ceremony he appeared in a 
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tour of Pasargadae to be acclaimed by the assembled crowds. To mark his accession, h e 

remitted the people's tribute-debts (Herodotus VI.59). Doubtless he also confirmed (or 
revoked) the power of the satraps and governors of the Empire (Diodorus XI.71.2; Jose-
phus, Ant. XI. 185). Thus the great officials of the kingdom served at the pleasure of the 
reigning king and personally pledged their fealty to him. 

The Successor of Darius 
"After his death the crown passed to his son Xerxes." Herodotus puts it so simply 

(VII.4*). But it must be noted that Justin ( I I . 10.1—11) and Plutarch (Mor. 173b and 
488d-f) offer a version that differs at several points from that of Herodotus. They de
scribe the debate as following the death of Darius, introducing (in the same words) an 
Ariaramnes in place of Artobarzanes; this Ariaramnes appears to have held a position in 
Bactria (173b; cf. 488d: "come down from Media" to meet Xerxes). The ancient author 
insist that this was not a real revolt. Ariaramnes simply intended to put forward his claim 
as oldest son. Plutarch even sees this as an illustration of brotherly love. Xerxes sent gifts 
to Ariaramnes and had his envoys transmit the following message: as soon as Xerxes was 
recognized as king, he would recognize Ariaramnes as "second after the king." The dis
pute was settled by a paternal uncle (Artabanus in Plutarch, Artaphernes in Justin), who 
decided in favor of Xerxes. The judgment was accepted with good grace by Ariaramnes. 
Clearly, this version represents a corruption of Herodotus's version. Possibly Plutarch's 
and Justin's sources had blended in the romanticized story about Xerxes and his brother 
Masistes in 479, as reported by Herodotus (IX. 108-13). Masistes appears to have been sa
trap of Bactria; he was humiliated by his brother, rebelled against him, and then was 
massacred along with "his sons and his army" by troops sent by the king. It is also pos
sible that in the Greek tradition the name Masistes represents the Persian word maBiSta, 
so that Masistes and Ariaramnes were one and the same person, since according to Plu
tarch Xerxes conferred on Ariaramnes the title 'second after the king'—that is, maOista. 
While Plutarch's and Justin's version is scarcely credible overall, perhaps it is built upon 
a fact: that the naming of a crown prince did not necessarily eliminate competing broth
erly ambitions. Plutarch times the quarrel between the death of Darius and the official 
recognition of the new king. This was a sensitive period, marked by official mourning 
throughout the Empire. Only afterward, it seems, could the coronation ceremonies at 
Pasargadae begin. 

Several statements demonstrate the care with which the new king connected himself 
with the work and person of his father. Along with all the new buildings he says that he 
erected "after he [I] became king" (XPf $4; XSc), the new king mentions finishing and 
completing the work of Darius (XPf, XPg, XV). This was certainly true of the Susa Gate 
(XSd). References to work exclusively his own are fairly rare (XPb; XPd). Often, on his 
own buildings, he also invokes the protection of Ahura-Mazda on buildings that were 
built by his father (XPa, XPc, XSa, XSd) or that were built jointly: "What had been built 
by my father, that I protected, and other building I added. What moreover I built, and 
what my father built, all that by the favor of Ahuramazda we built" (XPfo). This state
ment is even more interesting because it is placed just after the reminder of his selection 
as crown prince and his accession. These statements are not unique: let us particularly 
recall an inscription in which Artaxerxes II links himself with his great-great-grand
father, Darius (A2Sa). It was a way of placing oneself in the dynastic line; Xerxes also 
never missed an opportunity to recall that he was the son of Darius, an Achaemenid. 
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Crushing Rebellions 
Xerxes began by devoting himself to pursuing iris father's imperial enterprise. Upon 

his accession, in fact, some territories were threatened not so much by the defeat at Mar-
ithon as by the Egyptian revolt that had arisen in Darius's time. In Herodotus's version, 
the Egyphan campaign was just a minor episode that delayed the Greek expedition a 
few months, an expedition that had been decided on shortly before, under the pressure 
of Mardonius and Medizing Greeks (VII.5-6). It appears nonetheless to have become 
sufficiently dangerous that Xerxes took personal command of the army (of course, this 
also allowed him to inaugurate his reign with a military expedition). Moreover, though 
it subsequently took another four years to prepare the army that was to march against 
Greece (VII.20), this was only because the troops and materiel assembled by Darius over 
the previous three years (VII. 1) had been expended in the Egyptian expedition. After his 
victory, the king made his brother Achaemenes satrap in Egypt (484) (VII.7). 

Some years later, perhaps in 481, another rebellion broke out in Babylonia, led by 
Bel-simanni, who took the title "king of Babylon, king of the lands." The uprising was 
very short, lasting only some fifteen days. Nevertheless, it too reflects a troubled atmo
sphere, though we cannot state precisely either its origin or its causes. Despite this 
inood, however, the theory of a coincident revolt by Judah around 484 is inadequately 
grounded. It certainly goes too far to speak of a generalized state of insurrection, which 
would seriously have damaged preparations for the European expedition. We must sim
ply say once again that the troubles in Egypt and Babylonia indicate that Darius's impe
rial policy had discovered its natural limits. 

Returning to the Creek Affair 
Xerxes was then able to return to his father's plan (VII. 1) to march against Greece. He

rodotus refers to reservations about such a plan on the part of the new king, but they were 
due solely to the need to put down the Egyptian rebellion first (VII.5, 7). He also refers 
to many disputes on the subject within the royal entourage. According to Herodotus, 
Xerxes made his decision under pressure from Mardonius and Greek exiles (VII.6-7). 
Herodotus also states that, after Xerxes returned from Egypt, he convened the highest 
Persian officials (aristoi). After announcing his decision to move against the Greeks 
(VII.8), he gave the floor to the most prestigious Persians. Mardonius supported the king, 
in particular stressing the weakness and disunity of the Greeks (VII.9-10). Artabanus, on 
the other hand, stressed the dangers of such an expedition, as he had done with Darius 
when he was preparing to move against the Scythians (VII. 10); he was harshly dismissed 
by the king, who took him for a coward. However, after a dream, Xerxes reversed his origi
nal decision and decided not to march on the Greeks (VII. 12-13). After dreaming the 
dream a second time, Xerxes had Artabanus put on his royal apparel, sit on his throne, 
and sleep in his bed. Artabanus had the same dream; thereafter, he urged Xerxes to con
duct the expedition and, as a result, the king gave the order (VII. 14-18). Herodotus then 
records that, after making his decision, Xerxes had a third vision; the magi who were con
sulted determined "that it portended the conquest of the world. . . . Xerxes, in the process 
of assembling his armies, had every corner of the continent ransacked" (VII. 19*). 

This entire discussion by Herodotus raises strong suspicions, since both the speeches 
given and the arguments exchanged totally derive from a judgment post eventum. He
rodotus insists that he got his information from the Persians (VII. 12). It is entirely pos
sible that Mardonius had a bad reputation among the Persians themselves. We know, for 
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example, the opposition that his strategy awoke in Artabazus in 480-479 (IX.41-42, 58, 
66) and that Artabazus was honored by Xerxes after the war (Thucydides 1.129.1). Per
haps the order that Xerxes gave to Artabanus is an example of the well-known Baby
lonian custom of substitute kings. But generally, Herodotus's tale is structured around 
literary motifs and human stereotypes that were easy for his listeners and readers to inter
pret. It was standard practice to contrast two counselors, one ambitious and stupid, the 
other wise and deliberate. This had the result, if not the intention, of portraying Xerxes 
as indecisive, even cowardly, which fits well with the traditional Greek presentation. 

In truth, for Xerxes the situation was very clear. First of all, he had to take responsibil
ity for the projects that his father had already gotten under way (cf. VII. 1). He was con
fronted with rebellions and also had to prove his royal ability to lead a victorious military 
expedition. It must also be kept in mind that conducting an expedition on such a scale 
allowed the king to visit a large number of subject lands and to reconfirm the chains of 
command (see chap. 5/4). Furthermore, up to the borders of Greece, his itinerary 
scarcely differed from the periodic relocations of the court. When Xerxes left Sardis, the 
order of the royal procession was established according to traditional protocol, Xerxes 
himself 'riding in a chariot drawn by Nisaean horses" (VII.40*), and this order held un
til after "crossing the bridge of boats" (VII.55). He was accompanied by his sons (VII.39; 
VIII. 103-4) and many members of his immediate family. Peoples and tribes came to the 
royal caravan to pay homage to the sovereign and to offer him their gifts and presents (cf. 
VII.27). Cities and peoples received orders to prepare the King's Table in the appropri
ate manner (VII.32, 118-120). The king even played his role as protector of greenery 
(VII.31). In a way, this first portion of Xerxes' march assumed the primarily political na
ture that emerged from specifically Achaemenid concerns: it was on the same order as 
the reviews of the Empire conducted at Abydos (VII.44-45) and Doriscus (VII.59ff.). 
Throughout the journey, Xerxes showed off the power of the king and the Empire. 
While marching against Greece, he surveyed his territory and peoples, as he had already 
done on the journey between Babylon and Memphis: "He rejoiced in his prosperity" 
(VII.45; VII. 100; cf. VII.57). To lead his army was to exalt his power as well as to seek to 
increase it with new conquests that would only impress the subject peoples even more. 
From this perspective, we can accept the rationale (if not the exact words) of the speech 
that Herodotus puts in the mouth of Mardonius, speaking to Xerxes: "When you have 
tamed the arrogance of Egypt, then lead an army against Athens. Do that, and your 
name will be held in honour all over the world, and people will think twice in future be
fore they invade your country" (VII.5*). 

Of course, the military objective was clearly defined: it was not merely a matter of ex
acting vengeance on Athens but of actually conquering the Greeks (cf. VII. 138). For this 
reason, Xerxes' expedition assumes a quite different character from the expedition that 
Datis had led ten years earlier. The magnitude of the preparations and the king's per
sonal participation leave no doubt about it. By participating, Xerxes took on Darius's ob
jectives; according to Herodotus, Darius had decided shortly after Datis's return to 
conquer Greece and had begun active preparations for the campaign, before the Egyp
tian revolt and his own demise temporarily interrupted the Persian plans (VII. 1). 

"The Unconquerable Swell of the Seas" 
As soon as Xerxes returned from Egypt, he instituted a military draft throughout the 

Empire (VII.8, 19). Several times Aeschylus stresses the immensity of the army headed 
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by Xerxes: "monstrous human herd" (line 74), "broad human tide," comparable to "the 
unconquerable swell of the seas" (line 90). Herodotus gives statistics on the royal army 
as it approached Thermopylae: 277,610 soldiers on the warships (1,207 warships listed at 
Doriscus: VII.89); 240,000 men in the crews of the transport ships; 1,700,000 infantry
men, 80,000 horsemen, 20,000 Arab camel-riders and Libyan charioteers; add the troops 
drafted by Xerxes in Europe (300,000), and the total is 2,617,610 men. Herodotus also 
says that an equal number of "servants and camp followers, the crews of the provision 
boats and of other craft" have to be counted, and he thus reaches a total of more than 
five million men, not to mention, he adds, "as for eunuchs, female cooks, and soldiers' 
women, no one could attempt an estimate of their number . . . " (VII. 184-87-5-). Finally, 
feeding this immense horde (not counting the women, eunuchs, beasts of burden, or 
dogs) took more than five million liters of flour per day. We are thus not terribly sur
prised at Herodotus's assessment that "the rivers sometimes failed to provide enough 
water" (VII. 187-0) — a particularly powerful image, extremely popular throughout Antiq
uity (cf. Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 1.25). 

For a long time. Herodotus's statistics were judged unacceptable, if only for purely lo
gistical reasons. It is clear that some of the figures reflect ancient models, such as the 
number of ships (1,207 in Aeschylus and Herodotus), which may go back to the Ho
meric Catalogue of Ships. Furthermore, to stress the utterly novel character of Xerxes' 
army, Herodotus explicitly refers to the Trojan War (VII.20). Other ancient authors' sta
tistics seem no more credible: from 700,000 (Isocrates) to 3,000,000 (Simonides). All 
share a Greek perspective when they calculate the armies of Darius III; their motive is 
to exaggerate the glory of the Greek warriors who defeated them. 

Everyone agrees with this assessment. But the problem is that most attempts to inter
pret Herodotus rely on dangerous assumptions and comparisons, and as a result, the 
modern estimates differ considerably from one another. The state of affairs thus requires 
us to argue for plausible solutions. If we agree on the one hand that, for reasons already 
given (chap. 5/5), the review at Doriscus should be set aside, and on the other, that in 
the only battle fought on Greek soil (Plataea), the Persian forces did not greatly outnum
ber the Greek forces, then we arrive at a figure of about 60,000 men for the army of Mar
donius. We agree that this is no more than one guess among many; but the advantage of 
this estimate is that it is based on the account of a battle and that it renders the forces 
involved considerably more even. We may make the same comment regarding the war
ships. The figure 1,207 is traditional, even mythical, and Herodotus doubtless took it 
from Aeschylus. It seems clear that the triremes in the royal fleet could not have greatly 
outnumbered the Greek warships at Salamis. Taking into account the Persian losses at 
Arteiuisium, a figure around 600 is probably much closer to reality than the 1,207 of Aes
chylus and Herodotus. 

As Herodotus rightly says, it makes sense to add the noncombatants to the fighting 
forces. There were certainly many of them, since every relocation of the king and court 
required an immense staff. But if we do not try to give an overall estimate, as Herodotus 
himself refused to do (VII. 187), then out of this whole crowd we could simply consider 
the army's servants. A Babylonian document from 513 (Dar. 253) allows us to offer a 
plausible estimate: a horseman obeying the summons was accompanied by twelve 
lightly-armed men to equip and protect him (on the model of the helots in the Spar
tan army). 
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Logistical Preparations 
According to Herodotus, the preparations lasted no less than four years (VII.20). It 

was not just a matter of assembling the men; it was also necessary to mobilize immense 
production capacity to guarantee the logistics of the expedition. A number of supply de
pots were set up in well-chosen locations—Leuce Acte in Thrace, Tyrodiza (near Perin-
thus), the strongholds of Doriscus and Eion, and Macedonia. Numerous transport ships 
were assembled for the purpose, with the supplies coming "from throughout Asia" 
(VII.25; 37). Thousands of workers were needed to dig a canal across the Mount Athos 
(Acte) Peninsula (because the king's advisers Temembered the wreck of Mardonius's 
fleet in 492) and to build bridges across the Strymon (VII.22-24). Constructing two 
bridges across the Bosporus certainly required long months of labor, and the first at
tempt was ruined by a storm (VII.33-37). Meanwhile, the Great King and his generals 
had assembled the contingents, initially at Critalla in Cappadocia and then at Sardis 
(VII.26). After wintering at the Lydian capital (481-480), the king and the army set out 
for the Hellespont and Greece at the beginning of the spring of 480 (VII.37). 

3. From Sardis to Sardis (480) 

The Persian Advance and Greek Strategy 

From Doriscus, Xerxes set out for Thrace, gradually conscripting new contingents 
from the subject peoples. He crossed the Strymon on the bridge that had been built pre
viously (VII. 105, 118-16). The troops had been divided into three contingents, each as
signed to a high official (VII. 121). When they reached Acanthus, he sent the navy to 
await him atTherma at the mouth of the gulf (VII. 121). After the armies were recom-
bined in this town, the force turned toward Pieria, where he learned that most of the 
peoples and cities of central Greece had agreed to "give [tokens of submission of] earth 
and water" (VII.132*). Of course, as Herodotus explains (VII.172), they scarcely had 
any choice. Shortly before, the Greeks gathered at the Isthmus of Corinth had sent a 
contingent near Tempe to bar the way. But as soon as they learned from King Alexander 
of Macedonia that the royal army was able take a different route, the troops departed: 
"The result of it was that the Thessalians, finding themselves without support, no longer 
hesitated but whole-heartedly worked in the Persian interest, so that in the course of the 
war they proved of the greatest use to Xerxes" (VII.174-0-). Herodotus was certainly sim
plifying. It is clear that from the start some of the Thessalian leaders (the Aleuadae) fa
vored alliance with the Persians (VII.6). As in 490, the Persians understood how to 
exploit internal differences among the Greek states, many of which were prepared to 
"Medize." In a passage that is very favorable to Athens, Herodotus even goes so far as to 
say, whether his listeners would believe him or not, that the majority of Greeks "were all 
loo ready to accept Persian dominion," since the inequality of the military forces ap
peared to be an insurmountable problem (VII. 138*). As for the Phocaeans, if they were 
the only central Greek people who did not join the Persian cause, it was, Herodotus says, 
because of their age-old enmity toward the Thessalians (VIII.30). Let us also recall that 
Demaratus of Sparta remained in Xerxes' entourage, and there were also representatives 
of the family of the Pisistratids with him. One of the objectives of the expedition, there
fore, must have been to install client governments in many of the Greek states (cf. 
VIII.54-55). 
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After lengthy discussions, the Greeks decided to face Xerxes at a line of defense on 
land at Thermopylae and at sea at the Artemisium Promontory, two sites very close to
gether (VII. 175). When a detachment of royal ships sailed as far as Therma, the Greeks 
left Artemisium and dropped anchor at Chalcis, "intending to guard the Euripus, and 
leaving look-outs on the high ground of Euboea" (VII. 183-0-). As Xerxes continued his 
march toward Thermopylae (VII. 198-201), part of the fleet (moored near Cape Sepias) 
was destroyed by an unexpected storm (VII. 190-92)—a real disaster according to He
rodotus, since a large number of warships and grain transports were lost, "and men be
yond reckoning." On land, despite the resistance of the Greeks (to whose heroism 
Herodotus devotes a passage of disproportionate length: VII.201-39), the Persians took 
the pass at Thermopylae. Meanwhile, the Greek navy (commanded by the Spartan 
Eurybiades) had dropped anchor near Artemisium. Herodotus says that the Athenian 
Themistocles managed to persuade the Greeks to hold their position despite the defeat 
at Thermopylae. Persian losses were heavy, not only at the hands of the Greeks, but also 
because another storm had struck a portion of the royal ships that were attempting to 
skirt Euboea to fall on the Greeks from behind. Nonetheless, from the perspective of the 
Persian general staff, the objective had been achieved: the road to Greece was open (Au
gust 480). The royal army immediately entered central Greece, receiving the support of 
the "Medizers" (VIII.34-39). 

From Thermopylae to Salamis 
The most significant result of the Persian victories was probably on the political 

plane. On the authority of Themistocles, the Greek ships had moored in the harbor of 
Salamis. According to Herodotus, the Athenians were disheartened by the attitude of the 
Peloponnesians, who rather than advancing into central Greece had fortified the Isth
mus of Corinth to create a barrier against the Persian advance. The Athenians' "object 
was to give themselves an opportunity of getting their women and children out of Attica, 
and also of discussing their next move" (VIII.40-0-). To make a long story short, the Athe
nian/Spartan quarrel, which had already surfaced in the context of choosing a com
mander, broke out again. The question regarding strategy was taken to the council of the 
commanders of the Greek naval contingents that had meanwhile all returned to Sala
mis. Despite Spartan reluctance to do battle far from their bases, Themistocles managed 
to convince Eurybiades that the only solution was to confront the royal fleet in the Bay 
of Salamis. Additional plans were formed: on land, the Lacedaemonians would con
tinue to mass their forces on the isthmus (VIII.70-74); the Athenian population was 
forced to leave the town and countryside and go into exile (VIII.40-64). The battle that 
ensued in the Bay of Salamis ended with a resounding defeat of Xerxes' fleet (VIII.76-
96; September 480). 

From Salamis to Sardis 
Not content to celebrate the victory—understandably—every Greek author, to a 

man, stresses the indecision and cowardice shown by Xerxes, who was concerned more 
than anything else with "impassioned flight" (Aeschylus) in order to escape the conse
quences of the defeat. It is clear that the news of the defeat at Salamis dumbfounded the 
Persians, who were undoubtedly very conscious of their superiority, including the Per
sians remaining in the royal residences who, according to Herodotus, were already pre
paring to receive Xerxes in triumph (VIII.99). These are the circumstances on which 
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Herodotus built the exchange that he recounts between Mardonius and the king after 
the battle (VIII.100-101). Mardonius, anxious to clear himself of the accusation of hav
ing recommended an expedition that turned out badly, suggested to Xerxes (of whose 
preparations for flight he was not unaware: VIII.97) that he leave him an army with 
which he would "deliver Greece to him in chains" (VIII. 100*). Again according to He
rodotus, Xerxes had his young illegitimate sons leave for Asia Minor under the protec
tion of Artemisia of Caria (VIII. 103-4). And, several days after the battle, he departed 
Attica with the army (VIII.! 13). When he arrived in Thessaly, he left Mardonius an 
army of elite troops and traveled to the Hellespont in 45 days (VIII. 115), after which he 
pressed on to Sardis (VIII. 117). Herodotus portrays Xerxes' retreat apocalyptically: 

He reached the crossing in forty-five days, but witli hardly a fraction of his army intact. Dur
ing the march the troops lived off the country as best they could, eating grass where they 
found no grain, and stripping the bark and leaves off trees of all sorts, cultivated or wild, to 
stay their hunger. They left nothing anywhere, so hard were they put to it for supplies. 
Plague and dysentery attacked them; many died, and others who fell sick were left behind. 
. . . The Persians having passed through Thrace reached the passage over the Hellespont 
and lost no time in getting across to Abydos. They crossed, however, in ships, as they found 
the bridges no longer in position, bad weather having broken them up. Food was more plen
tiful at Abydos than what they had been making do with on the march, with the result that 
the men over-ate themselves, and this, combined with the change of water, caused many 
deaths in what remained of the army. The remnant proceeded with Xerxes to Sardis. 
(VIII. 115, 117*) 

Herodotus probably got this version —repeated by many ancient authors (e.g., Justin 
11.13.11-12) —from Aeschylus (lines 480-515). First of all, it is a literary theme, doubtless 
bearing only the most tenuous connection to reality. Even if the retreat faced difficult cli
matic conditions, it is hard to believe that the quartermasters' stocks were completely ex
hausted. Herodotus records other versions that were circulating in his day, suggesting 
that Xerxes had returned to the Asian coast by sea. Each version highlights the Great 
King's cruelty (VII. 118-19). But Herodotus rejects these stories, contending that Xerxes 
had indeed passed through Abdera and thanked the inhabitants with a pact of friendship 
and with a gift of a gold akinakes ('sword') and a gold-embroidered headband (VII. 120). 
Nonetheless, Classical tradition preserves the versions contested by Herodotus, as in Jus
tin's tale, which is both dramatic and moralizing (II. 13.9-10): 

Xerxes found the bridges broken and crossed hastily in a fishing boat. This was quite a sight, 
and it really brought the men's circumstances home to them, after an amazing turn of 
events, to see him huddled in a little craft—a man that formerly the entire ocean could 
barely contain and that had overworked the land with his countless ground troops—and 
now he was without a single slave to serve him. 

The potential criticisms of the ancient stories should not lead us to believe, however, that 
the Persian situation was the same in September 480 as it had been a few months earlier. 
The defeat had certainly weakened some imperial positions. When he returned to Asia 
Minor (where he had accompanied Xerxes), Artabazus besieged Potidaea (albeit unsuc
cessfully): "The people of Potidaea . . . had openly thrown off the Persian yoke as soon as 
Xerxes passed them on his march to the eastward and they knew of the flight of the Per
sian fleet from Salamis" (VIII. 126*). Herodotus's story of the king's retreat makes it very 
clear that several Thracian peoples had severed their ties of allegiance (VII. 115—16). It 
probably goes too far to suggest that the cities of Asia Minor were ready to rebel at this 
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date: this idea comes from a somewhat suspect view worked out by Herodotus and 
fourth-century authors, especially Ephorus, who was extensively used by Diodorus. 
Some time before the defeat at Salamis, according to Herodotus (VIII. 19, 22-23), The
mistocles had attempted to detach the Ionian contingents from the royal navy—with no 
success (VIII.85). We also know that after Salamis, the Greek victors sent ships to the 
Cyclades, besieging Andros there and extorting money from the other islands (Herodo
tus VIII. 111-12); but Herodotus explains that they were not in a position to undertake an 
assault on the islands that Datis had conquered in 490. 

All in all, despite the resounding defeat, the military outcome was not catastrophic. 
The Persian army was practically intact; it was able to hold the countryside, even to 
move against the fortifications raised by the Lacedaemonians at the entrance to the isth
mus (as the Spartans were perfectly well aware). As for the navy, it was certainly not com
pletely destroyed: the Greeks still feared it. One of the reasons offered by the Greek 
authors for Xerxes' retreat to Sardis was that he feared the Greeks would cut the bridges 
at the Hellespont, which would trap him in Europe (VIII.97). According to a widespread 
(but surely imaginary) tradition of the Greek authors, it was Themistocles himself who 
secretly had a message sent to Xeixeb to that effect, in order to force him and the Persians 
to return to Asia. Many Greek leaders believed, after the battle, that the Persian general 
staff was preparing a new offensive. 

But Xerxes and his advisers chose a different strategy: they decided to divide their 
forces. Mardonius was given the job of pursuing the offensive in Greece, with the. army. 
Xerxes returned to Sardis, along with the navy. He must have remained there through
out the summer of 479. Thus, there was never the possibility that the Great King would 
hurl himself into "headlong flight." At Sardis he was in constant communication with 
Mardonius, and he continued to oversee the entire operation. The plan had a further 
advantage: the presence of Mardonius in Greece prevented the Greeks from embarking 
on a cruise through the islands, and thus everyone knew that the decisive battle would 
take place on Greek soil. 

4. Xerxes between Two Fronts (480-479) 

Xerxes in Sardis and Mardonius in Europe 
In the spring of 479, it appears, Mardonius was definitely ready to take the offensive. 

He was certainly convinced of his military superiority. He did not come to this conclu
sion simply because he was a vain and conceited character, as so conveniently high
lighted by Herodotus (cf. IX.3); instead, he must have been aware that the Spartans were 
putting all their effort into completing the wall across the isthmus that they felt was the 
utmost priority (IX.7): "The wall was not complete—they were still working at it, in great 
fear of the Persians" (IX.8-*-). And meanwhile, Mardonius had received a letter from 
Xerxes ordering him to contact the Athenians, with the following words: 

T h e king's orders to h i m are, first, to restore to Athens Iter territory, and, secondly, to allow 
her to choose in addition whatever other territory she wishes, and to enjoy her liberty. L e t 
Athens but c o m e to terms with the king, and he has his instructions to rebuild the temples 
which have been destroyed by fire." (VIII. 140*) 

The goal of the Persians, as Mardonius understood it, was to divide the Greeks more 
deeply—specifically, to prevent real military cooperation between the Athenians and the 
Spartans: "If only he could form an alliance with them [the Athenians], he would have 
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no difficulty in getting the mastery of the sea . . . while he was already confident of his 
superiority on land" (VIII.136*). The Persians probably also felt that pro-Persian ele
ments were at work in Athens, as before. They had already won the allegiance of the 
Tegeates, who were committed to preventing a Spartan army from entering the isthmus 
(IX. 12). In order to be sure he was holding all the cards, Mardonius entrusted the mis
sion to Alexander of Macedonia, who on the one hand was related by kin to the Persians 
and on the other had more than an official relationship with the Athenians (VIII. 136). 

The Spartans were uneasy. They had also sent a deputation to Athens, and they spoke 
to the Athenian council after Alexander. The Athenians rebuffed the overtures from 
Mardonius, but they presented the Spartans with an ultimatum: if, as the Spartans had 
threatened, they refused to send an army to assist the Athenians, they would have to take 
their chances with the Persians (VIII.141-44). When Mardonius received the Athe
nians' response, he marched against Attica, which once again was evacuated, and he 
made Xerxes aware of his victory by means of signal fires from island to island (IX.3). An
other diplomatic initiative had no more success than the first, despite isolated attempts 
by a few Athenians to provide a favorable response (IX.4-5). Once more the Athenians 
had to send an embassy to Sparta to complain of its inaction and to let the Spartans 
know that their behavior would force the Athenians to reopen negotiations with Mardo
nius. At last, a Lacedaemonian army left the Peleponnesus commanded by the regent 
Pausanias (IX.6-11). 

Persian strategy never ceases to amaze. Why did the Persians not attempt to profit 
from what would appear to be their position of strength, beginning in spring 479 (cf. 
VIII. 113)? The contrast between a wait-and-see attitude and an offensive strategy is em
phasized by Herodotus somewhat later. He introduces Artabazus and Mardonius: Arta
bazus suggests waiting quietly, distributing gold and riches among the Greek leaders: 
"Soon enough, they will surrender their freedom" (IX.41). Mardonius, on the other 
hand, being of "violent and headstrong character," counsels attack without further delay. 
But tactical and strategic debates regarding matters that did not become clear until sev
eral months later cannot be transferred, in retrospect, to the spring of 479. Nevertheless, 
it is clear that the description of Mardonius is highly suspect, given its systematic presen
tation of Mardonius in opposition to Artabazus (chap. 13/6 below). 

The decision was actually made in Sardis. The king made his choice not only on the 
basis of European conditions but also on the basis of conditions in Asia Minor and the 
eastern Aegean. And the danger there was equally pressing, or at least could be consid
ered so. Upon his return to Sardis, Xerxes had ordered his navy to winter in the waters 
of Cyme, with some ships spending the bad season at Samos. In spring 479, the whole 
navy was sent to Samos "to keep watch . . . upon the cities of the Ionians who were sus
pected of hostile sentiments" (Diodorus XI.27. I*; cf. Herodotus IX. 130). Xerxes and his 
advisers could have had no illusions about the restlessness of the Asia Minor Greeks. 
The appointment of tyrants, such as Theomestor at Samos (VIII.85), was not sufficient 
to ward off the danger. Xerxes must have been aware of the attempt to overthrow Strattis, 
the pro-Persian tyrant of Chios. The conspirators managed to escape and sought out the 
Spartans, in the name of the Ionians, "to ask them to deliver Asia." They then met with 
the leaders of the Greek navy at Aegina, commanded by the Spartan Leutichydes, to en
treat them "to come land in Asia" (VIII. 132). Herodotus then states that the Chios dele
gation, not without difficulty, persuaded the Greeks to sail as far as Delos. He says that 
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the Greeks did not dare to venture beyond Delos, nor the Persians beyond Samos, so 
that "their mutual fears stood sentry over the whole intervening area" (VIII. 132<-). More 
likely, the Greeks could not leave Europe without forcing Mardonius's hand, and Xerxes 
at Sardis found the situation sufficiently worrying that he kept his navy safe from the Ion
ians. Taking all this into account, the king decided to order Mardonius to make his over
tures to Athens. But this was not a proposal to negotiate as equals: what was demanded 
of the Athenians was that they accept Persian dominion, a necessary condition for the 
recognition of their "autonomy. 

Plataea 
After destroying whatever Athenian structures remained standing, Mardonius with

drew toward Thebes, "where he could fight in good cavalry country" (IX. 13*). He de
cided to set up an entrenched camp near the city (IX. 15). The first engagements 
demonstrated the known superiority of the Persian cavalry (IX. 19—23). Against the ad
vice of Artabazus, Mardonius decided to commit to battle near Plataea, again relying on 
the cavalry; the battle was decisive (IX.49). Artabazus, observing the inevitable (or so it 
was later said to be) defeat, left the battlefield at the head of his divisions, "with the in
tention of reaching the Hellespont as quickly as possible" (IX.66). After the death of 
Mardonius, the Persian divisions took refuge in the entrenchment, which was soon 
seized by the Athenians and Lacedaemonians (1X.70). The Greeks captured Mardo
nius's camp and Xerxes' tent and were amazed by the tent's riches (August 479). Mean
while, Artabazus reached Abydos by forced march (IX.89-90). He must have arrived 
shortly after the Persians were defeated "again. 

The Asia Minor Front: Mycale 
"It so happened that the Persians suffered a further defeat at Mycale in Ionia on the 

same clay as their defeat at Plataea" (IX.90-0-). While the synchronicity generally fits a 
well-known literary theme (cf. IX. 100), this time it must correspond to reality, if not to 
the exact day. The victory at Plataea freed the Greek navy from the constraints that had 
previously kept it from leaving European waters. Meanwhile, the Greek commanders, 
who were at Delos, received messengers from Samos who —unknown to the tyrant 
Theomestor—communicated the following arguments: 

that the mere sight of a G r e e k naval force would be enough to make the Ionians revolt, and 
that the Persians would offer no resistance to i t—or if they did, they would provide the 
Greeks with as rich a prize as they were ever likely to get. ( I X . 9 0 * ) 

An alliance (symmakhia) was then formed between the Samians and the Greeks (IX.92), 
and the fleet cast off and dropped anchor off Samos (IX.96). 

The speech Herodotus provides for the Samian envoys is curiously similar to the ar
guments offered twenty years earlier by Aristagoras of Miletus to Cleomenes of Sparta: 
"These foreigners have little taste for war. . . how easy they are to beat! Moreover, the 
inhabitants of that continent are richer than all the rest of the world put together" 
(V.49-4-). True, Herodotus's rationale leads him to describe what he calls the Second Ion
ian Revolt, which he places at the same time as the battle of Mycale (IX. 104). It is hard 
to estimate the actual state of readiness of the Persian forces. Tigranes' army, which 
Xerxes had ordered to guard Ionia (IX.96), had been reinforced with conscripts from 
Sardis and its environs (Diodorus XI.34). These must have been military colonists and 
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divisions that the Persians of the plain had to provide when required. The Persian com
manders decided not to do battle at sea but to disembark their soldiers; united with 
Tigranes' troops, they hoped to win a land battle that they thought would be decisive. As 
soon as the Greek leaders arrived, they put pressure on the Ionians to join them. Their 
entreaties succeeded with some, as shown by the measures then taken by the Persians. 
The Samian contingent was disarmed (Herodotus IX.99, 103): 

Next, the Persian command ordered the Milesians to guard the tracks which lead up to the 
heights of Mycale—ostensibly because the Milesians were familiar with that part of the 
country, but actually to get them well out of the way. Then, having taken these precautions 
against the Ionian troops who they thought might cause trouble if they got the chance, they 
proceeded to make their own dispositions. (IX.99*) 

But most of the Ionians waited cautiously. They knew that Xerxes had never left Sardis 
(Diodorus XI.35), and they were not unmindful that if the outcome was in favor of the 
Persians, the reprisals would be merciless. Nothing came of it. The Persians were beaten 
(mid-August 479), and the surviving divisions fell back to Sardis, close to Xerxes (IX. 107; 
Diodorus XI. 36). 

The "Second Ionian Revolt" 
"Thus this day saw the second Ionian revolt from Persian domination" (IX. 104-0-)— 

this is how Herodotus reflects, after describing the behavior of the Ionian divisions dur
ing the battle. Instigated by the Samians, "the other Ionians. . . defected as well and at
tacked the Persians" (IX. 103). The Milesians took advantage of the position assigned to 
them by the Persians before the battle to lead the suvivors toward the Greek camp: "and 
finally joined in the slaughter and proved their bitterest enemies" (IX. 104*). After the 
battle, a reunion took place at Samos. The Lacedaemonians, hoping to return to the 
Peleponnesus as soon as possible (IX. 114), advised the Ionians to choose exile, since 
they would be unable to resist the inevitable Persian counterattack. The Athenians ob
jected to this strategy, and their arguments won out: 

Thus they brought into the confederacy (symmakhia) the Samians, Chians, Lesbians, and 
other island peoples who had fought for Greece against the foreigner; oaths were sworn, and 
all these communities bound themselves to be loyal to the common cause. This done, the 
fleet sailed for the Hellespont with the purpose of destroying the bridges, which, it was sup
posed, were still in position across the strait. (IX. 106*) 

Thus was born what was to become the Delian League, but which at that date was no 
more than an extension of the Hellenic League established in 481 at Corinth after the 
news of Xerxes' arrival. Few cities in Asia Minor joined at that time, and then only the 
cities that were on islands, secure in their locations and with their navies. Other islands 
participated as well; they must have been added to the Greek alliance during the voyage 
between Delos and Samos somewhat earlier (cf. IX.101). 

Xerxes from Sardis to Babylon 
We can see that the events have been reconstructed almost exclusively from the 

Greek point of view. We have no precise or unbiased information on the actions and re
actions of Xerxes. After discussing the guilty passions of the Great King and his sister-in-
law, Herodotus leaves it at this: "He left Sardis for Susa" (IX. 108*). Diodorus in turn 
writes: "And when Xerxes learned of both the defeat in Plataea and the rout of his own 
troops in Mycale, he left a portion of his armament in Sardis to carry on the war against 
the Greeks, while he himself, in bewilderment, set out with the rest of his army on the 
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W ay to Ecbatana" (XI.36*). Had Xerxes thus chosen, "one more time," to flee the theater 
0 f operations and seek repose in his harem and among his architects? Or, when did he 
leave Sardis, and why? 

It is clear that the presentations by the ancient authors are shaped primarily by po
lemical impulses. In reality, Xerxes did not return to the heart of his Empire as soon as 
he came back from Attica. Between his return from Salamis and his march toward Baby
lon in fact, he undertook the fortification of the acropolis of Celaenae and built a resi
dence there (Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.9)—proof that he had not left Sardis in a fit of panic. 
Actually, as we shall see, after Mycale the Great King remained at Sardis. We learn from 
Ctesias (§27) that shortly afterward he sent a detachment of troops to waste the sanctuary 
of Didyma, a very famous sanctuary connected with Miletus. It is clear that by doing so 
Xerxes was mounting a counterattack against the rebellious Ionians, specifically the 
Milesia n s» a r t e r their treachery in the battle of Mycale (Pausanias VIII.46.3). We also 
know that the Branchidae, the sanctuary administrators, sought refuge with him: they 
had openly supported the Persians, and they feared reprisals from their fellow citizens. 
Ctesias says that Xerxes intended to reach Babylon. The reason for Xerxes' choice of this 
option must be sought in the situation prevailing at that time in that region. There are 
Babylonian tablets that indicate that a new revolt was under way, led by a man named 
Samas-eriba, who assumed the titles "king of Babylon, King of the Lands." It is highly 
likely that these events should be dated to 479, specifically August-September 479. At 
the very moment that he was trying to put down the Ionian revolt, the Great King re
ceived a message at Sardis informing him of the Babylonian insurrection. 

So once again he was caught between two fronts. After the conference at Samos, the 
Greek navy had sailed toward the Straits, seizing Sestos, before returning to Greece in 
advance of the beginning of the chilly season (September 479: Herodotus IX. 114-21). 
Given the choice of Ionia or Babylon, the king opted for the latter, surely because of the 
central importance it held in the imperial structure. The offensive was led by Mega
byzus, who took the city (October 479). But even so, Xerxes did not abandon the Asia 
Minor front but left well-trained troops there. 

5. The Persian Defeat: Its Causes and Consequences 

Some Questions 
We have seen how from the perspective of the Greeks, and of a large number o f 

modern-day historians, 479 was a crucial year in the course of Achemenid history (chap. 
13/1 above). We have also stressed the distortions introduced in the old analyses. How
ever, our ideological decoding of the Greek sources must not take the place of proof, 
since —once we eliminate the spectre of "decadence"—even the most biased texts can 
communicate some measure of reality. It thus fitting that we return to a series of ques
tions as easy to formulate as they are hard to answer. How can the Persian defeat be ex
plained? What were the magnitude and consequences of the defeat? How is Xerxes' 
position around 479 to be evaluated? We will stress beforehand that the state of the evi
dence permits at the most a few remarks and interpretive hypotheses, all (or nearly all) 
marked by a more-or-less high degree of uncertainty. 

Arms and Tactics 
At the risk of stating the obvious, the Persian defeats immediately reveal their military 

and tactical inferiority, at least at that point in time. It is unfortunately not easy to state 
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the reasons for this, because the fragmentary and contradictory state of the ancient 
sources makes it especially difficult to reconstruct Persian tactics in detail, including 
those employed at the most important land battle, Plataea. 

First of all, it seems clear that the Persians placed unlimited confidence in their cav
alry. With their swift steeds —swifter than the best of the Greek mounts (the Thessalian 
horses), says Herodotus (VII. 196) —the horsemen were in a position to harry the enemy 
army, as at Plataea. A detachment encircled the Phocian division: 

The Persian cavalry surrounded the unfortunate men, and began to close in with weapons 
ready poised, to make an end of them. A few spears were actually let fly; but the Phocians 
stood firm, drawing close together and packing their ranks tight. (IX. 18*) 

A contingent of Megarians, who were fighting with the Phocians, were unable to cope 
and soon had to ask to be relieved of the post to which they had been assigned (IX.20). 
The cavalry was armed with spears and bows (IX.49; cf. Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.3). They at
tacked by squadron (IX.22) and hurled spears and shot arrows, avoiding hand-to-hand 
combat (IX.49,52). They did not charge, properly speaking, which would have been im
possible without stirrups anyway, but continuously harassed (IX.57). The form of combat 
described by Herodotus reminds us somewhat of the tactics of the Sakan cavalry, against 
which Alexander's generals suffered extreme difficulties in Central Asia. The Saka, true 
mounted archers, showered the Greco-Macedonian infantrymen with arrows, panicking 
them by encircling them, howling and spewing shafts, then rapidly breaking off the com
bat only to return over and over (e.g., Arrian IV.5.4-9). The Sakan cavalry also distin
guished themselves at Plataea (IX.71). 

Not only was the Persian cavalry extremely mobile, it was just as securely armored. 
Here, for example, is how Xenophon describes Cyrus the Younger's Persian cavalry: 

In the centre Cyrus and his horsemen... . These troopers were armed with breastplates and 
thigh-pieces and all of them except Cyrus, with helmets—Cyrus, however, went into the 
battle with his head unprotected—and all their horses had frontlets and breast-pieces. . . . 
(Anab. 1.8.6*) 

Herodotus describes the rich breastplate worn by the Persian Masistius, who was brought 
down by the Greeks at Plataea. They tried to kill him, but "the reason why they could not 
kill him at once was the armour he wore —a corslet of golden scales under his scarlet tu
nic. No blow upon the corslet had any effect . . . " (IX.22*). A Babylonian document 
dated to Darius II adds some interesting details later: each horseman summoned to the 
king's review had to be provided with an iron breastplate, a gorget(?), an armored head
dress, a nape-cover, a copper shield, and 120 arrows (UC 9/3). 

But the use of such a force involved, or could involve, a number of disadvantages. 
First of all, it placed a spatial constraint on the leadership: the force could only maneu
ver on wide, nearly level plains. Herodotus says that Miltiades advised Datis to land at 
Marathon in 490 because he thought (rightly or wrongly) that "the part of Attic territory 
nearest Eretria—and also the best ground for cavalry to manoeuver in—was at Mara
thon" (VI. 102*). Mardonius left Attica because "it was bad country for cavalry" 
(IX. 13*). The Megarians suffered a thousand dead during the engagements prior to the 
battle at Plataea because "it so happened that the point in the Greek line which was 
most open and vulnerable to a cavalry charge was held by the Megarians" (IX.21). But it 
seems quite likely that the Greeks knew exactly how to choose a location that would ren-
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der many of Mardonius's divisions impotent (Diodorus XI.30.6). Much later, Arrian 
wrote that the Persian defeat at Issus could be explained by the poor choice of ground, 
which was not appropriate for deploying the cavalry and Darius Ill's many divisions 
(II.6.3; II-6.6). It was quite different at Gaugamela, "an empty plain, suitable for 
cavalry.... If there was any eminence in the plains, [Darius] gave orders that it should 
be levelled and the whole rising made flat" (Quintus Curtius IV.9.10*; Arrian III.8.7). 

Furthermore, this heavily armored cavalry was hard to set in motion, as explained by 
Xenophon, a technician well informed on military and equestrian matters and eyewit
ness to Cyrus the Younger's exploits: 

In no instance did the barbarians e n c a m p at a distance of less than sixty stadia [ca. 11 k m ] 
from the G r e e k c a m p , out of fear that the Greeks might attack them during the night. For a 
Persian army at night is a sorry thing. T h e i r horses are tethered, and usually hobbled also to 
prevent their running away if they get loose from the tether, and h e n c e in case of any a larm 
a Persian has to p u t saddle-cloth and bridle on his horse, and then has also to put on his own 
breastplate and m o u n t his h o r s e — a n d all these things are difficult at night and in the midst 
of confusion. (Anah. I I I . 4 . 3 4 - 3 5 * ) 

The jambeaus, pieces of scaled armor for both rider and mount protecting both the 
horse's chest and the man's legs, were especially dangerous. The moment a horse was 
wounded or panicked, the rider was thrown and often was wounded by the jambeau. On 
the ground, a Persian cavalryman was as good as dead (Herodotus IX.22). We may add 
that, in order to achieve some degree of effectiveness, the cavalry had to move with rigid 
discipline. The death of the leader of a division left the horsemen on their own, as we 
can see from the description of Masistius's death: "They missed him—for there was no 
one to give the commands." Instead of charging by squadron {kata telea), the entire force 
rode in again in a mass attack (IX.22*). Consequently, the Persians were unable to re
trieve Masistius's body (IX.23). 

What is most striking is that the Persian leaders were unable or unwilling to conceive 
of tactics that would closely unite the cavalry and infantry, other than in spur-of-the-
moment engagements that were not really coordinated (IX.23). It appears that the cav
alry was never able to disrupt the compact mass of Greek infantry (IX.60-61). At Plataea, 
Mardonius on horseback led his infantry on the double, but he was soon followed by 
other detachments that swept forward in the utmost disorder, "without any attempt to 
maintain formation . . . a yelling rabble, never doubting that they would make short 
work of the fugitives" (IX.59*). The Persians' favorite tactic was to set up a sort of wall 
consisting of their shields rammed into the ground; with this protection, they let fly ar
rows and spears at the intimidated attacker (IX.61, 100). But as Pausanias reminds us 
(IX.46), the Greeks had had the experience of Marathon, "where they were, as far as we 
know, the first to advance toward the enemy at a run . . ." (VI. 112). As soon as the Greek 
hoplites carried off this maneuver, the rampart of shields was quickly breached. Forced 
to unstring their bows, the Persian infantrymen no longer measured up, as at Plataea 
(IX.62) and Mycale (IX. 102). On this point, Herodotus's analysis is unambiguous: 

In courage and strength [the Persian infantry] were as good as their adversaries, but they were 
deficient in a r m o u r , untrained, and greatly inferior in skill. S o m e t i m e s singly, somet imes in 
groups of ten m e n — p e r h a p s fewer, perhaps more—they fell u p o n the Spartan line and were 
cut down. . . . T h e chief cause of their discomfiture was their inadequate equipment: not 
properly armed themselves, they were matched against heavily armed infantry. ( I X . 6 2 - 6 3 * ) 
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Similarly, in his tale of the battle of Mycale, Herodotus stresses the Persians' courage, but 
he clearly shows at the same time that the moment the rampart of shields was downed, 
they had nothing but their courage with which to oppose the well-oiled machine of the 
phalanx (IX. 102). Indeed, in both battles, and contrary no doubt to Persian expectations, 
the infantry won the day (cf. IX.28-31). At the end of the battle of Plataea, for example, 
Mardonius's cavalry was nearly intact (IX.69). Once they were repelled, the troops of 
Mardonius (who was now dead) were reduced to seeking refuge behind the palisade 
their leader had built for this purpose before the battle (IX. 15). However, they were soon 
dislodged by the Athenians, "who knew [how] to attack the fortifications" (IX.70). 

The Persians and the Others 
Herodotus stresses the courage of the Persians several times. At Mycale, after their 

rampart of shields collapsed, "the enemy made no further serious resistance; all of them 
turned and fled, except only the native Persian troops" (IX. 102-*-). At Plataea, Mardonius 
was surrounded by an elite Persian corps, who mounted an unflinching resistance 
(1X.62). Herodotus opines as follows, stating that the Persians' allies (i.e., the other eth
nic contingents) had not fought spiritedly, and he adds regarding Plataea: 

It is perfectly obvious that everything depended on the Persians: the rest of Mardonius' army 
took to their heels simply because they saw the Persians in retreat, and before they had even 
come to grips with the enemy. (IX.68*) 

This analysis probably goes too far. Herodotus certainly sometimes uses the word "Per
sian" in an extended sense. For instance, according to him, all the navy crew were Per
sians, Medes, and Sakians (V1I.96, 184). He also states regarding the battle of Plataea: 
"Of the enemy's infantry, the Persian contingent fought best; of the cavalry, the Sacae" 
(IX.71-0-). It is undeniable that every commander depended primarily on the Persian con
tingent. Opposite the Lacedaemonian contingent, certainly the most warlike by reputa
tion (IX.58), Mardonius placed the Persian infantry (carefully distinguished from the 
Medes) and within this group, "the best of them" (IX.31*). It was at their head that he 
led them in the offensive (IX.59). 

Should we infer that this difference in attitude also reflects political motives? We 
might a priori imagine that the Persians fought with great resilience because they were 
defending the interests of their own people and their king (cf. Diodorus XI.35.4), inter
ests that did not necessarily converge with those of the peoples drafted to fill out the 
army. We know the Greek authors' predilection for one particular image: contingents 
forced to inarch under the whip, opposing Greeks who were fighting for their liberty. 
But it is hard to be certain about any of these matters, however basic. The behavior of 
some of the Ionian contingents during the battle of Mycale, particularly after the Greek 
victory, seems to be too specific an example to be able to generalize from it about the be
havior of other peoples. Even at Salamis, Herodotus had to recognize, there was a small 
minority of Greeks who longed to change sides (VIII. 11) among those who fought in 
Xerxes' navy, but he focuses instead on those who fought valiantly under the eyes of 
Xerxes, from whom they expected and received rewards and benefits (VIII.85, 90). It is 
also true that the presence of perfectly loyal contingents of marines (Persians, Medes, 
Sakians) certainly contributed to maintaining discipline on the ships. However, He
rodotus puts forward explanations on the tactical level, similar to what he stressed at Pla
taea: in Salamis Harbor, the barbarians fought in disorder, breaking ranks, in contrast to 
their Greek allies (VIII.86, 89). 
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The decisions of the general staff must be explained on purely military grounds. 
When Herodotus states that the Persians were "deficient in armour, untrained, and 
greatly inferior in skill" (IX.62*), he cannot be referring to the Persians proper, whose 
education on the contrary prepared them to be distinguished horsemen (see chap. 8/3), 
accustomed to the sort of activities demanded of them in battle (cf. Aelian, Anim. III.2; 
XVI.25). We may make the same assumption about the infantry. It is also likely that, like 
the Persian generals in Cilicia at the end of the 460s (Diodorus XI.75.3) and Darius III 
before Gaugamela (Diodorus XVII.53.4, 55.1), Xerxes took care to drill his troops. It is 
also likely that many of the Sakians in Xerxes' army had not been drafted directly from 
Central Asia but came from the military colonies settled in Babylonia and elsewhere; 
their armament was thus matched to the Persians'. When Herodotus labels the marines 
Persians, Medes, and Sakians (VII.96, 184), this implies that they were armed the same 
and drilled together, which is less certain for some other marines of different origin 
(Egyptian) who are named in one of Herodotus's summaries (VIII.32). 

This, then, was the disposition of the Achemenid armies. At Marathon, the Persians 
and Sakians were placed at the center of Datis's formation; they were excellent fighters, 
but "the Athenians on one wing and the Plataeans on the other were both victorious," 
and thus were able to encircle the Persians and Sakians (VI. 113*). Unfortunately, we do 
not know which divisions were assigned to the wings. At Plataea, Mardonius had placed 
the Iranian contingents at the center: Sakians/Indians/Bactrians, then the Medes and 
Persians; the allies were placed on the flanks (Europeans on the left flank; the others on 
the right flank, including the Egyptian marines). As soon as the royal cavalry found it 
impossible to break the disciplined ranks of the phalanx and the infantry adopted the tra
ditional tactic of the rampart of shields, the outcome of the battle was assured, especially 
when the disastrous effect of the loss of the leaders responsible for organizing the divi
sions' offense is taken into account (IX.22—23]). 

Artabazus and Mardonius 
Herodotus introduces a heated debate between Artabazus and Mardonius in 479. 

Artabazus, portrayed as one "of the small number of Persians whom Xerxes held in par
ticular esteem," advised against battle; Mardonius invoked "the good old Persian way" — 
"to engage in battle" (IX.41*) — in a (reconstructed) conversation reminiscent of the 
speeches attributed by Diodorus to the Persian satraps in 334 (XVII. 18.2). Herodotus 
says Artabazus was "a man of some foresight."* Later on, he attributes Artabazus's defec
tion in the heat of battle to jealousy (IX.66). The contrast between the two men in He
rodotus seems too stereotyped to reflect reality, and the details are unavailable to us. 
Herodotus also says of Artabazus that he "was already a famous man in the Persian army 
and was further to increase his reputation after the battle of Plataea" (VIII. 125*). In fact, 
we know that he was soon awarded the satrapy of Dascylium (Thucydides 1.129.1). He 
certainly did come to Sardis to criticize Mardonius to Xerxes. This, paradoxically, is why 
the defeat at Plataea earned him a promotion within the king's entourage. 

But even though Artabazus' career seems to indicate that Mardonius was no longer 
fondly remembered by the Persians (cf. VIII.99), this does not mean that the strategy ad
vocated by Artabazus was the best one to adopt in 479, unless we follow the post eventum 
reasoning conveniently followed by Herodotus. Could the Persians have waited even 
longer, possibly spending another winter in Europe, just as the Greek navy was begin
ning to get under way in the Aegean? Commander-in-chief Mardonius probably had 
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received orders from Xerxes in the meantime. Given these circumstances, it seems dif
ficult to follow Herodotus (and other ancient authors) when he assigns sole responsibil
ity for the defeat at Plataea to Mardonius. It is likely that any Persian general in the same 
situation would have made the same tactical decision, quite simply because this deci
sion corresponded to requirements relating to the armaments and the combat style of 
the royal army. The Persians were accustomed to gaining victories because of their cav
alry, which had nearly always provided them superiority in their fights against the 
Greeks in Asia Minor. The Persian commander in 479 made two errors: first, he did not 
make the best use of his cavalry (which even seems not to have participated at Marathon 
and Mycale); second, he seems not to have understood that this adversary was quite dif
ferent. Obviously, the Persians, despite their experience at Marathon, did not realize the 
effects of the hoplite revolution in Greece —or at least they had not drawn the necessary 
conclusions. But how could they? 

The Consequences of the Defeats: Persian Losses 
The magnitude of Persian losses, which if true would have caused lasting weakness 

in the military sphere of the Empire, is frequently stressed among the consequences of 
the defeats. But we have no credible evidence whatsoever that allows us to estimate with 
any probability the number killed. It seems to us that the impression of massive losses 
basically comes from Aeschylus, who states several times that the entire youth of Persia 
was lost (chap. 13/1 above). We have very little information beyond the deaths of nobles 
and leaders, who are listed by Aeschylus after the defeat at Salamis. But this list is not. 
confirmed by Herodotus (Persians 303-30; Herodotus VIII.89*), who simply writes, 
"Amongst the killed in this struggle was Ariabignes, the son of Darius and Xerxes' 
brother, and many other well-known men from Persia, Media, and the confederate na
tions." Masistius and Mardonius died at Plataea (IX.22-23, 64); two of the four com
manders at Mycale, Mardontes and Tigranes, were killed (IX. 102-3); Herodotus notes 
the death of two half-brothers of Xerxes, Abrocomas and Hyperanthes, at Thermopylae 
(VII.224). There is no doubt that many other names could be added to these selective 
lists (cf. Plutarch, Them. 14.3-4, Arist. 9.1-2, etc.). But these losses were not in any way 
decisive: the Persian people continued to thrive, and the nation was perfectly able to re
plenish the population in the normal way. 

The Consequences of the Defeats: Territorial Setbacks 
When we consider territory, the outcome is different. If we compare the situation 

after Mycale to the territory governed by the Persians at the time of the death of Darius, 
the most important losses are in the Aegean, where the naval defeats left the field free for 
the Greeks. Probably even before Mycale, most of the islands conquered in 490 had left 
the Persian side. We must also note, however, that when Xerxes left Sardis, and even at 
the end of 479, the losses in Asia Minor proper were minimal. What Herodotus calls the 
Second Ionian Revolt is negligible alongside the First; this time, the mainland cities re
mained under Persian control. On the other hand, and contrary to the interpretation 
that might be derived from the silence of the Greek sources, Xerxes did continue to take 
an interest in the western front. Before leaving Sardis, he took military and strategic mea
sures, according to Diodorus—who unfortunately does not provide the details (XI.36.7). 

Obviously, the breadth of the defeats and setbacks must not be underestimated, nor 
should we underestimate the errors made by Xerxes and his advisers. However, we 
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would like to stress at this point that, in 479, the book was not yet closed. No one knew, 
at that time, that the Athenians would launch a vast offensive between 470 and 460—or 
it least it is doubtful that the Persians had any awareness of it then. They were certainly 
aware that the Spartans had resolved not to remain in Asia Minor, since despite their 
Greek experiences in 490 and 480-479, the Persians were well enough situated to know 
that the Spartans were reluctant to leave their Peloponnesian domain. Even in the 
Peloponnesus, Xerxes had the active friendship of the people of Argos (VII. 151; IX. 12). 
In other words, there is no reason to say that by leaving Sardis Xerxes had reached a turn
ing point regarding the western front or that he had decided to dedicate himself exclu
sively to matters in the heartland. And at any rate, in the strategic thinking of the Great 
King, where would the periphery have begun? 

The Consequences of the Defeats: The Great King's Prestige 
The fact remains that during the summer of 479, the Great King had just suffered 

three defeats in a row and that he had to leave the Asia Minor front to put down a new 
revolt in Babylonia. We do not know the exact causes of the revolt. But we may suppose 
that the Persian defeats were a trigger, an event from which the Babylonians tried to 
profit. In the same way, the "Second Ionian Revolt" was a logical consequence of the 
Greek victories. These revolts, following the revolt in Egypt in 486, remind us of the fra
gility of the Achaemenid imperial structure, while at the same time the reconquests il
lustrate the resilience of the Persian machinery, in particular the military superiority of 
the Persians compared with their Near Eastern neighbors. 

But did the defeats also weaken the Great King in the eyes of the aristocracy and the 
Faithful? It is quite difficult to answer a question so delicate at this point, though the 
analyses below will flesh out a response. Two contrary approaches can be taken succes
sively, neither of which, it must be recognized from the outset, can provide a fully sat
isfactory answer. We know the Greek response. The breadth of Xerxes' defeat was 
symbolized for the Greeks by certain items of booty, symbols of royal power, that fell into 
their hands. Most important were the royal tent and Xerxes' footstool. In Herodotus's 
dramatic tale of Xerxes' retreat after Salamis, he also mentions that on the inbound 
journey Xerxes had left the sacred chariot of Zeus/Ahura-Mazda at Siris in Thrace 
(VIII. 115), the very chariot that had held a place of honor in the official procession of 
the king when he left Sardis (VII.40). Herodotus adds rhatXerxes was not able to retrieve 
it, "because the Paeonians had given it to the Thracians and, when Xerxes demanded it, 
pretended that the mares had been stolen at pasture by the up-country Thracians, who 
live near the source of the Strymon."* The entire passage about the retreat is highly sus
pect; it tries to show not only the Great King's distress but also the disloyalty of the sub
ject peoples (cf. VIII. 116). Nonetheless, there is no reason to doubt the truth of the 
episode of the chariot. Indeed, as we have seen (chap. 6/3), the chariot was a striking 
manifestation of the sacred character of Achaemenid royalty and its privileged relation
ship with Ahura-Mazda. To an extent, Xerxes' situation was comparable to Darius Ill's 
(seen through Macedonian propaganda) who, after Issus and Gaugamela, abandoned 
the insignia of his power on the spot. But, however evocative the episode was in Greek 
eyes, is it likely that it discredited the Great King in Persian eyes? 

Undoubtedly, royal propaganda denied the defeats. The list of countries in the 
daiva inscription (XPh $3), though it undoubtedly dates to a later period, includes (as if 
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nothing had happened) the Ionians living near the sea, the Ionians living beyond the 
sea, and the inhabitants of Skudra. It was certainly the same in 480-479. The tenor of 
the letter sent to Mardonius (VIII. 140) in fact implies that in Xerxes' eyes the devastation 
on the Acropolis and the spoils he had carried off from there were significant symbolic 
and political markers of the success of his expedition (cf. VIII.55). It may have been 
when he returned to Sardis that he deposited a bronze statuette the Persians had cap. 
hired at Athens in the sanctuary of the Mother of the Gods (Plutarch, Them. 31.1). This 
righted the wrong committed against the sanctuary of Sardis twenty years earlier by the 
rebellious Ionians (cf. V. 102). The official Persian version of the events is probably close 
to what Dio Chrysostom reports much later (XI. 149): 

D u r i n g his expedit ion in G r e e c e , Xerxes achieved victory over the L a c e d a e m o n i a n s at 
T h e r m o p y l a e and killed King L e o n i d a s there. T h e n be took and laid waste to Athens, of 
which he sold into slavery all the inhabitants who had not s u c c e e d e d in escaping; and after 
these successes , he imposed tribute (phoroi) on the Greeks and returned to Asia. 

This appears to be a biased report but, as is easy enough to understand, it is entirely pos
sible that the king had ordered that the story be spread among the High Country peoples 
(ta and ethne) in such a way that they would not incite unrest. Xerxes also states in the 
daiva inscription that, like the other peoples reputed to have submitted, the Ionians 
brought him their baji 'tribute/gift'. 

Like Aeschylus, Herodotus describes the despair of the Persians at Susa when they 
learned of the defeat at Plataea. He contrasts it to their rejoicing at the news of the cap
ture of Athens: "They strewed the roads with myrtle-boughs, burned incense, and gave 
themselves up to every sort of pleasure and merrymaking" (VIII.98-0-). The festival de
scribed here corresponds in all its details with the order of the royal procession when the 
Great King solemnly entered his residences or when he was greeted by his peoples and 
cities. Everything leads us to believe that, upon his return, bearing spoils and booty 
taken from Greece, Xerxes again appeared in triumph. He deposited the boot)' in the 
various capitals of his realm, as conspicuous signs of his "victory" (cf. Arrian III. 16.7-8; 
VII. 19.2; Pausanias 1.8.5, 16.3; VIII.46.3). 

Of course, royal proclamations do not constitute a fully satisfactory answer, either, 
since they present an image of the Empire as the Great Kings wanted it to be, not nec
essarily as it was. Nonetheless, they have the undeniable advantage of introducing us to 
the Persian presentation of events in contrast to the meaning these events had for the 
Greeks. Note, too, that this was not the first time the Great King had suffered a military 
reversal. Cyrus had died on an expedition in Central Asia, and Darius had returned 
from the Ukrainian steppes without conquering the Scythians. Moreover, there is no 
evidence of the slightest hint of disloyalty on the part of leaders or soldiers. The generals 
were always quite anxious to serve the King's House and just as anxious to avoid royal ire 
after a defeat (IX. 107). The only known "revolt," that of Masistes (IX. 113), appears in a 
context that is too suspect to be used as a criterion. It is obviously out of the question to 
suppose, as do Justin (III. 1.1) and Aelian (VH XIII.3), that the assassination of Xerxes 
thirteen years later was the outcome of a loss of prestige due to the defeats of 480 and 
479. In short, in 479, the undeniable military defeats and initial territorial losses were, in 
the Persians' eyes, neither overwhelming nor conclusive, We have every right to think 
that, on the contrary, they were ready to go to war anew. 
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6. Xerxes and His Peoples 
A Problem of Method 

Also generally attributed to the first years of Xerxes is a sudden and radical transfor
mation of royal policy toward conquered lands. The dominant theory may be presented 
is follows. The decrees attributed to Xerxes in Egypt and Babylonia after their rebellions 
had several intentions: to abandon the traditional titles of pharaoh and king of Babylon 
that his predecessors had borne; to destroy their temples and sanctuaries; and to trans
form countries that until then had retained their own pre-Achaemenid structures into 
thorough-going satrapies. For Babylonia, these conclusions are extracted from Classical 
texts and from Babylonian tablets; for Egypt, from a passage in Herodotus, from hiero
glyphic inscriptions . . . and from the (supposed) silence of the sources. 

This interpretation is also based on a famous inscription of Xerxes, recovered in sev
eral exemplars in several languages (Persian, Akkadian, Elamite) at Persepolis and Pasar
gadae (XPh). In this inscription, the Great King states on the one hand that he had 
brought order back to a country in which turmoil had spread after his accession; on the 
other hand, he writes that he had destroyed the sanctuaries of the daiva, a word under
stood in general as 'demons' or 'false gods'. It is most often inferred that this country was 
none other than Babylonia—even though some authors have considered Bactria, Me
dia, Egypt, and even Athens. The various sources are deemed to complement each 
other and to give Xerxes the image of an intolerant king who made a violent break with 
Achaemenid ideological strategy by obstinately warring against the sanctuaries of the 
subject peoples, instead of respecting them as his predecessors had. 

So we see that the texts and arguments have been mechanically jumbled together to 
produce a coherent picture that—moreover—corresponds with the view that the Greek 
authors wished to impose (cf. chap. 13/1) —not, incidentally, a point in its favor. This 
methodological point is the focus of our criticism. The coherence of the body of evi
dence must not in fact be the basis for postulation or preconception. If such coherence 
exists, it must emerge from distinct, and thus regional, analyses of the various assem
blages. We shall thus begin with a careful examination of the Babylonian and Egyptian 
examples and add to them the Greek example. Only after this first stage can we arrive at 
an interpretation of the statements by Xerxes. 

Xerxes and Babylonia: The Babylonian Materials 
Let us first open the Babylonian file, stating at the outset that it is a good idea to sepa

rate the information transmitted by the Greek sources from the data in the tablets. Three 
conclusions have long been drawn from the tablets: the Great King abandoned the 
Babylonian royal titles, he stopped presiding over the New Year festival, and he sepa
rated Babylonia from Trans-Euphrates and made them both distinct entities. Finally, the 
scarcity of Babylonian tablets from the time of Xerxes and later and the apparently sud
den break in certain private archives are attributed to all sorts of upheavals caused by the 
king in Babylonia. 

Yet not one of these arguments holds water. The retention of the traditional titles is 
now certain for the time of Xerxes, and the title King of Babylon is even attested in the 
24th year of Artaxerxes I (441). It is also true that the titulature of Xerxes exhibits adapta
tion, but there is no reason to relate it directly to the Babylonian revolts (chap. 13/7 be
low). As for the New Year's rite, the supposed abstention of Xerxes signifies nothing, 
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since the participation of his precedessors is not recorded either. There remains the 
third argument, based on the disappearance of the district of Babylonia and Trans-
Euphrates in the time of Xerxes as a consequence of the revolt. However, this is an 
interpretation, not a commentary on specific tablets. One recently published tablet 
witnesses to the existence of the title and the position "Governor of Babylon and Ebir 
Nari" in October 486, two months before the death of Darius, 25 years after the mention 
that had long been thought to be the latest (BM 74554). Indeed, the extant documenta
tion does not rule out an administrative change in Xerxes' time, nor does it support it 
any longer. When we recognize the transitory character of our knowledge of Babylon 
due to the changing and unforeseeable state of the cuneiform documentation, any con
clusion of this sort is suspect, since it clearly proceeds from a preconception about the 
behavior of Xerxes: the supposed link between the Babylonian revolt and the creation of 
a separate satrapy (which might, with just as much "verisimilitude," be interpreted in ex
actly the opposite way). Finally, the state of the documentation also reminds us not to 
link political inferences mechanically to the number of tablets, reign by reign. The case 
of Kish alone is convincing-, at this site the number of tablets currently dated to Xerxes' 
reign (21) is nearly twice the number coming from Cyrus and Cambyses combined (11) 
and somewhat lower than the number of tablets from Darius (30). Moreover, recent 
publications continue to increase the Babylonian corpus from the time of Xerxes. 

Xerxes and Babylonia: The Greek Materials 
As has been mentioned, the revolt that forced Xerxes to leave Sardis during the sum

mer of 479 was led by Samas-eriba, who between August and October bore the tradi
tional titulary ("King of Babylon, King of the Lands"). Only Ctesias gives the story of the 
events themselves, and it is briefly summarized by Photius. Megabyzus son of Zopyrus 
was at Sardis with Xerxes, and he was entrusted with putting down the rebels; this feat 
earned him considerable royal rewards (Ctesias $22). Xerxes' depredations in the Baby
lonian sanctuaries are presented as follows by Herodotus. In his depiction of Babylon, 
he describes the sanctuary of Zeus, whom we must understand to be Marduk; he states 
that there was a large gold statue (agalma) there of the seated god; there were also a 
table, a throne, and a footstool of gold, and outside the temple two altars (one gold) on 
which sacrifices were offered by the Chaldeans. He ends: 

In the t ime of Cyrus there was also in this sacred bui ld ing a solid go lden statue of a m a n (an-
drias) s o m e fifteen feet h i g h — I have this on the authority of the C h a l d a e a n s , though I never 
saw it myself. Dar ius the son of Hystaspes had designs upon it, but he never carried it off be
c a u s e his courage failed him; Xerxes, however, did take it and killed the priest who tried to 
prevent the sacri lege. (1.183*) 

Contrary to what is frequently stated, Herodotus's text does not allow the conclusion that 
Xerxes deported the statue (agalma) of Marduk to Susa; in his time, this statue was still 
in the temple. Did Xerxes steal the other statue (human, not divine: andrias), which was 
located outside the sanctuary proper? This is possible, but we cannot conclude this on 
the evidence of Herodotus alone. In fact, it is clear that he got his information from rep
resentatives of the sanctuaries more than a generation after the alleged events. Let us add 
two remarks: the contrast between Darius and Xerxes is repeated by Herodotus himself 
in the case of Egypt (VII.7), and Darius's fear in the presence of a statue seems to reflect 
a popular theme, since it is found again in Herodotus (II. 110) and Diodorus of Sicily 
(1.58.4), both referring to relations between Darius and the priests of the sanctuaries of 
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ptah at Memphis. In other words, Herodotus's text is built on a series of motifs that hardly 
convince the commentator to accept it at face value. 

Xerxes' sacrileges are especially developed by the Hellenistic authors, who got their 
material from Alexander's historians. They all contrast the Macedonian's behavior with 
the Great King's: Strabo (XVI.1.5) and Diodorus (XVII.112.3) mention the destruction 
of the tomb of Belus but do not date it precisely. Arrian is more explicit: after describing 
the king's entry into Babylon, where he is greeted by, among others, the priests (III. 16.3; 
Quintus Curtius V1.22), he writes: 

On entering Babylon Alexander directed the Babylonians to rebuild the temples Xerxes de
stroyed, and especially the temple of Baal, whom the Babylonians honor more than any 
other god. . . . At Babylon too he met the Chaldaeans, and carded out all their recommen
dations on the Babylonian temples, and in particular sacrificed to Baal, according to their 
instructions. (III. 16.4-5*) 

He reverts to the subject during Alexander's second stay in the city (324-323). He recalls 
that Xerxes "had destroyed Babylonian sanctuaries," including that of Belus, dating these 
destructions to Xerxes' return from Europe—that is, 479 (VII. 1 7 . 1 — 3 ) . 

There is no need to argue about the propagandistic character of the Hellenistic texts; 
the contrast emphasized between Alexander and Xerxes could only enhance the piety of 
a king who later on would also allow the Greeks to retrieve "all the statues or images or 
other votive offerings Xerxes removed from Greece" (VII. 19.2*). For Arrian, as for many 
other Greek authors, Xerxes is pictured as a destroyer of sanctuaries and a king overcome 
by excesses, just as Cambyses was, for that matter (cf. Arrian IV.l 1.6; VII.14.6). In fact, 
by entering Babylon, Alexander was doing nothing more than repeating the attitudes 
and decisions of any conqueror, condemning the memory of his predecessors and dem
onstrating his piety toward the gods of the "liberated" population. This is precisely what 
Cyrus had done in 539 on the same spot (cf. chaps. 1/5, 18/3). It was no less usual for a 
king to claim to have restored structures that had fallen into ruin (e.g., DSe 001). It was 
said that Alexander "had it in mind to rebuild it [the temple of Belus], some say on the 
original foundations . . . others say that he wished to make it even larger than the old 
one" (Arrian VII. 17.2*). In other words, although it can easily be suggested that Alex
ander took action on behalf of the Babylonian temples, nothing shows that their "de
struction" was due to Xerxes. 

And even if we admit that the Classical texts are not simply bearers of false propa
ganda spread later by the representatives of the temples, it goes too far to state that Xerxes 
entirely destroyed the sanctuaries, since their subsequent vitality is well attested right 
through the Hellenistic period. Taking reprisals against the sanctuaries of a rebellious 
country was a general custom that cannot be considered specific to either Xerxes or the 
Achaemenids. Xerxes demonstrated his power in this way only at Athens and Didyma. 
Such decisions—whose ins and outs have already been explained—do not at all preju
dice the king's religious sentiments; still less do they imply that Xerxes had decided to 
persecute Babylonian religion. 

Xerxes and Egypt 
The theory that an "identical" policy was carried out in Egypt is primarily founded 

on the gaps in a narrative documentary record that, to be quite strict, is based on nothing 
more than an imprecise sentence in Herodotus. He simply writes that, after reconquer
ing the Nile Valley, and "having reduced the country to a condition of worse servitude 
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[pollon douloteren] than it had ever been in in the previous reign, [Xerxes] turned it over 
to his brother Achaemenes," the son of Darius (VH.7-0-). From Herodotus's point of view, 
the expression is indisputably condemnatory. We may also note that he had already in
troduced the contrast between Darius's behavior and his son's at Babylon (1.183). But he 
is silent on the measures actually taken by the son. Should we infer from this, as is usu
ally done, that beginning with Xerxes the Egyptian policy was radically altered, with the 
king harshly punishing the Egyptian sanctuaries, abandoning the pharaonic titulary, 
and removing Egyptians from positions within the administration? In short, was Xerxes 
transforming Egypt into a satrapy after it (according to this hypothesis) had remained an 
autonomous region under Cambyses and Darius? 

A preliminary remark: if the theory discussed here has awakened any echoes, it is in 
part because argument e silentio (or supposed silence) has been used ad nauseam, and 
it is especially because an interpretation formed on the basis of a study (a faulty study; 
see above) of the Babylonian materials has been plastered onto Egypt. We will not insist 
on this last observation, even though it leaps out at the wary observer. As for the silence 
of the sources, this is an argument born of desperation, whose vanity (we may even say, 
the danger) has just been illustrated in the Babylonian example. It is true that, appar
ently, no temple construction is attested in Egypt after the work done by Darius. But 
what are we to conclude from this? Should we not cautiously wait for the evidence to 
take on some degree of comparability? We may mention, for example, that a bronze 
carrying handle has been found with an inscription in the name of Xerxes (in Persian: 
'Xerxes the king, vazraka'); according to the author who published the piece, "this car
rying pole , . . would thus have served to bring a naos or some other portion of the sacred 
equipment offered by Xerxes to an Egyptian temple." Of course, the object is tiny and 
the interpretation susceptible to revision. But if we consider the example of Karnak, Da
rius's building activity is attested there only by a few modest bits of evidence, the latest 
of which was only discovered recently. If we add to this the fact that in year 1 (?) of Xerxes 
a Demotic document (also recently published) provides evidence of the existence of an 
official ceremony of burial of the mother of an Apis, we see how certain historical infer
ences have been drawn from nothing more than a simple statistical illusion. 

In any event, the evidence is not absent! But the potency of the supposed Babylonian 
parallel and the picture of Xerxes previously drawn have led to the neglect of the actual 
evidence, or to biased interpretation. In actuality, no abandonment of the pharaonic 
titles is attested. Quite to the contrary, two groups of documents argue against such a the
ory. First are the hieroglyphic inscriptions from Wadi Hammamat, which come from a 
Persian (and sometimes his brother), Atiyawahy, who held the post of governor of Coptos 
under Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes. Between Darius and Xerxes, no major modifica
tions of the titles are noticeable (cf. Posener nos. 24-25: 486 and 484). In 476 and 473 
(nos. 27-28), Xerxes is called "Lord of the Double Country." In 474, Atiyawahy refers 
to Cambyses, Darius, and Xerxes as bearers of the title "Lord of the Double Country" 
(no. 28). The following year, the inscriptions name Darius and Xerxes together, with the 
same title: "Lord of the Double Country, son of Ra, master of the crowns, may he live 
forever" (no. 30). There is no essential difference in the picture given by the inscriptions 
on stone vases found at Susa and Persepolis (and elsewhere). There we find: "King of 
Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Double Country, Xerxes, may he live forever" (nos, 
43-48). Some, to be sure, say only "Xerxes, Great King" (nos. 49-76). But, given that 
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they are undated, a chronological-thematic division into two distinct groups to illustrate 
a change in royal policy must remain hypothetical, presently unverified. As in the case 
of Babylonia, gaps in the documentation must be considered in the case of Egypt; a re
cently published inscribed vase proves the existence of the title "Pharaoh the Great" un
der Artaxerxes I (A'Orsk). 

Some changes are undeniable. Under Darius, for example, the vase inscriptions are 
in hieroglyphics only, but they are quadrilingual in the times of Xerxes and Artaxerxes. 
Jt is also true thatXerxes' title is less rich than what Udjahorresnet, for instance, acknowl
edges for Cambyses and then Darius. But this does not necessarily reflect a policy 
change; the cause is due to the source (Atiyawahy), the purpose of the object, and the 
identity of the recipient of the message (a stone vase is a very different sort of medium 
than an Egyptian's autobiographical inscription). In sum, the fact remains that the con
tent and dating of the inscriptions currently known indubitably prove that the recon-
quest of Egypt was not followed by the sudden abandonment of the pharaonic titles. 

It must be stressed, finally, that we have no truly trustworthy document that could 
serve as the basis for assessing Xerxes' behavior in respect to the Egyptian temples. The 
only text available for this purpose is the famous Stela of the Satrap. Dated to year 4 of 
Alexander IV, this hieroglyphic inscription exalts the virtues of the good pharaoh, whom 
the priests of the goddess Wajet of Buto identified with Ptolemy, then satrap of Egypt. 
The inscription reports that, at the end of an Asian campaign, a pharaoh brought back 
statues of gods and ritual objects, "as well as all the ritual paraphernalia and the books of 
all the temples of Northern and Southern Egypt, and returned them to their original 
place." He is especially praised for confirming and extending a land concession made to 
the sanctuary. The text reports that the (unnamed) pharaoh "expelled the profaner 
Xerxes from his palace with his eldest son." 

Few documents have excited Egyptologists as much. The interpretations vary widely, 
and great uncertainty lingers, partly clue to purely epigraphic and philological problems. 
Let us provisionally set aside all of the counterarguments and agree for the sake of argu
ment that the inscription really is about Xerxes. At this point, it is enough to recall what 
was said earlier, on the basis of the Greek sources dealing with Xerxes' policy toward 
Babylon: if in either case, above and beyond the obvious apologetical prejudice in favor 
of Alexander and Ptolemy, respectively (borne by means of the same literary motifs and 
ideological cliches), they transmit any scrap of truth, this cannot come as a surprise. All 
that can be deduced from the text is that after the reconquest of Egypt the Great King 
retaliated against the Egyptian temples (assuming that the case reported here can be ex
tended). Nothing further can be added. 

Xerxes and the Greek Gods 
Byway of confirmation of Xerxes' religious policy during these years, it is useful to re

view his ritual practices during the Greek war. At the beginning, the king was accompa
nied not only by Persian magi but also by Greek diviners and specialists. Herodotus 
mentions that one of his advisers was the oracle-collector Onomacritus, who had been 
thrown out of Athens with the Pisistratids. To egg Xerxes on to war, Herodotus says, On
omacritus spoke oracles favorable to the future expedition (VII.6). The same was true for 
Mardonius, during the battle of Plataea: while the diviner Teisamenos officiated on the 
Greek side, Mardonius had with him the Aelian diviner Hegesistratus, whom he had 
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hired atgreat cost. He could also count on the services of another diviner, Hippomachus 
of Leucas, who was with his Greek allies. It was due to the urging of Hegesistratus "that 
he interrogated the future by offering sacrifices in the Greek fashion" (IX.37-38). We 
also know, again from Herodotus, about Mardonius s care in consulting the Greek ora
cles (VIII. 133-35). The practice was widespread, at least from the time of Croesus, in
cluding Cyrus and Darius. 

Xerxes too made many sacrifices to the local gods. At Ilion, "he sacrificed a thousand 
oxen to the Trojan Athena," while the magi made libations in honor of the heroes 
(VII.43). This clearly refers to the "Asiatic" heroes, Priam and his companions. In con
trast, the temenos at Elaeus dedicated to Protesilaus, Greek hero of the Trojan War, was 
laid waste by Artayctes, governor of Sestos. Herodotus, referring twice to this person he 
despises for his damnable impiety and harshness, represents his deeds as driven by his 
personal zeal and claims that Xerxes was unaware of his trickery (VII.33; IX. 115-16); but 
it seems more likely that the devastation of a temenos dedicated to a Greek hero reflects 
honoring the memory of Priam. 

Throughout the expedition, the magi and Greek specialists performed sacrifices, 
each in his own domain. But it is not always easy to determine whether Xerxes was ad
dressing Iranian or Greek gods; for example, when he arrived at the Hellespont: 

All that clay the preparations for the crossing cont inued; and on the following day, while they 
waited for the sun which they wished to see as it rose, they burned all sorts of spices on the 
bridges and laid boughs of myrtle a long the way. T h e n sunrise c a m e , and Xerxes poured 
wine into the sea out of a go lden goblet a n d , with his face turned toward the sun , prayed that 
no c h a n c e might prevent h i m from c o n q u e r i n g E u r o p e or turn him back before he reached 
its utmost limits. (VII. 54*) 

Herodotus then states that Xerxes ritually threw several objects into the sea (the goblet, a 
bowl, and a Persian sword). These ritual acts presented Herodotus with several interpre
tive problems: 

His prayer ended , he flung the c u p into the Hel lespont and with it a go lden bowl and a Per
sian acinaces, or short sword. I cannot say for certain if h e intended these things which he 
threw into the water to be an offering to the Sun-god; perhaps they were—or it may be that 
they were a gift to the Hel lespont itself, to show h e was sorry for having caused it to be lashed 
with whips. T h i s ceremony over, the crossing began . (VII.540-) 

The reference to the Sun obviously refers to Persian worship (see chap. 6/6). But the ep
isode cannot be reduced to this alone. This is probably what caused Herodotus's di
lemma. We can easily compare Xerxes' deed with the sacrifices carried out by Alexander 
at the Indian Ocean near the mouth of the Indus: 

T h e n he sacrificed bulls to Posidon, and cast them into the sea, a n d after the sacrifice 
poured a libation and cast into the sea the c u p m a d e of gold and go lden bowls as thank-
offerings, praying that Posidon would safely convoy the naval force he intended to dispatch 
with N e a r c h u s towards the Persian Gulf . (Arrian, Anab. VI.19.5->) 

Aside from a few differences (bull/Dionysus), the texts correspond: the king makes a liba
tion, then throws the ritual cup, accompanied by golden bowl(s), into the sea. Xerxes 
adds a Persian sword. Rather than thinking (as is sometimes done) that Xerxes was hon
oring Iranian water gods in this way, we are tempted to think that this refers to Greek sea 
gods. We also know from Herodotus (VII. 191 • ) that, in order to deflect a storm, the magi 
were not satisfied by "putting spells on the wind, [but] by further offerings to Thetis and 
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the sea-nymphs"—gods who for the Greeks were among the descendants of the Tide of 
the Sea {Pontos). The Wind himself was honored both by the Persians (1.131) and by the 
Greeks (cf. VII. 13). It thus appears more likely that the Persian offerings were intended 
to procure the favor of Greek gods for Xerxes and his army; these gods had already exhib
ited their wrath by destroying the first bridges, which, according to Herodotus, had led to 
royal reprisals against the sea itself and against the engineers (VII.33-36). It was obviously 
to counteract this disturbing memory and to open for himself the gates of Darius Ill's 
Empire that Alexander "sacrificed] a bull to Posidon and the Nereids in the midst of the 
Hellespont strait, and pour[ed] into the sea a drink offering from a golden bowl" (Arrian 
1.11.6*). 

This was a common practice. Whenever a conqueror wanted to seize an enemy 
country, he needed to invoke the protection of the local gods to guarantee his future suc
cess. Alexander did not fail to do this, for example, before the battle of Issus (Quintus 
Curtius III.8.22). Datis, eager to placate the Apollo of Delos, did the same (Herodotus 
VI.97)- Conversely, all who resisted or rebelled also had to be punished in the presence 
of their gods. This is why Didyma was destroyed after Mycale; it is also, of course, why 
the sanctuaries of the Acropolis were destroyed and the votive statues deported (VIII.52-
54), deeds that cannot be reduced to the motif of revenge. Herodotus actually failed to 
grasp the political significance of one order that Xerxes gave: 

He summoned to his presence the Athenian exiles who were serving with the Persian forces, 
and ordered them to go up into the Acropolis and offer sacrifice there according to Athenian 
usage; possibly some dream or other had suggested this course to him, or perhaps his con
science was uneasy for the burning of the temple. (VIII.54*) 

Actually, Xerxes' behavior was not illogical. After conquering Athens (taking civic sanc
tuaries), he installed his clients there; only by acknowledging the local gods could the 
Persians' client rulers have legitimate power. Herodotus repeated this pious tale: "When 
the Athenians, who were ordered by the king to offer the sacrifice, went up to that sacred 
place, they saw that a new shoot eighteen inches long had sprung from the stump [of the 
sacred olive tree]. They told the king of this" (VIII.55*). 

From Cyrus to Xerxes 
In the final analysis, when marching against or alongside his peoples, Xerxes behaved 

no differently from his predecessors: he appealed to local religious specialists, sacrificed 
to local gods, destroyed sanctuaries in cities and countries that disturbed the imperial or
der. In no place— Babylonia, Egypt, or Greece—do the orders of the king that have sur
vived (or those attributed to the king) reveal any sort of fundamental or insurmountable 
hostility toward the gods honored by the local peoples. Having come this far in the 
analysis, there is no longer any need to contrast Xerxes' methods of government with Da
rius's, Furthermore—let's get it out of the way now—the theory of a "satrapization" of 
Babylonia and Egypt comes from a mistaken understanding of the policy pursued suc
cessively by Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius. By 486, neither Babylonia nor Egypt consti
tuted a kingdom linked weakly by nothing more than a personal relationship with the 
Great King. However great its consequences, the changes made, especially no doubt in 
the t i m e 0 f Darius, had already adapted and transformed the political-administrative 
structures of these two countries, both of them having been turned into satrapies di
rectly after conquest, one in the time of Cyrus (Babylonia), the other in the time of Cam
byses (Egypt). 
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7. Xerxes, Ahura-Mazda, and Persia 

The daiva Inscription: Study of the Content 
Having clarified the debate, we may now approach a basic document, the famous 

daiva inscription (XPh). In the first part (§ § 1-2), Xerxes repeats practically word for word 
the introductory paragraphs of Darius's first inscription at Naqs-i Rustam (formulas of 
the creations by Ahura-Mazda, genealogy, titles). Then follows a list of 31 countries that 
were subject to him and brought him tribute (baji) (the only country list among this 
king's inscriptions). Then come the paragraphs that have stimulated countless debates: 

($4a) Saith Xerxes the King: When that I became king, there is among these countries which 
are inscribed above (one which) was in commotion (ayauda). Afterwards Ahuramazda bore 
me aid; by the favor of Ahuramazda I smote that country and put it down in its place. ($4b) 
And among these countries there was (a place) where previously false gods (daiva) were wor
shiped. Afterwards, by the favor of Ahuramazda, I destroyed that sanctuary of the demons, 
and I made proclamation, "The demons (daiva) shall not be worshiped!" Where previously 
the demons were worshiped, there I worshiped Ahuramazda and Arta reverent(ly). ($4c) And 
there was other (business) that had been done ill; that I made good. That which I did, all I 
did by the favor of Ahuramazda. Ahuramazda bore me aid, until I completed the work. (J4d) 
Thou who (shalt be) hereafter, if thou shalt think, "Happy (siyata) may I be when living, and 
when dead may I be blessed (drtava)" have respect for that law (data) which Ahuramazda 
has established; worship Ahuramazda and Arta reverent(Iy). The man who has respect for 
that law which Ahuramazda has established, and worships Ahuramazda and Arta rever
ently), he both becomes happy while living, and becomes blessed when dead. (§5) Saith 
Xerxes the King: This that I have done, all this was by the will of Ahuramazda. Ahuramazda 
brought me aid, until I finished the work. May Ahuramazda protect me from harm, and my 
royal house, and this land: this I pray of Ahuramazda; this may Ahuramazda give to me!* 

During the course of this statement, with many elements copied from DNa, Xerxes thus 
introduces a passage distinctly his own, in which he claims: (I) to have reestablished or
der in a troubled country; (2) to have destroyed the sanctuaries of the daiva; (3) to have 
reestablished the worship of Ahura-Mazda; and (4) to have reestablished order in another 
"business." And he adjures those who "will come hereafter" to follow his example in do
ing what will ensure happiness on earth and after death. 

The text has posed numerous historical problems and continues to do so; the prob
lems are made still more difficult by epigraphic and philological problems that remain 
controversial, in particular the meaning of the phrase artaca hrazmaniya. Comparison 
with the fragmentary Babylonian and Elamite versions does not resolve this problem, 
since the number of lexical borrowings from Persian is much higher in them than in the 
inscriptions of Darius. Despite the fact that the discourse forms a whole, we must, at 
least initially, answer three questions: What historical circumstances does the royal state
ment fit into? What is the king referring to with the word daiva? What instruction and 
advice is the king giving to those he addresses? It would be better not to focus on the dis
cussion of the first question at the outset, because its answer depends in large measure 
on the answers to the other two questions. 

The King, Ahura-Mazda, Life, and Death 
The first interesting point about Xerxes' proclamation is that it contains the only oc

currence of the word artdvci in the Achaemenid inscriptions. The importance of the 
concept of arta for the Persians is well evidenced by three observations: (I) Herodotus 
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says, formerly "the Persians . . . were known to themselves and their neighbours as 
Arraei" (VII.61*); (2) Mesychius defines the word as "the heroes among the Persians"; 
(3) moreover, one of the courses of instruction given to young Persians was Truth. 

What is noteworthy in the use of artava, which can also be understood as 'virtuous 
death', is that it expresses a belief in an afterlife whose course is determined by judgment 
of the person's behavior during his life on earth. "The message is as follows: whoever 
performs acceptable sacrifices to Ahura-Mazda can during his lifetime be assured of his 
fate after death, and upon dying, will find his artavanite officially recognized" (J. Kel-
lens). Already at Behistun, Darius clearly expresses the link between a person's behavior 
on earth (relations with the king) and happiness/prosperity (siydti). In fact, he promises 
the person numerous descendants and long life, adding, "May Ahuramazda be a friend 
unto thee" (DB §60;* cf. §66). A contrary invocation is aimed at whoever would destroy 
the sculptures or would not care for them (§67). The idea of fecundity/prosperity is 
found again in Herodotus's version of Cambyses' last words (III.65). Darius's statement 
is expanded at Naqs-i Rustam, where the king promises to repay "him who cooperates" 
and punish "him who does harm" (DNh 5-13, 17-23*). This promise is repeated, as we 
know, by Xerxes (XPl), who adds a clause giving it extra weight: "I generously repay men 
of good will" [XPl 26-31). These statements by Darius, repeated by Xerxes, are linked to 
the role of judge that the king assumed [DNb 5-15; XPl 5-17). If the king could act in 
this way, it was because he "regard[ed] himself as divinely appointed for a law (nomos) 
to the Persians, and the supreme arbitrator of good and evil (aiskhra kai kala)" (Plutarch, 
Art. 23.5*). This is recognized as the giver/redistributor quality of the Great King, who 
rewarded the service of his own and severely punished rebel-Liars (see chap. 8/1). 

In the last column, Darius goes further: "Whoever worships Ahuramazda, divine 
blessing will be upon him, both (while) living and (when) dead" (V §§73, 76). Xerxes 
takes another step by using the word artava. To earn the attribute of artava, a man must 
be both loyal to his king and faithful to Ahura-Mazda's law. In other words, passage from 
the world of the living to the world of the dead is mediated by the person of the king. 

Alwa-Mazda and the daivd 
The connections between the last column of Behistun and Xerxes' inscription do not 

stop with these considerations. It is in the same column (partly restored from XP/z!) that 
Darius denounces the Saka and the Elamites as faithless (arika) because they do not 
worship Ahura-Mazda (V §71-76). Still more directly, a related idea is expressed by 
Xerxes when he claims to have destroyed the sanctuaries of the daivd to restore a cult in 
honor of Ahura-Mazda. The word daivd in particular is the starting-point for endless ar
gument on the Zoroastrian ism of the Achaemenids. In fact, we know that in the Gdtha 
the daeuua are described disparagingly, because their believers perform a bad ritual. 
This observation is doubtless the basis of the complementary references to the daivd and 
artdca hrazmaniya, if we agree (which seems to be a given) that the phrase originally re
fers to correct methods of sacrifice: the daivd sectaries, in the Gdthds, are accused spe
cifically of 'error, breach' (aenah) because of the form of their sacrificial practice. It is 
thus confirmed that Xerxes principally had in mind the method of sacrifice to Ahura-
Mazda. It does seem likely that this detail reflects a more rigid codification of an official 
cult in honor of the great Persian god, whose guarantor and maintainer Xerxes presents 
himself to be, even more firmly than had Darius. 
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The Land of the daiva: The King's Time and History's Time 
Without claiming to have exhausted the debate, let us now return to the first of the 

three questions: Into what historical circumstances does the inscription fit? None of the 
proposals regarding the identification of the country in commotion is genuinely justi
fiable, first of all for the reasons that emerge from the above analysis of the relations 
between Xerxes and Babylon (the most frequent hypothesis); and the same rationale 
applies to relations between Xerxes and Egypt, as well as Media, Greece, or any other 
country. But the real question is this: Did Xerxes really intend to identify a specific coun
try? If so, why did he not name it explicitly? In fact it remains deliberately vague; the syn
tax does not even make it certain that the place where the sanctuaries of the daiva were 
located was the very country that he says was in commotion (XPh $4b). Nor is it abso
lutely certain that the phrase "when I became king" refers specifically to the first year of 
his reign; it is a very vague chronological phrase that could just as well refer to any point 
during his reign, without any other detail (cf. XSc 2-5). Furthermore, internal examina
tion of the inscription does not require a high date. 

Xerxes' phrase is thus deliberately imprecise, both chronologically and geographi
cally. This is not the only example. In one of the Susa inscriptions, Darius writes: 

Saith Darius the King; Much which was ill-done, that I made good. Provinces were in com
motion; one man was smiting the other. The following I brought about by the favor of 
Ahuramazda, that the one does not smite the other at all, each one is in his place. My law— 
of that they feel fear, so that the stronger does not smite nor destroy the weak. Saith Darius 
the King: By the favor of Ahuramazda, much handiwork which previously had been put out 
of its place, that I put in its place. A town by name . . . [PB: Susa], (its) wall fallen from age, 
before this unrepaired—I built another wall (to serve) from that time into the future. (DSe 
001.22-35 [ • Kent DSe $$4-5 lines 30-49]) 

The generality of the inscription does not permit us to deduce that Darius was specifi
cally referring to the revolts of 522-521, which he describes much more precisely at Be
histun. Furthermore, just like Xerxes, at Susa (in the Persian version: DSe $4.33) he uses 
the word yaud ('agitation' in a verb form), which is not exactly interchangeable with 
hamiciya 'revolt', which in contrast is the word regularly used at Behistun to designate 
the rebellious countries warring against the king. At Susa, we have instead an exaltation 
of the transcendental virtues of the sovereign that by definition do not need to be illus
trated with a historical situation. The sovereign is first and foremost the one who makes 
order proceed from disorder. The countries "in order" are those that follow the king's law 
and Ahura-Mazda's law. The word data, here as elsewhere, illustrates not a judicial-
administrative state of affairs but a political-ideological depiction that challenges History. 

Darius's statements at Susa obviously relate much less closely to those at Behistun 
than to the statements he had engraved at Naqs-i Rustam and that Xerxes adopted: "It is 
not my desire that the weak man (skaudi-) should have wrong done to him by the mighty 
(tunavant); nor is my desire that the mighty man should have wrong done to him by the 
weak" (DNb 5-13; XPl 5-14). Clearly, in Darius's Susa inscription just quoted, he is not 
referring to rebellions against his authority but to the virtues of a king who guarantees 
the social and cosmic order, quite apart from any reference that might be precisely lo
cated in History's time. This sort of statement is also found in the daiva inscription, in a 
sentence that also does not provide much of a narrative: "And there was other (business) 
that had been clone ill (kartam); this I made good" (XPh $4c). Even though the word kar-
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tam is fairly vague in meaning, it very much looks as though here it can be understood 
a S 'what I built', alluding to the virtues of the builder-king so abundantly attested at Per
sepolis and Susa—and this observation contributes to extension of the chronological 
range addressed in the inscription to the entire reign of Xerxes. 

In the final analysis (without failing to recognize its originality), the daiva inscription 
fits perfectly into the corpus of royal inscriptions. Except for DB (and only in part, the 
part that was not necessarily most important to Darius), the royal inscriptions do not 
constitute narrative texts in the modern historian's sense. They are first and foremost 
ideological assertions that, situated in the King's time, do not fit into History's time. In 
other words, to use the inscriptions judiciously, the historian must understand that they 
never claim to preserve narrative or purely descriptive information. In the ricizva inscrip
tion, Xerxes makes no allusion to a rebellious country or to royal activities specifically lo
cated in space and time. His inscription is instead intended to illustrate the permanence 
of his power and the transcendence of his royal virtues. The repetition of formulas bor
rowed from Darius contributes to anchoring this impression of permanence and at the 
same time further legitimates Xerxes' power. The most noteworthy difference is that the 
list of countries begins not with "These are the countries I conquered" but with "the 
countries of which I became king." Xerxes dwells on the inheritance from Darius by 
leaving the impression (by omission) that he had kept it intact. However, to boast more 
about the size of his Empire, he adds countries that had never been listed before him 
(the Dahae and Akaufaciya), though we are not able (or necessarily required) to relate 
this reference to some fact located precisely in History's time. 

Xerxes and Persia 

These observations do not drain the daiva inscription of its historical interest. In fact, 
it expresses both the significance of Darius's legacy and the originality of his successor. 
Even if Xerxes was broadly inspired by Darius, he did not slavishly copy his father's state
ments. He added what must be considered ideological innovations, which completed 
the work on which his father had already made great progress. All in all, the daiva in
scription gives the impression of accentuating the religious justifications for the power 
of a Great King, the true representative on earth of Ahura-Mazda, in whose worship he 
asserts his authority to intervene directly. But it is also clear that Xerxes' religious author
ity holds only in Persia—"this land"—with respect to Persians' worship of Persian gods. 
This restriction certainly held for the Persians of the imperial diaspora as well. Did 
Xerxes set about erecting sanctuaries for Ahura-Mazda in the Persian provincial com
munities and/or regulating ritual practice, in a way similar to what Artaxerxes II did later 
on, on behalf of Anahita (chap. 15/8)? This is not impossible, but it must be recognized 
that we do not have any clear information in this area. 

For a long time, a transformation in the titles in Babylonia has been observed, and 
more recent discoveries have confirmed this point. Added during year 1 to the tradi
tional title used at the start of every reign, "King of Babylon, King of the Lands," is a 
more complex formula, such as "King of Persia, Media, and the Lands" or "King of Per
sia, Babylon, and the Lands." These changes certainly reflect some political intent, but 
what? For reasons already set out previously, a connection with a supposed overturn of 
the Great King's Babylonian policy seems unlikely. In fact, these modifications and ad
aptations took place before the revolts themselves. Let us emphasize that Xerxes was the 
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only successor of Darius to revive the sobriquet "Aryan of Aryan stock." Moreover, the 
sole occurrence of the formula is in XPh. It was his intention to state still more strongly 
the ideological and political hegemony of the central authority of the Iranian coun
tries—especially Persia proper. In a way, this titulature reveals both continuity with his 
predecessors and a toughening of the Achaemenid monarchic ideology. 

Of course, Xerxes' self-justification is, to an extent, as suspect as the systematic deni
gration of him found in the Greek sources. By itself it cannot provide us with a realistic 
picture of the relations between the central authority and the provinces, since the king 
was completely silent, for example, on the Babylonian revolts. The historian's position 
is all the more difficult because the nature of the evidence prevents plunging into the 
details of regional daily life. Nonetheless, the official Achaemenid sources by their very 
existence serve to remind historians not to be satisfied with the panorama viewed from 
the heights of the Acropolis in Athens. They demand rereading the Greek, Egyptian, 
and Babylonian sources, which are all too often molded willy-nilly to the chapter so re
grettably initiated by Plato on the theme of Xerxes and the decadence of the Achaeme
nid Empire. 

The Builder King 
At the same time, Xerxes ardently pursued construction at Persepolis, frequently put

ting his work in continuity with that of his father, as did all the kings after him. His ac
tivity as a builder is shown not only by the royal statements, from which we generally 
infer that Xerxes was responsible for completing Darius's palace, but also by new struc
tures such as the "Harem," a new palace that was completed by Artaxerxes I (cf. XPj). 
Many sculptures were also finished during his reign. The excavations at Susa in the early 
1970s have also shown that Xerxes' efforts were not restricted to Persepolis. Thus far, two 
short inscriptions attest to Xerxes' construction of a palace on the acropolis at Susa. We 
now know that he also completed the Darius Gate (XSd). 

Xerxes' activities are also demonstrated by the Treasury tablets. They show that activ
ity continued uninterrupted. The earliest tablets date to 484-482 (PT 12-13, 15, 17,18; 
PT 1957: 1), and there is a chronological concentration of tablets during the last years, 
467-466, when groups of workers were frequently shifted around the Persepolis con
struction yards. As in the preceding period (PF), these workers come from various coun
tries (Caria, Syria, Ionia, Egypt, Babylonia). Sometimes the workers simply have generic 
titles, such as "kurtas craftsmen" or "kurtas of the Treasury." But they are also listed ac
cording to their technical specialties. It is quite striking to notice that these were basi
cally not construction workers per se (although construction workers are found as well) 
but craftsmen working on decoration and finishing (sculptors in wood and stone, makers 
of iron and wood gates, specialists in inlaying precious stones, etc.). 

8. Athenian Offensives and Royal Territories (478-466) 

The Creation of the Delian League and the Royal Territories 
All continuous narrative falls silent after 479 (chap. 13/1 above), so no narrative pre

sentation of the years leading to the death of Xerxes can be offered. The nature of the 
evidence forces us to focus on events in Asia Minor. At the risk of boring the reader, we 
must once again emphasize that the situation in Asia Minor is known to us only from 
Greek sources that, generally speaking, are interested in spotlighting the victorious war 
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of liberation conducted by the united Greeks and Ionians against the Persians. Thucy
dides, for instance —the only one to provide a chronological framework (albeit often 
challenged) —had only one aim: to recount the great stages of Athenian imperialism. 

The bare outline of the main events is well known, even though several noteworthy 
chronological obscurities remain. In the spring of 478, the Greek navy cast off once 
more, under the command of Pausanias. It consisted of Peleponnesian, Athenian, and 
"other allies'" ships (Thucydides 1.94. l-0>) —that is, those of island cities that in the sum
mer-fall of 479 "had now revolted from the king" (1.89.2*). According to Diodorus, Pau-
sanias's mission was "to liberate the Greek cities which were still held by barbarian 
garrisons" (XI.44.1*). And so it was in several cities on Cyprus. Then the squadrons took 
Byzantium, which could not resist long. Then comes the story of Pausanias of Sparta 
who, because he was suspected of collaborating with Xerxes, was recalled to Sparta. He 
was replaced by Dorkis. According to all of the ancient authors, Pausanias's behavior 
had bothered the allies, so they turned to Athens for leadership, and the Spartan authori
ties decided to concentrate their efforts in the Peleponnesus once again. This is how 
what is called the Delian League was founded. It was financed by a tax levied on each 
member city in proportion to its resources; the most important cities furnished ships in
stead of money (Thucydides 1.96.1). 

The first question raised by the evidence is the extent of Persian territorial losses. De
bates proceed apace about the composition of the League at its founding and afterward, 
but it seems clear enough that what Herodotus called (not without emphasis) the Sec
ond Ionian Revolt had no lasting effect on Persian positions on the mainland. The 
Greeks knew the power of the Persian army, and the harsh punishment imposed on 
Didyma implies that Miletus itself remained under Achaemenid dominion. At first, the 
Delian League essentially consisted of island members. It does not appear that the Athe
nians attempted to extend their operations on the mainland any further after 478. In ad
dition to Byzantium, the Greeks succeeded in taking Eion, one of the Persian garrisons 
remaining in Thrace, after a long siege (476?). On the other hand, despite all their ef
forts, they failed at Doriscus, as stressed by Herodotus, who notes that Mascames the 
governor successfully resisted; "this is the reason for the annual present from the Persian 
king" (VII. 106*). According to Thucydides (1.94.2*), the Greeks also "subdued most of 
the island" of Cyprus. But this statement can scarcely be believed. Diodorus mentions 
only the expulsion of barbarian garrisons from several cities (XI.44.2). The Greek navy 
was not strong enough and the expedition was too short to make total subjection of the 
island possible. What is more, the isolated successes of 478 were without sequel. It seems 
in fact that the Persians managed to take back control of the Cypriot kingdoms during 
the 470s. Last, it is entirely in character with the times that, until the campaign of the 
Eurymedon in 466, Thucydides does not mention a single Athenian offensive expedi
tion in Asia Minor; after the taking of Eion, the only campaigns he notes are against 
Carystus on Euboea and then against Naxos; but the latter already belonged to the 
League and had tried to throw off the Athenian yoke (467-466; 1.98), so this was not a 
matter of territorial expansion. 

What Thucydides says about the reasons for the creation of the League must also be 
stressed: "Their professed object (proskhema) being to retaliate for their suffering by rav
aging the king's country" (1.96. lo-). There is no compelling reason to doubt Thucydides 
here. Even though the League is presented later on as the instrument for the liberation 
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of the Greek cities of Asia, this perspective was not relevant in the 470s. Athens did not 
have the resources to support such a policy. The tribute levied in 478 could not sustain 
a permanent naval force capable of successfully facing the fleets that the Great King 
could mobilize in an instant. The main objective of Cimon's expeditions in the 470s 
seems to have been to collect booty to pay his forces (Plutarch, Cimon 9.6). The taking 
of Naxos (466-465) is what Thucydides gives as the beginning of a gradual change. He 
highlights the policy of some allies who preferred "to pay their share of the expense in 
money instead of in ships, and so to avoid having to leave their homes. Thus while Ath
ens was increasing her navy with the funds which they contributed, a revolt always 
found them without resources or experience for war" (1.98.3-*-). It was thus only gradu
ally that the Athenian tribute system —adapted from the Achaemenid system—pro
duced results favorable entirely for Athens. 

Of course, Thucydides' tale is partial (and does not pretend otherwise). He selected 
facts that appeared to illustrate the stages marking Athenian imperialism. But there are 
no other sources that would permit us to reach dependable conclusions. In particular, it 
is very dangerous to reconstruct the expansion of the League back to its beginnings bv 
calculating backward from the first "Athenian tribute lists" (ATL), the first of which 
dates to 453. That mainland towns entered the Athenian League is beyond doubt, but 
which towns and when? In a famous passage in the Life of Cimon ($12), Plutarch, like 
many other ancient authors, extravagantly praises Cimon's conquests-. 

Nor did any man ever do more than Cimon did to humble the pride of the Persian king. He 
was not content with getting rid of him out of Greece; but following close at his heels, before 
the barbarians could take breath and recover themselves, he was already at work, and what 
with his devastations, and his forcible reduction of some places, and the revolts and volun
tary accessions of others, in the end, from Ionia to Pamphylia, all Asia was clear of Persian 
soldiers. (12.1-*-) 

The significance of this passage for Achaemenid history depends on the date assigned to 
it. Plutarch had no problem placing this campaign just before the battle of the Euryme-
don in 466, which he describes at length. It is the same in Diodorus: after reinforcing his 
fleet at Athens, Cimon set sail for Caria: 

He at once succeeded in persuading the cities on the coast which had been settled from 
Greece to revolt from the Persians, but as for the cities whose inhabitants spoke two lan
guages and still had Persian garrisons, he had recourse to force and laid siege to them; then, 
after he had brought over to his side the cities of Caria, he likeweise won over by persuasion 
those of Lycia. (XI.60.4O) 

Doubts have been expressed that Cimon could have accomplished all these con
quests in a single campaign in 466. To tell the truth, there is no way to say with certainty. 
In any case, even if we acknowledge that Plutarch and Diodorus are referring to actions 
carried out several years earlier, we may legitimately question the breadth assigned to 
them, expressed in stereotypical formulas. It is clear that the Life of Cimon is nothing but 
a long eulogy, which emphatically praises the great deeds of a man "after [whose] death 
there was not one commander among the Greeks that did anything considerable against 
the barbarians" (19.3-*-). Moreover, even Plutarch's version reports as much raiding and 
plunder as conquests proper. He also reports resistance against the Athenian offensive. 
The case of Phaselis (located exactly in the context of the Eurymedon campaign) clearly 
shows that the cities were far from agreeing to surrender voluntarily: "though inhabited 
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by Greeks, yet would not quit the interests of Persia, but denied his galleys entrance into 
their port. Upon this he wasted the country, and drew up his army to their very walls" 
(J12.4*)- While it is not possible to achieve certainty on the extent of Persian losses, 
both Plutarch and Diodorus imply that, at this time (which may be 466!), many main
land cities remained in the Persian orbit and, furthermore, Achaemenid garrisons were 
scattered throughout. 

The Eurymedon and Us Consequences (466-46S) 
The Great King was not unaware that at the same time the Athenians were experienc

ing increasing difficulties with their most powerful allies. In the passage devoted to this 
development, Thucydides names the revolt of Naxos, "the first instance of the engage
ment being broken by the subjugation of an allied city.. . . Next we come to the actions 
by land and by sea at the river Eurymedon" in Cilicia (1.98.3; 100.1-0-). The island was 
once again conquered by Cimon in 467. During this time, the Achaemenid general staff 
had gathered vast assemblies of troops in the Cilician, Cypriot, Phoenician, and Pam-
phylian bases (Didorus XI.60.5; Plutarch, Cimon 12.2). High-born generals had been 
selected by the king: Ephorus names Tithraustes, who headed the royal navy, and Pha-
randates, who headed the ground troops (Cimon 12.5), the former presented as an ille
gitimate son of Xerxes (Diodorus XI.60.5). Callisthenes names Ariomandes, son of 
Gobryas, as supreme commander (kyriotatos) of the Persian forces (Cimon 12.5). The 
breadth of the preparations and the quality of the commanders show that the king was 
not content with a defensive strategy but that he intended to lead a counteroffensive in 
order to profit from the Athenian troubles. The various confrontations proved favorable 
to Cimon, on both land and sea. 

This success of C i m o n so daunted the King of Persia that he presently m a d e that celebrated 
peace, by which he engaged that his armies should c o m e no nearer the Grec ian sea than the 
length of a horse's course , and that none of his galleys or vessels o f war should appear b e 
tween the C y a n e a n and C h e l i d o n i a n isles. (Plutarch, C i m o n 13 .40; cf. 19.4) 

Even though Plutarch emphasizes the scope of the victory at the Eurymedon, he also 
notes that Callisthenes said nothing of such a treaty but that the king meanwhile "kept 
off so far from Greece that when Pericles with fifty and Ephialtes with thirty galleys 
cruised beyond the Chelidonian isles, they did not discover one Persian vessel" (12.4o). 
Plutarch says he chose the version with a treaty because its text was included in the 
collection gathered by Craterus. Plutarch is responsible for starting the familiar debate 
on the Peace of Callias, which is most often dated to 449-448 and attributed to the 
mediation of Callias (Herodotus). But was such a peace ever concluded? And was Cal-
lias's embassy simply a renewal of an accord sealed in 467-466, shortly before the death 
of Xerxes? 

I have no intention here of reopening the entire, extremely complex debate; a torrent 
of writing has already washed up utterly contradictory opinions. The principal argu
ments pro and con are well known. Pro: (1) We find the Greek sources to be relatively 
coherent on this subject—so much so that it seems difficult to believe it was simply in
vented by fourth-century historiography, however rich it is in errors of every kind; (2) the 
king and Athens would both have found it advantageous to conclude a treaty after the 
Eurymedon. Con: (1) Theopompus states that the treaty is a forgery; (2) Thucydides 
does not mention it; (3) we cannot see why Athens and the Great King would have 
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behaved thus; (4) it was not customary for the Achaemenid court to conclude such trea
ties. Each argument, as is well known, can be completely turned on its head, since at the 
present time no "proof" is generally and unreservedly convincing. Let us at least agree 
that there was merely an agreement in fact (and not de jure), as a result of the initiatives 
of the Greek generals and the satraps, even though this is a somewhat desperate solution 
that cannot in itself illuminate everything. 

The basic question lies in the realm of strategy and policy: What form could such an 
accord have taken, and was it in the Great King's interest at this time? Plutarch's answer 
cannot satisfy us (the king was utterly daunted by the defeat). It fits too well into the im
agery of Xerxes and the propagandistic frenzy after the victory at the Eurymedon to be 
convincing. Testing other possible solutions raises quite a few difficulties, however, es
pecially chronological problems. As anyone can see, after the battle Cimon did not seek 
to take advantage of the victory, but on the contrary merely skirted the coast of Thrace. 
There he conquered the Persians who were resisting, aided by Thracians, then sailed for 
rebellious Thasos (Plutarch, Cimon 14.1-2). But dating the Thasos revolt remains prob
lematic because of the vagueness of Thucydides' phrasing: "Some time afterwards oc
curred the defection of the Thasians" (I.100.2-0-). If we agree that the Thasian revolt does 
date to the period immediately after the Eurymedon, we must then also agree that the 
Great King, despite his defeat, had no reason to subject himself to such a humiliating 
treaty, since Athens again found itself in a situation as difficult as in 467, after the revolt 
of Naxos. Furthermore, other fronts were again demanding Athens' attention back in 
Greece, and the city was soon to suffer an unprecedented disaster in Thrace (Drabescus; 
Thucydides 1.100.2; IV. 102). 

But Diodorus (who dates the aforementioned peace to 449-448) recounts the Per
sian reaction after the battle of the Eurymedon entirely differently from Plutarch: "But 
the Persians, having met with so great reverses, built other triremes in greater number, 
since they feared the growing might of the Athenians" (XI.62.2*). Diodorus (doubtless 
relying on Ephorus) reverts to this in his presentation of the beginning of the reign of 
Artaxerxes (465): "Artaxerxes . . . concerned himself with both the revenues and the 
preparation of armaments" (XI.71.2*). The second passage, to be sure, could be related 
to the Egyptian rebellion. However, since the Egyptian rebellion did not break out be
fore Xerxes' death (71.3), and since, therefore, the king could not have decided to put 
down his arms or to fall shamefully back from the coast of Asia Minor after the Euryme
don and allow an Athenian navy to grow there without opposition while it was occupied 
with more urgent tasks, it seems difficult to date the treaty (if there ever was one) after 
the Eurymedon. 

The Case of Lycia: Text and Image 
It is difficult to find any other access point, because the sources are so impoverished. 

Between the battle at the Eurymedon and the death of Xerxes, the Classical sources are 
silent on Greco-Persian relations and thus on the gains and losses of royal territory in 
Asia Minor during this period. A preliminary assessment cannot be compiled until 453, 
when the Athenian Tribute List (ATL) series begins. As has already been noted, how
ever, any backward argumentation on the basis of such a source is burdened with a high 
level of uncertainty. For instance, we know that the Lycians provided ships to Xerxes in 
480 but paid tribute to the Delian League from 452/451 to 446/445, along with the Tel-
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messians. But at what date did the Lycians switch from the Persian to the Athenian side, 
and what were the implications of such a change? It is generally thought that the new 
ties to Athens were due to the activity of Cimon before and after the Eurymedon, activ
ity that can be confirmed archaeologically in the destruction layers atXanthus. But the 
so-called destruction layers are themselves dated by reference to the supposed activities 
of Cimon, so the mutual support of textual and archaeological "facts" turns out to be 
illusory. 

Iconographic studies are also full of traps, insisting now on Athenian influence, now 
on Achaemenid. But what cultural relationship can be established between icono
graphic borrowing and Achaemenid political influence? Perhaps there was none to 
speak of, especially if we agree that these works were produced at a time when Lycia was 
free of the Persian yoke. We must stress, on the one hand, that there is not a single exact 
copy of an Achaemenid model; however, there was selective borrowing of elements 
from the Persepolis iconographic repertoire. Attic influence is also very clear, as much 
in the execution of some reliefs as in the choice of some images. We have another illus
tration in the evidence of increasing flow of imports of Attic pottery at the site of Xan-
thus. In a way, the Lycian example shows that the Hellenization of Lycia proceeded side 
by side with its Iranization, both being grafted onto a Lycian stock that remained ex
tremely vital. The Lycian dynasts and aristocrats borrowed the elements of an Achaeme
nid iconographic repertoire that allowed the dynasts to exalt their political status within 
Lycian society and the aristocrats to depict a lifestyle punctuated by banqueting and the 
hunt. It is quite striking to observe that the buildings at Xanthus, generally dated later 
than 480-470, show very prominent Achaemenid influence. But this appropriation does 
not necessarily imply political subjugation, any more than the adoption of Greek motifs 
presupposes some sort of allegiance to Athenian interests in the region. 

9 , Xerxes' Western Strategy 

Xerxes and the Asia Minor Satrapies 
In order to make progress, it will be prudent to adopt complementary access points, 

beginning with one simple observation, suggested by the preceding discussions: we 
must assume that, faced with Athenian offensives, the imperial authorities (both central 
and satrapal) devised a strategy. Attempting to reconstruct the strategy might appear to 
be quite a challenge, since the Greek sources caTed not a whit about it. At most, we learn 
from Diodorus that before leaving Asia Minor, Xerxes "left a portion of his armament in 
Sardis to carry on the war against the Greeks" (XI.36.7*). Only by gathering fragments 
of information can we see that the Great King then, or a little later, took a series of ac
tions—apparently disparate but only because of the character of our evidence. These ac
tions are in fact very widely cited by the Greek authors outside the context of the 
confrontation of the 470s. For example, in Xenophon's description of the march of 
Cyrus the Younger, he mentions in passing, regarding Celaenae: "It was here also, report 
has it (legetai), that Xerxes, when he was on his retreat from Greece after losing the fa
mous battle, built the palace (basileia) just mentioned and likewise the citadel of Celae
nae' (Anab. 1.2.9*). When we recognize the strategic importance of this city, it is hard 
not to see in this comment an echo of Persian military reinforcement. 

Herodotus mentions a royal decree during his recounting of the Masistes romance. 
He reports that a Halicarnassian, Xenagoras, son of Praxilaus, had saved the life of 
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Masistes and that "this action won Xenagoras the favour not only of Masistes himself but 
also of X e r x e s . . . ; and he was rewarded for it by a gift from Xerxes of the governorship 
of the whole province of Cilicia" (IX. 107-0-). Obviously this information must be set 
within what little we know of the Persian occupation of Cilicia at this time (chap. 12/5). 
It seems impossible that a Carian would have been named satrap. We know on the con
trary that it was family ties between the Syennesis family and the Carian dynasts that 
were old and close, since around 500 "Pixodarus, son of Mausolus, a man of Cindya, 
had married a daughter of the Cilician king Syennis" (V. 118*). Perhaps it was after the 
death of the Syennesis at Salamis that Xenagoras laid claim to his dynastic rights. Under 
this hypothesis, it was the Great King himself who made the decision. This would not 
be the only example of this sort of direct intervention, since the Saka campaign of Da
rius resulted in the replacement of one rebel king (Skunkha) with another, in accor
dance with the Great King's wishes (DB V §74). The same thing was done at Cyprus 
during the Ionian Revolt (Herodotus V.l 15). Under this hypothesis, the naming of Xe
nagoras was tantamount to asserting royal presence in Cilicia. We may presume that this 
decision by Xerxes fitted into an overall plan that had the more specific intention of bet
ter protecting and controlling Cyprus, which was threatened by the Athenian offensive 
of 478. It is also likely that this decision fostered ties with Caria. Although we know noth
ing of Artemisia after Salamis, it is clear that she remained the king's faithful ally, since 
he made her the guardian of his illegitimate sons (Herodotus VIII. 101-3). There is in 
fact nothing to indicate that Halicarnassus and the Dorian cities that were its dependen
cies (VII.97) belonged to the Delian League from the start; quite the contrary, the dis
covery of a potter's vessel inscribed with the name of Xerxes "Great King" in the city 
(Posener no. 51; XVs) leads us to think that ties with Persia were not loosened (but we 
must recognize that the evidence is slight). 

Xerxes' concern to maintain the Achaemenid position in Asia Minor is also well illus
trated by the decisions he was soon to make in Hellespontine Phrygia. Thucydides, in 
his very important excursus on the adventures of Pausanias, in fact mentions that their 
(478-477) "Xerxes . . . sent off Artabazus, son of Pharnaces, to the sea with orders to su
persede Megabates, the previous governor in the satrapy of Daskylion" (1.129.1 • ) . Arta
bazus was a high-ranking person since his father, Pharnaces, is probably none other than 
the Parnaka of the Fortification tablets—that is, Darius's uncle. Artabazus took part in 
the campaign of 480: he accompanied Xerxes as far as the Straits, then left the battlefield 
of Plataea after a disagreement with Mardonius about strategy. His appointment to Das-
cylium began a long stretch of satrapal government retained in the same family. Thucy
dides says simply that Artabazus was ordered to communicate with Pausanias. But the 
royal order was certainly part of a larger strategic undertaking, especially at a time when 
the Persians had lost Sestos and Byzantium. The fact remains that the "royal presence" 
at Dascylium is well illustrated by the inscribed bullas discovered in 1952-55 (but still 
unpublished), which constitute residual traces of the satrapal archives. Several of them 
have royal motifs (the "Royal Hero," fig. 56b, p. 700) and inscriptions in Old Persian: 
"Xerxes the king." 

Xerxes and Pausanias 
It is time to take up the story of Pausanias, since it provides a very fine illustration of 

another of Xerxes' trump cards, the allegiance of some Greeks. According to Thucy
dides, Pausanias was given the command of the Greek navy in 478, but after Byzantium 
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was taken by the Persians, he was recalled to Sparta. He had aroused the opposition of 
the allies because he exercised authority "tyranically." Moreover, he was accused of 
"Medism," "to all appearances one of the best-founded charges against him. The 
Lacedaemonians did not, however, restore him to his command" (1.94.3-6*). This 
"Medism" is explained further on: after the capture of Byzantium, Pausanias had re
turned the high-ranking Persian prisoners to Xerxes; among them were relatives and al
lies of the king's family. With the Greek Gongylus as intermediary, he had also sent a 
letter to Xerxes requesting the hand of Xerxes' daughter and offering in return "to make 
Sparta and the rest of Hellas subject to you" (1.128*). Xerxes delightedly sent Artabazus 
to Dascylium with the reply, assuring Pausanias of recognition and asking him to collab
orate with Artabazus, promising him great sums of money and extensive support. Puffed 
up with pride, the Spartan adopted the lifestyle of the Persian nobles: "He went out of 
Byzantium in a Median dress, was attended on his march through Thrace by a body
guard of Medes and Egyptians, kept a Persian table. . . . He also made himself difficult 
of access." This aroused the ire of the allies and resulted in his recall to Sparta (1.128, 
129.1*V Despite the accusations, he was acquitted and, acting as a private citizen, took 
to the sea again toward the Hellespont (1.128.3); driven out of Byzantium, he set himself 
up at Colonae in the Troad, where, they say, he "was intriguing with the barbarians." He 
was then recalled again to Sparta and convicted, particularly because he was accused 
further of "intriguing with the Helots" (1.131-34*). 

Some of Thucydides' discussions have long given rise to suspicion, not least because 
Herodotus says that Pausanias intended to marry a daughter of Megabates, a cousin of 
Darius, who doubtless can be recognized as Artabazus's predecessor (though Herodotus 
adds, "if what they say is true"; V.32)! It is clear that nearly fifty years later the image of 
Pausanias had become symbolic in Greece, particularly his adoption of Persian cus
toms. But Thucydides' tale rings substantially true, so there is no reason to deny the ex
change of letters between Pausanias and Xerxes. We can see perfectly the advantages 
that the Persians could have drawn from his agency, since they were already accustomed 
to using skilled Greeks in their service—which was what the Greeks called "Medism." 
According to Justin (IX. 1.3), "Byzantium, originally founded by Pausanias, king of 
Sparta, remained in his power seven years." If this information is correct, we must un
derstand that he was installed in this city by the Persians, just as they had installed tyrants 
elsewhere, and that he remained there between ca. 478/477 and 472/471. The takeover 
of Byzantium doubtless allowed the Persians to mount a counterattack in Thrace, an at
tack that also depended on their base in Doriscus. 

Gifts of Lands and Towns: Colonization and Territorial Control 
Xerxes could count on the support of additional Greeks. Thucydides mentions 

Gongylus as well, the person who acted as intermediary between Pausanias and the 
Great King (1.128.6). From a casual remark by Xenophon about the campaign led by the 
Spartan Thibron in Aeolis at the very beginning of the fourth century, we learn a bit 
more about this person: 

Gorgion and Gongylus gave their allegiance to Thibron, they being brothers, one of them 
the ruler of Gambrium and Palaegambrium, the other of Myrina and Giyniuni; and these 
cities were a gift from the Persian king [doron para basileds) to the earlier Gongylus, because 
be espoused the Persian cause,—the only man among the Eretrians who did so,—and was 
therefore banished. [Hell. III. 1.6*) 
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We know that in 490, in Eretria, Datis had found rich inhabitants who would have 
turned over the city to him, "having an eye to the main chance— . . . for Persian pay" 
{Herodotus VI.100-101-0-). But Gongylus's "treason" dates instead to 480. This was the 
year he returned with Xerxes and so was able to serve as intermediary to Pausanias. 
Other Greeks were rewarded at this time, such as Theomestor, who was installed by 
the Persians as tyrant of Samos, and the other Samian, Phylacus, who "was enrolled in 
the catalogue of the King's Benefactors and presented with a large estate (chora)" 
(VIII.85-*-). In the same Hellenica passage, Xenophon also cites the case of other towns 
that fell into the hands of Thibron: "Pergamus by voluntary surrender, and likewise 
Teuthrania and Halisarna, two cities which were under the rule of Eurysthenes and 
Procles, the descendants of Demaratus the Lacedaemonian; and this territory had been 
given to Demaratus by the Persian king as a reward (down) for accompanying him on 
his expedition against Greece" (III.1.6*). We know that Demaratus had arrived at the 
court earlier, during the reign of Darius, "who welcomed him with a magnificent gift of 
land and cities" (Herodotus VI.70*). But the gift referred to by Xenophon was clearly a 
new reward granted to him by Xerxes, because we know that Demaratus was at the 
king's side during his expedition in 480. 

These gifts forcefully illustrate the king's policy of attracting Greeks to his service. As 
it happens, the gift of towns was not entirely new. We know that Cyrus had already fa
vored one Pytharcus of Cyzicus in this fashion, in a historical context that we cannot 
precisely identify but that probably fits into the conquest of Asia Minor (Athenaeus 1.30). 
In exchange, the concessionaires became faithful clients of the Great King, to whom 
they were also linked by military obligations; they were an integral part of the system by 
which the royal territories were occupied. These clients can be compared with Zenis 
and his wife Mania of Dardanus, who under Pharnabazus's authority administered (sa-
trapeuein) part of Aeolis at the beginning of the fourth century, in exchange for which 
they were obligated to pay tribute from their territory and to furnish military contingents 
(Xenophon, Hell. III.1.10-15). Indeed, it is noteworthy that the towns granted both to 
the Gongylids and to the Demaratids were all in the Troad, in the part that, as we have 
just seen, was a dependency of the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia. It is no less notewor
thy that Colonae, the town where Pausanias established himself after leaving Byzan
tium, is also located in the Troad: it was one of the three towns taken by Mania in the 
name of Pharnabazus II (Hell. III. 1.13). It is hard to believe that this was coincidental. 
The Troad and its neighbors (Aeolis) constituted a region of the utmost importance: one 
of the main Persian naval bases was at Cyme of Aeolis, commanded by a specific hy-
parch (Herodotus VII. 194); this is where the Persian fleet was moored when it returned 
from Salamis. The region was also rich in timber, as Pharnabazus says (Hell. 1.1.22). He
rodotus's story of Xerxes' march from Sardis to the Hellespont is also rich in information. 
The caravan set out toward the valley of the Caicus and Mysia, passing successively by 
Atarnaeus, Thebe, Adramyttium, and Antandrus before arriving at the plain of Ilion on 
the banks of the Scamander (VII.42). It was in "the Pergamum of Priam" that the king 
sacrificed to Athena Ilias and that the magi poured libations in honor of the heroes ("Asi
atic" heroes of the Trojan War). 

After Cyrus, on the other hand, islands received land on the mainland. For example, 
around 545, Chios received the region of Atarnaeus in Mysia from Mazares (Herodotus 
1.161), a territory where the Chians retained interests throughout the fifth century and 
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where exiles sought refuge. Other incidents show that during the period of Athenian do
minion the Persians could intervene in this way—directly or indirectly—in the island 
cities close to the coast. There is little doubt that the territories mentioned above were 
placed under the command of Artabazus, the new satrap of Dascylium. Perhaps it was 
at his initiative that someone named Arthmios, from Zeleia, was sent with money to the 
Peleponnesus to support some allies. 

We must thus conclude that royal concessions were part of a strategic design to pro
tect Achaemenid interests in a vitally important region. This colonization movement 
did not contradict the expansion of the imperial diaspora; on the contrary, it reinforced 
it. Persian colonies were founded in particularly large numbers in the valley of the Cai-
cus and its tributaries. 
Themistocles at the Court of the Great King 

Xerxes won a new Greek ally in the person of his opponent of the 480s, Themistocles. 
The victor of Salamis, banished from Athens, first sought refuge at Argos; then, pursued 
by the Athenians, he reached Macedonia. There he took ship at Pydna, made the cross
ing off Thasos (then under siege by the Athenians), and landed at Cyme in Aeolis (Plu
tarch, Them. 26.1). We may note in passing the reaction of the Greek inhabitants of 
Cyme, who tried to capture Themistocles, a man with a price placed on his head by 
Xerxes. Themistocles then fled to Aegae, a small town of Aeolis, where he made contact 
with his host, Nicogenes, "who had relations among the powerful (dynatoi) of the High 
Country," which probably means that they were Persians of the court of Dascylium. This 
episode confirms the importance of Artabazus and his satrapy in the strategy developed 
by Xerxes after 479 in Asia Minor, and it was Artabazus who authorized Themistocles to 
meet the king in an official caravan (Letter Them. 30). 

According to Thucydides, Themistocles wrote a letter to King Artaxerxes, "who had 
just come to the throne" (1.137.30-). Other authors (cf. Plutarch, Them. 27. l o ) "write 
that he came to Xerxes." Perhaps Themistocles landed in Asia Minor shortly before the 
death of the king (August 465), before being received somewhat later by his successor. 
Whatever the case, the Athenian was welcomed with great acclaim by the king, who saw 
him as a heaven-sent adviser on Greek affairs (Them. 29.3, 9): "He awoke in the king the 
hope of seeing, thanks to him, the Greek world enslaved" (Thucydides 1.138.2). Whether 
from Xerxes or Artaxerxes (the latter is more likely), gifts were bestowed on Themistocles: 
he received the revenues of several towns in Asia Minor, including Magnesia, Myus, and 
Lanipsacus. This royal gift in itself implies that the Persians still held and always had 
held a good number of coastal towns, including the most important ones. 

10. From Xerxes to Artaxerxes 

The Assassination of Xerxes: The Literary Motifs 
Xerxes died during these events, the victim of a bloody plot. Though the king's assas

sination is mentioned by many authors, it is sometimes solely as the post mortem con
demnation of a king who was burdened by the weight of the defeat at Salamis. For 
example, Aelian (VH XIII.3) simply writes that the king ended life miserably, cut clown 
in his bed by his own son. Our primary sources for these events are versions from Justin 
(I1I.1), Diodorus (XI.69), and Ctesias ($§29-30), who partly agree. The affair is all the 
more interesting because it concerns the first assassination of a king, except for the case 
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of Bardiya. We should pause at this point, not so much to reconstruct these events in 
minute detail (an impossible task), as to understand how the stories that came from the 
Achaemenid court might have been transmitted to the Greeks (and thus on to us). 

In essence, the ancient authors agree on the broad picture: 
—The initiator of the plot was called Artabanus, introduced as a Hyrcanian by Dio

dorus and Ctesias, and given the title of chief bodyguard by Diodorus (praefectus in Jus
tin); according to Justin and Diodorus, he aspired to the kingship; Ctesias and Diodorus 
say he enjoyed royal favor. 

— He included his (seven, in Justin) sons in the plot, as well as the eunuch Aspamith
res (Ctesias); Diodorus calls him Mithradates, making him Xerxes' chamberman (kata-
koimistes); Justin calls him Baccabasus and introduces him into the plot only after the 
murder of Darius. 

—Xerxes is assassinated by the conspirators (Ctesias) in his bedroom (Diodorus, Jus
tin, Aelian) with the help of Mithradates (Diodorus). 

—Artabanus convinces the youngest son, Artaxerxes, that it was his oldest brother, 
Darius, who killed his father. Diodorus adds that the third son, Hystaspes, was then off 
in his satrapy in Bactra. Despite Darius's protestations of innocence (Ctesias), he is put 
to death by his brother, accompanied by guards (Diodorus), when he (Darius) comes 
looking for Artaxerxes (Ctesias) or when he is about to fall asleep (Justin). 

—Artaxerxes becomes king (Ctesias). Artabanus continues his intrigue, attempting to 
seize the throne; he takes Megabyzus into the plot, and Megabyzus reveals all to the 
king (Ctesias); in Justin, it is Baccabasus who reveals the plot. Subsequently, there are 
several versions of the death of Artap(b)anus: (1) he is executed with Aspamithres (Cte
sias); (2) Artaxerxes summons the army and kills Artabanus himself after Artabanus is 
stripped of his armor (Justin); then Artaxerxes arrests his sons; (3) wounded by the con
spirator, Artaxerxes kills him with his bare hands (Diodorus). 

—According to Diodorus and Justin, Artaxerxes then reigns without further ado. Ac
cording to Ctesias, a quarrel arises between the accomplices—Artabanus s sons on the 
one hand, the other Persians on the other; Megabyzus is gravely wounded but survives, 
thanks to the Greek physician Apollonides; Bactria revolts, led by a different Artabanus; 
Artaxerxes wins and subdues Bactria (Ctesias §31). 

Before going on, we should note that Aristotle also analyzes the elimination of Xerxes 
in a long passage on the reasons that might drive someone to assassinate a tyrant or a 
king: 

T h u s , Artapanes conspired against Xerxes and slew h i m , fearing that he would be accused 
of hang ing D a r i u s against his orders—he having been under the impression that Xerxes 
would forget what he had said in the m i d d l e of a meal , and that the offence would be for
given. {Pol.VA 0.13 l i b * ) 

Obviously, except for the name Artabanus and a reference to Darius, Aristotle's version 
has nothing in common with the just-mentioned authors. It does show, however, that nu
merous versions of an event were circulating and had made a deep impression on the 
Greek imagination. 

It is obvious at any rate that the tales of Justin, Diodorus, and Ctesias are built on 
common heroic-literary motifs: a high-ranking plotter secures an accomplice in the pal
ace, then kills the king in bed (a motif used by Justin twice), is betrayed by his principal 
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ally (Justin, Ctesias), and is eliminated. Dynastic order has the last word. This structure 
is repeated many times. If the conspirators planning to assassinate Artaxerxes II manage 
to penetrate the bedroom, it is partly because the crown prince himself admitted them 
and partly because they were assisted by a eunuch close to the king (Plutarch, Art. 29). 
So also with the assassination of Xerxes II, killed as he lay drunk in his palace. Once 
again the plot is organized by intimates of the king (Ctesias §45). As Ctesias had told it— 
as fancifully as Herodotus—the Seven penetrated all the way to Smerdis/Bardiya's bed
room (where he lay with a Babylonian concubine) with the collaboration of one of the 
most highly placed eunuchs, Bagapates, "who held all the palace keys" (§13). 

The repetition of the motif of murder in the bedroom is suspect. There is another 
common element in the murders of Smerdis (Ctesias, Herodotus) and Xerxes: the figure 
seven, Justin's number of the sons of Artabanus (three in Ctesias). The killing of the con
spirator in Diodorus (single combat) is also scarcely credible; Justin also refers to it, but 
he states that Artaxerxes took the precaution of summoning the entire army. It must be 
stated, lastly, that in Ctesias the story is enfolded in a long exposition of the Megabyzus 
family saga. Itwasthe infidelities of his wife Amytis. daughter of Xerxes (§28), that drove 
him to the plot, in which he played the role of denouncer before his heroic behavior in 
the face of the armed conspirators. Justin obviously got the framework of his tale from 
Ctesias. The surprising name Baccabasus is obviously just a transcription of Bagabuxsa, 
in a form that is closer to the Persian (likewise Bagabazus in Dinon in Athenaeus 
XIII.609a) than Megabyzus, the name transmitted by Ctesias himself (or, Photius). 

The repetition of literary motifs does not immediately disqualify all the information 
the narrators convey. Undoubtedly, the king was particularly vulnerable when he was in 
his private apartments. Xenophon refers several times to Cyrus's unease about his secu
rity: "He realized that men are nowhere an easier prey to violence than when at meals 
or at wine, in the bath, or in bed and asleep" (Cyr. VII.5.59*; cf. VIII.4.3). At the same 
time, the narrative structure of the ancient texts calls for special vigilance on the part of 
the commentator. 

The Assassination of Xerxes: The Dynastic Problems 
There is no a priori reason to doubt Diodorus's information. Xerxes had three sons 

(assumed to be born of Amestris, since no other official wife is attested), besides his ille
gitimate offspring (cf. Herodotus VIII. 103; Diodorus XI.60.5). According to Justin, Da
rius was still an adolescent (adulescens) and Artaxerxes but a child (puer). The third son, 
Hystaspes, must have been older than Artaxerxes, since he was then satrap in Bactra, al
though several examples seem to indicate that the second son normally would have re
ceived a satrapal post as compensation. This would more easily explain why, after the 
accession of Artaxerxes, Hystaspes (called Artabanus by Ctesias) would have rebelled, 
thinking he had more right to the throne than his younger brother. 

Justin makes it clear that Darius was the designated heir (quo maturius regno potire-
tur). But, in fact, we have no direct confirmation of Darius's primacy—except perhaps 
implicitly in Aristotle's version (Pol. 1311b). The "rule" reported by Herodotus (VII.2: 
the king must designate his heir before entering a campaign) has no more foundation in 
this context than in the succession of Darius (cf. chap. 13/2 above). Not one ancient 
author mentions the naming of a crown prince before Xerxes left for Greece in 480. He
rodotus states that Xerxes "bestowed his scepter" on his paternal uncle, with this mis-
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sion: "Keep safe for me my house and dominions (tyrannis)" (VII.52-0-). It is excessive to 
speak of regency in this case. As has already been said, royal power was not divisible or 
delegable. Whether in Europe or in Sardis, the king continued in unshared rule. It is 
likely instead that Artabanus was entrusted with both applying the orders he received 
from Xerxes (VIII.54) and keeping his house safe (which, on this occasion, is not strictly 
synonymous with the Empire). To go by Herodotus (VIII. 103-4: nothoi), the legitimate 
children did not accompany Xerxes to Greece, perhaps because they were too young; 
they probably remained in the royal residences with their mother, Amestris, all of them 
entrusted to Artabanes. We may then imagine that the naming of Darius as crown 
prince happened after 479. 

Furthermore, Justin and still more clearly Diodorus state that the conspirator Arta
banus planned on taking the royal title (in spem regni adductuslkai ten basileian eis 
heauton metastesai). Africanus (in Pseudo-Manetho, Frag. 70 = Syncellus) goes even 
further, stating that Artabanus was the sixth king (of the XXVIIth Dynasty of Egypt) and 
reigned for seven months. If this were true, it would be the sole example in all of Achae
menid history of the accession of a king who was not a scion (one way or another) of the 
Achaemenid stock, and we would be led to inquire once more into the conflicted rela
tionship between the aristocracy and the dynasty. It is difficult to be certain about a so
lution to this problem. In the Babylonian tablets, Artaxerxes succeeds his father, with no 
break in continuity. Xerxes died at the beginning of August 465; his son Arses (who took 
the throne name Artaxerxes) succeeded him, without a single tablet's recording any Ar
tabanus. The same is true for the Egyptian documents. The absence of a usurper from 
the tablets does not imply that there was no trouble after Xerxes' death (at Artaxerxes I's 
death, neither Xerxes II nor Sogdianus appeared on a single tablet, either); it does seem 
to imply, however, that the possible usurper was never officially recognized. On the 
other hand, Justin, Diodorus, and Ctesias do not report such an event. Ctesias states to 
the contrary that, after the assassinations of Xerxes and Darius, "Artaxerxes became king 
(kai basileuei Artoxerxes)" simply saying that he owed the throne to the "ardent zeal 
(spoude)" of Artabanus ($30). To sum up, we are strongly tempted to believe that Africa-
nus's information is not credible. It is difficult to know where he got this datum, which 
curiously recalls what Herodotus said of the magus who ruled for seven months (III.67; 
Eusebius in Pseudo-Manetho Frag. 71a—b)—except, obviously, that the reign of Barzia 
was recognized in Babylonia. 

The actual circumstances under which Xerxes was put to death are quite difficult to 
determine. Ctesias makes Artabanus out to be the son of the Hyrcanian Artasyras, who 
was very influential during the reign of Cambyses ($9) and was associated with the con
spiracy of the Seven (in 522) (514), held an enviable position at the time of Darius, and 
died shortly after his master ($ 19). These recollections scarcely speak in Ctesias's favor, 
since he uses the same name to refer to Hystaspes, one of Xerxes' sons. The only possible 
comparison is the chiliarch Artabanus, who received Themistocles upon his arrival at 
the Court (Plutarch, Them. 27.2). In any case, the Artabanus of the conspiracy seems ap
propriate to have taken on this charge, since he was the chief bodyguard. If we exclude 
(for the sake of argument) the idea that he was acting on his own initiative, his behavior 
must be situated in conflicts between the king's sons regarding the succession. We will 
simply note that Artaxerxes comes out looking good in all the stories: he is cleared of any 
accusation (he was Artabanus's pawn); following a familiar motif, he justified his power 
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by winning in single combat (Justin); and in the sequel, his military prowess is spot
lighted (Nepos, Reges 1.4). Can we infer that this presentation comes from the propa
ganda that was developed after his accession and that would have shifted all the 
responsibility onto Artabanus, whom the new king hastened to put to death (cf. also Dio
dorus XI.7 l l ) 7 This would not be the only such example. But to go further risks leading 
to the construction of a romance just as unworthy of belief as the one preserved by the 
ancient authors. 

The episode confirms that the succession will always remain one of the most difficult 
problems in Achaemenid history—as is shown, for example, by the impressive number 
of royal assassinations. The recurrence of attempts on the reigning king demonstrates 
the fragility of power, despite all the respect surrounding the royal person (chaps. 6-8); 
at the same time, it testifies to the troubles that surrounded the dynastic succession. 
Even the methods of recognizing a crown prince introduce an element of uncertainty, 
which can be illustrated by this simple question: what would have happened if Xerxes 
had died during the European expedition? In fact, the answer is easy to give, and it con
firms perfectly, as if there were any need, that Achaemenid royalty was not a constitu
tional monarchy. Dynastic wars, already frequent during anticipated successions, would 
have raged, despite the role Artabanus (Xerxes' uncle) might have been able to play. Per
haps it was to ward off just such a danger that the king would never expose himself in the 
front lines of battle; but no amount of precaution can avoid all risk! 

J J . An Assessment 
Whatever the case may be, we cannot judge Xerxes' reign in terms of dynastic diffi

culties, nor, a fortiori, can we postulate with the Classical authors that his assassination 
was destiny's just punishment of a man guilty of immoderation. We must renounce, 
once and for all, the Greek vision of Xerxes' reign. At bottom, his policy does not appear 
fundamentally different from his father's, even if the defeats suffered on the western 
front betoken an incontestable shrinkage of Darius's imperial realm. Again we must 
stress that, seen from the center, these setbacks were only temporary and that Xerxes 
never gave up the idea of reconquest. Because the general concept of the palace at Per
sepolis (A'Pd) built by Xerxes and completed by his son Artaxerxes 1 goes back to Xerxes, 
we realize that, as if to claim an extent never achieved by the Empire, even under Da
rius, the Great King installed a frieze of tributaries/gift-bearers, where the number of 
delegations (30) and delegates (300, versus 138 on the Apadana) was greater than ever 
before. 

Although faced with constraints and contradictions, Xerxes was able to promote a ro
bust policy of colonization with the goal of establishing Persian dominion more solidly, 
a policy that included appealing to Greek supporters, especially in Asia Minor. Difficult 
though it is to date the archaeological and iconographic evidence precisely ("Greco-
Persian" stelas and impressions), it nevertheless seems that Xerxes' reign marked a quan
titative and spatial increase of the Persian imperial diaspora in the provinces; this at least 
is the impression gained from the data coming from Asia Minor, and more specifically 
from the region of Dascylium, which at this date appears to have been more important 
than it had been previously. 

The Great King's authority was further strengthened by ideological propaganda that 
tied religion (Ahura-Mazda) and throne closer and closer together by proclaiming the 
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Great King to be the regulator of Persian rituals. Although the accent on the "Persian" 
character of the Empire did not, properly speaking, constitute a novelty, it nonetheless 
appears to have been affirmed with a new force. This insistence, we have seen, does not 
imply that Xerxes sought to "persecute" local religions or to "convert" his peoples to 
Mazdaism. The message was perhaps primarily addressed to the Persians, those in Persia 
and those in the imperial diaspora, in such a way as to bind together still more closely 
the dominant socioetlmic class around its king. 



Chapter 14 

From the Accession of Artaxerxes I to the 
Death of Darius II (465-405/404) 

1. One King after Another (465) 

Sources and Problems 
With the accession of Artaxerxes I, the historian faces a continual dwindling of nar

rative evidence. Ctesias is much more interested in the history of Megabyzus's family 
than the history nf the dynasty: the framework of $§30-43 is constructed around Mega
byzus and his sons, from this fellow's contradictory participation in the plot against 
Xerxes to the death of his youngest son, Zopyrus II, after the death of Artaxerxes. So once 
again our best information is about Aegean affairs, thanks especially to Diodorus of Sic
ily and Thucydides, who follow the vicissitudes of the Athenian-Persian conflict from 
Asia Minor to Egypt. Because of the biblical books of Ezra and Nehemiah, we can also 
analyze the internal situation in Judah—with the reservation that many exegetical diffi
culties appear insurmountable today. Two regions are documented best. The first is 
Babylonia, thanks to the archives of a business, the Murasu; the records cover the reigns 
of Artaxerxes I and Darius II. The second is Egypt, thanks to the Aramaic evidence, 
which comes mainly but not exclusively from Elephantine; this evidence has survived 
on leather, and within this we can easily isolate the correspondence of the satrap Arsama 
(DAE 62-74 [AD]). We may also add that for the first time since the beginning of the 
reign of Darius I, we have a fleeting reference to events in eastern Iran. At the same time, 
the number of documents from Persepolis diminishes: though the most recent excava
tions have led to a reevaluation of Artaxerxes I's role as builder, the historical interpreta
tion of the excavation results remains problematic. 

Quite apart from its fragmentary and random nature, the available evidence presents 
a major difficulty: dating it with precision. Many Babylonian and Aramaic documents 
are dated to the reign of an Artaxerxes. But since both Artaxerxes I and Artaxerxes II had 
very long reigns, it is often impossible to arrive at an absolute chronology; this observa
tion holds for some Babylonian documents dated to a Darius as well. Sometimes there 
is scarcely anything other than personal names that might provide clarification, since 
most often neither the orthography nor the paleography provides adequate criteria. We 
encounter similar difficulties with Greek and Aramaic inscriptions in Asia Minor dated 
to an Artaxerxes, even when they are historical sources of critical importance. This is 
true, for instance, of the Greek inscription from Sardis that records the dedication of a 
statue by a high satrapal official, as well as an Aramaic inscription from Cilicia that at
tests to the existence of an Achaemenid power center in the mountains. We may add that 
the Greek authors themselves from time to time appear to have introduced confusion 
among the two or three Artaxerxes, and it is this very possibility that has served as partial 
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justification for the endless debate on the chronology of the missions of Ezra and Nehe
miah to Jerusalem. 

The Position of the New Great King 
One of the new king's first acts was to give up his private name and take the throne 

name Artaxerxes, a custom that is first attested with his reign. The choice of a name 
meaning 'whose power [is established through] Arta' appears to indicate a desire to exalt 
the political-religious value of "truth" and dynastic loyalty, as his father and grandfather 
did—which was probably welcome after the difficulties in the succession. Similarly, the 
new king's inscriptions obviously do not breathe a word of the bloody struggles that 
cleared his path to the throne. Artaxerxes repeats the creation formulas of Ahura-Mazda 
known from Naqs-i Rustam and other previous installations and presents himself simply 
as follows: "I am Artaxerxes the Great King, king of kings, son of Xerxes the king, grand
son of Darius, an Achaemenid"; at the same time he is careful to position his work as a 
builder in continuity with his father's (A'Pa; cf. A ' l ) . The court propaganda also en
dowed the new king with all of the traditional royal virtues. We get an idea of the propa
ganda's impact in the description given by Nepos: "Macrochir is principally known for 
his imposing and handsome figure, which he enhanced by incredible valour in war; for 
no one of the Persians excelled him in deeds of arms" (Reges 1*). Plutarch also was glad 
to stress that "the first Artaxerxes, among all the Icings of Persia [was] the most remark
able for a gentle and noble spirit" (Art. 1 .1* ; cf. 4.4). Diodorus also refers to the attribute 
of gentleness, stressing the great acclaim achieved by the new king among the Persians 
(XI.71.2). Like many other authors, Plutarch recalls that he was nicknamed "the Long-
Handed" (Machrokheir), giving the explanation "his right hand being longer than his 
left."* Another writer, Pollux, comments as follows: "with a power that extends far," an 
expression that seems more in keeping with royal Persian thought, since the phrase is of
ten found in the inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes (see chap. 5/3). The fact remains that 
Artaxerxes had to fight hard to reinforce his new authority. Plutarch mentions that, 
shortly after his accession, the king was unable to turn his full attention to the Aegean 
front, "being taken up with the affairs of" the High Country (ano; Them. 31.3*). This 
High Country is what the Greek authors, especially in the Hellenistic period, called the 
Upper Satrapies. Fortunately, Ctesias provides several supplementary details: "Bactra 
with its satrap, another Artabanus, seceded from Artaxerxes; a great, indecisive battle en
sued. But with the resumption of combat, the wind came up in the face of the Bactrians 
and victorious Artaxerxes accepted the surrender of all Bactria" (§51). This Artabanus 
was probably none other than Artaxerxes' brother Hystaspes, who was then satrap in Bac
tra, according to Diodorus (XI.69.2). This event, then, was not properly speaking the re
bellion of a subject country but a dynastic struggle. The victory could only have 
reinforced the authority of Artaxerxes, who thus proved his mettle as a fine warrior and 
restorer of imperial and dynastic order. 

Diodorus mentions other aspects of reorganization carried out by Artaxerxes at his ac
cession: He "first of all punished those who had had a part in the murder of his father 
and then organized the affairs of the kingdom to suit his own personal advantage. Thus 
with respect to the satraps then in office, those who were hostile to him he dismissed and 
from his friends he chose such as were competent and gave the satrapies to them" 
(XI.71.1*). Josephus states that the king appointed the commanders of 27 satrapies, from 
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India to Ethiopia (Ant. XI. 185). But was this act circumstantial or structural? The gen
eral impression we have is that whenever a new rider came to the throne, he confirmed 
or disaffirmed the powers of the officials currently in office, and they thereafter served at 
his pleasure. No other document suggests that Artabanus the chiliarch's "revolt" or, sub
sequently, that the revolt of Hystaspes created a general occasion of insurrection or that 
these events resulted in a sudden shift in the holders of satrapal posts. 

In the Life of Themistocles (29.5*), Plutarch states that Artaxerxes made "great alter
ations at court and removals of the king's favourites." The sole objective of Plutarch's 
comment is to explain how Themistocles was able to obtain extraordinary favor at court, 
which gave rise to jealousy on the part of the nobility among the royal entourage (Them. 
29.5-6). Whatever the case, we are tempted to compare this information with what Plu
tarch says elsewhere about Artaxerxes: 

H e was the first to issue an order that any of his c o m p a n i o n s in the hunt who could and 
would might throw their spears without waiting for h im to throw first, He was the first to or
dain this form of pun i shment for those of the ruling class (hoi hegemonikoi) who offended: 
Instead of having their bodies scourged and the hair p lucked from their heads , they took off 
their outer garments and these were scourged , and put off their head-dress and this was 
p lucked , . . . as the tearful owners beg for mercy. (Moralia 173 d ; * 5 6 5 a * ) 

The same information is found in nearly identical terms in Ammianus Marcellinus, in a 
passage dedicated to Artaxerxes "the Long-Handed"'s gentleness, which he contrasts 
with the cruelty of punishment imposed by the other Persian kings (XXX.8.4). It is also 
possible that some Babylonian tablets illustrate the "new" royal punishments. 

The tradition is thus relatively consistent. It must, however, be noted that some mea
sures attributed to Artaxerxes I must be credited to Artaxerxes II. Note in particular that 
it was precisely because he was the first to shoot an arrow at a wild animal that Mega
byzus was condemned to death the first time by Artaxerxes I (Ctesias §40). Of course, 
the story of Megabyzus encompasses an entire series of cliches and monarchical motifs 
(the theme of the lion hunt in particular), all of which must be located outside History's 
time; but it is hard to see why the storyteller would attribute this punishment to a king 
who was also known for having relaxed the protocols of the royal hunt. It is not impos
sible that this modification simply dates to Artaxerxes II; Plutarch in particular stresses 
that he lightened certain court regulations (Art. 4.4-5; 5) and that he based this on an 
identical policy of Artaxerxes I (§4.1). 

Though there does not seem to be any doubt that Artaxerxes I redefined the court hi
erarchy, it is more difficult to infer a political interpretation from this. At first sight, it is 
tempting to see the change in form of punishment as a sign that court protocols were be
ing relaxed, as well as a hint of the weaving of new relationships between Artaxerxes and 
the Persian aristocracy, which could also be interpreted as a symptom of the weakening 
of the new king's position. But we do well to stress that the penalties pronounced against 
the aristocrats are quite serious, because they concern the very symbols of social distinc
tion and royal favor: robes, hairstyles, and wigs (hair!). If we add that these punishments 
without any doubt were applied in public, it becomes clear that the aristocrats could not 
have considered such measures to be a real concession on the part of the king, who, in 
any event, remained the source of justice and law (cf. Plutarch, Arc. 23.5). 
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Artaxerxes I at Persepolis 
At the same time, tablets provide evidence of the pursuit of work at Persepolis, be

tween summer 464 (PT 76-77) and 460-459 (PT 79), the date when the Elamite tablets 
stop. According to the accepted chronology, the last Aramaic inscriptions on stone 
vessels date to 432-431. An inscription on a fragment of a silver vessel confirms activity 
at the royal workshops of Persepolis (A'J). The available tablets show the extent of con
struction, since, for example, in 460-459, 1149 craftsmen received rations on the site 
(PT 79). The recent excavations have also confirmed the king's statements claiming that 
he completed the works begun by his father Xerxes (A'Pa); we now know that he fin
ished Palace H. Furthermore, a foundation inscription in Babylonian also states that he 
was the builder of the Hall of a Hundred Columns. 

The reliefs installed on his buildings basically reprise the form and message of those 
of his predecessors, with, however, several noteworthy modifications. The theme of the 
procession of tributaries/donors is found on the staircase of Palace H, but the number of 
delegations (30) is greater than it ever was in the structures erected by Darius or Xerxes. 
The Royal Hero victoriously confronting a composite animal (Schmidt, pis. 114-17), as 
well as the king on his throne supported by 28 representatives of conquered peoples (pis. 
96-99), are both found on the doors of the Hall of a Hundred Columns. We also find 
four copies of an audience scene, but its composition is different from the scene that 
originally adorned the central panel of the Apadana of Darius: in particular, the king is 
no longer accompanied by the crown prince (usually behind him; only a parasol-bearer 
is depicted behind the throne; pis. 103-7; fig. 22, p. 219 above). 

It is quite difficult to assign a political interpretation to these changes. It is also not ab
solutely proved that Artaxerxes was actually responsible for the relocation of the central 
relief from the north and west staircases of the Apadana to the Treasury, even if the the
ory is appealing for the political implications it suggests: namely, the new king would 
have relished the disappearance of the image of his brother Darius from alongside the 
throne of his father, Xerxes. But is it actually Xerxes, Darius I, or some royal person con
signed to anonymity who is shown seated on his throne in the Treasury audience scene? 
There we are, faced with a narrow skein of iconographic interpretations, each of which 
has some elements of plausibility but none of which achieves total acceptance; and all 
of this gives rise to several doubts about the overall coherence of the argument. Given 
the breadth of uncertainties that remain, it seems quite injudicious to imagine that, be
ginning with Artaxerxes I, Persepolis lost the political role it had played before, only to 
be transformed into a sort of "provincial Versailles" and become "a sanctuary rather than 
a capital." The role assigned to Susa in this theory is paradoxical, since the new king does 
not appear to have carried out greater building activities there than at Persepolis. From 
one of Darius IPs inscriptions we learn simply that he began the construction of a palace 
at Susa (D 2 So); one of Artaxerxes IPs inscriptions shows that Artaxerxes I did not bother 
to rebuild the Apadana of Darius, which was destroyed by fire during his reign (A2Sa). 

2. The Egyptian Revolt (ca. 464-454) 

The Revolt oflnarus and the Athenian Intemention 
After achieving victory in Bactria, it was in the west that Artaxerxes would see the 

greatest threat to his imperial authority, particularly in Egypt (cf. Plutarch, Them. 31.4). 
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The facts are known to us essentially through Diodorus and Thucydides; Ctesias's report 
is marked by a series of repetitive motifs and onomastic and chronological improbabili
ties (§§32-35). According to Diodorus, the news of the assassination of Xerxes and the 
subsequent turmoil incited the Egyptians to try to win back their freedom. Their first re
bellious act was to expel the Persian tribute-collectors and to bestow royal authority on a 
Libyan, Inarus (463-462). He gathered an army conscripted from the Egyptians and 
Libyans, reinforced by mercenaries from everywhere. He was aware of the disproportion 
of forces and sent an ambassador to Athens empowered to negotiate an alliance (symma-
khia) and to promise the Athenians considerable future benefits and even a share in the 
control of Egypt (koine basileia). The Athenians responded enthusiastically to Inarus's 
request and soon sent a fleet to the Nile (XI.71.3-6). Thucydides supplies the following 
details: 

Meanwhile Inarus, son of Psammetichus, a Libyan king of the Libyans on the Egyptian bor
der, having his headquarters at Marea, the town above Pharos, caused a revolt of almost the 
whole of Egypt from King Artaxerxes, and placing himself at its bead, invited the Athenians 
to his assistance. Abandoning a Cyprian expedition upon which they happened to be en
gaged with two hundred ships of their own and their allies, they arrived in Egypt and sailed 
from the sea into the Nile, and making themselves masters of the river and two-thirds of 
Memphis, addressed themselves to the attack of the remaining third, which is called White 
Wall. Within it were Persians and Medes who had taken refuge there, and Egyptians who 
had not joined the rebellion. (I.104O) 

Diodorus reports that the Persians took refuge in the Memphis fortress after being de
feated. To put down the revolt, Xerxes then sent an army under the command of 
Achaemenes, "son of Darius and his own uncle" (XI.74.1)—that is, the very person who 
had been made satrap of Egypt by Xerxes after the revolt of 486-484 (Herodotus VII.7). 
Reinforced by the Athenian contingents, Inarus's army achieved victory at Papremis in 
the Delta, and Achaemenes lost his life there (Herodotus III. 12, VII.7; Diodorus 
XI.74.1-4; cf. Ctesias §32). 

Thucydides' account has the advantage of placing the revolt within the wider frame
work of Athenian politics. Though in Greece itself the break with Sparta was final and 
the circle of belligerents continually increased, Athens continued to maintain its mari
time operations. This is shown by a list of Athenian soldiers who died in the years 460-
459 in areas as far-flung as Greece, Cyprus, Phoenicia, as well as Egypt (ML 33). Taking 
into account the new international situation, Artaxerxes, who was busy preparing a new 
army, reasonably sent Megabyzus to Sparta with money "to bribe the Peleponnesians to 
invade Attica and so draw off the Athenians from Egypt" (Thucydides I.109.2-0-; cf. Dio
dorus XI.74.5). These efforts did not have the expected results. The Persian army and 
navy prepared and trained in Cilicia, Cyprus, and Phoenicia and set off in a convoy 
commanded by Megabyzus and Artabazus. Throughout this time, the garrison at Mem
phis continued to stand firm, while the Athenians and their allies continued exercises— 
and Thucydides is very unforthcoming about their nature and extent (1.109.1). The Per
sian navy reached Memphis by sea and river and broke the blockade. Soon discord 
dominated relations between the Egyptians and the Athenians: the former surrendered, 
and the latter were convinced to make a truce with Megabyzus, who allowed some of 
them to return to Greece by crossing the Libyan Desert. The Athenian disaster soon cli
maxed when another squadron was surprised at the entrance to the Mendesian Mouth 
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of the Nile and almost completely destroyed: "Such was the end of the great expedition 
of the Athenians and their allies to Egypt" (Thucydides 1.110.4*). It had lasted six years 
(460-454; 1.110.1). 

Characteristics and Consequences of the Revolt: 
Persian Egypt and Egyptian Egypt 

Thucydides states that the Athenian's initial success enabled them to become "mas
ters of Egypt" (1.109.2*). There is nothing to this claim. Inarus himself was only able 
to seize control of part of Egypt (1.109.1). There is no trace of rebellion anywhere but 
the Delta. In 461, for example, the Persian Ariyawrata had an inscription placed in 
Wadi Hammamat, dated as follows: "Year 5 of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, lord 
of the Double Country, Artaxerxes, may he live forever, beloved of the gods" (Posener 
no. 31). Identical inscriptions are known from the following years (nos. 32-34). Nor is 
any trace of trouble detectable in the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine dated to the 
reign of Artaxerxes. 

In actuality, the revolt was limited to the Delta. Inarus was careful to present himself 
as the son of Psammetichus, who himself represented a program of restoration of Egyp
tian independence as it existed before the conquest by Cambyses. He ordered the expul
sion of Persian tribute-collectors, who were visible signs and symbols of subjection. But 
first he established himself in Libyan bases before setting foot in the western Delta; his 
insurrection thus was the latest in a long history of Lybian dynasties in Egypt. Moreover, 
he obviously was aware that in the present circumstances the Athenians had as their 
highest objective "to humble the Persians as far as they could" (Diodorus XI.71.5-4-). But 
he never succeeded in attracting the loyalty of all the Egyptians. We have seen that, de
spite the length of the siege and the Athenian successes, Egyptian auxiliaries remained 
faithful to the Persians in the White Wall at Memphis (1.104.2). Inarus went so far as to 
promise the Athenians a sort of power-sharing in Egypt (Diodorus XI.71.4). Because of 
these considerations, it seems impossible to consider this revolt a manifestation of what 
is customarily called "Egyptian nationalism." It is likely that the promises made to the 
Athenians did nothing other than to alienate a certain number of Egyptians. In the end, 
Inarus was betrayed to the Persians and crucified (1.110.3). 

The events also reveal gaps in Persian territorial dominance. Thucydides writes that, 
after the Persian victory, "Egypt returned to its subjection to the king," but he adds this 
crucial reservation: "except Amyrtaeus, the king in the marshes, whom they were unable 
to capture from the extent of the marsh; the marshmen being also the most warlike of 
the Egyptians" (1.110.2*). In fact, we know from Herodotus that the best Egyptian sol
diers came from the Delta nomes (11.164-65). These "marsh kings" became part of the 
Egyptian longue duree: according to both Herodotus (II. 152) and Diodorus (1.66), Psam
metichus I himself had been exiled to the marshes, and he regained power with the aid 
of Ionian and Carian mercenaries. This was the same strategy taken by Inarus. Among 
the considerable advantages that it dangled before the Athenians (Diodorus XI.71.4) 
perhaps was the availability of plots of land in Egypt, comparable to what Psammetichus 
had distributed to the Ionian and Carian mercenaries after his victory (Herodotus 
II. 154). It is clear that after the death of Inarus another marsh king, Amyrtaeus, retained 
power locally, and the Persians did not attempt to vanquish him because of the opera
tional difficulties. This Amyrtaeus may be the other Egyptian who, Ctesias ($32) says, 
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rebelled at the same time as Inarus. The fact remains that Inarus's line did not die out, 
since in 445-444 another dynast, also named Psammetichus, sent shipments of wheat to 
Athens, indicating that at this date he controlled rich farmland in the Delta. The same 
situation existed in 412 (Thucydides VIII.35.2). 

The events of Artaxerxes' reign thus show that the Persians worked out a highly un
even scheme for territorial occupation in Egypt. Their first concern was to keep open 
the riverways linking Memphis to the sea. This, anyway, was Herodotus's observation 
when he visited Egypt some time after the revolt (cf. III. 12): "To this day the elbow 
which the Nile forms here, where it is forced into its new channel, is most carefully 
watched by the Persians, who strengthen the dam every year; for should the river burst 
it, Memphis might be completely overwhelmed" (11.99-*-). Thus, by exercising control 
over the Egyptian river fleet, they prevented any rebel from turning it against them (cf. 
Diodorus XVI.47.6). Because they collaborated with Egyptian engineers, they were in a 
position to use dikes and canals against rebels (Thucydides 1.110.4; Diodorus XI.77.1). 
Finally, garrisons allowed them to keep the road to Palestine open, as well as the mouths 
of the Nile, through which warships and transport vessels traveled freely. 

The Persians were aware of their inability to impose direct dominion over the western 
Delta (or, perhaps they merely wanted to pursue their traditional policy) and therefore 
gave up the idea of military occupation. This is probably what underlies Herodotus's re
mark regarding Egyptian dynasts: 

For the Persians are in the habit of treating the sons of kings with honour, and even of restor
ing to their sons the thrones of those who have rebelled against them. There are many in
stances from which one may infer that this sort of generosity is usual in Persia: one obvious 
one is the case of Thannyras, the son of Inarus the Libyan, who was allowed to succeed his 
father. Pausiris, the son of Amyrtaeus, is another example: to him, too, his father's kingdom 
was restored—and all this in spite of the fact that nobody ever caused the Persians more 
trouble and loss than Inarus and Amyrtaeus. (III. 15*) 

In other words, after the execution of Inarus, the Persians did not attempt to dislodge his 
son. The requirement, obviously, was that he agreed not to rise up against the Persians 
and that he would not attempt to extend the territory allocated to him. He was to some 
extent a client king, as were Amyrtaeus and his son. In addition to other obligations, they 
were required to send the famous Egyptian marsh soldiers, whom Herodotus calls the 
Hermotybians and Calasirians (II. 164-65), to the Great King. These soldiers had partici
pated in the campaign of 480; they were even included among the epibates ('marines') 
in Mardonius's elite army (IX.32). It is practically certain that this system had been in 
place since the time of Cambyses' conquest. Let us emphasize in fact that Inarus is re
ferred to as a Libyan dynast who was "king of the Libyans on the Egyptian border" 
(Thucydides 1.104.1-*-). Indeed, the adventures of the Persian army when it had retreated 
from Cyrenaica in 513 show that, even at that time, "most of them (the Libyans], at the 
lime of which I write, cared nothing for the king of Persia, any more than they do to-day" 
(Herodotus IV197*). 

The system managed to work to the Persians' advantage for several decades. For one 
thing, they kept in place several concurrent dynasts, following a method they had ap
plied in other parts of their Empire (cf. Plutarch, Art. 24.5-9). For another, the Delta dy
nasts by themselves were unable to seize waterways or Memphis; until the arrival of the 
Athenians, the unrest fomented by Inarus does not seem to have been widespread. On 
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the other hand, the Persian strategy had enormous risks that were evident as soon as the 
marsh kings found support from a state such as Athens that could dispatch a fleet capa
ble of sailing the Nile as far as the seat of Persian power (cf. Thucydides 1.104.2). As it 
happens, a few years later, an Athenian squadron once again headed for the Delta in re
sponse to an appeal from Amyrtaeus, "the king in the marshes" (1.112.3*). In other 
words, maintenance of dominion over Egypt very much depended on the abilities of the 
royal navy. To deal with these circumstances, the central power was able to mobilize 
men and materiel from its Levantine subjects (Cilicians, Cypriots, Phoenicians). It also 
benefited from the multiple fronts faced by the Athenians, who were more interested in 
weakening Artaxerxes (Diodorus XI.71.5) than in conquering Egypt. It was exactly the 
same motivations, in reverse, that led the Persian embassy headed by Artabazus to act as 
it did in the Peleponnesus; Artaxerxes and his successors thereafter always attempted to 
take advantage of the new situation created by the rupture between Sparta and Athens. 

The fact remains that the Egyptian strategy was an important success for the Great 
King. According to Ctesias, before leaving Egypt, Megabyzus left Sarsamas there as sa
trap ($35). We are tempted to think that he is the same Arsama who is mentioned in sev
eral Aramaic documents as the satrap of Egypt under Darius II. Apart from a new and 
fruitless attempt by Amyrtaeus (Thucydides 1.112.3), Egypt remained calm throughout 
the reign of Artaxerxes I. 

3. Trans-Euphrates Matters 

Artaxerxes and Megabyzus 
These events in Egypt form the chronological context of the obscure affair of Mega

byzus, which is narrated at great length by Ctesias in a story with the following outline. 
Amestris (here confused by Ctesias with Amytis) was unhappy with the agreement be
tween Megabyzus and Inarus and the Greeks in his service (§34). Her only goal was to 
get the king to punish the murderers of her son Achaemenes, and she achieved this aim 
five years later: Inarus and fifty Greeks were crucified (§36). Megabyzus was utterly dis
traught at this and received permission from the king to leave the court and settle in 
Syria, which is referred to as 'his territory' (he heautou khora). With the aid of Inarus's 
Greek mercenaries, whom he had hired, he seceded, supported by his sons Zopyrus and 
Artyphius. Their forces routed two successive armies sent by Artaxerxes, the first com
manded by Usiris, the second by Menostanes, a nephew of the king (§37-38). Negotia
tions took place: "The king granted him a pardon" (§39). Following this, Ctesias reports 
the episode of the lion hunt, the exile of Megabyzus to the Persian Gulf, his wild escape, 
his reunion with his wife Amytis, his return to favor, and then his death (§§40-42). 

The story thus told is not without interest. It clarifies the relationships between the 
king and an aristocrat of distinguished lineage who was a descendant of one of the con
spirators of 5 22, who had achieved a preeminent position close to Xerxes (he married one 
of Xe rxes' daughters and successfully suppressed the Babylonian revolt), and who had 
played an important though unclear role after the accession of Artaxerxes. We also note 
that, before opening negotiations with the king, Megabyzus was careful to make sure that 
his wife and young son were present with him; otherwise, they might have been consid
ered hostages held at court to guarantee loyalty. Furthermore, Ctesias's tale introduces 
people (Artarius, Menostanes) whose historical existence is confirmed by Babylonian 
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tablets. We know, for example, that the emissaries sent to Megabyzus, Petisas and his son 
Spitamenes, at that time had the concession on lands in the Nippur area (the names are 
Patesu and Ispitama in the tablets). But taken as a whole, despite the veracity of some de
tails, Ctesias's tale is far from believeable. As has been mentioned several times already, 
it is clearly a family saga. Ctesias even follows the adventures of Megabyzus's sons Artyph-
ius and Zopyrus II. Zopyrus left royal territory and sought refuge in Athens; he later died 
in an obscure attempt on Caunus ($43). The entire narrative is built on a series of literary 
motifs (cruel Persian princesses seeking vengeance for their child, royal favor/disfavor, 
wound in the thigh, lion hunt, theme of return). 

Even if we conclude that there really was a revolt by Megabyzus, it is still not easy to 
analyze it with total equanimity. We do not even know Megabyzus's position during 
these events. We get the general idea from Ctesias that he was satrap of Syria (Trans-
Euphrates), which we think had previously been separated from Babylonia—and this in 
fact seems likely (Artarios is called "satrap of Babylonia," $38). But when Ctesias calls 
Syria "his territory," he might just as well be thinking that estates had been granted to 
Megabyzus in the region. It is true that the two interpretations (satrap; estate-holder) are 
not mutually exclusive, given how difficult it is to distinguish personal estates from gov
ernment lands (see chap. 11/9). If we agree that he really was a satrap, we should stress 
that he is the first example since the still mysterious case of Aryandes in Egypt (Herodo
tus IV. 166) of someone undertaking a rebellion. One of the most noteworthy aspects of 
the revolt is that Megabyzus recruited Greek mercenaries. This is the first attestation of 
a practice that was to be repeated some years later under Pissuthnes. 

Troubles in Judah? 
According to the Chronicler, at just about the same time, troubles continued to rock 

Judah (Ezra 4:7-24*). The Jews, who he says (4:4-6) already had been denounced in 
Xerxes' time, were again criticized in the time of Artaxerxes. A letter was sent by Rehfim 
the governor and Shimshai the scribe, with the support of representatives of other 
peoples neighboring Judah. They let the king know that the Jews were continuing to re
build the town and raise walls, and they foresaw that these activities risked a serious at
tenuation of Artaxerxes' power in the region, because Jerusalem was a "rebellious and 
wicked" town and, therefore, soon, if they were not careful, its inhabitants would refuse 
to "pay tribute, customs or tolls." The governor asked Artaxerxes to look into the royal ar
chives, which would prove that Jerusalem had always been seeking independence un
der the leadership of their own kings. This was done. Convinced, the king ordered the 
suspension of construction work and ordered Rehtim and his colleagues to carry out the 
decree. 

But what should we make of this passage? The problem is that its chronological 
placement is anomalous, since immediately afterward comes the discussion of the acts 
of Darius I. It is possible that the Chronicler wanted to make a point here, to which he 
keeps returning during the missions of Ezra and Nehemiah —namely, that Judah was 
surrounded by neighbors ready to condemn them to the satrapal authorities, who were 
inclined to lend them a receptive ear. The story of Tattenai's inspection tour is built on 
the same motif—he too asked Darius to research something in the royal archives (5:3-
17). If we concede (though not without reservations) the historicity of the episode, it is 
possible that the construction carried out at Jerusalem greatly exceeded the prior royal 
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authorization, which referred only to building a temple. On the other hand, the connec
tion often suggested between this episode and the Egyptian insurrection and the pos
sible revolt of Megabyzus must remain hypothetical, since no external evidence has yet 
been found to confirm it. 

4. The Asia Minor - Eastern Aegean Front 

Athenian-Persian Hostilities (the 450s) 
After the Egyptian campaign, Athens' position was certainly weakened, both as a re

sult of the losses suffered in the campaign (cf. Thucydides 1.110.1) and as a result of the 
clangers encumbering its position in Greece itself. It is likely, too, that Artaxerxes prof
ited from his success in Egypt. This is what Plutarch leads us to believe: he "des-
patch[ed] messengers to Themistocles at Magnesia, to put him in mind of his promise, 
and to summon him to act against the Greeks" [Them. 31.4;* cf. 31.3). To read Plutarch, 
it appears as though Themistocles did not accede to the royal instructions (31.5; Cimon 
18.6; but cf. Thucydides 1.138.4). The conclusion of a five-year truce with Sparta (454 or 
451?) allowed Athens to return to the offensive, al the goading of Cimon, who had re
turned from exile (451?): 

Released from Hellenic war, the Athenians made an expedition to Cyprus with two hundred 
vessels of their own and their allies, under the command of Cimon. Sixty of these were de
tached to Egypt at the instance of Amyrtaeus, the king in the marshes; the rest laid siege to 
Kitium. (Thucydides 1.112.2-3*) 

These events are also known from a passage in Plutarch (Cimon 18.5-9) and a report in 
Diodorus; Diodorus, unfortunately, seems to have partly confused this episode with the 
Eurymedon campaign (XII.3-4.1-3). 

The Persian forces were commanded by Artabazus and Megabyzus. Artabazus was 
awarded the overall command and led the fleet anchored at Cyprus, while the latter led 
the army encamped in Cilicia (Diodorus XII.3.2). If Diodorus's information is correct, 
it implies that the two Persian commanders were ordered to maintain the troops in war-
readiness at the end of the Egyptian campaign (cf. XI.74.6). The siege of Kition was 
fruitless. After the death of Cimon, the Athenians won two victories on land and sea: 
"Being victorious on both elements, they departed home, and with them the returned 
squadron from Egypt" (Thucydides 1.112.4*). For Thucydides, the Asia Minor front dis
appeared precisely at the lime of the settlement of the Thirty Years' Peace with Sparta 
(446-445). After the death of Cimon, there was a change in strategy, under the aegis of 
Pericles: the Greeks turned away from mounting major expeditions against the Persians, 
such as those that Cimon had led, because this only reinforced the dependency of the 
subjects of the Empire. 

Return to the "Peace of Callias" 
In the course of his tale about the Cyprus expedition, Diodorus refers to Athenian-

Persian negotiations (XII.4.4-5). When he heard the news of the Cyprus defeats, Arta
xerxes gathered his Friends and decided that it would be to his advantage to open peace 
talks with the Greeks. He then sent the generals and satraps written instructions that al
lowed them to discuss the terms of a treaty. For their part, the Athenians dispatched am
bassadors with full authority, the leader of whom was Callias, son of Hipponicus. Here, 
according to Diodorus, arc the principal articles of the agreement that was reached: 
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All the Greeks cities of Asia are to live under laws of their own making; the satraps of the Per
sians are not to c o m e nearer to the sea than a three days' journey and no Persian warship is 
to sail inside of Phaselis or the C y a n e a n Rocks; and if these terms are observed by the king 
and Ins generals , the Athenians are not to send troops into the territory over which the king 
is ruler. After the treaty had been so lemnly conc luded , the Athenians withdrew their arma
ments from Cyprus . (X11.4.5-6-0) 

Let us underscore it one more time: Thucydides does not breathe a word about this. 
Furthermore, Herodotus refers to the presence—at the same time, at Susa—of an Argive 
embassy (which had come to ask the king to confirm the traditional alliance), Callias 
son of Hipponicus, and other Athenian deputies, who had come "on some mission, 
which had nothing to do with the business we are now considering" (VII. 151*>). But he 
does not date the episode precisely ("many years after" [Xerxes' expedition in Europe]). 
The Argive diplomatic mission possibly should be dated to 466-465. The ancient litera
ture on this treaty dates primarily to the fourth century. But we may provisionally agree 
that there may well have been negotiations between Athens and Artaxerxes around 449. 
We will then observe that, setting aside the distortions introduced by later Athenian pro
paganda, this was apparently a limited accord: the Athenians evacuated Cyprus and 
Egypt in exchange for formal agreement by the satraps not to intervene directly in the 
Greek cities that at that time were parties to the Athenian Alliance. There is certainly no 
question that this was an Athenian triumph, especially at a moment when Pericles obvi
ously thought the chapter of the Persian Wars was at an end. From the Persian perspec
tive, then, we can imagine that continuing control of the eastern Aegean heavily 
outweighed any provisional concessions that were granted; the central power certainly 
thought, on the one hand, that these concessions were limited and temporary and, on 
the other, that none of them commited the Persians to abandoning the king's eminent 
rights to "the territory over which he was ruler." The Great King never relinquished his 
tribute prerogatives, even when the Athenian occupation temporarily prevented the sa
traps from collecting the annual levies in the Alliance cities (Thucydides VIII.4.5; 6.1). 
All the same, the Great King himself did not participate directly in the agreement; the 
Athenians had to enforce it on the satraps. We may also suspect that at court it was also 
thought that the situation in Greece opened up numerous prospects for weakening the 
Athenian position. 

The Persians had even fewer reasons to accept a diplomatic "Waterloo" because they 
were far from unaware of the difficulties Athens was experiencing with its allies, difficul
ties they themselves had nurtured. We know, in fact, from a decree (ML 40) dated (hy-
pothetically) to 453-452 that the members of the council of the city of Erythrae had to 
agree "not to receive [into the city] any of the exiles who sought refuge from the Medes." 
Some time later (451-450?), another decree guaranteed Athens' assistance to Sigeion 
against any enemy coming "from the mainland," a phrase that generally refers to the Per
sians, or Greeks aided by the Persians (ATL 111:255). Conflicts between the allied cities 
were thus used by the satraps of Sardis or Dascylium, who then tried to install factions 
favorable to secession from the Athenian Alliance; these factions would naturally seek 
support from the mainland Persian satraps. 

Obviously, the signing of the supposed "Peace of Callias" did not interrupt the activi
ties of the satraps. In 441, a border conflict broke out between Miletus and Samos. The 
Athenians did not intervene (in the spirit of actions taken by Artaphernes in 493—see 
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chap. 12/5 —the two cities would have had to appeal to the satrap, if they recognized his 
authority at the time). The defeated Milesians appealed to Athens, which installed a 
democratic regime in Samos. As usual, the Samian exiles sought refuge with Pissuthnes, 
the satrap of Sardis. An alliance (symmakhia) was formed; under the terms of the agree
ment, Pissuthnes furnished 700 auxiliaries, and they allowed the exiles to regain their 
footing in Samos, "after which they revolted [against Athens], gave up the Athenian gar
rison left with them and its commanders to Pissuthnes"; soon Byzantium joined the re
volt (Thucydides 1.115.2-5*). It is clear that the Samians counted on massive Persian 
support. When Pericles set sail for Samos, he rerouted part of the squadron to Caria 
"upon the news that the Phoenician fleet was approaching," and a Samian, Stesagoras, 
was sent to meet it (1.116). It is possible that this news came from a Persian attempt at 
disinformation; at the least it indicates that the Athenians had no illusions about one of 
the clauses of the "Peace" that in principle prohibited an Achaemenid navy from patrol
ling the coasts of Asia Minor. Further, there is nothing to indicate that Pissuthnes was 
required to return the Athenian garrison that had been taken off to Sardis. 

In any case, the Samian and Erythraean examples prove that the Great King had in
structed the Persian satraps to profit as much as possible from Athenian setbacks. It is 
quite clear that in each allied city there was a group of "Medizers" ready to work for the 
advantage of the Persians against the Athenians. In 430, exiled Ionians sought out the 
Lacedaemonian admiral Alcides and let him know that he could easily provoke the de
fection of Ionia from the Athenian side: "They would probably induce Pissuthnes to join 
them in the war" (Thucydides III.31.1*). This is the context of Thucydides' report that 
"Itamenes and the barbarians, who had been called in by certain individuals in a parly 
quarrel" (34.1*) moved into Colophon's upper town; at Notium, exiles "called in Arca
dian and barbarian mercenaries from Pissuthnes, and . . . formed a new community 
with the Median party of the Colophonians who joined them from the upper town. . . . 
Paches [an Athenian] then gave up Notium to the Colophonians not of the Median 
party (hoi medisantes)" (34.2-4*). 

The outbreak of the Peloponnesian War would soon enough offer the Great King 
new possibilities for intervention. Thucydides (II.7.1) presents the hopes of the Lacedae
monians and their allies as follows: "They resolved to send embassies to the king and to 
. . . others of the barbarian powers." Some time later, they actually sent embassies to 
Artaxerxes "to persuade the king to supply funds and join in the war" (11.67.1*). They 
planned to go to Pharnaces of Dascylium, "who was to send them up the country to the 
king." A Thracian named Sadocus turned the Lacedaemonian ambassadors over to the 
Athenians, who were very anxious to block such contacts (67.2). In 424-423, the Athe
nians seized a Persian ambassador, Artaphernes, "on his way from the king to Lacedae-
mon" (IV.50.2*). The tenor of the captured letter indicated that the king remained 
puzzled because of the conflicting information he was receiving from the ambassadors 
who had sought him out: "If however they were prepared to speak plainly they might 
send him some envoys with this Persian [i.e., Artaphernes]" (50.2*). It thus seems that, 
at least after the time of the Egyptian campaign at the beginning of the 450s, diplomatic 
contacts between Spartans and Achaemenids had never ceased (1.109.2-3), even if the 
Spartans had thus far refused to take decisive action, because they were concerned 
above all not to have to fight far from their Peloponnesian bases (cf. III. 31.2). The Athen
ians themselves were very careful to ensure the safe travel of Artaphernes to Ephesus 
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with all the honor due one of his rank; included in his escort were representatives who 
clearly had been instructed to make contact with Artaxerxes (IV.50.3). Strabo (1.3.1) 
mentions Diotimus's embassy to Susa; Aristophanes mocks the presence of Athenian 
ambassadors in Persia and Persian ambassadors in Athens in 425 and 424. Nevertheless, 
we cannot conclude that the Great King had already become the arbiter of Greek affairs, 
as he clearly would be in the fourth century; but the process had been set in motion. 

In short, if there ever was a "Peace of Callias" in 449-448, it particularly functioned 
to the advantage of the Persians, who on the one hand could thereafter enjoy their Egyp
tian and Cypriot possessions in peace and on the other would no longer make the mis
take of interfering in the internal affairs of the Athenian alliance. We may thus ask 
whether, from the Persian point of view, the agreement reached around 449-448 actu
ally had a totally different meaning from the significance put forward by the Greek au
thors of the fourth century. We may recall that, according to Diodorus himself, 
Artaxerxes intended to initiate talks not with Athens alone but with all of the Greeks 
(XII.4.4). The context does not exclude the possibility that several Greek cities had al
ready sent deputations to the Great King. Is it possible that this situation provided a pre
cedent for the congress that was gathered by Artaxerxes II at Susa in 387 and before 
which he had his decree read (Xenophon, Hell. VI.31)? Of course, the circumstances 
were different, not least with respect to power relationships. But from the Great King's 
perspective, the difference was insignificant. The clause granting autonomy to Asian cit
ies—which Diodorus and others present as a striking Greek victory—could just as well 
be considered as targeting Athens, since, applied systematically by the Persians, its pur
pose was to achieve dominion over Athens; we are tempted to think that it was by bran
dishing it as a slogan that the Persian satraps of Asia Minor supported the intrigues of 
those among the allies who wished to escape the unbearable yoke of Athens (cf. Thu
cydides 11.63.2: tyrannis). In other words, it is not impossible that the 449-448 agree
ment was interpreted in totally opposite senses in Athens and Susa: in Athens, it was 
lauded as an unprecedented victory; at Susa, it was seen as a royal correction. Anyway, it 
appears from the way that Plutarch reports it that the Athenians were fully aware of the 
limits imposed on them by the agreement (and/or the balance of power!), because Plu
tarch writes regarding Pericles: "he did not comply with the giddy impulses of the citi
zens . . . when . . . they were eager to interfere again in Egypt, and to disturb the King of 
Persia's maritime dominions" (Per. 20.3*). In the final analysis, we are led to believe that 
if there really were diplomatic negotiations in 449, the result was not so much a Peace 
of Callias as a Peace of the King. 

Artaxerxes in 449 was no more ready than his father in 466 to accept conditions that 
were unilaterally determined by Athens. Despite gaps in the evidence, we see nothing 
that might justify the notion that there had been an Achaemenid diplomatic/military di
saster. From Artaxerxes' perspective, it appears that on the one hand his rights over Asia 
Minor were never abandoned, and on the other, he commanded the satraps of Sardis 
and Dascylium to attempt to regain the lost territory. We do not know why the Great 
King did not initiate a mass mobilization to lead a more energetic reconquest. Perhaps 
more than anything he had not forgotten recent defeats in pitched battle; no doubt he 
also believed that such efforts would be pointless and that he could in any case hope that 
divisions among the Greeks and the Athenians' military, political, and financial difficul
ties would lead to the same result in the long run. In fact, throughout Achaemenid his
tory, the mobilization of a royal army proved to be the rarest of exceptions. 
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Return to Xanthus 
It is difficult, even impossible, to plot exactly on a map the Persian gains and losses in 

Asia Minor at the end of Artaxerxes' reign. The Attic tribute lists show that from year to 
year the positions could change very rapidly, in either direction. Between 428 and 425, 
Athens clearly put great effort into firmly controlling the islands. We learn at the same 
time that the Athenians lost some very important positions, such as Caria and Lycia, the 
latter disappearing from the lists at the end of the 440s. The failures to reinstall Athenian 
dominion there were as frequent as the attempts. In 428, leading "collection ships" (ar-
gyrologoi), the strategos Lysicles suffered a reverse in Caria, in the plain of the Meander 
(Thucydides III. 19.2). In 430-429, the Athenian strategos Melesander was given com
mand of a squad of six ships with the mission of going to Caria and Lycia 

to collect tribute in those parts, and also to prevent the Peloponnesian privateers from taking 
up their station in those waters and molesting the passage of the merchantmen from Phase-
lis and Phoenicia and the adjoining continent. However, Melesander, going up the country 
into Lycia with a force of Athenians from the ships and the allies, was defeated and killed in 
battle, with the loss of a number of his troops. (Thucydides 11.69.1-2*) 

The first point of interest in Thucydides' text is that hostilities did not interrupt com
merce with territories belonging to the king—an observation generally confirmed else
where. It also reveals the importance that the Athenians attached to Lycia in their 
strategic planning. Last, it shows that despite their efforts, the Athenians were never 
able to bring the region back to the heart of the alliance. 

But the passage is interesting for another reason, and a very unusual one at that: we 
find an allusion to the episode in a famous text, the Xanthus Pillar inscription (TL 44). 
Even though the Lycian text is only partially deciphered, the name Melesander (Mila-
santra) can be read; he was defeated by an army commanded by a person named Trbbe-
nimi, a Lycian name also known later (a descendant?) from coins and a tomb inscription 
(TL 128, 135). Another passage refers to a victory won (probably much later) by the Kher-
iga dynasty. Obviously, nothing proves that the dynasts of Xanthus and surrounding 
towns had acted at the instigation of the Persian satraps; that they consistently portrayed 
themselves as descendants of Harpagus is not sufficient proof. The proud exaltation of 
their victories over the Athenians certainly primarily expresses that they wished to appear 
as fully independent leaders; this of course also played into the hands of the Persian. Cer
tainly, the Persian authorities must immediately have attempted to profit from the situa
tion, only stopping short of claiming, as did Isocrates (Paneg. 161*), that "Lycia no 
Persian has ever subdued"! Perhaps the Persian leaders intervened just as they had in 
Ionia, providing support for agitators who wished to break with Athens. 

5. Ezra and Nehemiah in Jerusalem 

Ezra's Mission 
Meanwhile, life in the provinces went on, with no apparent connection to the events 

in Asia Minor. What we have to go by, primarily, are the biblical books of Ezra and 
Nehemiah. They report that, with the express permission of Artaxerxes, these two Jews 
carried out missions to Jerusalem: Ezra in the seventh year of Artaxerxes (458), Nehe
miah in the twentieth (445). Ezra was "a scribe versed in the Law of Moses" (Ezra 7:6*), 
the priest-scribe, the scribe who was especially learned in the text of Yahweh's com

mandments and his laws relating to Israel" (7:11*). Accompanied by a new caravan of 
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returnees (7:7, 8:1-12), Ezra went to Jerusalem bearing a royal letter (7:12-26). The 
king allocated materials in order to allow the temple and sacrifices to regain their 
former splendor: offerings from the king himself and the court, gifts sent by the Jews liv
ing in Babylonia, and vessels for the temple. Furthermore, the order was given to the 
Trans-Euphrates treasurers to provide Ezra with whatever he asked —up to 100 talents of 
silver, 400 liters of wine, 400 liters of oil, 400,000 liters of wheat, and "salt as requested." 
Part of the sacrifices were intended to ensure divine protection for the king, his sons, 
and their Empire. In all respects, the steps taken by Artaxerxes conformed to those en
acted previously by Cyrus and Darius. It is possible, even likely, that Ezra was also au
thorized to continue work on building the temple (cf. 6:14, 9:9). But Artaxerxes went 
further: the satrapal authorities were prohibited "to levy tribute, customs or tolls" on the 
temple personnel. As has already been pointed out (chap. 12/4), only one parallel is 
known: the exemption from tribute and corvee that Darius's ancestors awarded to the 
"sacred gardeners" who worked the land of Apollo of Aulai (ML 12). 

From the point of view of both the Jews and the royal power, the principal mission 
entrusted to Ezra was in the legal realm. He was in fact ordered to appoint judges and 
magistrates "to administer justice for the whole people of Transeuphrates"; exemplary 
punishment was promised to any who did not carry out "the Law of your God—which 
is the law of the king" (7:25*). We must still ask about the content of this law, though 
doubtless it refers to the Torah. In order to "purify" the people of Judah, Ezra promul
gated the law prohibiting mixed marriages and, during an official ceremony of renewal 
of the Covenant, the men repudiated their foreign wives and sent away the children they 
had borne (Ezra 10). But what is especially noteworthy is that thereafter the laws of the 
country were placed under the protection of the king and thus were included in the all-
encompassing category of royal law (see chap. 12/7). As Artaxerxes' review puts it (7:25), 
all who opposed the law (by rejecting the decisions made by the judges appointed by 
Ezra) would find themselves subject to royal punishment. As in many other examples, 
this case forcefully illustrates the connection between internal autonomy of a subject 
community and royal dominion. The king became the protector and guarantor of local 
customs, as long as they did not contradict Persian interests; even more, by returning 
harmony to Jerusalem, Ezra served the cause of imperial order. 

Nehemiah's Mission 

Thirteen years later, at his own request, Nehemiah also was sent to Jerusalem by the 
Great King. He had been alerted by his brother Hanani to the deplorable state of the 
community and the town. Artaxerxes gave letters to Nehemiah as he had to Ezra. 
Some were addressed "to the governors of Transeuphrates" and instructed them to fa
cilitate the trip for the Jew and his companions. Others were addressed to Asaph, 
"keeper of the king's park," who was ordered to furnish timber "for the gates of the cit
adel of the Temple, for the city walls," as well as for the house in which Nehemiah 
planned to live (Neh. 2:1-10). The work soon began: "The wall was finished within 
fifty-two days, on the twenty-fifth of Elul" (October 445; 6:15*). Nehemiah put his 
brother Hanani in charge of Jerusalem and Hananiah in command of the garrison 
(7:2). Then he proceeded to lake a census of the population (7:6-68). Steps were 
taken, in the presence of Ezra(?), to restore the splendor of the rituals and daily life of 
the temple and its personnel. After twelve years, Nehemiah returned to the king (433). 
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He soon had to return to Jerusalem (ca. 430-425), having discovered that the rules he 
had instituted were not being enforced. In particular, the Jews no longer paid the tithe 
owed to the temple personnel. Nehemiah once more had to take action requiring re
spect for the Sabbath and forbidding mixed marriages (13:6-31). Such is the outline of 
Chronicles, which is apparently based on the memoirs of Nehemiah himself. 

Above and beyond the many debates about a text filled with traps and pitfalls, one 
point seems certain. Like Ezra, Nehemiah had received orders from the Great King; un
like Ezra, he held an official position: 'governor' (peha). He emphasizes the contrast be
tween himself and the governors who preceded him in the position (5:14-17). His 
jurisdiction was "the country of Judah" (5:14), that is, the province (medinah) that on 
fourth-century coins is called Yehud. Apparently the province, including Jerusalem it
self, was divided into districts (pelek), which probably were tribal in origin but perhaps 
also corresponded to fiscal subdivisions. Like the governors of other provinces in the re
gion, Nehemiah acted under the authority of the governor of Trans-Euphrates, who was 
undoubtedly based at Damascus. This governor, it seems, held an estate within the ju
risdiction of the province that was something like a satrapal paradise, and the inhabi
tants of the province were required to perform corvee on his estate (3:7). Nehemiah, it 
seems, was accompanied by a "king's commissioner for all such matters as concerned 
the people" (11:24-0-) — as it happens, a Jew—but the breadth of his jurisdiction vis-a-vis 
the governor is not clearly established. Following the model of a "real" satrap, the gov
ernor of Judah received a special tax ("the governor's bread") that permitted him to sup
ply his table every day and to entertain his guests (5:14-18). One of his main tasks was to 
levy the royal tribute (cf. 5:3). He also had a military function, since he put Jerusalem in 
a state of military readiness and entrusted the citadel to one of his close associates. 

Nehemiah had instructions from the Great King specifically to reestablish political 
and social order. The description given by Nehemiah himself reveals extremely sharp 
social conflict. The common people complained of having to indenture their children 
to be able to eat; some had to mortgage their fields and vineyards to pay the royal tribute. 
In order to restore peace, Nehemiah took astonishing measures: he no longer collected 
the "governor's bread" tax. But this act had primarily symbolic (and self-justification) 
value, even though it takes into account the combined effect of the royal levies and sa
trapal taxes. The basic problem lay at the level of relations between rich and poor: by 
lending money at interest, the former starved the latter. Like a Judahite Solon, Nehe
miah was not a social revolutionary: though he proclaimed the abolition of debt and re
quired the rich to return the mortgaged fields, vineyards, and olive groves to the small 
land-holders (5:10), there was no thought of actually dividing up the land. The impov
erishment of the small land-holders was thus not simply an automatic result of the im
position of tribute: tribute only played a role of revealing and accelerating what already 
existed in the context of class relations specific to Jewish society. The various taxes also 
converged in that everyone had to pay for maintenance of the temple and its personnel: 
a one-third shekel head tax (10:33), as well as "first-fruits and tithes, . . . those portions 
• •. awarded . . . to . . . the cantors and gatekeepers too . . . " (12:44-47*). The burden 
was so heavy that during Nehemiah's absence the Jews had stopped bringing "the tithe 
of corn wine, and oil to the storehouses" (13:12*). 

It thus appears that from Cyrus to Artaxerxes there was considerable consistency in 
royal policy, though we are not able to say that the Great King took special interest in 
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this small region. The importance of Judah is only an "optical illusion" created by the 
uneven distribution of evidence. In particular, there is nothing to prove that Susa or Per
sepolis considered Judah a bulwark of Persian dominion against fickle and unruly 
Egypt. More likely, from the Persian point of view, Nehemiah's mission was to establish 
a new basis for assessing tribute and guaranteeing regular payment: mutatis mutandis, 
and keeping in mind their purposes, his reforms can be compared with those carried out 
by Artaphernes in 493 in the cities of Ionia that had been ravaged by war and social ten
sion (cf. chap. 12/5). 

From Jerusalem to Elephantine 
The principles on which Jewish autonomy and the limits of its effectiveness were es

tablished are clarified by Aramaic documents from Egypt during the reign of Darius H. 
In 410, during a murky affair (to which we return below in chap. 14/8) that found them 
in opposition to the governor of Syene, the Jews of the Elephantine garrison sent a peti
tion addressed jointly to "Johanan the high priest and his colleagues the priests who are 
in Jerusalem, and to Ostana the brother of cAnani and the nobles of the Jews" —that is, 
to everyone who constituted the internal government of the community of Jerusalem, 
alongside the "governor of Judah" proper (DAE 102 [AP 30-31*]). The people of Ele
phantine received no reply to their plea. The reason was probably because in their ritu
als they had violated the "Law of Moses," as had recently been proclaimed so forcefully 
by Ezra and/or Nehemiah. Their petition in fact concerned the reconstruction of the 
temple of Yahweh that they had built on the island in the Nile, contrary to the principle 
of the uniqueness of the center of worship. One document, certainly from 419, shows 
that the Jews of Elephantine paid a head tax intended to sustain the expense of the 
temple service, conduct that was even more reprehensible because this money would 
serve to honor not only Yahweh but also Aramean gods (Bet'el and Anat; DAE 89 [AP 
22]). In contrast, when Ezra was sent to Jerusalem, the Jewish settlers in Babylonia had 
given him offerings for the temple in Jerusalem (Ezra 7:16). 

The Jews (or, rather, Judeo-Arameans) of Elephantine probably had appealed to the 
authorities in Jerusalem at an earlier time because the Great King had conferred on the 
rulers of Jerusalem the authority to intervene in purely religious affairs of the Jewish di
aspora in the Empire. Anyway, the royal edict sent to Ezra said: "Appoint scribes and 
judges to administer justice for the whole people of Transeuphrates, that is, for all who 
know the Law of your God. You must teach those who do not know it" (Ezra 7:25*). We 
find an illustration of this state of affairs in an Aramaic papyrus from Egypt. In 418, one 
Hanani (Nehemiah's brother?) came to Elephantine bearing a very important docu
ment that regulated the celebration of Passover by the Jews (DAE 96 [AD 8]). It does 
seem that in this case the initiative came from the authorities in Jerusalem, who wanted 
to unify ritual throughout the diaspora. Hanani's letter states that the order came from 
the king and was sent to Arsama, the satrap of Egypt. But the central government was not 
in a position to intervene in a purely internal religious matter of the Jewish communites 
of the Empire. All it did was to grant official sanction ("royal law") to a local ruling 
("laws of the countries"). 

The Enemies of Nehemiah and Judah 
To read the Chronicler, the arrival of Nehemiah did not disarm the hostility of 

Judah's neighbors; quite the reverse. As in the previous episode (cf. above, chap. 14/4), 
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Judah's neighbors intended to communicate to the Great King their condemnation of 
the royal ambitions they attributed to Nehemiah, in light of the fortifications he had just 
provided for Jerusalem (6:6-7). The danger was even greater because many neighbors of 
Judah had family members in the province because of the many intermarriages that all 
of Ezra's efforts (if he really did precede Nehemiah) had obviously failed to suppress. 
Even the high priest's son took a wife from outside Judah. On his second mission, Ne
hemiah had to renew the prohibition. 

A coalition against Judah and Nehemiah developed: the Chronicler names "Sanbal-
lat the Horonite, Tobiah of Amnion, and Gasmu the Arab" (Neh 2:19, 6:1-7). The first 
was the leader of "troops from Samaria" (3:34 [Heb.; 4:2 Eng.]). We know that in 410 
someone else called Sanballat was "governor of Samaria" (DAE 102), and he must have 
been a descendant. Papyri and inscribed bullas from Wadi ed-Daliyeh, north of Jericho, 
provide an additional reference point: dated between 375 and 335, they mention yet an
other Sanballat, who in all likelihood belonged to the same family. In the Elephantine 
document from 410, we see that Sanballat I had his sons Dalayah and Selemyah beside 
him. There was thus a veritable dynasty that governed Samaria, at least between the 
reigns of Artaxerxes I and Darius III. The bullas and papyri of Wadi ed-Daliyeh and 
coins show that these men bore the title "governor (pete) of Samaria"; Samaria was the 
name of the province (medinah) as well as the town (qryt'), which is sometimes called 
"Samaria the fortress" (byrt*), according to a formula frequently found in Achaenienid-
period documents, at Sardis, Xanthus, and Meydancikkale as well as at Syene-Elephan-
tine. Here, as elsewhere, the Persians recognized a local dynasty, but there is no question 
that its members received the title of governor directly from the central power. Like their 
colleagues at Jerusalem, the dynast-governors of Samaria depended on the higher au
thority of the governor of Trans-Euphrates. 

The other two members of what the book of Nehemiah portrays as an anti-Judahite 
coalition are harder to identify. The name of Gasmu the Arab is usually related to the 
same name found in dedications inscribed on silver vessels found at Tell el-Maskhuta in 
Egypt. One is inscribed with the name "Qaynu, son of Gasmu, king of Qedar" (DAE 68 
[AD 7]). But the extent of the Arab Qedarite kingdom and its relationship to the Achae
menid authorities remains problematic. As for Tobiah, he was probably part of a dynasty 
also known from later Aramaic inscriptions found in Transjordan (Iraq el-Emir); per
haps he was recognized by the Persians as governor of the region. 

Sanballat's hostility does not seem to have been religious in origin. At this time, the 
word Samaritan had not yet acquired the sectarian significance it took on in the Helle
nistic period when the sanctuary on Mount Gerizim, Jerusalem's rival, was founded; it 
refers exclusively to the inhabitants of the province (medinah) of Samaria. Furthermore, 
when the authorities in Jerusalem remained deaf to their plea in 410, the Jews of Ele
phantine did not hesitate to send a letter to the sons of Sanballat (DAE 102). Thus, it 
seems that the governor of Samaria and his neighbors (Gasmu, Tobiah) were uneasy 
about the strengthening of the governor of Judah's power, which is why they attempted 
to stir up the fears of the Persian government. Without being able to prove it, we may 
suggest that these local jurisdictional squabbles can be compared to the tensions seen in 
Asia Minor between the satraps of Sardis and Dascylium, who were continually disput
ing control over frontier territory (the Troad). If this is true, perhaps Nehemiah had re
ceived guarantees on this point from the central government. 
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6. One King after Another (425-424) 

Ctesias and the Babylonian Tablets 
According to Ctesias (§44), Artaxerxes and his wife Damaspia (unknown elsewhere) 

perished on the same day. They had only one legitimate son, who took the throne under 
the name Xerxes (II). But several of Artaxerxes' illegitimate sons who had strong ambi
tions challenged Xerxes II. The main challenger was Sogdianus, son of Alogune. He fo
mented a conspiracy against his half-brother with the help of Pharnacyas, Menostanes, 
and several others; 45 days after his accession, Xerxes was assassinated, "while he lay 
drunk in his palace," and Sogdianus took the royal title (§45), naming Menostanes chil
iarch [azabarites/hazarapatis; §46). One of his half-brothers, Ochus, also born to a Baby
lonian woman (Cosmartidene), had received the satrapy of Hyrcania from his father and 
married one of his half-sisters, Parysatis, daughter of a third Babylonian concubine, An-
dia. Ochus refused to attend the meetings called by Sogdianus and won several impor
tant people to his side, including Arbarius, the commander of Sogdianus's cavalry. He 
soon seized power and took the throne name Darius II (§§47-48). This is a sketch of the 
tale told by Ctesias. 

The Babylonian tablets, moreover, allow us to conclude that the events between the 
death of Artaxerxes and the accession of Darius II unfolded between the end of Decem
ber 424 and February 423 and also that the reigns of Xerxes II and Sogdianus were not 
officially recognized by the Babylonian scribes. Many details elude us. It is likely that 
Xerxes took the throne because of his parentage and perhaps also because his father had 
recognized him as crown prince. It seems that, presented with the accession of the new 
king, Sogdianus and Ochus announced their pretensions simultaneously. Ctesias's re
port shows that the aristocrats had to choose sides, and in the ensuing battle, Ochus 
managed to win over very important men, such as Arbarius, the commander of Sogdi
anus's cavalry; Arsames (Arsama), the satrap of Egypt; and even Artoxares, who at the 
time of Artaxerxes I had been exiled to Armenia because he had spoken to the king on 
behalf of Megabyzus (§40). 

It just so happens, by extraordinary coincidence, that many of the people just named 
are also known from Babylonian tablets belonging to the archives of the Murasfl, a busi
ness establishment that during the reigns of Artaxerxes I and Darius II dealt specifically 
with the management of land around Nippur, including land granted by the king to 
members of his family and high crown officials. Alongside the "house of the woman of 
the palace" in the time of Artaxerxes I and the "house of Parysatis" (after the accession 
of Darius II), we also can identify Arsama, who in addition to his estates in Egypt kept 
land and livestock in Babylonia under Artaxerxes I and Darius II. We can also identify 
Menostanes, son of Artarios; he was a brother of Artaxerxes I and satrap of Babylonia at 
the time of Megabyzus's rebellion. His son Menostanes had at that time been defeated 
by Megabyzus's troops (§38), then defected to Sogdianus, who made him his chiliarch 
(§§45-46). Menostanes, a nephew of Artaxerxes I who is known as Manustanu in the 
Babylonian tablets, is called mar bit sarri 'royal prince'; he died soon, shortly after the de
feat of Sogdianus, and his estates then passed to one Artahsar, who is none other than 
Artoxares; according to Ctesias, he had declared himself a compatriot of Ochus (§47). 
(Arbareme in the tablets) was similarly rewarded for switching to Ochus's side lock, 
stock, and barrel (Ctesias §47). 
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Although Ctesias is not explicit on this point, it appears that Artarios and Menostanes 
did not succeed in winning over Babylonia to Sogdianus, who very likely lived at Susa 
after his accession. It seems clear at the same time that the Babylonian troops supported 
Ochus (cf. §§46-47). The Babylonian tablets lead us to believe that Ochus did muster 
the soldiers who in return for the use of land (within a halm) were required to respond 
to any call-up. To go by Ctesias's story, there does not seem to have been a pitched battle. 
Just as Tanyoxarces had eventually done (§10), Sogdianus agreed to give himself up 
when ordered by the new king, and he was executed "after reigning 6 months 15 clays" 
($48). Darius then had to face two other rebels: his full-brother Arsites (like him, the son 
of Artaxerxes and Cosmartidene) and Artyphius, the son of Megabyzus, who some 30 
years earlier had already participated in the revolt against Artaxerxes I alongside his fa
ther (§37). They were soon put to death, as well as Pharnacyas, one of Sogdianus's lieu
tenants. Menostanes chose suicide (§§50-51). 

Families and Powers 
The succession after Artaxerxes I both confirms the persistence of dynastic problems 

and constitutes a special case. It is surprising that Artaxerxes and Damaspia had only one 
legitimate son. Others may have died young, as did thirteen of the children of Darius II 
and Parysatis (§49). Whatever the case, after the disposal of Xerxes II, power was con
tested among the illegitimate sons of the dead king—Sogdianus and Ochus, and later 
Arsites. According to Herodotus (III.2), a 'rule' (nomos) disqualified illegitimate sons 
from the succession. But like many other Persian royal nomos he mentions (cf. VII.2), 
this regulation did not have the critical force that Herodotus imputes to it. There is no 
doubt, for one thing, that the nothoi (illegitimate children) enjoyed high status in the 
court (cf. Herodotus VIII.103; Diodorus XI.61.5), and for another, the important thing 
in every case was to ensure family continuity. It is also remarkable that no great family 
ever attempted to seize control: the Great Ones were content to side with one or another 
of the contestants, a sign that Ochus and Sogdianus were truly considered sons of Arta
xerxes and as such endowed with a certain familial, and thus dynastic, legitimacy. 

While most of the nobility was satisfied with the rewards granted by the new king 
(court titles, land grants), one family was singled out to receive considerably greater 
benefits. At an unknown date, in fact, Darius married his son Arsaces to Stateira, daugh
ter of Hydarnes, and at the same time the king's daughter Amestris married Teritushmes, 
son of Hydarnes. In Ctesias a long passage follows on the adventures of the two couples, 
culminating in the death of Teritushmes (in battle) and the torture of his entire family 
(sister, mother, brothers, and two more sisters; $§54-55). Ctesias charges all these mur
ders to Parysatis, archetype of the "cruel princess," who had been infuriated by Teri-
touchmes' behavior. According to Ctesias, Teritushmes had fallen in love with his sister 
Roxanne and executed Amestris, the daughter of Darius and Parysatis (§54). Ctesias also 
says that Darius wanted to kill Stateira, the daughter of Hydarnes and wife of his son Ar
saces, but Parysatis allowed herself to be moved by the appeals of her son: "Darius 
yielded to him as well, but warned Parysatis that she would regret it" (§56). We know 
that during the reign of Artaxerxes II, Parysatis finally did away with Stateira (§61; Plu
tarch, Art. 19), before approving a union between Artaxerxes II and her daughter Atossa 
{Art. 23.3-7). Nonetheless, the entire family was not exterminated, since in 400 a 
brother of Stateira was in the entourage of Tissaphernes (Xenophon, Anab. II.3.17). 
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The cross-marriages with the family of Hydarnes constituted a noteworthy novelty in 
Achaemenid family policy. At least from the time of Cambyses, marriages had been 
based on strict endogamy. The exchanges of wives with Hydarnes in themselves granted 
him exceptional personal power. Unfortunately, we know nothing about him. It cannot 
be said for sure that he was indeed a descendant of Vidarna, one of the conspirators of 
522. Whatever the case, he must have provided a great deal of assistance to Ochus dur
ing the war of succession. At the same time, the bloody actions soon taken by Darius and 
Parysatis show that they were far from granting permanent arrangements. Their own 
marriage was destined to give meaning back to the policy of endogamy and prevent a 
great family from one day claiming royal power. In other words, the matrimonial conces
sions made to Hydarnes were purely based on the moment; as soon as he was sure of his 
power, Darius was quite willing to lop off potential rival branches. At the same time, the 
events demonstrate the Achaemenids' capacity for rebuilding the dynastic stock. In fact, 
Artaxerxes I married Ochus to his half-sister Parysatis, and from this union a new Achae
menid branch was intended to sprout. Before coming to power, Ochus and Parysatis had 
produced two children: a daughter, Amestris; and Arsaces, the future Artaxerxes II ($49). 

Legitimacy and Propaganda 
It is clear that Ochus's victory resulted from a combination of forces he had managed 

to gather on his side; but it also appears that each competitor was able to conduct a skill
ful propaganda campaign on the theme of his own legitimacy. Perhaps Pausanias's curi
ous incidental citation (II. 5) comes from this tradition, according to which "Darius, 
illegitimate son (nothos) of Artaxerxes, with the support of all of the Persian people (ho 
Person demos), dethroned Sogdianus, legitimate son (gnesios) of Artaxerxes." Did Sogdi-
anus attempt to deck himself out with a (highly debatable) genetic legitimacy? Possibly, 
but we know nothing of him before the death of Artaxerxes. Does his name ("the Sog-
dian") mean that he was born during his father's campaign in eastern Iran at the begin
ning of his reign? Did Artaxerxes make contingency arrangements, before he died, in 
case Xerxes died suddenly? According to this theory, did he recognize Sogdianus's rights 
as eldest son? And was naming Ochus to the satrapy of Hyrcania a sort of compensation 
to the younger son? All these questions (and others, too) remain unanswered. 

The "Persian people" referred to by Pausanias are doubtless the army, which Ctesias 
states was hostile to Sogdianus ($45). Ctesias makes this observation during a passage 
that clearly comes directly out of propaganda spawned in Ochus's circle. Ctesias says that 
Sogdianus gave a certain Bagorazus the task of driving the funeral chariot on which the 
remains of Artaxerxes I and Xerxes II were placed: "In fact, the mules that drew the fu
neral chariot, as if they had been waiting for the remains of the son [Xerxes] as well, re
fused to move; but when Xerxes' body arrived, they moved on in high spirits" ($45). 
Then, Ctesias says, Sogdianus got rid of Bagorazus, "on the pretext that he had aban
doned his father's body" ($46). Even though Photius's summary is somewhat less than 
clear, it seems that some controversy arose over what to do with the royal remains; in fact, 
organization of the funeral solemnities reverted to the heir. What Bagorazus had cast 
doubt on was neither more nor less than the legitimacy of Sogdianus. A passage in 
Polyaenus (VII.7.17) confirms that from Ochus's point of view, it had become his respon
sibility, after ten months, to "proclaim the royal mourning according to Persian custom." 
Polyaenus also says that during this time Ochus sealed documents with his father's seal. 
In fact, as we know, Ochus was recognized as king in February 424. What Ctesias and 
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Polyaenus transmit, in their own way, is probably a scrap of the official version that circu
lated after Ochus's accession. In the same vein, a Greek tradition passed on the image of 
Darius II as a king with little interest in ostentatious luxury, someone who said on his 
deathbed that he had "practised justice before all men and gods" (Athenaeus XII.548e-v-). 

Darius the Great King 
The reuse of the throne name "Darius" conferred additional legitimacy on the new 

king. In his few inscriptions, Darius II, imitating his predecessors, uses almost word for 
word the titles of Darius I at Naqs-i Rustam and presents himself as son of and successor 
to Artaxerxes I (D2Sh). At Susa he claims to have built an apadana (D2Sa) and to have 
completed another palace (hadis) begun by his father (D2Sb), and he had his tomb ex
cavated near his father's, on the cliff at Naqs-i Rustam. On the other hand, he did not 
rebuild the palace erected by Darius I, which had been destroyed by fire during the 
reign of Artaxerxes I (cf. A 2 Sd). In the absence of written evidence, we know nothing of 
any possible building activity at Persepolis. 

7. Affairs on the Western Front 

The Situation in Asia Minor (424-413) 

In the absence of evidence from the center, we are reduced to narratives that refer al
most exclusively to Asia Minor and Egypt. We have seen that just before the death of 
Artaxerxes the Athenians had sent Artaphernes to Ephesus, obviously wishing to open 
talks with the Great King (Thucydides IV.50.3). Andocides, an Athenian orator of the 
fourth century, refers very generally to a treaty consummated between Athens and the 
Great King after Artaxerxes' accession: "We concluded a truce (spondai) with the Great 
King and we established friendship (philia) with him forever; the agreement was nego
tiated by Epilycus, son of Teisandrus, my mother's brother" (Pace 29). Whether this re
port refers to a renewal of the so-called Peace of Callias or a new treaty is not easy to 
determine in the absence of any external confirmation (aside from an Athenian decree 
commending Heraclides—but the date itself is debated). All the same, we may agree 
that at the presumed date, around 424-423, the Great King and Athens both had reasons 
to avoid overt conflict. 

This may be the context of the revolt of Pissuthnes, which Ctesias alone mentions in 
his story of the difficulties encountered by the king shortly after his accession. With the 
aid of Athenian mercenaries commanded by Lycon, the satrap of Sardis revolted. Darius 
sent an army against him commanded by three generals, including Tissaphernes. Pis
suthnes was betrayed by Lycon and executed, and the satrapy of Sardis was bestowed on 
Tissaphernes (§52). Perhaps Pissuthnes had tried to profit from Darius's setback (Ctesias 
had just described the revolt led by Arsites and Artyphius before mentioning an obscure 
intrigue planned by Artoxares; see §§50-51, 53). 

Nonetheless, although cordial relations had been declared between the Athenians 
and Darius, the Athenians violated the agreement a few years later, as Andocides states: 
"After that, we hear of Amorges, slave of the king and exile. . . . Result: the angry king be
came the ally of the Lacedaemonians and provided them with 5,000 talents to under
write the war until they were able to destroy our power" (Perce 29). We know in fact from 
Phucydides (VIII.54.3) that the Athenians had sent aid to Amorges (who is also named 
on the Xanthus Pillar inscription), and we learn from him as well that this Amorges was 
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the illegitimate son of Pissuthnes and that Tissaphernes had been ordered by the king to 
bring the rebel to him, dead or alive (VIII.5.5). It appears that the Athenian decision to 
aid Amorges was made before the expedition to Sicily—that is, in 414. 

The Aftermath of the Athenian Debacle in Sicily 
The defeats suffered by the Athenians in Sicily (September 413) soon provided the 

Great King with an opportunity to take revenge. In a magnificent account, Thucydides 
describes the shock that the disaster caused in Athens: the Athenians were fearful that 
"their adversaries at home, redoubling all their preparations, would vigorously attack 
them by sea and land at once, aided by their own revolted confederates" (VIII. 1.2-0-). 
Hopes were high, in fact, in Sparta and Greece (VIII.2). There soon were envoys in 
Lacedaemon from Chios and Erythrae, as well as ambassadors from Tissaphernes and 
Pharnabazus, 

who [Tissaphernes] invited the Peleponnesians to come over, and promised to maintain 
their army. The king had lately called upon him for the tribute from his government, for 
which he was in arrears, being unable to raise it from the Hellenic towns by reason of the 
Athenians; and he therefore calculated that by weakening the Athenians he should get the 
tribute better paid, and should also draw the Lacedaemonians into alliance with the king; 
and by this means, as the king had commanded him, take alive or dead Amorges.... 
(VIII.4.5*) 

Thucydides describes similar hopes on the part of Pharnabazus, who hoped to "procure 
a fleet for the Hellespont" (VIII.6.1o). With this goal in mind, his envoys brought a sum 
of 25 talents (VIII.8.1). At Sparta, a great battle for influence broke out between the two 
delegations. The Lacedaemonians "decidedly favored the Chians and Tissaphernes," led 
in that direction by the influence of Alcibiades and even more by the hope of gaining ac
cess to powerful fleets at Chios and Erythrae (VIII.6.3-5*). In the spring of 412, after 
many difficulties, Lacedaemonian ships arrived below the walls of Chios, commanded 
by Chalcideus and Alcibiades and soon aided at Teos by Stages, one of Tissaphernes' 
lieutenants. Thus began the Ionian War. 

If we accept Thucydides' explanation, Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes had both 
"lately" received the order to levy tribute on the Greek cities. In theory, the king had 
never given up his rights, but the new situation offered him the possibility of putting 
them into practice. This mission involved launching overt operations against Athens so 
as to reaffirm Achaemenid dominion over the Asia Minor coast; in other words, all prior 
treaties, if any had ever really existed, were declared null and void by Athens' own actions. 

The Spartan-Achaemenid Treaties (412-411) 
Soon (summer of 412), Tissaphernes reached an initial formal agreement of alliance 

(symmakhia) with Chalcideus between Lacedaemon and the king. The two allies agreed 
to wage war or be at peace jointly, and the rights of the king were reaffirmed in the fol
lowing way: "Whatever country or cities the king has, or the king's ancestors had, shall 
be the king's; and whatever came in to the Athenians from these cities, either money or 
any other thing, the king and the Lacedaemonians and their allies shall jointly hinder 
the Athenians from receiving either money or any other thing" (VIII. 18o-). In return, the 
Persians were to treat any who left the Lacedaemonian alliance as enemies. But it is clear 
that in general the treaty favored the Persians and Tissaphernes and that they were able 
to reestablish their dominion without major cost, other than the financial expenditures. 
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Even though the terms of the treaty were not restricted to Tissaphernes' domain, he 
as satrap of Sardis intended to be first to take advantage of it. Despite the Athenians and 
with the aid of the Peleponnesian armies, Tissaphernes soon captured Amorges on la
sus allowing his allies to take plunder and impress the rebel's mercenaries, before estab
lishing a garrison on lasus (VIII.28.2-5; 29.1). Because Tissaphernes was reluctant to 
pay off their troops, the Peleponnesians requested a new treaty, which was drawn up in 
the winter of 412-411 (VIII.37). In reality, the differences between the two versions are 
scarcely noticeable, aside from the fact that this time the treaty is made in the name of 
the king and his sons. At the beginning of 41 j , one of the Spartan commissioners, Li-
chas considered the second treaty outrageous and null and void (43.3-4). Alcibiades 
also advised Tissaphernes not to become too closely involved with the Lacedaemonians: 
He "generally betrayed a coolness in the war that was too plain to be mistaken" (46.5*). 
But the Spartans scarcely had a choice of allies; Lichas also objected to the Milesians 
"that [they] ought to show a reasonable submission to Tissaphernes and to pay him 
court, until the war should be happily settled" (84.5*)! At the same time, Alcibiades, al
ways eager to return to Athens in triumph, urged Tissaphernes to settle with Athens. It 
did not happen. On the contrary, Tissaphernes concluded a third treaty in the summer 
of 411. The satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia was directly involved, and Tissaphernes 
promised the arrival of a Phoenician squadron; from that moment onward, the Pelopon-
nesians had to support their own ships, because Tissaphernes had agreed to lend them 
funding only until the end of the war (VIII.58). 

The Athenian Reconquest (411-407) 
In truth, not the slightest trace of a Phoenician navy was seen in Asia Minor during 

these years; Thucydides thought that Tissaphernes had never intended to provide a fleet 
(VIII.87). Given the situation, the Lacedaemonians decided in the end to respond favor
ably to Pharnabazus's repeated demands, since he had promised to "provide for their 
support" (VIII.81.2). But the Athenians piled victory upon victory. At the same time, 
contention between the satraps was predominant. Tissaphernes made a special trip to 
the Hellespont: he apprehended Alcibiades and placed him under arrest at Sardis, "say
ing that the King ordered him to make war upon the Athenians" (Xenophon, Hell. 
1.1.9*). But until the arrival of Cyrus in 407, the generals were in disarray, so much so 
that the Athenians were able to embark on a victorious counterattack under the com
mand of Thrasybulus and Alcibiades. Flush with success, Alcibiades finally had his tri
umphal return to the city. Pharnabazus was unable to counter the situation and in 408 
came to an agreement with the Athenian leadership: he would give them 20 talents, au
thorize them to levy tribute on the town of Chalcedon, and commit himself to take their 
ambassadors to the king (Hell. 1.3.9). During this time, the Athenians captured By
zantium. The following spring (407), when they expected to depart to see the king, the 
Athenian ambassadors saw none other than Cyrus the Younger arrive at Gordion, ac
companied by Lacedaemonian ambassadors led by Boeotius, who stated that they "had 
obtained from the King everything they wanted" (Hell. 1.4.2*). 

Darius 11 and His Satraps 
It must be recognized that, until Cryus's arrival at Gordion, tentative and disorga

nized initiatives by Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus had not led to any great success, apart 
from the treaties with Sparta—and Tissaphernes did not seem very eager to apply them. 
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Darius had indeed secured recognition of his dominion over Asia Minor from the 
Lacedaemonians, but the Athenian reconquests in 407 appeared to render this accom
plishment partly moot. 

One of the reasons for this was the dogged competitiveness that motivated Tissa
phernes and Pharnabazus. Though this trait first appeared in 413 at Sparta, it never 
flagged during these years. Thucydides highlights Tissaphernes' anxiety when the Spar
tans decided to send forces into the Hellespont, "being also vexed to think that Pharna
bazus should receive them, and in less time and at less cost perhaps succeed better 
against Athens than he had done" {VIII. 1 0 9 . I n fact, Tissaphernes' ambition did not 
exceed his rival's: "Pharnabazus was inviting [the Peleponnesians] to come, and making 
every effort to get the fleet and, like Tissaphernes, to cause the revolt of the cities in his 
government still subject to Athens, founding great hopes in his success" (VIII.99*). For 
both of them, the important thing was to succeed in a way that would ensure the king's 
favor (VIII.6.1). This is why Pharnabazus's envoys refused "to take part in the Chios ex
pedition" (VIII.8) in 413. At the same time, Tissaphernes' primary objective was to cap
ture Amorges. And, of course, the Peloponnesian allies did not pass up the opportunity 
to take advantage of this rivalry from lime to time (cf. Hell. 1.1.31-32). 

These inter-satrapal competitions are frequently attested, especially between Sardis 
and Dascylium, which had long-standing border disputes. For the Great King it was cer
tainly a convenient way to keep a satrap from getting inordinately important (cf. Xeno
phon, Anab. 1.1.8); but a corollary of this convenience was a degree of inefficiency. It 
seems particularly strange that Alcibiades managed to escape from his prison in Sardis 
with his Athenian companion Mantitheos shortly after his arrest by Tissaphernes: they 
"provided themselves with horses and made their escape from Sardis by night to Cla-
zomenae" (Hell. 1.1.10*). Taking into account the strength of the garrison at Sardis and 
the difficulty of travel on the region's roads, we are tempted to think that Alcibiades had 
the benefit of help from inside accomplices. It is quite likely that the Persians of Sardis 
were hostile to Tissaphernes' strategy, like the Persians of the early 490s who seem to 
have conspired with Histiaeus of Miletus against Artaphernes' enterprises (Herodotus 
VI.4). It is also likely that Tissaphernes' hesitancy reflects more general dissension about 
the course of action to take with regard to Athens and Sparta. 

Another reason for the inter-satrapal rivalry is the fact that neither Tissaphernes nor 
Pharnabazus had sufficient military forces to allow them to really win the day. This is 
why each of them attempted to invite the Peleponnesians into their own territory in 413. 
Furthermore, even on land, the Persian cavalry was not always the uncontested king of 
battle; in 409, for instance, the plentiful cavalry of Pharnabazus was defeated by Alcibi
ades' army of horsemen and hoplites (1.2.16). In the same year, the Athenian Thrasyllus 
was able to make a foray into Lydia, "when the grain was ripening"; Stages, Tissapher
nes' subordinate, was able to take only a single prisoner, despite the strength of his cav
alry (1.2.4-5*). 

But it was on the sea that Persian incompetence was most glaring and most crucial. 
Apart from the case of the mysterious Phoenician fleet promised by Tissaphernes— 
which no one ever managed to see! —the satraps had no navy at all. At most, they could 
hire crews (though not without frequent mutual recriminations) and let their Pelopon
nesian allies build ships using timber cut from the royal forests (Hell. 1.1.24-25). Thus, 
because of their naval inferiority, they participated only marginally in a war that 
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unfolded between the Athenian and Peloponnesian navies. In 411, when there was an 
amphibious battle between Athenians and Lacedaemonians, we have a picture of Phar
nabazus reduced to "riding his horse into the sea as far as possible, [where he] bore a 
share in the fighting and cheered on his followers, cavalry and infantry" (I.1.6-C-). The 
Athenians took control of the Straits and were even able to impose customs duties (in 
the form of a tithe) on the grain-ships that passed by Chalcedon (1.1.22). The agree
ment between Pharnabazus and Alcibiades the following year expresses perfectly the 
satrap's inability to repel an attack on his territory (1.3.8-13). 

Of course, the satraps had significant resources that enabled them to hire mercenar
ies (though fairly limited in number) and especially to pay the Peleponnesian soldiers 
fighting at their side. But it is not certain that their financial capacity was unlimited. It 
seems in fact that, from Tissaphernes' and Pharnabazus's viewpoint, the important thing 
was to carry on operations with the least possible expense (cf. Thucydides VIII.87.5; 
109.1). The Peleponnesians and Tissaphernes himself also appear often to have relied 
on levies collected from the Greek cities of Asia Minor, which in turn exhibited some 
reluctance to cooperate (cf. VIII.36.1: 45.5). On at least one occasion, Tissaphernes re
fused to increase the mercenaries' pay while waiting, he claimed, for an answer from the 
king (VIII.29.1), letting it be understood that he would raise wages if any money arrived 
from Darius (45.5-6). On several occasions, the Peleponnesian allies complained that 
they did not receive enough regular income to live on (cf. VIII.78). Later on, Alcibiades 
addressed the representatives of the allies as follows: 

He also pointed out tha t T i s saphernes was at present carrying out the war at his own charges 
(ta idia khremata), and had good c a u s e for economy, but that as soon as he received remit
tances (trophe) from the king he would give them their pay in full, and do what was reason
able for the cities. (VIII.45.6-0-) 

These "own charges" were doubtless the funds available to the satrap in his personal ac
count. Considerable sums are involved, since some years later Tithrausles was able to 
pay some troops by withdrawing 220 talents of silver from "the personal resources of Tis
saphernes" (ek tes omias tes Tissaphernous; Hell. Oxyr. 19.3). This must have been a for
tune that existed somewhere on the borderline between state structure and personal 
property (as did the paradises, for example). Whatever the case, the king thought that the 
satraps ought to use these "own charges" to pay their soldiers. Perhaps the king also 
thought that the order he had given to Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus to collect tribute 
from the cities (VIII.5.5; 6.1) implied that he did not have to finance the war. The author 
of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia (19.2) complains, moreover, about the Great King's great 
avarice, referring explicitly to the time of Darius II (and his successor): 

T h e soldiers were paid by the sirafegoi in a deplorable fashion. Anyway, this was their habit , 
as in the War of Dece l ia when they [the Persians] were allied with the Peleponnesians; they 
provided money on a sca le both m e a n and shabby, and their allies' triremes would often 
have been sent back had not Cyrus acted swiftly. Responsibility for this state o f affairs lies 
with the G r e a t King: eveiy l ime he dec ided to m a k e war, he sent a small s u m of money at 
the beginning to those who were to carry it out, but he did not take into account s u b s e q u e n t 
events, so m u c h so that if they were not able to use m o n e y of their own (ek ton idion), the 
generals had to d i sband their armies . 

In other words, the king made an initial investment that the satraps were required to 
manage as best they could. If they were not able to get the business taken care of in the 
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time allotted, they had to pay from their own funds (see also Hell. 1.5.3). In time of war, 
just as in time of peace, the Great King was quite economical—he kept a careful eye on 
his own fortune. We thus have the impression that we are seeing in this a specific illus
tration of a more general policy by which imperial revenue was managed. It might be 
compared, mutatis mutandis, with an instruction included in the travel voucher that Ar
sama gave to his steward Nehtihor: "And if he is in a place more than one day, on the 
later days do not give them extra provisions" (DAE 67 [AD 6]). An Aramaic document 
from Egypt (DAE 54 [AP 2]) demonstrates the same principle. Thus, the personal finan
cial responsibility of administrative functionaries seems to have extended all the way up 
to satraps, even when they made warl This was one of many ways of limiting satrapal 
ambition. 

Darius II, Asia Minor, and the Other Fronts 
It is difficult to understand the expectations and objectives of the strategy set in mo

tion by the Great King. Too much remains unknown. A Babylonian tablet dated No
vember 407 illustrates the extent of our ignorance: it refers to a "state of siege" at Uruk, 
and we have no idea what this refers to. Other tablets, dated to 422, refer to a gathering 
of soldiers at Uruk. The discrepancy in date prevents relating it to the 407 tablet; further
more, it alludes to regular reviews, the existence of which does not imply that the region 
was then in turmoil (see below). Moreover, incidental passages in Xenophon's Hellenica 
refer to a Median revolt that was put down at the end of 407 (1.2.19) and to a war that 
Darius II waged against the Cadusians in 405 (II. 1.13). It is true that, generally speaking, 
we know practically nothing of military activities outside of the Asia Minor region. It is 
only because Plutarch wrote a life of Artaxerxes II that we learn, for example, that he too 
led an expedition against the Cadusians in the 380s (Art. 24). Then again, some recently 
published Babylonian astronomical tablets (ADRTB nos. -369, -367) also lead us to dis
trust the deafening noise created by the Classical sources on matters of the western front 
(cf. also chap. 15/1). 

In Asia Minor itself, the satraps faced other dangers for which our only information 
is circumstantial. Xenophon mentions that, several years later, a subordinate of Pharna
bazus named Mania, the wife and successor of Zenis of Dardanus, governed the region 
in Aeolis that was subject to Dascylium; in addition to other services she rendered to the 
satrap, "she also accompanied Pharnabazus in the field, even when he invaded the land 
of the Mysians or the Pisidians because of their continually ravaging the King's territory" 
(Hell. III. 1.13*). The failure of the Mysians and Pisidians to be submissive, frequently 
highlighted by the fourth-century Greek authors, explains the frequency of the expedi
tions against them. When Cyrus the Younger wanted to conceal from his troops the fact 
that he was actually leading them against Artaxerxes II, he led them to believe that he 
was leading them against the Pisidians (Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.1). And, according to Dio
dorus, during the battle of the Eurymedon, the Persian troops believed for a while that 
they had been attacked by the Pisidians (XI.61.4). But the stereotypical nature of a num
ber of Classical references to the irredentism of the "mountain peoples" alerts the criti
cal caution of the historian (cf. chap. 16/11, 16/18). 

Finally, according to Diodorus (XIII.46.6*), the reason that the Phoenician navy 
never appeared in Asia Minor was because they had learned that "the king of the Arabi
ans and the king of the Egyptians had designs upon Phoenicia." Did the clanger oblige 
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Tissaphernes —or rather, Darius—to reroute the squadron toward the Nile Valley? In 
truth there is no formal proof of this interpretation. A passage in Thucydides (VIII.3 5.2) 
simply makes us think that merchant ships carrying wheat arrived in Asia Minor from 
Egypt in 412; but it is difficult to conclude from this that an Egyptian dynasty had al
ready taken the Athenians' side against the Persians. We are also completely in the dark 
as to the identity of this mysterious "king of the Arabians." The travel voucher Arsama 
provided to his steward implies that at this time (around 411-410) the road between 
Babylonia and Egypt was safe (DAE 67 [AD 6]). On the other hand, it is likely that in 
the Delta the Persians continued to pursue the policy that we have already discussed (see 
chap. 14/2 above), namely, to leave the local dynasts in place. But we have absolutely no 
information about the details. Aramaic papyri from Elephantine mention troubles in 
410 and the quartering of troops (hndyz) in the citadel as a result of the intrigues of some
one named Anudaru (DAE 66 [AD 5]). Arsama's estates suffered damage (DAE 68 [AD 
7]); Pamun, an Egyptian steward in the service of the satrap, was killed (DAE 69 [AD 8]). 
For their part, the Jews mention that "detachments of the Egyptians rebelled" in 410 
(DAE 101 [AP 27*]). But the actual troubles related here appear to be of limited extent, 
without a clear connection to the war that supposedly provoked sending a royal fleet to 
the Delta. 

In the final analysis— without totally rejecting such an interpretation—we are led to 
think that the reasons for the apparent passivity of Darius II on the Asia Minor front are 
to be found neither in Egypt, nor among the Cadusians, Medes, or Pisidians. Two expla
nations can be offered, one political-diplomatic, the other military. We can imagine 
that, together with with Tissaphernes' timidity, the fluctuating strategy of the Spartans 
sowed turmoil and uncertainty among the king's advisers. The Lacedaemonian strategy 
must have appeared foreign, opaque, and contradictory to Darius II, just as it had to his 
father, Artaxerxes (cf. Thucydides IV.50.2). As far as we can tell, the Great King seems 
not to have fully comprehended the situation; like Tissaphernes, he seems to have ex
pected that the Greeks would wear each other out. 

Darius U and His Annies 

The second explanation puts the accent on the Great King's military weakness. This, 
we know, is a recurrent stereotype in the Greek view of Persia, especially in the fourth 
century, beginning with Xenophon in the last chapter of the Cyropedia. A similar per
spective is found in many other Greek authors, such as Plato (Laws 697d). But taking 
into account the deeply polemical character of these appraisals, historians must instead 
base their work on external evidence, which allows them to lest the validity of such 
interpretations. 

We generally turn to the Babylonian sources. It is frequently stressed, in fact, that 
within the framework of the development of the system of military land allotments (the 
l)atru system) the plot-holders, instead of providing the military service connected to the 
properly they controlled, apparently preferred to pay the entire cost (ilku) in the form of 
money ("paid service"). This phenomenon can be detected from the time of Darius I on, 
but it tended to become more widespread in the time of Artaxerxes I and Darius II. This 
observation also can be connected to increasing reliance on Greek mercenaries. The to
tality of the reconstruction tends to validate Xenophon's critical remarks about the Per
sians' abandonment of the ancestral rules requiring landholders to "furnish cavalrymen 
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from their possessions and that these, in case of war, should also take the field, while 
those who performed outpost duty in defence of the country received pay for their ser
vices," so much so that "enemies may range up and down their land with less hindrance 
than friends" (Cyr. VIII.8.20-21*). 

Even if we do not insist that Xenophon's comments are essentially a caricature, we 
still need to stress that the Babylonian evidence is more ambivalent than it appears. In
sofar as it can be reconstructed from the tablets, the situation at the time of Darius l is 
accession shows that the hatru system was already fully operational. For one thing, we 
know that Ochus (the future Darius II) was ruler of Babylonia and that he could gather 
a huge army. The tablets also indicate that, in order to respond to mobilization orders, 
the tenant farmers had to borrow vast sums from the house of Murasu—and there are 
many examples of this process. We know in fact that most of the time the plot-holders 
did not work the land themselves but turned the management over to the Murasu or 
other business concerns of the same type. So while the documentation implies that the 
financial position of the grant-holders was not spectacular, it also indicates that they 
were nevertheless committed to the military obligations they had taken on. 

Several documents from year 2 of Darius (422) show that at that time, by royal order, 
the tenants in the Nippur region were required to furnish the 'king's soldier' (Sab sarri) 
to take part in a review that would be held at Uruk (UC 9/3; 10/61-62; PBS 11/1:54,162). 
Another tablet belonging to the same lot is even more explicit: 

Gadal-lama, son of Rahum-ili, declared of his own free will to Rimut-Ninurta, descendant 
of Murasu, as follows: "Because Rahum-ili adopted your brother Elli-sum-iddin, you now 
possess the share of Barik-ili in the plow and fallow land held in tenure as 'horse land' (bit 
sisi) by Rafjum-ili. Give me a horse with harness and reins, a suhattu coat with neckpiece 
and hood, an iron armor with hood, a quiver, 120 arrows, some with heads, some without, a 
sword(?) with its scabbard, 2 iron spears, and I will perform the service attached to your share 
in the tenure land." Rimut-Ninurta agreed and gave him a horse and the military equip
ment mentioned above, as well as 1 mina of silver for his travel provisions, in order to obey 
the royal order to go to Uruk in connection with this "horse land." Gadal-lama bears respon
sibility for presenting the equipment given to him. He will show it for registration to Sabin, 
the man in charge of the secretaries of the army, and he will give the deed of registration to 
Rimut-Ninurta. [Names of witnesses and scribe] Nippur, 18 Tebet, year 2 of Darius. ([422] 
UC 9/68; trans. F. Joannes/P. Beau lieu) 

Through adoption, a member of the house of Murasu thus acquired part of a horse es
tate. Rimut-Ninurta had no desire to fulfill the military service associated with the land 
granted by the king (in the hatru system) and entered into an agreement with the son of 
the holder of the other part: Gadal-lama attended the assembly with a horse and the en
tire required weaponry (compare Xenophon, Hell. III.4.15!). 

This document is transparent: it explains very clearly that at this time, at Nippur, es
tates were subject to active military service, though the identity of the person who per
formed it did not matter to the administration. The core of the administration's concern 
was that each estate recorded in the archives furnish the soldier(s) whose service justi
fied the very rationale for the system. And, compared with other documents dated to the 
same months of the same year, it is not possible to argue that this text could be taken as 
illustrating a special or unusual case. Even if we cannot prove it, it seems highly un
likely that the order to assemble at Uruk was issued in preparation for a military expedi
tion; it is more plausible that there actually were annual assemblies, which Xenophon 
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several times says took place regularly in each military region at "the place of assembly" 
(syllogos). 

Finally, later tablets from the reign of Artaxerxes II imply the general continuity of the 
system. The archives of the barber Kusur-Ea, son of Sin-ahhe-bullit, include (among 
others) seven texts referring to a practically identical procedure between the years 399 
and 363- One of his relatives, Nidintu-Sin, made a contract with the barber, asking 
Kusur-Ea to furnish him with all of the equipment that citizens of Ur were required to 
furnish for military service; in exchange, he would appear at the royal assembly held in 
the 8th year of Artaxerxes II (397; U E T 4.109). Kusur-Ea was in fact subject to service be
cause he held one quarter of a 'bow estate' (bit qasti; U E T 4.106 [363 B . C . ] ) . Here, the 
word 'assembly' renders the Old Persian word "handaisa, which is also found in the El
ephantine archives (DAE 36, 66, 101 [AP 13, AD 5, AP 27]; Aram, hndyz). Whether the 
service was carried out directly by the plot-holder or by a substitute (who was armed by 
the former), the Babylonian document thus incontestably shows that the plots were per
petually tied to the original royal obligation. 

Reliance on Greek mercenaries at this date remained fairly limited. Tissaphernes 
and Pharnabazus counted on the Lacedaemonian contingents primarily to fulfill the 
mission entrusted to them by Darius: to gather the tribute from cities still under Athe
nian control. They also were able to utilize levies of horsemen from Persians living in 
the imperial diaspora, following a well-known, long-lived system. Furthermore, there is 
no doubt that the colonization strategy actively pursued from the time of Darius and 
Xerxes had a major impact in the military realm; striking confirmation is found through 
the study of the composition of Cyrus the Younger's army (see chap. 15/2). Evidence no 
longer requires us to believe that there was a significant deterioration in the system of 
military plots in Egypt, either in Elephantine or in Memphis. The campaigns of Darius 
and his armies against Media and the Cadusians provide strong confirmation that the 
central authority could place as much military force on active duty as strategy required. 
In short, it does not appear that the undeniable Persian military shortcomings in Asia 
Minor have to be explained by recourse to the convenient but simplistic theory of the 
decadence of the Great King's army. Similarly, the observation that the Great King did 
not send funds to his satraps in Asia Minor is woefully insufficient evidence to support 
the conclusion that the royal coffers were empty! 

All of this evidence seems much more to be a result of a policy decision made at the 
center, which for reasons that remain to be clarified did not wish to commit powerful 
armies on the Aegean front. We could offer an entire series of interpretations of a tech
nical sort (burden and cost of levies, for example), but no single element was determi
native. Given the rarity of general mobilizations throughout Achaemenid history, we 
perhaps should not be overly surprised that Darius II did not consider an Empire-wide 
conscription useful now. It seems especially clear that the Great King and h'is advisers 
thought that the Lacedaemonian alliance would have to provide sufficient support for 
the Asia Minor satraps to get the upper hand, and that the subsequent reconquests 
would have to finance military operations, since they would provide the basis for the re-
introduction of tribute assessments in the Greek cities. The only exception to this pre
sumed rule was the assembling of that famous Phoenician navy we have already 
mentioned in Cilicia, and it obviously functioned under direct orders from the central 
authority (Thucydides VIII.88.5). 
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Cyrus in Asia Minor 
When the Great King decided to send Cyrus to Asia Minor in 407, it was perhaps to 

calm dissension that was brewing between his sons; he was certainly aware of the need 
to pursue a more energetic policy. It is possible that the Spartan Boeotius and his col
leagues had apprised him of the situation, persuading him to act. Nevertheless, the pow
ers entrusted to Cyrus and the amount of money offered to him to conduct the war leave 
no doubt regarding the royal intent: Cyrus in fact "brought with him a letter, addressed 
to all the dwellers upon the sea (Asia Minor; kato) and bearing the King's seal, which 
contained among other things these words: 'I send down Cyrus as karanos' — the word 
'karanos' means 'lord' (kyrie) — 'of those whose mustering-place is Castolus'" (Hell. 
1.4.3;* cf. Anab. 1.1.2). In other words, Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes were thereafter 
his subordinates. His mission was clear: "In order to be ruler of all the peoples on the 
coast and to support the Lacedaemonians in the war" (Hell. 1.4.3*). The time for royal 
hesitation and inter-satrapal rivalry was over. Cyrus immediately ordered Pharnabazus to 
detain the Athenian ambassadors in such a way as not to alert Athens to the Great King's 
new intentions; it was not until three years later that they were allowed to leave Asia Mi
nor, at a time when the fate of the Athenian armies had already nearly been sealed. 

The appointment of Cyrus coincided with the arrival of a particularly energetic and 
decisive Lacedaemonian admiral, Lysander. The two men soon came to trust each 
other, and with Persian support Lysander was able to reinforce his army and navy. When 
he was absent, during the summer of 406, the Athenians achieved a victory in the Argi-
nusae islands. However, they were not able to benefit from the victory: the strategoi were 
doomed! Lysander's return (summer of 405) marked the beginning of a new stage in 
Spartan-Achaemenid relations. Some time later, Cyrus the Younger was recalled to his 
father's sickbed. Before leaving, he gave Lysander large sums of money and, according 
to Xenophon, "assigned all his authority to him" (Hell. II. 1.14-15). In September of the 
same year, Lysander won a decisive sea battle over the Athenians at Aigos-Potamos. 
Some months later (April-May, 404), Athens fell to Lysander. Meanwhile, Darius died 
(between September 405 and April 404). 

8. The Great King in His Countries 

The Murasu, Babylonia, and the Royal Administration 
At this point, we would do well to pause for a moment and attempt to draw up a new 

imperial balance-sheet, which should not be reduced to territorial and military consid
erations alone but should be drawn from regional realities. One of the best-documented 
countries is Babylonia. In fact, we have several hundred tablets from the archives of a 
Babylonian business concern, the Murasu, whose activities are particularly well attested 
between year 25 of Artaxerxes I (440-439) and year 7 of Darius II (417-416). Some other 
tablets, dating between 413 and 404, provide evidence for the activity of an old subordi
nate of the house of Murasu, but it is difficult to establish in what capacity he func
tioned. The cessation of the archives probably reflects the dissolution of the business, 
although we should not necessarily infer that there was a major modification of the pat
tern, since the Murasu, whose activities were centered around Nippur, were no doubt 
only one of the firms that did business in Babylonia at this time. 

The Murasu were not a bank in the modern sense. Their basic activity was managing 
land, and this is why their archives are a prime source as much for reconstructing land 
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management as for fiscal organization. The tenant-farmers, rather than devoting them
selves directly to working their lands, entrusted the land's management to the Murasu, 
and in return the latter turned over the rent to the tenants. The Murasu themselves gen
erally sublet the land to farmers, and this explains the large number of farming contracts 
found in the archives. Some of the parcels exploited in this system are identified as 
"royal lands," as well as 'royal gifts' (nidintu sarri) — which benefited highly placed per
sons (primarily members of the court and Iranians). Well-known people are found 
among them, including Parysatis and Prince Arsama (satrap of Egypt), as well as many 
other important persons, some of them known from Ctesias. Also among the tenants 
were members of the hatru (military and nonmilitary), who also utilized the services of 
the Murasu, whether as land managers or moneylenders. The debts incurred were cal
culated not on the plot itself—which, though it could be transferred by inheritance, re
mained inalienable —but on future harvests. The Murasu thus played a very important 
role: both they and the tenants had a mutual interest in increasing the yield of the land. 
Furthermore, they sold the produce of the farms, which was perishable, on the open 
market, allowing the tenants to pay their interest in silver, without having to bother 
themselves with carrying out a difficult transaction. 

BeUunu 
One of the notables of the period is a Babylonian, Belsunu, who is known from a se

ries of tablets gathered into an "archive" that was deposited under one of the citadels of 
Babylon (the Kasr); the archive dates from 438 to 400. He was a son of Bel-usursu and 
was called "governor (pikatu) of Babylon" between 421 and 414. The title is not the 
same as what we call satrap; in Babylon, the satrap was the Persian Gubaru/Gobryas, 
who is attested until 417. Belsunu was thus one of the satrap's subordinates (a Greek au
thor, probably referring to him, calls him hyparchos). Then, between 407 and 401, his 
title was "governor of Ebir Nari," which the Greek authors transcribe as "satrap of Syria." 
In all probability, then, we can identify him with the Belesys whom Xenophon calls "sa
trap of Syria" during Cyrus the Younger's offensive against his brother Artaxerxes II in 
401 (Anab. 1.4.10; cf. Diodorus XIV.20.5). Perhaps this Babylonian's new title was the re
ward that Darius II gave him for his aid. 

The tablets provide very important information on the role and possible activities of 
Belsunu. One of them, dated around 416-415, is particularly interesting (TBER, AO 
2569): 

[broken lines . . .] we displayed(?) the stolen property (?) [ . . . ] [ . . . Ea- iddin, Marduk-z]er-li-
sir, and Bel-lcimur, the a c c o u n t a n t s of the t emple of Uras and(?) . . . , son] of S iha (? ) , dis
covered the stolen property that had been carried off by(?) Bel-ittannu, [son of Bul lutu , and] 
his son [Bel]-usursu and Uras-nasir, son of Nidintu , in Di lbat [in their houses(?) ] , 
(seized(?)) it, and put it under seal in the treasury of (the god) Uras, and [. . . ] . T h e y held 
Bel-ittannu, son of Bul lu tu , a n d his son Bel-usursu in detent ion(?) in Dilbat, and they put 
their houses under seal. [Uras-nasir and (?). . . ( ? ) ] their [. . . ] e scaped and { c a m e } to Baby
lon, to Be l sunu , the [governor of Babylon] . T h e n Marduk-zer-lisir and Bel- lumur [. . . ] dis
played to the assembly of Esag i l [the stolen goods that] they had seized in their [. . .] and had 
[.. .] and [put under seal(?)] in the treasury of Uras. Subsequent ly , the [assembly(?)] ad
dressed { B e l s u n u } , governor of Babylon, as follows: "Uras-nasir, who [. . .] the stolen goods 
[•..] and then escaped from Di lbat and c a m e to you [. . . ] ." Uras-nasir and [.. .] to the as
sembly of Esagi l [. . . Uras]-nasir, (and) a long with h i m ( ? ) the goods that(?) he carried off 
[•..] year 8 of Dar[ ius . . . ] they interrogated [. . .] sw[ore(?) an oath] by the iron dag[ger(?) 
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. . ] [Ea-iddin, Marduk-zer-llsir, and] Bel-lGmur, accountants and [overseers] [of the temple 
of Uras] . . . to Dilbat, to Uras-nasir, [son of Nidintu(?),] [Bel-ittan]nu, son of Bullutu and 
his son, Bel-usursu [ . . . ] . . . investigate and in lieu of [...] that was given to the estate of 
Uras [. . .] in year 2 of King Darius. Ea-iddin, Marduk-z[er-lisir (...)] [and Bel]-lumur, the 
accountants and overseers of the temple of Uras [and?] the accountants and overseers, and 
the collegium of the temple [.. .], [...] with the concurrence of the assembly of Esagil 
. . . [ . . . ] . . . of Uras-[nasir . . .] Bel-usursu, son [ of . . . ] [ . . . remainder broken . . .]. (trans. 
M. Stolper) 

In summary: a theft took place in the sanctuary of the god Uras at Dilbat. The thieves 
were captured, and the recovered stolen goods were put under seal in the god's treasury. 
One of the thieves went to find Belsunu, the "governor of Babylon." At the same time, 
the sanctuary treasurers sent the case to the assembly of the Esagila in Babylon, which in 
turn applied to Belsunu to turn over the miscreant. The guilty parties were sentenced to 
repay the treasury of Uras out of their own funds. The text throws some light on a city, 
Dilbat, that is relatively little known at this period, and on the continuity of administra
tive practices from the time of Cyrus and Cambyses on, particularly the role of the 
"civic" assembly of the Esagila and its relationship with the governor. It also illustrates 
the length of the process, since apparently four years elapsed between the event and the 
punishment of the criminals. 

In parallel with his public activities, Belsunu actively pursued business in the private 
sector, which was reminiscent of what the Murasu had done previously. Not only was he 
actively involved with his land, which he possessed as a 'royal gift' (nidintu sarri), but he 
also worked other land of the same type, which generally belonged to people with Ira
nian names. Belsunu's integration into Babylonian society is also well illustrated by 
another tablet (that does not mention his title): a subordinate/servant of Belsunu is di
rected by his master to ensure regular offerings in honor of the gods Zababa and Ninurta 
throughout the twelve months of year 5 of Artaxerxes II (TCL 13.204). 

Darius II in Egypt 
Turning to Egypt, we note that the epigraphic evidence is not comparable in extent 

to that known from the reigns of Cambyses, Darius, and Xerxes. The latest inscriptions 
from the Wadi Hammamat and the latest inscribed vessels date to the reign of Artaxerxes 
I (Posener nos. 33, 78-82; A'Orsk). But, paradoxically, numerous Aramaic documents 
date to the tenure of Arsama in the time of Darius II, and they allow us to reconstruct as 
faithfully as possible the various levels of Persian officials in Egypt, the system of soldier-
colonists, and the management of royal property (see chap. 11/7). A few isolated bits of 
evidence also attest to the "presence" of Darius II in the country. First, there is the car
touche of Darius II that appears in the temple of El-Kharga, as if he wished to take credit 
for the policy of his distinguished predecessor. It also seems that the sanctuary of Horus 
at Edfu benefited from major land grants. A seal found at Memphis appears to be carved 
with the name of Darius (II), showing a Royal Hero triumphing over two sphinxes 
(SD2a). We may stress, finally, that the Aramaic version of the Behistun inscription and 
part of the Naqs-i Rustam inscription were written on the back of a papyrus that can be 
dated with certainty to Darius II (before 418). We cannot be sure that this was an expres
sion of the royal desire to disseminate anew the deeds of his ancestor to make a political 
connection; perhaps instead the papyrus was only a schoolboy exercise. If this is the 
case, the document shows even more eloquently the practical ways and means through 
which diffusion of Achaemenid monarchic ideology took place among the children of 
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the Judeo-Aramean colonists of Elephantine. It would be very risky to conclude, as 
sometimes happens, that the gaps in the evidence mechanically represent the central 
authority's lack of interest in a province whose intrinsic importance had not diminished. 
Putting it together, the existing evidence instead suggests that there were no noteworthy 
changes in royal policy during the fifth century, after the reconquest by Artaxerxes I. 

The Persian Authorities Confront Jews and Egyptians in Elephantine 

We learn a bit more about one particular point from an Aramaic dossier from Ele
phantine. In year 14 of King Darius (410), the Jews of Elephantine, during the satrap 
Arsama's absence in Babylonia, sent a complaint to Memphis regarding both the Egyp
tians and the governor of Syene, Widranga (DAE 101 [AP 27*]). They state that the ad
ministrators of the sanctuary of Khnum had made an agreement with Widranga, to 
whom "they gave money and valuables." As a result, the Egyptians "will not allow [the 
Jews] to bring meal-offering and incense and sacrifice to offer there to Ya'u the God of 
heaven . . . but they made there a fire(?) and the rest of the fittings they took for them
selves, all of it"; in short, "they destroyed the altar house." The Jews thus asked to have 
the sanctuary rebuilt in its prior location. To underline the illegality of the Egyptians 
and Widranga conniving together, the Jews also state that their enemies had raided royal 
property, since they destroyed "part of the king's stores which is in the fortress of Yeb,. . . 
and they built a wall in the midst of the fortress of Yeb." Finally, they stopped up a well 
that had supplied the garrison whenever the troops were assembled there (hndyz). 

Widranga's accountability was fully established: according to the Jews, it was he who 
ordered the destruction of Yaho's sanctuary at the request of the priests of Khnum. In or
der to accomplish this, he sent a letter to his son Nafaina, who had succeeded him as 
head of the garrison (rab hayld) at Syene-the-Fortress. Nafaina led a troop of Egyptians 
"with the other forces" and proceeded to destroy the temple totally and seized the sacred 
vessels (DAE 102 [AP 30]). As a result, the Jews requested the opening of an "inquiry. . . 
by the judges, police, and informers who are set over the guard of the southern District" 
(DAE 101 [AP 27]). 

At the same time, the Jews sent a complaint to the Jerusalem authorities, namely, "to 
Johanan the high priest and his colleagues the priests who are in Jerusalem, and to Os-
tanes the brother of Anani, and the nobles of the Jews." The letter went unanswered 
(DAE 102 [AP 30] lines 17-18*). Threejears later, in 407, they turned to both Bagohi, 
"governor of Judah," and "Dalaiah and Selemiah the sons of Sanballat governor of Sa
maria." They remind the governors that the Jewish community had been in mourning 
for three years and specify that they had made "neither offering, nor incense, nor holo
caust" in the sanctuary. They implore Bagohi to intervene with "his friends in Egypt" to 
give them permission to rebuild their temple. The dual approach to Bagohi and Samari
tan authorities associated with Arsama (who had meanwhile returned to Egypt; DAE 
103 [AP 32]) finally got results. The satrap made a decision that provided for terms under 
which the temple could be rebuilt "as it was built before." On the other hand, though 
the incense and the offering could be carried out normally, this was not the case for the 
holocausts of rams, oxen, and goats." The Jews agreed to give some money and 1,000 

ardabs of barley to the house of Arsama (DAE 104 [AP 33]). 

The matter presents formidable interpretive problems. We must first pay attention to 
the makeup of the available material. We have the details only from the Jews them
selves—that is, from the arguments they presented to the authorities. The materials are 
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necessarily incomplete and undoubtedly biased. The Jews continually contrast their 
loyal behavior with the Egyptians' felonious behavior: "We are free from blame, and any
thing harmful of this kind has not been found in us" (DAE 101 [AP 27] lines 14-15*). 
That is, the Jews state that they are not rebels, in contrast to various groups of the Egyp
tians (lines 1-2). But the modern historian cannot take an advocate's arguments as a 
court clerk's record. The Jews also accuse the Egyptians of buying off Widranga. Though 
it is true that the Classical texts refer to the king's condemnations of judges who em
bezzle, we must also remember that the payment of baksheesh was ubiquitous in Egypt 
and Babylonia. In this case, the Jews themselves made major gifts to the house of Arsama 
to thank him for his services. Finally, the very nature of the documentation (letters and 
memoranda) does not clarify episodes for which we would like to have more informa
tion. In their 407 petition to Jerusalem and Samaria, the Jews say of Widranga: "The 
dogs tore off the anklet from his legs, and all the riches he had gained were destroyed, 
and all the men who had sought to do evil to that temple, all of them, were killed and we 
saw (our desire) upon them" (DAE 102 [AP 30] lines 15-16*). Despite some uncertain 
points of reading and translation, it thus seems that Widranga and the temple's vandaliz-
ers received serious punishment. But we do not know who punished them or why, espe
cially since Widranga seems to reappear, complete with the title "commander of the 
garrison," in one or possibly two documents dated 398. 

What emerges clearly is that during these years a conflict broke out between the lead
ers of the Jewish community of Elephantine and the leaders of the temple of Khnum. 
But why? Another document, unfortunately fragmentary, refers to a visit to Memphis. It 
alludes to troubles at Thebes: the Jews "fear robbery," and investigators are accused of 
taking bribes from the Egyptians (DAE 97 [AP 27]). In another text, a Jew complains 
that Widranga, now commander of the garrison at Syene, imprisoned him at Abydos 
"because of a precious(?) stone which they found stolen in the hand(s) of the dealers" 
(DAE 98 [AP 38*). But these isolated and fragmentary data are difficult to interpret and 
to connect to the events at Syene-Elephantine. Let us linger especially on this impris
oned Jew's complaint to his colleagues at Elephantine: "It is known by you that Khnum 
is against us from the time that Hanani was in Egypt till now." Was this a religious con
flict? Did the destruction of the temple and the Jews' houses (DAE 100 [AP 34]) mean 
that Widranga and the Egyptians shared anti-Jewish sentiments? Hypotheses such as 
these seem difficult to sustain. Although Widranga was able to demonstrate a certain 
amount of devotion to Egyptian gods, for reasons shared with high Persian officers of the 
satrapy from Darius on, there is nothing to indicate that he was so Egyptianized that he 
sided with the priests of Khnum for purely religious reasons. 

We would do well now to return to basics. As governor, Widranga had to adjudicate 
a dispute that had arisen between the representatives of the Jewish community and the 
administrators of the temple of Khnum. There must have been a trial, after which Na
faina, acting in his official capacity, was required to carry out the sentence pronounced 
by his father, who also was acting in his official capacity. What was the purpose of the 
litigation? Several earlier documents show that judges often had to make decisions re
garding property disputes, and a number of these disputes involved land adjacent to the 
sanctuaries of Yaho and Khnum (DAE 32-36 [AP 5, 6, 8, 9, 13]). The Jewish sanctuary 
in fact abutted Khnum's estate. It appears that the litigation between the two sanctuaries 
pertained purely to property, since the new buildings put up by the priests of Khnum 
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were encroaching on some royal properties (granary and a well) as well as on Yaho's es
tate. When it proved impossible for the two sides to arrive at a compromise, they submit
ted the matter to the governor for arbitration. 

As any other judge, Widranga would have referred to the corpus of local jurispru
dence that Darius had ordered collected more than a century earlier. If we concede the 
relationship between this book of jurisprudence and Egyptian customary law of the Hel
lenistic period, we may stress that a very important part of the latter is devoted to con
flicts relating to land ownership. One section is expressly dedicated to cases involving 
buildings erected on land that is later on claimed by someone else. Without being able 
to prove it completely, we can imagine that the Egyptians claimed to be the actual (be
cause they were the first) owners of the parcel on which the temple of Yaho had been 
built. 

This theory is partially confirmed by the Jews themselves. In one of their petitions, 
they in fact provide one component of a rebuttal. Looking back on the destruction of 
their sanctuaries, they state: 

Already in the days of the kings of Egypt our fathers had built that temple in the fortress of 
Yeb, and when Cambyses came into Egypt he found that temple built, and the temples of 
the gods of Egypt all of them they overthrew, but no one did any harm to that temple. (DAE 
]02 [AP30] lines 12-13*) 

Because it is included in a petition that was intended to plead their cause to recognized 
authorities (Judahite and Samaritan), the statement should be seen as an argument 
shaped by its administrative context. In this case, the Jews were trying to prove that the 
building of their temple had been authorized first of all by the Saite phaTaohs and later 
confirmed by Cambyses. We recognize this as a well-known form of legal defense: to val
idate their rights, the managers of a temple (or a city) refer to prior privileges, of which 
the present authorities require them to furnish proof (cf. Tacitus, Annals III.61-63). We 
may recall the behavior of Tattenai at Jerusalem or even Darius's letter to Gadatas; in the 
first case, the Jews referred to Cyrus's edict; in the second, the authorities of the temple 
of Apollo recalled that their privileges went back to Darius's ancestors (cf. chap. 12/4). It 
is the same here: the Jewish leaders came before Widranga's tribunal because they faced 
adversaries who demanded the demolition of the temple of Yaho; they reminded the gov
ernor that the existence of the temple had been officially confirmed by Cambyses. If the 
Jews lost the trial, it was very likely because, unlike the people of Jerusalem who ap
pealed to Tattenai, they were unable to produce a written document. If Widranga de
cided in favor of the Egyptians, it was perhaps quite simply because the documents they 
were able to produce were immeasurably superior to the Jews' purely oral statements. 
The decision and the rationale for it were as follows: the Jews were required to dismantle 
the temple, because the parcel was declared the property of Khnum. 

The episode is very instructive regarding the relationship between the administration 
and the various ethnocultural communities of the Empire and regarding the procedures 
that protected the rights of each of them. We do not know what grounds Arsama had for 
nullifying Widranga's decision, because we do not have the text of the satrap's deci
sion—only an indirect and fragmentary citation (DAE 104 [AP 33]). But we must stress 
that in this case the Persian authorities of Syene and then Memphis had to choose be
tween two rationales: one giving priority to a royal decision (Cambyses' decree), the 
other resting on recognizing the "law of the countries" (Egyptian jurisprudence). 
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Widranga opted for the latter, for reasons that probably had less to do with personal pref
erence for the Egyptians and their gods than with the need to maintain order, which in 
an Egyptian context could only be achieved by conforming to Egyptian law. 

A Business Letter 
We have an especially vivid illustration of everyday relations between Persians/Irani

ans and other peoples living in Egypt in an undated Aramaic papyrus that retranscribes 
a letter sent by Spendadata, son of Fravartipata, to Hori and Petemehfl: 

To my brothers Hori and Petemehu, your brother Spentadata. May all the gods grant at all 
times the prosperity of my brothers! And now, I have a boat, common to me and to its owner, 
which is in your hands. Be advised that Armaidata will tell you that I have given him charge 
of the boat, and let him do whatever he wants. Also, give him my share of the rent of [this] 
boat [which is ours]. There is [a total] of 8 shekels, I gave [it] to [...] to give it [in exchange] 
for grain to bring to me. And there is 1 karsh 8 shekels of silver that I gave you to buy wheat 
for Yatma. Total of money: 1 karsh, 8 shekels. If you bought grain with this amount and 
brought it into your houses, good! If not, give the money to Armaidata. He will bring it to us. 
And if [this] grain remains available to vou, tell Armaidata and give it to him in such a way 
that he can sell it. (DAE 109) 

The transaction seems fairly simple: two Iranians or Persians got together to buy and 
transport wheat, which they intended to sell; it seems that a third person, Yatma (an Ara
maic name) also contributed money to the deal. The two sailors are Egyptians, as in ev
ery other known case. Many details escape us. Nonetheless, the text has the advantage of 
providing concrete information on the commercial activities of two Persians/Iranians, 
who no doubt held important posts at Elephantine, and on their relations with two Egyp
tians. The document allows us to see that the Persians of Egypt, following the pattern of 
the Persians of Babylonia, had no problem thoroughly integrating themselves in the 
commercial environment and profiting from it. Perhaps the wheat was partly intended to 
feed the garrison reserves? 

The Great King in Sidon and Elephantine 
Sometimes only the iconography makes it possible to identify the Persian presence in 

one region or another, especially in regions where other sources are silent during the 
time of Artaxerxes I and Darius II. This is the case for Sidon. On the city's earliest coins, 
which date to the third quarter of the fifth century, the Great King is depicted in various 
poses (fig. 50a-b). Some show a Sidonian ship on the obverse, sometimes moored at the 
foot of fortifications; the reverse shows the following scene: "The king of Persia standing 
in his chariot drawn by four horses galloping to the left; he is capped with the five-
pointed kidaris and dressed in a candys; he raises and extends the right hand; the chario
teer is in the chariot beside the king holding the reins in both hands. Beneath the horses, 
the carcass of an ibex" (Babelon II.2, no. 889; cf. nos. 890,892-93,895). On other coins, 
two lions, on the obverse, spring backward, and a ship is moored at the base of the for
tress; on the reverse: "The king of Persia standing battling a lion; he is capped with the 
crenellated kidaris and dressed in the kandys; in his right hand he brandishes the short 
sword [akinakes]; in his left hand he holds a lion by the mane, his arm straining; the lion 
is rearing in front of him on his two hind legs. Empty square" (nos. 891, 894, 896). On 
still others, he is shown standing, drawing a bow, opposite a liead-and-neck view ibex 
(no. 897), or, half-kneeling, holding a spear in his right hand and a bow in his left 
(no. 898). 
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These scenes correspond quite closely to nearly identical depictions in court art 
(Royal Hero confronting a lion) or on seals (king in his chariot) and coins (king as archer 
and lancer; cf. chap. 6). The iconographic influence also shows up in reverse—if we 
may put it that way: a seal on some Treasury tablets (PTS no. 32) shows a ship very much 
like those found on Sidonian coins (fig. 50f). This specific example indicates that the 
iconography of Sidonian coins spread into other regions. To remain within the period 
we are considering here, we may note in particular that the Sidonian types were copied 
at Elephantine with, on the obverse, a Sidonian ship (and the name Syene in Aramaic: 
swyn), and on the reverse, the Royal Hero fighting the lion, with a cock poised between 
them. We also know of Elephantine imitations of Milesian coins with a Persian archer 
on the reverse. The Sidonian types are also found in Samaria (fig. 50d-e). 

There is no doubt that the kings of Sidon deliberately copied motifs from the Achae
menid iconongraphic repertoire when they had coins struck. There is no room for un
certainty about the political significance. Sidonian coinage is in fact entirely unique; in 
the other Phoenician cities, the coins from this time show nothing but local symbols. 
The iconographic distinctiveness expresses the special place held by Sidon within the 
(very poorly known) organization of Phoenicia at this time. It certainly reflects an older 
heritage, since the inscription on Esmunazar's sarcophagus shows that there were close 
connections between the Great King and the city (see chap. 12/3). The presence of the 
king of Sidon beside Conon before, during, and after the battle of Cnidos at the begin
ning of the fourth century further demonstrates that since the time of Cambyses the Si
donian navy had maintained a prime position in the Great King's strategic thinking 
(Diodorus XIV.79.8; Hell. Oxyr. 9.2). We may stress that seals with royal Achaemenid im
ages have also been found in the territory of Dor, which had previously been given to 
Esmunazzar. 

Meanwhile, it must be emphasized that the interpretation related above always raises 
doubts because of debates about the identfication of the person standing in the chariot: 
some authors suggest that it is Baal of the city rather than the Great King. Even though 
this is the minority opinion (and probably unsupportable), we must stress that the argu
ments brought up on this topic are very similar to the arguments put forward on the po
litical significance of the scenes on a Sidonian sarcophagus known as the sarcophagus 
of the satrap, which dates to approximately the same period (late fifth, early fourth cen
tury). Is the person on the throne (fig. 50h) the satrap (or even the Great King himself) 
or the king of Sidon, portrayed in the image of the Great King? Or to put the problem 
another way: in the absence of any written evidence, does iconographic evidence permit 
us to establish the nature of political relationships that existed between the local dynasts 
and the Achaemenid authorities? 

The Lycian Case 

The same question underlies every discussion of the political significance of the Ly
cian texts from the end of the fifth century. Although they are only partially deciphered, 
the Lycian inscriptions of the Xanthus Pillar (which was created at the beginning of the 
fourth century) reveal familiar names like Amorges, Tissaphernes, Hieramenes, lasus, 
Caunus, Darius II, and Artaxerxes II. Despite much obscurity regarding the details, 
there is hardly any doubt that the inscriptions refer to events that took place in Lycia and 
southwestern Asia Minor during the Ionian War; they also provide evidence of the in-
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volvement of the dynast of Xanthus, who at the time was Gergis/Kheriga, son of Harpa-
gus. The dynast probably aided Tissaphernes, specifically by supplying triremes for the 
battle in 412 in which the satrap opposed the Persian traitor Amorges, who had taken ref
uge in lasus (Thucydides VIII.28.2-4). Furthermore, evidence of Tissaphernes' activity 
in the region is provided(?) by a coin that bears his name in Lycian (partly restored) and 
that also bears the name Xanthus (Arnna), though it is difficult to decide whether it dates 
to the period before or after Cyrus's arrival in Asia Minor, since this event restricted Tis
saphernes' authority to Caria, under the supreme command of Darius's younger son. 
Unfortunately, this numismatic evidence does not permit us to describe the relationship 
between Tissaphernes and the Lycian dynasts—particularly the dynast of Xanthus — 
with complete certainty. The analysis of the relationship between the satrap and Xan
thus depends fundamentally on the interpretation placed on the "portraits" on certain 
coins struck at Xanthus by the dynasts. The thesis of relatively strict Persian control is 
derived from another thesis that sees the coin-portraits as representing the satrap him
self; but however appealing this interpretation may be, it has not been unanimously 
ncceptecl. 

The ambiguity of the Lycian evidence is constant. The available evidence reveals 
clear, growing Greek cultural influence at the Xanthus dynastic court. This holds for the 
dynastic coinage, and it holds also for a Greek epigram that exalts the military excel
lence of Gergis, son of Harpagus. It holds even more for the poem of Arbinas, which was 
written at the beginning of the next century by the Greek diviner Symmachus of Pel-
lana. Symmachus may have arrived at Caunus with the Peloponnesian navy around 412, 
before entering the service of Gergis and, later, his son Arbinas. The subject of the po
ems is purely domestic, we might say, since they transmit for posterity the victories won 
by the dynasts of Xanthus over their relatives and neighbors and celebrate the rebuilding 
of a Xanthian princedom that extended through the valley of the Xanthus. There is no 
trace in all of this of specifically imperial interests. The composition suggests that the do
mestic life of Lycia went on under Persian dominion as if nothing had happened. 

But it is a good idea to provide a more nuanced perspective. When Arbinas cele
brated his own and his father's virtues, he had no reason to refer to the Persian political 
presence; this is in sharp contrast to the Lycian Chronicle (Pillar Inscription). But the 
two propositions should not be set sharply in opposition to one another: the Persians ap
parently did not interfere in purely domestic dynastic matters, as long as the victorious 
dynast did not challenge his submission to the Great King. Even in the cultural realm, 
increasing Greek influence need not be interpreted as marking the increasing auton
omy of the Xanthian dynasts. On the contrary, their continued dependence on Persia is 
illustrated, for example, by one of the poems celebrating the victories of Arbinas: "Arbi
nas is distinguished over all in all human knowledge, archery, warriorhood, and expert 
horsemanship." One is immediately reminded of the royal virtues as presented by Da
rius: the good warrior and the good horseman. Of course, Symmachus, the author of the 
elegy, certainly did not slavishly copy the Naqs-i Rustam inscription (or some copy that 
might have circulated in one form or another). Let us say rather that the vocabulary used 
also reveals, in Greek garb, the stamp of the aristocratic Persian ethic that had been 
present in Lycia since the beginning of the fifth century (chap. 12/5 end). In order to es
tablish their legitimacy, the Xanthian dynasts borrowed their literary themes and icono
graphic repertoire from both Iran and Greece, in equal measure. In short, this sort of 
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evidence does not allow the historian either to assert or to exclude the influence of the 
Achaemenid authorities in Lycia in the last decades of the fifth century. The only texts 
that provide information about this are naturally those that belong to the narrative genre 
(Thucydides, Pillar inscription). They suggest that when external danger loomed, the 
Lycian dynasts were included in Persian planning, and, simultaneously, that the Lycians 
might have been able to profit from this, achieving their own goals. 

The Cilician Case 

In other regions, we have only very difficult fragmentary, heterogeneous, and poorly 
dated evidence. This remark is particularly true of Cilicia, a region that we have every 
reason to believe continued to play the military role it had always had throughout 
Achaemenid history. We have no specific example at this date, but an episode in the 
Cypriot War, a few decades later, removes any doubt about this point (Diodorus XV. 3.1-
3). After Xenagoras's appointment by Xerxes in 479 (Herodotus IX. 107), the documenta
tion is singularly lacking. Not until the campaign of Cyrus the Younger do we have ac
cess to any information. Cyrus was joined at Caystru-pedion by Kpyaxa, "the wife of 
Syennesis, the king of the Cilicians" (Xenophon, Anab. I.2.12*). The Cilician dynast 
himself refused to defend the Cilician Gates (1.2.21) and fell back to Tarsus, where his 
palace was located (1.2.23). According to Xenophon, he made an agreement with Cyrus 
in which he gave great sums of money to him in return for the promise that his territory 
(khora) would not be ravaged by Cyrus's troops (1.2.27). Ctesias's and Diodorus's passing 
references are not particularly explicit on the nature of the syennesis's power and his re
lations with the Persians, other than that in principle he owed respect to the Great King. 

We have long known of series of Cilician coins that traditionally have been viewed as 
dynastic coinage, even though they bear no name other than that of their place of issue, 
usually Tarsus (fig. 51). A person believed to be the dynast is depicted on his horse, often 
holding two spears and wearing a bashlyk. The reverse is most often decorated with the 
image of a Greek hoplile in combat (Babelon nos. 504-20). One series dated (hypothet-
ically) to the last decades of the fifth century always has the mounted dynast on the ob
verse, but on the reverse we see royal images, described thus: "The king of Persia as 
archer on one knee facing right and drawing the bow; he is bearded, bare-headed, 
dressed in the pleated candys gathered at the waist; his quiver full of arrows is on his 
back; in the field at left the handled cross" (Babelon no. 521; cf. nos. 522-25; fig. 51 
here). On several other coins, two royal figures are depicted: "Two kings of Persia, stand
ing facing each other; both are bearded and dressed in the candys; each rests on his spear 
with both hands; they have the bow and quiver on their back . . . " (no. 526; cf. no. 527). 
On three other examples, the royal images occupy front and back; on the obverse, the 
Royal Hero battles the lion, seizing him by the mane with his right hand and plunging 
his short sword into the lion's flank with his left hand (no. 528; cf. nos. 529-30); on the 
reverse, the standing king leans on his spear. The Cilician mint is marked by the pres
ence of the cross with handle, which the king holds in his left hand on the later coins, 
and by the inscription "Tarsus" in Aramaic (in Aramaic and Greek on some examples; 
nos. 528-30). 

Because of ongoing chronological uncertainties, it is difficult to come to firm conclu
sions on the basis of this numismatic evidence. Nonetheless, two noteworthy observa
tions may be made: on the one hand, royal images were diffused throughout various 
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Fig. 51. Dynastic(?) coinage from Cilicia. 

parrs of lire Empire, from Sidon to Cilicia, and this diffusion was achieved in a privi
leged way by means of coins and seals; on the other, the frequent connection, on ob
verse and reverse, of the images of the dynast and the king (or Royal Hero) was an 
association that had obvious political significance but that informs us only imperfectly 
about the relationship between the two. 

The Persians and the Kings of Cyprus 
Located a stone's throw or two from the Cilician coast— from which the Persians kept 

an eve on it—Cyprus remained in the Achaemenid sphere of influence. We learn from 
Isocrates (Evag. 18-20) that a man of Tyrian origin (who was probably a Phoenician 
from Cyprus) deposed the king of Salamis and seized power shortly after 450. In his ea
gerness to promote the militant Hellenism of his hero Evagoras, Isocrates gives the im
pression that Salamis and the other cities previously had never been subject to the 
Persians. He writes, in fact, that the new master hastened to "deliver the town to the bar
barians and to subject the island to the slavery of the Great King." Actually, the Cypriot 
cities appear never to have left Persian dominion after the the Ionian Revolt was 
quashed (cf. Diodorus XII.3.2; 4.2). Around 415, another "Tyrian" named Abdemon 
came to power in the city, probably by renewing his allegiance to Darius II, since Dio
dorus considered him "a Friend of the King of the Persians" (XIV.98.1-**). He tried to kill 
Evagoras, whom Isocrates presents as the legitimate descendant of the Teucrid dynasty. 
Evagoras sought refuge at Soloi in Cilicia. There he recruited a small force, left for Cy
prus, and managed to drive out Abdemon (Diodorus XIV.98.1; Isocrates, Evag. 26-32). 
Contrary to what Isocrates says, the new king of Salamis did not immediately try to rebel; 
we even find Evagoras acting as mediator between Tissaphernes and Athens in 410, 
which implies that he had good relations with the satrap. During this period, his status 
is exactly what we can draw from Diodorus's subsequent discussion: he was the sole 
ruler of Salamis and had to pay tribute to the Great King, who granted him the royal of
fice at Salamis (XV.8.2-3). This was clearly true for other petty kings of Cyprus as well, 
such as the case of that Agyris whom Diodorus some years later presents as an ally (sym-
makhos) of the Persians (XV.98.2). Obviously, viewed from the heartland, the convul
sions that Cyprus was suffering were considered purely local affairs that did not affect the 
facts of Persian power over Cyprus. As in the previous period, the Persians unthinkingly 
continued to rely on the populations of Phoenician origin, pitting them against the 
Greek communities on the island. 



Chapter 15 

Artaxerxes II (405/404-359/358) 
and Artaxerxes III (359/358-338) 

1. The Reign of Artaxerxes II: Sources and Problems 

The Greek Authors' View 
The accession of Artaxerxes at Darius II's death inaugurated the longest reign in 

Achaemenid history. Once again, it is up to the historian at the outset to stress the gaps 
and serious distortions in the evidence, which first and foremost bears the stamp of the 
dominant position held by the Classical sources, which quite naturally pay dispropor
tionate attention to affairs on the western front. Fortunately, Cyrus the Younger's recruit
ment of Greek mercenaries provides us with many descriptions of his rebellion until his 
death in the battle of Cunaxa (404-401). We might speculate, however, that the young 
prince had been on the offensive since Bactra —the silence regarding matters on the Ira
nian Plateau (aside from fleeting allusions to raising troops) being especially significant. 
In this earlier case, of course, Cyrus would not have been able to recruit Greek merce
naries, with the result that all we have on these events are a few scattered sentences, sim
ilar to Plutarch's comments on Ariaramnes' "rebellion" against Xerxes (see chap. 13/2). 

The Classical authors are much less loquacious on the next forty years—that is, on 
virtually the entire reign of Artaxerxes. We have a few narrative sources, but none of them 
really answers either the questions or the needs of the historian of the Achaemenid Em
pire. In the Hellenica, Xenophon continues his history of relationships among the Greek 
cities until 362-361. Because of Xenophon as well as the anonymous author of the Hel
lenica of Oxyrhynchus, we are informed about the Greco-Persian conflicts in western 
Asia Minor and the Great King's increasing role in Greek affairs. On the other hand, 
Xenophon is no more truly interested in the internal life of the Empire than his prede
cessors. Diodorus's very limited discussions of these same Greco-Persian matters proba
bly come from Ephorus, all of them stamped with the theme of the political and military 
weakness of the Great Kings. Ctesias's work, again in the same vein, covers events down 
to 382. Dinon, another author of a Persica, is "a historian in whose account of Persian af
fairs we have the most confidence," according to C. Nepos, who wrote a Life of Datames 
(Conon 5.4*); but Dinon is scarcely known and then only from fragments, which give 
the impression that he was particularly interested in court protocols. We know that Cte
sias also inspired Aelian, many of whose stories take place in the Persia of Artaxerxes II. 

Plutarch turned to Ctesias, Dinon, Xenophon, and a few others when he wrote his 
Life of Artaxerxes, the only biography of a Great King that has reached us. Twelve of its 
thirty chapters are devoted to relations between the king and Cyrus the Younger ($$2-
13) and five to the succession of Artaxerxes II ($$26-30). Diplomatic and military mat
ters do not receive much attention: he only writes about relations with the Spartans 
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(§§20-22) and an expedition against the Cadusians (§§24-25) and makes a very fleeting 
allusion to an Egyptian campaign (§§24.1). The composition is basically structured 
iround court personalities and affairs and one person in particular, Parysatis. She gave 
Cyrus her unconditional support—hence the chapters devoted to the savage revenge 
carried out against those who opposed her favorite son, especially those who boasted of 
killing him on the battlefield (§§14-17). At the same time, she used her influence to 
ease the imprisonment of Clearchus (§18). Stateira soon became the target of Parysatis's 
vengeful wrath, and she died, poisoned by her mother-in-law (§19). Plutarch was also 
greatly interested in personal affairs, including Artaxerxes' marriage to his daughter 
Atossa (§23) and conflict with his oldest son, Darius, regarding Aspasia, Cyrus's former 
companion (§§26-27.1-5). 

The Achaemenid court as seen by Plutarch (and Ctesias) was dominated by the per
sonalities of two exceptional women, Stateira and Parysatis, whose hatred for each other 
continually smoldered. Parysatis "detested her [Stateira] more than any other person, 
and because she wished to have no one so powerful as herself" (§ 17.4*). After the elimi
nation of her daughter-in-law, her political influence, which had been far from negli
gible, grew considerably: "She obtained great power with him [Artaxerxes], and was 
gratified in all her requests," and she was quick to use her influence to grant prerogatives 
to those who loved the king and his daughter Atossa (§23.1-5-0-). The king's anger after 
the murder of Stateira did not last; after he exiled Parysatis to Babylon (§ 19.10), he "was 
reconciled to her, and sent for her, being assured that she had wisdom and courage fit 
for royal power" (§23.2-0-). Another woman, the king's daughter-wife Atossa, seems to 
have been motivated by a feverish lust for power: Plutarch reports that she supported 
Ochus more than her other brothers, and she had an affair with him (§26.2-3). Her am
bition grew still higher after the execution of the oldest son, Darius, who had spun a plot 
against his father because he had stolen Aspasia away from him (§§26-27). Ochus was 
thereafter "high in his hopes, being confident in the influence of Atossa" (§30.1-0). 
Throughout the biography of Artaxerxes, the Persian court appears to be consumed by 
the hateful and cruel ambitions of the women, by the conspiracies of eunuchs and cour
tesans, by assassinations and executions that piled horror on horror, by general recrimi
nations, and by wearisome amorous intrigues. It is thus easy to understand the narrative's 
disastrous end, coming after the tale of the suicide of one of Artaxerxes' sons and the 
murder of Arsames by his brother, Ochus: "When [Artaxerxes] heard of the fate of Ar
sames, he could not sustain it at all, but sinking at once under the weight of his grief and 
distress, expired" (§30.9-0-). 

The reign of Artaxerxes was also the heyday of an Athenian orator, Isocrates, another 
of those largely responsible for the idea of "Persian decadence." Isocrates was a cham
pion of Pan-Hellenism and the war against Persia, and he never ceased urging the 
Greeks to mount an assault on the Empire he described as decaying. This is especially 
clear in the Panegyricus, which was written at the end of the 380s: if it is to be believed, 
the Persians no longer controlled a single western land, from the Straits to Egypt. Like 
many others —especially Xenophon in book VIII of the Cyropedia — the Athenian orator 
found reason for hope in the expedition of the Ten Thousand (a phrase only later ap
plied to Cyrus's Greek mercenaries); the expedition is offered as absolute proof of the 
Persians' inability to defend even the heart of their Empire. What is customarily called 
the great Satraps' Revolt" in the 360s has long seemed to confirm that Artaxerxes II 
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exercised nothing more than ficticious authority over provinces mangled by Greek as
saults and the autonomous tendencies of the governors. 

We must emphasize once more: ideological decryption of the Classical texts does not 
by itself license a simplistic reconstruction that would be the exact mirror image of the 
Greek perspective. It is again appropriate, if we are to make full use of the texts, to ask 
them questions that go beyond the problem of Greco-Persian relations. In other words, 
if the Persian situation did seem to worsen, additional sources are needed to prove it. 
The situation is even more paradoxical because gaps in documentation from the center 
at the same time require the historian to use the Classical record itself to correct the very 
vision to which it gave rise. But, when all is said and done, the contradiction is only an 
illusion, due principally to the Greek authors themselves. A few chapters apart, Plutarch 
stresses both the Great King's military weakness (20.1-2) and then his eminent prowess 
as a warrior (24.9-10). The second of these passages derives directly from the royal pro
paganda. It is thus the historian's duty to try to come to an understanding on the basis of 
highly ideologized texts that fluctuate between denigration and apologia. To put it an
other way, the best we can do is to bring to light a few scattered shreds of historical reality. 

The View from Susa, Babylon, and Persepolis 
The task is particularly delicate because, compared with the Classical sources, the 

sources from the center remain inadequate. They are not, however, totally absent. Once 
again, most of our information is on the king's activities as builder, clue to inscriptions 
found at several sites. At the same time, though the royal inscriptions maintain their 
nonnarrative character, they also exhibit noteworthy innovations that deserve special ex
amination; for example, for the first time a Great King explicitly invokes the protection 
of Anahita and Mithra. Finally, it must be remembered that the Classical sources some
times transmit (more or less precisely and adequately) documents and decrees that came 
from the royal bureaucracy. An example is the very important reference in Berossus to a 
royal order concerning the worship of Anahita in the various regions of the Empire, 
from Bactra to Sardis. Finally, Plutarch and his sources got wind of regulations and court 
histories that have made it possible for us to trace the organization of the central court 
(see chap. 7). It is also Plutarch who provides our only information about the royal inves
titure ceremony at Pasargadae. The period of Artaxerxes II and his immediate successors 
is also clarified by the sometimes copious regional bodies of evidence, especially in Asia 
Minor and Judea-Samaria, but in Babylonia as well. There are even some tablets that 
offer the only echo, distant and faint though it is, of Cyrus's campaign against his 
brother, for Xenophon's Belesys can be none other than the Belsunu who is now well 
known from a group of Babylonian tablets. 

At the same time, allusions in other Babylonian documents reveal our ignorance. A 
tablet dated to year 38 of Artaxerxes refers to a battle won by "the king's troops" (ADRTB 
no. -366); another (no. -369), from the seventh month of the 36th year of the same king, 
mentions that Artaxerxes assembled his troops and left to fight in the territory of Raza-
unda, probably in Media. Together with some Classical texts that also mention, errati
cally and incidentally, expeditions of Darius II and his successor in Media (Xenophon, 
Hell. 1.2.19) and among the Cadusians (II.1.13; Plutarch, Art. 24), these tablets contrib
ute (albeit modestly) to restoring a breadth and depth to the imperial presence that the 
Greek tradition generally tends to efface from the memory of the reader. Paradoxically, 
the astronomical tablet that is (albeit modestly) one of the most informative, at least in 
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narrative terms, deals with affairs taking place on the western front, on the island of Cy
prus (ADRTB no. 440)! 

2. The War of the Two Brothers (404-401) 

From Darius II to Artaxerxes II 
In addition to illegitimate children born to his concubines (cf. Xenophon, Anab. 

II.4.25), Darius II had several sons from his marriage to Parysatis. The marriage was 
quite prolific, since according to Ctesias ($49), Darius and Parysatis had thirteen chil
dren, most of whom died prematurely. A daughter (Amestris) and at least four sons sur
vived: the oldest, Arses, who was born before 424; then Cyrus, Ostanes, and Oxathres 
(Plutarch, Arf. 1.2, Ctesias $49). "Now when Darius lay sick and suspected that the end 
of his life was near, he wished to have both his sons with him. The elder, as it chanced, 
was with him already; but Cyrus he summoned from the province over which he had 
made him satrap" (Xenophon, Anab. 1.1.1-2*). Cyrus came, accompanied by Tissa
phernes and a troop of Greek mercenaries (1.1.2). 

Plutarch says that Cyrus was summoned by his mother, who favored him over his 
older brother (Art. 2.3-4). He also says that she tried to persuade her ill husband to 
choose Cyrus, using the same arguments that Herodotus attributes to Demaratus when 
Darius's succession was in question (VII.3). The explicit repetition of the motif is highly 
suspicious. It is unlikely that Darius II waited until the end of his life to decree the suc
cession. Even though we are not able to determine the exact date, we must assume that 
the appointment of Arses as crown prince took place several years earlier. The exact rea
sons for Darius's choice are not available to us, but it is likely that Arses' status as oldest 
weighed heavily in his favor. In any case, after his father's death, the oldest son seated 
himself on the throne and took the name Artaxerxes. At this time, he was inaugurated at 
Pasargadae, in a ceremony described for us only by Plutarch (Art. 3.1-2; chap. 13/2). 

One tradition states that Arses heard his father's last words on his deathbed (Athe
naeus XII.548e). Of course, this scenario very much reminds us of the scene Xenophon 
depicts (imagines!) at the end of the Cyropaedia (VIII.7.5—28*): sensing his declining 
vigor, Cyrus summoned Cambyses, Tanaoxares [Bardiya], and the highest officials. Xe
nophon wrote a long speech for the king, and at the end of this utterance he breathed 
his last. In the speech, he divides his powers between his two sons: the older, Cambyses, 
received the kingship, and the younger, an immense satrapal territory. Cyrus, who was 
fully aware of the potential dangers surrounding his succession, adjures his sons to live 
in harmony, especially impressing on the second-born the requirement "to let no one 
more readily than yourself yield obedience to your brother or more zealously support 
him." The tradition recorded by Athenaeus thus very likely represents a component of 
court propaganda that originally was intended to legitimate Artaxerxes II rather than 
Cyrus the Younger. 

Another tradition states that the real motive for summoning Cyrus was quite different 
from the motive that Plutarch reports. Cyrus was accused of executing two members of 
the royal family (Autoboisaces and Mitraeus) at Sardis (Xenophon, Hell. II. 1.8). Accord
ing to this theory, he was summoned to answer for his actions. These data are both un-
verifiable and probable. There is in fact hardly any doubt that, while remaining 
completely loyal to his father, Cyrus garnered all the profit he possibly could from the 
very high position that Darius had awarded him at Sardis. A series of coins apparently 
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issued during this period is quite remarkable: they are Athenian "owls" (tetradrachms) 
overstruck with a portrait of a king, who surely must be Darius II. More interestingly, 
some individual examples bear a second portrait. This much smaller portrait has two 
characteristics: it does not wear the royal kidaris, and it is beardless. It is thus highly 
likely that it represents Cyrus. This definitely is not coinage of revolution—that is, these 
imitations of Athenian owls were without doubt struck at Sardis by the karanos to pay the 
wages of Peloponnesian military units. Nonetheless, they also demonstrate the very high 
opinion that Cyrus had of himself and of his own authority. 

According to Plutarch, it was shortly before Artaxerxes' investiture ceremony that 
Cyrus first overtly displayed his ambition. Tissaphernes relied on the testimony of the 
magus who had overseen the education of Cyrus and thus brought charges against him: 
"as though he had been about to lie in wait for the king in the temple, and to assault and 
assassinate him as he was putting off his garment [in order to don the robe of Cyrus the 
Elder]. Some affirm that he was apprehended upon this impeachment, others that he 
had entered the temple and was pointed out there, as he lay lurking by the priest." He 
was rescued from execution only by the immediate pleas of Parysatis: "Artaxerxes . . . 
sent him away again to the sea" (Art. 3.3—6-0-). The magus's accusations appear particu
larly legitimate because he "was likely to be as much disappointed as any man that his 
pupil did not succeed to the throne" (Art. 3.3*). Even though this story gives the impres
sion that Cyrus had other support at court besides his mother's (which can hardly be 
doubted), it remains hard to believe. It is hard to imagine a pretender to the throne de
filing the sanctuary of Anahita. The story was doubtless invented later as a part of the 
royal propaganda that was designed to smear the memory of the rebellious brother. How
ever, the existence of conflict at this time cannot be denied. Though Xenophon does 
not repeat the story presented by Plutarch, he reports that, after Artaxerxes' accesssion, 
Cyrus was (falsely) denounced by Tissaphernes and that he owed his survival, to the in
tervention of his mother (Anab. 1.1.3). 

Cyrus's Preparations and Artaxerxes' Response: From Memphis to Sardis 

After his brother was inaugurated, Cyrus returned to Sardis, which, "however, could 
no longer content him;. . . his resentment. . . made him more eagerly desirous of the 
kingdom than before" (Art. 3.6;* cf. Xenophon, Anab. 1.1.4). Tissaphernes, whom he 
(formerly) "considered a friend" (Anab. 1.1.2), was always at his side. Recent events had 
just proved to him that Tissaphernes in fact wanted only to get rid of him. At first, then, 
Cyrus considered it wise to act in great secrecy, "so that he might take the King as com
pletely unprepared as possible" (Anab. 1.1.6*). He continued to correspond regularly 
with his brother (Anab. 1.1.8; Plutarch, Art. 4.3), and he entertained his envoys lavishly, 
hoping to entice them to his side (1.1.5). Additionally, he remitted the tribute to the 
court regularly (1.1.8). 

In order to amass troops, he entered into secret agreements with mercenary com
manders who were his guests; he asked each one to keep his contingent ready and to re
spond immediately to any summons that might be sent (1.1.6-11). At the same time, he 
parleyed with the Spartan authorities, reminding them of the services he had rendered 
them earlier during their fight against the Athenian districts in Asia Minor. Lacedaemon 
responded positively to his contact: it officially authorized Clearchus to place himself at 
the service of Persia (Art. 6.5) and ordered the head of the navy "to hold himself under 
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Cyrus' orders, in case he had any request to make" (Hell. III. 1.1*). It appears that the 
Lacedaemonian authorities were careful not to declare themselves too openly, prefer
ring to await the outcome of the pending confrontation between the two brothers (Dio
dorus XIV.21.1; cf. 11.2). Finally, both Diodorus (XIV.35.2) and Xenophon indicate that 
a large number of Greek cities defected to Cyrus, abandoning Tissaphernes, to whom 
they "had originally belonged . . . , by gift of the King" (Anab. 1.1.6-*). Cyrus immedi
ately besieged Miletus when it refused to accept his authority (1.1.7). 

Cyrus came up with all sorts of excuses to justify his military preparations. First of all, 
he said that he was preparing to make war on Tissaphernes, who had exiled the opposi
tion in order to hold onto Miletus (Anab. 1.1.7). This was the explanation that he gave 
two of the Greek mercenary commanders, "saying that he intended to make war upon 
Tissaphernes with the aid of the Milesian exiles" (1.1.11*). Next, when he gathered his 
troops at Sardis in the spring of 401, "the pretext he offered was that he wished to drive 
the Pisidians out of his land entirely" (1.2.1*). This ruse was intended for the Greek mer
cenaries, who had no interest in marching against the Great King personally. It was also 
meant to allay the suspicion of the king's men. since expeditions against the Pisidians 
were becoming quite a routine affair. Tissaphernes was not taken in, since he "had taken 
note of these proceedings and come to the conclusion that Cyrus' preparations were too 
extensive to be against the Pisidians; he accordingly made his way to the King as quickly 
as he could, with about five hundred horsemen. And when the King heard from Tissa
phernes about Cyrus' array, he set about making counterpreparations" (1.2.4-5*). This 
at any rate is Xenophon's summary version of Persian affairs in Asia Minor between 404 
and 401. 

In Xenophon's reading, Artaxerxes possessed a strange blindness: "The King failed to 
perceive the plot against himself, but believed that Cyrus was spending money on his 
troops because he was at war with Tissaphernes. Consequently he was not at all dis
pleased at their being at war" (1.1.8*). It is hard to believe, despite Plutarch (Art. 4.3), 
that the influence of Parysatis was sufficient to deceive Artaxerxes regarding Cyrus's true 
intentions. The comings and goings between Sardis and the central court imply that nu
merous reports reached the Great King. It is true that Xenophon's remark could be ex
plained by a royal policy that was intended to counterbalance one satrap's power with 
another's. But it is difficult to understand why Artaxerxes chose to support his brother, 
whose ambition had long been known to him —even though Cyrus was careful to send 
to the court "the tribute which came in from the cities he chanced to have that belonged 
to Tissaphernes" (1.1.8*). Nothing suggests that Artaxerxes ever replied favorably to 
Cyrus, who "urged . . . that these Ionian cities should be given to him instead of remain
ing under the rule of Tissaphernes."* Instead, one gets the impression that these inter
pretations are integrated a little too successfully into the tendentious portrait of the king 
found especially in the opening chapters of Plutarch, who delights in contrasting the ir
resolute and dithering (mellesis) character of Artaxerxes (§4.4) with his brother's ener
getic ambition (§6.1). 

The case of Orontas brings very different thoughts to mind. Here is how Cyrus him
self later portrays this person, whom he is judging on grounds of treason in summer 401: 

Phis man was given me at first by my father, to be my subject; then, at the bidding, as 
he himself said, of my brother, this man levied war upon me, holding the citadel of Sar
dis (1.6.6*). Orontas, the phrourarch of Sardis, had at some point received royal orders 
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to engage in armed combat against the followers of Cyrus, who even accused him of de
serting to the Mysians and ravaging territory subject to Cyrus's control (1.6.7). The ex
ample strongly suggests that the war between Artaxerxes and Cyrus began—albeit in 
embryonic form—long before the departure from Sardis in March 401 and that Tissa
phernes and Orontas had been ordered by the king to thwart the ambitions of his 
younger brother. 

Ephorus provides a version of the dating and source of the accusations against Cyrus 
that is completely different from Xenophon's; it is transmitted by Diodorus (XiV.H.]_ 
4), Nepos (Ale. 9.3-4), and Plutarch (Ale. 37.8-39). According to Ephorus, Alcibiades 
was exiled from Athens and driven completely away; he took refuge at the court of 
Pharnabazus at Dascylium, who (in accordance with a longstanding Achaemenid pol
icy) gave him the town of Grynium so that he could provide for his needs. At this point, 
Alcibiades sought an alliance with the Great King in order to reopen the war against 
Sparta. When he learned of Cyrus's preparations, he saw a way of garnering the favor of 
Artaxerxes, and he pestered Pharnabazus for an official safe-conduct (halmi in the PF, 
adeia in Demosthenes XXIII. 159), and Pharnabazus authorized it. However, according 
to Diodorus, Pharnabazus "usurped the function of reporter and sent trusted men to dis
close the matter to the King." He also assassinated Alcibiades while he was en route, 
with the assistance of a mysterious "satrap of Paphlagonia" (Diodorus XIV. 11.3*). Ac
cording to this version, Artaxerxes was already informed of his brother's military prepa
rations by 404-403. 

So we are faced with two contradictory accounts. It is likely that, as on a previous oc
casion (Themistocles' arrival in Asia Minor: chap. 13/9), one comes from the court of 
Sardis, the other from the court of Dascylium. How can we choose one? We might 
eliminate the second account by suggesting that in this passage, as in at least one other 
case (XIV.35.1), Diodorus (Ephorus) simply confused Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes. 
But an analysis of Alcibiades' route confirms that he did indeed leave from Dascylium. 
We might nonetheless conclude that the Dascylium version was invented later in order 
to reinforce Pharnabazus's status vis-a-vis Tissaphernes, who received wide authority in 
Asia Minor after the battle of Cunaxa. This is a perfectly reasonable hypothesis—apart 
from the fact that the competition between the two satraps is attested beginning at least 
as early as 412. We may add that the actions taken by Darius II in 407 could only have 
aroused Pharnabazus's hostility against Cyrus, who, as general commander of the mari
time regions, had taken control of "Aeolis, and the neighbouring territories" (cf. Diodo
rus XIV. 19.6*); these regions had always been disputed by Dascylium and Sardis. It is 
logical to prefer Pharnabazus's version, to the extent that it offers a picture of the central 
authority that is consistent with the policy it was then following at Sardis against Cyrus. 
The only counterargument comes from Diodorus himself—probably still following 
Ephorus: after describing Cyrus's march to Babylonia, he presents Artaxerxes' situation 
as follows: he "had learned some time before (palai) from Pharnabazus that Cyrus was 
secretly collecting an army to lead against him, and when he now (tote) learned that he 
was on the march [toward the High Country (anabasis)}, he summoned his armaments 
from every place to Ecbatana in Media" (XIV.22.lo-). By stating once more that Phar
nabazus had warned the king much earlier, Diodorus also implies that he had done 
nothing in the interim—although the expression used could also be understood to mean 
that the order quoted by Diodorus consisted simply of ordering already-mobilized troops 
to move to their mustering stations. 

http://XIV.22.lo-
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At the same time, it is clear that the tales of the Greek authors are devoted exclusively 
to Cyrus's campaign. This leads to another theory: the Classical sources pass over impor
tant events in other regions of the Empire in silence, which would explain Artaxerxes' 
ipparent lack of activity better than does a secret undertaking by Cyrus. This interpreta
tion is easy to test, if not to establish with complete certainty. In fact, at this time, another 
front required the full, vigilant attention of Artaxerxes—Egypt. We know for a fact that, 
after Cyrus's arrival in Cilicia (summer of 401), the strategos Abrocomas turned toward 
the Euphrates and then toward Babylonia, having "turned about in his journey from 
Phoenicia" (Anah. 1.4.5*). The meaning is clear: as in many later episodes, the concen
tration of an army in Phoenicia signified an offensive against the Nile Valley. The Ele
phantine documents confirm that there was an Egyptian revolt. The last document 
dated to Artaxerxes II at Elephantine is from the end of 401 (DAE 53 [BMAP 12]). An
other, from September 400, refers to year 5 of King Amyrtaeus (DAE 7 [AP 35]), who 
therefore must have been proclaimed pharaoh during 404. He must have been a descen
dant of the rebels that we know were in the Delta during the fifth century—specifically, 
a grandson of Amyrtaeus I (cf. Herodotus III. 15). The Elephantine documents show that 
between 404 and 400 (or even 398) Upper Egypt remained under Persian control but 
that, conversely, Amyrtaeus dominated all or part of the Delta. It was obviously in order 
to subdue him, probably shortly after his accession, that Artaxerxes assembled an army 
in Phoenicia under the command of Abrocomas (cf. Isocrates, Phil. 101). This was not 
the first time that the Egyptian dynasts of the Delta tried to profit from a disputed suc
cession (cf. Diodorus XI.71.3). But as it happens, circumstances were particularly favor
able to them. It is, moreover, not impossible that Cyrus had consciously taken advantage 
of the situation then prevailing in the Nile Valley; he was certainly not unaware of 
events in Egypt. We know in fact that one of his closest lieutenants was Tamos, probably 
an Egyptian-born Carian from Memphis. Indeed, we learn that, after Cyrus's death, Ta
mos feared Tissaphernes' vengeance and fled to Egypt with his family and his wealth. 
He expected to take refuge with Psammetichus, "king of the Egyptians, who was a de
scendant of the famous Psammetichus." There is no reason to challenge this testimony 
from Diodorus (XIV.35.4*) on the grounds that he confused Amyrtaeus and Psammeti
chus; as in previous periods, the Delta was divided among several rival dynasts. Indeed, 
it is quite interesting to observe that, according to Diodorus, Tamos expected the protec
tion of Psammetichus, "because of a good turn he had done the king in the past." Dio
dorus offers no relevant details, but we might ask whether Tamos had previously been 
instructed by Cyrus to initiate a relationship with the Egyptian dynast on the chance 
that he might thus strike a fatal blow to Achaemenid interests in Egypt. In any case, 
Cyrus could not have been unaware that, whatever Abrocomas would decide (whether 
to submit to him or to remain faithful to the Great King), the offensive he was leading 
against his brother would interrupt the reconquest of Egypt already in progress. 

It is thus easy to understand why the Great King did not immediately in 404-401 use 
the information provided by Pharnabazus. He first ordered a mobilization to reconquer 
Egypt. We thus also understand why Xenophon and Ephorus agree on one point: Arta
xerxes was not able to proceed with his preparations until later, because he was other
wise occupied (Anab. 1.2.4-5; Diodorus XIV.22.1). In order to do battle with his brother 
between 404 and 401, then, Artaxerxes was only able to count on the loyalty of his people 
m Asia Minor, such as Tissaphernes, Orontas, and certainly Pharnabazus as well, in the 
hope that open warfare at Sardis and in Ionia would deter Cyrus from marching against 
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him. This explains the king's satisfaction at seeing Cyrus and Tissaphernes at each 
other's throats (1.1.8), an observation that Xenophon expanded into an incomplete and 
probably erroneous interpretation. When Tissaphernes left Asia Minor in the spring of 
401, it was not really that he intended to inform the king of Cyrus's already well-known 
preparations; more simply, once Cyrus's revolt had officially begun, he decided imme
diately to place himself under the authority of the Great King, who awarded him a very 
high command in the army he had assembled {Anab. 1.7.12, 8.9). 

Cyrus the Younger's Army 
The contingents summoned by Cyrus assembled at Sardis. Each mercenary com

mander brought his men; they came from Asian cities but mainly from the Peloppone-
sus— 8,100 troops all together (Anab. 1.2.3-4). At Colossae, Menon of Thessaly joined 
up, leading 1,500 more soldiers (1.2.6); at Celaenae in Greater Phrygia, the army was 
filled out with the men of the exiled Lacedaemonian Clearchus (2,000), Sosis the Syra-
cusan (300), and Agias the Arcadian (1,000). The Greek army reviewed by Cyrus in the 
capital of Greater Phrygia thus amounted to 12,900 men, and at Issus the 700 hoplites of 
the Spartan Cheirisophus joined Lhein, arriving by sea (1.4.2). IL is Lhis assemblage that a 
later tradition marked by apologetic tendencies refers to collectively as the Ten Thou
sand. They are the main topic of Xenophon's narrative, along with the contentious rela
tions among its leaders (especially Clearchus and Menon) and their persistent 
reluctance to follow Cyrus beyond Tarsus and the Euphrates. At first sight, the attraction 
of using Greek infantrymen (hoplites and peltasts) is easily explained: they had especially 
good reputations as a result of their long combat experience (cf. Diodorus XIV23.4), and 
Cyrus himself adopted some of the Greek equipment (breastplates and swords) to equip 
the elite of his cavalry (XIV.22.6; cf. Anab. 1.8.7). In comparison with everything known 
before, this is the first time a Persian leader made such massive use of mercenaries. 

Xenophon's (and other Greeks') view needs several major corrections. As he himself 
notes, Cyrus's army included Greeks and barbarians (1.2.16). There were two armies side 
by side, Greek and barbarian (Ctesias §58), just as there were two navies, with the bar
barian navy under the command of Tamos (Diodorus XIV. 19.5). There were two distinct 
commands, though Cyrus himself remained commander-in-chief (XIV. 19.9). At Cu-
naxa, the two armies took up separate positions (Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.14); only 1,000 of 
the barbarian army, men from the Paphlagonian contingent, were arrayed alongside 
Clearchus, commander of the Greeks (1.8.5; Diodorus XIV.22.5). On the left flank were 
the Paphlagonians—whose cavalry was particularly famous (Anab. V.6.8) — as well as the 
troops drafted from Phrygia and Lydia, as well as 1,000 horsemen under the command 
of Ariaeus. Cyrus placed himself at the center of the formation, surrounded by the brav
est of the Persians and the other barbarians (Anab. 1.8.5; Diodorus XIV.22.5-6). Also in 
the center were contingents led by faithful subjects such as Procles, "the ruler of 
Teuthrania" and a descendant of the Demaratus to whom Xerxes had granted territory 
in Aeolis (Anab. II.1.3*). In sum, Cyrus had assembled all the territorial forces of Asia 
Minor: contingents of subject peoples (Paphlagonians), horsemen levied from the Per
sians of the imperial diaspora, and soldiers provided by families who had settled in Asia 
Minor after the time of Xerxes (see chap. 13/9). Cyrus was thus not content with gather
ing Greek mercenaries; he also ordered a general mobilization throughout Asia Minor 
(Didorus XIV. 19.7), and this enabled him to recruit a cavalry, without which he would 
never have been able to commence such an enterprise (cf. Anab. II.4.6). 
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Propaganda and Legitimation 
For his project to succeed, the young prince, while assembling a cohesive fighting 

force, had to generate personal loyalty strong enough to break the links that bound the 
Persians to the Great King. Without being fully aware of the fact, all the ancient authors 
report that the armed conflict was accompanied by a vigorous propaganda war: 

Yet busy, factious men, that delighted in change (hoi neoteriskoi kai polypragmones), pro
fessed it to be their opinion that the times needed Cyrus, a man of great spirit, an excellent 
warrior, and a lover of his friends, and that the largeness of their empire required a bold and 
enterprising prince. (Plutarch, Art. 6.1*) 

Though Plutarch's words confirm that he unfailingly favors stability and order, the 
themes he conveys are the very ones that Cyrus's camp undertook to propagate. The 
passage is even more significant because it is embedded within a comparison of Cyrus 
and his brother, who appears to be known for his "natural dilatoriness . . . which was 
taken by many for clemency" (4.4*). To illustrate his thesis, Plutarch cites the king's 
polydoria and gifts offered him by the simple peasants, albeit without understanding 
their significance, at least in this passage (cf. Mor. 172b and Aelian, VH 1.31—33). He 
also notes that Artaxerxes allowed his younger brothers to partake of his table, and his 
wife to travel in an open carriage (§4-4-5; 5 ; cf. Mor. 173f). Cyrus is contrasted to the 
king, who was criticized as weak in character: 

among many other high praises of himself,.. . said he had the stronger soul; was more a phi
losopher and a better Magian; and could drink and bear more wine than his brother, who, 
as he averred, was such a coward and so little like a man, that he could neither sit his horse 
in hunting nor his throne in time of danger. (S6.5-0-; cf. Mor. 173e-f) 

This quotation does not call for much comment, because it is obvious that by procla
mations of this sort Cyrus intended to legitimate his claim to supreme authority by dis
qualifying his brother with respect to traditional Achaemenid royal ideological 
attributes. 

The thesis is consciously and systematically laid out by Xenophon in his eulogy for 
Cyrus: Cyrus from his youth was regarded as "the best of them," courageous in both the 
hunt and war; he was loyal in his commitments, merciless toward delinquents of any 
stripe, bringing order and security throughout his territory. Xenophon and others par
ticularly stress that he was diligent in rewarding excellence, that "he never let. . . zeal 
go unrewarded," that he displayed unparalleled polydoria, sending his Friends food 
from his table (Anah. 1.9.1-28*). Moreover, Cyrus was also a "good gardener" (Xeno
phon, Oec. IV.20-25) —a virtue later exalted by the propaganda that came from Parysa-
tis's entourage (chap. 6/5). In short, "no man, Greek or barbarian, has ever been loved 
by a greater number of people" (Anab. I.9.28*), and, "if Cyrus had only lived, . . . he 
would have proved an excellent ruler" (Oec. IV. 18). Though the clear similarities with 
the Cyropaedia indicate that Xenophon is here painting a portrait of the ideal king, what 
we know about the monarchic ideology also shows that the materials used to paint this 
portrait were the virtues that all genuine Achaemenid documents ascribe to the Great 
King (cf. chap. 6). 

The gods themselves legitimated the pretender's royal ambitions, and this can be 
gleaned from a story told by Xenophon. In July 401, Cyrus's army arrived at Thapsacus 
on the Euphrates, "the width of which was four stadia [ca. 700 m]" (Anab. 1.4.11*). In 
the course of his retreat, Abrocomas had burned the bridges (4.18o): "Cyrus proceeded 
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to cross the river, and the rest of the army followed him, to the last man. And in the cross
ing no one was wetted above the breast by the water." There is nothing remarkable about 
this, since at that time the river was at a low flow, and the soldiers waded across. What is 
more interesting is the ensuing interpretation of this "stunt": 

T h e people of T h a p s a c u s said that this river had never been passable on foot except at this 
t ime. . . It s e e m e d , accordingly, that here was a divine (theios) intervention, and that the 
river had plainly retired before Cyrus because he was destined to be king. (1.4.18*) 

We have a parallel episode in Plutarch's Life of Lucidlus. During his Armenian cam
paign, the Roman Lucullus too found himself at odds with unenthusiastic soldiers 
(§24.1). The army reached the Euphrates at flood, "finding the waters high and rough 
from the winter." During the night, inexplicably, the level of the waters fell, and at 
dawn the river had returned to its bed: 

T h e inhabitants, discovering the little is lands in the river, and the water stagnating a m o n g 
them, a thing which had rarely happened before, m a d e obe i sance to L u c u l l u s , before whom 
the very river was h u m b l e and submiss ive , and yielded an easy and swift passage . (§24 .2*) 

The tradition is particularly interesting in that the Lucullus episode is set in Iranian ter
ritory (Acilisene) at the very location of a famous sanctuary of Anahita, who would soon 
issue an additional favorable omen to the Roman—a heifer branded with the mark of the 
goddess, a torch, offered herself up. Lucullus sacrificed her; "besides which, he offered 
also a bull to Euphrates, for his safe passage" (§24.4-5-0). We can end with another par
allel, taken from Tacitus (Ann. VI.37): Vitellius and Tiridates reached the banks of the 
Euphrates with their troops; the Roman Vitellius offered a suovetaurile to the gods, ac
cording to Roman custom, while Tiridates "sacrificed a horse in honor of the river": 

T h e inhabitants proc la imed that without any rain the Euphrate s had just risen all by itself 
beyond measure , a n d that the c leans ing foam formed circles that looked like nothing so 
m u c h as d i a d e m s , portent of a favorable o m e n . 

All of these stories reflect topoi that are well grounded in royal Near Eastern literature. 
How often, for example, do the Assyrian kings claim to have crossed torrents or preci
pices without hindrance! Furthermore, privileged relationships between the king, the 
waters, and the rivers are found in these stories, and these relationships also appear in a 
story regarding Cyrus the Elder that Herodotus transmits (1.188). 

Persona* and Dynastic Loyalty 

It is clear, at least to hear Xenophon tell it, that Cyrus's vaunted polyddria toward "the 
barbarians of his own province" was designed to ensure that they "should be capable sol
diers and should feel kindly (eunoia) toward him" (1.1.5-v-). There is no doubt that Cyrus 
surrounded himself with men in whose loyalty he was completely confident (cf. Diodo
rus XIV. 19.9). His purpose was to generate loyalty toward himself that would rival the 
loyalty any Persian might show to their king (Anab. 1.6.6-8). But does Cyrus's propa
ganda imply that he was successful, or does it show that he needed to persuade those 
who were reluctant to embrace his cause? This question is somewhat artificial, since the 
two possible answers are not mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, the question has decisive 
importance, which can be stated a bit more precisely: Were all of the Persians of Asia 
Minor unreservedly committed to the cause of the one who already considered himself 
the equal of a king? 
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There is no doubt regarding the ones who joined him. His closest confidants were 
those whom Xenophon calls his'Faithful' (pistoi; cf. 1.5.15) — his handaka, those bound 
to him by personal ties, symbolized by a handclasp before the gods (1.6.6-7). The small 
group that remained faithful to the end were his Tablemates (homotrapezoi) (1.8.25), a 
title that by itself indicates that Cyrus had re-created a court hierarchy based on the royal 
court. Among his "Faithful," Xenophon singles out Artapates, "the most faithful of 
Cyrus' chamberlains" (6.11,* 8.28); the rebel Orontas was executed in Artapates' tent 
(6.11). One tradition claims that Artapates killed himself on his master's corpse: "he had 
a dagger (akinakes) of gold, and he also wore a necklace and bracelets and all the other 
ornaments that the noblest Persians (hoi aristoi Person) wear; for he had been honored 
(time) by Cyrus because of his affection (eunoia) and fidelity (pistotes)" (8.29-0). The 
gold akinakes was clearly a "royal" gift (cf. 1.3.27), which distinguished him from other 
Persian aristocrats, who all wore glittering robes decorated with sumptuous jewels (1.5.8). 

The Persians of Asia Minor who sided with Cyrus generally are referred to by Diodo
rus as "satraps" (XIV.35.2). Alongside unnamed Persians who held subordinate com
mands (XIV 19.9: in the army), Diodorus refers tn relatives (syggeneis) of Cyrus who 
were governors of Lydia and Phrygia (XIV. 19.6). On rare occasions, a few Persians are ex
plicitly named by the ancient authors: Artaozus and Mithradates, for example, "who had 
been most faithful friends of Cyrus" (II.5.35*); also Satiphernes, "a noble man and a 
faithful friend to Cyrus" (Plutarch, Art. 11.2*); Ariaeus, "Cyrus's satrap," who was one of 
his Friends (11.1*) and commanded the cavalry on the left flank in the battle of Cunaxa 
(Diodorus XIV.24.1; cf. Anab. 1.8.5: Kyrou hyparkhos). He was "most highly honoured by 
Cyrus" (III.2.5*), and he was certainly of noble origin (cf. II.1.1-4). Xenophon also 
mentions Pategyas, "a trusty Persian of Cyrus' staff" (1.8.1*). 

But the problem remains unresolved: Do these examples indicate a general eager
ness to march against Artaxerxes? For Xenophon, the question answers itself. The best 
proof of Cyrus's kingly merit, he says, is the following observation: "Although Cyrus was 
a slave, no one deserted him to join the King . . . ; on the other hand, many went over 
from the King to Cyrus after the two had become enemies" (Anab. 1.9.29;* cf. Oec. 
IV. 18). Ctesias provides confirmation: "Many turncoats changed from Artaxerxes to 
Cyrus, but not one changed from Cyrus to Artaxerxes" (§58). Here we find one of the 
justifications that Alexander later offered to contest the legitimacy of Darius Ill's author
ity (Arrian II. 14.7): the true leader must know how to inspire the loyalty and devotion of 
his followers. 

What was the truth? In fact, though "tens of thousands" of turncoats are mentioned 
(Oec. IV. 18), none but the 400 Greek mercenaries of Abrocomas can be pinpointed, and 
they no doubt were attracted by hope for high wages (Anab. 1.4.3). Though hardly repre
sentative politically, this shift in allegiance compensated to some extent for the defection 
of two mercenary leaders, Xennias and Pasion, who, as soon as Cyrus's real destination 
became known, chose to board ship and return to Greece (1.4.7). Cyrus was so unsure 
of his Greeks that he had taken the precaution of holding the wives and children of the 
strategoi hostage, at Tralles (1.4.8). It is perhaps for the same sort of reason that the Ly
dian market, where the soldiers could provision themselves, was located "in the barbar
ian army" (1.3.14,5.6). To stimulate the Greeks to follow where he wanted to lead them, 
Cyrus constantly resorted to ruse and deception. The Pisidian goal (see p. 617) proved 
to have been a decoy as soon as the army arrived at Tarsus. The soldiers refused to return 
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to the road for 20 days, "for they suspected by this time that they were going against the 
King" (1.3. I*). A real riot erupted against Clearchus, because many of the mercenaries 
wanted to return on their own (1.3.1-14). At this point, Cyrus claimed that he was 
marching only against Abrocomas on the Euphrates and that, once they got there, they 
would see what the appropriate course of action would be (1.3.20); according to Dio
dorus, he announced that he was leading them "against a certain satrap of Syria" 
(XIV.20.5*). Not until they arrived at Thapsacus did he openly unveil his plans; there 
he calmed the reawakening uneasiness with promises of increased pay (1.4.11-13). Ap
parently Cyrus's promises failed to persuade all of the Greeks (4.13). In other cases, their 
loyalty remained conditional, as is seen by the assurances Cyrus proceeded to give: "he 
promised that he would give every man five minas in silver when they reached Babylon 
and their pay in full until he brought the Greeks back to Ionia again" (Anab. 1.4.13*). 

Now let us return to the perspective of the Persian aristocracy. The reality is that Cte
sias gives but a single example of defectors to Cyrus: Arbarius apparently defected 
shortly before the decisive battle. But we do not know whether this is the same person as 
the Arbarius who twenty years later betrayed Secundianus to join Ochus/Dnrins II ($47). 
And even this example is scarcely convincing, since Ctesias states that this Arbarius "was 
denounced" ($58), an indication that he was an isolated case, even if some of his com
patriots then joined Cyrus's side (Anab. 1.7.2). Xenophon, as an exception to the rule he 
had just illustrated, gives the example of Orontas, who was convicted of treason against 
Cyrus. The author places the episode in Babylonia (1.6). Orontas was a member of the 
highest nobility and enjoyed immense prestige: "a Persian, who was related to the King 
by birth and was reckoned among the best of the Persians in matters of war" ($6.1*). Un
der the pretext of hindering the activities of marauders from the royal army, he had asked 
Cyrus to entrust a corps of horsemen to him. At the same time, he sent a letter to Arta
xerxes, announcing his change of allegiance. But he was betrayed by the messenger and 
arrested, convicted, and executed. 

Cyrus convened a tribunal to try him, comprising the seven most distinguished Per
sians among his attendants; he included Clearchus, the most faithful of the Greek stra-
tegoi ($6.4-5). The verdict was signaled in the traditional way: "Every man of them arose 
. . . and took him by the girdle, as a sign that he was condemned to death" ($6.10;-»- cf. 
Diodorus XVII.30.4). Xenophon interjects that even the relatives (syggeneis) of the ac
cused had to perform the fatal gesture. Some additional details indicate that Orontas 
had a large network of associates. Xenophon notes, for instance, that even after his sen
tencing, "when the men who in former days were wont to do him homage saw him, they 
made their obeisance even then, although they knew that he was being led forth to 
death" ($6.10-*-). The end of the episode is equally revealing; "Now after he had been 
conducted into the tent of Artapates, the most faithful of Cyrus' chamberlains, from that 
moment no man ever saw Orontas living or dead, nor could anyone say from actual 
knowledge how he was put to death, —it was all conjectures, of one sort and another; 
and no grave of his was ever seen" ($6.11-0-). The confidentiality imposed by Cyrus was 
probably intended to forestall any official mourning in honor of the condemned man. It 
is also quite noteworthy that Cyrus did not call on Persian troops, but on Greek detach
ments that were not susceptible to being torn between conflicting loyalties, to guard the 
tent where the trial was being conducted (§6.4). The inclusion of the Greek Clearchus 
among the judges was certainly also due to the same considerations. Convening the 
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seven most distinguished Persians was probably intended to assure the support of fully 
faithful Persians; by including kinsmen of the accused, Cyrus was also attempting to 
compel them to restate publicly their personal loyalty to him. 

Furthermore, it can be deduced from Xenophon's tale itself that Orontas was not the 
only one to exhibit misgivings regarding Cyrus. Without stressing it, Xenophon in fact 
notes that a few weeks earlier, in Lycaonia, "Cyrus put to death a Persian named Mega-
phernes, who was a wearer of the royal purple" (phoinikistes basileios; I .2.20o). We 
know nothing further about this person; his job may have allowed him to set up a rela
tionship with Artaxerxes' camp. Xenophon adds that someone else was put to death at 
the same time. He describes him with a less than clear phrase: "another dignitary among 
his subordinates" (heis ton hyparkhon dynastes; 2 .20o) . Could this have been one of the 
officers in charge of a district (cf. Hell. III. 1.12)? Cyrus did in fact need their support in 
order to have access to the treasuries and well-stocked storehouses along the route. So 
far, he had not encountered any major obstacles. The authorities at Celaenae (cf. Plu
tarch, Them. 30.1), for example, clearly did not oppose his requests (Anab. 1.2.7-9). This 
interpretation is supported by an action that Cyrus took in T.ycaonia: "This country he 
gave over to the Greeks to plunder, on the ground that it was hostile territory" (polemia 
khora; 2 .19o) . This phrase very plainly refers to a land that could be ravaged because it 
had not submitted. This was also the case in Cilicia prior to the submission of the syen
nesis; as soon as he had submitted, Cyrus promised "that his land should not be plun
dered any more and that they might take back the slaves that had been seized in case 
they should chance upon them anywhere" (1.2.27-0). 

Earlier on, in fact, the syennesis had refused to ally himself with Cyrus. He was soon 
forced to do so by the simultaneous arrival of Cyrus's army and navy (1.2.21-26). Accord
ing to Xenophon, the syennesis agreed to give Cyrus large sums of money for his army, 
and Cyrus in return presented such gifts of honor as the Great Kings usually bestowed 
(2.27). Clearly, the syennesis's alliance was purely tactical. Ctesias stresses it: "He fought 
(synemakhei) both at the side of Cyrus and for the side of Artaxerxes" (§58). Photius's 
summary, fortunately, is filled in by the information given by Diodorus (XIV.20.3-o): 

On learning the truth about the war [Syennesis] agreed to join him as an ally against Arta
xerxes; and he sent one of his two sons along with Cyrus, giving him also a strong contingent 
of Cilicians for his army. For Syennesis, being by nature unscrupulous and having adjusted 
himself to the uncertainty of Fortune, had dispatched his other son secretly to the King to 
reveal to him the armaments that had been gathered against him and to assure him that he 
took the part of (symmakhia) Cyrus out of necessity, but that he was still faithful (eunoia) to 
the King and, when the opportunity arose, would desert Cyrus and join the army of the King. 

The syennesis was certainly not the only one to adopt an attitude guided by an eye on 
the future. Diodorus notes, for instance, that "the Lacedaemonians had not yet openly 
entered upon the war, but were concealing their purpose, awaiting the turn of the war" 
(XIV.21.2o). 

The ancient authors were merely sharing in the anxiety of the Greeks, who, it must 
be noted, were especially intimidated by the Empire's vastness: "The word had got about 
that it was a four months' march for an army to Bactria" (Diodorus XIV.20.4o)! We know 
nothing of the reactions of the "barbarian army." According to Diodorus, the Persian 
high command had been informed of the true objective ever since Cyrus's departure 
from Sardis (XIV. 19.9). Diodorus's phrasing implies that the ordinary troops (to plethos) 
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had been left out of this confidence, just like the Greeks. Of course, it was legitimate to 
answer the call of the karanos to march against the Pisidians (or "some rebellious Cili
cian tyrants": Diodorus XIV. 19.3), but it was dangerous to take arms against the Great 
King. It is true that no proof can be offered, but it is possible that stirrings of discontent 
or reluctance saw the light of day among the "barbarian" contingents as well. 

Xenophon states that "no man, Greek or barbarian, has ever been loved by a greater 
number of people" (I.9.28-0-). It is possible that he is here referring, in an apologetic fash
ion, to the support Cyrus received from the Greek cities of Asia Minor (1.1.7; Diodorus 
XIV.35.2). In any case, Cyrus's entourage included non-Persians as well (cf. 1.9.28). The 
processes by which mercenaries were enlisted show that Cyrus entered into personal 
hospitality pacts with several Greeks: Aristippus the Thessalian, Proxenus the Boeotian, 
Sophaenetus the Stymphalian, and Socrates the Achaean (1.1.10-11). Before the revolt 
started, Xenias the Arcadian "commanded for him the mercenary force in the cities" of 
Ionia (1.2.1 • ) . Cyrus attempted to gather around him the Greek exiles, such as the Mile
sians (1.2.2), and Clearchus as well, who had been exiled from Lacedaemon and who 
gathered a troop of mercenaries for his own purposes (1.1.9). Cyrus considered him "the 
man who was honored above the rest of the Greeks" (I.6.6-0-) and certainly the most 
faithful of the mercenary leaders—which is why he later enjoyed the special protection 
of Parysatis. We also know of a certain Gaulites, "a Samian exile who was there and was 
in the confidence of Cyrus" (1.7.5-0); during the Ionian War, he had worked closely with 
Tissaphernes; Thucydides represents him as "a Carian, who spoke the two languages" 
(VIII.85.2-v-). We can also mention the Carian-Memphite Tamos, "trusted friend" of 
Cyrus, who appointed him governor "of Ionia, Aeolis, and the neighboring territories" 
before he departed (Diodorus XIV. 19.6-0-) and also "commander of the barbarian fleet" 
(XIV.19.5-0-; Anab. 1.2.21). His son, Glos, participated in the expedition against Arta
xerxes [Anab. II. 1.3). 

Does the presence of a significant number of non-Persians around Cyrus indicate a 
growing intimacy of relationships between the Persians of Asia Minor and their neigh
bors, and/or does it reflect a specific policy of Cyrus, who was anxious to fend off the hos
tility of some Persians of the western region? It is difficult to answer these questions with 
complete certainty. A man such as Tamos, for example, began his career well before 
Cyrus's arrival at Sardis. One can hardly fail to be fascinated, though, by the division of 
powers Cyrus decided on before beginning his campaign. Though Persians were put in 
charge of Lydia and Phrygia, Tamos, as we have just seen, received the command "of 
Ionia, Aeolis, and the neighboring territories" (XIV.19.6-o). In particular, it is remarkable 
that he governed Aeolis and its neighbors, but there is no doubt that this arrangement 
goes back to 407. On the other hand, the version of Ephorus (analyzed above) implies 
that Pharnabazus was inducted into the "Faithful" of the Great King after Cyrus's return 
to Asia Minor. Furthermore, if, as Diodorus maintains (XIV. 19.6), Cyrus gave Lydia and 
Phrygia to some of his kinsmen (syggeneis), this disposition implies that Pharnabazus 
must also have lost his satrapy or that he was demoted to a subordinate position—and for 
this and other reasons he sided with the king. 

When he arrived in Cilicia, Cyrus suffered another huge reverse. Abrocomas (having 
been entrusted with the expedition to Egypt), rather than joining Cyrus—who certainly 
must have made contact with him —retreated instead toward the Euphrates with his 
army, burning the bridges at Thapsacus to slow the rebel's advance [Anab. 1.4.18). Abro-
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comas was not the only one to side with the king. So did Belesys (Belsunu), the governer 
of Syria (Ebir Nari), as is unambiguously implicit in Cyrus's order to lay waste the satra
pal residence and paradise that were idyllically sited atthe springs of the Dardas (1.4.10). 
We may also note that according to Diodorus (XIV.20.5), in order to mislead them one 
more time (Anah. 1.2.1), Cyrus revealed his goal in the following words at Tarsus: "He 
was leading the army, not against Artaxerxes, but against a certain satrap of Syria" (Dio
dorus XIV.20.5*). He certainly made the same claim with regard to the satrap of Baby
lonia, who perhaps is the Gobryas who was one of the commanders of the royal army 
during the battle of Cunaxa (1.7.12). Tiribazus also sided with the Great King (Plutarch, 
Art. 7.3, 10.1); Xenophon represents him as "governor of Western Armenia" (Anab. 
IV.4.4). Artasyras, "the king's eye," was also with the king (Plutarch, Arf. 12.1-3*). In 
fact, this Artasyras was the father of Orontes (OGIS 264, 390-92), who seems to have 
been a governor in eastern Armenia (cf. Xenophon, Anab. III.5.17; cf. IV.3.4); this Oron
tes had brought a contingent to the king (II.4.9). 

Even though the evidence is partial in both senses of the word, one conclusion it 
tempts us to draw is that Cyrus did not succeed in gaining the support of officers sta
tioned beyond his official jurisdiction. A second conclusion is that an unknown number 
of his peers and subordinates refused to cut their ties of allegiance to the one they con
sidered the sole Great King, Artaxerxes II. Finally, some of his other allies committed 
themselves only with much caution or many second thoughts. The record does not con
firm the hopes that Plutarch claims Cyrus nourished in 404: that he would be able to 
win to his side not only "those of his own province near the sea, bu t . . . many of those 
in the upper countries" (Art. 6.2*). 

Artaxerxes and Cyrus Face Off 
The arrival of Cyrus and his army in Babylonia created a political and strategic situa

tion unprecedented in Achaemenid history. The Great King was threatened at the very 
heart of his Empire by a single enemy at the head of a major force intent on seizing su
preme power. The danger was thus even more pressing than that faced by Darius in 
522-521, when disorganized rebels never tried (or never succeeded) to unify for a march 
on the center of the Empire (see chap. 3/2). Cyrus's expedition thus represents a sort of 
prefiguring of Alexander's conquest. Just like Darius III in 331, Artaxerxes lost control of 
Asia Minor and regions beyond the Euphrates, including Egypt. His response to this 
challenge evokes the measures taken by the Great King seventy years later. 

Artaxerxes had less time for preparation than Darius III, who was able to gather and 
train an army while Alexander pursued his conquest of Syria-Phoenicia and Egypt, be
fore returning to the road to the Euphrates (late 333 - autumn 331). Just like the Per
sians in 331, the Great King ordered Abrocomas to destroy the bridges over the 
Euphrates to slow down Cyrus's march (1.4.18). And, just like Mazaeus when faced with 
the Macedonian, Artaxerxes decided to apply a scorched-earth policy in advance of 
Cyrus (1.6.2). At the same time, he proceeded to prepare the defenses of Babylonia. Ac
cording to Xenophon, during the third clay's march in the country, they came upon "a 
deep trench, five fathoms in width and three fathoms in depth.. . . This trench extended 
up through the plain . . . reaching to the wall of Media. . . . The trench had been con
structed by the Great King as a means of defence when he learned that Cyrus was 
inarching against him" (1.7.14-16;* cf. Plutarch, Art. 7.2). Further on, Xenophon 
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explains that "the so-called wall of Media . . . was built of baked bricks, laid in asphalt, 
and was twenty feet wide and a hundred feet high; its length was said to be twenty 
parasangs, and it is not far distant from Babylon" (II.4.12-0). Cyrus's propaganda spread 
the news that, having built the wall, Artaxerxes turned tail and refused combat (1.8.19). 
While certain obscurities concerning the course of this wall do exist, it actually appears 
that the Great King reused prior construction to good effect and that he adopted a well-
known strategy—using the waterways to cut off access to Babylon (see chap. 9/2) —how
ever, apparently with no great success. 

Xenophon stresses the speed of Cyrus's march. The prince stopped only to secure 
provisions (1.5.9) in the villages along the route (1.4.19; 5.4, 10): "Cyrus sometimes made 
these stages through the desert very long, whenever he wanted to reach water or fresh 
fodder" (1.5.7*). Choosing a route for its swiftness forced the army to cross inhospitable 
territory, called "Arabia" by Xenophon (1.5.1-3), and brought them to the edge of fam
ine, which particularly upset the Greeks: "It was not possible to buy any [grain] except 
in the Lydian market attached to the barbarian army of Cyrus, at the price of four sigli 
for a capithe of wheat flour or barley meal" (1.5.6*). There is no doubt that the price 
went up sharply in such contexts (cf. Plutarch, Art. 24.3). The soldiers were unable to 
indulge in such luxury and "therefore managed to subsist by eating meat" (Anab. 
1.5.7*), probably from hunting (1.5.2-3). Cyrus's haste is explained above all, according 
to Xenophon, by his need to prevent the Great King from assembling his forces: "His 
thought was that the faster he went, the more unprepared the King would be to fight 
with him, while, on the other hand, the slower he went, the greater would be the army 
that was gathering for the King." Like so many ancient authors, Xenophon thought that 
"while the King's empire was strong in its extent of territory and number of inhabitants, 
it was weak by reason of the greatness of the distances and the scattered condition of its 
forces, in case one should be swift in making his attack upon it" (1.5.9*). Cyrus's haste 
contrasts dramatically with the relative leisure of his march until he reached the Eu
phrates: he stayed 7 days at Colossae (2.6), 30 days at Celaenae (2.9), 3 days at Peltae 
(2.10), 5 days at Caystru-pedion (2.11), 20 days at Tarsus, 3 days at Issus (4.2), and 5 days 
at Thapsacus (4.11)—73 days in all. It is unlikely that the length of the stopovers can 
simply be explained, with Xenophon (1.3.21), by the alleged ill will of the Greek merce
naries, who were often left waiting for their pay. Beginning with the crossing of the Eu
phrates, the army proceeded at a forced-march pace, even though Cyrus must have 
already been growing uneasy at the preparations of Artaxerxes, which unsubstantiated 
rumors at Tarsus indicated were considerable (Diodorus XIV.20.4). When Cyrus chose 
to follow a swift route that did not have many resupply points, it was because a decisive 
strategic factor had arisen in the meantime. According to Xenophon (1.4.5*), Cyrus ex
pected Abrocomas to bar his passage through the Syrian Gates: "Abrocomas, however, 
did not do so, but as soon as he heard that Cyrus was in Cilicia, he turned about in his 
journey from Phoenicia and marched off to join the King, with an army, so the report 
ran, of three hundred thousand men." Continuing with Xenophon's account, Abroco
mas arrived five days after the battle of Cunaxa (1.7.12). His delay was not due to daw
dling: quite simply, he had chosen to take the Royal Road, which, though much longer, 
allowed him to resupply his troops (cf. Arrian III.7.3). After he left the Euphrates be
hind, Cyrus had taken a speedy route that was intended to prevent Abrocomas's army 
from joining up with the royal army. 
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According to Diodorus (XIV.22.1*), Artaxerxes "summoned his armaments from ev
ery place to Ecbatana in Media" as soon as he got wind of Cyrus's departure. This detail 
does not imply that the king was then at his summer residence (it was early spring). 
More likely, he was at Babylon. The mention of Ecbatana as the assembly point is easy 
to explain: just as Darius III was to do later on, Artaxerxes II ordered the mobilization of 
troops from the Iranian Plateau as far as the Indus. Diodorus states that the troops from 
those distant places did not arrive in time "because of the remoteness of those regions" 
(XIV.22.2*). This is confirmed by Xenophon: as the Greek mercenaries who had sur
vived the battle passed Opis on the Tigris, they "met the bastard brother (nothos adel-
phos) of Cyrus and Artaxerxes, who was leading a large army from Susa and Ecbatana to 
the support, as he said, of the King" (Anab. II.4.25-0-). The rapidity of Cyrus's march had 
also prevented Artaxerxes from carrying out his initial plans, which had apparently in
cluded Abrocomas's forces, since Abrocomas is named by Xenophon as one of the four 
commanders (along with Tissaphernes, Gobryas, and Arbaces; 1.7.12). 

The royal army drawn up atCunaxa thus did not include the forces from western Asia 
Minor (preempted by Cyrus), Abrocomas's army (still on the road), or the eastern Ira
nian contingents (who would also arrive too late). It had been mustered exclusively from 
the closest regions: Babylonia, Susiana, Media, Persia; the Cadusians also sent a cavalry 
contingent commanded by Artagerses (Plutarch, Art. 9). For reasons already discussed 
in connection with Xerxes' army, it is impossible to provide reliable estimates of the size 
of the king's forces (cf. Plutarch, Art. 13.3-4). We may simply surmise, with Xenophon 
(1.8.13), that they were superior in number to Cyrus's. Contrary to one of the favorite 
claims of the Greek authors (and contrary to the mercenaries' expectations: they were 
"full of confidence and scorn"), Xenophon (1.8.14) and Plutarch (Arc. 7.5*) both stress 
the discipline and training of Artaxerxes' soldiers: "The very manner in which [Arta
xerxes] led on his men, silently and slowly, made the Grecians stand amazed at his good 
discipline; who had expected irregular shouting and leaping, much confusion and sepa
ration between one body of men and another, in so vast a multitude of troops"! Plu
tarch's sources instead attribute the defeat to Cyrus's overweening pride and Clearchus's 
lack of discipline (Art. 8.2-6). 

Just as Darius III and his advisers were to do later on, Artaxerxes placed great confi
dence in his scythe-equipped chariots: "and the scythes they carried reached out side
ways from the axles and were also set under the chariot bodies, pointing towards the 
ground, so as to cut to pieces whatever they met; the intention, then, was that they 
should drive into the ranks of the Greeks and cut the troops to pieces" (1.8.10*). The 
success rate was not as high as expected: just as Alexander's soldiers were to do, "when
ever the Greeks saw them coming, they would open a gap for their passage" (1.8.20*). 
The Greeks were ranged on the right flank with a detachment of 1000 Paphlagonian 
horsemen and gave chase to the enemy; as a result, they escaped the deluge of shafts 
fired by the king's archers and spearmen (1.8.19; cf. 1.8.9 and II. 1.6; Diodorus XIV.23.1-
2). The hand-to-hand fighting favored Clearchus's Greeks, who too confidently threw 
themselves into pursuit of their opponents. Xenophon tells us (1.8.24) that this is when 
Cyrus, fearing that the Greek contingent would be surrounded, attacked in the middle; 
lie was killed in circumstances that the conflicting traditions do not permit us to recon
struct (1.8.24-29). On the left flank, Ariaeus, after initial successful engagements, was 
stunned into retreat by the news of the death of Cyrus and was afraid that he would be 
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encircled by the king's contingents (Diodorus XIV.24.1). The death of Cyrus sealed the 
fate of the battle and the expedition. 

3. Artaxerxes the Victor 

The Process of Relegitimation 
After the death of Cyrus on the battlefield at Cunaxa, Artaxerxes immediately took ac

tions designed to extirpate the memory of him who, after his initial victories, "was al
ready being saluted with homage as King by his attendants" (1.8.21*). "And when he had 
come near the dead body, and, according to a certain law of the Persians, the right hand 
and head had been lopped off from the trunk, he gave orders that the latter should be 
brought to him, and, grasping the hair of it, which was long and bushy, he showed it to 
those who were still uncertain and disposed to fly. They were amazed at it, and did him 
homage; so that there were presently seventy thousand of them got about him, and en
tered the camp again with him" (Plutarch, Art. 13.2*). Artaxerxes showed clearly that he 
was the one who had won the loyalty of thousands and the one whose legitimacy was 
proved by the victory. 

A court tradition transmitted by Dinon even claims that Cyrus was killed by the hand 
of the king himself (Plutarch, Art. 10.3). "For it was his desire that every one, whether 
Greek or barbarian, should believe that in the mutual assaults and conflicts between 
him and his brother, he, giving and receiving a blow, was himself indeed wounded, but 
the other lost his life" ($16.2*). This is why, as Plutarch reports it, Artaxerxes was very 
irritated to hear that a simple Caunian soldier and a young Persian, Mithradates, each 
made the claim or let it be understood that it was he who had done the deed. Artaxerxes 
"was greatly enraged at it, as having the lie given him, and being in danger to forfeit the 
most glorious and most pleasant circumstance of his victory" (§ 16.1*). Throughout his 
reign, no opportunity to portray the king as a proven general and an accomplished 
leader of men was missed (§24.9-11). 

At the same time, the royal inscriptions show that Artaxerxes followed the model of 
not only his father Darius II (A2Sfc, A2Sd) but, like his predecessors, also the model of 
Darius I. He insisted on dynastic continuity, particularly in this sort of inscription from 
Susa (A 2 Sa*): "Saith Artaxerxes the Great King, King of Kings, King of Countries, King 
in this earth, son of Darius the King, of Darius (who was) son of Artaxerxes the King, of 
Artaxerxes (who was) son of Xerxes the King, of Xerxes (who was) son of Darius the King, 
of Darius (who was) son of Hystaspes, an Achaemenian: This palace Darius my great-
great-grandfather built; later under Artaxerxes my grandfather it was burned; . . . this pal
ace I (re)built. . ." (cf. also A 2Hc). 

Reward and Punishment 
After the first treaty with the Greeks, "the King led his army off to Babylon. In that city 

he accorded fitting honours to everyone who had performed deeds of courage in the 
battle" (Diodorus XIV.26.4*). First among the persons honored was Tissaphernes, be
cause he had joined the king as early as spring 401 and played a decisive role at Cunaxa: 
at least in one version, he was head of one of the four divisions (1.7.12) and was said to 
have taken over the army when Artaxerxes was wounded: "He slew great numbers of the 
enemy, so that his presence was conspicuous from afar. . . . [The King] judged Tissa
phernes to have been the bravest of all. Consequently he honoured him with rich gifts, 
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gave him his own daughter in marriage, and henceforth continued to hold him as his 
most trusted friend" (XIV.23.6;* 26.4*). He certainly was one of the king's favorites, since 
he was permitted shortly afterward to let the Greeks pillage "the villages of Parysatis" at 
Tikrit, not far from Opis (cf. II.4.27). Another noble, Orontes, the satrap of Armenia, mar
ried Rhodogune, a daughter of the king (Anab. JII.4.13; Plutarch §27.7; OG/S 391-92). 
Perhaps it was at the same time that the king promised two other daughters to Pharnaba
zus and Tiribazus (27.7). The latter was one of the Friends of the king and had played a 
major role at Cunaxa (Plutarch, Arf. 7.3), where he saved the king's life (according to one 
of the versions; §10.1). It was not until fifteen years later that Pharnabazus gained the 
noteworthy dignity of becoming the king's son-in-law (Xenophon, Hell. V.1.28). 

Tissaphernes received an even greater promotion: "Now . . . Tissaphernes, who was 
thought to have proved himself very valuable to the King in the war against his brother, 
was sent down as satrap both of the provinces which he himself had previously ruled and 
of those which Cyrus had ruled" (Xenophon, Hell. III. 1.3*). He then set about regain
ing control of the cities and dignitaries who had taken the rebel's side as rapidly as pos
sible. Tissaphernes abandoned the Greek survivors at the Gates of Armenia and 
returned to Sardis by the Royal Road (Diodorus XIV. 27.4). All the leaders except Tamos, 
who chose to flee to Egypt (35.4), came to pay homage to the new karanos; Tamos's son 
Glus, who had received a royal pardon, was even put in charge of the armed forces 
(35.3). Ariaeus, another old companion of Cyrus, received a command: in any case, 
some years later he was the satrap of Phrygia (cf. Diodorus XIV.80.8; Polyaenus 
VII. 11.6); later still (around 394), he held a post at Sardis (Hell. Oxyr. 14.3). His status as 
a former enemy of the king even worked to his advantage to some extent, since rebels 
would seek refuge with him at Sardis, obviously hoping that he would mediate for them 
with the king to obtain a royal pardon (Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.27). 

We note with interest that the Great King did not hesitate to pardon a number of 
rebels. Do these decisions speak to the uncertainty of his power after the victory at 
Cunaxa? It is difficult to answer this question. It is true that all of the ancient texts insist 
on the "gentility" of Artaxerxes II and on his practice of royal gifts. But the distribution 
of the evidence may be deceptive. It is passible that the king, at an unknown date, pro
mulgated a relaxation of certain court regulations, particularly regarding royal hunts; 
but even on this point chronological uncertainties remain. We may simply note that 
after Cunaxa the Great King hardly had any choice regarding ways of winning over to 
himself nobles who had followed Cyrus (by choice or by force). Under other circum
stances, however, Artaxerxes did not shrink from using drastic measures even against 
those close to him (cf. Plutarch, Art. 25.3). Even Tissaphernes did not escape royal pun
ishment some years later after losing the battle outside Sardis against Agesilaus (§5 be
low), though Artaxerxes "continued to hold him as his most trusted friend" (Diodorus 
XIV. 26.4*). 

The Great King and His Armies 

Arguing that the return of the survivors of Cyrus's mercenaries to the sea demon
strated quality of character, Plutarch offers this thought to his readers: 

Making it plain to all men that the Persian king and his empire were mighty indeed in gold 
and luxury and women, but otherwise were a mere show and vain display, upon this all 
Greece took courage and despised the barbarians. (Art. 20.1-2*) 
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This comment conveys an idea that was equally dear to Xenophon, whether in the last 
chapter of the Cyropaedia or in the Agesilaus, a small work dedicated to singing the 
praises of a Greek hero whose human qualities contrasted in every way with the Great 
King, who was viewed as mired in luxury and sloth. Magnifying the deeds of the Ten 
Thousand is a common topos of fourth-century authors, who brought them forward as 
proof that "any one who is engaged in war with [the Persians] can, if he desire, range up 
and down their country without having to strike a blow" (Cyr. VIII.8.7*) —and that be
cause the Persians had been rendered effeminate by a dissolute life, they "can conduct 
their wars only with the assistance of Greeks" (8.26-*-). This point of view is particularly 
stressed by Isocrates (Paneg. 138-49), who ends his discussion of the softness of the Per
sians thus: "They made themselves objects of derision under the very walls of their 
King's palace" (§149*). 

Even if we invoke the ritual reminder that the state of the evidence leaves everything 
in doubt, the status of the Greek mercenaries during the battle of Cunaxa and in the fol
lowing weeks poses real problems. In Xenophon's version, they prolonged the battle un
til evening, winning several engagements with detachments of the royal army (1.10.4-
19). They were sure of having won and even raised a monument (Diodorus XIV.24.4) 
before returning to their camp, where they discovered that the enemy's light infantry 
had pillaged the food reserves (Anab. 1.10.18-19). It was not until daybreak that Procles 
and Glus informed them of the death of Cyrus (II. 1.2-3). The battle lines were so 
strained that there had evidently been two different battles: on the left flank, Ariaeus had 
retreated; from there, he had sent Procles and Glus to request that Clearchus and the 
Greeks join him, proposing that they organize a joint return to Ionia (II. 1.3). Clearchus 
refused, even offering to put Ariaeus on the Persian throne, and he sent messengers to 
inform him (II. 1.4-5). Ariaeus replied that this was out of the question (II.2.1). An agree
ment was finally reached, with both swearing to an alliance, and Ariaeus agreed to guide 
the Greeks to the coast (II.2.8-9). At the same time, emissaries from Tissaphernes and 
the king parleyed with the Greeks, demanding that they lay down their arms. Clearchus 
arrogantly refused, emphasizing that his forces were intact (II. 1.7-13); it was even said 
that not a "single man among the Greeks [got] any hurt whatever in this battle" 
(1.8.20*). Nonetheless, the mercenaries were not in full agreement; a few groups agreed 
to surrender (II. 1.14; 2.17). Xenophon's account continues: he says that the king himself 
was afraid of the army of Clearchus and Ariaeus (11.2.18; 3.1). This is why Tissaphernes 
and a brother-in-law of Artaxerxes showed up on his behalf with orders to come to an 
agreement: if the Greeks agreed not to fight, the Persians would supply them (II.3.17-
29). The Greeks were fully aware that without guides they would never manage to over
come the obstacles or resupply themselves in the country. So it was that they set out for 
the west bank of the Tigris Valley under the watchful eye of Tissaphernes (II.4.8-28). 

Why, then, had the Great King failed to order his generals to begin the battle? Should 
this be seen as proof of his weakness? This is clearly Clearchus's perspective, which was 
accepted by Xenophon. Mercenaries quoted by Xenophon thought that the king was 
waiting until all of his troops were reunited (II.4.3). Not until some time later was the 
recombination of the various royal contingents completed: "the troops of Oron tas . . . , 
the barbarians whom Cyrus had brought with him on his upward march, and those with 
whom the King's brother had come to the aid of the King [II.4.25-26], besides these con
tingents Tissaphernes had all the troops that the King had given him; the result was, that 
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his army appeared exceedingly large" (III.4.13*). Nevertheless, Tissaphernes did not or
ganize his army into battle order; he was content to mount occasional attacks on the 
Greeks, shadowing them as far as the Upper Tigris. 

Meanwhile, basic strategic changes had taken place. According to Diodorus, Tissa
phernes submitted the following plan to Artaxerxes: He "promised him that he would 
destroy them one and all, if the King would supply him with armaments and come to 
terms with Aridaeus, for he believed that Aridaeus would betray the Greeks to him in the 
course of the march. The King readily accepted this suggestion and allowed him to se
lect from his entire army as many of the best troops as he chose" (XIV.26.5*). The first 
order of business was the recovery of Ariaeus and the large body of troops under him that 
Cyrus had levied in Asia Minor. "Ariaeus' brothers and other relatives came to him and 
certain Persians came to his followers, and they kept encouraging them and bringing 
pledges to some of them from the King that the King would bear them no ill-will be
cause of their campaign with Cyrus against him or because of anything else in the past" 
(Anab. II.4. ! • ) . The negotiations between the two camps soon succeeded. Ariaeus and 
his companions. Artaozus and Mithradates, "who had been most faithful friends of 
Cyrus,"* laid a trap for the Greeks: several strategoi and lokhagos summoned to Tissa
phernes' tent were seized and put to death (II.5.31-6.1). By winning Ariaeus's troops 
over to him, eliminating the main Greek strategoi, and gathering a large army, Tissa
phernes was in a position of power from that time forward. He left the Greeks at the fron
tier of the land of the Carduchi to return to his territory at Sardis (Diodorus XIV.27.4). 
At this point, it was impossible for the Greeks to return directly to Ionia; they could only 
march north. There is no doubt that the Persians were certain that the survivors would 
not overcome the natural barriers (rivers, mountains), the attacks of the mountain 
peoples, or the attacks of the troops of the Armenian satrapy. 

Events suggest contrasting conclusions regarding Artaxerxes IPs military situation 
after Cunaxa. The very make-up of the armies of Cyrus and Artaxerxes indicates that the 
system of conscription continued to operate perfectly from Asia Minor to India, even 
though the delay of the eastern Iranian contingents demonstrates that it was not possible 
to organize a general muster in a few months. Given the relatively limited geographic 
distribution of the conscripts who did fight at Issus, there is hardly any doubt that the 
Great King, for his part, was able to count on the soldiers provided by the Babylonian 
hatrus, among others. The reliance on thousands of Greek mercenaries in Cyrus's army 
constituted a decided novelty, quite apart from the important role Cyrus assigned them 
in the battle, in combination with his cavalry. It is no less true, however, that the con
frontation at Cunaxa was not a duel between Cyrus's Greek mercenaries and Artaxerxes' 
regulars; it was the clash of two royal armies. 

As in the battles in Greece and Asia Minor in 490 and 480-79, the Greek foot soldiers 
seemed to exhibit clear superiority over the infantrymen they faced. This observation, 
however, needs to be tempered: for one thing, let us recall that Plutarch (Arr. 7.5) and 
Xenophon (1.8.14) stress the maneuverability of the royal army; for another, Tissa
phernes' actions after the battle can be accounted for by his fear of the army com
manded by Ariaeus, or, to put it another way, he feared joint maneuvers involving the 
inter-satrapal army and the Greek army. The Persian leaders thus adroitly chose to sepa
rate them and then forced the Greeks onto an itinerary that they could assume would 
prove fatal. After Megabyzus's victory over Amyrtaeus, he had acted no differently. He 
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reached an agreement with the Egyptian rebel's Greek mercenaries: "No ill shall be 
done them by the king's men, and the Greeks shall return home whenever they wish" 
(Ctesias §34); they took the road to Cyrene and, according to Thucydides (1.110.1*), 
"most of them perished" (there is a different version in Diodorus XI.77.5). 

But there is a difference in scale: in 401, the Greeks were in Babylonia. The Persians 
were anxious to see them out of the heart of the Empire. At the same time, we may ob
serve that the Persians never pretended to accept the offers of services that the heads of 
the mercenaries had made to them several times, emphasizing that they would be very 
useful in a fight against the unsubdued peoples (Anab. II. 1.14,5.13-14). At this time, it 
appears that the Persian leaders did not even consider including the Greek mercenaries 
in the royal army. Did the Great King fear that mercenaries could be used by an ambi
tious man, as Cyrus had done? This is the burden of Tissaphernes' convoluted speech 
to Clearchus: "Tire King alone may wear upright the tiara that is upon the head, but an
other, too, with your help, might easily so wear the one that is upon the heart" (II.5.23-$-). 
The mercenaries themselves seem to have been persuaded that they could make and 
unmake kings, as shown by the offers they made along these lines to Ariaeus (II. 1.4); 
they were convinced, Clearchus says, that "to those who are victorious in battle belongs 
also the right to rule" (II. 1.4*). But the proposals they sent to Ariaeus were rather naive, 
and the Persian let them know, in ironic understatement, that "there were many Per
sians of higher rank than himself and they would not tolerate his being king" (II.2.1*). 
It is clear that not a single Persian had the slightest notion of abandoning Artaxerxes; on 
the contrary, all hoped to obtain from him favor or pardon from him. 

4. Conditions in Asia Minor and Artaxerxes H's Strategy (400-396) 

From Sardis to Memphis 
As we have seen, after Cunaxa and the "expulsion" of the Greek mercenaries, Tissa

phernes returned to his governorship in Sardis (Diodorus XIV.27.4). It was his job, in 
fact, to restore order to Asia Minor. Diodorus stresses that the Greek cities that had sup
ported Cyrus were scared to death (XIV.35.6). And with good reason: one of Tissa
phernes' first acts was that he "demanded that all the Ionian cities should be subject to 
him." They refused and appealed to Sparta for help (Xenophon, Hell. III. 1.3*). Without 
delay, Tissaphernes devastated the territory of Cyme and laid siege to the town; at the be
ginning of winter (400-399), the Persian accepted heavy ransoms for the prisoners and 
lifted the siege (Diodorus XIV.35.7). The following spring (399), the first Spartan expe
ditionary force landed on the Asia Minor coast. Greco-Persian hostilities thus broke out 
once again on the coast of Asia Minor. 

For reasons we have already discussed, the Great King had to deal with the Egyptian 
front at the same time. When the Greek mercenaries offered their services to Tissa
phernes, they had not neglected to bring up the matter of the Egyptians, with whom the 
Persians were "especially angry" (Anab. II.5.13;-0- cf. ILL 14). If the king wished to march 
against Egypt—said Clearchus—"I do not see what force you could better employ to aid 
you in chastising them than the force which I now have" (Anab. II. 5.13*). A contract at
tests that Pharaoh Amyrtaeus was recognized at Elephantine in 400 (DAE 7 [AP 35]). In 
398, Nepherites founded the XXIXth dynasty (DAE 105 [BMAP 13]) and reigned until 
393. It is surprising that no source mentions an attempted Persian reconquest. Not until 
the reign of Hakoris (392-380), around 385(?), is there evidence for the assembling of an 
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army to march against Egypt (cf. Isocrates, Paneg. 140). Meanwhile, Egypt had entered 
into the coalition put together by Sparta against Artaxerxes as an equal partner. As in the 
460s (see chap. 14/2), from that point forward Egypt was included in a much wider front, 
with the important difference that this time the Persians no longer had a base in the 
country. The Elephantine garrison, for example, had gone over with both weapons and 
supplies to the side of the independent pharaohs (DAE 7,105). Artaxerxes' task was even 
more difficult because Tamos, Cyrus's lieutenant, fled Asia Minor in 400 and took ref
uge with the pharaoh, along with his fortune and the fleet he commanded (Diodorus 
XIV.35.4-5) — "fifty triremes which had been fitted out at great expense . . . [but Psam
metichus took] for his own both Tamos' possessions and his fleet" (XIV. 19.5*). 

Artaxerxes, His Satraps, and the Asia Minor Front 
At the very moment when Amyrtaeus was extending his power into Upper Egypt, 

Thibron, the Lacedaemonian commander-in-chief, landed in Asia Minor (spring, 399). 
He was leading a smaller force but recruited troops in the Greek cities, and then soon 
joined up with the Greek refugees of the Anabasis (Hell. III. 1.4-6). He could then "draw 
up his troops against Tissaphernes even on the plains" and took many towns and strong
holds in Mysia, Aeolis, and the Troad (III. 1.8*). Complaints from Greek cities that he 
fleeced soon resulted in his replacement by Dercyllidas, who resurrected a traditional 
tactic: he played Tissaphernes off against Pharnabazus. He then headed for "the Aeolis, 
in the territory of Pharnabazus, without doing any harm whatever to his allies" 
(III. 1.10*). Pharnabazus was very unhappy at being stripped of this region and "secretly 
envied Tissaphernes his position as general" (III.2.13*); he agreed to a truce with Der
cyllidas, "thinking that Aeolis had been made a strong base of attack upon his own dwell
ing-place (oikesis), Phrygia" (III.2.1,* 9). In short, they were back to a situation very like 
what prevailed in 412-407, with the two satraps in perpetual competition. Obviously, 
Tissaphernes had not succeeded in gaining the upper hand, as had Cyrus the Younger 
at Sardis. 

The dissension surfaced once again some time later, during preparation for a pitched 
battle near Magnesia. The two satraps had combined their forces: "The entire Persian 
force which chanced to be at hand, all the Greek troops which each of the two satraps 
had, and horsemen in great numbers, those of Tissaphernes upon the right wing and 
those of Pharnabazus upon the left" (III.2.15*). According to Xenophon, Tissaphernes 
(in contrast to Pharnabazus) was not particularly eager for combat and offered to nego
tiate with Dercyllidas (III.2.18). One of the reasons undoubtedly was that war threatened 
to ravage Caria, where Tissaphernes' estates were (oikos; III.2.12). The talks between the 
Persians and Dercyllidas led to a truce: the Persians demanded that the Lacedaemonian 
troops and the governors (hannostes) who had been stationed in the Greek towns since 
Lysander's victories depart; Dercyllidas demanded autonomy for the Greek cities. Both 
sides decided on consultations—with the Great King and the Spartan leadership, re
spectively (III.2.20). In effect, the Persians were asking that the treaties with the king and 
his representatives agreed to by Sparta during the Ionian War fifteen years earlier be put 
into effect. 

Pharnabazus was instructed to sound out the king regarding his intentions (Diodorus 
XIV.39.6). The satrap of Dascylium, Diodorus tells us, favored a vigorous sea offensive. 
Just after the first truce with Dercyllidas, he had sought out the king and persuaded him 
to fund him (in the amount of 500 talents of silver) and to appeal to the Athenian Conon 
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(XIV.39.1). Ever since the Athenian defeats of 405, he had taken refuge with Evagoras of 
Salamis, on Cyprus, at the very time when Evagoras had been doing everything he 
could to increase the city's prosperity and had inaugurated vast arms programs. There is 
no indication that the Cypriot king was trying to escape from the Persian yoke. His origi
nal objective was to extend his power throughout the island at the expense of the other 
petty kinglets. It is nonetheless possible that he took advantage of the war between the 
brothers to take certain liberties with his obligations as a subject. In 398, contacts were 
established between Evagoras and Artaxerxes, perhaps with Ctesias as go-between. Eva
goras agreed to resume payment of tribute (Persica $63), since under the present circum
stances he shared the Persians' hostility to Sparta, whose power was a check on his 
ambitions. These were the conditions under which Pharnabazus arrived in Cyprus, 
bearing a letter from the king ordering all the kings of the island to prepare about one 
hundred triremes. Conon accepted an appointment as admiral of the fleet. He then set 
sail for Cilicia, where he began his preparations for the war that was about to commence 
against the Peloponnesian navy (Diodorus XIV.39.2-4). 

This was an important event. As far as we can determine, this was the first royal navy 
that seems to have been assembled since the famous Phoenician navy of 412 (not con
sidering Cyrus the Younger's fleet in 401). This royal navy (hasilikos stolos) did not com
prise Cypriot ships alone; somewhat later, Conon was joined by a Cilician contingent, 
as well as a Phoenician squadron commanded by the king of the Sidonians (Diodorus 
XIV.79.8; Hell. Oxyr. 4.2). Sparta soon got wind of these massive naval preparations 
through a Syracusan merchant who was in Phoenicia on business at the time: 

Seeing Phoenician war-ships—some of them sailing in from other places, others lying there 
fully manned, and yet others still making ready for sea—and hearing, besides, that there 
were to be three hundred of them, . . . [he] reported to the Lacedaemonians that the King 
and Tissaphernes were preparing this expedition; but whither it was bound he said he did 
not know. (Hell. III.4.1-0-) 

The methods used to assemble the royal fleet indicate that Persian authority, however 
shaken by Cyrus's revolt, was fully operational among its Levantine subjects. We see 
that, as in earlier times, the king of Sidon played a very important role for the Persians. 
On the other hand, the theory that the syennesis in Cilicia was in political decline at this 
date must be viewed with some hesitancy, since no independent evidence supports it. 

At the same time, the king continued to raise the troops needed to fight in Asia Minor 
(Nepos, Ages. 2.1; Xenophon, Ages. 6.1). He also decreed that the command be unified 
in such a way as to avoid repeating previous errors: Tissaphernes was named com
mander-in-chief (strategos ton panton). Despite the hatred that Pharnabazus, now back 
in Asia Minor, nursed toward Tissaphernes, he did not shrink from "assuring him that 
he was ready to make war together with him, to be his ally, and to aid him in driving the 
Greeks out of the territory of the King" (Hell. III.2.13*). But the competition between 
Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes was more complicated than this, since (according to sev
eral ancient authors, e.g., Nepos, Conon 2.2), Pharnabazus received command of mari
time operations, thus doubling up on the Athenian Conon. It seems clear that the 
command assigned to Tissaphernes was reduced to the ground troops. 

To carry out his objective, the king also released considerable resources. Some time 
later, to be sure, we learn that a riot broke out in Conon's army when the soldiers com
plained about not receiving their pay (Hell. Oxyr. 15; cf. Isocrates, Paneg. 142). Justin 
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was probably not wrong to see this as the result of machinations by the "king's lieuten
ants, who were in the habit of defrauding the soldiers of their pay" (VI.2.11). To deal 
with the problem, Conon appealed directly to Artaxerxes, promising to destroy Lacedae
monian sea power if Artaxerxes would grant him sufficient money and equipment: "Arta
xerxes approved Conon, honoured him with rich gifts, and appointed a paymaster who 
should supply funds in abundance as Conon might assign them" (Diodorus XIV.81.6;-v-
cf. Nepos Conon 4.2 and Hell. Oxyr. 19). So it appears that, quite atypically, Conon re
ceived permission to draw on royal supplies without checking each time with the central 
court (cf. Nepos, Conon 4.1). Access to such resources could hardly avoid arousing great 
hope among the enemies of Sparta, who were numerous in both Greece and the Ae
gean. This is why Sparta had to wage war against Elis during the expedition led by Der-
cyllidas (400-398; Hell. III.2.21-31), and then later had to deal with an attempted helot 
revolt (397; I1I.3.4-11). And despite being at peace with its former enemy, Athens sent 
an embassy to the Great King and provided secret reinforcements (sailors) to Conon, 
who was then at Caunus (Hell. Oxyr. 7.1). 

We are unable to discern, then, the strange passivity in Artaxerxes that the ancient 
sources attribute to Darius II (see chap. 14/7). Obviously, Artaxerxes made the firm and 
irrevocable decision to fight energetically to regain control of the Aegean coast. There is 
no doubt that the king's objective embraced the entire Aegean as well. Confronted by 
this threat, Sparta sent King Agesilaus to Asia Minor in 396. At the same time, it dis
patched ambassadors to Pharaoh Nepherites, who provided the equipment for 100 tri
remes and 500,000 measures of wheat—which soon fell into the hands of Conon, who 
had just taken Rhodes (Diodorus XIV.79.4-7; cf. Justin VI.2.1-2). The pharaoh realized 
that his survival depended on a Spartan victory. Conversely, Artaxerxes knew that re
taking Egypt presupposed the reestablishment of hegemony over the Aegean Sea, which 
his predecessors had gradually lost during the course of the previous century. From this 
point of view, the Great King's actions after Cunaxa represent a sort of strategic turn
about: the hour of reconquest was at hand. 

5. Agesilaus in Asia Minor (396-394) 

The Defeat of Tissaphernes 
Sparta was confronted with imminent danger and decided to prosecute the war on a 

grander scale (cf. Diodorus XIV.79.1). King Agesilaus was sent at the head of a 12,000-
man expeditionary force, and he soon reached Ephesus (Hell. III.4.1-5; spring, 396). 
His mission was clear: to ensure the autonomy of the cities of Asia Minor (III.4.5). At 
first, Tissaphernes agreed to a truce, with the excuse that he had to get the king's permis
sion. In reality, he was completely aware of Artaxerxes' intention: he was stalling for time 
until the king's troops could reach him (III.4.6; cf. Nepos, Ages. 2.4). He also needed to 
gain enough time for the Phoenician shipyards to complete the craft promised to 
Conon, as well as to free the fleet that the Lacedaemonian admiral Pharax had block
aded at Caunus; this he accomplished (Diodorus XIV.79.4-8; Hell. Oxyr. 9.2-3). When 
the truce expired, then, Tissaphernes was able to demand that Agesilaus pull back from 
the Asia Minor territories; the Spartan responded immediately that this was out of the 
question (He//. III.4.HJ). 

Agesilaus assembled the Carian, Aeolian, Ionian, and Hellespontine contingents at 
Ephesus (III.4.11). Tissaphernes thought that the Spartan intended to ravage his estates 
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in Caria, so he sent his infantry to Caria and concentrated his cavalry on the plain of the 
Meander, expecting to cut off the Greek troops there. Contrary to expectations, Agesi-
laus took the Phrygian route. A battle took place near Dascyliunv. Phamabazus's lieuten
ants, Rhathines and Bagaeus, won a cavalry engagement but had to retreat when the 
hoplites charged. Agesilaus then returned to Ephesus (III.4.11-15). The purpose of this 
offensive was not to conquer towns and territory; all of the ancient authors instead stress 
the amount of booty seized by the Spartan (Xenophon, Hell. III.4.12; Nepos, Ages. 3.2; 
Plutarch, Ages. 9.4). Diodorus (XIV.79.2) also states that the army was accompanied by 
a large number of merchants (agoraios . . . okhlos), who clearly had been instructed to 
find ways to market the booty (cf. Plutarch, Ages. 9.8; Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.26). It is 
clear that first and foremost Agesilaus had decided that money was to be the ultimate 
means of achieving his real objectives. With this reinforcement, he then decided to send 
out an army capable of successfully opposing the Persian forces: 

Perceiving that, unless he obtained an adequate cavalry force, he would not be able to cam
paign in the plains, he resolved that this must be provided, so that he might not have to carry 
on a skulking warfare. Accordingly he assigned the richest men of all the cities in that region 
to the duty of raising horses; and by proclaiming that whoever supplied a horse and arms and 
a competent man would not have to serve himself, he caused these arrangements to be car
ried out with all the expedition that was to be expected when men were eagerly looking for 
substitutes to die in their stead. (Hell. III.4.15*) 

At the same time, the Ephesus workshops were operating at full capacity: "The market 
was full of all sorts of horses and weapons, offered for sale, and the copper-workers, car
penters, smiths, leather-cutters, and painters were all engaged in making martial weap
ons, so that one might have thought that the city was really a workshop of war" 
(III.4.17*). The soldiers themselves were given daily drills. 

Agesilaus announced that he was prepared to march on Sardis (spring, 395). Curi
ously enough, Tissaphernes did not believe a word of it and one more time sent his 
troops to defend Caria. A battle on the banks of the Pactolus ended with an advantage to 
the Greeks. From this point on, Xenophon's story is very sketchy. According to him, after 
the battle, Tissaphernes was indicted by the Persians of Sardis and was soon condemned 
to death by Artaxerxes. Tithraustes was sent to Sardis, and Tissaphernes was beheaded 
{Hell. III.4.21-25; Diodorus XIV.80.1-8; Hell. Oxyr. 11.2-12.4) and his possessions (ou-
sia) confiscated to provide funds with which to pay the soldiers (Hell. Oxyr. 19.3). The 
new commander once again informed Agesilaus of the king's demands: "That the cities 
in Asia, retaining their independence, should render him the ancient tribute" 
(III,4.25*). A six-month truce was then agreed to. Agesilaus received supplies from 
Tithraustes that made it possible for him to march to Hellespontine Phrygia. At this mo
ment, the order from Sparta to take complete command of the navy reached him; he 
then issued orders to the coastal cities to provide ships and entrusted their command to 
his brother-in-law Peisander (III.4.25-28). 

The "Anabasis" of Agesilaus 
Diodorus provides further details about Agesilaus's plans after the battle of the Pacto

lus: he "was about to attack the satrapies farther inland (and), but led his army back to 
the sea when he could not obtain favourable omens from the sacrifices" (XIV80.5-*-). 
The much more detailed report in the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia shows us that these sacri
fices took place when, fresh from the plain of Sardis (accompanied for pari of the journey 
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Map 4. The expedition of Agesilaus. 

by Tissaphernes), Agesilaus went up the valley of the Cogamus before arriving on the 
banks of the Meander (12.1). Sacrifices were then offered to discover whether it was aus
picious to move against Celaenae, the fortified capital of Greater Phrygia (12.4). When 
the gods provided a negative indication, Agesilaus went back down the Meander Valley 
to Ephesus (cf. also Diodorus XIV.80.5). In reality, the omens simply confirmed a prior 
decision: to march against Celaenae would be terribly risky. Agesilaus had had a twofold 
goal: to make an impression on the inland populations and to collect sizable booty. 

He seems to have had some success in meeting these goals. Artaxerxes suffered some 
anxiety at the initial results of the land engagements (Diodorus XIV.80.6) because he 
had received information concerning the Greek predations on the plain of Sardis and 
beyond, including Tissaphernes' paradise (80.2). No doubt the Persians of Sardis were 
even more displeased with Tissaphernes because this was the first time since the Ionian 
raid in 499 that such unheard-of events had taken place. Moreover, according to the 
anonymous author ($21.1), Tithraustes agreed to the truce on the condition that Agesi
laus would not pillage the Lydian countryside. It appears that more than anything else 
the Persians wished to keep Sardis and Lydia safe from war. As in earlier episodes, the 
leaders of Sardis were happy to see the theater of operations shift to the coast of Hel-
lespontine Phrygia! 

Nonetheless, Agesilaus did not give up his plan to advance on the interior. While 
Peisander was readying the navy, "Agesilaus continued the march to Phrygia" (Hell. 
IU.4.29*). He hoped to be able to count on the Mysians, who were said to be unsubmis
sive to the Great King. For this reason he ravaged their territory, but this action did not 
have the anticipated result: only a portion of the Mysians placed themselves under his 
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command; another portion did severe damage to his troops [Hell. Oxyr. 21.1-3). Agesi
laus did not let up on ravaging Pharnabazus's lands. He was soon joined by the Persian 
Spithridates, who had broken with the satrap of Dascylium some time earlier (Xeno
phon, Hell. III.4.10; Ages. 3.3; Hell. Oxyr. 21.3-4): 

And when Spithridates said that if he would come to Paphlagonia with him, he would bring 
the king of the Paphlagonians to a conference and make him an ally (symmakhos), Agesilaus 
eagerly undertook the journey, since this was a thing he had long desired—to win some na
tion (ethnos) away from the Persian King. (Hell. IV.1.2-V-) 

Accompanied by his new allies, Agesilaus took the interior road to Greater Phrygia and 
rejoined the royal way at Leontocephalae. Though he was able to extort some booty, he 
failed to take the town (Hell. Oxyr. 22.5), one of the most secure in Phrygia (Appian, 
Mith. 10: khorion okhyrotaton). He then advanced against Gordion, "a fortress (khorion) 
built on a hill and well supplied," but there too he had to fall back in the face of resis
tance put up by Rhathines (21.6), a subordinate of Pharnabazus (cf. Xenophon, Anab. 
VI.5.7 and Hell. III.4.13). 

The Spartan next returned to Cius in Mysia and then Hellespontine Phrygia {Hell. 
Oxyr. 22.1-3). At this point Xenophon (and many other authors follow in his wake) de
votes a long digression to relations between Pharnabazus and Agesilaus. At first, Phar
nabazus's cavalry and scythe-equipped chariots won total victory, but then the Greeks 
managed to plunder the satrap's camp (IV. 1.15-26). The author of the Oxyrhynchus Hel-
lenica indicates that, meanwhile, Agesilaus had tried to take Dascylium, "a very strong 
place (khorion okhyron), fortified by the king, where they said Pharnabazus kept the sil
ver and gold he had" (22.3). Agesilaus brought the boats of the Peloponnesian navy from 
the Hellespont and ordered the commander to load all of the booty and take it to Cyzi-
cus; then he sent his soldiers to their winter quarters, ordering them to regather the fol
lowing spring (394; 22.4). The Spartan was unable to capture the citadel and so 
proceeded with controlled pillaging of the surroundings, particularly the prosperous, 
game-rich satrapal paradise (Hell. IV. 1.15-16). We are then told that Pharnabazus com
plained to Agesilaus in these words: "I have not so much as a meal in my own land un
less, like the beasts, I pick up a bit of what you may leave" (IV. 1.33-0-)! These words were 
spoken, Xenophon would have us believe, during a conversation between the leaders 
that was arranged by a Greek who had invited them both. After the meeting, Agesilaus 
left the country and encamped in the plain of Thebe near the Gulf of Adramyttium 
(spring, 394), and this is where he was when he received the order from the Spartan au
thorities to return immediately to Greece. 

According to Hell. Oxyr. (22.4), his goal then was to march on Cappadocia: despite 
the obvious geographical mistake about the layout of Asia Minor, the datum indicates 
clearly that Agesilaus had decided to resume the march to the interior. Xenophon says 
no different: "He was preparing to march as far as he could into the interior (anotato), 
thinking that he would detach from the King all the nations (ethne) which he could put 
in his rear" (Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.41-*-). A similar appraisal is found in Plutarch: He 
"now resolved to carry away the war from the seaside, and to march further up into the 
country, and to attack the King of Persia himself in his own home in Susa and Ecbatana; 
not willing to let the monarch sit idle in his chair, playing umpire in the conflicts of the 
Greeks, and bribing their popular leaders" (Ages. 15.1;* cf. Pel. 30.3). The words used 
by Nepos are no less grandiose: "He was already planning to march against the Persians 
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and attack the King himself" (Ages. 4.1-2*). Finally, Isocrates, going on about the re
markable military weakness of the Persians, as was his wont, stated "that Agesilaus, with 
the help of the army of Cyrus, conquered almost all the territory this side of the Halys 
river" (Paneg. 145<>). Note that he took the opportunity of this comment to connect 
Agesilaus with Cyrus the Younger. We know in fact that the escapades of these two lead-
e r s _ C y r u s (that is, the Greek mercenaries!) and Agesilaus—were constantly cited in 
Greece as especially eloquent precedents: both "brought the King to extremities" (Xe
nophon, Hell. VI. 1.12*)! Similarly, in the Agesilaus, the Spartan hero is systematically 
contrasted with a decadent Great King. If we follow Xenophon in this panegyric, Agesi
laus was a Greek (Spartan) hero whose adventures explicitly matched those of the Ho
meric heroes: Agesilaus embarks on nothing less than a new Trojan War; emulating 
Agamemnon, he set sail from Aulis (cf. Plutarch, Ages. 6.6-8; Xenophon, Hell. III.4.3; 
Diodorus XIV.79.1). 

In all of these Greek accounts we can recognize the traditional stereotypes of the Per
sians and the Great King (cf. Hell. III.4.19). But, above and beyond the Greek polemic 
and the private fantasies of the Lacedaemonian king, there is no doubt that from the mo
ment of his arrival in Asia Minor he intended to pursue a very different war from the war 
that had been fought by his predecessors in the fifth century. With the exception of a 
brief appearance by Lacedaemonian troops in the Meander Valley and an Athenian raid 
on the fields of Lydia (Hell. 1.2.4-5), the fifth-century Greek generals had always con
fined their operations to the coast and to pillaging in the areas of royal territory closest to 
the sea. It is possible that the very recent example of the Ten Thousand was actually in
terpreted in Greece and Asia Minor as proof of the relative permeability of the Empire's 
land defenses (cf. Xenophon, Hell. III.4.2). But it is important to distinguish the Achae
menid reality from the impression gathered from the Greek portrayals (which, more
over, are badly informed about facts of geography, as has just been seen and as is well 
confirmed by passages in the Anabasis). And this is why the historian of the Achaemenid 
Empire is interested in Agesilaus's operations: they provide an opportunity to take stock 
of Persian control of territory in western Asia Minor. 

Persian Defenses Confronting Agesilaus's Offense: Satraps and ethne 
Xenophon's account is partial (in both senses of the word); according to him, the 

campaigns of his hero unfolded without major opposition (e.g., Hell. IV. 1.17). Quite an
other picture emerges from the Oxyrhynchus Hellenica, which fortunately is closer to an 
arid campaign journal than an expansive and often misleading literary reconstruction. If 
Agesilaus really did have a momentary notion of retracing Cyrus's progress (whose trail 
he would follow between Sardis and the frontier of Greater Phrygia), he must have been 
a cockeyed optimist. The Persian leaders clearly adopted a traditional tactic to confront 
him: avoiding giving battle (cf. Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.17), allowing him to wander the 
countryside until necessity forced him to return to the coast. Agesilaus's main goal seems 
never to have been anything more than amassing booty in order to feed and pay his sol
diers (Hell. Oxyr. 22.4). His greatest fear was lack of supplies (22.4). To be a threat to Per
sian dominion, he would have had to attack major towns. As it happened, every time he 
set up his battle line in front of a fortification held by the king's men, he was unable to 
conquer it, whether at Leontocephalae, Gordion, or Miletu teikhe (21.5-6; 22.3) —not 
to mention Sardis, Celaenae, or Dascylium. This series of failures illustrates the discon
nect between the ambitions attributed to him and military reality. Agesilaus obviously 
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had no siege engines, and, furthermore, no citadel commander was of a mind to desert 
the king. 

Agesilaus clearly was counting on winning the allegiance of the peoples of the inte
rior, whose independence from the central authority is smugly stressed by all the fourth-
century authors. But we may inquire whether in this regard, too, the Spartan was the vic
tim of his informers and/or his own fantasies. We have seen that the Mysians did not 
flock to him en masse, and that several communities even opposed him openly (Hell. 
Oxyr. 21.1-3; 22.3). The reaction of the Mysian people could perhaps be explained by 
their desire to preserve their lands and villages from the ravages of war; it could just as 
well be explained by fear of Persian reprisals—the satrap of Dascylium regularly led ex
peditions against Mysians who rebelled overtly (Xenophon, Hell. III. 1.13). Moreover, 
many Mysians were serving in Pharnabazus's army (IV. 1.24). Agesilaus scored greater 
success with the dynast-king of Paphlagonia, who provided a thousand horsemen and a 
thousand peltasts (soldiers armed with light shields). This dynast seems already to have 
broken with the central authority, since Xenophon states that "he had been summoned 
by the Persian King and had refused to go up to him" (IVI 3-0-); an invitation of this sort, 
of course, could bode no good! To refuse the king's invitation was tantamount to cross
ing the line one more time into rebellion, since in normal times Paphlagonia was also 
required to furnish a troop contingent whenever a satrapal requisition was issued (cf. 
Diodorus XIV.22.5). At any rate, Agesilaus wanted to cement the Paphlagonian alliance 
still more solidly, so he negotiated a marriage between the dynast and Spithridates' 
daughter (Xenophon, Hell. IV.1.2-15). It must again be remarked that, according to 
Hell. Oxyr. (22.1), Agesilaus concluded a truce (spondai) with the Paphlagonians, which 
implies that not all of the groups considered the dynast their leader. Like Mysia, Paph
lagonia must have been split among several rival chieftains. This reality—that some re
gions had multiple local chieftains—certainly applied to various locales in Asia Minor 
and is well illustrated by Artaxerxes' war several years later against the Cadusians; in this 
case, there were two local kings, and each was anxious to obtain for himself "the friend
ship and alliance of the king" (Plutarch, Art. 24.6-0-; cf. chap. 16/18). 

Furthermore, the Persians may have kept an eye on Mysia and Paphlagonia more di
rectly than the ancient texts suggest. In the context of preparations for Cyrus the 
Younger's expedition, Diodorus mentions a "satrap of Paphlagonia" who furnished Al
cibiades with a safe-conduct that Pharnabazus had refused to him (XIV. 11.3). Diodorus 
also, discussing the beginning of the Satraps' Revolt (which he places at the end of the 
360s), refers to Orontes, the leader of the rebels, as the "satrap of Mysia" (XV.90.3-0-3). 
These comments clearly could be simple mistakes by Diodorus, who is quite free with 
the word "satrap." But the term might also designate officials subordinate to a satrap (of 
Dascylium and/or Sardis). Let us recall the parallel case of Zenis of Dardanus, the "sa
trap" who was appointed by Pharnabazus in the part of the Aeolis that fell under his ju
risdiction and who was responsible for overseeing the country, levying tribute 
(transferred to Pharnabazus), leading contingents of the satrapal army, and scheduling 
ostentatious receptions for the satrap of Dascylium during his inspection lours (Xeno
phon, Hell. III.1.10-15). In short, Zenis acted like a satrap (satrapeuein: III. 1.10) ac
countable to Pharnabazus; Zenis (who was succeeded by his widow Mania) was one of 
the governors dependent on the authority of Pharnabazus (III. 1.12: ponton ton hy-
parkhon). If we follow this theory, we might ask whether Ariobarzanes fulfilled the same 
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function in Paphlagonia in 407; Ariobarzanes, a relative(?) of Pharnabazus, was ordered 
in 407 to bring the Athenian ambassadors, whom the satrap of Dascylium had detained 
for three years, to Cius in Mysia (Hell. 1.4.7). 

Ambiguity also results from the confusion between geographic regions and ethnic 
groups. We have already pointed out that neither Mysia nor Paphlagonia was unified. 
Several episodes reveal that certain parties in Mysia were firmly under the thumb of the 
Persians. Many military establishments had been set up there beginning in the time of 
Darius and Xerxes (chap. 13/9). The survivors of the Ten Thousand had had rough 
times there as soon as they reached Pergainum, which Xenophon places in Mysia, in the 
plain of the Caicus (Anab. VII.8.8), the same place where the work of Orontes ("satrap 
of Mysia") is attested (OGIS 264, lines 6-9). The Persian Asidates had a very large rural 
estate, peopled with slaves and dependents, on this plain. The estate was fortified (tyrsis, 
pyrgion, teikhos; Anab. VII.8.12-14). Moreover, the defenders were able to communi
cate with other positions in the surroundings, using signals beacons: 

There came to their assistance Itamenes with his own force, and from Comania Assyrian 
hoplites and Hyrcanian horsemen — these also being mercenaries in the service of the 
King—to the number of eighty, as well as about eight hundred peltasts, and more from 
Parthenium, and more from ApoIIonia and from the nearby places (khoria), including 
horsemen... . And Procles also came to the rescue, from Halisarna and Teuthrania, the de
scendant of Damaratus. (VII.8.15, 1 7 0 ) 

The men of Gongylus of Eretria soon joined in; he had been established in the region 
during the time of Xerxes (VII.8.17; cf. Hell. III.1.6). This example is a perfect illustra
tion of the density of Achaemenid territorial occupation in this Mysian region: it was 
populated with military colonists and garrisons, and bristled with small forts. Confirma
tion is found in a passage in Polyaenus (VI. 10) in the context of Thibron's expedition in 
Aeolis; it too appears to have been covered with a dense network of small forts com
manded by a "phrourarch of the strongholds (khoria) of the Aeolid." 

Of course, these observations do not answer the subsidiary question of whether there 
were governments of Mysia or Paphlagonia. But though we note that the satraps could 
at any moment count on contingents of horsemen led by the Persians of the diaspora, we 
can easily agree that the imperial territories were not as empty of defenses as the Greek 
authors would have us believe or as Agesilaus himself perhaps imagined. Despite the vic
tory near Sardis, he was unable to appropriate for himself any Achaemenid strategic 
space (roads, storehouses, citadels; see chap. 11/2). If he really did cherish the dream of 
inarching once more on the interior in 394, his chances of success were practically nil. 

The Persians and Agesilaus Face Off 
Agesilaus was unable to seize the strong towns in the interior, but the theoretical pos

sibility of creating enough unrest that some Persians would desert the king remained. 
But even the hopes of this possibility that he might have harbored were dashed. When 
he returned from his expedition, as we have seen, he conversed at length with Pharna
bazus. According to Xenophon, he emphasized to the satrap, "It is within your power by 
joining with us to live in the enjoyment of your possessions without doing homage to 
anyone or having any master" (despotes; Hell. IV. 1.35-0). And he adds: 

We urge upon you . . . to increase, not the King's empire, but your own, subduing those who 
arc now your fellow-slaves (homodouloi) so that they shall be your subjects (hypekooi). 
(IV 1.36-0) 
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In context, this speech was intended to convince Pharnabazus to make himself into an 
independent prince by transforming the other Persians in his satrapy into handaka. 
Pharnabazus replied simply that, if the king named another general, he would agree to 
be Agesilaus's friend and ally; if not, his connection to the Great King could not be sev
ered (IV. 1.37). The satrap's dilatory response in fact left Agesilaus with no hope, even 
more so because Pharnabazus had much earlier been promised one of Artaxerxes' 
daughters (Plutarch, Art. 27.7) —a promise that was kept some years later (Xenophon, 
Hell. V I . 28). 

The only attested defector was Spithridates. He was a high-born Persian who broke 
with Pharnabazus when the latter proposed to take his daughter as concubine (Xeno
phon, Ages. 3.3); when Lysander approached, he fled to Cyzicus, where he left his whole 
family, his treasure, and his following of 200 horsemen and, along with his son 
Megabates, joined Agesilaus (Xenophon, Hell. III.4.10; IV. 1.6-7; Hell. Oxyr. 21.4). His 
duties under Pharnabazus are not precisely known: Hell. Oxyr. notes simply "that he 
lived with Pharnabazus and served him" (21.4). He thus belonged to the circle of landed 
aristrocrafs used by the satrap of Dascylium for occasional missions. We know that in 
410 he shared command with Rhathines of the contingents who, with the Bithynians, 
were mustered by Pharnabazus to prevent the survivors of the Ten Thousand from en
tering Phrygia (Anah. VI.4.24, 5.7). But the missions accomplished by one or another 
satrapal official say nothing at all about their permanent job; during Agesilaus's expedi
tion, this same Rhathines was in command of Gordion (Hell. Oxyr. 21.6). Most notable 
is the fact that Spithridates agreed to marry his daughter to the Paphlagonian dynast 
(Hell. IV. 1.4-15). We are tempted to conclude from this that he had had a long and 
close relationship with Paphlagonia. 

The alliance between Agesilaus and Spithridates did not last. After the successful at
tack on Phamabazus's baggage and caravan (394), Spithridates and his Paphlagonian al
lies took booty. They were soon relieved of it by Agesilaus's lieutenant, on the excuse 
that it had to be placed in the hands of the "officers in charge of sale of booty." According 
to Xenophon, this practice is what drove Agesilaus's allies to abandon him (IV. 1.26-27). 
In reality, this complaint was probably just a pretext. Contrary to Xenophon, Spithridates 
and the Paphlagonians had certainly drawn their own conclusions from recent events, 
which held out little hope of victory to the Lacedaemonian. Their concern from that 
moment onward was to obtain the king's pardon. So they left immediately for Sardis to 
meet with Ariaeus, the former companion of Cyrus the Younger; when Ariaeus had left 
Lydia, Tithraustes had given him a command alongside another Persian, Pasiphernes 
(Hell. Oxyr. 19.3), and he had recently displayed his loyalty by actively participating in 
the execution of Tissaphernes (Diodorus XIV.80.8). They had decided to put "their trust 
in Ariaeus because he also had revolted from the King and made war on him." Xeno
phon lets it be known that this desertion sounded the death knell for Agesilaus's hopes: 
"Nothing happened during the campaign which was more distressing to Agesilaus than 
the desertion of Spithridates, Megabates, and the Paphlagonians" (Hell. IV.1.28*). 

Agesilaus: A Summary 
Agesilaus was recalled in haste to Sparta, which was threatened by a coalition of 

Greek cities (including Athens) that wanted to escape its dominion; he left Asia Minor 
with a less than impressive resume. Aside from a contingent commanded by Dercylli
das that he sent to the Hellespont shortly after his departure (Hell. IV.3.3) and the garri-
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sons still found here and there, he had had to abandon to their fate the cities he had 
come to liberate from the Persian yoke. The only positive point in the record is the ex
istence of the navy that the Spartan chief had ordered built the year before and had 
entrusted to his brother-in-law Peisander (III.4.28—29). It is true that he had also dem
onstrated that the Persians controlled the roads to Sardis only imperfectly. Thibron had 
already shown the way by campaigning against Magnesia and Tralles (Diodorus 
XIV.36.2-3). Agesilaus went further, since he had understood that he needed a cavalry 
to confront the Persians. Some time later, the Spartan Diphridas even succeeded in 
capturing Struthas's son-in-law "as they were journeying to Sardis" (Hell. IV.8.21*). 
Meanwhile, all in all, even if the Spartan had exhibited boldness by developing an 
"anabasis" strategy [driving for the interior], he does not seem ever to have believed that 
he could drive the Persians from the satrapies of Sardis and Dascylium. In any case, this 
goal was unrealizable both because the imperial defenses were solid and because the 
very idea of an expedition of this kind had certainly never entered the mind of the Spar
tan leaders. In short, despite the Trojan setting, neither geographically nor politically 
was Agesilaus a prototype of Alexander. 

6. Achaemenid Successes and Failures: 
From Asia Minor to Egypt (ca. 396 - ca. 370) 

The Defeat of Sparta 

During the same period, after being named admiral of the royal navy ($4 above), 
Conon completed his preparations and began his offensive. His first success (396), after 
obtaining funds from Tithraustes and the Great King, was to incite a Rhodian party to 
rise up against the Spartans and welcome his fleet (Diodorus XIV.79.5-6). This was a 
major victory because of the commercial and strategic importance of the island. In con
cert with Pharnabazus, Conon piloted the navy to the Cnidian Chersonese to confront 
the Lacedaemonian navy that was moored at Cnidos. The ensuing battle proved a strik
ing victory for his squadrons (Diodorus XIV.83.4-7; Xenophon, Hell. IV.3.11-12). The 
conquerors gained immediate profit from driving the Lacedaemonian garrisons from 
both the islands (Cos, Nisyros, Teos, Mytilene, Chios) and the coast (Ephesus, Erythrae; 
Diodorus XIV.84.3): 

Pharnabazus and Conon . . made a tour of the islands and the cities on the sea coast, drove 
out the Laconian governors, and encouraged the cities by saying that they would not estab
lish fortified citadels within their walls and would leave them independent. And the people 
of the cities received this announcement with joy and approval, and enthusiastically sent 
gifts of friendship to Pharnabazus. (Hell. IV.8.1-2*) 
Only Dercyllidas was in a position to resist the offensive of Pharnabazus when he re

turned to his territory (IV.8.5). The following spring (393), Conon and Pharnabazus's 
navy returned to sea. Pharnabazus's goal was to wreak vengeance on Sparta: his navy 
took Cythera, liberating the Cyclades in the process (Diodorus 84.5), then "sailing to the 
Isthmus of Corinth and there exhorting the allies to carry on the war zealously and show 
themselves men faithful to the King, he left them all the money that he had" (IV.8.8*). 
The Persian may even have been hailed at Athens with an honorary decree (cf. Tod 
no. 199). This was the first time since 480 that an Achaemenid navy had come to support 
the "Medizers"! The Persian triumph seemed resplendent. 
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The Persians Caught between Athenians and Lacedaemonians 
In truth, however, the Persian victory was fragile and uncertain. The Persians, willy-

nilly, were once again squeezed between Sparta's desire to maintain its dominion and 
Athens's wish to reestablish its own. The victory at Cnidos and those that followed were 
also the work of Conon, who since 405 had dreamed of nothing but restoring the glory 
of his homeland. On his insistence, Pharnabazus agreed to leave a part of his fleet and 
money with him, and Conon was soon to use it to rebuild the walls of Athens and Pi
raeus that had been destroyed by the Spartans in 404 (Hell. IV.8.9-10). The Lacedaemo
nians used this new opportunity to break their alliances and to try to arrange a new treaty 
with Artaxerxes against Athens. Playing on dissension among the Persian leaders, some
thing they were very good at, they sent Antalcidas to Tiribazus at Sardis; meanwhile, the 
king had made Tiribazus head of the royal troops in Asia Minor (Diodorus XIV.85.4). 

Antalcidas arrived, and right behind him arrived ambassadors from Athens and from 
the cities that fought alongside it against Sparta as well. Each delegation addressed Tiri
bazus in turn, making him their arbitrator. Antalcidas offered peace, "just such a peace 
as the King had wished for. For the Lacedaemonians, he said, urged no claim against the 
King to the Greek cities in Asia and they were content that all the islands and the Greek 
cities in general should be independent" (Hell. IV.8.14*). As the speeches of the other 
delegates show, the Spartan offer encompassed the problems of the cities of Europe. The 
Athenians opposed it strongly, quite rightly thinking that such a peace would prevent 
them from achieving their ambitious goals. 

The Persian leaders were not all in agreement about strategy at this time. Tiribazus 
brought Conon to Sardis and threw him in prison (Diodorus XIV.85.4). He provided 
money to the Lacedaemonians secretly because he could not make a decision to do this 
without consulting with the king (Hell. IV.8.16*). Obviously, Tiribazus would not have 
been able to persuade Artaxerxes, who sent Struthas to Sardis, who "devoted himself as
siduously to the Athenians"; his hostility toward the Spartans surely grew when, shortly 
afterward, the Lacedaemonian Diphridas seized his son-in-law Tigranes and held him 
for ransom (IV.8.21)! The following years brought an escalation of hostilities between 
Athenians and Lacedaemonians in Asia Minor, and the Persians scarcely appear to have 
been in a position to arbitrate. The Lacedaemonians reinstalled governors (harmostai; 
IV.8.29). 

But the truth is doubtless more complicated than Xenophon indicates, for his ac
count is devoted entirely to Athens-Sparta hostilities. In fact, we learn from an inscription 
that we have already discussed (see chap. 12/5) that during these years Struthas (Struses) 
arbitrated a territorial disagreement between Miletus and Myus, which he submitted to 
judges from twelve Ionian towns (Tod no. 113), a sign that at that date Sardis could im
pose its own arbitration on the cities of the Ionian coast, along the lines of the decrees 
made a century earlier by Artaphernes. It is very likely that an important administrative 
change took place during these years (between 395 and 391) as well: Caria, hitherto a de
pendency of Sardis, was made into an autonomous satrapy and entrusted to Hecatom-
nus, heir to a dynastic power centered on Mylasa, capital of the koinon ('federation') of 
the Carians. It is possible that Artaxerxes did this to render war on Sparta more efficient. 

From Cyprus to Egypt 
Seen from Susa or Babylon, matters cannot be reduced to the contradictory ambi

tions of Athens and Sparta on the coast of Asia Minor. The Great King was primarily pre-
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occupied with the events then unfolding in Egypt and Cyprus. In fact, it is in the context 
of 391-390 that Diodorus discusses the fears of the Great King, who was alerted by some 
Cypriot kings (Amathus, Soloi, and Kition). They were desperately fighting off the as
saults of Evagoras's forces and sought Persian aid: 

They accused Evagoras of having slain King Agyris, an ally of the Persians, and promised to 
join the King in acquiring the island for him. The King, not only because he did not wish 
Evagoras to grow any stronger, but also because he appreciated the strategic position of Cy
prus and its great naval strength whereby it would be able to protect Asia in front, decided to 
accept the alliance (symmakhem). He dismissed the ambassadors and for himself sent letters 
to the cities situated on the sea and to their commanding satraps to construct triremes and 
with all speed to make ready everything the fleet might need. (XIV.98.3-v-) 
Ever since he had come to power (see chap. 14/8), Evagoras of Salamis had method

ically pursued his goal —to extend his power over the other cities on the island. More
over, since 398 he had collaborated with Artaxerxes II in the war against Lacedaemonian 
forces. But the effective disappearance of the Spartan threat to the Aegean coasts after 
the battle of Cnidos changed the situation drastically. Diodorus's text is very clear: the 
break did not come from Evagoras (who no longer had any interest there); it was a cold 
decision of Artaxerxes. Isocrates agrees {Evag. 67-68). At the moment he regained con
trol of Asia Minor, the Great King at all costs wanted to avoid seeing an economic and 
military power arise on his flank that threatened to reduce to nothing the maritime strat
egy he had pursued consistently since Cunaxa; thus, control of the island presupposed 
that power there would be fragmented among a number of simultaneous kinglets who, 
as we have just seen, would inform on each other to the central authority. 

A recently published Phoenician inscription provides several clarifications regarding 
the initial battles on Cyprus. The inscription, dated to year 1 of Milkyaton (son of Baal-
rom), the king of Kition, commemorates the erection of a monument after a victory won 
by the king "and all the people of Kition" over "our enemies and their Paphian auxilia
ries." There can hardly be any doubt that the term "enemies" designates Evagoras and 
his allies—among whom only the Paphians are named. We thus have a direct echo of 
the open warfare between Kition and its allies (Amathontes, Soloi) on the one side and 
Salamis and its allies on the other. It is quite noteworthy that it was after this victory that 
Milkyaton took the title of king (392?), founding a royal dynasty that can be followed 
down to 312. Unlike an older inscription from Idalion, which dates to somewhere be
tween 470 and 440, the "Medes" are not named. But we cannot doubt that the new ruler 
of Kition received aid and support from Artaxerxes, as Diodorus reports (XIV.98.3). It is 
nonethless likely that this success came in a period before the direct intervention of Per
sian forces; it was not until several years later that the Persians won a naval battle near 
Kition (cf. XV.3.4-5). At any rate, this sort of dynastic monument clearly highlights the 
close cooperation between the new king and "all the people of Kition." Moreover, seen 
in the context of Persian-Cypriot relations, the battles against Evagoras of Salamis also 
(primarily?) belong to the history of Cyprus in the longue duree—a history that cannot 
be reduced to the vagaries of dominion by the Great King. 

One essential element certainly played a part in Persian policy: if Cyprus were not 
retaken, any expedition against the Nile Valley was doomed to failure. And, in fact, the 
reconquest of Egypt was the topmost priority for Artaxerxes. Just as negotiations between 
the Greeks and Tithraustes were beginning, power was changing hands in Egypt. In 
394-393 (or 392-391), Nepherites perished in dynastic turmoil. Two dynasts proclaimed 

http://XIV.98.3-v-
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themselves pharaoh simultaneously: Muthis, son of Nepherites, and Psammuthis. The 
debate was soon settled by a third person, Hakoris (perhaps a relative of Nepherites), who 
took power at the beginning of 392 (or 392-391). His titles and the breadth of his building 
program show his desire to connect himself with the glorious tradition of the Saite period 
and to pursue the war against the Persians doggedly; he knew that they had never aban
doned the idea of reconquest. The reign of this sovereign (whom he calls Pakorios) is the 
topic of the lost twelfth book of Theopompus's History, in which "the story of the deeds 
and acts of the Greeks and Barbarians down to his time is found" (FGrH 115 F103). 

The Initial Operations (391-387/386) 
It is quite noteworthy that in 391-390 the Great King wanted to act rapidly (Diodorus 

XIV.98.3: kata spouden). He probably hoped to prevent Evagoras from receiving external 
aid. Theopompus notes the alliance between Hakoris and Evagoras. It is possible that 
Evagoras had sent ambassadors to Hakoris, as he had to Athens (Lysias XIX.21-23), but 
it seems quite unlikely that the pharaoh was in any position to send him reinforcements 
at that time. On the other hand, the unleashing of the Cypriot operation could only help 
Hakoris, since it gave him time to consolidate his power and prepare his country for the 
inevitable Persian offense. 

It is possible, as Isocrates suggests (Paneg. 161), that Tyre took the side of Evagoras, be
cause a few years later Tyrian ships fought alongside his (Diodorus XV.2.4); but Tyre's 
defection from Persia may have come several years after the onset of hostilities. At one 
point, Evagoras also received aid from Athens: in 390-389, Athens sent ten ships that 
were hailed for inspection by a Lacedaemonian admiral (Xenophon, Hell. IV8.24; Ly
sias XIX.2Iff., 43). Some time later (388-387), Athens sent new reinforcements to Eva
goras—10 triremes and 800 peltasts commanded by Chabrias (V. 1.10) —but we know 
nothing of the outcome (probably nothing happened). At almost the same time (388), 
the Athenian Thrasybulus advanced with a squadron along the southern coast of Asia 
Minor as far as Aspendus on the mouth of the Eurymedon, where he tried to levy taxes 
on the inhabitants. They, however, became fed up with the soldiers' predations and slew 
the Athenian general in his tent (IV8.30; Diodorus XIV.99.4). These occasional military 
operations clearly belong more to the history of the Athens-Sparta conflict than to the af
fairs of Cyprus. In any case, the strange behavior of the Spartans and Athenians, with re
spect to the ships sent by Athens to Cyprus in 390-389, was stressed by Xenophon: "Both 
parties were acting in this affair in a manner absolutely opposed to their own interests; 
for the Athenians, although they had the King for a friend, were sending aid to Euagoras 
who was making war upon the King, and Teleutias, although the Lacedaemonians were 
at war with the King,was destroying people who were sailing to make war upon him" 
(Hell. IV.8.24*)! In short, in 391-390, Evagoras could not count on any external allies. 

The Persian troops had two commanders: the Persian Autophradates (land army) and 
Hecatomnus, the "Carian dynast" (as admiral; Diodorus X1V.98.4; Theopompus FGrH 
115, F103). We know practically nothing about this first campaign. According to Isoc
rates, the results were not commensurate with the enormous financial sacrifices to 
wbicb the Great King consented, since during the war Evagoras "took Tyre by storm, 
caused Cilicia to revolt from the Great King" (Evag. 60-62-0-). Of what value, then, are 
the words of the Athenian polemicist? Perhaps they simply convey that one of the results 
was that Tyre was captured by the king of Salamis. Let us simply recall that all the an
cient authors, especially Diodorus, imply that between about 390 and 387-386 the Great 
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King and his generals primarily used the time to complete their preparations. A navy was 
assembled in Asia Minor, at Phocaea and Cyme, and troops were gathered in Cilicia, 
where the entire army was concentrated before crossing to Cyprus (XV.2.1-2). The se
quence and rationale of Diodorus's presentation imply that during this time Evagoras 
also gathered reinforcements with the aid he found among his neighbors (2.3-4). 

The King's Peace (386) 
Meanwhile, Antalcidas, who had accompanied Tiribazus all the way to the King, ob

tained from him "an agreement that the King should be an ally of the Lacedaemonians 
if the Athenians and their allies refused to accept the peace which he himself directed 
them to accept" (V.1.25->). Most of the Greek cities were worn out by the continual wars 
and yearned for peace: "So that when Tiribazus ordered those to be present who desired 
to give ear to the peace which the King had sent down, all speedily presented them
selves. And when they had come together, Tiribazus showed them the king's seal" and 
read the following document: 

"King Artaxerxes thinks it just that the cities in Asia should belong to him (heautou einai), 
as well as Clazomenae and Cyprus among the islands, and that the other Greek cities, both 
small and great, should be left independent, except Lemnos, Imbros, and Scyros; and these 
should belong, as of old, to the Athenians. But whichever of the two parties does not accept 
this peace, upon them I will make war, in company with those who desire this arrangement, 
both by land and by sea, with ships and with money." (V. 1.30-31*) 

With the exception of the Thebans, all the participants "[swore] that they would abide 
by the treaty which the King had proposed; thereupon the armies were disbanded and 
the naval armaments were likewise disbanded" (V. 1.35<>). 

From a Greek point of view, the peace (also known as the Peace of Antalcidas) cer
tainly meant a victory for Sparta, which lost no time in proclaiming the leagues created 
around Athens and Thebes obsolete, because they were contrary to the clause guaran
teeing the autonomy of the cities. From the Persian point of view, the victory was no 
less complete. The peace brought an end to the era that began with the creation of the 
Delian League in 478-477: the cities in Asia returned wholly to the Achaemenid fold, 
and the cities in Europe agreed that they would no longer attempt to get them to leave. 
The king's territories, so often pillaged and threatened since 478-477, remained safe 
and protected thereafter. In a way, Artaxerxes II succeeded in bringing to completion 
the program Alcibiades had suggested to Tissaphernes nearly forty years earlier: to play 
the Greeks off against each other (Thucydides VIII.46.1-4). The Great King owed this 
victory not just to the internal weakening of the Greek cities or the distribution of 
"royal-archer" coins (silver siculi and gold darics); he owed it first and foremost to the 
resoluteness and constancy of his policy and deeds. 

A Universal Conflagration? 
It is easy enough to understand how the open hostilities at the end of the 390s could 

resume stronger than ever after 387. According to Justin (VI.6.2), Artaxerxes was so eager 
to impose peace around 387 because, "preoccupied with the war against Egypt, he feared 
that if he sent aid to the Lacedaemonians against his satraps, his armies would be tied up 
m Greece." Even if Justin is especially interested in illustrating the king's cynicism, the 
thought he ascribes to him should not be surprising: it reminds us of a comparable deci
sion made by Artaxerxes I in the 460s (Thucydides 1.109.2; Diodorus XI.74.5). Diodorus 
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in turn says that the peace that the king imposed on the Greeks left him able to operate 
with a free rein, and he "made ready his armaments for the war against Cyprus. For Eva
goras had got possession of almost the whole of Cyprus and gathered strong armaments, 
because Artaxerxes was distracted by the war against the Greeks" (XIV110.5*). In addi
tion, Theopompus says the fighting on Cyprus continued even more vigorously after the 
peace of 386 (FGrH 115 F103). The text read to the Greek delegations also explicitly 
stated that Cyprus was part of the king's territory (Hell. V. 1.31). 

The ancient authors are unanimous in emphasizing that Artaxerxes then found him
self facing multiple rebellions, which they characterize as not merely simultaneous but 
coordinated. Diodorus says Evagoras had a very wide network of alliances: the king of 
Egypt, Hakoris, sent significant forces, and Hecatomnus of Caria secretly provided him 
with large amounts of money for hiring mercenaries. Evagoras also possessed Tyre and 
"several other towns," which furnished ships. As Diodorus tells it, the entire Levant was 
seceding, since Evagoras also received aid from "such others . . . as were at odds with the 
Persians, either secretly or openly," and "not a few soldiers were sent him by the king of 
the Arabs and by certain others of whom the King of the Persians was suspicious" 
(XV.2.3-4*). A similar narrative is found in Theopompus: he reports "how Hakoris the 
Egyptian made alliance with the Pisidians" (FGrH 115 FI03). In the Panegyric (380), 
Isocrates lays out a catastrophic review of Persia's status in the Levant: 

Are not Egypt and Cyprus in revolt against him? Have not Phoenicia and Syria been devas
tated because of the war? Has not Tyre, on which he set great store, been seized by his foes? 
Of the cities in Cilicia, the greater number are held by those who side with us and the rest 
are not diffcult to acquire. Lycia no Persian has ever subdued. Hecatomnus, the viceroy of 
Caria, has in reality been disaffected for a long time now, and will openly declare himself 
whenever we wish. From Cnidos to Sinope the coast of Asia is settled by Hellenes, and these 
we need not to persuade to go to war—all we have to do is not to restrain them. ($§161-62*) 

Isocrates' chronologically rather imprecise presentation certainly need not be taken ab
solutely literally; his purpose was to persuade the Greeks to launch an offensive in Asia 
Minor. To that end, he was attempting to prove the Persians' extreme military weakness, 
which was illustrated particularly by their defeats in Egypt, as well as by the exploits of 
Cyrus's mercenaries and Agesilaus's troops ($$138-59). 

The existence of unrest in this period is well illustrated by the biography of Datames 
presented to us by Cornelius Nepos. Datames, son of Camisares, "governed that part of 
Cilicia which adjoins Cappadocia and is inhabited by the Leucosyri, or 'White Syri
ans'" ($1.1*); he was a member of the royal palace guard and displayed his valor as a sol
dier for the first time "in the war which the king waged against the Cadusii," during 
which his father died ($1.2*). This Cadusian war is also mentioned by Diodorus, in the 
context of the Cyprus war, so it took place about 385-384 (Diodorus XV.8.5; 10.1). Plu
tarch (Arf. 24) seems to refer to a second Cadusian war, which he places at the time of 
the second Egyptian expedition, in 374 (Art. 24.1; cf. Tragus Pompeius, Pro/. X). Nepos 
goes on to say that his hero once again demonstrated his bravery "when Autophradates, 
at the king's command, was making war on the peoples that had revolted" ($2.1*). Ne
pos says nothing about the identity of these peoples. On the other hand, we know that 
Datames led another expedition after 387, this time against Thuys, dynast of Paphlago
nia, who "did not own obedience to the king" ($2.2*). 

While the existence of unrest is established, there is nothing to suggest that it consti
tuted a vast common front formed at the instigation of Hakoris and/or Evagoras. We 
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must' in fact stress that the Greek authors were fond of this sort of catalogue, as is illus
trated particularly well by the systematic review that Diodorus lays out (XV.90.2-4) of 
the rebellions fomented against Artaxerxes about twenty years later (see chap. 15/7 be
low). The evidence implies that Artaxerxes' campaigns in the Zagros were a local affair 
injected into the longue durie of Cadusian affairs (see chap. 16/18). And, while the alli
ance between Hakoris and the Greeks and Evagoras is undeniable, it nonetheless ap
pears strange that the pharaoh would be so interested in acting in concert with the 
Pisidians, as Theopompus states; this allusion indicates no more than that at this point 
the Pisidians (or some of them at least) were opposed to royal forces—which is a given 
throughout Achaemenid history. Similarly, the example of Thuys is not isolated; the 
Paphlagonian dynasts were frequently opposed to Persian authority, as shown by the 
very recent example of Agesilaus and Spithridates. Other information given by the an
cient authors must be taken with a grain of salt. For instance, there is nothing to indi
cate that Cilicia was ever totally endangered, aside from the unfortunate raid by 
Thrasybulus in the region of Aspendus in Pamphylia (Hell. IV8.30; Diodorus XIV.99.4). 
It is clear that at this date, as before, Cilicia was utilized by the Persians virtually as a 
military base (Diodorus XV.3.3), and this is also indicated by the coins struck by Tiriba
zus in several Cilician cities (Tarsus, Issus, Soloi, Mallus). Furthermore, the peace of 
386 prohibited the Greeks from interfering. It must also be recalled that Cilicia itself in
cluded distinct subregions (see chap. 16/6). We may recall, for example, that Datames 
was ordered by Artaxerxes to defeat Aspis, "the ruler of Cataonia;. . . [who] far from ac
knowledging allegiance to Artaxerxes, even overran the regions neighbouring to Persia 
and carried off what was being brought to the king" (Nepos, Dat. 4.1-2*). This again re
fers to a minor, local problem, which one is tempted to compare with the false goal that 
Cyrus announced to his expedition in 401 to deceive his mercenaries: they were "lead
ing the army to Cilicia against the despots who were in rebellion against the King" (Di
odorus XIV. 19.3*). Moreover, it is quite noteworthy that Datames landed in Cilicia on 
the way from Syria, before marching against Aspis (Dat. 4.4). Finally, the matter of the 
Carian satrap Hecatomnus also remains uncertain. During the first offensive in 393-
392, he was entrusted with military operations (Diodorus XIV.98.4), in cooperation with 
Autophradates, according to Theopompus (FGrH 112, F103). Diodorus places him 
among Evagoras's secret allies in 387, the one to whom Evagoras sent great sums of 
money to hire mercenaries (XV.2.3); and Isocrates, in the Panegyric (§162*), believes 
he had "been disaffected for a long time now." But formal proof of his rebellion is singu
larly lacking. 

However difficult the task, it is still necessary to distinguish these purely local troubles 
from genuine networks of alliances (Hakoris/Evagoras, Evagoras/Tyre), Among those in
volved in alliances we should include the person Diodorus calls the "king of the Arabs" 
(XV.2.4), who is also mentioned in a similar context earlier, in 411-410 (XIII.46.6); he 
may have been the head of the tribe whose territories adjoined the road between Gaza 
and Egypt. But nothing allows us to state with certainty that the disturbance embraced 
all of Syria-Palestine or all of Phoenicia. Mounting an expedition to Egypt around 385-
384 (below) presupposes, on the contrary, that the Persians were able to requisition ships 
m Phoenicia and that they controlled traditional logistical bases (Sidon, Acre, Gaza). It 
is nonetheless true that Artaxerxes II's situation at that date was difficult and filled with 
potential dangers, since he needed simultaneously both to carry out local expeditions 
and to gather considerable forces to overcome Evagoras and Hakoris. 
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The Offensive against Evagoras (387/386-383/381) 

After lengthy preparations, land and sea forces were entrusted to Orontes and Tiriba
zus, who were ordered to subdue Evagoras. The breadth of preparations carried out in 
both camps (Diodorus XV 2) indicates that the confrontation was expected to be deci
sive. On Cyprus, the Persian navy scored a victory at Kition, and then the army laid siege 
to Salamis (Diodorus XV.3.4-6; 4.1). At this point, Evagoras sought out Hakoris in Egypt 
"and urged him to continue the war energetically and to consider the war against the 
Persians a common undertaking" (XV.4.3*). He brought back nothing from this contact 
except pretty words and a piddling amount of money (XV.8.1). Fresh from his victory 
over the Persian forces (or perhaps still in the middle of the fight), the pharaoh obviously 
considered the Cypriot front a secondary matter. 

After lengthy negotiations, peace was imposed by the Great King under the following 
conditions: "Evagoras . . . should be king of Salamis, pay the fixed tribute annually, and 
obey as a king the orders of the King" (XV.9.2-0; around 383-381). Diodorus presents as 
one of Evagoras's achievements that he was recognized as king of Salamis (XV.8.2-3; 
° 2 ) . Actually, on the political and strategic level, down the line Evagoras had to retreat, 
since the terms of his surrender forbade him to undertake any future offensive against 
the other Cypriot kings, all of whom from then on would be the Great King's preferred 
allies on the island. Like them, Evagoras thereafter had to bend to the Achaemenid au
thorities in all things and provide tribute and naval contingents. In sum, matters in Cy
prus were back to the place they had been some twenty years earlier, before Evagoras 
had begun to extend his dominion over other kingdoms on the island. Combined with 
the outcome of the peace of 386, the Cyprus victory was crucial to Achaemenid author
ity because of the central strategic importance of the island of Cyprus to the Persian po
sition in the eastern Aegean. Undoubtedly, it also allowed them to retake the Phoenician 
cities that had joined Evagoras, particularly Tyre. 

The Egyptian Defeats 

At the same time, however, the Great King suffered a defeat in his principal objec
tive, the reconquest of Egypt. In his Panegyric, Isocrates (our only source, unfortunately) 
in fact alludes to an operation against Egypt in the 380s: 

T a k e , first, the case of Egypt: s ince its revolt from the King , what progress has he m a d e 
against its inhabitants? Did he not dispatch to this war the most renowned of the Persians, 
Abrocomas and Tithraustes and Pharnabazus , and did not they, after remain ing there three 
years and suffering more disasters than they inflicted, finally withdraw in such disgrace that 
the rebels are no longer content witli their freedom, but are already trying to extend their do
minion over the ne ighbour ing peoples as well? (Paneg. 140*) 

The date of this fruitless expedition is uncertain; it appears, however, that it was carried 
out at the same time that the Persian troops were in action against Cyprus. The fact re
mains that it was a considerable setback. An independent Egypt would be a perpetual 
threat to Persian dominion over the lands of Ebir Nari. It would also be a natural ally to 
anyone who wanted to take on the Persians, including subordinates of the Great King. 
So it was when Glus, Tiribazus's son-in-law, chose to rebel against the king at the end of 
the 380s, because he was afraid of being swept up in the accusations against his father-
in-law. As commander of the Cyprus fleet (Diodorus XV.3.2), he had played a decisive 
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role in the battle of Kition against Evagoras (XV.3.6). Endowed with an abundance of 
money and soldiers, he entered into alliance with Hakoris and the Spartans (XV.9.3-5) 
but fell to an assassin's hand (XV. 18.1). To be sure, his case is special, because he was 
the son of the Carian-Memphite Tamos, Cyrus's old admiral, who had sought refuge 
with Psammetichus in 400. But it is also worth observing that, according to Diodorus 
(XV. 18.1), Glus's plans were taken up by a certain Tachos, whose name indicates that 
he had an Egyptian background; he had founded a city in land located on the borders 
of Cyme and Clazomenae (18.2-4). It thus appears that Glus and, later, Tachos at
tempted to set up with the aid of the pharaohs a sort of "dynasty" in Asia Minor, situated 
not coincidentally very close to Cymae, Persia's very important naval base in Asia 
Minor. 

The danger was even more serious in that Hakoris apparently continued his prepara
tions, gathering a large number of Greek mercenaries and even recruiting the Athenian 
Chabrias, who was engaged privately, because at this time Athens was far from anxious 
to engage in hostilities with Artaxerxes. According to Diodorus, the pharaoh gathered his 
troops "for the campaign (pros ten strateian) . . . and with great dispatch made prepara
tions to fight the Persians" (XV.29.1-2*). Does the phrase indicate that Hakoris had de
cided to go on the offensive? We cannot say with certainty. What is certain, however, is 
that Artaxerxes did not abandon his plan to reconquer the Nile Valley, especially in view 
of the fact that, from this point on, Egypt could no longer count on external allies. 

Pharnabazus, who was ordered to advance against Egypt, set up his logistical base at 
Acre in Palestine and gathered a massive navy, since it was said that no expedition 
against Egypt could succeed without the support of a navy, both for resupplying the 
troops and for negating the defenses of the Delta. The ships must have been built in 
Phoenicia (cf. Polyaenus III.9.63) as well as Cyprus and Cilicia, where Pharnabazus's 
coinage also attests to the enlistment of troops. During his preparations, Pharnabazus 
sent an embassy to Athens, demanding that Chabrias be recalled from Egypt and Iphi-
crates be sent to Acre; his demands were met (XV.29.4). These are the reasons why (still 
following Diodorus; XV.38.1*) Artaxerxes intervened directly in 375 to stop the hostili
ties that were ripping the Greek cities apart, "intending to make war on the Egyptians 
and being busily engaged in organizing a considerable mercenary army." 

In 373 the full force of Persian intervention was set in motion. In Egypt, after a con
fused period of infighting after the death of Hakoris (380), Nectanebo was recognized as 
pharaoh, thus founding what is conventionally called the XXXth Dynasty, and he soon 
adopted Hakoris's strategy toward the Persian threat. The Egyptians, expecting Pharna
bazus's attack, had fortified the Delta: "Nectanebos . . . was emboldened, chiefly by the 
strength of the country, for Egypt is extremely difficult of approach, and secondly by the 
fact that all points of invasion from land or sea had been carefully blocked" (XV.42. 1*). 
The Egyptian leaders had erected fortifications on each of the mouths of the Nile; near 
the Pelusiac mouth, the principal point of entry, walls interrupted the navigable chan
nels, and land routes were flooded in order to prevent their use: "Accordingly it was not 
easy either for the ships to sail in, or for the cavalry to draw near, or for the infantry to 
approach." Pharnabazus therefore decided to attack by the Mendesian mouth, where his 
troops leveled the fortification (42.3-5*). Shortly afterward, the Egyptians regained 
their footing on the site; the annual flood had forced Pharnabazus to evacuate Egypt 
(43.1-4). 
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According to Diodorus (XV.41.2), one of the reasons for the defeat lay in the length 
of the Persian preparations (several years). "For Pharnabazus marched slowly and had 
given plenty of time for the enemy to prepare"; and he explains the attitude of the Per
sian leader as follows: "Indeed it is the usual custom for the Persian commanders, not 
being independent in the general conduct of war, to refer all matters to the King and 
await his replies concerning every detail" (41.5-0-). This is a remark made by many Greek 
authors, and it certainly reflects part of the truth: for one thing, the assembly of so large 
an army, the construction of a navy, and the training of soldiers is a long-term affair; for 
another, the Persian generals traditionally had to apply to the court for every expense 
that exceeded the budget that had been allocated (see, e.g., Diodorus XV.4.2). But this 
explanation is also polemical in nature: it fits comfortably into the predominant Greek 
presentation of Persian military incompetence. It is doubtful that Pharnabazus was idle 
throughout this period. If the Egyptian revolt spread toward Palestine, it is likely that the 
Persian general took advantage of his presence in the region to restore Achaemenid or
der in such a way as to secure his rear. Anyway, the construction of fortifications in Egypt 
goes back to an earlier period; we know, for example, that Chabrias (who left Egypt at 
the latest in 379) had directed the construction of earthworks near Pelusia and Lake Ma-
reotis (Strabo XVI.2.33; XVII. 1.22). In fact, the Egyptian pharaohs had been preparing 
for many years already, which doubtless also explains Pharnabazus's aforementioned 
failure. Because of the inferiority of their forces, the Egyptians needed first and foremost 
to prevent the Persian army and navy from entering the Delta. This is exactly the same 
strategy they adopted toward Artaxerxes III in 343, also profiting at that time from the 
long duration of Persian preparations (cf. Diodorus XVI.46.7). 

Diodorus also presents what he describes as the incompetence of the Persian high 
command. According to him, Iphicrates, head of the Greek mercenaries in the army, 
had proposed a different strategy. After they took the fort at the Mendesian mouth, he 
suggested going up the Nile to take Memphis, which at that point was undefended, tak
ing advantage of the situation to seize the town with his troops. Pharnabazus's refusal 
was, for Diodorus, the reason that the expedition failed (XV.43). But it is risky to accord 
too much credibility to a story so fully devoted to singing the praises of the Greek strat-
egos. We get the primary impression that Diodorus, under the influence of his sources, 
wants to express the idea so often found in the fourth-century authors that the Persians 
were incapable of winning a battle without the advice and counsel of Greek leaders. He 
even repeats the same explanation to account for the defeat of Nectanebo II by Arta
xerxes III in 343 (XVI.48.1-2); the theme of the rivalry between Persian and Greek lead
ers is also found in this story (XVI.49.1-4; cf. 50.4-6 and XVII. 18.2-4). 

Contrary to what Diodorus would have us believe, Iphicrates was certainly not Phar
nabazus's equal. Iphicrates was entrusted with training recruits (Nepos, Iph. 2.4) and, 
under the authority of Pharnabazus and other Persian leaders (Diodorus XV.43.2; Ne
pos, Dat. 3.5: Tithraustes and Datames himself), he oversaw preparation of the Greek 
troops and their maneuvers, seconded by other mercenary leaders (Dat. 5.6: Mandro
cles of Magnesia). In sum, the structure of Pharnabazus's army was similar to the orga
nization of Cyrus the Younger's army in 401, except that Iphicrates probably did not 
enjoy the prestigious status under Pharnabazus that Cyrus had accorded Clearchus. 
Diodorus's text seems to indicate simply that Iphicrates was asked for his opinion during 
a war council held after the capture of the Mendesian fortification; his opinion appar-
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ently differed from the views held by Pharnabazus and his Persian lieutenants. Diodo
rus's version continues, explaining the attitude of Pharnabazus and the other Persian 
leaders as jealousy: they were afraid Iphicrates would seize Egypt for himself ($43.2). 
This presentation scarcely convinces. Pharnabazus might have had excellent strategic 
reasons for turning down this plan, first among them the need to justify himself later to 
the king—which accounts for the thought ascribed to him: he responded to Iphicrates 
"that it was because he was master of his words but the King was master of his actions" 
($41.2*). In other words, he preferred not to risk losing everything in a raid that would 
cut him off from his rear bases, since the essential thing, in his eyes, was to return to the 
king totally crowned with victory. Setting aside the personal antagonism portrayed so 
dramatically by Diodorus, the simplest explanation is to suppose that the Persian com
mand had underestimated the capacity for prolonged resistance by the Egyptian de
fenses in the Delta, as well as the logistical difficulties connected with the deployment 
of such extensive forces in a land where first the enemy and second the force of nature 
(flood) would render unusable the preferred access approach via the Nile. 

It seems strange that Pharnabazus's army would leave Egypt so quickly, in contrast to 
what the Persians had done around 460, when several years of fighting had been needed 
to put down the rebellion (see chap. 14/2). It seems clear that this was not a decision 
born out of a moment of panic. Despite what Diodorus would have us believe (XV.43.4), 
no one need fear that Pharnabazus was ignorant of the timing of the Nile flood! We can 
imagine that the central authority feared that its army would get bogged down in an in
terminable war of inches in Egypt. Nor, in fact, was it a withdrawal pure and simple. On 
the contrary, the Persian army retreated to their Palestinian bases, where they prepared 
a new offensive. But it is not until the last year of Artaxerxes II that we hear fleeting ref
erences to a new attempt, in an entirely different strategic context. Meanwhile, Persians 
and Egyptians were encamped face to face, on the brink of war, and we cannot exclude 
the possibility of confrontations suppressed by the Classical sources. Whatever the case, 
the fact remains that the Achaemenid armies proved unable to regain their footing in 
the Nile Valley. This was a painful failure for Artaxerxes, who had cherished the project 
ever since his victory over his brother, Cyrus. 

Artaxerxes and the Greeks 
A basic, tangible result was achieved nonetheless—the victory on Cyprus. The mili

tary activity of the Persian armies in Syria-Palestine and the disarray of the Greek cities 
in Europe left the pharaohs to face Persian power alone. Neither Sparta nor Athens (de
spite the presence of Chabrias alongside Hakoris) sought to carry out military operations 
in the royal territories after 386. After the unfortunate Egyptian campaign, Pharnabazus 
even sent a message to the Athenians, setting forth Iphicrates' accountability and urging 
them to judge him. The Athenians refused the satrap's request but sent a courteous and 
respectful reply nonetheless (Diodorus XV.43.6). Since they were thoroughly occupied 
with settling the problem of hegemony, Sparta, Athens, and Thebes held scrupulously 
to the terms of the King's Peace, even after Athens (in 378-377) formalized the new na
val alliance that it had begun to create in the 380s. The peace of 386 was reaffirmed 
twice on the initiative of Artaxerxes: first in 375 and then in 371. In the first year, a con
gress was held at Sparta at the insistence of the Great King's envoys; one of the Athenian 
ambassadors look the opportunity to refer to the autonomy clause of the peace of 386 
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solely to denounce the behavior of the Lacedaemonians (Xenophon, Hell. VI.4.9). The 
general peace of 371 encompassed all of the Greek cities except Thebes (Diodorus 
XV.50.4), which a few weeks later was to inflict a memorable defeat on Sparta at Leuctra 
(371). Artaxerxes II had become the the Greeks' arbitrator. 

7. Artaxerxes II, His Satraps, and His Peoples (ca. 366-359/358) 

Diodorus and the "Great Revolt" of the Satraps: The Empire in Flames? 
This general peace in Greece is the context in which Diodorus presents what is con

ventionally called the "great revolt of the satraps" (XV.93.1). He dates the beginnings of 
the uprisings to 361. As he puts it, the Empire was on the brink of implosion and disaster: 

D u r i n g their term of office the inhabitants of the Asiatic coast revolted from Persia, and 
s o m e of the satraps and generals rising in insurrection m a d e war on Artaxerxes. At the s a m e 
t ime T a c h o s the Egypt ian king dec ided to fight the Persians and prepared ships and gath
ered infantry forces. Hav ing procured many mercenar ies from the G r e e k cities, he per
suaded the L a c e d a e m o n i a n s likewise to fight with h im, for the Spartans were estranged 
from Artaxerxes b e c a u s e the Messen ians had been inc luded by the King on the s a m e terms 
as the other Greeks in the general peace . W h e n the general upris ing against the Persians 
reached such large proportions, the King also began making preparations for the war. For 
at one and the s a m e t ime he must needs fight the Egypt ian king, the G r e e k cities of Asia, 
the L a c e d a e m o n i a n s and the allies of these ,—satraps and generals who ruled the coastal 
districts and had agreed u p o n m a k i n g c o m m o n c a u s e with them (koinopragia). O f these 
the most dist inguished were Ariobarzanes , satrap of Phrygia, who at the death of Mithri-
dates had taken possession of his k i n g d o m (hasileia), and M a u s o l u s , overlord of C a r i a , who 
was master of many strongholds and important cities of which the hearth and mother city 
was Hal icarnassus , which possessed a famous acropol is and the royal p a l a c e of C a r i a ; and, 
in addit ion to the two already ment ioned , Orontes , satrap of Mysia , and Autophradates , sa
trap of Lydia. Apart from the Ionians were Lycians , Pisidians, Pamphyl ians , and Ci l ic ians , 
likewise Syrians , Phoenic ians , and practically all the coastal peoples (ethne). With the re
volt so extensive, half the revenues of the King were cut off and what remained were insuf
ficient for the expenses of the war. ( X V ^ O * ) 

It is immediately plain to see that, with respect to evidence, we are in a situation similar 
to the one we are placed in by Isocrates with regard to the 380s (Paneg. 161-62; cf. 
p. 650 above). The historian is thus faced with the same problem as in the earlier con
text. Diodorus's presentation arouses the greatest reservations a priori. The last sentence 
of the catalogue of woes in particular eloquently illustrates the distortions brought 
about by a Hellenocentric viewpoint, and it reminds us of a remark of Polyclitus that is 
mentioned incidentally by Strabo (XV3.2I). But no one can believe that the revolt 
(whatever magnitude is ascribed to it) exhausted the Great King's monetary reserves 
and prevented him from making war on the rebels. 

Apart from this grandiose fresco painted by Diodorus, we have neither continuous 
nor complete documentation of any kind, except for a summary of the work of Tragus 
Pompeius. The summary covers an expedition of Artaxerxes II against the Cadusians 
and then explains how the Great King "pursued his dignitaries (purpurati) who had de
fected (defectores) in Asia: first of all Datames, satrap of [Paphlagonia], a land whose ori
gin is presented; then the satrap of the Hellespont, Ariobarzanes; and next in Syria the 
governor of Armenia, Orontes; how he conquered them all and died, leaving the throne 
to his son Ochus" (Prol. X). This information is not found in Justin, who unfortunately 
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was engrossed in Greek (VI.6-9), Macedonian (VII), and Greco-Macedonian (VIII—IX) 
affairs, and did not consider it necessary to explain; he did not take up the course of Arta
xerxes II's reign except to cover the royal succession (X.3.1-2), before arriving very 
quickly at the accession of Darius III (X.3.3-7). Justin's method does not diminish the 
value of the summary of Trogus Pompeius, but it is unfortunately too fleeting to consti-
lute a basis for historical reconstruction. 

Trogus Pompeius places Datames first among the rebels, but Diodorus omits his role 
entirely, at least in the catalogue of rebels. Diodorus does name Datames, but apparently 
assigns him a personal role only in repelling the counterattack mounted by Artabazus 
(XV.91). We learn more about this person from C. Nepos's biography of him, which 
dates his revolt (wrongly) to the return of the expedition against Aspis of Cataonia (§ 5.1-
6). The life and works of Datames are also cited by Polyaenus (VII.21.1-7; VII.29.1-2; 
cfi VII.28) and Pseudo-Aristotle (Oecon. II.24a-b = Polyaenus VII.21.1) to illustrate the 
theme of military deception and fiscal stratagem as practiced by the satraps and generals. 
Again in Polyaenus we find several short stories introducing Orontes (VII. 14.2-4), Ari
obarzanes (VII.26). and Autophradates (VII.27.1-3). Each is an anecdotal tale with a 
major defect: none is situated in the chronology precisely. The biography by Nepos be
longs to the genre of saga: it is entirely devoted to singing the praises of a hero who is 
haunted by the king's ingratitude and his associates' betrayals. 

References to the satraps and countries in revolt also decorate several discourses de
livered by Athenian orators and politicians, which at least have the advantage of being 
situated more precisely in the chronology. In 354, Demosthenes beseeches his fellow 
citizens to shoulder a financial burden and makes it clear that the Athenians had noth
ing to fear from the Great King: 

Nor is there, as it appears to m e , any ground for what s o m e persons fear, that, having money, 
he will col lect a large body of mercenaries . I do indeed believe, that against Egypt a n d 
Orontes, and any other barbarians , many of the Greeks would be willing to serve in his 
p a y . . . . Against G r e e c e , however, I do not bel ieve that any G r e c i a n would march . For 
whither could he betake himsel f afterwards? G o to Phrygia and be a slave? (Sym. 3l-32->) 

In an oration delivered in 352, this same orator strongly opposed a decree issued by 
Aristocrates, who had proposed protective measures that would be to the advantage of 
Chandemus, the head of the mercenaries. On this occasion, Demosthenes recalled 
several recent deeds of Charidemus, who, he writes, had hired his services to Mentor 
and Memnon, brother-in-law of Artabazus, who himself had just been captured by Au
tophradates. Later, the mercenary leader received a safe-conduct pass from the satrap, 
permitting him to cross into Chersonesus in Thrace (C. Arisf. 154-59). The following 
year (351-350), Demosthenes made a resounding plea for Athens' intervention on be
half of Rhoclian democrats who had been banished from their city on Mausolus's initia
tive. By doing so, the orator claimed, he opposed those who, nevertheless, "counseled 
the republic to turn to the Egyptians for aid against the king of Persia" (LITJ. Rliod. §5); 
he recalls that "Once, O Athenians, you sent Timotheus out to assist Ariobarzanes" (cf. 
also Isocrates, Ech. 111): 

Timotheus , s ee ing that Ariobarzanes had openly revolted from the king, and that S a m o s was 
garrisoned by Cyprothemis , under the appointment of T'igranes, the king's deputy (hy-
parkhos), r enounced the intention of assisting Ariobarzanes , but invested the island with his 
forces and delivered it. And to this day there has been no war against you on that account 
(Lib. Rhod. $$9-104>) 
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What can wc make of these brief allusions? First of all, we note that they extend the 
time of troubles considerably. In turn, this chronology (correlated in Demosthenes and 
Isocrates with the ongoing Egyptian secession) again accentuates the impression, im
plicit in Diodorus, that the central authority in the western provinces was deeply and 
permanently disorganized. The impression is also reinforced by the use of the word 
basileia 'kingdom' to describe Ariobarzanes' power in Phrygia (Diodorus XV.90.3) and 
by a comparison between two of Isocrates' discourses—one from 380 (Paneg. 161), the 
other from 347 {Phil. 100-101; cf. p. 683). As in Diodorus in 361, the entire Mediterra
nean region seems to have been united in rebellion for nearly the entire fourth century. 
But the orators' insistence seems suspicious, since the goal of their argument was pre
cisely to demonstrate to their hearers (ekklesia) and correspondents (Philip II) that the 
Great King was merely a paper tiger. To accomplish this, they did not even hesitate to 
contradict themselves within a few paragraphs (Demosthenes, Sym. 3-9 and 29-32) or 
within a few years: in 347, Isocrates praised Artaxerxes IPs reign to the skies, at least in 
comparison with the reign of his successor (Phil. 99-100); in 380, he had ridiculed it 
(Paneg. 138-66). Even if we separate these discourses from the ideological current that 
bears them along, they provide very few precise details—very few details, at any rate, that 
can easily be integrated into a framework that could be constructed independently. The 
fact is that the references (in Demosthenes in particular) are merely incidental and acci
dental, offering nothing more than a few names and a few hints as to how the Greek pol
iticians envisaged the possible consequences of the occasional interventions of some of 
their strategoi and/or mercenary chiefs in the internal affairs of the Achaemenid Empire. 

There are also two Greek inscriptions that very indirectly allude to satraps. One 
(found at Argos and now lost) comprises the statement of several Greek states that had 
just agreed to a common peace (koine eirene). The parties affirm that a state of war did 
not exist between them and the Great King and that, if he meant them no ill, they would 
remain at peace with him; on the other hand, if the king or anyone coming from his ter
ritories (ek tes ekeinou khoras) were to march against the Hellenes, they would organize 
a common defense. The broken beginning of the text includes (perhaps) a reference to 
an envoy who came from the satraps' side ([para t\on satrapon; Tod no. 145). Addition
ally, an Athenian inscription, unfortunately perennially burdened by arguments about 
establishing the text itself and its chronology, refers to the granting of honors (including 
citizenship) to Orontes because he had sold wheat to Athenian strategoi following an ex
change of ambassadors and negotiations ( IGII 2 207). This decree provides fodder for the 
debate on the satrapal duties of Orontes in Mysia, but the connection with the story of 
his revolt is tenuous: there is nothing to indicate either that by issuing the decree Athens 
was exhibiting any sort of military alliance with Persia, or that the sale of wheat to the 
city clearly illustrates secessionist tendencies on the part of the satrap. The first decree 
cited here (whose authenticity has sometimes been doubted) first of all shows that the 
Greek cities were very anxious to prove their eagerness for the common peace renewed 
under the aegis of the Great King; the beginning of the text especially seems to confirm 
that there was a koinopragict ('joint enterprise') between satraps at this date, as Diodorus 
mentions in his catalogue (XY90.3). But because the stone was broken at the top, the 
date of the decree, the restoration of the text (para or peri?), and the subsequent inter
pretations are themselves largely based on Diodorus's text—which removes consider
able weight from the pile of evidence thus constructed! 
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The outcome of the foregoing investigation, we can see, is not very encouraging: the 
Classical sources are sparse and allusive and are not interested in the internal history of 
the Achaemenid Empire. There is one apparently more informative text (Diodorus), but 
its structure and typology make the historian highly suspicious. There are two allusive 
Greek inscriptions, but their readings are very uncertain and so is their date. Finally, 
there are no Achaemenid sources at all, apart from a large number of coins minted by 
strategoi and satraps, and whether these individuals were revolutionary most often re
mains to be demonstrated. Moreover, the chronology of the activities can never be re
constructed with complete certainty. Indeed, what good are proposals regarding chains 
of causality if the actual order of events cannot be established? It is thus quite under
standable that major disagreements among historians remain regarding the develop
ment, breadth, and purposes of the revolt (or better: the revolts). 

Schematically, we can consider this in terms of two opposing views—one maximalist, 
one minimalist. The former tends to present the rebellions as a vast unified movement 
that had an ultimate goal of raising a frontal assault on the power of Artaxerxes and 
perhaps even marching on Babylonia to destroy him In addition to Diodorus. the pro
ponents of this theory appeal to Tragus Pompeius (Prol. X) and Polyaenus (VII.21.3). 
Trogus Pompeius states that Artaxerxes II defeated Orontes in Syria; Polyaenus says that 
Datames marched beyond the Euphrates during his war against the Great King. If we 
postulate that all of these offensives (and the Egyptian rebellion) are organically con
nected, we get the impression that Artaxerxes' authority was threatened in its very own 
strongholds. A few years ago, however, dissenting views were expressed, and these tend 
to reduce (sometimes drastically) the various revolts and rebellions to localized affairs 
that never really threatened the Great King. Both views run into difficult chronological 
problems, not to mention the fragility of arguments based on evidence that is not only 
heterogeneous and anecdotal but also puts far too much stock in the Greek portrayals 
(the quasi-structural weakness of Achaemenid evidence) and in the self-interest of the 
Greek states (which were peripherally involved in the quarrels in Asia Minor). All this is 
as good as to say that the following discussion traffics more in the wealth of our igno
rance than in the poverty of our certainty. 

The Initial Revolts: Datames 

The career of Datames marvelously illustrates the breadth and complexity of the his
torical and chronological arguments. Let us recall first of all that Diodorus does not list 
him among the satraps and strategoi who reached agreement on a treaty of cooperation 
(XV.90.3). He discusses Datames in a separate chapter, implying quite clearly that his re
bellion occurred while the traitorous satraps were busy polishing their weapons (91.2) — 
that is, during the 360s. Diodorus's purpose is not to offer a connected narrative of 
events, but simply to give other examples of treason that embellished the revolts (91.1-
2). Thus he reports that a royal strategos, Artabazus, penetrated into Cappadocia, where 
Datames was satrap; despite being betrayed by his father-in-law, Mithrobarzanes, Data
mes was victorious (91.2-6). On the rest of Datames' career, Diodorus is laconic to a 
fault: "As for Datames, though even before this he was admired for his generalship, at 
that time he won far greater acclaim for both his courage and his sagacity in the art of 
war; but King Artaxerxes, when he learned about Datames' exploit as a general, because 
he was impatient to be rid of him, instigated his assassination" (91.7*). 
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Mithiobarzan.es' betrayal and Datames' end are also found in the biography by Ne
pos, who offers a more detailed story of the background of the satrap and the first part of 
his dazzling career (§ 1-3.4). After his victory over Thuys of Paphlagonia (in the 380s), 
Datames was sent to Acre in company with Pharnabazus and Tithraustes, who were then 
readying the Egyptian expeditionary force; then, after the recall of Pharnabazus (cer
tainly after the defeat in 374), Datames was placed at the head of the army (§3.5). At this 
point, the king ordered him to bring an end to the disorders caused by Aspis of Cataonia. 
After he was successful, he returned to Acre (§4-5.1). This, Nepos says, is when the rup
ture with the Great King took place: Datames was warned by his friend Pandantes, the 
"keeper of the royal treasury," of a plot by courtiers, so he 'determined to leave the king's 
service' (descicere a rege) without letting anything betray his intentions. He left with his 
entire household for Cappadocia, and "then he secretly (elam) came to an understand
ing (amicitia) with Ariobarzanes" ( 5.6-0-). Then comes the tale of his father-in-law Mith-
robarzanes' betrayal —not during a war against Artabazus but in a battle against some 
Pisidians (§6). His oldest son Sysinas soon abandoned him and switched to Artaxerxes' 
side, and Datames found himself under attack by Autophradates, who had received or
ders from the king to deal with Datames but, finding himself unable to win, made a 
truce with Datames (§§7-8). A story of new betrayals follows (§9), the last of them 
planned by Mithradates, son of Ariobarzanes, who at the king's command enticed Data
mes into a trap and killed him (§§10-11). 

As we have already stressed several times, the biography by Nepos must not be taken 
at face value. Nepos (just like Diodorus) was eager to extol the worth and the virtues of 
his hero and built his tale on a series of repetitive motifs: Datames' strategic brilliance, 
the kings' ingratitude, and a series of betrayals (his father-in-law; his oldest son). Veracity 
and historic coherence count for little. From author to author, the chronology and the 
characters vary, and this is why serious doubts have been raised about the conditions and 
chronology of the revolt. According to Nepos, the revolt took place (hut secretly) at the 
end of the 370s —that is, at a date much earlier than that fixed by Diodorus for the gen
eral conflagration and the royal armies' campaigns against Datames. Nepos s only expla
nation for Datames' defection is quite surprising: when he was at the zenith of royal 
favor, the announcement of a courtiers' conspiracy was all it took for him to decide to 
make the break, because he was afraid that a setback in Egypt would alienate Artaxerxes' 
favor. 

That Datames was considered a rebel by the court can scarcely be doubted. But 
when, and under what conditions? According to Nepos, a secret treaty was first con
cluded with Ariobarzanes, satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia. However, nothing indicates 
that Ariobarzanes had declared his independence from the Great King as early as the 
370s. It seems instead that it was the subsequent accusations of his son Sysinas that per
suaded the Great King (§7.1), who then ordered Autophradates, the satrap of Sardis, to 
move against the rebel (§§7.1-8.5). If we date the campaign to approximately 367, it is 
rather difficult to elucidate the nature of the relationships that had previously main
tained Datames' loyalty to the central authority. The paucity and contradictory nature of 
the information make perfectly contradictory interpretations possible. We could sup
pose, for example, that his campaign against the Pisidians (Dat. 6) —or, more precisely, 
against unidentified groups of Pisidians (cf. §6.1) —related to periodic Achaemenid 
army sallies against a traditionally unstable people; but it might also clearly reflect a 
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rebel's desire to enlist Pisidians in his service (cf. §4.4). Furthermore, several anecdotes 
and coins imply that there were campaigns in northern Asia Minor (Sinope, Amisus) at 
a date that is very hard to pin down. Polyaenus records an interesting anecdote: while he 
was besieging Sinope, Datames received a letter from Artaxerxes ordering him to call off 
the operation. He immediately "made obeisance before the letter and offered the sacri
fice usually offered for good news" (VII.21.5). One is tempted to see this as proof of the 
satrap's loyalty, as a perspective exactly opposite the one that Nepos presents—as long as 
Artaxerxes' letter does not point to Datames' rebellion-in-progress and the satrap's obei
sance before the royal letter is not simply mockery! We also know that Datames was not 
afraid to seize even the wealth of Cappadocian sanctuaries in order to finance his cam
paign (Polyaenus VII.21.1; Ps.-Arist., Oecon. II.24a). Once again, this is an episode that 
can support two readings. It might illustrate a banal fact—namely, a lack of cash that 
forced the satraps and generals to stopgap measures in order to pay their troops. But it 
might also be seen as proof of rebellion. 

This is a good point at which to bring up an important question: what exactly is a 
rebel? One of the best definitions—the most forthright, in any case —is found in Nepos's 
text and also appears in nearly identical words in an anecdote in Polyaenus (VII.29.1). 
Nepos says that finally, greatly frustrated, the Great King gave Mithradates carte blanche 
to get rid of Datames. Mithradates tried to act like a rebel, because he knew that Data
mes was extremely wary. So Mithradates adopted attitudes and made decisions that 
would advertise his open break with the king: 

Mithridates prepared his forces and made friends (amicitia) with Datames without meeting 
him. He then began to raid the king's provinces (regis provincias vexat), and storm his for
tresses (castella expugnat), gaining a great amount of booty (magnas praedas ccipit), of 
which he divided a part among his soldiers and sent a part to Datames; he likewise handed 
over several fortresses (castella) to the Carian. By continuing this conduct for a long time 
lie convinced Datames that he was engaged in implacable war against the king (se infinitum 
adversus regem sucepisse betlum). (§ 10.2—30-) 

Polyaenus similarly uses the words phrouria basileos/komai/phoroi/leia: the attacks on 
the royal garrisons, the villages, and the tribute proved that he was an enemy of the king 
(polemios einai basilei). Many texts, Xenophon's in particular, in fact show that a sa
trap's fundamental duty was to use the garrisons (castellalphrouria) to maintain order, 
and this in turn allowed the peasants (cf. komai) to work and to maintain production 
without being subjected to raids (cf. praedaelleia), so that they would be able to pay 
tribute (phoroi). The robbing of tribute is also why Aspis of Cataonia had been pursued 
by the royal armies: he "even overran the regions neighbouring to Persia and carried off 
what was being brought to the king" (Dat. 4 .2*}. This behavior was the opposite of the 
conduct of a good satrap, who would protect his country from the lavages of war (cf. 
Quintus Curtius III.4.5: terra quam a populationibus vindicare debebat). This was one 
of the justifications given (it appears) by Arsites in 334 to oppose the scorched-earth 
strategy proposed by Memnon: "He would not suffer one house to be burned belonging 
to his subjects" (Arrian 1.12.10*). 

Clearly, this definition of "rebel" is no less partial. More generally, one was consid
ered guilty or unworthy if one did not defer to royal orders or if one carried out a mis
sion badly. The line between loyalty and rebellion was thus both fine and porous: it was 
the judgment of the king that counted, as is so clearly shown by Tiribazus's appearance 
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when he was criticized by Orontes, who was "envious of Tiribazus' high position" 
(Diodorus XV.8.3;* cf. 10-11). This example also demonstrates the role of formal ac
cusations, which could come from local populations who were unhappy with an admin
istrator's demands, or from royal inspectors and delegates, or from a jealous colleague. 
This was how the king stayed informed regarding the progress of the provinces. In short, 
while Datames' rebellion must undoubtedly be dated a few years before 361, its exact 
chronology and concrete circumstances remain indecipherably hazy. 

The Troubles in Western Asia Minor (366-361) 
Conflict also broke out in western Asia Minor before 361. According to Nepos (Dat. 

5.6), Datames' first ally was Ariobarzanes; Diodorus's catalogue for 361 (p. 656 above) 
designates Ariobarzanes as satrap of Phrygia (XV90.3). In truth, by then Ariobarzanes 
had lost the siege of Dascylium. According to Demosthenes (Lib. Rhod. §§9-10), he had 
overtly declared himself in rebellion when the Athenian Timotheus was sent to lend 
him a hand in 366; he also received aid from the Spartan Agesilaus. This may be the con
text in which Ariobarzanes, his son, and two of his Greek subordinates received Athe
nian citizenship. The king had sent a fleet and an army to confront the rebel; the fleet 
was commanded by Mausolus, the satrap-dynast of Caria, and the army was led by Auto-
phradates, the satrap of Sardis, after his return from the fruitless expedition against Data
mes. Some time later, the king ordered the rebel captured, and he was crucified (364?). 
He seems to have been betrayed by his own son, Mithradates. We also learn that the sa
trapy of Dascylium passed to Artabazus, son of Pharnabazus and Apame —that is, Arta
xerxes' grandson (363-362?). One of the new satrap's first campaigns (during his voyage 
to Dascylium?) was to fight Datames, without success. Meanwhile, we lose track of Ari
obarzanes until he is named by Diodorus in the catalogue of rebellious satraps in 361. 

Perhaps it was also in these years that Orontes began to assert his power in Mysia, in 
the region of Pergamum. But the sources for this are also poor. We know for sure that 
Orontes was satrap of Armenia in 401 and that around 384 he took part in the Cyprus 
campaign, and this is when he accused his colleague Tiribazus of carrying out private 
operations. The judgment favored Tiribazus: "The King . . . bestowed upon Tiribazus 
the highest honours, such as were customary. Orontes, however, he condemned as one 
who had fabricated a false accusation, expelled him from his list of friends, and sub
jected him to the utmost marks of degradation" (Diodorus XV. 11.2*). Orontes then van
ishes from sight (from our sources!) until the moment when, in 361, Diodorus calls him 
"satrap of Mysia" (XV90.3). Whatever authority had been conferred on him (satrap in 
his own right, lieutenant governor), Orontes must have been transferred from Armenia 
to western Asia Minor at a date unknown to us, perhaps as a repercussion of the disfavor 
that had befallen him after the Cyprus affair. His private activity in Mysia near Perga
mum is attested in a Greek inscription (OGIS 264): the date is not given, but the person 
is unambiguously described as a rebel against the Great King (apostas). His coinage at 
Adramyttium and Cisthenes shows that he was enlisting mercenaries, who made it pos
sible for him to take Cyme, despite the cavalry dispatched by Autophradates to oppose 
him (Polyaenus VII. 14.3). Another anecdote reports him leading harassing operations 
near Sardis (VII. 14.2). It appears that these skirmishes and offensives must be dated be
fore 362-361; furthermore, they indicate that, despite the opposition of Autophradates 
and other "generals of the king" (VII. 14.2), Orontes was trying to enlarge the bases of his 
territorial authority. 
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As meager and uncertain as it is, the information we can glean already gives us reason 
lo increase our doubts about Diodorus's version. The satrapal turmoil did not burst out 
suddenly in 361; instead, it reflects unrest that was both endemic and localized. Further
more, the participation of some of the rebel leaders whom Diodorus catalogues could 
have been temporary. We know hardly anything about Autophradates except for a badly 
dated passage (362-361?) in which Demosthenes (C. Arist. 154) mentions that, when 
Charidemus arrived in Asia Minor, Artabazus was taken prisoner by Autophradates and 
shortly afterward released—which constitutes a very feeble hint. Finally, still according 
to Diodorus, Orontes' revolt ended as quickly as it had begun. After collecting money to 
hire mercenaries (XV.91.1) and sending Rheomithres to Egypt to request money from 
Pharaoh Tachos (92.1), Orontes suddenly changed his plans: 

He . • • proceeded to betray his trust. For suspecting that he would obtain from the King not 
only great rewards (doreai megalai) but would also succeed to the satrapy of all the coastal 
region if he should deliver the rebels into the hands of the Persians, he first arrested those 
who brought the money and dispatched Ihem to Artaxerxes; then afterward he delivered 
many of the cities and the soldiers who had been hired to the commanding officers who had 
been sent by the King. (91.1 <-) 

His example was soon followed by Rheomithres, who, when he returned from Egypt, 
made landfall at Leucae with his navy: 

To this city he summoned many leaders of the insurgents These he arrested and sent in 
irons to Artaxerxes, and, though he himself had been an insurgent, by the favours that he 
conferred through his betrayal, he made his peace with the King. (92. I * ) 

This behavior appears strange, to say the least. It is likely that here, as elsewhere, Diodo
rus has shortened the chronology to the point of caricature. Nonetheless, Orontes' sur
render seems to be completely confirmed by the Pergamum Chronicle, which also 
mentions the death of the ex-rebel (OGIS 264). But how is this mindset to be ac
counted for? Could contemporary events on other fronts put us on the right track? Of 
course, we immediately think of Egypt, since Orontes and his group had made contact 
with Tachos. 

The Egyptian Front 
In 359, Tachos, ruler of Egypt since 361, decided to go on the offensive against the 

Persians (cf. Diodorus XV.90.2; Xenophon, Ages. 2.28). He began immense preparations 
(and/or completed those of his predecessors), which, according to Diodorus (XV.92.2-v-), 
included assembling "two hundred triremes expensively adorned, ten thousand chosen 
mercenaries from Greece, and besides these eighty thousand Egyptian infantry." He had 
sent emissaries to Athens and Sparta in order to recruit these mercenaries. Athens had 
little interest in breaking with the Great King and made no agreement with the pharaoh; 
nonetheless, it authorized Chabrias to enter into Tachos's service privately (XV.92.3; Plu
tarch, Ages. 37.5). Sparta, on the other hand, made an alliance with the pharaoh; Agesi
laus hired mercenaries with the Egyptian funds and met with Tachos, accompanied by 
30 advisers and 1000 Spartan hoplites (Ages. 36.5; Diodorus 92.2). Chabrias was placed 
in charge of the navy, and Agesilaus received command of the mercenaries. Tachos re-
tamed for himself general oversight of military operations (92.3), a choice that appears 
tc have generated some friction between the two Greek strategoi. 

Against the advice of Agesilaus (at least according to the version that puts the Spartan 
in a very favorable light), the pharaoh decided to launch the offensive "far afield and was 
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encamped near Phoenicia," while his lieutenant Nectanebo (his nephew) was ordered 
"to besiege the cities in Syria" (92.3-4-*-). At this point, a conspiracy began to unfold 
back home. Tachos had left Egypt in the charge of his brother Cha-hap-imu, the father 
of Nectanebo. Cha-hap-imu won over to himself the soldiers that Tachos had put under 
his command in order "to besiege the cities in Syria" and asked Chabrias and Agesilaus 
to support him; Agesilaus did so, since Sparta had given him free rein. Nectanebo soon 
had himself named pharaoh. As a result, Tachos sought refuge with Artaxerxes II, who 
"not only cleared him of the charges against him but even appointed him general in the 
war against Egypt" (92.5-0-). Diodorus places the death of Artaxerxes II (between Novem
ber 3 59 and August 358) and the accession of his son, Ochus, under the throne name Ar
taxerxes III, in this time period (XV.92.3-5; 93; cf. Plutarch, Ages. 37.3-11); at the same 
time, fighting in Egypt continued, because another leader whose origin was in Mendes 
rose up to oppose Nectanebo. After these events, Diodorus (XV.93.2-6: note the confu
sion of the names Tachos and Nectanebo) and Plutarch (Ages. 38-40) shine the spot
light on the leading role played by their Spartan hero, Agesilaus, in Nectanebo IPs 
victory over his rival. 

Orontes and the Egyptian Front 

Let us return to the problem of a possible collaboration between the Asia Minor 
rebels and Tachos. We may simply remark that the pharaoh agreed to supply money and 
ships to Rheomithres, "who had [previously] been sent by the insurgents to King Tachos 
in Egypt" for that purpose (XV.92.1-*-) and that Rheomithres left his wife and children 
hostage at the pharaoh's court (Xenophon, Cyr. VIII.8.4). Just like his predecessors, Ta
chos, because he was at war with Persia, sought alliance with the Greek cities of Europe 
and supported those that were in revolt against the Great King with his own money (cf, 
e.g., Diodorus XV.9.4-5). But did he really put plans for joint action against Artaxerxes 
into operation? The only reference comes from a very confused passage (a resume, ac
tually) in the Summaries of the work of Tragus Pompeius (book X), indicating that 
"Orontes, satrap of Armenia" was among the enemies Artaxerxes II subdued, "on whom 
he had inflicted a defeat in Syria, after a victory over Ariobarzanes (deinde in Syria)." 
The conclusion sometimes drawn from this is that Orontes actually did march south in 
order to join up with the pharaoh's army. The importance of the problem posed is 
clearly evident, since a whole series of historical inferences of the utmost importance 
cascades from the response one chooses: if any such plan in fact existed, the implication 
is that Orontes, together with other rebels, was considering nothing less than advancing 
against Babylon. 

However, restraint seems the best policy in considering whether or not Tachos's re
volt extended to Syria. We cannot state with certainty that the Egyptian offensive incited 
all of the Phoenician cities to revolt. We know that Athens issued a decree in honor of 
King Straton of Sidon during these years, thanking him for facilitating the passage of 
ambassadors who were traveling to the Great King (Tod no. 139). We also know that Ta
chos, before joining the Great King's court, had taken refuge in Sidon (cf. Xenophon, 
Ages. 2.30). None of these data permits us to state that Straton was included among the 
declared enemies of the Great King at this time; in contrast, a later text (Hieron. Adv. Io-
vinian. 1.45) seems to state that the king of Sidon broke his treaty of alliance (fcedus) 
with the Great King—thereby implying that in the era under consideration amicable re
lations obtained with Egypt. However, there still is Diodorus's allusion to Nectanebo s 
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"besieg[ing] Hie cities of Syria" (XV.92.4-c-), by order of Tachos. It is possible that Tachos, 
then on the coast (he Phoinike), ordered Nectanebo to turn toward the interior (tas poleis 
en tei Syriai), the "cities" perhaps designating Achaemenid fortresses such as Arad or 
Beer-sheba; but archaeological excavations have not revealed any destructions at this 
date. The real problem is that it is very difficult to understand what Diodorus means by 
the term "Syria." Elsewhere, he speaks of "Phoenician Syria" (in which he includes 
Acre), which he distinguishes from "Syria" (within which he lists Joppa, Samaria, and 
Gaza; XIX.93.6). If we take this distinction seriously, Nectanebo's mission would have 
been to subdue fortresses located on the coast in "Phoenician Syria"; but this is just a 
guess. All in all, however, it is clear that the little information available is flimsy and in
complete, but there is nothing to prove that the campaign by Tachos and Nectanebo put 
Syro-Phoenicia to fire and the sword, Diodorus notwithstanding (XV.90.3: Syrians and 
Phoenicians). 

More than anything, the Greek tales, partial in both senses, leave us completely in 
the dark about a possible response from the Great King (aside from the subsequent 
agreement between Artaxerxes and Tachos). Diodorus does not return to the Egyptian 
theater until much later (during 351-350) and then only with a very vague and very sus
pect flashback on the perpetual inaction of Artaxerxes Ochus [III] (XVI.40.2-5). A late 
source (but one which there is no reason to doubt), however, briefly mentions that 
Ochus "made a campaign against Egypt while his father was still alive" (Syncellus, 
p. 486.20)—and this no doubt is the source of the error of Tragus Pompeius (Prol. X) or 
his epitomizer, who attributes the victory to Artaxerxes II. 'Phis campaign can be dated 
to 360 or 359, and it was obviously mounted to counter the offensive by Tachos. These 
are clearly the facts that Lyceas is referring to in his Egyptian History as well, when he 
writes: "The Egyptians undertook a campaign against Ochus, king of Persia, but were 
defeated. Their king was taken prisoner, but Ochus treated him kindly and even sum
moned him to dinner" (Athenaeus IV. 150b—c-*-). This Egyptian king is obviously Ta
chos, as comparison with an anecdote told by Aelian shows (VH VI ) . This is probably 
also the context of Artaxerxes IPs demand that Athens recall Chabrias (Nepos, Chab. 3.1; 
cf. Plutarch, Ages. 37.4-6). Artaxerxes II thus repeated a traditional policy when con
fronting internal disorder in Egypt: he supported one of the competing pretenders (Ta
chos) against the other (Nectanebo). We may note in fact that, according to the ancient 
authors, the failure of Tachos's expedition was due to internal problems in Egypt. The 
breadth of these problems truly must not be underestimated. The overbearing fiscal re
quirements imposed by Tachos in order to build up his war chest had alienated the 
Egyptian administrative classes and no doubt awakened the hostility of the ordinary 
peasants. But we could just as well ask whether the rebellion of Cha-hap-imu and his 
son Nectanebo was not in fact triggered by the military losses inflicted by the Persian 
forces of Prince Ochus. 

In short, the historian is faced with an unfortunately common dilemma: having to in
terpret the information offered by Tragus Pompeius or to reject it pure and simple. Two 
answers remain theoretically possible: 

(1) The mention by Tragus Pompeius is a mistake; the summarizer in haste conflated 
two events that Trogus Pompeius treated as successive —the demise of Orontes (in Asia 
Minor) and the campaign of Ochus in Syria. To justify this position, we might say that 
Orontes' march appears inexplicable on the strategic level, because it would require the 
assumption that all the Persian leaders of Asia Minor would have come to his aid —but 
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there is no evidence for this. It is much simpler to imagine that the news of Tachos's dif
ficulties convinced Orontes that the revolt had no chance of success, and that his best 
opportunity was to try to win the king's pardon. It is likely in any case that Orontes got 
his information from Rheomithres, since the "betrayals" of the two leaders were obvi
ously coordinated. 

(2) Orontes and his troops did advance toward Syria, where they arrived after the de
feat and surrender of Tachos to Ochus. Orontes would then have agreed to side with 
Ochus. This solution has two points in its favor: first, it does not dismiss an "awkward" 
text; and second, it provides an explanation for Diodorus's incomprehensible passage 
about the treason of Orontes and Rheomithres (XV.91.1; 92.1). It is clear that Diodorus 
has excessively condensed the chronology. We might reconstruct the events as follows: 
(a) the sending of an embassy to Egypt and return of Rheomithres; (b) the defeat of Ta
chos becomes known; (c) Orontes and Rheomithres gather some conspirators and de
cide to march to the king, not to fight him but to exhibit their new-found fidelity (which 
would explain how they were able to pass through the breadth of Asia Minor unchal
lenged); (d) when they arrive in Syria, they come upon Ochus, with Tachos in his train, 
and pay homage to Ochus. Because Artaxerxes died between November 359 and No
vember 358, it is possible under this theory that the encounter took place at the moment 
of a difficult dynastic transition and that Orontes offered his aid to Ochus (or at least that 
the news of the death of Artaxerxes II was precisely what led Orontes suddenly to shift 
his allegiance to Ochus—hence his betrayal and march to Syria to meet the prince). 

While this hypothesis (which we will follow here) offers the advantage of taking Trogus 
Pompeius into account (by interpreting him) and "reconciling" him with Diodorus, we 
can see that it does not at all imply that Orontes ever considered marching on Babylonia 
to depose Artaxerxes II; still less does it imply that this initiative was coordinated with the 
plans sometimes imputed to Datames. Orontes' behavior fits well enough into the dynas
tic difficulties known to have surrounded the accession of Artaxerxes III Ochus (chap. 
15/8 below); Orontes was among those who sided with Ochus (cf. also chap. 17/1-2). 

Back to Datames 
In an unknown chronological context, Polyaenus (VII.21.3) describes an offensive 

led by Datames across the Euphrates to pursue the war against the Great King (epolemei 
megaldi basilei). He was pursued by "a great army" and recrossed the river with difficulty 
before the king arrived on the east bank, quickly taking his enemies. Does this mean that 
Datames, at a given moment, decided to end his defensive strategy in his Cappadocian 
provinces and launch a vast offensive against Babylonia, which some historians think 
was coordinated with the grandiose plans imputed to Orontes? All the ancient authors, 
to be sure, stress the king's desire to be done with an adversary whom they present as su
perior because of his merit and strategic brilliance. But their apologetic mission dis
suades us from placing blind confidence in tales that are completed devoted to hailing 
the virtues of the rebel and denouncing the ingratitude of the prince. There is no choice 
but to agree that, by itself, Polyaenus's anecdote does not license us to answer the ques
tion in the positive. Let us say that at the very least many other interpretations are pos
sible, any of which could reduce the operations to a minor slap on the wrist with no 
lasting consequence. 

What about the numismatic sources? In addition to the coins minted by Datames at 
Sinope and Amisus, a Cilician coinage usually attributed to him has been discovered — 
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struck with the Luvian name Tarkumawa. Some of 
this "karanic" coinage has no distinctive features 
when compared with coins of the same type struck 
by other Persian generals during the military prepa
rations carried out in Cilicia between 390 and 380. 
Some coins, however, bear more original scenes. 
They show a person dressed in Iranian style, seated 
on a throne, his feet resting on a sort of cushion, ex
amining an arrow and holding a bow in his hand; at 
the top is the disk of Ahura-Mazda (fig. 52). Another 
coin shows a temple and two people: one is naked 
and bearded and gestures toward the other, who is Fig. 52. Coin with Aramaic 
dressed in Greek fashion and makes a deferential inscription of the name 
gesture toward the former; the coin has an Aramaic ofTarkumuwa. 
legend that reads "Ana" or "Ami." 

One scholar has recently proposed the following explanation: both coins illustrate 
Datames' status as rebel. While the first dates to the early part of the revolt, when Data
mes had not yet defined his plans (hence the retention of the Persian symbols), the 
other hints at propaganda invoking the Babylonian god Ann, and it could be explained 
by the Polyaenus passage in which Datames crosses the Euphrates. The implication 
would be that Datames thus claimed that he would "liberate" Babylonia in the name of 
the god Anu. 

However, this interpretation gives rise to some reservations. For one thing, the idea 
that the arguments derived from the Datames coin and the Polyaenus text are mutually 
supporting is artificial, because neither piece of evidence is unequivocal (to say the 
least). For another, the fact that a person in Persian clothing was represented with his 
own name can in no way be considered indisputable evidence of a desire for secession; 
the exact opposite argument could be offered with the same potential for veracity. As for 
the other coin: if the reading of the Aramaic epigraph is correct, the legend "Anu" is very 
worrisome. In fact, we know that there was a notable enhancement of the position of the 
god Anu in the fourth-century pantheon at Uruk, and this is particularly noticeable in 
personal names. But the reasons for this change remain obscure, so a logical connection 
with the Datames coin would be a matter for deliberation. In any case, it would be hard 
to explain why the satrap would have chosen a Babylonian divine symbol over that of 
Ahura-Mazda in a fight against Artaxerxes, given that, according to this theory, his pur
pose would have been to win over the Persian aristocracy. Could we say that the hypo
thetical modesty of his origin and his hypothetical "Luvian" underpinning (Tarkumawa) 
prohibited him from hoping for the assistance of the Persian nobility? But then, in the 
name of what common interests and on what ideological bases could he have hoped to 
mobilize the Babylonian population around him? It is thus better not to accord too 
much importance to the Polyaenus passage that "justifies" an interpretation of the nu
mismatic evidence, which in turn is based on premises that we have just contested. 

Maiisolus and the Revolts 
We must now say a few words about Mausolus of Caria, "who was master of many 

strongholds and important cities," and whom Diodorus includes among the conspirators 
(XV.90.3*). This gentleman inherited the title of satrap from his father, Hecatomnus, in 
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377. Mausokis's place in the Achaemenid Empire was relatively original, since he was 
both dynast and satrap, so that the position of satrap was transmitted within the family, 
However, the example is not unique; for example, the governors of Samaria also inher
ited their positions. Quite a few decrees issued by Carian cities (including Mylasa, the 
Hecatomnids' original center of power) or by the Carian koinon are silent about the very 
existence of the Achaemenid State, while others bear a heading of the form "In yearn of 
King Artaxerxes, Mausolus being satrap." These formulas express the dual nature of the 
prerogatives of Mausolus. This is without doubt why Mausolus, in a statement placed in 
his mouth, declares that he is sending gifts to the Great King in order to preserve "the 
ancestral power" (patroa arkhe; Polyaenus VII.23.1). Could this incident refer to gifts to 
the Great King on the occasion of Artaxerxes Ill's accession, after which the king con
firmed (or dismissed) the satraps and officials in their positions (cf. Diodorus XI.71.1 and 
Josephus, Ant. XI. 185)? 

Mausolus was also probably striving to enhance his own power and prestige, while 
maintaining Achaemenid order. This is demonstrated particularly well by the transfer of 
his capital to Halicamassus, where he created a genuine court that followed the model 
of satrapal courts and adorned it with sumptuous monuments on which Greek, Anato
lian, and Achaemenid traditions mingle. It is also evidenced by external initiatives that 
brought him up against nearby islands and cities, at dates that are poorly known. But the 
information we possess on the external activities of the satraps of Sardis and Dascylium 
does not allow us to say that Mausokis's behavior was essentially idiosyncratic, much less 
that the satrap of Halicamassus exhibited separatist tendencies by carrying on these ac
tivities, because his ambitions could (at least in certain cases) mesh perfectly with 
Achaemenid interests. After all, was not the traditional mission of the satraps to enlarge 
the royal territories (cf. Herodotus III. 120; V.31)? Despite the way that the fourth-century 
Greek authors frequently present their information, Mausolus was certainly not an inde
pendent dynast. We have only sparse information on his activities as satrap, but it at least 
shows that he was trusted by the central authority to maintain order in Caria; he fur
nished ships and military units and collected and transmitted tribute and other taxes (cf. 
Ps.-Arist., Oec. II.Md) and even maintained royal roads (11.14b). He also levied taxes 
within the satrapal jurisdiction, comparable to satrapal imposts, such as the required 
gifts that the inhabitants of countries crossed by the caravan of the satrap or of one of his 
subordinates had to provide (II. 14a; cf. Polyaenus VII.23.2). Many of the anecdotes 
found in the Economics illustrate Mausokis's legendary fiscal rigor (Oec. 11.14; cf. 
Polyaenus VII.23.1). This is the context of several anecdotes that attest (though poorly) 
to his relations with the central administration. For example, he received an order from 
the king to send a tax (gift) in kind (II.Md); he tapped the richest of his friends and or
dered that all of these collections be sent to the Great King (Polyaenus VII.23.1). More 
precise details are found in an epigraphic text dated to his successor, Pixodarus. The in
habitants of Platasa (in Caria) granted a tax exemption to one Dion and his descendants; 
the decree states that this exemption pertained only to civic taxes—Dion and his descen
dants still had to pay the royal taxes (basilika tele; BE 1973, no. 408); this datum is con
firmed by other decrees. Like any satrapy, Caria was thus obligated to pay tribute, gifts, 
and a string of other taxes, piled on top of the city taxes, and it was obviously Mausolus 
and his successors who were required to pass on the sum to the royal administration. 

We can single out from the epigraphic record a most interesting decree from Mylasa, 
dated to year 39 of Artaxerxes (367-366). It says: 
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Whereas, Arlissis, son of Tliyssolos, having been sent to the king by the Carians, was con
victed of breach of trust (parapresbeuse) during bis embassy; and whereas lie conspired 
(epebouleuse) against Mausohis, who is himself a benefactor of the city of the Mylasians just 
like his father Hecatomnus and his ancestors; and whereas the king adjudged Arlissis guilty 
(ddikein) and condemned him to death; whereas the city looks after his possessions, accord
ing to the traditional laws [kata tons nomous tous patrious); having allocated them to Mau-
solus, they called clown curses on their subject: that nothing be suggested and said aloud 
running to the contrary; if anyone violates this, he shall be put to death, he and his. (Tod 
138.1) 

We do not know the substance of the charges brought against Mausolus; there is nothing 
to prove that the satrap could have been accused of rebellion at this date, even if Arlissis 
felt that he could bring accusations of this sort in so sensitive a sphere. It must have been 
an internal affair, perhaps related to Mausolus's fiscal concerns. There are other texts 
(Tod no. 138.2-3) that refer to such conspiracies, in which the guilty are regulary con
demned and their property confiscated. What is more interesting about the Arlissis affair 
is the illustration of relationships among several spheres of power: the satrap-dynast, the 
koinon of the Carians (who sent the embassy to Artaxerxes), the city of Mylasa (which 
made the decision), and the Great King. It is especially noteworthy that it was Artaxerxes 
who condemned Arlissis, probably reversing an earlier judgment in which the accusa
tions brought by the informer had been judged legitimate. The role of the Mylasa assem
bly, which no doubt was closely controlled by Mausolus, was simply to record the king's 
sentence and to issue a further penalty (confiscation of goods), which was purely local in 
nature. This latter penalty did not fall under the purview of the central authority, which 
had no particular acquaintance with specifically Carian institutional behavior. The new 
trial entered into at Mylasa includes an accusation of parapresbeia, an accusation that 
was quite common in the Greek cities: they frequently condemned ambassadors sent to 
the court of the Great King, who agreed to accept gifts, following Achaemenid custom 
(Aelian, VH 1.22) —which upon their return were considered bribes. For all these rea
sons, the text fits perfectly into the ample record of relations involving judicial jurisdic
tions between the central authority and the subject communities. 

However, there is no choice but to recognize that no evidence explicitly confirms Di
odorus's statements about Mausolus's active participation in the revolts. Altogether, we 
have just a few sentences in the Agesilaus of Xenophon (2.26-27). There we learn 
(1) that, during the campaign against Ariobarzanes in 366, Autophradates was assisted by 
Mausolus's navy—a matter of cooperation between land and sea forces—as previously 
was the case in 391 during operations against Cyprus (Hecatomnus and Autophradates); 
and (2) that the sieges of Assos and Sestos were carried out jointly by their troops. It is thus 
clear that in this situation Mausolus was acting alongside loyalist forces in the context of 
a mission that was maintaining imperial order. The sequel to the passage is more ob
scure, in regard to both the text itself and its interpretation. Mausolus abandoned the 
siege of Assos and Sestos, at the urging of Agesilaus (an ally of Ariobarzanes) and after tak
ing money from both parties; then he gave funds to the Spartans; last, Tachos and Mau
solus organized the return of Agesilaus with great pomp. Without going into this point in 
delail, we may simply note that any triangular relationship among Mausolus, Tachos, 
and Agesilaus that might be posited raises virtually insoluble chronological problems. 

Let us try to collect the points that are more or less reliable: (1) no indisputable 
evidence can be detected of a supposed secessionist mindset in Mausolus's acts and 
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initiatives; (2) on the contrary, we observe that the only action in which we see him take 
part was directed against the rebel Ariobarzanes, in close cooperation with the royal 
forces (into which the Carian contingents are integrated); (3) the Arlissis affair shows 
that, even in Caria itself, there were many enemies who were ready to criticize Mauso-
lus to the Great King; it also eloquently shows that adroit, unscrupulous accusers could 
hurl accusations at satraps for debatable motives, and the king had to make a decision 
based on his inner convictions. 

From Caria to Lycia 

Diodorus also counts the Lycians among the coastal peoples in rebellion, a fact that 
to some extent recalls a categorical declaration made by Isocrates in 380, in one of his 
many digressions on the weakness of the Achaemenid Empire: "Lycia no Persian has 
ever subdued" (ekratesen; Paneg. 161-0-). However, the fact that Diodorus and Isocrates 
concur giants no authority to their common interpretation. To be able to make a judg
ment, we need to go back several decades, in order to situate this brief period in the 
longae dnree of Lycian history and in the context of its relations with Persian might after 
the end of Darius IPs reign (see chap. 14/8). 

At that time, Lycia was fragmented among a large number of dynasts. But as in previ
ous periods, one can glimpse attempts at hegemony on the part of some of them. The 
beginnings of a dynast called Pericles (we do not know his Lycian name) date to around 
380; he sought to enlarge his territory after setting out from his base at Limyra in eastern 
Lycia. He was well enough known that Theopompus thought it worthwhile to devote a 
passage to him in the twelfth book of his History, of which we have the following sum
mary: "The Lycians, under the leadership of their king (hasileus) Pericles, made war on 
Telmessos and did not cease fighting until they had surrounded its inhabitants within 
their walls and forced them to negotiate" (homologia; FGrH 115 F103). Pericles quickly 
succeeded in building himself a well-organized little principality, as is confirmed by the 
rock-cut necropolises and the ruins of his residence at Limyra, which magnificently 
dominated the sea (fig. 54). Moreover, the royal titles accorded him by Theopompus are 
confirmed by a Greek inscription recently found at the site: it states that "Pericles, who 
reigns over Lycia (Lykias b[asileuon]), raised an altar in honor of Zeus Hypatos, son of 
Chronos and Rhea." 

It seems quite likely that the urbanization program and the boastful declarations of 
Pericles were meant to respond to the accomplishments of the Xanthus dynasts who had 
always held a privileged place in Lycian politics after the Persian conquest. The particu
larly rich Xanthus documentation reflects both internal troubles and the radiance of the 
Xanthian principality between 400 and 360. The Pillar Inscription is traditionally dated 
to ca. 400, and its authorship is attributed to Kheriga. Although the Lycian text has still 
not been fully deciphered, parallel Greek texts provide a wealth of information. One of 
the pillar's inscriptions celebrates the valor in combat and exploits in war of Gergis/ 
Kheriga, son of Harpagus, of the lineage of Karikas: "He conquered many acropolises 
and gave his relatives (syggeneis) a share in his royal domain." This last formula and the 
inscriptions of his successor, Arbinas, actually show that instability was the norm, en
couraged by the practice of distributing the domain of a decedent among the members 
of the family. Arbinas/Erbbina, who presents himself as the son of Kheriga, claims that 
he had to conquer Xanthus itself in his youth, as well as Pinara and Telmessus. Another 
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53a 

Fig. 53. Monument of the Nereids 
at Xanthus: (a) audience scene; 
(b-d) banquet scenes. 

monument "recalls [how] he established his power over [Lycia] . . . spreading fear 
among the Lycian masses and imposing himself as master over them (etyrannei)"; the 
rest of the inscription celebrates his intellectual, moral, and physical virtues. 

Kheriga was almost certainly responsible for the erection of the monument to the 
Nereids [daughters of the sea god]. Without once more describing in detail the icono-
graphic composition of this re
markable structure, we will stress its 
obvious thematic unify, which il
lustrates dynastic ideology very 
well. While the Greek imprint is 
obvious in the iconography, as in 
the inscriptions on the same edi
fice, we may also note the signifi
cance of themes dependent on Persepolis specifically and on Achaemenid court art 
generally, including audience scenes, hunting scenes, banquets, gift-bearing, and war 
and siege (fig. 53a-d). These last-mentioned images seem to depict visually the dynast's 
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written assertions. In order to exalt his power, the Xanthian dynast simultaneously sum
moned the Greek gods, memories of the Persian Wars (repetition of an epigram in 
honor of the victory at the Eurymedon), and the pageantry of the scenes shown in Per
sian reliefs and seals. The monument can be dated to approximately 390-380—that is, 
a period shortly before Pericles began to consolidate his power at Limyra and started to 
publicize his own glory, using themes and methods parallel to those used by Arbinas at 
Xanthus. Furthermore, the two men were certain to clash: according to Theopompus, 
Pericles conquered Telmessus, the very town Arbinas had taken at the beginning of his 
reign. Both wanted to be proclaimed king of the Lycians. In a way, their rivalry can be 
compared to the hectic competition that, at almost the same time and not far from Ly
cia, made rivals of Straton of Sidon and Nicocles of Paphos, each desperate to outdo the 
other in the splendor and brilliance of life at their court. Contrary to Theopompus's 
claim (apud Athenaeus XII.53 la-e; Aelian, VH VII.2), this tryphe was not simply luxury 
and pleasure; it was first and foremost the image of power that these kinglets could out
wardly show by exhibiting a symbolism of power that was strongly inspired by the ideo
logical and iconographic codes that regulated the court of the Great King. However, 
from another perspective, as we have already said, the many thoughtful borrowings from 
Achaemenid court art do not necessarily imply that the dynasts were thus acknowledging 
their submission to satrapal authority. It is in fact tricky to establish a sound political con
nection on the basis of an iconographic program; the dynasts of Xanthus and Limyra pri
marily were anxious to exalt their dominant position in Lycia. We will simply note that 
the dynast of Xanthus was far from attempting to flatter the Persians by implicitly refer
ring to the victory at the Eurymedon (to his own benefit). It is true that the poem was 
written by a Greek, Symmachus of Pellana, but he certainly must have submitted the 
text to his patron in advance! Anyway, as with the coins, one of the problems is the iden
tification of the people who appear, for example, in the audience scenes (fig. 53a): the 
satrap or the dynast? 

Fortunately, another Xanthian monument, the sarcophagus of Payava (so-called by 
the name of its Lycian occupant), relieves part of the difficulty. The Persian borrowings 
are significant once again, and they are particularly obvious in an audience scene: sev
eral people dressed in Greek style appear before a dignitary, who wears Persian clothing 
and appurtenances (kandys, akinakes, tiara, beard); and two other people stand behind 
him. On the lid's ridge, a Lycian inscription names "Autophradates, Persian satrap," 
and describes the delivery of an objectf?) to a person whose name is missing but who 
could not be anyone other than Payava; either he or the other person appears to have 
"captured a Lycian general" (?) (TL 40). The presence of Autophradates at Xanthus is 
not surprising on an institutional level, because Lycia was a dependency of the satrap of 
Sardis at that time, and another funerary inscription (of Phellos) is dated by the phrase 
"under the command(?) of Autophradates" (TL 61). It is nonetheless highly noteworthy 
to see Autophradates represented on a Lycian monument, which implies that Payava 
was his dependent (he probably was the dynast of Xanthus at the time). We get the im
pression that the sarcophagus scene depicts one of the ceremonies surrounding the ar
rival of a satrap in his province. But what is the date of the scene: before, during, or 
after the revolts? Study of the sarcophagus itself does not allow us to date it more pre
cisely than from about 370 to about 350. Does the evidence lead us to make a distinc
tion (ensured many times over by other evidence through the years) between western 
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Pig. 54. Parade on Pericles' monument at Limyra. 

Lycia (loyal to or reconquered by the Persians) and a central and eastern Lycia (ruled 
by a dynast in open revolt, who would be Pericles)? 

A number of commentators have answered this question in the affirmative, even sug
gesting that there was cooperation between Pericles and Datames. But the fragmentary 
and poorly-dated record authorizes no such inference. We may note first (but without 
provable connections with the events we are trying to analyze here) that texts from the 
time of Alexander suggest that the Persians campaigned in Lycia at about this time and 
took prisoners, some of whom were deported to Persepolis (Diodorus XVII.68.5; Plu
tarch, Alex. 37.1; Polyaenus IV.3.26; chap. 16/12). We will next recall that Theopompus 
mentions an attack on Telmessus by Pericles, which assumes that there was a war against 
the Xanthus dynast, seeing that Arbinas considered Telmessus within his domain. In ad
dition, Pericles' territorial expansion is confirmed by inscriptions found at several sites 
in central and eastern Lycia. An inscription from Limyra refers to Pericles' victory over 
one Ai tumpara, whose coins have been found at several Lycian sites; but we cannot es
tablish with certainty his (possible) relationship with Autophradates. The handful of 
solid evidence instead gives an impression only of alluding to squabbles between Lycian 
dynasts, with no dependable connection with the Satraps' Revolt, even if we might 
make the suggestion that the Revolt could have provided some advantage to the dynasts. 
I he chronological doubts, in any case, do not allow us to deduce that Autophradates di
rectly intervened (even though they do not exclude this possibility, either). A recently 
published inscription has even brought into question the role usually attributed to Peri
cles. It shows that, after his death, his family and descendants continued to occupy a po
sition of great prestige in Limyra, an obvious sign that his power had not been destroyed. 
All by itself, this text wipes out any theories that might have been constructed regarding 
Hie fate reserved by the Great King for a dynast guilt)' of rebellion. 
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A Summary of the Discussion 

While we cannot forget the persistent uncertainties that have been pointed out all 
along the way, we can at least state with certainty that Diodorus's thesis is not confirmed 
by the rest of the evidence. We are not dealing with a general, coordinated conflagration 
on the western front in 361 but rather with a series of limited local revolts over the course 
of a decade. Despite the motives attributed to Orontes and Datames, there is no evi
dence that the satraps ever planned to unite their forces with the Egyptians' in an at
tempt to dethrone Artaxerxes II. In any case, if any plans for united action ever existed 
over the long term and distance, they were never put into practice. If Orontes ever really 
was acknowledged as strategos of a coalition, we never see him at the head of a united 
army confronting the king's army. It is nonetheless quite striking to observe that the only 
military operations mentioned are in Aeolis and the Troad, on the one hand, and in the 
regions bordering Datames, on the other. In northwestern Asia Minor, the unrest may 
belong in the context of the long history of conflict between Sardis and Dascylium. We 
often see the Persian leaders of Asia Minor at each other's throats—hardly ever cooper
ating, except during the loyalist campaign of Autophradates and Mausolus. Datames 
himself also engaged in individual operations, apart from an agreement with Ariobar
zanes—but we can only guess at its duration and practical effectiveness. The only royal 
army seen operating in the west is the force that Prince Ochus led to victory over Tachos 
in the last months of his father's reign. Given the information that reached Artaxerxes 
from Asia Minor, he, as best we can judge, believed that the forces of his loyal satraps 
were sufficient to calm any unrest. 

The end of the earlier revolt of Pissuthnes, as reported by Ctesias ($52), is quite sig
nificant. He was betrayed by the head of the mercenaries who fought by his side, an 
Athenian named Lycon: "He also received towns and lands as the reward for his be
trayal." In fact, this example is not unique. We again must emphasize the frequency of 
the theme of betrayal in the ancient sources. The case of Datames is particularly note
worthy because he suffered successive betrayals by his father-in-law, his oldest son, many 
of his companions, and finally by Mithradates, who pretended to join the rebellion, the 
better to betray him. But his case was not isolated, because Ariobarzanes himself was be
trayed by his son, and Orontes and Rheomithres themselves surrendered and turned 
over many conspirators to the royal officials. Mistrust of other Persian leaders certainly 
appears to have been common to all of the protagonists. It would be a mistake to con
sider the theme nothing but a moralizing topos, whatever the intentions of the Classical 
authors may have been. The motives imputed to Orontes and Rheomithres are very 
clear: the former desired "great rewards" from the king (in particular, an extensive juris
diction); the latter wanted "to ma[k]e his peace with the King" (Diodorus XV.91.I;* 
92.1-0-). In other words, the Persians continued to frame their activities within the ideo
logical structure of the system of royal loyalty/favor that so many texts evidence through
out Achaemenid history (see chaps. 8, 17/2). 

Is it necessary to state that these remarks are not intended to deny the existence of re
bellions? The problem is to interpret rebellions in relation to the Great King's territorial 
dominion. From this point of view, the situation is twofold. On one side, we stress once 
more that the Persians, despite the King's determination and great preparations, proved 
incapable of retaking the Nile Valley; moreover, at one point, the pharaoh even took the 
offensive. This inability is difficult to understand: though the theory of Persian military 
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decadence is hardly tenable (see chap. 17/3), we can emphasize the insufficiency of Per
sian territorial control. Already in the previous century the Persians did not seem to have 
genuine control of the Delta in its entirety (see chap. 14/2); in addition, Hakoris's power, 
which was based both in Egypt and in a network of alliances, forced the satrapal armies 
to fight on various fronts at the same time. On the other side, it seems difficult to assert 
that the satrapal revolts attested in Asia Minor illustrate a deep and irreversible degrada
tion of the control that the central authority exercised over the governors. This was not 
the first time, after all, that discontented satraps took up arms: let us recall, for example, 
the (hypothetical) revolt of Megabyzus (see chap. 14/3), or the revolts of Arsites (Ctesias 
§50), Pissuthnes (Ctesias §52), and then his son Amorges. None of these occasional re
volts constituted any great threat to Artaxerxes I or Darius II, despite the external assis
tance they sometimes received (for example, the Athenians' support of Amorges). 
Contrary to an interpretation that would see Orontes as the image of a new Cyrus the 
Younger, he did not, properly speaking, endanger either Artaxerxes or the Achaemenid 
dynasty; there was in fact no alternative to Achaemenid dynastic continuity. Nor do we 
sec one or another Persian rebel ever endangering the imperial structures by attempting, 
for example, to found a private principality, let alone an independent kingdom —con
trary to the impression that the vocabulary (basileia) used by Diodorus might create 
(speaking of Hellespontine Phrygia; XV.90.3); he was obviously anticipating the situa
tion in the Hellenistic period (cf. XVI.90.2; XX. 111.4; XXXI. 19.1-5). In short, as well as 
they can be reconstructed, the events of the 360s provide evidence of the symptoms of 
imperial instability (the satrapal revolts and the offensive of Tachos of Egypt), their lim
ited and contradictory nature (the internal collapse of the revolts; dynastic scjuabbling in 
Egypt), and the intact capacity of the center to overcome these changes through offen
sives that were military (victories of Ochus in Syria) or political (defections to Ochus and 
Artaxerxes II). 

8. At the Heart of Power 

In the Royal Residences 
As we have stressed several times, the focus of attention on affairs on the western front 

in the preceding pages (as in the previous chapter) is not the author's choice: it derives 
from the nature of the evidence. Furthermore, dealing with revolts, insurrections, and 
reconquests constitutes one of several touchstones that exposed the functional capabili
ties of imperial structures. We would like, nonetheless, to be able to carry out an equally 
detailed inquiry into the heart of the Empire. 

Once again, it is royal building projects on which we are best informed. We know 
that Artaxerxes II had an apadana built at Ecbatana (A2Ha-b-c). He was probably also 
the builder of a new Achaemenid palace in Babylon. But it was at Susa that his activity 
is most certain. We know that he rebuilt Darius I's apadana, which had perished in 
flames during the reign of Artaxerxes I (A2Sa). Even more important, excavations and in
scriptions prove that he built a new palace, below the terrace, on the banks of the Shaur 
(A2Sd). Neither the building nor the decoration of any palace can be attributed to him 
at Persepolis. On the other hand, he was the first to build his tomb above the terrace, and 
he was followed in this by his successor. These are the tombs to which Diodorus Siculus 
refers (XVII.71.7). Unfortunately, we do not know all of the reasons that led Artaxerxes 
II to abandon the site near Naqs-i Rustam. The king's decision at least illustrates the fact 
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that, alongside Pasargadae, Persepolis endured as a dynamic capital of the Empire. At 
any rate, we may note, by way of anticipation, that Artaxerxes III continued to carry out 
the work of his predecessors there (A*Pa, Pb): he added a western stairway to Darius's 
palace, selectively reusing the reliefs of gift-bearers. 

Artaxerxes II, Mithra, and Anahita: Sources and Problems 
Like his predecessors, Artaxerxes II consistently invoked Ahura-Mazda—for example, 

by repeating the formulas of Darius I (A 2Hc, 15-20). But more noteworthy is the fact 
that he invokes the great god of the dynasty jointly with Anahita and Mithra in several of 
his statements (A2Sa, Sb, Sd, A2Ha). For the first time, the "other gods" invoked anony
mously by Darius I and his successors are explicitly named. The historical significance 
of this innovation has been continuously investigated. Traditionally— and not unreason
ably—one of Artaxerxes IPs edicts is cited; Berossus mentions this edict and its gist has 
been transmitted by a late author (Clement of Alexandria; FGrH 680 Fl 1). After recall
ing that the Persians and Medes did not pay homage to statues of wood or stone, Beros
sus says: 

Later, however, after many years they began to worship statues (agabnata sebein) in human 
form.. . . Artaxerxes, the son of Darius, the son of Ochus, introduced this practice. He was 
the first to set up (anastesas) an image of Aphrodite Anaitis in Babylon and to require such 
worship (sebein) from the Susians, Ecbatanians, Persians [Persepolis] and Bactrians [Balkh] 
and from Damascus and Sardis. (§5.2-0') 

This text—which certainly derives from an official source—without doubt pertains to a 
role that traditionally belonged to the Great King: regulator of Persian worship. This 
said, serious problems of interpretation remain. The royal inscriptions themselves are 
not unambiguous: the formulas can differ from one inscription to the next. Ahura-
Mazda continues to occupy first place, especially in the inscription that refers to build
ing the new palace at Susa (A2Sdo): "By the favor of Ahuramazda this is the palace 
which I built. . . . May Ahuramazda, Anaitis, and Mithras protect me from all evil . . ."; 
it is said rather differently in the inscription describing the reconstruction of the 
apadana of Darius I at Susa: "By the favor of Ahuramazda, Anaitis, and Mithras, this 
palace I (re)built" (A2SaO; cf. A2Ha). 

However, why does the sole inscription of his successor at Persepolis read simply: 
"Me may Ahuramazda and the god Mithras (Mithra baga) protect, and this country, and 
what was built by me" (A3Pa->)? Why is Anahita no longer mentioned? And why does 
Berossus say not a word about Mithra? The "omission" of Mithra seems even more odd 
because it is solely in regard to the public worship of Mithra that we have any corrobo
rative information. We know from Strabo (XI. 14.9) that, during the Achaemenid era, the 
satrap of Armenia had to send 20,000 colts each year to the Great King at the time of the 
Mithriaka, that is, the official celebrations in honor of Mithra. Some passages in Xeno
phon show that this practice was in effect at least beginning with the time of Artaxerxes 
II, because each village in Armenia yearly had to send colts as royal dasmos (Anab. 
IV.5.24) and that (some of?) these colts were dedicated to the Sun (IV.5.35). We also 
learn of these official festivals in honor of Mithra from Duris, who stresses the central 
role played by the king (Athenaeus X.434e). Most Classical references to Mithra date ap
proximately to the reign of Artaxerxes II (e.g., Xenophon, Oec. IV.24; Plutarch, Art. 4.5; 
Aelian, VH 1.33). But does this necessarily imply that there was a close chronological 
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connection to the change in royal formulary that appears at the time of Artaxerxes II? 
Nothing could be less certain. 

Behind these questions lurks a basic problem, already posed by Plutarch's well-
known text on the enthronement of Artaxerxes II at Pasargadae in a temple dedicated to 
Anahita, here called "warlike goddess" (Art. 3.2-0-): precisely how new was the novelty in
troduced by Artaxerxes II? What, for example, is the meaning of Berossus's distinction 
between towns (Babylon, Susa, Ecbatana) that received the order to erect (anastesas) 
statues versus other towns (Persepolis, Bactra, Damascus, and Sardis), in which appar
ently the accent is placed solely on worship (sebein), as if statues already existed (or as if 
one could worship without a statue)? And, if such statues did exist here and there, how 
are we to appraise the novelty of the edict? Or again: if Berossus does not mention 
Mithra, is it because we have only a partial quotation of the royal edict, or because the 
worship of Mithra was not concerned with holy statues —even though statues seem to 
have represented the most noteworthy novelty to Berossus himself? 

This observation in turn poses another problem. A priori, Berossus's text does not 
harmonize perfectly with what Herodotus, for example, says (1.131*): "The erection of 
statues (agalmata). temples, and altars is not an accepted practice among them [the Per
sians].. . . [T]hey sacrifice . . . from the tops of mountains" (cf. likewise Strabo XV.3.13). 
But are these peremptory statements legitimate? We can overlook Strabo's assertion 
(XV.3.15) that statues (xoana) of Anahita and Omanus were transported with great pomp 
during festivals in the Persian sanctuaries in Cappadocia; his comment refers to a later 
period. More important is a passage by Dinon (also cited by Clement of Alexandria), 
written in the fourth century, with information at variance with Herodotus: according to 
Dinon, though Persians, Medes, and magi did indeed sacrifice on the heights, they wor
shiped two gods in the form of statues (agalmata) — namely, Fire and Water (FGrH 690 
F28). Dinon's chronology does not allow us to determine that he is describing a change 
initiated by Artaxerxes II. Nevertheless, he does not mention Mithra or Anahita, except 
to suggest that Fire designated the former and Water the latter, which seems very un
likely: Water and Fire are two clearly individualized gods whose central place in Persian 
sacrificial practice is stressed by Strabo (XV.3.14, 16). So we are back to the basic ques
tion regarding the innovation introduced in the time of Artaxerxes II. 

Droaphernes and the Sardis Statue 

It is easy to see the problem's stumbling block: we are utterly unable to find confirma
tion or illustration anywhere else of the change suggested by the royal inscriptions and 
made explicit in the Berossus quotation. To confirm the change, in fact, we would need 
to have some precisely dated evidence that would allow us to demonstrate that official 
sanctuaries of Anahita, complete with cultic statues, were erected in the towns listed by 
Berossus beginning in the time of Artaxerxes II. However, this is not the case; though the 
spread of sanctuaries of Persian Anaitis/Anahita in western Asia Minor certainly goes 
back a long time (cf. Tacitus, Ann. 111.62), we have no direct evidence of the existence 
of a sanctuary of Anahita at Sardis itself before 322 (Pausanias VII.6.6: Persian Artemis). 
A recently published text from Sardis has been claimed as a parallel (SEG XXIX. 1205); 
it is a Greek inscription, in which three parts can be identified —a dedication and two 
prohibitions: 
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( 1 - 5 ) In the ?9th year of Artaxerxes, Droaphernes , son of Baraces./ry^f/rWiosof Lydia, [dedi
cated] the statue (andrias) to Z e u s of Baiadates . 
(5-11) H e ( ? ) orders the neocores therapentes [ temple administrators] [of Z e u s ] who have the 
right to enter the adyton and who crown the god not to participate in the mysteries of Saba-
zios of those who bring the victims to be immolated and of Angdistis and of Ma. 
(11-13) T h e y ( ? ) order the neocore Dorates to abstain from these mysteries. 

The Greek text w a s (re)carved during the Roman Empire period for reasons that re
main unclear. This peculiarity probably explains several puzzles that remain. Basically, 
the text records a decision made by Droaphernes, who is unknown elsewhere but bears 
a typically Iranian name; he must have been an important person in the satrapal admin
istration of Sardis (though the word hyparkhos alone does not allow us to determine his 
exact position). As the formula "Zeus of Baiadates" implies, the decision involves a 
family cult comparable to the "Men of Pharnaces" known to have been in Pontus from 
Strabo (XII.3.31). Baradates, according to this hypothesis, must be considered the an
cestor of Droaphernes, son of Baraces. 

It is especially noteworthy to observe that Droaphernes dedicated a statue. But must 
it necessarily be seen as a concrete expression of a general policy that had the goal of 
multiplying cult statues throughout the Empire? To imagine that the statue was even the 
statue of a god—a conclusion hardly permitted by the word used (andrias: statue of a hu
man)—is not supportable in any respect. In the first place, the date of the inscription is 
problematic: apart from the suggested comparison with Berossus, not a single feature al
lows the text to be assigned to Artaxerxes II (ca. 366-365) rather than Artaxerxes I (ca. 
427), since the copy we have comes from several centuries after Droaphernes' decree. As 
for the Zeus who is honored, there is nothing to allow an interpretatio graeca claiming 
that Ahura-Mazda appeared in the original version. It is much more likely that Zeus 
here refers to a local god, who could cpiite simply be the Lydian Zeus, who is well at
tested at Sardis from the beginning of the sixth century on. Given all of these factors, 
there is no reason to submit the inscription to a close comparison with the decision 
Berossus ascribes to Artaxerxes II. 

Anahita and Istar 
Moreover, it is quite paradoxical that not one text refers to any official celebration in 

honor of Anahita—and this festival was supposedly established precisely in the time of 
Artaxerxes II. Or to be more precise, we have one piece of evidence, which is not with
out its own interpretive problems. Plutarch states that Artaxerxes II took the following ac
tion against Aspasia, the former companion of Cyrus the Younger: "Me consecrated her 
priestess to Diana of Ecbatana, whom they name Anaitis, that she might spend the re
mainder of her days in strict chastity" (Art. 27.4-*). First, the passage formally implies 
that the sanctuary of Anahita of Ecbatana, known from other later texts, already existed 
at least in the time of Artaxerxes, and it even gives the impression that it had been 
founded earlier. It is tempting to compare Plutarch's evidence with a much earlier text 
from the time of the Assyrian, Esarhaddon: it names a woman who bears the title 'royal 
oblate' (selutu sa sarri) in the sanctuary of Istar of Arbela. To be sure, we do not know 
whether a sanctuary of Istar still existed in Achaemenid Arbela, but the significance of 
the town makes the supposition likely. 

A priori, the comparison appears to go hand in hand with the representations of An3-
hita on several iconographic objects (seals, sealings, rings) already presented (fig. 37a-b, 
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p 253); these objects exhibit syncretisms between Anahita and Istar, the great Mcsopo-
tamian goddess, that had doubtless been operative for a very long time. Must we, how
ever, infer that the goddess whose statues and worship Artaxerxes II intended to spread 
throughout the Empire was none other than a Babylonicized Anahita? This theory is 
hard to believe, in the same way that the related theory postulating a "Babylonicization" 
of the Achaemenid dynasty during the fourth century, usually connected with the half-
Babylonian origin of Darius II and Parysatis, is hard to believe. We may also note that 
Istar is not the only goddess to whom a woman was consecrated; on the contrary, it was 
a very widespread custom. Strabo mentions that it was practiced in the temples of Ana
hita in Cappadocia (XI. 14.16), and he reports similar practices at Zeleia, in the sanctu
ary of Anaitis founded by the Persians (cf. XI.8.4); furthermore, hierodules are also found 
in other sanctuaries dedicated to Persian gods (XII.3.37): a Greek inscription from Cap
padocia attests the consecration of hierodules to "the great goddess Anaitis Barzochara." 

What would be the significance of this decree for peoples from eastern Iran to western 
Asia Minor who were not affected in the slightest by the syncretism between Anahita and 
Istar? In I.ydia. for example, the assimilations and syncretisms in progress involved the 
goddesses Anahita and Artemis. Could it have been precisely because of her mutable 
character that Anahita was the goddess of choice for a king who wanted to diffuse among 
his peoples the worship of a goddess that each of them could recognize as their own? 

Back to Berossus 
While the political nature of the royal decree scarcely seems to offer any room for 

doubt, the fundamental problem in fact remains: to whom was Artaxerxes' decree ad
dressed? It seems rather improbable that Artaxerxes II departed from the policy of his 
predecessors and tried to impose the worship of Iranian gods on the regions named by 
Berossus. Moreover, though Anahita was certainly the object of syncretisms with local 
gods, as we have seen, it was not the intention of the Great King to confuse the official 
worship of the goddess with local gods. While such syncretisms already existed, the 
Great King's purpose clearly was to transplant the worship and images of a fully Iranian 
goddess. Berossus's list provides a key: we immediately recognize it as a list of the main 
centers of Achaemenid dominion: Babylon, Susa, Ecbatana, Persepolis, Bactra, Damas
cus, and Sardis. Given these facts, the most likely explanation —at least, the one we ac
cept here —is that Artaxerxes was addressing his decree to the Persians who had settled 
in the various provinces of the Empire. By exalting the goddess who dispensed royal le
gitimacy, Artaxerxes vvas seeking to bind the imperial Persian diaspora still more closely 
to himself. His pronouncement served to reinforce the function that Xenophon quite 
rightly attributes to the satrapal courts: they were to be the guardians of Persian mores 
and the locus of ideological perpetuation of the dominant socioethnic class—that is, 
"Persia in Asia Minor for the king," to repeat the poet Bianor's colorful phrase character
izing Sardis {Anth. Pal. IX.423). 

One more question remains: when and why? Does the existence of an edict allow us 
to suggest that Artaxerxes vvas responding to an internal crisis in the Empire by promul
gating the edict? What historical circumstances would lie behind it, according to this 
hypothesis? The edict might have been an outcome of the ideological contest with his 
brother Cyrus the Younger or might have been connected with the satrapal unrest. How
ever, recalling the precedent of Xerxes and the daiva (see chap. 13/6-7), we must point 
out that another interpretation is possible: Artaxerxes II was reaffirming the sacral nature 
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of royal power that was indissolubly linked to the protection of the gods, outside of all 
concrete historical time. Let us end with this acknowledgment: the interpretation that 
we have just presented leaves many questions hanging, and we ourselves are incapable 
of providing well-founded answers. 

The Imperial Realm 
Berossus's text is interesting in another way, which we will consider briefly—the 

world of administration. His list of sites also comprises a sort of inventory of the imperial 
realm, organized around traditional residences (Persepolis, Susa, Babylon, Ecbatana) 
and capitals of vast regions: Bactra (Iranian Plateau), Damascus (Trans-Euphrates), and 
Sardis (Asia Minor and Anatolia). The omission of Memphis confirms a contrario the 
accuracy of Berossus's information. 

Though the importance of Damascus or Sardis could already have been known 
through other sources, we will stress specifically that this is the first explicit mention of 
Bactra since Artaxerxes I's campaign there at the beginning of his reign (Ctesias $31). 
Berossus's reference confirms what we could learn (or guess), beginning, on the one 
hand, with the role attributed to Dadarsi in 522-521 and, on the other, with the situation 
that seems to have prevailed in the time of Darius III —namely, that the responsibilities 
of the satrap of Bactra extended far beyond the horizon of Bactria proper. This mention 
in turn can be connected with other information (also very unspecific) dating to the 
reigns of Artaxerxes II and his successor. Let us recall in particular that, when he had to 
face the advance of Cyrus the Younger, Artaxerxes mustered troops at Ecbatana (Diodo
rus XIV.22.1-2), though these troops arrived too late. They were led by an illegitimate 
brother of the king (Xenophon, Anab- II.4.25), which at least proves that the Iranian Pla
teau and Central Asia continued to furnish soldiers whenever a general mobilization 
was decreed; further confirmation will be found in the disposition of troops by Darius III 
in 333-331. 

Of course, the texts are far from eloquent, and the interpretation of some of them is 
uncertain, but they opportunely remind us that, seen from the center, the Empire ex
tended as far as Central Asia. India itself is not completely absent from the evidence that 
dates to the reign of Artaxerxes II. The work Ctesias devoted to this region is filled with 
fantastic stories that must have captivated his listeners. Nonetheless, we will stress that, 
whether directly or through Aelian, we learn that the kings of the Indus were required to 
send gifts to the Great King regularly; this may be how Darius III obtained Indian ele
phants (cf. Quintus Curtius V.2.10). Let us add, finally, that in Ctesias's lost work dedi
cated to the royal roads and stages, he followed an itinerary from Ephesus to Bactra and 
India (FGrH 688 F33: apou Ephesou mekhri Baktron kai Indikes). By itself, this informa
tion remains vague; nonetheless, the implication is that at this date the connections be
tween Susa and the Indus Valley had not been broken, and the Indian kings continued 
to show their subjection to the Great King. 

From Artaxerxes II to Artaxerxes III 
According to Plutarch, the old king's last years were strewn with pitfalls and conspir

acies. Plutarch first of all relates that Artaxerxes had three legitimate sons from his mar
riage to Stateira: Darius (the oldest), Ariaspes (called Ariarathes by Justin X.I .I) , and 
Ochus (the youngest; Art. 26.1-2; cf. 30.2). His concubines bore him a great number of 
illegitimate children as well (115 sons according to Justin X. l . l , 5), among them Ar-
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sames (Plutarch §30.1, 8). "Being willing to put clown in good time his son Ochus's 
hopes, lest. . . wars and contentions might again inflict his kingdom," the king named 
Darius crown prince (Plutarch §26.4-5-v-). Soon, an intense resentment impelled Da
rius egged on by Tiribazus, to weave a plot against his father (§27-28). The prince ex
pected that many courtiers would be ready to follow him (§29.1), including, according 
to Justin (X. 1.5), fifty of his illegitimate brothers. The conspiracy was uncovered through 
information provided by a eunuch; Darius was brought to trial before the royal judges 
and put to death (Plutarch §29), "along with the wives and children of all the conspira
tors" (Justin X.2.6). Following this, in Plutarch, is an account of the contemptible 
schemes of Ochus, who was bolstered by his lover Atossa; she was both his sister and his 
stepmother (§23.3-7; 30.1; cf. Val. Max. IX.2.7). Through his stratagems and accusa
tions, Ochus managed to drive his legitimate brother Ariaspes mad, and he chose to take 
his own life (§30.1-5; different version in Aelian, VH IX.42). Soon he had his illegiti
mate brother, Arsames, who was the king's favorite, killed (§30.7-8). These were the cir
cumstances at the time of Artaxerxes' death of old age, after a long reign (between 
November 35c) and April 358, according to Babylonian tablets). 

Behind the frantic romanticism of Plutarch's tale, we can observe several realities. 
First of all, following the model of his predecessors, Artaxerxes II was careful to desig
nate a crown prince during his lifetime—his oldest son, as it happens. Second, the se
lection of a crown prince did not result in sharing power (despite Justin X. 1.2). Finally, 
and as a corollary to our second point, the status of crown prince was itself unstable. Plu
tarch, in contrast, breathes not a word about the designation of a new heir after the 
deaths of Darius and then Ariaspes. He is content to note that the king showed a prefer
ence for one of his illegitimate sons, Arsames. In reality, everything leads us to believe 
that, when Artaxerxes II died, everything was ready for the transition. If, as we may rea
sonably suppose, Ochus had been placed by his father at the head of the army sent to 
fight Tachos (Syncellus, p. 486, 20: "while his father was still alive"), this designation all 
by itself removes our doubts. Without dwelling on it, Diodorus (XV.93.1) simply notes 
that, when Artaxerxes II died, Ochus succeeded his father. This is not to say that the suc
cession was welcomed by everyone. One late author, for example, mentions that on his 
accession the new Artaxerxes "buried Atossa alive, who was both his sister and his step
mother. He locked his uncle and more than 100 sons and grandsons in an empty court
yard and had them killed in a hail of arrows" (Val. Max. IV.2.7; cf. Justin X.3.1). This 
presentation fits perfectly with the despicable image of Artaxerxes III in the ancient lit
erature (e.g., Plutarch §30.9). However, even if we suppose that the tradition transmitted 
by Valerius Maximus is accurate, all that can be concluded from it is that Ochus had 
made enemies at court before his accession. Furthermore, Plutarch himself also notes 
that, as at the time of the succession of Darius II (§6.1-2), the court was disrupted by the 
activities of opposing factions favoring Darius or Ochus (§26.1). 

9. The Wars of Artaxerxes 111 (351-338) 

Artaxerxes III and Artabazus 

It appears that the new Great King found himself beset with troubles in Asia Minor 
shortly after his accession—or perhaps the troubles had always been there in latent form. 
In the course of Diodorus's discussion of Athens' war against its rebellious allies between 
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ca. 357 and 355 (XVI.7.3-4; 21-22.1-2), he states that the Athenian strategos Chares, 
who hoped to alleviate the financial burden of the military operations, had entered into 
an agreement with the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia, Artabazus, who was then in re
volt (apostas) against the king. With Chares' help, the satrap won a victory over the royal 
army (§22.1). Soon thereafter, facing threats from Artaxerxes, Athens ceased its interven
tion. Traces of these events can also be found in anecdotal fragments that provide a few 
additional details: the royal forces were led by Tithraustes, whose status is not clarified-
he had a khora ('position') in Phrygia, and he had just overpowered Chares [FCrH 105 
F4). After the Athenian's departure, Artabazus received aid from the Thebans, who sent 
him a force commanded by Pammenes, and with Pammenes' help he achieved victory 
over "the satraps who had been dispatched by the king" (Diodorus §34.1-2). 

Though it seems certain that Artabazus received no assistance from the other satraps 
in Asia Minor, the reasons for and origins of his rebellion remain thickly cloaked in mys
tery. According to the Scholia on Demosthenes (4.14), the king ordered the satraps to 
disband their mercenaries. However, aside from some problems posed by this informa
tion (see chap. 17/3), it explains nothing about Artabazus's behavior. Instead, we must 
imagine, as in the previous period, that Artabazus was accused by one of his colleagues, 
for reasons that totally escape us but that apparently persuaded the king (cf. Diodorus 
XVI.52.3: egklemata). Under unspecified conditions, Artabazus, with his entire family, 
chose exile at the court of Philip II of Macedon (ibid.). 

Fadure in Egypt, Revolt in Phoenicia and Cyprus (351-345) 
While these minor flareups were being extinguished in Asia Minor, the new king was 

primarily engrossed with the situation in Trans-Euphrates and Egypt. Even though at 
the time of his accession he might have guessed that he had a free hand in dealing with 
Egypt, he in fact knew nothing about the destructive effects of Nectanebo IPs rebellion 
or about the difficulties that the pretender faced when his attempt to assert his authority 
was challenged. We do not know much about the intentions of Artaxerxes III. In a highly 
suspect passage that was intended to illustrate the cowardice of the Great King, who was 
reluctant to assume leadership of operations himself, Diodorus simply notes that Persian 
generals were once again defeated when they tried to regain a foothold in Egypt during 
the period from 361 to 351 (XVI.40.3-5). But we have not a shred of corroborative evi
dence of their attacks on Egypt prior to the moment when Artaxerxes himself sum
moned his army and suffered a defeat in 351 (Isocrates, Phil. 101; Demosthenes, Lib. 
Rhod. §§11-12); he avenged the insult a few years later. 

In 347, Isocrates addressed a stirring tribute to Philip II of Macedon. He promised 
that the king would win victory after victory, for the Persian Empire vvas moribund fol
lowing the failure that the Great King had just experienced in Egypt (351): 

Furthermore, Cyprus and Phoenicia and Cilicia, and that region from which the barbarians 
used to recruit their fleet, belonged at that time to the King [Artaxerxes II], but now they 
have either revolted from him or are so involved in war and its attendant ills that none of 
these peoples is of any use to him; while to you, if you desire to make war upon him, they 
will be serviceable. And mark also that Idrieus [of Caria], who is the most prosperous of the 
present rulers of the mainland, must in the nature of things be more hostile to the interests 
of the King than are those who are making open war against him;... but if you should cross 
over to the mainland . . . you will also induce many of the other satraps [besides Idrieus] to 
throw ofF the King's power if you promise them "freedom" and scatter broadcast over Asia 
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that word which, when sown among the Hellenes, has broken up both our [Athens'] empire 
and that of the Lacedaemonians. (Phil. 102—4-0-) 

In this speech we find one of those catalogues of countries that were unsubmissive to 
the Great King of which the Athenian orator was so fond; on this occasion, however, he 
did not hesitate to provide a contrast by elevating the reign of Artaxerxes II, which he 
had ridiculed in a discourse in 380 (Paneg. 161; see p. 650 above; cf. p. 658). Nonethe
less behind the outrageousness of the thinking, Isocrates is alluding to undeniable facts 
that Diodorus, in particular, treats in book XVI. 

According to Diodorus, in fact, the stimulus for the Egyptian conflict came from the 
Sidonians, who persuaded the other Phoenicians to take up arms against the Persians 
and to make a treaty (symmakhia) with the pharaoh, Nectanebo, before engaging in an 
immense war effort. The war officially commenced when the Sidonians devastated the 
Persian paradise located near their town and destroyed the stocks of fodder stored by the 
satraps with the Egyptian war in mind; they also executed several leading Persians 
(XVI.41)- At the same time, a revolt connected to the earlier rebellion on the island 
broke out on Cyprus, with the nine kings declaring independence (42.3-4). While Arta
xerxes was gathering an army at Babylon ($42.1), he ordered Idrieus of Caria to lead an 
army and a navy to Cyprus ($42.6-9), just as Mazaeus, "governor of Cilicia," and Bele-
sys, "satrap of Syria," were conducting the first operations against Phoenicia. Tennes, 
"king of Sidon," had meanwhile acquired considerable reinforcements through levies on 
the Sidonian population and the arrival of a contingent of mercenaries sent by the pha
raoh and commanded by Mentor; Mazaeus and Belesys were forced back (42.1-2). They 
later combined their forces with the royal army that arrived from Babylonia. According 
to Diodorus, the Great King did not really have to fight, since the king of Sidon, Tennes, 
who soon joined up with Mentor, preferred to betray his fellow citizens. He delivered 
one hundred Phoenicians to Artaxerxes and then opened the gates of the city; he was 
soon put to death. The Sidonians chose to kill themselves, their women and children, 
and to put their houses to the torch; appalled by the king's savagery, the other Phoeni
cians surrendered ($43-45.6). Shortly after(?), the Cypriot cities were recaptured or sur
rendered; Pnytagoras of Salamis alone held out, but he too soon submitted ($46.1-3). 

Interesting and detailed though it is, Diodorus's tale poses many problems. First of all, 
the chronology is often fluid, as it is throughout book XVI. The only external chronologi
cal evidence is a fragment of the Babylonian Chronicle (ABC no. 9, p. 114), dated to year 
14 of Artaxerxes III, that refers to the sending of Sidonian prisoners to the royal palace in 
Babylon in October 345. We deduce from this that Sidon was taken some weeks or 
months earlier, perhaps even in 346, at the same time acknowledging that Isocrates refers 
to a revolt still in progress in 347 (Phil. 102). The revolt certainly lasted quite a while, 
since Mazaeus and Belesys were ordered to suppress it at first; but it is hardly possible to 
fix a precise chronology or to state with certainty that the Phoenician revolt broke out im
mediately after the defeat by the Egyptians in 351, because Diodorus's phrasing leads us 
to believe otherwise —that several years elapsed between the two events. It is clear in fact 
that, after the failure on the Nile, the Persians immediately began to prepare an immense 
force, for the Great King had determined to put an end once and for all to secessions by 
the pharaoh (Diodorus XVI.40.5-6). Artaxerxes' real purpose in leaving Babylonia was to 
advance against Egypt (cf. $$43.2; 44.1-5). Sidon was clearly one of the bases for Persian 
logistical preparations; it was there that the navy and troops were assembled and the 
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cavalry's fodder stored (§41.5). Diodorus's story clearly indicates that Persia's preparations 
were already well under way when the revolt broke out. In short, it does not seem that the 
revolt lasted as long as from 351 to 346, as is sometimes stated. 

The preparations of the army partly explain some of the causes of the beginning of 
hostilities. Diodorus indicates that Tennes of Sidon was counting on the militias levied 
in the city and on Greek mercenaries, some of whom had been sent by Nectanebo un
der Mentor's command (§§41-4; 42.2; 44.6). He also says that, because of its unparal
leled wealth, Sidon was in a position to gather triremes, mercenaries, all sorts of arms, 
and quantities of provisions (§§ 41.4; 44.5) — indicating that Tennes had been able to 
take advantage of the slowness of the Great King's preparations. Without denying Si-
don's own strengths, we must nonetheless stress that its leaders had been able to profit 
from the fact that the Persians had chosen their city as the place for their preparations 
for the Egyptian expedition. It is clear that the Sidonians seized some strategic imperial 
supplies (§41.5). Given this background, we are tempted to think that its 100 triremes 
and pentaremes (§44.6) constituted the contingent it had been required to prepare for 
the war in Egypt. The inhabitants burned their ships after Tennes' betrayal, and the goal 
of this action must have been more to weaken the royal navy than to prevent some of 
them from fleeing (§45.4). In other words, like Aristagoras in 499 (see p. 153 above), the 
Sidonian leaders had deprived the Persians of the means that were intended to sustain 
the offensive that the Great King was preparing to launch against Egypt. 

We are less well informed regarding the origins of and reasons for the revolt, inas
much as we know little of the history of Sidon and Phoenicia in the preceding decades; 
we know only of the participation of the Sidonian navy in Conon's war and the equivo
cal behavior of Straton during Tachos's offensive, some ten years earlier. Diodorus high
lights the hatred that the Persian leaders who lived in the city had aroused. The arrogant 
orders and requisitions, he says, had created or strengthened a strong mood of discontent 
regarding the imperial war taxes (§41.2, 5), which were severely depleting the profits that 
the city drew from its commercial activities (dia tas emporias; §41.4). Nor was this the 
first time Sidon had been forced to contribute; they had suffered fiscally ever since Cam
byses' first Egyptian expedition in 525. Does the huge extent of Persian preparations, 
stressed by Diodorus (§40.6), suffice to explain the decision of the Sidonian leaders to 
burn their bridges when they devastated the royal paradise and to execute high Persian 
officials? They must have known even at that moment that the war the Great King 
would wage against them would be merciless (cf. §41.6). 

This and several other questions remain unanswered. In fact, it is hard to explain why 
Tennes chose to betray the city when he received the news of the arrival of Artaxerxes' 
army. According to Diodorus (§43. !-*•), as soon as he was informed of the size of the royal 
army, the king of Sidon "thought that the insurgents were incapable of fighting against 
it." We cannot explain this sudden change of direction by assuming that Tennes had 
previously been unaware of the king's preparations; this is an obviously unsupportable 
bypothesis. Does his attitude reveal that there was internal conflict in the city? Further
more, we never see the other Phoenician cities joining the rebellion, even though Dio
dorus, without explicitly saying so, seems to suggest that the Sidonians were united with 
Aradus and Tyre (§41.1; cf. §45.1). In fact, only Sidon seems to have opposed the Per
sians; it was the only one of the three cities to be severely punished. In short, the blind
ness of the Sidonian leaders is hard to explain. Perhaps the hoped-for support of 
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Nectanebo must be considered. Had be promised them that he would intervene di
rectly? It is possible, given that the pharaohs were generally not parsimonious with such 
promises; the Sidonians must also have recalled Tachos's recent offensive. For Diodorus, 
at any rate, it certainly was the Egyptian example that impelled the Phoenicians and, 
later, the Cypriots to revolt (§§40.5; 42.5). Last, it is very likely that, during the period 
when the Great King was preparing his army at Babylon, the Persian forces in Phoenicia 
itself were not very numerous; this would explain how the Sidonian forces and their mer
cenaries managed to repel the initial counterattack led by Mazaeus and Belesys. 

from Sidon to Jerusalem and Jericho 
It would also be quite interesting to discover whether the Sidonian and Cypriot rebel

lions extended to neighboring countries—a theory that might help to explain the Si
donians' apparent optimism. However, it must also be recognized that we have only 
meager and contradictory evidence about this point. Several late authors refer to the de
portation of Jews to Hyrcania, carrying out orders issued by the Great King. Another au
thor (Solinus) speaks of the destruction of Jericho in the time of Artaxerxes III (during 
his return from Egypt). But aside from the fact that these texts are suspect or contradic
tory (on the chronological level), there is no external evidence to confirm the existence 
of a revolt that would have excited Judah and Samaria. 

The Reconquest of Egypt (343-342) 

As a part of the Great King's strategy, calming Phoenicia and Cyprus was definitely 
an important matter. Nonetheless, he remained obsessed with the Egyptian problem, 
and he had begun enormous preparations to deal with it some years earlier (XVI.40.6). 
Accompanied by a war flotilla and considerable transport (§40.6: stereotypical num
bers), the Great King set out on the road to Egypt at the end of 343. Some months later 
(summer 342), he entered Memphis, whereupon Nectanebo fled to Upper Egypt and 
then Nubia (§51.1-2). From the point of view of Achaemenid history, one of the most 
important questions is why Artaxerxes succeeded at what had eluded so many Achaeme
nid armies since the beginning of the fourth century. In answering this question, we 
have nothing to rely on but Diodorus Siculus's detailed report (XVI.46.4-9, 47-51), 
which can easily be compared on many points with his own accounts of the expeditions 
led by Pharnabazus (XV41-43), by Perdiccas against Ptolemy (XVIII.33-36), and even 
by Antigonus against the same Ptolemy in 306 (XX.73-76). It is also a good idea to men
tion—before returning to it at greater length (chap. 18/3) —that the entire passage in 
Diodorus is vitiated by the decisive importance he attributes to the Greek mercenaries 
throughout the course of the campaign. 

Diodorus states that the Achaemenid army suffered from the same handicaps that he 
had already stressed in the descriptions of previous expeditions. Before even arriving in 
the Nile Valley, the enemy troops had to overcome many obstacles. First, they had to 
cross the terrifying "region without water" that stretched south of Gaza. We know that 
Cambyses had recourse to the services of the "king of the Arabs" when he crossed this 
region (Herodotus III.5-9), just as Esarhaddon had, in his time (ANET 5 292), and Anti
gonus in 306 (Diodorus XX.73.3), we do not know what happened in 343. Next came 
the region of quicksand, the Barathra (Diodorus 1.30.4-7; XX.73.3; cf. Polybius V.80.1), 
m which Artaxerxes III lost a number of soldiers (XVI.46.5) because, Diodorus says, the 
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Persians had no idea of the topography of the area. He states elswhere that, when Tennes 
of Sidon entered into negotiations with Artaxerxes III, he emphasized that he could 
guide the royal army (XVI.43.3). We are further amazed that the Persians did not seek 
out local guides (cf. XVI.48.3). In this case, we have the impression that Diodorus was 
reusing a motif illustrated earlier by the role that Herodotus assigned to Phanes, the 
head of the mercenaries who accompanied Cambyses in 525 (III.4). 

The only advantage Diodorus grants to Artaxerxes—and this is a deeply rooted fo-
pos~is the crushing numerical superiority of his army: Nectanebo had 20,000 Greek 
mercenaries, 20,000 Libyans, and 60,000 Egyptian makhimoi ('soldiers') (XVI.47.5-7), 
facing an "uncountable" royal army, as implied by the conventionalized numbers cited 
(300,000 infantrymen, 30,000 cavalry, 300 triremes, and 500 other transport vessels: 
XVI.40.6). He recalls the most memorable episodes, at least in his eyes: early on, it 
seems, an army corps, aided by Egyptian guides, managed to cross the river and establish 
a bridgehead on the opposite bank (XVI.48.3-5); this was what Nectanebo had feared, 
and he hastened to Memphis in order to ready its defenses ($48.6). This fallback in turn 
aroused uncertainty in the Egyptian camp and led some Greek mercenaries to negotiate 
terms of surrender. This resulted in the fall of Pelusium, which was soon followed by the 
taking of Bubastis and other fortified cities ($49.7-8; 51.1). Thereafter, the way to the 
Nile was free, and the royal fleet was able to sail up the river as far as Memphis (cf. 
Thucydides 1.104.2). 

Moreover, Diodorus stresses that the royal army set off very late because of the length 
of the preparations, which allowed the ruler of Egypt to continue building up the coun
try's defenses (XVI.46.7; 49.7; cf. XV.41.2, 5). Behind this cliche there certainly lies a 
truth, for the offensive against Egypt did not take place until the winter of 343-342. For 
one thing, after the conquest of Sidon the king probably waited for the surrender of the 
Cypriot cities (46.1-3); for another, further preparations doubtless were completed in 
the midst of some confusion because of the Sidonian revolt (cf. 45.4: destruction of the 
ships). Diodorus also states that, before his departure from Babylon (or when he arrived 
in Phoenicia), Artaxerxes sent messengers to Greece to recruit mercenaries; Athens and 
Sparta declined nonconfrontationally, but Thebes and Argos sent contingents (44.1-3). 
This was also the period when the contingents from the subject cities of Asia Minor were 
joining the royal army (44.4; cf. 46.4). After the fall of Sidon, the Great King also wel
comed Mentor and his 4,000 men (42.2; 47.4). 

These delays encouraged Nectanebo to use traditional tactics: like all of the pharaohs, 
he sought to take advantage of the topography. Thus, to render the river uncrossable and 
to prevent landings on the beaches of the Delta, fortifications were placed on all the 
mouths of the Nile, especially the Pelusian branch, which had the most beaches 
(XVI.46.6-7, XV.47.2-4, XX.76.3). A large quantity of boats that were well suited for river 
combat had been gathered from along the Nile (XVI.47.6); these boats also transported 
troops from one point to another to prevent enemy troops from landing on the beaches 
(XX.75.1; 76.3-4). The banks of the river itself were fortified in such a way as to prevent 
passage (XVI.47.7; cf. XV.47.3; XVIII.33.6, 34.1-4). It looks as though, in order to cover 
all bets, the Great King chose a favorable season, just as Antigonus had in 306, when he 
left Palestine at the rising of the Pleiades —that is, at the beginning of November 
(XX.73.3), a time when the army would not be endangered by the Nile flood (cf. 
XV.48.4). But in itself this auspicious choice was not a token of success: Antigonus still 
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faced failure and even suggested retreating and returning "with more complete prepara
tion and at the time at which the Nile was supposed to be lowest" (XX.76.5o). Pharnaba-
zus's failure had also shown that sustained resistance by Egyptian defenses could force an 
attacker to defer the assault too long, resulting in the collapse of the attack (XV.48.1-4). 

Does Diodorus's very unfavorable portrayal of Nectanebo reflect, to a greater or lesser 
extent, the feelings of the Egyptians? It is impossible to answer such questions: that Arta
xerxes used Egyptian guides does not tell us anything specific about their attitude toward 
the pharaoh; and, even Nicostratus, after all, took hostages as a part of his strategy 
(XVI.48.3). We may simply note, with Diodorus (§§48.6; 49.2-3), that Nectanebo's with
drawal to Memphis demoralized his soldiers. Finally, Nectanebo very quickly lost hope 
and gave up on defending Memphis to the death, preferring to flee to Nubia in the belief 
that many cities were ready to betray him (§51.1). We may wonder whether the internal 
weakening of pharaonic authority (the subject of military edicts throughout the fourth 
century) was not in fact one of the most important reasons for the Egyptian failure; but 
this is simply a guess, and the existing evidence does not permit us to an ive at a more cer
tain conclusion. Diodorus states that Nectanebo was scarcely inclined to take the risks 
necessary to maintain hegemony (hyper tes hegemonias; 51.1). This attitude seems en
tirely opposite to the thoughts that Diodorus imputes to Artaxerxes, who resolved to head 
the army himself in order to personally lead the fight to preserve his kingdom/kingship 
(agonas hyper tes hasileias; §40.6). Even though Diodorus's presentation and aggressive 
vocabulary express royal propaganda, there is little doubt that Artaxerxes III had made it 
his personal goal not only to reestablish order in Phoenicia but also to reconquer Egypt. 
He had reached power in troubled circumstances, and now he was determined to prove 
his military prowess, which in turn would provide justification of his power. A passage in 
Theopompus illustrates the importance attached to the march on Egypt. It was an occa
sion when the Great King summoned representatives of the subject peoples as he passed 
by, and they came to bring him gifts and ritual presents (FGrH 115 F263a-b). This 
meant that Diodorus was able to write, correctly, that when he returned from Egypt, 
laden with booty, the Great King acquired great renown for his victories (§51.3). In other 
words, he had reinforced his authority and prestige among his family and his peoples. 
On this occasion, a royal seal exalting the king's personal victory over the Egyptians was 
engraved (SA*a; fig. 18b, p. 215). 

Artaxerxes III in Egypt 
And so Egypt returned to the Achaemenid fold, nearly sixty years after Amyrtaeus's se

cession. A Persian administration under the direction of Pharandates was reinstalled in 
the country (XVI.51.3); however, we cannot say with certainty that Pharandates was a 
descendant of the satrap with the same name from the time of Darius I (chap. 12/1). Tra
ditionally, Artaxerxes III had an appalling reputation in both the Egyptian and the Clas
sical traditions; in this respect, he is like Cambyses, with whom he is frequently 
compared in the ancient texts. The origin of this negative reputation is surely to be 
found in the actions he took, reported by Diodorus as follows: 

After.. . demolishing the walls of the most important cities, by plundering the shrines [he] 
gathered a vast quantity of silver and gold, and he carried off the inscribed records from the 
ancient temples {tas ek ton archaion hieron anagraphas), which later on Bagoas returned to 
the Egyptian priests on the payment of huge sums by way of ransom. (XVI.51.2-*-) 

http://XX.76.5o
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Artaxerxes was even accused, just as Cambyses was, of killing the sacred bull Apis; ac
cording to Aelian (VH VI.8), Bagoas assassinated Artaxerxes in order to punish the king 
for his disgraceful Egyptian deeds! Coins show that the new conqueror bore the title of 
pharaoh. 

Mentor in Asia Minor 

When he had returned, Artaxerxes sent Mentor to Asia Minor. After Mentor had in
terceded with the King, asking that Artabazus and his family be allowed to return 
(XVI.52.3-4), His prime objective was to march against Hermias, "the tyrant of Atar-
naeus, who had revolted from the King and was master of many fortresses and cities" 
(§52.5*). Then, without going into detail, Diodorus writes that Mentor brought other 
leaders (hegemones) who had broken with the Persians back to their senses and that, by 
force or by stratagem, he soon subdued them all (§52.84-). This statement obviously re
fers to localized disturbances of no great importance. Mentor fulfilled the customary 
mission of maintaining order in the face of local "dynasts," who were recognized by the 
Achaemenid authority but also had to exhibit steadfast loyalty on every occasion. Al
though Diodorus's text does not allow us to arrive at a sure conclusion, it does in fact 
seem that, after the submission of Hermias, Mentor's activities were located on the pe
riphery of the old domain of this "tyrant"—that is, in Aeolis and the Troad, regions tra
ditionally governed from Dascylium. 

Artaxerxes III and Philip II 
The initial diplomatic and military interactions between Artaxerxes III and Philip II 

apparently date to the years after the reconquest of Egypt. But did the court have a 
Macedonian policy, and if so, at what date did it take shape and achieve consistency? Let 
us stress from the start that the answer to this question risks being only a reflection, as in 
a distorted mirror, of an image that comes out of a prophetic or eschatological history— 
that is, a history that presumes that Alexander's conquest was a matter of necessity. At the 
same time, let us stress that we have no direct evidence that would allow us to recon
struct in detail the picture of Philip's progress in Greece and Thrace as it was seen by the 
Achaemenid authorities. 

The first indication of direct relations between the Persian Empire and the Mace
donian kingdom is that Artabazus and his family took up exile status with Philip II (Di
odorus XVI.52.3). There is no reason to infer from this that Philip II intended to show 
animosity toward Artaxerxes at that date, especially since Artaxerxes had recently come 
to power under highly irregular circumstances. That Philip II accepted a Persian exile 
does not necessarily imply a rupture with the Great King. A Persian refugee from Dascy
lium could scarcely find refuge anywhere other than in Europe. We can name at least 
two Persians of distinction who had sought refuge in Athens during the fifth century in 
order to escape royal punishment (Plutarch, Cimon 10.9: Rhoisaces; Ctesias §43: Zopy-
rus). Artabazus's choice of Macedon as a place to settle was due in part to its proximity 
to a region nearly on the border of his satrapy; despite the defeats of 479, relations among 
Dascylium, Thrace, and Macedon were undoubtedly not simply cut off. Furthermore, 
a Persian noble could find a structure and way of life among the local aristocracy in 
Macedon rather like that to which he was accustomed. Furthermore, we are aware of at 
least one other Persian, Amminapes, who found asylum at the court of Philip II, for rea
sons unknown to us (Quintus Curtius VI.4.25). 



The Wars of Artaxerxes III (351-338) 

The context of Artabazus's return to the Great King has sometimes been taken as an 
indication of Philip's activities in the Empire. In a harangue delivered in 341, Demos
thenes offered his listeners an argument for the policy of alliance with the Great King 
that he favored: 

Secondly, the agent and confidant of all Philip's preparations against the king has been 
snatched off (anaspastos), and the king will hear all the proceedings, not from Athenian ac
cusers, whom he might consider to be speaking for their own interests, but from the acting 
minister himself. {Phil. IV 32*) 

This "agent," we know, was Hermias, who is presented by Diodorus in the context of 
the mission entrusted to Mentor by Artaxerxes III after his victory in Egypt. There has 
been a tendency to take Demosthenes literally and infer that Philip, through his inter
mediary Hermias, planned to disrupt the Achaemenid position in western Asia Minor. 
This theory deserves little credit. It is in fact remarkable that in his version Diodorus 
does not breathe a word of possible Macedonian collusion with Hermias, the tyrant of 
Atarnaeus, and reduces Mentor's mission simply to restoring the imperial order that was 
disturbed in some locales (XVI.52.5-8); and this comes from the very baine Diodorus 
who elsewhere did not hesitate to state that, when the king of Macedon had triumphed 
at Delphi in 346-345, he dreamed that he would be recognized as strategos autokrator 
of the Greeks and then would march against the Persians (XVI.60.5). Although Philip's 
"Persian policy" is as opaque to us as Artaxerxes' "Macedonian policy," nothing in 
Philip's behavior at this date confirms that he was immediately ready to take action on 
the goal that Isocrates vigorously advocated in 347 — to mount an expediton to Asia 
Minor. 

In the same harangue, Demosthenes stressed for his audience another circumstance 
unfavorable to Philip: "Those whom the king trusts and regards as his benefactors are at 
enmity and war with Philip" (Phil. IV 31-0). This clearly alludes to the hostilities then 
going on at Perinthus, as is even more clearly set forth in an (apocryphal) response to an 
(apocryphal) letter from Philip: "The satraps of Asia have just thrown in mercenary 
troops for the relief of Perinthus . . ." (Reply 5*). Diodorus confirms the existence of 
these hostilities: 

Philip's growth in power had been reported in Asia, and the Persian king, viewing this power 
with alarm, wrote to his satraps on the coast to give all possible assistance to the Pcvinthians. 
They consequently took counsel and sent off to Perinthus a force of mercenaries, ample 
funds, and sufficient stocks of food, missiles, and other materials required for operations. 
(XVI.75.1-2*) 

Pausanias (1.29.10) adds a significant detail: it was Arsites, satrap of Heliespontine Phry
gia, who coordinated operations; this seems logical, given the strategic location of the 
territories of Dascylium. Moreover, in 334 we find this same Arsites directing the opera
tions against Alexander, again in consultation with his colleagues (Arrian 1.12.8-10). 

The aid provided to Perinthus was among the charges leveled by Alexander against 
Darius in a letter he sent after the battle of Issus. According to the text preserved by Ar
rian (II. 14.5), Ochus was also accused of sending an army into Thrace. The Macedonian 
king even went so far as to put the responsibility for the murder of his father on the Per
sian court. Darius recalled that previously there had been a treaty of friendship and alli
ance (philia kai symmakhia) between Artaxerxes III and Philip II (II. 14.2). The absence 
of any corroborative evidence for any such treaty has opened the way to speculation, and 
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the overarching characteristic of these speculations is that they contradict each other; it 
would be useless to add one more item to this house of cards—it is a miracle that it has 
not already collapsed! We must remain content to note only that embassies were cer
tainly exchanged between the two courts, though we are not able to identify their mis
sions, which perhaps were limited to good- or bad-neighborliness (cf. Plutarch, Alex. 
5.1-3; Quintus Curtius HI.7.1). Certainly, the two capitals, Pella and Susa, were not un
familiar with each other. The record contains just one certainty—the Persian-Mace
donian hostilities at Perinthus, which vvas besieged about 341 by Philip. But even here 
we must be careful: Demosthenes attempted to make an argument from the situation at 
Perinthus that would persuade his fellow citizens that the Great King was ready to enter 
into an alliance with them and send them money for the war; but by no means does this 
make the orator an objective observer of the "Macedonian policy" of Artaxerxes! For, 
when all is said and done, at least according to Aeschines (III.238), Artaxerxes was quick 
to let the Athenians know that he would not be sending them any money! 

Let us summarize. There is no doubt that Artaxerxes III, like his predecessors, fol
lowed a policy toward the Greek cities that involved sending fairly frequent royal embas
sies. It is also beyond doubt that Macedon's opponents, such as Demosthenes, thought 
that the support of the Great King represented the only credible alternative with which 
to oppose Philip IPs progress. Last, it is certain that the arrival of Macedonian armies at 
the Straits aroused the anxiety of the satrap of Dascylium, who certainly shared his con
cern with the Great King. The king took limited defensive steps, restricting himself to 
sending relief to Perinthus. Did he perhaps also send a body of mercenaries into Thrace, 
as in Alexander's accusation? We cannot say, but is this not simply one more stylistic re
dundancy? In short, the court was kept informed about Philip's operations. It seems dif
ficult to go beyond these observations, since, after all, it is not obvious that Philip's 
intentions were any clearer to the Great King and his advisers than they are to us today. 
Persia's expert consultants on Balkan policy must have often been bewildered by the in
comprehensible contradictions of the European powers (cf. Thucydides IV.50.2). We 
must await Philip's victory at Chaeronea (338) and then the founding of the Corinthian 
League (337) before things become entirely clear. Meanwhile, Artaxerxes III had died 
by an assassin's hand, and one of his sons, Arses (Artaxerxes IV), had succeeded him 
(August-September 338). 
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Chapter 16 

Lands, Peoples, and Satrapies: 
Taking Stock of the Achaemenid World 

Introduction: In the Steps of Alexander and on the Trail of Darius 

Another "Achaemenid" Source: The Alexandrian Historians 
Before beginning the final chapter, which is my account of the confrontation be

tween Darius III and Alexander, I would like to pause to synthesize and integrate the 
facts, interpretations, and theories that have been presented in the preceding chapters. 
The inquiry can also move forward because of the contributions of a "new" corpus —the 
ancient historians of Alexander. Thus far, we have deliberately limited use of them, ex
cept in the chapters in part 2 that are devoted to relatively stable aspects of the Persian 
tradition. We consider "stable" those things that constitute the very principles of royal 
Achaemenid ideology, whether it be royal virtue, representations of the imperial realm, 
or even the people and life of the court—all those aspects that the texts from the time of 
Darius III imply go back to "ancestral custom" (e.g., Diodorus XVII.34.6; 35.3; Quintus 
Curtius III.3.8; III.8.12; IV. 13.26, etc.). Two examples may quickly clarify this point. 
(1) Quintus Cmtius's famous description (III.3.8-25) of the royal procession before the 
battle of Issus is amazingly like the somewhat parallel descriptions provided by Xeno
phon (of "Cyrus") and Herodotus (of Xerxes; see chap. 5/4 above). (2) Similarly, the de
scription, again by Quintus Curtius (V. 1.17-23), of Alexander's entry into Babylon could 
be integrated, at a stage before careful analysis, into a discussion of "royal entries," which 
we have every reason to believe did not change significantly in either principle or orga
nization. There is even one place where Quintus Curtius himself compares Darius III 
with Xerxes—in regard to the methods that the Great Kings used for counting and enu
merating the contingents of the royal army (III.2.2). This example must not, however, 
lead us to imagine that royal customs were completely static. For one thing, Quintus 
Curtius's comparison does not necessarily commit the modern historian to the same 
conclusion; for another, it does not imply a general paralysis of royal protocol, which, as 
we have seen, underwent several modifications over time, any more than the apparently 
repetitive character of the royal inscriptions should lead us to conclude that nothing 
changed between Cyrus and Darius III; we have observed, for example, that innovations 
were introduced in the times of Artaxerxes I and Artaxerxes II (chaps. 14/1, 15/8). 

On the other hand, the sources going back to the time of Alexander, situated within 
the longue duree of the fourth century, are of decisive importance in our attempt to de
termine the state of the Empire at the time of the accession of Darius III. Of course, just 
like the Greek authors of the fourth century, the courtier-historians often transmitted a 
biased view of the conquest and the conquered. We will come back to this point several 
tunes. We will see that in some cases the information offered by the Hellenistic writers 
must be taken with as much caution as is required for the writers of the fourth century. 
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For example, caution is called for when they introduce us to the little-known peoples of 
the Zagros, whom they identify using the undifferentiated and reductive label of "savage 
brigands," or more generally when they try to contrast, one final time, Achaemenid stasis 
with the innovations spurred by Alexander (work on the Babylonian canals and rivers). 
The primary reason for this is that the ideology promoted by Alexander's Companions is 
homologous with that which runs through the writings of the fourth-century authors. 
But the responsibility also belongs to the historian who reads and makes use of them. In 
fact, many of the details reported by the ancients can only be understood when they are 
located in the longue duree of Persian history. Here is how the Alexander histories con
stitute an "Achaemenid" source: they illuminate Achaemenid history, which in turn 
helps the historian to understand the sense and significance of the information they pro
vide. To take but a single example, it is obvious that Anian's and Quintus Curtius's 
descriptions of Alexander's entries into Sardis and, later, Babylon take on their full his
torical meaning only when they are placed in the context of the "royal entries" well 
known from the Achaemenid period (primarily), and earlier periods as well. This Achae
menid perspective has the effect of ruining the traditional interpretation of this informa
tion about the relationships that Alexander developed with the elites of the conquered 
countries. 

Beyond these distortions (which the Achaemenid context allows us to examine and 
thus to correct), Alexander's historians (used, each in then own fashion, by Plutarch, Ar
rian, Quintus Curtius, Diodorus, Justin, and several others) considerably modify the 
way we look at the Empire—for very simple reasons. First, following Alexander step by 
step, they carry us along the trail of Darius and lead us to discover the Upper Country, 
about which the Classical authors are all but silent, except for Cyrus's march from Sar
dis to Babylon and the return of the Greek mercenaries from the Tigris Valley and the 
Black Sea by way of the Armenian mountains, Bithynia, and Paphlagonia. This time, 
(nearly) every satrapy is traversed. As a result, the Achaemenid world takes on a breadth 
and depth that we have been unable to examine since the time of Darius I, because of 
an abundance and variety of evidence unequaled throughout the fifth and fourth centu
ries. It suffices to recall, for instance, that the Companions of Alexander were the first to 
provide written descriptions of Persepolis and Pasargadae. Furthermore, the Iranian Pla
teau and Central Asia are no longer terra incognita. Of course, the modern historian 
would prefer to have more detailed sources; it is nonetheless true that the information 
drawn from the fourth-century writers makes it possible for us to attempt a tour of the 
Great King's entire domain from the geographical, ecological, and ethnographic points 
of view concurrently (even if, on this last point, Asia Minor once again takes pride of 
place). For the first time since Herodotus (VII-IX), because of these sources we can, for 
example, compile a Who's Who of the imperial elite. 

There is obviously a flip side to this coin. By definition, the military historians follow 
the conqueror and exalt his memory. At best, Darius's territorial dominion appears only 
as a chimera, in a context that often suggests it never represented more than a feeble bul
wark against the victorious progress of the Macedonian armies. The descriptions are thus 
very uneven from one region to the next, in direct relationship to the obstacles encoun
tered by Alexander. We glean only meager information on Cappadocia and Armenia, for 
example, which in large measure remained satrapies in partibus [barbarorum], whereas 
the resistance encountered in the course of several weeks between Susa and Persepolis 
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yields valuable notes on Uxiana, the Uxians, and the Persian Gates. This is especially 
true for the Iranian Plateau, Central Asia, and the Indus Valley. When Alexander tra
versed Aria, Arachosia, Bactria, and Sogdiana, Darius III was dead, and the royal procla
mation of Bessus had not aroused the Achaemenid loyalist sentiments that he had 
expected. And so the impression prevails that Persian dominion in these regions was 
light, and this in turn reinforces certain conclusions that have sometimes been drawn 
from the silence of the Classical sources. But was the sense of emergency felt in Bactria 
and Sogdiana when Alexander invaded a reflection of the situation that prevailed ear
lier? This example illustrates one of the major difficulties in using the Alexandrian 
sources: bringing Achaemenid conditions to light is a sometimes delicate problem, inso
far as in each case we cannot assume complete continuity with the past. 

In sum, the Hellenistic sources (Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek, etc.), in comparison 
with the Greek sources of the fourth century, are exceptionally rich in Achaemenid data. 
To be sure, we have not one royal inscription, nor can we identify a single structure that 
can be attributed with certainty to Darius (not even the incomplete tomb at Persepolis: 
fig. 64, p. 735). But many texts and depictions from Asia Minor, Egypt, and Samaria, 
in addition to Babylonia—enlarge and enrich the corpus, anchoring it to a regional 
foundation. Without being paradoxical, we might even say that the reign of Darius III is 
particularly well documented. The devaluation (nearly a damnatio memoriae) to which 
the last representative of the Achaemenid dynasty was subjected is thus not simply a me
chanical reflection of the poverty of our evidence; it is primarily due to the unbridled Al-
exandrocentrism that modern historiography has long fed on. This fixation arises not 
from imitation of the Macedonian conqueror's courtiers but from an excessive focus on 
just one of the protagonists —who thus appeared to travel through an empire that had no 
prior existence. 

Methods and Aims 

The problem is well known: Darius III is often presented as a weak king who con
trolled (badly) a decaying Empire, unable to rely on the faithfulness of his satraps or on 
an army worthy of the name or on the support of the subject populations, who endured 
an unbearable financial burden, which was then simply hoarded (hence the economic 
stagnation) —the totality of the interpretation tending to create the all-too-well-known 
"colossus with fect of clay." Wc know that the image comes directly from the polemical 
Greek authors of the fourth century and that it was taken up and even magnified by the 
historiography of colonial Europe. We have already had several occasions to bring up 
the specific problem posed by the use of these documents, as well as their success in 
modern historiography. Though we must conclude that the Greek interpretation gener
ally falsifies the landscape, the problem of tracing internal changes that the Achaemenid 
imperial structure must have undergone from the time of Darius I on remains. This as
sessment is the burden of two chapters here (16-17), which parallel the chapters above 
that assess the Empire during the times of Darius and Xerxes (chaps. 5, 13). In between, 
partial assessments have been furnished, especially in the area of territorial dominion of 
the Great Kings. It is now appropriate to broaden them and extend them in different di
rections: the lands and populations (chap. 16) and the instruments of authority (chap. 
17). 1 his is a prospective assessment, for these varying approaches will be taken up again 
and discussed, in context, in the last chapter (18), which will attempt to understand 
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more precisely why the Great King was conquered by Alexander. This intermediate as
sessment is absolutely indispensable if we wish to avoid the well-known vicious circle: 
the Empire was conquered because it was in a state of profound structural crisis ("Achae
menid decadence"), and this state of crisis is "confirmed" by the defeat. 

I. Sources and Problems 

It is for the reign of Darius III and the subsequent Macedonian dominion that we 
have the most information on the administrative organization of the Empire. The first 
complete list of satrapies, as they existed at the time of Alexander's death, dates to the age 
of the Diadochi. In a famous passage that is part of a geographical discussion, Diodorus 
differentiates the satrapies "sloping to the north" from the satrapies sloping "to the 
south" (XVIII.!>•*•). Even more useful are the lists of satrapies as they were divided among 
the Companions of Alexander in 323 and 320 (e.g., XVIII. 3.1-2). All of these documents 
are very interesting (we will use them), but they are not enough. In fact, they do not nec
essarily reflect the exact state of affairs in 334; Alexander had already made some 
changes, and so did Perdiccas. who, for example, in 323 conferred on Eumenes all of the 
Anatolian territories that had not submitted to Alexander (XVIII.3.1-*-). 

Other texts and contexts provide further essential information that permits us to get 
back to the situation prevailing at the accession of Darius III. First, of course, there are 
the tales that follow Alexander step by step, always naming the satraps in office and the 
region or regions over which they held sway. Next, we have the mobilizations ordered by 
Darius III. At the battle of the Granicus, we find contingents led by the satraps of Asia 
Minor; at Issus, the contingents were drafted from the central and western portions of 
the Empire; at Gaugamela, we find troops that were enrolled from as far away as India 
(Arrian III.8.3-6*): 

Name Position Contingents 
Bessus satrap of Bactria Bactrians , Sogd ians , Sakians 

Barsaentes satrap of the Arachotians Arachot ians and Indian hi l lmen 

Sa l ibarzanes satrap of the Areians Areians 

Phratapharnes Parthians, Hyrcanians , Tapyrians 

Atropates M e d e s , C a d u s i a n s , Albanians, 
Saces in ians 

Orondobates , peoples bordering the Persian G u l f 
Ariobarzanes , Orxines 

Oxathres son of Abulites the satrap Sus ian ians and Uxians 

B u p a r e s Babylonians , deported Car ians , and 

Sittacenians 

Orontes and Milhraustes Armenians 

Ariaces satrap? C a p p a d o c i a n s 

M a z a e u s Syrians 

These lists pose several interpretive problems. There are obvious discrepancies from 
one list to another, and it is not always easy to come to a decision; for instance, when 
Arrian describes the Persian order of battle at Gaugamela (III. 11.3*), he reports that 
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"Aristobulus tells us that a document giving the order as Darius drew it up was after
wards captured." Furthermore (again in the context of the military units brought to Da
rius prior to the battle of Gaugamela), it is not certain that the person named as the 
leader of the contingent must automatically be considered the satrap of the regions 
from which the troops were drawn: in some cases, Arrian actually calls them satrap 
(Bessus, Barsaentes, and Satibarzanes); in the other (more numerous) cases, he uses a 
phrase that refers primarily to their position as head of the contingents (agein, arkhein; 
III.8.3-6); in at least one case, it is not the satrap (Abulites of Susa) but his son Oxathres 
who is ordered to lead the satrapal contingent. Parallel passages sometimes permit reso
lution of the ambiguity (e.g., III.23.7). 

In any case, an inventory of the Empire cannot be restricted to a simple enumeration 
of districts. It is necessary to gather concurrent data on the human and material re
sources available to the Great King. For this purpose, Strabo provides essential informa
tion on both the extent and the human geography of the lands of the Near East. His 
report of course represents a late state of affairs, but Strabo quite often positions his data 
diachronically and usually also provides some material specifically dated to the period 
of Achaemenid dominion. Many other sources (literary, archaeological, epigraphic, and 
iconographic) dating from various times (from the fourth century to the Greco-Roman 
period) allow us to fill in the picture, particularly of the peoples who lived in the Empire 
and of the contacts they wove among themselves —thus permitting us to place all of this 
information in the longue duree. Following the steps of Alexander, we proceed from west 
to east—that is, from the least poorly understood to the most poorly investigated; be
cause of the uneven spread of the data, the accounts are of highly variable importance. 
In any case, our intention here is not to draw up an exhaustive regional and micro-
regional assessment (which would require a book in itself) but to isolate and integrate 
the data that will permit us to apprehend the reality of Achaemenid territorial dominion 
between Artaxerxes II and Darius III. 

2 . The Satrapy of Dascylium 

As in previous periods, the residence of the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia was in 
Dascylium, on the edge of Lake Manyas (Dascylitis), which was accessible to warships 
by way of the Rhyndacus (Hell. Oxyr. 22.3-4). It was defended by a stronghold (22.3: 
khorion okhyron), furnished with a garrison (Arrian 1.17.2), and famous for the immense 
paradise, teeming with fish and game, in which Pharnabazus took great delight (Xeno
phon, Hell. IV. 1.15-16). In 334, its satrap was Arsites, who may have been in place be
ginning with the exile of Artabazus (who had taken refuge at the court of Macedon after 
his abortive revolt against Artaxerxes III around the middle of the 350s: chap. 15/9). If we 
carefully follow the argument of Diodorus's text on Mentor's operations in Asia Minor 
after the reconquest of Egypt (XVI.52), it appears that his mission was limited to setting 
the affairs of the satrapy of Dascylium back in order. This is the context of his fights with 
Hermias of Atarnaeus and other petty local chieftains in the Troad and Aeolis (chap. 
15/9), as well as the recall from exile of Artabazus, Memnon, and all of their abundant 
progeny. Artabazus did not regain his post at Dascylium, but he became an influential 
adviser to the Great King and enjoyed an exalted position alongside him in the court hi
erarchy (cf. Arrian III.23.7). Meanwhile, the family remained solidly settled in the re
gion. For one thing, Arsites himself may have been a relative. For another, we know that 
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Memnon had land and estates in the Troad in 334 (cf. Polyaenus IV.3.15 and Arrian 
1.17.8: khora tou Memnonos); it is possible that he received them from his brother Men
tor (as a reward from Artaxerxes), who disappears from the scene after his victories. In 
this connection, it is not uninteresting to note that when one of the Companions of Al
exander arrived at the sanctuary of Athena Ilias, before the battle of Granicus, he "no
ticed in front of the temple a statue of Ariobarzanes, a former satrap of Phrygia, lying 
fallen on the ground" (Diodorus XVII. 17.6*). Just like Xerxes (Herodotus VII.43), Ario
barzanes sacrificed to the goddess; but he had gone further by placing a statue there, 
thus placing a Greek sanctuary under the goddess's protection and in the process caus
ing prestige to redound to himself. His statue also served to mark a territory, the Troad, 
to which his ancestors in Dascylium had always laid claim in opposition to the ambi
tions of the satraps of Sardis. 

In addition to being charge of the Troad, the satrap of Dascylium had responsibility 
for part of Mysia (which may have been placed under the authority of a lieutenant gov
ernor or even, for a time, a satrap of its own [Orontes]: chap. 15/5). The Paphlagonians 
also were a dependency of Dascylium; they were famous for their cavalry (Xenophon, 
Anab. V.6.8) and had provided a contingent to Cyrus the Younger (1.8.5; Diodorus 
XIV.22.5); in 334, they placed themselves under the orders of the satrap Arsites (Diodo
rus XVII. 19.4). According to Quintus Curtius and Arrian, the Paphlagonians rushed an 
embassy to Alexander while he was staying at Ancyra, a town near Gangra, which is be
lieved to be the capital of the lieutenant governor of Paphlagonia. They offered their 
people's submission and requested that Alexander not invade the country; the king or
dered them to place themselves under the authority of Calas, whom he had named sa
trap of Hellesponline Phrygia in place of Arsites some months earlier (Arrian II.4.1-2; 
cf. 1.17.1 and Quintus Curtius III.I.24). Quintus Curtius adds that the Paphlagonians 
sent hostages to Alexander and "obtained freedom from the obligation of paying tribute, 
which they had not rendered even to the Persians" (1.23*), while the king "order[ed] 
the inhabitants of the territory Arsites ruled to pay the same taxes as they used to pay to 
Darius," apparently including "natives who came clown from the hills" (Arrian 1.17.1*). 
This interpretation is difficult to confirm, because we have no information on the region 
after the events relating to the passage of Agesilaus and Datames' campaign against 
Thuys. Nonetheless, it is doubtful that the Paphlagonians, who sent a contingent to Ca
las, no longer paid tribute in 334. It seems more likely that Quintus Curtius's source was 
referring to the well-known fact that Paphlagonia, which had not been invaded by Alex
ander, was included among the unsubmissive countries in 323 (cf. Diodorus XVIII.3.1). 
In the eyes of the fourth-century Greek authors, the region had always been considered 
independent of the Persians —a generalization that is obviously inappropriate. During 
the Persian counterattack after Issus, Paphlagonia was one of the recruiting bases used 
by Darius's generals (Quintus Curtius IV 1.34; 5.13). The discovery of a Greco-Persian 
relief in the region (fig. 55) even seems to imply the presence of an imperial diaspora. 
The Paphlagonian marriage of Camisares, the father of Datames (Nepos, Dat. 1-3), and 
the matrimonial designs of Spithridates (Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.4-5) in themselves sug
gest that connections were common and fairly close between the representatives of the 
imperial diaspora and the Paphlagonian aristocracy. 

On the coast, the main town was Sinope, which had several dependent tributary cit
ies: Trapezus, Cerasus, and Cotyora (Xenophon, Anab. IV.8.22; V.3.2; V5.3). Sinope 
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Fig. 55. Persian relief from Paphtagonia. 

had a rich and famous port and thus 
was broadly open to the sea; the 
town was also closely linked to the 
back country and exported its timber 
resources (Strabo XII.3.12). Cappa-
docian ocher was exported by way of 
Sinope as well (XII.2.10). Isocrates' 
phrase (Phil. 120: "Asia from Cilicia 
to Sinope") illustrates the extent of 
its commercial relations—as far as 
southern Asia Minor—and this is 
also attested by discoveries of coins. 
It was also at Sinope that the rebel
lious Datames had coins struck in 
his name; around 332, some Persian 

generals also issued coins there, with Aramaic legends. Between 334 and 330, the Sino-
peans continued to consider themselves subjects of Darius (Arrian III.24.4;-0- Quintus 
Curtius VI.5.6); they were not considered to be "part of the Greek league" (to koinon ton 
Hellenon) by Alexander. Let us note finally that Iranian personal names frequently ap
pear on the seals marking ownership of amphorae from the city. 

Bithynia, another country on the Black Sea coast, was in principle a dependency of 
Dascylium; it was west of Paphlagonia and its best-known town was Heraclea, in the ter
ritory of the Mariandynians (cf. Strabo XII.3.4, 9; Xenophon, Anab. VI.2.1). We know 
little about relations between the Bithynian leaders and the satrap of Dascylium. In 400, 
Pharnabazus sent a cavalry troop to aid the Bithynians against the Greek mercenaries 
(Anab. VI.4.24). In other circumstances, however, we find the same Pharnabazus at war 
with the Bithynians (Hell. III.2.2). Their relations with the satrap of Dascylium must 
have been as irregular and contradictory as the relations between Dascylium and the 
various Paphlagonian chieftains (chap. 15/5). In 334, the region seems to have been 
ruled by the local prince Bas; and Calas, the Macedonian satrap of Dascylium, led an 
unsuccessful expedition against Bas, in the course of which Calas met his end. Bas was 
succeeded by his son Zipoithes. Heraclea always exhibited great loyalty to the Achae
menid authority. In the course of the fifth century, the Heracleans at first refused to pay 
tribute to Athens, "because of their friendship toward the Persian kings" (ob amicitiam 
regum persicorum; Justin XVI.3.9), and then yielded to Athenian threats. Around 364, 
Clearchus took power with the help of a force led by Mithradates, son of Ariobarzanes, 
the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia, and he renewed a traditional policy of alliance with 
the Achaemenid authorities, as is illustrated in particular by the sending of several em
bassies to Artaxerxes II and III. His "Persianization" is demonstrated by the discovery of 
a portrait carved in Persian style that probably represents the tyrant himself. Clearchus's 
successors did not modify the substance of his policy, not even after the victory at the 
Granicus. According to the local historian Memnon, Dionysius of Heraclea actually 
profited from the battle at the Granicus (FGrH 434 F4); the requests presented to Alex
ander by the Heraclean exiles obviously fell on deaf ears. 

The satrapal court at Dascylium had certainly been wide open to Greek influences 
for several generations. This is eloquently evidenced by many "Greco-Persian" stelas, 
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bullas, and seals (fig. 56a-c). At this point, we cannot help recalling that around 360 the 
satrap Artabazus married a sister of the two Rhodians, Mentor and Memnon. The mar
riage was fruitful, producing eleven sons and ten daughters, including Pharnabazus, 
who fought alongside his uncle Memnon on the Asia Minor front in 334-333 before 
succeeding him as commander of naval operations. One of the daughters was Barsine, 
who successively married her uncles Mentor and Memnon before becoming a Com
panion of Alexander, to whom she may have given the famous Heracles. According to 
Plutarch (Alex. 21.9-0-), "she had been instructed in the Grecian learning" (paideia hel-
lenike). The societal promotion of the two Rhodians is all the more remarkable in that 
through his mother, Apame, Artabazus was grandson of Artaxerxes I. 

3. From Sardis to Ephesus 

The satrapy of Lydia, bordering on Hellespontine Phrygia, had its capital at Sardis. 
The administrative organization of the satrapy continues to pose problems that are diffi
cult to resolve, particularly regarding the name attributed to Spithridates' territory: "sa
trap of Lydia and Ionia" (Arrian 1.12.8-0). From the beginning of the fourth century, 
whenever an inscription refers to a "satrap of Ionia" (Tod no. 113), the exact relation
ships that link the two components are far from clear: in 334, the Macedonian Asandrus 
received "Lydia and the rest of Spithridates' district" (arkhe; Arrian 1.17.7;* chap. 18/2). 
The satrap in place in 334, Spithridates (Spithrobates in Diodorus XVII. 19.4), had sue-
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ceeded his father Rhosaces (I) at an unknown date; the latter was "a descendant of one 
of the seven," who had taken part in the Egyptian campaign in 343 (XVI.47.2:<0 "satrap 
of Ionia and Lydia"). Another son, Rhosaces (II), aided Spithridates in his territory 
(XVII.20.6). The garrison was commanded by Mithrenes, wbo handed over the citadel 
and treasury to Alexander a few weeks after the battle of the Granicus; this was a veri
table godsend for the Macedonian, for everyone knew of the virtual impregnability of 
the position (Arrian 1.17.3-8). The Persians had also erected a lookout on Mount Tmo-
]us (Strabo XIII.4.5), and several military colonies of diverse origins had been stationed 
there, as is attested by (among other things) the existence of a Hyrcanian plain (named 
for the people who settled there). 

The available evidence provides a particularly large amount of information on the 
depth and breadth of intercultural contact in Lydia and Ionia. That is what, in its way, 
Plutarch's description of Ephesus around 407-405 points toward; the description occurs 
within a discussion that is very critical for Lysander the Spartan, who was accused of im
itating the behavior of the satraps: 

Being at E p h e s u s , and finding the city well affected towards h im, and favourable to the 
Lacedaemonian party, but in ill condit ion, and in danger to b e c o m e barbarised by adopt ing 
the manners of the Persians, who were m u c h mingled a m o n g them, the country of Lydia 
bordering upon them, and the king's generals be ing quartered (dialribein) there for a long 
time. (Lys. 3.3-0) 

The passage is uncommonly interesting in that it deals with daily life. It is easy to imag
ine that the essentially permanent presence of the Persians led to close intercultural en
counters of the sort that Plutarch deplored, because in his eyes they threatened the 
Hellenism of the city (compare Agis 3.9). In a rather derogatory discussion, Democritus 
also condemned the "effeminate" character of his fellow citizens, which was manifest 
particularly in the richness and delicacy of their clothing, highlighted with colors and 
bordered with pictures of animals; among these clothes, Democritus specifically names 
typically Persian garments, such as the long robes called kalas'treis, as well as the sa-
rapeis and the aktiai, which he considers "the most costly among Persian wraps" (Athe
naeus XII.525c-e«-)-

Illustrations of Persian-Ephesian contacts are found in several passages touching on 
Tissaphernes. In 411-410, before reaching the Hellespont, the satrap "went first to 
Ephesus and offered sacrifice to Artemis" (Thucydides VIII.109.1-O). About two years 
later, he decided to go once more to Ephesus, which was then threatened by the Athe
nian Thrasyllus: "When Tissaphernes learned of this plan, he gathered together a large 
army and sent out horsemen to carry word to everybody to rally at Ephesus for the pro
tection of Artemis" (Xenophon, Hell. 1.2.6-0-6). Meanwhile, he returned to the Troad. 
This was probably the occasion when he struck bronze coins in his name at Astyra, a 
small city on the Gulf of Adramyttium: he is shown on the obverse (one time mounted); 
the reverse of two of the coins bears a sacred image of Artemis. 

Ephesus was connected to Sardis by the royal road (Ctesias §64; cf. Herodotus V.54) 
and enjoyed long and continuous relations with the satrapal capital. We may recall first 
of all that the administrator (neocore) of the sanctuary there bore a name-title of Iranian 
origin, the Megabyzus—that is, Bagabuxsa 'who serves the god'. He is the one to whom 
Xenophon paid the tithe that he had withheld from the booty and dedicated to Apollo 
and Artemis of Ephesus in 400-399 (Anab. V.3.5-7). It also appears that the Great Kings 
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themselves held the sanctuary in great honor: according to Strabo (XIV. 1.5), Xerxes 
spared it when he destroyed the sanctuary at Didyma. Furthermore, we know from Taci
tus (III.61) that in Tiberius's time the Ephesians mentioned an immunity granted to the 
sanctuary of Artemis by the Persians. The respect that Tissaphernes showed toward the 
great Ephesian goddess is comparable to the respect demonstrated in Egypt by high Per
sian leaders of the satrapy (chap. 12/1). 

In an opposite sense, if we may put it that way, a Lydian-Aramaic funerary inscription 
from Sardis dated to the tenth year of an Artaxerxes (III? 348?) invokes the protection of 
Artemis Coloe and Ephesian Artemis on the funerary vault and the adjoining temenos. 
The existence at Sardis of a sanctuary of Artemis of Ephesus is confirmed by Lydian in
scriptions and by a now-famous inscription from Ephesus called the "Inscription of Sac
rileges" (I. Ephesos 2). It reports that a number of Ephesian sacred envoys had been sent 
to Sardis to perform ceremonies according to ancestral custom (kata ton nomon ton pa-
trion) in a sanctuary of Artemis at Sardis, described as "that which was founded by the 
Ephesians," obviously to distinguish it from the sanctuary of Sardian Artemis. It appears 
that on this occasion the Ephesian sacred envoys were attacked by some Sardians, who 
subsequently were sentenced by the Sardian tribunals in the presence of witnesses to the 
crime who had come from Ephesus. A list of about fifty condemned men follows. An
other Ephesian inscription adds confirmation and some detail. It records a decree grant
ing citizenship to an inhabitant of the town who had provided assistance to the sacred 
envoys sent to the sanctuary of Ephesian Artemis at Sardis. The texts, unfortunately, are 
not dated; we are inclined to place them at the beginning of the last quarter of the fourth 
century, either just before or just after the Macedonian conquest. A more precise date 
would of course be important, but we must note that in any case the sanctuary had long 
existed. Furthermore, relations between Sardis and Ephesus were nothing new; they 
were clearly frequent and encouraged throughout the Achaemenid dominion. 

The record gives rise to several historical reflections —first of all, on the status of Sar
dis at the end of the Achaemenid period and the very beginning of the Hellenistic pe
riod. Insofar as we can reconstruct, the procedure followed by the Ephesians mentioned 
in the inscriptions cited above necessarily implies that there were tribunals —delibera
tive institutions—at Sardis, and this in turn demonstrates that Sardis constituted a politi
cal community (albeit not a Greek city). Another decree, also dated to this period, 
verifies this. This inscription is from Miletus and records an agreement between that city 
and Sardis: Sardis guaranteed access and security to the Milesians. A commission was 
named in each city to guarantee the enforcement of the agreement, and the text in
cludes the formula "Here are those of the Sardians who have been named in accordance 
with the decree (kata to psephisma)" (Sy//. 3 273). The way in which Alexander arrived 
in 334 confirms that Sardis had local authorities, not to be confused with the Persian au
thorities, since the town was handed over to Alexander by the chief citizens (dynotatoi 
ton Sardianon), while the Persian phrourarch Mithrenes handed over the citadel and 
treasury to the conquerer (Arrian 1.17.3-*-). Whatever uncertainties about details may re
main in the texts, we must conclude that Sardis under Achaemenid dominion enjoyed 
some degree of autonomy, comparable in some respects to the autonomy that the texts 
imply was enjoyed by Babylon. Just like Babylon, Sardis also had a district where peas
ants and workmen labored, and they lived in villages (Hieracome, Village of the Hibis, 
Tamasis), as shown by the "inscription of sacrileges"; these villages obviously were de-
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endent on the city, since the guilty parties were tried at Sardis. Other villages on the 
i j n 0 f Sardis are listed in the Mnesimachus inscription (Sardis VII. 1.1); they regularly 

have Lydian names (Tobalmura, Komhdilipia, Periasasostra), some of them partially 
Hellenized (lluconie, Tanducome); the peasants also had Lydian names. All of this evi
dence gives the impression that there was extensive Lydian continuity; in this connec
tion, we may also cite the participation of the Lydian Adrastos in the struggles of the 
Diadochi in 322 (Pausanias VII.6.6). 

Actually, the population of Sardis and environs was ethnically mixed. Among the 
names in the Mnesimachus inscription is a Babylonian name (Beletras/Bel-etir). The list 
at the end of the "inscription of sacrileges" includes Greek, Lydian, "Asianic," and five 
Iranian names. One of the guilty persons is a Carian; the presence of Carians at Sardis is 
attested by many other documents. They were basically common people and craftsmen: 
bath boys, sellers of soles (of shoes), a sandal merchant, a butcher, as well as a goldsmith 
and an oil merchant; people with religious titles are found there as well: the son of a priest 
(hiereus) and even a sacred herald (hierokeryx). Not everyone with an Iranian name was 
necessarily an aristocrat: one. Mithradates. was the slave of a man with a Lydian name, 
Tyios; another, Ratopates, was the son of a man named Papes, a name that marks him as 
Lydian. From this we must conclude that personal names are not enough to identif)' any
one's ethnicity. Marriage and the borrowing of foreign names probably contributed to 
this melange. Consider a fourth-century Greek-Lydian bilingual inscription where some
one named Nannas, son of Dionysopolis, makes a dedication to Arteniis/Artimus. 

This does not seem to be the case for Sisines, whose father also had an Iranian name, 
Eumanes/Vohumana, and who the "inscription of sacrileges" says lived in Hieracome. 
This is the name of the village known later as Hierocaesarea. Much evidence from the 
Roman period attests to the existence of a sanctuary dedicated to Persian Artemis, other
wise known as Anahita, at Hieracome. According to Tacitus (III.62), the original privi
lege of immunity was granted by Cyrus the Great, which probably was the time when 
the sanctuary was founded as an accompaniment to the settling of an originally Iranian 
populace. The privileges were confirmed by the Hellenistic kings, as suggested by a let
ter of Attains III that refers both to his ancestors and also to earlier kings (RC 68). The 
same is true of Hypaipa, a site very close to Sardis and Tmolus. Pausanias reports that 
even in the Roman period the magi (who are also found in the inscriptions of this pe
riod, including an archimagus) continued to preside over sacrifices, invoking the god "in 
a foreign language" (V.27.5). Many other inscriptions report the spread of sanctuaries of 
Anahita/Anaitis in the Lydian and Meonian countryside. Behind apparent stability, the 
available evidence shows elaborate processes of syncretism between Anahita and local 
gods, including Artemis. Though the coins at Hierocaesarea show an almost completely 
Hellenizcd Anaitis, at Hypaipa the goddess is represented with authentically Iranian 
characteristics. 

Wc know that Sardis also had a sanctuary devoted to the worship of Sardian Artemis, 
who was distinct from Ephesian Artemis, as we have seen. The fifth/fourth-century 
sanctuary has not yet been discovered. We find evidence for it in several fourth-century 
Lydian inscriptions and a well-known passage in Xenophon: Cyrus the Younger recalls 
that, after Orontas's second reconciliation with him, he "[went] to the altar of Artemis 
and [said he was] sorry" (Anabasis 1.6.7*). The sanctuary vvas very wealthy, as a well-
known inscription from the beginning of the Hellenistic period shows: it says that a 
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certain Mnesimachus had inherited as a royal gift a vast dorea near Sardis, and it is clear 
that the antecedents of this property must be sought in the Achaemenid period (Sardis 
VII. 1.1). Mnesimachus borrowed large amounts of money from Artemis of Sardis; she 
clearly held sacred land (hiera khora) to which the Persians had perhaps granted a privi
lege of immunity, like that of Anaitis of Hieracome (Hierocaesarea); the sanctuary's 
holdings were administered by naopes ('temple overseers'). Although it remains mys
terious, a Lydian inscription from the Achaemenid period also seems to refer to a loan 
by sanctuary administrators to someone with an Iranian name, Mitradastas, son(?) of 
Mitratas. 

Does this mean that the Persians identified Artemis of Sardis with Anahita? This is 
not at all certain. There is no doubt that there was a sanctuary dedicated specifically to 
Artemis Persica, even though the earliest literary attestation dates to 322 (Pausanias 
VII.6.6). Perhaps it was distinct from Artemis Coloe, who is named in the "inscription 
of sacrileges," the Lydian-Aramaic funerary inscription mentioned above, and a Greek 
inscription dated to Caesar. The sanctuary is located 200 stadia north of Sardis by 
Strabo, who mentions the very well-known festivals celebrated in honor of the goddess 
(Xlll.4.5). It was situated on the shores of a lake rich in fish. A dedication to Artemis Per
sica has been found there, along with proof of the existence of an Iranian community, 
the Maibozenoi (who perhaps originally were from Cappadocia), at an early period. It is 
thus not impossible that Artemis Coloe was more or less assimilated to Iranian Anahita, 
who was also a water goddess. 

Whatever the case may be, we can see that the totality of the evidence attests first of 
all to a dense settlement of Persians and Iranians not only in the great satrapal residences 
but also in the west Asia Minor countryside. The evidence also demonstrates the inti
macy of daily relations between the Persians and the local peoples. Although much of 
the evidence is late in date (from the Roman period), there is hardly any doubt that con
tact between peoples of different cultures was regular and permanent from the Achae
menid period onward. This was already implied by Droaphernes, who dedicated a statue 
to a Zeus who could well be a local god, perhaps Lydian Zeus. The Lydian-Aramaic in
scription from Sardis dated to either Artaxerxes II O T Artaxerxes III is also worth consid
ering. The dedicator, Manes, son of Kumli, grandson of Siluka, is quite certainly a 
Lydian; while the heading of the inscription includes a formula close to the Aramaic 
version of the Xanthus trilingual, we also see that the month name (Marshewan) is cited 
in Lydian-. Baki (assimilated by the Greeks to Dionysius). We also note the borrowing 
of several Persian words for both the stela and the sacred enclosure. Another Manes 

is found on a seal showing a typically 
Achaemenid scene of a Royal Hero with 
lions (fig. 57). Another Lydian seal is 
carved with the Iranian name Mitratas. 
The Lydian seals amply testify to the asso
ciation of Lydian and Persian elements, 
as well as the participation of Greek art
ists—or artists working in the Greek style. 

The intimacy of these relations must 
have had political repercussions. Thus, in 

Fig. 57. Seal bearing the name Manes. Asia Minor, many Greeks were among 
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the advisers or diplomatic intermediaries at the courts of Sardis and Dascylium (cf. 
Thucydides V1II.6.1; 85.2; Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.29). We also know of a number of (pri
vate) agreements of hospitality between Persian aristocrats and prominent Greek citi
zens that were formalized by the exchange of gifts and oaths (cf. Hell. 1.1.9; IV. 1.39-40). 
It was because they had ancient bonds of hospitality that Antalcidas received military re
inforcements from Ariobarzanes of Lesser Phrygia (V.1.28); furthermore, all of the mer
cenary captains from Cyrus were hosts {xenoi; Anah. 1.1.10-11). But were the Persians 
themselves merely residents (Plutarch, Lysander 3.3: diatrihein) at Ephesus and else
where, or had they by this time established institutional relationships with the city? We 
do not have sufficient evidence from Asia Minor to clarify the question, aside from the 
Ephesus decree granting citizenship to a Sardian for the role he had played in the affair 
of the sacrileges. On the other hand, several Athenian texts and decrees deserve to be 
mentioned. We know that Orontes received Athenian citizenship for himself and his de
scendants because he sold wheat to the city at a difficult moment (JG II2, 207a). The 
same was true for the satrap of Dascylium, Ariobarzanes, his three sons, and two of his 
Creek advisers, Philisens and Agavus. An Athenian inscription dated 327 attests that 
Pharnabazus and Artabazus, though they did not necessarily bear the title, were consid
ered benefactors (euergetonntes) because of their actions on behalf of Athens in wartime 
(Tod, no. 199). We may also remark that, according to Ctesias (§43), Zopyrus, son of 
Megabyzus, sought refuge at Athens "because his mother had dispensed her benefac
tions toward the Athenians" (eis autous euergesia). In any case, it was not the first time 
that a Persian aristocrat broke with the Great King and found asylum at Athens (cf. Plu
tarch, Cimon 10.9). Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that similar decisions were 
made in Asia Minor from time to time to the advantage of high dignitaries from Sardis 
and Dascylium, even though we have no indisputable evidence. 

4. From Celaenae to Halicamassus 

In the winter of 333, Alexander arrived outside Celaenae, the capital of Greater Phry
gia, The satrap Atizyes was no longer there; he had taken part in the battle at the Gran-
icus, then joined Darius, probably at the head of what remained of his contingent; he 
then fought at Issus and died during the battle. Arrian (1.29.2) and Quintus Curtius 
(III, 1.6-7) tell of the strength of Celaenae's location. We know that the construction of 
a residence (hasileion) and the restoration of the acropolis go back to the time of Xerxes 
(Xenophon, Anah. 1.2.9). Celaenae had a major Iranian settlement and was also well 
known for its enormous paradise, watered by the sources of the Marsyas (1.2.7-9), as well 
as for the great fortified estates (tetrapyrgia) immediately around the town (Plutarch 
Emu. 8.5). These estates, comparable to Asidates' estate in Mysia, evince the richness of 
the agriculture and husbandry of a country "abounding in villages rather than in cities" 
(Quintus Curtius III.l. 11*). To the west, the town of Cydrara permanently marked the 
border between Phrygia and Lydia (Herodotus VII.30). When Cyrus the Younger 
crossed it, Lycaonia belonged to Celaenae, because Iconium was called "the last city of 
Phrygia" (Anah. 1.2.19*). 

To the north and northeast, the royal road ran toward Gordion, where it reached the 
Halys, which marked the Phrygian-Cappadocian border (cf. Herodotus V.52). The old 
capital of the kingdom of Phrygia, located on the Sangarius, certainly took on major im
portance in the Achaemenid period. It was a "stronghold (khorion), built on a hill and 
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well fortified," that was defended by the energetic commander Rhatanes, who was able 
to successfully resist the timid attempts of Agesilaus to take it (Hell. Oxyr. 21.6). Because 
of its strategic location, Gordion had certainly been well supplied with an abundance of 
granaries and storehouses—which is enough to explain why Alexander chose to winter 
there in 334-333. This was the occasion when the king ascended the acropolis, "where 
the palace of Gordion and his son Midas was situated" (Arrian II.3.1*), before taking the 
road to Ancyra (modern Ankara; 11.4.1; cf. Quintus Curtius III. 1.14-15). Archaeological, 
numismatic, and iconographic evidence points to the Persian presence at Gordion and 
the area surrounding it that was crossed by the royal road. 

We do not know the exact date of the creation of the satrapy of Greater Phrygia; per
haps it was during the fourth century. On this point, a valuable note in Arrian (1.24.5*) 
must be quoted. In his description of Alexander's march through southern Asia Minor, 
Arrian says this about the Milyan district: "It belongs to Greater Phrygia, but was then 
reckoned part of (syntelei) Lycia by the Persian king's orders." Milyas had close cultural 
links to Lycia (cf. Herodotus 1.173) and seems to have had dual status, since even though 
it was an administrative dependency of Celaenae, it nonetheless remained fiscally con
nected to Lycia: the word syntelei indicates that it paid its tribute together with the Ly
cians. In other words, Darius I's tribute organization, as presented by Herodotus (111.90), 
had been partially retained, since Lycians and Milyans were at that time part of the First 
Nome (along with the Ionians, Magnesians of Asia, Aeolians, Carians, and Pam-
phylians); but successive reorganizations created satrapal territories that no longer nec
essarily corresponded in detail to the original tributary territories. An ethnos could be 
transferred to a newly created satrapy even though its original tribute accounting might 
be preserved. Even though the Great King goes unnamed by Arrian, it is tempting to 
think that the reorganization goes back a few decades at most. The decision might have 
been made in connection with the creation of the satrapy of Greater Phrygia, which also 
must have resulted in a change of status for Lycia. 

In fact, a now-famous document, the Xanthus trilingual, shows that Lycia was the ob
ject of a major administrative reorganization under Artaxerxes III. At the time of the de
cree that it records (337), Lycia was included in a satrapy along with Caria, because the 
official (Aramaic) version bears the following ascription: "In the month of Sivan in year 
1 of King Artaxerxes, in the citadel of Orna [Xanthus], Pixoda[ro], son of Katomno, the 
satrap who [governs] in Karka [Caria] and Termila [Lycia], said. . . ." Here we recognize 
Pixodarus, well known from many Greek and Lycian texts as the satrap of Caria begin
ning in 341-340. Thus, at some time, certainly within the reign of Artaxerxes III, Lycia 
was joined to the satrapy of Caria, and the satrap of Caria was thereafter also satrap of 
Lycia. The reasons for the reform are obviously not presented in any part of the inscrip
tion. We must simply stress that the rulers of Halicamassus had harbored ambitions to
ward Lycia from ancient times and that the region of Caunus in particular was claimed 
by both the satraps of Caria and the dynasts of Xanthus. As a result, the Great King had 
to resolve these territorial disputes between neighboring peoples (e.g., Arrian 1.27.4 and 
Diodorus XVI. 113.3) in a way that would stabilize the situation to the advantage of the 
central authority. We can imagine that these were the conditions under which the ad
ministrative status of Milyas was redefined, perhaps to settle an overt problem between 
Halicamassus and Celaenae. A new and important decision was made in the time of Da
rius III. When Alexander arrived at the borders of Caria, he was greeted in the tradi-
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tional way by Ada (Diodorus XVII.24.2), the daughter of Hecatomnus and wife of 
Idrieus; "Pixodarus, however, turned her out of the government. . . . On his death Oron-
tobates, his brother-in-law, was sent down by the king and assumed the government" of 
Caria (Arrian I.23.7-8-0-). Without naming him, Strabo also refers to Orontobates in the 
course of a passage on Hecatomnid dynastic history: he states that, "having espoused the 
side of the Persians" (persisas), Pixodarus had asked the Great King to send a satrap to 
share power cooperatively (koinonia). "And when he [Pixodarus] departed from life, the 
satrap [that is, Orontobates] look possession of Halicarnassus. And when Alexander 
came over, the satrap sustained a siege" (XIV.2.17-*-). The historical circumstances of the 
episode continue to pose several interpretive problems in the context of relations among 
Pixodarus, Philip II, and Darius III. But the texts appear relatively clear on one point at 
least: by "Persianizing" himself, Pixodarus displayed his submission to the Great King. 
The Great King (as he had certainly done during the accession of Pixodarus) intervened 
directly in the succession, with the result that a satrap of Persian origin was named at 
Halicarnassus: Pixodarus and later Orontobates were the delegates of the central author
ity in Caria (Ariiau 1.23.8). 

5. Pixodarus at Xanthus 

Let us return to the Xanthus trilingual (fig. 58). The document's importance warrants 
presenting it in detail, since it provides very important information on the satrapal ad
ministration, the satrap's relations with the political community of the Xanthians, and 
the ongoing process of acculturation in Lycia. We know that the stela (which can be 
seen today in the museum in Fethiye) includes three versions: the official Aramaic ver
sion (inscribed on the front) and two translations, Greek and Lycian, on the sides. We 
also know that the topic of the decree is a matter internal (in principle) to Xanthus: the 
founding of service for and a sanctuary dedicated to Basileus Caunius and to Arcesimas. 
To this end, the Xanthians and their neighbors chose to appoint a priest, assign land to 
the new sanctuary, and specify the sacrifices to be rendered to the god. 

The texts pose many interpretive problems, which we will not go into in detail here. 
We will pay particular attention to the light the documents may throw on relations be
tween a satrap and a Lycian town. The reasons for and nature of the satrap's intervention 
continue to be problematic. We will especially stress that the civic version of the text 
(the Lycian and Greek versions) is rather different from the satrapal chancellery's ver
sion. The civic version presents the event in the context of decisions relating to the po
litical community (polis in the Greek version), though it acknowledges the authority of 
Pixodarus at the end of the text: "May Pixodarus have the high hand in these decisions." 
In contrast, the Aramaic version presents the Xanthian decision as a simple proposition, 
and it states: "This law (datah), he (Pixodaro) has inscribe[d], who is master [of the de
cision]." The authority of the satrap in Lycia is highlighted by details given in the Greek 
and Lycian versions. We learn in fact that Pixodarus named two commissioners/archons 
in Lycia: Hieron and Natrbbyemi (Apollodotos); he also named a charge d'affaires/ 
governor (epimeletes) at Xanthus, Erttimeli (Artemelis) by name, obviously a Lycian. 
The heading of the Aramaic version is unambiguous: "In the month of Sivan in year 1 
of King Artaxerxes, in the citadel of Orna, Pixoda[ro], son of Katomno, the satrap who 
(governs) in Caria and Lycia, sa[id]. . .," where the formula "said" obviously introduces 
a satrapal decree. The text illustrates very well the relations between a civic community 



Aramaic Inscription 
(1) In the month of Sivan in year 1 (2) of King 

Artaxerxes, (3) in the citadel of Oma, Pixoda[ro], 
(4) son of Katomno, the satrap (5) who (governs) in 
Caria and Lycia, sa(id]: 

(6) "The citizens of Orna planned (7) to make a 
sanctuary!?) for the King (8) the God of Caunos and 
his Companion. 

(9) "And they made priest Simias, (10) son of 
Koddotasi. 

"And there is an estate] (11) that the citizens of 
Orna gave (12) to the King the God. 

"And year by year, (13) on the part of the town 
(are) given in silver (H) a mina and a half. 

"The said priest (15) sacrifices at the beginning of 
the month a sheep (16) to the King the god, and he 
immolates(?) (17) year by year one ox. 

"And the said estate (18) is emancipated, (the 
estate which is) his." 

(19) This law, he (Pixodarus) has inscribed, who is 
master (of the decision). Moreover, (20) if ever anyone 
steals (something) (21) from the King the God or from 
the (22) priest (then) in office, (may he), by the King 
(23) the God and his Companion, (be) stolen! 
(24) And, by the god, Lato, Artemis, (25) Hsalrapaii 
and other (gods), (may) someone (26) (be) stolen! And 
may these gods (27) require of him (expiation)! 

Lycian Inscription 

(1-2) When Pigesere, son of Katamia, became 
satrap of Lycia and when he had (3) for the Lycians 
established (as) commissioners (4) Iyeru and 
Natrapiyemi and (5) for Arna (as) governor Ertimeli, 
(6—7) the citizens and the dependents of Arna 
decreed(?) to found this(?) sanctuary for the King 
(S) of Caunos and for Arkazuma the (9) King. 

And they made priest for (10) these gods Simias, 
sonof Kondorahi, (11) and him who would be close to 
Simias. 

And (12) they gave him free what is his. 

And (13) the town and the dependents added to it 
(14-15) fields of the town. Lo, Khesentedi and 
Pigres irrigated them. (!6) And all that is added—and 
thatwhich is built—(17) (will be) property of the King 
of (18) Caunos and of Arkazuma. 

And Arna (19) gives him annually 18(?) adas for 
salary. 

(20) And he requires (that) the slaves(?)—(21) ali 
those who will thereafter be freed —(22) give him 
<two?> sigloi. 

And one has consecrated (23) everything written 
on this stela (24) to the King of Caunos and to 
Arkazuma. 

(25) And he who receives this benefit, (26) one will 
sacrifice month by month (27) ritually with a sheep 
and yearly (28) with an ox to the King of Caunos and 
Arka(28)zuma. And it is Simias who sacrifices, and he 
(30) who will be close to Simias. 

(30-32) And the town of Arna and the dependents 
of Arna have made him their oath for this law; thus, 
one (33) establishes this law (that) all that (54) is 
inscribed on this stela, no one (35) will abrogate it, 
neither this with respect to these gods (36) nor that 
with respect to that priest. May, if (37) someone 
abrogates it, one require the penalty from those gods 
(38) and from the Mother of the enclosure of here, 
(39) the Pentrenni, and from her children and 
(40) from the Eliyana. 

To Pigesere, if one ( 4 1 ) then 

Greek Inscription 
(1-2) When Pixodarus, son of Hecaromnos, 

became satrap of Lycia, he established (3) (as)archons 
of Lycia Hieron and (4) Apollodotos and (as) governor 
of Xanthus (5-6) Artemelis The Xanthians and their 
dependents decreed to found (7) an altar for the King 
of Caunos and for Ar(8)kesimas. 

And they chose (as) priest Simis, (9) son of 
Kondorasis, and him who (10) will be the closest to 
Simias always. 

( I I ) And they gave him, on all his property, 
(12) exemption from taxes. 

And the town gave the land (13) that Kesindelis 
and Pigres wo(14)rked and all that adjoins the field 
(!5) and the buildings, for that which belongs to the 
King (16) of Caunos and to Arkesimas. 

And are given (17) each year three half-(18)minas 
on the part of the town. 

And al 1 those who (19) will be freed will pay (20) to 
the God two drachmas. 

And all things that (21) have been inscribed on 
the stela (22) have been consecrated to belong in 
totality to the King (23) of Caunos and to Arkesimas. 

And on all the profits (24) that accrue from it, one 
sacrifices (25) each new moon a sheep (26) and 
annually an ox. 

And (27) the Xanthians and their dependents have 
made oaths (28-30) to do exactly all that is inscribed 
on the stela for those gods and for their priest, and to 
remove nothing (31) from it not to permit another to 
do so. (32) And if anyone changes [the rule], (35) may 
he be guilty with respect to those gods (34) and to Leto 
and to (his) descendants and to Nym(35)phs! 

A N D M A Y PIXODARUS B E master (of the decision)! 
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and die Achaemenid authority. The participation of Pixodarus in this matter does not 
appear to be any different from other known satrapal or royal initiatives or involvement 
in internal matters of local religious practices throughout the Achaemenid period. The 
Xanthians' proposal was probably brought to the attention of the satrap because the per
manence of the regulation was placed under the protection both of the gods and of the 
satrap, who also was considered the guarantor. 

Despite uncertainties on the administrative level, the political organization reflected 
in the Xanthus trilingual attests to a major transformation of the situation in Lycia, even 
if the existence of two archons may be attributed to the traditional division between 
western and eastern Lycia. The disappearance of dynastic coinage illustrates the fact that 
Lycia had been thoroughly "salrapized." Other evidence clarifies the satrap's administra
tive practices. A Greek-Lycian bilingual from Xanthus {probably originally a trilingual; 
TL 45) also refers to a regulation (Lycian mara) engraved on a stela and invokes curses 
on those who would contravene the regulatory provisions. It appears that at some date 
(probably close to that of the trilingual), Pixodarus granted a considerable favor to the 
towns of the valley (Xanthus, Tlos, Pinara, Kandaynda)—to be refunded, "in whatever 
manner they choose," a commercial tax (dekate emporias) that in normal times would 
obviously have belonged to the category of royal and/or satrapal taxes. A decree of the 
Carian community of Plarasa, also dated to the rule of Pixodarus (Pixadaro[u) xaitrapeu-
ontos), grants a fiscal exemption to a person named Dion, from Cos, except for "royal 
taxes (basilika tele)." Other texts make it clear that the cities, which were in charge of 
civic taxes (in the best of circumstances), were not in charge of royal taxes that had to be 
paid one way or another. Arrangements of this sort certainly held for all of the cities and 
communities subject to the "tribute of Darius"; only special situations allowed for vari
ation—for example, a decree from Alexander allowed the Ephesians to dedicate to Arte
mis the tribute they traditionally paid to the Great King (Arrian 1.17.10). 

6. From Tarsus to Mazaca 
Other administrative reorganization can be detected, beginning with Tarsus. We 

know that around 350 Mazaeus was put in charge of Cilicia, while Belesys was govern
ing Trans-Euphrates (Diodorus XVI.42.1). To the extent that we can date them with cer
tainty, the coins of Mazaeus indicate that, after the fall of Sidon, he saw his power 
spread, since the Aramaic legend on his coins struck in Cilicia bear the formula "Maz-
dai [governorj of 'Items-Euphrates and Cilicia," the title he still bore when Alexander ar
rived. The combination of the two provinces is certainly logical, because Cilicia had 
always looked more toward Syria than toward Asia Minor. The satrap governed from Tar
sus, where he had a residence (cf. Xenophon, Anab. 1.2.23). He undoubtedly had a sub
ordinate at Damascus (cf. Quintus Curtius VI3.11), a fortified town that had a governor 
in 333 (III. 13.2) and that after 323 continued to retain the importance it had held in the 
Achaemenid period on the road between Babylonia and Egypt (DAE 67 [AD 6]; cf. Ar
rian, FGrH 156F9.28). 

The breadth and depth of Persian territorial control in Cilicia are generally underes
timated. To evaluate it, we must begin by emphasizing that the use of the term "Cilicia" 
artificially confers political unity on a region within which, beyond any doubt, many dif
ferent statuses overlapped (cf. Diodorus XIV. 19.3: tyrannoi). The Classical and Hellenis
tic authors loved to emphasize a contrast between the Cilician coast and the Cilician 
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Fig. 59. Cilician civic coins. 

highland in their descriptions of the Em
pire. This is what Strabo does (XIV.5.1) 
when he distinguishes Cilicia Pedias from 
Cilicia Tracheia, the former running from 
Soloi to Tarsus and Issus. This interpreta
tion is also found in Arrian, who speaks of 
an expedition led by Alexander in 333 that 
set out from Soloi: at the head of light 
detachments, Alexander led a campaign 
against "the Cilicians holding the heights. 
In no more than seven days he drove some 
of them out, induced others to enter into 
agreements (homologia), and returned to 
Soli" (I1.5.6*). 

Persian dominance on the coast is abun
dantly attested from the end of the sixth cen
tury onward. On the coast, in particular, the 

Persians had military bases and royal arserrals. It seems quite clear that the creation of a 
full-fledged satrapy at Tarsus signified a weakening—nay, the disappearance pure and 
simple—of the power of the old syennesis-, though the date cannot be fixed precisely, it 
must have been no later than the time of the installation of Mazaeus. Mazaeus's author
ity over the coastal cities is illustrated by the coins he struck at Tarsus, Soloi, Mallus, and 
Issus. These cities also had to pay taxes and tribute, following the pattern of Aspendus of 
Pamphylia, who each year furnished a certain number of horses as royal dasmos ('trib
ute'), according to a statute well attested in Cilicia itself (Herodotus 111.90) and also in 
Armenia (Xenophon, Anab. IV.5.34; cf. 5.24 and Strabo XI. 14.9). The existence of a royal 
tribute imposed on Mallus is confirmed by Arrian (II.5.9); it seems quite likely that the 
fine imposed on Soloi by Alexander (II.5.5) was in addition to the normal tribute. It also 
appears that kings and satraps recruited mercenaries from this area, particularly at Aspen
dus in Cilicia, a town that was famed for the valor of its archers (cf. Nepos, Dat. 8.2; Xen
ophon, Awib. 1.2.12). The towns of the Cilician coast were also integrated into the 
imperial military organization, with each of them required to send a specific contingent 
to the royal navy (cf. Arrian II.20.2: Soloi and Mallus). The coinage of the Cilician cities 
simultaneously demonstrates the significance of local tradition (cf. Quintus Curtius 
III.8.22), the introduction of Persian themes, and the adoption of Greek models (fig. 59). 

Turning to Cilicia Trachaea, Alexander's campaign there can be read in two different 
ways. The fact that he campaigned in this region does not imply that there had been an 
expansion of imperial dominion into a region previously left to itself by the Persians. It 
is nonetheless likely that the satrap of Cilicia periodically led expeditions against 
peoples who were taking advantage of the strength of their mountain positions to re
move themselves from the control of the central authority. This in fact was one of the 
missions entrusted by Alexander to Balacrus, his satrap of Cilicia, who led an unsuccess
ful campaign against Isaura and Laranda (Diodorus XVIII.22.1). Persian presence is in 
any case attested in the high country, at the site of Meydancikkale, where the only pro
vincial example of Persepolis-type reliefs has been discovered. Two Aramaic inscriptions 
have been found there as well; one of them, badly damaged, is dated to the reign of an 
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Artaxerxes and includes the word datah; it is likely that the site was occupied at a very 
early date, because it is attested from the time of the Neo-Babylonian period under the 
name Kirsu (found in the Aramaic text). This is also the case for the royal treasury at Cy-
inda, on the Cilician coast. 

Among the political subunits we must also consider the great sanctuaries, which are 
known especially (later) from Strabo —particularly the sanctuary of Artemis Perasia at 
Castabala, which was later called Hierapolis and was located in the valley of the Pyra-
nnis. An Aramaic inscription dating to the Achaemenid period has been found there, 
md it describes the limits of the sanctuary's territory. This is where, at the height of the 
Roman period, the local authority of the dynasty of the Tarchondimontos was recog
nized. The dynastic name recalls their distant Luvian origins, similar to the name (Tar-
kumawa) that, according to the most widely accepted theory, appears in Aramaic on 
Cilician coins attributed to Datames. Strabo locates Hierapolis-Castabala in Cataonia 
(XII.2.2-7*), an area whose geographic and administrative outlines are poorly specified 
in the Achaemenid period. "A broad hollow plain, and produces everything," Cataonia 
is watered by the Pyramus, a navigable river that reaches the sea in Cilicia, and also bv 
the Cannabis. The region is surrounded by mountains and had few cities, but "they 
have strongholds (phrouria) on the mountains." This is confirmed by Nepos: the coun
try was thickly wooded and covered by a dense network of castella (Dat. 4.2). Among its 
strongholds, Strabo names Nora, "where Eumenes held out against a siege for a long 
time" (XII.2.6*). Nora was known for the strength of its position at the very beginning of 
the Hellenistic period and certainly must have been occupied since the Achaemenid 
period, just like many other neighboring citadels that, similar to the garrisons of Mysia 
(Xenophon, Anab. Vll.8.15), could easily lend assistance (cf. Diodorus XIX. 16.3). 

At a much later time, the region of Castabala constituted an administrative sub
division, the Castabalitis, and we know of the existence of a "strategos and high priest of 
Cataonia"—an organizational structure that may be compared with the organization 
described several times by Strabo in the "temple states" of Greco-Roman Anatolia 
(XII.2.3). For the Achaemenid period proper, the most evocative text is a passage in Ne
pos, who describes the territory of Aspis, against whom Artaxerxes II sent Datames: "or
dering him to attack Aspis, the ruler of Cataonia (Cataoniam tenebat); that country lies 
beyond Cilicia, next to Cappadocia" (jacet supra Ciliciam, confinis Cappadociae; Dat. 
4.1 • ) . The outcome of the tale shows that the country was crossed by major roads, since 
Aspis took advantage of its location to seize tribute that was being sent to the Great King 
(§4.2). We should stress the importance of one of these roads, the road that led from 
Cataonia to the Cilician Gates via Tyana (Strabo XII.2.7-9; cf. Xenophon, Anab. 
1.2.20-21 [Dana]). Datames was probably chosen as Artaxerxes' agentbecause his father, 
Camisares, had himself held an official position: Camisares had in fact "governed 
[habeat provinciam) that part of Cilicia which adjoins Cappadocia (partem Ciliciae 
iuxta Cappadociam) and is inhabited by the Leucosyri, or 'White Syrians'" (§1.1*). 
This region obviously is Cataonia, which was located in a frontier area between Cappa
docia and Cilicia and apparently was at that time a dependent of the satrapy of Cilicia — 
although, according to Quintus Curtius (IV. 12.11-12), the Cataonians were among the 
contingents placed under the authority of Darius III at Gaugamela. This is where the 
main town, Mazaca (later called Eusebeia-near-the-Argaeus after the volcano that tow
ers 3900 meters over it) was located (Strabo XII.2.7). Some 35 km northeast of the future 
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Caesarea (Kaysevi), Mazaca in the 
Achaemenid period may have been 
the seat of the lieutenant governor 
of Cataonia —namely, Camisares 
and, later, Asp is. 

Not far from Mazaca, an altar 
base has been found; on its four 
faces typically Persian scenes are 
carved: sacrificing magi, veTy simi
lar to the scene on one of the stelas 
from Dascylium (fig. 60). It is pos
sible that the Persians established 
Fire worship on the volcanic Ar-
gaeus, thus assimilating a worship 
of heights to their advantage—a 
theory that calls to mind the sanctu
ary of Anaitis Barzochara, the Ira
nian divine name designating a 
high mountain known in nearby 
Cappadocia. Nearby, in the town of 
Hanisa—which was built on the 
site of ancient Kanesh —a late in
scription provides evidence for the 
density of Iranian population very 
like that of neighboring Cappado-

Fig. 60. Persian relief found near Kayseri. c j a j \ K "governor and high priest" 

of Cataonia, also known from a late 
inscription, had an Iranian name, Arsames, and a local patronymic, lazemis. It is also 
within the confines of Cappadocia and Cataonia (Farasa) that late Greek inscriptions at
test to a "Luvian/Castabalian" personal name, Tarkondaios; and it was here that a Greek-
Aramaic inscription in honor of "Sagarios, son of Maiphernes, commander/garrison 
chief (strategos I rah hayla) of Ariaramneia, who became rnagus of Mithra" was recopied 
(first century A.D.?). This material shows the retention of Iranian names (Maiphernes, 
which is also found at Hanisa and Celaenae) and their mixture with local names (Saga
rios, also known at Sardis), as well as the continuity of Aramaic language and Iranian re
ligion—each component obviously going back to the Achaemenid period. 

All of this evidence shows that Achaemenid territorial occupation was much more 
dense than is generally postulated on the basis of a convenient but partly illusory dichot
omy between plain and mountain (or coast and interior). In the interior of Cilicia, there 
were political subunits, ruled by lieutenant governors, such as Camisares and Aspis of 
Cataonia, who can be compared with a person named in an Aramaic inscription of the 
Achaemenid period found at Hemite, which was close to Hierapolis-Castabala: "[Xsojn 
of Sarmapiya the satrap." The title satrap may indicate that the person (who has a Lu
vian name) held some sort of official position in the region; and even if the title was only 
a status identifier, it is remarkable that the person improved his social status by using a 
Persian word. Other evidence—though the date is always difficult to pin down—shows 
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that there was a Persian diaspora in various subregions of Cilicia (and/or borrowing of 
the Persian lifestyle): "Greco-Persian" reliefs; an Aramaic inscription (at Saraidim Gib
son II no. 35), where someone boasts of his hunting prowess (in a paradise? cf. Nepos, 
Dat- 5.4); a n c ' a ' a ^ e Greek inscription that mentions an Iranian religious title (satabara) 
not previously attested. We may emphasize, finally, an interesting, isolated, and undated 
Cilician coin depicting a gardener-king. 

7 prom Tarsus to Samaria via Sidon and Jerusalem 

Artaxerxes Ill's reconquest of Egypt led to other administrative reorganizations in 
Trans-Euphrates. Thereafter, Mazaeus's authority also extended south, from his original 
base in Cilicia as far as the Egyptian border. After Cyprus was retaken, the island's kings, 
including Pnytagoras of Salamis, were permitted to retain their positions (Diodorus 
XVI.46.1—3), but they certainly were required to renew their oaths of allegiance (cf. 
XV.9.2). This then brings up the question of the Sidonian problem. Contrary to what 
Diodorus would have us understand (XVI.45.4-6 —there taking up well-known narra
tive motifs; cf. I Icrodotus 1.176; Diodorus XVIII.22.1-8), Sidon was not obliterated from 
the map nor was its population entirely eliminated. The deportation of Sidonian women 
"to the royal palace at Babylon," which is referred to in a Babylonian chronicle (ABC, 
Chronicle 9, p. 114) simply confirms the reality of the kind of retaliatory measure that 
vvas customary in such circumstances. After all, there is hardly any doubt that the city 
was required to provide a naval contingent for the armada accompanying Artaxerxes to 
the Delta. The scarcity of direct evidence prevents us from reaching a decisive conclu
sion regarding the status granted to or imposed on Sidon. The question is, after the re
conquest by Artaxerxes III, was the town administered directly by the Persians, or did it 
retain the relative independence it enjoyed before the revolt? It is frequently thought 
that the Great King rescinded the grant one of his predecessors had conferred on King 
Esmunazar (chap. 12/3), but the documentation remains very elliptical. On the other 
hand, there is no doubt that a few years later (342-341) Sidon was once more led by a 
king whose name was Straton (II), because his coins have been found. We also know 
that Mazaeus struck coins at Sidon and that his coins continue without interruption be
tween 343 and 333. But there is nothing to prove that we must interpret this as evidence 
of a drastic limitation on Sidonian privileges. The reports of Alexander's authors make it 
clear that Straton, the king of Sidon installed by the Great King, was perfectly loyal to 
the Persian cause (cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 1.16 and Diodorus XVII.47.1). In Achaemenid 
strategic planning, the Phoenician coast, in combination with Cyprus and Cilicia, al
ways constituted an important naval recruiting base, as is demonstrated by the composi
tion of the Persian navy in 334-332 (cf. Arrian 1.19.7; II. 16.7; 11.20.1). Shipyards (neoria) 
are attested at Tripolis (II. 13.3-4), and the timber of Lebanon was close by (cf. Quintus 
Curtius IV.2.18). The importance of this area for naval operations carried over to Alex
ander, whose Indus fleet was made up of Phoenician, Cypriot, Carian, and Egyptian 
equipment (Arrian VI. 1.6). When Alexander was planning for the expedition against the 
Arabs, he once more called on the Phoenician shipyards (e.g., VII. 19.3), and these ship
yards, supplied by the forests of Lebanon, remained active during the age of the Diado-
chi (cf. Diodorus XIX.58.2-5). 

Achaemenid authority was also well established in Samaria, though we have no offi
cial information after the Jews' appeal to Sanballat and his sons Dalayah and Selemyah 
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in November 407 (DAE 102-3 [AP 30/31-32]). Aramaic papyri, seals, sealings, and 
coins add important details. Papyri and some seals were found in 1%2 in one of the 
caves in the Wadi ed-Daliyeh, near Jericho. Coins have been discovered in two hoards 
one from Nablus (now disperesed) and one at Samaria. Several of these coins mention 
fvlazaeus: none from the Samaria hoard (apparently predating 345), but four in the Nab
lus hoard (CS nos. 14, 16, 21, and 48), dated between 345 and 333-332. Sidonian coins 
(or imitations) struck in the name of Mazaeus were also found in the Nablus hoard. 
Among the items from Wadi ed-Daliyeh is a coin from Tarsus depicting Baal of the city 
and stamped with the name of Mazaeus. The papyri from Wadi ed-Daliyeh record pri
vate business and are dated to the reigns of several Great Kings and also name the gov
ernor (peha) of Samaria. One of the most interesting and best preserved has the 
following heading: "The twentieth day of the month of Adar, second year, accession 
year of Darius the king, in Samaria the citadel (byrt), which is in Samaria the province 
(medinah)"; and then, along with clauses of warranty and authentication, a formula ap
pears: "Before YesluPa, son of Sanballat, governor (peha) of Samaria, and Hananyah, 
the prefect (sangu)" (SP 1). To start with, the document has the unique advantage of be
ing dated to the very moment of the transition between Arses/Artaxerxes IV (year 2) and 
Darius III (year 0)—that is, March 19, 335. It is the latest of the documents; most of 
them date to Artaxerxes III, some to Artaxerxes 11, and the oldest goes back to 375. Fur
thermore, we observe that Samaria (the term refers equally to the town [qryt3], the cita
del [byrt'], and the province [medinah]) was still administered by a governor assisted by 
a prefect. Finally, it is clear that the line of Sanballat I had remained in place at least 
since Darius II: Yeshua is in all probability Sanballat Is grandson through his son San
ballat II (CS 41-45), or through Delayah (CS 49?); Hananyah the prefect was Sanballat 
IPs brother, whom he succeded as peha of Samaria (cf. SP 7, 9 and C S 29-30). Accord
ing to Josephus (Ant. XI.302), yet another Sanballat was made satrap of Samaria by Da
rius III; if he ever existed, he would have to be considered Sanballat III, the son of 
Hananyah. Thus we see here a succession of several generations that is somewhat remi
niscent of the Hecatomnids of Caria; in that case, members of the same family passed 
on the title of governor, though there is no doubt that at each succession the new title 
was bestowed directly by the royal authority, who always retained the sovereign right to 
confer power on whomever he wished. If the same family maintained this preeminence, 
it was obviously because it had proved its unbroken loyalty to the Great Kings from Da
rius II (at least) to Darius III. Information on Judah as well comes from coins: coins were 
struck in the name of "Yehizqiyyah the governor (peha)" and others in the name of "Jo-
hanan the high priest." The relative dates of the coins and the relational hierarchy be
tween the governor and the high priest (who both used the same types of coins) 
unfortunately continue to be problematic. However, it is worth recalling that this joint 
administration was quite venerable, because in 410 and 407 the Jews of Elephantine 
sent two successive petitions, one to the leading citizens of Judah and (a different) "Jo-
hanan the high priest," and a second to Bagohi the governor (DAE 102 [AP 30/31]). 

What must be stressed is the broad diffusion of Persian motifs on the coins and seals 
(fig. 61a-g), sometimes by way of imitation of Sidonian coins (the Sidonian ship is found 
several times: C S 16-17, 44-45, 49, 54). One of the most common scenes is the Royal 
Hero, who is so well known from Persepolis and elsewhere: he confronts lions (CS 16, 
44-45, 48-51, 59-60), sometimes winged lions (cf. WD 4, 17), or a bull (CS 19, 31-33). 



We also find, as on royal coinage, the archer- and/or lancer-king (CS 17, 22, 21, 56-57, 
related images on front and back of C S 52), as well as the king on his throne (CS 18, 21), 
before a footed censer (CS 33), in his chariot (CS 35, 48), or standing with his scepter 
(CS 37). The Persian motifs (lion-hunting and others) are sometimes united on a single 
coin (CS 18, 21, 31-33, 36-38, 48, 52, 57). In one case (CS 50), a royal scene (king kill
ing a lion) is combined with a head of Athena (fig. 61b). This serves to recall the diffu
sion of Athenian models in the coinage and the Greek influence evident in particular in 
the "Greco-Persian" seals from Wadi ed-Daliyeh (fig. 61f-g). The Jerusalem coins of 
Yehizqiyyah and Jahanan themselves include motifs that are scarcely Jewish: an owl and 
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a female mask. Some motifs are harder to define "ethnically," such as a man killing a 
horse rearing in front of him (CS 58); we might be tempted to see this as a reference to 
horse sacrifice in Mithra-worship —if the man were wearing Persian garb, which is not 
the case (fig. 61e). 

8. From Gaza to Petra 

After the fall of Tyre, Palestine fell into Alexander's hands, except for Gaza, which 
put up a lengthy resistance (September to November 332) that is described by all the 
ancient historians, including Polybius, who praises the locals' fidelity to the imperial 
power, going all the way back to Cambyses' conquest (XVI.22a). The reports show that 
Gaza was heavily fortified and that its governor, Batis, had a sizeable garrison, including 
both Persians and Arab auxiliaries (cf. Arrian 11.25.4-26.1; Quintus Curtius IV6.7). After 
taking the city, Alexander—they say—sent 500 talents of incense and 100 talents of 
myrrh to his tutor, Leonidas (Plutarch, Alex. 24.6). The presence of Arab mercenaries, 
the existence of inventories of incense and myrrh, and the finds of coins lead us to recall 
that Herodotus had compared Gaza's prosperity to the wealth of Sardis (III.5); the citv 
was at that time the main center of all the emporia that, again according to Herodotus 
(III.5-*-), "belong to the king of Arabia." This king of the Arabs was certainly none other 
than the one who in Cambyses' time controlled the desert road leading from Gaza to 
Egypt (III.7). Other evidence shows that the merchandise of the Minaeans (of South 
Arabia) found an outlet in Gaza; we have long known about a Minaean inscription 
(RES 3022) that refers to a merchant caravan that had returned from trading in Egypt, 
Assyria, and Trans-Euphrates (cbr Nhr'); the inscription reports that the Minaean mer
chants "rescued their goods from the heart of Egypt during the conflict that broke out 
between the Medes (Mdy) and Egypt (Msr)." If the text is to be dated to the Achaemenid 
period—which seems probable—it most likely refers to one of the campaigns against 
Egypt, which unfortunately cannot be dated more precisely than to the time between 
Cambyses and Artaxerxes III. 

We also know, again from Herodotus, that Cambyses had entered into an agreement 
with the king of the Arabs (III.7, 9). We then might suppose that it was because of this 
agreement that Herodotus included the Arabs among the donor peoples: "The Arabians 
brought a thousand talents of frankincense every year" (III.97-0); even though they were 
officially included in Trans-Euphrates, their territory was exempt from tribute (III.91). It 
is likely that the "king of the Arabs" retained his privileged status throughout the Achae
menid period. But between Herodotus and Alexander we have hardly any direct infor
mation; twice Diodorus simply mentions that the "king of the Arabs" was aligned with 
the pharaoh and his allies against the Persians; around 410, he allied himself with Amyr
taeus (XIII.46.6); and around 382, he sent reinforcements to Evagoras of Cyprus 
(XV.2.4). It would be going too far to conclude from this that the Persians had deliber
ately chosen to abandon the region. Gaza's resistance permits us to think that, at least 
after the reconquest of Egypt (343), the town had again become a fortified place of great 
importance that was directly controlled by the Great King. Furthermore, Quintus Cur
tius states that Batis was exceptionally loyal to Darius III (IV.6.7o). Two collections of 
Aramaic ostraca from Beer-sheba and Tell Arad, two sites in Idumea, date to the fourth 
century, perhaps even to the reign of Artaxerxes III, and reflect Achaemenid settlement 
in the region. The second collection includes partial summaries of the distribution of 
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food rations to men and animals (horses, donkeys); workers were organized into dgalin 
(companies), something well attested at Elephantine; similar to the Persepolis tablets 
(PF, Category Q), these ostraca clearly show that the territory was organized logistically 
around major centers that commanded smaller centers that had storehouses and garri
sons (Tell Arad). The case of Beer-sheba is no doubt different, since the presence of a 
garrison is not, properly speaking, attested; the foodstuffs mentioned in the ostraca could 
be deliveries from farmsteads in the surrounding areas to a collection center. The recent 
(and still unpublished) discovery of hundreds more ostraca of the same type, also from 
the fourth century, may confirm that Achaemenid settlements (military or not) in the 
province (medinah) of Idumea were quite dense—the area that Diodorus, at the very be
ginning of the Hellenistic period, calls "the district (eparchias) of Idumea" (XIX.95.2-*-). 
It is also immediately striking that the personal names betray very thorough mingling of 
the peoples clustered at these sites (Arabs, Edomiles, Hebrews, Phoenicians, and some 
Persians). 

The political geography of North Arabia at this time poses a number of other prob
lems that continue to be hotly debated, and we cannot enter into the details of the 
debate here. One of the most interesting texts is the long passage that Diodorus of Sicily 
(XIX.94-97) devotes to the Nabateans in the context of his description of the campaign 
that Demetrius, a lieutenant of Antigonus the One-eyed, launched against them from 
Idumea ($95.2). They were nomadic herders (camels, sheep): "while there are many 
Arabian tribes who use the desert as pasture, the Nabataeans far surpass the others in 
wealth . . . ; for not a few of them are accustomed to bring down to the sea frankincense 
and myrrh and the most valuable kinds of spices, which they procure from those who 
convey them from what is called Arabia the Fortunate" ($94.4-5-*-). So they profited 
from their role as intermediaries between southern Arabia and the Mediterranean ports, 
principally Gaza. Demetrius had launched an attack against a natural stronghold 
(petralPetra), where the trading posts were set up ($95.1). After sending Antigonus a let
ter (in Aramaic: §96.1), the Nabateans offered Demetrius the following deal: Demetrius 
was to withdraw his army, and the Nabateans would give him gifts (doreai; §97.4). This 
was done, and hostilities ceased ($97.6). We can imagine that the situation prevailing at 
this time was no different from the situation prevailing at the end of the Achaemenid pe
riod: the Nabateans were not tributaries (phorologoumenoi; §94.10), but they presented 
gifts to the Persian administration, just as the "king of the Arabs" did in the time of He
rodotus. It may be this king of the Nabateans that Heraclides of Cumae was referring to 
when he recalled that he was "independent and subject to nobody" (Athenaeus 
XII.517b-c-*-). However, if this theory is valid, by referring to him as ruling "the country 
where frankincense is produced" (Hbanophoros khora), Athenaeus would be guilty of 
confusing the production and the distribution of this commodity. 

9. Egypt from Artaxerxes III to Darius III 

We are little and poorly informed about the history of the Egyptian satrapy after Arta
xerxes Ill's reconquest. Not a single Classical text refers to the region in this period: all 
we know is that the satrap of Egypt in 333 was named Sabaces, but we do not know when 
or how he replaced the satrap who had been appointed ten years earlier by Artaxerxes 
HI. At this point, we cannot avoid turning to a well-known document—namely, the 
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Satrap Stela, which dates to the seventh year of Alexander IV (312-311) —though its 
reading and interpretation continue to exercise modern scholars. This hieroglyphic stela 
describes the good deeds of the satrap Ptolemy, particularly his benefactions that hon
ored the temple of Ejo, near Buto, in the Delta. Not only did he "bring back from Asia 
the images of the gods and the books that belonged to the temples of Egypt," but he also 
renewed a land grant that had been made (renewed?) previously by someone named 
Khabbabash. This person in fact had come to inspect the Delta, "to become familiar 
with all the branches of the Nile that flow into the sea, in order that the kbnt-boaU of the 
Asians might be cordoned off from Egypt." Given this information, the editors of the in
scription recall that "the age-old enemy, Xerxes," had nullified a previous grant. 

Some of the details indicate that the inspection of the Delta took place at the exact 
moment when it was threatened by the invasion of a navy from Syria-Palestine; the ter
minology and date of the stela show that Khabbabash feared an expedition headed by an 
Achaemenid fleet— hence his concern to inspect and improve the defenses of the Delta, 
which was the entryway to the Nile and Memphis, following the example of his prede
cessors when they had faced similar situations in the past (see chap, 15/9). But what is 
the date of this enigmatic Khabbabash? The few documents that name him do not allow 
us to answer the question; all we can say is that he was a pharaoh in the full sense, 
though we are not able to say that he controlled all of Egypt. It seems highly unlikely 
that he can be placed in the time of Xerxes. The context of the text leads us instead to 
suggest that the time of Khabbabash was not long before the time of Ptolemy. As a result, 
there have been several attempts to place him around 342-338, or between 338 and 336, 
and to suggest that "Xerxes" in the inscription actually refers either to Artaxerxes III or to 
his successor, Arses/Artaxerxes IV Whatever the (disputed) identity of Xerxes, we have to 
conclude that, at some date that we cannot establish (Artaxerxes III, Artaxerxes IV, or Da
rius III), the Achaemenid armies must have once again mounted an expedition of recon
quest. Nevertheless, we can say nothing about the magnitude of the revolt, because after 
his fleeting appearance, Khabbabash completely disappears from the historical record. 
Furthermore, we cannot be certain that Pharandates, the satrap appointed by Artaxerxes 
III, died as a result of this uprising. 

We have very little information on the organization of Egypt when Alexander arrived, 
apart from the account of administrative measures taken in 332-331, which included 
the appointment of two nomarchs, Doloaspis and Petisis (the latter declined the offer), 
and a phrourarch at Memphis. Cleomenes of Naucratis "was instructed to permit the 
nomarchs to govern their own districts in accordance with the ancient practices (ek 
palaiou), but to exact the tribute (phoroi) from them himself, while they were ordered 
to pay it over to him" (Arrian III.5.4*). One of the nomarchs, Doloaspis, actually 
appears to have had an Iranian name. Was he a Persian, or a Persianixed Egyptian? 
Though two people are named "nomarch," confusion arises over the sense of the title 
when it appears in the second half of the text, where it designates the heads of the 42 ba
sic administrative regions of Egypt; it seems clear that these jurisdictions had not been 
altered by the Persians, nor were they modified by Alexander. It was these district rulers 
who turned over the proceeds of the tribute to Cleomenes (cf. Ps.-Arist., Oecon. II.33a 
[1352a]). We may note finally that, when Alexander arrived, Elephantine was still "open 
for business," because the king deported some of his political adversaries there (Arrian 
III.2.7). 
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10. From Arbela to Susa 
After being defeated at Gaugamela, Darius returned to Media, leaving open the road 

that led from Arbela to Babylon and Susa (Arrian HI. 16.1-2); the conqueror's progress 
was aided by the fact that the road was well provided with resupply stations. We know 
that Mazaeus and the Babylonian authorities surrendered the town to Alexander (Arrian 
III 16.3; Quintus Curtius V I . 17-23). The same fate soon befell Susa, a twenty-days' 
march from Babylon; it was surrendered to Alexander by Darius's satrap, the Persian 
Abulites, who retained his post (III.16.6, 9; Quintus Curtius V.2.8, 17), just as Mazaeus 
had been made satrap at Babylon (Arrian III.16.4; Quintus Curtius VI.44). It was at 
Babylon that Darius had twice assembled his forces—before entering Cilicia in 333 and 
Upper Mesopotamia in 331. In 331, Oxathres, the son of Abulites, led the Susianan and 
Uxian troops, while Bupares (then satrap of Babylonia?) was in charge of the Babylonian 
contingents (Arrian III.8.5). We know that Babylon and Susa were two of the most im
portant centers of Achaemenid presence at this date; the projects carried out there by 
Artaxerxes II demonstrate this fact (chap. 15/8). An "Achaemenid residence" recently 
uncovered north of Sippar belongs to the end of the Achaemenid period. 

We have very little detail about the satrapal administration of Babylonia and Susiana. 
As in the time of Darius I (chap. 12/2), there was a treasury managed by a treasurer at 
Babylon (Quintus Curtius V. 1.20: Bagophanes, arcis et regiae pecuniae custos = "ganza-
bara); the same was certainly the case at Susa (cf. Diodorus XIX. 18.1: Xenophilus the-
saurophylax ["'ganzabara]; cf. §48.6). It is likely that the satrapy of Babylonia was divided 
into several subdistricts, as in earlier times; we know very little about these districts, aside 
from the explicit mention of detachments from Sittacene and "transplanted Carians" 
among the troops in the unit commanded by Bupares (Arrian III.8.50-). These trans
planted Carians were settled in "villages called Carae" that Diodorus (XVII. 110.3-**) lo
cates on the great road leading from Susa to Ecbatana along the east bank of the Tigris, 
close to Sittacene, which was probably a subdistrict (in Steven of Byzantium, Sittacus is 
called persike polis 'a Persian city'). While following his itinerary, Alexander came into 
contact with the transplanted Eretrians (not Boeotians, as Diodorus has it) who had 
been settled by Darius in the community of Ardericca in Kurdistan, which was near 
naphtha wells (cf. Herodotus VI. 119-20). These are probably the people that Quintus 
Curtius calls Gordyans and that also sent a contingent to Darius at Gaugamela 
(IV. 12.11; cf. Strabo XVI. 1.25). We may also note that, after the division of 323, Mesopo
tamia and Babylonia were two separate satrapies (Diodorus XVIII.3.3); and after the di
vision of 320, Mesopotamia was united with Arbelitis (XVIII.39.6). It is likely that this 
arrangement went back to the Achaemenid period and that the region around Arbela at 
that time constituted a specific administrative subdivision; Strabo includes it in what he 
(in confusion) calls Assyria (XVI. 1.3). The travel voucher given by Arsama to his steward 
when he sent him back to Egypt from Babylon makes it clear that the Arbela region vvas 
among the 'provinces' (medinah) crossed by the royal road (DAE 67 [AD 6]). The strate
gic importance of the region—where the ruins of ancient Assyrian towns remained (Xe
nophon, Anab. III.4.6-9) —is illustrated by its easy communication with Babylonia 
(Quintus Curtius 1V.9.8) and by the presence of Achaemenid colonies that were inte
grated into the imperial military organizations. It is likely, finally, that the marshy south
ern portion of the lower Tigris and Euphrates valleys also constituted a province, named 
MatTamtim ("Sealand"), within the Babylonian satrapy. 
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The sources from Alexander's time provide considerable information regarding navi
gation and water management. Some of them deserve careful examination if only be
cause they are sometimes used as evidence for the claim that Persian territorial control 
of Babylonia was weak. We may begin with a well-known passage from Arrian. Alex
ander sailed up the Tigris with his navy as far as Opis: 

hi the voyage upstream he removed the weirs in the river and made the stream level 
throughout; these weirs (katarrhaktai) had been made by the Persians to prevent anyone 
sailing up to their country from the sea and mastering it with a naval force. The Persians had 
constructed them because they had no naval power (nautikoi), and the weirs, built up at 
such regular intervals, made the voyage up the Tigris impracticable. Alexander, however, 
said that contrivances of this kind were the work of men lacking military supremacy; he 
therefore regarded this precaution as of no advantage to himself, and showed by his action 
in destroying with ease works on which the Persians had spent their energy that it was of no 
value. (VII.7.7-0-) 

The same information, similarly told, is found in Strabo (XVI. 1.9; cf. XV3.4). If it is 
correct, we would have to conclude that the Persians did not control southern Babylo
nia, which would have been continually at risk from any foreign enemy that was able to 
assemble a navy powerful enough to sail up the Babylonian rivers and challenge the 
Achaemenid forces at the heart of the Empire. But Arrian's and Strabo's presentation is 
highly suspect. Two facets must be distinguished: the facts provided (the construction of 
artificial weirs) and the historical commentary. It is clear that Arrian's passage contains 
all of the traditional literary stereotypes about the weakness of the Persians: like the 
fourth-century Egyptian pharaohs (see chap. 15/9), they primarily trusted defensive em
placements to repulse invasions, since the Great Kings were incapable of demonstrat
ing any sort of military supremacy. Furthermore, the claim that the fourth-century 
Persians were not sailors is an evaluation that does not make much sense; we suspect 
that Arrian has taken over nearly word for word the phraseology used by Herodotus 
when he describes the Persians at the beginning of the reign of Cambyses (1.143). Fi
nally, it is hard to imagine which enemies from the Persian Gulf region were strong 
enough to threaten the rich lands of Babylonia and endanger the royal residences at 
Susa and Babylon at this time. In reality, there is every indication that the observers re
lied on by Arrian and Strabo took as permanent defensive works what were nothing 
more than light structures set out by the satrapal administration each year to regulate 
the river at the time of high water. In fact, it seems likely that in this era the structures 
only temporarily hindered river traffic between the Gulf and Susa (cf. Strabo XV.3.4) — 
but did not prevent it (XV.3.5; Quintus Curtius IV.9.8; Diodorus XVII.67.3). 

Arrian and Strabo describe other hydraulic projects carried out at Alexander's initia
tive at this time. Strabo (quoting Aristobulus) states that the king went down the Euphra
tes, sometimes closing, sometimes opening the canal diversion dams (XVI. 1.11). Arrian 
gives details of a canal well known from the Babylonian evidence, the Pallacopas, and 
he says that the king set projects in motion to create a new outlet (VII.21). Once more, 
Greek ingenuity is implicitly but clearly contrasted with Achaemenid practice: 

The satrap of Babylonia used to dam the outlets of the Euphrates into the Pallacopas with 
considerable effort, even though they were easily opened, since the earth there is muddy 
and mostly soft clay, such as lets through the river water and makes it none too easy to turn 
the river back; for over 2 months more than ten thousand Assyrians {Assyrion andres) used to 
be engaged on this task. (VII.21.5*) 
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According to Strabo (XVI. 1.1 ()<•), Alexander's actions were cbaracteristic of "good rul
ers" (hegemones agathoi), who harnessed the water to irrigate the arable land. Arrian 
says the same thing: "When this was reported to Alexander, it incited him to improve 
the land of Assyria" (VII.21.6*). Both take up one of the most powerful tenets of Meso
potamian royal ideology. They make Alexander the heir to this tradition, and they dis
tance the Persians from it—with regard to both the Tigris and the Euphrates. Once 
again, the presentation is highly suspect. For one thing, Arrian's text very clearly indi
cates that in the early Achaemenid period, as throughout history, the satrapal authorities 
undertook major construction and maintenance projects related to water management, 
md this necessitated the use of local labor, which was requisitioned by way of corvee 
(cf. also Pliny VI.30.120). There was indeed a changeover between the Achaemenids 
and Alexander, but it was not what Arrian and Strabo claim. Alexander undertook such 
projects, not really to improve irrigation, but quite simply because at this time his prin
cipal concern was to prepare for the Arabian expedition. Thus, he had a new port built 
at Babvlon to serve as a place where the boats could be gathered, including those that 
had been transported in pieces from Phoenicia tu Thapsacus on the Euphrates. This, at 
any rate, is quite clearly the goal Strabo assigns to Alexander (XVI. 1.11), and Arrian as 
well: he went down the Pallacopas canal in the direction of Arabia as far as the lakes 
and founded a city there (VII.21.7). The change between the Achaemenids and Alexan
der is that the latter used the Babylonian rivers and canals for military purposes, and the 
traditional (irrigation-oriented) waterworks either were inadequate for his navy to sail 
from Babylon to the Gulf (via the Pallacopas canal) or else impeded the movements of 
his warships (katarrhaktai on the Tigris). In the short term, the conqueror only had to 
provide the barest of necessities for irrigation. All we can conclude from this is that the 
Great Kings did not sail their navy up the Tigris to Opis or up the Pallacopas to Baby
lon. But why should they have? In the long run, their dominion and the enormous trib
ute assessments laid on Babylonia (cf. Herodotus 1.192) made it imperative that the 
satrap pay attention first of all to irrigation projects. Placed in their military and ideolog
ical context, these remarks by Arrian and Strabo precisely prove that it was this way 
throughout the time of Darius III and also—note well!—during the first years of Mace
donian dominion (cf, among others, ADRTB nos. —332B, -328, -324A)! 

Apart from these discussions, the sources from Alexander's time dealing with Babylo
nia are far from explicit—quite apart from the problem of relations between the Mace
donian conqueror and the Babylonian authorities during his two sojourns, in 331 and 
325-323 (chap. 18/3). This is why we need to glean as much information as we can from 
sources related to the Babylonian temples, as well as the incidental mention of an 
(unnamed) sanctuary in Susa (Arrian VI.27.5). A corrupt passage in Pseudo-Aristotle 
[Oecon. II.34a [1352b]) mentions a tithe on goods imported into Babylonia, which ap
pears to have fallen into obsolescence; but the text is too allusive and fragmentary to pro
vide an overall picture of the situation. Thus, it is necessary to give primary attention to 
the cuneiform tablets. The insufficiency of the evidence and the chronological uncer
tainty relating to the various Artaxerxes make it difficult to take stock of the situation in 
Babylonia and Susiana in the time of Darius III; nonetheless, recent publications of as
tronomical texts provide some important additional information. Taken as a whole, the 
Babylonian record of the fourth century provides a picture of unwavering continuity. 
This is especially apparent in the religious, economic, and administrative organization 
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Fig. 62. Some Murasu seals 
(here and on facing page). 

of the great sanctuaries, which ap
pear to have continued to operate 
as in the past. It can also be ob
served in the continued high pres
tige of the Sages, who observed 
the planets, and the haruspices 
and diviners—those whom the 
Classical authors call Chaldeans 
and who, they say, had acade
mies at Uruk, Borsippa, Babylon, 
and Sippar (e.g., Strabo XVI. 1.6-
Pliny, N H VI. 123). But this pic
ture—however accurate it may 
be—risks missing elements of de
velopment and change. It has 
been observed, for example, that 
in Seleucid Uruk the god Anu 
seems to have taken on a new im
portance, and this probably goes 
back to the Achaemenid period; 
but the historical interpretation of 
this observation poses problems 
that have not yet been resolved. 

Classical sources and Babylo
nian tablets indicate both the ex̂  
istence of many foreign commu
nities in the region and also the 
depth of intercultural relations. 
The initial picture comes from Al
exander's historians' descriptions 
of Greek populations settled in 
Babylonia/Mesopotamia from the 
time of Darius I. While Herodotus 
could write about the Eretrians of 
Ardericca around 450 that they 
"still speak their original lan
guage" (VI. 119*), this was no 
longer the case in the time of Da
rius III; by then they had put down 
roots and "were now degener
ate" (Quintus Curtius IV 12.1!<•): 
"They are bilingual and speak like 
the natives in the one language, 
while in the other they preserve 
most of the Greek vocabulary, and 
they maintain some Greek prac-
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tices" (Diodorus XVII. 110.5«-). This refers to the easily 
understandable development of a population that had 
lone been cut off from its roots (cf. also Quintus Cur
tius V.5.13, 19; VII.5.29; Strabo XI.11.4). Persians 
themselves had settled in Babylonia in large numbers. 
In addition to the evidence from the tablets, there is 
Berossus's passage on the erection of sacred statues of 
Anahita at Babylon in the time of Artaxerxes II; despite 
remaining uncertainties (chap. 15/8), it seems clear 
that all of this evidence attests to the importance of the 
Persian diaspora in Babylonia. What does this evi
dence say about the relations between the Persian di
aspora and the Babylonians? 

Contacts between the Babylonians and Persians are 
attested to by seals and sealings; the most important 
corpus is the group collected from the Murasu tablets 
(second half of the fifth century). They include 
themes that are specifically Persian (Royal Hero, Per
sian soldiers), as well as Babylonian themes (fig. 62). 
We may note in passing that two seals on Persepolis 
tablets show boats (Phoenician ships) in a Babylonian 
setting, indicated by palm trees (fig. 50f, p. 606). This 
typically Babylonian plant seems to have been in
jected into Persian tradition; according to Strabo 
(XVI. 1.14), a Persian song (a counting rhyme?) listed 
the 360 uses of the palm tree. Furthermore, it is quite 
remarkable that many seals also testify to the activity 
of Greek artists in Babylon, just as is the case at Das
cylium, Sardis, Sidon, and Samaria. Paradoxically 
enough, we get the impression that, at least on this 
level, Greek artists (or better: artists working in the 
Greek style) created a sort of meeting-point between 
Persians and Babylonians. On this point, the Susa seal
ings are explicitly different from the Babylonian, since 
"the impressions found at Susa show hardly any Greek 
influence.. . . There is only one that might be consid
ered 'Greco-Persian'" (P. Amiet). 

The study of personal names also results in several 
interesting observations—even when the ancient au
thors take a rather casual approach toward the names 
or encounter various difficulties in transcribing into 
Greek the Babylonian names they only knew by hear
ing them pronounced. For example, Plutarch (Arf. 
19.2) says one of Artaxerxes IPs eunuchs was called Be-
litaras according to Ctesias (Bel-Stir? cf. Sardis VII. 1.1) 
but Melantas according to Dinon (Greek adaptation of 
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a nickname?). As a result, sometimes we find personal names in curiously mixed forms, 
such as Belephantes, who according to Diodorus (XVII. 112.3) was the head of the 
school of Chaldeans that tried to dissuade Alexander from entering Babylon. This said, 
it is quite noteworthy that Abulites, the satrap of Susa in 331, although he is called a Per
sian by Arrian (III. 16.9), has a Babylonian name, while his son's name, Oxathres, is in
disputably Persian (III.8.5). The situation regarding one of the sons of Mazaeus, who was 
a Persian, is identical, in reverse: this son, the second-in-command in Syria, was named 
Brochubelus (Quintus Curtius VI3.11); two more of his sons had Babylonian names, 
Antibelus (Arrian III.21.1) and Artibelos (VII.6.4), while another had the inarguably Per
sian name Hydarnes (VII.6.4). However, Bagistanes, who was called "a Babylonian and 
a noble" (Arrian 111.21. I*), had a typically Persian name (cf. also Quintus Curtius 
V. 13.3). It is not certain that these apparent contradictions should automatically be at
tributed to errors or guesses by the Greek and Roman authors. The Babylonian evidence 
in fact shows that people who belonged to the foreign communities who settled in the 
country frequently gave Babylonian or Semitic names to their children. Between 482 
and 331, we find four people with Babylonian names and Iranian patronymics, eleven 
people with Semitic names and Iranian patronymics, and eight people with Iranian 
names and Babylonian patronymics. The Murasu archives also demonstrate that per
sonal names are not an absolute guide to ethnic origin. In tire archives, 71% (463) of the 
seals are held by men with Babylonian names, of whom 80% also have a Babylonian pat
ronymic; 14% are men of West Semitic origin; 3% are of Egyptian origin; 7% (48) of the 
seals belonged to a person with an Iranian name, but only 1/3 of these have both an Ira
nian name and Iranian patronymic. This obviously reflects both mixed marriages and 
the desire to identify with the dominant ethnic group. At the same time, the distribution 
of images on the seals shows a specific preference on the part of each ethno-cultural 
group: the Iranians preferred hunting scenes and narrative representations of the sort in
troduced into Babylonia at the time of the Achaemenid conquest. 

If we accept Arrian's judgment about the "Persian" ethnicity of Abulites, the satrap of 
Susa (III. 16.9), and if we take into consideration the name of his son (Oxathres: III.8.5), 
he might actually have been a Persian who, like Ariyawrata/Jeho in Egypt (Posener 
no. 34), adopted a double name, Persian and Babylonian. If this theory could be veri
fied, it would add to our understanding of the breadth of Persian-Babylonian intercul
tural encounters. But, since the theory cannot be proved, the most likely interpretation 
is different: it seems more likely that a certain number of "Persian" dignitaries in Baby
lonia and Susiana at the end of the Achaemenid period were of Persian stock but, given 
the frequency of polygamy in this context, married both Persian and Babylonian wives, 
whose children had sometimes Persian, sometimes Babylonian names. Contrariwise, 
the dignitaries with Babylonian names probably were genuine Babylonians (perhaps the 
offspring of mixed marriages), who, as a result of marriage to a Persian woman, or for po
litical reasons, may have given a Persian name to some of their sons. The example of 
Belsunu, son of Bel-usursu (chap. 14/8), reminds us that Babylonians were able to reach 
high positions in the imperial hierarchy; the case is even more striking if we recognize 
that the Belesys who was satrap of Syria around the middle of the fourth century (Dio
dorus XVI.42.1) was actually the son (or some other descendant) of Belsunu. In each 
case, we can imagine that there were intimate contacts between the Persian aristocracy 
of the imperial diaspora in Babylonia and the elite leaders of the satrapy; this perhaps ex
plains, in part at least, Mazaeus's attitude in 331 (chap. 18/3, 18/5). 
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It is clear that examples such as these attest to active exchanges between the Persian 
diaspora o f Babylonia and the Babylonian elite, which must have involved marriage as 
well, going back at least to the fifth century. May we go so far as to speak of the "Baby-
lonization" of the Persians of Babylonia, pure and simple? Even if indicators that point 
in this direction can in fact be found, it must be stressed, on the one hand, that cultural 
borrowings took place in both directions (cf. Strabo XVI. 1.20) and, on the other, that un
like the deported Greeks, the Persians of Babylonia clearly continued to maintain close 
relations with their nearby homeland—where they could always return to their roots. 
However, the "Babylonization" of the dynasty, which is sometimes suggested on the ba
sis of Darius II's Babylonian heritage through his mother, raises thornier problems, par
ticularly on the political level. We may stress first of all that the theory is implicitly 
connected to another theory—that the Great Kings were losing interest in Persepolis 
and Persia already in the fifth century and instead were orienting themselves more and 
more to Babylonia. But there is nothing to confirm a perspective so schematic (cf. 
chaps. 14/1 above and 16/12 below). Moreover, a passage in Plutarch (Art. 19.10) even 
seems to portray Babylon as a backwater used for banishment, far from the court of Arta
xerxes II! In the case of Darius III, the only text that might possibly support recent Baby
lonian borrowings is an extract from Quintus Curtius's long description of the royal 
procession prior to the battle of Issus: he states that "both sides of the chariot were 
adorned with images of the gods . . . ; the yoke was ornamented with sparkling gems, 
and on it rose two golden images a cubit high of the king's ancestors, one of Ninus, the 
other of Belus" (III.3.16-0-). The (incoherent) reference to Ninus is surprising enough, 
but this item is completely out of place in a description that is marked indelibly and 
thoroughly by a typically Achaemenid symbolism. [According to the editor of the Loeb 
Classical edition, the dual reading Ninus and Belus, alterum Nini, alteram Belt, is a sug
gested emendation of the unintelligible alterinalterutrum by the 16th-century scholar 
Joseph Scaliger.—TRANS.]) In the prayers that Darius III regularly offered during his 
campaigns, there is nothing that might suggest the introduction of a Babylonian god 
(Bel) into the royal pantheon; exactly the opposite is true (e.g., Quintus Curtius 
IV.13.12-I4; 14.24; Plutarch, Alex. 30.12). 

Quintus Curtius (VI.22-*-) offers another example of this kind of meeting between 
Persian and Babylonian components. In the procession that greeted Alexander at Baby
lon, Quintus Curtius (unlike, for example, Justin XII. 13.3-5, who confuses them) very 
clearly distinguishes the Chaldeans from the magi ("accustomed to sing the praises of 
the kings"; not found in Arrian III.16.3). But the parallel with Quintus Curtius's first ex
ample (the procession prior to Issus) is lame, since in the second case it is Persian fea
tures that are introduced, at Babylon, into a Babylonian context—which obviously has a 
political significance utterly different from that which can be inferred from the earlier 
example. In this case, the participation of magi and Chaldeans is in the context of the 
Organiza t ion of a procession in which Achaemenid and Babylonian authorities appear 
side by side (hence the absence of magi in Arrian, who refers only to the Babylonian pro
cession). The entire account simply serves to remind us that, at the end of the Achaeme
nid period, those whom t h e ancient authors refer to as Chaldeans always occupied a 
prominent place in t h e sanctuaries a n d towns of Babylonia. The Chaldeans w e r e "schol
ars . . who have gained a great reputation in astrology and a r e accustomed to predict fu
ture events by a method based on age-long observations [of] the configuration of the 
stars" (Diodorus XVII. 112.2-*-). In contrast, only the magi appear in Darius Ill's royal 
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procession: they arc near the chariot consecrated to the Fire and "chanting their tradi
tional hymn (patrium carmen)" (Quintus Curtius III.3. 10-v-). The reference to Ninns 
and Belus thus has every chance of being a late interpretation; we may wonder whether 
here as elsewhere (the description of Babylon) Quintus Curtius might have been de
pending, via Clitarchus, on Berossus's Babylonocentric perspective in which Belus is 
the founder of Babylon and urban civilization in general. 

It is also possible, even though there is no textual evidence, that until the end of the 
Achaemenid dynasty its representatives bore the title "king of the countries": in a tablet 
dated to 331, Darius III is called "king of the world" (ADRTB no. 3 30). At the same time, 
as shown by the royal inscriptions, the ideological attributes of Achaemenid kingship 
could not be limited to their Babylonian component. This poses a real problem. What 
was the "status" of the Great King when he officiated at Babylon in accord with Babylo
nian tradition? Let us specifically consider the rite of the substitute king, which certainly 
was practiced in the time of Xerxes, according to Herodotus (VII. 15-18), and which is 
also very clearly alluded to, much later, by well-known texts that are clearly from the 
context of Alexander's last year at Babylon We may remark on this point that, when a 
"substitute" took the throne, the eunuchs of Alexander's entourage did not evict him, be
cause, according to Arrian (VII.24.3-v-), they were respecting "some Persian custom" 
(kata de Una nomon persikon). This is a surprising phrase (we expect mention of a "Baby
lonian custom" instead), but its ambiguity is significant, exactly like the apparent discon
tinuity between the (Babylonian) names and (Persian) ethnicity sometimes attributed to 
one and the same person. Furthermore, we observe the same imprecision in some au
thors who speak of the (mysterious) feast of the Sacaea, which Strabo, through a dubious 
etymological operation, attributes to Cyrus, who supposedly instituted a celebration in 
the sanctuaries of Anahita to commemmorate a victory over the Saka (XI.8.4-5). Ctesias 
also mentioned the Sacaea (Athenaeus XIV.639c); but the more credible information 
provided by Berossus is unambiguous: it was a Babylonian feast celebrated every year at 
the end of August/beginning of September (Athenaeus XIV639c). Whatever the (very 
uncertain) connection of this feast with the New Year, it seems clear that, for many 
Greek authors, any custom encountered in the Achaemenid Empire was automatically 
described as "Persian." Perhaps there was also a "feast of fools" in Persian tradition like 
that described by Berossus and by Dio Chrysostom (IV.66-68). Whatever the case, there 
is no choice but to observe that we do not have a single piece of evidence for the partic
ipation of the Great King in the Babylonian New Year festival. 

11. The Great King, Alexander, and the Peoples of the Zagros Mountains 

At the end of 331, Alexander left Susa and led his army toward Persia, using the road 
that is well known expecially from the Persepolis tablets but also from many Hellenistic 
texts. Diodorus, for example, states that it took 24 days to march from Susa to Persepolis 
(XIX. 21.2), but that a system of voice relays permitted messages to travel rapidly between 
the two (XIX. 17.7). This is the region where Alexander first encountered military oppo
sition: Madates, a relative of Darius III, commanded a stronghold that was eventually 
taken. Then Alexander himself stormed the mountain and clashed with the "Uxians of 
the mountain." This is a good point to pause and analyze the policy that Alexander 
adopted toward this population and to comment on the historical interpretations often 
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Map 5. Peoples and roads of the Zagros. 
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drawn from it concerning the weakness of the Great Kings' authority at the very gates of 
Persepolis. 

Of all the accounts, Arrian's (HI. 17) is the most detailed—although the parallel ver
sions by Diodorus (XVII.67) and Quintus Curtius (V.3.1-16) permit clarification of 
some points left in shadow by Arrian. Arrian starts by clearly distinguishing two groups 
of Uxians. The first group lived on the plain: the gorges of Uxiana controlled the first 
pass that would permit the traveler to enter Persia from Susiana (Strabo XV.3.4; cf. Ar
rian, Indica 40.1). Quintus Curtius says of the territory of the Uxians that "this adjoins 
Susa, and extends into the first part of Persia" (V3.3-V-). Persia begins on the far side (Dio
dorus XVIl.68.1)—that is, the region dominated by the fortress commanded by Ma-
dates: they "had obeyed the Persian satrap, and now surrendered to Alexander" (§17.1-^). 
Quintus Curtius states that Alexander "left the city intact, and allowed it to cultivate its 
fields without tribute" (sine trihuto); then the king "incorporated the subdued race of the 
Uxii in the satrapy of the Susiani" (V.3.15-16->). It is likely that, prior to Alexander's ac
tion, Uxiana constituted a special subdistrict entrusted to Madates (cf. Quintus Curtius 
V.3.4: praefectus regionis; Arrian III.17.1: satrap). Alexander's connection of the area 
with Susiana can be accounted for even more easily because of the fact that in the Per
sepolis tablets the region appears to be strongly marked by Elamite influence. This also 
explains the name "Susian Gates" that Diodorus (XVII.68.1) uses for what are usually 
called the "Persian Gates." The old connections between Uxiana and Susa are also dem
onstrated by the common command that the satrap of Susa exercised over both the Su-
sianian and Uxian contingents (Arrian III.8.5). 

The second group of Uxians lived in the mountains; Alexander had to lead an ex
pedition against them, and it ended in their submission. Here is Arrian's version 
(III .17.1-Z, 60-): 

But the Uxian hillnien, as they are cal led, were not subjec t to Persia, and now sent a mes
sage to Alexander that they would only permit him to take the route towards Persia with his 
army if they received what they used to receive from the Persian king on his passage (hosa 
kai para ton Person basileos epi tei parodoi). Alexander sent them away, with orders to go to 
the pass, their control of which m a d e them think that the way through to Persia was in their 
hands , in order to receive from h i m too what was p r e s c r i b e d . . . . [defeat and massacre of the 
U x i a n s ] . . . T h e s e were the gifts o f honour (ta gera) they received from Alexander; and it was 
only with difficult)' that they obtained from h i m their request to retain their own territory, 
paying annual tribute to Alexander. . . . T h e tribute assessed was a hundred horses every year 
with five hundred transport an imals and thirty thousand from their flocks and herds. For the 
Uxians had no money or arable land, but were mostly h e r d s m e n (nomeis). 

Strabo confirms that, when the Great King went from Susa to Persepolis, the Uxians ex
tracted payments from him (XV.3.4: misthoi). But, for Nearchus (cf. Indica 40.1), who is 
quoted by Strabo (XI.13.6-v-), the Uxians were just one in a series of peoples who had 
made equally strange arrangements with the Great King. Nearchus lists four predatoiy 
tribes: "The Mardi were situated next to the Persians; the Uxii and Elymaei next to the 
March and the Susians; and the Cossaei next to the Medians"; 

and that whereas all four extracted tribute (phorous prattesthai) from the Icings, the Cossaei 
also received gifts (dora) at the times when the king, after spend ing the s u m m e r in E c b a 
tana, went down into Babylonia; but that Alexander put an end to their great audacity when 
he attacked them in the winter t ime. 

http://XI.13.6-v-
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We know nothing in detail of the Elymacans (a name known especially from a much 
later period) and very little of the Mardians, aside from Quintus Curtius's mention of 
Alexander's campaign against them in winter 331-330, which he carried out from 
Pasargadae (V.6.17-19). They were obviously the people whom Herodotus describes as 
one of the "tribes of nomads" among the Persian tribes (1.125). A founder's legend 
claimed that Cyrus the Great's parents were miserable Mardians whose lives were de
voted to raising a few goats and to living as brigands (FGrH 90 F66.3). The Mardians 
clearly had the same reputation in 330, since Quintus Curtius describes them as "a war
like people, differing greatly from the rest of the Persians in their manner of life" 
(V.6.17*)- Actually, the Mardians also practiced agriculture and even horticulture on 
small family farms (Aelian, VH 134), and they regularly provided fighting units to the 
army (Herodotus 184), including Darius Ill's army (Arrian III. 11.5). At Gaugamela, 
they were placed at the center of the battle formation, alongside the Cosseans (Dio
dorus XVII.59.3). The Cosseans are better known, since they are twice referred to in 
context by Diodorus. At Ecbatana after the death of Haephestion, Alexander led a cam
paign against the Cosseans, who were a warlike and courageous people who had re
mained independent throughout the Persian monarchy. Alexander seized the routes of 
access into their country and subdued them, requiring them to submit to his authority 
(XVII. 111.4-6*). Then, in 317, when Antigonus intended to travel from Susiana to Me
dia, he chose not to use the royal road (which was blazing hot) but to take a more direct 
mountain road; this cooler route crossed the land of the Cosseans—an enemy (that is, 
unsubjected) country (polemia [khora]): 

It is not easy for an army to follow this route without having gained the consent (aneu ton 
peisai) of the tribesmen who inhabited the mountain ranges. These men, who have been 
independent from ancient times (autonomoi gar ontes ek ton palaion khronon), live in 
caves, eating acorns and mushrooms, and also the smoked flesh of wild beasts. Since Anti
gonus regarded it as beneath his dignity to use persuasion on these people or to make them 
presents (dorodokein) when he had so great an army following him,. . . (difficulties encoun
tered by the army]. . . Antigonus regretted that he had not heeded Pifhon when he advised 
him to purchase the right of passage with money (khrematon priasthai ten parodon) 
(XIX. 19.3-4, 8*) 

The historian is thus faced with a homogeneous tradition. The mountains of Persia 
and Media were inhabited by peoples defined by a specific way of life that was based on 
animal husbandry and highway-robbery, to the exclusion of agriculture. This may ex
plain the curious diet of the Cosseans, who seem to have lived solely on the results of 
hunting and gathering. Furthermore, these peoples never acknowledged the dominion 
of the Great Kings; when the royal caravan crossed their territories, the Great Kings had 
to pay a "travel fee" that was designated by various terms (misthoi, phoroi). Moreover, the 
Cosseans were accustomed to accepting gifts (dora). But they were not alone in this re
gard, because the Uxians expected to receive gifts of honor (ta gera) from Alexander. 
The Great Kings had to pay fees to these peoples because they controlled impregnable 
defiles. The example of the Uxians is even more noteworthy because it implies that the 
Great Kings did not even control the road between Susa and Persepolis. We could not 
ask for a better illustration of the weakness of the Great Kings, which is certainly the 
message of the Hellenistic war correspondents. 
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The problem is all the more important because the four peoples named by Nearchus 
could easily be included in a much longer list. We know the offer that Clearchus—ap
parently! —made to Tissaphernes after the battle of Cunaxa, in these words: 

I know that the Mysians are troublesome to you, and I believe that with the force I have I 
could make them your submissive servants; I know that the Pisidians also trouble you, and I 
hear that there are likewise many other tribes (ethne polio) of the same sort; I could put a 
stop, I think, to their being a continual annoyance to your prosperity. (Xenophon, Anab. 
II. 5.13-0-) 

Xenophon returns to the topic elsewhere: 

The Mysians and Pisidians, occupying very rugged country in the Great King's territory and 
lightly armed, contrive to overrun and damage the King's territory and to preserve their own 
freedom. (Memorabilia III.5.26-0-) 

As for the Lycaonians, "they had seized the strongholds in the plains and were reaping 
for themselves the lands of these Persians" (Anab. III.2.23*). The mountain peoples are 
always characterized as independent from royal authority: this is true for the Mysians 
(Hell. Oxyr. 16.22), and also for the Carduchi, Taochians, and Chaldeans (of Armenia; 
Xenophon, Anab. V.5.17). The Carduchi "were not subjects of the King" (III.5.170-); 
"they were enemies of the King and a free people" (Diodorus XIV.27.4*). The Mardian 
territory on the Caspian Sea had never been invaded (Arrian III.24.2); and the same 
was true of the Iberians, "never subject to the Medes or Persians, and they happened 
likewise to escape the dominion of the Macedonians" (Plutarch, Pompey 34.7*). The 
permanent nonsubmission of the Pisidians is made clear, for example, by the (false) 
goal announced by Cyrus the Younger to his mercenaries (Anab. 1.2.1); this incident re
calls the fear of the Pisidians that Diodorus (XI.61.4) attributes to the Persian leaders at 
the Eurymedon sixty years earlier. Alexander's campaign does seem to confirm that the 
Pisidians continued their incursions, using their strongholds as bases from which to 
launch attacks (Arrian 1.24.6; 27-28). The Persians' inability to subdue these peoples is 
also illustrated by failures in battle: according to Xenophon (Anab. III.5.16), an im
mense army (thirty myriads!) was annihilated during a campaign against the Carduchi; 
the many Cadusian wars were apparently just as inglorious (see immediately below and 
chap. 16/18). 

These examples at first appear to illustrate the limits of military occupation of the im
perial realm; control of some areas could not be guaranteed by the establishment of nu
merous royal garrisons alone, at least not without multiplying them exponentially. But at 
the same time, the presentation by the ancient authors—all of whom were impressed by 
the notion of Persian military impotence—must be qualified, at the very least. For one 
thing, as has already been stressed in connection with Mysia and Paphlagonia (chap. 
15/5), not all of the territories of these peoples lay beyond the reach of satrapal oversight, 
and the existence of a district of Mysia is nearly certain, even apart from references to the 
mysterious "satrap of Paphlagonia." Furthermore, all of these peoples were included, 
says Herodotus, within tributary districts (III.90, 92), including the Moschians, Tiba-
renians, Macrones, Mossynoeci, and Mares (III.94*). Of course, we have no direct in
formation on payments of tribute coming from these districts; let us simply note that in 
his work On the Tributes of Asia (which is actually about the taxes levied for the king's 
table), Ctesias refers to the wine of the Tapyrians (FGrH 688 F54). Finally, as "autono-
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mous" as these peoples may have been, they regularly provided military units to the 
Great King, usually as mercenaries (chap. 17/3). Cadusian contingents participated at 
Cunaxa, led by Artagerses, who used the opportunity to demonstrate his loyalty to Arta
xerxes II (Plutarch, Arf. 9-10). They were also present at Gaugamela, alongside Alba
nians and Sacesinians, all led by Phratapharnes of Media (e.g., Arrian III.8.4; 11.3-4). 

At the same time, the ancient authors were obviously guilty of simplification. First of 
all the ethnographic descriptions of these peoples are located within a dominant stream 
of ancient historiography that tends to reduce the social dynamic to the "law of need": 
on poor soil, a group of people is necessarily poor; to survive, the group therefore draws 
on the wretched results of hunting and gathering and, toughened by the very causes of 
its poverty (soil and climate), it is "naturally" aggressive and profits or survives from raid
ing. But this is an extraordinarily reductionist perspective. In reality, the Zagros peoples 
whom we have just been discussing had fields and villages as well; subsistence agricul
ture was practiced in combination with extensive animal husbandry (cf. the tribute im
posed on the Uxians by Alexander). The lifestyle attributed to them by the ancient 
authors can be explained by the circumstances: when they were attacked by a mighty 
army, the mountain dwellers fled their villages, surviving in an exceptional and atypical 
way, and waited out the end of the offensive. 

The problem of "royal tribute" remains. The texts indicate that encounters between 
the Uxians, the Cosseans, and the Great King took place regularly, since the presenta
tion of gifts/tribute was related to the periodic relocations of the court from residence to 
residence. But it is especially noteworthy that neither the Uxians nor the Cosseans actu
ally controlled the royal roads from Susa to Persepolis or Susa to Ecbatana. Their terri
tories were remote. It must therefore be recognized that every year the Great King (or his 
personal representative) intentionally detoured to meet the representatives of the Uxians 
and Cosseans. Obviously, the Uxians were taken in by Alexander's promises, and they 
waited for the Macedonians at the defile where they expected to receive the promised 
amount (as in the time of Darius). Alexander violated the custom. From this time on he 
imposed tribute on the mountain Uxians and required the Cosseans to acknowledge 
their submission. But his action did not have lasting results, because both the Cosseans 
and the Uxians were fully "autonomous" by 317 (Diodorus XIX. 17.2). Despite Pithon's 
wise advice, Antigonus demonstrated the same blindness as Alexander: he too was un
able to understand any language other than that of military might and considered the 
tradition an unbearable stain on his military pride—wrongly considering the gift to be 
extortion for the right of passage. In fact, the customary, regular relations between these 
peoples and the Great King were not based on war; they were based on "controlled hos
tility," which itself was based on gift and counter-gift (dora, dorodokein, geras), which 
guaranteed that it would go on indefinitely. Arrian's tale enables the process to be recon
structed: every year, the king or his representative would meet with the Uxian leaders at 
the entrance to the defile; there was a ceremony in which each party made a commit
ment to the other. The bestowal of royal "gifts," here as elsewhere, implied no recogni
tion of royal "weakness"; on the contrary, it created a link between the receiver and the 
giver. Through this ceremony, the Uxians (in a way) committed their loyalty to the king. 
The arrangement was advantageous to the King because he received the submission of 
the Uxians and Cosseans without investment of military resources; furthermore, both 
groups probably sent soldiers to the king whenever conscription was ordered. 
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The Uxians were thus definitely not isolated from the Achaemenid world. The size of 
their animal production (horses, sheep, cattle), which presupposes that they were able 
to market the surplus, implies that they were connected. Arrian provides two relevant 
pieces of information that require interpretation: the Uxians had no money (khremata), 
and the tribute imposed by Alexander was 100 horses, 500 pack animals (humped 
cattle?), and 30,000 sheep. The size of the tribute leads us to conclude that, on the one 
hand, it was related to the ability of the Uxians to pay, and on the other, the amount was 
not worked out by Alexander in a few hours but goes back to the Achaemenid period. At 
that time, the tax in head of cattle was not regarded as tribute but as if it were a contrac
tual matter—the money paid by the Great King (aside from the gifts) corresponded to a 
"purchase price" (cf. Diodorus XIX. 19.8: priasthai). This may be the sort of exchange 
Xenophon had in mind when he wrote of the Carduchi: "Whenever they made a treaty 
with the satrap in the plain, some of the people of the plain did have dealings with the 
Carduchi and some of the Carduchi with them" (Anab. III.5.16*). 

It would nonetheless be risky to state that relations between the king and the "moun
tain people" were governed by similar customs in every case, because only the relation
ship between the Great King and the Cosseans and Uxians is actually documented. 
Recourse to force is well attested elsewhere, without, unfortunately, our being able to 
analyze the reasons (broken contract?) or methods. Only the case of the Cadusians per
mits us a basis for reflection and theorizing. The recurrence of Cadusian wars is particu
larly noteworthy because the theme appears in one of the Cyrus legends (Nicolaus of 
Damascus, FGrbJ 90 F66.11-16). We have no details about Darius I I's mission (Xeno
phon, Plell. II. 1.13). Artaxerxes H's expedition is mentioned by several authors, but their 
accounts are difficult to harmonize. Diodorus's allusions (XV.8.5; 10.1) seem to imply 
that the expedition lasted some time, and Tragus Pompeius specifically says that Arta
xerxes II lost (Prol. X). It was probably during this war that Camisares perished and his 
son Datames was rewarded by the king for his great deeds (Nepos, Dat. 1.2). Plutarch, 
on the other hand, does not mention any fighting: the royal expedition was concluded 
with a treaty, based on "friendship and alliance," that was agreed to by Tiribazus and two 
Cadusian kings (Plutarch, Art. 24.6-*-). As a result, Artaxerxes left the country, obviously 
satisfied with the outcome (§24.9). The treaty clearly implies that the king's goal was not 
to challenge the existence of local chieftains. For instance, after the death of Artagerses 
at Cunaxa, Artaxerxes "sent goodly and magnificent gifts to his son" (14.1*), and this 
clearly was another way of legitimizing the succession of the Cadusian king (see chap. 
16/18 below). 

We also know that Artaxerxes III led a campaign against the Cadusians. The account 
is included by Justin (X.3.2-5) and Diodorus (XVII.6.1-2) in the official version of the 
accession of Darius III. Without mentioning battles, both seem to reduce the confron
tation to single combat (monomakhia) undertaken by Darius III (Codoman) in response 
to a challenge from a Cadusian giant. Single combats of this kind are well attested, par
ticularly in stories by Diodorus (XVII.88.4-6) and Quintus Curtius (VII.4.33-38) about 
Satibarzanes' conflict with the Macedonians in Aria. Facing the prospect of continued 
uncertainty over the outcome of the battle, Satibarzanes proposed settling the struggle 
by single combat; Erigyius accepted and won, and Satibarzanes' soldiers surrendered 
without further fight. These monomachies recall what M. Mauss wrote: "The people 
present at the contract are moral people: clan, tribe, and families who confront and op-
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pose each other either as a group facing each other on the land itself, or in the person of 
their leaders, or in both ways at once." We could ask whether Codoman's single combat 
with the Cadusians reflects the practice of "organized hostility," whether it consists of 
the confrontation of two armies pure and simple, or (more likely) whether the duel fol
lows a battle (according to this theory, a battle adhering to custom). Following the con
frontation, the Cadusians renewed their allegiance to the Great King in a treaty that was 
formally egalitarian. But we must be cautious: the theory must take into account the fact 
that Diodorus's and Justin's tales are basically constructed on monarchical motifs (cf. 
chap. 17/1)- They are found in part in Diodorus's Median logos (11.33): a Persian named 
Parsondas, who was close to the Median King Artaeus, sought refuge with the Cadu
sians, "to one of whom, the most influential man in those parts, he had given his sister 
in marriage." Heading a force of 200,000 men(!), Parsondas vanquished king Artaius, 
whose army numbered 800,000 men(!): "And for this exploit he was so admired by the 
people of the land that he was chosen king" (§33.4-0-). Diodorus concludes as follows: 
"The Cadusii were always inveterate enemies of the Medes, and had never been sub
jected to the Median kings up to the time when Cyrus transferred the Empire of the 
Medes to the Persians" (§33.6-0-). Obviously, Diodorus was dependent on the version 
found in Nicolas of Damascus —and both no doubt go back to Ctesias. It is hard to un
derstand why so many stories about the relationship between the Persians and the Cadu
sians were in circulation in the time of Artaxerxes II. 

J 2. Persepolis, Pasargadae, and Persia 

After the stronghold defended by Madates was taken, Alexander sent Parmenion and 
the supply caravan by the wagon road through the plain (hamaxitos; iter campestre) that 
led to Persepolis (Arrian III. 18.1; Quintus Curtius V.3.1). He himself took the high road. 
After defeating the Uxians in the mountains and throwing the forces massed at the Per
sian Gates into disorder, he joined up with Parmenion at Persepolis. Alexander's long 
stay in Persia (end of 331 to spring 330) gave rise to a plethora of ancient accounts that 
provide a great deal of information of great interest. We return to the itinerary followed 
by Alexander from Susa and note first of all that Diodorus's descriptions emphasize the 
contrast between the sweltering plain and the refreshing climate of the plateau, a differ
ence immediately evident to any visitor. His descriptions particularly feature the splen
dor and verdure of the Fahliyun region, which abounded in rivers, springs, paradises, 
and all sorts of plantations (XVH.67.3; XIX.21.2-3). These were the natural features that 
also impressed Nearchus (Indica 40.4; Strabo XV.3.1). The affluence of the countryside 
and the fertility of the fields—stressed as well by Quintus Curtius for the surroundings of 
Persepolis (V.4.20; 5.4)—are complemented by the vigor of the people. Based on eyewit
ness testimony (from Hieronymus of Cardia) and speaking of the area between Fahliyun 
and Persepolis, Diodorus in fact remarks: "Those who inhabited this country were the 
most warlike of the Persians, every man being a bowman and a slinger, and in density of 
population, too, this country far surpassed the other satrapies" (XIX.2 \3o) . This note ac
counts for the vigor of demographic growth and the maintenance of the country's mili
tary resources. We can well imagine that the Great Kings' "birth rate incentive policy" 
(cf. Herodotus 1.136 and Strabo XV.3.17) was highly effective. Plutarch also states that 
Alexander maintained the custom, first established by the Great Kings, of awarding a 
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gold piece to pregnant women on 
the occasion of each visit to Persia 
{Alex. 69.1-2; Mor. 246a-h). 

Whatever debates persist re
garding their breadth and signifi
cance, Alexander's policies and 
activities show that both Pasar
gadae and Persepolis remained 
major ideological centers of Per
sian power and the might of the 
Great King—a position they had 
never truly lost (despite Plutarch's 
quaint but simplistic remark: 
Alex. 69.2). This was again recog
nized by Alexander when he or
dered that Darius III be buried in 
the royal tombs of Persepolis 
(fig. 63), as were his predecessors 
(Arrian 111.22.1). That they were 
still major centers is also elo
quently evidenced by the work 
that continued at Persepolis 
throughout the fourth century 
(including during Darius Ill's 
time, if, as is possible, the incom
plete tomb is to be attributed to 
him; fig. 64) and by the mainte
nance of regular sacrifices around 

Cyrus's tomb at Pasargadae (VI.29.7). The replication of iconographic patterns (includ
ing those on seals), from the earliest in the time of Darius I to the latest in the time of 
Artaxerxes III, displays the stability of Achaemenid monarchic ideology at the heart of 
the Empire. At the same time, the reliefs on Artaxerxes Ill's tomb show that the borrow
ings were also selective: while some "peripheral" peoples (Nubians, Libyans) are found 
on all of the tombs, Artaxerxes Ill's tomb reliefs do not include Armenians, Lydians, 
Egyptians, or Indians—for reasons that obviously have nothing to do with facts concern
ing territorial dominion. The lists and depictions do not claim to represent a statistical 
abstract of the Empire, any more at the end of the Empire than in earlier eras (chap. 
5/3); basically, the peoples shown are a representative group, just like those who took 
part in the banquet of Opis: "Next to [the] Persians, . . . any persons from the other 
peoples who took precedence for rank (kat'axiosin) or any other high quality" (Arrian 
VII. 11.8*). 

Moreover, the ongoing construction and rebuilding pose a specific problem. During 
the reigns of Darius I, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes I, the basic resource for this construction 
activity was the forced labor provided by kurtas and the organization of workshop and 
farm production —even if the latter did much more than feed the workers in the con
struction yards. The "sudden disappearance" of the tablets that record these processes 

Fig. 63. Tomb of Artaxerxes II (reconstruction). 
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Fig. 64. Unfinished tomb at Persepolis. 

obviously cannot be ascribed to elimination of the royal economy in Persia (an absurd 
conjecture in itself). However, it appears that other texts from Alexander's time provide 
information that might enrich the debate. When Alexander was stymied at the Persian 
Gates, he appealed to prisoners that his troops had just captured. One of them was intro
duced as bilingual, a speaker of Greek and Persian and probably Lycian as well. His 
father had in fact originally come from Lycia, where he had previously been taken pris
oner by the Persians; since his youth he had known the mountains like the back of his 
hand, because he was a shepherd (Quintus Curtius V.4.3-4, 10-12; Diodorus 
XVII.S8.4-6; Plutarch, Alex. 37.1; Polyaenus IV3.27). Some time later, as Alexander 
neared Persepolis, he was approached by Greeks who "had been carried away from their 
homes by previous kings of Persia," about 800 of them according to Diodorus 
(XVII.69.3*) and Justin (XI. 14.11), 4,000 according to Quintus Curtius (V.5.5). They 
had been mutilated (to enhance their ability to carry out their manual labor, according 
to Diodorus; XVII.69.4), and they were also "branded with the characters of barbarian 
letters" (Quintus Curtius V5.6-0-). They worked in "ergastula" (V.5.13) —that is, (slave) 
workhouses. Some came from Cyme, others from Athens (V.5.9, 17). Their settlement 
in Persia went back some time, since they had taken wives there and raised children 
(V.5.13, 20) and refused repatriation. The shepherd seems to have been in the same 
situation, because Plutarch says that his "father was a Lycian, and his mother a Persian" 
(A/ex. 37.1*). 

Once they have been stripped of their emotive language, these Classical texts do not 
deserve to be rejected in principle. It is far more likely that, one way or another, these 
Greeks and Lycians in these stories should be compared with the kurtas known from the 
tablets. According to this theory, the Hellenocentric orientation of the ancient sources 
leads us to think that these Greek and Lycian expatriates were nothing more than a 
sample of the population who, once freed from captivity, chose not to abandon the set
tlements in Persia that had resulted from mass deportations; they were used by the royal 
administration in the fields and pastures and in the workshops and construction yards. 
Wc do not claim that nothing had changed since the time of Darius I, but we are con
fident in the (reasonable) idea that the administration put in place by the first kings did 
not miraculously disappear. This is confirmed by the passage in which Arrian very 
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precisely gives the quantity of rations allocated to the magi who were responsible for the 
sacrifices around the tomb of Cyrus, as well as the number of horses they had to sacrifice 
(VI.29.7) —information that clearly had been received directly from the royal adminis
trators (cf. Diodorus XVII.69.8), as in the time of the Fortification tablets. 

At the same time, the information we have on the administration of the region and 
on the high officials who were in place there in the time of Darius III provokes us to in
quire into possible changes in the status of Persia over the course of Achaemenid history. 
At Gaugamela, three generals—Orontobates, Ariobarzanes, and Orxines—commanded 
the contingents raised from "the tribes bordering on the Red Sea [Persian Gulf]" (Arrian 
III.8.5;* cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 12.7). The Persians are not listed as such in this line of 
battle, even though they participated en masse, separate from the Persian Gulf natives 
(Arrian III. 11.3-7). Once more we find Ariobarzanes entrusted with the defense of the 
Persian Gates; on this occasion, Arrian entitles him "satrap of Persia" (III. 18.2). Among 
the other notables, we can point out Tiridates, head of the Treasury ("ganza) at Persep
olis, who sent a letter to Alexander offering him the town (Quintus Curtius V.5.2; 6.11; 
Diodorus makes him "governor of the city," XVII.69.1-*-); and also Gobares, whom 
Quintus Curtius calls 'governor' (praefectus) of Pasargadae (V.6.I0). If Arrian's informa
tion is correct, we must conclude that at some unknown date, under some unknown cir
cumstances, Persia was turned into a satrapy—which was not the case at the time of 
Darius I. 

But many uncertainties remain on this point, because only Arrian (alone among Al
exander's historians; cf. Quintus Curtius V.3.17 and Diodorus XVII.68.1) grants Ariobar
zanes this title, which is not attested with certainty, however, until after the conquest, 
when the king named the Persian Phrasaortes, son of Rheomithres, "satrap of Persia" 
(Arrian III.18.11-0-). According to Polyaenus, who makes him the leader of the Persian 
troops at the Persian Gates, this Phrasaortes was "a close relative of Darius" (IV.3.27). We 
may also note that there was an eminent person alongside Ariobarzanes—Orxines, who 
was "in charge of the whole . . . , a descendant of the 'seven Persians' and tracing his 
genealogy also to Cyrus, that most renowned king," according to Quintus Curtius 
(lV.12.8-v-). For this reason, during Alexander's Indian expedition, after the death of 
Phrasaortes, Orxines proclaimed himself satrap of Persia "because he felt that he was the 
right person, in the absence of any other governor, to keep the Persians in order for Al
exander" (Arrian VI.29.2o-). This is the point in Quintus Curtius's narrative where he 
grants him the title "satrap" (X. 1.22-*-) —which simply means that we must understand 
that Orxines was the chief of the Pasargadae tribe (Persica gens, cuius satrapes Orsines 
erai). This example at least demonstrates that ancient social and tribal stratification sur
vived in Persia. It is clear that the heads of the great families continued to hold first rank 
(e.g., Plutarch, Alex. 37.1; Diodorus XIX.22.2). Moreover, according to Quintus Cur
tius, Orxines was the one who led the Persian contingents; but if this is true, what exactly 
did Ariobarzanes do? Does the word "satrap" relate to nothing more than the command 
he received at the Persian Gates? 

The problem is all the more difficult because, aside from the appointment of a satrap 
of Persia, the presentation of administrative actions taken by Alexander at Persepolis is 
very brief—whether Quintus Curtius's or Arrian's. Quintus Curtius simply notes that 
Tiridates kept his job of treasurer (gazophylax) even when the fortress was handed over 
to the Macedonian Nicarchides (V.6.11). On the other hand, not one author says any-
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riling about any tribute from the satrapy, although this information is regularly provided 
elsewhere. At this point, all we can do is to mention three pieces of information that are 
hard to relate to each other: the plains Uxians were exempt from tribute (Quintus Cur
tius V.3.15); but the mountain Uxians had to pay tribute (Arrian III. 17.6); and once they 
were freed, the Greek kurtas of Persepolis were exempt from royal tribute (ateleis. . . ba-
silikou phorou), according to Diodorus (XVII.69.8). But what can we conclude from this 
-ibout the situation prior to Alexander? The only obvious fact we have (see above) is that 
the mountain Uxians had not paid tribute to the Great King but now had to pay Alexan
der- furthermore, the context leads us to believe that the exemption granted to the plains 
Uxians was confirmation of a preexisting status (it was very unusual that Alexander 
agreed not to impose tribute). The case of the Greeks of Persepolis remains: does Dio
dorus's note imply the existence of tribute before Alexander, or does it imply that after 
the conquest Alexander imposed tribute on a country that, Herodotus (III.97) says, was 
exempt at the time of Darius I? This is a rather difficult question. Let us recall that the 
Greeks received seed and livestock from Alexander "in order that the land assigned to 
them (ager attributus) might be cultivated and sown" (Quintus Curtius Y.5.24<>). This 
provides the context for the exemption from royal tribute (Diodorus XVII.69.8), which 
clearly relates only to a very specific case: Alexander as conquerer took lands (from the 
royal estate or from the estates of noble Persians) and allotted them to a community. 
This constituted the foundation of a colony, a process that was frequently associated in 
the Hellenistic period with the distribution of seed and the granting of temporary fiscal 
exemption. So it seems difficult to draw general conclusions about the tributary status of 
Persia either before or after Alexander from these data. If, as has been suggested, the 
Greeks were only a small part of a large population of kurtas, Alexander certainly did not 
intend to free them all because, if the royal economy was still vital in 331-330, there 
would have been no reason to take action that was likely to weaken it. The few texts dat
ing from Alexander's second residence in Persia generally illustrate the continuity of 
Achaemenid practices (Arrian VI.29.7; Plutarch, Alex. 69.1-2 and Mor. 246a-b; Strabo 
XV.3.7-8). 

13. From Persepolis to Ecbatana 
In the spring of 330, Alexander hurried along the major plateau road leading to Me

dia, which he reached in twelve days (Arrian III. 19.3) —a journey that an army traveling 
at a normal pace could accomplish in twenty days (Diodorus XIX.46.6). He crossed and 
subjected the land of the Paraetacae, which was made into a separate satrapy (Arrian 
III. 19.2). He also crossed the Gabiene, which Strabo places in the northern reaches of 
Persia, where we know of a royal residence (basileion) at Gabae/Tabae (Strabo XV.3.3; 
cf. Quintus Curtius V. 13.2: oppidum in Paraetacene ultima; Polybius XXXI.9.3). It was a 
rich region, where the armies could resupply (Diodorus XIX.26.2). Then he arrived at 
Ecbatana. At Gaugamela, the Median contingent (along with peoples coming from Ec
batana: Cadusians, Albanians, Sacesinians) was led by the Mede Atropates (Arrian 
HI.8.4), the future founder of Atropatian Media (Strabo XI. 13.1). Was he at this time the 
satrap of Media? We cannot say with certainty. We simply know that Alexander named 
the Persian Oxydates to the position some time later (Arrian III.20.3), before replacing 
him with Atropates himself (IV18.3). At any rate, this is the first attestation we have of a 
satrap of Media since the reign of Darius I (at that time, it was Mituma/Hydarnes: 
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PFa 18). The last mention of the operation of the city is the reference to the royal ar
chives located in Ecbatana the Fortress in Ezra 6:1-2 in the time of Darius 1 (DB II §32; 

Hagmatana dido). This is because Media, located far from the Greco-Persian theaters of 
operations, scarcely attracted the attention of the Greek writers of the Classical period, 
though they did know about the fabled splendor of Ecbatana, and they also knew that it 
was one of the intermittent residences of the Great King and his court. The gap is only 
partly filled by the Alexandrian historians, since the Macedonian paid only brief visits to 
Ecbatana. 

Polybius, on the other hand, left enthusiastic descriptions of Media and Ecbatana in 
several of his discussions of Seleucid history. He stresses the unusual strategic situation 
of the region and its resources: it "might rank as a kingdom" (V44-45-V-). It was, he says, 
"the most notable principality in Asia, both in the extent of its territory and the number 
and excellence of the men and also of the horses it produces. It supplies nearly the 
whole of Asia" (X.27-0-). The lushness of the Median pastures stressed by Polybius was 
well known to the Companions of Alexander. The famous Nisaean stud farms were lo
cated six days' march from Ecbatana (Nisaya district; DB I §13); in the times of the 
Great Kings, they supported more than 150,000 animals grazing freely (Diodorus 
XVII. 110.6; Arrian VII. 13.1; Strabo XI. 13.7). Despite the raw climate, Media included 
cpiite rich districts, the plains and fields of which were farmed by peasants who lived in 
hundreds of villages (Diodorus XIX.32.1-2; 37.2; 39.1; 44.4; cf. Strabo XI.9.1). As Strabo 
tells it (XI. 13.8), Atropatian Media alone (in his time it was distinct from Greater Media) 
delivered to the Great King, in addition to money tribute, an impressive amount of live
stock, every year: 4,000 mules, 3,000 horses, and 100,000 sheep. Strabo again stresses the 
size of the military resources of the region, which could easily raise 10,000 horsemen 
and 50,000 infantrymen (XI. 13.2). Strabo's note seems to imply that the territory that was 
to become Atropatian Media already constituted a (tribute) administrative subdistrict in 
the Achaemenid period. We may also note Diodorus's use (XIX.44.4) of the term epar
chy. Rhagae is called one of the eparchies of Media (dahyu in DB II §32). Because of the 
date of the events Diodorus is describing (beginning of the age of the Diadochi), it is 
tempting to think that the term goes back to some Achaemenid administrative arrange
ment—perhaps a unit identifiable with medinah, which in the Aramaic documents 
from Egypt refers to the internal subdivisions of a satrapy (see Diodorus XIX.95.2, refer
ring to Idumea). 

Polybius is responsible for the best description of Ecbatana. Quintus Curtius (V8.1) 
simply presents it as the capital of Media (caput Mediae), and Diodorus (XVII. 110.7) 
presents it as a very large town (circumference of 160 stadia = ca. 30 km) and the seat of 
a royal residence (hasileion) and a very well stocked treasury (Alexander had brought 
some of the treasuries of Susa and Persepolis to Ecbatana). Polybius (X.27-0-) says that 
the town, though unfortified, included a citadel (akra) defended by strong walls. From 
the walls of this citadel (OPers. dida; Akk. hirtu), Darius hung the mutilated bodies of 
the rebel Fravartis and his accomplices in 521 (DB II §32; Bab. §25). Polybius also de
scribes the untold wealth of the palace: its ceilings, beams, and columns, made of cedar 
or cypress, "were with plated with either silver or gold." Even after being pillaged by the 
Macedonian soldiers, the columns of the Anais temple's peristyles "were still gilded and 
a number of silver tiles were piled up in it." Anais must have been none other than Ana
hita; Artaxerxes II had ordered a cult statue of her erected in Ecbatana (FGrH 680 Fl 1) 
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and had consigned Aspasia to her sanctuary as "priestess to Diana of Ecbatana, whom 
they name Anaitis, that she might spend the remainder of her days in strict chastity" 
(Plutarch, Art. 27.4o). The sanctuary is also mentioned later by Isidore of Charax 
(Parthian Stations §6), and perhaps it is this goddess who is called Median Artemis in a 
Hellenistic inscription (chap. 16/3 above). There is no doubt that there were many tem
ples and sanctuaries in Ecbatana and the rest of Media (cf. Arrian, Anab. VI.27.4). On 
the other hand, we wonder about the Iranian identity of an "Asclepius" who supposedly 
had a temple in the capital of Media (Arrian VII. 14.5). As Polybius implies, many of the 
buildings undoubtedly were built by the Great Kings; furthermore, their building activ
ity at Ecbatana is attested in several inscriptions, three of which come from Artaxerxes II 
{Jtflla-h-c). However, the lack of organized excavations prevents us from providing any 
detail. Finally, following the pattern of all their colleagues, the satraps and the represen
tatives of the imperial elite had located enchanting paradises close to the town, "charm
ing . . with groves artificially planted" (Quintus Curtius VII.2.22-23-0-). Additional 
paradises served royal stations (stathmoi basilikoi) along the major roads (Plutarch, Art. 
25.1). Without question, the most famous of these was the one at Behistun; its fame 
caused Alexander to turn aside from the road from Babylonia to Ecbatana (Diodorus 
XVII.90.5). Behistun was located in the Kampanda district (DB II §25), a place-name 
easily recognizable behind Isidore of Charax's Gambadene (Parthian Stations §5) and 
perhaps Diodorus's Gadamala (XIX.37.1). 

In Polybius's eyes (V.44), Ecbatana owed its reputation and riches to its position as a 
crossroad. To the east lay what Quintus Curtius (V.8.5) calls a via militaris, the Khorasan 
road that led to Bactra and Central Asia via the rich region of Rhagae, the Caspian 
Gates, and Hecatompylus (cf. Arrian III.19.1-2, 20.2, etc.). From Ecbatana, Armenia 
and Cappadocia could easily be reached (Plutarch, Eum. 16.1-2), as well as Persepolis, 
via the Gabiene. One could also get to Upper Mesopotamia by a mountain road that 
had only poor opportunities for resupply (Arrian III.16.1); it crossed the land that an as
tronomical tablet dated 331 refers to with the archaizing term "land of Guti" (ADRTB 
no. -330). One could also take the road, described by Herodotus (V.52), that originated 
at Sardis and the Halys, crossed part of Cappadocia, had fifteen stations (stathmoi) in Ar
menia, and after Arbela went down the east bank of the Tigris (cf. DAE 67 [AD 6]) cross
ing many of its tributaries on pontoon bridges (V.52). Quite naturally, it was at Ecbatana 
that Darius stopped after his defeat at Gaugamela, because he hoped that he could as
semble additional forces coming from the satrapies of the Iranian Plateau there (chap. 
18/4). Ecbatana also was the place where, in 401, Artaxerxes II gathered troops from the 
eastern regions and then ordered them to advance against Babylon (Diodorus XIV.22.1; 
Xenophon, Anab. II.4.25). Throughout Achaemenid history, the strategic role of Ecba
tana (and of Rhagae) recurs, particularly clearly in the wars of Darius in 522-521, be
cause the king stayed there for several months to organize counterattacks from Ecbatana 
against Rhagae and Parthia (DB II §§31-32, §35; III §36). Alexander also considered the 
town to be crucial; we know this because he left Parmenion and several strategoi at Ec
batana and had part of the royal treasuries of Susa and Persepolis brought there. There 
is every reason to believe that the Median capital did not simply serve as the summer 
residence of the Great Kings but always functioned as a place for the Empire's east and 
west to meet. Merchandise from Central Asia, such as lapis lazuli from distant Badakh-
shan (Bactria), was conveyed through Ecbatana. Tablets from the time of Cyrus and 
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Cambyses reveal the activities of Babylonian businessmen in the Median capital. Simi
lar documents date to the time of Darius II (including an inscription supposedly from 
Hamadan: D2Ha); it is likely that the Babylonian business establishments followed the 
annual relocations of the court. 

Like many peoples of the Empire, the Medes provided military contingents that were 
permanently settled in garrison-colonies in Asia Minor (Diodorus XVII. 19.4) or Egypt 
(DAE no. 46 [BMAP 5]). Several Medes also appear in fifth-century Babylonian tablets, 
Conversely, the presence of a Persian diaspora in Ecbatana can perhaps be deduced 
from the Berossus text discussed above (chap. 15/8). On the other hand, we know prac
tically nothing of the place that the Median aristocracy held in the Empire or of their 
relations with the Persians. Of course, we can imagine that, one way or another, the 
wealthy, great families of the Median aristocracy were obliged to cooperate [principes: 
Quintus Curtius X. 1.3). But for what reason and with what duties? The problem is even 
more difficult to deal with because, from the time of the earliest kings, it is impossible to 
find men who are described as Medes among the high-ranking imperial personnel. 
Exactly three are identified in the Alexandrian historians: Atropates (Arrian IV. 18.3), 
Baryaxes (VI.29.3), and one named either Cobares (Quintus Curtius VII.4.8) or Bago-
daros (Diodorus XVII.83.7; alongside Bessus); in contrast, references to aner Perses are 
fairly common. On first analysis, this seems to be in striking contrast to the position of 
the Medes in the time of Cyrus and Cambyses, and even in the reigns of Darius and 
Xerxes—both of whom liked to include the Medes and Media in the "first circle" (chap. 
5). Furthermore, we cannot say whether the title "king of the Persians and Medes," 
which is known from the time of Xerxes, was maintained throughout Achaemenid his
tory—or not, even though, according to Arrian (VI.29.3*), this was the title that the 
Mede Baryaxes awarded to himself during Alexander's absence in India. Finally, the 
place of Medes in Darius Ill's army seems much less prominent than it was in the time 
of Darius I and Xerxes. But what can be concluded from such poorly documented ob
servations? Should we infer a relative depreciation of Media and the Medes in the im
perial whole? It is hard to say, since Media continued to retain its prime position in the 
country lists—though we should remember that they were copied by rote (A?P). More
over, the absence of Medes in the fourth-century imperial Who's Who is perhaps noth
ing more than a misleading reflection of the gaps in the evidence and our uncertainties 
about personal names. 

The record is weakly fed by a handful of isolated and elliptical texts located in the pe
riod between Darius II and Alexander. We may start with the information offered by an 
interpolation in Xenophon's Hellenica (1.2.19), which says that, at the end of 409-408, 
the rebellious Medes were brought back under control by Darius II. But we know noth
ing about the causes or the extent of any such revolt, so that it is nearly impossible to sit
uate the episode in the longae duree; nothing leads us to suppose (or deny) that, from 
521-520 on, Media was periodically wracked by separatist tendencies. We might none
theless recall that an astronomical tablet from the reign of Artaxerxes II (ADKTB no. 
369) mentions an expedition in the land of Razaunda, which is in Media, and that 
Baryaxes wore the "upright tiara" and proclaimed himself "king of the Persians and 
Medes" (Arrian VI.29.3*). But what significance does this claim have in view of the 
long history of relations between Persians and Medes, especially at a moment when one 
or more Persians attempted to swing the course of Persian history back to Persia (VI.27.3; 
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Quintus Curtius IX.10.19; X.1.9)? We may recall, finally, that Bessus was sent to Ecba
tana for execution after he was sentenced by Alexander (Quintus Curtius VII. 1 0 . 1 0 ) , "to 
be put to death there in the assembly (syllogos) of Medes and Persians" (Arrian I V 7 . 3 o ) . 
It is obviously tempting to deduce the existence of a sort of Persian-Mede joint sover
eignty in the earlier Achaemenid period from this statement—supposing that Alexan
der's practice was modeled on Achaemenid practice. But as it happens, it is more likely 
that what we have here is a typical example of "false continuity," because we do not have 
evidence that there ever was a regularly convened assembly of the Median and Persian 
nobility in the Achaemenid period. It is also highly unlikely that Alexander intended to 
symbolize the obliteration of Persia and Persepolis by choosing Ecbatana and by doing 
this to restore Media's previous luster. In fact, on the one hand, he only unwittingly 
agreed to torch some palaces (cf. Arrian V I . 3 0 . 1 ; Quintus Curtius V.7.11; Plutarch, Alex. 
3 8 . 8 ) ; on the other, he had sent the remains of Darius III to Persepolis to be buried "in 
the royal tomb, " like his ancestors (Arrian I I I . 2 2 . l o ) . Assuming that Arrian's version of 
the death of Bessus is accurate, the choice of Ecbatana (which was then acting as rear 
base) can be explained primarily by the ease of communication between Ecbatana and 
Bactria, where the Macedonian was at the time. In the final analysis, we are tempted in
stead to offer a totally different interpretation: at the moment when Alexander wished to 
present himself as Darius's avenger, he symbolically handed over the regicide to those 
he would call on to cooperate in the new empire, in this way cobbling together an "in
stitution" as new as it was transitory. 

14. From Ecbatana to the Halys 

Adjacent to Media on the west was Armenia, which in turn was bordered by Cappa
docia; the Euphrates marked the boundary between the two countries, and the Halys 
marked the traditional line between Cappadocia and the Phrygias. According to Strabo 
(XII.l.lo), "Cappadocia, also, is a country of many parts {mere) and has undergone nu
merous changes"; it was the Persians who divided it into two satrapies, Greater Cappa
docia (orTauric Cappadocia) and Pontic Cappadocia (XII. 1.4). But Strabo's statement 
has to be taken with a grain of salt, because it is possible that he chose this expression to 
locate in the distant past the birth of the two Cappadocian kingdoms known to him. It is 
difficult to reach a conclusion, because we know virtually nothing of the country after 
Ctesias's comment (§ 16) that Ariaramnes, satrap of Cappadocia, was ordered by Darius 
I to campaign on the northern shores of the Black Sea shortly before 513 (cf. chap. 4/2). 
Even Datames' adventures are not very forthcoming about the Cappadocian regions. In 
332-331, the Cappadocian contingents were led by a single leader named Ariaces (Ar
rian III.8.5). In contrast, the Armenian forces were led by Orontes and Mithraustes 
(ibid.). It is possible that this arrangement reflects an internal division within Armenia: 
around 400, Xenophon says, Orontes (an ancestor of Darius Ill's satrap) held the reins in 
Armenia (Anab. III.5.17), where he had an official residence (basileion) and a paradise 
(IV.4.2), while Tiribazus (still following Xenophon) was hyparch in western Armenia 
(IV.4.4). Codoman (Darius III) also received command of the two Armenias after his ad
venture in the Cadusian war fought by Artaxerxes III (Justin X.3.4). But Xenophon's 
phraseology leaves open the possibilty that there was a single satrapy within which there 
were several subdistricts (hyparchies). 
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It must be said that we know little about these Cappadocian and Armenian districts 
in the time of the Great Kings. The sparse information that we do have can support con
tradictory readings. The presence of the imperial and satrapal administration is inferred 
from scraps of evidence, and, until some recent discoveries, we must admit that the evi
dence was fairly unhelpful. The two countries are regularly included in the lists of sub
ject lands, where they are listed as Katpatuka and Armina, though the latter is called 
Urartu in the Babylonian versions. Actually, the original Urartu, near Lake Van, yields 
the only official evidence of royal presence —the inscription carved by Xerxes on a rock 
face (XV); in the inscription, the king recalls that he had completed the work of his fa
ther Darius. Perhaps this inscription expresses the specific importance of the (capital?) 
district within the satrapy. The strategic value of Cappadocia and Armenia is also at
tested by the route (the details are disputed) of the royal road described by Herodotus 
(V.52) and by Xerxes' order to assemble the military contingents at Critalla in Cappado
cia (VII.26). Like other countries, Cappadocia and Armenia were included in the impe
rial tribute scheme, though population groups were combined for this purpose in a way 
that does not correspond (Herodotus, III.93-94) to satrapy boundaries that we can re
construct (badly) for later periods. According to Strabo (XI. 13.8-*), "Cappadocia paid 
the Persians yearly, in addition to the silver tax, fifteen hundred horses, two thousand 
mules, and fifty thousand sheep." The existence of a royal dasmos in Armenia (in horses) 
is attested in Xenophon (Anab. IV.5.24, 35). The Persian presence in Armenia and Cap
padocia is deduced primarily from late texts and late evidence, which in itself illustrates 
the extent and vigor of the imperial diaspora. This is most especially indicated by the 
density of Iranian personal names in Cappadocia, by the use of Aramaic in official cor
respondence (cf. Diodorus XIX.23.3; satrap of Armenia) and private memos, and above 
all by the spread of Persian gods and religion, especially the worship of Anahita, both in 
Zeleia (Strabo XI.8.4; XII.3.37) and in the Armenian district of Acilisene (Strabo 
XI. 14.16; Plutarch, Lucullus 24.2-5). We may add that, in a story repeated by Ctesias 
(Si §40-41), the central authority considered Armenia to be a place of exile and deporta
tion, in addition to being a place to colonize. 

In contrast, other evidence, at least at first sight, would lead us to stress the weakness 
of Achaemenid territorial dominion in these regions. First, we have Xenophon's tale of 
the adventures of the Greek mercenaries in Armenia. Though Xenophon does not en
tirely forget to mention that satrapal officers (Orontes, Tiribazus) were present, accom
panied by significant forces, he does focus his tale on the opposition mounted by a 
whole series of peoples that he usually identifies via ethnographic characteristics that 
flaunt their exotic barbarity. This is the case for the Carduchi and Colchians and for the 
Macrones and Mossynoeci as well. But, here as elsewhere (chap. 16/11 above), the au
thor's presentation must be qualified: these peoples also furnished contingents to the sa
trapal and royal armies—for example, in the Gaugamela campaign (Arrian III.8.4: 
peoples subsidiary to Media). Furthermore, a large number of Achaemenid luxury goods 
have been found in Colchis; their presence in the tombs probably is a result of gift ex
changes between the Colchian aristocracy and the Great King's court. After all, these ex
changes are made explicit in Herodotus's discussion of the donor peoples (III.97). The 
second argument in favor of the ongoing independence of these regions is derived from 
the presumed autonomy of all or part(s) of Cappadocia and Armenia when Alexander ar
rived, as well as their relations with the central authority during the Macedonian cam-
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jaign and throughout the age of the Diadochi. But care is required in this case, too, and 
the material needs to be placed in context. For both Cappadocia and Armenia, we pri
marily have foundation legends that were situated in the Hellenistic period and were in
tended to justify the establishment of independent dynasties, each of them fictively 
connected to one of the Seven. Thus, it is clear that this literary genre must be handled 
with a great deal of caution (chap. 3/4). Moreover, we observe that the old satrap Orontes 
continued in his position in Armenia in 323 (Diodorus XIX.23.3; Polyaenus IV.8.3), and 
Cappadocia was (along with Paphlagonia and adjacent territories) among the still-
unconquered regions that were granted to Eumenes at Cardia. But there is no reason to 
conclude from this that the situation was the same in the time of Darius III, who, as we 
have seen, drew many contingents from these regions. Armenia and Cappadocia re
mained beyond the control of Macedon quite simply because "Alexander did not in
vade, having been prevented from doing so by the urgency of his affairs when he was 
finishing the war with Dar iu s . . . . Ariarathes, the ruler of Cappadocia . . . , had been 
overlooked by Alexander, owing to the struggle with Darius and its distractions, and he 
had enjoyed a very long respite as king of Cappadocia" (Diodorus XVIII.3.1; 16.1*). The 
Macedonian thought it was enough to name Persian satraps: Sabictas/Abistamenes in 
Cappadocia (Arrian II.4.2; Quintus Curtius III.4.1) and Mithrenes in Armenia (Arrian 
III. 16.5; Diodorus XVII.64.6; Quintus Curtius V. 1.44). It seems clear that these satraps' 
power was largely fictitious or else limited to a subdistrict. Cappadocia, at any rate, was 
one of the recruiting bases used by the Persian generals who had escaped after the battle 
of Issus and attempted to launch a counterattack on the Macedonian rear (cf. Quintus 
Curtius IV. 1.34). This was also the time when some of them struck coins at Sinope. 

We heartily welcome the truly remarkable surge of new evidence, both inscriptional 
and archaeological, that has emerged, especially from ancient Armenia. The latest ar
chaeological and ceramic investigations appear to confirm the presence of highly devel
oped Achaemenid settlements, especially at sites near Lake Van. At Altintepe, the only 
example of an apadana in a satrapal capital has been found, and at Arin-Berd very rare 
wall paintings have been discovered in an Achaemenid building. An even more remark
able discovery is the find of fragments of three Elamite tablets at Armavir-blur; accord
ing to the most recent (but already disputed!) interpretation, they are very similar to the 
Persepolis tablets and deal with levying taxes (tithes?) in kind (head of cattle; grain) and 
depositing them in the quartermaster's storehouses. These documents testify to the ex
istence of imperial archives at the excavated site and also to the presence of a developed 
provincial administration (perhaps a * frataraka). If we add that the site of Armavir-blur 
(Urartian Argistihinili) was continuously occupied from the Urartian period to the Hel
lenistic period, that the Hellenistic seal impressions from Artasat attest to both the 
Achaemenid legacy and so-called "Greco-Persian" influence, and that even more re
cently Achaemenid column bases have been discovered at another site, we must at some 
point realize that the perception of Achaemenid Armenia that we have hitherto held is 
in the process of total reorganization. 

15.1 horn Ecbatana to Cyropolis 
The eastern Iranian contingents used the via militaris to join Darius at Babylon in 

preparation for the battle that was about to take place at Gaugamela. As we have already 
emphasized, apart from a few scattered notes dating to the reigns of Artaxerxes I (Ctesias 
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Map 6. Lands and peoples of the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia under Achaemenid rule. 

§31; Plutarch, Them. 31.3) and Artaxerxes II (chap. 15/8 on the imperial realm), the Hel
lenistic reports break a lengthy silence regarding the lands of the Iranian Plateau. We 
must again emphasize that, before Alexander's arrival at Bactra (modern Balkh), data on 
the plateau satrapies are limited to mere summaries because Alexander's march was so 
rapid. Other than the name of the ruling satrap, we receive meager information on the 
boundaries of the satrapies and the names of the official residences (basileia), which 
were often fortified (Zadracarta in Hyrcania; Artacoana in Aria). The excavations at Old 
Kandahar, where an Elamite tablet of Persepolis type has been found, and Dahan-i 
Ghulaman (Seistan) nonetheless attest to Achaemenid presence on the Plateau. The de
scriptions of the countries are unfortunately very incomplete: not a single author, for ex-
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ample, makes the slightest reference to the network of Bactrian canals discovered by the 
archaeologists. The reason is quite simple: first, Alexander's march to Bactra was fairly 
rapid, and furthermore, the military historians were interested only in features of the 
countryside to the extent that they figured in Alexander's campaigns or, possibly, if they 
exhibited "exotic" characteristics that might stimulate the imagination of their readers. 
Because they were following Alexander step by step, the ancient authors aim their spot
lights on certain peoples that they differentiate on the basis of their country's ecology 
and/or the resistance that they put up to the Macedonians. This, for example, explains 
the long discussions of the Mardians of the Caspian and, conversely, of the Ari-
aspi/Benefactors of the Helmand Delta; the latter were rewarded by Alexander to com
memorate their "good deeds" in honor of Cyrus and because of the aid that they had 
provided to Alexander himself. Not even the reports on Bactria and Sogdiana are par
ticularly detailed. The Oxus (Amu Darya) seems to have been the boundary between 
the two regions (Arrian III.28.9; IV. 15.7; 16.1), and the Iaxartes (Syr Darya) was 'the 
boundary of the Persian Empire' (horion tes Person arches); the border was also marked 
in the countryside by the town of Cyropolis, "the last city founded by Cyrus" (Strabo 
XI. 11.4*). The strongly fortified Cyropolis was actually just the largest (Arrian IV.2.2) of 
a series of seven fortified towns located on the Iaxartes, and Alexander and his generals 
had to subdue these towns arduously, one by one (Arrian IV. 1-3). A large number of un
named fortified towns or fortresses are also reported by the ancient authors and by ar
chaeologists in both Sogdiana and Bactria. 

First of all, the texts from the times of Alexander and the Diadochi allow us to draw 
up a list of what the Hellenistic authors (especially Diodorus) call (though not without 
confusion) the Upper Satrapies. In 323, Diodorus names Paropamisadae, Arachosia and 
Gedrosia, Aria and Drangiana, Bactria and Sogdiana, Parthia and Hyrcania, Carmania 
(XVIII.3.3: most of them in pairs). The enumeration of 320 scarcely differs (XVIII.39.6): 
Carmania, Parthia, Aria and Drangiana, Bactria and Sogdiana, Paropamisadae; and the 
list is similar around 317-316 (XIX. 14.6); Carmania, Arachosia, Paropamisadae, Aria 
and Drangiana, Bactria. These data correspond by and large to the situation at the time 
of Darius III, so far as we can reconstruct it on the basis of the ancient reports: Parthia-
Hyrcania (including the Tapyrians), Aria, Drangiana, Arachosia, Bactria, Sogdiana, 
Carmania, Gedrosia. At the battle of Gaugamela, Arrian (III.8.3-4-*-) lists the Bactrians 
and Saka (led by the satrap of Bactria, Bessus), the Arachotians and "Indian hillmen" 
(led by Barsaentes, satrap of Arachosia), the Aryans (led by Satibarzanes, satrap of Aria), 
the Parthians, Hyrcanians, and Tapyrians (commanded by Phratapharnes; we find out 
later [III.23.4; 28.2] that he was satrap). 

Such a catalog in itself can inform us only very imperfectly about the Persian admin
istrative organization of these regions. The main interpretive problem comes from the 
context of the Macedonian campaigns in Bactria-Sogdiana. Let us briefly review them. 
Bessus, a relative of the Great King and satrap of Bactria, was the driving force behind 
the conspiracy that led to the murder of Darius in July 330, along with Nabarzanes, chil
iarch of the royal cavalry, and Barsaentes, satrap of Arachosia and Drangiana (III.21.1). 
Bessus backtracked to Bactria to lead the resistance to the Macedonian offensive, where 
he had himself proclaimed "King of Asia" (III.25.3<>) —that is, Great King—under the 
name Artaxerxes (Diodorus XVI1.74.1-2; 78.7; Quintus Curtius VI.6.13). He enlisted 
Satibarzanes, whom Alexander had retained as satrap of Aria (III.25.1), in his cause: 
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Satibarzanes soon perished in the Macedonian counterattack, and the same fate befell 
Barsaentes, who was executed after the Indian hill peoples turned him over to Alexander. 
Meanwhile, at first at least, disturbances continued in Alexander's rear: the new satrap of 
Aria, Arsamenes, showed no loyalty to the Macedonians (III.29.4); he probably stayed in 
communication with Bessus. Moreover, Bessus, who had assumed supreme authority 
(albeit falsely), had named a satrap in Parthia (IV.7.1). 

Should we conclude from this that the authority of the satrap in Bactra extended 
throughout the Upper Satrapies and thus that his command extended eastward from Ec
batana? We know for certain that this was true in the Seleucid period, but was it also the 
case earlier, under the later Achaemenids? It is hard to offer a defensible response to this 
question, since the texts are open to conflicting interpretations. The only evidence along 
these lines is a passage in Diodorus (XVI.50.8), where the information (that Bagoas was 
entrusted with the Upper Satrapies under Artaxerxes III) seems dubious—which is not 
to say that it should be thrown out. We must note that aside from this text we see nothing 
that would establish a bridge between the Achaemenid period and the Hellenistic era 
with any certainty. Until more evidence appears, we can stress only that the Seleucid in
novation itself goes back to the age of the Diadochi, because the earliest attestation 
comes from 316, when Pithon took on the duties of both satrap of Media and "strategos 
of the Upper Satrapies" (Diodorus XIX. 14.1). The satraps of these regions combined 
their contingents and held common council (XIX. 14-15). But the political context 
(their joint opposition to Eumenes) is very specific, and the fact that they joined forces 
does not necessarily imply that by doing so the satraps were following an Achaemenid 
precedent. For one thing, in 331 the eastern Iranian contingents were led by several sa
traps (Bessus, Barsaentes, Satibarzanes; Arrian III.8.3); for another, the motivations of 
the satraps allied with Bessus do not seem to have derived from the fact that the satrap 
in Bactra was regularly granted authority over the entire area but basically from personal 
motives —not least the desire to preserve their own position (cf. Arrian III.21.5). In any 
case, the death of Darius III created an entirely new situation, and Bessus's proclamation 
of kingship obviously did not make the situation any better. Finally, after Darius's death, 
Bessus's personal authority held priority with his Bactrian horsemen (III.21.4; cf. Diodo
rus XVII.74.1) and over the alliance with some of the Saka chiefs (III.8.3). 

The only thing that seems clear is that the military responsibilities of the satrap in 
Bactra went beyond the usual boundaries of Bactria, since at Gaugamela he led all of 
the Bactrians, the Sogdians, a Sakian contingent, and a unit provided by the Indians who 
were adjacent to Bactria (III.8.3). The differing accounts allow us to think that in the 
time of Darius III, the authority of the satrap in Bactra extended to Sogdiana, where no 
separate satrap is ever named, either before or after Alexander. The satrap in Bactra ap
pears to have undertaken active relations with some of the Saka in this official role: thus, 
be was their supreme commander when the Bactrian contingent and a Sakian troop led 
by their chief Mauaces joined Darius III in 332-331, on the basis of a symmakhia en
tered into with Darius (Arrian III.8.3). Throughout Alexander's war in Sogdiana-Bactria, 
Bessus and later Spitamenes would find aid among some of the Sakian peoples. Cooper
ation between the Sakians and the Persians, which is known from even before Alexan
der's offensive beyond the Iaxartes (Syr Darya), obviously belonged to the long-standing 
relationship between the Achaemenid authorities and the Saka, who were usually di
vided into many groups but who put up a united front in the face of attacks by their ene-
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iriies If, as Strabo writes (XI. 11.4), and according to Darius I (DP/i), the Syr Darya 
represented the boundary of direct Persian dominion, no general state of permanent 
hostility between the Persians and Saka can be inferred. In fact, the information pro
vided by Alexander's old historians must be placed in context. Arrian, recalling what he 
look to be Alexander's intentions when he planned to found a town on the Syr Darya, 
wrote: "The site was suitable for the city to rise to greatness, and it would be well placed 
for any eventual invasion of Scythia and as a defence bastion (prophylakes) of the coun
try against the raids of the barbarians dwelling on the other side of the river." (IV. 1 4-0-). 
That hostilities frequently broke out between the Persian forces and some Sakian 
peoples does not seem open to doubt. Darius I's campaign is irrefutable testimony to this 
fact, and the action taken in that case (replacement of one Sakian king with another: DB 
V $74) illustrates a general practice. But to deduce that there were permanent hostilities 
is to attribute to the word "boundary" a modern sense and to postulate that there was a 
break pure and simple between the sedentary world and the nomadic world—which was 
certainly not the case. Some Sakian peoples (who had in part become sedentary) lived 
in close contact with the populations of Sogdiana (e.g., Arrian III.28.8). Furthermore, 
the mobilization of the Saka against Alexander was a response to a brand-new situation 
created by both the "Achaemenid void" and the Macedonian offensive —two phenom
ena that happened to coincide. The fortified towns founded by Cyrus on the laxartes did 
not merely function to defend against Saka "aggression," contrary to what Arrian and 
many others would have us think. These citadels also served as refuges for the "barbari
ans near the river" (IV.1.4;* 2.6; 3.1). It seems quite likely that there were also many 
Sakian/Scythian refugees. Note, too, that in Cyropolis alone 15,000 fighters were massed 
(IV.3.4: makhimoi); in this case, again, the theory of Sakian participation in the defense 
of the town seems reasonable—perhaps something like the Arab mercenaries (misthotoi) 
who contributed to the defense of Gaza alongside Batis the governor and Persian soldiers 
(Arrian II.25.4). This is the context of the symmakhia between Darius and Mauaces. 

The Syr Darya, "boundary of Persian power" (because the satrapy ended on the west
ern bank), was certainly not an impregnable boundary; the towns founded by Cyrus 
were also trading posts between the world of the steppes and Bactria-Sogdiana—which 
accounts (very specifically, even) for the carpets with Achaemenid motifs discovered in 
a Uralic tomb in Pazyryk; these carpets could have come from weavers in Sogdiana-
Bactria. From this perspective, Alexander's policy represents a break from, rather than a 
continuation of, the policy that can be attributed to the Great Kings. Whatever his long-
term goals may have been, Alexander was driven by an immediate concern —not to 
leave a single pocket of resistance behind him (Arrian IV.3.5). The Great Kings, on the 
other hand, had learned during the long course of their administration that they were 
well advised to maintain order on the "boundary" and that it was best to establish coop
erative relations with the Saka chiefs, some of whom had been granted an autonomous 
status that went hand in hand with imperial military obligations (to furnish military con
tingents during satrapal and royal mobilizations). The tales of Herodotus show that the 
Saka were among the elite of the royal army, alongside other Iranian contingents, such 
as the Bactrians themselves, the Persians, the Medes, and even the Indians (e.g., 
VIII. 113). At Gaugamela, Sakian horsemen fought alongside the Bactrian horsemen 
(Arrian III.13.3). We also know that after the establishment of Achaemenid dominion, 
many Saka had been settled in Babylonia as a part of the hatru system. 
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But what authority did the satrap have over the territories placed directly under his 

authority because of the position conferred on him by the Great King? On this point, we 
have relatively coherent, though indirect, indications. Generalized attempts at resisting 
Alexander's advances developed, led successively by Bessus and Spitamenes; but other 
resistance was organized locally by senior individuals whom Arrian often identifies as 
hyparchs. According to Arrian, the number of hyparchs was quite large; this is implied 
in his report, for example, that "many other hyparchs had taken refuge" on the Rock of 
Chorienes (IV.21.lo). The phrase also seems to imply that there was an internal hierar
chy within this category. But we know that the word hyparch is highly polysemous. Re-
ferring to the same people, Quintus Curtius uses the word "satrap" several times: in the 
Sogdian district of Nautaca, "the satrap was Sisimithres" (VIII.2.190); Oxyarthes the 
Bactrian was "an illustrious satrap" (VIII.4.2IO); elsewhere, Quintus Curtius himself 
uses the word "satrap" to describe Orxines, though in this case it is clear from the context 
that he is using the term for the chief of the Pasargadae tribe (X. 1.22). Thus, the vocabu
lary by itself will not help advance the discussion of the relationship between hyparchs 
and satraps any more, for example, than the use of the words "satrap" (in a verb form) 
and "satrapy" in Xenophon (Hell. 111.1.10,12) by itself allows us to determine the nature 
of the connections created, in Aeolis, between Pharnabazus, Zenis, and Mania. 

In each case, the terms refer to authority exercised over a territory. This is very clearly 
confirmed by all of the texts dealing with hyparchs: each hyparch had a more or less ex
tensive territory organized around a princely residence that was located on a fortified 
acropolis. The hyparch's authority was expressed in two ways: first, the huge amounts of 
food reserves that he built up show that he imposed duties on farm produce (cf. espe
cially Quintus Curtius VII. 11,1 and Arrian IV.21.1); second, he enrolled the people who 
worked his lands into militias. His territorial authority is also attested by the steps taken, 
after their surrender, against those whom Arrian calls hyparchs and Quintus Curtius sa
traps: the territory of Ariamazes and its inhabitants were handed over to the new towns 
(Quintus Curtius VII. 11.29). The examples of Sisimithres and Oxyartes confirm this 
point: in both cases, their power is called imperium [= arkhe] and the context makes it 
clear that their power was territorial (Quintus Curtius VIII.2.32; VIII.4.21), and the 
same was true for the hyparchs listed by Arrian (cf. Arrian IV.21.9). It is obvious that the 
local chiefs had all the lands at their disposal (cf. Quintus Curtius VIII. 1.1). 

A crucial question remains: were these hyparchs fully independent of the satrap? We 
may begin our answer with a famous passage in Arrian (IV 1.5o): after Spitamenes 
handed Bessus over to the Macedonians, he stirred up the Sogdians and attempted to in
cite a Bactrian revolt in Alexander's rear. He met with some success, since "it was a pre
text they gave for the revolt that Alexander had instructed the hyparchs of that country 
(hoi hyparkhoi tes khoras ekeines) to come to a joint conference (syllogos) atZariaspa, the 
greatest city, and that this conference (syllogos) was not for their benefit." The word syl
logos poses an obvious problem: does it refer to an institution borrowed by Alexander 
from the Achaemenid period, or does it simply refer to an ad hoc meeting? We may re
mark that Arrian uses similar words to describe an incident in India: through a herald, 
Alexander ordered Taxilas and the other Indians to come to a meeting, "each at their 
earliest convenience; Taxilas and the other hyparchs (kai hoi alloi hyparkhoi) complied, 
bringing the gifts the Indians prize most" (IV.22.6o). However, the word syllogos does 
not appear here; furthermore, the context is not exactly the same: in the incident in 
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India, Alexander let it be known that, according to custom, the Indian leaders had to 
come submit to him, bringing ritual gifts; in the situation in Bactria, the hyparchs had 
already surrendered to Alexander, and Bactria was already essentially calm (e.g., Arrian 
III.28.1)- While we could imagine that Alexander might have wanted to require new 
proofs of loyalty from the Bactrian hyparchs, we also have the strong impression that the 
gathering in the syllogos reveals additional motives. 

We know that the word syllogos is used several times for the meeting that was period
ically organized in several gathering places (syllogos) in the Empire. It was at the syllogos 
that territorial troops were reviewed. This is quite clearly explained by Xenophon: "The 
king annually reviews the mercenaries and all the other troops ordered to be under arms, 
assembling all but the men in the citadels at the place of muster (syllogos), as it is called" 
(Oec. IV.63-). It is clear that the word takes on a technical and institutional sense in this 
reference. Other passages in Xenophon confirm that these reviews were held regularly 
(Cyr. VIII.6.I5), and he mentions some of the locations: Castolus (Hell. 1.4.3) or Cas-
tolou Pedion in Lydia (1.9.7) and Thymbara in Syria/Ebir Nari (Cyr. VI.2.11). There is 
hardly any doubt that such assembly points existed in every satrapy or military region 
(which could include several satrapies). This is almost certainly the context of the Baby
lonian texts regarding military levies (at Ur and Uruk). The word used, andesu, which 
appears in its Aramaic form (hndz') in the documents from Egypt, was borrowed from 
Old Persian "handaisa 'convocation' (in a place fixed by the administration). 

Does this information provide the background for the syllogos of Zariaspa? To answer 
the question, we must turn to the texts dealing with relations between Bessus and the 
Bactrian horsemen—who, we know, played an important role alongside Bessus in the 
plot against Darius; according to Arrian (III.21.4), it was the Bactrians who recognized 
Bessus's unrivaled authority, and as a result he had seven or eight thousand Bactrian 
horsemen on his side (III.28.8; Quintus Curtius VII.4.20). When he made the decision 
to cross the Oxus (Amu Darya), Bessus was abandoned by most of his horsemen. The 
parallel passages in Quintus Curtius and Arrian are entirely typical. The former writes: 
the Bactrians "slipped away each to his own village" (in suos quisque vicos dilapsi; 
VII.4.20-c>); and the latter: the Bactrian horsemen "dispersed in different directions to 
their homes" (alios allei epi ta sphon; III.28.10-c>). It is clear that the phrases used are con
nected with the conscription procedure: Bessus's (satrapal) contingent was composed of 
subgroups, each of which was levied in a particular territory (compare Arrian III. 19.2 
and VII. 15.2). This implies that some of a satrapy's territory was divided into "modules" 
that formed the basis of the administrative organization. The simplest explanation is that 
conscription was organized locally in each of these "modules" by those whom Arrian 
calls hyparchs. This is confirmed by Quintus Curtius's parallel passage on the Zariaspa 
meeting. He also took notice of the rumors spread around Bactria by Spitamenes and his 
allies, writing in fact that they "had spread abroad the report that all the Bactrian cavalry 
(bactrianos equites. . . omnes) were being sent for by the king, in order that they might 
be slain" (VII.6.15-4-). It thus seems clear that the Bactrian syllogos was one example of 
an Achaemenid institution known elsewhere; each hyparch brought the contingent he 
had mustered in his territory (cf. also Arrian 111.28.10). When Quintus Curtius used the 
phrase "all the Bactrian cavalry," he might have had in mind a fact about the wealth of 
the territory that he cites elsewhere: "The cavalry of the Bactriani had amounted to 
30,000" (VII.4.30<>). Whatever value is accorded (or not) to the number given, we have 
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the impression that the information presupposes the existence of an archive on which 
in Bactria as elsewhere, the administration was able to base its orders for meeting at the 
"place of muster." Furthermore, from this viewpoint, Sogdiana constituted a special sub-
district, even though it was included in the same district: in Arrian (III.28.10*), 'the 
horsemen from Sogdiana' (hoi ek tes Sogdianes hippeis) are distinguished from the Bac-
trian horsemen. Whatever the circumstances, the conclusion seems inevitable: on the 
one hand, by convening a syllogos of the Bactrian hyparchs at Zariaspa, Alexander in
tended to reinforce his army just as he was preparing to launch a trans-Oxus campaign; 
on the other hand, because he had just named a satrap in Bactria {III.29.1), all he had to 
do in order to achieve this goal was to take advantage of an Achaemenid institution that 
Bessus himself must certainly have used when he received the order from Darius III to 
assemble all of the contingents of his district {cf. Arrian III.8.3). 

If this interpretation holds up, it suggests a number of reflections, and they in turn 
stimulate further investigations. First of all, Bactria did not escape the central authority's 
organizational energy, which can be observed in other satrapies. The conscription sys
tem resembles, in form at least, the method described by Xenophon in a passage that has 
already been quoted many times (Cyr. VIII.8.20-*-): "In times past it was their national 
custom that those who held lands should furnish cavalrymen from their possessions and 
that these, in case of war, should also take the field." Thus, when the satrap issued an or
der to assemble, the Persians of the imperial diaspora who had received lands from the 
king each had to supply his contingent of horsemen (e.g., Xenophon, Hell. III.4.10). 
Generally, anyone who held a dorea was subject to this obligation (e.g., Diodorus 
XVII. 19.4); this was true of Persians and even of Greek beneficiaries in Asia Minor (this 
explains the presence of Gongylids in Cyrus the Younger's army: Xenophon, Anab. 
II.1.3). The Bactrian syllogos thus was just one instance of a general practice. It was ap
parently unique in one respect: as far as we are able to determine, the role of the hyp
archs was anchored in Bactria's long history. They came from a local aristocracy that 
undoubtedly possessed broader territorial authority than that enjoyed by the recipients 
of donations. But, at the same time, as would be true for any subordinate, the hyparchs 
themselves were certainly bound by duly to be absolutely loyal. For this reason, some of 
Alexander's directives may reflect practices that were not specific to the Macedonian 
conquest. 

In particular, let us recall how Ariamazes and his people were punished. He and 
those close to him were put to death; then "a multitude of those who had surrendered, 
together with the booty in money, was given to the settlers in the new cities. Artabazus 
was left to govern the rock and the region adjacent to it" (Quintus Curtius VII. 11.29-0-). 
The only unique item in this account involves the beneficiaries of the allotments: the 
settlers in the newly founded cities. The remainder of the story accords well with many 
examples taken from Achaemenid history, which show that at any time, particularly in 
case of a rebellion, a beneficiary of lands might find himself dispossessed by the Great 
King. No allocation of land was guaranteed to be permanent, whether it was a gift or a 
territorial right that might reach back before the conquest. Even the fiscal assessment 
imposed by the hyparchs in their territory was not really anything new; obligations im
posed on holders of dorea were also the same as they had been in the past. If this were 
not true, who would have paid the Bactrian tribute? To be able to attach certainty to our 
conclusion, we would have to know why the local elites were motivated to ally with the 
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conquering kings, Cyrus and Darius. But there does not seem to be any reason why, a 
priori, the process had to be utterly unique in Bactria. Instead, we are led to think that 
after the conquest the Great Kings had acted no differently than Alexander did in his 
time; after Chorienes' submission, he "entrusted (eddke) this very stronghold (to kho-
rion) to him and made him hyparch of the people he had previously administered" (Ar
rian IV.21.9;* cf. Quintus Curtius VIII.4.21 [Oxyarthes]). In Alexander's thinking and 
practice, this action derived not from any desire to perpetuate an independent local 
power but instead was simply a confirmation of a position Chorienes had already held 
in the Achaemenid period. In another case, the Macedonian confiscated a hyparch's 
land and allocated it to the inhabitants of the new towns (Quintus Curtius VII. 11.29) as 
an expression of the rights of the conqueror over land and peasantry. For Alexander, in 
fact, the conquests were considered "land conquered at spearpoint" (Arrian VII.6.1). 
The Great Kings certainly had not acted any differently. Or are we supposed to think 
that Bactria was the only one of all the conquered territories that was not part of the tage 
system (cf. chaps. 10/7, 11/10)? 

'Flic available evidence refers, albeit allusively, to other ways in which the central au
thority intervened in the life of the satrapy. First of all, it is clear that there was a Persian 
diaspora in the country. This is implied by Berossus's mention of the erection of statues 
of Anahita in Bactra (chap. 15/8). All of the satraps were Persian, sometimes relatives of 
the Great King's family. However, it is difficult to go any further on this point because of 
the relative similarity of Iranian personal names. Aside from the case of the hyparchs 
who opposed Alexander, it is difficult to distinguish men who are identified as Bactrians. 
Scarcely any can be named other than the Orontes who, according to the Pergamum 
Chronicle (OG/S 265), was of Bactrian background (to genos baktrios); and even this ex
ample raises more questions than it answers. Let us simply say that it is certain that Bac
trians had settled in other satrapies, either on their own or as garrison-colonists. In 
addition, Bactria itself did not escape the colonization system set up elsewhere in the 
Empire. After 479, Milesians (the Branchidae) had been resettled by Xerxes in Sogdiana. 
They at that time lived in a fortified town, held territory, and were incorporated into the 
local population (Quintus Curtius VII.5.28-35; Strabo XI. 11.4). Herodotus (IV.202, 
204), in his passage on the Persian expedition in Cyrenaica in 513, recalls that the Bar
caeans, who had been brought to Susa as prisoners of war, received from Darius a village 
(koine) in Bactria as a gift (eddke), and they still lived there in the time of Herodotus. Like 
other 'border regions' (eskhatiai; cf. Aelian, VH VI. 14; Diodorus XVII, Contents), Bac
tria was perceived by the Greeks as a place to which people were banished (cf. Herodo
tus VI.9)—which is to say, from the Achaemenid point of view, a land for colonization. 

To be sure, this handful of evidence looks pathetic; but it is quite clear that the an
cient sources offer nothing more than a highly partial sample of the state of affairs, be
cause of their orientation. The information in them only makes sense when it is placed 
in a general imperial perspective. Although it cannot be proved, it is likely that, following 
the pattern of the deportees who were settled in Babylonia (cf. Quintus Curtius V. 1.2; 
Arrian III. 11.5) and the Persian Gulf (Herodotus 111.93; VII.80), the deportee-colonists of 
Achaemenid Sogdiana and Bactria were included in the military and tribute organiza
tion of the satrapy. There is no longer any doubt that the fortified town of the Branchi
dae was part of a network of fort-towns and citadels that the ancient accounts unani
mously agree was extremely dense. Work at the site of ancient Samarkand (Afrasiab) in 
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particular confirms the strength of the citadel's position during the Achaemenid period. 
It is likely that, as in Mysia (Xenophon, Anah. VII.8.15), Cataonia-Cappadocia (Diodo
rus XIX. 16.3), and Margiana (Quintus Curtius VII. 10.15), these fortresses maintained 
easy communication with each other. 

We must now address a major interpretive problem posed by the archaeological dis
covery of a very dense network of canals in eastern Bactria—a problem that has already 
been briefly mentioned (chap. 2/5). From the archaeological point of view, the Achae
menid imperial administration had nothing to do with either the conception or the de
velopment of the irrigation canals. This conclusion is based on a series of observations 
and inferences that we may review briefly. First, the works that can be dated to the first 
half of the first millennium belong to the longue duree of Bactrian history, because the 
first irrigation canals go back to the Bronze Age. Second, the pottery is specifically Bac
trian and does not show the slightest imperial influence. At this point we bring other evi
dence to bear and refer to Diodorus; in a story on the deeds of Semiramis, he states that 
the queen's expedition against Bactria met with resistance from Bactrians led by a cer
tain Oxyarthes, who is called king (II.6.2). Without saying in so many words that royal 
institutions were perpetuated after the conquest, archaeologists nonetheless think that 
both before and after the Achaemenid conquest there was what they call a "Bactrian en
tity"; the only evidence of a Bactrian central state, however, appears as military and trib
ute assessments. In the opinion of the archaeologists, it was the representatives of this 
"entity" who were in charge of the canalization and irrigation projects that were carried 
out throughout the Achaemenid period—what they call the "Achaemenid" period, the 
quotation marks indicating that the term serves only to define a chronological point of 
reference rather than making any claim about a political fact. In this interpretation, the 
real break took place after the Greek conquest (apparently even later than Alexander's 
conquest); archaeological data of every kind (including pottery) show that at the point 
of discontinuity a genuine colonization policy was established, and there is no evidence 
that it went back to the previous period. Finally, in response to objections, the archaeol
ogists sometimes state that Bactria's status was not really different from that of other re
gions of the Empire, because the real and active presence of the central authority in the 
provinces is very poorly documented and, in any case, does not imply an actual takeover 
of land and people other than in the form of military and tribute assessments, establish
ment of garrisons, and installation of a small number of administrators—the basics of 
real power continued to be exercised by the local "entities." 

We see immediately that these theories support and orient the general discussion of 
Achaemenid imperial development that has been carried on, especially in the last few 
years. However, we can respond that to draw parallels with other satrapies in the Empire, 
without undertaking regional analysis beforehand, seems singularly unwise. There is a 
passage in Polybius that implies that the Great Kings took an interest in transporting wa
ter and irrigation in Hyrcania (X.28); and furthermore, the Babyonian tablets inarguably 
show that management of the canals belonged to a branch of the royal administration. 
All by themselves, these reminders rule out the generalizations that in reality are derived 
from a very "Bactrocentric" vision—as will be confirmed by a careful cataloguing of ar
chaeological discoveries in the various lands of the Empire over the last twenty years or 
so (chap. 16/18 below). We may add, without needing to put too much emphasis on the 
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noint, that it is utterly indefensible, methodologically speaking, to resort to Diodorus for 
support- But these criticisms do not exhaust the subject; far from itl The real problem is 
that it is extremely difficult to build bridges between the literary evidence and the archae
ological evidence, each of which supports a picture that contradicts the other—or, more 
precisely, pictures that the historian and the archaeologist have not done well at recon
ciling- If a "Bactrian entity" really was active around 330, there is no trace of it in the 
texts. Nevertheless, a recent presentation of archaeological discoveries in the region re
fers to it as "a still poorly known and badly defined entity that existed well before the Per
sians" (B. Lyonnet). However, as we have seen, the ancient evidence portrays Bactria as 
a country basically divided among "hyparchs" who derived their authority from the sa
trap- As soon as the Wittfogel model is invoked (as archaeologists are regularly wont to 
do), we cannot see how the minor and major hyparchs of Bactria could have taken re
sponsibility for operations of this sort, which necessitated interregional cooperation and 
the drafting of thousands of workers. 

Furthermore, the contrast between the Achaemenid and Hellenistic periods, which 
is archacologically clearly marked and absolutely undeniable, must not be pushed too 
far. We should first of all recall that the physical presence of the Achaemenid adminis
tration in the provinces (aside from the strategoi and the garrison commanders) is often 
known only from incidental and accidental discoveries such as, for example, the discov
ery of an Elamite tablet in the fortifications of Old Kandahar. If we take the example of 
Persia itself, the discovery of the Persepolis archives completely altered the prior view of 
the strength of bureaucratic tradition at the heart of the Empire. As has already been ex
plained at length (chap. 11/6-7), the extension of administrative practices to the prov
inces is proved in some cases and extremely likely in others (even if attested only in 
tablets that mention official travel between the imperial capitals and the eastern Iranian 
satrapies, including Bactra). Could Bactria have escaped the trend toward integration of 
the satrapies into the Empire? Only the discovery (which is statistically rather unlikely) 
of the satrapal archives of Bactra would allow us to answer the question with certainly; 
the theory proposed here is that the administration would have included (as in Babylo
nia) a special department of water and canals. It is true that in Babylonia we know of this 
department only from indirect references that show up in private files (the Murasu ar
chives)! In the absence of such evidence from Bactra, we must be content with an ob
servation: the Achaemenid tablet and the Greek-Aramaic bilingual from Kandahar 
demonstrate that there were archives in the capital of Arachosia and that the language 
of the Achaemenid chancelleries spread throughout the Iranian Plateau: "Two centuries 
after the Great Kings, we find [at Kandahar] the same sort of documentation [that we 
find in Achaemenid Egypt], the same language similarly suffused with Iranian words. 
. . . The use of Aramaic shows that we are actually in an Iranian province where the 
traditions of the Achaemenid chancelleries were maintained" (E. Benveniste). At Ai-
Khaniim itself, an Aramaic ostracon appears to be residual evidence of this. Further
more, the inscriptions (in Greek and Aramaic) of the treasury give expression to an elab
orate financial administration that must have owed much to Achaemenid precedents. 
1 bus, we would simply like to emphasize one more time that the silence of Achaemenid 
evidence from this area must be interpreted with great caution and care. These observa
tions obviously do not allow us to suggest that there was a satrapal department of water 
and canals in Achaemenid Bactria; they merely allow us to not exclude the possibility. 
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Let us then return to the argument from pottery, which appears to rule out imperial 
involvement. If we imagine that this argument is decisive in itself, there is no reason to 
continue the discussion. Conversely, the undeniable break (in the long run) that accom
panied the Macedonian conquest must be explained. The multiplicity of archaeological 
traces of the Greek presence reflects a colonization policy that contrasts with the Achae
menid practice (we can make the same observation for Egypt). But this very notable dif
ference does not necessarily imply that from the Achaemenid era to the Hellenistic 
period they passed from a lax and superficial dominion to micromanagement of land 
and water. In the Achaemenid period, in fact, imperial power was molded into the local 
traditions (particularly on the technical level); it thus cannot be immediately "read" in 
the layout of the canals or the shape of the pottery—so much so that the Achaemenids 
appear strangely absent. If we grant these premises, we must also grant that the uses of 
Bactrian pottery and satrapal intervention are not mutually exclusive. This interpreta
tion offers the advantage, at least in the historian's eyes, of spotlighting the single author
ity presented by the texts (the satrap) and relegating to the wings a "Bactrian entity" of 
which not the slightest trace ha? been found—even though the time when the Crcat 
King disappeared provided circumstances that were particularly favorable to political af
firmation of and resurrection of evidence for the "entity." It is safe to say that the discus
sion is not over. . . . 

J 6. From the Punjab to the Indus Delta 

As difficult as the state of the evidence is in Bactria-Sogdiana, it becomes even more 
desperate in the Indus Valley. After the royal catalogs (lists and depictions of peoples of 
the Empire) and the many references in the Persepolis tablets and Herodotus, the lands 
of the Indus are hardly ever mentioned in the extant documentation. Let us recall, how
ever, that some texts from the time of Artaxerxes II imply that the Indian kings at that 
time continued to demonstrate their submission by sending gifts and tribute (chap. 
15/8) and that these countries also sent contingents to Darius III (cf. Arrian III.8.4, 6; 
Quintus Curtius IV.9.2). When Alexander arrived in the Punjab, the ancient texts make 
hardly any allusion to the presence of authorities installed by the former central author
ity. We are tempted to infer from this that the Achaemenids had lost control of these 
lands. But is this certain? We do well to be cautious. On the one hand, as we have al
ready emphasized, there no longer was an Achaemenid State; on the other, it is difficult 
to claim that authorities about whom we know nothing after Darius I had simply disap
peared. Without going into detail (which often escapes us anyway), it is clear that the re
gions and peoples of the Indus Valley and between the Indus and Hydaspes Rivers 
enjoyed a wide variety of internal organization and external relationships. This is evi
dent in the diversity of vocabulary: alongside kings and kinglets {regidh Quintus Curtius 
X. 1.1), we find ethne, cities, etc., though we are not always able clearly to distinguish the 
articulation of their powers. Arrian often mentions hyparchs, who could head a more or 
less extensive khora (IV.22.8; 24.1; 25.5; 25.7; 30.5). The problem, here as elsewhere, 
consists in understanding what part of Alexander's decrees represent continuities with 
Achaemenid administration; that sorting this out is not easy is an understatement. All we 
can do is to offer a few incidental remarks. 

Even before crossing the Khyber Pass, Alexander sent a herald to to Omphis of the 
Taxila tribe, ordering him to come to him. Omphis "and the other hyparchs" did not fail 
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Map 7. Alexander in India and eastern Iran, 
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to do this, bringing what were considered very valuable gifts to Alexander (Arrian 
1V22.6;0- V.3.5-6). This ceremony was repeated all along Alexander's march: the pre
sentation of dora at a country's border was the very mark of submission to a king (e.g.( 

V.8.3; 20.5; 29.4; 15.6). This clearly reflects an Achaemenid heritage: traditionally, when 
the king relocated among his peoples (chap. 5/4), the local authorities and the satrap 
were required to greet the royal caravan at the border with gifts (cf. VI.29.2). These gifts 
also bring to mind Ctesias's materials on the valuable gifts regularly sent to the Great 
King by the Indian kings in the time of Artaxerxes II. Elephants are mentioned fre
quently as one of the gifts offered to Alexander. No doubt this is how Darius obtained the 
twelve elephants (a Dareo ex India acciti) that were included among the gifts offered to 
Alexander by the satrap of Susa (Quintus Curtius V.2.10); the context leads us to believe 
that they were ceremonial beasts, perhaps retirees from a paradise at Susa. Moreover, 
Achaemenid submission was not limited only to offerings of this sort. The ambassador 
that Alexander sent to Abisares was instructed to summon the Indian king to "pay tribute 
(stipendium pendere) and meet Alexander at the frontier of his territories" (Quintus Cur
tius VIII. 13.2*). Later, Alexander set the amount nf tribute that Abisares was required to 
pay him (Arrian V.29.5). It probably was the same in the Achaemenid period: the gifts 
regularly sent to the court were added to the tribute itself, in accord with general prac
tice (chap. 10/3). 

The reality of Achaemenid power in the countries on the west bank of the Indus can 
hardly be doubted. In a passage on the countries of the Iranian Plateau (Ariana), Strabo 
gives a list of peoples that he says runs from north to south, west of the Indus: the Paro-
pamisadae, the Arachosians, the Gedrosians, "with the other tribes that occupy the sea
board"; and he adds the following detail: "The Indus lies, latitudinally, alongside all 
these places; and of these places, in part, some that lie along the Indus are held by Indi
ans, although they formerly belonged to the Persians" (XV.2.9*). The Babylonian ver
sions of the royal lists lead us to conclude that the Paropamisadae occupied the country 
known as Gandhara in the Persian text. These Paropamisadae inhabited the entire 
Kabul Valley as far as the Cophen River. In 327, Alexander appointed the Persian Pro-
exes as satrap there, and he was soon succeeded by Tyriaspes (Arrian III.28.4; VI. 15.3). 

Then we reach the border of the country of those whom Arrian rather vaguely calls 
"the Indians on this side of the river Indus" (IV.22.6-o-), among whom he counts "Taxilas 
and the other hyparchs" (22.60-), including the hyparchs of the city of Peucetis (22.8) 
and of the Aspasians (24.1). At the end of his "mountain campaign," the king made 
Nicanor "satrap of the region this side of the river Indus" (28.60-). At the town of Taxila, 
finally, he named Philip, son of Machatas, "satrap of the Indians of this region" 
(V.8.3*) —that is, "the country west of the Indus towards Bactria" (VI.2.30-). It seems 
clear that the kings and local dynasts —to whom Alexander "restored" their kingdoms-
submitted to him (VI.27.2; Taxila and Eudamus). It is quite likely that in whole or in 
part this was also the situation during the Achaemenid period. The composition of the 
military contingents brought to Gaugamela by Bessus of Bactria and Barsaenles of Ara
chosia is quite typical; Bessus was at the head of "those Indians who bordered on the 
Bactrians," and Barsaentes led "the Indian hillmen, as they were called" (III.8.3-40-) — 
both of whom belonged to what in the Parthian period would be called White India. 

The relationship between these countries is reflected in other details. We know that 
Taxilas was in contact with Alexander while the latter was in Sogdiana, promising the 
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Macedonian "to join him in a campaign against his enemies among the Indians" (Dio
dorus XVII.86.4;* cf. Quintus Curtius VIII. 12.5-6). Sisicottus, who apparently came 
from the region of the Assacenians, was one of the Indians who had provided soldiers to 
Bessus; in Bactria, he joined Alexander (IV30.4; V.20.7). Relations between the satrap of 
Kandahar and the "Indian hillmen" are also well attested. We know in fact that when Al
exander arrived in Drangiana, Barzaentes fled to India (Quintus Curtius VI.6.36). Later, 
during his stay in Taxila, Alexander handed over "Barzaentes, the instigator of the revolt 
of the Arachosii . . . , as well as thirty elephants which had been captured at the same 
time with h im. . . . Samaxus also, the king of a small part of India" (VIII. 13.3-4*). This 
king seems to have been pardoned by Alexander, if he is in fact the same person as the 
Sambus whom the king made "satrap of the Indian hillmen" (Arrian VI. 16.3*). He 
would have controlled the major passages between the southern Indus Valley and Ara
chosia, including the Bolan Pass, which must have been the one used by Craterus 
(VI. 15.5). Arrian includes these two groups of people among those he calls the "self-
governing Indians" (V.22.1-2;* 24.8). This phrase seems to refer to fully constituted 
states that had cities and leaders (hegemones). nomarchs, and a ruling elite (V.22.1). We 
know that Alexander appointed a satrap over the Mallians and Oxyclracae (Arrian 
VI. 14.3). However, the Oxydracian delegates considered themselves self-governing, 
since they had not been governed by a satrap and had not paid tribute (VI. 14.2). But, this 
does not mean that the Achaemenid state was completely absent (especially because 
self-government is defined in this context more with respect to the Indian kings than 
with respect to the Great King). Let us recall in particular that the Persians regularly 
hired mercenaries (in the Achaemenid sense; see chap. 17/3) from the (Ox)ydracae 
(Strabo XV. 1.6) and that both peoples paid tribute to the Arachosians (Quintus Curtius 
X.7.14), which seems to imply that the Mallians and Oxydracae were subject to the au
thority of the satrap of Kandahar, a dependent relationship that may have been mediated 
by Samaxus/Sambus. According to this theory, Sambus would have been the Persians' 
agent in the lower Indus Valley, hiring mercenaries and collecting tribute and military 
payments such as the various elephants brought to Gaugamela by "the Indians on this 
side of the Indus" (Arrian III.8.6;* FGrH 151 F12-13), as well as the celebrated dogs of 
war (e.g., Diodorus XVII.92)—which the Great Kings raised on a large scale in Babylo
nia (Herodotus 1.192). 

Overall, then, though the literary sources lead us to believe that Achaemenid tu
telage was not gone from the Indus Valley under Darius III, it is far more difficult to 
determine the breadth and depth of its influence in the absense of epigraphic and ar
chaeological evidence. Let us simply mention, at the end of this section, a recently pub
lished late Indian coin. It has a legend in the Kharosthi script and the image of a person 
who has several Persian/Iranian characteristics: "Perhaps the satrap of the region, de
picted in Achaemenid style with some Greek influence. . . . A hundred fifty years after 
the downfall of the Achaemenid Empire, among the Indians living between the Indus 
and the Jhelam, the official image of the person exercising supreme authority in the 
province was still that of a Persian-style satrap" (P. Bernard). There is almost no doubt 
that there was an imperial Persian diaspora in Taxila; an echo of this diaspora may pos
sibly be found in the "Grcco-Persian"-style sealings that are found in this country, simi
lar to those found elsewhere. 
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17. From Pattala to Susa and Babylon: The Persians and the Persian Gulf 
The tales of Nearchus provide some information, albeit fleeting and uncertain, re

garding the Persian coast of the Persian Gulf. After the (Persian?) governor of Patala fled, 
Alexander took possession of the town and citadel (Arrian VI. J7.5; 18). From Patala he 
set out for Baluchistan, shortly before the departure of the squadron led by Nearchus. 
The purpose of Nearchus's Memoirs was "to record . . . the way in which Alexander's 
navy reached Persia from India" (Arrian, Indica 17.7-S-). With this goal in mind, he gives 
information on the fleet that the king had built, which was manned by sailors of Phoe
nician, Cypriot, and Egyptian origin (Indica 18.1; cf. Arrian, Anah. VI. 1.6). Nearchus 
several times very clearly states the mission entrusted to him: "To reconnoitre the coasts 
that lay on the line of the voyage and the roadsteads and islets, to explore thoroughly ev
ery bay which they found, to learn about all the cities on the sea-coast, and to discover 
which land was fruitful and which desert" (Indica 32.11;-*- Anab. VII.20.10). To do so, 
the army and navy proceeded in convoy. Alexander had to provide food and water sup
plies for the sailors on a coast that had none (cf. Anab. VI.18.1: 20.4-5: 21.3: 22.3; 23.1; 
23.3-8). On the first part of the voyage, Alexander and Nearchus came upon barbar
ian—i.e., "savage"—peoples. Although the local tradition in Gedrosia was that the re
gion had already been traversed by Cyrus and Semiramis (Anab. VI.24.2-3; Strabo 
XV.2.5), there does not seem to have been any trace of the central state before they 
reached Pura, the official residence (basileia) of Gedrosia (VI.24.1). When Alexander 
reached Gedrosia, he appointed satraps for Gedrosia and Carmania (VI.27.1-2). 
Nearchus in his account describes the parallel progression of civilization (marked by the 
appearance of regions under cultivation) and the conditions for navigation. In Gedro
sia—where for the first time he notes "cultivated trees, and inhabitants not quite like 
animals" (Indica 27.2o) —Nearchus was able to employ a pilot, Hydraces, who prom
ised to guide the navy as far as Carmania (§27.1). It was only when they arrived in Car-
mania that Nearchus's sailors, like Alexander's soldiers, could be certain they had 
returned to a civilized nation, not far from Cape Maceta (§32.4-7). At Harmozia (Hor-
muz), which had "an abundance of products of all kinds" (§33.2), Nearchus contacted 
'the hyparch of this district' (hyparkhos tes khores tautes; §§33.8;<- 36.1); this is the first 
reference to an official who must have reported to the satrap of Carmania. Shortly after
ward, we become aware of another governor (hyparkhos), Mazenes, who undoubtedly 
was a Persian who was in charge of the island of Oaracta; here the locals showed 
Nearchus the tomb of Erythras, whom local tradition took as the eponym of the Sea 
(§37.2-3). Mazenes served as pilot for the navy at this point (§37.2). Leaving Carmania, 
Nearchus noted that "the people live like the Persians, as they are their neighbours, and 
have the same military equipment" (§38. lo) . Arrian stresses that the Persian shore 
proper, even in the middle of winter, was especially "sunny and well supplied with all 
necessaries" (Anab. VI.28.7-*-). Then, after a difficult sail along a coast littered with haz
ards, the navy "anchored atTaoce on the river Granis. Inland from here there was a Per
sian royal residence (Perseon hasileion), about 200 stades from the mouth of the river 
(Indica §39.3-*-). Nearchus and Alexander joined up not far from Susa, at a place called 
Pontoon Bridge (Indica 42.7-10). 

But what can we conclude about Persian dominion in the Gulf, starting with the Ira
nian coast, from this meager information? It appears that, during the first part of the voy-
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age, 1 1 1 1 n ' ' m e n r s t c o n t a c t between Nearchiis and Alexander in Carmania, the coast was 
inhospitable: there were neither anchorages nor ports, at least as far as Cape Maceta 
(Ras Musandam). Notes on trade are also quite scarce. Those who lived near Cape Ma
ceta assured Nearchus that "it was from there that cinnamon and other such commodi
ties were imported into Assyria" ($32.7*), but the Persian port of Apostana is the first 
place where Nearchus notes the presence of many transport/trading ships (§38.5: ploia). 
Furthermore, Nearchus's mission seems to imply that Alexander did not yet have any in
formation about this region. These observations tempt us to conclude that the Persians 
controlled only part of the Iranian shore of the Gulf—that is, the Carmanian and Per
sian coasts. But silence must be interpreted cautiously. It is not very likely that Alexander 
would have thrown himself into this operation without any prior knowledge. We may 
note, for example, that a Persian—Bagoas, son of Pharnuches—was among the com
manders of triremes (Indica 18.8) and that only from Gedrosia onward did the navy 
employ a pilot—whose name (Hydraces) sounds quite Iranian (§27.1). Furthermore, 
Nearchus was clearly picking and choosing in his descriptions of lands and peoples in 
accordance with the interests of his readers (he compares areas with Greek regions) and 
in terms of cultural stereotypes about the varying degrees of barbarism. Furthermore, 
Nearchus's own Journal was surely more detailed than the simple summary provided by 
Arrian and other authors. Pliny, for example, says that the river Anamis (Indica 33.2) was 
navigable and roiled with gold (VI. 107). Strabo, also quoting Nearchus, states that the 
traditions about the founder Erythras on the island of Ogyris (Oaracta, where the hy-
parch Mazenes was in charge; Indica 37.2-3) were provided to Alexander's admiral by 
"Mithropastes, the son of Aristes, which latter was satrap of Phrygia; and that the former 
was banished by Dareius [III], took up residence in the island." (XVI.3.5*). Together 
with the presence of the hyparch Mazenes, this reference serves to remind us that part 
of the Persian Gulf was still in Persian hands: the deportation of Mithropastes was just 
one in a long series of such actions that go back to the deportation of the Milesians to 
the head of the Gulf at Ampe (Herodotus VI. 19-20)—which is surely to be identified 
with the village of Aginis at the mouth of the Tigris (Indica 42.4). We also know about 
the exile of Megabyzus to Kyrta, which Ctesias locates in the Persian Gulf (Persica $40). 
These deportations must have been numerous, because Herodotus names "the inhabi
tants of the islands in the Persian gulf where the king sends prisoners and others dis
placed from their homes in war (anapastoi)" (III.930-) among the tribute subdistricts of 
the Fourteenth Nome. The same phrase reappears in the catalog of Xerxes' army 
(VII.80). Herodotus's phrase implies actual imperial colonization activity, which never 
stopped throughout the duration of the Achaemenid Empire. 

These observations in themselves certainly do not allow us to claim that Persian do
minion over the eastern shore of the Gulf was uniformly effective. Instead, we should 
rank in order the degrees and methods of territorial dominion. It seems clear that influ
ence over Carmania was especially strong. Arrian notes that "the people live like the Per
sians, as they are their neighbours, and have the same military equipment" (Indica 
38.lo-). This note recalls what Strabo (XV.2.14*) writes about the same people: he 
quotes Nearchus as saying that "the language and most of the customs of the Carma-
nians arc like those of the Medes and Persians" and, though he notes the existence of 
very different social mores, adds (following Onesicritus?) that their farming practices 
(georgia) are identical with the Persians' —including viticulture (Carmanian wine was 
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particularly renowned). This "Persianization" of the Carmanians is explained all the 
more readily because Herodotus (1.125-0), referring to them as the Germanii, includes 
them with the Persian tribes "attached to the soil." Finally, Strabo stresses the richness 
of the Carmanian mines (silver, copper, vermilion, salt, arsenic), which no doubt had 
been worked since ages past—certainly throughout the Achaemenid period (cf. Pliny 
IV.36, 98). The Persian coast proper was definitely under firm control. The coast had 
easy communication with the interior; for example, Alexander took the road to Pasar
gadae, which was close to the border between Persia and Carmania (Anab. VI.29.1;cf. 
Quintus Curtius X. 1.22-24 and Strabo XV.3.6). Strabo (following Nearchus, Indica 
39.9) also comments on one of the noteworthy geographical features of the Persian 
coast—the size of the Oroatis River, "the largest of the rivers in that part of the world" 
(XV.3.1-0). It is entirely typical that Cyrus established a residence at Taoce, right next to 
Bushire, where the Seleucids later planted a colony (Antioch of Persis). It is not impos
sible that the canal that archaeologists have found there goes back to the Achaemenid 
period. In short, the Carmanian and Persian coasts were certainly linked intimately to 
the nearby Persian countryside. These coastal areas were certainly the regions from 
which the soldiers came who were mustered from the inhabitants of the Persian Gulf 
and who were brought to Gaugamela by high Persian officials (Anab. III.8.5; 11.5). Per
sian dominion in Gedrosia was certainly less evident, but it is still important to remem
ber once more that the pilot (Hydraces) hired by Nearchus had an Iranian name. 

Cyrus's founding of Taoce proves that Achaemenid interest in the Persian Gulf and 
its coasts was long-standing, and the Persepolis tablets frequently refer to missions to and 
from these regions in the time of Darius I. Though we can observe continuity through
out Achaemenid history (which itself probably owed much to its predecessors) on this 
point, it is more difficult to draw up an account of the places that drew Achaemenid in
terest on the basis of such meager information. The only literary testimony, which dates 
to the period close to Darius III, is not terribly eloquent: in his quest for tryphe (here: 
opulence to the point of absurdity), Alexander's treasurer Harpalus "fetched all the long 
way from the Red Sea [i.e., Persian Gulf] a great quantity of fish" (Diodorus 
XVII. 108.4-0). It is likely that maritime trade with India was quite extensive under the 
Achaemenids, but it must be noted that direct evidence is very weak, aside from a few 
nuggets gleaned from the Susa Foundation Charter. The land routes (like the route 
taken by Craterus) must also have represented a significant connection. It is also true 
that transport may have been provided by Indian sailors as far as Cape Maceta (cf. Indica 
32.7-8). At the head of the Persian Gulf, near the mouth of the Euphrates, Nearchus 
mentions "a village of Babylonia, called Diridotis; here the merchants (emporoi) gather 
together frankincense from the land of Gerrha and all the other sweet-smelling spices 
Arabia produces" (41.6-7;-0 Strabo XV.3.5). Despite these notices, it is not impossible 
that some of these spices in fact were imported from India. 

What about the Arabian shore? Do descriptions of the expeditions that Alexander 
sent out from Babylon provide any clarification of the question? 

Alexander was p lanning to co lonize the coast a long the Persian G u l f and the islands there. 
. . T h e prosperity of the country was also an incitement , s ince he heard that cassia grew in 

their marshes , that the trees produced myrrh and frankincense, that c i n n a m o n was cut from 
the hushes, and that spikenard grew self-sown in their meadows. . . . H e was informed . . . 
that there were many islands off-shore and harbours everywhere in the country, enough to 
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give anchorages for his fleet, and to permit cities to be built on them, which were likely to 
prosper. . . . He thought that it would become just as prosperous a country as Phoenicia. 
(Arrian VII. 19.5; 20.2*) 

This information was provided by the leaders of missions he had previously sent: Ar-
chias, who had gotten no farther than Tylus (Bahrein); Androsthenes (who "sailed 
around part of the Arabian Peninsula"); and especially Hieron of Soloi, whose "sailing 
orders were to coast round the whole Arabian Peninsula . . . to reconnoitre the coast ly
ing on the Ocean, the inhabitants of the coast, its anchorages, water supplies." He did 
not pass the promontory toward which Nearchus had refused to set sail (VII. 19.7-10;«-
hidica 43.8) —that is, Ras Musandam. Similarly, ships had on occasion cast off from the 
head of the Red Sea (Gulf of Aqaba), but they were forced to turn back, and we cannot 
say how far they sailed (Arrian, Indica 43.7). The voyages along the Arabian coast of the 
Persian Gulf a priori look like explorations of unknown territory. But this perspective 
will certainly need to be modified. As Arrian (VII.19.6) and Strabo (XVI. 1.12) noted, 
Alexander's objective was basically military—to subject the Arabs who had not volun
tarily submitted. Thus, the navigators' mission was to catalog the ports and water supply 
points for the navy that was to make the run from Babylon. There certainly never was 
an actual plan to circle Arabia and reach Egypt. 

Unfortunately, the archaeological evidence is not very eloquent. Achaemenid strata 
have indeed been found at Failaka (Kuwait), in Bahrein, and in Oman, but the results 
do not really allow us to identify a significant Achaemenid influence. It is also true that, 
here as elsewhere, excavating for Achaemenid archaeological evidence proper is a rather 
pointless exercise—Achaemenid dominion over a region does not necessarily imply that 
Persian artifacts were borrowed. We know that when the Macedonians approached Fai
laka they found a sanctuary there ("a shrine of Artemis"; Arrian VII.20.3-4o). The dis
covery of Babylonian and Achaemenid pottery proves that the sanctuary had existed 
there for quite some time, at least since the Neo-Babylonian period. An Aramaic inscrip
tion from the site of Tell Khazneh seems to offer a fifth-fourth-century benchmark. So 
it is tempting to conclude that, like the Neo-Babylonian kings (Nabonidus had a gover
nor at Dilmun and Nebuchadnezzar II a residence and temple at Failaka), the Great 
Kings ruled Dilmun, or, more precisely, that they maintained frequent, active relations 
with this region. Babylonian-Achaemenid continuity is also evident at the head of the 
Persian Gulf. The town of Ampe, to which Darius deported the Milesians (Herodotus 
VI.20), was probably none other than the village of Aginis, which Arrian (Indica 42.4) 
and Strabo (XV.3.5) locate 500 stadia from Susa. Ampe itself must have been located not 
far from Durine; its name and description (urbs regia) indicate that it went back to the 
Assyrian period (Dur-Yakin). It is likely that this site not only served as the Great King's 
naval base but also functioned as a trading post with the Arabs of the east coast of the 
peninsula. At the end of the Achaemenid period, the Gerrhaeans came by sea and then 
by river to trade directly in Babylonia (Aristobulus, quoted by Strabo XVI.3.3). Unfortu
nately, we do not know much about these Arabs during the Achaemenid period, since 
Strabo's other comments refer to a much later epoch. When Antiochus III came into 
contact with the Gerrheans, we know that a treaty was entered into by the two parties: 
the king recognized their "autonomy" and the Gerrheans gave him a "gift" of 500 talents 
of silver, 1,000 talents of incense, and 200 talents of myrrh (Polybius XII.9). If these re
lations go back to the Achaemenid period—of which we cannot be sure—they could 
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easily be compared with the connections between the Great Kings and the "king of the 
Arabs" in Palestine (chap. 16/8 above). 

18. An Appraisal and Some Questions 

At the conclusion of this Achaemenid "grand tour," several highly contrasting images 
emerge that can and do feed a variety of historical interpretations, which we have been 
presenting concisely ever since the opening pages of this book. The images of Persepolis 
are not the only ones that have established an impression of permanence. Once they 
have been cleansed of their polemical distortions, quite a few of the Classical and Hel
lenistic texts also lead us to trace many continuities from Darius I to Darius III: monar
chic ideology, military and tribute administration, and satrapal organization. The roll 
call of Darius Ill's military contingents at Issus and later at Gaugamela very clearly im
plies that in 334 the Great King still held sway from the Indus to the Aegean. But what 
was the depth of territorial dominion? Was it, as is often claimed, limited to the appoint
ment of satrapal administrators and the maintenance of a network of outposts and garri
sons that enabled the Achaemenids to control the roads and a few territories? This 
question in turn provokes consideration of the methods inherent in our analytical tools. 
It may seem paradoxical to raise the problem after the regional inventory and not before. 
This choice was born of simple necessity: the debate cannot really be presented as a 
whole without evidence that has already been analyzed in its temporal and spatial con
texts. Thus, the following reflections have no other purpose than to take stock of the un
certainties and various possibilities. 

The discussion of Bactria (chap. 16/15) has shown that the picture of a lax imperial 
organization has given pride of place to the archaeological evidence. This line of argu
ment appears frequently: the small amount of archaeological evidence regarding the 
Persians is thought to illustrate just how thin the territorial coverage achieved by the cen
tral power was. More than twenty years ago, this interpretation was elucidated by P. R. S. 
Moorey as follows: 

Material traces of the two hundred years of Persian rule in the N e a r Eas t are still generally 
elusive. In many regions of their far flung empire this period is a m o n g the least known ar-
chaeologically. T h i s might be expla ined most easily by the subsequent profound and every
where evident impact of Hel len ic art and culture in areas previously ruled by the Persians; 
but the avai lable evidence only partially sustains such an interpretation. Persian influence 
was geographical ly restricted and socially superficial in all but a very few areas over which 
they at one t ime or another had authority. In government and administrat ion they adopted 
and modif ied rather than radically c h a n g e d what they had ga ined by conquest or annex
ation. Existing administrative hierarchies were crowned and reinforced with imperial civil 
servants and military officers, not transformed to a standard pattern. In religious matters the 
Persian administrat ion was usually tolerant and a c c o m m o d a t i n g , sympathet ic to traditional 
cus tom and pract ice , nowhere seeking to force their own cults by edict. . . . T h e Persian 
contribution was generally confined to the reconstruction of existing administrative build
ings or to the creation of parks and palaces in the Iranian manner , particularly in satrapal 
capitals . . . . In s o m e regions, notably Egypt, Persian cultural inf luence was very slight, con
fined to decorative features which need sharp investigation to detect them. . . . (1980: 128) 

This kind of argument seems to reflect the facts that we find on the ground exactly. One 
need merely to walk the site of Sardis to ask, "But where were the Persians?" Nonethe-
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less, the truth is more complex than it appears, because it is precisely at and around Sar
dis that the Persian/Achaemenid presence is particularly well attested by literary texts 
and late inscriptions. Thus, there is a contradiction between the archaeological picture 
and the text, and it is up to the historian to take into account and resolve this issue, 
without simply having recourse to a simplistic either-or perspective. It is also necessary 
to pay attention to vocabulary. Because, generally speaking, the Persians anchored 
themselves in local tradition, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish evidence of centrif
ugal tendencies in an iconographic representation from what might demonstrate the 
presence of the central state apparatus (cf. the case of the Lycian and Phoenician 
monuments). Furthermore, for decades, excavations at major sites (such as Babylon) 
have never really had the goal of uncovering Achaemenid remains—or the remains dis
covered have often been underestimated because of dubious assumptions. Imagine, for 
instance, that it took until 1993 for the initial results of scientific examination of the 
pottery collected in 1955 at two Armenian sites (Altintepe; Cemin Tepe) to be pub
lished. The reexamination of the evidence now proves that Achaemenid ware (long 
called "Urartian") existed at the site—and recent investigation has uncovered Achae
menid buildings, sometimes constructed on top of older Urartian structures. Fragments 
of Elamite tablets have also been found at one of the sites (chap. 16/14 above). This is 
not an isolated example. Consider, for example, that the discovery—first pointed out in 
1967 —of stone balls from the siege of the town of Paphos by the Persians in 497 has 
been practically "forgotten" —even though these artifacts lead us to wonder whether the 
catapult might have been invented by the Persians (and not by Dionysius of Syracuse at 
the beginning of the fourth century). It required the recent discovery of the same sort of 
ball at Phocaea—a relic from the Persian siege of 546—for this remarkable material to 
become fully integrated into the technical debate. Other "forgotten" publications of 
Achaemenid objects found at sites in ancient Assyria, etc., might be mentioned. All of 
the new discoveries point in the same direction —that is, toward the theory that Achae
menid imperial occupation was much more dense than has been imagined in the past 
on the basis of spotty, varied, and disparate evidence. 

Because of restoration of the Hellenistic and especially Roman remains of older sites 
(especially in Asia Minor: cf. Sardis), the Achaemenid stratum has often disappeared, 
leading to great hope (already partly realized) in the results from "virgin" sites, such as 
Dascylium. Another example is highly instructive: the condition and context of the Per
sepolis reliefs from Meydancikkale in Cilicia (the only materials of this type recovered 
within imperial territory). Even though the initial reports are not terribly detailed, it ap
pears that the blocks were reused in the Hellenistic period, probably in Building A 
(which was built on the foundations of previous construction). It is thus only by the 
merest chance that the reliefs have been preserved to this day, perhaps because some 
peasants tried unsuccessfully to move them from the acropolis; the block engraved 
with an Aramaic inscription (from which we learn the ancient name of the site: Kirsu) 
has probably been recarved. This is a perfect illustration of the random nature of the 
most remarkable discoveries of recent years. Consider another example, an Elamite -
Persepolitan-type tablet from the Achaemenid fortifications at Old Kandahar, which 
all by itself manages to destroy the argument a silentio that is sometimes carried ad ab-
surditm. Furthermore, Elamite tablets of the Persepolis type have also been found 
quite recently at the Armenian site of Armavir-blur! 
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Statistical evaluation —which in principle is not entirely reliable —of imperial pres
ence thus runs up against the proof of new discoveries and publications. The examples 
we have just briefly run through (excavations at Dascylium; Armenian sites; reliefs and 
inscriptions from Meydancikkale; Elamite tablets from Kandahar and Armavir-blur) in 
fact illustrate a basic reality of the life of scholarship: over the last twenty years, the num
ber of objects, monuments, and written materials —in short, the quantity of evidence-
has continued to grow in the lands that belonged to the Achaemenid Empire. Even if we 
consider only the new evidence (including new publications about previously known 
evidence), the list (pp. 1029-1031) is quite impressive. The publications concern all 
sorts of evidence: inscriptions, tablets, papyri, excavations, surveys, iconography, and 
coins. They concern every region of the Empire, although Fars, Elam, Babylonia, 
Egypt, and western Asia Minor are especially favored, while Central Asia remains the 
poor cousin (though we await the final publication of the French explorations in eastern 
Bactria, and the new excavations in Samarkand are promising). Syria is emerging from 
semioblivion; the evidence for Palestine, especially Judea and Samaria, has increased 
considerably. 

However, the discoveries just mentioned must not be evaluated only in quantitative 
terms. What is most striking is that many of the new materials have exceptional histori
cal significance: the Elamite tablets from Kandahar and Armavir-blur, the Darius statue 
from Susa, the Xanthus trilingual, and the Aramaic memorandum on Egyptian customs 
duties —to single out just five examples, to which may be added the publications of new 
Babylonian tablets that sometimes shatter accepted perspectives. Even if they do not 
provide all of the answers (the most interesting items, naturally, raise new questions), 
some of them do change our view of Achaemenid territorial coverage. For example, who 
would have thought that the remote site of Meydancikkale in the Cilician mountains 
would yield reliefs of the same type that we find in Persepolis? Since this only second-
rate site had them, can we not assume that similar reliefs also existed at the great re
gional centers (Sardis, Dascylium, Damascus, Bactra, etc.)? Even more decisive are the 
discoveries of Persepolis-style administrative tablets in Arachosia and Armenia (for rea
sons already presented; see chaps. 11/6 and 16/15). Furthermore, considering the state 
of affairs since the beginning of the 1970s (over about 25 years), it is easy to see that the 
tempo of discovery and publication increased significantly during the 1980s, and the 
harvest of the 1990s also looks excellent. Bearing this in mind and knowing that the re
search programs and the vision of archaeologists and museum conservators are in part 
determined (and sometimes overdetermined) by general research trends, we may rea
sonably hope that there will be a meaningful cumulative effect from the progress of 
Achaemenid studies in both the short and middle term. In all of this, one observation 
that amplifies the reservations already expressed above stands out: precisely because of 
rapid change in the body of evidence, the (pseudo-)statistical hypothesis of a scanty Per
sian presence and an inconsequential imperial occupation, based on bodies of evidence 
that are obsolete or reduced to a regional perspective, demands to be questioned more 
and more pointedly and fundamentally by historians of the Achaemenid Empire. 

This resolutely optimistic appraisal should not conceal the methodological and inter
pretive difficulties, however. What are the "signs" of imperial presence in the provinces 
and countries? What paths should a qualitative evaluation take? One possible path is to 
investigate the density of Persian and Iranian personal names and attestations of sanctu-
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aries dedicated to Persian gods. Both of these types of data obvious!)' illustrate the settle
ment of colonists (of different types), whose presence in turn implies control of 
territories and populations. For historical reasons, it would be preferable if this investi
gation were carried out in Greek-speaking lands—that is, basically, Asia Minor; but the 
Babylonian tablets also shed interesting light on this question. (To carry this a little fur
ther, it would be useful to inaugurate exhaustive research into the distribution of Iranian 
personal names and vocabulary, including, of course, their presence in Hellenistic-
period tablets.) Another element must be taken into account: in addition to the spread 
of Achaemenid iconographic motifs (which could be attributed to Persians settling in 
the provinces), we also need to consider the borrowing of these motifs by local elites. Of 
course, it is not easy to link cultural borrowing to political control. The case of Lycia, 
which has been mentioned several times, shows both the fascination and the limitation 
of this argument—particularly because in some cases (e.g., the tomb of Petosiris), the lo
cal taste for Achaemenid-type items lasted beyond the political fall of the Empire of Da
rius III. In other cases, there is no doubt about the political nature of the evidence. For 
example, when the king* of Sidon adopted royal motifs for their coinage, we cannot es
cape the conclusion that it was their way of demonstrating their particular integration 
into the Empire. And can we really deny that the spread of such images (into Samaria, 
for example) during the fourth century is an Achaemenid "marker"? Of course, all by it
self this marker is insufficient, but when we can refer to the spread of artistic motifs, the 
construction of administrative residences, the exploitation of land, etc. — all in the same 
region —it is only reasonable to situate these features in their imperial context. Indeed, 
this statement may easily be applied to several regions of the Empire of Darius III. 

Analysis of texts, as we have said again and again, poses just as many methodological 
problems. By way of example, let us return to the claim that some areas were poorly con
trolled, such as the territories of the Zagros peoples. There is no doubt that, beyond the 
apparently universal use of the satrapal unit and the natural integration of regions into 
the Empire that resulted, Darius Ill's administration—like Darius I's —continued to rec
ognize the existence of peoples (ethne). This was true during the military review at 
Doriscus in 480 (Herodotus VII.60) and later at Cunaxa (Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.9); the 
various contingents at Gaugamela were arranged kata ethne (Diodorus XVII.58.1); and 
Darius was concerned about communication among groups speaking such diverse lan
guages (53.4). This heterogeneity also explains the formula "kings, cities, dynasts, and 
peoples," which is represented frequently in the diplomatic correspondence of the 
Seleucid kings but also was a reality of the Achaemenid period (cf. Nepos, Ages. 7.3). 
The Achaemenid conquest did not result in the downfall of all these kings and dynasts, 
whoever they were —Cadusians, Saka, Indians, or even the rulers of the western Delta. 

But even this reflection cannot be reduced to these remarks. Darius Ill's army was no 
more a "countless and undisciplined horde" than the armies of Xerxes (chap. 5/5) or 
Artaxerxes II (Plutarch, Art. 7.5; Xenophon, Anab. 1.8.11) —no matter what Alexander's 
earlier historians say. Once the army was assembled and counted, the ethnic contin
gents partly gave up their individuality and were reorganized into regiments (cf. Quintus 
Curtius IV. 12.7). It is enough to compare two passages in Arrian to explain this: the enu
meration of Da rius's army (III,8.3—6) and his order of battle (III.l 1.3—7). It is also clear 
that some contingents organized kata ethne were considered less than useful (cf. II.8.8). 
lhe Great King counted first of all on the elite contingents —the Persians, Saka, and 
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Bactrians —and within the Persians, certain particularly reliable regiments, such as the 
Kinsmen of the king and the melophoroi (III.16.1; cf. Diodorus XVII.20.2). In addition 
to the Persians, some ethnic contingents enjoyed privileged positions. The drafting of 
other contingents, who were of little military use (e.g., Quintus Curtius IV. 12.9), re
flected political considerations—the Great Kings wanted to give a picture of the immen
sity of the Empire (see chap. 5/5) —rather than strategic necessity. Alexander provided a 
vivid illustration of this hierarchy of peoples at the banquet at Opis: first, the Mace
donians, "next to them Persians, and then any persons from the other peoples who took 
precedence for rank or any other high quality" (Arrian VII. 11.8*). It seems clear, on the 
one hand, that Alexander was following an Achaemenid protocol (like Peucestes, later 
on; Diodorus XIX.22.2-3) and that, on the other, the order was determined on the basis 
of the rank and loyalty of each the Empire's peoples (compare Tacitus, Ann. XIII.54.2). 
Thus, the composition and operation of the royal army illustrate the two components of 
the Empire: unity and diversity—the latter not necessarily in contradiction to the former. 

The example of the Zagros peoples and some others (chap. 16/11 above) must there
fore be considered with some caution. Because relations between the Great King and 
the Uxians and Cosseans were unusual, they clearly demonstrate that the configurations 
of imperial dominion were very supple and flexible. Far from constituting an obstacle to 
the Great King's dominion, though, the diversity served to enhance the unity of the Em
pire—which in fact proves the folly of the attacks by Alexander and Antigonus. Because 
of the Achaemenids' keen understanding of the differing situations, it was out of the 
question to attempt to impose centralization of the sort found in modern states, which 
are based on the "national" ideal —a notion that was utterly foreign to a multiethnic, 
multicultural Empire. Furthermore, even though the "ethnic unit" retained nearly all 
of its significance (cf. Arrian 1.24.5), changes during the fourth century did not lead in 
the direction of disintegration of the central power; on the contrary, some countries, 
such as Caria, Cilicia, and Lycia, were "satrapized." In fact, at the dawn of the Mace
donian expedition, Caria was governed by a Persian satrap (Orontobates) for the first 
time. Berossus's famous passage on the introduction of ritual statues of Anahita into the 
great capitals of Artaxerxes IPs Empire (chap. 15/8) suggests that there were large admin
istrative regions. Additionally, the existence of military-tribute districts (chiliarchies) in 
the Sardis Plain shows the progress of territorialization at the end of the Achaemenid pe
riod (Sardis VILLI) . This is also suggested by Diodorus's (XIX.44.4; 95.2) use of the 
word eparchy (within Media and of Idumea), which may reflect the administrative entity 
known in Aramaic as the province (medinah). 

What about the kings/dynasts whom the Achaemenids left in place? We ought to in
quire into the dependency relations that linked them to the central authority. To focus 
on their revolts is not enough to settle the interpretive problem. The wars that the Great 
Kings waged against them simply demonstrate that the alliance could be rocky at times; 
they do not prove that these petty kingdoms remained either fully independent or hostile 
throughout the Achaemenid period. These peoples were more like the client-kingdoms 
of the Assyrian period or the "friendly" kingdoms that propped up Roman imperialism 
in one of the phases of its history. At any rate, 'friendship and alliance' (philia kai sym-
makhia) was the very basis on which Artaxerxes reestablished his authority after the Ca
dusian campaign (Plutarch, Art. 24.5-9*). A relationship based on philia kai symmakhia 
is also attested for Ephesus (Arrian 1.19.1: philoi kai symmakhoi) and Sidon (Diodorus 
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j(VH.47.1: philia), both in the time of Darius III. Darius IIII also entered into relations 
of symmakhia with the Cadusians and Saka, and on the strength of these he demanded 
that military contingents be furnished (Arrian III. 19.3). We could ask whether a treaty of 
philia kai symmakhia is the Greek form that corresponds more or less to the loyalty oaths 
(tidule) by which the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian kings imposed dominion and 
hegemony—flexibly and in considerable variety but nonetheless with significant weight. 
This theory in fact fits some of our data —the annual meeting (as we have reconstructed 
it in chap. 16/11 above) between the Great King (or his representative) and the leaders 
of the Uxian and Cossean communities. In any case, there is no doubt that, within the 
framework of an imperial policy that Herodotus transmitted without fully understanding 
it (III. 15), the Great Kings would intervene in the dynastic successions of these kinglets; 
they did not hesitate to legitimate successors (cf. Plutarch, Art. 14.1) or even, in cases of 
rebellion, to install a new dynast who was completely devoted to Achaemenid interests 
(e.g., DB V §74; Herodotus V.104). These are all techniques that we have already seen 
being systematically applied in the Neo-Assyrian period (e.g., ANET 3 : 291-92). As a re
sult, the kinglet-friend was one of the cogs in the imperial machinery—sometimes inte
grated even more closely by means of matrimonial alliances with representatives of the 
dominant socioethnic class (cf. Nepos, Dat. 1.1.3; Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.1-15). 

In order to understand the bivalent nature of these local powers better—and by way 
of comparison —we may point out that in a ninth-century bilingual inscription (Tell 
Fekheriyc) inscribed on the statue of a Syrian dynast, he presents himself (in Aramaic) 
as a 'king' (mlk) but is called 'governor' (saknu) in the Assyrian text. Mutatis mutandis, 
this example is reminiscent of the principle we have just analyzed and, more specifi
cally, of a familiar text—the Xanthus trilingual. There are two points of comparison. The 
first has to do with the relationship between the satrap and Xanthus and the picture that 
the Xanthians had of themselves: while they overtly presented themselves as a civic com
munity (polis), the satrap's version of the inscription makes the town into a mere fortress 
(byrt) in which the satrap Pixodarus had installed a governor (epimeletes); this governor 
represented Pixodarus alongside the two archons/commissioners, who had also been ap
pointed by the satrap and had responsibilities in the Lycian district. The second point of 
comparison is concerned with the dual status of the satrap: the satraps of Caria had been 
appointed from the same dynastic family from the beginning of the fourth century until 
Darius III installed a Persian, Orontobates, who had previously married one of Pixo-
darus's daughters (Arrian 1.23.8; Strabo XIV.2.17). We can then understand why later au
thors asked questions about and argued over the political status of a man like Mausolus: 
"According to M. Tullius [Cicero], Mausolus was king of the Carian country (rex terrae 
Cariae), or else, as authors of Greek histories say, the prefect of the province [of Caria], 
what the Greeks call a satrap (provinciae praefectus satrapen Graeci vocant)" (Gellius 
Aulus, N.A. 10.18.2). If we compare this text with the Tell Fekheriye inscription, rex 
corresponds precisely to mlk, and praefectuslsatrapes to saknu, with respect both to vo
cabulary and to history. In reality, Mausolus was both (cf. Strabo XIV.2.17), just as the 
representatives of the Sanballat family were Samaritan dynasts and Achaemenid gover
nors—except that, within the imperial framework, both were first and foremost the au
thorized representatives of the central authority (hence the titles they bear in the official 
documents: "satrap"; "governor"). In other regions, the maintenance of kinglets and 
autonomous" dynasts need not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the central 
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power's territorial control was limited; nor is it true that Artaxerxes II's treaty with the Ca
dusian kings illustrates "Achaemenid decline" —the contraction of the imperial territo
ries like crepe during the fourth century (contrary to an interpretation that resurfaces 
from time to time in historiography, against the increasing weight of the evidence). Peri
cles of Limyra's assumption of the title "king of the Lycians" can no longer be inter
preted as a sign of his rebellion against the central power. As we have already noted 
(chap. 15/7), his proclamation was aimed at his Lycian competitor in Xanthus —not at 
Artaxerxes II. We can also interpret in this way the traditions about the kings of Lydia 
(Arrian 1.17.6), Caria (Diodorus XV.90.3; XVII.24.2), and Phrygia (Arrian II.3) that were 
transmitted down to Darius III. 

In sum, the central authority may have been perfectly happy to permit these kinglets 
and dynasts to continue to function and may even have taken advantage of them in es
tablishing its territorial control. This is perfectly illustrated by the case of the dynast-
tyrant of Pontic Heraclea who succeeded his brother in 338-337: "Dionysius increased 
his territorial dominion (arkhe) because of the defeat inflicted on the Persians by Alex
ander in the battle of the Granicus, a defeat that allowed anyone who wished to expand 
by profiting from the diminution of the Persian might that until then had impeded 
them" (Memnon, FGrH 434 F4). This text, presenting an interpretation offered by a lo
cal historian, supports a perspective totally antithetical to the stereotype of "Achaemenid 
decadence," because Memnon of Heraclea explicitly attributes the process by which the 
territories gained their autonomy to the shock of the Macedonian conquest, which seri
ously destabilized Achaemenid dominion —a dominion that the author had considered 
as a durable guarantee of territorial continuity and imperial solidity. 



Chapter 17 

The Great King, His Armies, 
and His Treasures 

\. The Accession of Darius III 

From Artaxerxes III to Darius III: Diodorus and Bagoas 
One of the reasons often advanced for the weakening of the central authority is the 

multiplication of dynastic crises and assassinations, and the accession of Darius 111 
would he a striking example. Is this claim reasonable? In order to come to a decision, we 
need to go back several years. The Classical authors are rather subdued about most of 
Artaxerxes Ill's reign, but they are less so about the brutal circumstances of his death. 
The character Bagoas, in fact, reemerges into the light of day—this character who, as we 
have seen, already has had a preliminary introduction from Diodorus in book XVI: 

He rose to such power because of his partnership with Mentor that he was master (kyrios) of 
the kingdom (basileia), and Artaxerxes did nothing without his advice (gnome). And after 
Artaxerxes' death he designated (apedeiknyto) in every case the successor (diadokhoi) to the 
throne and enjoyed all the functions of kingship save the title. (XVI.50.8*) 

Diodorus keeps his promise ($50.8) by returning to Bagoas in book XVII in an account 
dedicated to the recent history of the Achaemenid dynasty. He stresses that Artaxerxes 
Ill's implacable character had rendered him loathsome to the Persians and then re
introduces the chiliarch Bagoas as "a eunuch in physical fact but a militant rogue in 
disposition" ($5.3*0*); he poisoned the king with a physician's assistance and had the 
assassinated king's sons murdered, except for Arses, who very likely took the name Arta
xerxes [IV] ($5.4; cf. XV.93.1). According to Diodorus, the cruel Bagoas assumed that 
the sovereign's youth would make him easily manipulated, but he most certainly was 
not! But at the very moment when the king was planning to eliminate Bagoas, he re
sorted once more to murder; 

[He] killed Arses and his children also while he was still in the third year of his reign. . . . 
[He] selected a certain Dareius, a member of the court circle, and secured the throne for 
him. . . . Pursuing his habitual savagery he attempted to remove Dareius by poison. The 
plan leaked out, however, and the king, calling upon Bagoas, as it were, to drink to him a 
toast and handing him his own cup compelled him to take his own medicine. (XVII. 5.4-6*) 

This account is found, often in less precise wording but still in complete harmony, in 
practically every ancient report. The murder of Arses after two years of rule is also men
tioned (without citing his name) in a well-known Babylonian text, the Dynastic Proph
ecy, which states that the murder was committed by a sa resi (obviously Bagoas), after 
which a prince seized power and ruled for five years (Darius III) (BHLT 35, III.4-8). 
Because the reality of these conspiracies and royal assassinations cannot be doubted, 
what conclusions on the political plane is the historian able to draw? 

769 
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Darius Ill's Illegitimacy: The Macedonian Version 
An initial interpretation is found in one of the accusations against Darius III that is 

included in the letter that Alexander sent to the Great King after the initial Persian dip-
lomatic overtures following the battle of Issus. At this point in the discussion, it is not 
particularly important to highlight the extremely dubious nature of the document. It is 
clear that we have a magnificent piece of Macedonian propaganda, in which Alexander 
and his "communications directors" attempted to legitimate the Macedonian king's im
perial pretentions. As a matter of fact, it is precisely the fabricated nature of the letter 
that lends the present text so much interest. In Arrian's version, we find the following 
charge against Darius: 

You assassinated Arses with the help of Bagoas (meta Bagoou), and seized the throne un
justly (on dikaios), and in actual contravention of Persian law (para ton Person nomon), do
ing wrong to Persians (adikountos Persas). (II.14.5*) 

As portrayed in Macedonian propaganda, Darius III was delegitimated on the basis of 
three criteria: (I) he had seized power "in contravention of Persian law," (2) against the 
will of the Persians, (3) and the Persians' opposition was proved by their later behavior, 
when they defected to Alexander and fought by his side "of their own free will"; thus, 
the defeats Darius suffered disqualified him, proving that he had lost the help of the 
gods (§14.7-8). The Macedonian discourse thus took on a rare Achaemenid coherence: 
Darius III had no right to the throne because he was unable to claim the traditional 
justifications for royal authority as they are expressed at Behistun and Naqs-i Rustam: 
(1) he could not prove blood ties to his predecessors; (2) he had not exhibited the vir
tues of a good soldier; and (3) his Faithful and the gods had abandoned him. In short, 
Darius III was delegitimated in the same way that Gaumata had been by Darius I. 

The same accusation is found in a speech that Quintus Curtius places in Alexander's 
mouth in 330: "Not even Darius received the rule of the Persians by right of succession 
(hereditarium . . . imperium), but he was admitted to the throne of Cyrus by the favour 
of Bagoas, a eunuch . . . vacant [is thus] the kingdom [vacuum regnum)" (VI.3.12^). 
Even though this speech is placed after the death of Darius, the rationale of the text 
makes it clear that the last words also apply to the previous period (cf. Justin XI.5.7: ma-
tura imperia). Moreover, this is also the meaning of the symbolic actions performed by 
Alexander when he landed (Diodorus XVII. 17.2; Arrian 1.11.7; Justin X.I 1.5). Strabo 
also refers directly to the "illegal" character of Darius Ill's accession: after recalling that 
the Persians "are governed by hereditary kings (hypo ton apo genous)" (XVI.3.17-v*), he 
goes on to say that "the successors of Dareius [I] came to an end with Arses. Arses was 
slain by Bagoiis the eunuch, who set up as king (katestese) another Dareius, who was not 
of the royal family (ouk onta tou genous ton hasileon)" (XV.3.24^). The same account is 
in Diodorus: after Arses' murder, the royal house was vacant/extinct (eremou ... tou 
basileos oikou); there was no one who could inherit power by virtue of family ties (kata 
genos); and this created the context for Bagoas's resolve to bring one of his friends, 
Darius, to power (XVII.5.5). Finally, in some of the other authors, the accusation em
phasizes the modesty of Darius's background: he "was a slave (doufos)" (Aelian, VH 
XII.43'^); he was "a slave and courier (astandes) of the king" (Plutarch, Mor. 326e"^, 
337e, 340b), or simply astandes (Plutarch, Alex. 18.7); he was thus nothing more than 
the creation of Bagoas, who "took up the kingship of Persia": Arses and Darius were 
merely "puppet kings" (337e"<^). 
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The Accession of Darius: The Persian Version 
We also have the unusual opportunity of consulting an opposing perspective that 

clearly derives from the Persian camp. Justin (X.3.4) and Diodorus (XVII.6. l-3"v") — the 
latter is quick to present the two versions side by side —both state in similar words that, 
entirely on the contrary, Darius came to power because he had previously displayed 
striking personal courage: during one of Artaxerxes Ill's wars against the Cadusians, Da
rius (called Codoman by Justin) was the only one of the Persians around the king who 
dared to answer the challenge thrown down by a Cadusian of Herculean strength. He 
won this single combat (monomakhia) "and restored to his people, with the victory, their 
glory that had nearly perished" (Justin). Because of his personal deed, lie was "honoured 
in consequence by the king with rich gifts (megalai doreai), while among the Persians 
he was conceded the first place in prowess (andreia)" (Diodorus). According to Justin, 
Codoman was then awarded "the command of the two Armenias" (X.3.4). Again in 
nearly identical words, Justin and Diodorus say that when Ochus died and Darius was 
placed on the throne, it was because his striking courage was remembered. Justin goes 
on to say that "the people honored him with the name Darius" because of his courage. 

It is easy to see that the Persian propaganda responds precisely to the Macedonian 
propaganda—or at least that the latter was not a counterattack against propaganda 
spread by Darius after his accession (see below). But this does not alter the facts of the 
situation. What we find here is in fact one of the most common Achaemenid justifica
tions for kingship: personal bravery in combat. At the same time, we can note how fre
quent the repetition of the theme of monomakhia is—well attested among the Iranians 
and particularly among the Persians in the context of dynastic contests. It is thus under
standable why neither Justin nor Diodorus, at this point at least, makes the slightest al
lusion to Bagoas's machinations or the broken line of succession: when Ochus died, 
power devolved quite naturally onto Darius Codoman. 

Darius 111 and die Achaemenid Royal Family 
We obviously cannot simply choose one version in preference to the other. Neither 

is acceptable in toto because both are patently propagandistic. Codoman's monomakhia 
reflects a monarchic motif, while at the same time serial murder by and large reflects 
historical reality. Let us begin by examining the texts that present the humble origins of 
the new king. The Aelian passage (VH XII.43) must be placed in context. It is in fact a 
list of leaders and kings who came to power by rising from anonymity. Thus, we can see 
that it conforms to one of the most common motifs of monarchic literature, particularly 
in the Hellenistic period, when authors loved to contrast kings born to kings [ek basileos 
basileus) with kings whose fathers were commoners (ex idiotou basileus; cf. Letter of 
Aristeas 288). At any rate, even Plato stresses that Darius I, in contrast to Cambyses and 
Xerxes, was able to exhibit virtues precisely because he was not the son of a king (Laws 
III.694c—695d). Similarly, Herodotus, speaking of Darius I before his accession, calls 
him idiotes (VII.3). This is not to say that Darius at that time was vegetating in anonym
ity, because he was in Egypt as a spear-bearer (doryphoros) for Cambyses (III. 139). We 
also find Darius I in Aelian's list of those who rose from anonymity to power (XII.43), 
and Ael ian says that, under Cyrus, Darius was a royal quiver-bearer (pharetrophoros; 
XII.43). T his is evidence for the striking titles so clearly displayed at Naqs-i Rustam 
(DNc, DNd). The same was true for the future Darius III: he was not called astandes 
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'courier' because he had been a letter-carrier! Instead, this was his court title, and the 
prestige of the office was symbolized and enhanced by the special robe he wore (cf in 
particular Plutarch, Alex. 18.7; Moralia 340b; and Quintus Curtius 111.3.5). The use of 
the adjective doirfos does not throw this evidence into doubt; on the contrary, this adjec
tive is precisely how the Greek authors frequently translate/transmit the Persian ph e . 
nomenon of bandaka (e.g., [Arist.] De Mundo 398a, which counts the royal couriers 
[hemerodromoi] among the king's douloi). In short, Darius III, who was born around 380 
(cf. Arrian III.22.6), had been part of the royal inner circle probably since the end of the 
reign of Artaxerxes II and certainly during the time of Artaxerxes III. Thus we may usher 
out the unknown person manipulated into power by his "friend" Bagoas. 

The dynastic-familial illegitimacy put forward by the Macedonian propagandists, on 
the other hand, is clearly nothing but fiction. Diodorus himself states that Darius "was 
the son of Arsanes, and grandson of that Ostanes who was a brother of Artaxerxes [II] 
who had been king" (XVII.5.5-v"); he was thus Artaxerxes Ill's cousin. Darius was born 
to a brother/sister marriage (Arsanes/Sisygambis), and he himself married his sister 
Stateira. The alleged "Persian law" cited in Alexander's letter also reflects a biased inter
pretation of Achaemenid succession practice. If in fact the male descent of Artaxerxes III 
was reduced to its simplest form (namely, Bisthanes, the older half-brother of Artaxerxes 
IV) when Arses and his children had died, then the royal house was not limited to the 
sons of the dead king. In fact, when Arses/Artaxerxes IV died, the situation was quite 
similar to the conditions after the demise of Artaxerxes I (see our analysis in chap. 14/6). 
Artaxerxes I left only one legitimate son (Xerxes), who was soon assassinated; in order to 
confine power to the royal family, the throne passed to an illegitimate son of the de
ceased king (and half-brother of Xerxes II) —namely, Ochus, who soon seized power 
from his half-brother Sogdianus and took the throne name Darius II. With regard to the 
"Persian law" —that is, more precisely, Achaemenid succession practice —Darius III was 
thus perfectly legitimate. 

Violence and nomos 
Another Macedonian accusation referred to the fact that Darius III seized the throne 

by violence, against the will of the Persians. In truth, the vocabulary used by Arrian re
flects some hesitancy from the beginning. The contrast between violence and nomos in 
fact recurs regularly in the Hellenistic texts that wish to delegitimate any rival to Mace
donian tradition (cf. Diodorus XVIII.33.3). Of course, the accusation is not specifically 
Greek. Let us recall, for example, that in the Cyrus Cylinder Nabonidus is denounced 
for mistreating the Babylonians, and Gaumata is also delegitimated at Behistun because 
of his violence against the Persians. But under Arrian's pen the accusation takes on a 
more Macedonian tone, because during the famous debate on the proskynesis, Callis-
thenes recalls that the Macedonian king had to rule "not by force but in accordance 
with custom (oude biai, alia nomoi)" (Arrian IV. 11.6*). 

Even more noteworthy is the fact that the reference to a Persian nomos in this area 
does not have much significance. In fact, very few royal successions occurred without 
problems. The existence and machinations of court cabals that supported one candidate 
over another are frequently attested (cf. Herodotus VII.2-4; Plutarch, Art. 6.1-2; 26.1-2, 
27-28, etc.). Furthermore, the murders of Artatxerxes III and Arses were part of a long 
series. All we need to do is to draw up the list: one king dead on a military expedition 
(Cyrus), five kings dead of natural causes (Cambyses, Darius I, Artaxerxes I, Darius II, 
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Artaxerxes II), and seven kings assassinated (Bardiya, Xerxes I, Xerxes II, [Sogdia-
mis], Artaxerxes III, Artaxerxes IV, Darius III), to whom may be added Darius, oldest son 
of Artaxerxes II, who was surely guilty of plotting against his father and was excecuted 
The excessive "cruelty" attributed to Artaxerxes III by the ancient authors does not appear 
to have been unique to him, if we also recall the serial murders of the representatives of 
the Hydarnes family, which were initiated jointly by Darius II and Parysatis (chap. H/6), 

Whether we condemn it or not (this is not the problem), the physical elimination of 
opponents and presumed rivals was also part and parcel of Achaemenid court practice 
Ctesias in particular liked to emphasize the wanton cruelty of the punishment and exe
cutions, which were as terrible as the actions taken by Darius I against some of the "liar-
kings." Moreover, the legitimacy of a king who came to power through blood and iron 
was not ipso facto marked as invalid—as was demonstrated quite clearly by Darius I 
Artaxerxes I, Darius II, and Artaxerxes III. All that a king had to do was to demonstrate 
his authority, which was a matter less of nomos than of results achieved in the political 
and military realms. This authority could later be challenged if the king did not succeed 
in creating a coterie of Persian aristocrats that supported him. This is the background to 

» the other disqualification hurled against Darius III by Alexander: "As I have conquered 
in battle first your generals and satraps, and now yourself and your own force , . . . I hold 
myself responsible for all of your troops who did not die in the field but took refuge with 
me; they are with me of their own free will (hekontes), and voluntarily serve in my army 
(xustrateuontai met'emou)" (Arrian II. 14.7*0"). This reiterates one of the common motifs 
of the false propaganda put out by Cyrus the Younger's camp against Artaxerxes II (chap. 
15/2). Comparison of the two incidents tends to reinforce our suspicion about the argu
ments brought by Alexander in favor of his own royal legitimacy. Let us simply note that 
Alexander himself was not in the best position to wield this weapon because his own ac
cession was accompanied by bloody purges of the Macedonian nobility; these purges 
can hardly be considered less excessive than the Persian behavior on this score, and Da
rius III himself sought to take advantage of the troubled context that resulted from the 
killings by encouraging conspiracies in his adversary's camp. 

Darius and Bagoas 
One article of the indictment against Darius remains to be examined: that he became 

king only because he had been hoisted onto the throne by Bagoas, the "militant rogue" 
eunuch, in Diodorus's words (XVII.5.3)—words that are both picturesque and damning. 
As we have already seen, the word eunuch by itself disqualified the person so called from 
being human in the eyes of most of the Greek authors. The Dynastic Prophecy shows that 
Bagoas actually bore the title sa resi, the very word automatically "translated" eunuch by 
the Greek authors (chap. 7/3)! Bagoas certainly was an important person at court, since 
Diodorus calls him "the most faithful of his [the king's] friends (ho pistotatos ton philon)" 
(XVI.47.3-4). Thus, he was a privileged counselor to Artaxerxes III (§50.8). If Ctesias had 
had to mention Bagoas, he would certainly have used the generic phrase he was so fond 
of: "the most influential eunuch alongside [Artaxerxes III/IV]." In contrast, the words 
Diodorus uses to describe Bagoas's promotion after the Egyptian campaign are extremely 
suspect. In the context, Diodorus sets up a totally artificial parallel between Mentor and 
Bagoas, who are dividing the Empire through an agreement of koinopragia/koindnia that 
they had supposedly reached in Egypt: the West was to be Mentor's, the East was to go 
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to Bagoas (XVI.50.6-8). The parallel comes from a biased source (certainly Ephorus) 
who tended to exaggerate the Rhodian Mentor's position and devalue royal authority. In 
reality, Mentor was certainly never commander-in-chief of Asia Minor, and the general 
command of the Upper Satrapies attributed to Bagoas is also very doubtful. 

The only official title borne by Bagoas was chiliarch (Diodorus XVII. 5.3). In this po
sition, he held lands in Babylonia (cf. Pliny XIII.43; Theophrastus, HP II.6.7; Plutarch, 
Alex. 39 10). His responsibilities certainly provided opportunity to organize and carry out 
a plot against the king. But there is nothing to prove that he was the sole instigator on 
each occasion. Furthermore, Diodorus's own presentation, which suggests that he was 
actually "master of the kingdom" and a kingmaker (XVI. 50.8*), must not be overvalued. 
And when Plutarch compares Bagoas with the (supposed) role played by Atossa in the 
accession of Xerxes (a comparison that creates consternation for the modern historian!), 
he goes even further, stating that Bagoas "took up the kingship of Persia and bestowed it 
upon Oarses and Darius" (Moralia 337e*). This presentation is already found in the an
cient authors who reported the succession of Xerxes: the chiliarch Artabanus was at the 
heart of the conspiracy that led to the accession of Artaxerxes I, but some of the Greeks 
claimed that he himself aspired to the royal title and even that he seized it for himself 
(chap. 13/10). We have the impression that we are faced with an interpretation that was 
very popular in Greece and that was articulated with a series of repeated motifs. A fre
quently used motif is poison: Bagoas poisoned Artaxerxes III with the complicity of a 
physician, and Darius III poisoned Bagoas by handing him the cup from which the 
"rogue eunuch" had intended Darius to drink (Diodorus XVII.5.3, 6-0-). Given the fre
quency of the theme of poison in the Achaemenid court, it is surprising that Diodorus, 
referring to the elimination of Bagoas, presents the circumstances as "making a moral 
point" (mnemes axios)\ Even Parysatis was reputed to have poisoned her sister-in-law 
Statcira by offering half a roast fowl to her (Plutarch, Art. 19.2-6; Ctesias $61). 

The murder of Artaxerxes III certainly implies that at the outset there was opposition 
to the king, which Diodorus presents, in his own way, by stressing the hatred generated 
among the Persians by the king's cruelty (XVII.5.3). We can imagine that there were ri
val factions at the court and that, for reasons unknown to us, one of these factions fa
vored the youngest son, Arses. In this we recognize a well-known pattern, one that is also 
illustrated at the end of Darius IPs reign and again in the last years of Artaxerxes II. An
other possible interpretation is thus opened up. We could also imagine that Arses, who 
was eager to seize power, propped himself up on Bagoas—just as Artaxerxes I had re
ceived the aid of the chiliarch Artabanus. We cannot be certain which of these possibili
ties matches the facts, since we know nothing at all of Arses before his accession. Was 
there opposition toward some other son, who may have received the title of crown 
prince? Whatever the case, the physical elimination of the new king's brothers certainly 
cannot be blamed on Bagoas alone: Artaxerxes IV himself certainly saw to the disappear
ance of all rivals. In any case, it has not been conclusively proved that he was the pawn 
of the chiliarch, since Diodorus himself states that the young king was far from willing 
to permit Bagoas free rein, and he even planned to bring an end to the latter's career 
(XVII.5.4), These were the circumstances under which Artaxerxes IV himself fell victim 
to an attack (late 336 - early 335). 

Diodorus once again assigns responsibility to Bagoas alone, citing only "his habit
ual savagery (synethes miaiphonia)" (XVII.5.6-0"). Of course, the phrase seems quite 
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appropriate as one of the qualities attributed to this person, the "militant rogue eunuch" 
( § 5 3 ; cf. Plutarch, Art. 17.8). Furthermore, the word used (miaiphonia) carries another 
negative judgment, since it connotes the notion of degradation. But the explanation is a 
bit brief and no more convincing than Plutarch's claim that attributes the accession of 
Ochus/Artaxerxes III to his "hot, violent, no less treacherous than bloody" character (Art. 
26.2;'v' 30.2-3"v")! In reality, Ochus's acquisition of supremacy was the result of a well-
handled strategy that he had used to attract committed partisans (§26.2). At this point, 
we can mention the interesting phraseology used for the ancestry of the very close rela
tives of Artaxerxes III who figure in Darius Ill's retinue: thus, the surviving son, Bistha-
nes, in Arrian (III. 19.4-v") is called "son of Ochus, the predecessor of Darius [III] as King 
of Persia" (tou pro Dareiou basileusantos Person); the same idea is also found in Quintus 
Curtius (III. 13.12-v") regarding the three daughters and the widow of Ochus, "who had 
reigned before Darius" (qui ante Dareum regnaverat). Arses is not mentioned in any of 
these cases; he had apparently become the victim of a sort of damnatio memoriae in the 
court of Darius, who certainly seems to have wanted to connect himself directly to Arta
xerxes III. This may explain why, in the Persian version transmitted by Justin (X.3.3-5), 
Codoman succeeds Artaxerxes III, without resolving the issue of continuity. Along the 
same lines, there is other disturbing evidence. First of all, given the breadth of the purge 
widely attributed to Artaxerxes III upon his accession (Justin X.3.1), it is noteworthy that 
the branch Darius belonged to was not touched. It is tempting to conclude from this that 
Darius's branch sided with Ochus and that its members (including the future Darius III) 
were among those who, in Artaxerxes IPs palace, had been fervent supporters of Prince 
Ochus (cf. Plutarch, Art. 26.2; cf. 30 .1 -2) . This then calls to mind one of the royal leg
ends about Darius: it was during one of Artaxerxes Ill's campaigns that Darius/ 
Codoman displayed his valor against a Cadusian—for which he was honored with 
megalai doreai by the reigning king (Diodorus XVII.5.1). We are thus led to think that 
the prestigious court title (astandes) and the distinction he enjoyed before his accession 
had been awarded to him by Artaxerxes III because of the assistance he provided to the 
king when Artaxerxes II died (359-358) . 

If, as Justin (X.3.4) says, Darius III actually was satrap of the two Armenias at the 
death of Artaxerxes II, he also held a territorial base and controlled armed forces. If this 
theory is valid, we may compare it to the situation of Ochus/Darius 11, who was satrap of 
Hyrcania when his father Artaxerxes I died, according to Ctesias (§44) . Therefore, it is 
even more doubtful that Bagoas himself placed Darius on the throne—though there is 
no doubt that he did lend his aid to the conspirators. Alexander himself, in his letter, 
"recognized" that it was Darius who had killed Arses, and the role attributed to Bagoas 
is that of accomplice rather than ringleader (tou meta Bagoou; Arrian II. 14.5). Darius III 
was no more the puppet of the chiliarch than Artaxerxes I, at his accession, was the tool 
of Artabanus. Rather than, with Diodorus (XVII.5.5), making Darius I l ia "friend" of Ba
goas, it is more correct to understand that the chiliarch vvas counted in the court cate
gory of Friends of Darius HI, in the same way that he had been close to Artaxerxes III 
(XVI.47.3). Darius was a close relative of Artaxerxes III and IV, and therefore about 44 
years old. As we have seen, he was a member of the "inner circle," especially in the time 
of Artaxerxes III, and he was much more certainly the real head of the conspiracy; when 
the conspiracy succeeded, he did away with a henchman (Bagoas) who was probably 
judged overly burdensome. 
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The Hew Great King 
The tradition transmitted by Diodorus (XVII.5.6) only enhances the prestige of Da

rius because it was the king himself who put the chiliarch to death. Without doubt, this 
lovely story was invented from whole cloth by the royal propagandists. Thus, we under
stand why Diodorus thought it would "make a moral point"; but Diodorus (who never
theless was depending on Persian tradition) seized on the phrase, thinking only that he 
wanted to enhance the memory of Darius, not of Bagoas! Furthermore, in keeping with 
the rule after a dynastic struggle, a classic royal legend then was promulgated at court 
and gained broad distribution, describing the monomachy won by Codoman over a for
midable Cadusian adversary. The propagandists attributed to Darius, as to all his prede
cessors (chap. 6/4), a "regal" physical appearance: he was "the tallest and handsomest 
man of his time" (Plutarch, Alex. 21.6-0). 

Finally, it is certain that Darius III underwent the royal investiture in the regular fash
ion, during which he put off the robe of the astandes (cf. Quintus Curtius III.3.5: in. eo-
dem habitu Dareus fuisset, cum appellatus esset rex), then put on "that which Cyrus the 
first wore before he was king" (cf, Plutarch, Art. i.2-0), since only this sequence can ex
plain the rationale of the dream attributed to Darius (cf. also Plutarch, Alex. 18.7-8). 
This is exactly what Plutarch says: he states that Bagoas "stripped from [Oarses] the garb 
of a courier (astandes) and put upon him the royal raiment (stole basilike) and the tiara 
that ever stands erect" (Moralia 3400^). This certainly must have been when he aban
doned his former name (Artasata) to take the throne name Darius. Although he at
tributes the name Codoman to him (we do not know why), Justin also provides the 
information: "the people honored him with the name Darius, so that he would lack 
nothing of regal majesty" (X.3.5). It is quite noteworthy that he did not take the name 
Artaxerxes, because, according to Diodorus (XV.93.l-0), "Artaxerxes [If] had ruled well 
. . . , [and] the Persians changed the names of those who ruled after him and prescribed 
that they should bear that name." We wonder whether the new king, following Darius 
II, wanted to indicate by his throne name that, like Darius I, he was founding a lineage 
that, though it belonged to the progeny of his distant ancestor (the "royal stock"), had its 
own legitimacy. If so, the new king's ambitions were not small. 

The Accession of Darius HI in Achaemenid Dynastic History 
It is thus a good idea to treat cautiously and skeptically the pseudoiegal context in 

which Alexander's letter and the other writings record the circumstances of Darius's ac
cession. Of course, Arrian is not the only one who refers to a Persian nomos. Herodotus, 
for example, mentions a nomos that required the king to name a successor before going 
on a military campaign (VII.2). Herodotus, referring to a Persian nomos, also claims that 
a bastard has no right to the throne (III.2). It clearly is to nomos that Demaratus (VII.3), 
Parysatis (Plutarch, Art. 2.4-5), and the partisans of Darius (son of Artaxerxes II; §26.1) 
appeal for support when they refer to the absolute right of the oldest son or to the right 
(no less absolute) of the child "born to the purple" (once in a while, the contrast be
tween the son of a king and the son of an idiotes turns up; see above, p. 771). The cir
cumstances of the accessions of Xerxes and Darius II illustrate the point at which these 
(reconstructed) debates become surreal and mask conflicting ambitions that end up 
being settled by the decision of the ruling king or by the fortunes of war. The only bul
wark against the threat of a family coup d'etat was the proclamation of a crown prince 
(cf. Plutarch, Art. 26.4), but the dynastic history eloquently proves that this barrier was 

http://XV.93.l-0
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often breached (or threatened) by the sharp ambition of a younger son who was seething 
over being deprived of supreme power (examples: Bardiya, Cyrus the Younger, Ochus) 
The basic reason for this situation is easy to uncover: the Persian kingdom was not a con
stitutional monarchy with continuity determined by written rules of succession that were 
strictly applied by a sort of Supreme Court. This obviously would put us in the realm of 
total fiction: the justifications that Darius I gave for his authority, as we have seen (chap. 
3/1), did not derive from a "right of succession" established for all time; they simply 
fleshed out his victory, which was confirmed a posteriori by proclamations that impress 
no one but their author. The same was true for Darius III: because he was king, he be
longed to the royal House without having to prove anything. If there really were nomoi, 
then in an absolute monarchy (Aristotle's pambasileia), they would have no force of law 
with respect to the authority of the ruling king or the power relationships set up in regard 
to one of his rivals. Here as elsewhere (chap. 12/8), to render nomos as 'law' reflects the 
work of traducer rather than translator! As far as Darius III is concerned, the routine "le
gal" interpretations of the ancient authors were in every case completely overturned. 

The only absolute rule binding the Achaemenids was that royal power was transmit
ted through the womb of the family. But, as we have seen, this was not a constitutional 
right; on the contrary, this conviction was built deeply into the family structure of Per
sian society and was expressed in the practice of endogamy (of which Darius III was a 
product and an exemplary performer). From this perspective, Achaemenid dynastic his
tory after Darius I displayed a remarkable consistency: when there was no (or no longer 
a) legitimate son, the dead king's illegitimate sons disputed the succession among them
selves, and one of them revived the royal stock by endogamy (Darius II); when the oldest 
son had died, one of the younger sons attained power (Artaxerxes I, Artaxerxes III, Arses); 
and when the king died without male descendant, either a competitor triumphed by 
force of arms and it became necessary to invent a prestigious ancestry after the fact (Da
rius 1), or else power passed to a collateral branch and it was considered a posteriori as 
deriving without contest from the royal House (Darius III). All in all, the descendants of 
Darius 1 managed to bring to realization the dynastic program their ancestor had de
fined: the battles for supreme power were played out exclusively among members of the 
royal House. Never did an outsider manage to impose himself. As it turned out, the ac
tual bases of the "dynastic pact" (chap. 8/7) remained solidly anchored. 

At the same time, one might think that these practices weakened the central power, 
at least at the actual moment when contests were under way. There is hardly any doubt, 
for example, that secessionist tendencies (which were already manifest) took on new 
vigor after the execution of Bardiya; in addition, Diodorus states that the Egyptians took 
advantage of the unsettled succession after Xerxes to initiate a revolt (XI.71.3). But, in 
fact, the real threat came less from subject peoples than from the attitude of the Persian 
aristocracy, which was in the habit of supporting one candidate or another. This leads us 
to believe that each candidate had to make promises to the families that gave him their 
support. Did this practice necessarily weaken the new king? This is not at all certain, at 
least in the short term, if we recall the situation when Darius II and Parysatis wiped out 
nearly every representative of the Hydarnes family (chap. 14/6). 

An Assessment 
Whatever uncertainties remain about the details, the dynastic history between Arta

xerxes III and Darius III provokes several reflections. First of all—and one more time — 
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about the Classical and Hellenistic sources: contrary to their claims, Darius III was an 
indisputable member of the "royal stock." He was an elite warrior, supported by broad 
segments of the court, the aristocracy, and of course the army; thus, he was indeed a le-

timate Great King. But in these sources, the bases of disqualification from Persian 
royal power is found in at least two traditions that both appear (without mingling) in Di
odorus. The first clearly goes back to the Greek polemicists of the fourth century, and 
especially Ephorus, who was Diodorus's inspiration in book XVI; in all of their activities, 
the fourth-century Persian kings are weak and little inclined to war or work. We would 
not insist on this point, which is rarely in evidence, were it not that the same theme is 
found in Ctesias, who is followed by Plutarch and many others. The problem is that this 
tradition has been taken up and magnified by Alexander's ancient historiography, which 
had the goal of exalting the Macedonian conqueror and was quite willing to use (or pre
tend to use) the Persian discourse of royal legitimation against Darius HI. 

At the same time, the discussions devoted to the accession of Darius HI are included 
within a more general narrative that is designed to denigrate the memory of the last 
Great King. One illustration (of many) is found in Arrian, who transmits Alexander's fab
ricated arguments from 333; in Darius Ill's "funeral oration," he stresses that he was "dis
honourable" in the battle of Gaugamela (because he fled), that "his life was one series 
of disasters," and finally that his fate was explained by his very character (or rather by his 
lack thereof): "No man showed less spirit or sense in warfare." Arrian then simply con
cedes that "in other matters he committed no offence." But the implicit contrast to other 
kings (Artaxerxes III in particular) does not really play in Darius's favor, since if he did 
not offend, it was "for lack of opportunity, since the moment of his accession was also the 
moment of the attack on him by the Macedonians and Greeks. So even if he had the 
will, he was no longer free to play the tyrant to his subjects, as his position was more dan
gerous than theirs" (111.22.2*0-)! Let us stress in passing that the lack of "offence" (= firm
ness) was not really a royal attribute, as the propagandists of Cyrus the Younger and 
Ochus/Artaxerxes III emphasized in their time —they loved to denounce the "gentle
ness" (= weakness) of Artaxerxes II and his son Darius (Plutarch, Arf. 2.1; 4.4; 6.1, 4; 
26.1-3; 30.1-2). 

The modern historian's task, obviously, is not compensatory exaltation of the memory 
of the last Great King. It is to attempt to understand why Darius lost the war. This is 
where, in the historiographic longue duree, the presentations by Alexander's authors 
have played a disastrously distorting role. It is tempting in fact to link the two tradi
tions—the supposed weakness and the illegitimacy of Darius, the former "explained" by 
the latter—because Darius supposedly acceded to the throne contrary to Persian custom 
and only because he was propelled there by the eunuch Bagoas, who is thought to have 
been the real vvielder of power. Textual and contextual analysis actually tends to prove 
that wc have far too often promoted as conclusions what are nothing more than assump
tions inherited directly from Macedonian propaganda. Obviously, we can assume that 
the same suspicions bear on the propaganda from the Persian side, which exalted Da
rius's courage in the face of Alexander (Justin X.3.6) and stressed his meticulous prepa
rations for the impending military confrontation (Diodorus XVII.7.1-3). Meanwhile, 
the simultaneous disqualification of both traditions breeds its own contradictions, since 
the positioning of Darius Ill's accession in Achaemenid dynastic history makes quite a 
few of the details disappear—the very details that since antiquity have regularly been at
tributed to the event. As for the reality of the authority that might be boasted about, 
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"both in tlie palace and in the war-camp" (DNb 27-3 l'v*), Darius did not long delay 
proving it by eliminating Bagoas; his authority was also demonstrated by the fact that the 
recent conspiracy of Bagoas was quickly made the topic of a denunciation (Diodorus 
XVII.5.6). 

2. The Great King and the Persian Aristocracy 

The circumstances when Darius took power presuppose that he had support among 
the Persian aristocracy. Quite luckily, we have considerable information preserved by Al
exander's writers that illustrates this point. We will not discuss all the details of this large 
mass of data: on the one hand, not all of the notes are equally useful; on the other, our 
concern here is to analyze the composition and function of the dominant socioethnic 
class in general and to observe possible changes. 

In the innermost circle of royal favor, the primary group was the Kinsmen. As we 
have already seen (chap. 8/1), the word itself refers to two distinct things that are well il
lustrated in Darius's procession before the battle of Issus: one of the groups preceding 
the royal chariot was "those whom they call the king's kindred (cognati regis), 15,000 
men. . . . About two hundred of the noblest relatives (nobilissimi propinquorum) of the 
king attended him on the right and on the left [of the chariot]" (Quintus Curtius 
III.3.14, 21*>). The respective quantities and the different positions indicate clearly that 
the first group comprised the Kinsmen, as a class in the court hierarchy, and the second 
group was the actual relatives. At Gaugamela, the Kinsmen (syggenesis) were placed at 
the center, close to Darius (Arrian III.5), 10,000 of them who were "chosen for courage 
(andragathia) and for loyalty (pistis)" (Diodorus XVII. 59.3-0). There were 40 of them at 
the Granicus (XVII.20.2), but these represented only the Persian nobility from Asia Mi
nor. Also among the most coveted titles was Friend, a category that itself was crisscrossed 
with internal hierarchies. For example, Mazaeus was not simply a Friend of Darius 
(Diodorus XVII.55.1), but he also was "the most influential man at the court of Dareius" 
(Plutarch, Alex. 39.9-0-). This hierarchy obviously developed as a function of royal favor 
(cf. Diodorus XVI.52.1: Artaxerxes proegen [Mentora] malista ton philon), special posi
tions resulted from an honor (time) and at the same time illustrate the way royal favor 
worked (cf. Arrian 1.12.10). It is easy to distinguish the inner circle of "very highly placed 
Persian officers of Darius (hoi amphi Dtireion Person hoi epiphanestatoi)" (Arrian 
III.23.4*). Artabazus was certainly one of these Persians. According to Quintus Curtius 
(1II.I3.13*>), lie was "chief of the courtiers" (princeps purpura torum); the word princeps 
renders the Greek protos, as Arrian III.23.7 shows: "he [Alexander] kept Artabazus and 
his sons by him in an honourable position (time), as they were among the most eminent 
(protoi) Persians and especially because of their loyalty (pistis) to Darius." These hand-
picked examples prove that the relationship between the king and the aristocrats was al
ways based on the exchange of gift/service (favor/loyalty) and that the nobles continued 
to define themselves in terms of their own origin and by the degree of intimacy connect
ing them to the king. Orxines, who commanded the Persian troops at Gaugamela, 
boasted that he descended from the Seven Persians (Quintus Curtius IV.12.8) and that 
he belonged to the lineage of Cyrus through his position as head of the tribe of Pasar
gadae (X. 1.22-23). Under Artaxerxes III, Rhosaces was eager to let it be known that he 
"was a descendant of one of the seven Persians who deposed the Magi" (Diodorus 
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XVI 47.2-0")- The example of Artabazus, among others (e.g., Arrian III.23.7), also proves 
that Alexander, within the framework of his policy of cooperation with the Iranians, took 
over the rationale of the Achaemenid system for his own advantage. By awarding the col
lective title "Kinsmen" to the Persians in his retinue (Arrian VII. 11.1), and then to the 
Macedonians (§11.6-7), Alexander was merely stretching to the breaking-point a 
change that had already gained ground during the course of Achaemenid history—a 
change that tended to make the place of the nobility in the ranks of the court hierarchy 
more and more intimate in relation to the king. 

Because a single word (syggenesis) is used in Greek for both categories, it is not always 
easy to distinguish kinsmen from Kinsmen, except when family ties are explicitly men
tioned; when two texts supplement one another (e.g., Diodorus XVII.67.4 and Quintus 
Curtius V.3.12); when the author uses a complementary term (e.g., Diodorus XVII.73.9: 
"the brother and other relatives [syggeneis] of Darius"); or finally, when the author uses 
a specific term: according to Arrian (III.21.5), Bessus had family ties (oikeiotes) to Da
rius—though even this word can mean 'ties of familiarity'. The title is sometimes associ
ated with "friend." as in the "kinsmen" and "friends." In some cases, it is difficult to tell 
which kinsmen/Kinsmen are involved (e.g., Diodorus XVII.31.1). Sometimes, the use of 
an apparently more precise term (propinquus) leads us to believe that the author is re
ferring to a relative (Quintus Curtius III.3.25, compared with III.3.21), but this criterion 
is not always definitive (cf. IV. 11.1). The number of relatives (200) in Darius's procession 
should not surprise us: the numerous illegitimate sons of the king must have been in
cluded since, according to Justin, Artaxerxes II had no fewer than 115 of them (X. 1.1). 
The phrase used by Quintus Curtius (III.3.21: nobilissimi propinquorum) seems to im
ply the existence of an internal hierarchy, probably based on closeness of blood ties. This 
helps explain several other phrases used by the same author: "Darius sent ten envoys, 
the leading men (cognatorum principes) of his court" (IV1 l.l-v*) to contact Alexander. 
Quintus Curtius (V.3.12"v*) writes about Madates: he "had taken to wife her [Sisygam-
bis's] sister's daughter, and thus was a near relative of Darius" (Dareum propinqua cog-
natiane contingens); Madates was apparently married to a granddaughter of Ostanes (the 
brother of Artaxerxes II and father of Sisygambis); finally, Polyaenus calls Phrasaortes "a 
close relative of Darius" (IV.3.27). 

Darius also had many representatives of his immediate family around him. First, we 
note the presence of members of Artaxerxes Ill's family. Bisthanes, the sole surviving 
son, seems to have held a special position near the king (Arrian III. 19.4-5). Three 
daughters and the wife of Ochus were also among Darius's followers (Quintus Curtius 
III.13.12-13); they must also have been among the "wives of his relatives and friends 
(propinquorum amicorumque conjuges)" (111.3.25-v-) who appeared at the end of the 
royal procession. We may also name a granddaughter of Ochus [Artaxerxes IV] "who 
had lately been king of the Persians"; she was born to one of the (unnamed) sons of this 
king. Moreover, her husband, Hystaspes, was "a kinsman (propinquus) of Darius [III]" 
and in this capacity had received a high military command (Quintus Curtius VI.2.7). 
We may also note Arbupales, a son of Darius who was himself a felonious son of Arta
xerxes II (Arrian 1.16.3). Apparently, Arbupales had escaped the purge that followed Da
rius's execution. The already-cited examples of Bessus (satrap in Bactra), Madates 
(governor of Uxiana; Quintus Curtius V.3.4), Bisthanes, and Hystaspes show that the 
Great King systematically distributed important posts to his relatives (cf. Diodorus §31.1: 
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philoi kai syggeneis). Furthermore, Arbupales was one of the Persian leaders at the Gran-
icus. We also know that a son-in-law of the king, Mithradates, was unhorsed and griev
ously wounded by Alexander (Arrian 1.16.3). Among his closest family, Darius's son 
Ochus was too young to have held any job at all. In contrast, Oxathres, brother of the 
Great King, was known to have performed heroically at Issus (Diodorus XVII.34.2-3-
Quintus Curtius III. 11.8). He remained close to Darius until the final catastrophe 
(Quintus Curtius VI.2.9-11). 

This is the way it also was in the great Persian aristocratic families. The association of 
sons and brothers with the responsibilities of fathers or brothers was everyday practice 
(cf. Arrian VII.6.4-5). At the Granicus, for example, Memnon arrived with his sons at 
the head of his horsemen (1.15.2), and Rhosaces came to the aid of his brother Spithro-
bates [Spithridates], satrap of Lydia and Ionia (Diodorus XVII.20.3-6). Memnon him
self was in all probability the son of Rhosaces, who held the same post during the time 
of Artaxerxes III (XVI.47.2). Orontes, who (together with Mithraustes) led the Armenian 
contingent at Gaugamela (Arrian III.8.5), appears to have been a descendant of the sa
trap with the same name who, as son-in-law of Artaxerxes II, ruled Armenia around 400 
(Xenophon, Anab. III.4.13; 5.17; IV.3.4). At Babylon, Mazaeus came to greet Alexander 
"with his mature children" (Quintus Curtius V. 1.17—18-0-). One of them, Brochubelus, 
had previously assisted him in his district of Cilicia-Trans-Euphrates (V. 13.11). But the 
best example, because it is the best known, certainly is Artabazus and his family; he was 
a distant descendant of Pharnaces (the uncle of Darius) and grandson of Artaxerxes II by 
one of the king's daughters. We know that after his revolt Artabazus lost his satrapy of 
Hellespontine Phrygia, which his ancestors had ruled since the time of Xerxes. He had 
had to leave his country for Macedon with his entire family; this included not just his 
wife and many children but also two captains of Rhodian mercenaries, Memnon and 
Mentor, whose sister he had married (Diodorus XVI.52.4). After his exalted deeds in 
Egypt (343), Mentor had obtained a pardon for Artabazus from Artaxerxes III, and as a 
result Artabazus was able to return, along with his numerous progeny (eleven sons and 
ten daughters). Artabazus did not regain his satrapy (which then belonged to Arsites) but 
did regain royal favor, which reached its zenith in the time of Darius III (Quintus Cur
tius III. 13.13; Arrian III.23.6). When they had returned, Mentor actively concerned 
himself with promoting his nephews, "giving them the most distinguished commands in 
the armed forces" (Diodorus XVI.52.4-*-). The entire family appears again in the time of 
Darius III. Artabazus was loo old to take part in battle, but the situation was quite differ
ent for his brother-in-law and his children. Even if it is hugely exaggerated by Diodorus 
(chap. 17/3 below), Memnon's role after the battle of the Granicus was quite notewor
thy, until he died in the assault on the walls of Mytilene in the summer of 333. Before 
dying, he entrusted his authority to his nephew Pharnabazus, while awaiting Darius's 
decision (Arrian 11.1.3; 2.1)—literal nepotism, which irresistibly leads us to an episode 
narrated by Herodotus (VIII. 130). As ordered by Darius, who had confirmed him in his 
position, Pharnabazus turned over contingents of mercenaries to his cousin Thymondas 
(son of Memnon) and then led vigorous operations in the Aegean until he was captured 
at Chios in tire summer of 332. Cophen, another son of Pharnabazus, had been the 
king's quartermaster at Damascus in 333 (Arrian II.15.1); he reappears in 330 close to 
Darius along with two of his brothers, Ariobarzanes and Arsames (Arrian III.23.7). An
other son, Ilioneus, was taken prisoner after the battle of Issus, along with the wife and 
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sons of Pharnabazus, three daughters of Mentor, and tlie wife and sons of Memnon; 
Quintus Curtius comments: "Hardly any house of a member of the court [domus purpu-
rati) escaped that great disaster" (III.13.13-14-C-). According to Diodorus, Memnon had 
intentionally sent his wife and son to Darius: "He calculated that leaving them in the 
king's care was a good way to ensure their safety, while at the same time the king, now 
that he had good hostages, would be more willing to entrust Memnon with the supreme 
command" (XVII.23.4*). The last part of Diodorus's comment is probably not true; the 
phrase instead alludes to a general rule that the wife and minor children of those in high 
positions at the center of the Empire usually remained at court, including occasions 
when the father was on a mission in the provinces or with the army or when the court 
itself was on the road, in time of peace or time of war. 

The composition of the high imperial personnel of Darius III suggests several con
trasting reflections. For one thing, continuity with the state of affairs in the time of Da
rius I and Xerxes is obvious—so much so that it can be reconstructed primarily on the 
basis of notes on personal names offered by Herodotus (cf. chap. 7). The continuity is il
lustrated especially well by the example of the descendants of Phamaces/Parnaka at 
Dascylium and by the insistence some placed on connecting themselves to the time of 
Darius I (as a "descendant of the Seven": Rhosaces, Orxines). Continuity was created 
and sustained by the persistent custom of passing assignments through the same families 
and/or by the association of one or more sons with the satrapal responsibility of the fa
ther (or a nephew his uncle's). At the same time, the dominant Persian socioethnic class 
was open to some non-Persians (in the ethnic sense), as is illustrated by the promotion 
of Belsunu in Babylonia (chap. 14/8), the matrimonial alliances between the satrapal 
family of Dascylium and the Rhodians Mentor and Memnon (chap. 16/2), and personal 
names (cf. Abulites of Susa and the names of some of Mazaeus's sons; chap. 16/10). This 
certainly reflects a major trend to which we shall return when we consider its political 
significance, particularly beginning with the example of Mazaeus. Conversely, in 334 
the satrapy of Caria, which had long been held by the Carian Hecatomnid family, was 
ruled for the first time by a satrap of Persian origin, Orontobates (cf. Strabo XIV.2.17). 

3. The Royal Armies 

The Greek Thesis 
We know that from the Greek point of view—which is repeated ad nauseam in mod

ern works, including some of the most recent—one of the most visible manifestations of 
Persian decadence was the inability of the Great Kings to put an army worthy of the 
name into the field against Greek troops, who were superior in both arms and courage. 
Under these conditions, the Great Kings would have had no alternative when they 
wished to make war than to rely first and foremost on corps of Greek mercenaries, who 
were the only ones capable of slowing the advance of the Greek armies sent against the 
imperial territories. This smug thesis was developed particularly by Xenophon and 
Plato, along with many fourth-century authors—hence the unbridled use of the "glori
ous" precedents for the Ten Thousand and the anabasis of Agesilaus. 

We have already touched on the problem in previous chapters while analyzing the 
composition of the armies of Darius II, Artaxerxes II, and Cyrus the Younger (in 401). 
We noted there that the thesis is not tenable and that nothing in particular demonstrates 
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a connection between resorting to mercenaries and disintegration of recruiting bases for 
soldiers for the royal army in Babylonia or elsewhere. It is nonetheless important to re
open the discussion generally, because the thesis has been widely advanced, by ancient 
authors and again by modern authors in the context of Darius Ill's army. We may recall 
in particular that, according to Arrian (1.14.4), the Persian satraps at the Granicus had a 
force of 20,000 foreign mercenaries (xenoi misthophoroi), a number equal to the force of 
Persian horsemen. Quintus Curtius (111.8.1-0') writes that, on the eve of the battle of Is
sus, the Greek soldiers led by Thymondas (cf. Arrian II.2.1) were Darius's "principal and 
almost sole hope" and that the Great King had 30,000 mercenaries at that time (III.2.9). 
Does this mean that during the fourth century the military capacity of the Empire had 
shrunk critically? 

In order to answer this question, we should first of all analyze the genesis of this thesis 
and identify its real creator. While Plato, Xenophon, and Isocrates certainly did much to 
support its credibility, the person really responsible for it is Diodorus, who is correctly 
thought to have used as his basis the work of Ephorus, an author whose anti-Persian bias 
is well known (cf. XVI.76.5-6). Diodorus. in fact, frequently presents the Greek merce
naries in action, particularly during the Egyptian expeditions, by using a form of narra
tive that tends, apparently at least, to provide objective, concrete details. These passages 
in Diodorus are quite widely paraphrased by modern historians. In order to lay bare the 
system of Diodorus, let us begin with his long account of Artaxerxes Ill's expedition 
against Egypt (XVI.46.4-9, 47-50; cf. 40.3-6, 41-45). We will study it alongside the sto
ries of other Persian expeditions against Egypt transmitted by the same author: the expe
ditions of the 460s (XI.77.1-4) and the 370s (XV.41-44). Fragments about the operations 
with and against Artabazus in the 350s will be added, since they also appear to derive 
from Ephorus. It is easy to show that in every case Ephorus's thesis is illustrated by the 
same arguments and the same stereotypes: 

(1) The pharaoh and the Great King reinforced their armies with the help of Greeks; 
there were 10,000 in Artaxerxes Ill's army (XVI.44.4)—4000 of them mercenaries sentby 
Greek cities in Europe at his request (1000 Thebans under the command of Lacrates, 
3000 Argives commanded by Nicostratus), to whom must be added the 4000 men of 
Mentor, the former mercenary commander of Nectanebo II (§42.2; §45.1); and the 
latter in turn had gathered another 20,000 Greek mercenaries (§47.6). In 373, Necta
nebo I had "collected a large mercenary force": 20,000 according to Diodorus 
(XV.29.1->), 12,000 according to Nepos [Iph. 2.4); and Tachos repeated this in 360 
(XVI.92.2-3). The Sidonians also managed to recruit a multitude (plethos) of mercenar
ies (XVI.41.4-v-), and the same was true of the army sent by the Great King against Cy
prus (§42.7-9). Furthermore, the army of Inarus in the 460s used mercenaries: the 
Egyptian rebel counted on military aid (symmakhia; XI.71.4) sent by Athens (cf. Thucy
dides 1.104, 109), and his mercenaries are specifically portrayed by Ctesias within the 
framework of the Megabyzus saga (§§32-37). 

(2) The Greeks always appear in the forward elements of the army. According to Dio
dorus, in 343 only the Greek army (hellenike dynamis) was engaged in the front lines 
and "the rest of the army" was held in reserve under the command of Artaxerxes III. The 
Greek army itself was divided into three regiments, each commanded by a Greek and a 
Persian: Lacrates and Rhosaces, Nicostratus and Aristazanes, Mentor and Bagoas. Given 
the prominent role attributed to the Greek leaders, we get the impression that the Per-

http://XV.29.1-
http://XVI.41.4-v-
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sian leaders were subordinate to them (XVI.47.1-4). This is also what Diodorus wants us 
to believe when he states that Artaxerxes was being very careful when he acquired mer
cenaries and their commanders because he remembered his previous defeat with great 
acrimony (§44.1-2). This is a curious conclusion, suggesting that on his previous expe
dition the Great King had had no mercenary troops, given that Diodorus himself con
tinually exalts their role in all of the Egyptian campaigns (cf. XV.41E). Of course, 
Diodorus also notes the presence of "barbarian forces" in the Great King's army 
(XVI.47.2, 4; §50.3; XI.74-75), but in every case he highlights the special value and 
courage of the Greek leaders and in every case he also introduces the contrast between 
the Greeks and their employers (whether Egyptian or Persian). Furthermore, the paral
lelism between the two armies that Diodorus wishes to present becomes even more strik
ing when we consider the order of battle he presents: Nectanebo II and Artaxerxes both 
kept themselves in reserve, behind the front lines (XVI.47.5-6), as if the Greek merce
naries constituted the heart of their respective forces. 

A similar scheme is also found in the tales concerning the participation of Chares in 
the rebellion of Artabazus When Diodorus states that Chares fought alongside (symma-
khon) the satrap (XVI.22.1; 34.1), it is clear that he attributes the glory of the victories to 
Chares. He treats the Theban Pammenes similarly some time later: "By defeating the sa
traps in two great battles, [he] won great glory for himself and the Boeotians" (§34.2o). 
The one (Ephorus?) who inspired a scholia to Demosthenes 4.19 even passes over the 
presence of Artabazus alongside Chares in silence: it is Chares alone who led 10,000 
mercenaries to a stunning victory over Tithraustes, who commanded a considerable 
force of 20,000 Persians, most of whom were horsemen (cf. also FGrH 105 F5). We may 
emphasize in passing that this kind of presentation is not applied only to Persians; Dio
dorus adopts it for the pharaohs' armies as well as for the Phoenician army that rebelled 
against the Persians. Using a stereotyped expression, he reports on the throngs of merce
naries raised by the authorities in Sidon (XVI.41.4). But, in reality, only Mentor's 4000 
mercenaries are specifically named (§42.2), and they primarily belong to the category of 
citizen-soldiers (stratidtai politikoi)—who in fact do seem to have taken the main role in 
all of the fighting (§44.5-6; cf. §45.4-5). 

(3) As Diodorus reports them, the confrontations of the 343-342 campaign thus seem 
to be reduced to fights between Greek mercenaries from the two sides. Though he men
tions the presence of Libyans and Egyptians in Nectanebo IPs army (XVI.47.6), he 
scarcely brings them onto the scene in what follows; it is the Greeks who defend Pelu-
siuirt courageously (§49.2), even as we learn incidentally that the garrisons comprised 
Greeks and Egyptians (§49.7). When Diodorus mentions this, it is primarily to illustrate 
the stark contrast between Greeks and Egyptians (§49.8; §50.2). The Persian side is han
dled similarly. The Thebans faced the Spartan Philophron, who commanded the garri
son at Pelusium, and they threw themselves boldly into the battle, "being eager to show 
themselves the best of the Greeks that were taking part in the expedition" (46.8-9-v*). 
The Argive Nicostratus was first to cross the Nile and thus determined the success of the 
operations, and it was another Greek, Cleinius of Cos, who opposed him in the Egyp
tian camp (§48.3-5). Similarly, Lacrates the Theban actively pursued the siege of Pelu
sium (§49.1-3), and Mentor the Rhodian took Bubastis and other nearby cities (§49.7-
8). Likewise, again, in 371, Iphicrates dashed at the head of his men against a fortifica
tion on the Mendes Mouth of the Nile (XV.42.5). 
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(4) This presentation is articulated on the basis of a single assumption: the superiority 
of the Greeks, both soldiers and officers—who were so superior that victories were due 
entirely to them and defeats were attributable solely to their employers. Thus, Hakoris 
sent for Chabrias only because he "ha[d] no capable general" (XV.29.2*). Similarly, it 
was certainly because Pharnabazus insisted that the Athenians sent him Iphicrates 
(XV.29.2), and Diodorus devotes an entire chapter to Iphicrates' valor (XV.44). Likewise, 
Artaxerxes III himself asked the Argives to give the command to Nicostratus, who was fa
mous for his bravery and valor (XVI.44.2-3). Chabrias and Agesilaus, alongside Tachos 
are treated in the same way (XV.92.2-3), etc. Furthermore, Nectanebo II was conquered 
in 343 because of his military incompetence combined with overconfidence resulting 
from previous victories; in fact, Diodorus thinks, his earlier victory (in 351) was clue to 
the fact that he had turned over command of the troops to commanders of Greek mer
cenaries, the Athenian Diophantus and the Spartan Lamius (XVI.48.1-2). The same ex
planation appears in this context that Diodorus had given for the failure of Tachos in 
361-359; Tachos had ignored the "wise counsel" of Agesilaus (XV.92.3). Similarly, Phar
nabazus had ignored the judicious suggestions of Iphicrates (XV.43). The Greek leaders 
were in fact swift and brave (XV.43.1-2, 5-6; 44.2), in contrast to the Persian generals, 
who were "cowardly and inexperienced" (XVI.40.4) and who were further characterized 
by their hesitancy and timidity (XV.43.1-2) — they were unable to march quickly on the 
enemy because they lost much time readying their armies and ceaselessly seeking the 
advice of the Great King (XV.41.2-5; XVI.46.7; cf. XVII.18.2). This resulted in frequent 
clashes between Persian and Greek leaders, the former supposedly envious of the latter 
(XV.43.2,6), and this is the background for presenting the disputes between them in 343 
(XVI.50.1-4) and again in 334 (Arrian 1.12.10; cf. Diodorus XVII. 18.3). The uncommon 
bravery of the Greek soldiers is illustrated primarily as a contrast to the cowardice of the 
Egyptian soldiers, who after the initial clashes could think of nothing other than trying 
to make peace with the Persians (XI.77.3; XVI.49.7-8). 

(5) The superiority of the Greeks was recognized by the Persians themselves. This 
was already the significance of the description presented by Xenophon of the military re
view organized in Cilicia by Cyrus the Younger. It was the Greeks of his army—and they 
alone —who incited panic among the barbarians (Anab. 1.2.17-18). The case was the 
same during the Egyptian campaigns: because he admired Greek valor, Megabyzus 
agreed to a treaty with them, for he feared direct confrontation (Diodorus XI.77.4). The 
Greeks saved their lives "by their courage" (idia arete; ^77.5^). Some anecdotes from 
Polyaenus—who himself may have been dependent on Ephorus —also promulgate this 
stereotype. For instance, facing the Persians, Gastron, a Spartan leader in Egypt, armed 
the Greeks in Egyptian style and the Egyptians in Greek style and put the latter in the 
front line: "The Persians actually taking them for what they appeared to be, threw them
selves into disorder and fled" (II. 16). In a similar situation, Orontes was facing Autophra
dates: he hoped to impress his enemy and make him believe that a reinforcement of 
Greek mercenaries was on their way, so "he armed the most vigorous of the barbarians 
in Greek style" and mingled them with the Greeks: "Seeing the Greek arms, Autophra
dates convinced himself that these were the reinforcements he had heard tell of: not dar
ing to risk combat, he struck camp and fled" (VII. 14.4). The first anecdote is all the 
more striking in that it is not based on any sort of military rationale, even a false one (in 
contrast to Orontes' actions): instead, we get the impression that the author was using 
the parable for purely ideological ends. 
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(6) The valor of the Greeks is even more noteworthy because, generally speaking, 
they were minority participants: in 343, there were 10,000 Greeks within the immense 
r oyal army (XVI.40.6: stereotyped figures; cf. XI.74.1); on the Egyptian side, again in 
343, we find 20,000 Greeks alongside 20,000 Libyans and 60,000 Egyptian makhimoi 
(XV1.47.6). 

The Use of Mercenaries and "Decadence": Achaemenid Truth and Athenian Filter 

The coherence, and thus the apparent credibility, of the thesis we have just schemat
ically laid out is even more noteworthy because it was already worked out in the fourth 
century by all of the Greek authors. But this only seems paradoxical —it is this very 
unanimity that casts grave doubt on every one of its constituent elements and thus on 
the totality of the thesis. In fact, it seems clear that it is built on a radical antithesis be
tween Greek and barbarian that is quite frequently asserted by the masters of Panhelle-
nism (Isocrates, Ephorus) and the advocates of the theory of "Persian decadence" 
(Isocrates, Ephorus, Plato, Xenophon in the last chapter of the Cyropaedia). The "analy
sis" of the decadence itself proceeds through convenient, effective stereotypes: wealth 
and opulence (tryphe) inexorably made the Persians effeminate and caused them to 
abandon their traditional warrior virtues. It is thus abundantly clear that this theory is 
embedded in the longue duree of Greco-Persian relations;. We recall that it is already 
fully present in the speech that Herodotus gives Aristagoras of Miletus to deliver to Cle
omenes of Sparta: the barbarians are not only immensely rich but they also "have little 
taste for war (Oute [. ..] alkimoi).. . how easy they are to beat! you . . . are the strongest 
power in the Greek world" (V.49^). It is clear, finally, that this certainty was conceived 
in the heart of the battles at Thermopylae, Salamis, Plataea, and Mycale, because we 
know that the memory of all of these clashes was both piously preserved and cannily 
transformed by the fourth-century Athenian authors. At any rate, it is enough to recall 
the explanation offered by Diodorus/Ephorus for the behavior of the Greeks in Egypt: at 
the time of their participation in the battles alongside Inarus, the Greeks hoped to be 
worthy of their predecessors' example atThermopylae (XI.77.3-4). The precedent of the 
Persian Wars was also cited by Chares: after "his" victory over Tithraustes, he did not 
flinch from presenting it to the Athenians as "the sister to the battle of Marathon" (scho
lia on Demosthenes 4.14; cf. Plutarch, Aratus 16.3)! 

The intellectual frailty and the implications of the ideological assumptions of this 
presentation no longer need to be pointed out. All the same, other authors have worked 
out totally different theories about the political components of the tryphe (symbol of 
power) and/or underlined the valor and courage of the Persian combatants, whether 
confronting the Greeks in 490-479 [480-479?] or Alexander's Macedonians. Neverthe
less, to understand the logic and effectiveness of these stereotypes better—in order to re-
der them harmless—they must be placed into an even more precise context. When they 
are put into the context of the 350s, these narratives on the use of mercenaries also re
flect a debate internal to the city. Though there are several possible corpora to consider, 
it is enough to consider the harangues that Demosthenes delivered during the course of 
wars and conflicts with Philip II. In these harangues, the Macedonian king's power (just 
like the Great King's; cf. Symm. 3-9; 29-32) is sometimes highlighted and sometimes 
devalued, not as a function of observable change, but simply as a function of the orator's 
own forensic requirements. If the orator felt the assembly's resolve weakening, he would 
try to strengthen it by emphasizing the "decadence" of the kingdom of Macedon, which 
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he describes with the same stereotypes that were described as flaws in the Achaemenid 
system. For instance, Philip behaves like a barbarian, surrounding himself with buf
foons—"The rest about him are brigands and parasites, and men of that character, who 
will get drunk and perform dances which I scruple to name before you" Olynt. II. 194-)! 
This moral weakness is accompanied "quite naturally" by the decadence of the Mace
donian army. Demosthenes appealed to testimony that was both anonymous and false 
(and against all probability) and was quite willing to slander the king's soldiers, Mace
donian infantry (pezhetairoi) and mercenaries (xenoi) alike: "His mercenaries and 
guards, indeed, have the reputation of admirable and well-trained soldiers, but, as I 
heard from one who had been in the country, a man incapable of falsehood, they are no 
better than others" ($ I7-Q-). 

It is not difficult to notice that, within his own civic rationale, the use of mercenaries 
was passionately opposed by Demosthenes. Mercenaries were eager for cash and booty, 
and their leaders often took initiatives contrary to the city's interests (e.g., Olynt. 11.28; 
Isocrates, Peace 44). In the First Philippic, delivered in 351, he urged his fellow citizens 
to re-create citizen armies, and he denounced the leaders of the mercenaries who did 
not hesitate to sell themselves to the highest bidder: "they go off to Artabazus or any
where" (§24^) , which the scholiast renders (4.24) with a very tendentious statement: 
"Not wishing themselves to fight because of the danger, the Athenians engaged paid out
siders (xenoi misthomenoi)." The same evaluation is found in Diodorus (X.34.8-13), 
where it is included in a general discussion contrasting the Greek cities with the tyrants 
and kings. The author, who here also is presenting Ephorus's opinion, urges the Greeks 
not to resort to the deplorable habit of drafting mercenary troops (xenikai dynameis) in 
place of civic armies (politikai dynameis). Diodorus tirelessly embroiders the stereotype 
of the Greek (Athenian) vision of the Persian Wars, and he in fact stresses the superiority 
of valor/courage (arete = Greeks) over number (plethos = barbarians). In nearly identical 
words, Demosthenes and Diodorus describe the appeal to mercenaries as one of the 
symptoms of the decadence of civic spirit. Like Xenophon when he discusses the Per
sians in the last chapter of the Cyropaedia or the Spartans in the last chapter of the Con-
stitution of the Lacedaemonians (the Spartans of "the olden days" and the Persians "of 
today" are themselves contrasted comprehensively in the Agesilaus IX), Demosthenes 
enjoys contrasting the virtue of the ancients with the moral decadence he sees in the 
Athens of his day. In ancient times, "the king of this country [Macedon] was submissive 
to them, as a barbarian should be to Greeks" (Olynt. III,24"v-); in ancient times, instead 
of appealing to mercenaries, the people "dared to campaign for themselves" (III.30). 
The discourse is all-encompassing and takes on universal value: it applies to any state 
suspected of being unable to mobilize its own people against an enemy. This explains 
why the pharaohs counted less on their troops than on their country's natural defenses 
(Diodorus XV.42.1-3; XVI.46.7-8, 47.6-7, 48.7). This is also a well-known motif in 
Greek literature —condemnation of cities that put all their hope in their fortifications in
stead of counting first on the courage of their citizens. The same charge is brought 
against the Persians by Alexander (cf. Arrian VII.7.7). 

Of course—and we have already repeated it several times here —the ideological de
cryption of the Greek sources cannot take the place of proof: Achaemenid reality is not 
the mirror image of Greek portrayals. But it is necessary to state that the many references 
to the Great King's Greek mercenaries do not in themselves have probative value; their 
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primary purpose is to charge tire Persians with decadence of civic spirit, which is paral
leled by the assumed weakness of the satraps' and Great Kings' armies—and both of 
these are presented in a convenient opposition between a "then" (virtue) and a "now" 
(decadence) that is constructed from whole cloth, whether it concerns Athens, Sparta, 
or Persia. In the logic of this discourse, the Persian (or Egyptian) reference thus primar
ily plays a supporting role; it does not require proof derived from verified or verifiable 
facts. But then, though no one would ever consider viewing the effectiveness and orga
nization of Philip's army solely through the distorting prism of Demosthenes' ha
rangues, how could any historian be so credulous as to portray the Persian Empire on 
the basis of the words of the Athenian orators and polemicists? We can only imagine that 
the ancient orators would be thoroughly amazed to learn that probative value is some
times still today granted to an "analysis" of the Empire of Artaxerxes III or Darius III as 
a city unable to defend itself on its own and that put its security into the hands of foreign 
mercenaries without batting an eyelash! 

Command Structure 
We remain equally skeptical about Diodorus's presentation of the command struc

ture when the leaders of Greek mercenaries took part in combat. We have seen that 
Diodorus claims that the command of the three regiments created by Artaxerxes III in 
343 was entrusted to three Greek-Persian pairs; he even wants us to believe that the 
Greeks were in charge of the maneuvers. The vocabulary he uses does not give rise to 
the ambiguities because, in principle, the Greek was the strategos and the Persian was 
the hegemon (XVI.47.1), which implies that authority belonged to the latter. However, 
Aristazanes is said to "share the command (synarkhon)" with Nicostratus (47.3), and Ba
goas "fought alongside (synastrateuto) Mentor" ($47.4). Regardless of what their titles 
were, the actions of commanders in some other cases erase the doubts that Diodorus's 
vocabulary and presentation generate: after Lacrates made an agreement with the mer
cenaries of Pelusium, "Artaxerxes dispatched Bagoas with barbarian soldiers to take over 
(paralamhanein) Pelusium" ($49.4;-v- cf. 6: paradidomi). The term used is clear: a Per
sian was officially responsible for taking possession of the town in the name of the king. 
At Bubastis, the Greeks of the garrison sent emissaries to Bagoas; again, he was the first 
to enter the town, at the head of the barbarian soldiers ($50.1, 4). 

Furthermore, Diodorus portrays conflict that arose due to the coadministration of 
Persians and Greeks, such as the disputes between Lacrates and Bagoas (49.1-6) or 
Mentor and Bagoas (50.1-6). This evidence is also found in the campaign of 373: 
"Pharnabazus became suspicious of his [Iphicrates'] boldness and his courage for fear 
lest he take possession of Egypt for himself. . . . Some generals [on Pharnabazus's staff] 
indeed bore a grudge against him and were attempting to fasten unfair charges upon 
him" (Diodorus XV.43.2o-). The participation of the mercenary leaders in the staff's de
liberations is also attested for Cyrus the Younger, but in every case the final decision 
rested with the chief of staff, who was always a Persian. So this much is clear: under the 
King's supreme authority, it was the Persians who retained command. Who can doubt it 
when Diodorus emphasizes the royal favor enjoyed by the three Persian generals in 343, 
all of them "preferred above the others for valour and loyalty" (XV1.47.1*)? Rhosaces 
boasted of descent from one of the Seven ($47.2); Aristazanes "was an usher (eis-
aggeleus) of the King and the most faithful of his friends (pistotatos ton philon) after 
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Bagoas" ($47.3-0); and as for the last of the three, it was he "whom the King trusted most" 
(§47.4o)-' 

The Greeks appear as often as they do in part because of the highly partisan orienta
tion of the work of Ephorus. We have also seen that an anonymous author attributes the 
direction of military operations against Tithraustes to Chares and Pammenes. Because 
of an incidental reference, we learn that, after a raid led by Pammenes, Artabazus 
awarded command of the troops to two of his brothers, Oxythras and Dibictus (Polyae
nus VII.33.2). The Greeks might also be at the fore because the Persian leaders preferred 
to sacrifice the mercenaries before engaging their own "barbarian" troops. Finally, 
Greek commanders appear often because, as in Cyrus the Younger's army, the Greek 
leaders retained command of the unit they had themselves recruited (cf. XVI.48.3: 
Nicostratus ton Argeion strategos). Nevertheless, this limited command was incorpo
rated into a chain headed by Persians, and the general direction of operations and stra
tegic decisions remained with the Great King himself (§49.6-7). 

Memnon, the Persian Satraps, and Darius III 
It is quilt; striking lo observe that, once more, Diodorus—this time in book XVII — 

repeats the same sort of explanation to account for the unusual position of the Rhodian 
Memnon at the beginning of Darius Ill's reign. At the time of the first Macedonian of
fensive in 336-335, only Memnon seems to have been able to counterattack: he was the 
one who put Parmenion to flight near Pitane in Aeolis (§7.8). Even though Darius chose 
'his best commanders' (aristoi hegemones; unnamed), he selected Memnon as the one 
to whom he gave 5000 mercenaries "and ordered him to march to Cyzicus and try to get 
possession of it" (§7.2-3-0"). What was the reason for this choice? Memnon was "out
standing in courage (andreia) and in strategic understanding." His special position is 
also evident during the war council atZeleia, which is described by both Diodorus and 
Arrian. It is clear that Diodorus strongly preferred the scorched-earth policy that was pro
moted, against the rest of the Persians, by Memnon, whom Diodorus presents once 
more as "famed for his military competence"—portraying the Persian generals once 
again as incompetent, because they delayed making decisions and launching a cam
paign (§18.2-3'v*). Memnon again was the one who appeared to direct the Persians' re
treat to Miletus (§22.1) and then Halicamassus, in the course of which it was he who 
repelled the initial assaults (§24.5), made a sortie, and inflicted heavy losses on the 
Macedonians (§25.5). He called a council of the officers (hegemones) who surrounded 
him (hoi peri ton Memnona; §25.3), who elsewhere (§27.5*0") are called 'generals and sa
traps' (strategoi kai satrapai). These officers, clearly, were first and foremost the com
manders of mercenaries, among them the Athenians Ephialtes and Thrasybulus (§25.6; 
§26.2-3). Darius recognized Memnon's exceptional valor and sent a letter "to those who 
dwelt next to the sea, directing them one and all to take orders from Memnon. [He] as
sumed the supreme command" (ton olon hegemonia; ^23.6*0"). To support him, Darius 
provided huge sums of money (§29.1). It is thus easy to understand the end result: "With 
his death Darius's fortunes also collapsed" (§29.4-0")—and with his death Alexander's 
confidence rose (§31.4). This is the point at which Diodorus depicts a war council as
sembled by Darius. The Athenian Charidemus proposed sending an army to the coast 
to be commanded by "a general who had given proof of his ability" (himself! §30.3), but 
Darius flew into a towering rage and decided to take the head of his troops himself: "he 
searched for a competent general to take over Memnon's command but could find no 
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one, ami finally felt constrained to go down himself to lake part in the contest for the 
kingdom (eis ton hyper tes basileias kindynon)" (|30.7"v-). This is exactly the same expla
nation that Diodorus himself had given (XVI^O.S-G^) for the choice Artaxerxes III had 
made prior to the Egyptian revolts: Artaxerxes was hobbled by the cowardice and incom
petence of his generals and so had to get beyond his own weakness and laziness; thus, he 
"adopted the plan of carrying out in person the struggles to preserve his kingdom" (tous 
hyper tes basileias agonas). 

The presentation in its entirety provides a portrait of Darius as an irresolute man who 
put all of his confidence in the Rhodian and his mercenaries. However, a single com
ment serves to destroy the presentation by Diodorus's source: Darius was able to set out 
for Cilicia in the summer of 333, obviously, because he had already begun preparing his 
army at Babylon many months before, unable to anticipate that Memnon's death would 
require him to do so. It is also clear that Diodorus focuses his story on Memnon and 
never names the Persian generals who abandoned the battlefield at the Granicus. This 
is not unlike what happens at Halicamassus, where Diodorus very conveniently (for the 
consistency of his discnurse) "forgets" to mention the active presence of Orontobates, 
the satrap of Caria (cf. Arrian 1.23.1). It is also quite obvious that the arguments ex
changed in the war council at Zcleia strangely recall the disputes between Greek and 
Persian leaders in Egypt, also reconstructed by Diodorus: in 334 at Zeleia, the account
ability of the Persian leaders was criticized, just as Tachos and Pharnabazus had been 
condemned for refusing to adopt the strategic planning ("wise counsels") offered by 
Chabrias (XV.92.3) and Iphicrates (XV43), respectively. It is also clear that Memnon's 
unusual position is conceptually parallel to the status that Diodorus conferred on his 
brother Mentor after the Egyptian campaign (XVI.50.7; 52.1-2)—which is hardly con
vincing. Furthermore, the Great King's absolute confidence in Memnon singularly re
calls what Diodorus (again) wrote about the assistance that Artaxerxes III expected from 
the arrival of the Argive Nicostratus at the beginning of the Egyptian campaign 
(XVI.44.2-3). Of course, Diodorus was not the only author to ascribe such importance 
to Memnon's activities; but the support of Arrian and Quintus Curtius does not by itself 
confer validity on a theory that they are the only ones to develop with such consistency. 
We will return later to an analysis of the role played by Memnon at the beginning of Al
exander's offensive. Here let us simply observe that the many repetitions of motifs found 
in both books XVI and XVII of Diodorus lead us to consider with some caution the pre
eminence that the author attributes to the Rhodian and the Greek mercenaries —not to 
mention his judgment regarding the incompetence of the Persian generals and the cow
ardliness of the Great King. 

The Great King and the Satraps' Mercenaries 
Furthermore, the stories concerning the mercenaries of Artabazus and Orontes have 

given rise to a more truly political analysis that carries a much more formidable weight 
because it is attributed to the Great King himself. In his presentation of the beginnings 
of Artabazus's revolt against Artaxerxes III in the mid-350s (cf. chap. 15/9 above), the 
anonymous scholiast (Schol. Dem. 4.19) provides the following information: 

T h e king of the Persians sent an order to the coastal satraps to d isband their mercenary 
armies (ta mistofihorika strateumata), on the grounds of the enormous expenses they were 
incurring; as a c o n s e q u e n c e , the satraps dismissed the soldiers (stratiCtai). N u m b e r i n g 
about 10,000, these soldiers presented themselves to C h a r e s , the Athenian general , who was 
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then leader of a mercenary army (xenike dynamis), and they placed themselves under his 
command. Then in revolt (apostas), the Persian Artabazus was fighting against the king; he 
summoned Chares to take his army into the king's territory 

At first sight, the king's order seems to illustrate the thesis that the central authority was 
weakening in the face of satraps who could build up armies of their own using merce
naries. This interpretation in turn has sometimes been cited in support of the broader 
idea that there was a shift toward the creation of personal satrapal armies, such as can 
be seen in the Hellenistic period. This interpretation is also bolstered by noting one of 
Alexander's orders, as presented by Diodorus (XVII. 106.3'v>): "He wrote to all his gener
als and satraps in Asia, ordering them, as soon as they had read his letter, to disband all 
their mercenaries instantly." We may add that, at an earlier time, several satraps re
volted with the assistance of mercenaries (e.g., Ctesias $37, $52). 

However, this theory is weak. The comparison with Alexander's order, though obvi
ously tempting, is purely formal. Diodorus's account is in fact quite clearly placed in the 
very unsettled context of Alexander's return from India; at that time, we know, the king 
had to take draconian measures against both usurpers (in Persia and Media) and satraps 
who had taken advantage of his absence to plunder and pillage the people. It is in this 
context that Diodorus reveals the fears of some of the generals: "Some who had merce
nary troops revolted against the king's authority" (XVII. 106.2O-). By giving the order that 
Diodorus reports, then, Alexander was trying to deny satraps and generals who had al
ready entered into revolt the use of their mercenaries. There is nothing of this in the 
scholiast's text. Instead, for one thing, Artabazus recruited mercenaries after his revolt; 
and for another, the satraps (we do wonder who exactly they might have been) do not 
offer any objection to obeying the king's order. The impression prevails in the scholiast's 
account, that no one had challenged the king's authority and no one, at that time, was 
really threatened. 

These observations lead us to view the information with considerable skepticism. We 
are tempted to think that the author has attributed to Artaxerxes III an attitude often at
tributed to the Persians by the Greeks, who loved to criticize the Great King's avarice (cf. 
Plutarch, Alex. 69.2) and his unwillingness to pay the Greek soldiers in his service (Hell 
Oxyr. 19.2). Even if we grant the information credence, it must be observed that the 
scholiast contradicts Diodoros (XVI.22.1-2)—and this has certainly created difficulties 
for the commentators. Moreover, the scholiast has quite freely interpreted a passage in 
the First Philippic, where Demosthenes denounces the leaders of the mercenaries, who 
were quite willing to abandon the mission entrusted to them in order to set sail "to Arta
bazus or anywhere" ($24*). While still following the course of Demosthenes' argument, 
the scholiast adds details found only in his account: departing from a discourse on civic 
concerns (see above), the inspirer of the gloss (Ephorus?) establishes a connection with 
a "fact" that appears to condemn the same evils among the Persians; and/or, perhaps, 
the gloss simply illustrates the policy that Demosthenes is proposing vis-a-vis the merce
naries—namely, to dismiss them. In sum, the text of the scholium does not make a con
tribution that solidifies the basis of the historical interpretation drawn from it. 

Mercenaries and "Mercenaries": The Greeks and the Others 

Of course, the presence of mercenary troops within the fourth-century royal and sa
trapal armies is beyond doubt. However, it is still necessary to inquire into the central 
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role attributed to them by the Greek autiiors, as well as into the internal changes in the 
Empire that might have fed the theory of the decadence of the Achaemenid military. 
Discussion of this point requires us to answer two preliminary questions: What was a 
mercenary in the Achaemenid armies? and were all the mercenaries Greek? These 
questions are not usually asked, even though it is obvious that the problem has (nearly) 
always been considered in the context of its Greek component—the significance of the 
use of mercenaries with respect to the internal sociopolitical development of the Greek 
cities. Indeed, neither the vocabulary used nor historical probability provides serious 
support for this interpretation—which nonetheless is confidently and assuredly pro
claimed as certain. In order to make the proof more convincing, here we shall select ex
amples taken exclusively from the Mediterranean theater of the Empire's operations, 
because we would like to believe that no one would dream of arguing that the garrisons 
of Babylon, Susa, Persepolis, Ecbatana, or Bactra comprised primarily Greeks! 

Though we cannot claim to have performed a complete census, let us present some 
noteworthy examples taken from Alexander's ancient historians. Arrian, referring to the 
mercenaries (20,000 according to him) that were one of the components of the satrapal 
army in 334, uses the generic term xenoi pezoi misthophoroi 'foreign infantry mercenar
ies' (I.H.4*; 1.16.2); the Macedonians found themselves faced with misthophoroi at 
Ephesus (1.17.9), xenoi hoi misthophoroi at Miletus (1.19.1), xenoi at Halicamassus 
(1.20.2; 23.5), xenoi misthophoroi at Hyparna (1.24.4), and so on. But were all these xenoi 
and/or misthophoroi actually Greeks? The presence of Greek mercenaries is certainly 
mentioned quite often, but they clearly constituted only a part of the misthophoroi 
(1.19.6; 1.29.5; III.6.2). Several phrases used to describe these troops are unambiguous: 
at Sylleion, Arrian clearly distinguishes the xenoi misthophoroi from the [xenoi] 
epikhouroi 'natives' (1.26.5*), the latter clearly referring to soldiers that were recruited 
on the spot; at Celaenae, we find 1000 Carians and 100 misthophoroi hellenes (1.29.1), 
and at Gaza Arahes hoi misthotoi (II.25.4; cf. 11.27.1 and Quintus Curtius 1V.6.15: Arabs 
quidam, Darei miles), mixed with Persians (Quintus Curtius IV.6.30). It is thus undeni
able that, even in the western regions, the mercenaries in Persian service were not exclu
sively of Greek origin. Furthermore, this fact could also be gained from reading 
Xenophon's general description of the occupation troops in the satrapies: "The king an
nually reviews the mercenaries (misthophoroi) and all the other troops ordered to be un
der arms" (Oecon. IV.6*v-): the mercenaries are explicitly distinguished from the soldiers 
of the garrisons; but there is absolutely no reason to catalogue them all as Greeks (even 
if there must have been Greeks among them, at least in western Asia Minor). Here is an
other significant example: Diodorus, in the tale of the expedition against the Cypriot 
kings in the 350s, writes that the wealth of the island attracted hordes of "soldiers (stra-
tiotai)... in the hope of gain" (XVI.42.8-9*). The context and vocabulary ensure that 
these were soldiers fighting for pay and a share of the booty, and it is just as clear that the 
passage does not refer to Greeks exclusively, because Diodorus states that they came 
from the mainland—namely, Syria and Cilicia. There obviously were plenty of people 
in those regions quite ready to sign up. 

Where did these non-Greek mercenaries come from, and how were they enrolled? 
I he answer seems obvious: mercenaries were hired in every region of the Empire and, 
more precisely, by the satraps and generals in the territories that came under their au
thority, such as the Arab misthotoi who were hired by Batis at Gaza; the Chalybian and 
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Taochian misthotoi in the army of Tiribazus of Armenia (Xenophon, Anab. IV.4.18); the 
Armenian, Mardian, and Chaldean misthophoroi found among the troops of Orontes 
and Artuchas (1V.3.4); and probably the Mysians in Pharnabazus's army (Xenophon, 
Hell. IV.l,24). Elsewhere, Xenophon writes that the Chaldeans of Armenia "serve for 
hire (misthou strateuontai) when any one wants them" (Cyr. III.2.7*). The hiring of 
mercenaries was thus certainly a very general practice, and Strabo mentions that the 
Persians hired mercenaries (misthophoroi) among the Hydraces of India (XV 1.6); there 
are many examples of the use of mercenaries in India at this time (e.g., Arrian IV.26.1 
and 27.3; Diodorus XVII.84; Plutarch, Alex. 59.3-4). This is perhaps what Ctesias is de
scribing as well (Indica $22). Mercenaries are the troops that Xenophon refers to with 
the entirely characteristic description hoi basileos misthophoroi (Anab. VII.8.15*). This 
passage shows quite clearly that the author was specifying the territorial troops and gar
risons of Mysia, who came to the aid of Asidates from all of the strongholds in the region; 
they included, for example, "Assyrian hoplites and Hyrcanian horsemen." We also know 
about the existence of Median, Hyrcanian, and Bactrian military colonies in Asia Minor 
in 334 (Diodorus XVII. 19.4), Hyrcanian settlements in Lydia are attested by Strabo 
(X1II.4.13), and Bactrian settlements in the same region are mentioned indirectly by 
Athenaeus (XIV.636a-b). These examples first of all—as if it were really necessary—con
firm that not all of the paid garrison soldiers of the Empire were Greeks. Furthermore, 
it seems clear that all of the soldiers permanently settled in this fashion are vaguely iden
tified by the Greek authors as misthophoroi, which is translated by the quite ambiguous 
term 'mercenaries'. To some extent, the Greek word is not totally misleading, since these 
Achaemenid "mercenaries" received pay (in the form of rations: trophe). We can easily 
imagine that, if the Greeks had had the occasion to mention the garrison at Elephan
tine, they would have designated them as mercenaries, because they received rations in 
kind and money. But at the same time, the Greek word is misleading and introduces 
confusion, because the basileos misthophoroi are not mercenaries in the precise sense 
that this word had in ancient Greece. 

Let us return for a moment to Artaxerxes III in 345-343. Diodorus mentions that, 
alongside the mercenaries raised in Greece (and the ones led by Mentor), the king raised 
6000 stratiotai from the coastal lands of Asia Minor, adding that the army thus included 
10,000 Greeks as symmakhoi 'allies' (XVI.44.4). These details elicit two remarks. First, 
the phrase used (hoi ten parathalattion tesAsias oikountes 'inhabitants of the seacoast of 
Asia Minor') does not necessarily imply (despite Diodorus: Hellenes) that all 6000 sol
diers were Greek; among them might have been Carians or Lycians (for example). Sec
ond, and more generally, Diodorus's merging of the mercenaries and the symmakhoi is 
highly doubtful. Even though the word symmakhoi can take on the broad and neutral 
enough sense of 'military reinforcements', it could also refer to something more specific. 
We know, for example, that during Darius Ill's (incomplete) reinforcement of Ecbatana, 
he received Cadusian and Scythian symmakhoi (Arrian III. 19.3). Later, Bessus hoped to 
attract Saka to himself as symmakhoi (III.25.3), just as Spitamenes had counted on the 
symmakhia he formed with the Saka, to whom he had promised a share in the booty 
(IV.5.4-5). In addition, Bessus had brought some Saka to Gaugamela, and Arrian states 
that they had not been registered as 'subjects' (hypekooi) but had sent a contingent 'on 
the basis of an alliance with Darius' (kata symmakhian ten Dareiou; 111.8.3'v'). These last 
examples lead us to believe that the 6000 soldiers enlisted by Artaxerxes III were not mer-
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cenaries in the Greek sense but "mercenaries" in the Achaemenid sense —that is, they 
were soldiers who signed up not on their own initiative but because of an imperial obli
gation placed on them collectively (as on the Arabs, Mysians, Taochians, Chaldeans, 
Mardians, Chalybians, and other Indians). The 6000 "mercenary" symmakhoi of the 
army in Egypt were probably nothing other than troops enrolled in the cities and among 
the subject coastal peoples by the Asia Minor satraps; they were then sent to the Great 
King, who was in Phoenicia at the time. Furthermore, it is entirely characteristic of Dio
dorus that he distinguishes them and collectively refers to them with the phrase /?oi tou 
basileos Hellenes 'the King's Greeks' (XVI.47.4), which clearly echoes Xenophon's hoi 
basileos misthophoroi. The distinction that he introduces docs not refer primarily to the 
ethnic origin of the soldiers but to the institutional method of their recruitment. 

In Achaemenid reality, the "royal mercenaries" must be distinguished, for example, 
from the soldiers of the Babylonian hatrus, who were recpiired to bear the costs of enroll
ment themselves; in turn, these are distinct from the Persians of the imperial diaspora, 
who had to provide troops whenever they were requisitioned. The "royal mercenaries" 
in fact received their rations (trophe) from the central administration (Xennphnn, Oec. 
IV.5-7). We thus should distinguish the levies that were organized in the framework of 
general or partial mobilizations (assessments comparable to tribute levies: cf. Herodotus 
III.67 and Justin 1.9.12-13) from the enrollment of paid soldiers from subject peoples, 
even if both were constituents of the royal army (or a satrapal army). If this description 
of the system is accurate, the existence of troops of "royal mercenaries," far from consti
tuting a symptom of the withering of the Great King's miltary resources, must instead be 
considered proof of the Empire's ability to renew them. This also reminds us of the di
versity of methods used by the central authority to control and exploit the peoples of the 
Empire: Carduchi, Taochians, and other Chaldeans, all of whom Xenophon (Anab. 
V.5,17) refers to as nonsubjects (hypekooi) of the king, provided soldiers in the category 
of "royal mercenaries." 

"Greek Army" and "Barbarian Army" 
In order to define the participation of the mercenaries more precisely, it is important 

to define the composition of the royal armies in the fourth century. Unfortunately, the 
ancient terminology is often muddled. The name "Persians" itself is ambiguous: the 
20,000 Persians —especially horsemen —commanded by Tithraustes when he fought Ar
tabazus (Schol. Dem. 4.19) were certainly not all of Persian origin, even though there is 
no doubt that he had recourse to mobilizing contingents that were led by representatives 
of the Persian aristocracy who had settled permanently in Greater Phrygia. Here, as in 
many other cases, "Persians" means 'loyal soldiers levied within the framework of impe
rial structures' (including ethnic Persians, obviously). In the case of Diodorus, he is most 
often satisfied to speak of the barbarian army, without further specification; nonetheless, 
apart from the obvious precedent of the "barbarian" army of Cyrus the Younger (chap. 
15/2), the methods of enlistment used by Artaxerxes III in Babylon imply that forces lev
ied in Mesopotamia and the east of the Empire were combined (XV1.42.1). As usual, the 
king was joined en route by satrapal contingents that came from Asia Minor (probably in 
Cilicia), including "a large force of cavalry and no small body of infantry composed of 
barbarians" led by Rhosaces, "satrap of Ionia and Lydia" (§47.2"v-). It is also possible that 
Mazaeus and Belesys, who had previously been defeated by the Sidonians (§42.1-2), led 
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the contingents from Cilicia and Syria (if Belesys had not died in the meantime). In 
Phoenicia, they joined the mercenaries, as well as the symmakhoi of Asia Minor (§44.1_ 
4). The royal army comprised the totality of these contingents, within which the portion 
singled out by Diodorus under the term "Greek army" (as in the army of Cyrus the 
Younger) constituted a numerical minority. 

Other examples may be added that testify eloquently to the undiminished abilities of 
the military resources belonging to the satraps and Great Kings up to and including the 
reign of Darius III. One of the most interesting comes from the reign of Artaxerxes II, a 
period when it is generally agreed that the satraps very largely depended on the enlist
ment of (Greek) mercenaries. There is a very precise inventory in Nepos (Dat. 8.1-2-v-) 
of contingents that Autophradates put on the line against the rebel Datames: 

Of (Persian) barbarians he bad twenty thousand horse and a hundred thousand foot, of the 
troops that the Persians call Cardaces, besides three thousand shngersof the same national
ity; and in addition, eight thousand Cappadocians, ten thousand Armenians, five thousand 
Paphlagonians, ten thousand Phrygians, five thousand Lydians, about three thousand As-
penclians and Pisidiaii^, Iwo thousand Cilicians, the number of Captiani, and three 
thousand Greek mercenaries, along with an enormous number of light-armed troops. 

This document, which there is no reason to doubt, is very clear. Nepos carefully distin* 
guishes the Persians proper (barbarians, Persians, Cardaces) from the other contin
gents; he no less precisely distinguishes the Greek mercenaries from the troops levied 
from the Asia Minor satrapies as imperial assessments (Cappadocia, Armenia, Lydia, 
Cilicia; we do not know which ethnos is concealed behind the name "Captiani" [Cata-
onians?]). It is possible that the Pisidians and Aspendians were enrolled as "mercenar
ies" (in the Achaemenid sense; see above). Note, finally, that, whatever doubts may 
legitimately be nurtured about the absolute numbers, the share of Greek mercenaries is 
proportionally very small. 

The composition of the satrapal contingents at the battle of the Granicus is stripped 
of all ambiguity. If at first we set aside the problem of foreign mercenaries —to which we 
shall shortly return —the methods of assembling satrapal troops provide information that 
is generally consistent from source to source. The Asia Minor satraps (those who are 
named are Arsites of Hellespontine Phrygia, Spithridates of Lydia and Ionia, Atizyes of 
Greater Phrygia, and Mithrobuzanes of Cappadocia) mustered their troops from every
where: among them were Hyrcanian horsemen, Medes, and Bactrians (which may all 
have come from permanent colonies and garrisons) —that is, the "royal mercenaries" 
(above); the masters of doreai (such as Memnon, and probably Arsames as well) brought 
their "own horsemen"; subject peoples provided a contingent to the satrap who ruled 
them (a contingent of Paphlagonian horsemen alongside Arsites). In the methods used 
to raise it and in its very composition, the army commanded by Arsites in 334 matches 
feature for feature the "barbarian" army assembled by Cyrus the Younger in Asia Minor. 

Let us now consider the armies led in person by Darius at Issus and Gaugamela. The 
evidence poses two preliminary methodological problems. First, the numbers are im
moderately exaggerated by the ancient authors (though by differing amounts). We may 
recall here what was said about the armies of Xerxes in 480 and suggest that it is impos
sible to establish a numerical value that is certain. Furthermore, we can note in passing 
that Quintus Curtius explicitly compares the review organized by Darius HI with the 
census of Xerxes' army at Doriscus (III.2.2), leading to the comment: "An all but innu
merable mass of cavalry and foot, which gave the appearance of being greater than it ac-
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tually was" (2.3-Q-)! Second, the analysis of the initial disposition of the hoop formations 
and the unfolding of the battles in principle should have provided some basic informa
tion. Unfortunately, in this case as in so many others, the ancient tales are fragmentary 
and contradictory—so much so that reconstructing the maneuvers continues to divide 
the war-game specialists. This is especially the case for the battle of the Granicus, on 
which the reports of Arrian and Diodorus disagree from beginning to end. 

In any event, the ancient texts are in sufficient agreement that we may state, without 
fear of error, that Darius created his armies with the help of ethnic contingents levied in 
every satrapy of the Empire that he controlled at the time (cf. the phrase kata ethne: Ar
rian II.8.8; Diodorus XVII.58.1 [Gaugamela]). In order to prepare for the battle that was 
about to take place at Issus, the Great King brought troops from everywhere to Babylon. 
Though the extended time that the process took prevented the arrival of the contingents 
from the Iranian Plateau, the troops included in his army were (according to Quintus 
Curtius) Persians, Medes, Barcaeans, Armenians, and Hyrcani (Quintus Curtius III.2.4-
9- order of battle: III.9.1-6; and Arrian II.8.5-8). Similarly, between 332 and 331, Darius 
once again convened his troops at Babylon, before bringing them close to Arbela. This 
time, the contingents from the Iranian Plateau had arrived in time (cf. Quintus Curtius 
1V.9.1-3), and they seem to have formed, according to Arrian (who refers to an official 
document preserved by Aristobulus), the heart of the new royal army (III. 11.3-7); each 
satrap brought his own contingent(s) (III.8.3-7). Without analyzing each situation in de
tail, the conclusion is obvious: from 334 to 331, Darius employed all of the military re
sources of the Empire—all of which leads us to think that the troops at that time were 
both highly diversified (colonies, garrisons, soldiers of the imperial diaspora, contingents 
of the subject people, "royal mercenaries") and quite large. 

The problem of the Darius Ill's Greek mercenaries remains—a problem that we have 
deliberately set aside until now. The ancient texts present three well-known problems: 
the number, the ethnic origin, and the technical specialization of these troops. We 
should first of all present the information on these problems provided by Alexander's au
thors, distinguishing them chronologically. 

(1) Alone among the ancient authors, Arrian twice mentions the presence of 20,000 
"foreign mercenary infantry" in the satraps' army at the Granicus, in addition to 20,000 
"Persian" infantrymen (I.14.4;-v- II.7.6). These mercenaries were commanded by the 
Persian Omares (1.16.3). Diodorus speaks of 100,000 Persian foot soldiers (XVII.19.5-0-). 
Plutarch alludes to foot-soldier combat when he states that the Persian infantry was not 
slow to flee: only the Greek mercenaries stood their ground, only to be massacred by Al
exander (Alex. 16.12-14); according to Arrian, none survived, except for 2000 who were 
taken prisoner (1.16.2). 

(2) After he decided to oppose Alexander directly, Darius ordered Pharnabazus, the 
nephew of and successor to Memnon (who had died in the summer of 33 3), to send for
eign mercenaries (peregrini milites/xenoi misthophoroi) to him. Pharnabazus followed 
these instructions and brought them from Mytilene to Lycia, where he turned them over 
toThymondas, son of Mentor, his close relative (Quintus Curtius III.3.1; Arrian II.2.1-
2). The mercenaries seem to have been brought by sea to Tripolis in Phoenicia, and 
there they joined the royal army (Arrian III. 13.3). Quintus Curtius stresses that Darius 
put all of his hope in these mercenaries (III.3.1; III.8.1). Just like Arrian (11.8.6), Quintus 
Curtius says that there were 30,000 mercenaries who, in his opinion, constituted "the 
undeniable elite of the army." They were placed under the command of Thymondas on 
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the right flank, while 20,000 barbarian infantrymen were placed on the left flank 
(III.9.2-3). Arrian states that the 30,000 Greek mercenaries were placed at the head of 
the "hoplite troops," facing the Macedonian phalanx, while 60,000 "Cardacian hoplites" 
were placed on the other side (II.8.6). Behind the Greek mercenaries and the "Persian 
phalanx," the other contingents were ranged kata ethne (Arrian II.8.8). 

(3) After the defeat, several thousand Greek mercenaries accompanied Darius in his 
train: the number was 4000, according to Arrian (II. 13.1). Another 8000 left the battle
field on the orders of their leaders (Amyntas the Macedonian, Thymondas, Aristomedes 
of Pherae, and Bianor of Acarnania) and reached Tripolis in Phoenicia (Arrian 11.13.2-
3). At Gaugamela, close to Darius (at the center), there was a contingent of Greek mer
cenaries alongside his Persian troops, opposite the Macedonian phalanx (Arrian 
III. 11.7). Quintus Curtius, who places Darius in the left flank (IV. 14.8), is not explicit, 
but like Arrian (III. 16.2) he mentions that foreign mercenaries accompanied Darius 
when he fled (V.8.3: 4000; 2000 in Arrian). According to Arrian, they were led by Paron 
of Phocaea and Glaucus the Etolian (III. 16.2). Quintus Curtius also mentions this Pa
ron (Patron) and gives him a speech in which he recalls that only a very small number 
of mercenaries remained out of the 50,000 that had begun the battle (VI 1.5); he pre
sents them as the last bulwark of royal legitimacy against conspirators (V.8.3; 10.7; 
11.12). There is clearly much smugness in this claim about faithfulness—which is also 
found in Aelian (Anim. VI.25) when he speaks of the unconditional faithfulness of the 
Great King's dog, which he directly compares with the faithfulness of Cyrus the 
Younger's Tablemates at Cunaxa! 

The numbers provided are both scarcely credible and difficult to check (cf. Polybius 
XII.17-22). It is clear that Quintus Curtius overstates the number of mercenaries in the 
Great King's service—he has Patron refer to 50,000. Even if we assume that Quintus 
Curtius was totaling the 20,000 mercenaries from the battle of the Granicus (Arrian) and 
the 30,000 from Issus (which is not at all certain), each of these figures by itself is prob
lematic. Throughout his story, the mercenaries occupy a special position alongside Da
rius, because he loves to contrast their courage and faithfulness with the cowardice of 
the barbarians (cf. III.9.11; 11.17-18). The barbarians are opulently clothed ("like 
women"), but they are far from courageous (see III.3.14; compare V. 1.23). Arrian's num
ber (20,000 mercenaries at the Granicus) has long been rightly doubted, though he 
points out that he is referring to foreign mercenaries—not just Greek mercenaries (even 
though he later tends to "Hellenize" them). That the Asia Minor satraps had Greek mer
cenaries at their disposal is indisputable, but that they arrayed 20,000 of them at the 
Granicus is utterly impossible. Finally, let us stress that this infantry force does not seem 
to have held a significant place in the strategic thinking of the satraps, because they are 
never reported as having participated (except quite incidentally in Plutarch). It is thus 
risky to state that the Greek mercenaries were never as numerous in the Achaemenid 
armies as between 333 and 331. Though Alexander's ancient historians strongly insisted 
on the number and valor of Darius Ill's mercenaries, on the one hand, they did so be
cause, by calling them Greeks, they could sing the limitless praise of Alexander's "pan-
Hellenic" merits (Arrian 1.16.6); on the other hand, they did so because they loved to 
stress the unshakable devotion that some Greek leaders showed to Darius. Finally, for 
reasons already given, the "royal mercenaries" may have been included in the count of 
the xenoi misthophoroi, just like the colonists levied in Asia Minor (Diodorus XVII. 19.4). 
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Since the problem of the numbers seems insoluble, we would do better to examine 
the function of the mercenaries at Issus and Gaugamela. First of all, it is clear that the 
Persian high command had no illusions about the military abilities of some of the con
tingents that were organized kata ethne, despite the training sessions that all of the royal 
troops regularly received (Diodorus XI.75.3; XVII.55.1). At Issus, these groups were 
placed far from the front line indeed (Arrian II.8.8). Obviously, the Persians relied most 
of all on the contingents of Persian and Iranian horsemen, as is clearly seen in the three 
set battles. At Issus, there is no reason to doubt the order that Darius gave to Pharnabazus 
and Thymondas to assemble (some of) the mercenaries in Cilicia for the impending 
battle. The ancient authors state several times that Darius believed that they were the 
only force capable of stopping the Macedonian phalanx. Here again we see the classic 
theme of Greek tactical superiority in infantry combat, which in turn implies that the 
Persians had only poorly-prepared infantrymen. Does this mean that after the defeats of 
480-479, the Persians never attempted to put an infantry worthy of the name into the 
field? On this point, we have serious reservations. 

The order of battle at Issus and Gaugamela in fact suggests a considerably different 
interpretation. At Issus, the Greek mercenaries were not alone against the Macedonian 
phalanx; not far from them, in fact, "60,000 of the so-called Cardaces, who were also 
hoplites," were placed (Arrian II.8.6"0-). Together they constituted the "Darius phalanx" 
(II.8.10). Even though Arrian reduces the infantry combats to a duel between Greeks 
and Macedonians (II. 10.5-7), there is no reason to follow him across this terrain that is 
so well known to the entire Greek tradition (cf. II. 10.7: toisgenesi toi te Hellenikoi kai toi 
Makedonikoi philotimia, comparable with Diodorus XVI.46.9: agon/philotimia between 
the Spartans and Thebans before Pelusium in 343). At Gaugamela, Darius also had a 
phalanx (Arrian III. 14.1) that faced the Macedonian phalanx and comprised Greek mer
cenaries and "Persian troops" (111.11.7*0*). Unfortunately we do not know exactly who 
the Cardaces were, but we could legitimately think that they made up the Persian pha
lanx. In support of this idea, we may note that they already appear in the army that Au
tophradates set against Datames some 40 years earlier; there were 100,000 of them, as 
Nepos would have it (Dat. 8.2: . . . quos Mi [the Persians] Cardacas appellant). The term 
also appears in Strabo's passage (XV.3.18) on the education of young Persians, which is 
perhaps an interpolation. According to Strabo, the term Kardakes refers to military and 
physical attributes; in his context, it seems to refer, originally at least, to young men who 
had completed the rite of passage from adolescence to adulthood. But later (or simulta
neously), it more likely refers to elite infantry troops who underwent training compara
ble to that of the Greek and Macedonian infantry. 

Intermittent and accidental though they may be, several other pieces of information 
indicate that the Persians attempted to adapt their armaments and their tactics to Mace
donian techniques. Diodorus, for example, states that Darius introduced some innova
tions in 332-331: "He had fashioned swords (xiphe) and lances (xysta) much longer 
than his earlier types because it was thought that Alexander had had a great advantage 
in this respect in the battle in Cilicia" (XVII.53. I*). This tactic might seem to be too 
little, too late. Quintus Curtius explains that Darius actually had been doing this sort of 
thing since the beginning of his reign: he "had ordered that the form of the Persian 
scabbard of the scimitar (acinacislakinakes) should be changed to that shape which the 
Greeks used" (III.3.6-0-). The adaptations go back even earlier: Cyrus the Younger's elite 
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horsemen, who were the best equipped, carried Greek breastplates and swords (Diodo
rus XIV.22.60). 

This evidence stimulates some reflections. While there is no reason to reject the evi
dence, it is important to stress the limits of its applicability. Diodorus and Quintus Cur
tius, who are dependent on their Greek and Macedonian informants, report only what 
they consider interesting from the Greek point of view—namely, that in order better to 
withstand Alexander, Darius had tried to mimic certain Greek tactics. Though the re
mark may (though far from certainly) imply a positive evaluation of the Great King 
within the rationale of one of Diodorus's sources (XVII.7.1), this says nothing more than 
that the information was meant to support the notion that the only hope for survival for 

- Darius's Empire was "Hellenization." However, should we not recognize that the Persian 
general staff wanted to improve the tactical capabilities of their troops by adopting many 
other practices apart from those they could copy from the Greeks? To ask the question is 
to answer it. Arrian, for example, mentions the presence of elephants in front of the Per
sian battle line (III. 11.6; see §15.6 and FGrH 151 F5). We can legitimately question the 
practicality of elephants in battle, but the novelty of the deployment (on the western 
front at least! [Ctesias §6]) and its Indian origin are beyond doubt. Similarly, all of the an
cient authors report that Darius relied heavily on his scythed war chariots to disrupt the 
Macedonian battle line. This was a specifically Persian tactic (Xenophon, Cyr. VI. 1.29— 
30) that the Greek troops, to their horror, had already experienced in Asia Minor when 
fighting Pharnabazus (Hell. IV. 1.17-19) and at Cunaxa against Artaxerxes II (Plutarch, 
Arf. 7.6). The occasional borrowing of Greek weaponry must not lead us to the conclu
sion that the Achaemenid army was suffering from technical stagnation, and the (lim
ited) recourse to Greek mercenaries should not lead us to imagine a withering away of 
imperial military forces, and even less that Persia's native abilities were drying up. Ac
cording to eyewitness testimony (Hieronymus of Cardia) about the region of Fahliyun, 
"Those who inhabited this country were the most warlike of the Persians, every man be
ing a bowman and a slinger, and in density of population, too, this country far surpassed 
the other satrapies" (Diodorus XIX.21.3*v*)—and this does not include the contingents 
that the Diadochi were able to draw from the country (e.g., XIX. 17.4: 10,000 archers). 
There is thus no longer any reason to follow Xenophon in his reconstructed speech on 
the decadence of the education offered to young Persians at the heart of the Empire. 

In sum, in 334 as before, the Great King could rely on considerable military strength. 
To confront the Greek and Macedonian phalanx, he could deploy his own phalanx, and 
there is nothing to lead us to believe that from the beginning of the fourth century on 
the Achaemenid infantry had lost the maneuverability that had so impressed some of the 
Greek observers of the battle of Cunaxa (cf. Plutarch, Art. 7.4-6). We shall return to this 
later (chap. 18/5); but let us say for now that the defeats inflicted by Alexander must not 
be considered either proof, or even a significant indication, of military disarray in the 
Empire of Darius III. 

4. Subject Populations and Tribute Economy 

Hoarding and Stagnation: Obvious but False 
One of the most frequently suggested causes for the weakening of the Empire and the 

. victory of Alexander certainly is the structural crisis inflicted by the tribute economy. 
This crisis, which was bitterly resented by the subject population, would in turn explain 
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their disaffection with the Great King and their defection to the Macedonian conqueror. 
This theory was first formulated by Olmstead, who gave his chapter on royal assessments 
a title that left no room for ambiguity: "Overtaxation and Its Results." Olmstead begins 
with Herodotus's tribute list, which he contextualizes not at the heart of Darius's reign 
but at the pivot between Xerxes and Artaxerxes, as if to demonstrate more dramatically 
the notion of a general crisis that would be illustrated by the assassination of the Great 
King and bloody struggles for the succession. Olmstead's idea may be summarized as fol
lows. The imperial fiscal administration created a unidirectional flow of wealth, from the 
periphery to the center, symbolized by the size of the treasuries captured by Alexander. 
This "surtax" created a shortage of money in the provinces —hence, he says, simulta
neous inflation and price increases that are especially observable in Babylonia. This led 
to many revolts by the subject peoples and is even reflected in the need that the Babylo
nians found themselves faced with—to auction off their daughters (Herodotus 1.196). 

It is worth noting that this theory, despite the criticisms it has received from time to 
time, continues to permeate many recent works about both the Achaemenids and Alex
ander. !t therefore might be worthwhile to investigate its origins. Droysen's publications 
deserve special consideration. One of the most remarkable innovations attributed to Al
exander by Droysen, the "inventor of the Hellenistic period," was the "extent of eco
nomic success," which he explains first and foremost as a result of the fact that Alexander 
put the Persian treasuries into circulation. We cannot help quoting Droysen's splendid 
sentence on this topic: 

When Alexander liberated these riches that had previously been sequestered, when [the 
new power] let them escape its bosom, as the heart pumps blood, it is easy to understand 
that labor and commerce spread them around, in faster and faster circulation, among the 
long-ligatured members of the Empire; we see how, by this means, the economic life of the 
peoples, from whom Persian dominion had sucked the life force like a vampire, had to re
cover and prosper. 

It is quite noteworthy that Droysen is content to support his suggestion by referring only 
to Plutarch's De Fortuna Alexandri (1.8 [Moralia ~}~}0c\-v>]). In his delirious panegyric to 
the Conqueror, he emphasizes that Alexander did not come to Asia simply to turn it 
into booty; his true desire was "to render all upon earth subject to one law of reason and 
one form of government and to reveal all men as one people"! 

However, although we can comprehend how, given both the rationale of his histori
cal-philosophical vision and the state of the evidence in his time, Droysen was able to 
maintain the theory of the "vampirization" of the Empire, how can we explain why such 
a simplistic, not to mention poorly argued, position could have known (and could still 
know) such success? We can imagine that two historiographic streams, however gener
ally contradictory, played a decisive role. First there is what might be called European 
colonial historiography, which in its search for models and precedents often turned to 
the "great colonizers" of Antiquity, such as Alexander. Mimicking Plutarch's presenta
tion, historians have presented Alexander as a generous, chivalrous conqueror who 
brought progress to a stagnant Asia. The reestablishment of peace, opening of roads, 
founding of towns, and monetization of the Persian treasuries were the vectors and 
methods of unprecedented economic and commercial expansion. We will not dwell 
long on the failings of this reconstruction, which is based primarily on the assumption 
that a conquering and commercial Europe was culturally superior. What is more sur
prising—at least at first sight—is that Marxist historiography has contributed in no small 
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measure to spreading the model as well. We know that Engels and Marx conceived the 
theoretical model of the "Asiatic mode of production." "Asiatic" societies are fundamen
tally characterized by "stagnation"; in fact, to repeat the words of ] . Chesneaux, Marx 
"was literally haunted —the word is not too strong—by the problem of 'Oriental stagna
tion.'" While Marxist scholars (aided by Wittfogel's analyses, which they also adduced) 
in the 1970s and 1980s vigorously rejected this notion, it is no less true that it has not dis
appeared at all —it is attested by the (highly politicized) use of the word "stagnation" in 
the language of perestroika. Even though Marxist thought has scarcely touched on the 
study of the Achaemenid Empire and Alexander's conquests, historians have nonethe
less long made reference (most often implicitly) to a model that postulates both over-
exploitation of tribute and economic stagnation, as seen in Olmstead. 

It is true that the ancient sources also may be used to illustrate the centripetal circu
lation of resources. This is in fact the basic idea underpinning the ancient discussions of 
the king's table and the royal paradises: the untold wealth of the Great King is explained 
as coming from conquest and taxes (chap. 5/6). For example, Strabo, following Polycli-
his. explains that each king had to build at Susa not only a residence (nikew) but also 
treasuries (thesauroi) and storehouses (paratheseis), where they deposited the tribute 
money in hope of managing it wisely (oikonomia; XV.3.21). Diodorus states that the trea
suries seized by Alexander at both Susa and Persepolis were the result of ceaseless accu
mulation from the time of Cyrus onward (XVII.66.1; 71.1). And Plutarch reports that at 
Susa "Alexander found . . . five thousand talents' worth of Hermionian purple, that had 
been laid up there an hundred and ninety years, and yet kept its colour as fresh and lively 
as at first" (Alex. 36.2-0-). In the thinking of Pseudo-Aristotle, the good operation of the 
royal economy is the purpose and justification of the tribute system he analyzes. The 
royal economy, he writes, "is universal in scope." According to Pseudo-Aristotle, the 
Great King understood perfectly how to apply the maxim he records in these words: 
"The expenditure must not exceed the income" (II.I.6<>). We can also cite the passage 
where Herodotus explains how the Great King kept the gold and silver tribute in his 
stock (III.96; cf. Strabo XV.3.21). According to Strabo, the king used a very small part of 
tribute income for his well-known policy of redistribution through gifts and to enhance 
the opulence of his table and palaces. Both explain the political and ideological func
tion of the Great King's treasuries. However, this is obviously only a partial explanation: 
the expenses to which Pseudo-Aristotle alluded were not limited to luxury goods. Even 
though the Greek authors took court expenditures into account, it is easy to understand 
why they considered the method of managing the royal wealth to be particularly "fru
gal," because the Great King had immense stores of precious metals at any point in time; 
as Strabo put it when describing a later period, he never struck more coins than lie 
needed for anticipated expenses, bit by bit (XV.3.21). This was precisely the situation in 
the time of Darius III. In short, the king had no need for recourse to the financial strat
egies used by the cities, satraps, or generals —which are described and deplored by the 
author of the Oeconomica. 

Each of these texts contributes to establishing a picture of a Great King who was 
stingy, if not greedy—someone who could part with his riches only with the greatest dif
ficulty. In Greek eyes, in fact, the Great King was a model economist, in the sense of a 
careful administrator of a great estate (oikos), and they assimilate the Empire to this 
model in a manner that is both simplistic and suggestive. In fact, the Great King took 
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care of his expenses "with economy (oikonomikos) and even with parsimony (akribos)," 
as Heraclides of Cyme put it (Athenaeus IV. MSd'v*), and the Greek soldiers engaged in 
his service—so it seems —complained about it (Hell. Oxyr. 19.2). In the same vein, Plu
tarch does not even hesitate to state that the Great Kings (insofar as he knew!) rarely vis
ited Persia, and Artaxerxes never went there at all, because they hated having to hand 
out gold pieces to pregnant women as royal custom demanded (Alex. 69.2). But the the
ory of hoarding/vampirization goes too far when both economic stagnation and violent, 
generalized discontent against Persian authority among the subject peoples are derived 
from it—all of which is marshalled to provide a historical interpretation of the Mace
donian victory. 

Even when it is stripped of its rhetorical excesses, this interpretation raises many 
doubts. First of all, it tends to minimize the very rationale for the operation of a system 
based on redistribution. At any rate, this is partially explained by Strabo himself: in the 
context of noting, like Herodotus, that the Great King spent gold or silver only at the mo
ment it was needed, Strabo explains that only a very small portion was turned into coin
age (as confirmed by the treasury inventories of 331-330) and that nw»l of the precious 
metal vvas transformed into pieces of equipment (kataskeuai; furniture); furthermore, 
"they consider those metals as better adapted for presents (doreai) and for depositing in 
storehouses" (pros keimelion apothesin; XV.3.21-V-). Indeed, as we have seen (chap. 8), 
"royal gifts" were the very essence of the king's relationship with the Faithful. In addi
tion, it is certainly a mistake to state that the royal treasure was derived exclusively from 
the yield of tribute and gifts; some of it was the booty of war. After a conquest, the Great 
Kings seized the treasuries of the defeated kings and brought them to their capitals, 
which is exactly what Alexander did. Finally, though it is no doubt true that part of the 
tribute actually was taken all the way to Persia (Susa, Babylon), it is also clear that, de
spite the inadequacy of the ancient sources, the amount in the treasuries seized by Alex
ander in the great capitals was far less than the amount of tribute that we might 
theoretically reconstruct had been collected since Cyrus or Darius. It is obvious that a 
major portion of the tribute remained in the treasuries of the satrapal capitals, and Alex
ander took possession of these as well. 

Moreover, the contrast often invoked between Achaemenid hoarding and the sudden 
circulation (monetization) of the royal wealth by Alexander should be evaluated care
fully, '['he conclusions drawn, which are based on analysis of partial sources, come from 
two assumptions that are both open to challenge. The first assumption is that economic 
prosperity requires the use of coined money; but the case of Babylonia (which is not 
unique: e.g., PT 85) shows that weighed silver played a similar and equally effective role. 
The second assumption (which is almost dead) is that the Achaemenid Empire did not 
know the use of coined money; but this is false on two counts. First, in the Mediterra
nean lands, cash money was common and became more and more widespread begin
ning in the second half of the fifth century, as shown, for example, by the Cilician, 
Cypriot, Phoenician, Judean, and Samaritan issues. Moreover, small denominations ap
peared in more and more dense distribution, which in themselves were obviously one of 
the vectors for local monetary trade (even if trading was not limited to the monetary 
level). In addition, Athenian coinage (originals and imitations) circulated widely from 
Egypt to Central Asia. Assuming that this is really the basic point (which is far from 
certain), the least one can say is that the Achaemenid lands did not lack for means of 
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payment and trade. It is quite surprising that Olmstead, based on the Babylonian mate
rial, connects the lack of silver and coin to inflation, on the one hand, and to rising 
prices, on the other. Even if we assume that the word inflation is justifiable, we do not 
see how inflation could be connected with the lack of liquid assets. Instead, stagna
tion/deflation is a more likely result. It seems clear enough that the analytical tools com
monly used (not without error and approximation!) in our capitalist societies are not 
directly applicable to Babylonia at the end of the fifth century. We have elsewhere dis
cussed the difficulties faced by the historian in interpreting the "price increase" that took 
place at Persepolis around 466 (see chap. 11/8). 

Let's face it: though it is easy enough to expose the failures of one's predecessors, it is 
vastly more difficult to offer an alternative positive reconstruction. The basic reason is 
the crying inadequacy of the sources and the absence of truly functional theoretical 
models; at least, the profusion of models reveals nothing more than our inability to de
scribe and explain the general operation of an Empire where unity and diversity inter
acted dialectically. It is extraordinarily difficult to draw a picture of the flow of exchange 
that is both supportable and satisfying However, we cannot be satisfied with a simplistic 
picture (such as the one painted by Alexander's colonial historiography), which com
bines the opening of roads, the spread of peace, and the circulation of merchandise. We 
reject this simplistic explanation quite simply because the sources do not allow it—not 
the literary sources, not the numismatic evidence, and not the results of archaeology. It 
is enough here to observe that, for example, the texts (Greek or Elamite) bearing on the 
roads never associate the use of the great imperial highways with the traffic of merchants 
and merchandise. Only very rarely are we (fleetingly) informed about commercial pros
perity of the sort achieved by Sidon around the middle of the fourth century (cf. Diodo
rus XVI.41.4: dia res emporias). Certainly, no historical inference is to be drawn from 
this silence; it can be explained first of all by the narrowly political (Persepolis tablets) 
and military (Greek and Hellenistic sources) orientation of the available evidence. An
other factor is that a major portion of transportation was by water (seas and rivers), for 
which direct evidence is rare, except in Babylonia. The recent discovery of a customs 
memorandum from Egypt dating to the time of Xerxes reminds us of the dangers of any 
argument from silence (TADAE C.3.7; chap. 9/3: Customs Collection and Trade, 
above). Babylonia remains the best-documented region, and this presumably is why 
Olmstead made it the basis of his interpretations. But even in the case of Babylon, it is 
necessary to emphasize the gaps in the documentation, which primarily relate to the un
even chronological distribution of the tablets. Because of this, any attempt to follow the 
fluctuations of the Babylonian economy from Cyrus to Darius III will be at risk. 

Center and Periphery 

At the same time, it seems clear that the theory of Achaemenid hoarding/vampiriza-
tion is based on another certainty—that the Great Kings, who were jealous for their 
power and authority more than anything else, had no interest in pursuing a policy that 
would develop the conquered countries, which were considered sources of revenue first 
and foremost. It is true that each of the elements of the interpretation that has just been 
presented in summary can be supported by evidence, whether it concerns the ostenta
tious luxury of the Great Kings or the severity of the assessments. After all, to Pseudo-
Aristotle, the royal economy appeared to operate as a gigantic financial sump fed by the 
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satrapal economy. On the other side of the issue, we tend to distrust principles derived 
from monarchic ideology, which bestows on the king the image of a benefactor and de
fender of the workers in the fields. Even after the evidence has been gathered, the prob
lem remains unsolved. The Empire was in fact not merely a "symbolic capital" but also 
a collection of means of production (primarily land and water) and productive powers 
(in particular human productive powers). In the vision—which was necessarily their vi-

s j o n of an Empire destined to perdure, the Great Kings certainly did concern them
selves with guaranteeing the regularity of their income, they were determined to 
preserve and increase their capital and to bequeath it to their successors magnified and 
enriched. The term capital must not send shivers down our spines; whether conquered, 
bought, or given, a city (or a territory) "could not be anything more than a productive 
organism susceptible to appreciation" (J.-fVl. Bertrand) and thus subject also to the cal
culation of profitability, which in the case of the Great King (his predecessors, his suc
cessors) was measured by the scale of its yield in tribute. This is in fact the significance 
of some Hellenistic inscriptions: for example, by guaranteeing that the inhabitants of a 
city retained possession of land that was contested by "barbarians," a royal governor re
minded the citizens (Arsinoe in Cilicia) that they had to "fully cultivate the land and 
make plantations (phyteu[santes\), in order to live in prosperity and in order to pay the 
king greater revenues (prosodoi) than before" (SEC XXXIX. 1426). Here, the gift of land, 
which often has been reduced to its political component, is explicitly considered by the 
king to be a long-term investment—and this will soon be confirmed by Polybius 
(X.28.2-4; below). 

It is true that Xenophon presents a picture of the Great King as a wise economist: he 
was eager to see the tribute pour in regularly; he rewarded the governors charged with 
receipt of tribute, as well as the military leaders, who were responsible for seeing to the 
security of the fields. In the Great King's eyes, good governors, whom he rewards, are 
those "who are able to show him that their country is densely populated and that the 
land is in cultivation and well stocked with the trees of the district and with the crops" 
(Oec. IV.S'v1-). Xenophon highlights the fact that the Great King's interest in maintaining 
and developing the population and increasing the value of regions cannot merely be as
signed to the ideological category of the "good gardener" (see chap. 6/5). The paradises 
were not merely striking evidence of the king's authority over the growing cycle, nor sim
ply hunting preserves; they also were agricultural estates, places for horticultural experi
mentation carefully undertaken and cultivated by the villagers assigned to them (cf. 
Xenophon, Anab. IV.4.7; Hell. IV. 1.15; PFa 33; M L 12). The granting of doreai itself 
tended to improve production. The evidence frequently portrays holders of land grants 
as absentee landlords and simple farmers. But even if the Murasu tablets can support 
this interpretation, it nonetheless remains partial. First of all, even when they delegated 
responsibilities, the Murasu were concerned both with generating personal profit from 
renting land and gathering the royal duties. On the other hand, the "owner farm" grant 
holders had great interest in good yield from their lands, as attested by the Arsama cor
respondence (DAE 68 [AD 7]). 

In his discussions of the conquests of "Cyrus," Xenophon often mentions the con
queror's policy that had the goal of generating profit from the land and peasants. Thus, 
'Cyrus" stated with respect to the "Assyrian" peasants: "No change.whatever shall come 
to you except that you shall not have the same ruler over you as before; but you shall 
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dwell in the same houses and work the same farms; you shall live with the same wives 
and have control of your children just as now. But you shall not have to fight either us or 
any one else" (Cyr. IV.4.10-11;0 cf. III.3.22). Of course, Xenophon's model can be crit
icized, but is it anything other than a praise of "good kingship"? The ideological theme 
of "defense of the peasants" conceals a basic practicality in that the lands and peasants 
regularly filled the royal coffers with tribute. The maintenance of existing social struc
tures (village communities) represents both a purpose and a means of gaining political 
and tribute dominion. In this respect, the ideology of peace is not a simple distortion of 
the truth: the king and his satraps were "protectors of the peasants," and this contributed 
to the maintenance of the level of production capability and guaranteed harvest and trib
ute, as Xenophon rightly insists. He has "Cyrus" speak the following words: "An inhab
ited country is a very valuable possession, but a land destitute of people becomes likewise 
destitute of produce" (Cyr. IV4.5-C-). This confirms the "birth-rate incentive policy" (cf. 
p. 733) attested in Persia both among the Persians themselves and among the kurta$—a 
policy designed to increase human reproduction that, pursued throughout the Achaeme
nid period (Plutarch, Alex. 69.1-2; Mor. 246a-h), had some success, as attested by Dio
dorus Siculus at the beginning of the Hellenistic period (XIX.21.3). 

It is quite clear that this evidence is disparate, vague, and susceptible to varying inter
pretations. Can we really speak of profitable investments that must have been financed 
directly by the royal administration, which then skimmed off part of the profits or derived 
tribute while hoping to generate additional future profits? Aside from the Persepolis tab
lets (chap. 11), the available evidence is terribly inadequate. The inadequacy is not sim
ply quantitative but qualitative as well, in that no document explicitly speaks of a policy 
of economic development (and certainly none would be expected). The same evidence 
can support varying interpretations as a function of the assumptions and models used. 
The case of the canal from the Nile to the Red Sea is entirely typical in this regard. Once 
it has been proved that the goal of creation of the canal was not to establish a direct, per
manent link between the Nile Valley and Susa, must we conclude that Darius's decison 
was based purely on political-ideological motives? Recent explorations in the Tell el-
Maskhuta region has produced evidence of a rather sizable influx of pottery from various 
Greek cities (Chios, Thasos, Lesbos) and especially from Phoenicia. Was development 
of trade in the region Darius's goal, or does it merely represent a side effect of an action 
that emerged primarily from the political sphere? It is obviously impossible to offer a sure 
answer. However, if we place Darius's policy in the longue duree between Necho (cf. 
Diodorus II. 158-59) and the Ptolemies (e.g., Diodorus 1.33), it is not likely that we would 
think that the Great King had no commercial (fiscal) interest in the matter at all. 

The evidence regarding water-resource policy seems clearer. At all times, in the great 
irrigated valleys, the king and his administration took charge of the great water works. 
This was true in Babylonia—a case that we have already had occasion to discuss (chap. 
16/10) —ns is shown by Arrian (VII.7.7; VII.21) and Strabo (XVI. 1.11). The Babylonian 
texts reveal that there was a special Water Department. For Egypt, we have nothing but 
a single passage in Herodotus (11.90), which is interesting at least because it shows that 
the royal administration maintained and reinforced the levees that protected Memphis 
and environs each year (an activity that we might be inclined to doubt); in all likelihood, 
we once again have only a partial view of much more extensive work. There is another 
text that adds to this topic, a passage in Polybius that by pure chance preserves direct 
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information on the Great Kings' initiatives regarding the water supply. Within an ac
count of Antiochus Ill's campaign against the Parthian king Arsaces, Polybius offers the 
following information on methods of bringing water to a part of Hyrcania that is referred 
to as desert: 

Pig. 65. Plan of a q a n a t (showing profile and vertical views). 
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In the region I speak of there is no water visible on the surface , but even in the desert there 
are a n u m b e r of underground (hyponomoi) channels c o m m u n i c a t i n g with wells (phreatiai) 
unknown to those not acquainted with the country. About these a true story is told by the in
habitants. T h e y say that at the t ime when the Persians were the rulers of Asia they gave to 
those who conveyed a supply of water to p laces previously unirrigated the right of cultivating 
(karpeusai) the land for five generations, and consequent ly as the T a u r u s [Elburz] has many 
large streams descend ing from it, people incurred great expense and trouble in making un
derground channels reaching a long distance, so that at the present day those who m a k e use 
of the water d o not know whence the channe l s derive their supply. ( X . 2 8 . 2 - 4 * ) 

Polybius describes quite precisely installations called c/anats that have been used for 
centuries in Iran: they are subterranean corridors that sometimes run tens of kilometers 
to water sources lying under the slopes of well-watered mountains. The technology cer
tainly goes back before the Persian conquest, but Polybius includes a very important 
clarification of a well-thought-out policy of the royal administration. This work did not 
require the mobilization of a vast labor force (unlike the great Babylonian, Egyptian, 
and Bactrian canals); instead, it was carried out by the local populations. In exchange 
for investment in lire form of labor, Hyrcanian communities received not ownership 
but use (karpeusai) of the land. The royal administration drew benefit from it in several 
ways. It is obvious, for one thing, that arrangements like this made it possible to place 
water reserves along the high road from Media to Central Asia. Furthermore, it enabled 
lands to be planted that had previously been unproductive and thus supported a policy 
of agrarian colonization. Finally, nothing suggests that the Hyrcanians received a tax ex
emption. The word karpeusai indicates only that they had the right to cultivate a plot of 
which they were not the real owner; it does not imply they were free of all royal assess
ments. In reality, the administration certainly expected to receive revenue from these 
parcels in the form of tribute and/or water taxes (cf. chap. 10/7). The fact that the de
scription is an isolated example should neither surprise us nor create a statistical illu
sion; we have access to this information in the first place only because the qanats 
played a role in military strategy. Thus, we may draw the inference, without much risk, 
that the royal administration followed an identical policy in other parts of the Iranian 
Plateau and perhaps in other parts of the Empire (Arabia, Egypt). Of course, the form 
of royal involvement is different from what one would find in Babylonia; in Iran we find 
encouragement rather than direct intervention, but the contrast is essentially more for
mal than structural. 

There is today every indication that the scope of the imperial administration cannot 
be reduced to extracting tribute. On the contrary, it is easy to see that many regions of 
the Empire, far from falling into somnolence, were actually in a stage of expansion and 
population growth, whether Syria, Babylonia, Susiana, or Bactria; whether Hyrcania or 
the medinah of Samaria or Arachosia (despite Plutarch [Mor. 328c], the Arachosians did 
not have to wait for Alexander to bring them agriculture!). Archaeological explorations 
have instead revealed a picture of sustained development from the time of the inception 
of the Empire on, even though in Babylonia it is not always easy to distinguish an Achae
menid phase from a Neo-Babylonian phase. Xenophon's account largely confirms that 
around 400 Babylonia was fully irrigated and cultivated (e.g., Anab. II.3.10-13; 4.13) by 
a dense population divided among prosperous towns and villages (II.4.13, 22, 25); it had 
paradises ($4.14) as well as lands held by Parysatis (II.4.27). Of course, the case of Bac
tria, to which we will not return here, shows that the development of production capa-
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bility cannot always be put into a direct causal relationship with imperial control—even 
though the contrary is more obvious in Babylonia. But the fact remains: even when the 
hvo spheres, political and economic, are kept apart on methodological grounds, we 
must observe that the long Achaemenid dominion did not lead to general impoverish
ment that could be explained by "vampirization." 

In the end, Xenophon's perspective is not so far from reality; his view of the economy 
coincides with that very likely held by the Great Kings: it is the careful management of 
an estate (oikos). The Great Kings understood that, to ensure the regularity—nay, the in
crease—of their revenues, they needed to take measures that would promote the devel
opment of production capabilities. However, we will not conclude that they followed an 
"economic policy." For one thing, economic development cannot be reduced to central 
interference in matters; not all of the productive capability is controlled by the royal ad
ministration; far from it. Furthermore, the decisions made by the Great Kings do not be
long exclusively to the economic sphere, which always was subordinated to political-
military concerns. It would thus be better to speak of "tribute policy," which implies that 
the income from development was primarily destined to exalt royal splendor in all of its 
aspects and manifestations. We could without difficulty add all kinds of activities related 
to construction (in the center and the provinces) to the sphere of indirect encourage
ment. For instance, the splendor of satrapal residences presupposes considerable devel
opment of artistic technique (well displayed by the activity of Greek artists, or artists 
working in Greek style, in many regions of the Empire); these royal and satrapal courts 
certainly created a market, especially for luxury goods intended for the Great King and 
the imperial and court elite (cf. Herodotus VIII.105; Athenaeus XII.531b; XIV.652b-c; 
Aelian, VH XII. 1; Diodorus XVII.67.3 and 108.4). This example serves to illustrate one 
of the operating rules of the tribute economy, which Parmenion recalled for Alexander 
at Persepolis (Arrian III. 18.1 l*v*): the circulation of the Empire's products cannot be re
duced to its centripetal component, since the (undeniable) sucking of riches from the 
periphery to the center requires that the periphery not be ruined by the demands and as
sessments of the center. If the center were sucking the periphery dry—as Parmenion 
puts it—the king would not be acting as a good manager of his property (ktemata), and 
"the Asians would not so readily adhere to him." If, in fact, the periphery fed (the "royal 
table") and exalted the center, the center for its part contributed, by means of the State 
apparatus, to maintaining—even developing, and in any case favoring—the activities of 
the periphery. 

"Overexploitation ofTribute" and Revolt 
Let us return to one of the components of the argument brought by Olmstead and his 

followers: the growing burden of tributes and taxes would have generally stirred up dis
content in the Empire and thus facilitated (in the long run) Alexander's conquest. The 
real problem is that it is very difficult to assess the actual burden imposed by the various 
tributes and taxes paid to the Great King in relation to the production capacities of the 
countries; without this information, it is also difficult to infer that the tribute and taxes 
were an exhausting burden on the peoples. Sometimes (following Plutarch, Mor. I72f 
and Polyaenus VII. 11.3) it is claimed that Darius's tribute was fairly moderate, some
times that it was (or became) unbearable —both without the claims' being based on ac
tual numerical analysis. The reason is obviously that the slate of the evidence does not 
really permit such calculations. Even if we can make some assumptions about the level 
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of tribute, we still somehow need to add in the multiple taxes, which themselves are gen
erally not quantified by the ancient texts, with only one exception (Neh 5:15). There is 
hardly any doubt that the special payments would heavily burden the resources of the 
people and cities; we are thinking particularly about the expenses occasioned by the vis
its of the court and about Herodotus's comment on the condition of the Greek cities vis
ited by the royal caravan in 480: "The Greeks who had to entertain the Persian army and 
provide a dinner for the king . . . were utterly ruined, and were obliged to leave house 
and home" (VII. 118*0); Herodotus emphasizes the resignation of the downtrodden: 
"The various places along the route did manage to carry out their orders, though not 
without severe suffering" (VII. 120*0)! 

In addition, the weight of tribute, taxes, and satrapal requisitions was added to the as
sessments already in effect in any given area (whether the land belonged to a sanctuary, 
an ethnos, or a city). We might think, for example, that in the Greek cities the system of 
double taxation—civic and royal —led to tensions between the civic government and 
the royal administration; we are thinking here of the tensions that are better known for 
the Hellenistic period, when cities begged the king or his representative to grant them 
control (kyrioi) of taxes that Pseudo-Aristotle considers among the satrapal levies. We 
know, for example, that when a city granted an 'exemption' (ateleia) to an individual, it 
stated that the royal taxes (hasilika tele) were excluded from the scope of the decree. Part 
of production and wealth were ever after diverted to the royal treasury, with nothing but 
negative consequences for the immediate producers, especially the peasants, because 
the source of all wealth is in the land, as Pseudo-Aristotle insists several times. One of 
the aspects of the creation of the doreai had the same effect, since the holders of the land 
grants only had to pay a fixed tribute and thus had every reason to increase the yield re
sulting from peasant labor. Let it suffice for now to make a brief reference to just one ex
ample—the tragic situation of the Jewish smallholders, who around the middle of the 
fifth century complained in these words: "We have had to borrow money on our fields 
and our vineyards to pay the king's tax (middalphoroi tou basileos)" (Neh. 5:4o). The 
tribute charged was all the heavier because it was a surcharge on top of the satrapal taxes 
(governor's bread: 5:14-15) and the various assessments paid to the Temple and its per
sonnel (13:10-13). 

The connection between regional crisis and imperial dominion is never simple to ex
pose. We may observe, for example, that around 418 the price of foodstuffs suffered an 
exorbitant increase in several Babylonian towns. But who can say that this (brief and lo
calized) "subsistence crisis" was due to royal taxation and not (e.g.) bad harvests? Astro
nomical tablets regularly refer to the unlucky consequences of torrential rains in some 
years, using a formula like: "There was a famine in the land. The people (sold their chil
dren]" (ADRTB no. -373; cf. nos. -366 and -369). We wonder to what extent these prac
tices explain what Herodotus says in a passage (1.196) often used by Olmstead to connect 
Persian conquest with impoverishment of simple Babylonians. We obviously lack direct 
evidence of the perception that Babylonian peasants might have had of Persian control 
of tribute. Wc might nevertheless quote a tablet (YOS 7.128) from the time of Cambyses 
(528) that records a dispute brought before the marbani of Uruk; in it, a priest of Istar is 
accused by a shepherd from Uruk of stealing 60 sheep from the flock of Istar and threat
ening that he would choke the shepherd with the cord of his necklace while whispering 
into his ear, "This is how Gubalu and Parnaka break the backs of people." Whoever Par-
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naka may be {the future administrator at Persepolis under Darius?), he was the confed
erate of Gubaru, who can only be the satrap of Babylonia and Ebir Nari. Should we see 
in the priest's threatening words evidence of the implacable nature of imperial coercion 
as it was experienced by the subject-administrators? Perhaps; but if the threat does refer 
to an actual event and is not merely a metaphor, we also wonder what perception the 
Babylonian social elite might have had about their relations with the satrapal adminis
tration and, more broadly, with the imperial organizational structures. We should also 
emphasize that historiography has long been affected by the theory of continued price 
increases in Achaemenid Babylonia; however, a recent study has cast doubt on this "cer
tainty," because it finds that prices of some staple products fell between Artaxerxes I and 
Darius III. Other investigations on the same topic are in progress, and they no doubt will 
nuance and complement the analyses that have been based on a newly published but 
narrow corpus (the astronomical tablets). In short, it seems unlikely that there will ever 
be a return to the traditional theory. 

Another interesting example just referred to comes from Judah in the time of Nehe
miah. The peasants complain of "hav[ing] had to borrow money on [their] fields and 
[their] vineyards to pay the king's tax" (Neh 5:4<>). But the context makes it very clear 
that the overburdening of the peasantry is not due solely to the royal tribute: internal 
class warfare and temple assessments contributed just as much to the impoverishment 
of the Jewish peasantry (see chap. 14/5). Similarly, in the Greek cities (and elsewhere), 
in addition to the royal tribute, the city authorities levied civic taxes. More than any
thing, it was the totality of the various tax systems that explains various situations, 
whether in Judah or the Greek cities; and in Babylonia, it was the totality of state taxes 
and the profits siphoned off by the Murasu (and other land managers). But not all of the 
inhabitants of a community suffered equally, because the tribute drain did not accrue 
only to the Great King and his Faithful (even if they were the main beneficiaries, on 
both the political and the economic levels). An analysis of one example of the circula
tion of the income from assessments (in kind) of the tage (sale of royal wheat: IG U2, 
207) implies that the Greek cities received back some benefit from the purchase of royal 
wheat (according to Antigonus, it was cheaper than the wheat available on the Aegean 
market: RC 3). While the political and financial advantage for the Great King and his 
satraps is obvious, the operation also profited the cities themselves and the richest citi
zens, who were adept at negotiating the situation to their advantage. In the same way, in 
Babylonia, the Murasu earned some of their profit from converting taxes paid in kind 
into silver, and their operations also contributed to the enrichment of the Persians who 
had received land there. An Aramaic document from Egypt records an association be
tween Persians and non-Persians in a commercial enterprise (DAE 109)—a fact also 
well attested in the Babylonian evidence. In other words, the tribute system was not by 
itself the cause of tensions between the dominators and the dominated. Peasants, who 
certainly were part of the dominated (as seen in Babylonia), did not gain any advantage 
from the circulation of goods; rather, they suffered from it. This probably explains He
rodotus's interpretation of the impoverishment of the Babylonian people (1.196: pas tis 
ton demon), even if the connection that he makes between conquest and impoverish
ment must be discounted, to say the least. In contrast, the local elites, who were closely 
linked to the imperial elite (or part of it), themselves profited from the circulation of the 
products paid into the royal tax system. This is probably one of the reasons for the long 
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life enjoyed by local dynasties and, more generally, client regimes; Persian authority was 
to some extent concealed behind the screen of the local gentry, who were entrusted with 
levying tribute and taxes locally, with the result that any possible discontent on the part 
of the peasants was aimed at these gentry (as seen in Nehemiah's Judah). In a way, the 
king's strategy for dealing with the sanctuaries and social elites of his provinces was noth
ing other than the political-ideological component of a much larger imperial project 
and the success of this project presupposes both political centralization and social and 
cutural polycentrism. 

It is important to observe that there is no evidence that would permit us to attribute 
the known revolts to the cause of tribute alone. The burden of tribute may be why the 
great revolts of 522 broke out (cf. Justin 1.7.2), and this happens to be Bardiya's analy
sis—he exempted his peoples from tribute and military expenses for three years (Justin 
1.9.2; Herodotus III.67). It has also been suggested that the Ionian revolt was connected, 
at least in part, to tribute; if we have properly understood the meaning of the measures 
taken by Artaphernes, we can see that the royal administration was able to discern the 
consequences and thus reform the allocation of tribute, while maintaining the total 
amount (chap. 12/5). This is, after all, an explanation that would confirm that, like Bar
diya, the administration of Darius was able to adapt to the needs of the hour. But the 
only explicit reference along these lines comes from Diodorus, who describes the revolt 
that was born in Egypt at the time of Inarus in these words: "Mustering an army, they 
revolted from the Persians, and after expelling the Persians whose duty it was to collect 
the tribute from Egypt (kai tous phorologountas ten Aigypton ton Person ekbalountes) 
. . ." (XI.71.3-0-). There is no significant reason to reject this statement, even though it is 
embedded in a stream that is both dominant and suspect, a stream that says that the Per
sians "governed avariciously and arrogantly" (Quintus Curtius IV.7.1;* cf. Diodorus 
XVII.49.1 and Polyaenus VII. 1.7). But are we really certain that all of the tribute-collec
tors in Diodorus's text were "Persians"? The available evidence implies that it would 
have been Egyptians who were in charge on the local level (cf. Arrian III.5.4; Ps.-Arist., 
Oec. II.33a). In Diodorus's version, the tribute-collectors were the primary symbols of 
Persian authority, whatever their ethnic origin. In another case (Sidon), the insurgents 
first attacked the satrapal paradises (Diodorus XVI.41.5-0). Even if the action had the ad
ditional purpose of destroying Persian fodder reserves, the symbolic import was consid
erably greater than a slap in the face. This is very clearly explained by Diodorus: "The 
first hostile act was the cutting down and destroying of the royal park in which the Per
sian Kings were wont to take their recreation"; this was neither more nor less than a dec
laration of war (cf. Plutarch, Art. 25.1-2). The same motivations probably prompted the 
leaders of the Egyptian revolt to put the "Persian" (that is, imperial) tribute collectors to 
death. 

5. Transition 
Whatever point of view one chooses, one irrefutable conclusion emerges: Darius Ill's 

Empire was not moribund, as it was smugly described by the Greco-Hellenistic authors. 
Whether the topic is the authority and aura of the Great King, his financial and military 
abilities, the productive activity of the various countries, or the cooperation of local 
elites, there is nothing to suggest that, from Darius I to Darius III, the internal capabili
ties of the Empire were crumbling. This observation confirms at the least that the theory 
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of "Achaemenid decadence" must definitively be relegated to a display case in the mu
seum of historiographic wonders. But clearly this is no more than a partial conclusion 
that leaves the way open to another interpretation: the defeat at the hands of the Mace
donians does not reveal a cyclic crisis of the Empire but a structural weakness. This is 
the hypothesis that we propose to test in the next chapter, which is dedicated to the im
perial response to Macedonian aggression. The task is not a simple one because, like the 
Persian Wars, the war of Darius III is known to us only from authors entirely committed 
to the European cause. It is thus only in a vacuum that we can reconstruct the Achae
menid view of Alexander's conquest, after a close decryption of the ancient sources. To 
try to resolve the problem that has been raised, we will discuss three points in order, re-
situated diachronically: Darius's strategy, the Persian aristocracy's attitude, and the posi
tion taken by the local elites when they were confronted by the Macedonian's overtures. 





PART SIX 

The Fall of an Empire (336-330) 





Chapter 18 

Darius and the Empire 
Confront Macedonian Aggression 

l. Territories, Armies, and Strategies 

The First Macedonian Offensive (336-335) 
We know that after the victory at Chaeronea Philip set about creating a league of 

which he was hegemdn. The officially announced purpose of the league was to carry out 
an offensive: the goal was to campaign against the Persians in revenge for the devastation 
of 480 and thus to liberate the Creek cities of Asia (Diodorus XVI.89). To this end, the 
king of Macedon sent an advance army corps to Asia Minor in 336 commanded by Par
menion, Attalus, and Amyntas, who were to prepare for the landing of the royal army 
(XVI.91.2; Justin IX.5.8). We are quite poorly informed about the operation, since the 
ancient authors (Diodorus and Polyaenus) cast their spotlight exclusively on Memnon 
of Rhodes. The first actions, certainly, were not favorable to the Persians; this is quite 
certainly when pro-Persian governments were ejected from Lesbos, Chios, Ephesus, and 
perhaps also lasus. In the temple of Artemis at Ephesus and in several towns on Lesbos, 
statues of Philip were erected at this time, and Parmenion settled factions there that are 
referred to as "democratic" (cf. Arrian 1.17.11). Perhaps the statue that Ariobarzanes had 
erected in the sanctuary of Athena Ilias was pulled down during the fighting in Troas 
(Diodorus XVII. 17.6). The assassination of Philip II and the accession of Alexander did 
not interrupt the operations, but these events certainly created conditions more favor
able for Darius III to mount a counterattack. At the beginning of his reign, Alexander 
sent a new detachment to Asia Minor led by Hecataeus; he joined Attalus and Parme
nion, though his actual mission was to see to the death of Attains, who had fallen under 
the suspicion of the new king (Diodorus XVII.2.3-6). Attalus's machinations were stir
ring up trouble in the Macedonian army up to the moment he was assassinated, either 
by his own men (§5.1-2) or on Parmenion's initiative (Quintus Curtius VII. 1.3; 
VIII.7.5). Nevertheless, throughout 335, Parmenion's advances were reduced to almost 
nothing. Although Memnon did not manage to take Cyzicus (Diodorus XVII.7.8; 
Polyaenus V.44.5), pro-Persian tyrants were reestablished in the cities of Lesbos and at 
Ephesus (cf. Arrian 1.17.12: Syrphax and his brothers). In Troas, Callas also suffered sev
eral defeats (Diodorus XVII.7.10). At the beginning of 334, apparently only Abydos was 
in Macedonian hands (cf. Arrian 1.11.6). 

Despite being poorly documented, these events stimulate several reflections. On the 
military level, the situation is mixed. Initially, the Macedonian expeditionary corps won 
major victories. Apparently, Parmenion had even been able to advance as far as Magne
sia ad Sipylum (Polyaenus V.44.4), and this confirms the relative permeability of the Per
sian defenses (at least at an early stage)—something that was already apparent in the 
Greek offensives of the fifth and fourth centuries. At the same time, we need to stress that 
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our sources remain partial, in both senses of the word. Darius "thought to turn the com
ing war back upon Macedonia," according to Diodorus (XVII.7.1*), "and began to pay 
serious attention to his forces. He fitted out a large number of ships of war and assem
bled numerous strong armies, choosing at the same time his best commanders." This is 
the context in which he turned to Memnon, who was "outstanding in courage and in 
strategic grasp. The king gave him five thousand mercenaries and ordered him to march 
to Cyzicus and to try to get possession of it" (§7.2-3<>). However, Diodorus's presenta
tion must at least be nuanced and supplemented. First of all, Memnon was certainly not 
the only campaign leader. The financial strategems attributed to the Rhodian (Ps.-Arist., 
Oec. 11.29 [1351b]) are evidence of the fact that he was acting as the head of a troop of 
mercenaries in the service of the Persians. Memnon paid and fed his men by imposing 
taxes on the cities; this perhaps explains the reaction of the inhabitants of Cyzicus 
(Polyaenus V.44.5), who had no desire to give in to extortion. Furthermore, it was not 
only Greek mercenaries that were hired, and Memnon was not made commander-in-
chief of the royal troops. Specifically, it is impossible to think that Arsites, the satrap of 
Hellespontine Phrygia, did not participate in fighting that mostly took place in his terri
tory, and we can make the same observation about Spithridates of Sardis. It is even ex
tremely likely that, as in 341-340 (Pausanias 1.29.10), so also in 334 (Arrian 1.12.8-10) 
Arsites was the one who received the Great King's direct orders. Moreover, Diodorus 
seems to imply that the Persians did not really get under way until after Alexander's ac
cession ($7.2), which occurred at almost the same time as Darius's accession (summer, 
335). However, the notion that the Persians responded slowly is also dubious; whatever 
the extent of the troubles at the center and in some provinces (Egypt?) —certainly less 
than is usually suggested—the central authority had probably been alerted by Arsites 
and taken appropriate action. The Xanthus trilingual and the appointment of Oronto
bates to the satrapy of Caria-Lycia (Arrian 1.23.8) testify that the reign of Arses/Artaxerxes 
IV and the beginning of the reign of Darius were marked by more than palace intrigues. 
It simply turns out that Diodorus and Polyaenus, fixated on the personality of Memnon, 
had nothing to say about the operations of 336—and from this we cannot necessarily in
fer passivity on the part of the Great King. On the contrary, there is every reason to be
lieve, with Diodorus (XVII.7.1-3), that even if other fronts (Egypt?) might have required 
their attention, Artaxerxes IV and Darius III very quickly became aware of the problems 
on the Asia Minor front. 

Darius, His Satraps, and Alexander's Landing (May-June 334) 
Alexander was secure in his European rear and thus he and his army took the Thra-

cian route in the early spring of 334 and crossed the Hellespont (Arrian 1.11.6-8; 12.1-
7). Parmenion was given the largest part of the army, which crossed unopposed from Ses-
tus to Abydos with the aid of 160 triremes and a substantial number of cargo boats 
(ploia). Meanwhile, Alexander, assisted by a small troop, landed in Troas, where he car
ried out his "Homeric pilgrimage" (cf. Diodorus XVII. 17.1-3; Plutarch, Alex. 15.7-9). 
Next, he came to Arisbe and Percote, before taking a position on the banks of the Grani
cus (Arrian 1.13.1). Persian "satraps and generals" had gathered their forces near Zeleia, 
where they considered what action to take in response to Alexander's landing (1.12.8-10). 

One of the most controversial problems is: Why did the Persians not attempt to pre
vent the Macedonian landing? Diodorus is the only one to ask the question explicitly, 
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and lie has a read)' answer: "The Persian satraps and generals had not acted in time to 
prevent the crossing of the Macedonians, but they mustered their forces (athroisthentes) 
and took counsel [Council of Zeleia] So they decided to fight it out, and summon
ing forces from every quarter (tas pantakhothen dynameis metapempsamenoi) .. ., they 
advanced in the direction of Hellespontine Phrygia" (XVII. 18.2, 4o). This delay seems 
quite surprising, because both the initial Macedonian offensive of 336-335 and the 
preparations and public proclamations of Alexander left no doubt about his intentions. 
We recognize this as one of the favorite motifs of Diodorus as well as of Xenophon and 
other Greek authors: the deliberate pace of the Persian armies was a crippling handicap 
(e.g., XV.41.2). However, though this remark really can be applied to the assembling of 
immense royal armies (as at Issus and Gaugamela, for example), it is much less convinc
ing for the army of the Granicus, which comprised territorial troops (military colonies, 
horsemen provided by the Persians of the diaspora and land-grant holders) and contin
gents of subject peoples (such as the Paphlagonians), all of whom could be brought 
together in a short time. Moreover, these troops (some of them, at least) had been mobi
lized before 334, since they must have taken part in the fighting in 336 and 335. De
pending on the date assigned to the battle (April or May), we can imagine that the 
Persians might have assembled their troops in their winter quarters, which might have 
been rather far apart (compare XIX.44.4; 68.2). However, paradoxically, apart from the 
fact that this hypothesis would naturally lead to confirmation of the idea that the Per
sians had taken many months to assemble their army, a comparison with Arrian leads to 
a much more reasonable solution. In fact, as Diodorus writes, a war council was held at 
Zeleia; all the satraps of Asia Minor took part, and the list is given by Arrian (Diodorus 
names only Memnon). Arrian very clearly states that the Persian troops had already 
pitched their camp near the city at that time (1.12.8: katestratopedeukotes). In short, de
spite Diodorus's claim, the Persian generals certainly did not wait until their strategy was 
planned before issuing the order to mobilize. The reason for the situation was quite dif
ferent. We quite simply doubt that a land army alone would have been adequate to pre
vent a landing, even if we recall that a Persian commander did challenge Greek ships 
with his horsemen on one occasion, near Abydos, as a last resort (Xenophon, Hell. 1.1.6) 
and also that land troops could occasionally prevent a fleet from gaining access to water 
supplies (e.g., Arrian 1.19.8). They would still have had to know which beachheads the 
Macedonian army intended to use for landings—something that would have been very 
difficult to determine, because Alexander, for reasons that might not have been due 
solely to his desire to pay homage to the Greek heroes of the Trojan War, chose to split 
his forces (Arrian 1.11.6; 12.6). In short, the Persian generals did not bring their troops to 
the sea "to prevent the crossing of the Macedonians" (diabasis: Diodorus § 18.2-0-) quite 
simply because the very idea never crossed their minds. 

If the Persians had decided to prevent the crossing by the Macedonian army, they 
obviously would have had to appeal to their sea power. To be sure, not one ancient text 
refers to the existence of even one Persian boat in the area. This is even more surprising 
because at that time, in comparison with the 160 triremes (and cargo boats) Alexander 
controlled (Arrian 1.11.6), the Persians had undeniable naval supremacy. They domi
nated the sea (thalassokratein), writes Arrian (1.18.6) of the situation a few weeks later 
when Alexander was at the gates of Miletus. Arrian numbers the royal navy at 400 ships 
(§18.5) that were manned by well-trained crews, who had come from Cyprus and 
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Phoenicia in particular (§18.7; 11.13.7). There also were contingents from Greek cities 
(1.19.11: Iassus). Arrian states that this fleet "[arrived] too late" at Miletus (§18.5) 
which indicates that the Achaemenid squadrons were already on the Asia Minor front-
but this tells us nothing of their comings and goings in the previous weeks, because we 
do not know from what region they had set sail for Miletus. As a result, we continue to 
be surprised about the absence of the fleet from the Hellespont; most often, it is attrib
uted to Khabbabash's revolt in Egypt. While this theory is not unattractive, it should be 
recalled at the same time that the only available evidence —the Satrap Stela — does not 
permit a certain date to be assigned to events in the Delta. Obviously, to date this revolt 
on the basis that it delayed the arrival of the fleet on the coast of Asia Minor is to adopt 
circular reasoning that is historically attractive but methodologically has little to recom
mend it. As a result, we must conclude that we have no answer to the question or, more 
precisely, that none of the possible answers transcends the limit of probability, absent 
additional evidence. 

Whatever the case, it is clear that the Persian generals did "hold a council of war," to 
use Arrian's phrase CI.12.8-!>-). He describes the meeting as follows: against the advice of 
Memnon, who recommended a scorched-earth policy, Arsites, with the support of the 
other Persian commanders, chose to give battle. Memnon's suggestion was based on two 
considerations: first, "the Macedonians . . . were far superior in infantry"; second, "Alex
ander would not stay in the country for want of provisions." In rebuttal, "it is said 
(legetai) that Arsites stated in the Persian council that he would not suffer one house to 
be burned belonging to his subjects." He was supported by the other Persians, moreover, 
who "suspectfed] Memnon of deliberately holding up warlike operations for the sake of 
the honour (time) he held from the king." The war council is also reported by Diodorus, 
who presents Memnon's speech identically (XVII.18.2-4-5-). Diodorus strongly supports 
the Rhodian's strategic choice: "This was the best counsel, as after-events made clear." 
Then Diodorus offers his explanation of the (in his eyes unreasonable) attitude of the sa
traps and generals: they rejected the Rhodian's suggestions as "beneath the dignity (me-
galopsykhia) of. the Persians" (§18.3-0-). 

The ancient tales and simple reasoning invite a number of questions, as much about 
the role of Memnon as about the reasons for the strategic choice of the Persians and 
about Darius's participation. First, let us note that, while the versions of Arrian and Dio
dorus essentially agree, Diodorus has once more outrageously favored Memnon, who is 
once again presented as "famed for his military competence" (§18.2;-0- cf. §7.2 and 
§20.7). He makes Memnon the key person of the war council, without naming a single 
one of the Persian satraps and generals! The role that Diodorus attributes to Memnon 
and his evaluation of Memnon's proposals are very much like other meetings he de
scribes, particularly the discussions between Iphicrates and Pharnabazus in Egypt. In 
that case, too, the Greek's advice (which is considered especially judicious by Diodorus) 
is rejected by Pharnabazus and the Persian leaders near him, for motives that strangely 
resemble those Diodorus attributes to Arsites and his colleagues: "Pharnabazus became 
suspicious of his [Iphicrates'] boldness and his courage for fear lest he take possession of 
Egypt for himself (kat'idian).. . . Some generals indeed bore a grudge against him and 
were attempting to fasten unfair charges upon him" (XV.43.2-0-). In an observably similar 
manner, Diodorus exalts the figure of Memnon and confers on him an authority and in
fluence he certainly did not have in the spring of 334. On the same occasion, Diodorus 
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credits him with plans ("transfer entirely the theater of the war to Europe") that were 
certainly not appropriate at that date. In reality, Arrian makes it clear that the council 
c o m p " s e c ' Persians (syllogos ton Person; 12.10) and that within it, logically, pride of 
place was held by Arsites, the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia; it was he who bore pri
mary responsibility for conducting operations, as he had in 341 (Pausanias 1.29.10). In 
334 Memnon was nothing more than the leader of a contingent of horsemen levied on 
the land he held in Troas (Diodorus XVII. 19.4). If his opinion was asked for, it was only 
one opinion among many. It would be of great interest to know where the ancient 
authors got their information. If, as is likely, Arrian is depending on the same source as 
Diodorus, he has at least used it more circumspectly (legetai 'it is said') and with less par
tisanship, although he too reports that the Persian leaders feared the ambition of the 
Rhodian, who enjoyed royal favor. 

The arguments exchanged by Memnon and the Persians continue to raise various 
critical doubts. A posteriori, we are tempted to agree with Diodorus that Memnon's strat
egy would have been effective. Alexander certainly needed to resupply his forces from 
the land, and all of the ancient authors stress that he was short of funds at the time. Ac
cording to Quintus Curtius (X.2.24) and Arrian (VII.9.6), he had even inherited a debt 
of 600 talents from his father. The spoils of war and income from mines in Macedon had 
alleviated the situation, and at his landing, he had enough funds to allow him to sustain 
his army for 30 days. In other words, it was absolutely necessary that he gain a rapid vic
tory that would allow him to get his hands on satrapal treasuries. Against these argu
ments, which seem both rational and reasonable, the Persian leaders, according to 
Diodorus and Arrian, advanced two arguments, which a priori appear to be rather incon
sistent. Arsites' proclamation can be compared with other texts to show explicitly that a 
satrap's primary mission was to protect the land from the ravages of war (e.g., Quintus 
Curtius III.4.5); this is how he earned and retained the confidence of the Great King and 
was the basis on which he could expect promotions in royal favor (Xenophon, Oec. IV.8-
11). These assumptions prevented him, in principle, from adopting Memnon's tactic. 
But we doubt that Arsites would have reached such a decisive conclusion simply by re
ferring to these considerations. The debate is similar to the one between Artabazus and 
Mardonius in 479, reported by Herodotus (IX.41-0-). Artabazus countered Mardonius's 
argument by proposing that they not give battle but instead persuade the Greeks to drop 
out of the coalition. Herodotus strongly takes Artabazus's side, describing him as "a man 
of some foresight," whereas Mardonius "expressed himself in much more uncompromis
ing terms": he was certain that "the Persian army was much stronger than the Greek . . . 
it would be best . . . to engage in battle in the customary Persian way (nomos ton Per
seon)" From Herodotus to Diodorus and from Mardonius to Arsites, the similarities are 
obvious. The megalopsykhia ('arrogance') of the satraps in 334 clearly corresponds to the 
nomos ton Perseon invoked by Mardonius; the satraps considered it unworthy of their rank 
and valor to refuse combat. 

In spite (and/or because) of the striking convergence of the reports on Zeleia with 
Herodotus's story, it would be very unwise to adopt Diodorus's intepretation without nu-
ancing it. The concept of Persian megalopsykhia that he invokes is developed in real life 
in the athletic-contest perspective that he imposes on the battle of the Granicus; its out
come was determined, as he presents it, by the result of a monomakhia that pitted Alex
ander against Spithrobates [Spithridates], "a Persian of superior courage. . . . To the 
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Persian, it seemed as if this opportunity for a single combat was god-given. He hoped 
that by his individual gallantry Asia might be relieved of its terrible menace" (XVII.20.2-
3o). The duel took place in the sight of the transfixed soldiers (§20.5) and is presented 
according to a model that Diodorus (XVII.83.5-6) and Quintus Curtius (VII.4.32-38) 
use elsewhere—the same model that several ancient authors apply as a way of interpret
ing the battle of Issus (Polybius XII.22.2; FGrH 125 F6). However, aside from the fact 
that Diodorus's tale is easily challenged, if the word (megalopsykhia) he employs is ap-
plied without discernment, we are likely to be led onto shifting and uncertain ground — 
the "psychology of peoples." Though the courage of the Persians is hailed by all of Alex
ander's authors, there is nothing embedded in an aristocrat's genes that requires him to 
give battle at any cost! Perhaps contrary to what Diodorus intended, or in any case con
trary to what some have made him say on one occasion or another, the Persians were not 
regularly stripped of common sense —whatever we may think of the tactical disposition 
they adopted in the battle. Their aristocratic ethic (megalopsykhia) —for which parallels 
may easily be found among the Macedonians—did not necessarily lead them to make 
"uncompromising" decisions (Herodotus IX.41-*-) completely divorced from military ra
tionality. Furthermore, Herodotus cannot hide the fact that Mardonius's decision was 
also based on a reasonable objective (to keep the Greeks from assembling their forces). 
Like all the nomoi, the nomoi persikoi [ton Perseon] — which was invoked, it seems, by 
Mardonius—were subordinate to the principle of reality. We can list many cases where 
the Persian leaders either applied the scorched-earth strategy (e.g., Quintus Curtius 
III.4.3; including Darius himself: e.g., Quintus Curtius IV.9.14; Diodorus XVII.55.2) or 
displayed tactical caution (e.g., Diodorus XV.43.1-2), or refused combat that they con
sidered lost in advance (e.g., Xenophon, Hell. IV. 1.17). Arsites and his colleagues cer
tainly were aware of the relevant fact that, above and beyond (rather airy) discussions of 
traditional ethics, the Great King was interested in only one thing: victory. Thus, the 
situation certainly could appeaT favorable to them in 334 (the judgments post eventurn 
pronounced by Diodorus and Herodotus in favor of Memnon's and Artabazus's choices 
were of interest only to their authors). The Persians had in fact achieved noteworthy suc
cesses over the Macedonian forces in the previous year; in addition, Arsites could legit
imately estimate that his numerical superiority and the valor of his horsemen would 
confirm his optimistic view of the future. 

But let us go further and ask a simple question: Was Arsites completely free to adopt 
the strategy of his choice? The ancient authors do not say a word about Darius III. If we 
consider that Diodorus states that the Great King had previously ordered a general mo
bilization (§7.2) and that elsewhere he never stops emphasizing (if only to deplore) the 
fact that the Persian generals depended on the king's orders for everything (e.g., 
XV.41.2), can we really imagine that Darius III was not interested in the situation as it 
stood in the spring of 334 and that he permitted Arsites to make the strategic decisions 
on his own? Only one author, Justin, alludes to this, and he does so very indirectly and, 
in the context, recalls the tenor of the arguments exchanged at Zeleia: "Meanwhile, 
King Darius, trusting in his forces, disdained to have recourse to a ruse and stated that 
to conceal his plans was to devalue the victory.. . . The first encounter therefore (igitur) 
took place in the plain of Adraste" (Justin XI.6.8.10). While Justin's formulations can be 
subjected to criticism, they at least suggest that Arsites had received orders from the 
Great King that he should plan for battle in Phrygia. This conforms with Achaemenid 
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practice: though the tactics in fact came from Arsites (who consulted his colleagues on 
this point), the strategy was imposed by Darius (cf. the exact parallel in Diodorus 
XVI.75-1 —2) — just as in Greece Mardonius made his decisions on the basis of orders 
sent to him by Xerxes (chap. 13/4-5). This leads us very much to doubt that the Council 
of Zeleia was really called to choose between two strategies; it is far more probable that 
the main purpose was to decide on what tactics to adopt (choice of location, the dispo
sition of the contingents, the role and position of each of the commanders). The satraps 
engaged in combat quite simply because they had been ordered to do so and because 
they feared that disobedience would look like treason to the royal cause and result in se
vere punishment by the Great King {FGrH 151 F l . l ; Irm. Alex. §19). Even if we agree 
that a debate took place in the terms recorded by Diodorus and/or Arrian, their interpre
tation of it (given in different words) is certainly incorrect. We may simply imagine that 
in the course of the debate there was an incidental "ethical" discussion. But the purpose 
of this discussion was not to define strategy or to question a royal decree that the Persians 
would easily accept because the battle would give them the opportunity to demonstrate 
the megalopsykhia that, according to Diodorus, was so important to them. It would also 
provide Arsites with an opportunity to display his valor before Darius III, although the 
opportunity came with a well-known risk (Arrian 1.16.3 [suicide of a satrap, due to his 
failure]). 

Darius in Babylon and the Asia Minor Front (334-333) 

From the Achaemenid point of view, the defeat at the Granicus was not really a deci
sive event. On the other hand, taking into account the difficulties Alexander faced when 
he landed (on the financial level, for instance), the victory freed him from many of his 
fears. He had not been driven back into the sea, and he now had additional assets that 
he could use to pursue his goal. The victory was followed by a series of impressive suc
cesses: he took possession of Dascylium, which had been abandoned by its garrison, and 
he made Calas satrap of Lesser Phrygia and ordered the inhabitants to pay "the same 
taxes as they used to pay to Darius" (Arrian 1.17.1-2-*-). He soon made his official entry 
into Sardis, which Mithrenes had surrendered to him without a fight (§17.3-8), and he 
seized its treasuries (Diodorus XVII.21,7). At least for the short term, the Macedonian 
had no more financial woes. It was soon the turn of Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralles, and 
many other coastal cities (Arrian 1.17.9-13; 18.1-2), and then of Miletus, which the Per
sian fleet could not really rescue, because it arrived after the Macedonian fleet, which 
was commanded by Nicanor. After some resistance, the garrison surrendered (§18.3-9; 
19; cf. Diodorus §22.2-4). 

From the Persian perspective, the military losses were appreciable though, as always, 
they are difficult for us to quantify (1000 horsemen according to Arrian 1.16.2). Brave 
leaders fell: Arrian mentions Niphates, Petenes, Spithridates, Mithrobuzanes, Mithra
dates, Arbupales, Pharnaces, and Omares (1.16,3); Rhosaces (Spithridates' brother) was 
also gravely wounded during the battle (1.15.7). Arsites fled the battlefield and chose sui
cide (1.16.3). Of the participants at the war council of Zeleia (1.12.8-9), only Rheo
mithres and Arsames survived, in addition to Memnon (and perhaps his sons: 1.15.2). 
Rheomithres returned to Darius's camp. Atizyes, the satrap of Greater Phrygia, also left 
the battlefield safe and sound after, it appears, stopping in his capital, Celaenae (1.25.3), 
which he had abandoned when Alexander arrived (1.29.1). Arsames, after trying to gel 
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Cilicia into a state of defensive readiness, also joined Darius, who was then on tlie 
march toward Cilicia. Rheomithres, Arsames, and Atizyes later died in the battle of Issus 
(II. 11.8). A major portion of the army nonetheless managed to retreat to the south; the 
units commanded by the escapees, including Memnon, fell back to Halicarnassus, a 
powerfully fortified city that was watched over by the satrap Orontobates. The arrival of 
the troops from the Granicus allowed the town to post an impressive garrison of Persians 
and mercenaries (1.20.2), and it was also reinforced by soldiers transported by the navy 
($20.7). Alexander and his troops suffered several sizable reverses; for instance, at Myrv 
dus, despite promises made by deserters at the outset, the city refused to surrender 
($20.5-7). The Macedonian efforts were ultimately successful, but only in part. When 
he left Halicarnassus at the end of 334, Alexander left behind a troop of 3000 infantry 
and 200 horsemen commanded by Ptolemy, who was ordered to take the two citadels 
that remained in Persian hands ($22.1-6; cf. Diodorus XVII.24-27). 

The Empire at this time found itself in an utterly unheard-of strategic situation, the 
only possible precedent being Cyrus the Younger's offensive. It was not the first time sa
traps had known defeat in Asia Minor or that an enemy had camped just outside the 
walls of Sardis; but it was the first time that the citadel at Sardis had fallen and that the 
adversary had continued his march with no noticeable obstacles as far as the walls of 
Halicarnassus, proclaiming long and loud the entire time that his ambitions went well 
beyond the "liberation of the Greek cities." We would love to know how Darius and his 
advisers reacted to this avalanche of catastrophic news. We are quite poorly informed 
about this (to say the least), because the ancient authors follow Alexander step by step 
without paying the least attention to the Great King. We learn that, when Alexander 
took his winter campaign to Pamphylia-Lycia, the Great King attempted to stir up a con
spiracy against his enemy: he sent a messenger to Alexander Lyncestes, who he had 
learned was prepared to betray Alexander. The royal envoy fell into the hands of Parme
nion, the Lyncestian was arrested, and from the Persian point of view, that was the end 
of the matter (Arrian 1.25). But the story itself should be taken with a grain of salt, be
cause Persian participation in the plot may simply represent a later accusation. There is 
no doubt that the Great King sent messengers to certain leaders to urge them to resist to 
the end —this, at least, is what can be gleaned from the statements of the defenders of 
Celaenae (Quintus Curtius III. 1.8). Nevertheless, it must be noted that we are certain 
about one specific major strategic decision: in the summer of 334, the Great King ap
pointed Memnon (then at Halicarnassus) "to the command of lower Asia [coastal re
gions] and the whole fleet" (Arrian 1.20.3;* II.l.l; Diodorus XVII.23.5-6). 

The title "commander of the fleet" reminds us that at this time the Persians held he
gemony of the sea. At Miletus, in fact, Alexander ordered his navy to disband, except for 
the Athenian squadron and some cargo boats. According to Arrian (1.20.1*), Alexander 
had long been certain of his inferiority on the water (cf. $ 18.6-8) and, furthermore, "he 
was then short of money"; lastly, "he reflected that as he now controlled Asia with his 
land troops, he no longer needed a navy, and that by capturing the cities on the coast he 
would break up the Persian fleet, since they would have nowhere to make up their crews 
from, and no place in Asia where they could put in" ($20.1*). Alexander's decision to 
take this course of action was already questioned in Antiquity (cf. Diodorus XVII.23.1-
3). The plan to destroy Persian naval power by conquering the coastline in fact pre
sented considerable risk. The success that Alexander's troops had enjoyed when they 
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prevented a Persian landing near Miletus was quite unusual, because it simply required 
them to defend an area that was both well-defined and quite circumscribed —the isle of 
Lade and the port of Miletus (Arrian §§18.5; 19.2-3); the result was that the Persians 
were forced to seek water far away, at Samos (§19.7-10). But to extend this strategy to the 
entire Mediterranean front was a major gamble. It was impossible to control the entire 
area, at the cost of tying down thousands of garrison troops, because this would have con
siderably weakened the army as it moved forward (cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 1.35). The 
conquest of Lycia, which was carried out, according to Arrian (1.24.3*), "to render the 
enemy's navy useless," did not impede Pharnabazus at all when he proceeded to meet 
up with Thymondas's ships in August 333 (II.2.1-2). Furthermore, when Alexander left 
Caria at the end of 334, he had not deprived the Persians of all of their mainland bases: 
Orontobates and Memnon still held two acropolises at Halicamassus (1.23.1-6); the Per
sians also held the island of Cos, from which Memnon set sail some time later (Diodo
rus XVII.27.5), as well as Samos (Arrian 1.19.8). Southern Caria constituted a first-class 
base for the Persians—especially after the Macedonian forces certainly suffered several 
defeats; the evidence for the defeats is that by September of the following year (333), Or
ontobates was in control of "the citadel of Halicamassus,. . . Myndus, Caunus, Thera 
and Callipolis" (II.5.7;* cf. Quintus Curtius III.7.4). Thereafter, Alexander's strategy, at 
least in the short term, left the way entirely open to the Persian navy, which meant that, 
in the middle term, Persian naval superiority threatened to wipe out Alexander's control 
of the Asia Minor coast. Alexander quickly became cognizant of this danger because, 
even before the death of Memnon (July-August 333), he ordered a new war fleet to as
semble: "He gave Amphoterus command of the fleet at the shore of the Hellespont and 
Hegelochus of the land-forces, in order that these officers might free Lesbos, Chios and 
Cos from the enemies' garrisons. . . . And the allies were ordered, as was provided by 
their treaty, to furnish ships to guard the Hellespont" (Quintus Curtius III. 1.19-20*). 
Meanwhile, Memnon had gone on the offensive and taken Chios, and the towns on Les
bos also surrendered, except for Mytilene. 

It seems quite obvious that Darius and his advisers were kept up to date about the 
situation and that the appointment of Memnon to head the fleet and to defend the coast 
was intended to use him to the best possible advantage. Was Darius hoping that success 
would force Alexander to turn back? Or, was he beginning to build an army from this 
moment on? We know that around the end of the summer of 333 Darius departed from 
Babylon at the head of the royal army, accompanied by the entire court, "according to 
the traditional custom of the Persians" (Diodorus XVII.25.3). According to Diodorus, 
the decision to summon the royal army was made late, after a council that was held 
when the news of Memnon's death was received in the summer of 333 (§§30; 31.1; 
Quintus Curtius places it when Darius was in Syria: III.8.2-11). However, as they are re
corded by Diodorus, the terms of the discussion provoke suspicion because the presen
tation carries with it accusations against Darius that are identical to those brought 
previously against Artaxerxes III (XVI.40.5-6). Should we also be suspicious of the chro
nology? It is difficult to decide. When we realize how long these general mobilizations 
took (as often stressed by Diodorus himself: cf. XV.41.2), it seems difficult to believe that 
the army of 333 could have been gathered, armed, and trained in only a few months. In 
another respect, the draft of troops was not universal, because, to use Quintus Curtius's 
phrase (III.2.9; cf. IV.9.1-2), the speed (festinatio) with which the assembly took place 
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prevented the contingents from the Iranian Plateau and Centra) Asia from being sum
moned. So two interpretations become available: (1) from this moment on, Darius be
gan to levy his troops to prepare for any eventuality, or (2) he thought (or hoped) that 
leaders and troops in Asia Minor would be enough to deal with the problem. According 
to the second theory, Darius was behaving no differently from his predecessors: never, 
after Xerxes in 480-479, had the regions of Asia Minor seen a royal army. But if this be 
the case, we must also conclude that the Great King had not taken the measure of either 
the situation or his adversary's determination. 

To be able to make a judgment regarding Darius's state of mind, we would have to 
know the content of Memnon's mission. In the course of a report that Diodorus provides 
regarding a council that Darius held when he learned of the Rhodian's death, he states 
that, until the Great King received the news, he "had counted on Memnon's transfer
ring the impact of the war from Asia into Europe" (§30.lo-). The same information ap
pears in Arrian (II. 1.1). Diodorus adds that Memnon's initial successes encouraged 
many island cities to send delegations and even stirred up unrest as far as Euboea and 
Greece, whose leaders received bribes from the Rhodian ($29.3). Finally, according to 
Quintus Curtius (III. 1.19-20) and Arrian (III.2.3), Alexander, while at Gordion in the 
spring of 333, ordered a navy to be rebuilt precisely because of the dangers posed by the 
situation; he agreed to considerable expenditures for this purpose and sent money to 
those in Greece who were looking after the cities. There can be no doubt, in fact, that 
on the eve of the battle of Issus some Greeks believed that the balance of forces tipped 
in favor of the Great King (cf. Aeschines III. 164); in addition, Athens, Thebes, and 
Sparta had sent ambassadors to the Great King (Arrian II. 15.2-4; Quintus Curtius 
III. 13.5). However, that Memnon's campaign aroused such hope (in Greece) or fear (in 
Macedon) might simply have resulted from untrammeled rumor of the kind that Arrian 
passes on (II.2.4); whether the Rhodian actually carried out this strategy is a different 
question. In the spring of 333, Memnon reconquered Chios and then concentrated his 
forces on Lesbos: only Mytilene resisted, and it was during the siege of this town that 
Memnon died of an illness (July-August 333). This, in any case, is the skeletal narrative 
provided by Arrian (II. 1.1-2) and Diodorus (§29.2: with an error). Clearly, Memnon at 
this time had no intention of taking advantage of his crushing superiority by carrying the 
war into Europe; instead, he dedicated many weeks to completing the blockade of 
Mytilene. Memnon's activities lead us to believe that his goal in the short term was to 
retake the coastal cities and the islands, foiling Alexander's appraisals of the situation 
(Arrian 1.20.1) —thus explaining the Macedonian's reaction when he learned that his 
adversary was threatening not Europe but his prior conquests in Achaemenid territory. 
All in all, we can imagine that Memnon's military activities corresponded to the mission 
Darius gave him —a mission that is implicit in the geographical range of the expertise 
that brought Memnon the Great King's recognition in the first place, namely, the coast 
of Asia Minor. 

It is likely that the European designs attributed to Memnon came from a Greek tra
dition that was originally concerned only with his and his family's memory (cf. Tod II 
no. 199) and that this tradition is best represented by Diodorus (chap. 17/3 above). Dio
dorus even says (and this seems quite unlikely) that the Rhodian had proposed carrying 
the fight to Europe already in the war council at Zeleia (§18.2). Diodorus (§29.4) and 
Arrian (II. 1.3), in almost identical terms, present the death of the Rhodian as a major re-
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lief to Alexander (Diodorus §31.3-4) and a full-scale disaster for Darius, so that he now 
had to take the leadership of the army himself (Diodorus $30; cf. also Quintus Curtius 
III.2.1). From this it is sometimes inferred that Darius at this time decided to abandon 
his maritime strategy in favor of a mainland strategy. However, none of these interpreta
tions appears to be valid. First of all, Memnon's succession had already been dealt with: 
before he died, he had turned his responsibilities over to Autophradates and Pharnaba
zus son of Artabazus, his nephew, anticipating that Darius would confirm these arrange
ments (Arrian II. 1.3)—and Darius did so soon afterward, confirming Pharnabazus in his 
position (II.2.1). In addition, the death of Memnon did not interrupt the maritime offen
sive at all, even though the dispatch of mercenaries to Darius probably weakened Phar
nabazus's and Autophradates' capabilities. The operations that took place in the interim 
prior to the battle of Issus on the contrary demonstrate that Memnon's successors aban
doned his strategic, somewhat dilatory caution and threw themselves more vigorously 
into the assault on Macedonian positions. Autophradates and Pharnabazus vigorously 
pursued the siege of Mytilene, which soon fell; the city became "allies of Darius on the 
basis of the peace of Antalcidas," a garrison was established, a friendly district was en
trusted to one of the oligarchs who had been exiled by Alexander the previous year, and 
taxes were levied on the inhabitants (II. 1.4-5*). The terms of the treaty imposed on 
Chios (and shortly afterward on Tenedos: Arrian II.2.2) show that Darius was not in the 
least willing to accept the initial Macedonian conquests. On the contrary, the Great 
King tended to interpret the dictum imposed on the Greeks in 386 by his grandfather 
Artaxerxes II very broadly. The conquest of Tenedos was probably part of a much wider 
goal — to cut off the wheat supply coming from the Hellespont, a danger that Alexander 
had already prepared for even before the death of Memnon (cf. Quintus Curtius 
III.1.19-20). Nevertheless, it was only later that the Macedonian fleet became fully 
operational (cf. Arrian II.2.3), and this is clear from the fact that, even though Datames 
suffered a reverse of no great magnitude at Siphnos (II.2.4-5), it had no lasting conse
quences, and the Achaemenid fleet retained its superiority. The most painful setback for 
tlie Persians took place in Caria. When he was in Cilicia (September 333), Alexander to 
his great relief learned about the victory that Ptolemy and Asandrus (the satrap of Caria) 
had won over Orontobates, who went on to lose his positions at Myndus, Callipolis, 
Cainius, Thera, Triopium, and Cos (II.5.7; Quintus Curtius III.7.4). This was certainly 
a setback of the first magnitude; nevertheless, either Halicarnassus remained in Persian 
hands or they recaptured it shortly afterward (cf. Arrian II. 13.6). 

To answer the question raised earlier, we can be sure that Darius, at least from this 
time onward—but surely already since the preceding year—was perfectly well aware of 
the danger presented by the Macedonian offensive. To counter it, he and his counselors 
had devised a strategy that was both maritime (reconquering the coasts of Asia Minor) 
and mainland (preparing an army that would take the offensive). Despite Diodorus's 
statement (XVII.30.7), Darius decided to take the leadership of the army and lead it "to
ward the coast" not because he thought that the death of Memnon represented a deci
sive blockage of his goals at sea; on the contrary, while Pharnabazus, Autophradates, and 
their lieutenants led the offensive by sea, he personally prepared to confront the Mace
donian army. However, as everyone knows, a strategic plan, however well conceived it 
may appear (especially as reconstructed by the modern-day historian!), is only worth the 
means that are actually available to carry it out and any advantage that the plan may 
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grant the creator of the plan vis-a-vis the enemy. From this perspective, the situation was 
ambiguous. First, it is clear that Alexander, who had just welcomed major reinforce
ments at Gordion, was not dissuaded from pursuing his march to the south, and he re
sumed doing so around June-July 333. At the same time, it must be stressed that the 
Macedonian still found himself in a precarious situation, caught, as it were, between a 
rock and a hard place: the Persian navy was still operating off the coast and the royal 
army was approaching from Cilicia. The fact that he summoned several garrisons that 
had been left in the rear (Quintus Curtius IV. 1.35) shows that in some respects he had 
his back to the wall. In the short term, the success of his plan to conquer the coasts as
sumed that he would be able to take some Phoenician towns. Darius also understood 
this; the best proof of his eagerness (festinatio) to reach Cilicia is that he chose not to 
wait on the contingents from the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia (Quintus Curtius 
III.2.9). In order to compensate for their absence, the Great King in the summer of 333 
ordered Pharnabazus to bring some of the mercenaries who were fighting on the Medi
terranean front, despite the fact that this risked depleting a critical position, his Aegean 
rear (cf. Arrian II. 1.2; Quintus Curtius III.3.1). The presence of Sabaces, the satrap of 
Egypt, at Issus implies that he had brought a contingent with him, and this probably 
weakened Persian positions in the Nile Valley (Arrian III. 1.2; cf. Quintus Curtius 
IV1.28). As long as we do not conclude from the results of the battle of Issus that the fate 
of the Achaemenid Empire was already definitively sealed, we must recognize that the 
battle about to unfold in Cilicia would take on critical importance for Alexander. 

From Issus to Gaugamela (November 333 - October 331) 

Alexander's victory at Issus made it possible for him to march on Phoenicia, and 
many Phoenician towns opened their gates to him: Aradus, Marathus, Sigon, Mari-
amme, then Byblus and Sidon (Arrian II. 13.7-8; 15.6-7; Quintus Curtius IV. 1.15-16). 
The Tyrians, however, offered him a pro forma rejection (Arrian 11.16.7-8). In response, 
Alexander basically concentrated on capturing Tyre, a success that validated his strategic 
plan, which was to take the coasts before conquering the interior (Arrian 11.17). The 
Macedonians did not even have to wait for the powerful Phoenician city to fall; the 
kings of Aradus and Byblus were ready to capitulate and "left Autophradates and his 
ships and joined Alexander with their own fleet, along with the Sidonian triremes; thus 
some eighty Phoenician sail came over to him. In the same days nine triremes came 
from Rhodes , . . . three from Soli and Mallus and ten from Lycia." It was soon the turn 
of the kings of Cyprus, who commanded 120 ships; they also joined Alexander because 
"they were alarmed at the whole of Phoenicia being already in Alexander's power" (Ar
rian 11.20.1-3;* early 332). The concomitant arrival of a Macedonian ship marked the 
return of Alexander's navy in force to Aegean waters, commanded by Amphoteric and 
Hegelochus (Quintus Curtius IV.5.14). The successive defections of these forces con
firmed the success of the strategy that was initiated by the disbanding of the navy at Mi
letus in the summer of 334. 

But meanwhile, the Persians had not been taking it easy. They launched a vigorous 
counterattack in Asia Minor. We have only meager information about this land offensive 
in Quintus Curtius and Diodorus (but not Arrian). We know that quite a few of Darius's 
regiments had left the battlefield safe and sound, still under his command—4000 men, 
according to Arrian (II. 13.1). Several mercenary units commanded by Amyntas (a 
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Macedonian exile), Thymondas, Aristomedes, and Bianor had managed to reach Tripo-
]is in Phoenicia, where they gained reinforcements. One of them, Amyntas, on his own 
iuthority then led a fruitless attack on Egypt (Arrian 11.13.2-3; Diodorus XV1I.48.2-5; 
Quintus Curtius IV. 1.27-33; cf. §7.1). Diodorus and Quintus Curtius include the ad
ventures of these mercenary leaders in a more general discussion of Persian counterof-
fensives after the battle of Issus: 

His [Amyntas's] experience vvas paralleled by those of the other officers and troop leaders 
who escaped at the head of their military units from the battle at Issus and attempted to 
maintain the Persian cause. Some got to important cities and held them for Daieius, others 
raised tribes (ethne) and furnishing themselves with troops from them performed appropri
ate duties in the time under review. (Diodorus XVII.48.5-60) 

Quintus Curtius returns to these events on several occasions: 

The generals of Darius who had survived the battle of Issus, and all the force that had fol
lowed them in their flight, with the addition of vigorous young soldiers of the Cappadocians 
and Paphlagonians (assumpta etiam Cappadocum et Paphlagonum juventute), were trying 
to recover Lydia. The governor of Lydia (Lydiae praeerat) was Anligoiius, one of Alexander's 
generals; he, although he had sent very many soldiers from his garrisons to the king, never
theless scorned the barbarians and led his forces out to battle. There also the fortune of the 
contending parties was the same; in three battles fought in one region and another, the Per
sians were routed. (Quintus Curtius IV. 1.34—35-0) 

Quintus Curtius (IV. 1.36) says that these last events happened at the same time (eodem 
tempore) that 

a fleet of the Macedonians, which had been summoned from Greece, defeated Aris-
tomenes, who had been sent by Darius to recover the coast of the Hellespont, and captured 
or sank his ships. Then (deinde) Pharnabazus, commander of the Persian fleet, having ex
acted money from the Milesians and put a garrison into the city of Chios, sailed with a hun
dred ships to Andros and from there to Siphnos. These islands also he occupied with 
garrisons, besides fining them. (IV.1.36-370) 

Quintus Curtius comes back to this later, in the context of the celebration of the Isth
mian Games (IV.5.11) — that is, June-July 332, after the fall of Tyre (during the siege of 
Gaza?). But the chronological connection is expressed quite loosely, as follows: 

But not only was Alexander himself proceeding to reduce the cities which still rejected the 
yoke of his rule, but his generals also, distinguished leaders, had invaded many places: Calas 
Paphlagonia, Antigonus Lycaonia; Balacrus, having vanquished Hydarnes, Darius' satrap, 
had recovered Miletus; Amphoterus and Hegelochus with a fleet of 160 ships had brought 
the islands between Acbaia and Asia under the sway of Alexander. (IV.5.13-14) 

From this gap-filled but consistent and perfectly credible information we must con
clude that, after the battle of Issus, Persian generals took positions in Cappadocia and 
Paphlagonia and carried on conscription efforts there. With the armies thus raised they 
launched an initial offensive that Antigonus thwarted. Plis victories, however, did not 
settle the problem: the second Quintus Curtius quotation shows that the Persians con
tinued to occupy Cilicia, Paphlagonia, Lycaonia, as well as the Aegean coast (Miletus). 
It was not before mid-332, at the earliest, that the Persian danger was definitively over
come as a result of the Macedonian offensive that was carried out as much on land as 
by sea. 
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In fact, Pharnabazus and Autophradates were able to pursue objectives in the Ae
gean. Until the defection of the Cypriot, Phoenician, Lycian, and Cilician contingents 
at the beginning of 332 (Arrian 11.20.1), they had a nearly intact strike force. When Al
exander appeared below their walls, at any rate, the Tyrians thought that "the Persians 
were still supreme at sea" (Arrian II. 18.2-0). This was also, according to Arrian, Alexan
der's view (II. 17.2-3). They could also count on support from their mainland bases in 
Caria —Halicarnassus and Cos (Arrian II. 13.4) and probably Miletus as well (Quintus 
Curtius IV.5.13). In the autumn of 333 (before Issus), they had left Cos for Siphnus, 
where Agis of Sparta, who was planning to rebel against Antipater, had come to join 
them. They were in Siphnus when they received the stunning news of the defeat at Is
sus, avid Agis was sent to Crete "to stabilize the situation." Pharnabazus reinforced the 
guard at Chios (some of whose inhabitants were considering a revolt), occupied Andros 
(Quintus Curtius IV. 1.37-40), and then rejoined Autophradates at Halicarnassus (Ar
rian II. 13.4-6; Quintus Curtius IV.5.15-16). This is perhaps when Autophradates carried 
out an operation in the region of Ephesus (Polyaenus VII.27.2) and launched a raid on 
Samothrace (Plutarch, Mor. 339e; cf. Alex. 48.4). Despite the presence of the Mace
donian navy, then, the Persian leaders after Issus continued to actively pursue their ob
jectives, even though it is difficult to follow their trail in detail because the evidence is 
fragmentary. 

Thus, between the end of autumn 333 and the end of spring 332, combat continued 
unrelentingly on the mainland as well as along the coast and in the islands. In order to 
try to understand these conflicts on the various fronts, it is attractive to think that they all 
pursued the same strategy. According to this theory, the strategy could only have been de
fined by Darius himself, but two observations appear to argue against this interpretation. 
First, Amyntas's attack on Egypt reflects his own purely personal motives (cf. Arrian 
II. 13.3), which Quintus Curtius thinks were based on his own interpretation of "finders-
keepers" (IV. 1.27: velut certo jure possessum). Second, the content of the diplomatic of
fers attributed to Darius after the battle of Issus seems to imply that he was deeply de
pressed. But neither of these obervations actually would prevent alternative explanations. 
If Amyntas's designs on Egypt really were personal, it is very strange that when he 
reached Pelusium he presented himself as having been ordered to go there by Darius 
himself (Diodorus §48.3). Furthermore—precisely as Arrian implies (11.13.1-3)—the 
other leaders who accompanied Amyntas as far as Tripolis and Cyprus did not follow hiin 
to the Nile; in all probability, then, they were subsumed under Pharnabazus's command 
at Siphnos. Finally, we will return to Darius's diplomatic overtures later, because rather 
than being able to infer from them that the Great King was weak, we can only interpret 
them in the context of a preliminary elucidation of the royal strategy after Issus. 

Of course, there are several accounts of Darius's involvement on the Aegean front 
after Issus. After his retreat from Issus, the Great King returned to Babylon, where he im
mediately began to assemble a new army, appealing particularly to contingents from the 
Iranian Plateau and Central Asia (Diodorus XVII.39.1-4; Quintus Curtius IV.6.1-2; 
9.13). It seems utterly impossible that he was cut off from information about the progress 
of operations on the Aegean front, because he was fully aware that the fall of Tyre would 
obliterate all of his hopes of seeing Alexander turned back. We must therefore stress the 
reasoning that Diodorus attributes to the Tyrian leaders: "They wanted to gratify Da
reius and keep unimpaired their loyalty to him, and thought also that they would receive 
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great gifts from the king in return for such a favour. They would draw Alexander into a 
otracted flIK] difficult siege and give Dareius time for his military preparations" 

(XVII.40.3*). It is also not impossible that the problems Alexander had to deal with in 
Syria (the I3eqaca Valley) during the siege of Tyre can also be attributed to Achaemenid 
fomentation. Alexander may have taken the risk of "dividing his forces" because he 
thought the danger was real (cf. Quintus Curtius IV.2.24; 3.1, 7). In addition, the fall of 
Damascus and the naming of a satrap of Syria shortly after the battle of Issus (Arrian 
II 13.7) certainly did not signify the total submission of the country, as the revolt of Sa
maria made clear a short while later (332-331; Quintus Curtius IV8.9-11). We also 
know that when Amyntas arrived in Egypt his attack was repelled by Mazaces, who must 
have been named satrap of Egypt shortly after Issus to replace Sabaces, who was killed 
during the battle for Cilicia (cf. Arrian III. 1.2). Finally, we will stress Quintus Curtius's 
explanation of operations in the Hellespont at the beginning of 332: the Macedonian 
navy won a victory over Aristomenes, "who had been sent by Darius to recover the coast 
of the Hellespont (qui ad Hellesponti oram reciperandam a Dareo erat missus)" 
(IV. 1.36*). 

The totality of the evidence thus leads us to conclude quite definitively that after his 
defeat Darius did not abandon the strategy he had formed in 334, whicb consisted of 
pushing hard to assemble a royal army and continuing offensives in Asia Minor in Alex
ander's rear. He could correctly believe that Alexander's territorial control in Asia Minor 
was very superficial, especially in the regions (Paphlagonia and Cappadocia) where his 
own generals had raised their armies. Quintus Curtius names only one of these generals, 
Hydarnes. But we have long known of coins from Sinope that were struck with names 
that can be identified as Mithropastes, Orontobates, and Hydarnes (in Aramaic). Mith-
ropastes may be the son of Arsites, the former satrap of Dascylium, of whom we know 
only that he was exiled by Darius to the head of the Persian Gulf at an unknown date 
and under unknown circumstances (Strabo XVI.5.5). This Orontobates may have been 
the satrap of Caria who disappears from the sources after the fighting in Caria. Hydar
nes, finally, may be one of the sons of Mazaeus, the former satrap of Cilicia-Syria. What
ever the case, we doubt that these generals took the offensive on their own initiative; it 
is far more likely that they were sent by Darius, who gave them letters authorizing the 
levying of troops and the use of any treasury funds that remained intact (without doubt 
in Cappadocia). According to a well-documented practice (cf. Ps.-Arist., Oecon. II.24a), 
the generals would strike coins to pay their troops in a coastal town, Sinope, which at 
that time still maintained its Persian alliance (Arrian III.24.4; Quintus Curtius VI.5.6). 
The goal entrusted to them clearly was to reestablish Achaemenid authority in Asia Mi
nor, to cut Alexander's lines of communication, and to advance toward the coast (cf. Hy
darnes to Miletus). This is probably why in Quintus Curtius's first discussion (IV. 1.35) 
only Antigonus is named; it was his responsibility as satrap of Greater Phrygia and ruler 
of the strategic town of Celaenae to defend the royal road. The task attributed to Antigo
nus by Quintus Curtius (Lydiae praeerat), despite the terminological imprecision it im
plies, may indicate that he was ordered by Alexander to coordinate the Macedonian 
defenses. 

It is also possible that royal orders reached the coast at the same time, as evidenced by 
Quintus Curtius's statement concerning the mission assigned to Aristomenes in the Hel
lespont (IV. 1.36); furthermore, it was also on Darius's orders that Thymondas had come 
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to Pharnabazus at Siphnos and there turned over the mercenaries under his command 
This interpretation would provide an even better explanation of why, during his private 
adventure in Egypt, Amyntas could claim to have been assigned an official mission by 
the Great King: "He proclaimed that he had been sent by King Dareius as military com
mander because the satrap of Egypt had been killed fighting at Issus in Cilicia" (Diodo
rus XVII.48.3-v-). Amyntas thus would have been attempting to evict the satrap who had 
recently been named by Darius (that is, Mazaces; cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 1.28), even 
though he had probably simply been ordered by the king to take mercenaries to Egypt 
to reinforce the garrisons there. Diodorus also says ($48.2*0-) that Agis had "received from 
the Persian king ships and money," but Arrian does not mention a royal order and at
tributes the initiative to Pharnabazus alone (II. 13.4-5). One of Pharnabazus's problems 
at this time was financial (cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 1.37: levies of taxes at Miletus, Andros, 
and Siphnus by Pharnabazus). It is probable that, unlike the generals who struck coins 
at Sinope, the Persian coastal commanders did not have access to treasury funds, which 
in that region were controlled and used by Alexander. But it must not necessarily be con
cluded that communication between the Great King and Pharnabazus was cut off at 
that time, especially if we acknowledge, as seems obvious, that the Persian land and sea 
offensives were coordinated. 

The initial victories of Antigonus and then, several months later (in the first months 
of 332?), of Balacrus (satrap of Cilicia) and Calas (satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia) 
marked the fall of Persia in Anatolia. Nevertheless, Cappadocia and Armenia responded 
to the royal order to mobilize; in the months after Issus, both regularly sent their contin
gents to the Great King, under the leadership of Ariaces (Cappadocia) and of Orontes 
and Mithraustes (Armenia) (Arrian III.8.5). At the same time, the Macedonian navy 
continued its offensive. Nonetheless, it was not before the end of 332 that the navy's ad
miral, Hegelochus, was able to report to Alexander, who was then in Egypt: he and Am
photeric had managed to take, successively, Tenedos, Chios (where Pharnabazus and 
Aristonicus, tyrant of Methymna, had been taken prisoner), Mytilene, and Cos (Arrian 
III.2.3-7; Quintus Curtius IV.5.14-22). Pharnabazus disappears (until 322) from the 
sources after his escape from Chios, and it thus appears that nothing remained of the 
Persian naval forces except perhaps some small residual groups of "pirate" ships. Only 
Agis continued the struggle in Europe, though without any direct connection with the 
Persian front. 

Meanwhile, Alexander captured Gaza, and then Egypt was surrendered by the satrap 
Mazaces, who did not have sufficent forces to resist (cf. Arrian III. 1.1-2). In 331, Alexan
der was able to take the road to Tyre and Babylonia and to confront Darius, and along 
the way he bloodily quashed the rebellion in Samaria (Quintus Curtius IV.8.9-11). 

Darius and Alexander. War and Peace (333-33IJ — Another Reading 

All of the ancient authors say that during the same period diplomatic negotiations be
tween the two camps opened and that they were initiated by Darius. The number and 
date of the diplomatic missions and letters sent by the Great King vary from one to the 
next. Here is a summary of the information that the ancient authors report. 

(1) According to Arrian (II. 14.1-3-0*) and Quintus Curtius (IV. 1.7-14), the Great King 
sent a message to Alexander immediately after the battle of Issus, and the Macedonian 
would have received it when he was at Marathus (around November-December 333), 

http://XVII.48.3-v-
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The Great King requested that the members of his family (mother, wife, children) im-
risoned at Damascus (Arrian) be restored, for ransom (Quintus Curtius), and suggested 

a treaty of "friendship and an alliance." 
(2) A second mission arrived during the siege of Tyre (Arrian N.25.1-0-). Quintus Cur

tius (IV.5.1) dates it after the fall of the town, though without certainty (isdemferme die-
bus). Once again the king offered ransom (10,000 talents) and a treaty of friendship and 
alliance, and for the first time he agreed to give up some territory, though the amount 
varies among the sources: "all the country west of the Euphrates to the Greek sea" (Ar
rian Itin. Alex. §43); "the entire region lying between the Hellespont and the Halys 
River" (Quintus Curtius IV.5.1;-*- cf. Diodorus §39.1). Quintus Curtius and Arrian state 
that the Great King proposed sealing the treaty by a marriage between his daughter 
Stateira and Alexander, and Quintus Curtius adds the detail that the territory conceded 
(Lydia, the Ionians, Aeolis, the coast of the Hellespont," IV.5.7-0-) was to be the dowry 
(IV.5.1, ?)• Some of these proposed terms also appear in an anonymous author (FGrH 
151 F3). 

(3) With the notable (but logical) exception of Arrian, all of the authors speak of a 
third diplomatic overture, which took place when Alexander had already crossed the 
Euphrates. In addition to ransom for his mother and daughters (his son also remained 
hostage in Alexander's hands, according to Quintus Curtius IV. 11.6) and a treaty of 
friendship and alliance, the Great King offered "all the country between the Hellespont 
and the Euphrates" and the hand of one of his daughters (Quintus Curtius IV. 11.5;-*-
Justin XI. 12.10; Diodorus §54.2). Quintus Curtius reiterates that this territory would be 
the princess's dowry (IV. 11.5). Diodorus adds: "Alexander would become Dareius's son-
in-law and occupy the place of a son, while sharing in the rule of the whole empire" 
(koinonon genesthai tes holes basileias; §54.2); 

(4) Plutarch, on the other hand, makes only one allusion to these negotiations, which 
he places at Tyre during Alexander's second stay (around June 331). He mentions the 
ransom (1,000 talents), "all the countries on this side the river Euphrates," a marriage, 
and amity and alliance (Alex. 29.7-*-). 

These data have long attracted the attention of historians, but they have not received 
an exhaustive treatment recently. While we can easily understand that Darius might 
have sent letters and ambassadors to Alexander, is the content, as recorded by the an
cient authors, credible? Though the request that Alexander free captives does not 
present many problems, can we agree on the other hand that the Great King almost cer
tainly would never have offered to give up part of his kingdom to Alexander, let alone 
that he would have offered to share his kingship with the victor of Issus (Diodorus)? 
Again, to put it more clearly: do the texts we have reflect, whether in whole or in part, 
the true nature of the relationship between the two kings at this time, or is it nothing but 
a piece of Macedonian propaganda? 

The first task, obviously, is to establish a relationship between the concessions offered 
by the king and the military and political situation, both as the modern historian might 
analyze it now and also as Darius would have envisaged it then (the latter is not an easy 
task). The offers attributed to Darius by the ancient authors in fact necessarily imply that 
he felt that he was in an inferior position; thus, giving up territory appeared to him to be 
the only option. The ancient authors present the king's concessions as graduated: (1) the 
request to return prisoners, (2) the abandonment of territory as far as the Halys, and 
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(3) then the Euphrates. The progression actually seems logical: as Alexander ironically 
remarks, the Great King each time abandons only territories that he had already lost 
There is an identical gradation in the varying amounts of ransom offered. But does the 
internal logic followed by the ancient presentations actually match what Darius de
cided? This is the crux of the problem. 

Like the Tynans (Arrian II. 16.7-0), we today rightly believe that after the battle of Issus 
"the issue of the w a r . . . was still obscure." As Diodorus explains (§39.1), Darius's deter
mination was steadfast. He still had immense resources in both men and money; specif
ically, he could count on the arrival of the contingents from the Iranian Plateau and 
Central Asia (cf. Quintus Curtius IV6.1-2; Diodorus §39.3). In 331, the contingents 
available to him came from every imperial territory under his control, from Cappadocia 
to the Indus (cf. Arrian III.8.3-6). Alexander's ongoing siege of Tyre immobilized him 
and allowed Darius to oversee the assembling of troops undisturbed. At the same time, 
as we have seen, Darius did not abandon his Aegean strategy. In addition, despite Alex
ander's statements in his letter from Marathus (II. 14.7), there is nothing to indicate that 
the Great King had suffered significant defections among the high-ranking Persian aris
tocrats (chap. 18/2 below). Between the end of 333 and spring-summer of 332 (the pre
sumed date of the second embassy), the situation had partly reversed —to Alexander's 
advantage —primarily because of the defection of Phoenician and Cypriot units from 
Pharnabazus's navy and the renewed activity of the Macedonian navy. Meanwhile, the 
siege of Tyre dragged on; Quintus Curtius mentions twice that Alexander was even on 
the brink of despair and turning back (IV.3.11; IV.4.1). Despite some victories won by 
Antigonus, the Persian offensives in Alexander's rear were not yet totally neutralized (cf. 
the chronological alignments in Quintus Curtius IV.5.11-14). Beyond Tyre, Alexander 
knew that he would also have to conquer Gaza, which was commanded by Batis; he had 
made considerable preparations that would probably let him put up a lengthy resistance 
(cf. Arrian II.25.4), and Quintus Curtius (IV.6.7-0) hails him as "a man of exceptional 
loyalty to his king (eximiae in regem sui fidei)"; the use of this phrase implies that he had 
received instructions from Darius (cf. V.3.4). 

At Babylon, meanwhile, Darius actively pursued his military preparations; he even 
introduced technical innovations in the arming of his troops (Diodorus §53.1-3; Quin
tus Curtius IV.9.3-4). He and his advisers carefully chose the field of battle, at a spot 
(near Arbela) on the great road (DAE 67 [AD 6]) that they knew Alexander would take 
due to logistical considerations (Arrian III.7.3; Quintus Curtius IV. 10.13). The royal 
army trained there every day (Diodorus §§53.4; 55.1). Supply logistics were meticu
lously organized (Quintus Curtius IV9.8). In order to avoid the errors made at Issus (cf. 
Quintus Curtius IV13.6), the ground was leveled (IV9.10; Diodorus §53.4) to permit 
the cavalry and chariots to maneuver easily (Arrian III.8.7). According to Polyaenus 
(IV.3.17) and Quintus Curtius (IV3.36), iron caltrops (a device with four metal points) 
had been driven into the soil as a hazard to the maneuvers of the Macedonian cavalry. 
The Great King took other measures to impede Alexander's march. For instance, Ma
zaeus had been ordered to guard the Euphrates, and he did such a good job that the 
Macedonian pontoon-builders were not able to finish their work before Alexander ar
rived (cf. Arrian III.7.1-2). When he retreated, Mazaeus tried to apply a scorched-earth 
policy (Quintus Curtius IV.9.13; 10.10-13; Diodorus §55.1-2). Quintus Curtius repeats 
an unverifiable tradition and even adds that Darius tried to organize an assassination 
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]o\ against Alexander (IV. 10.16-17). In conclusion, we see nothing in the deeds and be
havior of Darius that might illustrate that he had a sense of panic or despair. Though the 
repeated successes of Alexander were undeniably nothing but failures for Darius, after 
Issus he was still completely determined to confront the Macedonian army once more, 
and he did everything possible to prepare. It was Darius who determined the strategy at 
this time; Alexander had to adapt to the plans worked out by the Persian staff—not the 
other way round. Diodorus acknowledges this with the following appreciation: "He was 
not crushed in spirit in spite of the tremendous setback he had received" (§39. lo ) . In 
short, the Great King was not in the sort of desperate situation that might be expected 
from the breadth of territorial concessions attributed to him. 

The ancient authors clearly realized that they had a problem, because if the offers of 
territory (even "reduced," contra Arrian, to the Halys border) are dated to the time of the 
siege of Tyre, they were made at a time when Darius had already issued the general mo
bilization order (hence the coordinated decision made by the Tyrians, following Diodo
rus $40.3; cf. FGrH 151 F1.7: dia to speudein epi ton Dareion). The ancient authors, 
even though they generate their own contradictions, all sidestep the problem by stating 
that it was the breakdown of negotiations that forced the Great King to prepare an army, 
"despairing of peace, which he had believed that he could obtain through letters and en
voys" (Quintus Curtius IV.6.1;* cf. Arrian II.25.3; Diodorus §55.1). The problem is that 
Arrian dates this attitude of Darius to spring-summer 332 (approximately), while Diodo
rus dates it to summer-fall 331, at a time when the royal army had already been assem
bled (Diodorus) or was well along in the process (Arrian). The offer of the Euphrates is 
literally incomprehensible: at this time, it was evident that Darius had in fact decided to 
fight, because, as even Quintus Curtius avers, he left Babylon for Arbela (IV 9.6) before 
sending the third embassy to Alexander (IV.l 1.1; cf. Diodorus 54.1-2). The ancient au
thors offer two intepretations to explain the inexplicable. 

(1) Darius preferred to arrange a peace rather than confront Alexander. This is the 
picture that drives Alexander's responses, which are constructed on a consistent model. 
Thus, he refuses all of the territorial concessions, which would do no more than authen
ticate the conquests that had already been achieved. He aspired to control the entire 
kingdom and to wield undivided power. He goads Darius to another battle that will de
cide the contest. It is clear that this image is built on a very popular motif: Alexander 
never stops pursuing an enemy who slinks away in flight; and this motif was consistently 
driven home by the sources close to the Macedonian camp and spread wide in many de
pictions. Quintus Curtius even claims that for a moment (end of 332 - beginning of 
331?) the Great King considered leaving Babylon and seeking refuge in the Iranian Pla
teau countries; he gave up this plan only because he understood that, because he faced 
so firm a foe, all flight was futile (IV.9.1-2). But whatever interpretation is put on the 
"flights" of Darius III at Issus and Gaugamela (chap. 6/4), the information on the Great 
King's military preparations offered by Quintus Curtius and Diodorus themselves 
(above) impugns the interpretations that they suggest. 

(2) The later overtures (for instance, the Euphrates as border) are explained by Da
rius's passionate admiration for Alexander; after all, he had just learned from one of his 
eunuchs about the care with which Alexander had surrounded his wife Stateira, who 
bad just died (cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 10.18-33). Th is is presumed to explain the sense
less speech given to the Great King: "O Gods of my fathers, . . . may no one, I pray, be 
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king of Asia, rather than that enemy so just" (§10.34-*-), and the following: 'Accordingly 
(itaque) . . . overcome by his enemy's continence, Darius sent ten envoys" (§11.1 cf. 
Justin XI. 12.6-9: itaque). None of these laborious and/or rhetorical comments could 
convince anyone. Furthermore, it is clear that the speeches attributed to the Great 
King's ambassadors at this time are improbable reconstructions that bear no evidentiary 
value (cf. in particular Quintus Curtius IV.l 1.2-9). Whatever the (political or personal) 
importance Darius attached to the members of his family who were held in Alexander's 
camp, it is hard to believe that at the moment his army was actively training on the bat
tlefield of Gaugamela he could imagine exchanging them for half of his territory. The 
offer is even more unbelievable because, under this "exchange theory," the Great King's 
prime concern would have to have been the fate of his son; indeed, according to Quin
tus Curtius (IV11.6), Darius asked Alexander to return his mother and daughters but 
would be willing to let him keep the young boy hostage. This is all incredible—unless 
we assume that the Great King "had the virtues of a private citizen more than the at
tributes of the leader of an empire" (G. Radet)! It is easy to find two of the favorite com
ponents of Macedonian propaganda in the words and thoughts attributed to Darius by 
Quintus Curtius and Justin: the greatness of spirit and moderation of Alexander on the 
one hand, and on the other, the voluntary dismantling of the Empire by Darius, who 
with his dying breath charged his "chivalrous" conquerer to punish Bessus, the satrap 
who committed regicide (Diodorus §73.4; cf. Plutarch, Alex. 43.4; Justin XII. 11.5). 

In short, the ancient comments on the (imagined) personality of the Great King do 
nothing to clarify the political decisions attributed to him. Alexander's historians could 
provide no credible explanation for the strategy that they thought the Great King fol
lowed. The reason is simple: Quintus Curtius and Diodorus in particular faced an in
surmountable paradox: they were unable to reconcile two very different pictures of the 
Great King—a decisive commander-in-chief on the one hand and a completely pan
icked head of state on the other. Only Arrian escapes the internal contradictions. His 
negative evaluation and judgment of Darius never varies and brooks not a single excep
tion: the speeches he gives Alexander always contain canonical images of weak and ef
feminate Persians, in contrast to tough Macedonians and glorious Greeks (II.7.3-7)—a 
practice that is reminiscent of the precedent of the Ten Thousand (II.7.8-9; cf. 1.12.3) 
and that certainly is dependent on his source, one of his favorite authors, Xenophon. 
Darius is presented as a pawn in the hands of his advisers (II.6.4); he has a defeatist men
tality (§10.1); he is unwilling to part with any of the royal paraphernalia of opulence (fry-
phe), "even on campaign" (§11.10-0-). All of these judgments about Darius are repeated 
in his funeral oration —"No man showed less spirit or sense in warfare" (III.22.2-v-); and 
he was guilty of infamous cowardice at Gaugamela: "he himself was among the first to 
flee dishonourably at Arbela, and lost the greatest army of the whole barbarian race" 
(§22.4-0-). Arrian had already developed all of these themes in the (highly suspect) text of 
the letter he had Alexander send to Darius from Marathus (II. 14). The letter amounts to 
an organized attack on the legitimacy of Darius, composed according to the canons of 
dynastic propaganda. The Great King is contrasted with the powerful, victorious Alexan
der (who, however, is compassionate toward the members of Darius's family) and is dis
qualified on every count: he is not a legitimate king; he is abandoned by those close to 
him, who "voluntarily" turned to Alexander (Arrian II.14.7-0-); he not only was van
quished on the battlefield but in his ignominious flight he abandoned the symbols of his 
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luthority (bow and arrows, mantle, chariot), with the result that thereafter their sym
bolic power redounded to Alexander's glory (II. 11.6; 12.4-5; III. 15.6). In this context, 
the abandonment of territory would crown the entire picture, because Darius himself 
agreed to divide the Empire and even to grant Alexander an equal share of authority 
(Diodorus). 

All of this confirms that there were two contradictory views of the personality of Da
rius III i' 1 Antiquity. It seems obvious that the tradition of abandoning territory emerged 
from a stream of Macedonian propaganda that obligingly emphasized the Great King's 
weakness and cowardice. Arrian followed this stream unswervingly. Diodorus and Quin
tus Curtius also adopted it, but they melded it with information from another, more 
"Persocentric" source. Because they inherited two traditions, their narratives are marked 
by many contradictions and awkward explanations. Moreover, we have already seen that 
Diodorus provides both versions of Darius's accession a few lines apart without realizing 
that they are mutually exclusive (§§5.3-6; 6-7.1-2). The only point on which the two 
agree is the notorious abandonment of territories, but it is probably accidental that Ar
rian is the only nne who dates the offer of the Euphrates as a boundary to the siege of 
Tyre (11.25.1). Modern commentators almost unanimously reject Arrian's version and in 
so doing validate the other version, which describes the ceding of Trans-Halys Anatolia. 
But does this version really have better foundations? Is it more credible? This is indeed 
the problem. 

The choice of the Halys and the Euphrates as the borders offered by Darius is no 
gauge of Achaemenid authenticity. The Greeks had known since the time of Herodotus 
(1.74-v-) that the Halys was considered the border between the kingdoms of Media and 
Lydia, and the diplomatic agreement between the two had been sealed with a marriage 
between the son of Cyaxares and the daughter of Alyattes because "treaties seldom re
main intact without powerful sanctions [family bonds]." Moreover, the territory thus 
"ceded" corresponds almost exactly to a theme, dear to Isocrates, by which conquest 
could be measured (Phil. 120: "Asia from Cilicia to Sinope"). The notion of the Euphra
tes as a border seems at first sight to have been transferred from the administrative term 
Ebir Nari —that is, 'beyond the river', which is rendered in Greek as 'beyond the Eu
phrates' (peran Euphratou) in Darius's letter to Gadatas (ML 12). But the formulas used 
by Alexander's historians —"between the Euphrates and the Greek sea" (Arrian), "this 
side of the Euphrates" (Diodorus, Plutarch), "between the Hellespont and the Euphra
tes" (Quintus Curtius), and "as far as the Euphrates" (Justin) —clearly represent an Ae-
geocentric view of the Achaemenid world, simultaneously betraying a Greek or 
Macedonian hand (just like the phrase "this side of the Halys"). Furthermore, in Greek 
representations of Achaemenid space, the Euphrates was traditionally perceived as a cul
tural boundary beyond which deepest Asia, both mysterious and unsettling, com
menced (cf. in particular Chariton of Aphrodisias, Chaereas and Callirhoe 5.1.3). There 
can be no doubt that these at least in part are the political-geographic assumptions that 
lie behind the construction of the (conventional) dialogue between Alexander and the 
elderly Parmenion, who here as elswhere appears in his (entirely conventional) role of 
"peasant from the Danube" (Arrian 11.25.2; Diodorus 54.4-5; Quintus Curtius IV. 11.11— 
13). These observations lead us to take the probative value frequently accorded to the 
gradated nature of Darius's territorial concessions with considerable reservation. In 
reality, the theme of "gradated response" in the ancient authors typically relates to the 
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category of contrived evidence; it essentially serves as a posteriori legitimation of the suc
cessive phases of Alexander's conquests. To this end, the writers have deliberately taken 
over geographical-administrative terminology that would establish an apparent continu
ity with existing Near Eastern formulas, but they have reinterpreted them from a Euro
pean perspective on imperial space. 

If we attempt to see things from the Persian point of view, the preceding discussions 
invite us once more to reread the texts that, rather than portraying the thoughts of Da
rius, reveal the afterthoughts of Alexander. We must especially stress that never in 
Achaemenid history had there been a precedent for relinquishing territory in this fash
ion. To this observation one obviously might retort that no Great King had ever found 
himself in a similar situation in the past. The only parallel that might be suggested is 
when Artaxerxes II faced Cyrus the Younger. Of course, the two examples are not fully 
congruent, because this one concerns two royal sons—though on the military and stra
tegic level, Artaxerxes l i s position in the summer of 401 was at least as serious as Darius's 
(although, unlike Darius III, Artaxerxes did not have the contingents from the Iranian 
Plateau and Central Asia). Nevertheless, there never was a question, even for a moment, 
that the Great King would abandon an ounce of his sovereignty, even in favor of a 
younger brother. Diodorus's gloss (XVII.54.2) on the sharing of power (koinonon genes-
thai tes hasileias) is highly suspicious; strangely enough, it recalls a promise of the same 
type that (also according to Diodorus; XI.71.4) Inarus supposedly made to the Athenians 
in the 460s (koinen autois parexesthai ten hasileian). Power-sharing and joint regency are 
in fact notions absolutely foreign to the Achaemenid concept of monarchy. The parallel 
sometimes suggested on the basis of the position that Diodorus (once again) attributes 
to Mentor after the Egyptian campaign (XVI.50.8) is built on sand: there never was a 
vice-regency at any time in the entire history of the Achaemenid dynasty. 

Does Quintus Curtius's insistence on the idea of "dowry," in connection with the 
supposed offer of Darius's daughter to Alexander, allow us to alleviate the difficulty? To 
put it another way, to what extent would ceding land as a dowry possibly limit Alexan
der's future rights? To answer the question with any finality, we would have to under
stand "matrimonial law" among the Persians with some precision, which is not really 
possible. But to formulate the dowry theory is also to acknowledge that the conditions 
for devolution of power would have been understood by Darius and his entourage. In 
other words, adopting Quintus Curtius's theory raises new difficulties: who would reign 
after Darius's death—his own son or Alexander? And when Alexander died, would not 
power depart from the Achaemenids forever: would not a son born to a Macedonian fa
ther and an Iranian mother be considered a Macedonian, as is demonstrated by the Susa 
marriages? We do not really think that Darius could have been naive about this point. 
We are even more wary because the dissipation of a kingdom through dowry is one of 
the favorite motifs in monarchic literature that has a goal of justifying a conquest post 
eventum by claiming family rights. Let us simply recall the stories circulating in Persia 
and Egypt of a Persian-Egyptian marriage (cf. Herodotus III. 1-2) or the fiction that 
made the Persians the heirs of the Median kingdom through an engagement agreed to 
by "Cyaxares" in the presence of his future son-in-law "Cyrus": "With her I offer you all 
Media as a dowry, for I have no legitimate male issue" (Xenophon, Cyr. VIII.5.19-*-). 
This is a rather banal motif that probably goes back to Ctesias, because it is found word-
for-word in Nicolas of Damascus (FGrH 90 F66.8): Astyages gives his daughter in mar-
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riage to Spitamenes with "Media for a dowry." For all of these reasons, the dowry theory 
raises great reservations. 

Nevertheless, it is not impossible that the Great King offered one of his daughters in 
marriage to Alexander. But on what basis and with what intent? First of all, we may note 
that in second-millennium Near Eastern interdynastic matrimonial practice, every 
dowry had a functional (and thus inseparable) association with the bride-price paid si
multaneously by the future son-in-law. At the same time, it must be stressed that, in the 
Achaemenid context itself, to hold the position of king's son-in-law never conferred any 
special authority: instead, the position was a royal gift that obligated the recipient vis-a
vis his royal father-in-law (and not vice versa; see chap. 8/1). Is this how Darius would 
have understood it? From Darius's point of view, this union would in fact have served as 
a bargaining chip ensuring a retreat by the Macedonian forces. The response that Alex
ander seems to have made to this proposal (cf. Arrian II.25.3) implies that a marriage of 
this kind offered by Darius alone could in no way be considered equivalent to a sharing 
of power and/or territories. Alexander was both smarter and more ambitious than Pausa
nias (cf Thucydides 1.128.7)! Furthermore, the tradition of the dowry is repeated by an 
anonymous author, though in a form slightly different from Quintus Curtius's: Darius 
wanted to obtain the freedom of some captives and sent (apparently immediately after 
the battle of Issus) an embassy to Alexander seeking peace: "He gave him {didous) all the 
territories this side of the Halys, and whichever one of his daughters Alexander would 
choose to marry, and 20,000 talents by way of dowry (emproikia)" (FGrH 151 F1.5). In 
this account, the dowry is formally distinct from the ransom and it consists solely of a gift 
of money. 

If, then, there is no doubt about the reality of diplomatic overtures, we nevertheless 
do not see how this would justify, from the Persian perspective, Darius's offers of terri
tory—at least in the terms recorded by Alexander's historians (cession pure and simple, 
or as a dowry). Instead, we are led to conclude that the territorial concessions attributed 
to Darius between 333 and 331 were falsely promoted by Macedonian propagandists. 
Obviously, it is always difficult to reject a unanimous tradition on the basis that we con
sider the tradition improbable—an idea that itself comes from the historian's personal 
interpretation or his own conviction. But the agreement of Alexander's ancient histori
ans is not sufficient ground to support their theory. In fact, the agreement essentially 
results from an illusion, if we agree that they used the same source for this detail. Fur
thermore, the agreement is no more than partial, because only Quintus Curtius and an 
anonymous author (FGrH 151 F1.5) provide the dowry clause, and they do so in differ
ent terms. Finally and most importantly, textual and contextual analysis nearly inevita
bly lead to this theory, because it is the only approach that actually takes into account 
the activities and decisions actually attested for Darius (in contrast to his assumed and 
reconstructed thoughts), the change in power relations, Achaemenid political traditions 
and concepts, and the internal contradictions found in the Hellenistic and Roman au
thors. The interpretation is made even less desperate by the fact that one tradition has 
echoed it even in Antiquity. According to Diodorus (XVII.39.2o), in fact, when Alexan
der gathered the council of his Friends, he "concealed the real letter. Forging another 
more in accord with his interests he introduced it to his advisers." The chronological un
certainty of the passage does not lessen the force of the objection that it generates: the 
fabrication of forged letters (not to mention speeches!) was a practice well known in the 
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time of Alexander and in the Hellenistic period. The improbability of the strategy and 
of the thoughts attributed to Darius reinforces the conviction that we are dealing with a 
Macedonian fraud —a conclusion that is no more difficult to accept than the impossibil
ity of proposing truly credible alternative explanations. 

The Consequences of Gaugamela (331-230) 
Despite his immense, intense military preparations, Darius was once again van

quished on the battlefield at Gaugamela. This defeat had considerably more serious 
consequences than the defeat at Issus. When the Great King returned to Arbela, he and 
his advisers held a conference. According to the ancient authors, they faced a dramatic 
choice: either to return to Babylon, where Mazaeus and his contingents were soon com
ing to seek refuge (cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 16.7), and there take advantage of the strength 
of the position to prepare Babylon defensively and thus block Alexander's advance-, or 
else to attempt to assemble a new army and thus prepare for a final confrontation. Be
cause of the recent rout, both options presented major disadvantages: leaving open the 
Babylon road would in the end allow Alexander to seize the great capitals, their trea
sures, and the rich plains of Babylonia and Susiana; but to fall back to Babylon would be 
equivalent to recognizing that the fall of the city—however long the siege might take-
would signify the end of Achaemenid dominion and the conclusive defeat of Darius III, 
who would then fall into the hands of the conqueror. Darius chose, against the advice of 
some of his intimates, it appears (cf. Quintus Curtius V. 1.7), to fall back to Ecbatana, 
taking the road from Arbela across the mountains of Armenia (V. 1.9; Arrian III. 16.1; 
ADKTB no. -330). According to Arrian (III. 16.2), this option was based on two consid
erations. First, Darius knew that Alexander would soon attack Babylon; the good road 
from Arbela to Babylon offered Alexander the supplies that his troops needed, which 
were not available on the route chosen by Darius; given these factors, the Great King 
was quite aware that his adversary was intent on capturing rich, prestigious towns such 
as Babylon. Second, Darius counted on rebuilding an army at Ecbatana, aided by a new 
mobilization that had been launched in the East Iranian satrapies (Diodorus §§64.1-2; 
73.1), especially Bactria, which according to Quintus Curtius (V10.3-0-) "occupies a 
third of Asia, and the number of its men of military age equalled the armies which Da
rius had lost." 

We know that, when Alexander arrived in Babylonia, Mazaeus did not really attempt 
to organize the town's resistance, even though it was well fortified, and he capitulated to 
Alexander; the satrap of Susiana soon followed his example. Quintus Curtius, describ
ing the surrender of Susa to Alexander by the satrap Abulites, muses that he did this 
"whether by order of Darius, . . . or of his own volition" (V.2.8*). This is basically the 
problem faced by the modern historian as well. Diodorus, also commenting on Abulites, 
reveals varying traditions about his voluntary surrender to Alexander: 

Some haVe written that he did this in compliance with orders given by Dareius to his trusted 
officials. The king of Persia hoped by this policy, it is suggested, that Alexander would be 
kept busy with dazzling distractions and the acquisition of brilliant cities and huge treasures, 
while he, Darius, won time by his flight to prepare for a renewed warfare. (§65.5-*-) 

A little earlier, Quintus Curtius had offered his own interpretation, in the context of his 
discussion of the debate between Darius and his circle at Arbela after the retreat from 
Gaugamela. He says that, when he left the road to Babylon open, the Great Kings 
thinking was as follows: 
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He himself had learned from exper ience that costly e q u i p m e n t and concubines and trains 
of eunuchs were nothing else than burdens and hindrances . Alexander, dragging these s a m e 
clogs after h im, would be inferior in the resources by which he had formerly conquered . 

This is obviously a personal gloss by Quintus Curtius (or his source) that regurgitates all 
of the cliches about tryphe, built on a litany of evocative terms: "costly," "concubines," 
"eunuchs." Quintus Curtius and the other ancient historians would soon use the same 
images to criticize the "orientalization" of Alexander. Moreover, coming as it does from 
a Latin historian's pen, the passage is very reminiscent of the description of Hannibal 
and "the delights of Capua" (cf. V. 1.36-38). It is also difficult to make sense of the 
thoughts attributed to Darius by Diodorus, because the best way to gain time would ob
viously have been to order Mazaeus and Abulites to continue to resist as long as pos
sible. Arrian also refers to the strategy of the Great King, who was then at Ecbatana: 

Darius had determined, if Alexander were to remain at Susa and Babylon , to wait h imsel f 
where he was in Media , in case there were any new deve lopments [neoterizein: disaffec
tion?) on Alexander's side, but if Alexander were to inarch straight against h im, he proposed 
to go up country to the Paithyaeans and Hyrcania , as far as Bactra , ravaging all the country 
and making further progress impossible for Alexander. . . . H e stayed himself in E c b a t a n a 
with the force he had collected. . . . [Alexander] was informed on the road that Darius had 
decided to meet h im in battle and fight it out a g a i n . . . . (III. 19.1-3*) 

Arrian's passage raises several difficulties, because it is placed at a late time (May-June, 
330) and confuses several stages of Darius's strategy (which is perhaps the source of the 
chronological inversion of Susa and Babylon). The thoughts that Arrian gives to Darius 
do not mean that he believed that Babylon and Susa would not resist; the word used 
(neoterizein) even makes it possible to believe that the Great King hoped that Alexander 
might still find himself in the grip of difficulties. These thoughts are only understand
able if in the meanwhile the Great King's hopes had not been realized and he had 
learned of the fall of the capitals (by swift courier, the news could have reached him at 
Ecbatana in a day or two, via Persepolis and Gabae). This is probably the situation that 
lies behind the statements of Quintus Curtius and Diodorus: Darius hoped that for 
whatever reason (logistics, perhaps) Alexander would stay awhile in Babylon. It is only 
posf eventwn that Arrian (III. 16.2) is able to state that, according to the Great King him
self, since early October 331, Babylon and Susa comprised the 'prize of the war' (tou 
polemou ton athhn)—a phrase from the world of sports that gives Darius the false im
age of a competitor who recognizes, sportsmanlike, the victory of his opponent. On the 
contrary, as Arrian recognizes without attempting to evade the implications, it is clear 
that, throughout the winter of 331-330, the Great King did not abandon his initial plan, 
which was to raise an army and give battle: "Darius was preparing himself for battle 
rather than for flight" (Quintus Curtius V.8.2;* cf. Diodorus 73.1). Only later did he 
make the decision to withdraw toward the Upper Satrapies. 

We can now answer Quintus Curtius's question about Abulites' behavior: "whether 
by order of Dar ius , . . . or of his own volition" (V.2.8*). Whether it concerns Babylon or 
Susa, the first possibility—that Abulites acted on orders from Darius—seems even less 
likely, because the Great King was quite aware that a new mobilization would take quite 
a few months. We must thus assume instead that, quite logically, Darius had sent orders 
to Mazaeus and Abulites instructing them to put up the strongest possible resistance to 
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Alexander. In fact, Darius must have written to all of the satraps while at Fcbatana. Ac
cording to Diodorus (§64.2<-), "he posted couriers to the satraps and generals in Bactria 
and the upper satrapies, calling upon them to preserve their loyalty to him." The same 
applies to Madates, who was in command of a fortification on the road from Susa to Per
sepolis: he was "a man by no means a time-server; for he had decided to endure the ut
most to the best of his loyalty" (ultima pro fide; V3.4-0-). This phrase reveals that he was 
personally involved with Darius (cf. IV.6.7), as Mazaeus and Abulites certainly had 
been; and this explains the uncertainty expressed by Quintus Curtius (V2.8) and Dio
dorus (65.5), who, moreover, may be providing the excuse offered at the time by the re
bellious satraps. The behavior of these two men poses other problems, to which we shall 
soon return, but we must not conclude that their actions reflect the position of the Great 
King; on the contrary, their deeds took him by surprise. By organizing the defense of the 
territories in his rear, Darius clearly hoped to gain the time needed to prepare a new 
army. Babylonia, Susa, and Persia were endowed with many strongholds, and the size of 
contingents placed at the Persian Gates show that the region was not devoid of officers 
and men. Mazaeus himself headed a force of Babylonian horsemen who figured in the 
procession that went to welcome Alexander (Quintus Curtius V. 1.23). Perhaps these 
cavalrymen were among the troops that had followed Mazaeus all the way to Babylon 
(IV. 16.7). For that matter, Alexander himself was much less optimistic than many mod
ern-day historians. Before Mazaeus defected, he was quite fearful that the siege of Baby-
Ion would immobilize him for a long time (cf. Quintus Curtius VI.17). Despite the 
successive surrenders of Babylon, Susa, Persepolis, and Pasargadae, Alexander was still 
uneasy in the spring of 330, which helps to explain the forced march that brought him 
to Media in twelve days. At the end of this march, he learned that Darius had decided 
to retreat toward the interior (Arrian III. 19.4-5). We shall return later to Darius's last 
weeks (chap. 18/4 below), but as a provisional conclusion, we must insist on a funda
mental observation: there is no doubt that the victory at Gaugamela represented an es
sential step for Alexander—and was actually experienced as such (cf. Plutarch, Alex. 
34.1)—and that the defeat was, in the long run, a catastrophe for Darius. Nevertheless, 
as of the evening of October 1,331, the story had not yet been written. The battle seems 
decisive only because we know the rest of the story and only if we assume that Darius 
was totally discouraged after the defeat—a picture that all of the ancient authors throw 
into doubt. If any event can be called decisive, it was the surrender of Babylon, nearly a 
month after the battle; but, it was never anticipated that Mazaeus would surrender the 
town without a fight. 

2. Darius and His Faithful 

Mithrenes and the Persians of Asia Minor (334-333) 
In his letter from Marathus, Alexander, according to Arrian (II. 14.7-0), made his su

periority evident in these terms: "I hold myself responsible for all of your troops who did 
not die in the field but took refuge with me; they are with me of their own free will (ouk 
akountes), and voluntarily (hekountes) serve in my army." We can see that this is one of 
the well-known articles of royal justification. The voluntary (hekousios: e.g., Diodorus 
§65.5 [referring to Abulites]) defection of personnel close to a rival reinforces the right 
of the one who wishes to claim supreme authority. This has already been shown in the 
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case of all of the ancient authors who calmly record the propaganda issued by Cyrus the 
Younger against his brother Artaxerxes (chap. 15/2). As in the case of Cyrus, Alexander's 
statements must be viewed with caution. The behavior of the Persian satraps prior to the 
battle at the Granicus had already shown how much the Persian aristocrats were united 
iround their king and how determined they were to carry out the orders given to them. 

There are few examples of voluntary (hekousids: Diodorus XVII.21.7) defection; we 
can cite only the case of Mithrenes, phrourarch of Sardis, who after his defection was al
ways considered a traitor (proditor) to the Great King (Quintus Curtius III. 12.7). When 
Alexander arrived, Mithrenes, accompanied by nobles (dynotatoi) from Sardis, sought 
the king outside the walls and "gave up . . . the citadel and treasury" (Arrian 1.17.3*). 
Mithrenes' reasons escape us. Mis attitude was entirely different from the mood of Hege-
sistratus, "to whom Darius had entrusted command of the Milesian garrison, [and who] 
had previously sent a letter to Alexander surrendering the city, but he had taken heart 
again, because the Persian force was no distance away; his intention was now to save the 
city for Persia" (Arrian 1.18.4-0). But Mithrenes was aware that the town's position was 
virtually impregnable and that, in any case, Alexander would have to lose many weeks 
in order to force its surrender (because he obviously could not continue his march and 
leave such an important position behind him). Moreover, Mithrenes certainly did not 
realize that the fall of the citadel would allow Alexander to recover from his financial 
straits (cf. Diodorus §21.7). The death at the Granicus of Spithridates, the satrap of Ly
dia and Ionia, does not explain everything. In other words, given the nature of the bal
ance of power at the time, Mithrenes' decision was extremely risky, especially if there 
had been a successful Persian counterattack. We would better be able to resolve the 
problem if we knew the personal and political pedigree of the phrourarch of Sardis— 
which, unfortunately, we do not. Mithrenes obviously thought that Alexander's offers 
were sufficiently attractive, and we know that in exchange for his surrender he received 
a prestigious position: "Mithrenes remained with him, with the honours (rime) of his 
rank" (1.17.4;* cf. I1I.23.7). 

The Mithrenes episode and the vocabulary used indicate that after his landing Alex
ander was convinced that the conquest of the Empire and lasting dominion presup
posed that he would be able to attract the support of the dominant Persian socioethnic 
class that, aside from occasional revolts, had remained closely tied to the Great King 
throughout Achaemenid history. The Hegesistratus episode implies that he had made 
contact with many important officials shortly after the victory at the Granicus (compare 
Arrian III. 16.6). To bolster his attempts to win converts, he had devised a quite simple 
ideological stratagem that was copied from the technique that the Great Kings them
selves had applied to the elites of conquered countries. Thus, Mithrenes was welcomed 
into the royal entourage, and he retained the perquisites of prestige that he had enjoyed 
in Darius's service. Alexander did not go so far as to integrate Mithrenes into the new 
ruling class; he did not receive a satrapy until 331. Up until 331, the high satrapal posts 
were exclusively reserved for Greeks and Macedonians. Even at that date, the Mace
donians were certainly not ready to accept the Iranians as equals; from this, we can infer 
that, in these first years, an Achaemenid-style court hierarchy was created parallel to the 
Macedonian court hierarchy. An anecdote about Memnon recorded by Polyaenus 
(1V.3.15) also seems worth mentioning. After his landing, Alexander "ordered his troops 
to spare Memnon's l a n d s . . . in such a way as to make him suspect." Alexander's policy 
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was quite different after the victory at the Granicus: at that time, he sent troops "to Mem
non's territory (epi ten khoran ten Memnonos ekpempei)" (Arrian I.17.8-0-) —which im
plies that the Rhodian had been dispossessed. This was a signal intended for those who 
were considering resistance: if they did not yield, they would also lose the economic ad
vantages that they had enjoyed as a result of the favor shown to them by Darius (cf. Ar
rian 1.12.10). These were probably the factors that Mithrenes took into account. 

Alexander's policy may be easy to understand, but we need to evaluate its impact and 
success. Apparently, aside from Mithrenes, there were not many defectors; we know only 
that someone named Sabictas/Abistamenes was put in charge of part of Cappadocia in 
the summer of 333 (Arrian II.4.2; cf. Quintus Curtius III.4.1), but we know nothing 
about him. Overall, the high officials' faithfulness to Darius is verified throughout 334_ 
332. The generals and satraps who survived the battle at the Granicus remained loyal to 
Darius: some came to defend Halicarnassus, others returned to their satrapy or country 
(Atizyes to Greater Phrygia, Arsames to Cilicia) before returning to Darius's camp, and 
still others met their end in violent counterattacks against Macedonian positions before 
and after Issus. We also need to be able to trace the activities of the Persians of the im
perial diaspora who were settled in large numbers in Asia Minor. They no doubt were 
confronted with the same problem that Mithrenes had to face. Unfortunately, we have 
no way of knowing what their attitude might have been at that time. Not until 332 do we 
have any interesting evidence: a Greek inscription from Amyzon, which reveals the 
granting of citizenship to someone named Bagadates and his naming as neocore of a 
civic sanctuary dedicated to Artemis. The context suggests that Bagadates was a Persian 
settler in Caria who, during the turmoil surrounding the collapse of Achaemenid do
minion, managed to retain a prestigious position by being integrated into the civic 
ranks. But the late date of the inscription (after the death of Alexander) keeps us from 
making generalizations about the attitude of the Persians of Asia Minor after the Mace
donian army had passed through in 334 and after the confrontations of 334-332. 

The Surrender of Mazaces (332) 

The first recorded surrender by a satrap is the case of Mazaces, who capitulated in 
Egypt in 332. Quintus Curtius indicates that Mazaces came to welcome the king outside 
the ramparts of Memphis, as Mithrenes had done at Sardis: he "delivered to Alexander 
800 talents of gold and all the royal furniture" (IV.7.3-4-C-). Arrian explains Mazaces'de
cision as follows: 

M a z a c e s . . . on learning how the battle of Issus had gone , of the shameful flight of Darius, 
and that Phoenic ia , Syria, and the greater part of Arabia were in Alexander's hands, and be
ing without any Persian force, received Alexander in a friendly way into the cities and the 
country. (III. 1.2*) 

We should establish a hierarchy for the reasons offered by Arrian and make distinctions 
among them. It is likely that Mazaces had been negatively influenced by the defeat at 
Issus, but the explanation nonetheless seems forced. In fact, it was only because Sa-
baces, the satrap of Egypt, had fallen at Issus, that Mazaces had been named satrap in 
his place, in the context of measures taken by Darius III after his Cilician defeat. Ar
rian's bizarre explanation is also suspect because of the generalization it implies about 
the attitude of the Persians after Issus. It is built on one of the common themes of 
Macedonian propaganda that has already been highlighted in the letter from Marathus, 
as well as in the descriptions of the battle of Issus (and then Gaugamela): Darius III was 
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complete')' discrcclitecl by abandoning the symbols of royal authority when he fled. 
There is hardly any doubt that Alexander at this time had mounted a psychological 
campaign that was intended to force a split between the Persian aristocracy and the 
Great King, but there is no evidence that he achieved any degree of success in this area. 
There is in fact nothing to show that the Great King's prestige was deeply affected. The 
defeat, we have already seen, did not result in terrified flight among the high officials, 
who were certainly reassured by the energy that Darius displayed. The only "traitor" we 
can name is the governor of Damascus, who after the battle of Issus betrayed the confi
dence of the Great King (Quintus Curtius III. 13.2-4); however, he was slain by one of 
his accomplices, "reverencing the majesty of the king" (§13.17-0), who brought his 
head to Darius. We also know that Batis, who was in charge of Gaza, maintained his 
commitments to the Great King to the end (Quintus Curtius IV.6.7), despite the shock 
of the fall of Tyre. On the other hand, we do know the name of a Persian (Oxydates) 
who had been imprisoned by Darius at Susa —"this made Alexander trust him" (in 331; 
Arrian III.20.3-0); but no general conclusion can be drawn from this incident, because 
wc know nothing about the time or circumstances of the affair. 

Along with his appointment, Mazaces would certainly have received orders from Da
rius to resist if the occasion arose, and Egypt had been a troubled theater ever since he 
had been assigned there. After the battle of Issus, Amyntas, a Macedonian deserter who 
was in the service of Darius, reached the Nile Valley accomanied by his mercenary 
troopunit. lie claimed to have been named strategos by Darius; there was a battle, in 
which Amyntas perished (Diodorus XVII.48.2-5; Quintus Curtius IV.l.27-33). The af
fair probably reinforced the satrap's position, and he probably enrolled Amyntas's merce
naries in his service. The need to pay mercenaries is perhaps confirmed by the coins 
bearing his name that he issued in Egypt. At the same time, Alexander's crushing mili
tary and naval superiority must have worried Mazaces, who was now completely cut off 
from the Persian camp. We know about one of his subordinates, Amminapes, a Parthian, 
who according to Arrian "was one of those with Mazaeus, who had surrendered Egypt to 
Alexander" (III.22.1-0). Quintus Curtius (who calls him Manapis) places the appoint
ment of Amminapes at a later date and adds that he had been exiled during the reign of 
Ochus and had stayed at Philip's court during that time (VI.4.25). It would be risky to in
fer that Amminapes abandoned Memphis and took the side of Alexander because of his 
Macedonian past. Artabazus and his family, who also were exiled in the time of Arta
xerxes III, exhibited unfailing loyalty to Darius III, despite the fact that their wives and 
daughters had been taken prisoner at Damascus (Quintus Curtius III. 13.13-14). 

It is far more likely that the motivations of the Persian leaders in Egypt are to be ex
plained by the same considerations as those that motivated Mithrenes: they wanted to 
preserve their privileges, especially ownership of the estates from which they profited in 
the arable land (cf. Diodorus §48.4). However, unlike Mithrenes, they could claim that 
the balance of power had tilted decisively in Alexander's favor. 

The Defections of Mazaeus and Abulites (331) 

When Alexander arrived in Babylonia and Susiana in October and November 331, 
he accepted the surrender of the two capitals from Mazaeus and Abulites, respectively. 
The surrender followed the well-known royal-entry ceremony: Mazaeus came with his 
children to greet the victor, accompanied by an official procession; then Alexander 
made his triumphant entry into the town (Quintus Curtius V I . 17-23; 1.44; 2.8-10; 
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Arrian III. 16.3-4). The same sequence took place at Susa, preceded by Abulites' coming 
to pay him homage "with gifts of regal splendour" (Quintus Curtius V.2.90-). In both 
cases, the organization of the processions shows that prior negotiations with the satraps 
had taken place. The negotiation phase is attested in the case of Abulites at Susa; he sur
rendered voluntarily (hekousios; Diodorus §65.5; Quintus Curtius V.2.8) and promised 
to give up the town without a fight; 

He liimself [Alexander] set out [from Babylon] for Susa. On the way he was met by the son 
of the satrap of Susa and a letter-carrier from Philoxenus, whom Alexander had sent to Susa 
directly after the battle. In Philoxenus'letter it was stated that the people of Susa had handed 
over the city and that all the treasure was in safe-keeping for Alexander. (Arrian III. I6.6o) 

This is when Quintus Curtius (V.2.8) and Diodorus (§65.5) express their uncertainty 
about the reasons for Abulites' behavior (pp. 840-842 above). Nothing, however, is men
tioned about prior correspondence between Mazaeus and Alexander. Interestingly, 
there is a Babylonian tablet that, despite its uncertain reading, shows that Alexander had 
entered into communication with Babylon (ADRTB no. -330). This leads us to believe 
that Mazaeus had in fact made contact with Alexander, following a practice that is at
tested a few times. At the same time, certain details supplied by the ancient authors are 
problematic. First, Mazaeus included Babylonian horsemen in his procession (Quintus-
Curtius VI.23). Second, Arrian (III.16.3o) and Quintus Curtius (VI . 19) state that, 
when Alexander arrived near Babylon, he placed his army "in battle order (hos es ma-
chen/velut in aciem)" and Quintus Curtius adds that Alexander entered the town "sur
rounded by armed men" (V.1.23o). While the organization of Mazaeus's procession 
poses no special problems (the presence of sumptuously caparisoned Babylonian horse
men was obviously part of the parade), this is not true for Alexander's formation. Does 
the notable presence of troops ready for battle imply that Mazaeus initially refused to 
surrender and/or that Alexander was afraid that Babylon would resist? This seems to be 
the interpretation held by the author of the Itin. Alex. §65. But how, then, can we har
monize this possibility with the earlier exchange of messages between Alexander and 
Babylon? In order to reach a conclusion, we will need to establish certain parallels that 
themselves will open the way to varying interpretations. 

The events at Babylon and Susa evoke what happened when Alexander arrived at 
Taxila (chap. 16/16). Omphis, the king of Taxila, had previously (as was customary) 
made contact with the Macedonian, to let him know that he would offer no resistance 
(Quintus Curtius VIII. 12.5). When Alexander arrived, "he went out to meet him with 
his army. . . . And Alexander at first thought that not an ally but an enemy was coming, 
and he also had already ordered his soldiers to take arms and the cavalry to withdraw to 
the wings, and was prepared for battle" (§12.7-8). The rest of the story shows that Alex
ander had misinterpreted the arrangements made by Omphis. It was obviously the gen
eral practice that, when a king or satrap was in the process of surrendering a town or a 
kingdom, he surrounded himself with his army, not to project ill will but, on the con
trary, because political submission presupposes that the command of an army is symbol
ically handed over to the victor. The surrendering army is then incorporated into the 
triumphal procession, though in a subordinate place—at the end (Quintus Curtius 
V. 1.23) —according to a symbolic hierarchical arrangement that mutatis mutandis can 
be observed in Xerxes' order of march as reported in Herodotus (VII.40-42O). In Xerxes 
procession, the royal chariot was preceded, followed, and surrounded exclusively by Per
sian troops; at a distance of two stadia it was followed by "the remainder of the army, a 
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nass of troops of no particular distinction." Generally speaking, when the Great King 
entered a town (in a chariot, like Alexander: cf. Quintus Curtius V. 1.23), he too was 
surely surrounded by men at arms, if only for his security. This is proved by the details 
of the practice during a royal parade in Persia that are supplied by Xenophon (Cyr. 
VIII 3 9-10): "Rows of soldiers stood on this side of the street and on that" (cf. also He
rodotus VII.40-41). Because the royal entrances we have discussed come from the 
Achaemenid period and nearly always took place in times of war, we may conclude that 
in these cases also the king was surrounded by his army (as Xerxes was when he left Sar
dis in g r e a t s ty ' e ) The king's goal, quite simply, was to display his own glory, just as the 
showcasing of his luxury was an aspect of making hisauthority evident to all (cf. Herodo-
tus 1.188; Aelian, VH XII.40). 

Unfortunately, neither the parallel with the royal parades in Persia nor the surrender 
at Taxila allows us to draw confident conclusions about the situations at Babylon and 
Susa. Though the example of the royal parades allows us to understand why guards 
would be present around the king, it does not resolve the biggest problem: why did Alex
ander originally put his army into combat formation? As it happens, Arrian and Quintus 
Curtius add a noteworthy detail —"in battle order"—but the problem remains, because 
even in this form the military formation adopted raises some questions. When Alexander 
arrived at Taxila, he waited until the last moment to put his army in order, when he real
ized his mistake. Furthermore, we note that Quintus Curtius (V.2.8-10) does not record 
Alexander taking any action of this kind at Susa. It is true that Quintus Curtius's report 
(interesting because of the dromedaries in the satrap's procession!) may be incomplete. 
The case of Sardis, on the other hand, is presented in detail by Arrian: Alexander placed 
his camp on the outskirts of the town; at the camp, Mithrenes and the Sardian nobility 
surrendered the citadel and the city; while they were in his camp, Alexander sent Amyn
tas to take possession (paralamhein) of the citadel in his name; finally, the king entered 
the town (1.17.3-5). The episode provokes two reflections: first, there is no mention of 
lining up the army, at any stage; second, Alexander exhibits a degree of caution. 

Of course this is easily explained, because the surrender of Babylon was part of a long 
series of similar events. Experience had in fact taught Alexander that the promise (even 
in writing) of a peaceful surrender was not a guarantee that capitulation was certain. 
Four examples can be offered. 

(1) Hegesistratus, the defender of Miletus, had sent a letter proposing peace to Alex
ander but changed his mind when he felt that the balance of power favored him (Arrian 
1.18.4). 

(2) Alexander received a promise from some defenders of Myndus that they would 
abandon the town to him on the condition that he arrive by night, but when he arrived, 
the garrison showed no sign that they were willing to surrender (Arrian 1.20.5-6). 

(3) When the scoundrel governor of Damascus sent a letter to Parmenion, the hitter's 
fears were not allayed —especially after the messenger absconded. Parmenion "feared a 
plot"; the governor himself "was already in a state of fear lest he had not been trusted"; 
as a precaution, he had the town evacuated, which signaled that he himself intended to 
flee (Quintus Curtius III. 13.2-5*). The governor's fears had a legimitate basis, because 
shortly afterward he was killed and his head was brought to Darius (III. 13.17). 

(4) At Persepolis, Tiridates sent a letter to Alexander (Diodorus $69.1), but he was 
afraid that other Persians would be prepared to resist, so he sent another message to Al
exander, urging him to hurry (Diodorus $69.1-2; Quintus Curtius V.5.2). 
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Each of these four examples proves that betrayal by the head of a town was most often 
done in secret and that his promises bound only himself (or a small group of collabora
tors in the betrayal); this explains the advice of the Myndus traitors that Alexander 
should arrive at night. Alexander thus had to be cautious. The situation was very likely 
the same at Babylon, and this explains the deployment of the army in a way that was in
tended to forestall any risk if Mazaeus had changed his mind or been deserted by his 
compatriots. This explanation may converge with another: we can imagine a staged en
gagement—an imitation battle—suggested by Mazaeus and agreed to by Alexander; this 
would allow Mazaeus to pretend that he had resisted to the end (even if it would fool no 
one). We might argue against this interpretation by observing that Mazaeus's procession 
was organized according to an age-old, unchangeable ritual. Nevertheless, the contra
diction can easily be resolved if we recognize that the ceremony also had the purpose of 
preventing those conquered from losing face. 

This interpretation in turn gives rise to two important observations, which nonethe
less cannot be presented as more than theories. First, the authority and prestige of Da
rius were still potent enough that the defector vvas motivated to conceal his betrayal 
under cover of defeat; he did not wish to be considered a traitor (traditor) by the Persian 
camp, like Mithrenes (cf. Quintus Curtius III. 12.6-7) and like Mazaeus himself, ac
cording to Quintus Curtius (V.8.9-12) who in a speech that he gives to Darius combines 
the cases of the two "traitors." Second, and more importantly, we wonder whether Ma
zaeus had experienced difficulty in convincing the other Persian officials in Babylon to 
accept his position; this may lie behind Darius's hope for 'any new developments' (neo-
terizein; Arrian III. 19. lo ) . It is obviously difficult to decide whether this is true, since the 
ancient authors shine the spotlight on Mazaeus and the only reference to another 
official does not support this theory. This official, Bagophanes, is mentioned only by 
Quintus Curtius; he was the "ganzabara ('treasurer') who turned over the citadel to 
Alexander (V.1.44), and he also was the one who had set about decorating the streets of 
the town, apparently all on his own (V.1.20). Mazaeus thus obtained the cooperation of 
at least one colleague, and the behavior of this colleague makes it clear that, though he 
was still operating in concert with Mazaeus, he intended to show Alexander that he was 
acting on his own, perhaps because of a separate agreement he had reached with the 
king on his own (solely to ensure his personal future). This reconstruction also suggests 
that we should reflect on the attitude of the Babylonian elites. We will return to the 
question later (chap. 18/3 below), but for now we may offer one remark: even though it 
is fragmentary, the Babylonian tablet referred to earlier (ADRTB no. -330 reverse) in 
fact seems to concern only relations between Alexander and the inhabitants of Babylon 
(including the officials of the Esagila) —not the Persians. If we agree, as seems obvious, 
that Alexander made promises to the Babylonians, the Persian leaders of Babylon would 
have found themselves in a difficult situation. Given this context, we can understand 
how Mazaeus and Bagophanes, perhaps against the advice of some other Persians, may 
well have calculated that the possibilities of resistance were now illusory, as soon as they 
opposed those whom Arrian calls the city's "priests (hiereis) and rulers (arkhontes)" 
(III.16.3o). 

In order to understand the situation better, a few words must be said about the pro
tagonist, Mazaeus; we know nothing about the prior career of Abulites. However, we 
know that Mazaeus had been satrap of Cilicia and Syria since the time of Artaxerxes III 
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t hap- 16/6-7) and had become an intimate of Darius and was considered one of his 
Friends (philoi; Diodorus §55.1). Plutarch even calls him "the most considerable man 
in Darius's court (ho megistos para Dareioi)" (Alex. 39.9«-). He thus belonged, beyond 
the shadow of a doubt, to the royal inner circle. Perhaps he was among those "suitable" 
men Friends and Kinsmen, with whom the king surrounded himself before the battle 
of Issus (Diodorus §31.1*). The relationship continued after the battle, and after the loss 
of Cilicia and Syria the king entrusted Mazaeus with crucial missions. It was Mazaeus 
who was instructed to lay waste the countryside in advance of the Macedonian troops 
who had crossed the Euphrates. He held a top-level position at Gaugamela, even win
ning an engagement on his flank, before falling back to Babylon at the head of his re
treating troops. At Gaugamela, he commanded units drawn from Mesopotamia and 
Syria (Arrian III.8.5). It does not appear that he had been named satrap of Babylonia 
prior to Gaugamela, however, because the Babylonian contingents there were under the 
command of Bupares (III.8.4). However, if Bupares fell at Gaugamela, Darius may have 
conferred the position of satrap on Mazaeus (by letter) after the battle; his high rank in 
the court hierarchy and the prestige inherent in his recent military accomplishments 
(cf. Quintus Curtius V. 1.18) would easily have justified his selection —but this is mere 
guesswork. We may add a remark that itself bears some importance: like Abulites of 
Susa, two (Artibelus, Brochubelus) or three (Antibelus; or is this name simply a result of 
confusion with the first?) of Mazaeus's sons had Babylonian names; from this we might 
deduce that their father at least had cultivated close contacts with Babylonian society 
and perhaps that their mother was Babylonian. Thus, in Babylon and Babylonian soci
ety, Mazaeus was a man of both power and influence. If we note that "the siege of so 
strongly fortified a city would have been a great task" (Quintus Curtius V. 1.17*>) and that 
Mazaeus commanded troops, then his defection truly was a decisive strategic event for 
Alexander. Quintus Curtius was certainly not wrong in thinking that Alexander hoped 
that the defection of Mazaeus "would by his example induce the rest to surrender" 
(V. 1.18*0). We can easily understand why the Macedonian was ready to pay the price. 

Apart from the (uncertain) case of Sabictas/Abistamenes, it was at Babylon and Susa 
that Alexander for the first time appointed as satraps men who had served Darius: Abu
lites retained his satrapy at Susa, the turncoat (transfuga) Mazaeus was named satrap of 
Babylonia, and the traitor (proditor) Mithrenes was appointed over the district of Arme
nia (Quintus Curtius V. 1.44; 2.17; Arrian III. 16.4; 16.9). In contrast, the old treasurer Ba-
gophanes ended up losing his post (it was given to a Greek/Macedonian: Arrian 
III. 16.4), though he received preferential treatment as compensation: Alexander "or
dered [him] to follow him" (se sequi jussit; Quintus Curtius VI.44*) —in other words, 
he was admitted to Alexander's entourage, just as Mithrenes had been after his defection 
at Sardis. The same was true for a son of Abulites Susa, Oxathres, who had been his fa
ther's right arm (Arrian III.8.5) and who probably had been sent to meet Alexander on 
the road from Babylon (III. 16.6). The following year, Oxathres was made satrap of the 
Paraetacae (III. 19.2). At this time, still remaining with Darius were Bagistanes, "a Baby
lonian and a noble," and Antibelus, one of Mazaeus's sons, who undoubtedly had ac
companied the Great King on his retreat after Gaugamela (cf. Arrian III.21. ! ; • Quintus 
Curtius V. 13.3). Mazaeus's other sons had been with their father since he defected to Al
exander (Quintus Curtius V1.17). Several years later, two of them, Artibelus and Hydar
nes, were accepted, along with some other Persians, into a mixed cavalry regiment 
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(Arrian VII.6.4)—which implies that they had also been incorporated into the king's en
tourage. Another son (or one of these?) was also rewarded by Alexander (cf. Plutarch 
Alex. 39.9). In conclusion, let us emphasize that Mazaeus's career under Alexander was 
marked by two noteworthy characteristics. Though Alexander, at Babylon as elsewhere 
named Greco-Macedonians to key positions (command of troops, levying taxes; Arrian 
III. 16.4), the numismatic evidence shows that the new satrap was granted a unique priv
ilege: he was authorized to issue coins of Cilician type bearing his name at Babylon 
Second, he was one of the few former Achaemenid officials to retain his satrapy until his 
death (in 328) without apparently incurring any blame from Alexander for mal
administration, unlike Abulites, for instance, who was executed (along with his son Ox-
athres) because of his failure to follow royal orders (Arrian VII.4.1; cf. Plutarch, Alex. 
68.7). The overwhelming evidence is that, in contrast to many Iranian satraps, the satrap 
of Babylon displayed unfailing loyalty to his new master. 

The Persians of Persia between Darius and Alexander 

Flush with success, Alexander took to the road for Persia at the end of 331. He twice 
ran into opposition. At the entrance to Uxiana (Fahliyun region), he had to assault a cita
del commanded by the Persian Madates, who had sworn to the Great King that he 
would resist to the end (Quintus Curtius V.3.4). When Madates capitulated, he and the 
survivors were granted their lives, and the Uxian region was declared exempt from trib
ute and was attached to Susiana (V.3.15-16; cf. Diodorus $67.4-5 and Arrian III. 17.1), 
Then, after sending Parmenion, the equipment, and the majority of the army to Persep
olis by the high road (III. 18.1; Quintus Curtius V.3.16) and subjecting the mountain 
Uxians to tribute (Arrian III. 17.1-6), Alexander arrived in front of the Persian Gates, 
where Ariobarzanes (the satrap of Persia, according to Arrian III. 18.2) was stationed with 
a large force (no less than 40,000 infantry and 7,000 cavalry according to Arrian; 25,000/ 
300 according to Diodorus $68.1). After fierce fighting and a classic trick (wrong direc
tions from a shepherd), the Macedonian army opened up the road to Persepolis, where 
the king linked up with Parmenion (chap. 16/12). 

In its matter-of-fact approach, the tale presents the Persians as having mounted the 
sort of resistance in Persia that neither Mazaeus nor Abulites thought wise at Babylon or 
Susa. This observation is based on reality, but it needs to be nuanced. According to Ar
rian (III. 18.9), Ariobarzanes fled to the mountains with a band of horsemen; Quintus 
Curtius says he was "in haste to take possession of the city of Persepolis, the capital of the 
region. But shut out by the garrison of the city . . . , " he was soon killed in a battle with 
the Macedonians (V.4.33-34*). Meanwhile, Alexander received a letter from Tiridates, 
"who was in charge of Darius's finances" (Quintus Curtius V.5.2-*-) and/or "governor of 
the city" (Diodorus $69.1*): he promised to surrender the town; he made arrangements 
for the transfer to happen quickly so that "those who planned to defend the city for Da
reius" (Diodorus) would not be able to seize power and/or to prevent the townsfolk from 
pillaging its treasures (Quintus Curtius). Obviously, then, dissension occurred among 
the high Persian officials, some (Ariobarzanes) wishing to defend the town, others (liu-
dates) thinking that surrender was open to negotiation. Some time later, another official 
followed Tiridates' example: Gobares, the governor of Pasargadae, turned over the town 
and the treasury to Alexander (V.6.10). The "traitors" were repaid: "For Tiridates,.. • the 
same rank was continued which he had held under Darius" (Quintus Curtius V.6.11)-
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The new satrap, Phrasaortes, son of Rheomithres (Arrian III. 18.1!), was obviously also 
one of those who aligned themselves with the new master (according to Polyaenus 
IV.3 ?7> w ' 1 0 1 1 0 u 0 U , , t - has c o n m s e c l h'rn with Ariobarzanes,; he had fought at the Per
sian Gates and "he was a close relative of Darius"). Finally, the wealth still enjoyed by 
Orxines, head of the Pasargadae tribe, in 325 clearly implies that he too had kept his pos
sessions and position through the turmoil (Quintus Curtius X. 1.22-25). Thus, we cannot 
speak of a general uprising of the Persians of Persia against the Macedonian invasion. 

However, aside from the fact that we know nothing about any opposition Parmenion 
may have met on the road to Persepolis, the various episodes should be situated in the 
chronology and more clearly placed in the context of Alexander's political and ideolog
ical strategy. Even after the capture of Persepolis, the matter had not played out. Many 
points of resistance remained in Persia, and Alexander set out to subdue them during a 
hard springtime campaign (330). This campaign is fully described by both Quintus Cur
tius and Diodorus (despite the latter's chronological error). Quintus Curtius writes: the 
Macedonians "devastated] the fields (agri) of Persia and reduc[ed] many villages into 
his power" (vici; V.6. 17-0); and Diodorus: "Alexander visited the cities (pokis) of Persis, 
capturing some by storm and others by his own fair dealing" (XVII.73.1-*-). When he 
used the word poleis, Diodorus must have been referring to the network of citadels and 
strongholds that were successors to those we know from the Persepolis tablets. Diodorus's 
matter-of-fact account shows that some phrourarchs agreed to submit (probably after ne
gotiations) and others put up stubborn resistance. Quintus Curtius reveals that the cam
paign also targeted the Mardians, "a warlike people {gens = ethnos) differing greatly from 
the rest of the Persians in their manner of life" (V.6.17-0-). Let us recall that the Mardians 
were included by Nearchus as one of the "four predatory tribes [who] exacted tribute 
from the kings" (Strabo XI.13.6->). The Mardians were regularly conscripted into the 
royal armies (Quintus Curtius III.13.2), especially as archers (cf. Arrian III. 11.5), and 
certainly resisted Alexander strongly, as did the mountain Uxians and later (324) the 
Cosseans (chap. 16/11). 

When Alexander returned to Persepolis (around April-May 330), he could believe 
that all military resistance was over. Indeed, we know that in May 330 he performed an 
action that bore great symbolic import: he set fire to the palaces of Persepolis. We will 
not rehearse in detail the historiography of the matter. Everyone agrees that it was a po
litical decision that was carefully considered by Alexander. As far as we can tell, this act 
of destruction had no precedent during Alexander's entire Asian campaign, from the 
landing in 334 on. Everywhere, especially at Babylon, Alexander wanted to present him
self as a preserver and restorer. In his mind, this act was certainly not a symbol of "Pan-
hellenism" (even if his propaganda could lead to this interpretation), nor generally a 
signal pointed at the conquered populations. The royal order was clearly situated in a 
specifically Persian context. Indeed, Alexander could not have been unaware that, de
spite the importance attached to Babylon and Susa, Persia and its capitals had always 
represented the ideological center of Persian authority and dynastic grandeur (chap. 16/ 
12). The matter is all the more intriguing because Alexander spared nothing to win the 
approval of the population. Even though most of the texts deal with Alexander's second 
visit, when he had returned from India, there is no doubt that, after taking Pasargadae, 
the Macedonian did everything he could to cultivate the memory of Cyrus and in
structed the magi to maintain the regular sacrifices in front of the founder's tomb (cf. 
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Arrian VI.29.7; Strabo XV.3.17). His devotion to Cyrus was so well known that it gave 
rise to the epithet philokyros {'friend of Cyrus'; Strabo XL 11.4). It is clear that earlier, at 
the time when Darius was attempting to assemble a new army and Alexander had little 
information on events at Ecbatana (cf. Arrian III. 19.4-5), he wanted to spark widespread 
defection of Persians. This did not happen. Quintus Curtius (V.7.2-0-) and Diodorus 
($71.2*) very clearly set up a cause-and-effect relation between Alexander's decision to 
burn the royal palaces and the enmity of the Persians. Quintus Curtius writes that "those 
whom he had conquered were but lately subdued and were hostile to the new rule." It 
is true that this is a stereotypical expression {cf. IV. 1.5), but Diodorus's statement is un
ambiguous: "He felt bitter enmity (sphodra allotrios) to the inhabitants (egkhorioi) [of 
Persia]. He did not trust them." It is difficult to read this evaluation as anything other 
than the reflection of deep apprehension on the part of the Persians toward the Mace
donian conqueror. They had surrendered militarily—some of them voluntarily—but re
mained attached to their history, which was a mixture of the legends of kings and the 
great deeds of the dynasty—and Darius III was certainly in their eyes the lone represen
tative of this heritage. Given the impossibility of achieving acceptance by the Persians, 
Alexander decided to burn the palaces. He thus demonstrated to the recalcitrant Per
sians that the age of imperial grandeur was over, unless they turned to him en masse. 
The regrets that the Macedonian expressed later imply that, from his point of view, the 
destruction decree of 330 was vengeance for a political failure. 

3. The Local Elites, Darius, and Alexander: Popularity and 
Unpopularity of Achaemenid Dominion 

Sources and Problems 
Although it was very specific, Alexander's policy toward the Persians was part of a 

wider project—to win over the leaders of the cities, peoples, and communities that had 
been subject to Darius's dominion. Generally, the ancient authors insist that he was suc
cessful in this area, most often attributing his achievements to the anti-Persian senti
ments of the Near Eastern peoples. "The Sidonians who loathed Persia and Darius," for 
example, "called him in themselves" (Arrian II. 15.6*). Diodorus especially likes to de
velop this theme with respect to Egypt and the Egyptians. He stresses the misdeeds of 
Cambyses (1.46.49) and Artaxerxes III (XVI. 51.2) against the temples and the religion of 
the Egyptians. He broadens his perspective, beginning with the example of Cambyses, 
and also writes: "The Persians. . . ruled for one hundred and thirty-five years, including 
the periods of revolt on the part of the Egyptians which they raised because they were 
unable to endure the harshness of their dominion and their lack of respect for the native 
gods" (I.44.3-0-). Using identical words and concepts, Diodorus (XVII.49.2-0-) and Quin
tus Curtius (IV.7.1-3-*-) describe the feelings of the Egyptians when they heard the news 
of Alexander's arrival: 

For since the Persians had commit ted impieties against the temples and had governed 
harshly (biaids), the Egypt ians we lcomed the M a c e d o n i a n s . / / T h e Egypt ians , hostile of 
old to the power of the Persians—for they bel ieved that they had been governed avariciously 
and arrogantly (avere et superhe imperitatum)—hac\ taken courage at the prospect of Alex
ander's coming , s ince they had we lcomed even Amyntas , a l though a deserter c o m i n g with 
authority d e p e n d i n g on favour. Therefore a vast mul t i tude of them had assembled at Pelu-
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sium, where they thought that Alexander would enter the country. . . . The Persians did not 
await his coining, being greatly alarmed also by the revolt of the Egyptians. 

The reference to Alexander's entry into Egypt obviously calls to mind his entry into 
Babylon, where, according to Diodorus {§64.4*), "the people received him gladly, and 
furnishing them billets feasted the Macedonians lavishly." We know that Mazaeus and 
his children had come to greet him outside the ramparts (Quintus Curtius V.l. 17-18). 
But Mazaeus was not alone: 

The Babylonians came to meetbim in mass, with their priests (hiereis) and rulers (arkhon-
tes), each section of the inhabitants bringing gifts and offering surrender of the city, the cit
adel and the treasure. (Arrian HI.16.3*) 

For some reason unknown to us, Arrian does not refer to Mazaeus's surrender, which is 
so well described by Quintus Curtius, who is careful to mention the presence of the 
Chaldeans and the Babylonian horsemen (V.l.22-23) in the procession (alongside 
Persian magi). In his arrangement, the delegation must have been functionally equiva
lent to the reception Alexander received outside Sardis, where Mithrenes was accompa
nied by "the chief citizens of Sardis (Sardianon hoi dynotaioi)" (Arrian 1.17.3*). Then 
came the triumphal entry into the town: 

Bagophanes . . . , in order not to be outdone in alacrity by Mazaeus, had strewn the whole 
road with flowers and garlands, and had placed here and there on both sides silver altars, 
which he had piled high, not only with frankincense, but with perfumes of all kinds. As gifts 
there followed him... . (Quintus Curtius V.l.20-21*) 

Just as Alexander—in contrast to the impious Persians—respected and maintained the 
"native customs" in Egypt (Quintus Curtius IV.7.5*), in Babylon he is presented as the 
restorer of the rights of the sanctuaries, which had been violated by the Persians: 

On entering Babylon Alexander directed the Babylonians to rebuild the temples Xerxes de
stroyed, and especially the temple of Baal, whom the Babylonians honour more than any 
other god. . . . At Babylon too he met the Chaldaeans, and carried out all their recommen
dations on the Babylonian temples, and in particular sacrificed to Baal, according to their 
instructions. (Arrian III. 16.4-5*) 

The picture of Alexander as a restorer of traditions, one who is greeted as a liberator, re
curs at every stage. At Sardis, "the Sardians and the other Lydians were granted the use 
of the old Lydian customs (hoi nomoi te hoi palai Lydoi), and allowed to be free" (Arrian 
1.17.4*); after this, Alexander climbed the citadel and founded a temple there dedicated 
to Olympian Zeus (§ 17.5-6). At Ephesus, he dedicated the tribute that the city had been 
paying to Darius to the sanctuary of Artemis (§17.10) and then issued a general procla
mation to the Greek coastal cities: "He ordered the oligarchies everywhere to be over
thrown and democracies to be established; he restored its own laws to each city (roi<s 
nomous tous sphon hekastois apodounai) and remitted the tribute they used to pay to the 
barbarians" (§18.2*). "Straightway all the cities sent missions and presented the king 
with golden crowns and promised to co-operate with him in everything" (Diodorus 
§24.3*). In Phoenicia, "their inhabitants accepted him willingly" (§40.2*). 

At the same time, the ancient authors also mention resistance and revolt. For Alexan
der, there were only two categories of communities: those who agreed to surrender vol
untarily, after reaching an agreement (homologia; e.g., Arrian 1.24.4), and those who 
offered resistance. But several times, those who resisted were showing the effect of 
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Persian coercion. For example, when Tenedos was retaken by Pharnabazus, Arrian ana
lyzes the event as follows: 

T h e inclination of T e n e d o s was rather towards Alexander and the Greeks ; but at the mo
ment there s e e m e d no hope of safer)' but in joining the Pers ians . . . It was in this way, rather 
by terrorism (phobos) than by their consent, that Pharnabazus brought T e n e d o s over. (Ar
rian II.2.3-0) 

Thus, because Alexander assumed that collaborators with Persian authority actually 
were hostile toward their masters, he readily granted them pardon. This was also true 
for the Cypriot and Phoenician kings who in the spring of 332 abandoned Pharnabazus 
and rejoined Alexander with their ships: 

T o all of them Alexander let bygones be bygones , suppos ing that it was rather from necessity 
(hyp'anagkes) than their own choice (kata gnomen) that they had contributed to the Persian 
fleet. (II.20.3O) 

There would be no point in multiplying quotations from the ancient authors ad infini
tum: from the Troad to the Indus, the picture of the conqueror is reproduced with 
perfect consistency. It is also clear that this consistency is the result of Macedonian pro
paganda that had the goal of legitimating Alexander's authority. Just like some Persians 
(Diodorus §§21.7; 76.1), local leaders came to surrender voluntarily (hekousios) to the 
one they considered the new master. This attitude of cooperation and "spontaneous" 
adherence tended to consolidate the conqueror's authority (cf. Arrian II. 14.7: hekontes). 
Furthermore, these evaluations are certainly grounded in reality. Alexander always 
made many symbolic gestures toward cities and peoples that capitulated, "winning over 
the cities that lay on his route by kind treatment" (philanthropiai; Diodorus §24.1-0). 
The slogan "war of liberation" was obviously just one special aspect, in Asia Minor, of a 
strategy that Alexander followed systematically throughout the Achaemenid domains, 
and this was a strategy, as we have already noted, that was cast in the same mold as the 
plan that the Great Kings had always followed. Everywhere, Alexander took care to in
voke the appropriate deities; he always made votive offerings intended to gain victory 
and recognition, such as before the battle of Issus (Quintus Curtius III.8.22: patrio 
more). That he carried out sacrifices "according to the Chaldeans' recommendations" 
(Arrian III. 16.5) at Babylon should thus not be at all surprising. 

This leads to an apparent contradiction: the presumed "enthusiasm" of the local 
leaders seems to imply that they had a visceral hostility to the Persians. Furthermore, the 
thesis is explicit in the cases of the Egyptians and the Babylonians: both are said to have 
been fundamentally opposed to the Persians, who had trampled their privileges under 
foot and violated or destroyed their sanctuaries. O f course, there is not a trace of this pol
icy throughout Achaemenid history, except when it is a case of punishing a population 
that had just revolted. For example, we do not see what Arrian (1.17.4-0) means when he 
says that "the Sardians and the other Lydians were granted the use of the old Lydian cus
toms," as if they had been abolished in the time of Persian dominion, which was obvi
ously not the case. More generally, the tales of the ancient authors must be analyzed in 
the framework of Achaemenid (and, more widely, Near Eastern) institutions. As we have 
already stressed several times, the ceremony of the royal entry does not, a priori, imply 
any enthusiasm (other than that generated on command!) for the conquerors or visceral 
hostility to the former master. These processions accomplished nothing other than offi
cial symbolic sanction of the existence of a new authority. Furthermore, it must be 
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stressed that not all of the peoples and cities accepted the arrival of the Macedonians 
with gladness of heart. Examples of resistance and revolt are rife, as, for example, at Mi
letus (Arrian 1.18.3-9), or during the winter campaign in Lycia-Pamphylia-Pisidia. Sim
ilarly, at Aspendus: initially, the ambassadors agreed to surrender the city on condition 
that it would not be occupied by a garrison. Alexander consented, but the Aspendians 
were required to provide 50 talents and as many horses as the city had provided as a das
mos to tlie Great King (1.26.3). When the Aspendians exhibited ill will about fulfilling 
these terms, Alexander toughened them: the Aspendians would thereafter have to obey 
Alexander's satrap and pay an annual tribute to the Macedonians (1.27.4). We also know 
that Tyre put up a lengthy resistance (we will return to it) and that, in circumstances for 
which we lack precise details, the inhabitants of Samaria burned alive the governor of 
Syria that Alexander had appointed (Quintus Curtius IV.8.9). When Alexander had re
turned from Egypt, he sent a punitive expedition ($8.10), directed by either himself or 
Perdiccas, which led to massacres and, no doubt, to the foundation of a town or a mili
tary colony. Many Samaritan families had to take refuge in caves in the Wadi ed-
Daliych —and as a result, we now possess documents of the greatest interest! 

However, these acts of resistance can themselves be read in several ways. While the 
Tynans' resistance was coordinated with Darius (cf. Diodorus $40.3), it is not certain 
that the Aspendians and Samaritans wanted to remain faithful to the Great King at all 
costs. The attitude of both groups was primarily dictated by their analysis of the balance 
of power, and this is what Arrian says with respect to the case of Hegesistratus of Miletus 
(1.18.4) and the Tenedians (II.2.3). The Aspendians were aware that Halicarnassus still 
held and that Alexander had no siege engines (cf. 1.27.3). And, after Darius's arrival in 
Syria-Cilicia, "the people of the country. . . abandoned Alexander and came over to Da-
reios" (Diodorus $32.4;* cf. Quintus Curtius IV. 1.5). For the inhabitants of Phaselis, 
whose ambassadors came to offer Alexander golden crowns, it seems primarily to have 
been a matter of obtaining protection from the king against attacks by the neighboring 
Pisidians (Arrian 1.24.6) —protection that traditionally was provided by the satraps. Be
cause it is impossible for us to elucidate every case, we have chosen here to analyze in 
more detail a few of the less poorly documented cases. 

Ephesus, Miletus, and Aspendus 
Alexander's arrival at Ephesus was marked by scenes of massacre so violent that the 

king himself had to intervene to bring them to an end (Arrian 1.17.11-12). The massa
cres were initiated by partisans of the tyrants whom the Persians had reinstalled in the 
hope that they would displace the Macedonian forces after they had reconquered the re
gion in 336-335: "Seldom did Alexander win a higher reputation than he did on that 
occasion by his treatment of Ephesus," concludes Arrian (17.13-0-). Let us simply note 
that the Ephesians' rage was not really directed against the Persians themselves but 
against the "oligarchs," whom Alexander drove out and replaced with the Ephesian ex
iles who were in his camp. This is a typical example of the confusion that arises for us 
regarding the difference between conflicts internal to a city and conquest by an external 
force. It is thus hard to draw a general conclusion about the genuine reaction of the 
Ephesians, who had long been associated with the Persians of the high country (chap. 
16/3). At the same time, we should note that the Ephesians turned down Alexander's of
fer to assume responsibility for the cost of rebuilding the temple of Artemis—so long as 
they met his demand that his name be inscribed on the stone (Strabo XIV. 1.22). Tlie 
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Ephesians obviously had no desire to pass from one dominion to another, even though 
they were only able to express their reaction symbolically. 

Generally, the enthusiasm of the Asia Minor Greeks for the "war of liberation" must 
be considered from the perspective of hindsight. We must first recall that, beginning 
with the events of 336-335, this Macedonian slogan would have had only limited effect 
in the cities of Asia Minor. For instance, though the inhabitants of Cyzicus apparently 
were hostile to Memnon (Polyaenus V.44.5), not all of the towns spontaneously opened 
their gates to Parmenion, especially after the Persian counterattack was launched. Pi-
tane withstood the siege victoriously. In the case of Grynium, which also resisted, "Par
menion . . . sold its inhabitants as slaves" (Diodorus XVII.7.9-V-) — which left no doubt 
about the Macedonian king's ambition to dominate totally and destroyed any possible 
advantage he had expected from the slogan ("liberation of the Greek cities") that had 
been officially promulgated. Lampsacus—which still favored the Persian cause when 
Alexander arrived (Pausanias VI. (8.2-4)—was also among the cities that had no interest 
in passing from Persian dominion to Macedonian dominion, after the Persian recon
quest (Ps.-Arist., Oec. II.2.29a [1351b]). The events that transpired in the towns on Les
bos and at Ephesus are especially revealing of the bitter internecine struggles that 
occurred; the Persians and the Macedonians each successively attempted to play the 
situation to their own advantage. By depending on the support of tyrant families, the 
Persians managed to reestablish their authority in the cities that had been taken by Par
menion and the Macedonians. Garrisons were stationed in them. It is possible that from 
this time onward the leaders of the reconquered cities had to agree to "become allies 
with Darius on the basis of the peace of Antalcidas with (the Persian) king" (Arrian 
II. 1.4;* 2.2 [in 333]). Of course, the granting of power to "tyrants" may seem like a frag
ile recovery. But these great families also relied on the support of local partisans, as is evi
dent at Ephesus (Arrian 1.17.11). Furthermore, the Persian reconquests in 334-332 
demonstrate that the recovery by Alexander was also quite uncertain. Whatever the case, 
the events of 336-334 show that Persian dominion in western Asia Minor was not gener
ally rejected —or (probably more precisely) it was not rejected as long as the Persians re
tained the means of forcing their dominion to be respected. 

We also think it unlikely that the Macedonians were greeted with open arms because 
of Persian "overtaxation" (see chap. 17/5). This theory seems to be based on blind faith, 
supported by dubious arguments, that the local riders of Asia Minor hoped —or had 
even received promises from Alexander—that the amount of tribute would be lowered. 
However, to make this argument would be to attribute considerable naivete to the local 
rulers, and Alexander's first actions in Asia Minor do not justify this presumption: in ev
ery conquered satrapy, a tribute administration was established and tribute collectors 
were appointed (e.g., Arrian 1.17.7; cf. III.5.4; 16.4). Generally speaking, these officials 
were assigned to collect "the same taxes as they used to pay to Darius" (1.17.1;* 1.27.4). 
When exemptions were granted, it was always in connection with tribute paid to Darius 
(1.17.10; 18.2; II.5.9). Sometimes, the tribute paid to Darius was increased (1.27.4). An 
inscription from Priene records a decree issued by Alexander at this time (Tod no. 185): 
his sovereign rights over the territory are reconfirmed ("I know that this land is mine") 
with an ardor that matches the intensity Darius I demonstrated in the letter that he had 
sent to Gadatas (ML 12). The Macedonian king also reinstated the Achaemenid prac
tice of the gift of towns, with himself as beneficiary (cf. Aelian, VH 1.25; Plutarch, Pho-
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cion 18.7). When favors were granted from time to time (see also the example of 
Babylon below), they were only given in the guise of a "Panhellenic" or "dynastic" be
neficence (e.g., Arrian II.5.9) or when a community found itself in a balance of power 
that the Greek cities of Asia could never tip to their own advantage. 

Only Miletus attempted to "sit on the fence." The Milesians were reassured by the 
proximity of the Persians in their ships (so-called "friends and allies") and sent Glaucip-
pus, "one of the notables" (dokimoi) of the city, to Alexander. The Milesian offer to the 
king, relayed by Glaucippus, was "to open their walls and harbours to Alexander and 
the Persians in common" (1.19.1-0), but the proposal was rejected by Alexander. In a way, 
the offer by Glaucippus of Miletus expressed what must have been the deepest desires 
of the Asia Minor Greeks: though they were unable to claim the illusion of liberty, the 
Milesians imagined that there might be a sort of Persian-Macedonian co-administration. 
Did they hope that this status, which was acceptable in reality neither to the Persians 
nor to Alexander, would accord them some room to maneuver? Nevertheless, after the 
failure of the Persian navy, Miletus fell into the Macedonian's hands. Its leaders were 
not able to negotiate properly, even when the military situation again permitted it. The 
Aspendians committed a similar error (1.26.3; 27.4). 

From Sidon to Tyre 
After the battle of Issus, the first Phoenician towns (Aradus and its dependencies; 

Byblus) surrendered without a fight (Arrian II. 13.7-8; Diodorus §40.2; Quintus Curtius 
IV, 1.15). The Sidonians also put up no resistance; they appealed to Alexander because 
they "loathed Persia and Darius" (Arrian II. 15.6-0). This is the first mention of strong op
position to Persian dominion from a subject community. The Sidonians' attitude can 
obviously be explained as due to the implacable treatment that Artaxerxes III had re
served for them after he retook their city (Diodorus XVI.45.5-6)—a severity that, we em
phasize in passing, could certainly not have come as a surprise to the Sidonians, who 
liad themselves declared that the war would be merciless (§41.5-6; cf. §45.2). But the 
matter is a little more complicated than it seems. The Sidonians were in fact divided re
garding what position to take. King Straton—Quintus Curtius explains (IV. 1.16-0)— 
"had surrendered rather at the desire of the people than of his own accord (sua sponte -
hekousios). .. [he was] supported by the power of Darius," and he was in a relationship 
of "friendship for Dareius" (Diodorus XVII.47.1-0). In other words, the situation at Si
don seems quite comparable to what prevailed at Ephesus, with Straton playing the role 
held by the tyrant Syrphax at Ephesus, with respect to Persian authority. The decision 
made by Alexander in this case is also comparable: he placed a man (Abdalonymus) on 
the throne who would be totally loyal to him (cf. Quintus Curtius IV.l. 18-26; Diodorus 
XVII.47); h e "gave orders that not only the regal equipment of Straton should be as
signed to him, but also many articles from the Persian booty" (Quintus Curtius 
IV. 1.26-0). The Sidonians were drafted by Alexander (IV.4.15). 

Then Alexander turned toward Tyre. At first, the "community" (to koinon) sent am
bassadors to Alexander with this message: "Tyre had decided to accept Alexander's or
ders" (Arrian II.15.6-0). The difficulties mounted as soon as Alexander let it be known 
that he intended to sacrifice in the sanctuary of Heracles/Melqitrt: "The Tyrians decided 
to obey all Alexander's other commands, but not to admit any Persians or Macedonians 
within their city" (§16.7-0). This initial attitude of the Tyrians seems quite similar to the 
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Milesians', at least at first sight. Furthermore, their request could count on some prece
dents: the Paphlagonians, for example, convinced Alexander "not to enter their country 
in force" (§11.4.1-0) and, initially, the Aspendians were assured that Alexander would not 
station a garrison (1.26.3). But, when the threat of the Persian navy was becoming in-
creasingly acute, and when the Tyrians ships commanded by King Azelmicus were 
fighting under the orders of Pharnabazus (II. 15.7), Alexander understood that he 
needed to take possession of the city (cf. Quintus Curtius IV.2.5). To tell the truth, the 
Tyrians could not be unaware of his intentions, but they believed that they were in a po
sition of strength: "This decision would be the easiest to excuse in the existing circum
stances, and safest for the future and for the issue of the war, which was still obscure" 
(Arrian II. 16.7-0). We know, in fact, that according to Diodorus (§40.3-0-), "They wanted 
to gratify Dareius and keep unimpaired their loyalty (eunoia) to him, and thought also 
that they would receive great gifts (kharis) from the king." 

Egypt and the Egyptians 

We have seen the enthusiasm with which Diodorus (XVII.49.2) and Quintus Curtius 
(IV.7.1-3) describe the warm reception that the Egyptians, according to them, reserved 
for Alexander. In many respects, the Egyptians' situation appears unique. Not only had 
they revolted against Persian dominion several times during the fifth century, but they 
had rewon their independence between the end of the fifth century and 343, when Arta
xerxes III succeeded in retaking the Nile Valley. Moreover, if Khabbabash is to be dated 
to this period (which is practically certain), a pharaoh was once more proclaimed and 
reigned for an undetermined period of time, some time between 343 and 336-335. The 
renewed Persian rule had been contested anew quite recently, during Amyntas's adven
ture after the battle of Issus. This, at least, is what Quintus Curtius and Diodorus say. Ac
cording to Quintus Curtius, the Egyptians "had welcomed even Amyntas" (IV.7.1-0). He 
stresses that "the Egyptians [were] always at odds with their governors" (IV. 1.28-0); never
theless, next, while accusing them of being unstable, he tells how they battled Amyntas's 
troops, who were then ravaging the countryside. Amyntas forced them to retreat into 
Memphis, and this is when the satrap Mazaces victoriously led his troops into battle 
(IV. 1.30-33). Diodorus, on the other hand, attributed the victory to the Egyptians alone 
(§48.4), without mentioning Mazaces. Nevertheless, it seems clear that it was indeed 
Mazaces who led the operations. In the White Wall, the satrap had Egyptian auxiliaries, 
who fought alongside the Persian troops, as their ancestors had more than a century be
fore—those whom Thucydides (1.104.2-0) refers to as "Egyptians who had not joined the 
rebellion." 

The contradictions between Diodorus and Quintus Curtius may appear uninterest
ing, but they are revelatory of the partiality of the ancient sources as soon as they touch 
on Persian-Egyptian relations. When the Egyptians revolt against the Persians, it is al
ways a unanimous uprising. Thucydides makes it clear that this simplistic presentation 
cannot be accepted. The notion that the Egyptians intensely hated the Persians goes 
back at least to Herodotus, if we recall his interpretation of Cambyses' policy in Egypt 
(see chap. 1/9). Artaxerxes III himself was accused of impiety in regard to the Egyptian 
temples (see chap. 16/9). Ptolemy certainly took advantage of this idea, which con
formed so well to his interests: in the Satrap Stela, he insists that he had restored the priv
ileges of the sanctuary of the goddess Wajet of Buto that had been suppressed by 
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"Xerxes." Furthermore, in the same document these words are found: "He brought back 
the images of deities that had been found in Asia, and restored them to their original 
place.. • • And this great satrap excelled in benefactions toward the gods of Upper and 
Lower Egypt" His successors constantly repeat the theme of the return of deported stat
ues. There is no doubt that Alexander, when he came on the scene, followed a policy de
signed to conciliate the sanctuaries. When he arrived in Memphis, "he sacrificed to the 
gods, especially Apis" (Arrian IH.1.4-0-), and several stelas dating to his reign refer to 
burial ceremonies for the mother of an Apis. He ordered and completed work in several 
Egyptian sanctuaries. The most spectacular accomplishment was the chapel of Luxor, 
where Alexander is represented with the attributes of the pharaoh. From Cambyses to Al
exander, we can identify a general continuity in the conquerors' Egyptian policy. 

However, how can we know the Egyptians' deepest sentiments? The plethora of re
volts is a clue that obviously should not be disregarded. But in itself, this is not sufficient 
to answer the question. Fortunately, we have several autobiographical Egyptian inscrip
tions. Along the sides of the dromos of the Serapeum in Memphis, there are several 
private tombs that were discovered in the nineteenth century. One tomb belonged to 
Onnophris, son of Painou, whose memory lives on in posterity because of the inscrip
tions found there. This physician, who lived during the XXXth Dynasty, specialized in 
the prevention and cure of snakebite. One of his titles specifically is "prophet of the stat
ues of the king's father, general Cha-hap-imu," who is known from other sources to be 
Nectanebo II's father. It seems that sometime around 360-359 Onnophris accompanied 
Tachos during the Egyptian offensive in Syria. The Egyptian war fleet (kbnt) is men
tioned, and Onnophris embarked in order—he says—"to reach the place where the Sov
ereign of the Two Lands was. I found him in the land of Su[. . . ] . " In all probability, 
Onnophris's fate then matched the fate of Tachos, who was defeated by Prince Ochus 
and then dethroned by the revolt of Nectanebo; thus, he followed his conqueror to the 
court, where the Great King "appointed him general in the war against Egypt" (Diodo
rus XVI.92.5-v-). We can imagine, without being able to prove it, that he was then able to 
demonstrate his medical abilities at the Persian court, just as Udjahorresnet had done 
165 years earlier. Later, he returned to Egypt under these circumstances: 

1 remained silent. T h e n he said to me: "Do not be sad because of this. (Here is) my order: 
Hurry back to the land of your birth!" . . . T h e r e u p o n , I reached Egypt. I found a messenger 
from tlie Great O n e who governs Egypt; he e m b r a c e d me , showered m e with kisses, passed 
the day with m e , and the clay flew by, quest ioning m e about everything. 

Even though the subject ("he") is lost, it is likely that the order to return to Egypt was 
given by the Great King, perhaps Artaxerxes III, who may have assigned him a diplo
matic mission to the pharaoh. Unfortunately, the fragmentary state of the text prevents 
us from being certain about what this could be. As in the two following examples, On
nophris may have intended to say that the idea of returning to the Nile Valley had been 
suggested to him by an Egyptian deity; to claim that this was the case was certainly 
more acceptable, specifically because it allowed the speakers "to completely disengage 
from responsibility for their stay with an enemy sovereign" (J.-). Clere). 

A small statue of the eldest son of Nectanebo II, the pharaoh conquered by Artaxerxes 
III, has also been found. Speaking of the goddess Isis, he states: "When I was among the 
foreign peoples, she caused me to win the esteem of their prince. She brought me back 
to Egypt." The chronological uncertainty remains great. Perhaps this person also lived 
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at the Great King's court. This possibility is inferred from another autobiographical in-
scription that was carved for another doctor, Samtutefnakht (a wab-priest of Sekhmet 
like Onnophris). Samtutefnakht addresses the god Herishef-Re, who intervened on his 
behalf "an infinitude of times" (trans, after O. Perdu): 

You freed my walk to the royal palace, 
the heart of the Perfect God being content with what I said; 
You distinguished me before the multitude while you turned away from Egypt; 
You inspire my affection in the heart of the Prince of Asia, while bis courtiers complimented 

me, when he gave me the position of chief of the wab-priests of Sekhmet, in replacement 
of my brother by my mother, the chief of the wab-priests of Sekhmet for South and North, 
Nakhthenbeb. 

You protected me in the offensive of the Greeks until you repelled Asia; 
they killed a mob around me without a single one raising his hand against me. 
Subsequently I saw you in a dream, Your Majesty saying to me: 
"Go then to Heracleopolis, I am with you." 
I traversed the foreign countries being alone, 
and crossed the sea without fear, knowing that thus I would not violate your order; 
and I reached Heracleopolis without a hair on my head being harmed. 

The historical context is far less certain in this case. We recognize an allusion to a Per
sian reconquest ("while you turned away from Egypt"), probably the one carried out by 
Artaxerxes III (but it could also refer to the Persian expedition that put down Khabba-
bash). The direct reference to a struggle and a battle between the "Greeks" and the 
Prince of Asia is dubious: Samtutefnakht was captured in the turmoil of Alexander's in
vasion. Moreover, he was in the Persian camp when the Prince of Asia's troops were de
feated. There is no question that this refers to the battle of Issus, in which Sabaces, the 
satrap of Egypt, took part and during which he died (cf. Arrian II. 11.8). We do not 
know when Samtutefnakht returned to Egypt, though perhaps it was in the train of Al
exander, or earlier with Amyntas, who certainly needed Egyptians with him as guides in 
the Nile Valley. Whatever the case, Samtutefnakht previously had been a favorite of the 
Great King (who may have been Artaxerxes III or IV or Darius III, depending on 
whether his career is related to Artaxerxes Ill's reconquest or to the expedition led by ei
ther Artaxerxes IV or Darius III against Khabbabash). He received an appointment as 
chief physician. In this, too, even if he was not associated with the same sanctuary, the 
parallel with Udjahorresnet is striking: Udjahorresnet, we will recall, had been made 
chief physician at Sais by Cambyses. In the pattern of Nectanebo's oldest son (if the 
parallel is legitimate), Samtutefnakht takes care to cleanse himself of the accusation of 
collaboration with the Asiatics. He no longer grants a pharaonic title to the Prince of 
Asia. He continually proclaims, however, that wherever he was, he enjoyed the protec
tion of the god. This is explained easily enough by his later return to Egypt and by the 
dating of the inscription to the beginning of the Ptolemaic period. But the fact remains: 
we have a clear example of an Egyptian who turned to the Great King after the recon
quest—or who at least did not refuse to serve him and take personal advantage of his re
lationship with him. 

The many inscriptions found in the tomb of Petosiris at Hermopolis provide access to 
the preserved memory of a veritable dynasty of high priests of Thoth, because Petosiris 
(who exercised his chief priesthood and the position of lesonis [administrator] at the be-
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einning of the Macedonian period) had succeeded his brotlier Djethotefankh and his 
father, Sishu, who himself inherited the office from his father, Djethotefankh the Elder. 
Some inscriptions in honor of Petosiris, moreover, are the work of his grandson, Padi-
kam. What is very interesting is that the careers of Sishu and his two sons unfolded be
tween the times of Tachos and of Alexander and Philip Arrhideus. In the inscriptions, 
which are devoted to singing their praises, Sishu and Petosiris are depicted as men filled 
with wisdom and virtue, lovers of order and justice. This is not exactly the case for 
Djethotefankh, who in all probability succeeded his father at the end of Nectanebo IPs 
reign and thus watched the reconquest of Artaxerxes III play out. His brother Petosiris 
had to defend his memory by giving him this speech: "I did not steal the ritual offerings, 
I never did any wrong against this country, for Maat is with me and will not be separated 
from me for all eternity." When Petosiris succeeded him, however, he encountered a 
compromised situation: 

When a head of foreign countries (Artaxerxes III] exercised his protectorate over Egypt, 
there was no longer anything that was in its former place; since battles broke out in the in
terior of Egypt, the South being in agitation and the North in a state of revolt, men walked 
in bewilderment, there was no longer a temple that was available to its attendants, and the 
priests were distant (from the sanctuaries), in ignorance of what was going on. 

Petosiris was able to reestablish the prosperity of the sanctuary not only because of his 
remarkable merits but also because of the sudden change in political conditions: 

[I spent seven years] as lesonis of Thoth . . . doing everything excellently in his temple, ex
panding the importance of his priests, to fill his granaries with barley and wheat and his 
valuable reserves with all perfect things, beyond what existed before foreigners became gov
ernor of Egypt, (after trans, by G. Lefebvre, revised by B. Menu) 

Though his older brother had had to deal with the disorders connected with the defeat 
of Nectanebo II by the armies of Artaxerxes III, Petosiris must have lived in the period 
of transition between Achaemenid dominion and the Ptolemaic period. He probably 
received the responsibility from his brother after Alexander's arrival. From the father 
(Sishu) to the younger son (Petosiris), the inscriptions are intended to provide an image 
of Egyptian history that is characterized by rectitude. There was a period of calm in the 
time of Nectanebo II, followed by a period of disorder in the time of Artaxerxes III and 
his successors, and then a return to order with the arrival of Alexander. Other Egyptians 
of this period celebrated the return to order. However, specifically because they were 
composed in a Hellenistic context, these declarations have only limited value as evi
dence: "It is difficult not to suspect the existence of a propaganda favoring these behav
iors within the upper clergy and giving them all the means (notably economic) of 
succeeding, propaganda emanating from the high Macedonian administration and 
maintained by Ptolemaeus son of Lagus" (B. Menu). A general consideration of the 
fourth-century autobiographical inscriptions also leads to the conclusion that, as in the 
lime of Cambyses and his successors in the fifth century, Egyptians did not hesitate to 
collaborate with the Persians. For the same reasons, they turned just as easily to Alexan
der, then Ptolemy. In other words, when Alexander took Egypt, it was not because there 
was a general Egyptian uprising that supported him; more simply, it was because the 
Persian officials in charge of the satrapy had no military means of opposing him. Thus, 
the behavior of the Egyptian aristocrats was entirely predetermined. 
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The Babylonians, Alexander, and Darius 
The attitude of tlie Babylonians is much better documented. We would not return to 

Alexander's situation after Gaugamela were it not to reaffirm that the balance of power 
allowed the Babylonian leaders (present in the procession that came to greet the con
queror) to hope that they would receive significant compensation in exchange for their 
defection. An astronomical tablet (ADRTB no. -330) provides proof that, after Gauga
mela, negotiations were opened between Alexander and the Babylonians. On October 
8, a week after the battle, a text seems to refer to the arrival at Babylon of an envoy who 
delivered a message regarding the Esagila and its property. On October 18, Alexander is 
at Sippar, and he seems to promise (to the Babylonians?) that he will not allow his sol
diers to break into their houses. Next, there is an allusion to the presence (participa
tion?) of Greeks (lamana) at a sacrifice. Finally, there is the entry into Babylon of 
Alexander, who bears the title "King of the Universe." Alexander came to sacrifice to 
Marduk and conversed with the Chaldeans on everything concerning the great god of 
the city (cf. Arrian III.16.5). 

This is the context in which the Classical texts mention the destruction effected by 
Xerxes in the Babylonian temples as a contrast to Alexander's "benevolent" behavior. 
We need not tarry long on Xerxes' policy, except to recall that the presentation by Alex
ander's historians is erroneous and partial (see chap. 13/5). Instead, the attitude of the 
conqueror is situated in general continuity with the traditional policy of the Great 
Kings. Following the example of Cyrus, Alexander made contact with the leaders of the 
great sanctuaries—"their priests and rulers (hiereis kai arkhontes") (III.16.3-0-). In order 
to weaken the elites' will to resist, just after the victory, Alexander had begun negotia
tions with Mazaeus (and Bagophanes) and the Babylonian leaders. He promised the of
ficials that he would respect the city and be sure to care for the sanctuaries, as Cyrus had 
clone. This strategy is also shown by the rituals of the triumphal entry (Alexander in his 
chariot; Quintus Curtius V. 1.23), which astonishingly resemble the protocols of Cyrus's 
official entry into Babylon in 539. At the same time, there is no doubt that Alexander be
gan work on the Babylonian sanctuaries. Whatever its nature and extent may have been, 
this work could not have been begun until after the "Chaldeans" had been consulted, 
because this work in itself symbolized that Alexander was supported and accepted by the 
gods of Babylon. This is perhaps what Arrian is describing when he writes: He "carried 
out all their recommendations on the Babylonian temples, and in particular sacrificed 
to Baal, according to their instructions" (III.16.5->). 

Good relations between Alexander and the Babylonian leaders did not wane. Two 
episodes illustrate their relationship, both during the king's last years. Many ancient au
thors relate that the Chaldeans wanted to dissuade Alexander from entering Babylon, 
arguing against it on the basis of bad omens taken from examining the stars and constel
lations. According to an ancient tradition, Alexander did not give in to their pleas, be
cause he suspected that they wished to keep for themselves the funds he wanted to 
dedicate to the reconstruction of the temples (Arrian VII. 17.1-4). This anecdote has 
sometimes been thought to reveal that bad relations prevailed between Alexander and 
the sanctuaries at this time. In truth, when the warning from the Chaldeans is situated 
in the longue duree of Babylonian tradition, it appears that the Chaldeans were simply 
behaving consistently in the role that they had played throughout Antiquity: the Chal
deans, who were entrusted with observing the skies and drawing omens from them, sim-
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I wished "to report to the king the danger which threatened . . . that he must under no 
circumstances make his entry into the city;. . . but he must abandon his intended route 
a n d pass the city by" (Diodorus XVII.l 12.2-3o). 

Some time later, another incident made an unfortunate impression on the Greek ob
servers, who then misinterpreted a Babylonian custom that they did not know existed. 
The ancient authors tell the same story in sometimes varying words. One day, a Babylo
nian of uncertain status, who was condemned by common law, managed to approach 
the king's throne and seat himself upon it: He "put on the royal dress and bound his 
head with the diadem, then seated himself upon the chair and remained quiet" (Diodo
rus §116.2—3-0). Arrian records the eunuchs' reaction as follows: 

Owing to some Persian custom (nomos persikos) they did not drag him off the throne but 
rent their garments and beat themselves on their breasts and faces as if some terrible disaster 
had happened. (VII.24.34-) 

Once again, Arrian confirms that Alexander understood nothing about the matter. He 
suspected a plot and had the man questioned, but "he would only say that the idea had 
come to him to do so"; and Arrian adds, in the same vein, "This actually made the seers 
readier to interpret what had happened as portending no good for Alexander" 
(VII.24.3-0). According to Diodorus, conversely, Alexander then remembered the initial 
warning that the Chaldeans had given him, and he showered the advisers who had 
urged him to disregard it with reproaches, while he himself "was impressed anew with 
the skill of the Chaldaeans and their insight" (§116.4-0). For Diodorus, in both cases, it 
was a sign from the gods—a "portent about his kingship" (§116.5-0). Diodorus was well 
informed. Despite some (easily understandable) differences, the episode fits into a well-
fed stream of Mesopotamian tradition—that of the substitute king. When omens re
garding the life of the king were disturbing, a man of low birth was chosen, and he re
ceived all of the outward appurtenances of power: the raiment, the scepter, a queen, 
and a court—though the real power was exercised by the king who, in principle, was se
questered elsewhere. When the risk was believed to have passed, the substitute was put 
to death. We can thus reasonably imagine that this episode in 323 did not result from 
the spontaneous initiative of a poor wretch —as is implied in any case by Arrian's refer
ence to a nomos persikos (actually, in this case, a venerable Babylonian tradition). The 
Chaldeans were more and more disturbed by the multiplication of omens and resorted 
to the substitute king ritual (with Alexander's consent) and thus cleansed the king of the 
threats accumulating around him. All of these episodes attest to Alexander's acceptance 
by the local elites at Babylon—the only condition being that he rule according to local 
tradition, as "King of the Lands," as the Great Kings always had. 

While the reality of the "Babylonization" of Alexander seems generally to be well es
tablished, at the same time, other texts dissuade us from concluding that the reaction of 
the Babylonian elites harmonizes completely with the image of "liberator" that the an
cient texts conventionally ascribe to Alexander. First, we may note that in a tablet dated 
to 329 Alexander is called "king of the Haneans," which highlights his foreign origin 
(ADRTB no. -328). However, another text is even more interesting—the famous Dynas
tic Prophecy. Though the text is difficult, because the tablet is broken and fragmentary, 
this prophecy (obviously post eventum) devotes several lines to the reign of Darius III. 
The composers record the invasion of the Macedonians (here also referred to as Hane
ans) and a defeat by Darius; they continue: 
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Afterwards, he {the king) will refit [his] army and ra[ise] his weapons; Enlil, Shamash, and 
[Marduk] will go at the side of his army [and] the overthrow of the army of the Hanaean he 
will [bring about]. He will carry off his extensive booty and [bring (it)] into his palace. The 
people who had [experienced] misfortune [will enjoy] well-being. The mood of the land [will 
be a happy one]. Tax exemption (zakutu). (BHLT, p. 35 [col. III. 12-23]) 

There would be no point in comparing this text with the Alexander historians in an at
tempt to determine which historical events are referred to. Recording of events per se is 
in fact not the purpose of this kind of literature, which simply sets out "good" and "bad" 
reigns alternately. However, it is quite notable that here Darius {the king), aided by the 
Babylonian gods, in the end is victorious over Alexander (the Hanean), and this tri
umph is received with joy in Babylon, whose inhabitants then regain their prosperity. 
The person of Darius III has thus been reintroduced in the context of a traditional nar
rative on good Babylonian kingship. The text shows that the attitudes of the elite were 
at least ameliorated with respect to new masters. 

One perfectly reasonable theory is that the text itself was composed at the beginning 
of the Hellenistic period in the context of the inauguration of Seleucus's rule in Babylo
nia. Thus, we cannot conclude that it reflects the perspective of the Babylonians in 331; 
it is more likely that it expresses the change in relationship between Macedonians and 
Babylonians in the time of the wars that ravaged the country at the beginning of the age 
of the Diadochi. The text certainly does confirm that the Achaemenid period was not 
seen as particularly oppressive (at least in comparison with Macedonian dominion). It 
also stresses that the Babylonian leaders' submission to Alexander was linked to royal be
havior that was in accord with the country's traditions—just as in Udjahorresnet's Egypt, 
Cambyses and Darius had to follow the precepts of "right kingship" ("as did every previ
ous benevolent king"). This obligation is reflected in the Macedonian propaganda, 
which described Alexander's hydraulic constructions in Babylonia as worthy of "good 
rulers (hegemones agathoi)" (Strabo XVI. 1.10*-; cf. Arrian VII.21.6). In other words— 
and in conclusion —the defection of the leaders to Alexander did not occur because 
they were pressured by the enthusiasm of a population that craved liberation; the surren
der was conditional, because it was based on negotiations that the Babylonians certainly 
came to with great caution. After all, the (subsequent) message of the Dynastic Prophecy 
was not particularly favorable to Alexander or, in general, to the Macedonian conquest, 
which the editors present as a (vain!) attempt to interrupt the happy course of the reign 
of the "good king," Darius. 

4. The Death of a Great King (330) 

Darius at Ecbatana 
Taking into account all of these elements —both military and political—makes it pos

sible to evaluate Darius's situation at Ecbatana. When Alexander suddenly left Persepo
lis in May 330, he had only a very small amount of information about the Great King's 
actual situation; he thought that Darius, since October of the previous year, had been 
completing his preparations for a battle that would have to determine the final outcome 
of the war. When Alexander arrived in Gabiene (Gabae/Isfahan), at the Median Gates, 
he received urgent news that was delivered by Bisthanes (son of Artaxerxes III), "who re
ported that Darius had fled four days before, with his treasure from Media of seven thou-
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sand Talents and with about three thousand cavalry and about six thousand infantry" 
(Arrian III. 19.5-0-). Quintus Curtius states that the news-bearer was a Babylonian, Bagis-
tanes, who told Alexander that Darius "was in danger either of death or of fetters" 
(V13.3*>)' ^ ' s Hkely that Quintus Curtius confused the two messengers. It was only later 
(when Alexander reached the Caspian Gates) that Bagistanes and Antibelus, one of the 
sons of Mazaeus, informed him that Darius had been thrown in irons by the chiliarch 
Nabarzanes, Bessus the satrap of Bactria, and Barsaentes the satrap of Arachosia (Arrian 

Ili.21.1). 
In October 331, Darius planned to gather a new army. He had with him some sol

diers who had followed him on his retreat, and among them were several thousand 
Greek mercenaries —whose faithfulness the ancient authors like to exalt unreservedly— 
as well as the Bactrian cavalry, some Persians from the royal Kinsmen, and his guard of 
melophoroi — that is, those who had surrounded him during the battle (Arrian III. 16.1; 
cf. 11.5). The Great King expected to draft soldiers in the regions near Ecbatana, par
ticularly from the Cadusians and Saka, who in fact did send him contingents (Arrian 
III. 19.3). Nevertheless, he was primarily counting on troops levied in eastern Iran (cf. 
Diodorus XVII.73.1). Quintus Curtius calculates his army at 30,000 infantry (including 
4000 Greeks), 4000 slingers and archers, and more than 3300 horsemen, "mostly Bac
trian" (V.8.3-4*); Diodorus speaks of 30,000 men, "Persians and Greek mercenaries" 
($73.1*); Arrian counts 3000 horsemen and 6000 infantry (III.19.5). It is always difficult 
to compare the numbers. Meanwhile, when Darius learned that Alexander had arrived 
by forced march, Darius decided to set out for the Upper Satrapies. The change in the 
balance of power led some contingents —Saka and Cadusians—to abandon the royal 
army (III. 19.4). Then, when Alexander resumed his pursuit of Darius from Ecbatana, 
"many of those who shared his flight deserted him during its course, and went off to their 
homes, and a good number had surrendered to Alexander" (III. 19.4; 20.2*). 

The military collapse primarily reveals the continued weakening of the Great King's 
political position. Quintus Curtius, in an account that is very favorable to Darius, writes 
that Darius's prestige continued to be solid: "In those nations the majesty of their kings 
is extraordinary; in response to his mere name the barbarians assemble, and veneration 
for his former fortune attends him even in adversity" (V.I0.2*); or this: "the reply of all 
the Persians was about the same, that it was impious for the king to be deserted" 
(V.9.16*). These are fine phrases, but they account for only a part of the situation and, 
as a result, distort it. Quintus Curtius himself also explains that Darius's decision to 
abandon Babylonia after Gaugamela had not been greeted enthusiastically by all who 
were close to him (V. 1.7-9). Nonetheless, Darius's royal authority remained strong 
enough among the satraps, generals, and subject peoples that he was still able to issue a 
new order to mobilize and could urge the satrapal leaders to remain faithful to him 
(Diodorus $64.2). But internal opposition did not miraculously vanish. Though we are 
unable to date the conspiracy precisely, we may reasonably suggest that the successive 
capitulation of Babylon, Susa, and Persepolis, without a fight, dealt a direct blow to the 
King's authority, because these surrenders signified the failure of the strategy adopted 
after Gaugamela. The failure was military, but also and especially political, as first Ma
zaeus, then Abulites, Tiridates, and several others went over to Alexander. It is also likely 
that the torching of the palaces at Persepolis contributed even more to unsettling what 
had once been certain. Finally, the Persians of Ecbatana had certainly discovered by 
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now that Alexander had warmly welcomed officials who had transferred into his service 
and he had entrusted high posts to them. Despite their attachment to the glorious mem
ory of the Achaemenids, they must have thought that Alexander looked more and more 
like a credible alternative. This thought was reinforced even further after the conspiracy 
against the Great King. 

The Conspiracy against the Great King 
The sources are unanimous in naming Bessus as the one at the heart of the treachery 

that, already long in preparation, broke out during the retreat to the Upper Satrapies. At 
this time, Darius was already the hostage of the satrap of Bactria, who had absolute per
sonal control over his contingent of horsemen (Quintus Curtius V. 10.5, 12; 12.6). 
Against them, Darius basically could count on the loyalty of Artabazus, "the oldest of his 
friends" (V9.1 -0) , who attempted to organize his defense (cf. V 9 . 1 3 ) , aided by the Per
sian contingent (§9.16) and Greek mercenaries (who feared Alexander's vengeance). 
Henceforth, there were two camps and two armies face to face. As Alexander's progress 
became known, the treachery was soon in the open: the conspirators put Darius under 
arrest. It appears that initially the primary objective of the conspirators was to deliver Da
rius to Alexander, in the hope of obtaining large rewards (Quintus Curtius V.5.2; 12.1; 
cf. Arrian III.21.5 and 30.4). But they had so few illusions about the Macedonian's re
sponse that they were preparing "to kill Darius, and make for Bactra with the forces of 
their nations" (V.10.6-O); they were counting on the reserves of men in Bactria . . . and 
"they expected to regain the power of the empire, should they succeed in getting posses
sion of the province" (V. 10.4o). Arrian is probably closer to the truth when he presents 
the plan of Bessus and his companions as follows: their intent was to "preserve their 
poweT in common" (III.21.5o-), by which it must be understood, on the one hand, that 
any idea of counterattack was ruled out, and on the other, that operations would be di
rected jointly by Bessus, Barsaentes, and Nabarzanes (cf. III.30.4). 

Nevertheless, Bessus's position was already preeminent. According to Arrian, he "had 
been recognized as commander by the Bactrian cavalry and the other barbarians who had 
fled with Darius, except by Artabazus and his sons and the Greek mercenaries.. . . Bessus 
was in command for the moment because of his relationship to Darius and because the 
act was done in his satrapy" (§21.4-5) . These are the circumstances under which some 
of the Persians in Darius's entourage decided to change their allegiance to Alexander 
(§21.1). The agreement among the conspirators scarcely lasted. Nabarzanes and Bar
saentes assassinated the Great King. They then fled with several hundred horsemen 
(§21.10). Barsaentes returned to his satrapy, thinking that he would be able to organize 
resistance to benefit himself; Nabarzanes soon came, accompanied by "other very highly 
placed Persian officers of Darius," to surrender to Alexander (§23.4-0). The third conspir
ator, Bessus, for his part, reached Bactra with his troop of Bactrians and turncoat Persians; 
he had himself proclaimed Great King under the name Artaxerxes (§25.3; Diodorus 
§74.2; Quintus Curtius VI.6.13). Despite this royal claim by the satrap of Bactra, the as
sassination of Darius marked once and for all the end of the dynasty and the Empire. 

5. The Fall of an Empire 

Once the historian has recognized that the "decadence" explanation must be perma
nently discarded, he finds himself at a loss when he is required to throw the light of day 
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onto the causes and origins of an event as spectacular as the fall of an Empire. The mas
sive symbolic weight of this phrase certainly describes a responsibility that belongs to the 
historian —but this fact does not make the task any less intimidating. 

The Cornelwood Lance 
It is necessary to observe that the Empire fell primarily because the royal and satrapal 

armies were conquered on the battlefields of the Granicus, Issus, and Gaugamela. The 
Great King found himself unable to parry militarily—or, more precisely, none of the 
imagined parries fulfilled all of the hopes he placed in them. Indeed, in 334, Darius had 
held naval superiority, and his armies and financial resources gave him a considerable 
strike force. At this same time, neither the energy nor the stability of the Great King, nor 
his strategic and military abilities, nor the connection of the officials to the dynasty could 
reasonably be challenged. In order to explain these defeats, we might invoke an entire 
series of more or less valid military causes. Arrian gives the following explanation for the 
victory at the Granicus: "Alexander's men were getting the best of it, not only through 
their strength and experience but because they were fighting with cornelwood [dog
wood] lances against short javelins" (1.15.5*). This is why, according to Diodorus, dur
ing the preparation of his army at Babylon in 332-331, Darius "had fashioned swords 
and lances much longer than his earlier types because it was thought that Alexander had 
had a great advantage in this respect in the battle in Cilicia" (§53.1*). However, even 
metaphorically, the historian is reluctant to reduce the Persian defeat to the superiority 
of the Macedonian cornelwood lance. This purely technical explanation is notoriously 
frustrating, even when we take into account the superior maneuverability of the Mace
donian army and the clear vision, not to say genius, of its leader. 

We may add—and this is surely more important—that the Empire was not prepared 
for the military and strategic challenge posed by Alexander. Agesilaus's incursions had al
ready proved that the imperial space was relatively permeable. In any case, the military 
cautiousness and the political impediments imposed on him after Sparta had prevented 
him from stirring up the ethnes as a whole and shattering the dynastic loyalty of the Asia 
Minor Persians. Thus, because of these restrictions, as we have seen, Agesilaus's attempt 
was doomed to failure (see chap. 15/5). However, as soon as an adversary had decided to 
wage total war against the Achaemenid armies and garrisons and had gained a firm foot
hold in Asia Minor, it was extremely difficult to dislodge him; now he was the one who 
was able to take advantage of the organization of Achaemenid strategic space around 
strongholds, treasuries, and storehouses—places where the Great King's enemy could 
find ample supplies of money and materiel that had originally been created for the de
fense of the imperial territories (see chap. 9/2). Only a Persian victory in the open field 
of battle could have ended the Macedonian offensive. So we have come around to the 
starting-point: once all of these details have been gathered into a coherent argument (or, 
at least a credible one), they allow us to understand how the Great King and his satraps 
lost the battles. But the fundamental question remains: Why did Darius lose the war? 

Persian Royal Power and Multicultural Empire 
We must stress the absolutely novel character of the Macedonian offensive. For the 

first lime in its history, the Empire found itself confronting an adversary who was re
solved to pursue total war to the end—that is, a war of conquest. Furthermore, the ad
versary also understood that a victory in pitched battle was not enough to dethrone so 
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powerful a Great King, and he knew that war also proceeds by means other than arms 
After each victory, Alexander, who had a connoisseur's appreciation of the Empire 
would try all means passible to achieve political success, taking advantage of the struc
tural weaknesses of the Achaemenid imperial structure. This is demonstrated by the at
titude of the local elites—as long as it is not misinterpreted. Contrary to the repeated 
affirmations of Macedonian propaganda, the leaders of the subject peoples were not 
longing for a liberator. Not one of the countries of the Empire —not even Babylonia or 
Egypt—was imbued with an acute national awareness that drove them irresistibly to
ward independence. In fact, in each of these countries (and others), the population re
mained committed to its own norms and continued to cultivate the memory of its own 
glorious past. It is true that we should at this point note several distinctions. The case of 
Egypt, which over two generations returned to the course of pharaonic history, cannot 
be equated with the case of Babylonia, where the royal residences symbolized that Per
sian authority was taking root, or with the case of Susiana, which was linked closely by a 
long common history to the Persian high country (which itself was partly Elamized). In 
any case, the leaders of these great centers were not so naive as to believe that the Mace
donian conquest signified a return to a Babylonia or an Egypt as it was before the con
quest by Cyrus the Great. The choice was simply between one overlord and another, 
Finally, in the course of more than two centuries of subjection/cooperation, these 
peoples had woven often close relationships with the Persians and had themselves prof
ited from the imperial system. In brief, the fall of the Empire was not due to general dis
content on the part of the subject populations and their elites. 

The weakness of the Empire at the point of the Macedonian invasion was perfectly 
wedded to the force that had held it together throughout the period from Cyrus to Da
rius III. The Persians had never attempted to attack the recognized traditions of their 
subjects: the multiethnic Empire remained multicultural, as is shown, for example, by 
its extraordinary linguistic diversity (e.g., Diodorus $53.4). Even if the political unity and 
the mixing of peoples in the Empire yielded remarkable intercultural achievements, it 
still is the case that, fundamentally, a Greek felt that he was a Greek and spoke Greek, 
an Egyptian felt that he was Egyptian and spoke Egyptian, and so on —for the Babylo
nians and every other people, including the Persians, who never attempted to spread 
their language or impose their religion. On the contrary, throughout their history, the 
Great King and the Persians demonstrated their desire for them to maintain their own 
ethnocultural traditions. The unity of the Empire was thus accomplished by means of 
the uncontested, but personal, supremacy of the Great King. Thus, Alexander relent
lessly attempted to capture Darius himself after each battle, and the Great King cer
tainly made every effort to escape his enemy (as was his duly) —both goals perfectly 
illustrate the fragility of the system (which was quite evident, at any rate, from the Mace
donian side); 

Thus, while there actually was an ideology of the King that continued to function 
perfectly at the center, an ideology of the Empire did not really exist, even though royal 
images were spread by means of seals and coins and by popular storytellers who narrated 
the court histories from land to land, echoes of which are found in Aelian's Historical 
Miscellany, as well as in Esther, Judith, and the Tale ofAhiqar. In other words, there was 
no Achaemenid identity that might have induced the peoples, in all of their diversity, to 
rise up and defend some common norms. In other kinds of state—nation-states, for in-
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stance—a defeat in pitched battle did not signify the end of the community; the com
munity might even organize a war of resistance in the adversary's rear. However, this 
strategy presupposes conditions that were foreign to the Achaemenid State. On the con
trary the political-ideological structures that organized and governed the territories and 
populations by definition abandoned the destiny of the Empire to the fate of arms, and 
this would quickly convince the country's elites to turn to the conqueror and transfer 
their allegiance to him. As soon as the royal military was conquered, local leaders found 
themselves with a simple choice (which their ancestors had known since the conquests 
of Cyrus): to negotiate with the victor a way to maintain their dominant position within 
their own society. Negotiation was feasible for the victor because he acknowledged the 
ideological attributes of the community's identity—namely, the potency of the sanctuar
ies and the perpetuation of traditional worship. These were concessions that Alexander 
was not only entirely prepared to grant but that he himself solicited. 

The Dynastic Pact and Its Limits 
Moreover, Alexander developed the same strategy toward the Persians. In its very 

structure, the Empire was organized around the supremacy of the Great King—who in 
Persia was king. Around him revolved all of the activities of the representatives of the ar
istocracy, who were provided with commands and economic advantages of all sorts. 
They were what we have called the dominant socioethnic class, united around the dy
nasty and values of the Persian community. Generally, the system continued to function 
satisfactorily throughout the Achaemenid Empire; analysis of the high-ranking person
nel of Darius III shows that managing the Empire remained mostly a family matter. De
spite occasional crises, the dynastic problem did not deeply or permanently alter the 
loyalty of the Persian aristocracy to the Great King. The known satrapal revolts were lo
calized and never had a goal of imposing a king who was not of royal stock. The attitude 
of the Persian population (reconstructed on the basis of the policy followed by Alexan
der in the country) attests that Persia was always the heart of royal and imperial power. 
Finally, in every manifestation of his power, Darius III clearly had prestige and authority 
as great as that of his predecessors. 

However, the shock of the conquest also demonstrates the fragility of this structure, 
whose erectors had obviously never given thought to a challenge of such magnitude and 
scope. Indeed, during the first years of Alexander's campaign, there was no generalized 
desertion; on the contrary, the example of Mithrenes of Sardis remains an exceptional, 
basically inexplicable case. However, it also serves to reveal an attitude that many aristo
crats were to adopt after defeat, especially after Gaugamela. Though the Persians consti
tuted a highly homogeneous ethnocultural community, they were not formed into a 
nation. Their loyalty to the Great King was based on personal relationships, which could 
be transferred to another person who was endowed with the prestige of victory. As the 
military defeats accumulated, men like Mazaeus and Abulites, following Mithrenes, 
were anxious to conserve their prestigious positions and their economic privileges. In
deed, in his approach to them, Alexander had long understood (even before his landing) 
that the political defeat of the Achaemenid Empire would emerge from the reproduc
tion of gift-for-service relations that had always cemented the close alliance between the 
Great King and the Persian aristocracy—according to practices quite similar to those 
known in the Macedon of Philip and Alexander (cf. Arrian 1.5.4 and Plutarch, Eum. 
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8.12). Alexander was able to create the conditions for a balance between his own ambi
tion and the nobility's desire not to perish in the turmoil. Even though a circle of aristo
crats remained faithful to the Great King until the end, their attitude does not contradict 
this general tendency. Alexander's success is not measured simply in the number of de
fections; more importantly, he was able to attract to himself men who, like Mazaeus and 
Abulites, held key posts at decisive moments and could thus tip the balance of power 
one way or the other. 

Furthermore, the way in which the loyalty of a man like Artabazus was expressed— 
"the oldest of his Friends"—can support two readings. He certainly seems to have re
solved not to abandon his king, and there is no question that he upheld this resolve. But 
the reasons that Alexander gave for granting him an eminent position in his administra
tion are also very interesting: "He kept Artabazus and his sons by him in an honourable 
position, as they were among the most eminent Persians (en tois protois Person) and es
pecially because of their loyalty to Darius" (kai tes es Dareion pisteos heneka; Arrian 
III.23.7*). Of course, Arrian is speaking from Alexander's point of view. But who could 
seriously imagine that, in the period between the death nf Darius and the change in al
legiance of Artabazus and his children, the Persian aristocrat did not enter into discus
sions with Alexander's camp? In one way or another, Artabazus was able to negotiate 
with Alexander for the loyalty that he had once demonstrated toward Darius. Because of 
his battlefield victories, Alexander had managed to persuade the Persians little by little 
to transfer their allegiance to him in exchange for concessions that are easy to imagine: 
land, power, and prestige (cf. Plutarch, Alex. 34.1). Moreover, the Persians had the same 
perspective as the elites of the conquered countries: in the process of transferring their 
allegiance, they did not wish to alter the nature of the relationships that traditionally had 
connected them to the sovereign. Thus, the "orientalization" of the Macedonian king 
and his court was the necessary compensation for his Iranian policy. 

Mazaeus Once Again 

Above and beyond the uncertainties that remain, the examples of Mazaeus and Abu
lites stimulate further reflection. The available evidence in fact strongly suggests that a 
man like Mazaeus, though inarguably of Persian origin, was also intimately immersed in 
Babylonian society; the names of some of his sons are irrefutable proof. There is no 
doubt that the same holds true for Abulites at Susa. Both are probably representatives of 
a human and political type: Persians who had woven close contacts with the elites of the 
countries they were sent to govern (though in the second case, perhaps, we have a "Per-
sianized" Babylonian —hence the name of Abulites' son, Oxathres). With respect to the 
ideal type of an ethnically and culturally homogeneous sociocthnic class, these examples 
might seem to be examples of the failure of Persian authority. But, as always, historical 
reality is contradictory. The maintenance of imperial dominion was also accomplished 
by personal connections and by non-Persians' access to command positions (of which 
the Babylonian Belsunu is the prime example). These men—who, based on all of the 
evidence, were always considered Persians and considered themselves Persians in the po
litical sense of the word —were at the same time a sign of the success of the imperial en
terprise. In their position as cultural mediators, they symbolized and accelerated the 
creation of a new governing elite, and this elite's origin and composition paradoxically 
favored the permanence of Persian dominion. In this respect, too, the overwhelming 
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c 
hallenge of the Macedonian conquest drove the contradictions to surface. If we assume 

that we have correctly understood the situation in Babylon in 331 following the defeat at 
Gaugamela, we may also imagine that the combined defections of Mazaeus and the 
Babylonian elites were coordinated, involving negotiations and discussions between the 
satrap and his friends and relatives in Babylonian society. At the very least, we can imag
ine this hypothesis. 
Bessus in Bactria 

Finally, let us return to the paramount case of Bessus. Unfortunately, his background 
is unknown to us, apart from the fact that he was related by blood to Darius and that Da
rius had made him satrap of Bactria, one of the richest and most powerful regions of the 
Empire (cf Arrian III.21.5). His proclamation of himself as king obviously did not have 
much effect on his authority. On the other hand, it is interesting to note how he ac
quired his hegemony in the conspiracy: he had been acclaimed leader by his Bactrian 
contingents ($21.4) who, throughout the last weeks of Darius, had constituted a shadow 
army. Bessus intended to turn Bactria into a redoubt, with himself as the master. Accord
ing to Diodorus ( j / 4 . lo) , "being known to everyone because of his administration, [he] 
now called upon the population to defend their freedom." We must not see this as set
ting in motion a "war of nationalism" that would ultimately give way to a permanent 
"Bactrian independence." In his books on the history of the Diadochi, Diodorus fre
quently uses the same sort of phrase: when Seleucus wanted to set foot in Babylonia, 
"most of the inhabitants came to meet him, and declaring themselves on his side, prom
ised to aid him as he saw fit" (XIX.91. 1*). Peucestes, who was named satrap of Persia by 
Alexander, is described in the same way: despite the opposition of the other Mace
donian leaders, he had learned Persian and adopted all of the Persian customs, with the 
result that he "had gained great favour with the inhabitants" (XiX.14.5-v>)— so much so 
that Antigonus was irritated to see "that Peucestes was enjoying great favour among the 
Persians." When Antigonus had decided to deprive him of his satrapy, "Thespius, one of 
their leading men (henos de ton epiphanestaton), even said frankly that the Persians 
would not obey anyone else" (XIX.48.5-*-). We can easily list other examples from the 
age of the Diadochi that illustrate the ambition of some Macedonian leaders who 
wanted to create personal power on the basis of support from a country and a people 
with which they had woven relationships of confidence and intercultural cooperation. 
Diodorus's phrase suggests that this was Bessus's ambition in Bactria. In this respect, 
after the Great King had died, Bessus served as something akin to a prefiguring of the 
Diadochi after Alexander's death. This shift was perhaps present in embryo in people 
such as Mazaeus who were closely linked to the governing elites of their satrapies. 
Nevertheless, in 334, the problem did not really arise; it is enough to consider the ex
ample of Artabazus and his family to realize that no matter how close connections with 
the local populations might be, they did not diminish in the least the Persian and impe
rial loyalty of the king's men. The dominant socioetlmic class, insofar as we know its 
composition under Darius III, remained united around its king and Persian power. Only 
the challenge posed by the totality of the Macedonian conquest led these people, one 
by one, to join the camp of the victor. 
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Conclusion 

From Nabonidus to Seleucus 

Within the framework of ancient Near Eastern history, the Achaemenid phase takes 
on special significance. For the first time, countries that were hitherto divided among 
hostile rival kingdoms were gathered into a single, unified state, from the Indus to the 
Aegean Sea. Over the longue duree, this is the fundamental contribution of the con
quests of Cyrus and Cambyses. The successive capturing of Ecbatana, Sardis, Bactra, 
Babylon, and Memphis marked the incorporation of kingdoms into the wider frame
work of an empire. Whatever may have sometimes been claimed, this creation was not 
simply a facade. The prior kingdoms, as such, disappeared. For various reasons, the 
Great Kings simply acknowledged that at Babylon and Memphis they were putting on 
the older garb of Nabonidus and Psammetichus. Nevertheless, at the same time (or after 
a very short delay at Babylon), Babylonia and Egypt were transformed into satrapies gov
erned by a satrap who held his position and made his decrees on the basis of direct orders 
from the Great King. The same was true at Sardis and Bactra (whatever state organiza
tion might have existed previously); so it was at Ecbatana, with the difference that, at 
least under the first kings, Media and the Medes continued to have a special place in the 
Empire. No ancient heritage—whether of Babylonia, Egypt, Media, or Elam —had 
been denied; each had, on the contrary, been integrated into the dynamic force of a new 
state construct, as is shown specifically by our analysis of Achaemenid court art; it was 
not a simple juxtaposition of preexisting Near Eastern elements but a genuinely new 
elaboration in which the stylistic and iconographic diversity, far from delivering a blow 
to the unity of the whole, managed to reinforce it into an integrated exaltation of the un
limited power of the Great King. In the same way, we can easily discover many elements 
within the royal ideology to which we can find parallels in the Assyro-Babylonian and 
Elamite kingdoms (warrior king, gardener-king, king of justice). However, they were in
corporated into a new ideology for which, at its heart, the specifically Iranian and Per
sian elements constituted a driving force. Recall in particular the central role accorded 
to the great god Ahura-Mazda and, later, Anahita and Mithra. We can make the same 
observations regarding Darius's tribute organization: it was grafted both onto realities al
ready observable in earlier times and onto the initial tinkerings carried out by Darius's 
predecessors; however, by the organizational power that it presupposes and that was its 
impulse, his system went well beyond simple borrowing of accounting practices. The in
verse thesis, which reduces the Achaemenid structure to borrowings from preceding 
kingdoms, is based, it seems to me, on a historical and methodological error. So I have 
already written about Alexander, some years ago. I hope the reader will excuse me for 
quoting myself: "The danger of isolating components or structures that were supposed 
to have been borrowed by Alexander is in fact great. . . . We cannot historically isolate 
one structure from an overall system of ideological representations, and a system is 
more than the sum of its parts" (RTF 359). What is true for Alexander with respect to 
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Achaemenid ideology also is true for Cyrus, Cambyses, and their successors with regard 
to the organizational structures of the kingdoms they would literally engulf in the sanie 
way that white blood cells engulf bacteria. The Empire was in fact a new single-celled 
organism that grew by absorbing scattered, hostile cells that then cooperated within a 
new cellular dynamic. 

In order to ensure the continuance of their power and rule, the Creat Kings were first 
and foremost supported by the Persian aristocracy. Within the aristocracy, each family 
entity had privileged access to positions of power that were endowed with a genuine ca
pacity for initiative — under the direction of the Great King. I have frequently (including 
in this book) referred to this group as the dominant socioethnic class, which was con
nected to the king through unequal relationships that were based on gift-and-service ex
changes. Throughout Achaemenid history (including during the time of Darius III), the 
system continued to operate, because it was based on interests common to the dynasty 
and the aristocracy (the "dynastic pact"). At the same time, the Great Kings did not deny 
local elites access to the sphere of power. On the contrary, they received positions in the 
imperial hierarchy, sometimes at a high level. In parallel with the Great Kings' treat
ment of local personnel, the central authority also recognized local forms of organiza
tion, whether dynastic powers or sanctuaries or religion. The only limit on recognition 
of local traditions was the adherence of the imperial elites to the means and goals of the 
Persian authority, for which they served as local representatives and indispensable con
tact points. Nevertheless, the Great King did not hesitate to take drastic measures against 
communities tempted by revolt (drauga), which since the time of Darius I had been 
identified with calling into question a Great King, who was the representative and 
earthly defender of the values of Truth-Justice (arta) that were exalted by Ahura-Mazda. 

To repeat a banal cliche, the Empire was characterized by both unity and diversity. 
This can be seen especially in its cultural manifestations, which are so well exemplified 
by the large number of languages and religions. This is why it is so difficult to analyze 
the Achaemenid imperial evolution as a whole: we end up alternately stressing the Em
pire's integrative power and its centrifugal tendencies. For reasons already discussed, 
these two aspects are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Across the long course of 
Achaemenid history, the creation of a Persian imperial diaspora in the provinces accel
erated the processes of acculturation, even when the processes were not limited to the 
Persians and the elites of the subject populations. Marriages and many kinds of personal 
contact (cf. Artabazus of Greater Phrygia) led to closer and closer relationships, which 
can be illustrated, for example, by the rise to command positions of non-Persians (Bel
sunu), of men who emerged from two cultures (Abulites), or of those who still partici
pated in two cultures (Mazaeus, Orontobates). This development does not seem to have 
threatened the unity of the Empire. On the contrary, it tended to create a dominant im
perial class that was not limited to its Persian component; at the same time, whatever 
their ethnic origins had been, the leaders always considered themselves Persian in the 
political sense —Persians, that is, who were linked to the Great King by the same un
equal gift-and-service relationship and by common political and material interests. 
Even young people born to a mixed marriage could gain full Persian status (cf. Data
mes) through a privilege granted by the king (cf. Herodotus VI.41), following a proce
dure similar to that by which a Seleucid king granted the honor of a Greek name to a 
man of Babylonian origin (YOS 1.52). I am tempted to think that this development ex-
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Situated within the Achaemenid longue duree, Alexander's conquest takes on two 
conflicting characteristics. On the one hand, the short period initiated by the arrival of 
the Macedonian was the prolongation of that longue duree. from the geopolitical point 
of view; this observation further devastates the theory of "Achaemenid decadence." The 
Macedonian in fact took over, for his own benefit, the principles and organization of an 
empire whose structures were totally alien to the Balkan world. One piece of evidence 
— the Oeconomica of Pseudo-Aristotle —which we are inclined to think was compiled in 
the last quarter of the fourth century in Asia Minor—demonstrates that, for the Greeks, 
the royal and satrapal economies represented a form of tribute organization that no 
Greek State had ever managed to get off the ground; the only exception was the Athe
nian arkbe of the fifth century that itself borrowed much from the Achaemenid model. 
This is the context in which we must, to a great extent, seek the origins of the Mace
donian conquest. As has often been noted, Philip II had already borrowed from the 
Achaemenid world, but in his time, these were nothing more than scattered borrowings 
that were not reintegrated into an overall dynamic. This dynamic was forced upon them 
by the conquest of the Achaemenid territory and the destruction-absorption of the impe
rial organization of the Great Kings. Whatever may have been the intentions of the King 
of Macedon when he launched the initial offensive against the royal territories in 337-
336, his son pursued to completion a goal of unprecedented breadth that was based on 
the complete usurpation of the territorial and ideological forms of organization of Dar
ius Ill's Empire, as well as the cooperation of the former ruling class. 

However, by posing as the heir of Darius, Alexander at the same time caused insur
mountable conflicts to erupt. First, some of the Macedonian nobility were hostile to the 
idea of accepting Iranians as totally equal partners. Despite all his efforts—symbolized 
by the grandiose Iranian-Macedonian marriages at Susa—Alexander never really suc
ceeded in creating a new ruling class that vvas as homogeneous and stable as the socio
ethnic class that ruled the Empire of Darius III and his predecessors. The defection of 
local elites vvas not due in any respect to a deep disaffection with Persian power but was 
simply a function of the Great King's military defeat; it had also been conditioned by 
Hie deep and lasting acceptance of local norms by the new masters. Alexander's long 
absence in India had already shown that satraps (Macedonian or Iranian), thinking that 
the king's quest had failed, were quick to violate the agreements Alexander had made 
with the local elites. When Alexander died, none of the problems were resolved. 

)|ains the state of equilibrium that vvas the Empire's when Alexander conquered it. By 
using the phrase "state of equilibrium," I obviously do not intend to project an image of 
peaceful, unbroken cooperation (cf. the revolts) but I intend instead to express what was 
a political desire of the center (in the long term) to overcome the conflicts that could 
not be avoided within an imperial dynamic that vvas founded on both the Persians' su
premacy and their cooperation with the local ruling classes. The Macedonian victory, 
then, provides no basis for any inference about a "crisis" of the Achaemenid Empire in 
334 and even less basis for any claim about its "decadence" throughout the fourth cen
tury. Put more simply, the genesis and nature of the Macedonian conquest prevented it 
from metamorphizing into a Nation-State that would have been able to consolidate it
self through ideological norms that were common to all the peoples of the Empire in all 
their diversity. 
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Furthermore, we should consider the dramatic inability of the Macedonian authority to 
organize any dynastic succession —thus demonstrating an extraordinary structural weak
ness, in contrast to the remarkable Achaemenid capacity for renewal even in times of 
the most intense dynastic crises. We know what happened to the Empire's unity, which 
was more and more torn apart by the rival Diadochi under cover of defending the sover
eign prerogatives of the two putative successors to Alexander. It took just a few years for 
the geopolitical situation to revert to one that, even taking into account intervening his
torical changes, was reminiscent of that which prevailed in the Near East before Cyrus-
the Empire was shattered into several rival kingdoms. The Macedonian enterprise 
which in the short term was a continuation of Achaemenid imperial history, would soon 
dig the grave of the political unity the Great Kings had been able to establish and safe
guard through the preceding two and a half centuries. From the point of view of Neat 
Eastern imperial geopolitics, Alexander was indeed "the last of the Achaemenids." 

At the same time, the invention of the great Hellenistic kingdoms was carried out 
in partial continuity with Achaemenid practice. We know that Peucestes, who was ap
pointed satrap of Persia by Alexander, ingeniously attempted, despite the objections of 
other Macedonians, to adopt the social practices of the Persians over whom he was sa
trap in order to create a commonality of culture and destiny with the aristocracy of the 
country. Even though Persia did not recover its former independence at this time, it rep
resents a sketch of the developments observed in other Near Eastern Hellenistic coun
tries. Alongside other evidence (such as that of Diodorus), the Dynastic Prophecy 
suggests that Seleucus, with the assistance of his Iranian wife Apame, was able to win 
over the cooperation of the ruling elite in Babylonia; the latter were growing more and 
more frustrated by the destruction throughout the country that was a result of the con
tinual wars of Eumenes and Antigonus. It was as a "King of the Lands"—not as a foreign 
conqueror—that Seleucus was recognized in Babylonia; he took up for his own benefit 
the political and ideological strategy that the Great Kings had faithfully followed. 

However remarkable it may have been, the Seleucid enterprise was on a far smaller 
scale than that of the Achaemenid Empire—and it found itself in a context where all at 
once traditional hostilities with Egypt reappeared and centrifugal tendencies increased, 
set loose by the deaths of Darius III and then Alexander. This is what we see, for exam
ple, in Cappadocia and Armenia: here, where the Achaemenids defaulted sooner than 
elsewhere, their satraps were quick to establish dynasties with close connections (that 
they loved to stress) to the Achaemenid family. In a Greek-Armenian inscription from 
Agaca Kale, men who may have been direct descendants of the Ariaces who led the Cap-
padocian contingents at Gaugamela were quite ready to adorn themselves with the nos
talgic title "legitimate satraps." 
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and in a largely reworked and modif ied form to take into account more recent special ized articles, 
particularly Miroschedj i 1985 and 1990a. 

1. Why Cyrus? 
• Discontinuous Documentation and the Longue Duree. "Scandal of history" of the disap

pearance of the Assyrian E m p i r e - see the d iscuss ion by Garel l i (Garel l i and Nikiprowetzky 1974: 
125-28 and 2 3 9 - 4 2 ) , and the s u m m a r y of the topic in a m o r e closely argued form in Zawadski 
1988a: 14-22; and the interpretive suggest ions of N a ' a m a n 1991. T h e problem of the beginnings 
of Persian history is very well stated by Harmatta 1971 (even if stressing M e d i a n inf luence exclu
sively is debatable; see below); s ee also the reflections of D e l a u n a y 1985: 7 1 - 8 1 , on the reasons 
why Aramaic scribes were used dur ing the t ime of Cyrus . 

• Persian History and Greek Representations. S e e Briant 1989a; on Median-Pers ian relations, 
see also SS6-7, pp. 2 1 - 2 7 . 

2. The Founder Legends 
Version of Ctes ias in N i c o l a u s of D a m a s c u s : F C r H 90 F66, version of Dinon in Athenaeus 

XIV.633d-e; Cyrus l egend and S a i g o n legend: Drews 1984 and B . L . Lewis 1980; on the t h e m e of 
the abandoned child, cf. also Widengren 1966 and Binder 1964: 17-28; on royal l egends in Ira
nian literature, in particular in Firdawsi , see Chr i s tensen 1936 (who finds similar traits in the leg
ends reported by Herodotus and Ctes ias ) , Davidson 1985, D u l e b a 1987, Krasnowolska 1987; 
remembrance of C y r u s a m o n g the Persians: X e n o p h o n , Cyr. 1.2.1; Herodotus III.160; S trabo 
XV.3.18; and Athenaeus X V . 6 3 3 d - e : cf. chap . 8/3 on the educat ion of young Persian aristocrats. 

3. The Kings of Ansan 
Inscriptions of Ar iaramnes and Arsames: cf. s u m m a r y of the topic in L e c o q 1974a: 4 8 - 5 2 , who 

concludes that "the inauthenticity [of these texts] has not been proved" (cf. also Herrcnschmidt 
1979a); the discussion is directly connec ted to the interpretation given to Darius's dynastic c la ims , 
which arc extremely suspect (on the genealogy recorded by Dar ius , see the keen reflections of 
Miroschedji 1985; 2 8 0 - 8 3 ) : we return to these prob lems at greater length in chapters 2/10 and 3/1; 
seal of Kuras of Ansan: Hal lock 1977: 127, Miroschedj i 1985; 285-87, Bol lweg 1988; and most re
cently Garrison 1992: 3 -7 (and n. 22). 

4. Ansan and Susa 

Arrival of the Iranians in the Zagros: cf. s u m m a r y of the topic and bibl iography in Briant 1984a: 
79-83; add S u m n e r 1994, who prefers a higher dat ing (middle of the second mi l l enn ium) ; on 
relations between the lowlands and the highlands , see Vallat 1980; Carter and Sto lper 1984: 32ff.; 
Miroschedji 1990a; Tall-i M a l y a n tablets: Stolper 1984b; site of Malyan: S u m n e r 1988; co
existence of several E l a m i t e "kings" at the beg inn ing of the seventh century: cf. Stolper 1986; 
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"royal cities": Miroschedj i 1986 and 1990a: 6 5 - 6 9 ; battles of E l a m i t e kings against the Assyrians-
Carter and Stotper 1984: 4 4 - 5 5 , as well as G e i a r d i 1987 and a brief presentation in F r a m e 1992-
255-56 ; a s s u m i n g the title "king of Ansan": Miroschedj i 1985: 296-99; chronology and succession 
of the first kings: without denying that they are just hypotheses , 1 follow on this point the interpre
tations of Miroschedj i 1985: 2 8 0 - 2 8 5 (who refuses to recognize C y r u s in the Assurbanipal inscrip
tion publ i shed by Weidner 1930), but there remain uncertaint ies and discuss ion on absolute 
chronology: cf. Bol lweg 1988: 56 (genealogica l tree; explicitly denying the reconstruction of 
Miroschedj i ) ; the d i screpanc ies explain why C y r u s the Grea t is somet imes n u m b e r e d II, some
times III ( j u s t as his father is somet imes des ignated C a m b y s e s I, somet imes C a m b y s e s II), depend
ing on the weight given to Herodotus VII . 11 

5. Persian Society before the Conquests: Herodotus and Archaeology 

• Herodotus and Persian Society. Text of Herodotus: Bi iant 1984a: 105-10, 1990a: 77-84-
tribal organization: see also the reports of X e n o p h o n (twelve tribes!) (Cyr. 1.2.5) and Strabo XV.3.1 : 

cf. Von Gal l 1972; Iranian terms: D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 13; note that the term "zantu does not occur 
in the O l d Persian texts; according to D a n d a m a e v and Livshits 1988: 459, it appears several times 
in the E l a m i t e tablets from Persepolis as a const i tuent e l e m e n t in personal n a m e s , but seecoiifra 
Schmit t 1990b; G r e e k (and M e s o p o t a m i a n ) view of the opposit ion nomads / farmers : Briant 1976 
and 1982b: 9 -56 ; kara in OPers . can des ignate the army as well as the p e o p l e (whence the prob
lems posed by D B j[ 14: see below, chap . 2/10); the title karanos appears in X e n o p h o n to describe 
a military head with exceptional powers: Haeb ler 1982, Petit 1983, S e k u n d a 1988: 74; military 
prestige of the king: Briant 1984a: 114-17. 

• The Findings of Archaeology. Absence of sedentary populat ions: S u m n e r 1972: 264-65, 
1986: 4 - 7 (without enthus iasm: "unsatisfactory . . . a s sumpt ion . . . hypothetical explanation"); 
conc lus ions repeated and strengthened by Miroschedj i 1985: 2 8 8 - 9 4 ("radical sedentary depopu
lation"); see also Miroschedj i 1990a; agricultural activities in Persian month names: cf. the analy
sis of H i n z 1973: 6 4 - 7 0 ; m a i n t e n a n c e of pastoral populat ions in A c h a e m e n i d Fars: S u m n e r 1986: 
3 0 - 3 1 ; cf. Briant 1976. O n the very incomple te character of explorations in Fars: cf. the remarks 
of Miroschedj i 1990a: 54 -55 ; E l a m i t e influences: B i iant 1984a: 9 2 - 9 5 , Miroschedj i 1982 and 
1985: 2 9 6 - 3 0 5 , C a l m e y e r 1988b (dress), Bol lweg 1988 and Garr i son 1992 (seals); archaeological 
results in Khuzistan: Carter 1994; t o m b of Arjan: Vallat 1984, Al izadeh 1985 (criticism by Vallat, 
Ablran 10 [1987] , no. 217); cf. also Miroschedj i 1990a: 55 a n d the article by M a j i z a d e h 1992 (pub
lication of a bowl with scenes of hunting, tribute-bearers, and banquets : the author stresses Phoe
nician and Assyrian influences); accord ing to D u c h e n e (1986) , Arjan is to be identified with 
H u h n u r , halfway between the future site of Persepolis a n d S u s a , by propos ing a relationship with 
the p l a c e - n a m e H u n a i r known from the Fortification tablets (cf. Koch 1990: 198-200) . T h e Susa 
tablets were publ i shed in 1907; their dating was a n d is uncertain: H i n z (1987) defends a high date 
(before 680); 6 0 0 - 5 4 0 is suggested by F. Vallat (1984: 11, n. 26); see a lso Miroschedj i 1982 and 
1990a: 79, and Steve 1986, from w h o m I take the term "Neo-Elami te IIIB (ca 605 -539 )" (pp. 20-
21); quotation: G h i r s h m a n 1976b: 160; Iranian metal lurgical tradition: Moorey 1984; on the term 
irmatam, cf. below, chap . 11/5, 11/9; Persians a n d Iranians in Babylon: Z a d o k 1977: 66-67; Baby
lonian populat ions in Khuzistan: Stolper 1986; importance of intercultural contacts before Cyrus: 
cf. Briant 1984a. 

6. Ansan, Ecbatana, Babylon, and Susa 

• The Consequences of the Fall of the Assyrian Empire. O n the events that led to the demise 
of Assyria, see (besides G o o s s e n s 1952 and Garel l i 1974: 125-28 , 2 3 9 - 4 2 ) the recent analyses by 
Zawadski 1988a and N a ' a m a n 1992. It will immediate ly be seen that the interpretations continue 
to differ on very important points: but it would not be appropriate to review the debate here, in the 
course of a discuss ion devoted specifically to the kings of Ansan. It will have to suffice to put in a 
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nutshell sonic facts and analyses that, even indirectly, might contribute to the unders tanding of 
the Near Eastern world upon the arrival of C y r u s II; downfall of the Assyrian capitals: see G o o s -

s e n s 1952: 9 0 - 9 3 ; Kuyper 1981; Scur lock 1990b; Dal ley 1990, 1993; Kuhrt 1995 {now bringing 
into the discussion the tablets from Tall S e t H a m a d [valley of the K h a b u r ] ) , which prove that the 
political end of imperial power did not m e a n the instant annihilat ion of the language or more gen
erally of Assyrian culture: cf. the articles col lected in S A A B 7/2 [1993]); on the role of the M e d e s 
ifter 610, see Baltzer 1973 (and Joannes 1995b, with the s u b s e q u e n t remarks of G a s c h e 1995 on 
the name and dating of the "Median Wall"); Astyages/Alyatres treat)' of 585: the Labynetus of He
rodotus cannot be N a b o n i d u s (556-539) (to whom he gives the s a m e name) : cf. d iscuss ion in 
Beaulieu 1989a: 8 0 - 8 2 ; the M e d e s and Centra l Asia: Briant 1984b: 3 5 - 4 2 , reconstruction of an 
Elamite k ingdom centered on Susa: Miroschedj i 1982, Vallat 1984, Steve 1986; the notion of the 
submission of S u s a to E c b a t a n a is defended by Zawadski 1988a: 138-43 (cf. also Lukon in 1989: 
61 according to w h o m Astyages imposed his dominat ion over E l a m in 585); but the ev idence is 
contradictory: s o m e take the opposi te view, that there are a n u m b e r of links between S u s a and 
Babylon (Lukonin 1989: 5 8 - 5 9 ; W i s e m a n 1956: 36; and Carter-Sto lper 1984: 54); in any event, it 
is quite possible that E l a m was itself not unified, with various princes , who were not necessarily 
strictly under the control of S u s a , control l ing local territory; Babylonian conquests in the west: 
Wiseman 1956; n a m e of the last E lami te king ( U m m a n i s ) : Miroschedj i ' s hypothesis 1982: 6 2 - 6 3 . 

• Austin on the World Stage. Class ica l texts on the fall of the Assyrian E m p i r e , in the final 
analysis, all that can be agreed to are a few contemporary notes (cf. Scur lock 1990b); we may add 
that the version of Amyntas is already found in part in X e n o p h o n (Anab. I II .4 .8-13) , who identifies 
the ruins he viewed in Assyria with the cities captured by Cyrus from the M e d e s ; on the "Arabs" 
of Mesopotamia , cf. Briant 1982b: 120-22 and D o n n e r 1986. 

• Median Dominion. T h e hypothesis that the Dream of Nabonidus (cited below, c h a p . 1/1, 
p. 881) identifies Cyrus as ardu ('slave') of Astyages (so D a n d a m a e v 1984b. 8 2 - 8 6 ) derives from a 
faulty reading: cf. Baltzer 1973; tribute under M e d i a n dominat ion: cf. Justin 1.7.2 (very genera l ) ; 
on Herodotus's M e d i a n dynastic chronology, see most recently Scur lock 1990a. 

• Dynastic Marriages? Identification of Aryenis, daughter of Alyattes: Herodotus 1.74 and es
pecially a scholion to Plato (Pedley 1972: no. 96); note also that one of the daughters of D a r i u s was 
called M a n d a n e , at least in a court novel recorded by Diodorus X I . 5 7 . 1 . Another marr iage tradi
tion is found in D i o d o r u s (11.10.1) and Berossus (apud Josephus , Ag. Ap 1.19): a "Syrian" king 
landscaped the H a n g i n g G a r d e n s of Babylon to p lease his wife "who was originally from Persia" 
(Diodorus) or M e d i a (Berossus): cf. also Q u i n t u s Curt ius V I . 3 5 . T h e diminut ion of foundation 
legends attests above all to the vigor of the oral traditions. 

7. From the Medes to the Persians 

• Borrowing and Inheritance. T h e theory of Medo-Pcrs ian l inguistic inheritance is found al
ready in M e i l l e t a n d Benvenis le 1931 (cf. particularly p. 7: "For historical, geographic , and dialec
tal reasons, it can be nothing other than M e d i a n " ) ; cf. also R. Schmit t , RIA 7 / 7 - 8 (1990): 6 1 7 - 1 8 
s.v. "Medische [Sprache]"; this is the basis on which Harmatta 1971 reconstructed M e d i a n stale 
organization, which supposedly was cop ied by the Achaemenids ; on this point, s ee the cri t ique of 
Sancisi-Wcerdenburg 1988a: 208 -10 . T h e theory was strongly cha l l enged by Skjscrv0 1983 ( sum
marized here), as well as by L e c o q 1987, who elsewhere (1974b) sets forth the idea of a Perso-
Median koine; on the n a m e M e d e appl ied to the Persians, cf. G r a f 1984, and Tupl in 1994. 

• The Structure of the Median Kingdom: Medikos logos of Herodotus . Cf. Helm 1981 (oral tra
ditions and Persian propaganda) ; Brown 1988: 78 -84 , Sancis i -Weerdenburg 1993a, also Scur lock 
1990a (on the M e d i a n chronology of Herodotus , judged perfectly acceptable ) ; note that Ctes ias 
also devoted part of his Persica to M e d i a n history: cf. Diodorus H.32-34; cf. also IX.20.4, where he 
mixes information from Ctes ias with s o m e attributed explicitly to Herodotus , but which he cites in 
a faulty way; on the problems posed by the "Scythian interregnum," see now the detai led analysis 
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of Lanfranchi 1990 and the interpretations of Voge l sang 1992: 181-90, 310 -12 ; M e d e s and Assyr
ians: cf. chronological table drawn up by Brown, RIA 7 / 7 - 8 (1990): 620; role of Cyaxares: Brown 
1988: 8 1 - 8 6 , a lso Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1988a: 2 0 2 - 3 , 211. Note that Ctes ias calls Cyaxares 
"founder of M e d i a n hegemony"; but given that D iodorus (11.32.3) cites Herodotus , this is obvi
ously a confus ion with Deioces ; the s a m e author c la ims (II.34.6) that Astyages is the name the 
Greeks gave to a certain Aspandas; finally, note in pass ing that Diodorus (11.34.1) cites a certain 
Astibaras a m o n g the M e d i a n sovereigns: this involves the ev idence of a personal n a m e copied from 
an Achaemenid title (arstibara = Gk . doryphoros ' lance-bearer') familiar from an inscription of 
Naqs-i Rus tam ( D N c ) and from Babylonian tablets (Stolper 1985a: 55 n. 12). Scarcity of Median 
archaeologica l remains: see several articles of Muscare l la (1987, 1994) and the refinement of 
Gen i to (1986), with the criticism of Vogelsang (1992: 177; but the use o f country lists leaves me 
methodological ly unconv inced) and especial ly Medvedskaya 1992, who c o n c l u d e s on the basis of 
observations of ceramics and geography that Baba Jan can no longer be considered a Median site. 
O n "Median art," see the convenient presentations of P. C a l m e y e r in RIA 7 / 7 - 8 (1990): 618-19 and 
Encb II (1988) 5 6 5 - 6 9 and D. S t r o n a c b , 1977: 6 8 8 - 9 8 , 1981 and Enc lr II (1988) 288 -90 . T h e the-' 
ory of very l imited spread of M e d i a n power is supported especially by Sancisi-Weerdenburg 
(1988a, 1993a); Brown (1986, 1988) considers the impact of Assyrian levies on the passage from a 
tribal society to a state society, beginning with the eighth century, ' t h e theory of the rewriting of 
history by the Babylonians in an ant i -Median direction is very strongly supported by Zawadski 
1988a: 132-48 , dated by the author to exactly 576 (p. 148); the interpretation seems attractive but 
does suffer from a significant weakness: it postulates that the composers of the Nabopolassar Chron
icle systematically designated the M e d e s with the n a m e U m m a n - M a n d a (cf. pp. 127-29); however, 
this interpretation appears very doubtful (cf. Baltzer 1973); under these c ircumstances , the reas
sessment of the role of the M e d e s in the anti-Assyrian coalit ion does not carry m u c h conviction. 

• Appraisal of the Discussion. T h e importance of the E l a m i t e legacy to the Persians has been 
stressed by n u m e r o u s authors (P. Amiet, F. Vallat, M . - J . Steve, M. Garr ison) ; cf. also Stolper 1984b: 
4, regarding the tablets from Tall-i Malyan ("They supply a distant historical antecedent for Elam
ite administrative recording in Fars under the Achaemenids") , and Miroschedj i 1982 and 1985. 
Miroschedj i conc ludes that the Persian administrat ion in Fars "was probably set up by Cyrus II in 
the midd le of the sixth century, when the E m p i r e was established" (1985: 301; see below, 
chap . 2/9, p. 895, on the organization of the sacrifices around the t o m b of Cyrus ) ; perhaps we 
should even consider that it was set u p before the first conquests (cf. Briant 1984a: 118)? Note in 
this regard that two high officials in Persia at the t ime of D a r i u s cont inued to use seals engraved 
with an E l a m i t e n a m e , H u m b a n - a b p i (cf. H i n z 1972b: 281) , and that the seal of Kuras of Anjan 
h imse l f is appl ied to six tablets (cf. on this seal most recently Garr ison 1992: 3-10) ; on the other 
hand , the M e d i a n borrowings (arms, c lothing) are usually reconstructed on the basis of later docu
ments , in particular the G r e e k authors and the representations of Persepolis (cf., for example, 
T r i i m p e l m a n n 1988; also C a l m e y e r , RIA 7 / 7 - 8 [1990] 6 1 5 - 1 7 ) . O n all these problems, see now 
also the interesting treatment by Tup l in 1994: 2 5 1 - 5 6 . 

8. Conclusion 
It must be stressed that many of the hypotheses of the ( supposed) relations between Nabonidus 

and Cyrus (cf. s u m m a r y of the topic in Baltzer 1973: 8 7 - 8 8 ) are implicitly based on the assump
tion of the recognit ion of Ansan as a military power by the other k ingdoms (specifically Neo-
Babylonian and M e d i a n ) . 



Chapter 1 

The Land-Collectors: Cyrus the Great and Cambyses 

I Medo-Persian Hostilities, the Defeat of Astyages, and the 
Fall of Ecbatana (553-550) 
• General Bibliography on Cyrus. D h o r m c 1912; O l m s t e a d 1948: 34-85; Mal lowan 1972; 

Stronach J978: 2 8 5 - 9 5 ; C o o k 1983: 2 5 - 4 3 ; C u y l e r Young 1988: 2 8 - 4 6 ; D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 10-69. 
• Sources and Problems. T h e Dream of Nabonidus is part of a long inscription of that king 

(Inscription 1 in Beau l i eu 1989a: 22; translation, p. 108, and commentary , pp. 108-10); other 
Babylonian sources referring to the victory of C y r u s over Astyages: Nabonidus Chronicle (text ed
ited and translated by Grayson , A B C : 104-11 ; cf. p. 106; cf. also the Engl i sh translation in A N E T : 
305 and the important remarks of T a d m n r 1965 on the literary mode l s on which Hie text is built) . 
The Dream (with other Babylonian texts) poses a n interpretive prob lem regarding the gener ic 
term U m m a n - M a n d a ; the prob lem has been discussed extensively and remains debatable: cf. Balt-
zer 1973; Zawadski 1988; Lanfranchi 1990; it looks as though a general identification as the M e d e s 
is no longer acceptable ; but here , whatever the intentions of the author, it is clear that he intended 
to identify the M e d e s (and their k ing Astyages) by the gener ic pejorative U m m a n - M a n d a ; the role 
of Harpagus is a lso stressed in a Greek tradition from Asia M i n o r that uses a chronological formula 
of the form "when H a r p a g u s urged Cyrus son of C a m b y s e s to revolt [against Astyages]" ( M a z -
zarino 1947: 197 and 225); the tradition is suspect , b e c a u s e it could well c o m e directly from Har
pagus himself, whose links with Asia M i n o r are well attested; the prob lem consists entirely of 
determining when H a r p a g u s seceded: at the beg inn ing of (or even before) the revolt, or at the end 
of the Medo-Persian war? In the first case , one must s u p p o s e the war to have been very short ( H e 
rodotus); in the second , one must s u p p o s e that the defection o f H a r p a g u s can be explained by the 
defeats suffered by the M e d i a n armies after a series of victories: this is in fact the version of D i o d o 
rus IX.23; the date of the beg inn ing of overt Medo-Pers ian hostilities is disputed, d e p e n d i n g on the 
interpretation of the vague and contradictory chronological indications found in the Dream of Na
bonidus (cf. Drews 1969; a lso C o o k 1983: 27, 144; and especially T a d m o r 1965). Nabonidus ' s de
parture from T e i m a : Beau l i eu 1989a: 149ff. Presumed relations between N a b o n i d u s and Cyrus: 
Beaulieu 1989a: 109, 144: to explain the wait-and-see policy regarding N a b o n i d u s at the beg inn ing 
of his reign, the author notes: "It is likely that N a b o n i d u s was waiting for Cyrus ' revolt to start, a 
welcome event which would give h i m total freedom of action in Syria, Palestine, and Arabia." But 
wc do not actually know whether in 556 anyone thought a Medo-Pers ian war was inevitable. 

• Offensives and Counteroffensives. Cf. Stronach 1978: 282; the Cyropaedia of X e n o p h o n 
does not mention a revolt; quite the contrary: once elevated to the court of his grandfather Astyages, 
Cyrus cooperated fully with his unc le Cyaxares , successor o f Astyages(l) , to the point that he c o m 
manded the united army in his c a m p a i g n s against Sardis and then Babylon; despite several c lashes 
due to the touchiness of Cyaxares , the a g r e e m e n t cont inued to hold until C y r u s married the 
daughter of Cyaxares (who was without m a l e heir) and received all o f M e d i a as dowry (VIII.5.19); 
Xenophon was following or himsel f inventing a scenario that is obviously quite removed from re
ality—although from time to t ime he can supply an interesting p iece of information (to the extent 
that it can be conf irmed by an independent source; cf below on the story of Gobryas) . 

• The New Master of Ecbatana. T e n t and treasures of Astyages: Nico laus o f D a m a s c u s , 
FGrH 90 E66.45; cf. Nalx>nidits Chronicle I I . 3 -4 ; on the symbol ism of entering the tent of the van
quished: Briant 1988c: 269; fate of Astyages and of Media : Herodotus 1.130: "Cyrus kept h i m near 
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him until his death and did h im no other harm"; Justin 1.6.16: "Cyrus vvas content to deprive hiin 
of royalty and treated him like a grandfather rather than a defeated enemy, and s ince Astyages did 
not wish to return to M e d i a , he gave him the g o v e r n m e n t of the great nation of the Hyrcanians 
("Barcaeans" in Ctes ias |j4; cf. Briant 1984b. 5 6 - 5 8 ) ; Ctes ias , Persica $2: "Cyrus honored him l i ^ 
his father"; submiss ion of the Centra l Asian peoples: N i c o l a u s of D a m a s c u s , FGrH 90 F66.46, and 
Ctes ias , Persica $2; cf. Briant 1984b: 3 5 - 4 1 ; retention of E c b a t a n a as capital: cf. S trabo XI . 13.5 ("jf 
cont inued to preserve m u c h of its ancient dignity; and E c b a t a n a was winter res idence for the Per
sian kings"<•: cf. Briant 1988c); on the business conducted at E c b a t a n a by the Egibi during th e 

reign of Cyrus , see p. 72 . [ S e e n o w T u p l i n 1994: 253-56 . ] 

2. The New International Situation and Cyrus's Projects 

• The Median Territorial and Diplomatic Heritage. O n the Lydian k i n g d o m , see the old work 
of Radet 1893, still useful though outdated; cf. also M a z z a r i n o 1947 and T a l a m o 1979; one should 
also recall that Lydia's participation in N e a r Eastern international life was long-standing and is well 
attested, especial ly in the Assyrian inscriptions; s ee the convenient s u m m a r y in Frci 1979. 

• Chronological Problems and Cyrus's Strategy. Very clearly set forth by Cargi l l 1977 and 
Kuhrt 1988b: 34; Cargi l l c o n c l u d e s (p. 110): "There exists . . . no clear ev idence for the exact date 
of the conques t ot Lydia"; most recently, and of the s a m e opinion, Stork 1989; N a b o n i d u s atTeiiria 
and Belshazzar at Babylon: Beau l i eu 1989a. 

3. The Defeat of Croesus and the Establishment of a Mediterranean Front 

• The Successful Counterattack by Cyrus (547-546). O n the Lydian al l iances: with Naboni
dus: cf. Beau l i eu 1989a: 7 9 - 8 2 (discuss ion of the identification of K ing L a b y n e t u s mentioned by 
Herodotus 1.74, 77, 188); with Sparta: discussions in L a B u a 1977: 4 0 - 4 3 ; with Amasis: La Bua 
1977: 43. C a m p a i g n of Cyrus: Radet 1893: 2 4 2 - 5 9 ; Ba lcer 1984: 9 5 - 1 1 7 ; attitude of the Greek cit
ies: L a B u a 1977: 4 4 - 6 1 ; Pytharcus of Cyz icus : Athenaeus 1.54 (cf. Briant 1985b: 50; Austin 1990: 
2 9 6 - 9 7 ) ; defeat o f Cyrus (before his final victory): Polyaenus, VII .8 1; Eurybates: Diodorus IX.32, 

• Takeover of the Lydian Kingdom. O n the s iege of Sardis , cf. the recent publ icat ion of a hel
met by Greenwalt -Heywood 1992, and Greenwal t 1992; fate of Croesus : Herodotus 1.153, 155; 
X e n o p h o n , Cyr. V I I . 2 . 9 - 1 4 , 29, but the anc ient tradition is highly contradictory (Wiesehofer 
1987a: 116-17 ) , b e c a u s e it vvas marked by quasi-mythical reconstructions in Athenian imagery 
(Franc i s 1980: 6 7 - 7 0 ; Mil ler 1988); gift o f a town to C r o e s u s : Ctes ias , Persika $4 and Justin 1.7.7 
(cf. Briant 1985b: 56 -58 ) . Treasures of Sardis: X e n o p h o n , Cyr. VII .2 .14, 3 .1 , 4 .12 -13 , 5.57 (their 
arrival in Babylon, b e c a u s e X e n o p h o n dates the conques t of Asia Minor after the taking of Baby
lon; perhaps it should be E c b a t a n a : cf. Herodotus 1 1 5 3 , or "the country of the Persians": 1.157); 
D iodorus (IX.33.4) speaks of the confiscation of properties (kteseis) of the inhabitants of Sardis for 
the royal treasury (cf. also Herodotus 1 . 1 5 3 : . . . kai ton khryson ton allon Lydon); perhaps this refers 
to the confiscation of the product o f the m i n e s of Lydia; T a b a l u s : Herodotus 1.153 (cf. Petit 1990: 
3 4 - 3 5 ) . 

• The Revolt ofPactyes. Herodotus 1.154-61 and the anti-Herodotian po l emic of Plutarch De 
Mai. Her. 20 (Moralia 8 5 9 a - b ) ; duties of Pacryes: L e g r a n d (ad loc.) understands that Pactyes had 
been detai led by Cyrus to transport (komizein) the riches (khremata) of C r o e s u s and the Lydians 
to Babylon; but the term used by Herodotus (komizein) can also refer to the action 'look after' as 
well as 'transport'; s ince Pacryes remained at Sardis after C y r u s left, Picard (1980: 34-36) con
c ludes that Pactyes was "the iutendant for Persian revenues in Asia Minor"; h e would have been 
concerned with "the tax d u e on the royal lands and the other domains"; the suggest ion goes back 
to P Naster, cited and discussed by L o m b a r d o 1974: 718 and n. 131; demobi l izat ion of the Lydi
ans: cf. the remarks (in large part metaphor ica l ) of the anc ient authors stating that, at the sugges
tion of C r o e s u s himsel f (Herodotus 1.155), C y r u s dec ided to transform the Lydians, who previously 
were considered the most "virile" and "courageous" peop le in Asia, into "effeminate shopkeepers 
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([ 79)' identical discuss ions are found in Polyaenus, Justin, and Plutarch (the last, however, speak
ing of Cyrus's policy toward Babylon); the tradition is l inked to Greek stereotypes bearing on the 
relation between wealth and military weakness and is thus suspect (cf. Briant 1989a: 4 2 - 4 3 ) . It is 
often suggested that after the defeat of Pactyes, s o m e Lydians were deported to Babylon (van der 
Sock 1982: 281); Wiesehofer 1987a: 117); but there is no certain proof that the Lydian c o m m u n i 
ties found in Babylon in the s econd half of the fifth century (Epical 1978: 8 0 - 8 3 ) date from the 
time of Cyrus; to be prudent , the suggest ion must remain just that; on the presence of Lydian 
craftsmen at the construction of Pasargadae , cf. especially Nylander 1970; Cyrus and the Greek 
temples- Branchidae (Parke 1985: 59-61) ; Aulai ( M L 12, l ines 26 -27; Boyce 1982: 4 7 - 4 8 ; Boffo 
1983- 63-64) ; C l a r o s (Picard 1922: 29, 116, 120, 129-30 , 422, 6 0 6 - 7 ; Boffo 1983: 11). 

• Harpagus in Asia Minor. O n the administrative position of Harpagus : Petit 1990: 36-38; 
submission of the G r e e k cities: D i o d o r u s (IX.35) says that it was before Harpagus that the Spartan 
delegation appeared; on these chronological prob lems , see the discuss ion of Boffo 1983: lOff. 
{who, pp. 4 8 - 5 1 , considers unlikely the assembly of Ionians at the Panionion, the center of the 
Ionian League: Herodotus 1.141); conquests of M a z a r e s and Harpagus : Boffo 1983: 2 6 - 4 5 and 5 6 -
58; situation of the islanders: note meanwhi l e that Myti lene and Lesbos sent a naval cont ingent 
for the campaign against E g y p t in 525 (Herodotus III. 13)—which impl ies s o m e sort of subject ion 
to Persian power (which had to have been established between 546 and 525). 

4. Cyrus in Central Asia 
On the possibility ( enunc ia ted by Ctes ias ) of an expedit ion by Cyrus in Centra l Asia before the 

conquest of Lydia, see above , p. 34; the situation of the countries of Asia Minor before Cyrus: 
Briant 1984b, Bactr iana and the Saka before Cyrus: Briant 1982b: 182-90ff; 1984b: 13-43; chro
nology and problems of Cyrus's conquests in this region: M a l l o w a n 1972: 8 -9 ; C o o k 1983: 19-30, 
Francfort 1985 and 1988: 170-71 (who thinks there was only one expedit ion led by Cyrus in C e n 
tral Asia, that it should be dated after the capture of Babylon , and that it resulted in the death of 
the conqueror); note that accord ing to Polyaenus (VII.6.4) and Justin (1.7.3-5) it was Babylon that 
Cyrus marched against u p o n leaving Sardis . 

5. The Capture of Babylon (539) 
• Sources and Problems. Crit ical presentation by Dougherty 1929: 167-85; more recently 

Sack 1983; Kuhrt 1983, 1988b: 120-125 , and 1990c; as well as Rol l inger 1993; translation of the 
Cyrus Cylinder: Ei lers 1974; cf. Kuhrt 1988c: 6 3 - 6 6 ; Chronicle: Grayson , A B C : 104-12; Panegyric: 
ANET: 312-15 (cf. L a c k e n b a c h e r 1992); Dynastic Prophecy: Grayson , BHL'f : 11.24-33; a l though 
in this text, as in the other three, N a b o n i d u s is portrayed as an oppressive king, the difference is 
that Cyrus is also d e n o u n c e d in the s a m e way (Grayson, B H L T : 11.22-24), which raises s o m e ques 
tions about the identity of the composers and the date of compos i t ion (Sherwin-White 1987: 10 -
14; Kuhrt 1990a: 181-82) . B e g i n n i n g with an analysis of Deutero-Isa iah, Sidney Smi th (1944) and 
Morton Smith (1963) went a long way toward spreading the historical interpretation of C y r u s as a 
liberator; see the criticism of Kuhrt 1990c: 127 and 144-46 O n Babylonian affairs, see M a c G i n n i s 
1994: 213, who appears to take u p in turn the idea of a general hostility of the "priestly powers" of 
the Babylonian temple against N a b o n i d u s and their s iding with Cyrus , but his observations are not 
convincing; see rather Beau l i eu 1993a: publ icat ion of tablets showing that, at least four months 
before Cyrus's attack, N a b o n i d u s had brought to Babylon divine statues c o m i n g from several 
Babylonian sites ( inc luding the E a n n a of Uruk) , a c c o m p a n i e d by staff and attendants; h e n c e the 
mention in the Cyl inder of the return of these statues under a decree of the victorious Cyrus . 

• I'he Military Conquest. Possible Persian-Babylonian hostilities before 539: Beau l i eu 
1989a: 197-203 (the presence o f Be lshazzar in a locality cal led "fortified military c a m p [Dur-
karasu]" suggests that the text actual ly a l ludes to hostilities between C y r u s and the Neo-Baby lo 
nian army, stationed at the fortifications at the north of the k i n g d o m ) ; but see G a d d 1958: 76-77 , 
citing an inscription of N a b o n i d u s that refers to the treaty m a d e not only with Egypt and the Arabs 
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but also with "the city of the Medes ," an expression des ignat ing the new power of Cyrus after th e 

capture of E c b a t a n a ; this would thus indicate a treat)' between N a b o n i d u s and Cyrus; but the in
terpretation remains tentative (it is not d iscussed or refuted by Beau l i eu 1989a: 173); cf. on these 
prob lems also the analysis of Von Voigt lander 1963: 194-95 and the remarks of Kuhrt 1988b: ] 20— 
23; D e l a u n a y (1985: 80) states that around 545 C y r u s took S u b a r u and f jarran and on this occa
sion he enlisted A r a m a i c scribes in his service; but the documentary ev idence is lacking. (At this 
writing (1992) , vol. 2 of Delaunay's work, which will contain the scholarly apparatus , is not avail
able . ] Fortifications ("Median Wall") north of the Neo-Baby lon ian k ingdom: Barnett 1963; Vallat 
1989b; the archaeologica l articles in NAPR 1 (1987) and 2 (1989); and most recently G a s c h e 1995-
hostilities at Uruk: B e a u l i e u 1989a: 219 -20 . U g b a r u / G o b r y a s : Kuhrt 1988b: 122-23; Beaulieu 
1989a: 226-30 , 1989b; Petit 1990: 4 9 - 5 5 ; D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 7 2 - 7 3 ; the taking of Susa is not pre
cisely dated: 539 is general ly accepted (Zadok 1976: 6 1 - 6 2 , followed by Miroschedj i 1985: 305 and 
n. 161), but cf. Briant 1994f: 54 n. 20; note s imply that the Dynastic Prophecy calls Cyrus "kingof 
E l a m " before the conques t of Babylon; but this ment ion after the fact may be nothing but a "de
l iberate archa i sm" (Grayson 1975a: 25 n. 7) . S i e g e of Babylon and resistance of Nabonidus: Kuhrt 
1990c: 131-35; the information of the Class ica l authors about the resistance in Babylon does not 
s e e m to square with the chronological information in the Chronicle; cf. G l o m b o w s k i 1990. The 
book of Danie l also contains a n u m b e r of direct a l lus ions to Babylonian events: note in particular 
that it was at the end o f a feast and a b a n q u e t that King Be l shazzar (son of N a b o n i d u s ) was assas
s inated; Belshazzar's feast has often been c o m p a r e d with Xenophon ' s indicat ion that Cyrus took 
advantage of a feast and drinking-party to send G o b r y a s to se ize Babylon (Cyr. VII .5 .15-30) ; it was 
in this assault that the "king" (i.e., Be l shazzar ) would have been killed (ibid. 30; cf. Daniel 5:30 
and the remarks of Y a m a u c h i 1990: 59 on the identification [which has been debated for so long] 
of "Darius the Mede"; cf. also D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 73) ; on the fate of N a b o n i d u s , cf. discussion by 
B e a u l i e u 1989a: 231; cf. also Briant 1985b: 57 n. 3; dat ing of the tablets relating to the capture of 
Babylon: Petschow 1987; administrative status of Babylonia after the Persian conquest: see below, 
c h a p . 2/3, p p . 67ff.. 

• From Nabonidus to Cyrus. Entry of C y r u s and Alexander into Babylon: Kuhrt 1988b: 68-
7 1 , 1990b: 122-26; Briant 1988c: 2 5 7 - 6 3 ; p r o p a g a n d a of C y r u s in the Cylinder: Kuhrt 1983, 
I 9 8 8 a - b , 1990c; N a b o n i d u s and Harran: B e a u l i e u 1989a: 6 2 - 6 5 , 205 -9 ; Kuhrt 1983: 90 and 
1990c: 135-46; construct ion by N a b o n i d u s at sites that Cyrus c la ims to have restored: Beaulieu 
1989b; Cylinder and Assurbanipal texts: Walker 1972; Harmatta 1974; Kuhrt 1983; Cambyses and 
the N e w Year: cf. Chronicle I I I .24 -28 (but the text is very broken); posit ion of Cambyses : Kuhrt 
1988b: 126 ("an interim m e a s u r e to c o p e with the p r o b l e m s raised by the conques t of such a large 
and politically c o m p l e x area") and Peat 1989. 

6. Cyrus, Trans-Euphrates, and Egypt 

• Trans-Euphrates after the Capture of Babylon. Policy of N a b o n i d u s and his predecessors 
concern ing the countries of Trans-Euphrates : W i s e m a n 1956, B i n g 1969: 144-63, Eph'al 1982: 
1 7 0 - 9 1 , Briant 1982a: 153 -61 , Beau l i eu 1982a: 149-85 , H o g l u n d 1989: 9 - 4 0 ; importance of raw 
materials: O p p e n h e i m 1967; s u m m a r y of the history of J u d a h : O d e d 1 9 7 7 a - b - c ; Weippert 1988; 
see also W i s e m a n 1956: 2 1 - 3 9 ; J u d a h between Egypt and Babylon: M a l a m a t 1988; on the situa
tion of the king of J u d a h at the Babylonian court: Weidner 1939. 

• Cyrus and Jerusalem. T h e text of S e c o n d Isaiah poses n u m e r o u s historical and chronologi
cal problems: cf. Kuhrt 1990c: 1 4 4 - 4 5 ; edict of Cyrus: de Vaux 1937, B i c k e r m a n 1946, Yamauchi 
1990: 8 9 - 9 2 ; doubts about its authenticity in Wiesehofer 1987: 113-14 and G r a b b e 1991 and 1993; 
the problem is l inked to c o m p l e x quest ions regarding the date and authorship of the books of Ne
h e m i a h and Ezra: cf. Ackroyd 1968, 1984, 1988; O d e d 1977d (note incidentally that the decrees of 
C y r u s are also recorded by J o s e p h u s , Ant. X I . 104); on the pol icy of Cyrus , cf. also van tier Spek 
1982 and 1983. Sheshbazzar and Z e r u b b a b e l : J a p h e t 1982; Petit 1990: 6 4 - 6 6 [tirsata: Skja3rv0 
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l994lv 501); status of Judea : Avigad 1976, M a c E v e n u e 1981, Wi l l iamson 1988; chronology of the 
construction of the temple: the hypotheses of B ickerman 1981 are contested by Kessler 1992; cle-

ortations in the Assyrian period: O d e d 1979; deportations and returns of statues: C o g a n 1974; the 
return of the Jews to Jerusa l em has somet imes been c o m p a r e d with the return of a Syrian c o m m u 
nity exiled in Babylonia to N e i r a b (cf. E p h c a l 1978: 8 4 - 8 7 ) ; but the Ne irab texts cont inue to pose 
major chronological and historical prob lems that necessitate s o m e care in their interpretation: 
most recently Oe l sner 1989 and C a g n i 1990. 

• Cyrus and the 'Trans-Euphrates. O n C y r u s a n d Arabia, despite recent reaffirmations ( B e a u 
lieu 1989a: 180 and n. 23) , a Persian c o n q u e s t of the Arabian oases before 539 is highly doubtful: 
Epli'al 1982: 2 0 1 - 4 ; Br iant 1982b: 162-63; G r a f 1990a: 138; satrapy of Babylonia and Trans-
Euphrates: Stolper 1989b, especial ly p p . 2 9 6 - 9 7 (cf. also Heltzer 1992b); on the 5 th nomos of H e 
rodotus: critical view in C a l m e y e r 1990b; Cyprus: see the proof by Watkin 1987; accord ing to 
Herodotus (11.82), Pharaoh Amas i s "was the first king in the world to capture Cyprus and reduce 
it to paying tribute": Wall inga 1987: 60 thinks this conques t h a p p e n e d in 539; Sidon and the Phoe
nician cities: discussion of the date of submiss ion to the Persians in Elayi 1989: 137-38, who pre
fers the high dating (Cyrus ) . 

• Cvrus and Egypt. Egypt ian doctor and dynastic marriage: apart from Herodotus, see Athe
naeus XIII. 560d-f, who relates the contradictory opinions o f Ctes ias (daughter of Amasis requested 
by Cambyses ) and D i n o n and Lyceas of Naucrat i s ( C a m b y s e s , son of Nitetis); see also Polyaenus 
VIII.29 (Nitetis married by C y r u s , who would have been the first to think of vengeance by attack
ing Amasis); Lloyd 1983: 286 and 340 (considers the possibility of a marr iage) ; Atkinson 1956 (Per
sian propaganda started in C a m b y s e s ' t ime); at the s a m e t ime, it s eems clear that these legends 
were created in a N e a r Eastern context (Zaccagn in i 1983 posit ions the episodes recounted by He
rodotus in the longue duree); Amasis's fear in the face of Persian might is not surprising; s end ing 
an Egyptian doctor to the court of the Grea t King is not in itself unlikely: for one thing, the repu
tation of Egyptian physicians had long been celebrated in courts throughout the N e a r East; for an
other, the story of this Egypt ian oculist ("plucked from his wife and children") is inc luded in a 
long scries of "diplomatic gifts" of this kind between E g y p t and Babylonia (cf. Zaccagn in i 1983: 
250-56); the "gift" in quest ion s e e m s to illustrate the inequality of the relations establ ished be
tween Cyrus and Amasis ; it is the s a m e with the sending of an Egypt ian princess, a request with 
which Amasis would not have c o m p l i e d had not "the power of the Persians m a d e h i m uneasy and 
he took fright" (III. 1); in ana logous cases known from the history of Egypt , it was foreign princesses 
who came to Egypt to marry. Otherwise , the fact that the "winged genius" of Pasargadae wears the 
Egyptian crown and shows Phoenic ian inf luence does not require us to think that Cyrus actually 
conquered Egypt; this characteristic s imply indicates the intensity of cultural exchange , which 
goes back to a t ime before the A c h a e m e n i d s (Nylander, in a c o m m e n t after D o n a d o n i 1983 [pp. 
41-43] , suggests that in do ing this Cyrus symbolical ly signified his c la im "to worldwide d o m i n i o n , 
to the four corners of the earth, the anc ient heritage of the Assyro-Babylonian kings"); on C y r u s 
and Egypt, see now the fine s u m m a r y by Tup l in 1991 a: 256-59 . 

7. From Cyrus to Cambyses 
Last c a m p a i g n and death of Cyrus: Francfort 1985 (who thinks that this was the first and only 

expedition of Cyrus in these regions); on the differing oral versions of the death of C y r u s , cf. 
Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1985; "apanage" of Bardiya: Briant 1984b: 7 5 - 7 6 and 1985b: 55-56; the ex
tent of this government is described differently by X e n o p h o n (Cyr. VIII .7 .11: "satrap of the M e d e s , 
the Armenians, and the C a d u s i a n s " ) and Ctes ias (Persika Jj8: "Bactrians and territory of the 
Choramnians, Partbians , and C a r m a n i a n s " ) ; both traditions are difficult to interpret (we cannot 
see how Bardiya could have control led both Bactriana and C a r m a n i a at the s a m e time). F r o m 
reading Ctes ias , it would appear that Bardiya's center of power was located at Bactra. It is poss ible 
that after this date the satrap of Bactra had special strategic responsibilities from the Syr Darya to 
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the Hindu Kush (Briant 1984b: 7 1 - 7 4 ) . Portrait of C a m b y s e s : Hoffman and Vorbichler 1989-
Brown 1982; M u n s o n 1991; ba lanced s u m m a r y by Lloyd 1988. G r e e k authors and "Persian deca
dence": Briant 1989a; and Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1987a—b. 

8. The Egyptian Campaign ( 5 2 5 - 5 2 2 ) 

• The Egypt of Amasis. C o n q u e s t of Cyprus by Amasis: in 539 accord ing to Wallinga 1987-
60; Egypt under the Saites: Lloyd 1983; Naucra l i s and G r e e k and C a r i a n mercenar ies in Egypt-
Austin 1970; cf. a lso Masson-Yoyotte 1988 and Ampolo-Bresc ian i 1988; on the American excava
tions at Naucrat i s , cf. C o u l s o n - L e o n a r d 1981, with the very important remarks of Yoyotte 1993; 

6 3 4 - 4 4 ; trade in Greek wine in Sai te Egypt: cf. Q u a e g e b e u r 1990: 2 5 9 - 7 1 ; Sa i te customs: Posener 
1947; role of Polycrates and relations with Amasis : L a b a r b e 1984, Wall inga 1987: 6 0 - 6 2 and 1991 
K o n i g 1990, Villatte 1990; on his c o i n a g e in relation to historical events, cf. Barron 1960: 35-39; 
reorganization of the navy under N e c h o II: Perdu 1986: 33; C h e v e r e a u 1985: 319-22; Lloyd 1972' 
Wall inga 1987: 55-66; Darne l l 1992. 

• The Conquest of the Nile Valley and its Approaches. C a m b y s e s , creator of the royal Persian 
navy: Wall inga 1984, 1987, and 1993: 18-129; C a m b y s e s , the king of the Arabs, and G a z a : Briant 
1982b: 163-65; the vital importance of a fleet for seiz ing M e m p h i s and Egypt is clearly illumi
nated by T h u c y d i d e s ' story about the Athenian expedit ion (1.104.2; 109.4; 110 .1 -4 ) . Memphis : LA 
4 (1980) , s.v. "Memphis"; its direct links with the sea: G o y o n 1971 and 1974: 136 -45 . Note also 
that, in an unusual ly confused story, Ctes ias [Persica §9) states that the Egypt ian campaign was 
c o n d u c t e d by Bagapates , who m a n a g e d to defeat Pharaoh Amyrtaeus [sic] "thanks to the eunuch 
K o m b a p h i s , powerful minister of the king of the Egypt ians , who surrendered the bridges and be
trayed all of Egypt's interests in order to b e c o m e its governor"; we might think that behind the leg
end of K o m b a p h i s lies a reference to the treason of Udjahorresnet , but the connect ion remains 
suspect; perhaps it is better to see it as a fictionalized remin i scence of the Phanes episode 
(Schwartz 1949; 72). C a m b y s e s and Cyrene: Mitchel l 1966 ( C a m b y s e s ' designs on Car thage [He
rodotus III. 19] have been doubted by several historians, in my opinion with good reason). Saite 
precedents for C a m b y s e s ' c a m p a i g n to the south: expedit ion o f P s a m m e t i c h u s toward the Fayyum 
and Libya: Perdu 1986: 23-37; of Amasis toward N u b i a in 529-528: Z a u z i c h 1983: 423-25; Cam
byses and Nubia : D e s a n g e s 1978: 229-33; see also Tup l in 1991a: 2 6 1 - 6 4 and Morkot 1991, espe
cially p. 327 (very carefully: " T h e fall of Egypt to Persian rule may have led the Cush i t e kings to 
attempt an expansion into Lower N u b i a . Beyond this, we c a n say little at present"); the article by 
Levrero 1992 adds nothing new; on C a m b y s e s ' expedit ion against Amnion , see also the texts and 
commentar i e s of L e c l a n t 1930: 2 1 0 - 1 8 , who says (p. 215) C a m b y s e s had the intention '"[of] occu
pying the strategic position of the oases in the west, Egypt's outer bulwark and gate to the continent 
of Africa." O n the excavations at Dorginarti and the historical implicat ions that can be drawn from 
t h e m , see above all Heidorn 1991 and 1992 (I a m very grateful to the author for sending m e a copy 
of her dissertation), which inc lude a detai led treatment o f Sai te policy (pp. 123-32) and of Cam
byses' c a m p a i g n (pp. 132-34) ; while remain ing c i r c u m s p e c t about the "Achaemenid" purpose of 
the fortress, the author conc ludes clearly: "There is little doubt that Level II at Dorginarti re
m a i n e d active into the fifth century" (p. 146); she also thinks that the orders mus t have c o m e from 
Elephant ine . S i n c e most of the d o c u m e n t a t i o n (relatively inexplicit nonetheless; P. Loeb 1) 
conies from the reign of Dar ius ( C u s h in the royal lists), it might just as well be supposed that the 
initial attempts by C a m b y s e s were followed u p by Dar ius . 

9. Cambyses and the Egyptian Traditions 
• The "Madness" of Cambyses. "Ozymandias" is nothing but the mythical representation of 

R a m s e s II (Drews 1973: 123-125) ; deportation of statues: cf. the remarks of Morschauser 1988: 
2 1 6 - 1 9 and D e v a u c h e l l e 1995; funerary rites of the Apis: Posener 1936: 30-47 , Vercourter 1962; 
disorder l inked to the Persian invasion: at SaTs: Posener 1936: 167-69; at Elephant ine: D A E 102 
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I A P 3 0 - 3 1 ] , l ines 12-13 (Briant 1988a: 146-47) ; L u d d e c k e n s 1971. Booty se ized in Egypt by C a m -

e S ' soldiers: cf. the text translated by D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 107-8 , and see Tup l in 199la: 2 6 0 - 6 1 ; 

burial by C a m b y s e s of the Apis that died in 524- Posener 1936: 30 -36 , 171-75; according to 

Polyaenus (VII. 11.7), u p o n his arrival in Egypt , Dar ius exhibited a great reverence for Apis: Atkin

son (J956: 170-71) thinks that the episode actually refers to C a m b y s e s : see s u m m a r y by T u p l i n 

1991 a• 265-66 , who gives full weight to the chronologica l difficulties in Polyaenus's text; C a m b y 

ses' Egyptian s e i l ' : Hodjache -Ber l ev 1977. 
• Udjahorresnet and Cambyses. Inscriptions of Udjahorresnet: Posener 1936: 1-29 (edition 

ind annotated translation: 164-71) ; French translation only in La loue t te 1984: 187-91; historical 
commentaries-. Lloyd 1982 and Briant 1988a-. 158-66; Persian propaganda: Atkinson \95f>;damna-
lio memoriae of Amasis: M e u l e n a e r e 1938 (doubts of T u p l i n 199 la : 257-58) ; "cult" offered to Ud-
jahorresnet o n e hundred sixty years later in M e m p h i s : Brcsciani 1985a; on the recently discovered 
tomb, c f Verner 1989 and Bares 1992. 

• Collaboration and Resistance: the Persian kings and the insurgent Egypt ian "dynasties": 
Briant 1988a: 149-50; donation stelas- M e e k s 1979; on their d i sappearance as of 525, see ibid. 655: 
the author remarks that they reappear under Dar ius I; their "d i sappearance" in 525 is thus perhaps 
nothing but an automat i c reflection of fragmentary d o c u m e n t a t i o n , whatever the case , the corpus 
in its current state of preservation s e e m s to indicate a desire on the part of the Grea t Kings to con
trol and limit tlie e c o n o m i c and financial power of the Egypt ian sanctuaries; "decree of C a m b y 
ses": Spiegelberg 1914: 3 2 - 3 3 ; Bresciani 1989: 3 1 - 3 2 ; Bresciani (1983) thinks that the three 
temples cited are not the only three to have been exempted; the text s imply ment ions three tem
ples of the region of M e m p h i s ; if this is true, the extent of the royal activity ought to be f u n d a m e n 
tally reevaluated; fiscal pressure under C a m b y s e s : Wall inga 1984; nominat ion of Aryandes: 
Herodotus IV. 166; on the basis of a text publ i shed by Strassmaier (Camb. 344), E b e l i n g , R/A 
1.454C $36 thinks that wc have from this period ment ion of a "governor of Egypt" who, moreover , 
lias a typically Babylonian n a m e ; but, as K J o a n n e s and A. Kuhrt have pointed out (personal c o m 
munications), this represents a faulty reading (cf. Kuhrt 1992): it really is a governor (of E g y p t ? ) , 
but his n a m e is not given (on this point at least, Sto lper [personal c o m m u n i c a t i o n of 31 M a y 1993] 
agrees with Kuhrt and J o a n n e s ) . T h e events surrounding the death of C a m b y s e s have given rise to 
two hypotheses- suic ide or natural c i rcumstances ; it is clear that Herodotus's text repeats a scries of 
motifs, such as the wound in the thigh (cf. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1985: 467); but examinat ion of 
the terminology used by Dar ius at Behis tun and of Herodotus's text has dec ided in favor of the sec
ond: Walscr 1983 (and Brcsciani 1981 b on the al lusion to the event in the unclear text on the verso 
of the Dewofic chronicle, as well as Malbran-Labat ' s remark 1994: 109 n. 103 on the formal analy
sis of the passage corresponding to D B Bab. § !0 ) . 

There is a French translation o f the text on the verso of the D e m o d e Chronicle in D e v a u c h e l l e 
1995:74-75 (also Bresciani 1996) —the "decree of Cambyses ." Otherwise , beginning with chrono
logical observations (dates on the Apis stelas, m e t h o d s of success ion of Apises) , the author c o m 
ments (cf. also D e v a u c h e l l e 1994b: 102-3 ) that doubts mus t remain as to the now standard theory 
(which I have included in the text) absolving C a m b y s e s of all b lame: "It is thus not possible to de
finitively exc lude the hypothesis of the m u r d e r of a 'young' Apis before he succeeded the Apis who 
died in Year 5—doubt less before his enthronement , which would explain the fact that m e m o r y of 
him would have been erased —but it remains s u b j e c t to caution" (p. 70). Starting from the s a m e 
premises, Dcpuydt 1995a arrives independently at the s a m e conc lus ion , in a still c learer form; ac
cording to h im, there is no contradict ion between Herodotus and the archaeological ev idence; the 
murder of a young Apis thus remains perfectly imaginable : "In light of the evidence, I would per
sonally rather bel ieve that C a m b y s e s is to be p r e s u m e d guilty until proven innocent" (p. 126). If 
tins hypothesis c o n c e r n i n g the defections to the Persian conqueror , is accepted , I a m somewhat 
less sorry about suggest ing that the fiscal measures taken by C a m b y s e s responded perhaps to the 
opposition of certain sanctuaries , and not the reverse: if the "murder" of the young Apis is 
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accepted—whatever the narrative s c h e m a implicit in such an expression —we can without doubt 
think of the s a m e chain of causation: Egypt ian resistance followed by reprisals from Cambyses 
We then recall another polit ico-religious situation well known throughout A c h a e m e n i d history-
drastic p u n i s h m e n t of peoples and sanctuaries guilty of resistance and rebell ion; that is, a situation 
exactly the opposite o f the one general ly reconstructed on the basis of the statements of Ud\al\<K-
resnct. It is true that not all of the sanctuaries and their authorit ies necessarily reacted in the same 
way to the Persian conquest . T h i s also m e a n s that this interpretation does not complete ly invali
date the earlier one , which is also based on an irrefutable official d o c u m e n t , the stela of the Apis 
buried in Year 6 of C a m b y s e s (on which, see the reservations of D e v a u c h e l l e 1995: 70 and n. 15) 
We ought rather to think of two stages or two sides of royal policy defined and executed either si
mul taneous ly (in one sanctuary or another: e.g., M e m p h i s vs. Sais) or successively (the policy rep-
resented by the stela and the inscriptions of Udjahorresnet following a period of repression). 
Although all of the authors stress that doubts remain (the process of "putting to death" is obviously 
explained only by Herodotus) , it would be a good idea to modify my text, to take into account new 
discussions on a quest ion that had s e e m e d fully c losed (the historiographic analysis of Depuydt is 
qui te interesting); nonetheless we must (at least!) avoid speaking of an "inevitable conclusion"! I 
remark finally that this interpretation adds fuel to the counterattack recently remounted by W. K. 
Pritchett against Feh l ing 1989 and m o r e general ly against all those (Kimbal l Armayor, S. West, 
etc.) w h o m Pritchett calls (collectively and rather mis leadingly) The Liar School of Herodotus 
(Amsterdam, 1993). 



Chapter 2 

The Conquest and After: An Interim Summary 

j From Cyrus to Darius: Sources and Problems 
• Cyrus and the Persian Gulf. An A c h a e m e n i d pa lace similar in structure to the residential 

palace at Pasargadae has been discovered at Boraz jan , about 70 k m northeast of the port of 
Bushire, on the road between central Persia and the Iranian coast of the Persian Gulf; it is no 
doubt an unfinished res idence dat ing to the reign of Cyrus the Great (cf. Sarfaraz 1971, S tronach 
1978: 293-94, Bouchar la t and Sal les 1981: 6 6 - 7 0 ) . Pasargadae inscriptions: texts in Kent 1953. 1 16 
and, more fully, L e c o q 1974a: 53-63 and Stronach 1978: 9 7 - 1 0 3 , 136-37. I do not wish to enter 
into a discussion that exceeds m y c o m p e t e n c e in epigraphy and linguistics; innumerable articles 
have been written about Behistun §70, trying to d e c i d e whether Dar ius was the creator of Old Per
sian cuneiform writing (see L e c o q 1974a for a history of the debate; most recently Herrenschmidt 
1989b and M a l b r a n - L a b a t 1992b); I tend to agree with Stronach (1990) , essentially for reasons re
lated to my understanding of the word Achaemenid (cf. p. I l l above) . G h i r s h m a n (1965) worked 
out the theory of a damnatio memoriae intentionally inflicted on C y r u s by Darius , but a n u m b e r 
of documents m a k e it c lear that this theory is unsupportable : cf. Root 1979: 55, 62, 92 n. 147, 2 9 7 -
99 (cf. p. 900 below). Two related c o m m e n t s : (1) In a recent article, C . Herrenschmidt (1989b) 
suggests that the Old Persian inscription at Behis tun was based on an earlier version taken from 
royal annals , s imilar to the basilikai diphtherai, which (according to D iodorus ) would have been 
used or consulted by Ctes ias . B u t for reasons already given elsewhere (RTP 497) , I do not believe 
that any such annals existed (cf. also Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1987a: 3 8 - 3 9 ) ; at this period as well as 
later, the attested archives were administrative (cf. Ezra 6:1), not a written record of the deeds and 
accomplishments of the G r e a t Kings. (2) Several G r e e k authors from Alexander's entourage c la im 
to have copied inscriptions from the t o m b of Cyrus , s o m e of which were even supposedly written 
in Greek! But (pace Heinr ichs 1987) we can grant no credibility to this kind of testimony, which 
must remain irrelevant to the discussion of the inscriptions actually found in Cyrus's capital (cf. 
RTP 389-90 and , most recently, Schmi t t 1988). 

2. Satraps and Satrapies 
• The Satraps of Cyrus and Cambyses. S e e the recent review by Petit 1990: 13-97 (I will in

dicate in passing a few disagreements ) ; also L e h m a n n - H a u p t 1921. X e n o p h o n (Cyr. VIII .6 .7) gives 
a list of satraps C y r u s is s u p p o s e d to have appointed: "Megabyzus in Arabia, Artabatas in C a p p a 
docia, Artacamas in Greater Phrygia, Chrysantas in Lydia and Ionia, Adousios in Car ia"; but for 
many reasons, this information is historically worthless: cf. L e u z e 1935: 5-10. According to Petit 
(1990: 4 1 - 4 2 , 182), there was no satrapy of D a s c y l i u m at the t ime of Mitrobates; but the arguments 
arc debatable. Satrapy of G u b a r u : Stolper 1989b; links with M e d i a : ibid. 302. Subdivis ions o f sa
trapies: cf. Tupl in 1987b: 122; s ee also Stolper 1989b: 298 on Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates . C i 
licia before the Persian conquest : Albright 1950, Houwinck ten C a t e 1967: 17-30, and especial ly 
Bing 1969; more recently D a v e s n e , L e m a i r e , and L o z a c h m e u r 1987: 372 -77 ; and Beau l i eu 1989a: 
22, 117, 127 ( c a m p a i g n s of N a b o n i d u s ) ; E r z e n (1940: 98) thinks the military bases known at the 
end of the sixth century go back to the t ime of Cyrus , but the documentary proof is lacking. We 
have no information on the territorial control exercised by the syennesis or on the relations set u p 
between the Persians and the C i l i c i a n coastal cities (on these, cf. B i n g 1971). N o t e that in C a m 
byses' navy there was no C i l i c i a n de tachment , in contrast to what is known from the time of D a -
ruts and Xerxes. O n the importance (evident later) of the C i l i c i an coast in A c h a e m e n i d military 
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organizat ion, cf. p p . 4 9 7 - 5 0 0 . Lycia: accord ing to Treuber (1887: 98) , there was no Persian 
occupat ion at this t ime, but the proof is weak. For a long time, it has general ly been thought that 
the dynast)' known at Xanthus from the 480s resulted from the marriage of a Lycian woman and 
Cyrus's general , H a r p a g u s the M e d e (Bryce 1982: 3 3 1 - 3 2 ) , mostly b e c a u s e of a reference to a 
H a r p a g u s in the ancestry of a Xanth ian dynast at the beg inning of the fourth century (cf. Bousquet 
1975 and 1992) Accord ing to Bryce (1983: 33 -34 ; 1986: 100-101) , it is even quite likely that this 
Xanth ian dynasty was established by the Persians, who would thus have been able to control the 
country without recourse to direct administrat ion. T h e "Irano-Lycian" origins of the Xanthian dy
nast)'are strongly e m p h a s i z e d by S h a h b a z i (1975: 3 2 - 4 6 ) , principal ly on the basis of an analysis of 
a later m o n u m e n t , dat ing to 4 8 0 - 4 7 0 , traditionally cal led the m o n u m e n t of the Harpies , on which 
Persian inf luence is u n d e n i a b l e (cf. already Tris lch 1942; p p . 503-505) . I will note meanwhi le that 
the hypothesis of descent from the M e d e H a r p a g u s has again b e e n cast in doubt by A. G. Keen 
(1992b: 58), who thinks, first, that the Xanth ian dynasty was installed by the Persians and that 
then, u n d e r C a m b y s e s ass istance was provided for a c h a n g e of dynast, to the benefit of Kheziga 
(Kossikas?) . Car ia : Hornblower 1982: 2 - 2 1 . 

• The Duties of the Satrap. Words for 'satrap' in various languages of the Empire : Schmitt 
1976a; in D e m o t i c : Smi th 1988; for the Greek , see Tup l in 1987b: 114 and n. 22 (in Greek, the 
term is often used to des ignate a high person ot noble origin: e.g., Polyaenus VII.4; Strabo XV.3.18' 
Ael ian, V H X 1 I 1, etc.). In Akkadian, the term pihatu (like G r e e k satmpes) does not necessarily re
fer to the satrap p e r s e (Stolper 1987: 3 9 8 - 9 9 , 1989b: 291; also Petit 1988b and 1990: 15-20) . As for 
the transcription aljsadrctpanu, it c a n just as well be appl ied to a subordinate officer (Stolpet 
1985a: 58; 1987: 396; cf. D a n d a m a e v 1992b); bandaka: cf. Herrenschmidt , E n c J r III (1988), s.v.; 
and above , pp . 324 -326 . Military forces of the satraps: accord ing to Tac i tus (Annals 111.63), the 
sanctuary of Persian D i a n a [Anahita] at Hierocaesarea [Lydia] went back to the time of Cyrus. In
d e e d , in a general way, the es tabl i shment of sanctuaries dedicated to Persian divinities or divinities 
of Persian origin goes hand in hand with the founding of Persian sett lements (RTP 457-62) . On 
the garrisons, see especial ly the impressive col lect ion of sources by Tup l in 1987c; garrison of Baby
lonia: X e n o p h o n , Cyr. VII .5 .33 -34; " c o m m a n d e r of the citadel" at Babylon (under Darius): Joan
nes 1982: 2 4 - 2 5 ; Egypt ian garrisons: at E lephant ine : Gre lo t 1972: 3 3 - 4 3 ; at M e m p h i s : Herodotus 
III .91; cf. Sega l 1983; other Egypt ian garrisons: T u p l i n 1987c: 185-86; on the site of Migdol , see 
the results of exploration and excavation by O r e n 1985;Tabalus at Sardis: Herodotus 1.153-54; cit
adel of Sardis: Mierse a p u d H a n f m a n n 1983b: 4 6 - 4 7 ; texts col lected by Pedley 1972; garrisons of 
Asia Minor: X e n o p h o n , Cyr. V I I . 4 . 1 - 1 1 ; cf. R'i'P 176-78; on the citadel o f Kapisakanis , where Vi-
vana won a victory over Vayahazdata , see Bernard 1974 (Kapisa taken as the citadel of the capital 
of Arachosia , Arachotoi) ; garrisons on the Iaxartes: RTP 2 4 4 - 4 5 ; Francfort 1988: 171; in northern 
Bactr iana: G a r d i n 1995. O n satrap/phrourarch relations, cf. the remarks of T u p l i n 1987c: 168-71, 
2 2 8 - 3 1 ; we return to this point m o r e fully be low (pp. 340 -343) . Satrapal secretaries: in the satrapy 
of Babylon (under Dar ius ) , see Stolper 1989b: 2 9 8 - 3 0 3 ; exchange of correspondence between 
G u b a r u and an officer in Media : Stolper 1989b: 302. 

3. Tributes and Gifts 
• Revenues and Fiscal Administration. O n the treasures of vanquished kings: Astyages: p. 33; 

Croesus : Herodotus 1.153-54; cf. X e n o p h o n , Cyr. VII .4 .12-13 (inventory), VII .5 .57 (delivery of 
the treasure of Sardis ) ; C a m b y s e s in Egypt: pp. 55-57; treasure of Babylon: Ezra 1:7. Various vo
tive objects of M e s o p o t a m i a n origin have been found in the Persepolis Treasury (Schmidt 1957: 
57-65) ; these may have been derived from booty brought back by the conquerors . Mithradata: his 
duties certainly correspond to those of Bagasaru , who was very likely his successor during the time 
of D a r i u s ( D a n d a m a e v 1969c); accord ing to Petit (1990: 41) , "Oroites had comple te authority over 
the finances of the territories he was in charge of"; but the text a d d u c e d for support (Diodorus 
X. 16.4) says nothing about this. Treasuries , tributes, and gifts: cf. R T P 202 -6 ; exemption of Ariaspi: 
Wiesehofer 1989: 187. 
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• Tribute-Paying Peoples and Gift-Giving Peoples. The passage of Herodotus on gifts/tributes 
, a s | o l l g st imulated confusion and ingenuity a m o n g commentators ; see recent c o m m e n t a r i e s in 
Tuplin 1987b: 140; D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 177-78; Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1989b: 129-30; Wiesehbfer 
19891 186; also the relevant analyses of E p h ' a l 1982: 207-8 ; the discuss ion is taken up again on 

394-399 above. O n exemptions: Wiesehofer 1989; N e a r Eastern precedents: Z a c c a g n i n i 1989: 
195-98; Liverani 1979 (difficulties of rendering the po lymorphous reality of Egypt ian terminol
ogy)- also Descat 1989a: 83. Similarit ies between A c h a e m e n i d and Athenian tribute: Balcer 
1989b; Wallinga 1989b; and the remarks of Kuhrt 1989a: 218. 

• From Cyrus to Darius. Kapelos. Wall inga 1984: 411; and Desca t 1989a-. 8 0 - 8 1 (but see now 
Descat 1984); fiscal oppression under C a m b y s e s : Wall inga 1984 and 1987. 

• Tribute and Coinage. T h e role of the satraps under C y r u s and C a m b y s e s is d e d u c e d from 
the presentation by Polyaenus (VII. 11.3). P r o b l e m of the "Croesids": Picard 1980: 66; Price 1989; 
Descat 1989; Stronach 1989; C a r r a d i c e 1987; Alram 1993: 23 -24 ; L e Rider 1994b; D e s c a t 1994: 
164-66. According to Wallinga (1984: 4 1 2 - 1 3 ) , C a m b y s e s began to monet ize tribute, but 1 do not 
see how he arrives at this idea. 

4, Continuities and Adaptations: The Case of Babylonia 
• Changes and integration. G o v e r n m e n t of Babylonia at the beg inning of the reign of Gyrus , 

and Cambyses ' t i tu lature: S a n Nico lo 1941: 2 1 - 2 2 , 51-64; Petschow 1988; also Kuhrt 1988b; J o a n 
nes 1990a: 176-77; Peat 1989; and Graz ian i 1983, 1989. Petit (1990: 54 -55 ) , on the contrary, thinks 
that Gubaru b e c a m e satrap upon the conques t of Babylon in 539, but the documentat ion is in
complete: see Stolper 1989b. O n relations between N a b o n i d u s and his son, cf. Beaul ieu 1989a: 
185-97. Babylonian archives—private archives: cf. Joannes 1989a (p. 121); temple archives: J o a n 
nes 1982. References to regulations from the Neo-Baby lon ian period: D u r a n d and Joannes 1989; 
Beaulieu 1989b (cf. 1989a: 111-27) ; D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 5 0 0 - 5 0 1 ; and now more fully, F r a m e 
1991. Retention of Babylonian administrators after the Persian conquest: see especially S a n Nico lo 
1941. Sippar scribe: D a n d a m a e v , Orienialia 55/4 (1986) 466. Sirikti-Ninurta at Nippur: J o a n n e s 
1982: 3; cf. Stolper 1988b: 129. 

• Craftsmen's Charter. Weisberg 1967 (cf. pp. 4 8 - 4 9 , but the political context out l ined by 
the author generates s o m e reservations). Activities of the Eg ib i : Bogaert 1968; at E c b a t a n a a n d in 
Iran: Stolper 1990c; at Matez/. is: Z a d o k 1976: 6 7 - 7 8 ; and Sto lper 1984a: 306-8 (but on the identi
fication of the king, see now Zawadski 1995a: Bardiya, not Vahya /da ta ) . D a n d a m a e v (1972b: 259) 
cites a d o c u m e n t of 538 (Camb. 143) that accord ing to h im shows that Itti-Marduk-balatu bought 
a slave in E l a m that he resold at O p i s on the Tigris ; but this interpretation is based on a reading 
that has been quest ioned by Gieenf iek l (1991: 183): the wrist of the slave in question bears an in
scription "in Akkadian and Aramaic" (not E l a m i t e , as D a n d a m a e v [1984b: 230-31] c la ims) . 

• Temple Lands and Royal Administration. Fie lds and orchards of the Raima: C o c q u e r i l l a t 
1968: 14-36; Joannes 1982: 115-260; F r a m e 1991. Administration of the temple and its properties: 
San Nicolo 1941: 24 (qipu), 26 (satammu), 2 9 - 3 0 ("royal c o m m i s s i o n e r . . . " ) ; on the hierarchical 
relations between the royal commiss ioner and the satammu, see S a g g s 1959; J o a n n e s 1982: 1 3 1 -
36; Garelli 1974: 159-61 ; a n d , more recently, F r a m e 1991: 6 9 - 7 9 . Role of the mar bane and the 
assembly (puhru): D a n d a m a e v 1981. Ferine Generale: Cocquer i l l a t 1968; J o a n n e s 1982: 126ff. 
(quotation, p. 126); also Van Drie l , / E O L 30 ( 1 9 8 7 - 8 8 ) 61 -64 . Nabonidus ' s policy: Kuhrt 1990c: 
H6-50 ; F r a m e 1991. O n all these problems , consult M a c G i n n i s 1994 and especially 1995, on the 
administration of the sanctuary of the E b a b b a r of S ippar dur ing this period. 

• The Fiscal Obligations of the Babylonian Temples. S e e especial ly D a n d a m a e v 1966; also 
idem 1994a; and Tup l in 1987b: 150 -51 . Prob lems of the tithe: cf. D a n d a m a e v 1967 and Giovi -
nazzo 1989a. Deliveries to the palace: S a n Nico lo 1949; D a n d a m a e v 1984a, 1989b: 363 (text in 
translation) and most recently 1992b: 119-22; but M a c G i n n i s (1994 and 1995: 185-86) shows 
quite clearly that, even u n d e r D a r i u s , the royal administrat ion sent important offerings to the 
Babylonian temples . G u a r d p o s t archers: Joannes 1989a: 179-91; corvees: Joannes 1989a: 157-59 
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( temple) ; D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 250-51 and 3 1 5 - 2 6 (private); canal d igg ing and maintenance: Joan 
nes 1982: 193 -201 . 

• The Justice of Gubaru. Letter from G u b a r u to Ardiya: C o c q u e r i l l a t 1968: 73; Gubaru's or
der regarding canal-digging: ibid. 100; cf. also Giov inazzo 1983 (many texts in translation); and 
D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 7 4 - 8 0 . G u b a r u ' s intervention between the E a n n a and Uruk: Saggs 1959 : 35 
and D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 5 1 8 - 1 9 (text in translation). T h e G i m i l l u affair: S a n Nico lo 1933a; Olm. 
stead 1948: 7 2 - 7 3 ; C o c q u e r i l l a t 1968: 102-3; D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 533 -37 . N o t e that a "canal of 
G u b a r u " is known from a tablet of C a m b y s e s ' t ime and another dated to Xerxes: Joannes 1982' 
325-26; Van Drie l , JESHO 32, 205 -6 ; should it be c o m p a r e d with the passage where Pliny 
(VI.30.120) ment ions the "prefect" G o b a r e s , to w h o m he attributes major hydraulic works in 
Babylon? O r is this G o b a r e s the G u b a r u known in a c o m p a r a b l e administrative situation in the 
t ime of D a r i u s II? Cf. chap . 16/10, research notes, below. 

• Administration of Land. In general: D a n d a m a e v 1967. Babylonian paradises: Dandamaev 
1984a; G u b a r u ' s estates: text in translation in D a n d a m a e v 1979: 101-2 , but perhaps this actually 
deals with lands allotted to c o m m u n i t i e s settled in Babylon (Van Driel 1989: 205 -6 ) ; Gubaru's ca
nal is known from later texts ( Joannes 1982: 326) . Other Iranians' estates near Nippur: Zadok 
1977: 93; origins and deve lopment of the hatru system under C v m s and C a m b v s e s : see summnrie« 
and discuss ions in D a n d a m a e v 1967, 1983, and 1989a: 147-51 ; Kuhrt 1988b: 128-29; Stolper 
1989c; Van Driel 1989: 2 0 5 - 8 ; Zaccagn in i 1989: 2 0 3 - 8 (precedents; on this point cf. also Stolper 
1985a: 98 n. 113 and 71 n. 6). L a n d s in Nippur: Stolper 1988b: 1 4 0 - 4 1 . Reverting to an interpre
tation first presented in 1967, D a n d a m a e v recently reaffirmed (1989b: 150) that the hatru system 
began to break down dur ing the reigns of C a m b y s e s and Dar ius ; but this is an interpretation that 
has neither d o c u m e n t a r y weight nor logical probability in its favor. S e e the reflections of Stolper 
1989c (esp. pp. 150-52) and above , pp . 597-599; bit qasti in the Babylonian version of Behistun: 
p. 104 above . 

5. From Bactra to Sardis 
• Bactrian Polity and Achaemenid Power. O n the Persian impact in Centra l Asia, cf. sum

mary of the topic and discuss ions in Briant 1984b a n d , s ince then, reaffirmation of the archaeolo
gists' position in G a r d i n 1986 and Lyonnet 1990, 1994; cf. also Voge l sang 1992; the discussion will 
be taken up again in chap . 16/1 5 below. 

• Central Authority and Cultural Polycentrism. Briant 1987c and 1988a. Imperial Aramaic: 
e.g., D e l a u n a y 1985; C a m b y s e s ' navy: Wall inga 1984 and 1993; Near Eastern legacy and Achae
menid p lanning at Pasargadae and Persepolis: cf. especial ly Nylander 1970 and Root 1979; also 
Nylander 1991 (diffusion of the toothed chisel in A c h a e m e n i d construct ion) and Stronach 1978: 
43 (Cyrus's tomb) . Pasargadae gardens: Stronach 1989a. 

• Text and Image. G r e e k authors and regions of the Iranian Plateau: Briant 1984b: 63-68. 

6. Persians and Conquered Populations 
• Military Conquest and Ideological Strategy. N u m b e r of Persians: X e n o p h o n (Cyr, 1.2.15) 

states that "the Persians, it is said, n u m b e r about 120,000"; but I cannot see what this estimate is 
based on; and does it refer exclusively to adults , or to the whole populat ion? In any case, the esti
mate is obviously very rough. Interpretation of the archaeologica l data led W. S u m n e r (1986:11-
12) to est imate "the sedentary A c h a e m e n i d populat ion" in Fars as 43,600. O n the flourishing de
mographics of the great Persian famil ies , cf. Briant 1987c: 2 1 - 2 2 . T h e religious policy of the 
A c h a e m e n i d s has often been scrutinized: D u c h e s n e - G u i l l e m i n 1967-68; Gno l i 1974; Dan
d a m a e v 1975c; Tozz i 1978a; Briant 1986a, 1987c, a n d 1988a; F irpo 1987; H e i n z 1987; see the dis
cuss ions of the policy adopted by Cyrus and C a m b y s e s (above) and the analyses sited in their 
particular historical contexts (below). Resistance to the conquest: pp . 59 -61 above. Defection of 
Lydian aristocrats: Myrsos, son of Gyges: Herodotus III.122 and V.121; cf. (in Xerxes' time) the 
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e of Pythius of C e l a e n a e , son of Atys, perhaps a descendant of C r o e s u s (Herodotus VII .27); 
companion of Psammet ichus: Herodotus III.14 (Briant 1989b: 42). 

• The Political Personnel of Cyrus and Cambyses. Babylonia: cf. K u m m e l 1979 and Zawadski 
1990- cf. also Weisberg, / A O S 104/4 (1984) 7 3 9 - 4 3 (review of Kt immel 1979). Persians and E g y p 
tians'"! EgVP t : B r i a , U l 9 8 8 a : l 6 0 ~ 6 4 ; c f ' d e M e u l e n a e r c 1987 and 1989. "Petition" of Peteisis: Grif
fith 1909- Medes in the E m p i r e : Mazares and Harpagus: Herodotus 1.156 [Medos), 162 (genos . . . 
Medos)- Takhmaspada: D B §82 (Mada). Dat is , also cited in a Persepolis tablet (Lewis 1980), is reg
ularly called "Datis the M e d e " (without patronym) by Herodotus (VI.94, 199 etc.); but is this really 
an ethnonym or s imply a s u r n a m e (Su idas , s.v., has Datis Perses)? Marr iage of Cyrus and Amytis, 
daughter of Astyages and widow of Sp i tamas: Ctes ias , Persica §2, who wrongly makes her (ibid. 10) 
(be mother of C a m b y s e s and Bardiya; be also states (§8) that C a m b y s e s had m a d e the two sons of 
Spitamas and Amytis satraps before his death: Sp i taces supposedly "satrap of the Derbices" and 
Megabernes "satrap of the Barcaeans"; but this version ( M e d i a n in origin) is extremely doubtful . 
Place of Media in later royal lists: Voge l sang 1986: 131-35; M e d i a in the tale of Dar ius and the 
problems it poses, cf. D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 9 5 - 9 9 ; satrap of M e d i a : Stolper 1989a: 302. In the course 
of his work, Ctes ias gives the n a m e s of royal favorites, often e u n u c h s (but see pp. 274-277) : the eu-
•incli Petesacas "who enjoyed the full conf idence of Cyrus" (Persica § § 5 - 6 ) and, after the death of 
Petesacas, Bagapates (also a e u n u c h ) , who, with Artasyras and the e u n u c h s Izabates and Aspa-
dates was a m o n g the "most influential m e n a r o u n d C a m b y s e s " ($9) All of the personal n a m e s 
sound "Iranian"; on a single occas ion Ctes ias gives an ethnic background: he calls Artasyras a Hyr
canian (cf. also Aelian, VH VI . 14). Are we to think that, as X e n o p h o n indicates several t imes in 
the Cyropedia, the Hyrcanians held a special p l a c e near the G r e a t King? Why? But here as else
where the analysis of personal n a m e s is troublesome, for the Iranian onomast icon we have is 
largely undifferentiated, so that in the a b s e n c e of an e thnonym it is difficult to identify a M e d e , a 
Bactiian, or a Persian. In s o m e texts, even the ment ion of an ethnic background does not provide 
an absolute guarantee (cf. Briant 1984b: 8 9 - 9 1 ) . Perhaps Pharnaces /Parnaka should also be 
counted a m o n g the A c h a e m e n i d s serving under Cyrus and C a m b y s e s ; he was the ch ie f adminis 
trative official at Persepolis , accord ing to E l a m i t e tablets from the reign of Dar ius I and in all prob
ability was the son of Arsames and thus the unc le of D a r i u s (cf. Hal lock 1972: 11-14); accord ing 
to Dandamaev (1972c: 19 n. 81), Pharnaces /Parnaka is found on a Babylonian tablet from 528 
(YOS 7.128), as a subordinate to the satrap G u b a r u (repeated in D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 108-9; con
firmed to m e by F. J o a n n e s [personal c o m m u n i c a t i o n ] ) . 

• Contacts and Acculturation. Personal n a m e s at Matezzis: Z a d o k 1976: 73. Babylonian con
cubines: Ctesias $14 (Smerdis/Barcl iya: but Ctesias's chronological references are always subjec t 
to caution). Polycrates: cf. Athenaeus XII .515e , 540; Vilatte (1990) exclusively insists on the G r e e k 
aspect of Polycrates' power; see Briant 1991b: 235 n. 45 O n the paradise: cf. Briant 2 3 0 - 3 6 with 
references. T o m b s of Sardis and Tas-Kule: Ratte 1992 and Cahi l l 1988; t o m b of Kizilbel: Mel l ink 
1979. 

7. The Seats of Power 

• The Old Royal Residences. O n Herodotus's description of E c b a t a n a , see the remarks of 
Gnoli 1974: 118 (the colors indicate Babylonian inf luence, which implies that Herodotus h imse l f 
received the tradition from Babylonian informants) . E c b a t a n a as a royal residence: cf. the Babylo
nian tablets studied by Sto lper 1990c (see also Cheva l i er 1989 on the results of early explorations, 
and Brodersen 1991 on the very late traditions regarding hypothetical structures of Cyrus at E c b a -
lana). On Ecbatana in the t ime of C y r u s , see a lso the reflections of Tup l in 1994: 253-54 . Royal 
residences and paradises in Babylonia: D a n d a m a e v 1984a. Xenophon's point of view: to be c o m 
pared with the reasons he gives for the "central" position of Athens in Revenus 1.3-8. O n G r e e k 
notions of the "periphery" in the A c h a e m e n i d E mpire , cf. Briant 1984a: 64 -66 . M o v e s of the 
Achaemenid court: chap . 5/4, pp . 183ff. B e g i n n i n g of construction at Susa : Miroschedj i 1982 and 
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1985; p lace of S u s a before Darius: according to Herodotus (111.70), S m e r d i s was assassinated in the 
palace at S u s a , but this information is worthless, for Dar ius h imse l f states specifically that the 
drama played out in M e d i a (cf. Briant 1993b) 

• Palace and Gardens of Pasargadae. In general , see above all Stronach's 1978 monograph-
also Treidler 196Z (especial ly useful for the critical presentation of textual sources on the city) 
D a t e of Palace P. oppos ing points of view expressed (prudently) by Stronach 1978: 95 -106 (Da
rius) and Root 1979: 4 9 - 5 8 (end of Cyrus's reign), respectively; see also discussion by Farkas I974. 
7ff. In a general way, the date of construction of Pasargadae has not been securely placed within 
Cyrus's reign; archaeo log ica l ev idence of the presence of Lydian craftsman leads us to adopt a date 
after 546 (conques t of Sardis) : cf. Nylander 1970: 5 3 - 7 0 , 101-2 , 126-28; Stronach 1978: 21-23. Al
exander at Pasargadae: R T F 3 8 6 - 9 2 . G a r d e n s of Pasargadae: Stronach 1977: 108-12 , and 1989a. 
Babylonian paradises: D a n d a m a e v 1984a. 

• The Beginnings of Persepolis T i l ia 1972: 7 3 - 9 1 ; S u m n e r 1986; Stolper 1984a: 306-9; Stro
nach 1978: 3 0 2 - 4 (Takht-i Rustam); Koch 1990: 25 -30 . Lydian and G r e e k workers at Pasargadae: 
Nylander 1970; on the process, cf. D iodorus 1.46 (referring to C a m b y s e s ' pi l laging of the Egyptian 
temples): "He carried off with him Egyptian artists to bui ld the royal palaces that are so famous at 
Persepolis , S u s a , and in Media ." We may add that deportat ion of special ist craftsmen is already at
tested in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Baby lon ian periods ( O d e d 1979: 5 4 - 5 9 ; Weidner 1939). Ra
tion system: cf. Arrian, Anab. VI.29.7 (whose information agrees best with the specifics in the 
Persepolis tablets: p. 95), 

• Persian Society and Empire. Persian agro-pastoral populat ions in the Achaemenid period: 
Briant 1976, and 1982b: 57-112 . Babylonian tablets: Z a d o k 1976: 6 7 - 7 8 (but on the d a t e - B a r -
diya, not Vahyazdata— see Zawadski 1995a); tamkaru: D a n d a m a e v 1971 and 1989b: 219; Greek 
texts on the a b s e n c e of markets a m o n g the Persians: Strabo XV.3.19, Ael ian, VH X. 14; Herodotus 
1.153. In a discuss ion of the educat ion of young Persian aristocrats X e n o p h o n states that merchants 
(agoraioi) existed in Persia but that the markets themselves were "relegated to s o m e other spot, so 
that the hurly-burly would not disturb the concentrat ion of those who were be ing instructed" (Cyr. 
1.2-3: cf. a lso Stolper 1988b. 142 -43 ) . 

8. Royalty and Authority 

• Royal Representations and Titles at Pasargadae. Scu lp tures of Palace P: Nylander 1970: 
124-38 (t ime of Cyrus ) ; Stronach 1978: 9 5 - 9 7 (about 510); "Winged genius": Barnett 1969; Ny
lander 1970: 126; Mal lowan 1972: 1-3; Stronach 1978: 4 7 - 5 0 ; Root 1979: 4 7 - 4 9 and 300-303; seal 
of C y r u s of Ansan: Miroschedj i 1985: 285-87; Steve 1986; Bol lweg 1988; Garr i son 1992: 3-7. King 
of Ansan: Miroschedj i 1985: 296-300 . Bardiya's titulature in the Babylonian version: Schmitt 
1980: 110. 

• Royal Protocol. The thesis that the privileges accorded to the Seven existed from the time 
of C a m b y s e s is offered by (e.g.) D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 101-2 , but see above , pp. 131-132. Although 
incomplete , a Pasargadae relief (fig. 5, p. 89) indisputably shows an official procession (cf. Stro
nach 1978: 66ff.; Root 1979: 5 1 - 5 8 ) , which could be taken to indicate a system of court protocol 
at the t ime of C y r u s (if it dates to Cyrus and not Dar ius ) . 

• From One King to the Next. S e e Briant 1991a and below, chaps . 13/2 and 17/1. 

9. The King and the Gods 

• Persian Religion and Iranian Traditions. Interpretation of the archaeologica l evidence: cf. 
Boyce 1982: 5 0 - 6 1 ; measured viewpoint in Bouchar la t 1984: 124-26; cf. also Stronach 1984 and 
1985a. Zendan- i S u l a i m a n and "Zoroastnan Ka'aba": cf. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1982, as well as the 
remarks of Bernard 1974b: 279-84 . Zoroaster in Class ica l texts: B i d e z - C u m o n t 1938; and recently 
Kingsley 1995. C o m p o s i t i o n and date of the books of theAvesta: Kel lens I 9 8 8 a - b a n d 199 la—b; let 
us note here an interesting cylinder seal from the fourth century B.C. with the n a m e ZarathustriS 
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Hid a typically Persian cultic scene: two magi sacrificing to the Fire (Bordreuil 1986a: 104 and 
1992- 152; fig. 35b, p. 249 below). Cyrus and Mithra- D u c h e s n c - G u i l l c m i n 1974; Herrenschmidt 
1990a (with caut ion) . R e p l a c e m e n t of Mithra by A h u r a - M a z d a as "great god" as a result of the 
Jvlazdian reform: Kel lens 1976b: 1 2 7 - 3 1 . Cyrus in Zoroastr ian context: Boyce 1988. 

• The Tomb of Cyrus and Persian Funerary Practices. "Stripping" of corpses and funerary cus
toms: Widengren 1968: 156-58; G r e n e t 1984: 3 1 - 4 2 ; cf. also Bernard 1985a: 32 n. 1 (texts from the 
start of the Hellenist ic period) and J a c o b s 1992. N o t e that a Greek-Aramaic inscription from 
Limyra in Lycia, carved on the facade of a rock-cut tomb in the n a m e of Artimas and his family, 
refers to the tomb (Greek taphos) with the Iranian word astodana (cf. Lipiriski 1975: 162-71) . T h i s 
is the oldest attestation of an "Avestan" word that basically m e a n s 'receptacle for bones , ossuary'. 
In a somewhat speculat ive discussion of Artimas and his family, S h a h b a z i (1975: 125-34; followed 
by Boyce 1982: 2 1 0 - 1 1 ) notes on the one hand that the word can also mean ' tomb' and on the 
other that it refers here to an ossuary. H e thinks that the ev idence (both literary and archaeologi 
cal) for burial refers rather "to exceptional c i rcumstances , that is, after a campa ign" (p. 126), and 
he highlights the Herodotus passage I cite in the text. H e also takes into account the d imens ions 
of funerary cists, which h e says m a k e it imposs ib le for Artimas to have been buried. If so (but after 
a visit to the site I a m not entirely conv inced) , it would m a k e sense to reverse his hypothesis and 
to claim that the case of Artimas is the exception, s ince the attestations of the other cus tom are nu
merous and definitive (cf. also G r e n e t 1984. 108 n. 20). O n funerary practices, cf. also the case of 
Clearchus analyzed above , pp . 2 3 8 - 2 3 9 . S u s a tomb: de M o r g a n 1905 (on the date , see most re
cently J . - G . Elayi 1992a). D e v e Hi'iyiik cemetery: cf. Moorey 1975 and 1980, who also refers to 
other Achaemenid-period cemeteries; at Persepolis: S c h m i d t 1957: 11 5-23. 

• The Sacrifices around the Tomb of Cyrus. S trabo (XV.3.17) also refers to sacrifices and magi, 
but he erroneously states that horses were inc luded in the magi's rations. Pliny (VI.29.116) s e e m s 
to refer to the 'small structure' (oikema smikron) reserved for the magi as 'Phrasargis, citadel' (cas-
tellum), where the t o m b proper was located. Persepolis tablets: cf. Hal lock 1969 = P F 336-77 and 
2029-30 (Category E ) ; 7 4 1 - 7 4 and 2031 (Category K l ) . O n these texts, cf. Koch 1977 and 1987a. 
Sheep rations: c o m p a r e them with what was received by Parnaka, the highest administrator of the 
Persepolis region at the t ime of Darius: 2 sheep a day, as well as 90 measures of wine and 180 of 
flour (Hallock 1972: I I ) . Horse sacrifices: cf. Widengren 1968 (index, p. 419); Armenian horses: 
sec also Xenophon , Anab. IV.5.24 and 35 (horse dedicated to the S u n ) . Magi: cf. Benveniste 1938; 
Clemen 1928; B i c k e r m a n and T a d m o r 1978; G n o l i 1989; the Class ica l texts are col lected in B idez 
and C u m o n t 1938. We will return to the magi several t imes in different contexts (cf. the index) . 
Cambyses' tomb: Ctes ias ( S I 3 ) states that the mortal remains of the king were returned to Persia; 
it has long been thought that C a m b y s e s was buried in the (unfinished) m o n u m e n t near Persepolis 
called Takllt-i R u s t a m , on a c c o u n t of its great re semblance to Cyrus's tomb: cf. Stronach 1978: 
302-4 (with caut ion) . 

1 0 . Bardiya's Usurpation (522) 
• Bibliography. T h e bibl iography on this topic is huge . S e e especially Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 

1980: 84-110; D a n d a m a e v 1976 and 1989a: 8 3 - 1 1 3 ; Wiesehofer 1978; Balcer 1987, where c o m 
plete prior bibl iography will be found (on Bardiya in Babylonia , cf. the recent publ icat ion by 
Craziani 1991, with the critical remarks of Jursa 1993). I will avoid systematically listing my agree
ments and disagreements with this or that author, in order not to bloat the discussion excessively 
and uselessly. I reject the "Median" explanation of the revolt: even though Dar ius calls G a u -
mata/Bardiya s imply "magus" ( D B $11), Herodotus (111.65, 73) follows s o m e of his informants in 
stating that G a u m a t a / B a r d i y a is a M e d i a n magus and that C a m b y s e s exhorted the Persian nobles 

not to tolerate h e g e m o n y pass ing anew to the M e d e s " (§65) . Several authors have nevertheless 
denied any truly M e d i a n character to the revolt (cf. D a n d a m a e v 1976: 133ff. and Wiesehofer 
115ff.). We may note that the theory of a M e d i a n revolt makes sense only if G a u m a t a is exactly 
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what D a r i u s says! It is true, as S c h m i t t (1980: 111) emphas izes , that in the Babylonian version 
(§10) G a u m a t a is explicitly cal led a M e d e ; but in the s a m e version Bardiya is presented as "Bar-
ziya, the son of Cyrus , king of Persia" (Schmit t 1980: 111). G i v e n the Persian origin of Bardiya, the 
revolt does not necessarily imply a desire for restoration of M e d i a n power: Herodotus seems to 
have confused this situation with the importance of the M e d i a n revolt of 5 2 2 - 5 2 1 , after the death 
of G a u m a t a / B a r d i y a . H e probably also fell victim to an oral version that was circulating in his 
t ime. O n the prob lem of "Medianmagi" cf. the ( somewhat overly-subtle, i t s e e m s to m e ) interpre
tations of B i c k e r m a n n , in B ickermann and T a d m o r 1978. 

• The Reputation of Cambyses. Burying p e o p l e alive: a religious rite s eems to figure in He
rodotus VII. 1 ] 4, s ince it is presented as an offering to a subterranean deity. It is difficult to say what 
divinity is concerned . X e n o p h o n ment ions sacrificial victims (animals ) with throats cut in honor 
of Earth (Cyr. VIII .3 .24); the Earth cult is a lso ment ioned by Herodotus (1.131) and Strabo 
(XV.3.13): but this does not s eem to a l lude directly to the subterranean world. Several Creek au
thors (Aristotle, Plutarch) identify their H a d e s with Ahr iman. In the Gathas, Ahra Mainyu is op
posed to O r m a z d (Ahura-Mazda) in every regard. He is a liar (drugvant) where Ahura-Mazda is 
master of truth; he symbol izes darkness and evil, while the other b lossoms in light and good. It is 
b e c a u s e of their characteristics that in Plutarch the kings invoke O r o m a z e s (Ahura-Mazda) (Art, 
29.12, Alex. 30.5) or Are imanios (Them. 28.6). O p p o s i n g Boyce (1982: 157), who thinks that He
rodotus (VII . l 14) al ludes to Y a m a , "king of the dead," Gnol i (1980: 151 n. 164) thinks he refers to 
Are imanios (following B i d e z and C u m o n t 1938: 1.9 n. 3). O n the infernal deities, see also Bivar 
(1975a: 6 0 - 6 3 ) , who proposes that the motif of the lion and his prey (bull , s tag)—present at Per
sepolis and very widely represented on s tamp seals a n d co ins—symbol i ze s the gods of death in dif
ferent cultures, but the a r g u m e n t is not fully convincing. O n Ahriman in the Class ica l sources and 
the Iranian texts, cf. R a p p 1865: 7 7 - 8 9 ; D u c h e s n e - G u i l l e m i n 1953. Whatever may be the case, we 
are not required to c o n c l u d e that h u m a n sacrif ice, which was also known a m o n g the Scythians in 
connect ion with royal funerals ( IV.71-72) , was a regular pract ice a m o n g the Persians for exclu
sively religious motives. Amestris buried the physician Apol lonides alive (Ctes ias §42); Parysatis 
gave the s a m e treatment to several m e m b e r s of the family of T e r i t o u c h m e s , son of Hydarnes ($45). 
T h e s e two cases obviously involve torture, a n d this is doubt less also true of the episode concerning 
C a m b y s e s in Egypt in Herodotus (III.35). 

• Smerdis, Tanyoxarces, Mergis, Mardos. The n a m e Tanyoxarces (Ctes ias) refers to the physi
cal and warlike characteristics of its bearer (Wiesehofer 1978: 47; D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 85 n. 5). 

• Cambyses and Bardiya. In addit ion to Herodotus , s ee Ctes ias (Persica $ 12): "Cambyses of
fers a sacrif ice, but the blood does not flow from the s laughtered victims; he is distressed. Now 
Roxane bears h i m a headless baby; his distress increases. T h e magi interpret the signs; he will 
leave no successor to the throne." Wives of Smerd i s : he married w o m e n who had previously been 
married to C a m b y s e s — A t o s s a , daughter of Cyrus ; and Pha id ime , daughter of Otanes (Herodotus 
111.88). 

• Bardiya and the Persian Aristocracy. O n the Babylonian version of Behis tun, cf. von Voigt-
lander 1978: 17, who believes that the word uqu when construed as a plural refers specifically to 
the army. Nonethe less , I note that, even though she refers (1978: 109 n. 101) to Voigtlander's in
terpretation without apparent d isagreement , M a l b r a n - L a b a t (1994: 110, 163-64) translates 'the 
people'; likewise for the E l a m i t e tassup, translated 'the peop le ' by Gri l lot -Susini , Herrenschmidt, 
and M a l b r a n - L a b a t 1993: 44, even though they take it as 'troops, army' in many other unambigu
ous passages in D B Babylonian and E lami te . T h e word tassup is translated 'army' o n c e by Hallock 
( P F 200), m o r e often 'people ' (e.g., P F 1600), without clearly stating the reasons for the choice; the 
context is exactly the s a m e in P F 200 and P F 1600 N o r a m I convinced by Dandamaev ' s 1972c: 
24 c o m m e n t a r i e s on the m e a n i n g of tassti/j/troops in P F 113, 1602; I do not see how, given the 
avai lable materials , he can write: "From all the ev idence , this concerns troops." I mention in pass
ing that in an entirely different context, exactly the s a m e discussion has gone on about the mean-
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ing of Greek plethos and Latin populus, when ancient authors refer to gatherings of what is 
customarily cal led the "Macedon ian assembly." D o e s this refer to 'people', to the 'army', or even 
to 'armed people ' (cf. Briant 1973: 2 9 1 - 9 2 , 3 0 3 - 7 ) ? O n the word agru, cf. Stolper (1985a: 57), who 
identifies it with kurtas. D a n d a m a e v (1989a: 110) thinks that the formulation of the Babylonian 
compilers is difficult to understand, but he offers no real alternative explanation (he thinks that 
Bardiya was supported by the lower class [see particularly 1976: 170-207, his analysis o f D B $ 1 4 ] -
an interpretation that is absolutely contradicted by the rest of his a r g u m e n t ) . O n the other hand, 
Stolper (1985a: 154) poses a relationship between Bardiya's confiscation of land from nobles who 
had revolted and redistributing it to loyal supporters a n d the dec is ion , reported by Herodotus 
111.67, to grant a three-year exempt ion from tribute and military levies; but in my opinion these are 
two completely distinct spheres of activity (Persian nobles / subiect peoples) . O n the system of 
doreai and the hatru, cf. in particular Sto lper 1985a: 52 -69 , 9 0 - 9 1 , 100-103 and Briant 1985b (but 
it must be noted, as pointed out by Stolper, that the word itself is not attested in this m e a n i n g until 
the time of Artaxerxes I? D a r i u s II?, in the M u r a s u archives: cf. below, chap . 14). It is likely that 
the Babylonian version refers specifically to the Babylonian situation (von Voigtlander 1978: 17), 
hut it cannot be exc luded that the s a m e kind of measures were taken for the doreai located in other 
regions of the E m p i r e . Malbran-Labat ' s (1994: 110, 134) translation of II qasatu as 'domaines [es
tates]' seems strange to m e ; in any case , remarkably imprecise . 

• Bardiya andTrihute from the Empire. Cf. , e.g., D a n d a m a e v 1976: 134-35 and Wiesehbfer 
1989: 184. 



Chapter 3 

Trouble, Secession, and Rebuilding (S22-518) 

1. Darius Comes to Power (Summer-Autumn 522) 
• General Bibliography. D a n d a m a e v 1976 and 1989a: 103-13; Gschni tzer 1977; Wiesehofer 

1978; Herrenschmidt 1982; Balcer 1987. 
• The Conspiracy of the Seven: Darius and Herodotus. O n the different versions used by He

rodotus, see Gschni tzer 1977. T h e n a m e s of the conspirators are given very inaccurately by Ctesias 
$14: O n o p h a s [Otanes ] , Idernes [Hydarnes] , Norondobates , M a r d o n i u s [likely confusion with his 
father, G o b r y a s ] , Barisses, Artaphernes [ Intaphernes?] , Darius . Gobryas's role in the murder of 
Smerdi s is also i l luminated by Justin (1.9.22-23), who elsewhere (9 .14 -18 ) also makes Otanes 
(Hostanes) the inspiration and instigator of the conspiracy. Aeschylus (Persians 7 7 6 - 7 7 ) makes "Ar
taphernes" (Intaphernes?) the conqueror of the magus—helped "by several friends who came to
gether for this purpose." Obvious ly there were m a n y family versions that were embel l ished and 
subsequent ly c irculated a m o n g the Greeks . For introductions to the conspirators: Dandamaev 
1976: 159-61; Wiesehofer 1978: 168-74. D a r i u s gives not only the n a m e and ethnic group of the 
six nobles (they are all called Persians) but also their patronymic; these details are not found in He
rodotus, except for Otanes . But where D a r i u s and Herodotus disagree about Otanes , it is obviously 
Dar ius who must be followed, for he and his counse lors knew Otanes ' ancestry perfectly well. 
When Herodotus m a k e s h i m the son of P h a m a s p e s e lsewhere (111.68), he has obviously become 
c o n f u s e d — u n d e r s t a n d a b l y so, s ince the risk of h o m o n y m y in the case of Otanes was considerable 
(cf. the list c o m p i l e d by L e g r a n d , Herodote: Index analytique, pp. 6 0 - 6 1 ) . 

Aspathines and Aspacana: DNd: "Aspacana, vaqabard, bears the battleaxe of Dar ius the King" 
(the m e a n i n g of vaqabara is d isputed [ 'chamberlain' or 'bow-bearer']: see H i n z 1973: 57-59; 
S c h m i t t 1980: 125; also Gschni tzer 1977: 20, 25). Aspathines may be the son of Prexaspes, who, 
Herodotus says ( I I I .74 -75) , d e n o u n c e d the fraud of the magus (see sources in D a n d a m a e v 1976: 
158 n. 666). Gobryas (not to be confused with G u b a r u I or G u b a r u II): the Babylonian version of 
DI3 ($54) gives his c o m p l e t e family status: " G u b a r u , son of Marduniya , Persian, PadisumariS 
[Pastichorian]" ( S c h m i t t 1980: 125) O n the term Pastichorian, see also Briant 1984a: 108 and 
1990a: 8 3 - 8 4 . T h e term protoi: Briant 1990a: 7 4 - 7 5 and C a l m e y e r 1991b; cf. Justin 1.9.18: opti-
mates Persarum, and 1.10.1: principes; Ctes ias $14: episemai. Cf. also Sto lper 1993: 10-11 on Bab. 
parastamu. 

• The Problem of Power. T h e bibl iography on the "constitutional debate" is considerable (cf. 
Gschni tzer 1977: 3 0 - 4 0 ; Wiesehofer 1978: 2 0 3 - 5 ) . M a n y authors think that Herodotus (who states 
that he received his information from Persian sources) has passed on a Persian reality in Greek 
form (cf. D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 106). T h i s interpretation is itself closely linked to the assumption that 
Bardiya was a bitter e n e m y of the nobility. It is also based on the theory of the existence of an As
sembly of nobles , to whose decrees even the kings had to submit . For various reasons, this "feudal" 
theory s e e m s to m e unsusta inable . O n the structure of Herodotus's story of Oebares ' ruse, see K6h-
nken 1990. D u m e z i l (1984) insists that there are Indian parallels , but the parallel of King Rusa of 
Urartu seems m u c h more appos i te (c f Wiesehofer 1978: 205 n. 2). We may note in passing (hat 
the sun motif is also found in Justin X V I I I . 3 . 8 - 1 4 (arrival of Strata of Tyre). 

• The "Rights" of Darius. T h e various "genealogical" hypotheses are conveniently presented 
by Miroschedj i (1985: 2 8 0 - 8 3 , with references to the previous literature). O n the founder legend 
repeated by Ael ian, cf. Binder 1964: 4 5 - 4 6 . T h e "premonitory" d r e a m that Cyrus reported to Hys
taspes, the father of Dar ius , perhaps be longs to this tradition: "I saw your eldest son with wings on 
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his shoulders, and one overshadowed Asia, the other E u r o p e " (1.209). O n the relationship be
tween the eagle and royal power, cf. Harmatta 1979 and Nylander 1983: 22-27 . O n the Pasargadae 
inscriptions, cf. most recently the convinc ing demonstrat ion of Stronach (1990). T h e m o u n t i n g 
doubts explain why Mayrhofer (1975: 12-13) has suggested new sigla [DMa, DMb, DMc) for the 
inscriptions traditionally ascribed to C y r u s (CMa, CMb, CMc in Kent) . 

• The Primacy of Darius. Aeschylus uses the n a m e Artaphernes for the m a n who, "helped by 
several friends who c a m e together for this purpose," put an end to the reign of M a r d o s (Persians 
•jl^JJl). It is nearly unan imous ly postulated that Artaphernes is a mistake for Intaphernes, and this 
is seen as further proof of the false character of Darius's version. T h i s lie might be considered a fur
ther indication of Darius's secondary role in the conspiracy and of the deeply aristocratic nature 
of the elimination of S m e r d i s (see particularly D a n d a m a e v 1976: 162, who recalls that Hel lanikos 
calls him D a p h e m e s ; a long the s a m e lines, Wiesehofer 1978: 2 0 5 - 6 ) . Ctes ias ($14) also inc ludes 
Artaphernes in an admittedly imprec i se list, and he seems to have confused him with Intaphernes . 
But if we recognize that D a r i u s (like the other conspirators) was a c c o m p a n i e d by m e n of his 
House, we can also hypothesize that the n a m e in Aeschylus in fact identifies one of Darius's broth
ers who is well known elsewhere (this is also the position of Balcer 1987: 115 and 159 n. 12, with
out discussion). 

T h e execution of S m e r d i s might be c o m p a r e d with what the anc ient authors say of the m u r d e r 
of Xerxes and s u b s e q u e n t episodes (cf. particularly Ctes ias §30, makhe) and especial ly with the 
veritable civil war that led to the access ion of Dar ius II (see c h a p . 16/6). O n the position of Dar ius , 
we will not go so far as to propose ( p a c e Balcer 1987: 100) that Dar ius himself killed C a m b y s e s or 
that he gave the job to a friend; as has now been established with certainty, C a m b y s e s d ied of natu
ral causes (cf. Walser 1983). 

• The Elimination of Bardiya. For the victory over G a u m a t a in the Behistun inscription, cf. 
Vogelsang 1986: 127-31 . 

• A Remark on Method. O n the symbol i sm of the numbers , c f , for example , Root 1979: 201 
n. 55. It would be excessive to pile up examples of the n u m b e r 7 in conspiracies (e.g., App ian , 
Miih. 2.9). O n the actual formation of the conspiracy of 522, a very s imilar s c h e m a will be found 
in Arrian's tale (IV. 13 .3 -4) of the conspiracy of the pages (cf. also Q u i n t u s Curt ius VIII.6.9) . 

2. Revolts and Reconquests (522—518) 

• The Liar-Kings. Herodotus (III. 150-59) records a Babylonian revolt, which he places at the 
beginning of the reign of Dar ius while dist inguishing it ( J 150) from the "magus" period and pre
senting the final fall of Babylon as the "second" (§159) , that is, after the conques t of Cyrus in 539. 
Considered in a context furnished by Ctes ias and s o m e others, Herodotus's text poses prob lems 
that remain debated (cf. Balcer 1987: 125-30 , Briant 1992a: 9 -13 ) . T h e Babylonian and Aramaic 
versions of D B have been publ i shed by Von Voigt lander (1978) and Greenf ie ld and Porten (1982) , 
respectively. T h e Persian version has been reedited by Schmit t (1991b) , who is also responsible for 
fundamental studies c o m p a r i n g the different versions (1980 and 1990c). A French translation of 
the Elamite version has been prepared by Gril lot , Herrenschmidt , a n d M a l b r a n (cf. JA 1993; also 
Malbran-Labat 1994 [ D B B a b . ] , and Porten and Yardeni 1993 [ D B Aram.] ) . 

On the chronology of the Babylonian revolts, see Parker a n d Dubberste in 1956: 15-16; Wcis-
betg(1980: xvi-xxiii) sheds doubt on the existence of a second N e b u c h a d n e z z a r (on the chronol
ogy of N e b u c h a d n e z z a r III and IV, cf. D a n d a m a e v 1993a and 1995a; Zawadski 1995b-c) . Egypt: 
reasonable solution i n T u p l i n 1991a: 2 6 4 - 6 7 (followed here) . Jerusa lem: cf. B ickerman 1981 (pro
pounds a revolt at the end of 521); doubts in D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 127-28 (following Ackroyd). Bick-
erman's chronology is now strongly cha l l enged by Kessler (1992) , who thinks there is nothing in 
Haggai to justify postulat ing an anti-Persian m o v e m e n t in J u d a h . 

In a single year": the bibl iography is cons iderable . Cf. the s u m m a r y of the topic in Wiesehofer 
1978: 213-20; B ickerman a n d T a d m o r 1978: 2 4 0 - 4 2 ( M e s o p o t a m i a n precedents); Nylander 1994; 
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Vogelsang (1986: 121-27, against Borger 1982) thinks that the order of liar-kings on the relief is not 
strictly chronologica l . 

• The Victories of Darius and His Lieutenants (522-521) . Story of the events: Burn 1984: 9 6 -
103; D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 114-31 ; Voge l sang 1992: 119-32 . Cf. also K o c h 1993a: 4 9 - 6 9 . 

• The Victories of Darius: A Military Evaluation. O n the figures, cf. S c h m i t t 1980: 108. The 
text of D B on the Armenian events presents many chronological and historical problems, which 
were recognized by Poebel 1937-38: 152-62 (and the publ icat ion of the other versions does not 
provide a solut ion) . O n Herodotus and the M e d i a n revolt, cf. also 111.65 ( speech of Cambyses ) and 
126. B u t Herodotus (who says nothing about the great revolts of 522 -521) is very confused about 
M e d i a n affairs (cf. 111.73) 

• The Political Aspect of the Revolts. Babylonian tablet dated to 19 Nisan , Year 1 of Barzia 
king of the countries: Z a d o k (1976: 7 4 - 7 6 ) thinks this is Vahyazdala , b e c a u s e the transaction took 
p lace at Matezz is , very close to the site of Persepolis . ( O n the tablets dated to Barzia , cf. now Gra-
ziani 1991, with the critical remarks of Jursa 1993; still m o r e recently, Zawadski 1995a has cast 
doubt on Zadok's interpretation: the tablets actual ly date to the reign of Bardiya 1). Popular par
ticipation in the revolts, c f , for e x a m p l e , D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 119 ( M e d i a ) , 126 ("the revolt in Mar-
giana was o n e of the important popular uprisings of antiquity"). Regarding Martiya: he might be 
an E l a m i t e with a Persian n a m e (Zadok 1976: 74) . O n Arkha, cf. D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 122-23, 
Aryandes and the Egypt ians: Briant 1988a: 1 4 1 - 4 2 , and below, chap . 10/5: D a r i u s and Aryandes. 

• Darius and Vahyazdata. T h e social character of the Vahyazdata revolt (supported by the 
peasants against the nobles): the theory is worked out at great length by D a n d a m a e v 1976: 170-86. 
It should be e m p h a s i z e d that this presentation of Vahyazdata's policy is closely l inked (cf. p. 186) 
to an analysis of S14 of D B , to which (pp. 186-206) it is the pre lude , and to the presentation of Dar 
rius as the head of an aristocratic restoration (206 -14 ) ; cf. Briant 1993c: 4 0 7 - 8 , 4 2 1 - 2 2 . 

• The Rebellion of Oroetes. On Oroetes ' refusal to do obe i sance , 1 follow the persuasive hy
pothesis of Poebel 1937-38: 159 -61 . 

3. The Aftermath of Victory: The Official Story 

• Crime and Punishment, Publicity and Propaganda. Fragments of the Behis tun inscription 
at Babylon: Voigt lander 1978: 6 3 - 6 6 . Date of the A r a m a i c copy: Greenf ie ld and Porlen 1982: 1-4 
and Porten 1990: 17. F r a g m e n t s of the relief at Babylon: Seidl 1976; at S u s a ( ? ) : C a n b y 1979; and 
Muscare l la in Harper, Aruz, a n d T a l l o n 1991: 218 n. 2, 221 n. 14. 

• Truth and Lies at Behistun: Darius and Aliura-Mazda. S i n c e Ra wlinson, the monument at 
Behistun has s t imulated a vast n u m b e r of studies (see the interesting historiographic discussion in 
D a n d a m a e v 1976: 1-22). T h e analysis has been renewed by the G e r m a n archaeologists , who were 
able to e x a m i n e the relief at c lose range in 1963-64 and dist inguished five chronological phases 
in the erection of the m o n u m e n t and the carving of the various versions (cf. T r u m p e l m a n n 1967 
and L u s c h e y 1968; m o r e recently, Borger 1982). M a n y analyses and important reflections are also 
found in Root 1979: 58 -61 and 182-226 (with references to the earlier bibl iography) . Site of Be
histun, cf. Bernard 1980. O n S e m i r a m i s at Behis tun , cf. Briant 1984b: 30. Funct ional relation
ships between the inscriptions and the relief: Root 1979- 186-94. O n artaldata, cf. Bucci 1972; 
P. O. Skjaerv0 (Ench. 3 [1990] 696, s.v. "Old Persian Arta") e m p h a s i z e s the surprising rarity of the 
term arta in the royal inscriptions (a s ingle o c c u r r e n c e in XPh in the form artavan); nevertheless, 
in the royal narrative taken as a whole, the frequency of references to the antonym drauga (Av. druj 
'lie') confers on arta ('order, ordinance' ) a central p lace in Persian religious and political thought 
(cf. especial ly Kel lens [1995] , who even creates the [French] neologismartavanite, p. 30). C f also 
Pirart 1995 on the e thnonym Artaioi. 

Individual in the winged disk: for a long t ime, historians have engaged in debates on his iden
tity (e.g., S h a h b a z i 1974, 1980b); Lecoq's (1984) demonstrat ion that the figure is Ahura-Mazda has 
convinced m e complete ly (cf. also Root 1979: 169-76) . Rite of investiture at Behistun: Lecoq 
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1984- 306-7; Vanden B e i g h c 1987: 1513-14 (who thinks that the ring represents the Khrarnah, the 
Glory/Radiance that, accord ing to other authors, is represented by the individual rising from the 
winged disk). Dar ius and Ahura-Mazda: cf. the interesting reflections of G n o l i 1974: 163-79 (and 

170-75 on the wiping out of the idea of Khvarnah beg inn ing in Darius's reign; also G n o l i 
(990). In a personal c o m m u n i c a t i o n (July 27, 1992), A. Kuhrt expresses doubts about the nature 
of the object held by A h u r a - M a z d a in the relief; in her opin ion , it is not a ring: "In M e s o p o t a m i a n 
usage, [it is] a thing cal led serret = 'halter' or ' leading rope'; its character as a rope of s o m e kind is 
fairly clear on the stele of U m a m m u . " O n the passage of oral m e m o r y into writing, cf. the reflec
tions of Herrenschmidt 1989b: 207 and C a r d o n a 1980: 282-83 (following Gerschevi tch) , as well 
as the analyses of Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1980: 103-13 . 

• New Campaigns, New Additions: Imperialism and Religion. C a m p a i g n against the Saka: 
the major l a c u n a e in the text have resulted in an inflated n u m b e r of studies bearing principal ly on 
the identity of the Saka . Are they really the Saka of Centra l Asia (cal led Scythians by the Greeks: 
Herodotus VII .64) , or is the text instead a description of the c a m p a i g n of 513 by Dar ius against the 
Scythians of E u r o p e , narrated at great length by Herodotus? We cannot give a long list of refer
ences here; p a c e C a m e r o n (1975) , there is no longer any doubt that the text is about an expedit ion 
led bv Darius in Centra l Asia in 519: cf. Harmat ta 1976, S h a h b a z i 1982. It is certainly this c a m 
paign to which an anecdote of Polyaenus (VII. 11.14) refers. Rel ig ion a n d politics in D B V: Kel lens 
1987 (followed here); see already the lucid analyses of Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1980: 16-21 , repeated 
and developed in Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg (in preparat ion) . 

4. Darius and the Six 
• Primus inter pares? T h e theory of a restoration of the aristocracy was developed particularly 

by Dandamaev (1976: 2 1 0 - 1 2 ) , who a longs ide Herodotus and Plato cites Aeschylus {Persians 956— 
960) and Esther 1:14. B u t these last two citations add nothing to the discuss ion. D a n d a m a e v presses 
his hypothesis very hard b e c a u s e he sees the basic reason for the structural weakness of the Achae-
nienid E m p i r e in this restoration (pp. 210 -14 ) : cf. Briant 1993c: 4 2 1 - 2 2 . O n the so-called C o u n c i l 
of Seven, cf. the appropriate doubts of Lewis 1977: 2 3 . 1 remain hesitant about the interpretations 
of Petit (1990: 222 -26 ) in what h e presents as the birth "of a new aristocracy" (the Six) at the ex
pense of the "tribal nobility"; the statistical analyses Petit uses are , strictly speaking, worthless. T h e 
existence of a title understood as "guardian of one of the seven parts" in A c h a e m e n i d Egypt ( D A E 
49 [J3MAP 8]; Bogo l jubov 1967) cannot in any case support the views of Plato on a division into 
seven parts, whatever, e.g., G n o l i (1981: 271 n. 33) thinks of it (cf. C a l m e y e i 1987b: 133-40) ; it s im
ply confirms that the figure 7 possessed a particularly productive symbol ic m e a n i n g in Iranian cos-
niological thinking ( c o m p a r e , for example , S h a h b a z i 1983, with the remarks of C a l m e y e i 1983a: 
199-203). I would add that I scarcely believe the "feudalist" theses of Widengren (1969: 102ff.), 
who would have the king elected by a noble Landtag, b e c a u s e the Achaemenid sources a d d u c e d 
for support are hardly probatory and b e c a u s e the consultat ion of later sources (pp . 108ff.) follows 
an unreliable method. Q u i t e the opposite , we may suppose that the reunited nobility would ac
claim the new king (cf. chap . 13/2: T h e Royal Investiture). O n the "syllogos of the M e d e s a n d the 
Persians" known to Arrian, cf. Briant 1994e: 2 8 6 - 9 1 . Regarding royal judges , we may note in pass
ing that, according to D iodorus (XI .57) , M a n d a n e , the daughter of D a r i u s , d e m a n d e d that Xerxes 
punish Themis toc l e s , who was considered responsible for the death of her children in 480. In this 
she was joined by "the noblest Persians" and incited the 'mob' (okhlos) to gather in front of the pal
ace to d e m a n d of the king a trial in right and proper form. Xerxes gave in and agreed to form a tri
bunal (dikasterion) m a d e u p ek ton ariston Person, whose verdict he would accept in advance; 
T lieniistocles was ult imately acquit ted. But this entire story is scarcely credible (likewise the mar
riage of Themis toc l e s to a Persian woman: Diodorus XI. 57.6). Apart from the factual errors, we rec
ognize a well-known motif: the Persian princess who d e m a n d s the punishment of a rebel guilty of 
killing her children (cf. Ctes ias §35-36; cf. also $59 = Plutarch, Art. 14.9-10, 16-17) . 
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• Darius's Point of View: Nobles and King at Behistun. T h e word anusiya itself is not spe
cific, because it also qualifies the m e m b e r s of the i m m e d i a t e entourage of the liar-kings ( D B J13 
32, 42, 47). S e e on this the s u m m a r y of G n o l i 1981, who thinks that the word is very close in mean
ing to bandaka; see also the very interesting remark of M a l b r a n - L a b a t (1994: 121 n. 165) on the 
Babylonian vocabulary. T h e c o m p i l e r did not use qallu, the "equivalent" of bandaka in DBBab 
Identification of the bearers of royal a r m s at Behistun: L u s c h e y (1968: 6 8 - 7 1 ) suggests Gobryas 
and Intaphernes , but the reasons given are purely speculat ive . 

• The SixandCourt Protocol: The Intaphernes Affair. S e e the analysis of Gschni tzer 1977 (al-
though I d o not agree with every step of his argument ) ; s ee also the remarks of Sancisi-Weerden-
b u r g 1983: 3 0 - 3 1 . 

• The Marriages of Darius. Darius's marr iage to Gobryas's daughter was before 522(Herodo-
tus VII .2) ; this union produced Artobarzanes , Darius's eldest son (VII.2) , who was thus born when 
his father was a 'an ordinary c o m m o n e r ' (idiotes; VII .3 ) , that is, before 522. We do not know when 
Gobryas h imse l f married one of Darius's sisters (VII.5) , but neither case supports the thesis that 
the king was required to choose a wife from the conspirators' families. T h e only uncertainty con
cerns Xerxes; we do know that he married a "daughter of O n o p h a s " (Ctes ias $20): see below. 

• The Saga of Otanes. S e e first o f all the a r g u m e n t of Meyer 1879: 3 1 - 3 8 (followed by Rein-
ach 1890a: 1-4); also M a r q u a r d t 1895: 4 8 9 - 5 1 2 ; a n d , on the fragment of Polybius and the demar
cation of the land, c o m p a r e the legend recorded by al -Biruni , where the royal concession is 
measured with respect to the flight of an arrow shot by the recipient (cf. Panaino 1988: 233). On 
the fiscal concess ions granted to Otanes , cf. Briant 1985b: 55 ( compared with other cases of the 
s a m e type) and 1990b: 88; Wiesehofer 1989: 187. Other examples of hereditary royal grant: He
rodotus VII. 106-7. It does not s e e m poss ible to c o n c l u d e that Otanes and his family "were not 
c o m p e l l e d to obey the king as long as they did not infringe Persian laws" (so D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 
104, who paraphrases Herodotus very freely). O n the identification of Xerxes ' father-in-law, the 
controversy cont inues at full tilt; but it s e e m s p r e s u m p t u o u s to c la im with great confidence that 
this O n o p h a s / O t a n e s is even the s a m e as the conspirator of 522 (cf. doubts presented by Burn 
1984: 3 3 4 - 3 5 ; see already M a r q u a r d t 1895: 497) . T h e reconstructions proposed by Herrenschmidt 
(1987b: 5 8 - 6 2 ) s e e m weak to me , s ince they are based on the as sumpt ion that the nameT/jiifcra is 
a n i c k n a m e ("the Red"), which thus would not contradict Herodotus's statement. T h e proposal is 
interesting but remains unprovable a n d not even very likely. In fact, I would point out again that 
the pedigrees given for the conspirators at Behis tun are precise , so it is hard for m e to believe that 
Dar ius would have s imply given Utana's father his n i c k n a m e . 

• The Family of Gobryas. C f Lewis 1985: 110 -11 . Seal of Gobryas: cf. Root 1991: 19-21. 
A m o n g the Persian chieftains at the E u r y m e d o n , Cal l i s thenes lists an "Ariomardos, son of Go
bryas" (Plutarch, C i m o n 12.5), but it is difficult to p lace h i m in the genea logy of Darius's lieuten
ant; nor do I know what to do with "Mardonius the E lder (ho palaios)" enumerated by Ctesias 
a m o n g those close to Xerxes at his access ion ($19) . It s e e m s as though it could only be the son of 
Gobryas , but why this epithet palaios? Was there another, younger M a r d o n i u s ? This is not cer
tain, for the expression could just as well dist inguish two persons not necessarily linked by family 
ties (cf. T h e o p h r a s t u s H P 11.6.7). O n Mardonius ' s lands in Babylonia , cf. Stolper I992d. Petit 
(1990: 186-88) finds our Gobryas in G u b a r u , "pihatu of Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates" in the 
t ime of Cyrus , but the hypothesis (also postulated by D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 79) s eems unfounded to 
me . We know that the satrap G u b a r u had a son associated with h i m as his deputy, n a m e d Nabfigu 
( D a n d a m a e v 1992a: no. 206), but whatever the Iranian form of this n a m e , it is not to be found in 
the family of Gobryas . T h a t this N a b u g u was in all probability the oldest son of G u b a r u seems to 
m e to raise a very strong object ion to this hypothesis , for the oldest son of Gobryas was in all prob
ability M a r d o n i u s . 

• The Saga of Megabyzus. Brown's article on M e g a b y z u s (1987) adds nothing new. 
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. Hydarnes. Sa trap of M e d i a accord ing to Lewis 1977: 84 n. 14 ( c o m p a r i n g the Mitt irna of 
die Persepolis tablets; cf. now unpubl i shed tablets used in this sense by Koch 1993a: 12-13) . O n 
Tissaphernes, cf. ibid 8 3 - 8 4 , but there are many uncertainties (the ascendancy of T i s saphernes is 
induced from the inscribed C o l u m n of Xanthus , which calls h i m son of Hydarnes) . O n the ances
tors of Orontes, cf. Re inach 1890b; Dorner 1967; O s b o r n e 1973: 5 1 9 - 2 1 . 

5. Summary and Perspectives 

• A New Foundation for the Empire. O n Darius's memory of Cyrus: in addition to Herodotus 
HI.160, sec the reference to C y r u s in the stela of Tell e l -Maskhuta (Posener no. 8, p. 61) , which 
remains regrettably mysterious b e c a u s e of the deplorable condit ion of the stone. It is also certain 
that Cyrus was a m o n g the ancestors (progonoi) that Dar ius invoiced collectively and anonyniousty 
as glorious precedents in his letter to G a d a t a s ( M L 12; and see chap . 12/4, pp. 49 Iff.). 



Chapter 4 

Darius the Conqueror (520-486) 

1. The Pursuit of Territorial Expansion (520-513) 

• Darius, Democedes, and the West. O n the deeds of D e m o c e d e s and the structure of Herodo
tus's tale, see the interesting analysis of Griffiths 1987, and the c o m m e n t s of Asheri 1990: 341-48, 

• Darius, Syloson, and Samos. Asheri 1990: 256ff. and 348-54; D e s c a t (1989: 79 and 1990a) 
thinks that after the execut ion of Oroetes at Sardis , Dar ius was supported by Otanes and Cappa
docia; but this interpretation (which is based explicitly on the very suspect text of Diodorus 
X X X I . 19.2) a s s u m e s that Otanes was in fact satrap of C a p p a d o c i a , which in my opinion is veiy 
doubtful for the reasons given above , chap . 3/4: " T h e S a g a of Otanes," pp. 132ff.. [Herodotus's tale 
of Syloson: Van der Veen 1995.] 

• Darius, the Indus, and the Nile. O n the date of the conques t of India, cf. Shahbaz i 1982: 
233 n. 218 ( 5 1 9 B . c ) and Tupl in 1991a: 2 7 0 - 7 1 (around 518) ;on the expedit ion of Skylaxand the 
suggested connect ions with the creation of the canal from the Ni le to the Red S e a , see especially 
the very strong warnings of Sal les 1 9 8 8 : 7 9 - 8 6 (p. 84: " T h e periplus of Skylax must be kept strictly 
separate from the stelas of Suez") , and Sal les 1990: 117-18 (p. 118: "In the present state of our 
knowledge, it is better to see the periplus of Skylax as only an adventure, sufficiently daring to have 
struck the imaginat ion, but only a u n i q u e adventure"); on Darius's canal , the basic reference is 
now Tupl in 1991a, which, while a d d i n g (p. 271 n. 23) s o m e n u a n c e s to Salles's skepticism, none
theless agrees with h im overall (cf. his conc lus ion , p. 278) and, moreover, stresses quite oppor
tunely (p. 242) that Herodotus's passage does not imply that D a r i u s wished to establish direct 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n ; see also chap. 12/1. 

• Aryandes and Barca. T h e date is disputed: cf. discussion in Mitchel l 1966; on Amasis the 
M a r a p h i , cf. Briant 1988a: 160; on Herodotus's Cyren ian excursus , cf. Corce l l a and Medaglia 
1 9 9 3 : 3 3 2 E 

2. The Persians in Europe 
• Darius's Scythian Expedition (513). T h e bibl iography is expanding but continues to lack 

consensus , except that there is no doubt about the date , for it is now acknowledged (pace Cam
eron 1975) that the expedition led by D a r i u s against the S a c i a n Skunkha ( D B ) had nothing to do 
with the one against Scylhia in E u r o p e (cf. Harmatta 1976; S h a h b a z i 1982; the contrary attempt 
pursued by Petit [1984 and 1987; cf. 1990: 108-9] has not convinced anyone) . Pace Petit (1990:205 
n. 421) , the miss ion entrusted to Ar iaranmes of C a p p a d o c i a (Ctes ias $ $ 1 6 - 1 7 ) s eems perfectly un
derstandable to me , inc luding the geographica l aspects. In contrast, the objectives and conse
q u e n c e s of the Scythian expedit ion remain widely disputed; to the bibl iography cited by Gardiner 
and G a r d e n (1987) , add the important article of M o m i g l i a n o (1933) and the ba lanced perspective 
found in N e n c i (1958: 144-156) and, s ince then, Fol and H a m m o n d (1988: 2 3 5 - 4 3 ) ; on the geo
graphical and logistical aspects , see the article of Nowak (1988) , who d e p e n d s too m u c h on the as
sumpt ions of Enge ls (1978); Gallota's 1980 article adds nothing. We may mention in passing that 
an inscription on clay attributed to Dar ius has been found at Gher la in R o m a n i a [DG/i in May-
rhofer 1978: 16] and publ i shed , with many restorations, by Harmatta (1953); how m u c h Darius 
had to do with the stelas that were inscribed dur ing his expedit ion (Herodotus IV.87, 91) remains 
very hypothetical , s ince the authenticity of the stelas in quest ion is far from proved (RIP 390 
n. 278, as well as West 1985: 296 and Schmi t t 1988: 32 -36 ) . [Paintings showing the Scythian ex
pedition: C a l m e y e r 1992a.] 
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• The Persians in Thrace. Castrit ius 1972; Fol and H a m m o n d 1988; on m e Paeonian tribes 
on the lower Strymon River, see Samsar i s 1983. T h e existence of a satrapy of T h r a c e at this date 
(a theory defended by H a m m o n d 1988a-b) is general ly d e d u c e d from the reference to western 
peoples in s o m e lists of countries: the "Saka beyond the sea" (paradraya; DSe, DNa), "Those be-
vond the sea" (DPe), and Skudra (DSe, DNa, DSab, XPh), Yauna "with a hat in the shape of a 
shield" (Yauna takabara; DNa), Yauna "who live beyond the sea" ( D S e , XPh) . B u t it m u s t be 
stressed that a reference to a peop le does not necessarily imply the existence of a satrapal govern
ment (cf the following chapter); it must also be stressed that the identification of these peoples 
continues to be problemat ic : Castrit ius (1972: 9 - 1 5 ) thinks (not without good arguments ) on the 
contrary that the satrapal government dates s imply from the M a r d o n i u s expedition. T h e theory of 
the integration of M a c e d o n i a into the satrapy is defended by H a m m o n d (1979: 59 -60 ) , based es
pecially on the case of Bubares , "governor or adviser to the governor of the satrapy"; on these prob
lems, see the s u m m a r y of Balcer (1988) who, contra H a m m o n d , approves and specifies Castritius's 
interpretations; and Borza (1990: 100-103) ; read also the related discussion of Hatzopoulos and 
Loukopolou (1992: 15-25) . Status of Oebares at D a s c y l i u m : hyparch and not satrap a c c o r d i n g to 
Balcer (1988); doubts of Petit (1990: 183-85) . O n the A c h a e m e n i d inf luence in T h r a c e (discern
ible basically in the fourth century) , cf. Briant 1991c: 234 n. 42, where a bibl iography is found; and 
a suggestion on the use of the word "parasang" by Arrian 1.4.4. 

3. The Ionian Revolt (500-493) 
T h e bibliography is impressive , and there is no possibility here of carrying out a systematic (and 

vain) review; an analysis can be found in Tozz i (1978b) and Murray (1988); see also Burn 1984: 
193-217; Will 1972: 8 6 - 8 9 ; Walser 1 9 8 4 : 2 7 - 3 5 ; on the posit ion and sources of Herodotus , consult 
the always pertinent pages of N e n c i (1956: 156-91) and Tozz i (1978a: 2 3 - 7 4 ) ; Nenc i 1994 ( com
mentary on book V of Herodotus ) reached m e too late to be properly used here. 

• 'f'/ie Thread of Events and the Problems Posed. Persepolis tablet Q 1809: s ee Lewis 1980; in 
contrast, to look for an al lusion to the revolt in certain "lists of countries" (so Steve 1974: 25) s e e m s 
to me a hopeless exercise for, contrary to what Steve a s sumes , a d iachronic analysis of the country 
lists in royal inscriptions does not permit the historian "to follow the fluctuations of Persian expan
sion, the establ ishment of recently acqu ired provinces , the d i smant l ing of ancient administrative 
units and their reorganization into a new ensemble ." O n this quest ion, see chap. 5 /2-3 . T h e gaps 
in Herodotus leave s o m e chronological prob lems open: cf. Tozz i (1978b: 100-13) and Murray 
(1988: 473): "Within these limits [499 -494] any detai led chronology is to s o m e extant arbitrary." 
The author rightly stresses that there is a g a p of several years in Herodotus's tale. T h i s d o c u m e n 
tary situation makes it difficult to answer the quest ion "Why did the revolt last so long?" 

• An Economic Crisis? T h e theory of the e c o n o m i c weakness of the Ionian towns as an after
shock of the Persian conques t has recently been revived by Tozz i (1978b: 113-28) and Murray 
(1988: 477-78) ; the exact opposite theory in R o e b u c k 1988: 453-53; see also Picard 1980: 8 1 - 9 5 
(but his conclus ion on p. 90 seems to m e too sudden) ; Ionians at M e m p h i s , cf. Segal 1983 no. 26; 
on Ionians and Phoenic ians do ing business s ide by side in a delta port at the time of Xerxes: see 
the very clear text 7 'ADAE C 3 . 1 - 2 9 (cf. Porten and Yardeni 1993; Yardeni 1994; and Lipiiiski 
1994); Greek pottery from Asia M i n o r in the N e a r East: Perreault 1986; Ionian and Phoenic ian 
pottery on the site of Tell e l -Maskhuta: Paice 1986-87 (although the Phoenic ian pottery is m u c h 
more abundant) . 

• Civic Tensions and Achaemenid Power. T h e link between social problems and revolt has 
already been put forth by Hegyi (1966, 1971); social conflicts and tensions at Miletus (last quarter 
of the fifth century): cf. Robertson 1987: 375 -77 ; contra G r a f (1985), Austin (1990) expresses the 
idea that the Persians were in fact systematically supported by the tyrants; I am not sure that the 
hvo interpretations are really antithetical , as I h o p e I have shown in the text; on the s logan "liberty 
for the Creeks of Asia" and its history, cf. S e a g e r and Tup l in 1980. I note also that accord ing to 
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Murray (1988: 4 7 5 - 7 6 ) , tlie Persians in Asia M i n o r could not find support from a "priestly caste" 
contrary to the situation in Babylon, Egypt , and Jerusa l em; but, as ide from the fact that the expres
sion "priestly caste" is not really appropriate , I bel ieve that the contrast he emphas i ze s (based on 
the letter from Dar ius to Gadatas : M L 12) is hardly substantiated (on this d o c u m e n t , see below 
chap . 12/4). 

• The Strategy of Aristagoras: The Beginnings of the Revolt. C o n c e r n i n g the logistical prob
l ems related to the fleet, I have accepted the fascinating explanations of Wal l inga 1984. Otherwise 
it s e e m s that the Athenians and Eretrians did not play a very important role, despite the claims of 
Lysanias of M a l l u s , cited by Plutarch (Mor. 8 6 1 a - c ; cf. Tozzi 1978b: 6 0 - 6 1 ) . O n the relations be
tween Hist iaeus, Artaphernes , and Dar ius , the mystery cont inues unabated , especially because 
Herodotus's chronology is very uncertain: Hegyi (1971) sees here a clash between two strategies 
Darius's and his satrap's, regarding the relationships to be established with subjugated populations-
I a m not convinced. O n the role of Hist iaeus , see also the reflections of B u r n 1984: 207-8; Murray 
1988: 4 8 6 - 8 7 [and Kienast 1994). 

• The Persian Victory. O n the very lax character of the organizat ion at the heart of the Ionian 
L e a g u e : R o e b u c k 1955; Nevi l le 1979; Late iner 1982; the Ionian L e a g u e was not suppressed by the 
Persians after the revolt (cf. T o d no. 113), which impl ies that it did not represent m u c h of a threat 
in their eyes (Murray 1988: 489) . T h e existence of a revolutionary co inage ( G a r d n e r 1911) has 
now been cast in doubt (cf. G r a f 1985: 103 n. 22; b u t s e e T o z z i 1978b: 8 1 - 9 2 ) . Reconquest: the 
excavations at Old Paphos on Cyprus have conf irmed that the Persians destroyed sanctuaries there 
(cf. Tozzi 1978a); they also illustrate the technical abilities demonstrated by the Persians during 
s ieges (cf. Herodotus IV200) ; in the excavations of the s iege ramp, 422 stone shot weighing be
tween 2 and 12 kg were found — a discovery of s o m e t h i n g totally new, s ince it was generally be
lieved that the invention of mach ines for hurling, such as the catapult , dated to Dionysius the 
Elder at the beg inn ing of the fourth century (a point of view o n c e again expressed by Y. Garlan, 
CAH V I 2 [1994]: 6 8 2 - 8 4 , where rather surprisingly there is no reference to the discussion started 
by the Paphos discoveries); the recent find of a stone ball at P h o c a e a dated to the s iege of the town 
by C y r u s in 546 (Ozyigit 1994) now provides re inforcement for the hypothesis (cf. bibliography 
and s u m m a r y in Briant 1994h). 

4. From Thrace to Memphis (492-486) 

• The Mission of Mardonius in Thrace. S e e especial ly Castrit ius 1972; Balcer 1988; Ham
m o n d 1988b: 4 9 3 - 9 6 ; and now Z a h m t 1992. R e g a r d i n g the expression used by Herodotus (VI.43) 
to descr ibe M a r d o n i u s in 493 ("newly married to a daughter of the king, Artozostra"), cf. PFa 5 
with the remarks of Hal lock 1978: 110 and Lewis 1984: 596. 

• From Cilicia to Marathon. O n the different stages of Darius's strategy, one may read with 
profit the lucid remarks of Will 1964: 7 3 - 7 8 . 

• The Conquest of the Islands T h e famous Chronicle ofLindos (cf. B l inkenburg 1912: 379-
85; 1941: 177-200 = FGrH 532), which lists donat ions to the sanctuary by Datis , has long posed 
many problems; we start off by quest ioning the reality of the deeds reported: several authors be
lieve it is a useless fake; cf. Bas lez 1985: 1 3 8 - 4 1 , remarking in particular that the Del ian dedica
tion attributed to Datis is certainly a later falsification; s a m e opinion, Murray 1988: 468-69; but 
not all doubts have been resolved: see Bresson, R E A 1985/1-2: 155, explicitly opposing Baslez; 
Burn (1984: 218) places the episode dur ing the Ionian revolt, Datis having acted on the initiative 
of Mardon ius ; cit ing for support information found on s o m e Persepolis tablets, Heltzer (1989a) 
suggests the date 497, at the t ime of the attacks on C y p r u s ; an alternate hypothesis would be to date 
these donat ions to the t ime when Datis left C i l i c ia and h e a d e d toward Naxos . 

• Persian Conquest and Greek Medism. Cf. G r a f 1979 and 1984; the work of Gil l is 1979 is of 
little interest. 

• Marathon. O n the battle, cf. Hignett 1963: 55-74; B u r n 1984: 239-53; H a m m o n d 1988b: 
506-17; L a z e n b y 1993: 48 -80; on the a b s e n c e of the cavalry, cf. the hypotheses of Whatley 1964 
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n d Evans 1987; on the exaltation of Marathon and historical distortions a m o n g the Athenians, cf. 
Loraux 1981: 157-73. 

• From Marathon to Memphis. O n the Egypt ian revolt: Aristotle's phrase (Rliet. II.20.3 = 
I393B) does not add m u c h to the d iscuss ion (cf. Tup l in 1991a: 266). Date of the death of Dar ius 
(Nov 486): it is established with the he lp of Babylonian tablets (Stolper 1992a); it is noteworthy 
that the most recently publ i shed tablets show that for three weeks after the death of the king (until 
21 D e c ) , scribes at S i p p a r cont inued to date their d o c u m e n t s accord ing to the reign of Darius , al
though at Borsippa the first d o c u m e n t dated to the reign of Xerxes is from 1 D e c e m b e r 486: cf. 
Zawadski 1992. 



Chapter 5 

Images of the World 

1. The Builder-King 

• 'The Remodeling of Susa. S e e the special issue of Dossiers Histoire et arclieologie 138 
(1989) , with dense s u m m a r i e s by the best special ists as well as an up-to-date bibl iography (p. 90) 
Archaeological ev idence for the break between the E l a m i t e and A c h a e m e n i d levels: Miroschedji 
1987. The S u s a epigraphy is publ i shed by Steve 1984 and 1987. DSf, DSz, DSaa are published 
with c o m m e n t a r y by Vallat 1971, 1972, and 1986; trilingual inscription of the Dar ius Gate: Vallat 
1974b. C o p y of the Behis tun relief at Susa: C a n b y 1979, and Muscare l la in Harper, Aruz, and Tal-
lon [1991]: 218 n. 2 and 221 n. 4 (a reconstruction based on a m i n u s c u l e fragment) . Date of the 
beg inning of construction of Susa : high date (beg inn ing in 520) accord ing to Steve 1974: 27, fol
lowed by Vallat 1986: 281; I find the hypothesis tempting, but the Class i ca l texts a d d u c e d in sup
port do not have the value c la imed by these authors (cf. Br iant 1993b). Death of Hystaspes: Steve 
1974: 168-69 and Vallat 1986: 221 . Urban p lann ing at Susa: Perrot 1981 and Boucharlat 1990a; 
work on Susa: Perrot 1974; Perrot, Ladiray 1974 ( D a r i u s G a t e ) . 

• The Beginnings of Persepolis. S e e in general S c h m i d t 1953:39ff. DPf. Herrenschmidt 1990' 
date of DPh: S tronach 1985a and Root 1988 and 1989; cf. a lso Root 1979: 76ff., as well as Koch 
1987b (cf. p. 157); see especially the detai led suggest ions of Roaf (1983: 127-59) , who attributes 
the beginnings of construction of the A p a d a n a , the Treasury, and the p a l a c e of D a r i u s to the reign 
of Dar ius (but at the beg inn ing of the fifth century)—al l projects c o m p l e t e d by Xerxes; among the 
evidence used in the dating, Roaf (p 150) inc ludes the Treasury tablets ( P F ) : the earliest attesta
tion of craftsmen (marrip: cf PVT. 4 5 - 4 6 ) receiving rations at Parsa is dated to Year 15 ( P F 1580), 
or 508-507; but the s ignif icance of the statistical distribution of the tablets ought to be taken into 
account ; on these problems , see a lso the important suggest ions offered by Garr ison 1988: 383-85, 
3 9 1 - 9 3 , and 4 7 4 - 7 5 . Persepolis fortifications: S c h m i d t 1953: 2 0 6 - 1 1 , S h a h b a z i 1976b: 8-9, and 
now Mousav i 1992 and Kleiss 1992b. 

• Work Carried Out in the Other Capitals. Chrono log ica l prob lems relating to building 
Pasargadae: Nylander 1970; cf. most recently K o c h 1987b: 158; Treasury and kurtas at Pasargadae: 
K o c h 1990: 3 0 - 3 1 . T h e construction of a new p a l a c e at Babylon is attested by a tablet dated to Year 
26 of D a r i u s ( B R M 1.81), referring to the "new pa lace" (Joannes 1990a: 186); on the other hand, 
the Perserhau, often attributed to D a r i u s (Haer inck 1973), was the work of Artaxerxes II (Vallat 
1989a); apadana at E c b a t a n a : cf. S tronach , Ench, s.v. "Apadana." 

• The Royal Tomb ofNaqs-i Rustam. Method ica l description by S c h m i d t 1970; also Cal
meyer 1975; Root 1979: 7 2 - 7 6 and 162-81 ; and Von Gal l 1989; text of Ctes ias ( J 15): B a k e r (1972: 
117-19) thinks that Ctes ias has definitely confused it with the cliff at Behistun; meanwhile, the 
funerary nature of the m o n u m e n t descr ibed hardly leaves any room for hesitation; NupistaS 
(*hlipista-): Gershevi tch 1969: 177-79 (with reflections on the chronology extracted from the tab
lets); Hinz 1970: 4 2 5 - 2 6 (in the form of a quest ion) , but see Hal lock 1977: 132 and Koch 1990:49 
( n . 2 3 5 ) . 

• Royal Art and Imperial Towns. O n the dynastic and imperial program, see especially the 
analyses of Root 1979, 1980, and 1990 (largely repeated here) . 

2. The King and His Peoples: Inscriptions and Iconography 
• The "Foundation Charters" of Susa. Vallat 1971 (DSf, D S z ) , 1972 (DSaa, DSz), 1986 

(DSaa); a lso Steve 1974 and 1987, as well as Kent, O P T h e sigla for S u s a inscriptions (e.g., DSc 
001) are taken from Steve 1974 a n d 1987. 
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« The Country Lists. F r o m tlie burgeon ing bibliography, see especial ly Herrenschmir.lt 

1976-77 and 1980c; C a l m e y e r I98Z, 1983a, and 1987b (where n u m e r o u s compar i sons with C l a s 

sical texts will also be found) . 
• The People Bearing Thrones Reproduct ions and analyses in S c h m i d t 1970 and Walser 

|972- Susa statue: cf. CDAFl 1974 (exhaustive analysis by Roaf ) and C a l m e y e r 1991a; on the ca
nal stelas, cf. Posener 1936: 4 8 - 8 7 and 181-88 and Tupl in 1991a: 2 4 2 - 4 6 ; the written and visual 
documents are also analyzed at great length by Voge l sang 1992: 9 4 - 1 1 9 and 132-65 (who probably 
uses the criterion of dress too systematically). In genera) , see the very important contribution on 
this topic by M . Root (1979: 227-84: " T h e Tr ibute Procession"). T h e table presented on 175 is 
taken from S h a h b a z i 1976b: 2 4 - 2 5 . 

3. An Idealized Image of Space and Imperial Power 
• Space and Administration. Synopt ic lists are found in Roaf 1974: 149 and C a l m e y e r 1982 

|07; on the m e a n i n g of dahyu in the royal inscriptions, see especial ly C a m e r o n 1973, whose con
clusions have been universally accepted; cf. most recently L e c o q 1990a. 

• Subjugation and Collaboration. S e e especial ly Nylander 1979 and Root 1979. 
• The Emj)ire and the Known World: Representations and Realities. Eskhatiai of the E m p i r e : 

Briant 1984b: 6 4 - 6 5 ; the interpretation of bumi as ' E m p i r e ' c o m e s from Herrenschmidt 1976: 4 3 -
65; this interpretation has been cha l l enged by Frye 1977: 7 5 - 7 8 . Periplus of Sataspes: D e s a n g e s 
1978: 29-33 and recently C o l i n 1990. C i r c u l a r s c h e m a of representations of the world: first pro
posed by Goukowsky (1978: 2 2 2 - 2 4 ) , repeated (with minor modif icat ions) by Herrenschmidt 
1980c and C a l m e y e r 1982. S p a c e and rel igious concepts: the hypothesis is proposed by S h a h b a z i 
1983, on which see the reservations of C a l m e y e r 1983a: 199-203. T h e s e images of peoples subject 
to the Great King may be c o m p a r e d to m o n u m e n t s from the R o m a n period, in particular the 
simulacra gentium of Aphrodis ias of C a r i a (R. R. R. S m i t h , JRS 78 [1988]: 50-77; cf. p. 77: "It 
seems clear that in the Sebaste ion the select ion of outlandish peoples was meant to stand as a 
visual account of the extent of the Augustan e m p i r e , and by the sheer n u m b e r and impressive un-
faniiliarily of the n a m e s , to suggest that it is co terminous with the ends of the earth"); a m o n g the 
numerous studies of the Assyrian depict ions , cf. in particular C a l m e y e r 1983a: 181-90; m u c h 
thoughtful material is a lso found in Liverani 1990: 33 -102 . 

• Center and Periphery: "Aryan of Aryan Stock." Persians, M e d e s , and Iranians: the word 
Ary«: see various articles by G n o l i (1983, 1988a, a n d 1990) that deny any existence of a c o n c e p t of 
"Iran" in the A c h a e m e n i d period; cf. also the articles "Arya" (Bailey) and "Aryans" (Schmit t ) in 
EnchU (1988); m o r e recently, Lamber ter i e 1989; S c h m i t t 1991c; and Skalmowski 1993, 1995. O n 
the place and role of the Iranian peoples in the country lists, see in particular Herrenschmidt 
1976: 59-61 and C a l m e y e r 1982: 135-39 (cf. also pp . 164-66; 1983a: 2 2 0 - 2 1 and 1987b: 141); the 
former writes, for example : " T h e non-Persian Iranians are subject to the Persians like the others, 
pay tribute, furnish soldiers; but they have an advantage on the other peoples by reason of their Ira
nian origins", accord ing to the latter, six countries always listed together (Parlhia, Aria, Bactr iana, 
Sogdiana, Khwarezm, D r a n g i a n a ) represent historical Aryane (p. 138); on the various proposed in
terpretations, see the analyses of C a l m e y e r 1983a: 194-214 

• Center and Perijjhery. Persia and the Empire. S e e many analyses by Herrenschmidt (1976, 
1977, 1980a, 1980b, 1980c), in which the author presents the hypothesis of a "Persian k ingdom" 
formally distinct from the c o n c e p t of E m p i r e (bumi); this interpretation has been cha l l enged by 
lrrye 1977 and Schmi t t 1978b; cf. also Gschni tzer 1988 (p. 989 n. 12 quot ing DPh in part icular) , 
who suggests a very tempting chronologica l rearrangement of the inscriptions; but we know the 
difficulties involved in dat ing these texts precisely: the proposed method (p. 101 n. 18, based on 
the countries listed) does not really work (cf. Vallat 1986: 282); see a lso his reflections (pp. 9 9 - 1 0 1 ) 
on DPe. O n the administrative situation in Persia dur ing the time of Dar ius (a p r o b l e m also men
tioned by Gschnitzer , p. 114 a n d n. 37), see chap . 11. According to Herrenschmidt (1976: 61) , the 
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place of the M e d e s shows that "the rapidity and importance of his [Darius's] conquests extended 
the reach of his power so far that there were not e n o u g h Persians qual i f ied for political, a d m i n j s . 
trativc, and military leadership. T h e y thus had to turn to the Medes"; this interpretation lias been 
criticized by Voge l sang 1986: 131-35 , who throws in relief the exceptional position of the Persian 
country [cf. also Tup l in 1994JJ. 

4. Images and Realities: The King among His Peoples 
• Peoples and Gifts: An Imperial Festival at Persepolis? T h e bibl iography on this topic is 

huge. Here let us s imply recall that the so-called N e w Year ceremony was reconstructed by Pope 
1957 and G h i r s h m a n 1957 (followed s ince then, m u c h m o r e systematically even to the point of 
car icature , by Fennel ly 1980); on compar i sons with Indian rites, see most recently M u s c h e 1989 
(coronation festivals). S e e now the very c lear s u m m a r y by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1991b, where 
both a c lear presentation of the sources and prob lems and a fascinating history of the hypothesis 
based on the reports of E u r o p e a n travelers s ince the seventeenth century will be found (cf. also 
1987 [ed.] and 1991a); I note only that she does not systematically use the sources that I analyze 
here, particularly in the last subsect ion, "Return to Persepolis"); see also C a l m e y e r 1979b: 156-57 
and 1986: 7 7 - 7 9 (where the passages of T h e o p o m p u s and Aelian are c i ted) , as well as Root 1979 
(278 79: on the hypothesis of the N o w R u z ; 236 40: unit)- of the whole compos i t ion , taking into 
a c c o u n t the central location of the a u d i e n c e relief). M . Root and P. C a l m e y e r both insist on a 
timeless, nonspeci f ic analysis o f the reliefs (whatever that is). B u t we must remain open to the hy
pothesis of an imperial festival, not complete ly exc luded by M . Root (p. 157) and more definitely 
indicated by H. Sancis i -Weerdenburg: "It is c lear that no N o w r u z is attested for the Achaemenid 
period. T h i s , however, is not proof that it did not exist at that time" (1991b: 201). As for the pro
posed t iming of royal visits to Persepolis ( s u m m e r ) , I note s imply that D a r i u s c a m e to Persepolis, 
where he died (Ctes ias $19) in N o v e m b e r 486 (on the date , Stolper 1992a and Zawadski 1992), 
which provides conf irmat ion—if any were n e e d e d — t h a t the G r e a t King frequently stayed at Per
sepolis throughout the year, in a c c o r d a n c e with the official cultic ca lendar (confirmation of this 
point is now found in Koch 1993a: 6 1 - 9 1 , e sp . pp. 8 8 - 8 9 ) ; on the parades described by Xenophon, 
Herodotus , and Quintus Curt ius , cf. the synoptic compar i son prepared by C a l m e y e r 1974: 51-54 
and 1986: 7 9 - 8 2 ; on the relationship between Xerxes and the Persepolis depict ions , see especially 
Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1980: 184-216. 

• The Nomadic King. I have treated this p r o b l e m at length in Briant 1988c; additional refer
ences to ancient texts and m o d e r n studies are found there (cf. also Briant 1991c: 233 and n. 34); 
on Aelian, V H X1X.4I , c f Briant 1992b; entries of C y r u s and Alexander into Babylon, cf. Kuhrt 
1990b; on the gifts of Persian peasants , cf. Briant 1993c. M a n y interesting analyses are also found 
in the work of Koch 1993a: 6 1 - 9 1 , which uses the Persepolis tablets, inc lud ing many unpublished 
ones; it turns out that the information drawn from the tablets does not complete ly agree with the 
c la ims of the anc ient authors on the chronology of the annua l visits of the court to this or that cap
ital; while the sojourns at S u s a and Persepolis are a m p l y attested, the s a m e cannot be said for the 
visits to Babylon and E c b a t a n a : cf. pp . 8 9 - 9 0 . [ M i g r a t i o n s of Dar ius to the east of Iran: Giovinazzo 
1994b. ] 

• '1'he Return to Persepolis via Babylon. T h e embass ie s received by Alexander are also de
scribed by Arrian VII.14.6, 15.4-5; 19.1-2 (the author admits s o m e doubts about the reality of 
s o m e of them) and by Justin XII .13 . O n Pliny V I . 3 0 . 1 1 9 - 2 0 , see also D i l l e m a n 1962: 168-70, 245 
(cf. R T P 453). 

5. Images and Realities: The Imperial Festivals 
• The Large Army of Xerxes. T h e interpretation presented here has already been published 

in prel iminary form (Briant 1990a: 81 n. 20; cf. Briant 1988b: 175); s ince then, I have learned that 
B u r n (1984: 470) , without working it out, offered a s imi lar observation (the levying of ethnic con
tingents relates to "considerations of royal prestige"); he nevertheless thinks (cf. also p. 324) that 
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these contingents, though they did not actually fight, a c c o m p a n i e d Xerxes to Attica; he argues for 
this based on the fact that Artabazus exercised c o m m a n d over the army that a c c o m p a n i e d Xerxes 
to the Hellespont (Herodotus VIII . 126-0-), recal l ing that at Dor i scus Artabazus is called the chief 
of the Parthians and C h o r a s m i a n s (VII.660-). B u t it is precisely this style of a r g u m e n t that appears 

uestionable to m e b e c a u s e it a s s u m e s that Artabazus retained the c o m m a n d of the Parthians and 
Chorasmians, who do not appear in any battle. I a m rather incl ined to believe that, for one thing, 
the Doriscus contingents (which need not be m o r e than small squads , purely representative of 
their peoples) returned to Asia after the parade , and for another, the Persian chieftains were then 
integrated into the organizat ional chart of the elite troops as " c o m m a n d e r s of thousands and myr
iads of men" (VII.8I *>). S o m e may also have soon gotten their civil authority back: thus, Herodo
tus calls Artayctes, who at Dor i scus " c o m m a n d e d " the rvloschians and the Tibareni (VII.78-0), 
governor of Sestos in Hel lespont at this t ime (IX. 115); in fact, he still had that job in 4 7 9 - 4 7 8 
(VII.33; IX. 115-18) , and there is no sure ev idence that he actual ly participated in the m a r c h to 
Athens. I note finally that Armayor (1978: 6 - 7 ) also thinks that it was a parade , but he adds that He
rodotus's description c o m e s from a G r e e k m o d e l that has no relation to Persian reality—a conc lu
sion that seems excessive to m e , even if the m e m o r y of the parade really did take on addit ions and 
exaggerations; cf. especial ly Josephus , Ag. Ap. 1.172—73-0; quot ing C h o e r i l u s of S a m o s , J o s e p h u s 
even assumes that the Jews also sent a contingent, whose c lothing and general a p p e a r a n c e were 
no less surprising than those of the contingents descr ibed by Herodotus; what is most interesting 
is that the citation of C h o e r i l u s (who wrote toward the end of the fifth century) shows that the 
composition of the army had been reworked by tradition, because he lists the inhabitants of the 
Solyniian hills (assimilated to Jews by Josephus ) , an e thnonym not found in Herodotus . O n the 
grand army of Xerxes, see also chapter 13. [ O n this point at least—nonpart ic ipat ion in battle of 
the ethnic contingents listed by H e r o d o t u s — I find myself in a g r e e m e n t with Barkworth 1992.JJ 

• Prom Artaxerxes III to Ptolemy U. O n the Isocrates passage , cf. M e i g g s 1972: 4 3 3 - 3 4 ; on the 
transportation of tribute, cf. the s c e n e on the Dar ius Vase and the remarks of Vi l lanueva and Puig 
1989: 289-96; and , regarding bags (conta in ing the Athenian tribute), the judiciously proposed 
comparisons of Bernard and Rapin 1980: 20 n. 3. Pompe of Phi ladelphia: the quotations are taken 
from F. D u n a n d , "Fete et p r o p a g a n d e a Alexandrie sous les Lagicles," in La Fete, pratique et dis-
cows, Paris (1981): 18, 21 , 2 4 - 2 5 ; on Persian borrowings (tent), cf. L a v a g n e 1988: 9 6 - 9 9 and Perrin 
1990. 

6. Royal Table and Royal Paradise: Exaltation of the Center and 
Appropriation of Space 

• On the Royal Table. Cf. Briant 1989b and 1993c; on the paradise , cf. R T P 4 5 3 - 5 6 , Fauth 
1979, and Stronach 1989a; for the Assyrian period: O p p e n h e i m 1965; Albenda 1974; W i s e m a n 
1983a; see also L a c k e n b a c h e r 1990: 9 1 - 9 6 ("Canaux, vergers et jardins") [ I note in pass ing that 
the text of Aelian (Anim. VII. I) on the oxen of the paradise at Susa gives strength to the interpre
tation of Cardasc ia (1951: 132 n. 1) on the existence of norias in A c h a e m e n i d Babylon (on this, see 
now Stevenson 1992, csp. pp . 4 8 - 5 1 , a l though unaware of the Aelian text)]); on the ideological 
function of the royal gardens in pharaonic Egypt (appropriat ion of the known world), cf. Beaux 
1990: 314-17; on Cotys , cf. Briant 1991c: 2 3 2 - 3 5 ; on Alc ibiades , cf. Briant 1985b: 59; Alexander: 
Pliny VIII.44 is discussed by Bodson (1991: 132-33); the author thinks that the connect ion be
tween Alexander and Aristotle ( m a d e explicit by Pliny) mus t be reviewed, which s e e m s reason
able; meanwhile , I do not bel ieve that we can s imply use Pliny's passage to show the impact of the 
Macedonian conques t on the deve lopment of the natural sc iences in E u r o p e ; the principal goal 
of the conqueror s e e m s to m e to be consistent with the (Near Eastern) model of the paradise , 
which, after all, he probably knew about before 334 (cf. my discussion of this point in Briant 
1991c: 230-36) . G a r d e n s of Versailles: quote from J . - M . Apostol ides, Le Rot-machine: Spectacle et 
politique an temps de L o u i s XIV, Paris (1981): 136-37. 



Chapter 6 

Representations of Royalty and Monarchic Ideology 

1. Sources and Problems 
• The Variety of Evidence: Complementary and Specific. O n the relat ionship between Clas

sical sources and the reliefs, cf. the relevant critical remarks of C a l m e y e r 1979b. A large number 
of fragmentary objects (gate decorat ions , prec ious stones, jewelry, etc.) have been found at Persep
olis that originally m u s t have been ornaments on the reliefs: S c h m i d t 1957: 7 0 - 8 0 ; colors at Per
sepolis: Til ia 1978: 31-68; Krefter 1989: 131-32 (and pi. 1 in color, with Calmeyer 's brief 
c o m m e n t in AMI 9 [1989]); at S u s a : Steve 1974: 1 4 4 - 4 5 ; in the p a l a c e of Artaxerxes II at Susa, 
fragments of a painted frieze showing a l ine of donor peoples has b e e n found, s imilar to those 
sculpted at Persepolis: Bouchar la t -Labrousse 1979: 6 7 - 6 8 (cf. photos in Briant 1992d: 50); wall 
paintings in an Armenian a p a d a n a from the A c h a e m e n i d period: cf. S u m m e r s 1993: 94: recon
structions of the tablet that decorated the Stoa Poikile in Athens in Pausanias's time: C . Robert, 
Die Mamthonschlacht in der Poikile, Ha l l e , 1895 (cf. Briant 1992d: 148 -49 ) . Persian tapestries 
decorated with "woven figures": Athenaeus V. 179b; cf. IV. 138c; images of monsters and griffins in 
Persian style: Athenaeus XI .477d; cf. D a u m a s 1985: 293; high Persian garments in color (poikil-
mata): Ael ian, Anim. 5.22; Pazyryk carpels: see good color photos in Gryzanov 1969: 132-35; some 
motifs on carpets found at Pazyryk have nearly identical correspondences at Persepolis: Ti l ia 1978: 
4 9 - 5 2 (see now Lerner 1991). Plutarch's text on T h e m i s t o c l e s (Them. 29.4): s o m e translators (cf. 
Vies de Plutarque, II, C U F , Paris [1961]: 135) unders tand poikila str6mata as Tnstoriatcd carpets', 
but the primary sense of poikilos remains 'variegated' (e.g., Ps.-Arist., Oecon. II .1.2, with the re
marks of D e s c a t 1990b: 8 6 - 8 7 ) . E v i d e n c e of Philostratus: cf. the appropriate critical remarks of 
Bigwood 1978b: 41 and n. 37; the Alexander Romance is quoted from the edition by G. Bounoure 
and B. Serret (Paris: L e s Bel les Lettres, 1992); we m a y remark on this pas sage that it also contains 
a reference (entirely imaginary, in my opin ion) to a paint ing of Xerxes (II. 15.8). O n the distortions 
introduced by travel accounts , cf. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1991a—b, who studied particularly striking 
examples , and the d o c u m e n t s in Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg (ed.) 1987c. S e m i r a m i s : see Bigwood 
1978b: 4 1 - 4 3 . O n Herodotus IV.88-89, cf. Ho l scher 1973: 35 -37 . A m o n g the errors (or approxi
mat ions) of the ancient authors, let us ment ion also that Ctes ias ( J 15) p laced Darius's tomb "on 
the mounta in with two peaks," i.e., at Behis tun (cf. Ba lcer 1972b: 117-18) . Diffusion of Persian im
ages ("perseries") in the G r e e k world, cf. especial ly the painstaking study by Mil ler 1985 (also 
Mil ler 1989 on the adopt ion/adaptat ion of objects from the A c h a e m e n i d court [parasols] in Athe
nian high society); on the himation (garment ) of D e n y s the Elder , cf. Jacobsthal 1938 (whom I 
follow despite Robertson 1939) and the remarks of C h i l d s 1978: 80; on the G r e e k use of Achaeme
nid motifs on the Acropolis (a hotly debated issue) , see L a w r e n c e 1951 and most recently Root 
1985 (who has edited a book [still unpub l i shed] on this quest ion) ; on the references to Persepolis 
in the Class ica l -per iod text, cf. the appropriate remarks of C a m e r o n 1973: 56. D a r i u s vase (fig. 13, 
p. 204): Vi l lanueva and Puig 1989 (with prior bibl iography) and, most recently, Ghiron and 
Bistagne 1992-93. 

• Center and Periphery. O n this theme , see the s t imulat ing reflections of Root 1991, as well 
as the remarks and analyses of J a c o b s 1987: 5 2 - 5 8 (but I do not share the views expressed on pp. 
15-23) ; a u d i e n c e s c e n e on a shield on Alexander's sarcophagus: G a b e l m a n n 1984: 68 and von 
G r a e v e 1987; pictures of Sassan ian hunts: Harper 1986; Assyrian hunts: M a g e n 1986: 29ff.; ab
sence of reference to the hunter-king in the inscriptions: see my remarks in R T P 389-91 and, since 
then, Schmit t 1988: 29. T h e hypothesis of exact identity between the hunting scenes on the 
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„ Q r e c 0 „ P e i s i a n " stelas and hunting scenes formerly present (?) in the royal residences is developed 
in particular by C r e m e r 1984 (based on Class ica l texts), but I think it is better to b e caut ious about 

roof in this matter; the i m m u t a b l e , fixed, and timeless character of Achaemenid court art has 
uite specifically been stressed by M . Root and R C a l m e y e r in m a n y articles (with the regional ex

ception analyzed in C a l m e y e r 1992a: 16), on court art and royal p r o p a g a n d a in different med ia , 
•rod on the relationship between the "Court style" of s tamps and m o n u m e n t a l art, cf. in particular 
Garrison 1988: 383 -93 and Garr ison 1992; on the p r o p a g a n d i s t s program systematically devel
oped on the royal co inage , cf. S tronach 1989b. 

2 fhe Prince in His Own Mirror 
• Darius at Naqs-i Rustam. Descr ipt ion of the fagade of the royal tombs: S c h m i d t 1970: 

79fF.; Root 1979: 7 2 - 7 6 and 162-81 ; see also H o u t k a m p 1991: 2 4 - 2 5 and 38-39 (fire altars). T h e 
translation of DNh is taken from Herrenschmidt 1985: 134; the third part (here § 14b) poses major 
translation problems; the discovery of the A r a m a i c version in the Behis tun papyrus from E l e p h a n 
tine allowed S i m s and Wi l l i ams (1981) to resolve a significant n u m b e r of difficulties; the transla
tion of the last s entence is adopted from H i n z 1988. 

• The Victorious King and the King of Justice. Bow, royal insignia: R T P 3 7 4 - 7 5 ; perhaps 
awarded to the king al hi» ciitliiuiiciuciit: Briant 199 hi: 8. 

• Text and Image. T h e different poses of the king on the coins are graphically presented by 
VaiKlen Berghe 1987: 146-47, and by Stronach 1989b: 260 (here fig. 17, p. 214). Artaxerxes' seal: 
cf. Porada 1979: 8 8 - 8 9 (fig. 46); c o m b a t with a Saka: c f Porada 1979: 86 n. 68; king against G r e e k 
warrior: ibid., 89, fig. 47, seal of Kuras of Ansan ( P F S "93): e.g., Bol lweg 1988 and Garr ison 1992: 
S-7; Arsama's seal: drawing in Moorey 1978: 149 fig. 8, where a drawing of the O x u s cylinder will 
also be found (fig. 7). 

3. The King in Majesty 
• The Statue of Darius. I return to the articles publ i shed in JA 2 6 0 / 3 - 4 (1972) and C D A F I 4 

(1974); see also chap . 12/1 below for the Egypt ian context; D A E 70: cf. Fle ischer 1983 and Roaf 
1979: 72; the authenticity of the inscription on the statue of Dar ius (Herodotus) is put in doubt 
(not without good reason) by Schmi t t 1988: 3 0 - 3 2 ; on the symbol i sm of the colors of Dar ius Ill's 
robe, cf. D u m e z i l 1985; on the statue of Xerxes ment ioned by Plutarch, cf. the remarks of C a l 
meyer 1979b: 60 and n. 51; we may also note the statue carved in honor of Artystone [Darius's fa
vorite wife] accord ing to Herodotus VII .69 . O n the statue of Dar ius and especially on residual 
traces of Achaemenid statuary ( inc luding at S u s a ) , see also Spycket 1981: 3 9 4 - 4 0 1 ; and Harper , 
Aruz, Tallon (eds.) 1992 = French edition 1994: 2 1 9 - 2 1 (fragment of a royal head from S u s a ) [[and 
Traimecker 1995 on a "Perso-Egyptian" head in the Strasbourg M u s e u m ] . 

• Iconography from Persepolis. O n the a u d i e n c e relief found in the Persepolis Treasury, cf. 
Tilia 1977: 6 9 - 7 4 , and chap . 14/1, with the notes (Artaxerxes 1 at Persepolis) . 

• The King on His Throne. Diphros of Xerxes , cf. Mil ler 1985: 110-11 (war booty); Frost 
(1973: 118-19) tries to show, based on D i n o n , that the translation 'throne' is incorrect; but his 
proof is inconclusive, s ince it is c lear that the word diphros designated not only footstools but a lso 
seats (cf. in particular Herodotus III. 146, where the word seems to be used as a synonym (otthro-
nos: 10.144); it is thus not imposs ible (contrary to Frost's conc lus ion) that Xerxes sat on his gold 
diphros (cf. Plutarch, Them. 13.1); Alexander and the royal Achaemenid throne: cf. C a l m e y e r 
1973: 137-46; on the A c h a e m e n i d throne, cf. J a m z a d e h 1991. 

• The Royal Audience. T h e texts are given and analyzed by G a b e l m a n n 1984: 7 - 2 1 ; role of 
llie hazarapatis: cf. texts and c o m m e n t a r i e s in Briant 1994e: 2 9 1 - 9 8 , and chapter 7/2 below; prob
lem of the proskynesis: sec B ickerman 1963 who, with others (cf. Frye 1972a), considers the pros
kynesis to be precisely the rite shown on the a u d i e n c e reliefs; disagreeing, G a b e l m a n n 1984: 1 5 -
16, 88-95 (though the author unfortunately shows no awareness of B icke iman's article); I note in 
passing that in s o m e Mari tablets there is a hierarchy a m o n g ambassadors , with s o m e of them 
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e x e m p t from proskynesis and others having to bow three or two times: cf. J . M . D u r a n d , NAB\J 
1990/1, no. 24. 

• Royal Horses and Chariots. Cf. R T P 3 7 4 - 7 5 ; C a l m e y e r 1974; also S tamat iou 1989. 
• The Royal Hero. Root 1979: 118-22 (seals) and 303 -8 (the interpretation followed h e r e ) . 

Garr i son 1988 and 1992; also Porada 1979: 8 2 - 8 5 , B o a r d m a n 1970a: 30-37, Bivar 1970, and Stro 
nach 1989b: 272. 

4. The Good Warrior 

• A Tall and Handsome King. O n the ( supposed) length of Darius's arms , see also the nick
n a m e Makrocheir, which Pollux interprets as 'grasping power from afar' (Schmit t , Ench, s.v. "Arta
xerxes I"); it is thus not certain whether S trabo has confused D a r i u s I and Artaxerxes I. Dynastic 
competit ions: cf. chapters 14/1, 14/6, 15/2, 17/1 G a r m e n t s of the king and Ahura-Mazda at Per-
sepolis: Ti l ia 1972: 41ff.; colors: Widengren 1968: 179-80 and D u m e z i l 1985. Hairpieces (cf. 
Mil ler 1985: 283-85) : all the iconographic ev idence shows the care with which the Persepolis 
sculptors del ineated beards and moustaches : Ti l ia 1972: 39. 

• The Commander-in-Chief: Representations and Realities. S e e the accurate reflections of 
Widengren (1968: 179) regarding Dar ius III: " T h e battle lost, b e fled, for his duty was not to fight, 
but s imply to survive to rule. It would be wrong to view this as cowardice , which it absolutely was 
not. In the M a h a b h a r a t a , Yudisthira, a model king, does not participate in combat; he is content 
to supervise a n d direct it"—to be read with both the critical and the assent ing remarks of Nylander 
1993: 1 5 0 - 5 1 ; on the importance of the theme of the victorious c a m p a i g n in the first regnal year 
a m o n g the pharaohs , cf. Z a c c a g n i n i 1990: 39. 

• Darius III in Battle: An Agonistic Perspective on Royalty. I repeat here s o m e earlier reflec
tions ( R T P 373 n. 113); on the Mosaic of Naples , cf. especial ly Nylander 1982, 1983, and 1993. 

• The Hunter-King. Cf. Briant 1991c (where I tried to col lect the documentat ion without 
c la iming exhaust iveness) , and below, chapter 7/6. T h e seal showing the king's c o m b a t with a grif
fin is d iscussed by Hill 1923 (also Briant 1991c: 220; photo in Briant 1992d: 102-3) . 

5. The King, the Earth, and the Water 

• The Cood Gardener. O n Xenophon ' s text, s ee RTP: 176-88 , 4 5 5 - 5 6 ; on the paradise, cf. 
ibid., 4 5 1 - 5 6 and Fauth 1979; see chap . 11/5 and the index, s.v., and Pomeroy 1994: 237-5-1 (fol
lowing Briant and Fauth) ; paradise scenes on the Dascy l ium stamps: Kaptan-Bayburthioglu 1990; 
work scenes: the cylinder seal (in the Louvre ) is reproduced on the back cover of RTP and in 
Briant 1992d: 103; a photograph of the Tarsus coin is found in Franke-Hirmer 1966: 124 and 
no. 194 [cf. also C a s a b o n n e 1995b n. 6 J ; the relationship between the two d o c u m e n t s was judi
ciously proposed by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1990: 266. 

• Xerxes and the Plane (or Sycamore) Tree. O n the texts offered, see a few preliminary re
marks in R T P 4 4 7 - 4 8 and 456; see also E d d y 1961: 27 -30 . S tamps: P T S 2 4 - 2 5 ; king before the tree 
of life: M e n a n t 1878: 71; cf. SXe (with the critical remarks of Schmi t t 1981: 26 -32 ) ; such scenes 
are also c o m m o n on Babylonian seals of the A c h a e m e n i d period: Legra in 1925: 43; cf. also De-
laporte 1909 no. 633. In every case , the tree is a p a l m tree: cf. the remarks of S c h m i d t 1957: 8; Po
rada (1979: 85) offers the hypothesis that the t h e m e could have been borrowed from Egypt by 
Dar ius (the seal is supposed to have c o m e from Egypt: Yoyotte 1952); on this theme, cf. also Gar
rison 1992: 19-20; but the theme of the pa lm tree seems instead to e m e r g e from the Babylonian 
inventory, later reintegrated into Persian thought (cf. S trabo XVI . 1.14). 

• The Plane (Sycamore) Tree and the Golden Vine of the Great King. T h e texts on the Golden 
V i n e are col lected by Jacobsthal 1927: 102-11 ; cf. a lso R. Vallois, L'architecture hellenique et 
hellenistique a Delos, Paris (1944): 2 9 0 - 9 8 , 427. 

• The Rainmaker and Master of the Storm. Tistrya and Mithra: cf. the recent articles by 
Panaino 1986 and 1988 (without referring to Class ica l texts), and his edit ion of the Yasht dedicated 
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to this god (Panaino 1990; v o l u m e 2 is in press); see already B idez and C u m o n t 1938: 115 n. 3, 
124-27; my n o t e m Briant 1994f: 61 n. 30 [Mithra?] must now be corrected. After this discussion 
was written, I b e c a m e aware of C a l m e y e r 1989 [1991] , who also, with even more documenta t ion , 

roposes identifying Tistrya as lying behind Polyaenus's Apollo. O n the t h e m e of rain and storm, 
cf. also Widengren 1968: 75-77 , 264-67, 349-50; N i c o l a u s of D a m a s c u s ' s text on Cyrus: cf. the re
marks of Binder 1964: 25. 

6. Between Men and Gods 
It is not my intention in the pages that follow to treat Persian religion in extenso or to offer so

lutions to all of the pend ing problems. S u c h an enterprise—which exceeds my c o m p e t e n c e — r e 
quires an entire book. Here , my topic is centered primarily on the religious c o m p o n e n t of 
Achaemenid monarch ic ideology, even if I a m led here and there to delve into the file on this or 
that deity. I have m a d e great use of the following works: R a p p 1865; C l e m e n 1929a-b; D u s c h e s n e -
Qujllemin 1952 (cf. also 1972); Widengren 1968; and Boyce 1982 —while of course many specific 
studies will be cited where appropriate . Cf. a lso chapter 2/9 above , where the innovative articles 
of J. Kellens are cited (in the research notes). [Ann's 1992 book reached m e too late for m e to be 
able to incorporate his analyses and discuss ions , but at first sight he seems to me to lay too m u c h 
weight on the later Avestan texts.JJ L e t us remark at the outset that no bui lding at Persepolis is iden
tifiable as a temple (cf. Bouchar la t 1984: 130-32); the interpretation of Darius's tachara as 'sanc
tuary' offered by Fennel ly (1980: 143 -47 ) smacks of fiction; I remain equal ly caut ious about the 
proposal of Roaf (1974: 96) , repeated by Moorey (1979: 221), suggest ing that the live animals car
ried by servants on s o m e Persepolis reliefs were intended for sacrifice (on these reliefs, cf. the re
marks of Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1993c). Herodotus (1.131) and Strabo (XV.3.13) tell us that the 
Persians erected neither statues (agalma: Strabo) nor altars (bomos. S trabo, Herodotus) nor tem
ples (twos: Herodotus) to their gods but sacrificed in the open air on high places (cf. also Polyae
nus VII. 11.12 analyzed above) . If this information is correct, research into Persian sanctuaries 
becomes even m o r e difficult, s ince they did not give rise to construction. It is true that Herodotus 
m a y b e referring to popular re l ig ion—the oldest stratum of Persian beliefs (cf. Briant 1984a: 1 0 3 -
4); later documents (fourth century) s e e m to indicate , however, that these regulations did not last 
the entire time of the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e (cf. the order given by Artaxerxes II: chapter 15/8 be
low); the clearest text (but just as problematic! ) is a fragment of D i n o n (FGrH 690 F28): in repeat
ing the prohibition evoked by Herodotus and Strabo, D i n o n adds that the Persians erected statues 
only in honor of Fire and Water. A final remark: the specific e x a m p l e of Anahita (discussed on 
p. 253) reminds us of the general prob lem of the constituent e l ements of A c h a e m e n i d monarch ic 
ideology, which 1 cannot treat fully here (it would require a specia l ized work). Disagree ing with 
the Indo-European interpretation (frequently offered by Benveniste , Dume/ . i l , and even Widen
gren), Gnoli (1974) has strongly e m p h a s i z e d the M e s o p o t a m i a n and Babylonian borrowings; Root 
(1979) has introduced the s igni f icance of the N e a r Eastern i conographic repertory in royal Achae
menid art, but at the s a m e t ime she rightly stresses that these are not s imply borrowings and copies 
but elements reinterpreted in the framework of a new and original concept (cf. a lso the reflections 
of Kuhrt 1984: 159 and C a l m e y e r 1994, and chaps . 15/8 and 16/10 in this vo lume) . 

• Royal Prayers. S e e especial ly the articles of C . Herrenschmidt (1977, 1985, and I 9 9 0 a - b ) , 
which I have used extensively; nondivine character of Persian royalty: cf., e.g., C a l m e y e r 1981; on 
Hie "trifunctional" prayer of Dar ius in DPd, cf. Benveniste 1938b: 538 -43 and D u m e z i l 1986: 
''17-21; on the relationship between private and publ ic cults, cf. already the remarks of G n o l i 
1974: 181 and Herrenschmidt 1991: 14-16. 

• Official Religion. Xenophon ' s C y r u s and the sacrifices: cf. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1980: 
184-216, 1985; also E d d y 1961: 5 3 - 5 4 (but s o m e of his interpretations are moot); the existence of 
an official cultic ca lendar (which I d e d u c e from Ctes ias J 1 9 ) is fully conf irmed by Koch's (1993a: 
86-89) analysis of the Persepolis tablets. G o d s and cults in the Persepolis tablets: see the special ist 
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studies by II . Koch (1977, 1987a, and 1991); cult of natural forces: R a p p 1865. 7 5 - 7 7 ; cult of th e 

mounta ins and waters in the Persepolis tablets: Koch 1977: 9 6 - 1 0 0 , 1991: 9 3 - 9 5 , with my remarks 
in Briant 1994f: 48, 61 (also p. 47 n. 8 on hydromancy a m o n g the Persians according to Strabo 
XVI .2 .39) . O n the rite of purification of the army, cf. M a s s o n 1950. A c h a e m e n i d legacies in Hel
lenistic Persia : cf. Wiesehofer 1991a and 1994. 

• The King, the Sacrifices, and the Magi. Ment ions of magi in the tablets: Koch 1977: 156-
58; the Dascy l ium stela was publ i shed by M a c n d y 1913: 3 4 8 - 5 2 and has frequently been discussed 
s ince then (cf. Nol le 1992: 9 3 - 9 6 ) ; another fairly s imilar s cene (altar base found near Kayseri, de
scribed in chapter 16/6 here): cf. Bittel 1952. 

• Sacrifices and Banquets. O n Strabo X V . 3 . 1 4 - 1 5 , cf. Benveniste 1964: 53-58; sacrifice 
scenes on seals and seal ings, see the d o c u m e n t s col lected and interpreted by Moorey 1979; the 
seals affixed to Treasury tablets with cult and religious scenes are described by S c h m i d t 1957: 9-
10. Postsacrifical banquet : see also the text of N i c o l a u s of D a m a s c u s , FGrH 90 F 6 6 . 4 1 . Sacrifices 
and b a n q u e t presided over by Peucestes at Persepolis: cf. R T P 80 n. 4 a n d , s ince then, Calmeyer 
1982: 185-86 (followed by Wiesehofer 1991a: 130). 

• The King and the Cult of Ahura-Mazda. Boyce , Enclr., s.v.; A h u r a - M a z d a in the Classical 
texts: R a p p 1865: 4 7 - 5 3 ; in the Persepolis tablets: K o c h 1977: 8 1 - 8 5 ; lan sacrifice: Koch 1977-
1 2 9 - 4 1 , 1987a: 2 4 1 - 4 5 , and 1991: 8 9 - 9 1 ; Persepolis seals: S c h m i d t 1957: 8 -9 . 

• The King and the Worship of Fire. O n the Fire in the Class ica l texts, cf. R a p p 1865: 73-74 
(with the important remarks of Benveniste 1964: 53 -58 on the terms pyraithoi and pyraitheia in 
Strabo XV.3.15); titles in the Persepolis tablets: Koch 1977: 159-70 (but, as Benveniste 1964: 57 
stresses, aOravan is s imply "the gener ic and archaic term for priest, with no connect ion with fire"); 
Dar ius at Naqs- i Rus tam: Root 1979: 177-79 and J a m z a d e h 1991: 9 5 - 9 7 ; representations of fire al
tars, cf. H o u t k a m p 1991; fire altars on the Treasury tablets: S c h m i d t 1957: 9 -10 ; Zarathustriis seal: 
Bordreuil 1986a, no. 136 (fig. 33b, p. 244 here); ext inguishing the Fire at the death of a king: 
Briant 1991a: 2.flContrary to the hypotheses deve loped by Pitschikjan 1992, the Bactrian temple 
at Takht-i Sang in (whose construction he p laces solidly in the A c h a e m e n i d period: p. 35) is prob
ably not a F ire t emple but a sanctuary dedicated to the cult of the deified O x u s River (Bernard 
1994a), so that any compar i son with the very doubtful "Fire temples" of Susa or Persepolis is based 
on circular reasoning (cf. Bernard , p. 96 n. 51). Pitschikjan's article has spawned another, by 
H. Koch (Koch 1993c [1995]); after a very skeptical survey of the archaeologica l literature on 
Achaemenid-per iod Fire temples , Koch also rejects Pitshikjan's interpretation; she proposes an ar
chitectural connect ion between the bui ld ing of Takht-i S a n g i n and the Persepolis Treasury and 
suggests rather surprisingly that the "temple" cou ld have been the headquarters of "a high officer, 
or even a satrap of the Achaemenids ," which would have been o c c u p i e d in the third century by a 
Se l euc id satrap (p. 186).]] 

• The King, Mithra, and the Sun. T h e Class i ca l texts on the S u n are col lected by Jacobs 
1991; cf. the important study of R a p p 1865: 53-60 . Mithra and the horse sacrifice (in this volume, 
chapter 2/9 on the sacrifices around Cyrus's t omb) . We should note a very interesting coin from 
fourth-century S a m a r i a with a very unusual scene in which an unidentif ied person confronts a 
horse ( C S 58; fig. 61e, p. 715 here): cf. M e s h o r e r a n d Q e d a r 1991: 23 and 55 (a theme apparently 
absent from the seal impress ions at Wadi ed-Dal iyeh: cf. the annotated list prepared by Leith 1990: 
4 7 5 - 7 6 ) . Relat ionship between the S u n and Mithra: cf. the study of G n o l i 1979; Yasht to Mithra: 
Gershevi tch 1967 and Benveniste 1960; Hvarira: K o c h 1977: 9 4 - 9 5 ; drunkenness of the kingatthe 
Mithra festival: the hypothesis of haoma [an intoxicating beverage?] is offered by B o w m a n 1970:8 
(cf. already in this sense Eddy 1961: 55, and my remarks in Briant 1994f: 47 n. 7); on thepersique, 
L . Se"chan ( L a danse grecque antique, Paris [1930]: 100-101) is unfortunately highly condensed, 
and he does not cite the D i n o n text; M. H . D e l a v a u d - R o u x is a lso si lent about this in Les Danses 
armis en Grece antique, Aix-en-Provence (1993). 
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• The Cult ofAnahita. 1 have drawn m u c h profit from the clear remarks in Moorey 1979, 
where drawings o f the two stamps descr ibed in the text are found; however, I will not conceal the 
fact that this cultic interpretation has always suffered several difficulties, brought out by Brosius 
J99J: 190-93 (whose conc lus ion is opposite to Moorey s); for the O x u s ring, cf. Dalton pi. X V I 
(p. 103) and the c o m m e n t a r i e s on pp . 2 6 - 2 7 (the iconography of the goddess with the l ions is 
found later at Hierapol i s B a m b y k e : O d e n 1977: 51-53) ; Anahita and the dove: cf. Shepherd 1980, 
who cites the A c h a e m e n i d seals (pp. 5 6 - 5 8 ) ; see also the very suggestive article by Hanaway 1982; 
we may add the tale of the young S e m i r a m i s fed by doves, as it is presented by Diodorus ( I I . 4 . 4 -
6); cf. also the story o f Derketo in Ctes ias (Strabo XVI .4 .27) , which was probably the inspiration 
for Diodorus ( O d e n 1977: 6 9 - 7 3 ) ; a dove also plays a role (in relation to Aphrodite [Astarte]) in the 
story of Aspasia in Ael ian, V H XII . 1. We may note that Isidore of C h a r a x (Parthian Stations $1) 
mentions the existence of a sanctuary of Artemis founded by Dar ius in Babylon on the site of a 
royal residence (hasileia; on the location, cf. Galikowski 1988: 82); Artemis vvas probably Anahita 
disguised (even though in J 6 , speaking of E c b a t a n a , the author refers to her with the m o r e usual 
name Anaitis [cf. Polybius X.27] ) ; but it is difficult to be sure that this story actually relates to D a 
rius I. Policy of Artaxerxes II: chapter 15/8. 



Chapter 7 

People and Life at Court 

1. Sources and Problems 
• The Greek Authors and Persian Court Organization. O n tlie contribution of the Persepolis 

tablets, cf. most recently Koch 1993a, esp. pp. 6 1 - 9 1 . 
• Tents and Palaces. S e e especial ly Briant 1988c: 263-67; on the woidgangabas, cf. Mancini 

1987: 9 - 6 0 , esp. 4 3 - 5 5 ( = "ganzapa; cf. E l a m . kanzabara, Aram, gnzbr'); Ocleon and Xerxes' tent, 
cf. most recently the (prudent) clarification of Mil ler 1985: 116-24; on Alexander's and Ptolemy's 
tents (pompe), cf. L a v a g n e 1988: 9 5 - 9 9 and Perrin 1990. Private apartments in Susa: the interpre
tation is worked out by Perrot 1981: 8 6 - 8 9 ; doubts in A m a n d r y 1987: 161; Bouchar la t (1990a: 153-
57) stresses the weakness of the permanent sett lement; sett lement in the Persepolis plain: Tilia 
1978: 7 3 - 9 1 ; Artaxerxes IPs p a l a c e on the bank of die Shaur: C D A F J |n (1979); bathing rooms at 
Persepolis: Ti l ia 1977: 74; military quarter at Persepolis: S c h m i d t 1953: 2 0 6 - 1 0 and 1975: 97-101; 
dishes: S c h m i d t 1957: 8 1 - 9 5 ; the word katalyseis used by D iodorus (XVII.71.8) may imply that 
habitations were used only temporarily dur ing the periodic stops of the central court: cf. for com
parison Herodotus V.52 and Aelian, V H 1.33; Alexander's b a n q u e t is evoked by Bouchar lat 1990b: 
225 n. 1, in the wider context of the history of the S u s a p a l a c e dur ing the Hellenistic period. Royal 
furnishings in various cities of the E m p i r e : cf. references in Briant 1988c: 267 n. 16. 

2. Household Staff 
• The Chiliarch and the Audience Service. O n the hypotheses regarding the chil iarch, I refer 

to my discussion in Bi iant 1994e: 2 9 1 - 9 8 (where the b ibl iographic references will be found). The 
words gate and door. cf. Vallat 1974b: 176; on the D a r i u s G a t e , cf. the precise description by Perrot 
and Ladiray 1974; on the terms Porte and Sublime Porte in the O t t o m a n E m p i r e , cf. J. Deny and 
U. Heyd, Enclslam I ( I960) : 8 5 9 - 6 0 . 

• The Royal Guard: Immortals and Bodyguards. O n the guards portrayed on the bricks at 
S u s a , cf. de M e c q u e n e m 1947: 53 -54 , who also remarks that their garments differ noticeably from 
the descriptions in the Class ical authors; on the word Immortals and its probable meaning in Per
sian, cf. the clarification by G n o l i 1981 and 1982. 

• Protocol and Security. O n the interpretations in Xenophon's Hellenica, c f Santoro 1979, 
whose conc lus ions I accept . 

• Royal Meals and Protocol. T h e taster (progeustes) was cal led edeatros according to several 
g r a m m a r i a n s ; the texts are excerpted and discussed by ] . Kalleris , Les Anciens Macedoniens: 
Etudes linguistique et historique, I (Athens, 1954): 162-69 (who conc ludes , rather too dogmati
cally, that the career was M a c e d o n i a n and not borrowed from the Persian court: cf. Briant I994e: 
284 n. 2). 

• The Great King's Water and Wine. S e e my article on this specific topic: Briant 1994f; we may 
remark on this passage that the cupbearer was required to pour the drops into his left hand, con
sidered by Cyrus ( X e n o p h o n ) "as more exposed to attack than the right" (Cyr. VIII.4.3) . 

• The Court Physicians. T h e recent article by Huyse (1990) is very unc lear and adds nothing 
on this quest ion; on the chronologica l prob lems posed by Ctesias's biography, see the recent clar
ification by Eck 1990; the D e m o c e d e s r o m a n c e has been interpreted with p a n a c h e and humor by 
Griffiths 1987: this clearly was a very popular story (cf. Athenaeus X I I . 5 2 2 a - d ) ; Egyptian physi
c ians and their specialties: c f , e.g., P. G h a l i o u n g u i , BIFAO (Bul let in du C e n t e n a i r e ) (1980): 11-
18; Udjahorresnet , cf. Posener 1936: 21 -26 ; on leprosy and related diseases in the ancient Near 
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East cf. M- S t o 1 ' " L e p i o s y : N e w Light from G r e e k S o u r c e s " / E O L 30 (1987-88) : 2 2 - 3 1 ; accord
ing to D a n d a m a e v !992c: 19, tablets from the archives of the barber Kusur -Ea show that several 
barbers had to take care of peop le struck by leprosy [ b u t Sto lper 1994c and Joannes 1995a show 
that this represents incorrect r e a d i n g s ] . We know far more of the diagnostics and treatments prac 
ticed by the physicians of the Assyrian court: see particularly Parpola 1983: 230-38; one text s eems 
to allude to the fear of be ing poisoned by a prescription: ibid., 131. 

• The Magi, Their Herbs, and Their Stones. Cf. B idez and C u m o n t 1938 II: 106-30 , 167-74, 
188-91; see also Delatte 1936 and Bidez 1935; on kardamum ( ' cardamom') , cf. Sancis i -Weerden
burg 1993'' a l 1 ( ' 1995; on the S a g e s at the Neo-Assyrian court, cf. Parpola 1983: xiv-xxi. 

3. The Eunuchs 
• Bibliography. T h e r e is no spec ia l ized m o n o g r a p h , but in G u y o t (1980: 8 0 - 9 1 ) there are 

several pages on the e u n u c h s at the A c h a e m e n i d court, as well as an entry on each e u n u c h n a m e d 
in the ancient sources (pp . 181ff.); a lso several pages in Mil ler 1985: 2 8 0 - 8 2 and Schnol l 1987: 
115-18; by way of c o m p a r i s o n , o n e might also consul t the articles " E u n u q u e " in DictBih. II 
(1899): 2044 and "Khasi" in Enclslam IV (1978): 1118-24 , as well as "Homosexualitat" in R/A 4: 
•I59ff. (J. Bottero). 

• On the Perfidy of Eunuchs. O n homosexual i ty a m o n g the Persians and an overly s i m p l e 
text of Herodotus (1.135: Persian borrowing of G r e e k morals ) , cf. B . Sergent , L'Homosexualite ini-
tiatique dans I'Europe ancienne, Paris (1986): 192-98 , who collects the Class ical texts (add Sext. 
Emp. Pyrrh. 1.152); see also Petit 1961: 6 2 - 6 3 and notes; on the e u n u c h B a g o a s , lover of D a r i u s III 
and then Alexander, cf. B a d i a n 1958; on the Egypt ian legend of B a g o a s , cf. Schwartz 1948; Bagoas 
as a generic name: cf. M a a s 1921: 4 5 8 - 6 0 . 

• Xenophon and the Paradigm of the Faithful Minister. O n the Dea Syra, I have closely fol
lowed Benveniste 1939 (on the work of [ L u c i a n ] , cf. the c o m m e n t a r y of O d e n 1977, esp. pp. 3 6 -
40 on Kombabos) ; Ptah-hotep's inscription: Posener 1986; I do not think anyone has previously at
tempted a compar i son with X e n o p h o n ; on the theme of the faithful minister in the romant ic ized 
framework of the A c h a e m e n i d court, cf. also the curious Q u m r a n text publ i shed by E i s e n m a n and 
Wise 1992: 99 -103 (I owe the reference to Amel ie Kuhrt) . 

• Eunuchism and Emasculation. C a r i a : cf. M a a s 1921: 458; on the educat ion o f royal chil
dren, we may note that Q u i n t u s Cur t ius notes the presence "of the king's children a n d their gov
ernesses" [et quae educabant eos) in Dar ius Ill's process ion (III .3.23); this could just as well refer 
to the king's daughter's (marat sarri) nursemaid , n a m e d in a Babylonian tablet dated to Xerxes' ac
cession year (Gra/. iani 1986, no. 8; let us e m p h a s i z e that this nurse's n a m e , Aitim, could be Ira
nian or Anatolian [cf. Artimas] and that in Babylonian the king's daughter's n a m e is transcribed 
lltahjSah, or Ratahsalj: D a n d a m a e v 1992a: no. 51 , 252, and 265). 

• Title and Duties. Batis: sources col lected by Berve II, no. 209, and Guyot 1980, no. 23, who 
call him a eunuch (cf. a lso Schno l l 1987: 115-16, who is rather imprudent in definitively exc lud
ing all sources that call h im "king"); Josephus gives his n a m e in the form Babemes i s : M a r c u s (Jo
sephus 6, Loch. C las s . L i b . 6 [1966]: 468 note c) reconstructs an Iranian n a m e , B a g a m i s a , but 
coins unambiguous ly confirm the n a m e Batis (cf. M . Delcor , VT 1 [ 1951]: 118-19) . O n beardless 
persons at Persepolis, cf. the appos i te remarks of Y a m a u c h i 1980: 138-39 (repeated in Y a m a u c h i 
1990: 260-64); we may also note that e lsewhere Ctes ias records the story of the totally effeminized 
Sardanapalus, who shaved his beard as close as possible (Athenaeus X11.528f); on this theme , cf. 
also Chiasson 1984; on the beard/beardless problem in Assyrian reliefs, see the very careful inter
pretations of Reade 1972 (who still postulates the presence of many e u n u c h s on the reliefs); on the 
Assyriological discuss ions , s u m m a r i e s are found in O p p e n h e i m 1973 (who, while obviously ac
knowledging the existence of e u n u c h s , rejects the systematic interpretation of sa resi as e u n u c h s ) , 
Tadmor 1983 (who does not want to take a position on the bas ic p r o b l e m [cf. n. 10]), Gare l l i 1974: 
276-77 (quotation from p. 277), who opposes Kinnier Wilson's interpretation (1972: viii—ix, 46ff.); 
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generally speaking, the theory of a large n u m b e r of e u n u c h s at the Assyrian court seems to h a v e 

fewer supporters these days (cf. the l ong critical note of }. A. Br inkman and S. Dahey, ZA 78 
[1978]: 85 n. 27), but it remains hardy nonetheless: the theory of "eunuchizat ion" of the Assyrian 
court has been revived by J. M . D u r a n d in Dossiers d'archeologie 171 (1992): 6; Parpola (csp. 19g}, 
2 0 - 2 1 ) , on the other hand, cont inues to think that the sa resi has to b e cons idered a eunuch and 
nothing else; this is based in part on Class ica l sources ( inc luding Ctes ias ) , or at least he includes 
references to them, but the connect ion he suggests between the two corpora overlooks the inter
pretive problems e x a m i n e d here. O n the Hebrew word saris, see Yamauch i 1990: 261-62; in the 
hieroglyphic inscriptions, cf. Posener 1936: 118-19 (court title, "probably borrowed from Ara
maic"); cf. also Ray's (1988: 273 n. 47) remark: there is nothing to suggest the translation of saris 
as 'eunuch'; the author suggests unders tanding it as equivalent topehd; and Vergote 1959: 40-42/ 
to my knowledge , Levy (1940) was the first and only person to use the ev idence of the Wadi Hairt-
m a m a t inscriptions. Let us note, finally, that the term sa res sarri is also found in Achaemenid-
period Babylonian tablets as an attribute of high persons ( inc luding the one somet imes translated 
'the king's principal' , who was entrusted with overseeing the administrat ion of the sanctuary of the 
E a n n a ) : there is no reason to think these persons were e u n u c h s (cf. Brinkinan 1968: 309-11; Op-
p e n h e i m 1973: 329; see several attestations of LU res sarri in D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 220, s.v.). 

4. The Women's Side 
T h a n k s to the Mar ia Brosius's generosity, I have been able to consul t her unpubl ished mono

graph (1991) , which discusses the Persepolis tablets at great length a long with the Classical texts; 
F will cite it only occas ional ly and not discuss s o m e of its interpretations, b e c a u s e the author is cur
rently working on a publ icat ion version. 

• Wives and Concubines T h e title duksis is given to Irtasduna (Artystone), one of Darius's 
wives, in the tablet Fort. 6764 (cf. a lso P F 1795); the word must not be translated 'my daughter' (as 
C a m e r o n 1942 does ) ; it mus t inc lude the m e a n i n g 'princess', as shown by Benveniste 1966:43-50; 
but, probably under the inf luence of G r e e k vocabulary, he is also incl ined to interpret it as 
'queen', which is wrong: for o n e thing, the title duksis is known for several high-ranking women 
(wives, sisters, and probably daughters of the king) in the Fortification tablets ( P F 8 2 3 ; Q 812; PFa 
31; see Brosius 1991. 2 9 - 3 2 ) ; to speak of 'queens' ( K o n i g i n n e n ) in regard to Darius's wives, as 
Koch 1994 regularly does , risks leading us into error: later on we will return to the place of the 
king's mother at court and the political role of the princesses (chapter 13/2: Dar ius , Xerxes, and 
Atossa). O n the slaves of the king (arad Sarri) and the p a l a c e (arad ekalli), cf. D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 
5 6 1 - 6 4 a n d 565-67 . O n depict ions of w o m e n in A c h a e m e n i d art, cf. the prel iminary remarks of 
Spycket 1980 and the annotated col lection of d o c u m e n t s in Brosius 1991, chapter 5; we may add 
to the category of f emale statuettes (cf. Amie t 1972: 173-80 and C o o n e y 1965) the recent discov
eries in the "Achaemenid residence" of Abu Qubt i r north of Sippar: Spycket 1991; additionally, 
the Olympia relief erected by Lysippus in honor of Polydamas (who had just fought the Immortals 
at Dar ius IPs court: Pausanias 11.5) showed, accord ing to the original editors, the king seated on 
his throne a l o n g with four women (cf. Historisc/ie and philologische Aufsiitze E. Curtius [Berlin, 
1884]: 2 4 0 - 4 2 ; drawing p. 240; cf. most recently G a b e l m a n n 1984: 8 0 - 8 2 ) ; but the highly dam
aged condit ion of the sculpture allows serious doubt about the interpretation; in the drawing, 
hardly anything is visible except for the king on his throne and the bottoms of several robes, but 
are they women's—or do they instead be long to the Immorta ls referred to directly by the sculptor? 

• The Great King's 360 Concubines. O n the figure 360 in tributes, sec the reflections of Ash
eri 1991: 49 -53 (followed here) and Nylander 1993: 157 n. 62; the doubts raised by Schwartz (1986: 
273) on Herakleides' text do not strike m e as justified; on the other hand, the author does a good 
job of showing the interpenetration of the various versions in Josephus and the book of Esther. 

• Cloistered Women? The Myth of the Harem. O n the social activities of the princesses, cf. 
Brosius 1991: 91ff. The word gynaikonitis is found in Diodorus's description of the oasis of 
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A m r n ° n ' " T h e second enc losure contains the court of the gynaeceum, the dwellings of the chil
dren women, and relatives, as well as the bodyguards of the overseers of the gynaeceum . . ." 
(XVII 50.3); on the Egypt ian vocabulary, cf. Ward 1983; on M a n , cf. D u r a n d and M a r g u e r o n 
]980' Weidnei's use of the term harem (1956: 2 6 1 - 6 2 ) has no semant ic justification; letter (i.e., the 
rivite chancellery) of Atossa, cf. Briant 1992b; theme of the woman-warrior: in addition to C t e 

sias cf. tlie curious text of Polyaenus VIII .60 (within a chapter dedicated to fighting women) ; 
Polyaenus introduces one R h o d o g u n e , whose story is cop ied from Semiramis ' s (VIII .26) , and the 
author concludes: "This is why the impression of the Persian royal seal shows R h o d o g u n e with her 
hair hanging down and attached with a knot"- this has no basis in fact (cf. Baldus 1987)! W o m e n 
warriors in Iranian literature: Hanaway 1982. Sea l s and depict ions of women: see especial ly Bro-
sius 1991: 179-93 and Garr ison 1988: 4 7 7 - 7 8 (Arrystone) and 1992: 4 - 1 0 . 

5. At the Great King's Table 
• Service at the King's Table. Polyacnus's text has not received a great deal of study (aside 

from a curious note s igned L . L . in Cj 30 (1827): 3 7 0 - 7 4 ) ; D. Lewis (1987) deserves credit for rec
ognizing its importance: the author is especial ly interested in compar i sons with the tablets, with
out offering a detailed c o m m e n t a r y on the passage; he rightly establishes a correspondence with a 
well-known inscription of Assurnasirpal II (cf. W i s e m a n 1952 and Grayson 1991 no. 30); on the 
royal banquets and c o n s u m p t i o n of ostriches, see also Sancis i -Weerdenburg's note 1993c [ o n the 
same point for the Neo-Assyrian period, see M a l l o w a n 1966,1- 119-21 and Joannes 1995: 186-88 , 
and for the A c h a e m e n i d period, Bennett and Blakely 1989: 2 6 3 J — a n d , by way of compar i son , 
K. Wilson 1972: 32ff. (as well as Matt i la 1990) and especial ly the remarkable study of M i l a n o 1989; 
on this subject , sec most recently Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1995. O n Polyaenus's source (cf. Lewis 
1987: 81 and n. 3): the reference to an inscription of C y r u s s e e m s to confirm that Polyaenus a c 
quired his information from a c o m p a n i o n of Alexander (on ep igraphic propaganda in Alexander's 
time, cf. R'/'P 389-91) ; on the use of the marris in Polyaenus, cf. Bernard's note 1985b: 9 3 - 9 4 ; 
abundance of the table and "decadence" in the G r e e k authors: Bi iant 1989a; redistributions: cf. 
Briant 1989b and Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1989b; on the word potibazis, Xenophon's vocabulary 
(Cyr. VIII. 1.9), and their relationship to Akkadian vocabulary, cf. esp. Eilers 1940: 6 4 - 8 1 ; see also 
Stolper 1985a: 57 -58 ( W i s e m a n 1983b: 85 n. 26 notes that the word potibazis is also found in the 
Nisa materials); on administrative aspects , see also Heltzer 1979, who uses a Babylonian tablet 
dated to the "month of Ayar [of the] first year of Dar ius , king of Babylon and king of the countries" 
( = D. Owen, Mesopotamia 1975, no. 3 3 ] ; the text antic ipates the delivery of dried apples and rai
sins to the cooks, with each of the 28 n a m e d cooks receiving a given quantity. O n dairy products , 
cf. also R T P 349-50; raising waterfowl in Babylonia: C a r d a s c i a 1951: 173; on beer in M e s o p o t a 
mia, cf. Stol 1994; on fish-farming in Babylonia (Neo-Baby lon ian and A c h a e m e n i d periods) , cf. 
Dandamaev 1981b; tablets from Category J and the seals on them ( including Kuras of Ansan's: 
PFS 93): cf. Garr i son 1992: 2 - 3 . Distr ibution of N e a r Eastern arbutuses in the West Anatol ian and 
Greek region: c f , e.g., C o u s i n and D e s c h a m p 1889: 536-37; on the terebinth/pistachio tree, cf. 
Amigues 1995 :71 -72 . 

• Musicians, Dancers, and Artists. For the preceding periods, cf. the entries nartu ( female 
musicians), nam (ma le mus i c ians ) , and narutu (mus ic ) in the C A D ; I a m strongly tempted to 
think that the p s e u d o - p e r s o n a l n a m e Annaros in Ctes ias (Athenaeus XII .530d) was formed on this 
Akkad ian root—which would give even more sense to the popular story Ctes ias heard in the Baby
lonia of his time. [ M . Stolper reminds m e , following Roth, C S S H 29 (1987): 740ff, that many 
Neo-Babylonian occurrences of SAL.NAR = nartu m e a n not 'women music ians ' but 'girls'; this re
mark does not formally invalidate the hypothesis I present here on the possible etymology of 
Annaros.] O n Polyd a m a s , cf. G a b e l m a n n 1984: 8 0 - 8 2 and my remarks above. 

• Cups and Couches. O n A c h a e m e n i d dinnerware, cf. especial ly Amandry 1958a—b; C u l i -
can 1971; von Bothmer 1981; M o o r e y 1984, 1985, 1988: 8 2 - 8 9 ; a lso Mil ler 1985: 124-37; G u n t e r 
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1989: 2 2 - 3 0 ; Pr fommer 1991; Mil ler 1993; Rozenberg 1993. O n Hie recl ining banquet and the 
special position of the king, cf. Dentzer 1982: 6 4 - 6 9 ; cf. also L a v a g n e 1988: 9 6 - 1 0 1 and Perrin 
1990: 2 2 4 - 2 6 (the king is p laced under an ouraniskos). 

6. The Royal Hunts 
Cf. Briant 1991c and 1993b, where more comple te references will be found; cf. also pp. 230ff 

above on royal hunt protocol; on hunting with nets, cf. M e u l i 1975 It is likely that, as with the As-
Syrians, the hunters were a c c o m p a n i e d by dogs: X e n o p h o n ment ions 'those in charge of the horses 
and the dogs' (hippon kay kynon epimelelai; Cyr. VIII . 1.9); it is also poss ible that two Persepolis 
tablets ( P F 1264-65) refer to hunting dogs (PF: 40). W e especial ly have information on the breed
ing of dogs of war, such as those ment ioned by Herodotus in Babylon (1.192: Indian clogs), and by 
Pliny (VIII.61) in C o l o p h o n and Ci l i c ia (later period); but it does appear that these are the same 
dogs that were taken hunting (cf. Aelian, V H XIV.46) , as X e n o p h o n indicates in On Hunting (9.1-
10.1). O n D a r i u s Ill's pet dog , cf. Aelian, Anim. VI .25 . O n the dogs (statues) at Persepolis, cf. 
Kawami 1986: 260-63 

7. Royal Pomp 
O n the G r e e k concepts of royal tryphe (Achaemenid or Hel lenist ic) , cf. Briant 1989a. 



Chapter 8 

The King's Men 

Bibliography 
This chapter constitutes a considerably expanded rewriting of analyses presented in prel imi

nary form in Briant 1987a: 2 1 - 3 1 and Briant 1990a. 

1. The Giving King 
• Bibliography. S e e Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1988b a n d 1989b in particular. [Also van der 

Veen 1995 debat ing G o u l d 1991 on the story of S y l o s o n . ] 
• The King's Benefactors. Cf. Wiesehofer 1980, who reminds us (p. 8) that the likely etymol

ogy of the Iranian word (corresponding to orosangae) goes back to "varusanha-, i.e., 'highly re
nowned'; register: cf. a h o Jn«ephu«, Ant. XI .248 (plagiariz ing Esther) . 

• The Royal Gifts. S e e for compar i son the article "Hiba" in Enclstam I I I 2 (1971): 353 -60 
(there are many similarit ies); on Herodotus IX. 109, cf. Sanc is i -Weerdenburg 1988b; the gift of 
robes of honor is also well known a m o n g the Incas: cf. J. V. M u r r a , "Cloth and Its Funct ions in the 
Inca State," Amer. Anthrop. 64 (1962): 7 1 0 - 2 8 ; on the importance of dress as social indicator for the 
Persians, cf. esp. Plutarch, Mor. 173c.3 and 565a; cf. also Sancis i -Weerdenburg 1983: 2 7 - 3 0 (on 
Herodotus IX. 108—13); a hierarchy o f gifts in relation to the value/weight of the object is well at
tested at the court of H a m m u r a b i of Babylon: see the very interesting note Joannes 1989d (to which 
I return below in the research note to c h a p . 10/5, royal co inage) ; Masistios: Briant 1990a: 100; on 
Ctesias $22, could the "gold millstone" be , if not the s a m e as, at least c o m p a r a b l e to the plinthos 
Ithryse on which the royal counse l lor stood, before receiving it as payment "if his counsel was 
judged good and useful" (cf. Aelian, VH XII .62 , with the remark of Vi l lanueva-Puig 1989: 293)? 

• Gifts and Honors: The Court Hierarchy. O n the king's table, cf. also chaps . 5/6 and 7/5; 
Ptolemaic court hierarchy and its probable Persian antecedents: cf. the (careful) discussion by 
Moorcn 1977: 17ff.; on philos, cf. Wiesehofer 1980: 11-14; titles and functions: cf. the very wide 
diffusion of the title "lance-bearer" (asteharriana) in the Babylonian tablets: Stolper 1985a: 55 and 
n. 12; king's relatives: cf. Benveniste 1966: 2 2 - 2 6 , who on the br byt' of the Aramaic papyri writes: 
"'Sons of the House ' no longer appl ies to a s ingle person, the crown prince , son of the king, but to 
a class of royal princes who probably had no i m m e d i a t e kinship with Darius II"; cf. a lso on this 
subject the analyses in G a u g e r 1977 (whose conc lus ions I d o not follow in every respect) a n d the 
thoughts of M o o r c n 1977: 4 0 - 4 1 . 

• Gifts and Redistribution of Wealth. G o l d phial of D e m o s , cf. Vickeis 1984 and Sancis i -
Weerdenburg 1989b: 134, as well as C . Gronatel l i 's interesting remarks in Scienze dell'antichita 2 
(1988): 249-50; this d o c u m e n t s e e m s to indicate, as s e e m s logical (cf. X e n o p h o n , Cyr. VIII .2 .8) , 
that the royal gifts bore a dist inguishing mark which in s o m e cases (vessels) could be an inscrip
tion: cf. Nylander 1968: 124-27; Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1989b: 134, 142 and n. 14; G u n t e r and Jett 
1992: 69 -73 . P T 4 - 5 , cf. H i n z 1973: 7 5 - 7 6 (who offers a highly speculat ive narrative explanat ion) 
and C a m e r o n P T T 8 9 - 9 1 (but I doubt that the Parnaka listed in P T 4 is the high official found 
throughout P F ) ; land grants, cf. Briant 1985b; Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1989b and below, chapters 
10/7 and 11/9; Sat ibarzanes: on the date see Briant 1994e: 309-10 . Royal table and redistribution: 
Briant 1989b, Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1989b: 133-35; 1993e; and 1995; AssurnasirpaPs banquet: 
published in W i s e m a n 1952 (latest edit ion in Grayson 1991: 292-93) ; distribution of foodstuffs at 
the Neo-Assyrian court , cf. also Fales-Postgate 1992, no. 157. Quotat ion from J. Bottero, RIA, s.v. 
Mahlzeit, 260. 
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2. Unequal Exchange 

• Cifts with Strings Attached. In general , see M . M a u s s , Essai sur le don, Paris 1923-25 (= 
Sociologie et anthropologic, 1968); on the T h u c y d i d e s passage , cf. M a u s s 1921, who compares the 
T'hracian pract ice descr ibed by X e n o p h o n , Anab. V I I . 2 . 3 5 - 3 8 and VII.3.21—34 (Seuthes festival)-
the Benveniste cjuotation c o m e s from "Don et e c h a n g e dans le vocabnlaire indo-europeen" 
Aimales de Sociologie 1948-49 (p. 7); cf. Briant 1982b: 8 8 - 9 4 ; on the royal banquet (fykta), c \ 
Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1980: 147-51 and 1989b: 132. 

3. The King and His Faithful: The Rationale of the System 

• Faithful and bandaka . O n the Persian word and its connotat ions, see the articles "banda" 
(W. Eilers) and "bandaka" ( C . Herrenschmidt) in Enclr III: 6 8 2 - 8 5 ; on the belt, cf. Widengren 
1968 who, here as e lsewhere, insists without m u c h support on the "feudal" character of Persian so
ciety; the importance of Xenophon's passage on Orontas has been rightly stressed by Petit 1909; 
148 -49 (n. 161); right hand: cf. Sherwin-White 1978; rows of nobles at Persepolis: cf. Roaf 1983; 
8 3 - 1 1 4 ; T r u m p e l m a n n 1983: 2 3 1 - 3 7 , a n d 1988; C a l m e y e r 1991b. 

• Education and Ideological Integration. S e e R T P 4 4 9 - 5 1 ; see also Widengren 1969: 82-86 
and Knauth and N a j a m a b a d i 1975: 7 6 - 9 2 , who also c o m p a r e the rite of passage with the Lacedae
m o n i a n kryptie (on which, cf. the rich analyses of V ida l -Naque t 1983: 125-207 and 1989 who 
(p. 402) suggests lines of compar i son with Iranian societies, following Davidson 1985: 81-87); on 
the kardakes, see the discussion by Knauth and N a j a m a b a d i 1975: 8 3 - 8 4 ; and the texts quoted by 
Segre , Clara Rliodos 9 (1938): 193-94 (n. 2); and Bosworth 1980a: 208 (we will return later to this 
military category, which poses many interpretive problems; cf. Index s.v. kardakes); on the diet and 
the identification of terminthos = pistachio nut, see A m i g u e s 1995: 7 1 - 7 2 and Sancisi-Weerden
burg 1995. O n aletheia, cf. also R T P 3 8 1 - 8 3 , 449, and Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg forthcoming (2); and 
on the n a m e Artaioi previously given to the Persians accord ing to Herodotus (VII.61), cf. Pirart 
1995. O n the n a m e Angares: I do not recall ever having seen any c o m m e n t a r y on the Athenaeus 
passage presented in the text; 1 a m tempted to offer the s a m e hypothesis that I presented on 
Annaros (above, p. 921) . O n the role of the magi as preservers of memory , cf. also the hypotheses 
of Gershevi tch 1969: 181, s.v. pirramasda ("It would be a possible designation of priest who had 
learned to recite the largest n u m b e r of hymns required") a n d , on m e m o r y transmission, Cardona 
1980: 282; in this context, s o m e importance is somet imes accorded to Persepolis tablets that men
tion in such-and-such a year, Persian puhu "copied texts at Pittaman" ( P F 871 , 1137)—which 
would seem to imply that writing was widespread a m o n g the Persians. But such d o c u m e n t s are not 
conclusive; in fact, they concern kurtai who were probably trained in the scribal craft, which does 
not imply extensive literary knowledge or direct access , for e x a m p l e , to royal inscriptions (cf. Car-
dona's remarks 1980: 280 n. 6). Let us also recall that, accord ing to Pausanias (V.27.5-6) , in his 
t ime a magus sang the invocations in a foreign l anguage in the Persian sanctuaries of Hiero-
caesarea a n d Hypaipa , reading them from a book (Robert 1976: 28 -29) . T h e last detail may imply 
a deve lopment tovvard writing down the songs that the magi had traditionally transmitted orally 
(cf. Briant 1985a: 192 n. 71 following C u m o n t ) ; on the epithet M n e m o n given to Artaxerxes II, cf. 
Schmitt , EncJr , s.v. Artaxerxes II (p. 656) . A final remark on the youths: based on an erroneous (in 
m y opin ion) interpretation of Arrian IV. 13.1 (Briant 1994e: 2 9 8 - 3 0 7 ) , a hypothesis was developed 
by Kienast (1973) accord ing to which the institution of royal pages (basilikoi paides) was borrowed 
from the A c h a e m e n i d court by Phil ip II. S i n c e I vvrote my article in AchHist VIII, I have learned 
t h a t C l a m e r (1952) used the French word page for the persons who were in Ahasuerus's service in 
Esther 6:1. But this translation is unwarranted; in any case, it is not clearly relevant to the thesis of 
the existence of "royal pages" at the A c h a e m e n i d court. For one thing, the Septuagint uses the 
word diakonos (better translated 'servant' by L . C . L . Brenton, The Septuagint Version: Creek and 
English [1970]: 6 5 8 - 5 9 ) ; as for the Hebrew word na'ar (pi. ne'arim), it s imply refers to a "group of 
young m e n , or youths, in the service of a patron" (Bordreuil 1992: 190); it thus expresses a hier-
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L , based on both age and rank (cf. Bordreui l and Israel 1991-92) ; we find the s a m e ambiva
lence in Greek pais as well as E l a m i t e puhu (on which cf. Hal lock 1960: 93 -94 , and P F l ' : 38 -39 , 
47 746' also the remarks of Lewis 1994: 24, 26; and Giov inazzo 1994a-b , who translates it with 'va-
|el'') Although the word page in F r e n c h or Engl i sh renders the word used in G r e e k (paides) to des
ignate the well-known M a c e d o n i a n institution of "royal pages," I see no n e e d to modify my former 
conclusion; on the contrary, I restate that the institution of royal pages is inserted into a political 
context quite different from the context of the A c h a e m e n i d court (cf. on this exact point Briant 
]994e: 302-7) . Final ly 1 will add that s ince this note was written, Kienast's interpretation has been 
repeated by Borchharclt 1993c: analyzing a sculpted block of iheheroon of Limyra, he proposes 
(pp, 352-53) that we find portrayed there the corps ofhasilikoi paides—a M a c e d o n i a n institution 
created, he c la ims, after an A c h a e m e n i d precedent; starting with this belief, Borchhardt then in
appropriately overlays the texts about M a c e d o n i a n pages onto the supposed Persian institution, 
claiming (as if to provide better back ing for his Lycian interpretation) that the central institution 
bad been adopted in "every court within the Persian Empire"; I think that, if my proof is recog
nized, it b e c o m e s more interesting to ask why so many peop le on the Limyra frieze ( inc luding 
those in the scene analyzed by Borchhardt: cf. fig. 54, p . 673) wear the low-brimmed hat (i .e. , a 
Macedonian fashion). 

4. The King and His Faithful: The Dynamic of the Contradictions 

• Birth and Royal Favor, "azata ('nobility'): cf. F. de Blois 1985; the word has been found in 
an Aramaic d o c u m e n t from Egypt (Benveniste 1954: 2 9 8 - 9 9 ) , amata ('noble'); cf. Harmat ta , En-
Miens Hardt X X V (1990): 106-7; on social distinctions, cf. Briant 1990a: 71-77, followed now by 
Calmeyer 1991b (who also uses the Persepolis rel iefs)—as well as Stolper's remark (1993: 10-11) 
on the Babylonian word parastamu, which he tentatively suggests c o m p a r i n g with protoi ('princes, 
aristocracy'). 

• Royal Favor and Social Mobility. Cf . Sancis i -Weerdenburg's reflections 1989a: 139; on 
Maraphi i /Marappiyas , cf. Benveniste 1958a: 56 -57 . 

• Persian Aristocratic Houses. O n styles of greeting, see , from the point of view of c o m p a r a 
tive history, the recent work of Y. C a r r e , Le Baiser sur la bouche au Moyen Age: Rites, symholes, 
mentaiites (Paris, 1992); on the Athenaeus passage (IV.145f-146a) , cf. the important suggest ions by 
Eilcrs 1940: 73. 

5. King and Satraps 

• Bibliography. L e b m a n n - I I a u p t 1921; Petit 1990. 
• Family Strategies and Royal Control. O n the Pharnacids of Hel lespont ine Phrygia, cf. 

Lewis 1977: 52 and Hornblower 1982: 1 4 5 E ; for other examples , cf. Briant 1987a: 2 5 - 2 8 ; 
Aspathines: cf. C a m e r o n P T T 103 and Schmi t t 1957, seal no. 14; see Lewis 1985: 115. 

• The Satrap and the Armed Forces. T h i s is a m u c h - d e b a t e d prob lem, on which see the over
view by' tupl in 1987b, esp. pp. 2 2 8 - 3 2 (who rightly judges that the satrap h a d to count on the aid 
of the garrison c o m m a n d e r s ) ; Petit's position (1990: 109-19) appears to m e insufficiently qualif ied 
(diminution of satrapal powers under Darius; separation between civil and military powers); it re
lies heavily on reconstructions of X e n o p h o n (cf. R T P 176-88) ; karanos: cf. Petit 1983 and 1990: 
133-44 (once again too schemat ic , on the p r e s u m e d date [Dar ius ] of the institution: pp. 143-44) ; 
on the chain of c o m m a n d at E l e p h a n t i n e , cf. most recently Wiesehofer 1991b (and on rab haylii, 
Lipiiiski 1975: 176: in a Greek-Aramaic bil ingual from Farasa , the word is rendered by G r e e k s t m -
tegos); the Babylonian tablet V S 6.128 is translated and annotated by Joannes 1982: 2 4 - 2 5 and 
1990b; 187 n. 60 (with s o m e changes ) ; cf. also Van Driel 1989: 207 (who makes G u z a n u the sakin 
temi of Babylon); on the d e p e n d e n c y of the gazophylax ( 'guardian of the treasury') with regard to 
Hie central authority, cf. the Hel lenist ic texts quoted in R T P 211; satrap and co inage: cf. my re
marks in Briant 1989c: 3 2 8 - 3 0 [[and the brief considerations of M i l d e n b e r g 1993: 5 8 - 6 0 ] . 
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• Royal Inspectors. Cf. Hirsch 1985a; 101-34. 
• Satrapal Courts and the Royal Court. A few s u m m a r y pages a p p e a r in Petit 1990: 147-52-

and an attempt at synthesis in Borchhardt 1990; on the paradise (a t h e m e often broached in th e 

course of this work), cf. index s.v.; Dascy l ium bullas: Kaptan-Bayburt luoglu 1990. Satrapal audi, 
ences: G a b e l m a n n 1984: 35-61 (Lycian d o c u m e n t s ) ; on the throne of C y r u s the Younger, we may 
ment ion that a throne of A c h a e m e n i d type (but certainly m a d e locally) was found in the excava
tions of S a m a r i a (Stern 1982b: 143-44) ; further, N e h e m i a h 3:7 refers to "men of G i b e o n and Miz-
pah (be longing) to the throne (l"kisse}) of the governor of Trans-Euphrates"; whether this 
concerns land connected directly to the governor (Briant 1985b: 67) or a satrapal residence (Le-
maire 1990: 3 9 - 4 0 ) , we must stress that the "throne" symbol izes satrapal power itself (comparable 
with a Babylonian formula: J o a n n e s 1982: 28 n. 1). 

6. The King and His Faithful: The Persians, the Greeks, and the Others 

An entry on each of the Greeks listed below will be found in Hofstetter 1978; cf. also Wiese
hofer 1980 and H e r m a n 1987: 106-15 (on the doreai of the A c h a e m e n i d and Hellenistic periods-
s u m m a r y table , pp. 109-10) . T h e story of T h e m i s t o c l e s at the court of the G r e a t K i n g and the jeal
ousy shown toward h i m by the Persian aristocrats has a parallel (or a copy) in the story of Daniel 
at the court of N e b u c h a d n e z z a r (Danie l 6); another imaginat ive "good story' on the theme of 
T h e m i s t o c l e s at the court of the Grea t King: D i o d o r u s XI . 57 (marr iage and j u d g m e n t of Themis
tocles). T h e list of satraps c o m p i l e d in the text was drawn up us ing information from the Persepolis 
tablets by recogniz ing with H i n z (1970: 430) a n d m a n y others that the person who provides a 
sealed authorization (halmi) to travelers is in fact the satrap of the p lace of departure (cf. Briant 
1991b: 70 n. 13 and 1992c). O n this point, see Koch 1993a: 5 - 4 8 , where analyses will be found 
deal ing with n ine provinces of the Iranian Plateau as well as India and Syria; s u m m a r y table, p. 47; 
list of the satraps of Babylonia and Trans-Euphrates : Sto lper 1989b: 2 9 0 - 9 1 . [I note that my very 
tentative conc lus ion on the p lace of the M e d e s a m o n g the imperial political personnel (chap. 8/6, 
last sentence) agrees very closely with the position laid out by Tup l in 1994: Z 5 5 - 5 6 . J 

7. Achaemenid Royalty and Persian Aristocracy 

• Power and Kinship. O n Parnaka, s ee below, chap . 11; the dist inguished p lace of Hystaspes, 
father of D a r i u s , in Parthia-Hyrcania in 522 is d e d u c e d from D B §35 (cf. Koch 1993a: 33-34), in
formation that s eems to contradict Herodotus's ment ion of Hystaspes "hyparkhos of Persia" 
(III.70); we may rightly suppose that the D B version is m o r e accurate than Herodotus (whose men
tion probably c o m e s from a version of the F o u n d e r L e g e n d ; cf. N i c o l a u s of D a m a s c u s , F G r H 90 
F66.10: C y r u s makes his father Atradates the satrap of the Persians); on the status of Persia, cf. be
low, chap . 11/10. O n the relatives of D a r i u s a n d Xerxes in Herodotus's catalog, cf. Burn 1984: 333-
36; Megabates : Lewis 1985: 115; satraps from the royal family: Briant 1984b: 7 5 - 7 6 . 



Chapter 9 

Territories, Communication, and Trade 

• Bibliography. An up-to-date and virtually exhaustive bibl iography is found in Briant 1991b 
and Graf 1993, 1994. T h e existence of these recent works (cf. also Wiesehofer 1993: 3 5 0 - 5 1 ) leads 
me to limit the n u m b e r of b ibl iographic references given here. 

1. The Network of Roads 
• The Royal Roads. O n the P F (Category Q ) , see especially Koch 1986, 1993a [ a n d now 

Giovinazzo 1 9 9 4 a - b ] ; use of military historians to reconstruct the landscape ( R T P 141-45 ) and 
itineraries: cf. Enge l s 1978 (to be used with extreme caut ion); Se ibert 1985; and, on Xenophon's 
sources and method , Tup l in 1991b: 4 6 - 4 8 and Briant ed. 1995b; a m o n g the most useful works, al
though late and c o n c e r n e d solely with the central and eastern part of the E m p i r e , is the M « n -
siouei Parthhas cf Isidore of C h a r a x (ed. S c h o f ) , on which see D i l l e m a n n 1967, Khlnpin 1977. 
CJiaumont 1984, Walser 1985, and Galikowski 1988. P e r s e p o l i s - S u s a road: cf. Mostafavi 1960, 
Hallock 1977, Koch 1986, and S u m n e r 1986: 17, 28; also R T P 161-73 (use of Class ical sources) ; 
Briant 1976 and 1988c (roads between the royal residences); on the C o s s a e a n road, cf. Briant 1976 
and 1982b: 8Iff.; the course of Herodotus's S a r d i s - S u s a road cont inues to sustain long-fought 
problems: cf. Briant 1973: 4 9 - 5 3 ; Se ibert 1985: 18-19; G r a f 1993a; C h a u m o n t 1986-87 (Mat iene: 
region between L a k e U r m i a and the headwaters of the Little Z a b ) ; also Mutaf ian 1988 I: 113-18; 
route of Cyrus the Younger: see C o u s i n 1904; Manfredi 1986; Mutaf ian 1988 I: 1 1 9 - 2 1 ; [ a n d 
Miiller 1994, G r a f 1994: 173-80 , D e b o r d 1995; S y m e 1995: 3-23 was actually not written re
cently]; p lace -name Lahiru (La' ir ) in D A E 67: cf. D a n d a m a e v 1993c. 

• Secondary Itineraries. References in Briant 1976: 197 and 2 4 3 - 4 4 n. 52; 1991b: 7 4 - 7 5 ; Ar
rian, lnd. 43.3; cf. Tarn , C R 40 (1926): 13-15; Br iant 1982b: 117-19 , 129, 132: and now the argu
ments of Winnicki 191: 193-97; E s a r h a d d o n , C a m b y s e s , and the Arabs: E p h c a l 1982: 137-42; 
Briant 1982b: 163-64. 

• Road Building and Maintenance. Hamaxitos: B i iant 1991b: 74; search for A c h a e m e n i d 
roads: Schmidt 1957: 2 0 - 2 1 ; Kleiss 1981; Mousav i 1989; to fill out the information, one might be 
tempted to use what the anc ient authors wrote about Semiramis ' s road-building activities ( D i o d o 
rus sll .13.5; Polyaenus VIII .26) , but this is an uncertain method , despite the concurrence between 
Achaemenid achievements and the achievements legendarily attributed to S e m i r a m i s , on the 
problems posed by the vocabulary of s o m e Persepolis tablets, cf. Briant 1991b: 73 n. 20. T h e fig
ures regarding anc ient C h i n a c o m e from J . N e e d h a m , Science and Civilisation in China ( C a m 
bridge 1954): IV, 36 (the entire chapter , pp. 1-38, should be read). 

• Bridges and Bridge-Builders. Bridge near Persepolis: Nichol 1970 (cf. S u m n e r 1986: 1 3 -
16); Pasargadae: Stronach 1978: 113-16; "bridge-builders" at Nippur: Stolper 1985a: 76 and 1992c: 
76-77 (publication of tablets; the author notes, p. 74, that e lsewhere the head of the "bridge work
ers" has the title "Head of the tolls at Opis [?]") ; M a z z a r i n o (1966: 78) stresses that, unl ike the 
Greeks, the Persian engineers had s o m e knowledge in this area; they had probably learned a great 
(leal from their predecessors , as Parpola rightly stresses (1983. 245 and 295; he also notes that a tab
let from the t ime of Dar ius ment ions a bridge at Bors ippa) ; on the bridge at Babylon, cf. W i s e m a n 
1983b: 63 -64 . |[On Arrian V .7 .3 -5 , see now Bosworth 1995: 2 1 9 - 2 7 ] 

2. Control of the Imperial Territory 
• Satrapal Authorizations—Military Escorts—The Highway Patrol. Cf. Briant 1991b: 7 0 - 7 3 

and Briant 1992c ( T h e Letters of T h e m i s t o c l e s are edited, translated, and annotated by D o e n g e s 
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1981); on Alcibiades' flight and his route, cf. Robert 1980: 257 -307 ; on the journeys of Ezra and 
N e h e m i a h , cf. Wi l l iamson 1991: 54 -61 (a reading of the biblical texts in the light of PF) . The 
Arad ostraca were publ i shed by Naveh 1981; cf. also Aharoni 1981 and T e m e r e v 1980 (studies of 
rations, c o m p a r e d with those known from Elephant ine ) ; see also the Beer-sheba ostraca: Naveh 
1973 and 1979 (hundreds of Aramaic ostraca of the s a m e type and date [fourth century] as those 
from Beer-sheba have recently c o m e on the antiquities market originating from unknown sites in 
Idumea; s o m e are in the course of publ icat ion: Andre L e m a i r e , pers. c o m m . ) ; meanwhile , there 
is s o m e doubt about the interpretation of the post as a station on a road (see on this subject t l r e ^ . 
flections in Tupl in 1987c: 187 and de Sal les 1991a: 2 2 1 - 2 2 ) ; on one of Herodotus's anecdotes on 
the highway patrol (V.35), cf. F o u c a u l t 1967a. 

• Royal Mail and Royal Couriers. Aggareion: Rostowzevv 1909; also D. Sperbcr , "Angaria in 
Rabbin ic Literature," A C 38/1 (1969): 162-68, and Herrenschmidt 1993a-b; nstondes: Chantraine 
D E L G , s.v., and most recently H a p p 1992; pirradazis: P F T 42; Q 1809: the tablet is published and 
c o m m e n t e d on by Lewis 1980; visual signals in the E m p i r e : Aschof 1977a; also P. Girard, "Lessi-
gnaux lumineux dans YAgamemnon d'Eschyle," R E A 11 (1909): 2 8 9 - 9 5 ; in Judea : Lemaire 1977; 
113-14; at Mar i , G . Doss in , "Signaux l u m i n e u x au pays de Mari," RA 34 (1938): 175-76; Egyptian 
post in the Se l euc id period: Preisigke 1907: 241-77, and Van't D a c k 1962: 3 3 8 - 4 1 thinks that the 
spread of the system to Egypt goes back to the Persians, inc luding pyro-telegraphy. It is clear that 
in all these areas the Persians themselves borrowed m u c h from their Assyrian predecessors. On the 
royal roads (harran Sarri), the relays and postal stages (marditu), and the express couriers (kalle) in 
the Neo-Assyrian k i n g d o m , cf. esp. Weidner 1966, Wilson 1972: 57 -58 , M a l b r a n - L a b a t 1982: 12-
29, and handnu and marditu in C A D ; harran sarri ['royal road'] passing very close to Nippur in 
the A c h a e m e n i d period: Z a d o k 1978: 286 -87 ; but we may also go back m u c h further in time, as is 
shown very instructively in M . Sigrist's article "Les courriers de L a g a s " in Fragmenta llhtoriae 
Elamicae (Paris, 1966): 51 -63 , where the administrative system described (ass ignments , couriers, 
tablets, archives) resembles very closely what can be d iscerned in the Category O tablets; by way 
of c o m p a r i s o n , see also the synthesis by A. D. C r o w n , "Tidings and instructions: How news trav
elled in the Ancient Near East," JESHO 17/3 (1974): 2 4 4 - 7 1 , as well as the article Barid in Enc-
Islam I 2 (1961): 1077-78 (D. Sourde l ) ; on Diodorus XIX. 17.6-7, see the doubts expressed on this 
tradition by Aschoff 1977b (with the c o m m e n t s of G r a f 1994: 168). 

• Lines of Communication and Strategy. Via militaris in Q u i n t u s Curt ius : cf. Briant 1984b: 
66-68; stores of water: Briant 1982b: 164 and Briant 1984b: 67; cf. a lso m o r e generally Briant 
1986c. [ B a s l e z 1995. ] 

• The Gates of the Empire and the Network of Garrisons. O n the Ci l i c ian and Syrian Gates, 
cf. the discussion in Mutaf ian 1988 1.125-29; see a lso Bosworth 1980a: 198-204; Manfredi 1986: 
7 4 - 7 7 ; H a m m o n d 1994; C a s p i a n Gates : Bosworth 1980a- 3 3 3 - 4 1 [b ib l iography in Bernard 1994b: 
483 n. 11 ] ; G a t e s at the entrance to Persia: cf. discussion and bibl iography in R T P 161-73; on the 
garrisons, see Tupl in 1987c and 1991b: 54-57; site of T h a p s a c u s : cf. Briant 1991b: 77 and 78 n. 37 
with L e n d l e 1988 and Manfredi 1991; D e v e Hiiyiik: Moorey 1975 and 1980 (with the critical 
remarks of M a z z o n i 1991-92: 66-67 , who stresses that the history of the site extends throughout 
the longue duree from the l ime of Iron I). T h e limits of us ing the military historians to reconstruct 
the network of permanent A c h a e m e n i d garrisons are well laid o u t b y T u p l i n 1987c: 209-10 (on the 
Ci l i c ian Gates and the Persian Gates ) ; cf. also Tup l in 1991b: 56 (who notes that many garrisons 
could have been located in the flat country and remarks that the lack of suppl ies and difficulty in 
crossing livers were sufficient obstacles in normal t imes in the face of a strong enemy) . 

• The King's Service. X e n o p h o n (Cyr. VIII .6 .17) and Herodotus (VIII.98) state that the royal 
couriers traveled day and night; this information is s o m e t i m e s c o m p a r e d with a passage in the Be
histun inscription: "What was said to them [subjects ] , day or night, they did" (DB $ J 19-20); but 
Darius's statement rests on a very different foundat ion than a s imple roadway metaphor: 'These 
lines implicitly say that the A c h a e m e n i d king offers his empire the s a m e protection as some deities: 
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lie is alert and issues orders in the night to forestall the threats of the D r u j [drauga] and to conserve 
Order [arta] dur ing the t ime when it is invisible" (Kellens 1995: 25). For what it's worth, the highly 
ideologized concept transmitted by the G r e e k authors of the d o m i n i o n exercised by the G r e a t 
King thanks to the roads and the postal service can be c o m p a r e d with what (it s eems) C o n f u c i u s 
says of the E m p i r e of the C h o u High Kings: " T h e radiation of virtue is faster than the transmission 
of [imperial] orders by stages and couriers (chih yu)"; J . N e e d h a m , Science and Civilisation in 
China ( C a m b r i d g e , 1971) vol. IV, part 3: 35, from w h o m I take the quotation, observes that "this 
remark [of C o n f u c i u s ] would have been m a d e , it is cur ious to note, at a t ime exactly contemporary 
with the functioning of the Persian Royal R o a d , ca . 495." 

3. Lines of Communication and Trade 

• Commercial Arteries? I touched on this problem briefly in Briant 1991b: 7 9 - 8 2 : I largely 
withdraw my earlier remarks; cf. also Wiesehofer 1982 (with my remark in Briant 1991b: 81 n. 44); 
Xenophon's Anabasis: the hypothesis about the phrase polis oikoumene ("autonomous" city) was 
developed by Geyse ls 1974, but to m e it s e e m s to be only a partial explanation; the p r o b l e m was 
touched on in several presentations at the international conference Dans le pas des Dix-Mille: 
Peuple* et pavs du Troche-Orient vus par un Grec (Toulouse , 2 -3 February 1995) = Briant 1995b. 

• Land Routes and Water Routes S e e Briant 1991b: 7 5 - 7 9 , where many additional biblio
graphical references will be found. 

• The Euphrates Boats. D e G r a e v e 1981: 5-93; a lso Fa les 1983 (Neo-Assyrian per iod) and 
Frame 1986 ( N e o - B a b y l o n i a n - and Achaemenid-per iod contracts); in the Eanna's archives: J o a n 
nes 1982: 1 9 8 - 2 0 2 , 2 5 2 - 5 3 (cf. 3 2 8 - 2 9 ) ; and the very interesting texts publ ished by B e a u l i e u 1993a 
(use of waterways and location of boats to transport divine statues and personnel , shortly before the 
arrival of Cyrus's Persian troops in 539); networks of canals in Babylonia: C o c q u e r i l l a t 1 9 6 8 , 1 9 8 1 , 
1983; Joannes 1982: 117; Z a d o k 1978 (who stresses [p. 275 n. 53] a m o n g other things the impor
tance of N ippur in the trade network between Babylonia and E l a m ) ; " c o m m a n d e r of the boat
men": Joannes 1982: 10; on the pr ice of boats in Babylonia , cf. Dubbers te in 1939: 40, J o a n n e s 
1982: 328-29, and Giov inazzo 1983: 563-65; on the kelek, cf. also Enclslam2, s v. 

• Transport on the Tigris. Cf . Briant 1986b (p. 21 n. 15 on Opis ) . 
• From Babylonia to Elam. Briant 1986b; J o a n n e s 1990a: 183; Babylonian tablets: D a n 

damaev 1972b ( b u t o n C a m f o . 143, cf. Greenf ie ld 1991: 183); on the D iodorus passage (XVII .77 .4) , 
cf. Bosworth 1987: 5 4 5 - 4 6 . 

• From the Mediterranean to Babylonia. Briant 1991b: 7 7 - 7 9 (with Joannes's [1995: 182-83] 
remarks on the difficulties of navigation at certain p laces and at certain t imes of the year); on the 
Letter ofThemistocles, cf. Briant 1992c; importance of the site of Myriandrus: Kestemont 1983: 66; 
1985: 135-37; Babylonian merchants in Syria (Ne i rab tablets): see overviews in Oelsner 1989 and 
Cagni 1990; on the Tell Tawi lan tablet (Dal ley 1984), cf. the critical remarks of J o a n n e s 1987 (Da l -
ley's reply 1990: 7 9 - 8 0 ) ; caravan c o m m e r c e and importance of the site of G a z a : Briant 1982b: 
1 4 2 - 4 5 , 1 5 0 - 5 2 and E p i c a l 1982: 195-96; Charter of S u s a and p r e s u m e d role of the Ionians: M a z -
zarino 1966: 7 6 - 7 7 ; Aginis: H b g e m a n n 1985: 153 ( = Dur-Yakin); Neo-Babylon ian tablets and 
commerce between Phoenic ia a n d Babylonia: see the i l luminat ing article of O p p e n h e i m 1967, as 
well as Joannes 1982: 235-60; on regional trade in the eastern Aegean in the Achaemenid period, 
cf. Salles 1991a, 1994; cf. also Sa l l e s 1991b (on Elayi 1988). 

• 'ihe Inland Waterways of Egypt: 'Hie Nile between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea? T h e 
pharaoh Sesostris could be n o n e other than D a r i u s (cf. chap . 12/1); boatbui lding: cf. D A E 61 [AP 
26] (commentaries by Gre lo t 1970b; 1972. 2 9 6 - 9 5 ; and Whi tehead 1974: 119-54); river c o m 
merce: Milik 1967: 551-57; M e m p h i s : Sega l 1983: 8 - 9 ; 4 1 - 4 2 ; D A E 109: Porten 1988b; c o n n e c -
lions between M e m p h i s and the N i l e , cf. G o y o n 1971 Naucrat is : cf. Yoyotte 1993; on Darius's 
canal between the N i l e a n d the Red S e a , see chap . 12/1; on the surveys in the area of Tell el-
Masklmta, cf. Hol laday 1982 and 1992, and Paice 1986-87; in a more recent article, the s a m e 
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author (Paice 1993) suggests that from the Sai te period to the Pto lemaic period the canal linked 
Red Sea trade ( incense for example ) with the Ni l e Valley; on Dorginart i , cf. Heidorn 1991 and es 
pecially 1992. 

• Customs Collection and Trade. O n the Pseudo-Aristotle passage (assessment of a tenth: de
kate kata ton nomon), cf. Andreades 1929: 5-8; Van G r o n i n g e n 1933: 194; tolls at Opis: Joannes 
1982: 10 and Stolper 1992c: 74 n. 22; at Babylon: J o a n n e s 1990a 186 a n d n. 56 (translated text); o n 

Asia Minor , we may note the tax ment ioned by Pseudo-Aristotle, who notes the existence of sales 
taxes (cigoraici tele; i.e., assessments) in the satrapal e c o n o m y (Oecon. II. 1.4); we have available 
mostly indirect but nevertheless revealing d o c u m e n t s , for instance those by which a satrap (or per
haps also a town) exempts this or that c o m m u n i t y from import-export duties: see esp. the Greco-
Lycian inscription publ i shed by B o u s q u e t 1987: Pixodarus a b a n d o n s the dekate tes emporias to the 
cities of the Xanthus Val ley—that is, 10% assessed on c o m m e r c i a l trade; let us also mention that 
in the now-famous R o m a n regulation of cus toms in Asia, reference is m a d e to earlier documents 
go ing back at least to the Attalids (cf. BE 1976 no. 595 and 1991 no. 480); we may also note that 
the regulation of the tax farm in the territory of C o l o p h o n (third century B.C.) also refers to royal 
regulations (BE 1991, no. 476); a l though it is imposs ib le to prove, it would not be unexpected if 
such regulations go back to the A c h a e m e n i d period (on these continuit ies , cf. chap. 10/1 with the 
notes). The new Aramaic d o c u m e n t ( a n n o u n c e d in Porten 1990: 17) is publ i shed by Porten and 
Yardeni 1993 (I heartily thank the authors for providing m e with an advance copy): see also 
Yardeni 1994 and Lipiriski 1994; I think the natron c a m e from traditional areas west of the Delta, 
such as the Wadi e l -Natroun (cf. Aufrere, Golv in , G o y o n 1994: 167-72): in this case , it must be 
recognized that the cus toms post was also located at the outlet of the western Delta (I may also 
note in passing that c o m p a n i e s of garrison soldiers in M e m p h i s paid part of the taxes due to the 
royal Treasury in the form of "eastern natron": Sega l 1983: 5, 40). O n Saite customs, cf. Posener 
1947; the Sai te regulations were in essence repeated by N e c t a n e b o I, at least at Naucratis: Licht-
he im 1 9 8 0 : 8 6 - 8 9 [ a n d Yoyotte's remark 1994: 6 8 3 ] . O n caravan c o m m e r c e and royal assessments, 
I follow the c o m p e l l i n g interpretation of Eph'a l 1982: 2 0 6 - 1 0 (despite the reservations of Graf 
1990a: 138-39) . Perhaps it would m a k e sense at this point also to recall some hypotheses on cara
van c o m m e r c e in Egypt in the Persian period: accord ing to Aufrere, Golv in , and G o y o n 1994:83, 
"The oases s e e m to benefit, beg inn ing in the Persian per iod, fiom the introduction of new tech
nology that s implif ied transportation, desert travel, and agriculture. T h e Persians introduced a new 
kind of ceramic travel container shaped like a cask with the opening on top, well adapted to a pack 
animal's packsaddle . T h i s kind of container was very popular a m o n g the general population, in 
the oasis and elsewhere. What we are referring to here is the ciga. Also, the Persians brought with 
them the camel , native to Bactr ia , which was hardier than the donkey and al lowed the crossing of 
m u c h greater distances"; they also suppose (p. 148) that dur ing his expedition against the oasis, 
C a m b y s e s sought to "check C y r e n e on the c o m m e r c i a l level" (on this point, cf. also chap. 2/8); I 
will s imply note in pass ing that the chronology of the diffusion of the so-called Bactrian camel in 
the N e a r E a s t is a very compl i ca ted prob lem (cf., e.g., Br iant 1982b: 2 2 1 - 2 2 and 1984b: 20) and 
that the date suggested for Egypt by these authors is but one suggest ion a m o n g many (i.e., the in
troduction of the c a m e l to Egypt could just as well go back to the Assyrian period) . 



Chapter 10 

Royal Assessments and Tribute 

1. Sources and Problems 
• Diachrony and Synchrony. Hel lenist ic sources and A c h a e m e n i d institutions: besides R T P 

oassim see, e.g., Preaux 1954; Desca t 1985; Briant 1993b and 1994e; also the treatments of Hel le 
nistic decrees by Wbrrle (1977: 60; 1978- 2 2 3 - 2 4 ; 1979: 110-11 ; 1988: 4 5 8 - 6 5 ) and the remarks by 
Savalli 1987 and de G a u t h i e r 1989: 28 -29 . Study of the Babylonian tablets of the Hellenist ic pe
riod offers c o m p a r a b l e results: see Stolper 1989a, 1993 (esp 68, 8 4 - 8 5 : first attestation of a Babylo
nian ca ique , azdakarri, on O l d Persian "azdakara in a tablet dated to Antigonus the O n e - E y e d ) 
and 1994a. T h e Oeconomica of Pseudo-Aristotle: van G r o n i n g e n 1933; Rostovtzeff 1941: 4 4 0 - 4 6 
' a n ( | 469-72; Altheim and Stiehl 1963: 1 3 7 - 4 9 ; C r a c c o Ruggini 1966-67; Thi l le t 1969; Corsaro 
198Ua; Descat 1990b. 

2. Satrapies and Tributes 
• Nomes, Satrapies, and Peoples. I will not list and discuss the entire bibl iography that has 

been dedicated to Herodotus's text. N o r will I discuss here the geographical aspects— not that they 
arc devoid of interest but s imply b e c a u s e do ing so would not result in sufficient depth of analysis 
of the system's operation and because discussion of the geographical issues presupposes extremely 
detailed analysis that would be out of p lace here (cf. Toynbee 1954; the book by H b g e m a n n 1992, 
received belatedly, has a very deceptive title [ m a t c h i n g its c o n t e n t ] ) . General ly speaking, the 
commentators have at tempted to c o m b i n e Herodotus's list with the lists and depict ions of peoples 
found here and there on the walls, a method that does not stand u p to analysis; the views of K i m 
ball Armayor (1978a) are not devoid of interest, but the arguments are not always systematic (cf. 
my remarks in Ablran 3 [1980] , no. 197). I would a d d that accord ing to Pirart (1995: 6 5 - 6 8 ) the 
total of 20 satrapies (actually: nomoi) in Herodotus c a n be expla ined by Iranian mythological no
tions. C o n c e r n i n g the a m o u n t s of tribute and Herodotus's method , cf. Picard 1980: 7 0 - 7 2 and 
Descat's (1985) demonstrat ion. T h e (hypothetical) list of satraps provided here is based in part on 
the "travel texts" of Persepol is , by postulat ing that the persons who granted safe-conducts (halmi) 
to travelers were in fact the satraps of the region; the suggest ion goes back to Hinz 1970: 430 (cf. 
Briant 1991b: 70 n. 13), and it is amply worked out by Koch (1993a) , where m u c h valuable infor
mation will be found, taken (in part at least) from unpubl i shed tablets; for the satraps of Babylonia-
Trans-Euphrates, cf. Sto lper 1989b: 2 9 0 - 9 1 ; m e a n i n g of dahyu: mos t recently, L e c o q 1990 

• Setting the Amount of Tribute. S e e Desca t 1989a: 8 0 - 8 1 ; kata to megethos: T h e o p o m p u s 
apud Athenaeus IV. 145a (contributions for the king's T a b l e ) ; D iodorus uses a synonymous formu
lation: kata dynamin (IX.25.4: Artaphernes in Ionia in 4 9 2 — c o m p a r e Plutarch, Aristides 24.1: 
kat'axian ekastoi kai dynamin: tribute of Aristides; see a lso 1.55.10: tribute obligations [gifts] im
posed annually by Pharaoh Sesostris on the subject peoples of his empire , see also XVII . 114.4: ex
ceptional "contributions" imposed by Alexander on the cities of Babylonia to help pay for the 
expenses incurred by the funeral rites of Haephest ion) ; cf. a lso Ael ian, V H 1.32 (kata ten hautou 
dynamin: obligations laid on the s imple Persian peasants [gifts to the king]), and Strabo X I . 13.8 
(megethos kai dynamis tes choms: tribute charges c o m p a r e d between C a p p a d o c i a and Armenia dur
ing the Persian period); appl ied to a specific region in a financial context, the word dynamis refers 
unambiguously to the region's ability to contribute: cf. Herodotus 1.192. M e a s u r e m e n t of tribute: 
suggestion by Desca t 1985; cf. also Heltzer 1991 (who discussed the interpretation of the inscription 
Syll? 302 that Descat proposed in Ann Arbor in 1990 but did not retain in Descat 1994). 

931 
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3. Gifts and Tribute 

• Herodotus's Viewpoint. In this section I a m bringing the discussion b e g u n above in chap 
2/3 to its logical conc lus ion . 

• The Gifts of the Tribute-Paying Peojjles. Ni le water: cf. Briant 1993c; on Arrian (III.4.3) c f 
L e c l a n t 1930: 2 4 6 - 4 7 ; functions of the Persepolis treasury: Cahi l l 1983 ( though I largely agree 
with the critical remarks of Tupl in 1987b: 139); crowns: cf. Briant 1988c: 261 n. 9 (for the Seleucid 
period, cf. B ickerman 1938: 112). 

• From Persepolis to Babylon. "Gifts" in Babylonian financial documents : cf. Dandaix\a«.v 
1979: 102-6 (translated texts), C a r d a s c i a 1951: 9 8 - 9 9 (translated as 'redevances' [rent, taxes]; see 
also pp. v-vi, 6 9 - 7 0 , 125, etc. , on the polysemy of the word nadanu 'give, remit'); on nidintu hiri 
'royal gift' (dorea hasilike), cf. Stolper 1992b: 126; accord ing to G i o v i n a z z o 1989b, the Akkadian 
word should be transcribed nadanu in the Persepolis tablets, rather than nutanuyas ('breeding 
place') . E x e m p t i o n for Persia: I a b a n d o n the interpretation presented in R T P 344, for reasons re
lating to the interpretation of the Persian nobility's relations with Bardiya and then with Darius as 
developed above in chap . 2/10 (Bardiya and the Persian aristocracy); see a lso Wiesehofer I9gg. 
183-84 . 

• The Gifts of the Persian Peasants. O n Aelian's texts, cf. Briant 1988c: 2 5 6 - 5 7 and 1993c: 62-
63; C a l m e y e r (1979b: 57) sees in these texts a reflection of the donor reliefs at Persepolis; Tuplin 
(1987b: 143) proposes (carefully) c o m p a r i n g them with certain Persepolis tablets that record pay
ments m a d e for royal provisions (Category J ; cf. PFT, pp. 2 4 - 2 5 and Garr ison forthcoming); gifts 
m a d e by the king to the Persians: cf. X e n o p h o n , Cyr. V I I I . 3 . 3 - 8 , etc.; c f also Plutarch, Alex. 69.1; 
Mor. 2 4 6 a - b ; and N i c o l a u s of D a m a s c u s , FGrH 90 F77 .43 (gifts to pregnant Persian women). 

4. Tributes, Gifts, and Assessments 

* Taxes. Royal taxes in the cities of Asia Minor: H o m b l o w e r 1982: 161-62; Corsaro 1985; 
B o u s q u e t 1987 (dekate tes emporias); Worrle 1978: 2 2 3 - 2 4 (apomoira; A c h a e m e n i d continuities) 
and 1979: 9 1 - 9 4 (epigraphic attestation of klieironaxion; A c h a e m e n i d precedents) ; the decree of 
Aigai has been publ i shed by Malay 1983; one of the prob lems posed by the Hellenist ic decrees is 
that they general ly refer to civic taxes, which are not necessari ly the equivalent of royal taxes (they 
are often dist inguished, when a town is under the authority of a king, by an expression such as "the 
taxes control led [kyrios] by the town"). Taxes on the sale of slaves in Babylonia: I follow closely the 
explanation of Sto lper 1989a. |[On other potential A c h a e m e n i d - S e l e u c i d financial continuities in 
Babylon ia , cf. RostovtzefF (1941: 470), who seems to suggest that the salt tax might go back to the 
A c h a e m e n i d period; but while this suggest ion fits well into current historical perspectives (i.e., 
Hellenist ic adaptat ions of A c h a e m e n i d states of affairs: c f Stolper 1989a: and 1993; Kuhrt and 
Sherwin-White 1994), to my knowledge we have no unequivoca l d o c u m e n t a t i o n of such a tax (we 
may simply note that E z r a 7:22 implies that stocks of salt were found in the royal storehouses; sim
ilarly, in the fortresses: RTP 21 n. 11; at most , we might find an indication in the gifts of salt sent 
to the king by the Egyptians: Arrian 111.4.3).] We m a y note in passing that no tax on the sale of 
slaves (at least not in so many words) is listed by Pseudo-Aristotle; a G r e e k inscription from Caria 
( B E 1979, no. 466) is somet imes considered proof of its existence, at the end of the Achaemenid 
period or the beg inning of the Hellenist ic (cf. H o m b l o w e r 1982: 161), but the text does not re
quire this interpretation (cf. the very tempting suggest ions of H a l m 1985, that the inscription ac
tually concerns a comple te financial exempt ion [r/fe[/e] einai] except for the phoroi hasiiikoi, 
c o n c e d e d to those of the slaves [hierodules accord ing to H a l m ] who took care of the tomb of a 
m a n n a m e d Skoranos , who [with his wife] had dedicated an estate to Apol lo and Artemis); Cor
saro 1985: 90 (followed by Gauth ier 1991: 66) observes that, in the cities of Asia Minor, the only 
known taxes were not on the sale of slaves but on their labor (we may s imply add that the Xanthus 
regulation provides that "those who are to be freed [apeleutheroi] will pay the god two drachmas : 
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lines 18-20 of the G r e e k version; siculi in the Lycian version). As for the head-tax (epikephalaion) 
listed by Pseudo-Aristotle, it is known from the Hellenist ic period (B ickerman 1938: 111; and now 
(lie in-depth consideration by Gauth ier 1991 in the context of G r e e k towns), but we have no attes
tations from the A c h a e m e n i d period; however, we must cite a passage of Theocr i tus (apud Plu
tarch Mor, 1 la—b): one of the obl igations that Alexander imposed on towns and peoples was a 
head-tax in silver; but the quest ion is, to what extent was this a cont inuat ion or an innovation? 

• Mines. M i n e s of L a m p s a c u s : Polyaenus II. 1.26; silver mines of Bactria: Ctes ias , Indica 12; 
of India: ibid, and 5; Ci l i c ia , L e b a n o n , Ionia, Cyprus : O p p e n h e i m 1967; Joannes 1982: 255 (Ion-
hn iron cost 8 or 9 t imes as m u c h as L e b a n e s e iron); Wadi H a m m a m a t quarries: Posener 1936: 
179-80; Goyon 1957: 1-9, 2 8 - 2 9 , 128-30; Nir iz workshops: P T 52 (with commentary by C a m 
eron, PIT 166); Pythius: see Desca t 1989b: 25 -26 ; a lso S e k u n d a 1991: 119-21 . 

• Corvee. Urasu system: J o a n n e s 1989a: 151-59 (cf. a lso Sto lper 1977: 254-59) ; phoros lei-
tourgikos: RTP 106 (I note in pass ing, with Gauth ier 1991: 5 6 - 5 8 , that the tax known in the G r e e k 
towns from the exempt ion formula [ateleia tou somatos] has nothing to do with service at a sanc
tuary or temple); on Ael ian, Anim. XV.26, cf. Briant 1988c: 259 (the late texts relative to the agga-
reion imply the existence of taxes and corvees: Rostovtzeff 1909; cf. Mitchel l 1976). 

• The Obligations of Hospitality. S e e in general Briant 1988c. Aside from Herodotus's text, 
we have a striking description of hospitality cus toms in T h e o p o m p u s ( F G r H 115 K263a) , quoted 
extensively above in chap . 5/4; tax paid by Babylonian oblates during a visit by Artaxerxes II to 
Susa: Joannes 1988 and 1990a: 183; on the tablets of Category J and their relationship with the 
royal Table , see Garrison forthcoming. 

• Royal Taxes and Satrapal Taxes. O n the texts concern ing the migrations of Alc ib iades , cf. 
Briant 1985b: 59; on the N e h e m i a h passage (5 :15-17) , cf. the evaluation offered by Heltzer 1992a. 

• Military Levies and the Tax System. War expenses: cf. Briant 1986c; financial and military 
obligations of the tenant farmers of hatrus: cf. C a r d a s c i a 1958 and 1978; Joannes 1982: 16-26; 
Stolper (1985a: 9 8 - 9 9 ) stresses that the hatrus did not constitute military colonies a lone: " T h e 
main concerns are the product ion of crops, taxes and rents" (p. 99); levy on the c o m p a n i e s of 
Memphis: Segal 1983: 5, 7; on the operations of the military hatrus dur ing the t ime of Dar ius II 
and later, cf. chap. 14/7 (Dar ius II and his armies) and chap . 17/3. 

5, Payments of Tribute: Metal and Coin 

• The Phantom of the Natural Economy: Coast and Interior. T h e vocabulary deserves a his
torical investigation; I will s imply note in pass ing the reservations of M . M a u s s (1921: 388), who 
discusses barter as follows: "a system which it is customary to distinguish with the term 'natural 
economy,' without be ing certain that there has ever been a society where such an e c o n o m y oper
ated exclusively or regularly"; regarding Herodotus's tribute list, Will (1960: 269) believes that it is 
"a monetary evaluation, G r e e k style, of payments m a d e largely in kind" (an idea recently repeated 
by the s a m e author, RPh 65/2 [1991]: 35): but see the apt remarks of Picard 1980: 7 6 - 7 8 and D e s 
cat 1989a: 83; Will's article nevertheless poses a real prob lem, that of the transformation into silver 
of certain payments provided in kind outside tribute proper (parex tou phorou), inc luding s o m e of 
Ihc tage (on this point, see c h a p . 11/8, and Briant 1994d: sale of "tribute" wheat on the Aegean 
market)—additionally, an Aramaic papyrus from S a q q a r a (Sega l , no. 24 and p. 7, 40) shows that 
the Memphis garrison paid a tribute (mndP) in "industrial" products: natron and alabaster. Role 
of the Babylonian business firms: this is well known from the t ime of Artaxerxes I and Dar ius II 
through the Murasu archives; but beg inn ing with the reign of Dar ius I, the lands of the treasurer 
Bagasaru were entrusted to the m a n a g e m e n t of the Egibi : D a n d a m a e v 1969c. S trabo XV.3.21: in 
a brief discussion of this passage , D e s c a t ( forthcoming) judges that Polyclitus "had a good under
standing of financial matters" (n. 5), and he s e e m s to think that the author was referring to the 
shipment of exotic items to the central court; but this remark does not resolve the difficulty of the 
text; I do not sec on what Wall inga (1984: 4 1 2 - 1 3 ) bases his c la im that Polyclitus's text refers to 
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"the monet izat ion of tribute"; I agree instead with Tup l in (1987b: 138-39) , who thinks that Poly 
clitus's representation is "certainly false" and perhaps derives from the observation that money was 
preferred in the coastal regions; purchase of m e r c h a n d i s e by Cyrus's G r e e k mercenaries: Anab 
1.5 10; agreements with T i s saphernes and the o p e n i n g of markets (agora): I I .3 .26-27; "It is against 
payment that you will have our goods": II .4 .5, 9; pi l lages or markets: IV.5 .16-18; V.7.13ff. ; coast 
and interior in Hellenist ic texts: R T P 7 4 - 8 1 . 

• Royal Treasuries and Tribute. Transportat ion of tribute to the central authority: c f . , e . g . , N e . 
pos, Datames 4.2; P F 1342 (transport of silver between S u s a and Matezz i s ) , P F 1357 ("treasure" of 
Babylon transported to Persepolis) , P F a 14 ("treasure" transported from K e r m a n to Susa ) , and the 
unpubl i shed tablets ( O 1898, 2149, 2580) used by K o c h 1993a: 2 3 - 2 5 ; also D A E no. 71-72 [AD 
10-11] (transport of taxes from Egypt to Babylon); the exact interpretation of Herodotus's wording 
(III.96) c o m e s from S c h l u m b e r g e r 1953: 14; N e a r Eastern precedents: Torrey 1943; Oppenheim 
1946; gold and silver in the Babylonian temples: J o a n n e s 1982: 236; 1992b: 174-76; and Beaulieu 
1989c. 

• The Problem of Royal Coinage. I a m aware that m y discussion of this subject is brief and 
perhaps superficial . Doubt les s it reveals the difficulties I feel in a p p r o a c h i n g these questions 
which remain largely the province of specialists. I mus t say that despite n u m e r o u s recent contri
but ions on the subject (particularly those col lected in R E A 1989 = R. Desca t [ed.] 1989), I remain 
perplexed d u e to the breadth and complexity o f the prob lems raised by such studies (however fine 
they may otherwise be) . I have attempted to synthesize as m u c h as poss ible to get to the heart (or 
at least what a p p e a r s to m e to be the heartl) of the matter. O n the monetary policy of Darius, I 
have m a d e cons iderable use of the various works of D e s c a t (1985 , 1 9 8 9 a - b , 1994, forthcoming), 
through which the deve lopment of the author's ideas can be followed on important points; see 
also Root 1988 and 1989 ( impression on a tablet and evolution of the types emerging from 
studying the Persepolis seals) , C a r r a d i c e 1987 (attempt at relative chronology) , Stronach 1989b 
( ideological - iconographic analysis) , as well as O. Picard's chapter on the topic (1980: 65-79: "The 
Persians and C o i n a g e " ) , the article by Alram (1993: 2 5 - 2 9 ) , and last but not least Schlumberger 
(1953) , who in particular points out, by analyz ing the treasuries known in his time, the limited dis
tribution of the s iculus in contrast to Athenian coins; I note finally that G . L e Rider touched on 
several of these problems in his 1995 lectures at the C o l l e g e de F i a n c e (text to appear inACF: I 
thank the author for s e n d i n g m e a n offprint). O n the polit ical- ideological function of the daric 
(and the ideas about Dar ius that it suggested to m e ) , see F Joannes's ( ] 9 8 9 d ) conclusions regard
ing s tamped "medals" distributed by H a m m u r a b i dur ing a festive reception in his palace: "One 
should . . . note the parallel with the gold daric of the A c h a e m e n i d period, which the specialists 
consider a true co inage: the weight of the daric was also based on the Babylonian s iculus [ . . . ] ; it 
was provided with a mark and did not appear in general c o m m e r c e but s e e m s to have been re
served for particular uses." [At this point the author is referring to the use of the daric by Cyrus the 
Younger to pay his mercenaries ; actually, in the context , the word daric refers to the weight stan
dard; we might m o r e appropriately c o m p a r e a c u s t o m of the A c h a e m e n i d court that established 
quite precisely the value and weight of gifts m a d e by the G r e a t King to foreign ambassadors (Ae
lian, VH 1.22): cf. J o a n n e s p. 80: " T h e gifts to the Mar i military personnel [were distributed] after 
a precise codification establishing the relationship of the rank of each one with the value of the 
gift he received."] T h e author thinks that H a m m u r a b i ' s p ieces of silver were not coins (unlike the 
darics) , even though their nominal value (greater than their actual weight) was set by the royal ad
ministration; however, I would ask what, precisely, in the context of royal policy, distinguishes a 
silver medal from a gold co in? N o t to press the paradox, but one might as well say that the darics 
were not coins (in the usual sense of the word) but "medals" used by Dar ius in the context of a 
policy of (re)distribution that exalted his ostentatious sp lendor and the attribute of donor par ex
ce l lence (cf. the annual distribution of gold p ieces [claries] by the G r e a t Kings to pregnant Persian 
women: Plutarch, Alex. 69.1; Mor. 2 4 6 a - b ; a lso the gift of a gold vessel and 1000 darics from Arta-
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xerxes II to a s imple Persian peasant: Ael ian, V H 1.33). L e t us stress, to finish up on this point, that 
tlie thought-provoking compar i son proposed by E J o a n n e s also cal ls to m i n d an old yet still vital 
debate on potential Near Eastern forerunners of c o i n a g e (e.g., Powell 1978; Parise 1987; also J o a n 
nes 1994a): while the archer s iculus clearly was born out of the culture of Lydia (chap. 2/3) , it is 
not as easy to de termine the derivation of the daric . We might also mention the debates that 
s jrang up concern ing the origins of A c h a e m e n i d co inage after the discovery of small inscribed sil
ver bars at Nus-i J a n (Bivar 1971; Curt i s 1984: 11 -14) . C o m p a r e this discovery with other discov
eries of inscribed pieces of metal that have all too rapidly been cal led coins by s o m e (cf. the 
debates a m o n g Figul la 1954, Hul in 1954, 1972, and H e n n i n g 1972); I would a d d that metal bars 
perhaps comparab le to those from Nus-i Jan were discovered near the site of C e m i n T e p c in Ar
menia (and subsequent ly lost: S u m m e r s 1993: 87); however interesting these sources and the re
flections they st imulate may be , they c a n n o t themselves answer the question: why at a specific 
date did Darius dec ide to create the roj'al archer co ins? T o be sure, the commentators ment ioned 
give due weight to the political function of c o i n a g e , unl ike other interpreters, who insist on its eco
nomic function. But I mus t e m p h a s i z e that the case of the darics mus t be dist inguished from the 
case of the silver siculi , and western Asia M i n o r from Babylonia or Persia; at the t ime of Dar ius 
and Xerxes, the creation of royal co ins did not lead to any monetary e c o n o m i c advances in Persia 
itself, contrary to what was thought in the first stage ot c o m m e n t i n g and reflection on the Treasury 
tablets, since it is obvious that the silver given to the kurtas (if in fact it really was given!) was 
weighed and not minted (c f , e.g., C a m e r o n 1958: 161, 168-72; Naster 1970a and 1990; error of 
Martin 1985: 120 n. 120; also chap . 11/8 here: "Return to Persepolis"). 

• Darius and Aryandes. T h e ep i sode of D a r i u s and Aryandes has st imulated a flood of ar
ticles; the problem is extensively treated by Tup l in 1989, who includes discussion of the mint ing 
of coins by the satrap; on the other hand, Desca t (1989b: 2 7 - 2 8 ) and Price ( R E A 1989: 8 2 - 8 3 ) 
think that Aryandes did not mint coins but that he manipu la ted the value of silver in E g y p t (cf. 
also Descat 1989a: 8 5 - 8 6 ) ; on the Polyaenus text (VII .11.7) and the a s s u m e d date of Darius's ar
rival in Egypt, see the overview by T u p l i n 1991a: 265-66 . 

6. The Administration of Tribute: Continuities and Adaptations 

• Peoples and Territories. Military regions: cf. Briant 1990b: 5 0 - 5 1 , mari t ime regions: Wal
linga 1991; chil iarchies: R T P 2 1 0 - 1 1 ; medinah: texts in D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 103 n. 4, who wrongly 
speaks of "120 to 127 satrapies"; satrapal subdivis ions: cf. Tupl in 1987b: 120-27. 

• Cadastres in Western Asia Minor. Sardis archives: R T P 191-92 (on potential Hel lenist ic con
tinuations, cf. Worrle 1988: 465) . 

• The Case of Babylonia. It is now agreed that, contrary to the traditional interpretation (e.g., 
Joannes 1982: 224), the administrator ca l led zazakku was not in charge of the cadastre ( D a n 
damaev 1994a; J o a n n e s 1994b). Royal real estate archives in Babylonia in the l ime of D a r i u s I: 
Stolper 1985a: 29 -31 and 1989a; Babylonian fields: N e m a t - N e j a t 1982: 1-24, 277-79; the texts are 
related by D a n d a m a e v 1985 ( 9 4 - 9 5 ) to the reforms of Darius; but we note that from year 2 of D a 
rius (520), tablets of this type are known for transactions concern ing houses (Joannes 1990c); Ba-
gasaru the treasurer: D a n d a m a e v 1969c and 1992a, nos. 98a and 197e; tax on the sale of slaves: 
Stolper 1989a (quotation from p. 91) and 1977: 2 5 9 - 6 6 (on "karahmara). 

• The Case of Egypt. Egypt ian senti: Yoyotte 1989 (followed here); military lots at E l e p h a n 
tine: Porten 1968: 35; G r e l o t 1970a: 122-23. D A E 69: Briant 1985b: 68 and Whitehead 1974: 7 7 -
84 (compare with the Babylonian e x a m p l e analyzed by Stolper 1985a: 67: transmission of the dorea 
[nadnu] of Pitibiri in the house [bit] of Sitfinu; military lots at M e m p h i s : Segal 1983: no. 31; on the 
office of writing in Egypt , cf. Meeks 1972: 58 (which clearly compares to the basilikai graphai). 

• Weights and Measures. Ardab: M a i n l i n e 1950: 17-19 (whose suggestion is taken u p here, 
without reopening the whole matter of the Egypt ian ardab: , e.g., V l e e m i n g 1981); weight stan
dards: cf. in general Bivar 1985; at E lephant ine : Porten 1968: 6 2 - 7 2 ; Grelot 1970a: 124; see also 
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(in other contexts) Heltzer 1991 and Eph'a l and Naveh 1993; weights from S u s a and Persepolj s . 
Stfeve 1987: 8 3 - 8 5 ; S c h m i d t 1957: 105ff.; lion weights from Abydos: cf. Mitchel l 1973 and Descat 
1989b: 18-20; weights from Trebizond: Kunkel and H a a s 1986. 

7. Tribute Economy and Appropriation: Royal Land and 
Tribute Land 

• Royal Territory and Empire. T l i e discuss ion begun here is the result of thinking that has 
been deve loping for many years (cf. RTP pass im) on the problem of knowing what lies behind the 
expressions "royal land" and "tribute land" (in particular in the Hellenistic inscriptions). I have al
ready tried to make the point in another work (Briant 1982c: esp. p. 307 n. 81 , on the distinction 
that must be m a d e between "ownership of the m e a n s of product ion" [false debate on "Asiatic des
potism") and "control of the m e a n s of production"). O n all of these problems , cf. also the basic 
overview of Zaccagn in i 1981, and the work of van der S p e k , most recently 1995: 195-97; see also 
C . Herrenschmidt's reflections on the term humi in the royal inscriptions: she interprets it in the 
sense of empire (cf. Herrenschmidt 1976 and 1977); even though these articles suffer from some 
weaknesses (the Wittfogelian expression "hydraulic Persian royalty" [1977: 52] seems especially 
unfortunate to m e ) and even though Herrenschmidt has been debated fiercely (e.g., Frye 1977: 

75—78), the perplexities that drive her strike m e as i l luminating; her conclus ions in a way answer 
Altheim and Stiehl's statements, in the course of their interesting discussion on the relationship be
tween private and publ ic d o m a i n s a m o n g the Achaemenids : "Beze ichnend, dal3 sich kein Aus-
druck fitr das 'Reich' der Acha imeniden ermitteln laBt" (1963: 178). T h e discussion continues in 
chap . 11/10. 

• The Great King's Sluices and the qanats of the Hyrcanians. Cf. RTP 4 1 8 - 3 0 (also chap, 
11/10). 

• Royal Land and Concession Lands. S e e also chap . 10/6 (on Egypt ) , where I compare RC 
11-12 and D A E 69 [AD 8] , and chap . 11/9; generally, see my overview in Briant 1985b [add to the 
bibl iography Worrle's essential 1978 article , and now the c o m m e n t s of Savall i 1987] with the re
mark (p. 70) on a Hellenist ic detail , namely, that in s o m e cases the donor returned to a town land 
c o n c e d e d as a gift (but I mus t ask whether we might not detect a c o m p a r a b l e process in the gift to 
E s m u n a z a r of S idon , who returned "forever" the c o n c e d e d territory: G i b s o n III, no. 28); on DAE 
1, see the republ icat ion by Szub in and Porten 1992, where a detai led c o m m e n t a r y is found (whose 
conc lus ions are accepted complete ly here). 

• Darius and Gadatas, Alexander and Priene. O n M L 12 c o m p a r e d with T o d 185, cf. already 
a few words in R T P 361; on T o d no. 185, cf. Sherwin-White 1985, esp. p. 83 (Alexander's retaking 
of A c h a e m e n i d royal estates), and M a r a s c o 1987: 6 8 - 7 3 ; on the word hebelos, cf. Chantraine, 
DELG, s.v. (the word is very clearly the opposite of a sacred territory); attributions of lands to towns 
in the Hel lenist ic period: R T P 244ff. and Jones and Habicht 1989; on the implicat ions of attrihutio 
in the R o m a n period, cf. Bertrand 1990 (pp. 139-45 on Hellenist ic pract ices) . 

• Tribute-Producing Lands and Crown Lands. O n the tage, see especial ly Descat 1989a: 8 1 -
83 (whose conc lus ions I incorporate); the expression "crown lands" was first suggested to ine by a 
hypothesis in Thi l l e t (1969: 578) on a possible Iranian etymology of tage ( 'diadem'); although Iain 
a bit skeptical of this suggest ion (a G r e e k etymology from tasso and fagos [ D E L G , s.v., without ex
plicitly referring to tage] s e e m s m o r e likely), I have kept the phrase , s ince it allows m e to avoid the 
a m b i g u o u s form "royal land" [ o n the etymology of tage, see most recently B . Helly, L'Etat them-
lien (Lyon, 1995): 19-38 , without reference to the use of the word by Pseudo-Aristotle]]. Life-
support ing gifts: cf. Briant 1985b and below, chap . 11/9; on the L a k e Moer i s fish, cf. Dumont 
1977; royal stud farms: R T P 209 (Aeolian stud farm) , 3 5 4 - 5 5 ; royal forests: for Sardis , the Seleucid 
inscriptions are edited and annotated by G a u t h i e r 1989: 2 2 - 3 2 (who also quotes the texts regard
ing Mysia , Ci l i c ia , and the L e b a n o n ) ; I translate exagagesthai with 'cause to leave' rather than ex
port' for reasons expla ined in chap . 11/8. 
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. An Appraisal and Some Uncertainties. Royal lands in Babylonia: on the vocabulary of the 
Babylonian tablets, cf. Sto lper 1985a: 35ff. and 1992b (p. 126 on nidintu sarri translated 'crown-
grant' ([but one could adopt the literal translation 'royal gift'TJ); see a lso the (deceptive) focus of 
Cagni 1988 and Oelsner's 1988 article. ' ' 



Chapter 11 

Persia: Empire and Tribute Economy 

1. The Persepolis Archives 

O n e prel iminary detail: my interest in this material is longstanding (cf. my articles of 1977 
[1979] and 1978-79 reprinted in RTP 202 -11 and 3 3 1 - 5 6 ) , but I have no special philological com-
petence in the area. B e c a u s e of the n u m e r o u s differences a m o n g specialists and because of my 
lack of c o m p e t e n c e in E l a m i t e , I d o not c la im that the following pages are anything more than an 
attempt to take a position on a series of prob lems that appear to m e to be essential for understand
ing the operation of the royal e c o n o m y in Persia and the E m p i r e . Individual articles are numer
ous , but I have not c o m e across any satisfactory synthesis; despite its obvious interest, the recent 
book by K o c h (1990) contains less than the title promises: it is m u c h m o r e a matter of Verwaltung 
than Wirtschaft; the author also has reprinted several earlier articles (cf. K o c h 1988a) in the frame
work of a synthesis: K o c h 1992, esp. pp. 2 5 - 7 2 , 2 6 4 - 8 5 ; she cont inues her analyses in Koch I9933 

(which appeared after this chapter was written); C a r d a s c i a (1978: 6) a n n o u n c e d a work by J. A. De-
launay, La Place des Iraniens dans ['administration royale a Persepolis ( forthcoming) , "which stud-
ies the two thousand d o c u m e n t s publ i shed by Hal lock from the administrative and economic 
point of view"; but by the t ime my manuscr ip t was finished, it had still not appeared (I imagine 
D e l a u n a y 1976 constitutes a prel iminary study). 1 will s imply explain that I dec ided in each case 
to start from the texts (in transliteration and translation) while trying to take into account the find
ings of philological and etymological studies (cf. H i n z and K o c h 1987), but I cannot claim to have 
read everything or even to have grasped all o f the subtleties of the specialists' arguments; when I 
have chosen a m o n g several interpretations, it is s o m e t i m e s on the basis of "historical probability," 
and the subject ive nature of this process is well known. [ A magnif icent illustration of this phe
n o m e n o n appeared at the very m o m e n t that I was ready to put the final touches on the additions 
and corrections. S o m e tablets found in Armenia (Armavir-blur) had been read by the editores 
principes as a fragment of the G i l g a m e s h E p i c (Diakonoff and Jankowska 1990); three years later, 
H. Koch (1993a) "proved" that they were actual ly tablets of the Persepol is -Achaemenid type, and 
I therefore used this interpretation in this book (cf. chap . 16/14) —partly, also, because it re
inforced s o m e of my views on imperial organizat ion (cf. chaps . 11/6, 16/18); later, E Vallal pub
lished a note (Vallat 1995) in which, while a n n o u n c i n g a detai led study in preparation, he states 
that neither hypothesis is acceptab le ; accord ing to h im, the text is a private letter dating probably 
from the first half o f the sixth century. Vallat, a renowned authority, c o n c l u d e s as follows: "By the 
way, this threefold interpretation of a s ingle d o c u m e n t s h o w s very clearly that E lami te remains the 
least well known language of the anc ient N e a r East!" I do not know whether this remark is sup
posed to reassure or frighten off the outsider!] | We can hope , finally, that the C h i c a g o tablets will 
be m a d e avai lable to scholars within a reasonable t ime. T h e longer that these texts remain unpub
lished, the more each scholar will have to resort to quot ing isolated unpubl i shed tablets, and the 
more his results risk be ing quest ioned; cf., for e x a m p l e , the statement in Vallat 1993: vii: "Without 
this cons iderable contribution [unpubl i shed Hal lock transcriptions] . . . , the R G T ' C would have 
been a mere skeleton for the A c h a e m e n i d period"—which probably a lso accounts for his judg
m e n t (p. cxliv) on Koch 1990, which did not uti l ize u n p u b l i s h e d tablets (Koch 1990: 2 n. 3). 

• Fortification Tablets and Treasury Tablets. In addit ion to the introductions and commentar
ies on F I T , P F T , PFa , and Hallock's (1972) both general and detai led presentation, an excellent 
introduction to the archives will be found in Garr ison 1988: 168-84 , who (p. 162) estimates the 
n u m b e r of unpubl i shed tablets at 25 ,000-30 ,000; on the P F T , see a lso the long and important 
reviews by H i n z (1970) and D a n d a m a e v (1972c and 1973), and on the P T T the reviews of Goos-

938 
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sens (1949). Hal lock (1950) , and Altheim (1951); see also Benveniste 1958a, the many articles by 
v rh Giovinazzo, Kawase , Uchitel , Vallat, etc. , and the excel lent introductions by the late and 
sorely missed David Lewis (1977: 3-13; 1984: 592-600; 1985; 1990a; and 1994), who at the end of 
. . | j r e w a s vvorking on a m a n u s c r i p t on the tablets of Category Q ) ; many interesting c o m m e n t s 
will also be found in Brosius 1991. Isolated publ icat ions of tablets: Lewis 1986 (Q 1809), Gri l lot 
(980 (no indication of provenance) , Vallat 1994 (2 tablets from the F r i b o u r g University m u s e u m ) , 

B i l | c e r , BiOr 3 6 / 3 - 4 (1979): 280 (Fort. 1771). A r a m a i c texts and legends: B o w m a n 1970; cf. 
Stolper 1984a: 300 and n. 5 (there is an unpubl i shed manuscr ip t by B o w m a n ) ; wood tablets: 
Briant 1992b (wood and ivory tablets in the Assyrian period: cf. Mal lowan 1966, 1: 149-63; on the 
wood tablet found in the wreck of an anc ient boat at Ulu B u r u n , cf. the detai led presentation by 
Symington 1991); references to d o c u m e n t s on p a r c h m e n t in Babylonian tablets: cf. Stolper 1985a-
158-60 and 1992b: 120; on the d i sappearance (or nondiscovery) of part of the Persepolis archives, 

c f the reflections of Hal lock 1973; on the chronologica l division, cf. Hal lock , P F T : 51 (Category 
Q); the other percentages are the restdt of personal evaluations; the seals on the Treasury tablets 
(PTS) were published by S c h m i d t 1957: 4 - 4 9 , plates 1-19 (reviewed by Porada 1961); the seals on 
the Fortification tablets ( P F S ) have been studied by M . Root and M. Garr ison (cf. programmat i c 
presentation by M. Root, DATA 1993 n. 14). 

• Accounts and Archives. The conversion of Persepolis weights and measures into the metric 
system poses many prob lems , s ince we d o not really know (for e x a m p l e ) what kind of barley is in
volved (and the translations of ancient words for grain are very often uncertain); as a result of all 
sorts of variables (dry vs. moist grain, for e x a m p l e ) , the proposed equiva lences c a n vary consider
ably (these problems are treated in a thesis be ing prepared by M . Gabrie l l i at T o u l o u s e under my 
direction); here I conventionally use the equivalents proposed by H i n z (1970: 431): 1 BAR = 10 QA 
= 9.7 liters, and 100 liters of barley weigh about 66 kg (on metrology, cf. also Hinz 1973: 101-4; 
Hallock P I T ' 72 -74 ; and Lewis 1987: 86); on the marris (a word occurr ing in the only tablet in 
Greek, Fort. 1771, a n d in a S a q q a r a papyrus , Sega l no. 42a) , cf. Bernard 1985b: 9 3 - 9 4 ; on thesmi-
ntarris' measure., see most recently Giov inazzo 1993. T h e use of seals and even the method of 
archiving cont inue to pose m a j o r prob lems (cf. Garr i son 1988: 181 n. 3), so research on the 
geographical-administrative partition of Persia leads to notably different results: cf. Hal lock 1972: 
17-21 and 1977; S u m n e r 1986 (also uti l izing the facts derived from archaeological exploration 
and ecology); Koch 1990 (synthetic summary , pp . 2 4 7 - 3 1 0 , with maps ) : the author stresses (p. 311) 
that the current state of research deals with "relative topography"—that is, sites are located in ac
cord with their relationships to other sites; see also the useful reflections of Tupl in 1987b: 115-16 
and now Vallat 1993. Halmi: Hal lock 1950: 2 4 7 - 4 8 ; Benveniste 1958a: 6 3 - 6 5 ; Vallat 1994: 2 6 9 -
70; Giovinazzo 1994a (Category Q ) P F 1980: translation (customary law) taken from Grillot-

2. Aci?tuuistrarive Hierarchy and Organization of Production 
• Parnaka. Hal lock 1972: 11-13 and Lewis 1977: 7 - 1 1 ; on the administration for which he 

was responsible, see also H i n z 1972: 3 0 1 - 1 1 and K o c h 1990: 229-34 . lrtasduna: C a m e r o n 1942 
(with an error on the title duksis borne by lrtasduna: 'princess' not 'daughter'; note that at the s a m e 
lime, IrtaSduna received 200 marris of wine, on order of the king transmitted by Parnaka to the 
wine-cellar-master Yamakseckla: P F 1795); Hal lock 1969:52 and 1972: 11 and n. I;cf. Lewis 1985: 
110. The large a m o u n t of daily "rations" given to Parnaka poses a prob lem (so a lso for other high 
persons; cf. figures col lected by K o c h 1983: 4 5 - 4 7 ) ; at one t ime, Hal lock thought, in a very p lau
sible and tempting hypothesis, that Parnaka fed his entourage; he later reversed this opinion when 
he published a tablet (PFa 4) showing (along with other, still unpubl i shed tablets) that Parnaka's 
puhu received their own rations (cf. Hal lock 1978: 110; cf. also the remarks of Lewis 1987: 80). I 
wonder, however, whether the payment of these quantit ies of foodstuffs and s h e e p really took 
place daily in physical form; I a m now m u c h less sure (cf. Briant 1985b: 64) that the compar i son 
made by D a n d a m a e v (1972c: 2 0 - 2 1 ) with the food gifts known to the Class ical authors (e.g., 
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T h e m i s t o c l e s ) is really appropriate; keep ing in m i n d the example of the "house of Aisam a " • 
D A E 67 (AD 6] ($5: irmatam; ulhi; §9: i rmatam; ulhi, lands in gift; analyzed below), I propose in 
stead, as a hypothesis, that these "rations" were qui te s imply transferred on a "paper" accounts 
basis to the "house of Parnaka"— that is, that Parnaka had credit that he or his subordinates could 
draw on at the warehouses during relocations organized on his initiative (similar to the credits on 
which Arsama and his steward Neht ihar could draw, as well as Irtasduna or Irdabama) . 

• The Department Heads. O n an imal husbandry, cf. H i n z 1972: 2 8 8 - 9 0 , R T P 331-56; and 
Kawase 1980 (butcf . Giov inazzo [989a: 2 0 3 - 6 , who proposes a radically different interpretation of 
the word nutanuyas, general ly understood as stockyard; cf. P F T , s.v.; and Hinz 1973: 86-87); Gio-
vinazzo sees the word instead as a transcription of the Akkadian word nadanu 'gift', that is, a f o i m 

of tax); a recently publ i shed tablet with Harrena and Parnaka (distribution of sheep rations to a 
goldsmith: 1 sheep per month for 6 months) : Vallat 1994: 2 6 4 - 7 1 ; on the related words mundura. 
battis*, harmabattiS, etc., see Gershevi tch 1979: 170, [74, 179; n a m e s of horses: P F T 47; cf. L e w j j 
1980; their rations in wine or beer: cf. the remarks of D e l a u n a y 1976: 19 n. 38 (from which I a l s o 

lake the translation of several administrative terms) and Bernard 1985b: 9 3 - 9 4 (on rations given to 
e lephants ) . 

• The kurdas Heads (kurdabattis). H i n z understands as 'majordomo' (1972: 280); cf. review 
of viewpoints in Sto lper 1965a: 57; list in K o c h 1990: 2 3 7 - 4 5 ; IrSena and Suddayauda: Hallock 
1972: 14-15; H i n z 1972: 2 8 2 - 8 5 . 

• Treasurerships and Treasurers. Cf. H i n z 1972: 261-64; Koch 1982 and 1990: 235-37; there-
marks of TupHn 1987b: 1 3 0 - 3 1 ; and the note of Lewis 1994: 23 n. 38; the list o f treasurers and sub-
treasurers in the A r a m a i c texts on mortars and pestles was compi l ed by B o w m a n 1970: 56-62, bdt 
the dates proposed must remain hypothetical , as noted by Delavmay 1975: 194-95. Bowman dated 
the first texts to 479/8; but in reading the rather surrealistic c o m m e n t s he wrote on the close con
nection he postulates between what I will call the "haoma chronology" and the chronology of d& 
feats of Xerxes (pp. 6 0 - 6 2 ) , I have the very c lear impression that his proposal emerges from his 
desire to show at any cost that "(the Persians] desperately sought support and victory. They needed 
the wise g u i d a n c e and support of Mithra . . . in s u c h a context the haoma ceremony became 
meaningful . . ." (p. 62): in short, the institution of the haoma cult was supposedly a response to 
the defeats of Sa lamis , Plataea, and Myca le ! O f course , Bowman's cult theory has never found 
m u c h a c c e p t a n c e (see , e.g., D e l a u n a y 1975; B o y c e 1982: 149; D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 334-35; curi
ously e n o u g h , K o c h 1993a: 26 a n d 1993c: 181 nonetheless cont inues to bel ieve that the mortars 
and pestles were ritual objects [Kultgegenstdnde]); but , other than conf irming the fecundity of 
ideas on the e n o r m o u s importance generally accorded to the year 479 (cf. c h a p . 13/1, below), my 
note here is s imply intended as a reminder that the chronology of the texts remains open, since, 
a m o n g other things, pa laeography cannot d e c i d e it ( D e l a u n a y 1975). Transportat ion of tribute: in 
addition to the d o c u m e n t s cited in the text, cf. the unpubl i shed tablets (Q 1898, 2149, 2580) 
quoted and used by Koch 1993a: 2 3 - 2 5 . Workshops: cf. H i n z 1972: 234ff. and Koch 1982. Kawase 
(1986) interprets the word kapnuski in the narrow sense of specialists in the treatment of hides (cf. 
critical remarks of Uchite l 1989: 234); on the words kapnuskip, ganzabara, and ganzaba, cf. also 
M a n c i n i 1987: 4 6 - 5 4 (in a discussion of the word gangabas, which Quintus Curt ius [III. 13.7] says 
m e a n s 'porter'); on the role of the treasury-fortresses, cf. also R T P 2 0 2 - 7 a n d , on the meaning that 
must be ass igned to the word hirta (halmarris in the tablets) , Lemaive and L o z a c h m e u r 1987. 

3. The World of Work: The kurtas 
Surprisingly, the subject of the kurtas has hardly ever been treated on its own; until recently 

(Kawase 1984 and 1986; Uchitel 1989 and 1991), there was virtually nothing but Dandamaev's ex-
cel lenl 1973 review article on P F T , which he reprinted without evident c h a n g e in Dandamaev 
1975a and 1989b. 
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Kurtas Craftsmen. More or less detai led discuss ions will be found in any treatment of the 
I lets Craftsmen on the construction sites of Persepolis in the P T : cf. Roaf 1979; craftsmen in the 

treasury-fortresses: H i n z 1972: 266-68; Koch 1982: 2 4 4 - 4 6 and 1990: 238 -39 (tables); Uchitel 
1989 (partial tables) and 1992; m u c h is to be found in Kawase 1984 as well (womevi-pasap) and 
1986 (kapnuski), even though the interpretations presented have been strongly contested by Bro-
sius (1991) in the first case and G i o v i n n a z o (1989a) in the second; G r e e k s at Persepolis: Lewis 
|977- 12-14; also D e l a u n a y 1976: 24 ( s o m e o n e n a m e d Phi l ippos in P F 1276?) and Nylander and 
Flemberg 1989. 

• Food Rations and the Organization of Production. Rations: cf. K o c h 1983 and 1994 (rations 
given to women); D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 161-65; cf. also G i l p i n 1963-64, with s u m m a r y and synop
tic tables of rations known from the PT. We may also note in passing that the workers doubtless 
also received clothing from the administrat ion (sig-ha 'wool rations' in the M e s o p o t a m i a n termi
nology: G e l b 1965: 235), but these archives have been lost (Hal lock 1973: 323); on the rations and 
their value, see most recently Giov inazzo 1993. M e a t rations: let us note in passing that, a l though 
the testimony of P F 1793-94 is not equivocal (despite the a b s e n c e of the word kurtas), the process 
implied in P F 8 2 3 - 2 5 (without us ing the word kurtas) is not absolutely certain (cf. P F T 27), see 
especially P F 823, where Bakeya receives 2 sheep with Istin, a w o m a n with the title duksis 'prin
cess'; in these c ircumstances , Bakeya is probably a high-ranking person (Lewis 1984: 600 and 
1985: 112 thinks he was the princess's husband , perhaps recognizable in B a g a e u s , son of Attontes, 
in Herodotus 3.128); see also the tablet publ i shed by Vallat 1994: 264-71 (a goldsmith receives a 
sheep each month for 6 months) . Organizat ion of labor a m o n g the women-paSap: I accept the in
terpretation of Kawase 1984, which has been criticized by Brosius 1991: 154ff,; teams on the Per
sepolis construction sites: cf. R o a f 1983 ( some of whose methodologica l choices are strongly 
contested by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1992). M a n u f a c t u r e of stone objects at Persepolis: I faithfully 
follow the proof of De launay 1975, but I mus t state that this is only one possible interpretation out 
of several—since the debate remains lively and c o m p l e x a n d the materials are difficult, which can 
open the door to interpretations that vary widely (see, for e x a m p l e , Wi l l iamson 1990 on the Ara
maic gloss gll on PK 1587, cha l l eng ing [p. 84] Delaunay's interpretation of the word); following 
Bernard 1972, s o m e authors (Vogelsang 1992: 169; Wi l l iamson 1991: 43; Koch 1993a: 26) stress 
that the treasurers Datami th ia and Bagapata bear the title "treasurer who is in Arachosia" (see al
ready the doubts expressed by B o w m a n 1970: 28 -30 ) ; they c o n c l u d e that the objects were m a d e 
in various places in Arachosia , then deposited at Persepolis as gifts presented to the Great King by 
high officials of the province; mortars and pestles would then no longer have any connect ion with 
the Persepolis workshops. 

• Origins and Status of the kurtas. O n the deportations of peoples and the "extremities of the 
Empire" (eskhatia), cf. Briant 1984b: 6 4 - 6 5 ; on the status of laborers at the construction sites of 
Persepolis, sec also the thoughts of G u e p i n 1963-64: 3 8 - 4 0 , who thinks that they cannot have 
been free workers. 

• Demographics and Population Growth. In his most recent work (1989b: 160), D a n d a m a e v 
repeats without c h a n g e an interpretation he had presented earlier (see 1973: 6-8 , detai led table; 
p. 9, table in percentages) ; as he h imse l f notes (1973: 9 n. 28, us ing the tablet P T 37: C a r i a n gold
smiths), the hypothesis of kurtas living in famil ies goes back to G u e p i n 1963-64: 36; it has recently 
been repeated in Kawase 1984: 19-20; but meanwhi le , an important article b y Z a c c a g n i n i (1983) 
lias conic out, though it has not received the circulation it deserves; in this article (pp. 2 6 2 - 6 4 ) , 
"iaccagnini seriously chal lenges D a n d a m a e v ' s conclus ions (which I followed previously); Z a c c a -
gmnis article also includes a m a j o r discussion of the concept of free labor in the ancient Near 
East; for the figures and percentages quoted , in part I used the calculat ions of Kawase 1984 and 
1986; royal slaves and pa lace slaves: D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 565-67 . 

• Family Breakup and Ethnic Uniformity. O n the status of communi t i e s settled in Babylo
nia, see especially E p h ' a l 1978; cf. also Heltzer 1981; on the Babylonians in Persia, cf. Stolper 
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1984a; E l a m i t e and Babylonian gods in Persia: Koch 1977: 101-19 , repeated and developed i 
Koch 1987a and 1991; see also D a n d a m a e v 1975: 196-97 . O n P F 357: Vallat 1994: 272 believed 
that "the grain was not intended for the 'religious ceremony' itself, but rather for the workers con 
cerned with divine service"; on the laoi, cf. R T P 9 3 - 1 3 3 , a n d below, chap . 11/9; P F 999:1 owe the 
note on the wife of a kurtas to Brosius 1991: 28. 

4. Agriculture: Produce and Levies 

• Bazis and Other Levies. T h e m e a n i n g of bazis, c o m p a r e d with bap, has been discussed fre
quently; it is general ly recognized that the word goes back etymologicaHy to a gift rather than a 
tribute, properly speaking; m o r e precisely, it concerns 'the [king's] part', as in Akkadian zitti sarri 
for e x a m p l e (see R T P 215 n. 75; Herrenschmidt 1989a; Sanc is i -Weerdenberg 1989b: 137-38); as 
for the c o m p l e x p r o b l e m that is more basical ly financial ( inc luding the prob lem of the bazikara) 
there is little h o p e of a g r e e m e n t (cf. oppos ing views in Herrenschmidt 1989a and Koch 1989). In 
a recent article, Giov inazz i (1989b) proposes that the bazis and mandattu are equivalent, and she 
thinks that the E l a m i t e nutayunas is a transcription of Akkadian nadanu; her research has also 
brought to light the existence of another tax referred to by the Akkadian word hallat; one of her 
other articles (1989a) is an excel lent clarification of the methods of col lect ing produce within dis
t r i c t , thanks lu her new interpretation of the phrase / iu duslia duka in the tablets; on Raubasa: cf, 
Herrenschmidt 1989a: 113-14, who thinks (contra H i n z and K o c h ) that the bazikara do not levy 
taxes but are responsible for the royal flocks; 1 a m not convinced that the two explanations are mu
tually exclusive (see below, chap. 11/10); rusdabazis: hypothesis of H i n z 1973: 96; contra Herren
schmidt 1989a: 118 n. 4, who understands the word as 'who has part of the harvest' and concludes: 
"Exit tribute. But there are other prob lems with this word"; tithe: K o c h 1981: 123-24; ukpiyatal 
H i n z 1973: 88; Sto lper 1977: 2 5 4 - 5 9 ; J o a n n e s 1989a: 153-54. 

• The Direct Producers T u p l i n (1987b: 143) proposes interpreting Aelian 1.31 in light of the 
Category J tablets; nutanuyas/nadanw. G i o v i n a z z o 1989b: for this author, the nadanu/nutanuyaH, 
in an imal form, is "delivered to the gate/before the portico" of the palace; taken literally, the phrase 
seems to m e a n that eveiy year the producers had to deliver formally, as a "gift," part of their flocks 
to the king or his representatives. C a n we establish a link between small Persian peasants and these 
deliveries "at the gate"? In the absence of irrefutable confirmation, I remain cautiously optimistic. 
O n farm rent: the hypothesis was deve loped by K o c h 1981 (repeated in Koch 1992: 269-72); it is 
strongly contradicted by Vallat, Abb 4 (1982) no. 166 (cf. also Herrenschmidt 1989a: 116-17); since 
the discuss ion is based on philological facts, I a m not competent to participate; I will simply ob
serve that there certainly was terminology for farm rent in Old Persian, s ince it is found in the form 
of ca iques in an A r a m a i c papyrus from Egypt (Benveniste 1954: 304). O n the question raised at the 
end of chap . 11/4 (assessments vs. taxes), cf. the position of Herrenschmidt 1989a n. 6: "In sum, I 
do not bel ieve at all that the grain that c irculates in the Persepolis tablets c o m e s from 'tribute'. It 
c o m e s from fields cultivated under royal authority and circulates from one branch of the adminis
tration to another for various needs"; I have myself expressed s o m e reservations with reference to 
Giovmazzo ' s 1989a article (Briant, Ablr 13 [ 1990] no. 94: "Meanwhi le , it s e e m s there is nothing to 
prove that 'these d o c u m e n t s illustrate the levying of a special tax' [p. 15]—at least to take the word 
'tax' in such a general sense that it loses its descriptive meaning"); at the s a m e time, Herren-
Schmidt's model appears to m e to be too positive, s ince it implies that all the land in Persia be
longed to the category of royal land—which is exactly what remains to be proved (see chap. 11/10). 

5. Lands and Estates 
• Partetas. Despi te the doubts expressed here and there ( P F T 15, quot ing a letter from Ben

veniste withdrawing his previous interpretation: Benvenis te 1954: 309) , I see no persuasive argu
ments against the equat ion of "paradise" and partetas; on the other hand, the "paradise of 
Artaxerxes' inscription at S u s a (A2Sd) must be exc luded from the discussion (Steve 1987; 98; 
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Lecoq 1990b); "paradise" in Class ica l sources- R T P , index, s.v.; Fauth 1979; a lso Briant 1991c: 
230-36' paradeisos and market gardens in the M n e s i m a c h u s inscription: Buckler and Robinson 
1012- 78-79 and Briant 1991c: 231 n. 30; on kepos, see also Carol l and Spi l leke 1989; Fahl iyun re-
• n in the Class ical sources , cf. R T P 161-70 and 206-7 ; in the tablets: Hallock 1977: 131-32; 

K^r-h 1986 and 1990: 135ff.; hydraulic improvements: in the parks: R T P 453; at Pasargadae: Stro
nach J985d: 108-10; Kleiss 1992a; in Persia: S u m n e r 1986: 13-17; Kleiss 1988 and 1992a; a d m i n 
istration of the partetas: Koch 1981: 119-20. 

• Irmatam. In the Susa tablets, cf. H i n z 1987: 130-32 , who calls Vivana's irmatam the "feu
dal residence" (Lehenssitz); cf. also H i n z 1973: 6 0 - 6 3 ; in the Persepolis tablets, cf. S u m n e r 1986: 
26-27 (also using 9 unpubl i shed tablets); the rebel attacks on Vivana's irmatam can certainly be 
related to the devastations of the satrapal parks often ment ioned in the Class ical texts (RTP 456); 
the associations of tablets P F 152/640-41 and 153/637 were suggested to m e by Giovinazzo's 1989a 
article. 

• Ulhi. O n princesses' houses , cf. Brosius 1991: 131-34 , and pp. 137ff. on their kurtas (add 
textB published by Vallat 1994: 271-74: kurtas of I r d a b a m a ) ; see a lso Koch 1994: 134-40 (who un
fortunately cont inues to call them "queen," or even "Mitkonigin," throughout: p. 137). 

6. The Persepolis Tablets and the Imperial Administration: 
Sources and Problems 
Cf. already R T P 2 0 7 - 1 1 ; on the importance of the prob lem, cf. also Lewis 1990a: 5 and Koch 

1990:311; "chancellor and scribe," cf. Stolper 1989b: 298-303; phoimkistes: Lewis 1977: 25 n. 143; 
Chanlraiiie, D E L G 1218; and G . P. Edwards and R. B . Edwards , Kadmos 6 (1977): 131-40 (with 
bibliography); Dascy l ium bullas: Akurgal 1956; Balkan 1959; Kaptan and Bayburtluoglu 1990; 
Arad ostraca: Avigad and Naveh 1981. Discoveries of E l a m i t e tablets: Briant 1984b: 59 (to the best 
of my knowledge, the tablet found at Kandahar has not been the subject of a s ingle publ icat ion); 
cf. also a tablet found at another site in Fars: Wilkinson 1965: 344 (the seal impressed there has a 
"Royal Hero" scene) , the E l a m i t e tablet ( Y B C 16813 publ ished by Jones and Sto lper 1986: 2 4 8 -
53); the Susa tablet M D P 11.308 republ ished by Garr ison ( forthcoming) , a n d the E l a m i t e tablets 
of Armavir-blur in Armenia (Koch 1993b; chap . 16/14 be low [but cf. Vallat 1995!]); on Category Q 
tablets, cf. also Briant 1991b: 69 n. 8. ( M . Stolper and C . E . Jones are currently preparing an article 
that assembles all of the d o c u m e n t s that are identical or c o m p a r a b l e to Persepolis documents ) . 

7. The Management of Property and the Royal Warehouses in Egypt 
• 77ie Resupplying of the Garrison ofSyene-Elephantine. P. Loeb 1, cf. Hughes 1984: 7 5 - 7 7 ; 

on the resupply boats, cf. a lso Mi l ik 1967: 554-55; seal of Petosiris the boatman: D u c h e s n e -
Cuillemin and van de Valle 1959-62 . 

• The Repair of an Administration Boat. Cf. C r e l o t 1970: 2 3 - 3 1 ; 1972: 2 8 3 - 9 5 ; and espe
cially the detailed c o m m e n t a r y by Whi tehead 1974: 119-54. 

• Royal Dockyards and Workshops. M e m p h i s dockyard: Aime-Giron 1931: 54-63 and Bow
man 1941; Egyptian vases from Susa: Posener 1936: 1 3 7 - 5 1 , 189-90; Amiet 1990; Persepolis vases: 
Schmidt 1957: 81ff. ; pre-Achaemenid Egypt ian dockyards: Griffith 1909: 7 Iff; cf. also BIFAO 76 
(1976): 1-15; 54 (1954): 7 - 1 2 ; 78 (1976): 17-35; "hamarakara: cf. F i lers 1940: 4 3 - 5 9 ; Greenf ie ld 
1972; Stolper 1977: 2 5 9 - 6 5 ; dgalm at M e m p h i s : Segal 1983: 8. 

8. Management of Surpluses 
• Back to Pseudo-Aristotle. E u m e n e s and the royal stud farms of the Ida: cf. RTP 209. 
• Surplus in Kind and Exchanges. Letter from Antigonus to Teos: cf. the c o m m e n t a r y of 

Preaux 1954 (followed here; cf. already B riant 1986c- 4 7 - 4 8 n. 23, where the reference to S trabo 
XV.3.21 is irrelevant, for the reasons laid out above , chap. 10/5), to be compared with a letter from 
Anliochus III to Herac lea by L a t m u s (Wbrrle 1988: 4 6 8 - 6 9 ) ; Orontes and Athens: the text is given 
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by O s b o r n e 1982: 52 -54 , 1983: 6 5 - 8 0 (without touching on the problem discussed here; the text 
has primarily been used in the context of the "great satrapal revolt" and the reconstruction of 
Orontes ' career); on all these d o c u m e n t s , s ee now Briant 1994d. 

• The Athos Canal Workers Cf. already a few words on this subjec t in Briant 1986c: 47 n. 14 
• Return to Persepolis. S e e the review of the various hypotheses in D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 165-

67, to which may be a d d e d the discussion by Naster 1990; compar i sons with Pseudo-Aristotle: Alt
h e i m 1951, followed by C a m e r o n 1965. 168-72; cf. Altheim and Stiehl 1963: 157-67. T h e hy
pothesis put forth here (credits to the warehouses expressed in weighed silver) is taken in part front 
G u e p i n 1963-64: 37, who, not ing the tiny a m o u n t s of s o m e silver rations, suggests: "It is just pos
sible that the silver was not 'given'—paid o u t — a t all , but that the earner cou ld pay with a kind of 
check (or scrip) received from the treasury." T o explain better the process proposed here, I would 
like to c o m p a r e what is known about the payment of wages in the Hellenist ic armies: ( I ) Soldiers 
somet imes received symbola [a kind of token] from the administrat ion that constituted evidence 
of their right to receive rations (cf. L a u n e y 1949, 2: 776 n. 4, 7 7 0 - 7 1 , 773) . (2) C o m p a r e d with th e 

Herodotus text on the peop le of the Athos Peninsula (VII .25) , the administrative machinery 
g l impsed at Persepolis could be considered a pa le reflection of the adaeratio in the Hellenistic 
armies (cf. L a u n e y 1949, 2: 1280 s.v.): in this system, part of the wages in kind was calculated in 
silver, at a rale established by the military administrat ion; in pr inciple , the ratio was advantageous 
s ince the prices were lower than in the market ( L a u n e y 2: 7 3 5 - 4 0 , 779); in s o m e cases , however, 
the soldiers lost out in the exchange (p. 771); following this hypothesis, the disadvantage would 
clearly be greater for the workers, if we agree (as I believe: see below) that there was no free market, 
properly speaking, at Persepolis (in any case , the profits earned by the administrat ion on this occa
sion are stressed by C a m e r o n 1958: 172). Prices in the year 4 6 7 - 4 6 6 : cf. Hal lock 1960: 94-95 and 
1972: 25 , who thinks that the pr ice explosion must be seen in relation to the military operations in 

Asia M i n o r (battle of the E u r y m e d o n ) — w h i c h s e e m s to m e to be a desperate hypothesis: cf. Briant 
1993c: 414 and nn. 4 7 - 4 9 ) ; transfers between warehouses: cf. Hal lock 1960: 92 and 1972: 27, who 
suggests instead that the head of warehouses m a d e the exchange with a private merchant (on these 
transfers, cf. also Giov inazzo 1993 and Vallat 1994); the existence of a private market is also sug
gested by H i n z 1970: 4 3 2 - 3 3 , followed by D a n d a m a e v 1973: 16 n. 7 = 1989b: 166. It is true that 
the p h e n o m e n o n of increas ing prices at Persepolis raises thorny interpretive problems. But I have 
the impression that the usual explanat ions presuppose that the market played a determinative role, 
which appears highly unlikely to m e ; see by way of compar i son the article by Gente t and Maticou-
rant 1991, who, contest ing previous interpretations, descr ibe the operation of the Egyptian econ
omy as follows: " T h e Egyptian e c o n o m y is an e c o n o m y of redistribution. A center, consisting of 
the administrat ion and the granaries o f the p u b l i c and religious institutions, assesses and redistrib
utes the majority of the wealth p r o d u c e d . . . . T h e Egypt ian e c o n o m y is not a merchant economy" 
(pp. 13-14); we could repeat this definition for the A c h a e m e n i d p a l a c e e c o n o m y nearly word for 
word, insofar as it can be seen operat ing in Persepolis; the authors stress (p. 17) "that a price in
crease concern ing grain" would not be the s a m e as inflation; they also note: "Price increases must 
no longer be taken as sufficient proof of famine , s ince in a redistributive e c o n o m y it would not 
have an automat ic effect on prices" (p. 22); nor does the existence of a scribal evaluation of the 
c h a n g e in value of c o m m o d i t i e s in monetary form imply that there was a change in cash commod
ities (p. 25); as the authors note at the end (p. 30), "increase in prices always implies a transfer of 
resources." For all these reasons, an interpretation that cal ls on market m e c h a n i s m s to explain 
what we see at Persepolis s e e m s to m e to have been firmly refuted. 

9 . Lands and Peasants 
• Kurtas, garda, gardu. O n the care required when facing terminological identity, see the 

apt reflections of Stolper 1985a: 31 n. 115; on the A r a m a i c d o c u m e n t s , cf. the notes of Whitehead 
1974: 72ff; on Hinzanay, cf. also R o a f 1979: 72, a n d Briant 1988a: 167-68; see especially the 
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reflections of Z a c c a g n i n i 1983 (without referring to this example ) on itinerant artists and crafts
men in the ancient N e a r East . "Craftsmen of all kinds": Benveniste 1958a: 60 -63 . Ci l ic ians: on 
. - r e t | i n j c origin, cf. G o e t z e 1962: 54 n. 55 (oppos ing the opin ion of C a z e l l e s 1955: 93, which I 

followed in Briant 1988a: 143 n. 10). Tattoos: in an earlier article (RTP 311 n. 89), I followed the 
oinion of Harmatta {1963: 207), who says that the term tattoo c o m e s from an incorrect reading; 

but this isolated opin ion does not s e e m acceptab le (cf. Whi tehead 1974: 75); on the practice of 
marking Babylonian slaves with the n a m e s of their success ive masters , cf. Cardasc ia 1951: 172; tat
tooed Babylonian slave [Camb. 143): reading by Greenf ie ld 1991: 183. 

• Garda and gardu. S e e mainly D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 568-73 and Stolper 1985a: 55-59; piti-
pabaga and potibazis, see mainly Eilers 1940: 7 3 - 8 1 , with the c o m p l e m e n t a r y remarks of Stolper 
1985a: 57-58. Rabbap: D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 173 (free workers); cf. also S u m n e r 1986: 30 ("local 
people • temporarily ass igned to work groups") and more recently Uchitel 1992; but s ee G e r -
shevitch 1969: 184, who thinks, however, that rabbap cannot refer to free workers; he thinks that 
the word zamip refers to free workers, but with many quest ions. 

• Tissaphernes and the Peasants of the Villages of Parysatis. O n the X e n o p h o n passage and 
its translation, cf. R T P 61 n. 3; on the Cyropaedia passages , cf. R T P 176-81 and 4 8 0 - 8 1 . 

• Innatam, ulhi, and Cift Lands (doreai). S e e Briant 1985b and Stolper 1985a: 52-69; dorea 
of Mnesimachus: D e s c a t 1985. D A E 67: cf. R T P 311 n. 89 and Whitehead 1974: 6 0 - 6 6 , who inde
pendently reach similar conc lus ions (Briant 1985b: 66); on the relationship proposed in the text 
between D A E 67 and certain Persepolis tablets regarding princesses' subordinates , see a lso D e 
launay 1976: 19: "Only . . . the princesses c a n thus pay out of the p u b l i c coffers and require either 
directly or by intermediary (saramana) that the assets they control be released." In d i sagreement 
with Dandamaev's posit ion (e.g., 1972a: 2 9 - 3 1 ; 1974), I cont inue to bel ieve that land concess ions , 
just as in the Hellenist ic period, cou ld be revoked by the k ing (cf. R T P 58-59 [note], 93; and 
Briant 1985b). ^Additional note on Arsama's "estates": in a recent article, D a n d a m a e v (1993c: 
122), who seems not to know my 1979 note reprinted in R T P 311 n. 89 and my article 1985b, ends 
up agreeing with Whitehead's op in ion , quoted (p. 122) via Stolper 1985a] ; on this point cf. a lso 
Porten 1987: 43, 47 (on dsn' in D A E 62): "It was thus not a grant to be held by the father and his 
estate, but a gift subjec t to revocation by the sovereign benefac tor . . . . T h u s dahia is a royal grant, 
especially of land, of usufructum but not of absolute ownership in fee s i m p l e or fee tail. . . . It is 
revocable at the will of the sovereign benefactor" (on the word "dasna in D A E 62 [earliest attesta
tion], see also Benveniste 1954: 3 0 0 - 3 0 1 ; note that this Persian word is probably found in a Perse
polis tablet [ P F 337] in the sense of sacrificial offering for Ahura-Mazda: cf. P F T index s.v., p. 681) 
On Parysatis's property, see C a r d a s c i a 1991, who also believes that the royal princess was simply 
the beneficiary of the i n c o m e from rather than the owner of the lands from which she received the 
revenue; on the land concess ions m a d e to the stewards of the houses , cf. Stolper 1985a: 65; he 
compares the ease of Babylonian stewards with those known in E g y p t — o n which see now Porten 
1985 (on D A E 69); cf. also S z u b i n and Porten 1988: 4 2 - 4 3 . 

1 0 . The King's House 

• The King's Sheep, Camels, and Horses. On the warehouses , cf. Hallock's position, P F T 19; 
following him, D a n d a m a e v (1972c: 14-16) thinks that the absence of sunkina is not particularly 
significant "On all evidence," he writes, "there was not the slightest boundary between govern
mental property and royal property, between imperial revenue and royal property" (also, s ee D a n 
damaev 1973: 20 on royal kurtas); this is also the basis of the presentation given by Altheim and 
Stiehl (1963: 177-79) , but in a form both m o r e n u a n c e d and more conceptual ; I note that Lewis 
(1977: 11 n. 40) also expresses certain prudent reservations about Hallock's interpretation of the 
Category E texts (warehouses); on scribal practices (regarding P F a 29) , cf. Hal lock 1978: 114 
(comparable, in an entirely different context, with remarks by Bernard and Rapin 1980: 19-20); on 
'he phrase "attached to the house," cf. Gershevi tch 1969: 175-77, followed by Hal lock 1978: 112; 
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on the other hand, tlie examples from the PT' first put forward by C a m e r o n must now be excluded-
cf. C a m e r o n 1965: 176. 

• Two Economic Domains? O n the exchange of produce , cf. also Hal lock 1972. 26-27 and 
P F T 62, as well as G iov inazzo 1993 (on thesur process; Hal lock thinks these exchanges were car-
ried out in the context of a private market, but this interpretation does not convince me; cf. above)-
on the word zak/zakme, cf. Hal lock 1960: 92; Fort. 19191: 1 know this unpubl i shed tablet only 
from Hallock's 1972: 22 n. 4 reference. O n the tablets n a m i n g U m i z z a , I a m close to the interpre-
tation suggested by Herrenschmidt 1989a: 114 (a l though I a m reluctant to follow her on the mean
ing of bazikara, p. 115). 

• Parnaka, Persia, and Darius. O n Parnaka's posit ion and the nonexis tence of a satrapy j n 

Persia, I agree basical ly with Lewis 1977: 8 - 9 (correctly contest ing the previous hypothesis of 
Hinz ) ; cf. also Tup l in 1987b: 115, and now K o c h 1993a: 16-22 (on the satraps of Pura/PuruS and 
M a k a ( s ) n a m e d in s o m e tablets); p e a c e officers and pol ice: Gershevi tch 1969: 169, 181-82; Hinz 
1973: 7 2 - 7 5 ; datdbaru in Babylonia: Sto lper 1985a: 91 ; on the word dayydnu in the tablets, cf. Ei-
lers 1940: 6 - 7 (note). 

• Royal House, Persia, and Empire: A Hypothesis. As the title of this section indicates, I must 
stress that the interpretations proposed here are nothing m o r e than hypotheses, s ince they in turn 
raise several difficulties of which 1 a m aware and which the above analyses do not entirely dispel; 
but it s e e m s to m e that even if my solutions d o not convince the readers, the problem that inspired 
them remains . S o m e addit ional remarks: 

1. O n the text of C h a r e s of Myti lene (Athenaeus): O n the expressions used by the Greeks to de
scribe the royal gifts (belt, sl ipper, etc.) , cf. Briant 1985b: 59 -62 . Without be ing aware of my 
article, C a r d a s c i a (1991) recently returned to this quest ion, and he too understands them as 
"for her maintenance" or "for her personal privy purse," what I have cal led here "civil list" 
Nor a m I persuaded that the formulations of the G r e e k authors have to be rejected (despite 
his note, p. 365 n. 16) or that the account ing procedures they describe smack of "improbabil
ity" (cf. Briant 1985b: 6 1 - 6 2 ) ; I also note the existence of c o m p a r a b l e formulas in Egyptian 
texts: cf. M e e k s 1972: 68 -71 on the lands whose revenues are dedicated to the care of animals 
(institutions known from Diodorus 1.83.2: epimeleia, trophe), to be c o m p a r e d with the ex
a m p l e s enumerated in the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e and presented in Briant 1985b: 60-61; cf. 
Meeks 1972: 109ff.: "lamp fields. Doubt les s fields whose revenues were applied to the main
tenance of lamps in the temple." T h e identity of the formulas implies that, from the point of 
view of C h a r e s of Myti lene, the king's pillow and footstool took on the same political* 
e c o n o m i c s ignif icance as the queen's girdle or slipper, that is, assessments reserved for the 
personal m a i n t e n a n c e of the king: we there find the definition given by Hcsychius for the 
tage (basilike dorea kai hesyntaxis ten pros to zen anagkdion); if we pursue this interpretation 
to the end, we are led to believe that the king's cushion and footstool were supported by the 
revenues (in metal ) o f the tage, that is, the royal land in the strict sense. (I hesitate, however, 
to c o n c l u d e that the title custos regiae pecuniae [Quintus C u r t i u s V.5.2, V. 1.20; Nepos, Dat. 
5.3] n a m e s the m a n a g e r of this private treasury; they s e e m rather, at least in the first two ex
amples , to be gazophylax.) 

2. Rapin (1992a- 2 7 3 - 7 4 ) is the only author I know of who has c o m m e n t e d on the Chares pas
sage , in the context of a discuss ion of the architectural organization of the palace , where lie 
dist inguishes "the actual royal treasury" or the "specifically royal treasury" from the ware
houses , but without clearly explaining what he m e a n s by "actual royal treasury." 

3. O f course , the bas ic prob lem posed by m y hypothesis is that it impl ies the existence of a/><(.• 
rimonium of the prince. I note that this is B ickerman's position (1938: 180), who, for the 
S e l e u c i d era, argues for the existence of "the royal estate p r o p e r . . . cal led, it seems, khdra 
basilike. T h i s patr imony consisted of the old property of the Achaemen ids , Alexander, and 
his successors." Against this position, C o r s a r o (1980a: 1165 n.13) suggests that "the entire 
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khora phorologoumene [tribute land] must be considered khora basilike." Without repeal ing 
the entire discussion presented above (chap. 10/7), I will observe that Corsaro's too-clear-cut 

position is d isputable , especial ly after Descat's studies of the tage, which clearly imply a dif

ference between the two categories of land and taxes — in silver for the tribute, in kind for the 

tage. 
4 In the suggested deve lopment toward the installation of a state system, it is difficult to deter

mine w h a t g o e s back to Darius: it is possible that the restricted sense of the wordAc/ inememd 
(chap- 3/1) signified that, from that point on, the property of the royal family was distin
guished from the lands of the A c h a e m e n i d clan (at least lands of the latter that were not in
cluded within the royal house) . Herodotus reports that Dar ius included a m o n g his wives 
Phratagune, daughter of his brother Artanes, who was also a son of Hystaspes, and he states, 
"By marrying his daughter to Dar ius , he had given h i m his entire oikos as dowry, s ince she 
was his only child" (7.224) . It is somet imes thought (cf. Lloyd in the discussion of Briant 
1990a; also Brosius 1991: 66 n. 123) that Herodotus imposed the purely Greek p h e n o m e n o n 
of the epiclere daughter [daughter with an additional n a m e ] on Persia; the object ion is obvi
ously possible, but in my view, the story can be understood just as well in the Persian context 
(cf. the thoughts of Atkinson 1956: 173-77) and in what we know of the internal organization 
of the Persian aristocratic houses (cf. chap . 8/4); the conc lus ion I draw from this would in
stead be the following: the A c h a e m e n i d pract ice of e n d o g a m y had the additional purpose of 
keeping the property of the various princely houses within the broader framework of the royal 
house. O n the other hand, and even though my interpretation agrees in general lines with 
that proposed by Herrenschmidt 1989a, I have s o m e reservations regarding part of her argu
ment: I do not think, in particular, that one c a n date the shift in m e a n i n g of the word bazis 
from king's part to tribute [on "drnabazis, H i n z 1973: 66] so specifically (after DB: p. 115); if 
the deve lopment did happen (which I also bel ieve) , we can think only of the longue dur&e, 
especially if we recognize (or suppose ) that the royal administration in Persia did not begin 
with the first dated tablet (cf. my reflections on this in chap . 2/9 above, regarding Cyrus's 
reign). 

5. It is possible, finally, that the royal house was also distinct in the religious area; I note in fact 
that in addition to the deities of the official pantheon (for example , Ahura-Mazda) , Dar ius HI 
invokes the 'gods of [his] ancestors' (tbeoi genethlioi; Plutarch, Alex. 30.12; the explanation 
given in KIT 379 n. 166 is obsolete b e c a u s e it used an outdated translation of DPd): if Plu
tarch's formulation corresponds to reality, we are led to suppose that, as in the Hellenistic pe
riod (cf. Gauthier 1989: 6 7 - 7 3 ) , the theoi genethlioi were specifically the protective gods of 
the royal family. 

I J . Transition 

On the Egyptian documentary context and its characteristics, cf. Briant 1984b: 58. 



Chapter 12 

The King of the Lands 

1. Darius and Egypt 
• Bibliography, T h e basic references will be found in Bresciani 1958, 1984, 1985c; Btiant 

1988a; Ray 1988; and Tupl in 1 9 9 I a ; s e e a l s o Kienitz 1953; Krael ing 1953: 3 2 - 4 0 ; and Bianchi 1982 

• Satraps and Satrapy. Persian titles in Egypt: cf. Wiesehofer 1991b; D e m o t i c documents' 
H u g h e s 1984 (on P. L o e b 1, cf. also Heidorn 1992: 130-32) ; M e m p h i s : cf. L A , s.v. "Memphis"and 
"Saqqara"; Petrie 1909-10; Sega l 1983; on the internal organization of the garrison at Syene-
E l e p h a n t i n e , see especial ly Krael ing 1953: 4 1 - 4 8 ; Porten 1968: 2 8 - 6 1 ; Gre lo t 1972; and Tuplin 
1987c: 225. 

• Udjahorresnet's Return to Sais. Posener 1936: 2 1 - 2 9 , 175-76; B lenkinsopp 1987; Briant 
1993e; on his recently discovered tomb, c f Verner 1988 and Bare? 1992. 

• Darius and the Egyptian Laws. Bes ides Spiegelberg's publ icat ion of the text and his com
mentary 1914: 3 0 - 3 2 and the old article by Re ich (1933) , s ee especial ly Bresc iani 1981; Allam 
1986, 1993; and M e l e z e and Modrzejewski 1986, both of w h o m suggest (cautiously but explicitly) 
a relationship between Darius's c o d e and the D e m o t i c customary laws of the Ptolemaic period 
[ l ikewise J o h n s o n 1994: 157-58 and D e v a u c h e l l e 1995: 76 (see also Briant 1996b); a translation of 
the D e m o t i c text is a lso found in D e v a u c h e l l e pp. 7 4 - 7 5 (and in Bresciani 1996) ] ; on the "sacred 
law" and the role of the priests of the Houses of Li fe , cf. Q u a e g e b e u r 1980-81 (with a comparison, 
pp . 2 3 9 - 4 0 , with the codification ordered by Dar ius ) ; on a possible use of these customs at Ele
phant ine in the time of Dar ius II, cf. the hypothesis proposed below in chap . 14/8 (taken up and 
elaborated in Briant 1996b). 

• Pharandates and the Sanctuary ofKlmum at Elephantine. H u g h e s 1984; on the Petition of 
Peteisis, cf. Griffith 1909: 43 -110; French translation by C a p a r t 1914; cf. also Lloyd 1983: 304-5 
[ a n d now C h a u v e a u 1996] ; on the site of Teuzo i , cf. S z u b i n and Porten 1992: 72 -73 ; on the Ara
m a i c papyrus studied by Mil ik I960, cf. the corrections in Porten 1985b: 4 3 8 - 3 9 . 

• Darius in the Temple ofHibis (El Kharga). Winlock 1941; Davies 1953 (with many draw
ings of the depict ions of gods that she surveyed; s o m e are reprinted in Briant 1992d: 62); Cru> 
Ur ibe 1988; Aufrere, Golv in , and G o y o n 1994: 8 8 - 9 4 ; s ee also El -Sayed 1982, 1: 92ff; 2: 421-22 
(with the translations used here); ritual of divine suckling: J . Lec lant in Melanges Mariette( 1961): 
251 -84 ; French translation of the Dar ius inscriptions at El Kharga: Drioton, A S A E 40 (1940): 
339 -77 . Without go ing into detail , I note that the chronology and interpretation of the buildings 
and reliefs are somewhat problemat ic (cf. C r u z - U r i b e 1986); the most recent commentator (Cruz-
Ur ibe 1988: 192-98) thinks that the a b s e n c e of Neith points to s o m e reworking of Darius's Egyp
tian pol icy—which privileged the gods of U p p e r Egypt ( T h e b e s region) over those of the Delta; I 
mus t say that, in relation to everything I have read elsewhere, this author's interpretations are prob
lematic; but we probably should await the publ icat ion of vol. 2 before deciding. We may also note 
that networks of qanats for supplying the oasis with water have been discovered; they are generally 
thought to date to the Persian period and thus to Dar ius (cf. G o b l o t 1979: 113-14, who quotes and 
uses earlier studies m a d e on the spot by archaeologists; on Goblot 's work, cf. Planhol's criticism 
[1992]); on the qanats in the oasis , see also Aufrere, Golv in , and G o y o n 1994: 85 (Persian period), 
and also the article by B o u s q u e t and R e d d e 1994 (site of D o u c h ) . M e a n w h i l e , in a private letter 
dated July 1, 1992, for which I a m grateful, M. Betro (Pisa) alerts m e to investigations by A. Fakry 
at Bahria ( A S A E 40 [1940]: 8 5 5 - 9 6 and Recent Discoveries in the Oases of the Western Desert 
[Ca iro , 1942]: 7 1 - 8 7 ) , whose results may imply that the system of qanats known at El Kh5rga 
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>redates the conquest . [ I will a lso ment ion the discovery o f D e m o t i c ostraca in a recent excava
tion at Douch; s o m e are dated to Dar ius I (pers. c o m m . from N, G r i m a l , February 1995). ] S p o 
radic mentions of Dar ius at other sites: Yoyotte 1952; Traunecker 1973-77; Ray 1988: 264. 

» Darius at Heliopotis. Yoyotte 1972, 1974 (publ icat ions of hieroglyphic inscriptions); on 

I he iconography, cf. Roaf 1974 and C a l m e y e r 1991a (dist inguishing the Persian and Egypt ian 

elements). 
• Darius's Pharaonic Reputation. O n Dar ius and Sesostris: cf. Posener 1934; Mala i se 1966; 

Lloyd 1982a: 3 7 - 4 1 ; G a g g e r o 1986; M o r s c h a u s e r 1988; O b s o m e r 1989: 151-58; and West 1 9 9 2 -
with the authors d i sagree ing to s o m e extent. 

• The Pharaoh and the Great King. O n the naos of Hermopo l i s , see the detailed c o m m e n t a r y 
byMysliwiec 1991 (but the interpretation of the role attributed to Pharandates in the matter makes 
me wonder); another Dar ius naos: photo in Briant 1992d: 60 [another interesting object recently 
republished by Traunecker 1995: a carved head m e l d i n g Persian and Egypt ian tradi t ions] . O n 
Darius's position, cf. the valid remarks of Tup l in 1991a: 2 4 3 - 4 7 ; D a r i u s and the S u e z C a n a l : cf. 
Posener 1936: 4 8 - 8 7 (canal stelas) , 180-89 (interpretation of the lists), and Posener 1938; see clar
ification in Sal les 1990: 117-18; T u p l i n 1991a; a lso Briant 1991b: 7 8 - 7 9 ; surveys in the region of 
Tell el-Maskhuta: cf Hol laday 1982, 1992; Paice 1986-87, 1993 [ a s well as R e d m o u n t 1995 on the 
route of the c a n a l ] . 

• From Cambyses to Darius. O n Polyaenus VII.11.7, cf. Tup l in 1991a: 265-66; on the stela 
mentioning the interment of the mother of an Apis, cf. S m i t h 1988: 188-89; 1992. T h e decree on 
the back of the Dem. Chron. concern ing C a m b y s e s ' taxation and the possible role of Dar ius is not 
clear (did or did not D a r i u s overturn C a m b y s e s ' decree?) : cf. Bresciani 1983, 1989 [ a n d D e -
vauchclle 1995: 76; Bresciani 1996] ; P. Berlin 13582: H u g h e s 1984: 8 4 - 8 5 (but the text contains 
several obscurities). [ O n C a m b y s e s ' Egypt ian policy, see now D e v a u c h e l l e 1995 and D e p u y d t 
1995a, analyzed above , c h a p . 1/9, Research Notes , pp . 887 f . ] . 

• Persians and Egyptians. Cf. Briant 1988a, esp. pp . 160-66; on the titles given to the E g y p 
tian elite, see also M e u l e n a e r e 1989: 569: the titles "Venerable before the king" and "Truly known 
to the king" "fell out of use after the Persian invasion, just as the 'Known to the king' d i sappeared 
from Egyptian autobiography under the invaders. Only an avowed 'collaborator' like the famous 
Udjahorresnet could boast , with good reason, of having been a 'Truly known to the king'"; on Per
sian names in Egypt from later papyrological sources , cf. Huyse 1990b, 1991. S e e also the interest
ing funerary d o c u m e n t (drawing in Ray 1988: 273; photo in Briant 1992d: 9 0 - 9 1 ) from M e m p h i s 
showing the deceased dressed in Persian ( M e d i a n ? ) style: cf. Mart in and Nichols 1978: 6 6 - 8 0 ; an
other funerary stela ev idenc ing accul turat ion ( G r e c o / C a r i a n [ ? ] - E g y p t i a n ) was publ i shed by G a l l o 
and Masson 1993. J i n this regard, the most fascinating new ev idence is the funerary stela discov
ered in 1994 at S a q q a r a and briefly described on p. 1031 below thanks to information kindly pro
vided by II . S. Smith and A. Kuhrt (publ i shed in J E A 81 [1995]); the inscription seems to attest to 
an Iranian-Egyptian marr iage , which (a long with other considerat ions) leads m e to retract what I 
wrote in Briant 1988a: 166] , O n A h m o s e / A r s a m e s , cf. Posener 1936: 177 and Briant 1988a: 160; 
Egyptian send': Yoyotte 1989. K n e m i b i e : besides Posener (1936: 8 8 - 1 1 6 ) , see G u y o n 1957: 17-20 
(on the military nature of the expedit ions that gathered and transported stone from Wadi H a m -
mam.1t; cf. ibid., 28 -29: inscriptions of Atiyawahy); I note that new A r a m a i c d o c u m e n t s found in 
the Wadi H a m m a m a l a r e publ i shed by Bongrani Fanfoni and Israel 1994, who also republ ish the 
hieroglyphic texts (thougi I s o m e of the historical c o m m e n t a r i e s s e e m quest ionable to m e ) ; origin 
of Hie stone for the statue of Dar ius : Tr iche t and Vallat 1990 (results of petrographic analysis) . Vo-
livc bulls: Michael id is 1943: 99 (Mithrobaios ) , who interprets it as an object dedicated to the 
Mithra cult, but see the critical remarks of Yoyotte 1952: 167 n. 5. T h e only evidence for Persian 
religion in Egypt is the ment ion of two magi (Mitrasareh and T a t a ) as witnesses in a private con
tract from 434 ( D A E 45 [ = B M A P 4]; cf. Lipniski 1981-84; cf. also Kakosy 1977). But obviously no 
historical inference can be drawn from this l acuna , which results solely from the nature of the 
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avai lable sources. Ptah-hotep: C o o n e y 1954a; Ray 1988: 272; on his duties, cf. most recently Bres 
ciani 1989: 30-31 [ a n d D e v a u c h e l l e 1995: 7 8 ] . Seal of Peleisis (uncertain date): Duchesne-
G u i l l e m i n and van de Valle 1959-62 , c o m p a r a b l e to the Persian-Egyptian seal published by Bar-
nett and W i s e m a n 1969- 95 no. 49 (a falcon in front of a footed censer, and in front of it an ibex-
horned bull , in a field bordered by udjat eyes); statue and inscription of Pedon: A m p o l o and Bres-
ciani 1988; and M a s s o n a n d Yoyotte 1988; concern ing the gift of the town, the latter authors think 
that it was the gift of ruling a town and that this sort of gift cannot be integrated into a Greek con
text; in any case , we can only stress the striking parallel with the gifts of towns in the Achaemenid 
period (Briant 1985b; cf. the careful considerations a long these lines of Bresciani [p. 241], who 
nonetheless thinks it had to d o with a land concess ion within the framework of the "colonization" 
policy followed by Psammet ichus: Herodotus 11.154); the remark about Udjahorresnet's jewelry 
c o m e s from Amandry 1958a: 16 n. 55 (the author's entire long note is important; see also the re
marks of Muscare l la 1980: 26-27, 35-36; and M u s c h e 1992: 278, drawing) . Egypt ian votive stela: 
publ i shed by Burchardt 1911: 7 1 - 7 2 (plate VIII , 1; cf. drawing in Ray 1988: 265), who thinks it 
really does relate to a cult of the king; the importance of the objec t is stressed by Lloyd 1982b: I74_ 
75; c o m p a r e m o n u m e n t s from the reign of N e c t a n e b o in relation to the cult of kings of theXXXth 
dynast)': N e c t a n e b o II is frequently awarded the epithet "falcon" there (cf. M e u l e n a e r e 1960, who 
relates the royal cult to the pharaoh s bui lding activity). 

• A Brief Evaluation O n the institution of the "Divine Consort ," cf., e.g., Gitton 1984; on its 
d i sappearance after the Persian conquest , see the brief but c lear remark in M e u l e n a e r e 1938:187 
(the last known s e e m s to be Ankhnesneferibre, who, accord ing to the author [p. 187 n. 2] "still 
lived under P s a m m e t i c h u s III"); unfortunately, as far as I know, this extremely important remark 
has never been followed up; 1 will s imply observe that, without quot ing Meulenaere , Tuplin 
(1991: 267) proposed to see in it an illustration of the dec l ine of T h e b e s in Egyptian policy—a 
point of view that s e e m s to m e somewhat paradoxical , s ince T h e b e s cont inues to be an important 
center dur ing the A c h a e m e n i d period [ i n addit ion, see Johnson 1994: 150 n. 5, and the whole ar
ticle on the prob lems of continuities/discontinuities]]; nonetheless , Tupl in's general opinion is 
complete ly relevant: "Darius did not a i m to return everything to its pre-525 status q u o " On the 
problems posed by the official enthronement of a foreign pharaoh , see the reflections of Buistein 
1991 (concern ing Alexander) . 

2. Babylonia under Darius 
• Sources. C l e a r analysis by Kuhrt 1988b: 129-33; also J o a n n e s 1990a: 173-74; Cocquerillat 

1984b: 1 5 4 - 5 5 ( M u r a i u i ) . O n the nonpubl icat ion of private d o c u m e n t s from the time of Darius, 
see the impressive figures provided by D a n d a m a e v 1992c: 172; he also notes (quite rightly) that it 
is not certain that Dar ius destroyed the E a n n a , and he suggests that beg inn ing with this king the 
E a n n a kept its records on wooden tablets [ s a m e reasoning on the E b a b b a r of Sippar in Dan
d a m a e v 1 9 9 5 b ] , but this last point remains to be proved. [ S e e also M c G i n n i s 1994, 1995, which 
I received late . ] 

• Satraps and Governors. Petit 1990: 186-96 must be comple ted and filled out by Kuhrt 
1988b: 130-32 and Stolper 1989b; sandabakku. Sto lper 1988b: 128-30; new palace: Joannes 
1990a: 186 and n. 159; "vardana-pati: ibid., 178 n. 21; BagasanV. D a n d a m a e v 1969c, 1992a no. 
98b; sirkw. J o a n n e s 1990a: 186 (and n. 56 for the translation of T C L 13.196); and Abraham 1995, 
C o n c e r n i n g the office of zazakku (on which, see J o a n n e s 1994b: royal secretary, not cadastre of
ficer), D a n d a m a e v (1994a: 40) thinks it was abol i shed by the Persian conquerors; this is possible, 
but the reasons given are not particularly convincing. 

• Estates and Ijatru. C a r d a s c i a 1951, 1958, 1978, Stolper 1985a; Van Driel 1989: 206-8; 
J o a n n e s 1982: 2 1 - 2 2 ; service in E l a m : D a n d a m a e v 1972b: 260; J o a n n e s 1982: 22-23; urasu ser
vice: J o a n n e s 1982: 2 3 - 2 5 , 1989a: 151-59; p a y m e n t of taxes in si lver-equivalent from the reign of 
Dar ius I: J o a n n e s 1982: 2 1 - 2 2 (see chap . 14/7, Dar ius II and his armies) . 
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• Mans and Babylonians. S e e Zaclok 1977 and D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 3 0 3 - 4 , J992a: 166-67; 
Joannes 1990a: 179-80 insists on the h e g e m o n i c role of the Persians, especially starting with 
Xerxes, b u t ' a m not sure that the avai lable documenta t ion allows us to draw such firm conclu
sions (cf chap. 13/6); on the seals and the information that can be g l eaned from them, see Zettler 
|974 who says that beg inn ing with Dar ius a large n u m b e r of seals exchange traditional images for 
images known elsewhere from Persian seals; but see Graz ian i 1989 and esp. 1991: 164-65 , who 
concludes that, on the contrary, 31 of 32 sealed tablets dated to Dar ius cont inue to bear Babylo
nian scenes (cf. also his remark on p. 161); on this point, see also the recent article by M a c G i n n i s 
J995: 164-81, and on the seals on the later tablets of the MurasCi archives (to which I will return 
later, chap. 15/8), see now the detai led study of Bregstein 1993.1 will add one remark: even though 
in Babylonia we have no ev idence as c lear as the inscription of Pedon in Egypt (above), we may 
note that the pract ice of royal gifts can equally as well be inserted without difficulty into the Assyro-
Babylonian longue duree: see , e.g., Pales and Postgate 1992 no. 58 and pp . xxii-xxiii. 

3. Trans-Euphrates 

• 77ie District of Trans-Euphrates. T h e period between the access ion of Dar ius and the ar
rival of N e h e m i a h is the most lacking in documentat ion; see the recent collection of sources in 
Weippcrt 1988: 682th Tattenai: U l m s t e a d 1944; cf. Kainey 1%9; Eph'a i 1988; Stolper 1989b; Petit 
1990: 189-90; Heltzer 1992b; see critical doubts about Herodotus's Vth nome expressed in C a l 
meyer 1990b. O n D a m a s c u s : I a m aware that it has been suggested that S idon may have been the 
capital of Ebir Nari , but 1 mus t say that the theory, based on a late and not very convinc ing text of 
Diodorus (XVI.41.2) , has always s e e m e d strange to me: see also Eph'a l 1988: 154-55, who agrees; 
in a discussion that is not always clear, Elayi (1989: 144 -46 ) s e e m s to agree that the D a m a s c u s 
theory is well grounded but at the s a m e t ime thinks that the problem "is badly posed b e c a u s e the 
capital . . . need not have been u n i q u e and fixed": this remark could only hold for the paradise-
residence that X e n o p h o n places at the sources of the D a r d a s (Anab. 1.4.10), notfor the p e r m a m e n t 
headquarters of the satrapy. C o n c e r n i n g the government of Eb ir Nari , a recent article by H. K o c h 
(1993a: 39) poses s o m e problems; after ment ion ing that an unpubl i shed tablet (Q 1888) refers to 
Cypriot kurtas in Persia around 495, she c o m p a r e s this tablet with another ( P F 1527) that deals 
with the movement of 1150 kurtaS, where the n a m e of the person who delivered the halmi ( D a -
I3na) is the s a m e as the one in Q 1888; from this she d e d u c e s that this person was then satrap of 
Syria (of which Cyprus was a dependency) . But: ( I ) this conc lus ion is based on the as sumpt ion 
that people who deliver halmi mus t always be cons idered sa traps—which somet imes raises prob
lems: cf. Briant 1991b: 70 n. 13; (2) in P F 1527, the ethnicity of the kurtas is not stated, so this tab
let and the other (Q 1888) could s imply involve two peop le having the s a m e name . 

• The Province of Judah Governors of J u d e a before N e h e m i a h : the inscribed bullas were 
published by Avigad 1976, and his interpretation has found widespread agreement (e.g., Laper -
rousaz 1982; Greenfie ld 1988; L e m a i r e 1989b: 95 -96 , 1994: 16-18; Meyers 1985 suggests that 
Elnathau is none other than the son-in-law of Z e r u b b a b e l ) ; meanwhi le Avigad's datings have been 
contested by Bianchi 1989, who c o n c l u d e s from analyz ing the archaeologica l context that they are 
the Hellenistic period. Administration of J u d e a : cf., e.g., M c E v e n u e 1981; Wil l iamson 1988; and 
Lemaire 1990: 2 9 - 4 5 (the entire documenta t ion is col lected and interpreted, and the province of 
Judah is set a m o n g the other provinces [medinah] that make u p Trans-Euphrates ; revised version 
in Lemaire 1994a); seals with A c h a e m e n i d motifs struck ( somet imes) with Iranian n a m e s have 
been found in the region, but the dates are not all precise: see Bordreuil 1986a no. 125ff.; S h a k e d 
and Naveh 1986; Stern 1971, 1982b: 1 9 6 E D a r i u s a n d Jerusa lem: cf., e.g., Y a m a u c h i 1990: 1 5 5 -
59; Bickeimann's (1981) chronology has been seriously quest ioned by Kessler (1992) . I ment ion 
m passing—not wanting to launch into a thorough-going critical analysis of Ezra and N e h e m i a h 
(cf. chap. 14/5 Research Notes ) —that in a recent article D e q u c k e r 1993 maintains that the recon
struction of the temple in J e r u s a l e m should be dated to Dar ius II, not Dar ius I. 
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• Cyprus. T h e Phoenic ian presence in C y p r u s is a m p l y attested; see M a s s o n and S n y C z c r 

1972; Maier and Karageorghis 1984; and the articles by Destrooper and Giorg iades , Herniary 
Greenf ie ld , and Yon in Studia Phoenicia 5 (1987) , as well as C o l l o m b i e r 1991; the Cypriot kim/ 
d o m s are clearly presented in their environment by C o l l o m b i e r 1990 (she stresses [p. 31] | h e u 

certainties surrounding the function of the pa lace at Vouni , interpreted by Gjers tad as H I e 

residence of a Persian governor who would have been appointed after Cyprus's participation in t ] l c 

Ionian Revolt); cf. also Wiesehofer 1990; Petit 1991; Reyes 1994: 8 5 - 9 7 ; Maier 1994: 297-308 1 
recall (above) that, accord ing to Koch 1993a: 39, an unpubl i shed Persepolis tablet (Q 1888) pro
vides ev idence of the presence of Cypriot workers (kurtas) in Persia around 495; she also says that 
the adject ive kupirriyaip does not refer to the p l a c e - n a m e Gaufriya but to Cyprus ([cf. the Babylo. 
nian astronomical tablet ADRl'B -440, where C y p r u s is cal led KUR ku-up-ru\ 

• Phoenicia. Genera l ly speaking, Jidejian's syntheses on Tyre (1969) and Sidon (1971) are 
useful but very general; likewise Katzenstein's 1979 article; one may also consul t the many studies 
by J . Elayi (cf. bibl iography); the earlier, Assyrian sources allow the study of the extension of Phoe
nic ian occupat ion in the G u l f of Alexandretta (Myriandrus): cf. Kes temont 1983: 53-78, 1985. 
135-65 (cf. also B u n n e n s 1983b); sources for the early A c h a e m e n i d period are scarce , aside from 
the role played by the Phoenic ians in the Ionian Revolt and their relations with Car thage (cf. Fer-
jaoui 1992: 5 6 - 6 2 ) , and as ide from an Akkadian tablet found at Tyre dated 492 (sale of a female 
ass; Wi lhe lm 1973); not until the start of c o i n a g e , beg inning in the s econd half of the fifth century, 
and the Class ica l texts bear ing on the fourth-century revolts and Alexander's conques t do we have 
d o c u m e n t a t i o n (still indirect) deal ing with the nature of the relationships between the Phoeni
c ian kings and the G r e a t King; however, I note that qui te recently D a n d a m a e v (1995c) thinks that 
he has found ment ion of a governor of the town of Tyre [LU-NAM s a u r u gub-ha-al 1 ' ] in a Babylonian 
tablet from the reign of Dar ius ( C T 55, no. 43 5); the governor has a Babylonian n a m e , and the text 
proves that the first A c h a e m e n i d s kept very close watch over the Phoenic ian cit ies—all interpreta
tions that require conf irmation. Seal and tablet from Persepolis: P T 7; cf. S c h m i d t 1957 no. 32; cf. 
p. 11 (drawing in C A H I V 2 [1988]: 157 [fig. 50f, p. 606 here]) . E s m u n a z a r inscription: text in Gib
son III no. 28; the French translation is taken from L e m a i r e 1990: 56 (see also L e m a i r e 1994a: 31-
32; text and photo of the sarcophagus in Briant 1992d: 85); on the date and the circumstances of 
the al location to S idon , see Kelly 1987, who reviews the previous interpretations and concludes 
that it was d u e to the activity of the Phoen ic ians against the Ionian rebels; to Kelly's bibliography 
add G a r b i n i 1984 and C o a c c i Polselli 1984 (who p laces Tetramnestus between Esmunazzar I 
[490 -481] and E s m u n a z z a r II [475 -461] ) ; finally, in the course of a lucid article, Bondi (1974: 
154-55) sees the first indication of Sidon's special p l a c e in the Achaemenid administrative system 
in Phoenic ia in the royal concess ion (which he dates to the Egypt ian revolt of Inarus); this special 
status could be based on the absolute fidelity of the kings of S i d o n , which is clearly shown later on 
by the place of the G r e a t K ing on the city's coins: cf. chap . 14/8. T h e king of S idon close to Xerxes: 
I repeat here the conc lus ions of H a u b e n 1970, 1973 ( c o m p a r e the theories of Wall inga 1984,1987, 
1993 on the construction and organization of the royal fleet). 

4. From Jerusalem to Magnesia on the Meander 

• Darius, Gadatas, and the Apollo of Aulai. T h e inscription was publ ished by Cousin and 
D e s c h a m p s 1889 (cf. C o u s i n 1890) and gave rise to many analyses: cf. Boffo 1978; the identifica
tion of the sanctuary referred to in the letter conies from L . Robert 1987: 4 2 - 4 3 ; the authenticity 
of the d o c u m e n t has been reconfirmed by Wiesehofer 1987b, soundly refuting Hansen 1986 [but 
s o m e doubts remain in Tupl in 1994: 2 3 8 J ; the letter in Iranian context: Brandeste in and Mayr-
hofer 1964: 91 -98 ; the identification of G a d a t a s as satrap ( c la imed , for e x a m p l e , by Tupl in 1987b: 
145) is offered once again by Petit 1990: 179-80 and C h a u m o n t 1990: 5 8 8 - 9 0 , but the arguments 
are far from convincing; G a d a t a s , steward of a paradise: D a n d a m a e v 1984a: 114 ("probably"); on 
the date proposed here (Dar ius at Sardis dur ing the return from E u r o p e ) : suggested by comparison 
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/Hi the embass ies sent by the sanct i ia i ies to the R o m a n Senate: Tac i tus Hl.fiOff. (cf. Briant 1993a: 
11- |2)' note that on this occas ion "the Mi les ians invoked an order of K ing Darius" (III.63), which 
bviously gives us every reason to think it predated the Ionian Revolt. 

• Darius, Tattenai, and Gadatas. O n the founding of N e m r u d D a g h by Antiochus of C o m -
,agene and'the status of the hierodules , cf. Dbrrie 1964: 8 3 - 8 8 and D e b o r d 1982: 8 5 - 8 7 ; [ a n d 

Sanders (ed.) 1996] Artemis Barzochara: BE 1970, no. 538 and BE 1971, no. 669. 

5 Western Asia Minor: Cities, Dynasts, and Empire after the Ionian Revolt 
» Border Wars and Arbitration. S e e already Briant 1987a: 3 - 4 ; R C 7: cf. the i l luminat ing 

comments of Curty 1986 on the value the judges ascr ibe to the writings of local historians; on Tod 
113, see also Picirilli 1973; 155-59. 

• The Question of Tribute. Le t us remark at the b e g i n n i n g that here as elsewhere the word 
Ionians is problematic: it s e e m s difficult to bel ieve that the tribute reorganization was l imited to 
Jonia; it is quite a bit m o r e likely that the m e a s u r e extended to the other coastal regions of Asia Mi
nor. Herodotus VI.20 is frequently referred to, but primarily in the context of the continuity be
tween Achaemenid and D e l i a n tribute (Evans 1986; Wall inga 1989, with the remark by Kuhrt 
|989a: 218), less frequently in the framework of an independent investigation of A c h a e m e n i d trib
ute organization (see , however, T h o m p s o n 1981); on this, see the important contribution by M u r 
ray 1%6 and the remarks by Desca t 1989a: 81 and 1989b: 29 (monet izat ion of tribute, in relation 
to the introduction of the daric; accord ing to Descat , a reduction in tribute when c o m p a r e d with 
prior payment methods in weighed metal . Herodotus does make a s tatement about the slight dif
ference between the earlier tribute and the tribute established by Artaphernes; but I a m not sure I 
fully understand what Desca t m e a n s by "monetizat ion of tribute"); cf. also the suggest ions about 
quantity m a d e by D e s c a t 1985: 9 9 - 1 0 3 and the remarks by Tupl in (1987b: 148), who thinks that 
Artaphernes' m e a s u r e does not imply that the satrapal administrat ion later interfered in the inter
na) affairs of the cities. It was the responsibility of each city to de termine the m e a n s of raising the 
tribute according to their own rules (cf. also pp . 1 4 5 - 4 6 ) ; the author might be right about this 
point, as long as it is always kept in mind that, accord ing to the G r e e k epigraphic formula so often 
encountered in Asia M i n o r ( inc luding in the A c h a e m e n i d period) , a city was not 'master' (kyrios) 
of "royal tribute [taxation]"; it could not grant an exempt ion on this part of its obl igation (cf., e.g., 
B E 1971 no. 622, 1973 no. 408; Corsaro 1985; Savalli 1987); in other words, the city's a u t o n o m y 
in the matter is reduced to setting the rules governing the raising of an obligatory tax whose 
amount is fixed by the imperial authority! 

• Democracies and Tyrannies Bes ides Briant 1987a: 4, cf. G r a f 1985 and critical remarks by 
Austin 1990: 306; cf. also Frei 1990: 162-64. 

• Autonomy and Military Control. O n P h o c a e a and other naval bases, cf. Wall inga 1984: 
408, 1987: 68, 1991; on the presence of Persian garrisons in other cities, cf. D iodorus XI .60 .4 (in 
the 460s). 

• Persian Power and Dynastic Powers in Asia Minor. Ci l ic ia: Erzen's study (1940) remains 
important; Desideri and Jasink's book (1990) provides nothing new on the status of the syennesis 
(pp. 178-202), a point to which I will return (chaps. 14/8 and 16/6); on the other hand, Desideri 
takes an interest in situating the A c h a e m e n i d period in the longue duree (on the Assyro-Babylonian 
period, see also B ing 1969, 1971, as well as Hawkins and Postgate 1988); for an overview taking 
into account epigraphic , archaeo log ica l , a n d n u m i s m a t i c data , cf. L e m a i r e and L o z a c h n i e n r 
1990; Persian arsenals in Ci l i c ia : Wal l inga 1991; Ci l i c ian tribute: Asheri 1991; C i l i c i an horses im
ported to Egypt: cf. Mil ik 1960 (but the readings are disputed by Porten 1985b); Mcydancjkka le : 
see Larocbe and D a v e s n e 1981 and D a v e s n e , L e m a i r e , and L o z a c h m e u r 1987. I a m not taking 
into consideration here the identification of Ci l i c ia on the gift-bearer frieze at Persepolis , s ince 
there is no certain textual basis; on the other hand, following many authors, Asheri (1991: 4 1 - 4 2 ) 
thinks that behind the Yauna drayaha and the Yauna tyaiy drayaha of the royal inscriptions an 
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indirect al lusion to Ci l i c ia may be found, the C i l i c i ans being included there with Cyprus "and the 
other inhabitants of the sea"; cf. also Wall inga 1991: 2 7 8 - 7 9 , who thinks that the phrase represents 
an actual administrative and strategic unit inc luding C y p r u s - C i l i c i a - P h o e n i c i a ; he rejects the 
nonetheless convinc ing interpretation of Schmi t t (1972), for w h o m "those from the sea" desig. 
nates the peoples of the satrapy of Dascy l ium (Hel lespont ine Phrygia). But this discussion accords 
perhaps too m u c h administrative value to the vocabulary of the royal inscriptions (cf. chap. 5 
above); the A c h a e m e n i d s s e e m to have adapted the Assyro-Babylonian vocabulary, which fre
quently uses the phrase "kings of the coast" to refer not only to the Phoenic ian kings but also to all 
the princes of southern Anatolia, Syria, and Palestine; as for the Cypriot princes , Esarhaddon 
(Prism) calls them "those who are beyond the sea." 

• The Persians in Asia Minor. O n the military levies, in addit ion to the Herodotus passage 
(V.102) and the e x a m p l e of Asidates (cf. Tupl in 1987c: 213) , see X e n o p h o n , Hell. 1.2.6; III.2.15; 
also probably D iodorus XI .34 .3; I note in passing that a late G r e e k inscription (BE 1983 no. 359) 
ment ions a p lace cal led Tetrapyrgia in the plain of C a s t o l u s (Cas to lou Pedion in M e o n i a ) , which 
X e n o p h o n (Anab. 1.1.2; 1.9.7) n a m e s as one of the assembly locations (syllogos) for territorial 
troops in western Asia Minor. Pharnakides near Dascy l ium: S e k u n d a 1988a: 178; Celaenae: 
S e k u n d a 1991: 1 2 0 - 2 1 , for p lace -names incorporating C y r u s and Dar ius , see the reasonable inter
pretations of S e k u n d a 1985: 20 -23 . M a n y sources are as sembled in the works of N. Sekunda 
(1985, 1988a, 1991), but for the most part the d o c u m e n t s date to the fourth century and thus will 
be taken u p later; cf. also Briant 1985a ( G r e c o - R o m a n sources) ; Bas lez (1985) stressed the dangers 
in the use of Iranian onomast i c s from Asia M i n o r (cf. a lso S e k u n d a 1991: 8 7 - 8 8 ) , but I must say 
that I d o not follow her all the way to the end of her argument ; the method used by L . Robert (cf. 
R T P 458ff.) cont inues to appear valid to m e (to reconstruct Iranian sett lement on the basis of late 
documenta t ion: Iranian personal n a m e s a n d sanctuaries dedicated to Persian Artemis/Anaitis). 
Mixed marriages in C a r i a : H o m b l o w e r 1982: 26 a n d S e k u n d a 1991: 96. D a s c y l i u m stela: first pub
lished by Macr idy 1913: 3 4 8 - 5 2 , who also publ i shed two other s te las—a process ion of women on 
horseback and a banquet; and a hunting scene; Macr idy dates them to the end of the fifth cenluty 
(on the very difficult chronological prob lems , cf. also Dentzer 1969: 200ff.); gold p l a q u e from tlie 
O x u s treasury: Da l ton 19-20 and pi. XIV; Sultaniye Kdy stela: Altheim e t a l . 1983 (Nolle- 1992:19-
22); E l n a p stela: Lipiriski 1975: 150-53 and Nol l e 1992: 15-16 (but the p r o b l e m of the date must 
remain open) . 

• Satrapal Art and Local Artists. O n the entire quest ion of "Greco-Persian" art and its rela
tion to court and satrapal art, s ee Root's s t imulat ing thoughts (1991); she begins with a well-known 
though general ly badly treated p r o b l e m , that of the Persian presence in the E m p i r e , considered 
in relation to its archaeologica l and iconographic vestiges (cf. Briant 1984b: 57 -68 , 1987a: 6-11; 
Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1990a; Root 1991; chap . 16/18 below) . T h e crucial importance of the "in
termediate zone" in the cultural exchanges between Iranism and Hel l en i sm has been particularly 
e m p h a s i z e d and brilliantly illustrated by Asheri 1983a, 1983b: 15-82; on E p h e s u s and its "barba-
rization" ( I o n i z a t i o n ) at the end of the fifth century, cf. Plutarch's evocative textLysander 3.3 and 
my remarks on this text in Briant 1985a. 181-82 and 1987a: 16, as well as chap . 16/3 below; at an 
earlier date , Herodotus's s tatement (VIII. 105) descr ibes the place of the town in trade between 
Greeks and Persians; we also know that the highest official (neocore) of the Artemision bore a 
name-title borrowed from Persian: M e g a b y z u s , i.e., Bagabuxsa (Benveniste 1966: 108-13); on the 
I o n i z a t i o n of E p h e s u s , see Papatheophanes 1985, who, following Picard 1922 and Boyce 1966, 
poses hypotheses that s e e m rather adventurous to m e . T h e Greco-Pers ian stelas have been pub
lished in many scattered p laces , which I cannot exhaustively list here |[cf. No l l e 1992]: cf. 
M e t z g e r 1971; Starr 1977; S e k u n d a 1988a, 1991; von G a l l 1981-83 [1990]; likewise for the seals: 
cf. B o a r d m a n 1970b; on the hunting scenes and their relationship to lost m o n u m e n t s at Persepo
lis, as suggested by C r e m e r (1984: 9 1 - 9 9 ) , cf. my reservations expressed in chap . 6/1 above; Ar
s a m a and Hinzanay ( D A E 70 [= A D 9]): cf. Briant 1988a: 168; also Fle i scher 1983 and Roaf 1979: 
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72 Workshops in Asia Minor: Mel ik ian-Chirvani 1993; royal workshops in Egypt: chap . 10/6 
ibove; wood and ivory objects: Bernard 1976 and Stucky 1985; goldsmithery (cf. also Pfromann 
1990 and M c K e o n 1973): A m a n d r y 1958a: 16 n. 54, 1958b: 4 4 - 4 6 , who notes: "It is true that in the 
Achaemenid period a certain unity was establ ished, in motifs and style, throughout the entire E m 
pire" (p. 16)i objects from Mani sa a n d Sardis: Akurgal 1961: 170-71 (photographs); cf. also the 
very interesting, still unpubl i shed stela in the m u s e u m of Mani sa in Greenwal t and Heywood 
1992: 16 (photo); still with respect to the workshops, which in my opinion were located through
out the E m p i r e , we m a y note an interesting passage in Athenaeus (XI .486c) , who in the course of 
an inventory from the t ime of Alexander refers to typically Persian vases m a d e in Lycia (lykiourgeis; 
but the text is uncerta in) . [ I now see the s a m e interpretation in Tsetskhladze 1994:99, who thinks 
that the inventory might c o m e from a letter written by N e a r c h u s when he was satrap of Lycia . ] | 
Dascylium bullas with scenes of paradises: K a p t a n and Bayburt luolglu 1990; scenes of the Royal 
Hero: Akurgal 1961: 174, fig. 122; and Mel l ink 1988: 220 (drawings [here fig. 56b, p. 700]); audi 
ence scene: Mil ler 1988: 8 5 - 8 6 , who rightly notes, "Pictorial e lements of Achaemenid imperial 
iconography were reproduced on a smal ler scale"; an excellent drawing appears in M u s c h e 1989: 
147 [here fig. 15, p. 210]; s cene on the shield: von G r a e v e 1987 [here fig. 14, p. 209]; a u d i e n c e 
scene on Persepolis seal impressions: P T S no. 26. 

• Royal Persian Art and Lycian Dynastic Art. S e e in general Asheri 1983 b, esp. pp. 64ft.; and 
Jacobs 1987.1 note that the Xanth ian d o c u m e n t s pose other problems of a more specifically politi
cal sort, and these will be taken u p in s u b s e q u e n t chapters . Bui ld ing G : description in D e m a r g n e 
and C o u p e ! 1963: 4 9 - 6 1 (ca. 460); on the A c h a e m e n i d influences, see esp. Bernard 1965 (quota
tion, p. 285; cf. p. 287; on this particular point, see Rodenwalt 1933: 1031); M o n u m e n t of the Har
pies: D e m a r g n e 1958: 3 7 - 4 7 ; on the Iranian inf luences, the basic work remains T'ritsch 1942, 
whose interpretation is repeated (and ampl i f ied) by S h a h b a z i 1975: 15-50 (who refers to the 
monument as M o n u m e n t of the Harpag ide , on the basis of the identification that he suggests); 
tomb of Karaburun: cf. Mel l ink 1979, 1988: 222 (475 B .C. ) ; see color photos provided by the author 
in Briant 1992d; 6 6 - 6 7 ; also the detai led analysis in Dentzer 1982: 2 2 7 - 3 0 ; Persian iconography 
on the co inage of Kprll i: M 0 r k h o ) m and Z a h l e 1972; 9 0 - 9 8 ; Z a h l c 1991: 150; and now Keen 
1992a, chap. 5.1, who locates Kprlli around 4 8 0 - 4 4 0 . We may add that Iranian n a m e s are c o m 
mon in Lycia (cf. Bernard 1964: 2 1 0 - 1 1 ; Briant 1984b: 94 -96 ; S e k u n d a 1991: 9 7 - 1 0 5 ; [ n o w a d d 
R E G 107 (1994): 3 2 5 - 2 6 ] ) ; however, there is m u c h d i sagreement on this point: a c c o r d i n g to 
Schmitt 1982, they d o not s e e m to have spread widely beyond the imperial diaspora properly so 
called; and , contrary to P. Bernard , Brycc (1986: 162-63) thinks that the sett lement of many Per
sian families after Harpagus's c o n q u e s t cannot be a s s u m e d (cf. also Z a h l e 1991: 152); if with Keen 
(1992b: 58 and n. 24) we agree that H a r p a g u s the M e d e is not the founder of the dynasty, then the 
discussion self-eviclently takes an entirely different direction: "The ev idence for Iranian set t lement 
in Lycia is min imal" (Keen 1992a chap . 2.2: " T h e Repopula t ion of Xanthos"). 

6. Population Resettlement and Deportation 
• Deportation of Greeks and Other Peoples. T h e r e is no general treatment; A m b a g l i o 1975 

remains partial; on the other hand, there is m u c h to be found in Asheri 1983b: 33ff.; on Persian 
policy (settlements in the eskhatiai of the E m p i r e ) , which was also appl ied to rebel l ious Persian 
nobility, cf. Briant 1984b: 64, 97; deportation of the B r a n c h i d a e to Bactria, cf. Bernard 1985a: 1 2 3 -
25; on the deported Eretr ians , the a b u n d a n c e of G r e e k documentat ion has st imulated s o m e spe
cialized studies: cf. G r o s s o 1958, Penella 1974; the deported Greeks in Lower Babylonia are c o m 
pared with the Ionians and C a r i a n s listed in the F o u n d a t i o n Charter of the pa lace at S u s a by 
Mazzarino (1966: 7 6 - 7 7 ) ; l anguage problem: Briant 1984b: 95; the tale of the deportation o f the 
Paeonians in Herodotus provokes n u m e r o u s quest ions: cf. F o u c a u l t 1967b. 

• Tfte Status of Displaced Communities. Greeks in Persepolis in 330: cf. R T P 329 n. 161, 
343-44, and chap . 16/12 below; Y a u n a s in the tablets: D e l a u n a y 1976: 24, Lewis 1977: 12-13 (who 
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reviews the existence of other texts attesting to G r e e k presence on tlie construction sites: cf. R 0 a f 
1979: 70); on the graffiti, cf. Nylander and F l e m b e r g 1981 - 8 3 . E thn ic diversity a m o n g the hcitrus-
Stolper 1985a: 7 2 - 7 9 ; on the Saka: D a n d a m a e v 1979, 1992a: 159-62 (and the whole book on the 
subject ment ioned here); the ethnic diversity of A c h a e m e n i d Babylonia is well attested, especially 
by the onomast ics , but it is not d u e only to massive deportations (see Zadok's articles, B A S O R 230 
[1978]: 57 -63 , Tel-Aviv 6 / 3 - 4 [1979]: 1 6 4 - 8 1 , Assur 4/3 [1984]: 3 -28) ; on Arab penetration into 
M e s o p o t a m i a , cf. E p h ' a l , / A O S 94 (1974): 108-15 (eighth century) and Fales 1989; on the status 
of foreign c o m m u n i t i e s in Babylonia , cf. esp. E p h c a l 1978; also Heltzer 1981 (Jews in Babylonia) 
and D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 176-77 (who sees it as the precedent for the Hellenist ic polileumaia\ 
Babylonians in Persia: Stolper 1984a: 3 0 9 - 1 0 (cf. also chap . 11/3: "Family Breakup and Ethnic 
Uniformity," p. 437). 

• The Garrisons of Egypt. S e e esp. Krael ing 1953:49ff; Porten 1968: 28ff; Gre lo t 1971b, 1972; 
each of these authors discusses at length tlie p h e n o m e n o n of intercultural encounters; on Jewish 
ritual practices at E lephant ine , cf. also Vincent 1937 and Milik 1967; on the C a s p i a n s , Grelot 1971: 

101-17; M e m p h i s garrison: Segal 1983: 7 - 9 ; M e m p h i s workshops: A ime-Giron 1931, 1939; Asia 
Minor: Assyrians and Hyrcanians: X e n o p h o n , Anah. VII .8 .15; Bactrians: Briant 1984b: 92-94; Deve 
Hiiyiik: M o o r e y 1975, 1980 (but see the critical remarks of M a z z o n i 1991-92: 65 -66 ) . Tuplin 
1987c: 2 1 8 - 2 2 focuses on the ethnic origins of the garrisons in various regions of the Empire. 

7. Unity and Diversity 

• Imperial Administration and Multilingualism. T h e r e is no point in providing an exhaus
tive bibl iography on the spread of A r a m a i c throughout the E m p i r e : see Fitzmyer and Kaufman 
1991 (on Palestine, cf. the exhaustive list in L e m a i r e 1989b); I consider this c la im by Petit (1990: 
152) a c o m p l e t e fantasy: " T h e use of A r a m a i c as administrative l anguage is doubtless to be in
c luded a m o n g the reforms of Dar ius" (referring, curiously, t oT ira t s ian 1981: 160); it skips over the 
deve lopments of the Assyro-Babylonian period; A r a m a i c on the Iranian Plateau: see esp. Ben
veniste 1958b: 4 3 - 4 4 , Briant 1984b: 5 9 - 6 1 , Rap in 1992a 111-12; inscribed wrist of a Babylonian 
slave: Greenf ie ld 1991: 183, contest ing the read ing of D a n d a m a e v 1984b: 2 3 0 - 3 1 ; correspondence 
of Pharandates: H u g h e s 1984: 7 7 - 8 4 . Linguis t ic exchanges: 1 do not see the basis for Dandamaev's 
s tatement (1989b- 296) that "Cyrus the Y o u n g e r . . . spoke fluent Greek"; Plutarch, Per. 24, which 
he cites, says nothing of the sort, while X e n o p h o n {Anab. 1.8.12) impl ies just the opposite (cf. 
C o u s i n 1904: 123); Iranian languages: cf. (e.g.) M a r i c q , /A 1958: 395 -99 and G. Fussman, 
BEFEO 1974: 3-38; see also Benveniste 1958b (Aramaic version of the Asoka inscription, filled 
with A c h a e m e n i d Iranian words) and Rossi 1981; on the c o n c e p t of Ariane in S trabo , see chap. 5/3 
above; on the M a r d i a n s and other Persian ethnic groups , cf. Briant 1976, esp. p. 233 n. 125; on the 
East Iranian dialects and Alexander's interpreter, see Briant 1984b: 6 1 , 9 4 - 9 6 [ b u t doubts in Bos-
worth 1995: 2 5 ] . It is likely that s o m e kurtas learned Persian, not only those who worked in the ad
ministrative offices (e.g., Yauna: Lewis 1977: 10-11) but also peop le involved in production (cf. 
Q u i n t u s Curt ius V.4.4). E x a m p l e of T i s saphernes : Lewis 1977: 101 n. 72. O n the interpreters, 
Mosley 1971 offers nothing new, despite the attractive title of the article; cf. A s h e d 1983b: 20-22, 
68 Babylonian tablet Amherst 258: publ i shed by U n g n a d , A / O 19 (1960): 79 -81 (partial transla
tion in D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 112). T h e doubts stated in the text were suggested to m e by M. Stolper 
(pers. c o m m . ) ; see also s o m e remarks in Tupl in 1987c: 179 a n d n. 29, and , on the Persians or Ira
nians who were close to Us tanu , the notes of D a n d a m a e v 1992a nos. 8, 29, 4 2 , 6 1 , 100a, 272, 336a. 

• Royal Law and Local Law. T h e thesis of the spread of a royal law or c o m m o n precepts 
throughout the E m p i r e was deve loped by Olmstead 1935, 1948: 119-34 (beginning primarily from 
the spread of the phrase datu Sa sarri in the Babylonian d o c u m e n t s and a supposed connection with 
H a m m u r a b i ) , whose positions were strongly contested by (e.g.) D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 117; cf. also the 
careful remarks of Kuhrt 1988b: 132 and Petit 1990: 164, the interpretation developed here concurs 
with what Frei 1984 presented (the discussion is connected with relations between royal [satrapal] 
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thorities and local sanctuaries; cf. Briant 1986a). O n the judges (databant) and d&tu sa sarri in 
Babylonia, cf. D a n d a m a e v 1989b: 116-18, 122-25; Joannes 1990a: 179; cf. also Stolper 1985a: 91 , 
Tuplin 1987b: 118-20, a n d more recently D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 42 and no. 341b; C A D (s.v.) trans
lates 'royal edict ( concern ing a particular matter)', which corresponds m u c h better to the concrete 
realities; but, to offer a truly justifiable conclus ion , one would have to inventory every tablet with 
the word datu; I will add that my reservations about translating dad* as 'law' are also inspired by the 
remarks of Bottero 1987 on the "code" of H a m m u r a b i (cf. esp. p p . 2 1 8 - 2 0 on the phrases/nic/c/rs«r-
t'un 'decisions of the king', which reminds us of the Babylonian-Achaemenid categorydatu sa sarri). 
[On the problems connected with the use of the c a i q u e datu in the Babylonian tablets, see Stolper 
1993: 60 -62 , 1994a: 3 3 8 - 4 1 . ] J u d g e s in the S a q q a r a papyri: Segal 1983:5; in the E lephant ine pa
pyri: cf. Wiesehofer 1991 and Porten 1968: 4 7 - 5 0 (who makes an erroneous comparison with Per
sian royal judges , p. 49; cf. the justifiably critical remark of Petit 1990: 164 and n. 253). T h e word 
data in PI 7 '980: see the c o m m e n t a r y by Giov inazzo 1993; 124 n. 28 (which I learned of at the last 
minute, well after this section was written); while taking over the translation 'according to the 
former law' from Gri l lot and Susini 1987: 7 1 , the author also emphas izes the importance of the 
phrase in line 20: meni inni huttik sutur, which, contrary to Hal lock and Grillot, she understands 
as 'then [the count] was not d o n e [according to the] rules '—a phrase she compares with datam ap-
pukaka; this interpretation, it s e e m s to m e , tends to confirm my understanding of d a t a in P F 1980. 
The word datah also appears in hvo Aramaic inscriptions from Asia Minor: one is too broken to of
fer commentary (cf. D a v e s n e , L e m a i r e , and L o z a c h m e u r 1987: 368 -70 ; L e m a i r e 1991c- 206); the 
other occurs in the A r a m a i c version of the Xanthus Tril ingual; it perfectly confirms the relationship 
that existed between the "law" of the satrap and the local laws; as Bousque t (1986: 105) correctly 
notes, the satrapal decree on the trilingual "is not exempt from financial preoccupat ion" (I inde
pendently developed the s a m e interpretation in Briant 1986a: 435-37; cf. now also the remarks of 
Lemaire 1995c); while regretting that there is no exact equivalent in the Greek version, we note es
pecially that in this text the Persian-Aramaic data/dath is rendered in Lycian by mora, which in an
other Lycian text ( B o u s q u e t 1986: 101) refers to a fiscal decree by the s a m e Pixfidaros in Lycia (on 
the word maraza 'arbitrator/concil iator' in the Pilier inscription, see Melchert's 1993 suggest ions) . 
All of these compar i sons confirm that the translation of data as 'law' is at best ambiguous ; in every 
case, the translation 'regulation' is probably closer to the administrative reality. Dath in the biblical 
texts: the word also appears several t imes in Danie l 2:9, 13-15; 6:9, 13-16, with the s a m e m e a n i n g 
it has in Esther; once again it refers to "the law of the M e d e s and Persians," which held for e x a m p l e 
that "no edict or decree can be altered when o n c e issued by the king" [ J B ] ; on the phrase patrios 
nomos in the context of Hellenistic J u d a i s m , cf. Briant 1990a: 58 -60 (following Bickerman's work). 
Last, I observe that s o m e of Darius's acts are presented by Plato (IMWS III.695c) as a 'law' (nomos): 
"He also included in his c o d e regulations (nomos) about the tribute (dasmos) promised to the 
people by Cyrus" [Hackett]; but, contrary to what is frequently stated, it is not certain that Plato was 
really referring to the tribute form properly speaking; the context actually makes it clear that his acts 
are being discussed exclusively in the context of relations with the Persians and Persia (ouk.. . das-
inophoros; Herodotus III.97), so that the dasmos (and not phoros?) that the author speaks of could 
just as well refer to the gifts given to the k ing by the Persians, which we know from Aelian (VH I.31) 
were strictly codified by a nomos persikos (on the word nomos and its polysemy, cf. in particular 
Modrzejewski 1966: 149-56) . Two c los ing remarks concerning the "legislator/nomothete" king 
(Diodorus 1.94-95): (1) Accord ing to Robert (1975: 314), in a G r e e k inscription from Sard i s , the 
word Baradates is an epiclese [additional n a m e ] of Z e u s , the entirely be ing understood by h im as 
"Ahura-Mazda Legislator"; but , aside from the fact that Gschni tzer (1986) has shown that it is a per
sonal name, we would expect to find databares (databara) in the Greek instead; (2) Gril lot (1990) 
recognized the word te-nu-[wn-ta-ut-ti-ra] in DSf (E lamite ) and translated it 'sole legislator a m o n g 
many', although Hinz (1950: 3) and Vallat (1972: 9) translate'sole lord a m o n g many' (on this word, 
cf. also Gershevi lch 1983 analyzed by Grillot, Abhan 7 [1984] no. 159). 



Chapter 13 

Xerxes the Great King (486-465) 

1. Sources and Problems 
• The Year 479 and Xerxes' Reputation. I have learned m u c h (relating to this entire chapter) 

from Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1980, 1987a, 1989a, 1 9 9 1 a - b , 1994; on the sources for the reign of 
Xerxes, cf. a lso Y a m a u c h i 1990: 187-92; on the r o m a n c e of Masistes , cf. Sancisi-Weerdenburg 
1980: 4 8 - 8 3 ; F note in passing that the relations between Amestris and Xerxes , as seen by Herodo
tus, have a nearly exact dupl i ca te in the story of the relations between S e m i r a m i s and the king of 
Assyria reported by Aelian (VH V I I . 1) after D i n o n ; on a specif ic point (gift of an army) , Sancisi-
Weerdenburg 1988b; on Ctes ias and the Persian Wars, cf. Bigwood 1978a; Ctes ias and Xerxes at 
Babylon: Briant 1992a. 

• Persian History and Hellenocentrism. Accord ing to the Suda, Dionysius of Miletus wrote a 
work cal led Ta met' Dareiou, but the content of this lost work cont inues to be problematic (cf, 
Hignett 1963: 12-13; M o g g i 1972); T h u c y d i d e s and the Persians: cf. Andrewes 1961; also Schmitt 
1983b. 

• The Idea of Decadence. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1987a; Briant 1989a, quotations in the text 
(on Xerxes' "intolerance"): Mayrhofer 1974 (cf. idem, 1973b: 282); see also Olmstead's surprising 
c la im 1939: 318: "[After Sa lamis , Xerxes] complete ly lost his head"; on the relationship between 
the year 479 and the institution of the "haoma cult" at Persepolis accord ing to B o w m a n 1970, see 
my critical d iscuss ion above , c h a p . 11/1 Notes . T h e theory of Persian d e c a d e n c e is still found in 
recent work: cf. Briant 1993e, 1994b (on the s igni f icance of Droysenian historiography among 
Iranists, cf. my remarks in RTP 3 1 8 - 2 3 ) . Daiva inscription: see c h a p . 13/7 below. 

2. From Darius to Xerxes 
• Chronology and nomos. O n the date of Xerxes ' select ion as crown prince by Darius: ac

cording to C a l m e y e r (1976b- 83) , Xerxes was "king and co-regent" for twelve years beginning in 
498; but, as ide from the fact that I a m skeptical of the author's general thesis of "double kingship" 
(the king never shares power) , the archaeo log ica l ev idence offered is hardly probative: the Babylo
nian tablet to which he refers (in O l m s t e a d 1948: 215 n. 4) , and which he considers "very seduc
tive" ev idence , speaks only of a new pa lace at Babylon (BRM 1 ,81; J o a n n e s 1990a: 186 and n, 59), 
and it has not been directly related to the n a m i n g of a "co-regent" at this date; we may note further 
in passing that it dates to 496 (D<ir. 26), not 498. Another d o c u m e n t that has been brought to bear 
on the quest ion is inscription XPk, which is carved on the c lothing of the royal figure on the east 
stair of the M e d i a n gate of the tacara of Darius: "Xerxes, son of K ing Dar ius , Achaemenid king," 
but it is especial ly difficult to draw chronological conc lus ions from the inscription (cf. the discus
sion of Roaf 1983: 138, cf. also Root 1979: 7 3 - 7 5 ) ; but the hypothesis offered (Dar ius at first chose 
Artobarzanes) c o m e s from a misinterpretation of the phrase "leave the throne"; for the same rea
sons, the suggest ion (Porada 1979: 81 n. 51) to identify Artobarzanes on a Persepolis seal (PTS 26) 
b e c o m e s void. O n possible satrapal duties that Artobarzanes would have a s s u m e d , cf. Koch 1993a: 
40, who also suggests on the basis o f an u n p u b l i s h e d tablet (Q 931) that the person would have 
borne the title "visa-puthra. T h i s remains a real p r o b l e m , for which Herodotus offers no solution. 

• Darius, Xerxes, and Atossa. S e e especial ly Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1983: 2 5 - 2 7 (faithfully 
followed here; her intrepretations have been cha l l enged by C a r n e y [1993, esp. n. 20], but in the 
course of a compar i son that raises several crit icisms, to the extent that it is not free of circular rea
soning) . O n the title "queen" falsely attributed by Class i ca l authors, see chap . 7/4: "Wives and 
C o n c u b i n e s , " Research Notes , p. 920. 
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« The Crown Prince. O n the king's birthday b a n q u e t (tykta in Herodotus IX. 110), cf. Sancis i -
Vveerdenburg 1989b: 132-33, who suggests that it might have served as the setting for an annual 
renewal of royal power (the king's birthday party is also attested in the S e l e u c i d period: B ickerman 
1938: 246; Gauth ier 1989: 6 7 - 6 8 ) ; on the kidaris, c f , e.g., Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s III. 3.19 and Atkinson's 
commentary 1980: 128-29 (we may note in pass ing the phrase used by Antiochus of C o m m a g e n e : 
btotos analabon ten kidarin: Wagner 1983: 199, 201); on the title for the person we know as the 
crown prince ( terminology not found in ancient documents ; cf. Briant 1994d: 466 n. 22) , cf. the 
thoughts of Benveniste 1966: 2 2 - 2 6 , 5 1 - 6 5 ; as M . Stolper notes (pers. c o m m . ) , the title is recon
structed from the Akkadian form umasupitru and the E l a m i t e misapusas, "translated" into Akka
dian as mar hiti 'Son of the H o u s e ' and into Aramaic as hr byt' 'Prince of the Mouse', titles that do 
not necessarily imply actual kinship (Benveniste 1966: 2 2 - 2 6 ) ; on the title "vi8(a) puqa in D e 
motic, cf. recently Vi t tmann 1991-92; on "second after the king," cf. a lso Briant 1993b: 2 9 2 - 9 3 . 

• A Principle of Primogeniture? O n the text by Agathocles of C y z i c u s , cf. s o m e remarks in 
Briant 1994f: 4 7 - 5 1 . 1 now wonder whether the term "oldest son" is as u n a m b i g u o u s as it appears . 
I was originally led to raise the quest ion while reading Goedicke ' s remarks (1985: 42 n. 46) on the 
Egyptian phrase "oldest son," which is found appl ied to the son of a G r e a t King in the famous Stela 
of the Satrap: "This designation expresses importance rather than physical age" (no c o m m e n t on 
this point in C l e r e 1951); see also B o n h S m e - E a r g e a u 1988- 264: " T h e phrase 'oldest son of the 
king' does not des ignate the firstborn of the sovereign but all the royal principles [princes? P.B.] in 
the Old Kingdom and only s o m e of the king's sons in the N e w K i n g d o m , inc luding the future pha
raoh, chosen from a m o n g the sons from time to t ime. B e c a u s e of very high infant mortality, it was 
the oldest surviving son who somet imes inherited the k ingdom; this was the case for the future 
Ramses II. Furthermore , the title 'oldest son of the king' did not really have a precise m e a n i n g , as 
seen for Amenophi s II: the future king is cal led 'oldest son of the king' and 'royal son' in the s a m e 
text. Cross-checking information and the attribution of the title should allow us to d isentangle the 
uses of this appellative, taking into a c c o u n t diachrony, and to know whether s o m e sense of pr imo
geniture must be appl ied to it, in addit ion to its role of classifying the royal sons." T h e n , on another 
occasion, these thoughts recurred u p o n rereading a well-known d o c u m e n t that curiously had 
never been brought to bear on the prob lem under consideration here. In fact, in a bi l ingual in
scription from Kandahar (whose Aramaic version is c r a m m e d with Persian-Achaemenid words) , 
the Greek preshyteros renders the Persian madista (cf. Benveniste 1958b: 42 -43 ; I d o not know why 
Benveniste does not m a k e any c o m p a r i s o n at all with the Xerxes inscription, either here or in 1966: 
64-66); the "translation" can be interpreted two ways: either we take it as confirmation of the p lace 
of the oldest son in the success ion , or else the word that (following the G r e e k authors) we render 
'oldest son' was a title rather than a biological-famil ial designation; under this hypothesis, the 
crown prince would automat ica l ly be cal led the oldest son using the term (with two m e a n i n g s ) 
maOiHta. I leave it to those m o r e expert than I a m to judge the validity of this suggestion; I will s im
ply observe that in the P F (e.g. , 1063-64) , the word matistukkaspe, built on maOisla, clearly refers 
not to the age but to the status ('head'; E l a m i t e irsara) o f the kurtas so labeled ( P F T 34-35) . 

• Funeral Ceremonies. Briant 1991a-. 4 -6 ; we have no original d o c u m e n t s to prove that the 
king's corpse was e m b a l m e d (Goukowsky's translation [1976, ad loc] of Diodorus XVII .71 .7 as 
'embalmed body' is unjustified [ta nekra]); but the texts from Alexander's time strongly suggest it, 
as does comparison with the cus tom carefully described by Firdawsi in the Shahnameh (the Fir-
dawsi passage is analyzed by S h a h b a z i 1975: 154-57) . 

• Royal Investiture. O n the "magical" importance of the royal robe, cf. Sancis i -Weerden-
Imrg 1983a: 29; a m o n g the Persian nobility: Plutarch, Mor. 173c, 545a; A m m i a n u s Marce l l inus 
XXX.8.4; cf. also the incidental remark of Kuhrt and Shervvin-White 1987: 7 4 - 7 5 on a royal Assyr
ian custom. 

• The Successor of Darius. Xerxes and Ariaramnes: cf. the analyses by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 
1980: 67-74; also Briant 1984b: 75-77 , 1991a: 8 - 9 and n. 6. We may note that in connect ion with 
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the access ion of Xerxes, Plutarch uses the word anagoreusai, that is, 'acc la im' and not 'recogni^ 
[as king]' ( c o m p a r e Briant 1973: 3 0 9 - 1 0 , henceforth, I cha l lenge views expressed previouslv 
[Briant 1984a: 112-13] on the role o f a Landtag such as had been put forth on several occasions by 
Widengren; cf. Briant 1994c: 286-91) : perhaps the word anagoreusai refers t o a ceremony of accla
mation that then took p lace at Pasargadae: cf. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1983b and my additional 
remark in Br iant 1991a: 8 - 9 n. 6; on the potent ia l dangers between the death of the king and 
the enthronement of his successor, cf. Briant 1991a: 4 -6 (in order to interpret the delay between 
the death of D a r i u s and the first ment ions of Xerxes in Babylonia , Zawadski 1992 suggests that tlie 
scribes awaited the official proc lamat ion , namely, news of the enthronement ceremony); inscrip. 
tions on the D a r i u s G a l e : Vallat 1974. 

• Crushing Rebellions. T h e causes and extent of the Egypt ian revolt are very badly docu
mented: cf. remarks in Briant 1988a: 140-43 (it is poss ible that the interment of the mother of an 
Apis must be dated to Xerxes' first year, but the reading of the figure is uncertain: Smith 1992a: 
2 0 5 - 6 ) ; the dat ing suggested here for Bel -s imam's rebell ion is a hypothesis I worked out in Briant 
1992a. T h e theory of a J u d e a n revolt (put down by Xerxes on his way back from Egypt) goes back 
to M o i g e n s t e m 1956-57, 1960; but this thesis is based on biblical texts that d o not d e m a n d this in
terpretation (cf. O d e d 1977d: 525-26; Hog lund 1989: 9 0 - 1 0 9 ) ; Morgenstern's theory has recently 
been followed by Balcer (1989a: 133) in the context of discussion of the general ly insurrectional 
state in the E m p i r e , which might partially expla in the defeats of 4 8 0 - 4 7 9 ; but Balcer's arguments 
are scarcely cogent . 

• Returning to the Greek Affair. O n the debates at Xerxes' court, cf the remarks by Legrand, 
vol. VII: 15-23 and Hignett 1963: 9 0 - 9 I ; on Xerxes' d r e a m and the Babylon ian pract ice of substi
tute king, cf. Bottero 1978: 3 - 4 , G e r m a i n 1956, and Parpola 1983: xxix-xxxii (cf. Br iant 1991a: 4); 
accord ing to Wall inga (1987: 73 n. 77) , Xerxes ' p r i m e object ive was to annihi late G r e e k naval 
power; on the phrase "earth and water" and the persistent uncertaint ies , see O d i n 1976, Kuhrt 
1988a. With many others, I doubt the existence of a Pers ian-Carthagin ian a l l iance confronting a 
G r e c o - S y r a c u s a n al l iance: cf. Asheri 1988: 7 6 6 - 7 4 (on the traditions of the H i m e r a - S a l a m i s par
allel, cf. G a u t h i e r 1966). 

• "The Unconquerable Swell of the Seas" T h e discuss ions are too m a n y and too varied to all 
be ment ioned here: one may profit from the (obviously contradictory) foci of Hignett 1963: 345-
55, Burn 1984: 325-33 , Cuy ler Young 1980, C o o k 1983: 113-17, H a m m o n d 1988c: 532-35 , and 
Y a m a u c h i 1990: 194-200. Everyone (at least s ince B e l o c h , quoted by Hignett 1963: 354-55) 
agrees on the decisive importance of the n u m b e r of soldiers c o m m a n d e d by M a r d o n i u s at Plataea 
(cf. H a m m o n d 1988b. 534: "our only yardstick"), I note that Wall inga (1987: 72) accepts the figure 
of 1,200 triremes in Xerxes ' navy; on these prob lems , see most recently the discuss ions by Lazenby 
1993 and Barkworth 1992 (both received late); on the tablet Dcir. 253: J o a n n e s 1982: 18. 

• Logistical Preparations. O n the Athos C a n a l , cf. Isserlin 1991; Isserlin et al. 1994; and the 
remarks of Nicolet-Pierre 1992. 

3. From Sardis to Sardis (480) 
• A prel iminary remark: in the following pages , we have not at tempted to enter into all the 

military-historical debates (cf. the overall analysis in J 5 below) or to analyze the prob lems that di
rectly concern the G r e e k viewpoint (for e x a m p l e the famous decree of T r e z e n c ) ; my aim is first of 
all to center the discuss ion on the viewpoint of the history of Xerxes and the A c h a e m e n i d Empire. 
O n the chronology of operat ions , cf. table in H a m m o n d 1988b: 591, and thorough discussion in 
Hignett 1963: 448-57; on G r e e k M e d i s m in 4 8 0 - 4 7 9 , cf. Gi l l i s 1979: 59 -81 and especial ly Graf 
1979: I4lff. 

• From Salamis to Sardis. Hignett 1963: 2 4 0 - 4 7 refutes (successful ly) the old thesis that the 
Phoenic ians regained their cities after the battle; B u r n 1984: 4 7 0 - 7 1 ( c o m p a r e Xerxes' decision to 
the decis ion of Dar ius , who upon returning from the D a n u b e left M e g a b a z u s in T h r a c e while he 
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himself resided at Sardis ) ; H a m m o n d 1988b: 5 8 1 - 8 8 (if Xerxes c h a n g e d his plans, this vvas in part 
because of the cool weather that was about to set in; in H a m m o n d ' s way of thinking, Xerxes would 
undoubtedly have already dec ided to return to E u r o p e — a s proved by the fact that all of the royal 
gquipment was left with Mardon ius : Herodotus IX.82) . 

4 Xerxes between Two Fronts (480-479) 
• Xerxes in Sardis and Mardonius in Europe. Cf. especial ly Hignett 1963: 240-344 . 
• Xerxes from Sardis to Babylon. Cf. Briant 1992a (where more detai led references will be 

found; see most recently the clear historiographic focus of Roll inger 1993: 52-56 , 218 -26 , un-
tware of my article); on the factuality of the sett lement of the B r a n c h i d a e in Bactria, cf. Bernard 
'l985a: 123-25. 

5. The Persian Defeat: Its Causes and Consequences 
• Some Questions. O n the difficulties of reconstructing the battle o f Plataea (even though it 

is the best d o c u m e n t e d ) , consul t especial ly the l ong analysis by Hignett 1963: 289-344; cf. also 
Barron 1988: 5 9 9 - 6 1 1 ; see especial ly on this point the caust ic observations of Whatley (1939); 
most recently, the sensible and ba lanced pages of L a z e n b y 1993: 2 4 8 - 6 1 . 

• Arms a n d Tactics. T h e analysis that follows derives a n u m b e r of suggestions from R a h e 
1980: 7 9 - 8 7 (where addit ional bibl iographic references will be found; but I hardly believe "that 
there were few imperial divisions of well-trained and disc ipl ined archers," p. 79) and Evans 1987; 
on what credibility can be granted to Herodotus , cf. Jackson 1894; Sak ian military practice: Briant 
1982b: 199-202; Babylonian horseman: cf. J o a n n e s 1982: 16-17 (who compares Herodotus 
VII.67); on the vulnerabil ity of the Persian cavalry in precipitous retreats, see also Q u i n t u s Cur t ius 
III. 11.15 and Arrian II. 1 1 3 . Al though h e does believe that the cavalry was indeed created by 
Cyrus (disagreeing with Tarn on this point) , Bernard (1964: 2 0 7 - 8 ) nonetheless thinks that the 
Persian horsemen at Plataea do not s e e m to have worn these heavy breastplates but that the cavalry 
on this occas ion s e e m to have been "light horse" (elsewhere, he stresses that cataphractaries did 
not appear until late in Centra l Asia: B E F E O 68 [1980]: 6 0 - 6 3 ) ; but Herodotus VII .84 , which he 
quotes, does not s e e m probative to m e ("The Persian cavalry were e q u i p p e d like the infantry. . ."): 
the example of Masis t ios ensures at least the use of breastplates by the Persian cavalry at Plataea; 
the s a m e author (Bernard 1964) has given an excel lent description and definition (repeated here 
nearly word for word) of the j a m b e a u s worn by the Persian horses a n d riders. 

• T/ie Persians and the Others. O n the role of the epibates , I repeat a suggest ion by Wall inga 
(1989: 175); on the Saka in Babylon ia and their a r m a m e n t , cf. D a n d a m a e v 1979, 1992a: 159-62; 
on the basic role of the Iranian contingents , cf. already Briant 1988b. 

• Artabazus and Mardonius. T h e adopt ion of G r e e k arms by the Persians is not attested be
fore Cyrus the Younger ( D i o d o r u s XIV.22.6); Dar ius III also introduced them at the beg inning of 
his reign ( Q u i n t u s Cur t ius III .3.6): see below, chap . 17/3, end. O n the "Persian cus tom" invoked 
(according to Herodotus ) by M a r d o n i u s , see also chap . 18/1, "Darius , His Satraps , a n d Alexander's 
Landing ( M a y - J u n e 334)," pp. 818ff. 

• The Consequences of the Defeats: Persian Losses. T h e thesis of lasting military weakness is 
embraced for e x a m p l e by C o o k 1983: 125, who est imates the loss as 25,000 men; he wisely c o m 
ments: " T h e n u m b e r s might be m a d e good in a generation," but h e soon adds (without any 
proof): "But the former military a s c e n d a n c y could be never regained"; on the persistent vigor of 
the Persian populat ion , cf. in particular D iodorus XIX.21 .3 (see Briant 1987a: 2 1 - 2 2 ; 1994b: 128). 

• The Consequences of the Defeats: Territorial Setbacks. We will return below ($7) to the af
fairs of Asia Minor; Argive al l iance: cf. Burn 1984: 349-50; Bad ian 1987: 2. Wall inga (1987: 7 2 - 7 4 ) 
thinks that after Xerxes' vain efforts to fight the Athenian navy in 4 8 0 - 4 7 9 , the organizat ion of the 
royal navy established by C a m b y s e s was a b a n d o n e d ; but , to my way of thinking, analysis of the pol
icy followed by Xerxes and then by Artaxerxes I at the beg inn ing of his reign does not appear to 
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fully confirm "this drastic weakening of Persian sea-power"; or, in any case , it s eems hazardous to 
attribute responsibility for it to Xerxes or to date the alteration precisely to 479; if there were 
changes in 479, they were primarily because Athens from then on had sufficient funds to combat 
the royal fleets: Persian weakness is thus above all relative. O n the concept of periphery in Persian 
strategic thinking, cf. my reflections in Briant 1993f: 412. 

• The Consequences of the Defeats: The Great King's Prestige Regarding the List of Coun
tries in XPf, it must be kept in mind that n o n e of these d o c u m e n t s is archival in nature, and they 
were not m e a n t to give a faithful picture of the peoples who were actual ly subject at the time of 
preparation of the inscription: cf. chap . 5 and , on the Xerxes inscription, the reflections in this di
rection by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg forthcoming (1) (where the prob lem of the date of the inscription 
is treated in detail); A c h a e m e n i d version: cf. Briant 1993c: 4 1 1 - 1 2 ; G r e e k booty from the Persians 
most recently Mi l l er 1985: 105ff.; on the chariot episode: Tripodi 1986; Dar ius III after Issus and 
G a u g a m e l a : RTP: 3 7 3 - 7 5 ; booty brought back by Xerxes: Perdrizct 1921 (cf. Briant 1988a: 153 and 
n. 28); statue of the Mother of gods at Sardis: Perdrizet 1921: 7 1 - 7 4 . 

6. Xerxes and His Peoples 

• Xerxes and Babylonia: The Babylonian Materials. T h e proof is borrowed in toto from 
A. Kuhrt (cf Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1987; Kuhrt 1988b: 134-35) and Stolper 1989b (on the 
p r o b l e m of Baby lon ia -Trans -Euphrate s ; cf. also Kuhrt 1988b: 135 n. 174); on the Kish materials 
and the methodolog ica l remarks suggested by them, see M c E w a n 1983; a m o n g other possible 
cases , we may also cite Agade: until the recent publ icat ion of a Hel lenist ic tablet (Beaulieu 
1989b), it was bel ieved that Agade d i sappeared at the end of Darius's reign (cf. D u r a n d and Joan
nes 1988); on the increase in tablets dated to Xerxes, cf. Graz ian i 1986; Kuhrt 1988b: 133; Stolper 
1991 and I992d; on a statistical at tempt to classify the tablets under C y r u s and Cambyses , cf. 
C a g n i , G iov inazzo , and Graz ian i 1985 (but the political inferences drawn on p. 582 leave me 
skeptical); the theory of the s u d d e n loss of a private archive at Bors ippa as an aftereffect of Xetxes' 
measures is offered by J o a n n e s 1989b: 118-26 (followed by Van Driel 1992); cf. idem 1990a: 175-
76, in drawing from it very sure conc lus ions on Xerxes' measures in Babylonia (cf. chap. 13/7: 
"Xerxes and Persia," pp . 553ff.). Today we can no longer a c c e p t an a r g u m e n t like Olmstead's 
(1948: 237): "So thoroughly was Babylonia ravaged that hardly a half-dozen tablets have survived 
from the remainder of his [Xerxes'] reign." [ O n these p r o b l e m s see also now M c G i n n i s 1994, and 
the end of the following sec t ion . ] 

• Xerxes and Babylonia: The Greek Materials According to Ctes ias (who places the event be
fore the G r e e k expedit ion (wrongly in my opinion: cf. Arrian VII. 17.2; Briant 1992a)), Xerxes was 
then at E c b a t a n a , in the G r e a t Kings' s u m m e r res idence. D iodorus (who was not aware of the 
Babylonian revolt) for his part writes that, after leaving Sard i s , Xerxes reached E c b a t a n a (XI. 36-7). 
T h i s was probably the occas ion on which he deposited certain ritual objects there that had been 
taken from the Greeks . T h u s it is not certain that the G r e a t K i n g himself went to Babylon; but, 
given the fragmentary nature of the documenta t ion , this is not imposs ible . It would even be sur
prising if, o n c e the revolt was q u a s h e d , the king did not m a k e a ceremonia l entry into the town. 
Ctes ias also gives indications on the relations between the Great King and the Babylonians, at a 
period he cont inues to p lace before the 480 expedition: "He reached Babylon and expressed a de
sire to see the tomb of Bel i tanas . M a r d o n i u s showed it to h im, b u t X e r x e s was unable to fill the sar
c o p h a g u s with oil as prescribed by the inscription" ($21); there follows the ment ion of the revolt 
of Babylon put down by M e g a b y z u s ($22) . T h e tale is found in Aelian (VH X I I I . 3 ) , w h o sees it as 
a warning o f the unfortunate destiny of the E u r o p e a n expedit ion. It is difficult to draw firm con
clusions from the stories Ctes ias certainly heard in the Babylon of his l ime; he may have turned 
into unfavorable signs what was nothing but the carrying out of a ritual regularly carried out by the 
king of Babylon in the sanctuary of M a r d u k (cf. M c G i n n i s 1987b); the ment ion of the presence of 
M a r d o n i u s , who was considered to be the m a n truly responsible for the upset at Plataea (so con-
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• lercd by t ' i e Persians a s well, s a ) ' s Herodotus VIII .99) , makes us think the story was reworked 
Sfter the defeats of 479: at this point I note an observation presented by Perdrizet (1921: 58 n. 4), 
• the Greek context: "In s u m , in the t ime of Pausanias , more than ten centuries after the Persian 
Wars the tradition lays at the feet of Xerxes and M a r d o n i u s m u c h destruction that they had noth-
• a to do with"; of course , Ctes ias was writing only a century after the events, but across such a 
timespan the Babylonian stories had certainly been considerably embroidered: we may remark, for 
example, that the motif of a k ing violating sepulchres is very widespread (cf. 1.187: Dar ius violating 
the tomb of Nitocris; on this, see Marquarclt 1892: 574 -75 and the interesting compar i sons in 
Krappe 1928, and now Dillery 1992). T h i s is why I also remain very skeptical about the illustration 
of the anti-Babylonian policy of Xerxes that has somet imes been sought in the book of Esther (Litt-
man 1975)- O n the interpretation developed here , see basically Kuhrt and S her win-White 1987b 
ind Kuhrt 1990b; a m o n g other sources , D iodorus (II .9 .9) repeats the theory of Persian pi l laging, 
but the construction of the sentence may imply that he is referring only to ritual implements; Plu
tarch (Mor. 173c) merely transmits a topos on the fate reserved for rebels (transformed into 
"women": Herodotus 1.155-56; Justin 1 .7 .11-13, Polyaenus VII .6 .4: Cyrus and the Lydians) . [Af
ter this section was written, I was able to b e c o m e acqua inted with D a n d a m a e v 1993d at the last 
minute; he thinks that Kuhrt and Sherwin-White's 1987 article "is not indisputable" (p. 43) and 
that, all in all, "the p r o b l e m of Xerxes' policy in relation to Esagi la remains , and only future dis
coveries of Babylonian texts may help to provide a solution." If in fact no interpretation ("working 
hypothesis" accord ing to D.) can be considered proved o n c e and for all, and if everyone agrees in 
hoping for the publ icat ion of new tablets (cf. also Briant 1992a: 15), we must also agree on the ne
cessity of understanding and interpreting the d o c u m e n t a t i o n as it exists today, without constant re
course to the a r g u m e n t a silentio (contrary to what D a n d a m a e v does , p. 43: "It is true that there is 
no contemporary Babylon ian documentary ev idence that corroborates G r e e k sources [on the de
struction carried out by Xerxes] , but it is also important to note that Babylonian d o c u m e n t s do not 
refute the G r e e k accounts"); for one thing, the dat ing of the Babylonian revolts is considerably less 
certain than the author seems to say, p. 4 1 ; for another, one of the a r g u m e n t s developed by Kuhrt 
and Sherwin-White concerns the interpretation of Herodotus 1.183; against their position, D a n 
damaev (p. 43) lets it be understood that Herodotus's s tatement cou ld well refer to the removal , by 
Xerxes, of a statue of M a r d u k from the E s a g i l a — b u t on grounds that are very weak methodolog i 
cally: in fact, instead of referring to the text in the original G r e e k (cf. agalma vs. andrias) and dis
cussing the actual textual a r g u m e n t of Kuhrt and Sherwin-White (pp. 7 1 - 7 2 ) , D a n d a m a e v quotes 
only a sentence from Ravn (which in itself proves nothing) . I will add that here as e lsewhere (cf. 
Briant 1993c), the author has scarcely tried to gather the recent articles actually bear ing on the 
subject; no ment ion is found, for e x a m p l e , of Sto lper 1989b (on the satrapy of Babylonia and Eb ir 
Nari), Kuhrt 1990b (on the texts bear ing on Alexander's Babylon policy) , or Briant 1992a (exami
nation of the cune i form and G r e e k texts bear ing on the Babylonian revolts against Xerxes) . — I will 
note, finally, that the hypothesis of the destruction of the Esag i la in Xerxes' year 2 again serves as 
the basis for the suggest ion for dat ing an unpubl i shed tablet ( B M 68777) in M a c G i n n i s , N A B t 7 
1993 no. 93. B u t at the s a m e t ime, it is quite remarkable to observe the evolution across a d e c a d e 
or so of the historical interpretations proposed by the Assyriologists: all or nearly all of them used 
to think that the loss of the archives had to be related to Xerxes' reprisals; it seems that s ince then 
this opinion is all but universally a b a n d o n e d (see most recently D a n d a m a e v 1995b, M c G i n n i s 
1995: 188); this visible shift s imply strengthens m e in m y interpretation (presented in Briant 
1992a), at the end of which, as Arrian very clearly says (VII. 1.1), the S e c o n d Babylonian Revolt 
dates to 479; in fact it very m u c h seems , at least at the present moment, that no Babylonian d o c u 
mentation (or: interrruption thereof) is go ing to call into doubt this interpretation.! 

• Xerxes and Egypt. I have already provided s o m e information on this topic in Briant 1988a: 
164-65; 1 find myself in basic a g r e e m e n t with the arguments presented briefly by Kuhrt and 
Sherwin-White 1987b: 7 7 - 7 8 —except for their doubts concern ing the Egyptian origin of the 
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statue of Dar ius {which is now proved: cf. Trichet and Vallat 1990); but it is also true that we know 
nothing of the c i rcumstances under which it was transported to Susa; there is nothing to prove that 
it was relocated by Xerxes in 486 (despite Vallat 1974a); the foundations of the G a t e in fact go back 
to the reign of D a r i u s (on this see Perrot and Ladiray 1974: 52 -53 ) ; it is thus also entirely Iilcely 
(1) that the order goes back to Dar ius a n d (2) that the statue (or statues) at Susa were simply replj. 
cas of statues that had been left in p l a c e in Hel iopol is: under these condit ions , the link (sometimes 
suggested) between the relocation of the statue a n d the Egyptian revolt is just a false argument- for 
identical methodolog ica l reasons, I remain highly skeptical of the absolute dat ing (486) suggested 
by Hol laday (1982: 2 5 - 2 6 ) for the Pei sian a b a n d o n m e n t o f the site of Tel l e l -Maskhuta: it appears 
to m e that the chronological hypothesis is based first of all on a preconce ived view of Xerxes' Egyp. 
tian policy. T h e theory of the satvapization of E g y p t can b e discovered in nearly every article and 
book dea l ing with the quest ion: it was formulated by Kienitz 1953: 6 6 - 6 9 ; a m o n g the most recent 
works, c f , e.g., C o o k 1983: 9 9 - 1 0 0 and D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 178-87 (cf. Briant 1993c: 413). The 
bronze carrying hand le was publ i shed by Michae i id i s 1943: 9 5 - 9 6 (the source of the quotation in 
the text); on Dar ius at Katnak, cf. Traunecker 1973-77, who, notwithstanding, infers from the pov
erty of d o c u m e n t a t i o n the "proof" that the A c h a e m e n i d power displayed "reserve with respect to 
T h e b e s , the rel igious capital and possible seat of nationalist movements (cf. also Traunecker and 
L e S a o u t 1981: 13-15) : this, in my opinion, is a groundless suggest ion ( c o m p a r e Cruz-Ur ibe 1988: 
192-98, who thinks on the contrary that Dar ius favored the T h e b a n cults, to the detriment of the 
Del ta cults) . Beyond the texts presented here , texts dated to Xerxes are rare in Egypt: on the hiero
glyphic d o c u m e n t s , cf. Posener 1936: 131-36 and, on this text (full of gaps and still a mystery), the 
remarks and suggest ions of Smith and Kuhrt 1982; A r a m a i c documents : G i b s o n 1982 no. 23 
(funerary inscription); DAE 85 ( S a q q a r a stela dated to year 4 of "Xerxes, king of kings"), D A E 3 
([= AP 11 j certainly 479) a n d D A E 54 [ = AP 2] , dated to year 2 of Xerxes; the publ icat ion of a new 
A r a m a i c d o c u m e n t dated to Xerxes (TADAE C .3 .7; Aharoni 1994; Lipiriski 1994) once again re
minds us of the weakness of any statistical conc lus ion; similarly, the recent publ icat ion of a stela 
from M e m p h i s : the d o c u m e n t deals with the interment of the mother of an Apis in year l(?) of 
Xerxes (Smith 1992a: 2 0 5 - 6 ) . |[We c a n obviously stress that no stela of the interment of an Apis is 
known between 487 and 398 (except, perhaps , one under D a r i u s II in 412); but, as Devauchelle 
h imse l f remarks (1995: 70) , to w h o m 1 owe the information, "[this lack] is perhaps due only to the 
c h a n c e preservation of anc ient monuments"; s ee o n this the arguments laid out in Devauchelle 
19941): 104-6. J We may add Herodotus IV. 43, on the adventures of Sataspes , a text that seems to 
imply that, in imitation of N e c h o , Xerxes took an interest in c i rcumnavigat ing Africa, but I must 
admit to my perplexity faced with a discuss ion built on a series of motifs (cf. D e s a n g e s 1978: 29-
33 a n d , mos t recently, C o l i n 1990, on the geographica l aspects) . T h e inscriptions of Wadi Hani-
m a m S t are publ i shed by Posener 1936; the distinction between two series of vessels (A and B) 
based on their titulature was suggested by Posener h imse l f (1936: 140-41) ; but the argument con
cerning Artaxerxes ( ibid. , 146) no longer holds s ince the publ icat ion of the vessel of Orsk (by Sa-
lieva, a p u d Ray 1988: 233 = A1 Orsk; cf. Mayrhofer 1978; 2 8 - 2 9 ) . Whatever the case, it is quite 
extraordinary to see how this rich d o c u m e n t a t i o n has been used: O l m s t e a d 1948 (a posthumous 
work to be sure , based essentially on Herodotus: p . 235 n. 17) from Posener's (obviously cursory) 
reading retains only the title "Xerxes, the G r e a t King" (p. 237). H e also refers (p . 236 and n. 18) to 
G u m i 1926, and he says that upon the death of an Apis the Egypt ian priests "forgot" to place 
Xerxes' n a m e in the cartouche on a sarcophagus , to work v e n g e a n c e on a k ing who had refused to 
a c c e p t the pharaonic titulature; but there is noth ing of the sort in G u n n ' s article (cf. 1926: 90). To 
return to D a n d a m a e v , he seems to have grasped the difficult)' but, concerned primarily to reiterate 
his theory (which he cont inues to proffer, nearly unaltered, with respect to Babylonia [1989a: 183-
87] ) , evades it by m e a n s of a d isarmingly candid expression ( ibid. , 182): " T h e stone, however, 
which was quarried there, was not used for bui ldings , but rather for sarcophagi"! I add in passing 
that I do not see what basis the s a m e author (p. 95) has for stating that the rebell ious Egyptians 
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ivere aided by the Athenians; nor do I understand why he says (p. 182) that "the sources lend not 
support for [the] hypothesis . . . that Xerxes c o m m a n d e d the punitive expedit ion himself"; but 

w Uat sources is he referring to? T h e only avai lable source is Herodotus VU.7 , which does not ex
hibit the slightest ambigui ty on this point (stratien poieetai); finally, his conc lus ion that "after D a 
rius 1 the Persian kings were basically uninterested in the internal affairs of Egypt" (p. 243) defies 
plain c o m m o n sense . (Conversely, it is just as surpris ing to find Krael ing [1953: 30], referring to 
Olmstead, stating: " T h e reign of Xerxes [ 4 8 6 - 4 6 5 ] saw the zenith of Persian power.") O n tiieStela 
of the Satrap, cf. the discuss ion below, chap . 18/1 , pp. 820ff., with the Research Notes . 

• Xerxes and the Greek Gods. A late tradition c la ims that upon leaving Abdera (doubtless 
during his return from S a l a m i s . cf. Herodotus V I H . 120), Xerxes left the magus Ostanes and other 
magi there "as private tutors" (cf. B i d e z - C u m o n t 1938, 1: 167-74) ; Xerxes and the Hellespont: the 
idveiituresome interpretations of R e i n a c h 1905 were rightly demol i shed by Perdrizet 1912; the 
Iranian interpretation ( S u n = Mithra; Water - A p a m Napat ) suggested by Briquel and Desniev 
(1983: 22-30) and recently repeated by Desn ier (1995: 2 0 - 2 1 ) has not convinced m e , any more 
than the (terrribly systematic) interpretations of Boyce 1982:166 -67 ; sacrif ice of a bul l to a river in 
the Iranian context: rf. Plutarch, Lucullus 24.5; prayers o f Alexander before Issus- cf. Bing 1991. 

• From Cyrus to Xerxes. O n the modif icat ions of Xerxes ' titulature at Babylon, see J o a n n e s 
1989a: I have deliberately not introduced this discuss ion here, for as F. J o a n n e s h imse l f remarks 
(following A. Kuhrt) , "There is no relationship between the revolts . . . and a modification of the 
titulature." 

7, Xerxes, Ahura-Mazda, and Persia 
• The daiva Inscription. T h e following pages owe a great deal to the p ioneer ing work of S a n 

cisi-Weerdenburg 1980: 1-47, now repeated and expanded in Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg forthcoming 
(I). It is quite noteworthy and d a m a g i n g that this work has been so little read, or at least so little 
cited (1 already reported and followed it in Briant 1986a; cf. also Papatheophanes 1985: 109-10); 
she was the first, as far as 1 know, to c o m e u p with the idea t h a t X P f is not a narrative text; a related 
idea is found in Kel lens 1987 (who does not q u o t e Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg) , as well as (in a different 
form) in Bianchi 1977. 

• The King, Ahura-Mazda, Life, and Death. On the word artavdn, cf. ( a m o n g others) D u -
chesne-Guil lemin 1953: 51 -54 , M e n a s c e 1974, and Herrenschmidt 1991: 17-18; on the eschatol-
ogy, cf. also Bianchi 1977: 7 - 1 2 and Kellens 1988b: 3 4 4 - 4 7 ( in the Gathd), and quite recently 
Kellens 1995 (from which, p. 36, the quotation in the text is taken); on siyati, the position of Her
renschmidt 1991 has b e e n definitively rebutted by G . G n o l i , E W 4 2 / 2 - 4 (1992): 528, and subse 
quently by Kellens 1995: 34-39; on the phrase artaccl brazmaniya, cf. most recently Herrenschmidt 
1993c (followed by Kel lens 1995: 36 n. 40) and Skalmowski 1992-93. 

• Ahura-Mazda and the daiva. O n the daeuua in the Gathd, I follow faithfully the analyses 
of Kellens 1988b: 3 6 0 - 6 3 , where (pp. 3 4 7 - 4 8 ) clarifying reflections on the correct methods of sac
rifice in the Gathd in relation to the d iscuss ion of the daeuua are also found. 

• The Land of the daiva. L o c a t i n g the daiva: in G r e e c e was defended by Levy 1939; the 
Median hypothesis was deve loped especial ly by G h i r s h m a n (1976a; 1976b: 169-77); he wishes to 
distinguish the "rebellious" countries (Egypt and Babylonia , he says) from the country o f the 
dflivrj, which he says is M e d i a ; he proposes to find archaeolog ica l proof in the excavations of N u s h 
i-Jan: cf. their publ icat ion by Stronach 1977, at the end of which G h i r s h m a n , p p . 6 0 8 - 1 0 repeats 
his interpretation; b u t D . S tronach (1981: 126-27; 1984: 4 7 9 - 8 3 ) h imse l f expressed (convincingly) 
very strong reservations about this interpretation. C o n t r a G h i r s h m a n and several others, Sancis i -
Weerdenburg (1980 and forthcoming [ I ] ) proposes lowering the date of the inscription a n d a new 
interpretation of it (adopted here in its essentials); the compar i son of DB (V) and XPh is d u e to the 
same author; it is also found in Kel lens 1987: 681; Bianchi 1977 stresses the Iranian cultural con
text of the royal statements; the translation of DSe 001 is taken from Steve 1987: 6 1 - 6 2 ; let us 
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remark incidentally that, just like the introductory sentences of XPf, the first paragraphs of DSe 
(§ 1-2) reproduce the first lines of DNa; these observations m a k e m e think that it would be wrong 
to use DSe and DSe 003 to date the beg inn ing of work at S u s a (cf. chap . 5/1); yaud and hamiciya-
cf. Kent 1953: 204, 213; cf. also D A E 69 ( [ = A D 8] Grelot 1972: 3 1 6 n o t e e ; and Whitehead I974! 
73-74); perhaj)s the two words differ in the s a m e way as G r e e k tarakhe 'trouble' and apostask 'se
cess ion, revolt': cf. also Briant 1988a; 142-43 (on the Egypt ian word M s ) . 

• Xerxes and Persia. O n Xerxes' royal ideology, cf. Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg forthcoming (1) 
T h e modif icat ion of the Babylonian titulature is presented in J o a n n e s 1989b, who draws from it 
the conc lus ion that it was adopted here to p r o m o t e "an imperial ideology of Iranian dominance 
m u c h more clearly than under his predecessors," rightly remarking (in the wake of Kuhrt and 
Sherwin-White 1987) that no relationship with the revolts may be seen in it, s ince they are later-
cf. also the important remarks of Sto lper 1992d: 214, on scribal practice: "Not only was the change 
in titulary not an i m m e d i a t e c o n s e q u e n c e of the Babylonian revolts, not abrupt , and not consi^ 
tently app l i ed , but it was a lso not perceived as obligatory or even meaningful ." In another article 
however, F. J o a n n e s (1990a: 175-76) alters his posit ion considerably: even while remarking in 
passing that "the sources are m u c h less n u m e r o u s than under Darius ," the author in fact makes a 
series of s tatements not one of which a p p e a r s to m e well founded: (1) T h e cessation of documen
tation at several sites reveals a sudden c h a n g e atter rebell ions; (2) " T h e system of land ownership 
c h a n g e s consistently so as to turn it over nearly exclusively to Persian hands"; (3) "The socio
e c o n o m i c a u t o n o m y of Babylonia ends , and Xerxes , then his successors , s u c c e e d in wiping out 
any trace of the ancient powers"; (4) " T h e effort jx irsued by Xerxes and his successors bore fruit, 
s ince the beg innings of the Hellenistic period show that, if the region is prosjserous, any trace of 
local ideological a u t o n o m y has disappeared." But: (1) We recall (above) that the quantitative dim
inution of documenta t ion bears no logical relation to the modif ication of the titulature (cf. Van 
Driel 1987: 162-63) ; (2) In Xerxes' t ime we see no proof of a s u d d e n c h a n g e in the property sys
tem: onomast i c investigations show nothing relevant (cf. the chronological classifications drawn 
u p by Z a d o k 1977); I d o not prec lude that the reign of Xerxes marks an extension of the Persian 
diaspora in Babylonia (similar to what is found in Asia Minor: see be low) , but the Babylonian 
d o c u m e n t a t i o n from Xerxes' reign is still too sparse to conf irm this hypothesis; (3) T h e author fre
quently refers to the M u r a s u archives and to Xerxes' successors: that there were changes is certain, 
but nothing allows us to ascr ibe all the c h a n g e s to the reign of Xerxes: these things must instead 
be envisaged over the long term, that is, s ince C y r u s , C a m b y s e s , and Dar ius ; (4) T h e end of socio
e c o n o m i c and ideological autonomy of Babylonia is a matter for speculat ion: it is rather the per
severance of Babylonian traditions that strikes the observer of the beg innings of the Hellenistic 
and S e l e u c i d periods (cf. most recently Beau l i eu 1989c; Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1991, 1993, 
1994; also Beau l i eu 1989c, 1992; Sto lper 1993, 1994a); in s u m , I prefer to adhere to the prudent 
remarks of Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1987: 77. [ C o n c e r n i n g the "disappearance" of private ar
chives toward the beg inn ing of Xerxes' reign, I observe, incidentally, that in a more recent article 
(1992b: 160-61) F. J o a n n e s makes a very different interpretive suggest ion from the one I chal
lenged above. Cf. also M c G i u n i s 1994, 1995: 188 (contra J o a n n e s ) , but I a m very skeptical about 
the alternative explanation offered by this author: a changeover from cunei form to Aramaic and 
from clay tablet to perishable media (the s a m e exj>lanation in D a n d a m a e v 1992c: 172 with refer
e n c e to the archives of the E a n n a [ a n d 1995b for the archives of the E b a b b a r of Sippar])); while 
the use of wooden tablets is actually attested in the A c h a e m e n i d period (cf. Briant 19921)), it is in 
fact very ancient in M e s o p o t a m i a (cf. M a l l o w a n 1966, 1: 149-63); for another thing, the use of 
A r a m a i c obviously does not date to the A c h a e m e n i d conques t (even if it expanded at that time), 
and finally, everyone knows that cune i form on clay remained in widespread use all the way into 
the Hellenist ic period ( inc luding vouchers and notarized d o c u m e n t s ) , so m u c h so that it seems to 
m e utterly inqxissible to imag ine a s u d d e n c h a n g e h a p p e n i n g at the beg inn ing of Xerxes' reign; if 
such a changeover did lake p lace , it obviously cou ld only have been gradual and over a long 
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eriod. And, in any case , another possibility mus t not be forgotten: quite simply, these "missing" 
•irchives are still underground (or even s o m e t i m e s "mislaid" on m u s e u m shelves).]! 

• The Builder King. T h e dates of construct ion of several bui ldings in Persepolis cont inue to 
ose complex problems, which my lack of c o m p e t e n c e in the area prevents m e from rehearsing 

here: I refer to Roaf 's s u m m a r y 1983: 138-40; on the tablets, cf. Roaf 1979; Xerxes at Susa : cf. Val
lat 1974- Add the inscription publ i shed by S h a h b a z i 1985b: 11-12 ("Darius the G r e a t King, K ing 
of Kings, son of Hystaspes, an Achaemenid": DPb.h), which does appear to show that, contrary to 
another theory, the hadis was built by Dar ius , not Xerxes (cf. H e n k e h n a n forthcoming) . 

8. Athenian Offensives and Royal Territories (478^466) 
• The Creation of the Delian League and the Royal Territories. T h e following pages should 

also require long discuss ions of Athenian policy, which I cannot treat here in extenso; it is no 
longer possible to provide an exhaustive b ibl iography (given its exponential increase!); 1 will thus 
mention recent work in which state-of-the-art reviews can be found [cf. Briant 1995a] . O n the 
(highly contested) chronology, see most recently Bad ian 1988 and D e l o r m e 1992; accord ing to 
Loomis 1990, the L e a g u e was created in 477 (not 478) . A lot of ink has b e e n spilled on the origins 
and original compos i t ion of the De l ian L e a g u e : see Meiggs 1972: 50 -58 , 459 -64 ; a lso Rhodes 
l%5: 6 - 1 1 ; the "minimalist" view of the extent uf tlie L e a g u e was presented by Scalcy 1966, not 
without good arguments (but see M e i g g s contra); on the clanger of us ing the ("so-called") A T L s 
without caution, cf. the strong reflections by Pritchett 1969, especially p. 20: "Our information 
about the Athenian Al l iance between 476 B.C. and 454 B.C. is so l imited that any interpretation of 
the period is like grasp ing at straws in the wind"! T h e s a m e author reasonably thinks that we can
not permanently "correct" T h u c y d i d e s and remarks: "Now the picture in T i m e . 1.99 is clearly one 
of slow deve lopment of the C o n f e d e r a c y or All iance" (p. 21). Cyprus : an inscription in the Cypriot 
syllabary refers to a s iege of Idalion by "the M e d e s and the peop le of Kition"; but, through argu
ments from pottery and numismat i c s , the inscription is dated either to the 470s or later to the 440s, 
so it cannot support an a r g u m e n t for a Persian counterattack in the region at the high date (cf. 
summary in Meiggs 1972: 476ff; see also Wiesehofer 1990: 245; C o l l o m b i e r 1990: 3 4 - 3 5 ; and 
Petit 1991: 163-65) . T h e a m o u n t 460 talents of silver given by T h u c y d i d e s for the first levying of 
tribute poses extremely difficult problems (cf. M e i g g s 1972: 58 -67; Finley 1978: 109-14) ; Persian 
and Achaemenid tribute: cf. Evans 1978 and Wall inga 1989. O n Plutarch's chronology in Cimon: 
cf. Meiggs's strongly stated reservations (1972: 7 3 - 7 5 ) , who thinks C i m o n ' s first conquests on the 
Asia Minor shore date to the 470s; but, in my opinion, doubt remains; for E u r y m e d o n , I a d o p t the 
most commonly accepted date (466) ( M e i g g s 1972: 8 0 - 8 2 ; Bad ian 1987: 4 -7 ) . 

• The Eurymedon and Its Consequences (466-465). O n the Persians' offensive strategy, cf. 
Meiggs 1972: 7 8 - 8 3 (oppos ing the most c o m m o n l y advanced theory). O n a Peace c o n c l u d e d after 
Eurymedon, cf. Bad ian 1987 (add to the bibl iography Schrader 1976, an o p p o n e n t to the "Peace 
of Callias"); s ince then, see Bosworth 1990, who offers s o m e (good) remarks on the m e a n i n g that 
ought to be found in the statements Plutarch ascribes to Cal l i s thenes; to judge by the Engl i sh 
summary ( V D I 1991/1: 168), V. M. Strogetsky's recent article does not s e e m to add anything par
ticularly new. Contrary to the interpretation offered here , Bad ian (1987: 3) states that both adver
saries desired p e a c e , but he offers no arguments to persuade the reader, and he does not quote the 
Diodorus passages that give exactly the opposi te impression for the Grea t King; what is the basis 
for the author's bald statement, "We are told in fact that Xerxes was eager for peace"? It s e e m s 
clear, from reading what follows, that Bad ian hypothesizes that the Egypt ian revolt had already be
gun, which is far from being proved. [ C o n t r a r y to Badian's interpretation, see most recently 
Bloedow 1992 and the critical remarks of G . Shr impton , E M C 13 (1994): 4 1 5 - 1 8 = review of Ba
dian 1993, which comprises the revised republ icat ion of Bad ian 1987 and 1988.] Finally, contrary 
to Meiggs's opinion (1972: 80), I see no c o m p e l l i n g reason to exc lude the testimony of Plutarch 
(Cimon 14.1), that after E u r y m e d o n the Persians still held parts of the Chersonesus , with the 
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assistance of T h r a c i a n s : cf. F'ol and H a m m o n d 1988: 249; let us add that if with Pntchett (1969) 
we date the transfer of the Treasury to the L e a g u e before E u r y m e d o n , the anc ient texts refer to th e 

Persian threat in the Aegean (Plutarch, Per. 12.1; D iodorus XII .38 2); on G r e e k propaganda after 
E u r y m e d o n : cf. especial ly the vase publ i shed by S c h a u e n b e i g 1975 (cf. on this d o c u m e n t the re
marks of Franc is 1980: 7 0 - 7 1 and D a u m a s 1985: 300 -302) . All these uncertainties lead us to re
mark ( a m o n g other things) that it is fortunate that no special ist in the Peace of Cal l ias (meanwhile 
see Cahi l l 1985: 381 n. 40) s eems to have h a p p e n e d on the interpretation given (although with 
s o m e reservations) by Hal lock (1960: 95) of the rising prices in Persepolis in 466: he sees it as a di
rect c o n s e q u e n c e of the Persian defeats at the E u r y m e d o n , which would have caused a shortage 
of grain at the heart of the E m p i r e ; we may imag ine what grist such a theory, instantly transformed 
into a factoid, could bring to the mill of those who continual ly insist on the notion of "Persian dec
adence" and think that the G r e a t King was then forced to sign a humil iat ing treaty with Athensl 

• The Case of Lycia: Text and image. Destruct ions at Xanthus causal ly related to Cimon's ex
pedition: cf. D e m a r g u e and C o u p e l 1963: 2 7 , 8 0 - 8 1 ; doubts of Bryce 1986: 103-4; I note that the 
problem posed by the Lycian case is methodologica l ly s imilar to that very clearly attacked by Zett-
ler 1979, regarding Babylonia , the problem "of the relation between political-historical change 
and c h a n g e s in material culture" (cf. also on this t h e m e Briant 1984b, and chap . 16/18 below); the 
idea of a strict correlation between Persian cultural inf luence and subjec t ion to the Great King 
was deve loped by Borchhardt 1979; it is based partly on a quest ionable interpretation of the east 
face of the M o n u m e n t of the Harpies: the author thinks the seated pr ince is n o n e other than the 
G r e a t King , but this analysis is scarcely acceptab le , as has rightly been shown by G a b e l m a n n 1984: 
4 1 - 4 2 , who thinks on the one hand that the frieze of the M o n u m e n t of the Harpies is not properly 
speaking an a u d i e n c e scene (even if the Persepolis inf luence is unden iab le ) and on the other 
hand that the person cannot be anyone but a dynast of Xanthus (cf. also with this opinion Tritsch 
1942; D e m a r g n e 1958: 44 suggests identifying h i m as Cybern i scus , who led the Lycian ships to 

Xerxes: Herodotus VII .92 , 98; contra S h a h b a z i [1975: 4 7 - 4 9 ] , who thinks that the one he calls 
"the elderly prince" of the east F a c e is H a r p a g u s , the founder of the dynasty, and recognizes Cy
berniscus on the north F a c e , with the erection of the structure ascribed to the S p p n d a z a dynasty 
known only from coins) . Borchhardt's theory is repeated (in a highly weakened form) by Metzgcr 
1987: 15 ( concern ing Lycian dynastic iconography): "Perhaps the similar d e v e l o p m e n t [of Elmali 
and Kizi lbel] should be ascribed to a stronger Iranian grip despite the Persian defeat at the Eu
rymedon, and to a possible sharing of inf luence between Athens and the G r e a t King"; a related 
idea is found in C h i l d s 1980: 5 6 - 6 2 , who, p. 6 1 , issues s o m e reservations on Borchhardt's position 
(while cal l ing it interesting, "though probably premature to accept"); on the basis of an examina
tion of monetary standards, the author offers the hypothesis that only western Lycia was "probably" 
subject to the De l ian L e a g u e (pp. 57 -61 ) ; but the rarety of Lycian ev idence for this period cer
tainly prevents us from m a p p i n g Persian a n d Athenian "zones of influence." In any event, in each 
of the m o n u m e n t s that we have considered, the G r e e k inf luences are also very noticeable 
(Metzger 1983); quite rightly, Metzger (1987: 14) a lso highlights the specifically Lycian founda
tion, regarding the "Harpies" (Sirens): " T h e artists working in Lycia, painters [Elmal i ] or sculp
tors, often grafted onto local themes images borrowed from the western world, the world of 
Greece"; on this, cf. also Dentzer 1982: 230 (on the tombs of E l m a l i a n d K a r a b u r u n ) — but neither 
does the diffusion of G r e e k images imply Athenian political dominat ion (cf. with this opinion 
Eddy 1973- 2 4 2 - 4 3 ) , in this context see the wise remarks of Mil ler (1985: 59 -60 ) on "the difficul
ties of reading" facts on the basis of pottery; in particular she remarks that the influx of Greek pot
tery is found on many other sites, such as Sardis and G o r d i o n , that clearly remained within the 
A c h a e m e n i d orbit! T o end for a m o m e n t with this point, we must stress here that the political in
ferences proposed to be drawn from stylistic and iconographic analyses cannot in every case be 
p laced too precisely within the chronology, for the s imple reason that bui ldings as important as 
Bui ld ing G , the M o n u m e n t of the Harpies , or the t o m b of K a r a b u r u n are dated only approxi-
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mately, within a bracket of 20 to 30 years, on tlie basis of stylistic relationships, always difficult: to 
establish, and archaeolog ica l ev idence that is not always certain (1 note for example that Bryce 
f 1986: 103-4] thinks that the M o n u m e n t of the Harpies is earlier than the arrival of C i m o n , dis
agreeing on this point with the reconstruction of Metzgcr 1958: 81); on the difficulty of dat ing the 
Lycian coins of the first half of the fifth century, cf. the revision proposed b y Z a h l e 1991. F r o m all 
this we must c o n c l u d e that the greatest p r u d e n c e is still required on the quest ion of the "status" 
of Lycia at the end of Xerxes' re ign—Lycia which was for all that certainly not united, despite the 
nresence (to s o m e extent concomitant ) of Iranian themes at Xanthus and Milyas (on the relations 
between Milyas and Lycia, cf. Hall 1986: 142-44) : cf. C h i l d s 1980: 5 7 - 6 2 analyzed above. O n e last 
remark: the Lycian kurtas (from T e r m i l a ) are especially n u m e r o u s at Persepolis and environs, but 
the available documenta t ion lists them only in the years 5 0 1 - 4 9 9 ( P F 8 5 7 - 6 2 , 1000-6 , 1141 -42 , 
1172, 1565, 1823, 1946-47; cf. Uchitel 1989: 236; 1992: 127-29) . 

9. Xerxes' Western Strategy 
• Xerxes and the Asia Minor Satrapies. C e l a e n a e : cf. Briant 1973: 74 -89 ; on the coloniza

tion, cf. Sekunda 1991: 110-13 , 119-23 (basically I share s o m e of the conclus ions , but others s e e m 
a bit adventurous to me; I do not bel ieve [p. 112] that the Arsames listed by Polyaenus VIII .28.2 
can be identified with the other Arsames who, in the s a m e chapter ot Polyaenus, leads the army to 
Barca around 513; this is probably Polyaenus's confus ion with the story of D a t a m e s given by Dio 
dorus XV.91 .2 -6 ) . Xenagoras : I repeat here a suggest ion by Erzen (1940: 112); Xerxes' vessel at 
Halicarnassus: Kent 1953: 1 15; while noting the existence of this vessel, H o m b l o w e r (1982: 25) 
thinks that Hal icarnassus joined the L e a g u e at the start, referring to M e i g g s 1972: 54ff, but this au
thor is fairly caut ious on the subject (even if he finally ends u p with the hypothesis of sticking with 
the high date); on the other s ide, correctly in m y view, Wall inga (1991: 279) stresses the strategic 
implications of Xerxes' m e a s u r e in Ci l i c ia . Artabazus: cf. Lewis 1977: 51-52; the discuss ion by 
Petit 1990: 181-86 serves only to compl i ca te matters unnecessarily; the Dascy l ium bullas are pre
sented in s u m m a r y by Balkan 1959; the author (n. 4 and p. 127) suggests (without arguments ) that 
they date to the satrapy of M e g a b a t e s and illustrate the importance of the satrapy during the inva
sion of Greece in 480: I have the strong impress ion that this dat ing is itself inferred from the "re
treat" postulated for Xerxes after 479! O n the bul las , cf. also Kaptan and Bayburtluoglu 1990, who 
leaves open the date of the d o c u m e n t s (p. 25). 

• Xerxes and Pausanias. T h e problems relating to the career of Pausanias are well presented 
by Graf 1979: 2 1 2 - 2 5 ; the Justin passage has alway given rise to n u m e r o u s problems, m a d e m o r e 
difficult still by the a b s e n c e of any other direct source (cf. Sealey 1966: 248-52) . We will not enter 
here into the interlacing of the arguments , s imply remarking that many authors, today, admit the 
validity of Justin's information as well as the (ill-defined) breadth of the Persian reconquests in the 
470s (cf. Me iggs 1972: 4 6 6 - 6 8 ) ; Bad ian 1988: 3 0 0 - 3 0 2 ; S c h u m a c h e r 1987); on the interest and 
credibility of Justin's text, see especial ly Fornara's proof (1966: 2 6 7 - 7 1 ) , whose conc lus ions I have 
adopted here; Ba lcer 1986 (with others) thinks that the letters quoted by Thucyd ides are fakes 
forged by the ephors ['overseers, supervisors'] , but the a r g u m e n t is not very convinc ing (cf. O l m 
stead 1933; Westlake 1977: 102-3; see also Nylander 1968). 

• Gifts of Lands and Towns: Colonization and Territorial Control. O n the policy of coloniza
tion carried out systematically by the Persians with the aid of exiled Greeks , see the excel lent 
work of Asheri 1983b: 51-54 , 7 8 - 8 0 ; status of G o n g y l u s and D e m a r a t u s , cf. Briant 1985b: 6 2 - 6 4 ; 
on the Gongy lus , cf. also the note by F o g a z z a 1972a, Robert 1973, and Pareti 1961; on M a n i a , cf. 
Lewis 1977: 55 n. 32 and 128 n. 3; in the fifth century we may also note that Pharnaces , a son of 
Pliarnabazes, gave lands to the Del ians at Adramytt ium (Thucydides V I . I ; cf. d iscuss ion in 
Lewis 1977: 80 n. 198 and Asheri 1983b: 79) . T h e case of Arthmios of Ze le ia raises several prob
lems, because the Athenian decree c o n d e m n i n g h im is known only from quotations by fourth-
century authors: cf. M e i g g s 1972: 508-11 (followed cautiously by Lewis 1989: 230 n. 9) and 
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M a n e s 1982, both of w h o m accept the reality of the episode (whatever its date, which is difficult 
to fix precisely). 

• Themistocles at the Court of the Great King. Role of Artabazus: cf. Briant 1992c; we may 
note that accord ing to T h u c y d i d e s (1.135.2), T h e m i s t o c l e s landed at E p h e s u s , not in the AeolirJ 
as in Plutarch; the authors of A T L III: 111-12 express doubts on the central role attributed to Arta' 
bazus in the Letters attributed to T h e m i s t o c l e s (meanwhi le , see Nylander 1968); it is obvious that 
many versions c irculated, more or less romant ic ized (cf. D iodorus XI . 57), but, on this point at 
least, I see no c o m p e l l i n g reason to prefer Thucyd ides ' version. Moreover it is not impossible that 
the differing versions go back to contradictory information that the G r e e k authors could have col
lected later, perhaps in the Dascy l ium satrapy, perhaps the Sardis , which had always been circu
lating, and which were incessantly disputed in the ne ighboring territories (cf. Weiskopf 1982: 350-
53; 1989: 4 1 - 4 3 , on the southern Troad) ; under this theory, the "Letter of Themis toc l e s" a n d P l u . 
larch's version stems from D a s c y l i u m , and the T h u c y d i d e s version c o m e s from the satrapal circles 
of Sardis . At any rate, it is not possible to infer from the documenta t ion that Artabazus had then 
replaced the satrap of Sardis , s ince our sources are si lent on Sardis until the end of the 440s, aside 
from a fleeting al lusion to an ( u n n a m e d ) satrap of Sardis in Plutarch (Them. 31 .1 -2) at the begin
ning of Artaxerxes' reign. O n chronological disputes , I refer (inter alia) to B a d i a n 1987: 4-5; but I 
will add one obic ival iun (ahcady suggested by O l m s t e a d 1948: 2 6 9 - 9 0 ) : if the chil iarch Artabanus 
who received T h e m i s t o c l e s upon his arrival is the s a m e Artabanus who conspired against Xerxes 
and was put to death by Artaxerxes (chap. 13/10 below), we must c o n c l u d e that Themistoc les was 
indeed received by Xerxes . O n the towns received as a gift by T h e m i s t o c l e s , cf. Briant 1985b: 59-
62, with the critical s u p p l e m e n t s of Savalli 1987; these donat ions have always been used as an ar
g u m e n t by those who oppose the theory of an Athenian-Achaemenid p e a c e (e.g., Meister 1982: 
32ff.; contra, e.g., Bad ian 1987: 20; see also the discussion of Frost 1980: 2 2 0 - 2 3 , and already ATL 
111:113); on Themis toc l e s ' co inage , cf. C a h n - G e r i n 1988 and C a h n - M a n n s p e r g e r 1991. 

10. From Xerxes to Artaxerxes 
• The Assassination of Xerxes: The Literary Motifs. We may remark that an Athenian vase 

paint ing ( inscribed with the n a m e Artoba[ ) = Artabanus?) is somet imes considered a depiction 
of the murder of Xerxes (cf. Hfllscher 1973: 4 8 - 4 9 ) : this would confirm that the event attracted 
special attention in G r e e c e . 

• The Assassination of Xerxes: The Dynastic Problems. Youngest son and satrapy of Bactra, cf. 
Briant 1984b: 7 5 - 7 7 ; Hystaspes, satrap of Bactra: cf. P F 1287, 1555 (Lewis 1977: 19 n. 96); Xerxes 
and his son Darius: the prob lem of knowing whether the former had n a m e d his son as successor 
dur ing his l ifetime remains very compl i ca ted , be ing very badly d o c u m e n t e d (if it really is Xerxes 
who is n a m e d in the Stela of the Satrap, and if the expression "oldest son" really refers to the oldest 
son [but see above , chap . 13/2, Research Notes ] , this would be the only attested association of 
Xerxes and Dar ius ! ) . Even if we agree with s o m e peop le that the a u d i e n c e relief on the central 
panel of the A p a d a n a of Persepolis represents Xerxes and his son (and not Dar ius and Xerxes: be
low), this theory gives no precise chronological information; despite L e g r a n d (ad l o c ) , I am 
tempted to think that the task entrusted to Artabanes was close e n o u g h to what Herodotus sup 
C a m b y s e s conferred on the magus during the Egypt ian c a m p a i g n (III .61: meledon ton oikion; cf. 
Wiesehofer 1978: 4 9 - 5 0 ; on the title meledon [also found in G r e e k inscriptions] , cf. L€vy 1940: 
237 and n. 5; in an "Achaemenid context," cf. Ael ian, V H II . 14 and Anim. XIII . 18). Post-accession 
propaganda: we m a y recall at this point that several authors (cf. Ti l ia 1977: 7 0 - 7 1 ; Ca lmeyer 1976: 
7 8 - 7 9 ) think that the shifting in the Treasury of the a u d i e n c e relief from the central panel of the 
A p a d a n a is d u e to Artaxerxes; this theory is based on another o n e s u p p o s i n g that the royal persons 
represented are not Dar ius I and Xerxes, but Xerxes and his son Darius: under these circum
stances, Artaxerxes would have removed from view a s c e n e that was an unpleasant reminder that 
his brother Dar ius , w h o m he had assassinated, was the legit imate heir. B u t I hesitate to use the 
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argument, given the risk of c ircular reasoning—espec ia l ly s ince the kings shown might have had 
an urge toward anonymity [??] (see H e n k e l m a n forthcoming) . Africanus: without digging deeper 
into the quest ion, B a d i a n (1987: 3 n. 8) thinks: "This can hardly be wholly invented" (cf. also C a l 
meyer 1976: 77, without taking a firm position; D a n d a m a e v [1989a: 234] does not rule out that 
Artaxerxes "was only formally the king"). But comparat ive study of the information from the chro
n o g r a p h s about the XXVIIth dynasty does not in the slightest confirm such confidence in Afri
canus: cf. Waddell 1966: 7 0 - 7 1 ; a fragment of a G r e e k papyrus repeats the d a t u m on Africanus (cf. 
Bilabel 1924: 3 5 - 4 8 ) , but this lends no weight to such a highly suspect tradition. We have not a 
single datum showing that Xerxes' power was weakened in his last years. D a n d a m a e v (1989a: 2 3 3 -
34) brings in two items: (1) for one thing, we have known s ince Hal lock I960: 9 4 - 9 5 that a sharp 
increase in grain prices is visible at Persepolis at the end of 467 and the start of 466; Hal lock pro
posed to sec it as a c o n s e q u e n c e of the Persian defeats at the E u r y m e d o n , but this is a very unlikely 
theory: in any case , the connect ion between a relative increase in prices and e c o n o m i c weakening 
remains to b e proved; (2) referring to H i n z (1979: 24) , D a n d a m a e v cites n u m e r o u s d i smissa l s / 
appointments (about o n e hundred) of high-ranking administrators in Persia, which he interprets 
through the royal desire "to pacify the discontent in Persia." T h e theory goes back in part to Bow
man (1970: 2 7 - 2 8 , 57), who c o n c l u d e s from an examinat ion of the datings of xhtsegan and trea
surers in the A r a m a i c texts ( inscribed objects) that there was a general alteration of job lilies in 
467-466. But, for o n e thing, the abso lute dates proposed by B o w m a n must remain hypothetical; 
for another, the examples given hardly allow us to state that the c h a n g e was sudden a n d general or 
that they have to be closely related to the shortage of 467 (despite H i n z 1972: 308)—especia l ly 
since the very existence of a shortage has to be evaluated with great care; in any case , it is hard to 
sec the connect ion that might be established between appo intments to high positions and discon
tent in Persia, and still less the relat ionships a m o n g the pr ice increase , discontent, crisis, and the 
assassination of Xerxes (despite Cahi l l 1985: 381 n. 40, who, moreover, even suggests a link with 
the Peace of Cal l ias ! ) : actually, the rep lacement of administrators c a n just as easily be interpreted 
as a proof of royal authority (cf. D iodorus X I . 7 1 . 1 : access ion of Artaxerxes I). Accession of Arta
xerxes: the Babylonian d o c u m e n t s are presented by Parker and Dubberstc in 1956: 17; cf. also 
Stolper, C A H V I 2 : 237; A r a m a i c d o c u m e n t s in E g y p t on the transition between the two kings Por
ten 1990: 26-27 . 

11. An Assessment 
• O n the Fr ieze of tribute-bearers on the facade of the pa lace of Xerxes-Artaxcrxes I, see espe

cially Til ia 1974. 132-33 and 1977: 7 4 - 7 6 ; cf. a l so S h a h b a z i 1976b: 57 -58 ; Root 1979: 108-10-
Roaf 1983: 140. 



Chapter 14 

From the Accession of Artaxerxes I to the 
Death of Darius II (465-405/404) 

1. One King after Another (465) 
• Sources and Problems- O n the difficulty of dat ing the Babylonian documents , cf., for ex-

a m p l e , the remarks of J o a n n e s 1 9 8 2 : 3 3 1 - 3 2 , 3 5 8 ; cf. also pp. 5-6 (dating of a trove from the reign 
of Artaxerxes II); see also on this subject the remarks of Kuhrt 1987a: 152, Stolper 1990b: 561-62 
and the s inking e x a m p l e presented by S a c h s and H u n g e r 1988: 69, with the c o m m e n t s of vander 
S p e k 1993a: 96; on the dat ing of the Aramaic texts from Egypt , c f , for example , Porten 1987b (on 
D A E 9 [ = A P 7] , dated by Gre lo t to Artaxerxes I, by Porten to Artaxerxes II) and L e m a i r e 199| c . 
199-201 ( D A E 75); even if the quest ion has not really been reopened recently, I recall the argu
ments over the dat ing of the Aramaic texts from Persepolis: cf. B o w m a n 1970: 56-62 and my re
marks above , p. 940; s a m e difficulties in dat ing the D e m o t i c papyri: L i i d d e c k e n s 1965, Cenival 
1972 (palaeographic criterion); on the G r e e k inscription from Sardis , cf. chap . 15/8: Droaphernes 
and the Sardis S ta tue , pp, 677ff; the Aramaic inscription from Ci l i c ia (Meyclancikkale) was pub
lished by L e m a i r e and L o z a c h m e u r ( D a v e s n e , L e m a i r e , and L o z a c h m e u r 1987: 365-70); it U 
dated to year 16(?) of Artaxerxes; the editors remain prudently uncertain about the identity of this 
k ing (I or II? cf. also L e m a i r e 1991c: 206); on E z r a - N e h e m i a h , cf. chap . 14/5, pp. 583ff. 

• The Position of the hlew Great King. On royal metonomas ia [use of throne names] (known 
from several Class ica l texts and attested m o r e specifically in Babylonian tablets): cf. Schmitt 1982c 
(correcting S c h m i t t 1977), and now van der S p e k 1993a: 95-96; dynastic nature of the Bactrian 
revolt: cf. Briant 1984b: 7 6 - 7 7 ; identification of Artabanus: cf. remarks of Lewis 1977: 19 n. 96; 
chang ing satraps at the beg inn ing of a reign: Briant 1991a: 9 [ h e n c e my doubts on the recent com
mentary on Diodorus XI .71 .1 by Ba lcer 1992b ( 1 9 9 5 ) ] ; court measures attributed by Plutarch to 
Artaxerxes I: cf. my discussion in Briant 1994e: 3 0 7 - 1 0 (on rules regarding royal hunts); compari
son with Babylonian tablets: cf. Sto lper 1985a: 270 and the note regarding text no. 91 dated to Da
rius II (the similarity in puni shments is striking; the c o m p a r i s o n implies that royal decisions were 
not l imited to the Persian aristocrats—which poses new problems, which M . Stolper returned to 
in 1995a). 

• Artaxerxes I at Persepolis. T h e works a c c o m p l i s h e d by Artaxerxes I at Persepolis have been 
brought to light by the investigations of Ti l ia: cf. Ti l ia 1972: 191-208; 1974; 1977; as well as Cal
meyer 1990a: 15-16 . The hypothesis of a c h a n g e in the function of Persepolis is developed by Fiye 
1974, who thinks that, from this t ime on, Artaxerxes I c h o s e Susa as his capital , but the supporting 
arguments d o not carry conviction: whether they concern the reception of G r e e k ambassadors at 
Susa (Herodotus VII . 151) or the a b s e n c e of tablets: is it necessary to repeat that the g a p is acciden
tal? We may also stress that in Herodotus the seat of power of the Great King is regularly placed at 
S u s a , which for him is the very symbol of royal power (cf. Briant 1993b); in suppos ing that the 
other kings until Artaxerxes II did not use Persepolis frequently (p. 384), Frye fails to take into ac
count the entirety of Class ical documenta t ion (cf. C a m e r o n 1973), or lets h imsel f be misled by a 
worthless moral iz ing tradition, without quot ing it, such as is repeated by Plutarch, Alex. 69.2 
( same distortion in D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 312; cf. Briant 1993c: 421); as for the suggestion that Arta
xerxes I "perhaps found m i d - M a r c h on the plateau too cold to live there" (p. 385), this reckons on 
the one hand on the royal presence exclusively at the t ime of the N e w Year's festival (cf. chap. 5), 
and on the other on the special "sensitivity to cold" of the G r e a t King that is pure fiction (if Ctesias 
S19 transmits truth, we see that in N o v e m b e r 486, Dar ius was in Persepolis; the text also suggests 
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that the king regularly went to Persepolis in a c c o r d a n c e with the ritual calendar [ o n this point, see 

n 0 w Koch 1993a: 6 1 - 9 1 , who contrasts the information given by the Class i ca l authors on the relo
cations of king and court [Briant 1988c] to the facts provided by the Persepolis tablets; the study 
oarticularly conf irms [pp. 8 8 - 8 9 ] the theory that I drew from Ctes ias on the requirements of the 
ritual ca lendar] ) ; lastly, I remark that, in the framework of Frye's interpretation, it is hard to under
stand why beg inn ing with Artaxerxes II the G r e a t Kings chose to have their tombs d u g above the 
Persepolis terrace (cf. C a l m e y e r 1990a: 13-14) . B a s e d on all other arguments , the theory of a 
change in function of Persepolis is also offered by Cahi l l 1985, who takes into consideration the 
relocation of the a u d i e n c e reliefs and what he considers "the cessation of bringing gifts into the 
treasury" (a point on which I remain skeptical); at the s a m e t ime, the author rightly remarks that 
the remaining uncertaint ies require great caut ion on the part o f interpreters (pp. 388 -89 ) . 

2. The Egyptian Revolt (ca. 464-454) 
• The Revolt of Inarus and the Athenian Intervention. O n Ctes ias , cf. Bigwood 1976, whose 

conclusion (p. 21) is unexcept ionable : "This a c c o u n t of the Egypt ian episode may afford us s o m e 
amusement. But there is no major historical prob lem which it helps us to resolve"; on the Athe
nian intervention, M e i g g s 1972: 101-4 , 4 7 3 - 7 6 ; on the revolt itself, cf. Kienitz 1953: 6 9 - 7 2 (the 
role attributed lu the N i l e - P e r s i a mar i t ime link, p. 69, c o m e s from an erroneous unders tanding of 
the canal's function) , S a l m o n 1965: 9 0 - 1 9 2 ( long and heavy), and most recently Hog lund 1989: 
250-87. 

• Characteristics and Consequences of the Revolt: Persian Egypt and Egyptian Egypt. Cf. 
Briant 1988a: 140, 1 4 7 - 5 1 , 171-72 (repeated here for the basics); on the origins and relations of 
the marsh kings, cf. the articles "Amyrtaios" (de M e u l e n a e r e ) , "Psammet ichus IV, V" (Spa l inger ) 
in the LA (on the De l ta , cf. also Yoyotte 1961, Bertrand 1988, Favard-Meeks and M e e k s 1992); de
spite D a n d a m a e v (1989a: 2 4 2 - 4 3 ) , the hypothesis (taken from other authors whom he cites) of a 
high dating of the archives of Arsama must be a b a n d o n e d , as well as the hypothesis of a reference 
to Inarus in an A r a m a i c papyrus ( D A E 66 [= A D 5]) in connect ion with s o m e troubles in U p p e r 
Egypt: cf. C a z e l l e s 1955: 9 7 - 9 9 ; the n a m e must no doubt be read Anudari i and not Inarus: Gre lo t 
1972: 309, Whitehead 1974: 57 (on the a b s e n c e of troubles in U p p e r Egypt , cf., for e x a m p l e , Por-
ten 1968: 2 6 - 2 7 and Grelot's remark 1972: 81 , who replies to Krael ing 1953: 31, without ment ion
ing him, regarding the use of "weights of Ptah"); Artaxerxes' seal: accord ing to Porada (1979: 8 8 -
89), the seal of the H e r m i t a g e M u s e u m in St. Petersburg, fig. 18a—b, p . 215 here (a Great King, 
bow and quiver on his back, a l ance in his hand , hold ing in his hand a rope that wraps around the 
necks of four captives, while the k ing brandishes his lance against a knee l ing m a n with Egypt ian 
hairstyle [pschent]), could represent Artaxerxes I and Inarus, but it is not impossible that it cou ld 
be Megabyzus (on this seal , cf. also Nage l 1963: 134 and fig. 11, and the remarks of H e n k e l m a n 
forthcoming); we may note that a seal on the Treasury tablets ( P T S no. 28) bears a s imi lar scene , 
with the difference that the captives b o u n d with a rope around their necks and the warrior on his 
knees killed by the king are Greeks: S c h m i d t 1957: 10, 29; a nearly identical s cene on a Babylo
nian impression ( c o m m u n i c a t i o n from L . Bregstein a n d M . Stolper) and even on a bul la of (or: 
from?) Artasat of A r m e n i a (Root, D A T A 1993, p. 13, and the forthcoming articles by Khatchatr ian 
and Manukian) . 

3. Trans-Euphrates Matters 
• Artaxerxes and Megabyzus. O n the literary motifs constituting Ctesias's tale, cf. Bigwood 

1976: 19-21; the il l-informed article by Brown (1987) provides nothing new; Petit (1990: 194-95) 
strongly insists that M e g a b y z u s held the position of satrap at the t ime, but by means of a r g u m e n t s 
that do not convince (in particular he has not considered Stolper 1989b); Petesas and Spi tamas: cf. 
Stolper 1985a: 94; the importance of the episode in the framework of the history of the G r e e k mer
chant class in the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e is analyzed by Se ibt 1977: 35 -39 ; Rahe (1980 : 8 8 - 9 0 ) 
thinks that M e g a b y z u s (followed by his son Artyphius) was the first (before Pissuthnes and C y r u s 
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the Younger) to understand the importance of organiz ing joint maneuvers by the Persian cavalry 
and the G r e e k infantry, but I a m not sure that the existing evidence al lows us to attribute this j n . 
novation to a particular person (which moreover presupposes the d e c a d e n c e of the royal Achaeme
nid army: cf. pp. 79ff.; but cf. chap . 14/7: Dar ius II and His Satraps , pp . 593EF., and chap, \7liy 
Lewis (1977: 51) thinks that the revolt weakened the king's position (but see below, chap. 14/5̂  0 | ) 

Nehemiah ' s mission); see most recently Hog lund 1989: 196-299 (he denies a revolt by Megabyzus-
I have not been able to consult Hog lund 1992). 

• Troubles in Judah? Cf . O d e d 1977d: 527; see a lso Y a m a u c h i 1990: 251, who, following oth
ers (cf. B lenk insopp 1987: 416) , compares the Egypt ian affair with the revolt of Megabyzus , think
ing in particular that, if a few years later the king al lowed N e h e m i a h to rebuild the fortifications 
of J e r u s a l e m , it was because meanwhi le the revolts had been suppressed: the basic problem re
mains: should we or should we not accord explicit historical value to what appears to be an inter
polation (cf., e.g., Ackroyd 1984a: 9; 1988a: 4 1 - 4 2 ) ? O n possible troubles in the time of Xerxes, cf. 
my skeptical remarks, chap . 13/2: "Crush ing Rebell ions," p. 525. 

4. The Asia Minor - Eastern Aegean Front 
• Athenian-Persian Hostilities (the 450s). Controversy exists in regard to the condition of the 

Athenian a n d allied forces after the Egypt ian c a m p a i g n : M e i g g s (1972: 104-8) thinks that the 
c a m p a i g n was a disaster that h a d weakened Athens in the eyes of its allies; starting with this belief 
and examinat ion of several texts (Erythrae, Mi le tus , S ige ion) , M e i g g s factors into this context the 
support that Athens's opponents found in the Asia M i n o r satraps (1972: 109-28) ; an opposing po-
sition on the c o n s e q u e n c e s of the Egypt ian c a m p a i g n has been worked out anew by Holladay 
1989. Without be ing able to cover the whole bibl iography here (cf. Briant 1995a), I will simply 

stress that most of the arguments ( inc luding m i n e ) are burdened by a whole series of chronologi
cal difficulties (whether involving the historians' texts or ep igraphic documents ) . O n Cimon's 
c a m p a i g n in C y p r u s , cf. the clarification by Wiesehofer 1990: 2 4 6 - 4 7 . 

• Return to the "Peace of Callias." Cf. the bibl iography cited above , in the Research Notes to 
chap . 13/8 (pp. 967ff ) , as well as D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 2 5 0 - 5 5 [[contrary to what the author states 
(p. 254), D e m o s t h e n e s , Amb. 273 does not imply that the Athenians were unhappy with the terms 
of the treaty negotiated by C a l l i a s ] , and especial ly Lewis 1992a: 121-27, who, not without exhib
iting a certain impat ience with those who hold the opposite opinion (p. 126), thinks that the his
toricity of the Peace cannot be doubted; he m a k e s three arguments : (1) the Peace of Epilycus that 
renewed the Peace of Ca l l i a s is "now virtually certain"; (2) the miss ing year in the A T L is very 
likely 448; this g a p is to be l inked to the conc lus ion o f the Peace; (3) the Periclean building pro
g r a m was f inanced by the League 's funds transferred to Athens: " T h e only conclus ion which can 
be drawn is that the Athenians were confident before starting work on the Parthenon that the Per
sian War was over, by mutua l consent. Bes ide this conc lus ion , the details are relatively unimpor
tant" (p. 126); without neglect ing the relevance of Lewis's arguments , I remark that: (1) the first 
a r g u m e n t risks b e i n g one segment of a c ircular argument ; (2) in the op in ion of Lewis himself, 
doubts remain regarding the identification of the miss ing year (p. 125: "Clearer evidence would 
be welcome"); (3) the use of the allies' tribute for bui ld ing the m o n u m e n t s on the Acropolis, de
nounced by Plutarch and long disputed, is an interpretation that has just been challenged, not 
without excel lent reason, by G i o v a n n i m 1990. T h e dat ing of Herodotus VII. 151, which is in close 
chronologica l relation to the Peace , is p laced in doubt by the theory's opponents: cf., e.g., Meister 
1982: 22 -24 , who dates the Argive embassy to the beg inn ing of the reign of Artaxerxes I. I stress 
that several authors have rightly warned against the temptation to interpret too rapidly the gaps in 
the A T L by reference to a Peace of 449 and to believe, with circular reasoning, that the Peace ex
plains the gaps (and vice versa): cf. Robertson 1987: 386 ("The Peace of Ca l l i a s is a joker in the 
pack; it makes a better g a m e to play without it"), Pierart 1987: 296 and Giovannin i 1990: 146 and 
n. 43, on the activities of the satraps, cf. M e i g g s 1972: 111-18 , 188-90, 3 1 4 - 1 5 ; on the Miletus 
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iffair see the important corrections to Meiggs's theory on the basis of the publ icat ion of a new 
fragment of the decree: Pierart, R E A 8 7 / 1 - 2 (1985): 42; also Robertson 1987: 384-90 (in fact, the 
decree concerns an internal crisis and not a revolt against Athens); on the C o l o p h o n and N o t i u m 
affairs, cf. Pierart 1984: 1 6 8 - 7 1 ; these various episodes are a lso reviewed by Badian (1987: 19-26) , 
who strongly support ing the notion that a p e a c e c o n c l u d e d after E u r y m e d o n , thinks that the sa
trapal actions d o not imply a dec lared state of hostility between the satraps and Athens—a presen
tation that appears to m e to be based on a legal fiction (which 1 a m tempted to attribute to the 
author and not to Artaxerxes or Pissuthnes; see on this subject also the analysis of Eddy 1973 and 
the reflections of Lewis 1977: 59 -62 ) . It would be good to add that two other very important aspects 
remain unresolved: ( I ) T h u c y d i d e s ment ions several times that the cities of Ionia were deprived 
of fortifications: was this d i smant l ing brought about by a treat)' imposed by the king, or was it the 
result of an Athenian dec is ion? (Meiggs 1972: 149-50 prefers the s econd interpretation; Wade-
Gery [1968: 2 1 5 - 1 6 ] , by contrast, imagines that Athens accepted this condit ion in exchange for 
the Great King's a g r e e m e n t not to send the royal army to fight in western Asia Minor; in agree
ment Lewis 1977: 153 n. 118): it is imposs ib le to decide; (2) did the cities allied with Athens con
tinue if not actually to pay tribute (though s o m e authors admi t even this possibility) then at least 
to owe the Grea t King tribute? (cf. M e i g g s 1972: 148, who answers in the affirmative, and the re
marks of Frost 1980: 2 2 0 - 2 9 on cities granted to Themis toc l e s ) . O n the strategy ot Pericles, cf. the 
remarks of Giovannin i 1990: 145-46 . O n the d ip lomat ic contacts between Sparta and Artaxerxes: 
cf. the analysis by Lewis 1977; 6 3 - 7 0 ; between Athens and the G r e a t King: Hegyi 1983. We may 
note that in the context of the traditional interpretation of the Peace of Cal l ias , the quest ion why 
the Great King did not send an army to the coast receives an answer if we agree that the treaty for
bade the royal army to interfere there—a standpoint deve loped by Wade-Gery 1968: 215ff, but al
ways on the foundation of (contradictory) texts whose credibility c a n be doubted. For his part, 
following Wall inga (1987: 4 7 - 4 8 ) , Desca t (1990a: 544) thinks that after S a l a m i s and Myca le "the 
Achaemenids no longer had a p e r m a n e n t navy"; aside from the fact that this interpretation re
mains hypothetical, all it does is push the problem back, or rather raise another: when and why 
did the central power dec ide on such a s u d d e n c h a n g e of strategic direction? 

• Return to Xanthus. O n the Tribute Lists, cf. the tables prepared by Meiggs 1972: 5 3 8 - 6 1 , 
and the cautious and wise observations of Pierart 1987: 2 9 4 - 9 5 (and n. 14) on the c h a n g e in 
Caria's tribute beg inn ing in 446, then after 4 4 0 - 4 3 9 ; Athenian efforts in the islands between 428 
and 425: Pierart 1984; d i sappearance of Lycia: M e i g g s 1972: 2 4 6 - 4 7 ; on Car ia and Lycia: cf. also 
Eddy 1973 and K e e n 1993a (who stresses the strategic value of the Lycian coast; on this point, cf. 
also Z i m m e r m a n n 1992). We may ment ion regarding C a r i a / L y c i a that a passage in Ctes ias is 
problematic; in his presentation of the M e g a b y z u s saga , he notes that his youngest son, Zopyrus , 
left the king's c a m p to seek refuge in Athens: "With those who a c c o m p a n i e d h i m he fled toward 
Cnunus and d e m a n d e d that they turn over the town to h im. T h e people of C a u n u s replied that 
they would hand the town over to h im but not to the Athenians with him" (§43): the date of this 
expedition is not certain, but it was before the death of Artaxerxes (§43) , perhaps between 430 and 
425: cf. Eddy 1973: 255 , who reasonably thinks that C a u n u s rose up against Athens, perhaps with 
the aid of Pissuthnes (the counterarguments of B a d i a n 1987: 2 3 - 2 4 do not appear valid to m e ) ; see 
also Meiggs 1972: 4 3 6 - 3 7 (who proposes l inking the episode to Melesander's mission); D e s c a t 
(1991: 39) sees in the Zopyrus affair the expression of a break between Athens and the Great King; 
my opinion on this quest ion is not very settled: all I would like to stress here (even without collect
ing all of the examples ) is that the avai lable documenta t ion (Greek texts and Pillar inscription: cf. 
Shevoroskin 1977 and Melcher t 1993) attests to the exceptional importance of C a u n u s in Persian 
strategic thinking in the southwest co iner of Asia M i n o r (up to and inc luding D a r i u s III [cf. also 
Descat 1994b]]); at the t ime of the D i a d o c h i , one of the two magnif icent citadels de fending the 
city and access to the port (cf. D i o d o r u s X1X.75.5) was cal led the Persikon (Diodorus X X . 2 7 . 2 ) . Pil
lar Inscription of Xanthus , cf. D e m a r g n e 1958: 7 9 - 1 0 5 ; on the author (Kheriga) and date (around 
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400), I adopt the position of B o u s q u e t 1992: 167-74; on the events, cf. Ch i lds 1981: 62-66 a v > Q 

BoLisquet 1992: 175; on the status of Lycia dur ing this entire period, see now the detailed work of 
Keen 1992a (consulted through the author's generosity) , chap . 5/2 (he adopts the hypothesis of a 
Peace of Ca l l i a s in 4 6 2 - 4 6 1 ) : "It s eems likely that Lycians returned to Persian al legiance when 
they left [the a l l eg iance) of Athens"; on Melesander ' s (then Lysicles') expedit ion a n d the informa
tion g leaned from the Pillar Inscription, cf. ibid., chap . 6, and Keen 1993b. 

5. Ezra and Nehemiah in Jerusalem 

• As a result of various kinds of argument , it has often been proposed that Ezra actually carried 
out his mission under Artaxerxes II, in 398: a s u m m a r y may be found in O d e d 1977d: 503-9 
(which adopts the low chronology) , Y a m a u c h i 1990: 2 5 3 - 5 6 (which inclines rather toward the dat
ing adopted here, without denying that the other interpretation is not u n a p p e a l i n g ) , Williamson 
1987: 6 9 - 7 6 , and Hog lund 1989: 7 3 - 8 0 (Ezra before N e h e m i a h ) . A m o n g the arguments some
times a d d u c e d in support of the low chronology is the Egypt ian situation at the beg inning of the 
fourth century, and it is thought that Ezra's mission fits with the king's desire to protect the ap
proaches to the N i l e Valley (cf. C a z e l l e s 1954: 114-19) ; this is a traditional explanation, often of
fered also to explain Cyrus's m e a s u r e of 538 (cf. chap . 1/6); but this is a s imple argument of 
similarity, without any ev idence as a basis: at the risk of a p p e a r i n g naive (or ill informed) , I must 
insist that even and especial ly after studying a m a p , I have never really understood what decisive 
strategic advantage against E g y p t the small l and of J u d a h could have had in the eyes of the Achae
menid central authority (or in the eyes of certain m o d e m interpreters?); other historical argu
ments are equal ly weak: thus the admiss ion of D o r (near S i d o n ) to the De l ian L e a g u e (accepted 
by Meiggs 1972: 4 2 0 - 2 1 ) , somet imes interpreted as an a r g u m e n t in favor of Ezra's high dating (cf. 
studies cited by Y a m a u c h i 1990: 254 n. 60) , is anything but certain (cf. L e m a i r e 1990: 56 n. 135; 
the note is not repeated in L e m a i r e 1994: 33). T h e debate , finally a n d especially, is part of a subtle 
a n d complex discuss ion of the content of the "Memoirs" of N e h e m i a h a n d , thus, the work and 
chronology of the Chronic ler ; long under way, the d i scuss ion s e e m s to have taken on new life 
these last few years (cf. the articles col lected by P. R. Davies 1991), perhaps under the influence of 
the rebirth of A c h a e m e n i d studies (cf. H o g l u n d 1989, 1991; Wi l l i amson 1991; Weinberg 1992a, b; 
G r a b b e 1992b [ seen too late]]); my lack of c o m p e t e n c e in the material keeps m e from participat
ing (cf. the clear s u m m a r y by Ackroyd 1988; deve lopments c a n b e followed by m e a n s of the C/?ro-
nique by P. Abadie , Trans. 1 (1989): 170-76 and 4 (1991): 141-45; see most recently Dequeker 
1993, who, dat ing Ezra to the Artaxerxes II period, thinks that the reconstruction of the temple 
took p lace under Dar ius II and not Dar ius I [ a n d L e m a i r e 1995a: 5 7 - 6 1 , who, on the basis of the 
Egypt ian situation and the E l e p h a n t i n e d o c u m e n t s , chooses the date 398 ] ) ; I will slate nothing 
but an impression: to go by the recent literature, the nonspecial is t would not do well to intervene 
in the discuss ions and po lemics , whose scientific bases e scape him more and m o r e as the readings 
multiply (cf. Dequeker ' s baffling 1993 article); we have the impression that at the present time no 
tradition enjoys the status of "historical fact" (cf. in particular G r a b b e 1994): in short, the dates in 
the text have been adopted purely by convention: my only justification is that I a m in good com
pany; but I would be no less so if I held the exact opposite position! 

• Ezra's Mission. S e e the discuss ions in C a z e l l e s 1954 (who sets E z r a in 398); O d e d 1977b: 
535-36; Purvis 1988: 169-70; Y a m a u c h i 1990: 256-57 , who following Blenkinsopp (1987) sets up 
a parallel with the miss ion entrusted by Dar ius I to Udjahorresnet and the similarity of the "Egyp
tian laws": but, with G r a b b e 1994: 2 9 4 - 9 5 , the parallel does not s e e m particularly legitimate to 
m e ; see also other reflections by the s a m e author, who has mult ipl ied the warnings and reserva
tions on currently accepted interpretations of Ezra's mission; I find myself agree ing with one of his 
observations (p. 297): " T h e closer one looks, the m o r e en igmat ic Ezra's mission becomes," and 
"We have to c o n c l u d e that Ezra's mission is a puzz le" (p. 298) . 
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Nehemiah's Mission. It is imposs ib le for N e h e m i a h to have been a e u n u c h ; it is even 
highly unlikely that he was a c u p b e a r e r to the king (cf. O d e d 1977b: 528 a n d , both m o r e detai led 
and more certain, Y a m a u c h i 1980b, 1990: 260 -64 ) . T h e literature on his mission is cons iderable: 

summary may be found in Y a m a u c h i 1990: 2 6 4 - 7 8 ; on the governors before N e h e m i a h , cf. 
chap- '2/3 above; on the extent of the province of J u d a h , cf. a s u m m a r y of the issue in L e m a i r e 
|990' 32 -45 (cf. pp. 3 9 - 4 0 on pelek and the satrapal res idence at M i z p a h and G i b e o n , with the 
remarks of Briant 1985b: 67); the duties of the c o m m i s s a r ( N e h 11:24) remain mysterious (cf. Helt
zer J 989: 346 n. 71 , and now Heltzer 1994: a s u m m a r y will b e found there [pp. 109-13] , and c o m 
parisons [interesting, but in my opin ion not very convincing] with Udjahorresnet , Hist iaeus of 
Miletus, and Arlissis of C a r i a ) ; on relations with the central authority, cf. also the reflections of 
Graf 1985: 92 -93 and Weinberg 1977: 32 -38 (who thinks that N e h e m i a h was notpehd of the prov
ince of J u d a h , but rather head of what he calls the "Biirger-T'empel-Gemeinde": cf. now Weinberg 
]992a, b): on Weinberg's views, cf. D i o n 1991 a n d the critical remarks of B lenkinsopp 1991; on 
Nehemiah's social reforms, cf. (inter al ia) Y a m a u c h i 1980a, 1990: 272; Kreissig 1973; K i p p e n b e r g 
1982: 54-77; Heltzer 1989b; on Nehemiah ' s fortification, cf. L a p e r r o u s a z 1979. 

• From Jerusalem to Elephantine. DAE 89: cf. Gre lo t 1972: 354-67, Porten 1986: 12-13; on 
the Pascal Papyrus ( D A E 96) , cf. Gre lo t 1955, 1972: 378 -86 , 1981; most recent restoration in Por
ten 1986: 7; on the interpretation, cf. also V incent 1937: 2 4 9 - 6 1 , Briant 1986a: 432-34 , Frei 1984: 
16-17, and, quite recently, the (to say the least) surpris ing proposals of D e q u e k e r 1993: 8 9 - 9 2 (who 
connects the d o c u m e n t to the reconstruction of the J e r u s a l e m temple , which he p laces under D a 
rius II and not Dar ius I, on the basis of textual exegesis in which 1 refuse to get involved [ a n d L e 
maire 1995a: 6 0 J ) ; finally I d o not bel ieve that we can say, with Porten and Yardeni 1993: 59, that 
the document attests to the favor that Dar ius II in particular is supposed to have manifested toward 
the Jewish c o m m u n i t y of E l ephant ine . O n the Jews in Babylonia , cf., e.g., C o o g a n 1974, Purvis 
1988: 154-62 (who poses , pp. 158-60 , the problem of the possible existence of a temple) . 

• The Enemies of Nehemiah and Judah. O n the province of S a m a r i a and the information 
coming from Wadi ed-Dal iyeh, see the various publ icat ions of Cross ( 1 9 6 3 , 1 9 6 6 , 1 9 7 1 , 1 9 7 4 , 1 9 8 5 ) ; 
some of the papyri have been studied by G r o p p 1986, but we are still waiting for the final publ ica
tion; the coins were recently publ i shed by Meshorer and Qedar 1991 (we will return at a suitable 
point to this rich material: chap . 16/7); see also L e m a i r e 1990: 6 4 - 6 7 (on the province of S a m a r i a ) 
and L e m a i r e - L o z a c h m e u r 1987 (on byrt'/birta); s u m m a r y and review on G a s m u and Tob iah in L e 
maire 1990: 4 5 - 5 4 , 6 8 - 7 2 . Tobiah: on his res idence at Iraq e l -Emir , cf. the publicat ion by Will and 
Larche et al. 1991: 5-9 . G a s m u the Arab: on the vessels and dedicat ions of Tell e l -Maskhuta , cf. 
Durnbrell 1971, Briant 1982b: 172-73 (with s o m e doubts on the generally proposed reconstruc
tions), and, s ince then, G r a f 1990a: 139-40; K n a u f 1990: 207; as well as Holladay 1992: 590; Paice 
1993 [cf. L e m a i r e 1995a: 5 4 - 5 5 ] ; Sanballat 's hostility is easily explained if we accept the theory 
(worked out by Alt) that before N e h e m i a h , J u d a h was a dependecy of Samaria; but the discovery 
of bullas inscribed with the n a m e s of governors before N e h e m i a h has d o n e away with this interpre
tation (unless the datings are chal lenged, as was recently d o n e by Bianchi 1989): on Alt's posit ion, 
see also the critical remarks of H o g l u n d 1989: 123ff.; [ o n relations between J u d a h and the S a m a r 
itans, cf. also M a c c h i 1994: 3 3 - 4 4 ] . Lastly, I note that in several works (cf. 1965 ,1985) , M . D u n a n d 
connected the edifices built by N e h e m i a h in Jerusa l em with a vast royal project to defend the 
'Mediterranean front of the E m p i r e " such as, for e x a m p l e , s o m e S idon ian buildings ( t emple of 
Eshmun) , both of them character ized by the presence of a "Persian podium"; but this whole recon
struction is purely hypothetical , without solid foundation (cf. my remarks in Ablran 12 [1989] 
no. 229, and J . Elayi's, Trans. 1 [1989]: 190 -91 , as well as the doubts of M a z z o n i 1 9 9 1 - 9 2 : 6 6 ) . 

6. One King after Another (425-424) 

• Ctesias and the Babylonian Tablets. Cf. Lewis 1977: 7 1 - 7 6 , Stolper 1985a: 104-24, as well 
as my remarks in Briant 1994b: 118 n. 20; on the chronology, see the s u m m a r y by Stolper 1983, 
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1985a: 116-20 , and most recently D e p u y d t 1995b; on the estates of the princes and princesses cf 
Stolper 1985a: 54ff., 6 4 - 6 6 (Arsama) , 8 9 - 9 3 (Artarios, Menos tanes , Artoxares), 96 (Arbarius/ 
Arbareme) ; on these peop le , cf. also the notices of D a n d a m a e v 1992a nos. 16, 26, 33, 43, 185, 250 
and on Menos tanes (and his brother or associate , Us tapanu) , the text publ i shed by D o n b a z and 
Sto lper 1993. 

• Families and Powers. Cf. a lso Briant 1990a: 9 5 - 9 6 (and n. 49); like Lewis (1977: 83-84) 1 
doubt that Hydarnes , father of T i s saphernes (Xanthus Pillar Inscription), c a n be the fa ther - ind a w 

of Dar ius II: it is highly unlikely that Ctes ias would not have ment ioned the fact in the context. 

• Legitimacy and Propaganda. Cf. Briant 199 la: 4 -6 ; Lewis (1977: 77 n. 77) stresses that the 
epithet "illegitimate" is appl ied to D a r i u s II by late sources . 

• Darius the Great King. Lewis (1977: 78 and n. 182) publ i shed an inscription of Darius II 
that is said to c o m e from H a m a d a n ( = D2Ha; cf. Mayrhofer 1978: 17, 2 9 - 3 0 ) . 

7. Affairs on the Western Front 
• The Situation in Asia Minor (424-412). O n the various problems , cf. Andrewes 1961: 1-7 

Lewis 1977: 8 0 - 8 2 , C a r t l e d g e 1987: I87ff , Br iant 1995: 116-32; on the Peace of Epi lycus , cf. most 
recently Desca t 1991, who stresses its novelty, and Lewis 1992a: 122, 1992b: 422 n. 132; on the 
problems posed by the Athenian aid for A m o r g e s , cf. the d iscuss ion of Lewis 1977: 8 5 - 8 6 , and the 
readings of the Pillar inscription by Shevoroskin 1977: 127-28 n. 1 (but several have now been dis
missed by Melcher t 1993, analyzed in the next paragraph) ; on the Ionian War, I have m a d e much 
use of Lewis 1977: 8 6 - 1 3 5 as well as Wesl iake 1979 a n d , on s o m e chronological problems , Robert
son 1980 (who places the mission of Arthmios of Ze le ia in the context of 4 0 8 - 4 0 7 ; cf. also on this 
point Walbank 1982, 1983, 1989). 

• The Spartan-Achaemenid Treaties (412-411). Lewis 1977: 90 -107 ; Levy 1983; cf. a Iso Can-
fora 1990 and Cartlege's doubts (1987: 187) on the character of "treaty": the author speaks of an 
"agreement." W h i l e the author's suggest ion a long these lines remains very modest (p. 34), it is per
haps in this context that we might locate the new readings of several lines of the Pillar Inscription 
by Melcher t 1993: he thinks the text refers to an accord sworn between Ti s saphernes , son of Hy
darnes , and his L a c e d a e m o n i a n allies; presided over by the dynast of Xanthus (who speaks in the 
first person) , who acts as arbitrator/concil iator (maraza) between the two all ies, the agreement 
would have been written on two stelas, o n e deposited at Hytenna [ a reading that removes from the 
text the pseudo-Persian personal n a m e U t a n a / O t a n e s J in the sanctuary of Mal iya , the other at 
C a v m u s in the sanctuary dedicated to Mal iya , Artemis, and Bas i l eus C a u n i u s ; it is thus possible 
that there we have, seen from the Lycian side and expressed in Lycian, a reference to the negotia
tions o p e n e d at C a u n u s between T i s s a p h e r n e s and the Spartan leaders (Thucydides VIII.58,1), 
but it could also deal with a different e p i s o d e Whatever the case , an article like Melchert's , com
ing after many others (e.g., Shevoroskin 1977), o n c e again sharpens the historian's h o p e of one day 
having a comple te text that hopeful ly would fatten the skinny file of non-Greek narrative sources 
for the A c h a e m e n i d period. 

• Darius 11 and His Satraps. C o n c e r n i n g his e s c a p e from Sardis , Alc ibiades c la imed "per
fidiously that T i s saphernes had let h i m go" (P lutarch , Ale. 28.1); on the d ip lomat ic hesitations of 
T i s saphernes , cf. Lewis 1977: 129-31 ; on the military inferiority of the satraps, cf. Westlake 1979: 
3 7 - 4 0 ; cf. ibid, on the fiscal levies i m p o s e d on the G r e e k cities, which, he says, were one of the 
reasons for the l imited enthus iasm on the part of those cities for partic ipating in the war against 
Athens. T h e phrase idia khremata is not unremin i scent of others used later by X e n o p h o n : in 405, 
Cyrus the Younger "assigned to Lysander all the tribute which c a m e in from his cities and be
longed to h i m personally (tous phorous tous ek ton poleon, hoi autoi idioi escm)" (Hell. 11.1.1+^); 
when he arrived in Asia M i n o r with 500 talents released by D a r i u s II, Cyrus also declared himself 
ready to "use his idia" if the royal funding proved insufficient (Hell. 1.5.3); a n d , later, Cyrus 
begged his brother Artaxerxes II "that these Ionian cities should be given to h im instead of remain-
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ing under the rule of T i s saphernes" (Anab. I . ] .8 ->) : "for, in fact, the Ionian cities had originally 
belonged to T i s saphernes , by gift of the King (dedomenai)" (1.1.6); the phrases used by X e n o p h o n 
are problematic; but I a m not certain that the author is thus referring to a gift o f towns, c o m p a r a b l e 
to what was given to T h e m i s t o c l e s (a theory defended cautiously by Lewis 1977: 119-22 , thinking 
that the gift was given to the person, not the satrap); I a m tempted rather to think that in this way 
the king allowed the satrap entrusted with the war to finance it with the profit of tire tribute, which 
comes down to authoriz ing h im not to pay the full a m o u n t to the royal treasuries—an obl igation 
that, by contrast, fell on C y r u s (Anab. 1.1.8), doubtless the source of his discontent; on these prob
lems, cf. also Tupl in 1987a: 133-35; on the financing of military c a m p a i g n s in these years, see es
pecially Lewis 1989: 231 -34 ; on Cyrus's c o i n a g e , cf. Weiser 1989 (with the strong object ions of 
Casabonne 1995b). 

• Darius II, Asia Minor, and the Other Fronts. State of s iege at Uruk: Stolper 1990b: 572 
(with caution, s ince the paral le ls invoked date to the seventh century); the royal concern for the 
other fronts is particularly stressed by Lewis 1977: 133-34; in an earlier article, the s a m e author 
(Lewis 1958) presented the idea that the Phoenic ian navy was rerouted to Egypt in 411: on this 
point, cf. my critical remarks in Briant 1988a: 143; moreover , the text of T h u c y d i d e s VIII .35 is less 
forthcoming than supposed by Kienitz 1953: 73 (which I m a d e the mistake of following too closely 
in Briant 1988a: 150). Indeed, the absence of d o c u m e n t s from the center and certain recently p u b 
lished Babylonian tablets mus t lead the commenta tor to caut ion and not overest imating the 
Aegean front in the imperial strategy of these years. But , on the one hand, the orders given by D a 
rius II to Pharnabazes and T i s saphernes show that the decision to reassert authority over the G r e e k 
coastal cities was indeed m a d e by the king; on the other, an expedit ion such as the one against the 
Cadusians certainly did not take on such military importance that it could endanger the Achae
menid engagement on the western front (on the " C a d u s i a n Wars," cf. my interpretive remarks in 
chap. 16/18). In short, it s e e m s to m e reasonable to doubt that these fronts could have led D a r i u s 
to neglect the affairs of Asia M i n o r (cf. also the reflections a long these lines in Tup l in 1987a: 1 3 9 -
4 2 a n d C a r t l e d g e 1987: 189-90) . 

• Darius II and His Armies. O n the G r e e k stereotype of Persian military d e c a d e n c e , cf. 
Biiant 1989a a n d the systematic analysis carried out in chap . 16/3; on compensa ted service (repay
ment in silver for the ilku charges ) , cf. J o a n n e s 1982: 2 0 - 2 1 , who, while noting that it is already 
known in the t ime of Dar ius I (p. 21), thinks that "it even b e c a m e the rule from the reign of Arta
xerxes J " (p. 20) and that the contrary texts (convocat ions at Uruk under Dar ius II: texts pp. 19-20) 
constituted nothing but "a few exceptions"; cf. a lso pp. 25-26- "Under Artaxerxes I and Dar ius II, 
this is the system that prevailed and, at least under unusual c i rcumstances , the feudatories of the 
Nippur region were not normal ly c o m p e l l e d to d o anything but pay the ilku in silver"; this inter
pretation had already been presented by C a r d a s c i a (1951: 8) and D a n d a m a e v (1967: 4 1 - 4 2 ) and 
it is widely accepted a m o n g those who study the deve lopment of the G r e e k institution of merce 
naries under the Achaemenids : cf. Picard 1980: 222 -23 (with several notes of caution nonetheless , 
p. 223); also R a h e 1980: 9 0 - 9 3 , and Petit 1993 (cf. Briant 1994b: 120-22) ; in contrast, m o r e c a u 
tious regarding the G r e e k texts, Se ib t (1977: 121-38) does not know the Babylonian material; on 
the G a d a l - l a m a affair, cf. C a r d a s c i a 1951: 179-82 (but I vehement ly reject the conventional "feu
dal" interpretation) and 1958, from which I take the translation of U C 9/68 by P. Beau l i eu in J o a n 
nes, C A N E , p. 1481 (cf. a lso C a r d a s c i a 1977); regarding the translation 'secretaries of the army' 
['army cashiers' sipiru sa iicju], C a r d a s c i a 1951: 58 n. 2 ment ions but does not accept S a n Nicolo's 
interpretation (non vidi), which c o m p a r e s the phrase grammateis ton dynameon; the suggest ion 
seems quite sensible to me: in the Hellenist ic period, these grammateis (senbdsipiru) were re
quired to take the function of soldiers (hoi grammateis ton tagmaton): cf. Launey 1949II: 672, and 
pp. 7 7 8 - 7 9 on their role in the distribution of military rations; on the Babylonian phrase , cf. also 
Stolper 1985a: 31 n. 116 and 93; convocat ions at the syllogos: cf. texts gathered by Widengren 
1956: 152-60; texts dated to Artaxerxes II: analyzed by D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 18 (on the barber's 
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archives, cf. Van Driel 1987: 164-67) . T h e c ircumstances of tenants' indebtedness at the time of 
the fight between S o g d i a n u s and O c h u s are analyzed in detail by Stolper 1985a: 104-24; he devel
ops the idea (pp. 106-14) that the tablets record that the m e m b e r s of the hatru had to p ledge their 
plots (or m o r e precisely the revenues derived from their plots) to the M u r a s u to be able to outfit 
themselves dur ing the events relating to the success ion . I stress that Joannes (1982: 22), Picard 
(loc. cit.) , and R a h e (1980: 92) all refer to Stolper's work (who in turn cites Parke and Seibt, p. 15Q 
n. 69, in a sort of "bibl iographic tautology"); but Stolper's analysis does not necessarily lead to the 
conc lus ions they c o m e to: cf. the critical remarks by Van Driel (1987: 174-76; 1989: 223-24); it 
furthermore seems to m e that, m o r e recently, S to lper has modif ied his initial proposal a bit (cf. 
Sto lper 1989c: 150, d iscuss ing D a n d a m a e v 1967); on the ( l imited) use of G r e e k mercenaries in 
Asia M i n o r before the revolt of C y r u s the Younger, cf. Se ibt 1977: 3 5 - 5 1 . T o these remarks I will 
a d d one m o r e (in the form of a suggest ion): we might in fact ask to what extent the "pessimistic" 
interpretation of the general izat ion of payment in silver is not a distorted view, derived from a 
"flat" use of the ev idence considered. O n the royal taxes i n c u m b e n t on the hatru, in fact, we have 
nothing but tablets from the archives of the house of M u r a s u (and other houses from at least the 
t ime of D a r i u s ) . M o r e specifically they relate to the category analyzed by C a r d a s c i a (1951:98-120) 
under the n a m e "tax receipts": m a n a g i n g lands entrusted to them by the concess ionaires , the Mu
rasu took their profit in the lorm of vent, and it was they who , for this reason, paid the taxes to the 
saknutu, who, in turn, paid it to the royal treasury (cf. the c lear analysis by C a r d a s c i a 1951: 188— 
98). T h i s procedure cal ls forth three remarks; (1) we have no trace of the "normal" procedure, in 
which the concess ionaire paid the tax directly to the saknu (Cardasc ia 1951: 192); (2) to pay the 
tax in silver, the M u r a s u had to transform the farm p r o d u c e , either by sale (cf. C a r d a s c i a 1951; 
198) or by the transformation of s o m e agricultural products into "industrial" products , dates and 
beer in particular (Van Driel 1989: 211, 2 3 5 - 3 6 ) ; in this way they played a central role in the sys
tem (as Van Driel 1989 rightly insists), s ince the royal treasury preferred to deal with silver rather 
than agricultural products (see also Briant 1994d); (3) the payment in silver by the Murasu thus 
does not necessari ly m e a n that the concess ionaires did not owe actual military service; on the con
trary, this was an obligation that cost quite dearly a n d that required purchases from craftsmen 
(arms, etc.): it was through the MurasO as intermediaries that they got this silver, for, besides the 
taxes, the M u r a s u obviously paid a fee to the concess ionaires for the lots they were managing. In 
other words, the general izat ion of the land m a n a g e m e n t system (and thus of payment in silver) did 
not conflict with the military capacit ies of the Ijatru (which is by and large concea led by the na
ture of our evidence); quite the contrary, it was a primary condit ion of their maintenance . — On 
all of these prob lems , see also the clear reflections o f Kuhrt 1989: 220 and the important com
ments by T u p l i n 1987b: 153-56 , in particular pp . 155-56 on "compensated service"; the author, it 
s e e m s to m e , has reservations s imilar to those I suggest here (citing the tablets relating to the bar
ber K u s u r - E a ) , while agree ing nonetheless that the actual levy of the "king's soldier" b e c a m e rarer 
and rarer in favor of the appeal to mercenar ies (p. 157). I maintain m e a n w h i l e that the available 
d o c u m e n t a t i o n does not allow such statistical inferences: from recently publ i shed tablets, we 
learn for e x a m p l e of a convocat ion of the army by the king in 370 (ADRTB no. - 3 6 9 ) , or of the 
existence of fighting in 368 (no. - 3 6 7 ) ; this suffices to exemplify the acc idental nature of military 
events showing up in the Babylonian documentat ion; anyway, it is not imposs ib le that every year 
the m e m b e r s of certain military !}atru had to send fully a r m e d soldiers, such as the sumptuously 
e q u i p p e d "Babylonian horsemen" who regularly c a m e to w e l c o m e the king on his frequent visits 
to Babylon (cf. Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s V. 1.23; cf. a lso m y reflections in R T P 45 and n. 2, as well as Kuhrt 
and Sherwin-White 1994: 312): accord ing to X e n o p h o n , in any case , speaking in general of troop 
reviews, they were annua l reviews (Oec. IV. 6); besides , such regularity would certainly make it pos
sible to maintain the troops' military readiness at an appropriate level. [ O n paid service, see most 
recently the text B M 49718 explained by Jursa 1995, who c o m p a r e s it with the texts concerning 
K u s u r - E a . ] 
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• Cyrus in Asia Minor. T h e theory of a new treat)' between Sparta a n d Dar ius (the so-called 
treaty of Boiotios) was deve loped by Lewis 1977: 124ff.; it has found strong and reasoned opposi 
tion from Tupl in 1987a ( s o m e of whose arguments appear to m e to be conclusive); on the 
amounts Cyrus received from the king, cf. Lewis 1977: 131 n. 138; 1989: 231 (he notes the interest 
of the passage Hell. Oxyr. 19.2 and stresses that for the first t ime the king brings into play his own 
resources); on Cyrus a n d Lysander: cf. B o m m e l a e r 1981; the title karanos borne by Cyrus: cf. Petit 
1983; Haebler 1982; and most recently Bernard 1994b: 500 and n. 53 (on the coins of the first 
Parthian kings, we find the word karanos in Aramaic , rendered in G r e e k by autokrator). 

8. The Great King in His Countries 
• The Murasu, Babylonia, and the Royal Administration. I s u m m a r i z e here with broad 

strokes the work of C a r d a s c i a 1951, J o a n n e s 1982, Stolper 1985a, and Van Driel 1989 (who have 
just been quoted above with respect to mercenar ies and hatru; cf. also Stolper 1990c, 1992c; C A H 
y]2. 245-53) . M u c h information and analysis will also be found in Bregstein 1993, in particular 
pp. 114-207, where the author with great precis ion presents the functional identity of the owners 
of a seal: it thus constitutes the mos t detai led presentation of the administrations and administra
tors in Achaemenid Babylonia: I ment ion in passing that in 418 we observe a price increase in 
some Babylonian towns; it is possible that it lasted until 416, but the sparse available d o c u m e n t a 
tion does not allow us to infer a d e e p structural crisis (cf. J o a n n e s 1982: 276-79) : there is in any 
case no trace of a Babylon ian revolt in these years, contrary to what the mistaken reading of a tab
let had led us to believe (cf. Sto lper 1988a: 197-98) . 

• Belsunu. O n his career, cf. especial ly Sto lper 1987, 1990a, 1995, and the remarks of G r a f 
1993: 153-54; 1 thank F. J o a n n e s for providing m e with a translation of the d o c u m e n t T B E R A O 
2569 (cf. also Engl i sh translation by Sto lper 1992b: 123-25; the translation 'governor of Babylon' 
seems to m e better than 'satrap of Babylon'); in another article (1989b: 298) , Stolper raised doubts 
about his earlier reconstruction, stressing that Be l sunu s e e m s to have remained subordinate to the 
satrap of Babylon (on the uncertainties o f Persian administrative vocabulary a n d its Akkadian 
caiques, cf. Stolper 1985a: 58; C A H V I 2 : 2 5 2 - 5 3 ; D a n d a m a e v 1992b); on Belsunu's activities as 
manager, cf. also Sto lper 1985b (with doubts now expressed in Stolper 1990a: 205), Van Drie l 
1989: 223-26; TCL 13.204: Sto lper 1987; 392 and n. 17. 

• Darius II in Egypt. O n the paradoxical situation concerning ev idence in Egypt , cf. Briant 
1984b: 58; A r a m a i c d o c u m e n t s of the reign of Dar ius II: list in Bresciani 1958; 187 (add Segal 
1983: 4, probably D a r i u s II); D a r i u s II at El -Kharga: Kienitz 1953: 73 -74 ; Winlock (1941: 7ff.) 
thinks that it relates to D a r i u s I instead, but, m o r e recently, Van Wijngaarden (1954: 6 9 - 7 0 ) at
tributes the d o c u m e n t to D a r i u s II (cf. Bresc iani 1958: 181, who also cites a sherd inscribed with 
the name " [ - ] , son of Artaxerxes"; she thinks it could relate to Dar ius II but does not exc lude Ar
ses); according to Gre lo t (1972: 398, referring to Posener 1936: 7 8 - 7 9 ) , Darius II had a h y m n to 
Anion carved in the sanctuary of El -Kharga; I d o not know where this information conies from 
(not found in Posener): we thus see that s o m e uncertainty remains regarding the possible presence 
of Darius II at E l -Kharga . Fur thermore , C a z e l l e s (1955: 87 n. 3) asks whether the naos found at 
Hermopolis M a g n a could be attributed to Dar ius II (rather than Dar ius I), but Mysl iwiec 1991 
seems to exc lude this hypothesis . D a r i u s Il's gifts at Edfu , cf. M e e k s 1972: 20, 55, 133-35; o n S D 2 c i 
and the uncertainties of dat ing, cf. S c h m i t t 1981: 33 -34 ; A r a m a i c version of Behistun (and Naqs-i 
Rustam: S ims-Wil l iams 1981), cf. Greenf ie ld and Porten 1982: 2 - 4 ; Porten and Yardeni 1993; Por
ten 1990: 17 on the date; I a d d that in their new publ icat ion of the Aramaic text of Behis tun 
(TADAE C . 2 . 1 ) , Porten and Yardeni 1993: 59 repeat the theory already presented in Greenf ie ld 
and Porten 1982 of copies for student use (for D B and DNa [S ims-Wil l iams 1981]), and they add 
this political explanation: "Perhaps the text was read periodically on publ ic occasions"; observing 
that the earliest date in the text on the verso is 417, they suggest that the new copy "may have b e e n 
written to c o m m e m o r a t e the 100th anniversary of the great victories of Dar ius I which fell shortly 
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after the access ion of his later n a m e s a k e , etc." Even though the idea of a political impetus that had 
its source at the center c a m e to my mind as well, I did not bel ieve myself ab le to adopt this sugges
tion when I wrote the text of this note, and I do not believe myself ab le to sway from this rule of 
interpretive caut ion , qui te as ide from the fact that the authors' c o m p a r i s o n between the revolts put 
down by Dar ius I and those faced by D a r i u s II s e e m s excessive to m e . L a c k of interest in Egypt on 
the part of the G r e a t Kings in the fifth century is suggested, for example , by Kienitz 1953: 73-74 
(based—astonishingly! —on the presumed silting u p or filling with sand of the canal from the Nile 
to the Red S e a ) ; a s imilar idea is found in D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 243: "After D a r i u s I, the Persian 
kings were basical ly uninterested in the internal affairs of Egypt" (referring to the l imited number 
of d o c u m e n t s dated to Artaxerxes I); it is clear that this position c o m e s directly from the traditional 
view of the rupture introduced by Xerxes, a point of view that does not stand u p to analysis (cf. 
chap . 13/6). R e g a r d i n g the a b s e n c e of stelas for the interment of an Apis or the mother of an Apis 
after those dated to D a r i u s and Xerxes, then their reappearance beg inn ing with Hakoris in 391, 
Smith (1992a: 207) suggests that one must see this as testimony to the restoration of the sanctuary, 
which "could well have been one of the principal preoccupat ions of the local government after 
the end of A c h a e m e n i d d o m i n i o n in 404"; this is obviously a tempting interpretation, because of 
the historical inferences it suggests; I will s imply allow myself three remarks: (1) Smith himself 
stresses the special character of the stela that refers to Dar ius and Xerxes (cf. Smi th 1988: 188; 
1992a: 205) , a sort of official d o c u m e n t , as opposed to the stelas of the fourth century (up to and 
inc luding Alexander) , which were inscribed by the masons at work during the interment of the 
mothers of Apises; moreover, the first stela was reused later on, which opens the way to a different 
interpretation, namely, that the stelas dating from the first Persion d o m i n i o n were destroyed after 
404; the final publ icat ion will certainly provide important information on this point; (2) mean
while, I note that in the t ime of Artaxerxes I we see no evident c h a n g e in the position of the Great 
King in Egypt: in the quadri l ingual inscription on a vase (A'Orsk), the hieroglyphic text calls him 
"Artaxerxes the great pharaoh" (vazraka in the reconstructed Persian version: Ivlayrhofer 1978: 28); 
these remarks d o not alleviate the difficulty, but they might awaken interpretive caution; (3) [lastly 
I will take up what D. D e v a u c h e l l e has very recently written (1995: 70): "We may remark the ab
s e n c e of attestations concern ing the three or four Apises who lived at the end of the first Persian 
domin ion; this is perhaps d u e only to the c h a n c e preservation of anc ient monuments"; nonethe
less the author thinks it is possible that accord ing to the recollections found on a stela of the Ptole
m a i c era, the interment is dated either to ca. 412 or to the reign of Dar ius II (he develops and 
explains this point in D e v a u c h e l l e 1994b: 1 0 4 - 6 ) ] . 

• The Persian Authorities Confront Jews and Egyptians in Elephantine. I repeat here the ba
sics of m y proof in Briant 1988a: 144-47 (where the bibl iography may be found) , which 1 amend 
and comple te in s o m e points; the relationship between the "code" of Dar ius and the Syene-
E l e p b a n t i n e affairs were suggested to m e by reading Al lam 1986, 1993; Meleze-Modrzjewski 1986, 
1989; I also note in passing that the phrase "in the t ime of C a m b y s e s " is found in a Saqqara papy
rus but not in any explanatory context: cf. Segal 1983: 4. T h e fate and career of Widranga raise 
many problems; first of all, the p u n i s h m e n t that he is supposed to have received (humiliation?) is 
inferred from a very difficult passage in the petition sent by the Jews to the governor of Judah (DAE 
102 [ = A P 30], l ine 15): the variety of solutions imagined by the translators is considerable (cf. 
Krae l ing 1953: 105 n. 15; Porten 1968: 288 n. 19; Gre lo t 1972: 410 notes s and t); besides, Wid
ranga s e e m s to be n a m e d in a (badly d a m a g e d ) letter dated to the access ion of Nepherires (Krae
l ing no. 13 = D A E 105), which s e e m s to imply that he had not lost his job and in any case that he 
had not been executed, s ince he would have been present and active on E lephant ine in 399 or 398 
(cf. Krael ing 1953: 111-13; Gre lo t 1972: 422 with doubts a b o u t the identification of this Widranga; 
[ L e m a i r e 1995a: 53 -54 with s o m e annoying typos in the da te s ] ) . T h e quest ion was reopened by 
L e m a i r e 1991c: 1 9 9 - 2 0 1 , who proposes dat ing the Aswan stela ( D A E 75) to Artaxerxes II (398), not 
Artaxerxes I (458); he makes basic corrections: rather than see ing in it the erection of a Persian 
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sanctuary, he thinks that Widranga dedicated a sanctuary to "Osiris the powerful"—hence his note 
(p 201 n. 7) on D A E 98 [= A P 38] and Widranga's "Egyptophilia": for reasons already given in 
Briant 1988a: 167, the Persians' marked devotion to Egypt ian pract ices does not s e e m to m e suffi
cient proof of Egyptophi l ia (in the political sense implied by the authors who use the word: e.g., 
Donadoni 1983: 35, referring specifically to Widranga) ; all we c a n think is that, after the end of 
Persian dominion , Widranga ( j u s t like the garrison) allied himsel f with the new masters: but from 
this nothing can be inferred about his "Egyptophil ia"; after all, when the Persians switched sides 
to Alexander (cf. chap . 18/3), no one d r e a m e d of accus ing them of "Macedonophi l ia": they s imply 
obeyed whoever it s e e m e d to them at the m o m e n t to be in their interest to obey; for all these rea
sons, I do not think that the new readings proposed by L e m a i r e in themselves al low us to under
stand the reasons for Widranga's decis ion against the Jewish sanctuary at E lephant ine . 1 consider 
the entire matter in detail in Briant 1996b. 

• A Business Letter. Besides Grelot's commentary , see Porten 1888b and Briant 1988a: 1 6 9 -
70; on "joint ventures" in Babylonia (without any Iranians) , cf. D a n d a m a e v 1984a: 321, 332, 371 . 

• The Great King in Sidon and Elephantine. O n the co inage , besides Babelon (1910 II.2: 
545-58), see more recently Betlyon 1982: 3 - 9 and J.-A. G. Elayi 1993: 125-61; the beg inn ing of 
coinage at Tyre and S idon is dated ca. 450 by Mi ldenbert 1990: 144 n. 30 (cf. also J.-A. G . Elayi 
19921)). P T S 32: cf. photo in Briant 1992d: 74 and drawing in Eph'a l 1988: 157, who thinks it shows 
a "Phoenician trireme" (on the presence of fortifications on s o m e of these coins, cf. Ch i lds 1978: 
79, Elayi 1986); seals from Dor: Stern 1990 ,1994c: 190-92; coins of S y e n e - E l e p h a n t i n e : Lipinski 
1982: 27. D e b a t e on S idon ian coins: beg inn ing with study of the later coins , where another person 
(with Egyptian hairstyle) walks beh ind the chariot (Babe lon no. 906fE), Seyrig (1959) offered the 
hypothesis that the king in the chariot is not the G r e a t King but an image of the god Baal of the 
city; this interpretation was cast into doubt by S c h l u m b e r g e r 1971, us ing arguments that s e e m very 
strong (cf. also Betlyon 1982: 10); it should be recal led that the motif of the king on his chariot is 
also found in Phoen ic ian imagery before the A c h a e m e n i d period: cf. a Cypriot -Phoenic ian bowl 
from Praenestc (drawing in C h i l d s 1978: fig. 29 = fig. 50c, p. 606 here): hunt near the royal city 
(represented by two towers); s tanding under a parasol , the king rests his right hand on the driver's 
shoulder who, l eaning forward, holds the reins of the horse (two horses?); there as e lsewhere, the 
imagery beyond doubt owes m u c h to Neo-Assyrian m o d e l s (on these bowls, cf. C h i l d s 1978: 5 4 -
56, who is not directly interested in the moti f of the king on his chariot) . S a r c o p h a g u s of the satrap: 
the date and interpretation are controversial; against K l e e m a n 1958 (around 430) , G a b e l m a n n 
1979 proposes the d e c a d e 3 8 0 - 3 7 0 , after a stylistic compar i son with the Lycian m o n u m e n t s : the 
comparison is also systematically d o n e to extract a historical interpretation from it (see m o s t re
cently the discuss ion by Stucky 1993); the "theory of dependency" (principal person = Grea t 
King) was worked out over several years by Borchhardt (cf. in part icular 1983, and most recently 
1993a: 50-52) ; against this posit ion, see K l e e m a n n (1958: 163-65) , G a b e l m a n (1984: 6 3 - 6 8 , on 
the audience scene ) , and J a c o b s (1987: 7 1 - 7 3 ) . 

• The Lycian Case. O n the Lyc ian texts of the Xanthus Pillar and the Greek epigraphic cor
pus, cf. the analyses by C h i l d s 1981: 6 2 - 6 9 ; Bryce 1986: 105-8; and now Bousque t 1992 (discussed 
by Keen 1992a, c h a p . 17); accord ing to Ch i lds (1981: 69), the sarcophagus of Merehi should be 
attributed to Kheriga , b e c a u s e of an inscription on it; but D e m a r g n e (1974b: 96) thinks the ico
nography leads to a lower date. C o i n of T i s saphernes at Xanthus: publ icat ion by Hurter 1979: 1 0 0 -
101, 108; on the uncertaint ies of the historical interpretation, cf. Harrison 1982a: 391-96; the 
theory of the satrapal portrait has been deve loped particularly by C a l m in many works (cf. C a l m 
1975, repeated in 1985: 594; 1989): on this subject , see in particular m a n y works of Zahle : 1982, 
most recently 1989: 175-76: contra C a l m , the author thinks it is a portrait of the dynast plain and 
simple; at the s a m e t ime h e agrees that such co inage explains the military participation of Lycians 
with the satrap and that, accord ing to h im, it was the satrap himsel f who suppl ied the silver for the 
minting; entirely o p p o s e d , Saval l i (1988: 118 and n. 78) stresses the uncertainty of the restoration 
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"Tissaphernes" on the Xanthus coin, and she writes: "For this entire period [440-380 approx] 
there is no trace of any control on the part of the A c h a e m e n i d kings and /or their satraps, other than 
[this coin]"; the suggest ion s e e m s incaut ious to m e b e c a u s e of the general izat ion it draws, espe
cially from analyz ing the G r e e k p o e m s from X a n t h u s (interestingly, for all that); cf. the opposite 
position of Bryce 1986: 109 (the author of the pillar was "an ally, if not a vassal, of the satrap Tissa
phernes"), and the appreciat ion of Keen 1992a: chap . 7 ("In general the ru l ing dynasty atXanthus 
s e e m s to have b e c o m e m o r e pro-Persian, both politically and culturally, after the accession of 
Kheriga") . O n the p o e m s ce lebrat ing the deeds of Gerg i s and Arbinas, cf. now especially Bous-
quet 1992 (from w h o m 1 take m u c h ) ; on the p o e m of Arbinas: the theory of a direct borrowing 
from Persian concepts is deve loped (following Robert 1975: 328 -30 ) by Herrenschmidt 198$. 
against this posit ion, Saval l i (1988: 106-10) exhibits the deeply G r e e k character of the poem; I am 
closer to the subtle position of B o u s q u e t , who while cha l l eng ing Herrenschmidt's interpretation 
describes Arbinas as "a dynast brought u p in the Iranian fashion" (1992: 181); on the Xanthus dy
nasts' own objectives dur ing the Ionian War, cf. the historical reconstructions of Bousquet: "On 
the occas ion of the war in C a r i a , G e r g i s had to lay his hands on the land of C a u n u s , " from which, 
later, Arbinas perpetrated his conquests in the X a n t h u s Val ley (1992: 175-78 , 180), but see now 
Melchert 1993, analyzed above . 

• The Cilician Case. O n C y r u s the Younger in C i l i c i a , cf. E r z e n 1940: 116-20 , where the 
sources are gathered; accord ing to Kraay (1976: 9 - 1 1 ) , several C i l i c ian coins of Tissaphernes were 
issued to finance the ( famous) Phoenic ian navy in 4 1 1 - 4 1 0 , but the hypothesis remains very du
bious: cf. Harrison 1982a: 4 6 - 5 1 ; C a p e c c h i 1991: 6 8 - 6 9 ; Price , R E A 9 1 / 1 - 2 (1989): 106; on the 
"dynastic" c o i n a g e , cf. the doubts brought out by Harrison 1982a: 4 4 0 - 5 0 and Moysey 1989: 127 
n. 5; on this co inage , see also C a p e c c h i 1991: 6 8 - 7 2 (and 7 2 - 8 5 on the c o i n a g e of the Cil ic ian cit
ies) and Weiser 1989: 278-81 (who thinks this might be co inage of C y r u s the Younger during his 
passage through C i l i c i a ) ; accord ing to D a v e s n e (1989: 161), the Ci l i c ian co inage in its entirely ex
presses "the adopt ion of a c o m m o n standard, derived from the Persian shekel , [which] seems to 
indicate that the A c h a e m e n i d power was at the root of this production"; but this political interpre
tation s e e m s weak to me . O n these n u m i s m a t i c and monetary problems, see now Casabonne 
1995a, b. 

• The Persians and the Kings of Cyprus. Cf. Wiesehofer 1990a and C o l l o m b i e r 1990,1991. A 
Babylon ian astronomical tablet (ADRTB no. - 4 4 0 ) refers directly to events taking place around 
S a l a m i s on C y p r u s ; it has been dated (not without reservations) by the editors to the reign of Arta
xerxes I (hence its number ing ) ; but I a m persuaded by the arguments of van der S p e k (1993a: 96) 
who tends to date it to the reign of Artaxerxes II; the text will thus relate to the affairs of Cyprus in 
the 380s (chap. 15/6: " T h e Offensive against Evagoras (387/386-383/381) ," p. 652; also chap. 
15/1). 



Chapter 15 

Artaxerxes II (405/404-359/358) and 
Artaxerxes III (359/358-338) 

J. The Reign of Artaxerxes If: Sources and Problems 
• The Greek Authors' View. Cf . Briant 1987b, 1989a, 1994b, and Sancis i -Weerdenburg 1987a; 

on Plutarch's Life of Artaxerxes, cf. Orsi 1979-80 , 1988, Manfredi and Orsi 1987, Tagliaferro and 
Manganclli 1991-92 , as for the stereotyped view of Artaxerxes II and the court conspiracies ( fanned 
by the inescapable Parysatis!) d iscussed by D a n d a m a e v 1989a and Petit 1993,1 have explained else
where what I think of it (Briant 1993c; Briant 1994b: 118-19) ; for all these reasons (laid out as 
needed in the course of this chapter) , I do not share the conf idence Moysey 1992 asks us to p lace 
in Plutarch, or that the s a m e author (1991: 112-14) grants to E p h o r u s on the grounds that he is an 
"eyewitness" (see chap . 15/7: A S u m m a r y of the Discuss ion , pp. 674ff.). O n Dinon (FGrH 690) , cf. 
Stevenson 1987; on the Oxyrhynchus Hellenica, cf. Bruce 1967 and M c K e c h n i e - K e r n 1988; on 
Xenophon's Hetlenica, cf. Krentz 1989 and now Tup l in 1993 (who centers his proposal on G r e e k 
matters); on the phrase "Ten T h o u s a n d , " see Masqueray 1928. 

• The View from Susa, Babylon, and Persepolis. O n Belesys /Be l sunu, see several articles by 
Stolper (most recently C A H V I 2 : 2 3 8 - 3 9 and Stolper 1995). ADRTB no. - 3 6 9 : on the p lace -name 
Razaunda, I owe the suggest ion ( M e d i a ) to Stolper , C A H V I 2 : 239. A D R T B no. - 4 4 0 is dated to 
Artaxerxes I by the editors (despite the doubts already expressed by S c h m i d t 1982c: 87); the tablet 
should instead be dated to Artaxerxes II, as suggested in turn by van d e r S p e k 1993a: 96, who p laces 
it in the context of the Persians' battle against Evagoras known from Diodorus XV.2ff.; if we were 
able to date precisely Diodorus's phrase "this year" (§2.1-*-), we could also place the tablet within 
Artaxerxes IPs reign (the editors' suggest ion "year 24?" is no m o r e than that). Obviously we c a n in
quire why a Babylon ian scribe would look to the Aegean front for a chronological marker, given 
that generally speaking references to events are strictly Babylon-centric (Sachs and H u n g e r 1988: 
36). It is obviously not easy to discover why at this point the scribe felt it would be useful to m e n 
tion a fact that (for us) be longs to imperial history (cf. van der S p e k 1993a: 9 3 - 9 5 ) . M y suggest ion 
(all else being e q u a l ) is as follows: examinat ion of the astronomical tablets and other Babylonian 
chronicles of the A c h a e m e n i d and Hel lenist ic periods suggests (it s e e m s to me) that extra-Babylo
nian regions are referenced only when the king or a m e m b e r o f the royal family was on the spot: 
this holds, for e x a m p l e , for A B C , C h r o n i c l e no. 9 (p. 114), which deals with Artaxerxes Ill's expe
dition against S idon and Phoenic ia (D iodorus X V I . 4 0 6ff.), or A B C , C h r o n i c l e no. 13, reverse: ex
pedition of S e l e u c u s in Asia M i n o r and M a c e d o n i a ( S h e r w i n - W h i t e , / N E S 42/4 [1983]: 266 -67 ; 
Briant 1994c: 4 6 3 - 6 7 ) , as well as s o m e astronomical tablets, such as A D R T B no. - 2 7 3 (Sherwin-
White and Kuhrt 1993: 4 6 - 4 7 ) , or another one (no. - 2 5 5 ) that a n n o u n c e s the death of Q u e e n 
Stratonice in Sardis ("That month it was heard in Babylon: q u e e n StratonikS died in Sardis") . I 
thus conc lude from this that, if van der Spek's proposed dat ing is correct (which it has to be if the 
reading is [Ar]su), then ADRTB no. - 4 4 0 refers to a t ime when Artaxerxes II led the troops in per
son against C y p r u s (or at least that h e was at the front at the beg inning of the war); a l though we 
can never be absolutely certain, it is what D i o d o r u s writes ( X V 2 . 1 ) : Artaxerxes . . . estrateusen ep' 
Eiirtgoran ton Kuprou hasilea, where estrateuse should be taken in its primary sense of 'make (or 
participate in) a military expedition', that is, for a king, to lead at the head of his troops ( c o m p a r e 
Diodorus X V I . 4 0 . 4 - 6 ; cf. Herodotus V I I . 3 - 6 ) ; doubtless it is this presence that the tablet is refer
ring to with the unfortunately broken formula " . . . of the land l a m u n i a m m u which the king m a d e 
[• • •]." T h u s no conc lus ion can be drawn from this text about the suggestion that Babylon was 
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concerned with the "particular" importance of the Aegean front; for a Babylonian scribe, it waj 
equal ly noteworthy in other years to indicate that the king had led his troops against the countrj 
R a z a u n d a (ADRTB no. - 3 6 9 ) , or that the "king's troops had given battle [ somewhere]" (no -366) 
and far m o r e interesting to ment ion planetary conjunct ions , the level of the Euphrate s flood, oi 
the price of barley on the Babylon market (cf. Slotsky 1993). 

2. The War of the Two Brothers (404-401) 

• From Darius 11 to Artaxerxes II. We know nothing of the reasons for Parysatis's preference 
for C y r u s (on the relationships of Parysatis, Cyrus , and Artaxerxes, the rambl ings of H using 1933 
must be relegated to dead storage, despite the echoes that still are occas ional ly encountered to
day): an anc ient tradition (Aelian, Anim. VI .39 ; Plutarch, Mor. 328c) holds that she engaged in 
incestual relations with her younger son; this tradition doubtless goes back to Ctes ias (cf. FGrH 
688 F 4 4 ) . T h e n a m e (Arsu) of Dar ius IPs first son (cal led Arsices by Ctes ias and Oarses by Dinon: 
Plutarch, Art. 1.4) is conf irmed by Babylonian tablets (cf. Schmi t t 1982c: 8 4 - 8 5 ; 8 8 - 8 9 , and now 
van der Spek 1993a: 9 5 - 9 6 ) ; lands be long ing to the "son of the king (mar sarri)" are attested in the 
N i p p u r area by tablets dating between years 1 and 7 of D a r i u s II (Stolper 1985a: 54 -62 ) , but the 
designation used does not require us to suppose that Arses had been recognized as crown-prince 
from that date; a l though in fact the translation-interpretation 'crown pr ince ' (adopted by Stolper) 
can be justified for the Se l euc id period, when the c u s t o m of associat ing an heir-designate with the 
t h r o n e — a n d even d o u b l e kingship—existed [Sherwin-Whi te and Kuhrt 1993: 23-24; Sherwin-
White , / N E S 32/4 [1982]: 265-66; Briant 1994(1: 466 n. 2 2 ] , things were qui te different in the 
A c h a e m e n i d period, for which nothing indicates that the person called mar Sarri actually was the 
one who was recognized by his father in the c e r e m o n y descr ibed by Plutarch, Art. 26.4-5 (it is 
even exc luded in the case under analysis here): the p r o b l e m is doubtless different for the title uma-
supitru, which is also translated 'crown-prince' by Stolper, pp . 5 9 - 6 1 , fol lowing Eilers: cf. on this 
point also chap . 13/2, p. 520. C o n c e r n i n g Athenaeus XII . 548e, doubts remain, b e c a u s e of the vari
ous m e n cal led O c h u s ; it could refer to either Dar ius II or Artaxerxes III (the s a m e problem with 
Polyaenus VII. 17; see chap. 15/8: F r o m Artaxerxes II to Artaxerxes III, pp . 680ff.); but the charac
teristics attributed to the dying king, the insistence on the length of his reign, and especially the 
condit ions surrounding the success ion of Artaxerxes II m a k e us prefer to bel ieve that the author is 
actual ly referring to the transition from Dar ius II to Artaxerxes II; Justin V I I.I may derive from 
the s a m e tradition: "In his last instructions, Dar ius left the throne to Artaxerxes, and to Cyrus the 
towns of which he was governor." O n the interpolation inc luded in the Hellenica (II. 1.8), cf. the 
doubts of Lewis 1977: 104 n. 83; but, if Xerxes is corrected to Artaxerxes, the d a t u m can be ac
cepted (cf. C o u s i n 1904: 32 -33 ) ; on this point, we may also stress the cur ious detail included by 
T h u c y d i d e s (VIII .37.1) in the text of the second treaty between the Persians and the Lacedaemo
nians, in winter 4 1 2 - 4 1 1 : the contractual parties swearing to it on the Persian side are listed as: 
" T h e king [Dar ius ] , the sons of the king (hoi paides tous [tou] hasilos), and Tissaphernes ." Altheim 
and Stiehl (1963: 150-51) think that the phrase designates Autoboisaces and Mitraeus , who the 
Hellenica interpolator says were "sons of Darius's sister"; they also think that this (unnamed) 
w o m a n was Artaxerxes I's d a u g h t e r — h e n c e the murders of Autoboisaces and Mitraeus by Cyrus: 
these are a lot of assumptions (it might also s imply be a d ip lomat ic formula just like the one doubt
less found in Ezra 6:10). O n ant i -Cyrus propaganda , cf. Orsi 1979-80; Cyrus's co inage at Sardis: 
Weiser 1989. 

• Cyrus's Preparations and Artaxerxes' Response: From Memphis to Sardis. I know of no in
vestigation intended specifically to p lace the events in the framework of A c h a e m e n i d history 
proper; recent studies are particularly interested in the itinerary of the T e n T h o u s a n d , on which 
they provide often important and interesting commentary: see C o u s i n 1904: 213-33; Manfredi 
1986; D o n n e r 1986; L e n d l e 1984 and 1986; D e b o r d 1995; J o a n n e s 1995; etc. In contrast, Cook 
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(]983: 211 -13 ) and D a n d a m a e v (1989a: 2 7 4 - 8 5 ) offer nothing new on the level of historical inter
pretation, other than somet imes surprising suggest ions; in particular, 1 d o not see the basis for 
Dandamaev's (1989a: 274) "It is possible that he [Cyrus] hoped to d iminish the inf luence of the 
Persian nobility and to create a central ized government , c o m p a r a b l e to those which were estab
lished in the Hellenist ic period": on this point, cf. Briant 1993c: 4 2 1 - 2 2 ; despite its a g e and a few 
faults, Cousin's book (1904) somet imes offers m o r e interesting quest ions than many recent stud
ies. Cyrus and Tissaphernes : accord ing to Lewis (1977: 120-21) , control of the cities was taken 
from Cyrus to be given by Artaxerxes II to T i s saphernes ; see the critical remarks of Tup l in 1987a: 
] 42-45; on the hierarchical relationship between the two m e n , cf. the discussion by Ruzicka 
1985a, who offers several important suggest ions . Alc ibiades and Pharnabazus: on the record and 
its contradictions, cf. Hatzfeld 1951: 3 4 1 - 4 9 (who thinks, contrary to the position defended here, 
that Cyrus's intentions were unforeseeable by anyone in 404; cf also Ruzicka 1985a: 211 n. 22); 
on the path followed by Alc ib iades , cf. Robert 1980: 2 5 7 - 9 9 ; the Pharnabazus theory is adopted by 
Cousin (1904: 6 3 - 6 8 ) . Egypt ian revolt: we may note that, accord ing to Xenophon's sources (Anab. 
1.8.9; II. 1.6), Egypt ian soldiers fought in the royal army at C u n a x a : but this might refer to E g y p 
tians who had settled in Babylonia; on the date of D A E 7 [AP 35] ( S e p t e m b e r 11, 400) , see Porten 
1990: 19. P s a m m e t i c h u s and Amyrtaeus: cf. valid remarks of Kienitz 1953: 76, a n d now Lloyd 
1994: 337 and 347 n. 48; on the chronology of the Egypt ian revolt and the Persian retreat, see L e 
maire 1991c: 2 0 0 - 1 and 1995a: 51 -56 . T a m o s and Psammet ichus : despite C l o c h e 1919: 222, there 
is no reason to infer from the m u r d e r of T a m o s that P s a m m e t i c h u s was a "Persophile"; the T a m o s 
episode has qui te recently been cited by Lloyd 1994: 347, who believes that Diodorus's text is too 
allusive to support historical interpretation; this justifiable caution leads m e to stress o n c e m o r e 
that the idea (discussed in my text) of an a l l iance sought by Cyrus is s imply hypothetical; on the 
other hand, the existence of a privi leged relationship between the Egypt ian dynasts and C a r i a n -
Memphites in the service of the Persians is conf irmed by D i o d o r u s X V 9 4, who places h imse l f 
some twenty years after Cyrus's revolt: G l u s , son-in-law of T ir ibazus , makes a symmakhia with Pha
raoh Hakoris; of course , G l u s was h imse l f the son of T a m o s ( X e n o p h o n , Anab. II. 1.3; Briant 
1988a: 161). 

• Cyrus the Younger's Army. T h e r e are a great many studies on Cyrus's Greek mercenaries : 
one may especial ly consult Roy 1967, Se ibt 1977: 5 1 - 6 9 , and Marinovic 1988: 2 4 - 3 6 ; cf. a lso the 
analysis by C o u s i n 1904: 133-212 , which has the (rare) distinction of considering Cyrus's "barbar
ian" army (pp. 108-32) : on this point see a lso Briant 1985b: 6 2 - 6 3 ; a m o n g the avai lable sources , 
Westlake (1987) with good reason reevaluates D i o d o r u s Siculus 's contribution. O n the s ize of 
Artaxerxes IPs and C y r u s the Younger's armies: as usual , the figures offered by the ancient authors 
are both contradictory a n d barely usable: D i o d o r u s (XIV. 19.7) m a k e s the ratio between mercenar 
ies and barbarian army 1 : 7, X e n o p h o n (1.7.10) 1 : 10, proport ions l eading to evaluations that are 
much too high (if only for logistical reasons); just as with Xerxes ' army in 480, there is virtually no 
way of c o m i n g to a dec is ion, other than by appea l ing to the eminent ly subject ive notion of "rea
sonable figures": cf. mos t recently G . Wylie 1992: 123, who (following others) suggests the s u m to
tal of 30,000 for the rebel army. Is it necessary to a d d that the ancient estimates concern ing 
Artaxerxes IPs army are equal ly u n a c c e p t a b l e ? O n these prob lems , see also now the discuss ions 
and analyses of Gabrie l l i 1995 and D e s c a t 1995. 

• Propaganda and Legitimation. O n the crossing of the Euphrate s and Xenophon ' s tale, cf. 
some remarks a l o n g these l ines by Desn ier (apud Briquel 1981) a n d by Briquel and Desn ier 1983 
(which I do not follow for all their interpretations) [ taken u p again in Desnier 1995: 2 1 - 2 2 , 2 5 - 2 6 
(received at the very m o m e n t our final revision was be ing c o m p l e t e d ) ] ; on the date of the event, 
cf. Cous in 1904: 3 0 7 - 8 ; on the crossing of the E u p h r a t e s by L u c u l l u s , cf. C u m o n t 1905a. Accord
ing to Weiser 1989, Ci l i c ia was where C y r u s first struck coins with his i m a g e , coiffed with the royal 
kidaris. If the theory is correct, the m e s s a g e was clear: Artaxerxes was not facing any ordinary satra
pal revolt. In his m i n d , C y r u s was already act ing as a Grea t King would. But it must be recognized 
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that the interpretation is highly speculative: anyway, see now C a s a b o n n e 1995b. In any case 1 
have the very clear impression that Cyrus was seriously in need of metal reserves: it is no doubt not 
out of the quest ion that promises of bonuses were predicated on the victory to c o m e (Anab. 1.4. ] J . 
on these prob lems , cf. also D e s c a t 1995). 

• Personal and Dynastic Loyalty. C o u s i n (1904: 92ff.) also holds grave doubts about the scale 
of defections to Cyrus , and he thinks (p. 92) that "the true strength of the king lay in the loyalty of 
his people," rightly suppos ing that it was a case of propaganda intended to legitimate the rebel's 
kingly pretensions; unfortunately, the author does not exhibit the s a m e critical attitude when he 
characterizes Artaxerxes II as a weak prince, isolated within his harems (pp. 9 9 - 1 0 0 ) ; on Mega-
phernes' title phoinikistes, cf. Lewis 1977: 25 n. 143; on the phrase "enemy land," cf. R T P 58 n. 4-
on T a m o s a n d Gins: cf. Briant 1988a: 161; administrative position and family of Orontes of Arme
nia: O s b o r n e 1973: 517-22; Belesys and Gobryas in 401: at that date , Be l sunu/Belesys was "gover
nor of Ebir Nar i" ( c f Stolper 1987); the case for Gobryas is less certain; a m a n with that name was 
"governor of Babylonia" or "governor of the country of Akkad" in the first years of Darius II, with 
the last (currently available) ment ion dat ing to 417; it might be the s a m e person (Stolper 1987: 
3 9 6 - 9 8 ) . [ I wonder whether this Gobryas could be identified with the G o b a r e s (praefectus) of 
w h o m Pliny (VI. 30.120) recalls that he d u g a canal to protect Babylonia from the Euphrates flood; 
accord ing to h im this was the N a r m a l c h a s (regium flumen). It is true that the risks of homonymy 
are great (as m u c h in personal n a m e s as in river n a m e s ) and that the text might just as well be re
ferring to G u b a r u in the t ime of Cyrus and C a m b y s e s , both b e c a u s e several tablets mention a 
" G u b a r u canal" (Joannes 1982: 326) and b e c a u s e there were confusions in the Class ical authors 
a m o n g the various "royal" canals (cf. the presentation of the problem in van der Spek 1992: 236-
39). Pliny might also be echo ing a memory of the major works carried out by (the later) Gulxiru in 
recligging/improving an older canal (cf. for compar i son the text from the t ime of Xerxes, quoted by 
J o a n n e s 1982: 326: recruitment of workers "for digging the G u b a r u canal," not to mention that the 
canal is already found in a text from the t ime of C a m b y s e s ) . T h e quest ion must remain open.] I 
also note that according to Bivar (1961), one Art imas (he publ ishes a seal of his bearing his name 
in Aramaic ) , w h o m the author presents as holding an official position in Lycia, defected to Cyrus 
(subsequently, S h a h b a z i 1975: 119-24 connects h im to Megabyzus's family); but the use of the "sa
trapal list" in Anab. VII .8 .25 is very risky, and Bivar's theory thus carries a very high coefficient of 
uncertainty, especially because Artimas is not a specifically Persian n a m e (cf. also the incidental 
remark of D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 45); the n a m e is very c o m m o n in C a r i a (c f , e.g., Lipinski 1975: 166; 
Bli imel 1990); furthermore, Robinson (editorial note following Bivar) stresses that the Lycian ori
gin of the d o c u m e n t is far from proved. Bivar's theory has nonetheless been repeated quite recently 
by Mel ik ian-Chirvani 1993: 114-15; the latter, moreover, makes him the descendant of the Arti
mas whose n a m e is written in Lydian on a footed censer, whose text (Artymalim) was published 
with c o m m e n t a r y by G u s m a n i 1983: this all makes for quite a rickety scaffolding of hypothesesl 
T h r e e final remarks: (1) If as I suggested in the previous paragraph C y r u s had run out of money 
(until the m o m e n t he was partly rescued by the syennesis), it has to be admitted that he did not suc
ceed in winning over all the treasurers and other gaz.ophylaxoi a long the route, who continued to 
d e m a n d an authorized chit from the royal chancel lery before turning over funds, which Cyrus was 
unable to provide (cf. for compar i son the texts quoted in R T P 29 n. 3 and 49 n. 2, as well as my 
remarks in Briant 1989c: 328-29) : a process of resistance no doubt illustrated by Cyrus's retaliative 
acts (studied in the text) in Lycaonia; (2) if Cyrus recruited so many G r e e k mercenaries , I am not 
convinced that it was only because of s o m e intrinsic technical superiority that he recognized in 
them — it may also have been because a certain n u m b e r of regular contingents from Asia Minor re
fused to defect to him; under this hypothesis, the call to the G r e e k mercenar ies would reflect less 
a tactical cho ice than a political constraint; (3) s o m e of the problems treated in this section have 
just been broached by J o a n n e s 1995, who wonders (pp . 183ff.) why Cyrus took a secondary road 
a long the east bank of the Euphrates ; J o a n n e s suggests a possible e lement of surprise (p. 185); he 
also thinks that this choice proceeded from Cyrus's distrust of s o m e of his close associates. 
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• Artaxerxes and Cynis Face Off. O n the M e d i a n Wall , cf. Barnett 1963; see also L e n d l e 
]986: 2 1 1 - H and Vallat 1989b, as well as the articles on the subjec t in N A P R 1 (1987) and 2 
(1989), and now G a s c h e 1995; on the word "Arabia" in X e n o p h o n , cf. Briant 1982b: 121-22 and 
ponner 1986 (also J o a n n e s 1995); on the delays in Cyrus's progress, cf. the remarks in C o u s i n 
1904: 3 1 7 - 2 1 . It is particularly difficult to reconstruct the battle of C u n a x a , because of the contrast-
ingand contradictory descriptions: cf. Bigwood 1983; G . Wylie 1992; and Erhardt 1994, whose dis
cussion (pp. 1-2) bears a title ("Who won the batt le of C u n a x a ? " ) that says a great deal about the 
persistent uncertaint ies , and whose conc lus ion deserves to be quoted: "In short, T i s saphernes won 
at Cunaxa." 

3. Artaxerxes the Victor 
• The Process ofRelegitimation. Royal p r o p a g a n d a in Plutarch's biography, cf. Orsi 1979-80. 

According to C a m e r o n 1955: 96, these were the c i rcumstances under which Artaxerxes authorized 
a foundation legend that m a d e C y r u s into M a r d e s , the son of c o m m o n peasants, and had fake in
scriptions carved in the n a m e s of Ariaramnes and Arsames in order to discredit Cyrus's l ineage. 
But, for all sorts of reasons (in particular, the way foundation legends are embel l i shed) , C a m e r o n ' s 
interpretation is far from convincing. Bes ides , according to S h a h b a z i 1972b, the t o m b of G u r - i 
Dukhtar (in the valley of B u z p a r , southwestern Fars ) , publ ished by Vanden Berghe 1964 [[whose 
high dating, before C y r u s the Great , is no longer accepted today: cf. Nylander 1966]), was raised 
by Parysatis, on the m o d e l of Cyrus the Great's tomb (cf. fig, 2, p. 87 here) , to lay to rest the m e a g e r 
remains of Cyrus the Younger (head and right hand) ; but, as ide from the fact that the m o n u m e n t 
could just as well date to the end of the A c h a e m e n i d period or even the Hellenist ic period (Stro
nach 1978: 302) and that the Ctes ias passage ($59) quoted by the author actually s eems to refer to 
a burial at S u s a , one might reasonably doubt whether after such a fierce struggle the king would 
have authorized the erection of such a m o n u m e n t to the honor of Cyrus , which could have be
come a dangerous rallying-point within Persia itself ( c o m p a r e the political measures taken by 
Cyrus against the m e m o r y of the "rebel" Orontas: Anah. 1.6:1l-^: "no grave of his was ever seen"); 
in fact, the king had already m a d e an exceptional concess ion to Parysatis by securing the head and 
right hand that had been cut off accord ing to cus tom (Ctes ias $58; Plutarch,Art. 13.2), s ince nor
mally the head and hand of a usurper would s imply be discarded/exposed (Strabo X V 3 . 1 7 : 
riptetai), which is to say, probably left for the animals : cf. the fate of Cyrus's G r e e k strategoi who 
were decapitated (in Xenophon ' s version, Anah. II .6 .29) and then "torn in pieces by dogs and 
birds" (Plutarch, Art. 17.7-Q-; above , p. 239 and chap . 2/9, p p . 93ff , on Persian funerary customs) ; 
this was probably the fate meted out so secretly by Cyrus the Younger on Orontas (entrusting it to 
the faithful Artapates) , whence Xenophon's sentence , " F r o m that m o m e n t no m a n ever saw O r o n 
tas living or dead , nor could anyone say from actual knowledge how he was put to death ,—it was 
all conjectures, of one sort and another; and no grave of his was ever seen" (1.6.11<>). 

• Reward and Punishment. O n the career of Ariaeus, cf. Lewis 1977: 119 n. 78 and Horn-
blower 1994a: 7 8 - 7 9 ; on the possible modif icat ion of royal protocol a n d the chronological prob
lems posed by the anc ient texts, see Br iant 1994e: 307—10 and chap . 14/1 above. 

• The Great King and His Armies. O n the Persians and their "military weakness" in Plu
tarch's Artaxerxes, Xenophon ' s Agesilaus, and Isocrates, see s o m e reflections in Briant 1987b a n d 
1989a; on the role of the G r e e k mercenar ies , s ee the reflections of Se ibt 1977: 63 -69 ; and R a h e 
1980, who makes the mistake , to my way of thinking, of cons ider ing it an established fact that the 
Babylonian Ijatrus no longer furnished soldiers: on the hatrus in the t ime of Artaxerxes II, cf. the 
material investigated by J o a n n e s 1982: 4ff.; also D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 18, and chap. 14/7: D a r i u s II 
and His Armies, pp. 597ff; we will return to all these prob lems later: chap . 17/3. 

4. Conditions in Asia Minor and Artaxerxes IVs Strategy (400-3%) 
• From Sardis to Memphis. Return of T i s saphernes to Sardis , cf. Lewis 1977: 138-39; Amyr

taeus at E lephant ine , cf. Porten 1990- 19, who dates the papyrus D A E 7 [AP 35] to S e p t e m b e r 11, 
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400; but L e m a i r e (1991c: 2 0 0 - 2 0 1 ) proposes redating the Aswan stela ( D A E 75) and considers it 
possible that Persian control of Syene could have lasted until 398; on the chronology of the first in
d e p e n d e n t pharaohs , cf. a lso Traunecker 1979 a n d most recently Lloyd 1994; we may note finally 
that perhaps these pharaohs did not make a sharp break with the Persian court, if we go by an an
ecdote preserved by Phylarcus (apud Athenaeus XIII .609b) : an (unfortunately u n n a m e d ) Egyptian 
king sent the famous courtesan T i m o s a to Stateira, the wife of Artaxerxes: the word used (doron) 
without doubt refers to a "diplomatic gift," the kind well known between the pharaohs and Near 
Eastern kings. [ T h e record of the Egypt ian break was reviewed by A. L e m a i r e in a talk given in 
Paris at the c o l l o q u i u m "Egypte e tTranseuphratene" (May 10 -11 , 1993) = L e m a i r e 1995a: 51-56.]) 

• Artaxerxes, His Satraps, and the Asia Minor Front. O n the Sparta policy, cf. Lewis 1977 ; 

1 3 9 E and Westlake 1986; on T i s saphernes a n d Pharnabazus , cf. Westlake 1981; Evagoras's atti
tude: cf. Cos ta 1974: 46 -50; syennesis of C i l i c ia : the theory of his polit ical d e m i s e goes back to 
F.rzen 1940: 114-20 , but the author rightly remarks that no d o c u m e n t exists to positively support 
it (at least until the nominat ion of M a z a e u s / M a z d a i around 350: cf. Briant 1994b: 124); it is how
ever not entirely certain that at that time (400) Ci l i c ia was transformed into a satrapy in the full 
sense, s ince the coins struck in Ci l i c ia by T ir ibazus , Pharnabazus , and D a t a m e s are not satrapal 
coins properly speaking but "karanic" co ins (cf. Briant 1989c: 329): on the donhts dial do need to 
be retained on this point, cf. L e m a i r e and L o z a c h m e u r 1990: 146-47; and now C a s a b o n n e 1995b. 

5. Agesilaus in Asia Minor (396-394) 
• The Defeat ofTissaphemes. Agesilaus's offensive and the c i rcumstances of the battle of the 

Pactolus cont inue to pose topographic and historical problems , because of contradictions in the 
ancient sources: see D u g a s 1910, Foss 1978, and the analyses of B r u c e 1967 (ad l o c ) , particularly 
pp. 150-56 on the battle o f Sardis; most recently, cf. C a r t l e d g e 1987: 215-17; Botha 1988; Wylie 
1992; D e Voto 1988; Dillery 1995: 109-14. 

• The "Anabasis" of Agesilaus. S e e especial ly D u g a s 1910 and B r u c e 1967, as well as Wylie 
1992 (who rightly holds Agesilaus's strategic ability in low es teem); on the m a n and his campaigns, 
cf. the synthesis by C a r t l e d g e 1987, esp. pp. 180-218 (who also, pp. 2 1 7 - 1 8 , revises downward the 
territorial ambit ions ass igned to Agesi laus by the anc ient authors) . 

• Persian Defenses Confronting Agesilaus's Offense: Satraps and ethne. O n relations between 
the Persians a n d the interior peoples , cf. Briant 1976 and 1982b: 5 7 - 1 1 2 ( c h a p . 16/18, pp. 762ff.). 
Orontes' title ("satrap of Mysia") has caused m u c h ink to be spil led in the service of studies dedi
cated to reconstructing the "Satraps' Revolt" (chap. 15/7, pp. 656ff ) ; the validity of the information 
provided by D iodorus is accepted by O s b o r n e 1973 (fully empowered satrapal government cen
tered at P e r g a m u m : cf. O G I S 264, lines 4 - 9 ) , a l though Hornblower (1982: 176-78) thinks (uncon-
vincingly, in my opinion) that toward 361 , Orontes was still satrap of Armenia; cf. also Osborne 
1982: 6 5 - 8 0 (where a profound discussion of the oppos ing views is found, in particular a vigorous 
reply to Hornblower, who thereupon reiterated his view in Hornblower 1994b: 220); Osborne's 
viewpoint is adopted by Moysey 1987; see also Weiskopf 1982: 108-18 and 1989: 70 -76 , who, 
while admitt ing that Orontes received a position in Mysia , denies the existence of an autonomous 
administration and c o m p a r e s Orontes ' position to that of an Asidates, who was provided with land 
and estates; the author recalls that Diodorus's phraseology is very elastic and suggests that the same 
holds for Diodorus's ment ion of a "satrapy of Paphlagonia" (1982: 114); on this point, cf. also Rob
ert (1980: 2653".; cf. a lso 2 0 3 - 1 9 ) , who without attacking head on the prob lem discussed here 
thinks it self-evident that the satrap of Paph lagon ia resided at G a n g i a , not far from Ancyta, the very 
spot—we may note in pass ing—where the Paphlagon ian leaders went to submi t to Alexander in 
334, with the king order ing them to obey the satrap of D a s c y l i u m , as in the past (Arrian H.4.1-2); 
let us add in pass ing that Paphlagonia is not devoid of Persian i conographic evidence: cf. Doncel-
Voute 1984 (chap. 16/2, fig. 55, p. 699) and von G a l l 1966; on Polyaenus VI. 10 (Aeolid) and the 
fortifications of Asidates (Mys ia ) , see R T P 190; T u p l i n 1987c: 212-13; a n d D e b o r d 1994. 
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• The Persians and Agesilaus Face Off. O n Spithridates and his estates, cf. S e k u n d a 1988a: 
178-80; on his relations with Ages i laus and the l imited character of the threat he posed at the 
time, cf. Weiskopf 1989: 2 3 - 2 5 ; co ins struck in the n a m e of a Spithridates are known, but this one's 
precise identification is problemat ic ; h e might be a satrap known from Class ical sources in 334 (cf. 
Harrison 1982a: 4 1 6 - 1 8 , C a l m 1989: 101); on Pharnabazus 's reply to Agesi laus (Hell. IV. 1 .35-36) , 
cf. the reflections of Lewis 1977: 1 5 0 - 5 1 , and c h a p . 8/7: " T h e Dynast ic Pact," p. 354. 

6 Achaemenid Successes and Failures: From Asia Minor to Egypt 
' (ca. 396-ca. 370) 

» The Defeat of Sparta. C o n o n at Rhodes: Berthold 1980: 3 5 - 3 8 and Westlake 1983 [ a n d 
now C A H V I 2 : 6 7 - 7 0 ; 1 0 3 - 6 ] ; on the military operations in Asia Minor , cf. Lewis 1977: 142-47 . 

• The Persians Caught between Athenians and Lacedaemonians. T h e position of S t r u m a s 
(called "satrap of Ionia" in T o d II, no. 113) raises several prob lems that support an a b u n d a n t litera
ture on the holders of the satrapy of Sardis and on the administrative delimitation of this jurisdic
tion during these years (cf. Lewis 1977: 118 n. 75; Weiskopf 1982: 8 8 - 9 3 ; Hornblower 1982: 37 
n. 10; Petit 1988: 3 0 9 - 1 1 ; C h a u m o n t 1990: 598; Hornblower 1994a: 7 7 - 7 8 ) , but each of the solu
tions that has been suggested runs u p against difficulties that appear difficult to s u r m o u n t with cer
tainty. O n the creation of the satrapy of C a r i a , cf. Hornblower 1982: 3 4 - 3 8 and Ruzicka 1992b; 
16-20; against this (universally accepted) position, Petit (1988) has defended a paradoxical thesis: 
he says the H e c a t o m n i d s were never officially recognized as satraps by Artaxerxes; but , to use a li
totes, the proof lacks convict ion (cf. my brief remarks in Ahst. Iran. 12 [1989] no. 283 and Descat's , 
Topoi 3/1 [1993]: 2 6 5 - 6 6 , as well as Hornblower 1994b: 215-16; on the status of M a u s o l u s , see also 
chap. 16/18, pp. 7 6 7 f ) . 

• From Cyprus to Egypt. O n Evagoras's policy, cf. Cos ta 1974: 48 -56 , Weiskopf 1982: 154-
56, Co l lombier 1990: 35-37, and M a i e r 1994: 312-17; dynastic affairs in Egypt: Traunecker 1979: 
40lff. (on the chronological problems, cf. also Tup l in 1983: 185-86 and Lloyd 1994); on the Athe
nian intervention in C y p r u s (accord ing to Lysias) , cf. Tup l in 1983 (who dates the operations to 
390-389). Phoenic ian inscription from Kition: publ i shed with c o m m e n t a r y by Yon and Snyczer 
1991, 1992 (I follow here the gist of their interpretation here) . 

• The Initial Operations (391-387/386). T h e entire period ca. 3 9 1 - 3 8 1 poses major chrono
logical and historical problems, on which see T u p l i n 1983 and the focus by Shrimpton 1991; the 
dates adopted in the text are with reservations (examinat ion of the n u m i s m a t i c ev idence [coins 
struck by Tir ibazus ] leads Harrison [1982a: 304 -15 ] to date the second Cyprus expedit ion to 3 8 2 -
380 [and not 3 8 7 - 3 8 6 ] , but his arguments are no longer compe l l ing ) . 

• The King's Peace (386). S e e most recently the focuses of U r b a n 1991 and Badian 1991. 
• A Universal Conflagration? O n the logical connect ion between the King's Peace and the 

resumption of Persian preparat ions for the C y p r u s matter, cf. Sinclair 1978, and the interesting re
marks of Ruzicka 1983a (on the C l a z o m e n a e prob lem treated by this author, cf. also Aikyo 1988); 
concerning ancient texts on the general nature of the revolt, s ee the sui table thoughts of Weiskopf 
1982: 161-92 (who I think, however, underest imates the threat posed at this date by Evagoras: cf. 
p. 190); Datames : S e k u n d a 1988b; on Ci l i c ia and the n u m i s m a t i c ev idence (coins struck by Tir i 
bazus), cf. L e m a i r e and L o z a c h m e u r 1990: 147, and Davesne 1979: 162 (but the proposed c o n n e c 
tion with the e l iminat ion of the syennesis must , I think, be given u p , for reasons stated above) , a n d 
especially the systematic presentation by Harrison 1982a: 3 0 4 - 1 5 , as well as C a p e c c b i 1991: 8 5 -
95; on D a t a m e s ' first c a m p a i g n s , cf. S e k u n d a 1988b; 3 8 - 4 0 ; on the role of H e c a t o m n u s , cf. 
Weiskopf 1982: 157-60 (who thinks that the 3 9 1 - 3 9 0 c a m p a i g n ended quickly via an a g r e e m e n t 
with Evagoras, and that there is no trace of a rebell ion by H e c a t o m n u s , who, he suggests perhaps 
a bit excessively [p. 167], did not even participate in the expedition: "Diodorus interpreted his ab
sence as secret support"), a n d Ruzicka 1992b: 2 6 - 2 9 (also rebuts Diodorus's and Isocrates' presen
tations); on the "king of the Arabs," cf. Briant 1982b: 163-64. T h e theory of a quasi -col lapse of 
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Persian dominat ion in Palest ine beg inn ing with Artaxerxes II is presented (e.g.) by Eph'a l 198Zb-
205-6 , but on the basis o f archaeolog ica l ev idence that does not appear to m e to support this con
clusion with certainty (cf. also Stern 1982b: 2 5 4 - 5 5 , whose chronology s e e m s to m e to apply ; n . 
stead to a later phase of the reign of Artaxerxes II, though it will r e m a i n unverified nonetheless 
because archaeology has a strange tendency to require written d o c u m e n t a t i o n as corroboration 1 1 
a m equal ly at a loss to understand the relation that Betlyon (1986: 636) seeks to establish between 
the a p p e a r a n c e of the first Jewish coins around 400 and the "decadence" of the E m p i r e . We must 
particularly e m p h a s i z e the cruel absence of written ev idence on the history o f these regions in 
these years; the only possibility of g l imps ing the intervention of the central authority is to date 
Ezra's mission to the 7th year of Artaxerxes II and to see it as an index of unrest stirred up by the 
Egypt ian revolt (e.g., C a z e l l e s 1954 j jLemaire 1 9 9 5 a | ) ; here we will not reopen this debate , which 
is far from ready to die out (cf. chap . 14/5). 

• The Offensive against Evagoras (387/386-383/381). O n the terms of the treaty imposed on 
Evagoras , cf. Weiskopf 1982: 178-92 . For reasons presented in chap . 15/1 above , the tabletADRTB 
no. - 4 4 0 probably refers to the very beg inn ing of the war against Evagoras; the text reads; " [ . . . ) the 
land S a m i n e , a famous city of the land K u p r u , which for m a k i n g [. . J s u n d u of the land Ianiu-
n iaminu which the king m a d e [. . . ] . " 

• The Egyptian Defeats. S e e especial ly Kienitz 1953- 8 0 - 9 2 and Lloyd 1994: 346-48; the 
date of the c a m p a i g n of Pharnabazus , Ti thraustes , and A b r o c o m a s against E g y p t (Isocrates) pri
marily derives from the fact that P h a r n a b a z u s was recalled to the court around 387 (Xenophon, 
Hell. V. 1.28), from which it is d e d u c e d that Ariobarzanes s u c c e e d e d h i m at that t ime (cf. Weiskopf 
1982: 120-27 and 1989: 2 7 - 2 8 ) ; but many uncertaint ies remain (cf. C l o c h e 1919: 230-32 and 
1920: 8 5 - 8 8 ) ; accord ing to Moysey (1986: 10, 15), s o m e coins attributed to Pharnabazus might 
have been struck in Ci l i c ia between 386 and 383, at the time of preparation for the Egyptian ex
pedit ion, but other possibilities exist: cf. Harrison 1982a: 315-21 and L e m a i r e and Lozachmeur 
1990: 147, who suggest dat ing them instead to the 370s (that is, to the second expedit ion); concern
ing the possible offense-oriented mindset of Hakoris: note the discoveiy in Phoenic ia of altar bases 
with the c a r t o u c h e of Hakoris , which are general ly taken to indicate an attempt at an Egyptian 
offensive (cf. T r a u n e c k e r 1979: 435) , but the interpretation remains uncertain (Lloyd 1994: 347 
n. 50). O n the G r e e k mercenar ies on the Egypt ian expedit ion, see Se ibt 1977: 8 0 - 8 3 , who notes 
particularly that it was the first t ime a Persian army inc luded so large a n u m b e r of Greeks but with
out offering a more detai led interpretation; accord ing to S e k u n d a (1988b: 42) , D a t a m e s adopted 
s o m e c o m p o n e n t s of G r e e k arms , and it was also h e w h o first established a Persian infantry corps 
(Cardaces : N e p o s , Dat. 8.2): on all these prob lems , see chap. 17/3 below. N e c t a n e b o I's coming 
to power: T r a u n e c k e r 1979: 4 3 5 - 3 6 , M e u l e n a e r e 1963, Lloyd 1994: 357-59; possible kinship (by 
marriage) between C h a b r i a s and N e c t a n e b o I: K u h l m a n n 1981: 276 -78 [[but for the convincingly 
argued contrary view, see now Muss 1994b]]. Pharnabazus's expedit ion in 373: C l o c h e 1920: 88-
99; D a t a m e s ' partic ipation in Pharnabazus ' s expedit ion is inferred from N e p o s (Dat. 3.5; 5.1), but 
the text poses certain prob lems of interpretation that are presented and treated by Sekunda 1988b: 
4 0 - 4 1 ; no one could believe that Artaxerxes would have endangered the Egypt ian expedition to 
distract D a t a m e s in a c a m p a i g n without glory against a C a t a o n i a n dynast (Dat. 4; 5 .1-5) , or that 
D a t a m e s would have suddenly rebelled at the very m o m e n t when he received the command of 
the army of E g y p t on the pretext that a cour t caba l had sworn to lose it ( $ 5 . 2 - 5 ) : this would grant 
a rather naive conf idence to a text be longing to the genre of family saga; for these reasons, 
Weiskopf's reconstruction of D a t a m e s ' career (1982: 2 0 5 - 7 ) strikes m e as m o r e satisfactory (even 
if it inc ludes its share of speculat ion: we are now in the rea lm of compar i son of likelihoods, noth
ing more: the author [pp. 2 0 7 - 9 ] thinks that after the victory over Aspis, D a t a m e s was promoted to 
satrap of C a p p a d o c i a ) . 

• Artaxerxes and the Greeks. S e e now also Seager , C A H V I 2 : 156-58. 
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7 Artaxerxes II, His Satraps, and His Peoples (ca. 366-359/358) 
• Diodorus and the "Great Revolt" of the Satraps: The Empire in Flames? In all that follows, 

I have been greatly inf luenced by Weiskopf's analyses (1982, 1989), which contain very innovative, 
very convincing interpretations rendering largely obsolete previous work (particularly J u d e i c h 
)892 and Melon i 1951); an up-to-date b ibl iography is found there, so I will not systematically pro
vide references; but it mus t be recognized that Weiskopf's theses have been vigorously crit icized 
by Moysey 1991-92; I must say that this is not my point of view (cf. Briant 1994b: 127 n. 45) , while 
admitting that Weiskopf's work suffers here and there from certain weaknesses (cf. below on O r o n 
tes' planning): the prob lem is that Weiskopf 1982 (doctoral dissertation) has not been publ i shed , 
and the evaluations have been m a d e exclusively on the basis of the minor work of 1989 (had it 
been the other way around , I doubt whether Moysey 1991: 120 could have criticized Weiskopf for 
not using the n u m i s m a t i c ev idence , which, moreover, does not fully support s o m e of the historical 
conclusions that Moysey 1989 believes he can draw concern ing D a t a m e s ' plans: below; see also 
Homblower's crit icisms, C R 40 [1990]: 3 6 3 - 6 5 ; 1994a: 84). O n Diodorus's text specifically, s ee in 
particular Weiskopf 1982: 3 3 7 - 4 1 , as well as Moysey 1975: 9 6 - 9 9 and 116-17; cf. also Briant 
)989a: 38-39; on I G II 2 207, see in particular the epigraphic and historical analyses by O s b o r n e 
1971, 1981:52-54 , 1 9 8 2 : 6 1 - 8 0 , Moysey 1975: 2 5 4 - 6 5 , 1987, Weiskopf 1982: 4 0 1 - 5 , and myself in 
Briant 1994d; on T o d 145, cf. the contradictory views of Moysey 1975: 143 -48 and Weiskopf 1982: 
398-401 ("a display of d ip lomat ic fantasy"), 1989: 8 4 - 8 5 (an analysis that has st imulated the lively 
criticism of Moysey 1991: 120; but, b e c a u s e of m a j o r uncertainties I recognize in the text, I d o not 
think that this d o c u m e n t , in any case , c a n be cons idered "a major s tumbl ing block to W.'s thesis," 
unless one supposes , as Moysey does through a very willful formulat ion, that "only one context 
makes sense"). 

• The Initial Revolts: Datames. In addit ion to S e k u n d a 1988b (which I do not follow on the 
beginnings of the revolt), I have been greatly inf luenced in this section by Weiskopf 1982: 197-220 
and 418-25; on D a t a m e s ' co inage struck at S i n o p e , cf. Harrison 1982a: 263-65 (by c o m p a r i s o n 
with stratagems descr ibed by Polyaenus and Pseudo-Aristotle). 

• The Troubles in Western Asia Minor (366-361). Ariobarzanes: texts and c o m m e n t a r y in Os 
borne 1983:50-53 , who raises the prob lem of the date; on relations between Ariobarzanes and Ath
ens, cf. also Moysey 1975: 8 0 - 8 4 and Weiskopf 1982: 353 -80 ; on A r i o b a r z a n e s ' d e m i s e , cf. theories 
of Weiskopf 1982: 3 8 1 - 8 5 , who thinks that his son Mithradates then went over to Datames ' c a m p 
(on Weiskopf's genealog ica l theories, I mus t say that in part I share the re luctance of Moysey 1991: 
117). Orontes: Weiskopf 1982: 395-98; 1989: 8 9 - 9 0 ; on the co inage attributed to Orontes , cf. ibid., 
pp. 388-94; see also Troxell 1981, but his dating to the 350s is certainly wrong: cf. Moysey 1989: 
123-25; the role of leader that D i o d o r u s says (XV.91.1) was accorded to Orontes by the other sa
traps is not explained; the a r g u m e n t fails if we recognize with H o m b l o w e r (1982: 176-78) that 
Orontes remained satrap of Armenia: but, on Hornblower's arguments , cf. the convinc ing critical 
remarks of O s b o r n e 1982: 67ff. (despite H o m b l o w e r 1994a: 86); Artabazus and Autophradates: 
cf. Moysey 1975: 119; see especial ly the discuss ion of Weiskopf 1982: 423-29; death of Orontes: 
cf. Osborne 1973: 5 4 2 - 5 1 ; contra Moysey 1975: 109, who thinks that Orontes regained his c o m 
mand in Mysia. O n I G I I 2 207 (sale of wheat by Orontes to Athens)- cf. Briant I994d, where I d e m 
onstrate that the deed does not in the slightest reveal a secessionist policy on the part of the satrap 
(see also Moysey 1987: 100 n. 100, but in the context of a chronological proof that does not per
suade me: see chap . 15/9: "Artaxerxes III and Phil ip II," Research Notes , pp. 1005f.). 

• The Egyptian Front. O n the (disputed) chronology and the problems raised by Tachos's of
fensive, cf. C l o c h e 1919: 2 1 2 - 1 8 ; 1920: 99-107 , as well as Kienitz 1953: 9 6 - 1 0 0 and 1 8 0 - 8 1 ; 
Weiskopf 1982: 4 0 5 - 1 2 ; and H o m b l o w e r 1982: 174-75; on C h a - h a p - i m u a n d his kinship with Ta
chos and N e c t a n e b o , cf. M e u l n a e r e 1963; Tachos's offensive is the context in which was written 
(with an unfortunate degree of uncertainty) the (fragmentary) biographical inscription of the 
Egyptian Onnophr i s , "prophet of the statues of the father o f the king, the general Tcha-hap- imou," 
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who apparently a c c o m p a n i e d T a c h o s (who is not n a m e d ) when he "went to Asia"; comparison 
with Diodorus's version does not resolve all of the difficulties in the text, a n d it is not even impos-
sible that O n n o p h r i s a c c o m p a n i e d T a c h o s to the G r e a t King's court (cf. von Kanel 1980 and 1984-
1 9 8 - 2 0 1 , who c o m p a r e s O n n o p h r i s with Ucliahorresnet and Samtutefnakht; cf. chap . 18/4). 

• Orontes and the Egyptian Front. Regard ing Orontes in Syria (Trogus Pompe ius , Pro/. X) 
see the crit ique of Weiskopf (1982: 4 0 5 - 1 2 ; 1989: 8 1 - 8 4 ) , who, however, in my opinion goes too 
far: I think it is misgu ided to throw out the only direct ev idence in the record; cf. in contrast the 
unconvinc ing remark of O s b o r n e 1973: 537, for his part, fVfoysey (1975: 106) thinks that Orontes 
tried to join the Egypt ian forces in Syria; on the decree honor ing Straton of S idon , cf. in particular 
Moysey 1975: 244 -53 and Weiskopf 1982: 4 5 8 - 5 9 ; Austin's (1944) at tempt to infer from the decree 
that Athens had then taken part in the revolt against Artaxerxes is hardly persuasive; on the other 
hand, cf. Moysey 1987: 99 n. 27 and 1989: 120-21 on Hieron. , Adv. lovinian. 1.45; on Slraloivs 
c o i n a g e , which has somet imes , s ince B a b e l o n 1910, been thought to illustrate a pro-Egyptian pol
icy, cf. Betlyon 1982: 9 - 1 0 , 2 9 - 3 0 : but the interpretation poses certain difficulties (cf. Moysey 
1989). Accord ing to D i o d o r u s (XV.92.5-v-), "Tach6s . . . m a d e bold to go up to the K i n g by way of 
Arabia"; this ment ion immediate ly recalls what Arrian wrote (Indica 43.5) concern ing Cambyses' 
soldiers and Ptolemy's troops, who c h o s e to return to Babylon by the fearsome route crossing 
North Arabia (cf. Briant 1982b: 129, 132): but why choose this itinerary, if T a c h o s was then at Si
don (on the "normal" route, as also suggested by the decree honoring Straton, cf. Briant 1991b: 
7 7 - 7 9 ) ? I mus t dec lare myself incapab le of responding reasonably to the quest ion, which, more
over, may be moot anyway b e c a u s e of the m e a n i n g (unknown to us) that D i o d o r u s assigns to the 
n a m e "Arabia" (on the use of this word by Class ica l authors, cf. Briant 1982b: 120-22) ; not to men
tion "Syria" (cf. Sartre 1988). Ochus 's c a m p a i g n in Syria: C l o c h e 1919: 2 4 5 - 4 6 ; Weiskopf 1982: 
410 and 460 n. 109; T a c h o s at the G r e a t King's court: Briant 1985b: 57 -58 . O n T a c h o s s and 
Chabrias ' s fiscal measures and their political repercuss ions in Egypt , c f Will 1960; on the fragile 
internal s ituation of the pharaohs , cf. M e u l e n a e r e 1963: 93; Ray 1986: 149 and 256; 1987; as well 
as Briant 1988a: 155-58 and the reflections of Yoyotte 1992. 

• Back to Datames. "Grandiose" plans of D a t a m e s : Olmstead 1948: 419, followed by Moy
sey 1975: 107-8 (n. 25) and Harrison 1982a: 4 1 1 - 1 3 ; cf. also O s b o r n e 1973: 537 n. 104, who draws 
the rather surpris ing conc lus ion from Polyaenus's text that D a t a m e s , just like Orontes , got as far as 
Syria; position contrary to Weiskopf 1982: 424 (now see a lso the doubts o f Hornblower 1994a: 87); 
on the co ins of T ir ibazus and P h a r n a b a z u s struck in Ci l i c ia , cf. Harrison 1982a: 3 0 4 - 2 0 and Moy
sey 1986. T h e interpretation of D a t a m e s ' coins (discussed in the text) is from Moysey 1989: J08— 
19, esp. 109-12; while e m p h a s i z i n g that it is a "conjecture," the author thinks that the comparison 
with Polyaenus is "a p laus ib le explanat ion, given the l ong enmity toward the king and the prece
dent for such an invasion establ ished by C y r u s the Younger" (p. 110); the author, without expla
nat ion, appears to think that D a t a m e s ' goal was to drive Artaxerxes II from the throne, which 
appears to m e highly debatab le (Moysey 1975: 113-14 offers the s a m e reasoning regarding Oron
tes, but neither is there anything in Orontes ' co inage to suggest it proc la ims royal ambit ion on his 
part: cf. Weiskopf 1982: 3 8 8 - 9 4 ; Hornblower 1982: 178-79; Moysey 1989: 123-25) . Ann at Uruk 
(problem unknown to Moysey 1989): cf. Sto lper 1990b: 561 (in the context o f a strictly chrono
logical argument ) ; cf. also Kuhrt 1987a: 151 (observation m a d e by Oelsner ) , and now especially 
B e a u l i e u 1992: 5 4 - 6 0 ; for the bas is of his interpretation, the author c o m p a r e s (p. 110) the policy 
he attributes to the satrap with what he considers the spread o f the cult "of the Meso/K>frtmttm god
dess Anahita" by Artaxerxes II ( emphas i s a d d e d ) : but, for all sorts of reasons, this comparison is to
tally invalid (chap. 15/8: Anahita a n d Istar, pp . 678f f ) . O n D a t a m e s ' background, cf. Briant 1987a: 
19 n. 47 and 27 n. 116, and ( independent ly) S e k u n d a 1988b: 35 -36 , as well as Lemaire ' s studies 
on the Luv ian n a m e T a r k u m a w a found on certain coins attributed to Datames : cf. L e m a i r e 1989: 
144-49 a n d 1991c: 2 0 3 - 5 : " D a t a m e s was a local dynast carrying out the job of satrap, then com
mander- in-chief at the heart of the Persian E m p i r e " (but without summari ly exc luding the other 
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hypothesis: "Tarkumawa was a local C i l i c i an dynast of whom we have not a single echo anywhere 

else")-
• Mausolus and the Revolts. In general , see Hornblower 1982, Weiskopf 1982: 22 Iff., and 

Ruzicka 1992b: 15-75; discuss ions will be found there of many controversial aspects of C a r i a n in
stitutions (the existence or not of a C a r i a n koinon, for example ) , which I d o not think it useful to 
treat here in detail (on Mauso lus ' s relations with the C a r i a n cities, see now the remarkable d o c u 
ment published by Bl i imel 1990); access ion of Mauso lus : Hornblower 1982: 34-40; regarding the 
phrase patroa arkhe, it can without doubt be c o m p a r e d with a formula used in an inscription (ho-
poses [ges/khoras] Maussolos arkhe), on which see the appropriate reflections of Hornblower 1982: 
154; let us simply e m p h a s i z e that the terminology does not imply that M a u s o l u s o c c u p i e d an ex
ceptional situation vis-a-vis other satraps; from the G r e e k point of view, in fact, a satrap's territorial 
power could be des ignated perfectly with the word arkhe (cf. I G I I 2 207a line 15: ek tes Orontou 
arkhe: see O s b o r n e 1982: 7 3 - 7 4 ) ; on Mausolus ' s bui lding projects , see Hornblower 1982: 223ff. 
(the degree of Hel lenizat ion and its forms are the topic of po l emic between G u n t e r 1985 and 
Hornblower 1990a; cf. a lso the useful remarks of Sherwin-White , C R 34/2 (1984): 2 5 7 - 5 9 , where 
additional bibl iographical references will be found, as well as the analysis by Stamat iou 1989: 3 7 9 -
85 on borrowings from the A c h a e m e n i d iconographic repertoire and their injection into C r e e k 
forms; cf. also the remarks of Von G a l l 1989: 505 and n. 2, and now the articles col lected in Isager 
1994)—a prob lem well illustrated elsewhere, in particular at Xanthus but at Sidon as well; on his 
foreign policy, cf. Hornblower 1982: 107ff. (with the reflections, pp . 152-53 , on the possible "nor
malcy" of Mausolus 's initiatives); on this point, cf. also Weiskopf 1982: 2 7 0 - 8 5 , as well as the 
useful c o m m e n t a r y by Moysey (1989. 126-30) on Mausolus ' s co inage; also, on a specific point 
(Mausolus's interference in Lycian affairs), Borchhardt 1993a: 78: a stela with the C a r i a n d o u b l e 
axe, he says, is ev idence of burial on the spot of a C a r i a n phrourarch who had settled at Limyra — 
a theory that s e e m s rather weak to m e ; on satrapal duties of M a u s o l u s , cf. Hornblower 1982: 13711 
and 161-65 on the prob lem of royal/civic taxes, on which point, see also Corsaro 1985 and Frei 
1990: 166-68 and the text publ i shed by B o u s q u e t 1986 (on Mausolus ' s position in the E m p i r e , see 
also chap. 16/18 below, at the end) . O n the interpretation ( M a u s o l u s as a rebel) somet imes given 
to these anecdotes , cf. Weiskopf 1982: 2 3 2 - 3 5 ; on the texts ment ion ing conspiracies , cf. ibid. 252— 
56, who quite rightly stresses (pp. 2 3 0 - 3 1 ) that the Arlissis affair shows rather that at this date Arta
xerxes supported M a u s o l u s and that thus there was no proof there of any rebell ious mindset on the 
part of the dynast (on Arlissis's position in the royal court, cf. the highly speculat ive remarks of Hel-
tzer 1994: 116-19); on Tod 138.2, cf. also B E 1990: 276; on the accusat ions of lying m a d e against 
ambassadors to the G r e a t King, cf. Hofstettei 1972: 102-4; on Mausolus 's behavior during the re
volt, cf. Hornblower 1982: 170-82 (the passage is primarly devoted to a general discussion of the 
revolt: but cf. O s b o r n e 1982: 6 7 - 7 2 ) ; while fully stressing the paucity of the record, Hornblower 
suggests that M a u s o l u s did indeed enter into revolt (likewise Ruzicka 1992b: 7 6 - 8 9 in a discuss ion 
that is not the most satisfactory portion of the book); contrary position (which I adopt here overall) 
of Weiskopf 1982: 2 6 3 - 7 0 and 1989: 4 5 - 4 6 and 6 5 - 6 8 (a position contested by Moysey 1991: 119); 
we may add at this point that Mauso lus ' s participation in the revolt has also been d e d u c e d from 
the Xanthus trilingual (cf. D u p o n t - S o m m e r 1979: 166-67); but this inscription must be left out of 
consideration, for it now appears that its date is later (below and chap . 16/5). 

• From Caria to Lycia. O n what follows, discussions will be found (often contradictory be
cause of the weakness of the documentary record) in every article and work devoted to Lycia in the 
fifth and fourth centuries: Houwinck ten C a t e 1961: 8 -13 ; C h i l d s 1981: 70 -80; Bryce 1980 (article 
devoted specifically to Pericles) and 1986: 109-14; on Pericles, see the sources gathered by Borch
hardt 1976b: 9 9 - 1 0 8 , in the context of a description and interpretation of the dynast's herdon; the 
results of surveys at L imyra ( compared with other satrapal or official residences) have recently been 
presented by Borchhardt 1990 and in Borchhardt (ed.) 1990: 7 5 - 8 4 (cf. now Borchhardt 1993a); 
the recent inscriptions pertaining to Pericles are publ i shed by Worrle 1991 and 1993; on the Lycian 
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dynastic co inage , see most recently Z a h l e 1989 and Moysey 1989: 130-34. O n the p lace of Pericles 
(before his supposed revolt): in the very detai led and interesting description he gives of the friezes 
on the heroou of Pericles, Borchhardt (1976b: 121-23) sees the west frieze of horsemen as an illus
tration of the parades held regularly in the satrapal courts imitating ceremonies in the central 
court (fig. 54, p. 673 here); accord ing to the author, a longside Pericles the h o r s e m a n dressed in 
Persian style (no. 22) can be identified as Artaxerxes III, "co-regent with his father, Artaxerxes II" 
(cf. color photograph [restoration] on the cover a n d p. 169 of Borchhardt [ed.] 1990, and also in 
Borchhardt 1993a: 49: "It is the young Artaxerxes III, who put down the Satraps' Revolt," and plate 
21): there w e have a n expression of the "thesis of dependency" so often discussed by Borchhardt 
(cf. his 1983 art ic le )—namely , that by do ing so, Pericles recognized Persian sovereignty; on thepo-
litical level the interpretation might be acceptable , b e c a u s e Pericles' urbanizat ion program did 
not conflict with Persian superv i s ion—a position recently restated by Worrle (1991: 215-17) , ac
cording to which Pericles' bui ld ing activities at L imyra and especial ly his royal titulature (cf. also 
Worrle 1993) should be seen as existing in the context of a polit ical- ideological competit ion with 
Xanthus; on the other hand, as Borchhardt suggests , the identification of the future Artaxerxes is 
tathet d u b i o u s (why O c h u s , rather than his father, Artaxerxes II?). Pericles' conquests at Limyra: 
Weiskopf 1982: 2 8 9 - 9 0 and 332-33 (and pp . 2 1 1 - 1 3 on the p r o b l e m s posed by Artumpnra/Artcm-
bares: stresses the uncertainty of the evidence; on this point, cf. also Worrle 1993: 189-90 and the 
position of K e e n 1992a below) . Xanthus: on the Arbinas inscriptions, see their publication by 
B o u s q u e t 1975 and 1992 (who, in agreement with L a r o c h e and against Ch i lds 1979, convincingly 
restates the restoration K h e r i g a / G e r g i s and not Khere i in the Lycian inscription on the Pillar); see 
also Savalli 1988; on the conquests of Arbinas , cf. Robert 1978b (with the important reservations of 
B o u s q u e t 1975: 145, deve loped in B o u s q u e t 1992: 177-78 , 180-81: Arbinas used C a u n u s as the 
base for his departure) ; on the m o n u m e n t of the Nereids , its iconographic program, date, and 
author (Arbinas) , see from now on the exhaustive publ icat ion of D e m a r g n e - C h i k l s 1989 (which 
tenders obsolete the interpretations of S h a h b a z i 1 9 7 5 : 1 0 4 - 8 ) ; 1 note in pass ing that in a recentup-
date (Topoi 2 [ 1992]; 322), P D e m a r g n e writes: "I must say that for the sculpted decoration which 
C h i l d s and I descr ibed, m a n y points appear open to criticism," and again , on Persian influences, 
"that resembles Persepolis , by br ing ing Persepolis to life; similarly in the hunt ing and war scenes"; 
on the s iege scenes , cf. Ch i lds 1978 (who stresses [pp. 9 1 - 9 3 ] that these are really historicizing 
scenes) ; on the a u d i e n c e scenes , cf. G a b e l m a n n 1984: 4 3 - 4 9 ; concern ing the political interpreta
tion of Lyc ian dynastic m o n u m e n t s and inscriptions, we m a y also stress that the invocation of 
G r e e k gods is not u n a m b i g u o u s ( c f D e m a r g n e 1975 and Worrle 1991: 2 ) 6 - 1 7 ) ; the s a m e may be 
true for s o m e invocations of Lycian gods (Melcher t 1993: 34 n. 4). S a r c o p h a g u s of Payava: c f De
m a r g n e 1974:61-87 , as well as Bryce 1986: 111, and S h a h b a z i 1975: 135-48; on the Persian arma
ments in s o m e of the war scenes , cf. Bernard 1964; on the Lycian inscriptions, cf L a r o c h e 1974a: 
137-39, on the a u d i e n c e s c e n e of Autophradates , cf. G a b e l m a n n 1984: 5 9 - 6 1 , who stresses its 
specificity, s ince accord ing to h i m on the a u d i e n c e s c e n e on other Xanth ian monuments the 
dynast, not the satrap, is shown (cf. the presentation of the methodolog ica l problem on pp. 61-62, 
with discussion of Borchhardt's "dependency theory"); on the date (and its uncertainties) , c f De
m a r g n e 1974: 86 ( G a b e l m a n n 1984: 61 places it too assuredly at the m o m e n t of the Satraps' Re
volt; C h a u m o n t ' s chronological hypotheses 1990: 6 0 0 - 6 0 2 are baseless); on Autophradates and 
X a n t h u s , cf. also Weiskopf 1982: 2 9 0 - 9 1 . O n the "revolt" of Pericles, see H o m b l o w e r 1982: 181-
82 (who stresses the thinness of the ev idence) , and particularly the painstaking analysis of Weiskopf 
1982: 2 8 6 - 9 1 , whose conc lus ions (local struggle and no participation in a general revolt) strike me 
as highly convincing. Cf. now the important work of Keen 1992a ( chap . 7 is dedicated specifically 
to Pericles of L i m y r a ) , which I was ab le to consul t through the author's kindness , but only after my 
manuscr ip t had already been finalized; I will s imply m e n t i o n that, concern ing the dynast's policy 
toward the Persians and the satrapal revolts, Keen develops views different from those espoused 
here; while h e too thinks that the bu i ld ing program established by the dynast at Limyra and his 
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own political ambit ions did not at first conflict with the a c c e p t a n c e of Achaemenid supervision 
(illustrated by the Persianizing decoration of the heroon of the acropol is ) , nonetheless he believes 
that the dynast really did revolt around 370; accord ing to h im, this rebell ion was caused by a desire 
on the part of the central authority to increase imperial supervision of the region (upon the death 

0 f Arbinas, two Persians, Artembares and Mi lhrapates , were sent by Autophradates to take c o m 
mand of western and eastern Lycia , respectively: the author makes it a precedent to the organiza
tion known from the Xanthus Tri l ingual under the satrapy of Pixodarus); Pericles would have been 
conquered around 361 and executed. T h e r e is nothing surprising about interpretive differences, 
because the documenta t ion is hopelessly fragmented and a m b i g u o u s . Nevertheless, I stress that 
Keen was not aware of the new epigraphic discoveries publ i shed by Wbrrle 1991, particularly, in 
this context, the inscription concern ing the dynast's family: in his commentary , Worrle (1991: 215 
n. 62) resolutely takes the s ide of Weiskopf: as for the second d o c u m e n t (the letter), the editor 
(whom I follow in the text) shows how it modif ies our view of the dynast's power before and espe
cially after his death (1991: 2 2 4 - 3 3 , esp. 2 3 2 - 3 3 ) . 

• A Summary of the Discussion. Basically, I object to the views recently expressed by D a n 
damaev 1989a and Petit 1993, for reasons laid out e lsewhere (Briant 1993c; 1994b: 123-25) . I must 
also share my doubt'! about a recent article by M o v s c ; (1992; cf. also 1991) setting out hit hesita
tion about Weiskopf 1989 and restating the grand ambit ions of Orontes a n d the coordinat ion of 
the revolts (pp. 162-64) . Moysey uses several passages in Plutarch's Life of Artaxerxes to state that 
the power of the ag ing Artaxerxes was considerably weakened by court conspiracies and that this 
situation certainly encouraged the rebell ious satraps; all the while stressing (as in Moysey 1991) 
that "this new perspect ive on the health of the Persian E m p i r e at the end of the 360s and the be
ginning of the 350s does not reinforce the traditional theory of the end of the A c h a e m e n i d dynasty 
as the 'sick m a n ' of the fourth century" (p. 165), he nonetheless thinks that the king's physical and 
psychological weakness explains the vigor of the satrapal revolts: " T h e struggle within the court , 
the king's advanced a g e , [and his] paranoid nature ignited the volatile mixture of satrapal ambi t ion 
and the forces of imperial disunity." T h i s , I think, grants too m u c h importance to Plutarch's view 
of the court conspirac ies (cf. p. 161). Moysey 1991 criticizes Weiskopf for his hypercriticism of the 
fourth-century G r e e k sources that speak of the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e (setting up , moreover, on 
p. 122, a very surpris ing compar i son between Weiskopf 1989 and Ba lcer 1987, j u d g i n g the latter 
more "plausible" [sic]); but on the level of historical method, it s e e m s to m e far m o r e arguab le that 
he himself accords this merit to a flat reading of such ideologized texts as Plutarch's Life of Arta
xerxes and Nepos's Life of Datames: "In any case , there is no good reason for denying the validity 
of Plutarch's and N e p o s ' evidence" (Moysey 1992: 166; 120 and n. 23, and more specifically on 
Plutarch, see chap . 15/1: T h e G r e e k Authors 'View, p p . 612ff. and chap . 15/2: Propaganda and L e 
gitimation, pp. 62 Iff.. C o m p a r i s o n of the texts shows that Plutarch's "psychological portrait" of the 
aging Artaxerxes II is not truly descriptive but instead is inc luded within an ideologically h o m o g e 
neous whole, contrary to what the author suggests when like many others h e contrasts Artaxerxes 
II and Artaxerxes III, while he h imse l f objects to the "weakness" of Arses and Darius III (1991: 121; 
1992: 167); but, if we read D i o d o r u s X V I . 4 0 . 5 - 6 in compar i son with Diodorus XVII . 30.7, we must 
"conclude" that Artaxerxes III was just as "weak" as Dar ius III or Artaxerxes II (cf. chap . 17/3: 
'Memnon, the Persian Satraps , a n d D a r i u s III," p. 790) . In other words, a n d even if we may regret 
the fact, the fourth-century G r e e k d o c u m e n t a t i o n does not truly allow us to prepare royal portraits 
that arc properly individual ized from each other. Finally, as I have tried to show, the king was ac
tively supported by high officials, inc luding the son that Plutarch portrays in the most unfavorable 
l ight—namely O c h u s , to w h o m Artaxerxes II (in 360 or 359, or just before his death) entrusted an 
army to fight T a c h o s (successfully) . Desp i te the obvious importance of the Great King's person, 
the survival of the system was thus not l inked solely to his physical and mental health; the system 
possessed its own d y n a m i c (i l lustrated, as it h a p p e n s , by the role played by the crown prince: or, 
the prince who proc la ims h imse l f crown prince) ; this d y n a m i c appears to m e to have acted m o r e 
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in the direction of imperial unit)' than disunity. T h i s is in a way conf irmed by the end of the story 
s ince , after all, if there really were several revolts (but not a coordinated general insurrection) j j 
must be observed that the central authority prevailed! Rather than using Plutarch uncritically to 
derive the impression that s ince perhaps 370 the central power had been paralyzed by its dynastic 
struggles (1992: 164), the author might have taken a look at the Babylonian texts (see chap. 15/| 
above): he would have taken into a c c o u n t that in 370 the king led his army in a c a m p a i g n against 
R a z a u n d a in M e d i a (ADRTB no. - 3 6 9 ; Stolper, CAH V I 2 : 239), and that three years later another 
tablet refers to a battle won by "the royal army, " A D R T B no. - 3 6 6 ) . 

8. At the Heart of Power 

• In the Royal Residences. O n the bu i ld ing works at Babylon, cf. Vallat 1989a and Stolper 
CAH V I 2 : 259 -60 ; new p a l a c e at Susa : Vallat 1979 ( inscriptions) , Labrousse and Boucharlat 1972 
Bouchar la t a n d L a b r o u s s e 1979, Bouchar la t and Shahid i 1987; and on the t o m b (generally) attrib
uted to Artaxerxes II at Persepolis: cf. S c h m i d t 1970: 9 9 - 1 0 2 and C a l m e y e r 1990a: 13-14 (under 
this theory, the inscription n a m i n g the bearer peoples publ ished by Kent under the s ig lumA ? P 
must be attributed to Artaxerxes II); on Artaxerxes Ill's bui ldings at Persepolis: cf. Ti l ia 1977: 6 8 
74, Roaf 1983: 128, and C a l m e y e r 1990a: 12-13; we may add in pass ing that according to Frve 
1982 the A r a m a i c inscription on Dar ius I's tomb at Naqs-i R u s t a m may date to Artaxerxes II or III, 

• Artaxerxes U, Mithra, and Anahita: Sources and Problems. O n the texts and depictions 
i l lustrating these divinities, I refer to the discuss ion in c h a p , 6/6 above; I remark in passing that, 
always following Plutarch (Art. 23.7-*-), dur ing the illness of Atossa (his daughter-wife) , Artaxerxes 
II prayed to the G o d d e s s Hera , "to this one a lone of all the deities he m a d e obe i sance , by laying 
his hands upon the earth; and his satraps and favourites m a d e such offerings to the goddess by his 
direction, that all a l o n g for sixteen furlongs, betwixt the court and her temple , the road was filled 
u p with gold and silver, purple and horses, devoted to her"; C h a u m o n t (1958: 165-66) thinks that 
Anahita is hiding behind Hera; I d o not see the basis for such a theory (already proposed without 
discussion by Hi i s ing 1933: 18), for never in Clas s i ca l texts is Anahita so designated, as well as the 
fact that earlier on ($3.2) , Plutarch refers to Anahita with the n a m e Athena ( C l e m e n 1920b: 87 
and Boyce 1982:220 suggest identifying Spenta Armaiti behind Hera , for reasons that escape me 
altogether); it is true that seeking a pertinent goddess behind her G r e e k veil poses very delicate 
problems (on Hera at Hierapol is B a m b y k e , cf. O d e n 1977: 55 -58 ) . D i n o n ' s ment ion of theciga/-
mata of Water a n d Fire (conf irmed for F ire by M a x i m u s of Tyre: C l e m e n 1920a: 66): Rapp (1865: 
4 5 - 4 6 ) sets himself to proving it does not contradict the statements of Herodotus and Strabo (I 
imag ine a s imilar theory is fol lowed by Boyce 1982: 221: ". . . fire, the only icon pevmissable for a 
true follower of Zoroaster," but without quot ing D i n o n ; doubt less she is referring to the beliefs of 
the Parsees); I stress s imply that in this case it is necessary to explain what the Greeks meant by 
the word agalma(la) appl ied to F ire and Water, s ince the word is not at all a m b i g u o u s , and if (as 
is usual ) we a c c e p t the the m e a n i n g 'cult statue' in Berossus , why should it be rejected in inter
preting D i n o n ? As I stress in the text, the p r o b l e m c o m e s from the fact that we cannot assign a 
single m o n u m e n t to the c o m m a n d of Artaxerxes: on this point, cf. also the remarks of Rapin 
1992b: 108-16. O n the sanctuaries of Anahita in Asia Minor: we have no reason to think that they 
go back to Artaxerxes alone; besides , Cooney ' s analysis (1965) of a female statuette found in Egypt 
suggests considering it a replica of one of the statues of Anahita erected throughout the E m p h e in 
the t ime of Artaxerxes I I — a theory that s eems paradoxical to m e , s ince Egypt was then outside 
the E m p i r e . It is moreover entirely typical that M e m p h i s is not precisely n a m e d in Berossus's 
l i s t—which merely confirms the administrative value of the evidence ("The Imperial Realm, 
p. 680) . A few supplementary remarks on Mithra , without venturing too deeply into a difficult 
and del icate subject: 

1. O n the basis o f e x a m i n i n g i conographic materials , Bivar often stressed the importance of 
the moti f o f the c o m b a t of lion and bull , in which he sees a reference to the gods of death in 
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various cultures and a sort of Mithraic syncretism; he also sees a Mithraic reference on s o m e 
coins struck by M a s a e u s in Ci l i c ia (Bivar 1975a; cf. also Bivar 1970); the theory makes m e 
wonder; 

2 T h e most fascinating d o c u m e n t is certainly the Xanthus Tril ingual: we know that the Ara
maic version n a m e s the divine triad as follows: " L ' T W ( L a t e ) , < R T M W § (Artemis), and 
H § T R P N ' (xsaOrapati-)," the last of which obviously n a m e s Mithra with the epithet "Lord of 
Power"; the discovery prompted important remarks from Mayrhofer (1973b: 277, 279; 1979: 
184-85) , a detai led c o m m e n t a r y by D u p o n t - S o m m e r (1976), and a theory by Bivar (1988b; 
on the identification of this "god-satrap," Mithra and Sarapis , an equation that the author 
believes was widespread in the A c h a e m e n i d period); against D u p o n t - S o m m e r ' s position, 
Downey (1986: 3 0 4 - 5 ) supposes that it is unlikely "because of the lack of evidence of the 
presence of Mithra in Asia Minor at the date of the Xanthus stela"; but , precisely, I a m con
vinced that Mithra was quite widespread, for reasons given elsewhere: R T P 460 -62 , based on 
late evidence to be sure , but nonetheless usable; on epigraphic documents of an earlier 
period n a m i n g Mithra in Asia Minor , s ee also Lipiilski 1975: 176-84 (magus of Mithra in 
C a p p a d o c i a in a Greek-Aramaic inscription) and B E 1983 no. 437 (kata magous Mithren, in 
C a p p a d o c i a as well); 

3. Micha<§lidis (1943: 99) suggested the presence of a Mithra cult in Egypt in the A c h a e m e n i d 
period, but see the contrary arguments of Yoyotte 1952: 167 n. 5; Schaeder's theories (apud 
Aime-Giron 1939: 36) appear no more solid; it is clear that the presence of magi at E l e p h a n 
tine ( D A E no. 45 [BMAP 4]) does not necessarily imply the existence of a sanctuary dedi
cated to Mithra; on this point, cf. also M . Boyce in Boyce and G r e n e t 1991: 3 5 9 - 6 0 (but on 
the basis of very late d o c u m e n t s that in themselves have little to say); 

4. In Babylonia, we know little (Bivar 1975b refers mostly to late documents ) ; accord ing to 
M c E w a n 1983: 122-23 , a Babylonian has a n a m e m e a n i n g 'servant of Mi thra '—ev idence 
that the author considers "an important d o c u m e n t for the existence of a Mithraic cult in 
Babylonia" at the t ime of one of the Artaxerxes; but see contra D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 171 (Baby
lonian n a m e and patronymic); 

5. T h e title found in A 3Pri (M'thra baga) has long presented many problems, both phi lological 
and historical (relation to the seventh month of the Persian calendar, Bagayadi-): on this 
point I refer to the recent treatment by Suns-Wi l l iams 1991 (with note 18 on A ? P « ) ; 

6. T h e existence of a m o n u m e n t a l statue of Mithra in the main temple of A i - K b a n u m remains 
too hypothetical (Grene t 1991) to erect theories on it of possible antecedents in the Achae
menid period (evidenced, by the way, by a frieze of walking lions, p. 148). 

• Droaphernes and the Sardis Statue. T h e inscription was publ ished by L . Robert 1975, who 
dates it to Artaxerxes II; it is clear that he was led to this dat ing by his theory of an "Ahura-Mazda 
(Zeus) Lawgiver (Baradates)" rather than a "Zeus of Baradates ." Robert's theory was first contested 
by Frei 1984: 19-21 ( w h o m I quoted without following h i m in Briant 1986a: 439 n. 9); Gschni tzer 
(1986) shows that it concerns a family cult, but, regarding M e n of Pharnaces , I have reservations 
about following the theory he develops (pp. 5 0 - 5 ! ) on the basis of an identification (unlikely, in 
my view) with the Parnaka of the Persepolis tablets and the ancestor of the satrapal dynasty of 
Hellespontine Phrygia (I note in pass ing that A. van Haeperen-Pourbais [1984] works out a theory 
of the Indo-Iranian origin of the deity M e n , not fail ing to cite the M e n of Pharnaces [pp. 2 3 6 - 3 9 ] , 
which she interprets in a complete ly different fashion from Gschni tzer ) . I add, as I have remarked 
above (chap. 12/7 on data, p. 510), that 'lawgiver' would instead be rendered databara. By setting 
up a direct relationship with Berossus , L . Robert has quite naturally, we might say, dated the in
scription to Artaxerxes II (1975: 314-17; cf. p. 310: "I opt for Artaxerxes II M e m n o n " ) ; but , inas
much as a n u m b e r of historical-religious inferences suggested by the editor no longer hold, on 
grammatical rather than speculat ive grounds (besides Frei 1984 and Gschni tzer 1986, see Schmi t t 
quoted by C b a u m o n t 1990: 5 8 0 - 8 1 , and Briant 1996b), the dat ing of the inscription could just as 
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well be as early as 426 or as late as 365 (cf. remarks to this effect by C h a n m o n t 1990: 583-84, 59) 
608; it is surprising that Gschni tzer [1986: 45 a n d n. 3] did not consider this)—all the more so iri 
that the chronologica l locat ion of the dedicator ( D r o a p h e r n e s ) in the satrapal Who's Who poses 
problems that cannot be resolved at the present t ime (cf. the discuss ion by Weiskopf 1982: 98-107 
and 1989: 9 1 - 9 3 [low date] , without knowing the works of Frei , Gschni tzer , or C h a u m o n t 19%. 
he finally ends u p favoring the low date but without persuasive argument , b e c a u s e his reasoning 
is essentially based on a n extremely u n c o n v i n c i n g discuss ion of the word hyparkhos: I do not see 
what keeps us from thinking that D r o a p h e r n e s he ld a subordinate posit ion dur ing Pissuthnes'sa
trapy: cf. Ead. 593). Whatever the case may be on this point, the Z e u s - A h u r a - M a z d a theory of 
L . Robert (1976: 314) no longer holds if we e l iminate the rest of the a r g u m e n t (which has unfor
tunately e l u d e d Boyce in Boyce and G r e n e t 1991: 205; Boyce seems not to know the work of 
Gschni tzer and knows Frei's only from my reference to it in Briant 1985a: 189 n. 13, where 1 made 
the mistake of argu ing against Frei ) : it is strange indeed that Gschni tzer (1986: 46) continues to 
think, quot ing L . Robert , that Z e u s does des ignate A h u r a - M a z d a , s ince this would appear utterly 
unlikely in view of his own interpretation; it is hard to i m a g i n e a Persian in Sardis founding a fam-
ily cult in honor of an "Ahura-Mazda o f Baradates"; C o r s t e n (1991: 175-78 ) , even though he 
knows and quotes the work o f Frei and Gschni tzer , a lso adopts the A h u r a - M a z d a theory (by think
ing, in order partly to resolve the contradict ion, that it might be an A h u r a - M a z d a assimilated to a 
local god: p. 177 n. 66) , and h e suggests that the inscription reports the institution of a state cult 
that he places in close parallel with Berossus , b e c a u s e the king would have been simultaneously 
promot ing the worship of both A h u r a - M a z d a and Anahita; but, and this is exactly the point, at Sar
dis there was no stale cult; m o r e convincingly, Frei (1984: 21) imag ines instead an indigenous 
deity (einheimische Got the i t )—perhaps qui te s imply Lydian Z e u s , as 1 have suggested elsewhere 
(Briant 1993a note 19; this e x a m p l e shows o n c e m o r e the difficulties in recogniz ing an epichoric 
deity [whatever it m a y be] behind the po lysemous n a m e of Z e u s and the risks in postulating syn
cretisms: cf. C S 38 with the c o m m e n t a r y of M e s h o r e r - Q e d a r 1991: 18). T o end on this note: there 
is no longer any basis for the chronolog ica l l ink postulated ever s ince L . Robert between Arta
xerxes IPs edict a n d Droaphernes ' initiative (see a lso "Back to Berossus," p. 679): I take u p the mat
ter and discuss it in Briant 1996b, where I return in part icular to andrias ( h u m a n not divine statue, 
in my opinion) . 

• Anahita and Istar. O n the iconography, cf. chap . 6/6 above; on Plutarch, Art. 27A: I note 
to begin with that the story is also told by Justin (X. 2.4) , but in a very different version: Aspasia "was 
dedicated to the cul t o f the S u n , which forbade her any carnal relations with men"; it seems that 
here we encounter a confus ion between Mithra and Anahita, as in the Herodotus passage (1.131) 
over which gal lons of ink have been spil led (most recently Cors ten 1991, who if 1 a m not mistaken 
does not know Justin's text); royal oblate at Arbeles: cf. Lipiriski 1982: 1 1 7 - 2 1 ; dedicat ion to Anaitis 
Barzochara: BE 1968 no. 538 and Schmi t t 1970 ( B E 1971 no. 669); cf. a lso BE 1979 no. 432, close 
to Sardis (hierodules of Artemis and Persian n a m e s ) . M . Boyce (1982: 2 0 1 - 4 ) thinks that Plutarch's 
text on the royal initiation impl ies that Anahita-worship existed in Persia before Artaxerxes II 
(which appears beyond doubt) ; from this she draws the conc lus ion that the reform actually went 
back to D a r i u s II, and Parysatis played the principal role, b e c a u s e Dar ius IPs wife is depicted as 
rendering "burning devotion to lstar-Anahita" (p. 218); this theory, which is not based on a single 
d o c u m e n t , is totally unlikely (Hi is ing 1933, which Boyce [p. 218 n. 50) did not use , already attrib
uted to Parysatis a decisive religious role, with the aid o f mostly disastrous arguments) : M . Boyce 
(1982: 2 0 3 - 4 ) in fact suggests that the cul t statues (whose spread she attributes to Darius and Pary
satis, then to Artaxerxes II in the context of the war against Cyrus) were cop ied from the Babylo
nian model of Istar; this interpretation was already defended by G . G n o l i (1974: 126ff.): Anahita 
was s o m e h o w fused with M e s o p o t a m i a n Is tar—an interpretation that, in my opin ion , poses several 
historical problems; G n o l i (1974: 129) also locates Artaxerxes' decree in the war against Cyrus tlie 
Younger; he too sees in it "the realization of a process o f assimilat ion of M e s o p o t a m i a n traditions 
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|,eguii long ago and g o i n g back to the Medes"; the Babylonian theory seems to me difficult to sus-
t a l n v v ) ien at the s a m e t ime the s a m e author insists on Anahita's role as "dispenser of the royal in
vestiture" (pp. 127, 129: confronting Cyrus the Younger); the assertion is also found in Moysey 
1989" 110/ w r i 0 o n 'be basis of this convict ion proposes a highly doubtful interpretation of D a t a 
mes revolt (see chap . 15/7: "Back to Datames ," p. 666) . T h e links between Anahita and Istar can
not be denied (the iconography is sufficient ev idence) , but, in my opinion, the Berossus text 
cannot really be understood unless it is p laced in its properly Persian context; under this hypothe
cs it is in fact Persian Anahita, and not a Babylonized Anahita, whose statues Artaxerxes II ordered 
erected and whose worship he promoted. O n the "Babylonization of the dynasty" and the a m b i g u 
ities of this phrase , see my reflections in chap . 16/10 below. [I will note finally that the identifica
tion Artemis/Anahita in the Xanthus Tri l ingual , as has just been proposed by Desnier 1995: 3 3 - 3 6 , 
raises considerable reservations, which I will explain elsewhere.]] 

• Back to Berossus. I repeat here, add ing s o m e detail , an interpretation already presented in 
Briant 1984b: 9 8 - 9 9 and 1986a: 4 3 0 - 3 1 . G n o l i (1974: 129) and Boyce (1982: 2 0 3 - 4 ) p lace Arta
xerxes' edict (Berossus) in the context of the war against C y r u s the Younger; for his part, Weiskopf 
(1982: 107, writing before the work of Gschni tzer and Frei , but repeated in Weiskopf 1989: 9 1 - 9 3 ) 
sees in the Droaphernes inscription a response of Autophradates , satrap of Sardis , to the revolt of 
Ariobarzanes; he even bases his preference for the low dat ing on this argument , the weakness of 
which he had previously stressed (apud H a n f m a n n and Mierse 1983: 256 n. 10): this suffices to 
state the unreliability of the theory, which no longer had a basis from the m o m e n t when it b e c a m e 
virtually impossible to hold that Z e u s des ignated A h u r a - M a z d a (above, and Briant 1996b). 

• The Imperial Realm. O n the responsibil it ies of the satrap of Bactra , cf. Briant 1984b: 7 1 -
74; on Darius Ill's Indian e lephants , cf. Briant 1995d. O n the Upper Satrapies , I believe I must 
now abandon an interpretation presented earlier (1990b: 50 -51 ) , b e c a u s e a reexaminat ion of the 
context leads m e to qualify m y suggest ion and envision an alternative theory, which I consider 
more acceptable , b e c a u s e of the general context of Diodorus's statements (which I had not ana
lyzed sufficiently in Briant 1990b). H e r e is what is go ing on: upon returning from his Egypt ian ex
pedition, Artaxerxes III generously rewarded the m e n who had dist inguished themselves there. 
Diodorus spotlights M e n t o r and B a g o a s especially, who achieved exceptional positions in the 
court hierarchy, greatest "of all the friends (philoi) and relatives (syggeneis). . . B a g o a s . . . a d m i n 
istered all the king's affairs in the upper satrapies (en and satrapeiais hapanta diaikon)" (XVI.50.7— 
8-v-). It is quite striking to find the expression Upper Satrapies appear ing in this context, which Di
odorus uses so often in the era of the D iadoch i and which is found in a n u m b e r of Hellenist ic au
thors to designate the countries of the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia Does the intended 
parallelism with the n a m i n g of M e n t o r imply that at Bactra a general c o m m a n d o f the satrapies of 
the Iranian Plateau was created, or already existed? In other words, did there exist a precedent for 
the situation so descr ibed in the Se l euc id per iod, with a royal representative at Bactra and another 
at Sardis (on this S e l e u c i d organizat ion [a theory formulated by Beng l son 1946], c f , e.g., Robert 
1983: 177-78, but the traditional title "viceroy" strikes m e as unfortunate; besides, Bengtson's the
ory has been cha l l enged by Must i 1965: 157-60 and 1966: 107-11 ; reply by Robert, B E 1966, no. 
377bis)? As preparation for responding , it is a good idea to p lace these ment ions by D iodorus into 
the textual and contextual logic that governs his entire discuss ion of Egypt ian affairs and the weak
ening of the royal power. H e reports how in E g y p t Mentor and Bagoas , reconci led after a serious 
altercation, had entered into an a g r e e m e n t of cooperat ion (koinopragia/koindnia), which, accord
ing to Diodorus , explains their j o i n t p o w e r before the king ( § 5 0 . 6 - 7 ) . T h e mention of the miss ions 
and powers that are then granted them leads the reader qui te naturally to think that Artaxerxes 
(lumped the running of the E m p i r e on them, from Bactra to S u s a ; for example , "Bagoas . . . rose 
to such power b e c a u s e of his partnership with Mentor that he was master of the k ingdom (tes 
basileias kyrios)" (50.8-0-). T h i s d i scourse itself m u s t be p laced in a larger context, s ince—in the 
bighly directed vision of D i o d o r u s — t h e cooperat ion between B a g o a s and Mentor is obviously the 
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particular expression, or even the realization, of a general policy that in Egypt had led the king to 
divide the c o m m a n d a m o n g three Greek-Pers ian teams (cf. chap . 17/3: " C o m m a n d Structure" 
p. 789) . Diodorus's entire d i scourse structure (or that of his source) is thus perfectly coherent, hut 
it is precisely this c o h e r e n c e that lets fly serious doubts about his credibility. We may remark in 
fact that B a g o a s s e e m s to have resided principal ly at the central court, to g o by the tale of Diodorus 
h imse l f and as is impl ied by his title of C h i l i a r c h (I do not see that this justified Goukowsky's state
ment , 1978: 33, that B a g o a s part ic ipated in the s iege of Perinthus in 341; his n. 47 on p. 258 does 
not cite any relevant d o c u m e n t ) . F u r t h e r m o r e , Mentor was certainly not s o m e sort of governor 
general of Asia M i n o r posted to S a r d i s — w h e r e Rhosaces , "satrap of Ionia a n d Lydia," who had also 
taken part in the Egypt ian c a m p a i g n , certainly did reside (D iodorus XVI.47.2-^); Rhosaces was 
s u c c e e d e d at an unknown date by his brother Spi thr idates /Spi th iobates in the s a m e position (Di
odorus XVII .20 .6 ; Arrian 1.16.3). T h e titles D i o d o r u s assigns to MentOT vary from one line to the 
next: "chief c o m m a n d in the coastal districts of Asia (en tois paraihalattiois merest tes Asias hege-
mon megistos)" (XVI . 50 .6 -8 ) , or satrapes tes kata ten Asian paralias (as usual , D iodorus uses the 
word satrap in a very vague way), and again strategos autakrator (52.5) . D i o d o r u s again states a 
little further on that M e n t o r "was in charge of the war against the rebels." At first sight, then, it ap
pears that Mentor received ass ignments normal ly entrusted to a karanos, namely, the coordination 
of troops based in western Asia Minor , on a temporary mission. B u t this is certainly an illusion 
o n c e again created by the partiality and imprec i se terminology of Diodorus 's source . It seems clear 
that in G r e e c e Mentor 's p lace in the imperial hierarchy has been distorted in the s a m e way as 
M e m n o n ' s (cf. chap . 17/3: M e m n o n , the Persian Satraps , and D a r i u s III, pp . 790fF.): it can 
scarcely be doubted that it c o m e s from an Athenian s o u r c e , as is shown in particular by a decree 
enacted by Athens in an ant i -Macedonian context ( 3 2 7 - 3 2 6 ) , which exalts the m e m b e r s of Phar
nabazus's family through a descendant , M e m n o n II ( M e m n o n I's grandson or nephew): in this de
cree , it is recalled that Mentor "saved those Hel lenes who fought in Egypt , when Egypt was taken 
by the Persians" (Tod no. 199; S c h w e n k 1985 no. 58). At the s a m e t ime, it mus t be stressed that the 
s igni f icance of the p h r a s e Upper Satrapies itself is not entirely devoid of ambigui t ies , to the extent 
that it d e p e n d s on the point of view of the observer (cf. Briant 1990b: 49 and n. 15), as emerges 
very clearly in another D i o d o r u s passage (XIV.98.4; cf. Hornblower 1982: 37 n. 10 and Petit 1988: 
311), and as is also impl ied by the vocabulary used by the anc ient authors to exalt the Anabasis of 
Agesi laus . G i v e n this s ituation, I a m led to c o n c l u d e that: (1) Diodorus's source was thinking 
rather o f the h e g e m o n i c role he attributes to B a g o a s in conduct ing affairs at the center of power 
(XVI.50.8; cf. X V I I . 5 . 3 - 6 a n d c h a p . 17 /1)—a center of power that, in relation to the assignment 
attributed to M e m n o n in Asia M i n o r , was naturally considered to b e in the High Country (and); 
(2) the distortion that leads D i o d o r u s astray is intended above all to magn ify Mentor's role, by plac
ing h i m parallel to the position attributed (wrongly) to B a g o a s in the east of the E m p i r e . (It is also 
true that the discredit ing of the Mentor text does not necessari ly discredit the position attributed 
to Bagoas ; nonetheless , both the general context a n d the pervasive distortions of Bagoas's role at 
court tend to discredit all the information transmitted by Diodorus . ) 

• From Artaxerxes 11 to Artaxerxes III. Artaxerxes IPs date of death: cf. Parker and Dubber-
stein 1956: 18-19; Plutarch ($30.9) has Artaxerxes d ie at the a g e of 94, after a reign of 62 years, 
which is manifestly erroneous (cf L u c i a n , Macr. 15; Moysey 1992: 161 n. 10); it may also be 
doubted whether D a r i u s was 50 years old when he was seated as crown pr ince (Plutarch $26-4); 
Plutarch's presentation impl ies on the contary that the decis ion goes back to shortly after the battle 
of C u n a x a ; D a r i u s was without doubt born around 424 (cf. Ctes ias $45) , so h e was about 25 
around 400 (hence the attempts to correct the manuscr ipt s in this direct ion); besides, Justin's ver
sion (X. 1.2) can scarcely b e accepted: he c la ims that the n a m i n g of Dar ius ran contrary to estab
l ished pract ice (contra morem Persarum), which was "that the scepter does not pass to other hands 
until the death of the prince"; on the contrary, "Artaxerxes crowned his son Dar ius during his life
time": obviously, Justin ( same source as Plutarch) was confused by Artaxerxes' bestowing the 
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kidaris on his son (Plutarch); there is certainly nothing in this tradition to confirm the Doppel-
kijuigtum defended by C a l m e y e r 1976b (cf. pp. 6 9 - 7 0 ) ; on Justin's text, cf. also the critical remarks 
of Ritter 1965: 2 2 - 2 3 . C h a n g e of Ochus's n a m e to Artaxerxes (regnal n a m e ; D iodorus XV.93.1): cf. 
Schmitt 1982c: 85 and 8 9 - 9 0 a n d Stolper, C A H V I 2 : 239 n. 17; like his predecessors , the new king 
connected himself to his father and ancestors (A3P<?) We may note that Polyaenus tells the story 
of an Ochus who, upon the death of his father Artaxerxes, with the col lus ion of high court officials, 
"concealed his father's death for ten months . . . a n d sent letters in his father's n a m e ordering the 
recognition of his son O c h u s as king. W h e n O c h u s was recognized as king everywhere, he then 
revealed to all the death of his father and ordered royal m o u r n i n g accord ing to Persian custom." 
The text could refer either to Artaxerxes I's success ion or to Artaxerxes IPs; despite the contrary 
opinion of Lewis (1977: 71 n. 144, not without reservations), I have chosen the former solution for 
reasons given in Briant 1991a: 5-6 and recalled in chap . 14/6: "Legi t imacy and Propaganda," 
p. 590. T h e Artaxerxes II/Artaxerxes III theory is also adopted by Moysey 1992: 165 (who, n. 28, 
seems to suggest, for no good reason, that Just in 10.3 reinforces Polyaenus 7.17), to better support 
his theory that the A c h a e m e n i d court was utterly disorganized b e c a u s e of the weakness of an aged 
king (he even has to push the dynastic struggles b a c k toward 370); here I will s imply remark that 
the character irails attributed by Polyaenus to Artaxerxes ("feared by Ins subjects") and O c h u s 
("feared being scorned") are scarcely in harmony with the portrait painted by Plutarch, to whom 
Moysey grants so m u c h credit throughout his article (cf. my crit ic isms in the Research Notes to 
chap. 15/7: "A S u m m a r y of the Discussion," p. 997) . 

9. The Wars of Artaxerxes III (351-338) 

• Artaxerxes III and Artabazus. T h e sources for Artabazus's revolt a n d Chares ' role are con
veniently gathered by Moysey 1975: 295-317 . Recent research has shown that what has tradition
ally been called (wrongly) the "Second Satraps' Revolt" never b e c a m e widespread or particularly 
disturbing to the central power. T h e d isagreements concern three points of unequa l importance: 
(1) First, the possible partic ipation of Orontes; as ide from the fact that his presence is never m e n 
tioned, the ev idence that remains in dispute ( I G II 2 207: sale of wheat by Orontes to the Athenian 
strategoi) does not prove in the least that Orontes rebelled a second t ime, whether the decrees are 
dated to the 360s (so O s b o r n e 1983: 7 2 - 8 0 and Weiskopf 1982: 4 0 1 - 5 , with nuances ) or to 3 4 9 - 3 4 8 
(so Moysey 1987 and Ruz icka 1992b: 121), s ince , even under the s econd hypothesis the satrap's be
havior fits perfectly with ordinary administrative behavior (Briant 1994d). It must be recognized 
that we know nothing of Orontes after the brief ment ion in the Pergamum Chronicle (OG1S 264): 
cf. the differing reconstructions by O s b o r n e 1973: 546-51 and Moysey 1975: 189-95 and 1987. 
The Pergamum Chronicle ment ions ( l ine 9) that "then Orontes , having given over/entrusted the 
town [ P e r g a m u m ] to Artaxerxes, died"; this could refer to Artaxerxes II or Artaxerxes III, and the 
act could relate to the m o m e n t when Orontes returned to the king's side (Diodorus X V 9 1 . 1 ) ; if, as 
has been p r e s u m e d above (chap. 15/7: "Orontes and the Egypt ian Front," p. 664) , Orontes in fact 
returned to Ochus/Artaxerxes III, he must have received his reward, which could well have been 
his reintegration in A r m e n i a , where his son was in 331 (Arrian III .8.5) and apparently still was in 
316 (Diodorus X I X . 2 3 . 3 ) ; (2) Mauso lus ' s participation in the revolt (which Moysey 1975: 170-74 
does not rule out, a l though not without contradict ions) is also not attested anywhere; the aid he 
offered the rebel l ious allies against Athens in 357 -355 (cf. Hornblower 1982: 211 -15 ) does not at 
all imply a break with the Grea t King (as Moysey has to recognize; see Ruzicka 1992b: 9 5 - 9 6 ) ; as 
in the previous period, Mausolus ' s policy does not conflict with A c h a e m e n i d interests proper; 
(3) the interpretation of the ev idence of the Schol ias t to D e m o s t h e n e s 4.19 (order given by Arta
xerxes III to his satraps to d i scharge their mercenar ies ) poses many problems: on this, see chap . 
17/3: "The G r e a t King and the Satraps ' Mercenaries ," p. 7 9 1 . O n Artabazus's exile in M a c e d o n , I 
do not understand the doubts about this tradition raised by H a m m o n d and Griffith 1979: 309 n. 4. 
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• Failure in Egypt, Revolt in Phoenicia and Cyprus (351-345) . L e t us emphas ize that w« 
know nothing about the expedit ion against Egypt in 3 51, except for its u n h a p p y o u t c o m e (this ex 
pedit ion may b e what Aristotle is referring to [De Inund. Nili §6, ed. D. B o n n e a u 1964]: planning 
to attack Egypt , Artaxerxes O c h u s "prepared to reroute the Indus as though it were the same river 
as the Ni le , when he learned it had crocodi les like the Nile"; on this passage , see s o m e remarks bv 
C a l m e y e r 1982: 169-70 , and more recently Bosworth 1993: 4 1 5 - 1 6 ) . O n its disastrous conse
q u e n c e s for mora le at S idon , a c c o r d i n g to Diodorus : Kienitz (1953: 101) thinks that "it made an 
e n o r m o u s impression on the eastern Medi terranean world," because he postulates that the P h 0 e . 
n ic ian revolt dates to 350 or 349, as an immediate response to the Egypt ian events, which is exactly 
what remains to be proved; on the chronological prob lems , cf. the remarks of L e u z e 1935:193-95 
(where there is also a discuss ion (193ff] of the functions of M a z a e u s and Belesys); on the origins 
of the Phoen ic ian revolt: Elayi (1987: 63ff.) wonders at length about the burden of tribute but 
without be ing able to draw any conc lus ion , given the poverty of ev idence; as I suggest in the text 
if the revolt is to be p laced in this context, it is instead b e c a u s e of the burden of war contributions' 
on T e n n e s ' policy: the contradict ions in Diodorus's text (Mentor's role) have been well set forth 
by Weiskopf 1982: 505-9; T e n n e s ' co ins confirm his revolt, s ince after a few years they no longer 
show the k ing in his chariot (cf. B a b e l o n 1910 II.2: 575-77; a lso Betlyon 1982: 16-17, not without 
s o m e chronological guesses ) ; Aradus and Tyre: D i o d o r u s refers to the existence of an important 
city {polls axiologos) cal led Tripolis , m a d e up of three distinct cities, n a m e d for Tyre, Aradus, and 
S idon , where the Phoen ic ians met from time to t ime (synedrion; S4U), but without makings di
rect connect ion with the revolt (it s eems instead to be a digression about Phoenic ia in this period); 
s o m e t ime later, to justify a b a n d o n i n g the city, T e n n e s c la ims to be g o i n g to "a c o m m o n meeting 
of the Phoenic ians" (J45.1-0-); in fact, D i o d o r u s notes that T e n n e s had pressed the Phoenicians to 
m a k e a bid for their i n d e p e n d e n c e (§41.3<-) and that after the destruction o f S idon, the other 
Phoenic ians m a d e their submiss ion to Artaxerxes ($45.6) , appal led by the fate meted out to Sidon 
($45.2) , but it m u s t b e e m p h a s i z e d that at no point does he ment ion the presence of contingents 
from Tyre or Arad a longs ide the S idonians: did the other Phoenic ian cities remain anxiously cau
tious? T h e texts, finally, pose two administrative problems: (1) concern ing the possible status of 
S idon as A c h a e m e n i d satrapal capital (hotly d i sputed) , I will s imply ment ion that the Berossus pas
s a g e analyzed above (see chap . 15/8: " T h e Imperial Realm," p, 680) as well as its importance in 
the t ime of D a r i u s 111 (e.g., Q u i n t u s Curt ius III. 13) appear to m e to conf irm unambiguously that 
D a m a s c u s then remained the capital of the satrap of T r a n s - E u p h r a t e s — w h i c h obviously does not 
exc lude the possibility that high Persian officials resided at S idon , as D i o d o r u s XVI.41 .2 has itany-
way (on the paradise at S idon , cf. C l e r m o n t - G a n n e a u 1921; the contrary reasoning by Petit 1991: 
173-74 is c ircular) ; (2) the structure of Tripolis cont inues to support differing analyses: cf. Galling 
1964: 191-94 and 2 0 4 - 9 , against which Elayi 1987: 7 8 - 8 1 takes a position; see also Elayi 1990b, 
J.-A. G . Elayi 1992b, the remarks of Stern 1982b: 242, and Verkinderen 1987: 293; let us stress in 
any case that Tripol is , certainly, represented an A c h a e m e n i d naval base of the utmost importance 
(cf. Arrian II . 13.2-3: neoria). 

• From Sidon to {eruscifem a n d Jeric/io. T h e ancient texts on the Jewish deportations and the 
revolt o f Jer i cho are quoted by M . Stern 1974: 194 and 1980: 4 2 1 - 2 2 , and by B a i a g 1966: 8-9; 
B a r a g (as well as Kienitz 1953: 102 and several others) sees it as proof of the revolt of Judea, but it 
mus t be remarked that the archaeolog ica l ev idence offered by Barag is m u c h less conclusive than 
he thinks: on this, s ee Stern 1982b: 242 and 255, as well as the short but c lear summary by Oded 
\977a: 5 0 0 - 1 ; m o r e recently a (papyrus) d o c u m e n t has been found in a cave near Jericho; the edi
tors (Eshe l and Misgav 1988: 175-76) suggest (by quot ing in turn the texts on the exiles of the 
Jews) that the presence of a d o c u m e n t in a cave c a n n o t be expla ined except by a very unstable 
situation in the country, thus repeating the sort of a r g u m e n t followed to explain the presence of 
d o c u m e n t s in the Wadi ed-Dal iyeh; but these are precisely dated , and the reality of a Samaritan 
revolt at that t ime ( 3 3 2 - 3 3 1 ) cannot be doubted: the inferences drawn from this purely hypothet-
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j c al comparison thus appear to m e to be subject to caut ion (on the document , cf. also Heltzer 
1992c 174—75); furthermore, like their predecessors , the authors do not fail to note the internal 
chronological contradict ions of the literary corpus (p. 176 n. 54). W h a t might be supposed is that 

a t a late date, a m o n g the Jews, the figure of Artaxerxes III took on odious characteristics that c a m e 
to be dressed u p with G r e e k and Egypt ian traditions (cf. J o s e p h u s . A g . Ap. 1.194; 11.129-33); with
out wishing here to review all the discussions that have taken p lace on this subject , we might in 
fact imagine that the expedit ion led by Holophernes in the book of Judi th represents a sort of his
torical romance created on the background of the Persian expedit ion against Phoenic ia in 3 5 0 -
340 (we find "the s a m e " Holophernes in the C a p p a d o c i a n court l egend transmitted by D i o d o r u s 
Siculus X X X I . 19.2-3: Ho lophernes c o m e s to aid O c h u s in a battle against the Egypt ians) ; under 
this theory, "Nebuchadnezzar , king of the Assyrians, " represents Artaxerxes III; on this subject , see 
inter alia C l a m e r 1952: 4 9 1 - 9 3 ; most recently Heltzer 1989a: 9 9 - 1 0 0 , who also thinks of Arta
xerxes III, while postulat ing a Jewish revolt at this date , which does not appear necessary to m e at 
all- c f also Schwartz 1949: 75-77 , who, citing J e r o m e , thinks that N e b u c h a d n e z z a r represents 
Cambyses, while S u l p i c i u s Severus prefers Artaxerxes III: p. 77 n. 3; there remains the story re
ported by Josephus (Ant. X I . 2 9 7 - 3 0 1 ) : a conflict between Bagoses and the high priest Joannes; 
but, contrary to a theory that connects Bagoses with Bagoas . the chi l iarch of Artaxerxes III. we 
would do better today to consider that he was B a g o h i , governor (peha) of Jerusa lem, to w h o m the 
Jews of E lephant ine sent a petit ion in 410 and another in 407 ( D A E 102-3 [AP 30 /31-32] ) : cf. 
Marcus 1937:457 n o t e g a n d 4 9 9 - 5 0 1 , O d e d 1977a: 5 0 1 , a n d more r e c e n t l y G r a b b e 1 9 9 2 a . O n the 
Judea and S a m a r i a of this per iod, see also c h a p . 16/7. 

• The Reconquest of Egypt (343-342). B i c k e r m a n (1934b: 7 7 - 8 2 ) dates the expedit ion to 
winter 343-342 , which is general ly accepted today (cf. L loyd 1988b); on strategic and tactical mat
ters and for a compar i son with the expedit ion led by Ant igonus in 306, cf. H a u b e n 1975/76. 

• Artaxerxes 111 in Egypt. C o i n of Pharaoh Artaxerxes (written in D e m o t i c ) , see M 0 r k h o l m 
1974, Shore 1974, and Lloyd 1974: 352 (drawings); we may also note that a m o n g certain chronog-
raphers the reign of Artaxerxes is not recognized in Egypt before 3 3 9 - 3 3 8 (Lloyd 1994: 359 and 
n. 110); on the later reputation of Artaxerxes, see above all Schwartz 1949, esp. p p . 6 9 - 7 0 (traces 
the tradition back to M a n e t h o ) . 

• Mentor in Asia Minor. For reasons given above (see the Research Notes on chap . 15/8: 
"The Imperial Realm," pp . 100 I f ) , I c a n hardly believe that Mentor , with the title of karanos, 
would have received the c o m m a n d of western Asia M i n o r (viewpoint expressed inter alia by 
Ruzicka 1992b: 120-22) . O n Phi l ip a n d H e r m i a s , I will not list all the bibliography, b u t I a m very 
hesitant about the interpretation that makes this affair a revelation o f Phi l ip II's A c h a e m e n i d a m 
bitions (e.g., H o m b l o w e r 1994a: 94); I prefer to follow the conc lus ions of the fine analysis carried 
out by Weiskopf 1982: 5 1 6 - 2 1 . 

• Artaxerxes / I I and Philip II. T h e prob lems broached in these paragraphs have generated 
innumerable studies; I will cite them only selectively (on Phi l ip IPs policy toward Persia, I find 
myself close to the "minimalist" analyses of Hammond-Gri f f i th 1979: 4 5 8 - 6 2 , 4 8 4 - 8 8 , 517 -22 ; see 
chap. 18/1). F r o m the A c h a e m e n i d point of view, does the order given to the "satraps on the coast 
(hoi epi thalattes satrapai)" { D i o d o r u s X V I . 7 5 . ! • ) imply that a general mobi l izat ion of the forces 
of Asia Minor had been dec ided on (so H o m b l o w e r 1982: 45 n. 69 and 1994a: 9 5 - 9 6 ) ? We must 
remark that the phrase recurs frequently in D i o d o r u s / E p h o r u s , and it does not necessarily have a 
technical sense , just as the usage of the word satrapes is vague and lax in this author {cf. Weiskopf 
1982: 307-8 and 4 7 3 - 7 4 ) . Treaty between Phi l ip II and Artaxerxes III: accepted , for example , by 
Momigliano (1992: 154-55 and n. 13, p . 192), who without exc lud ing it entirely, is m u c h m o r e 
cautious about the truth of the col lus ion between Phil ip and H e r m i a s (1992: 155 and n. 15); on 
the treaty (also accepted by Wirth 1972: 143), see the serious doubts of H a m m o n d and Griffith 
1979: 485-87; cf. a lso Bosworth 1980a: 2 2 9 - 3 0 , who, presenting the various chronological theo
ries, suggests that the treaty might have been m a d e by the satrap of Hel lespont ine Phrygia (which 
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merely defers the p r o b l e m and , 1 stress, presupposes that a satrap cou ld c o n c l u d e a treaty of fl,js 

sort on his own initiative, which I doubt) . T h e greatest difficulty, it will b e understood, c o m e s from 
the rather hopeless nature of our evidence: it is qui te difficult for e x a m p l e to date the "Persian 
plans" of Phi l ip II (see the interesting reflections of Err ington 1981b: 7 6 - 8 3 [Philip's decision 
c a m e late; cf. a lso Ruzicka 1985b], with the discuss ion by Borza 1990: 2 2 8 - 3 0 ) ; historians some
times tend to piaster equivocal d o c u m e n t s onto ideas a priori (if they're not do ing the opposite!): 
so Moysey (1987: 97) , who thinks that I G I P 207 is from 348 and infers from this that at that date 
the satrap (Orontes ) sent wheat to Athens b e c a u s e "he wished to stop Phil ip before h e became a 

threat to his own territory"; the sole objective of this entire (in my opinion disastrous) reconstruc
tion is to justify the chronology that Moysey proposes for the Athenian decree and consequently 
for the c h a n g e in Orontes' career. I return be low to the initial M a c e d o n i a n operat ions in the time 
of Phi l ip II: chap . 18/1 (pp. 817ff.). 



Chapter 16 

Lands, Peoples, and Satrapies: Taking Stock 
of the Achaemenid World 

Introduction: In the Steps of Alexander and on the Trail of Darius 

• T h e s e introductory pages do not requre long, erudite notes. [ O n the use of sources from the 
beginning of the Hellenist ic period, see already c h a p . 10/1: Diachrony and Synchrony, pp. 389ff. 
with the corresponding Research Notes.]] I would simply like to add two correctives of the historio-
graphical kind: 

(1 )1 have long insisted on the absolute necessity of c lose familiarity with Achaemenid history 
jn order to be ab le to deal with Alexander's conques t (and with Alexander's historical sources for 
supplementing the A c h a e m e n i d mater ia l s )—since the first edition of mv Alexander the Great 
(1974) and my study of the Zagros peoples (Briant 1976): cf. particularly in a 1977 article (= R T P 
357-403; cf. Nylander 1993: 146, who ranks m e implicitly and good-naturedly [p. 143] a m o n g the 
"renegade" Class ica l scholars) ; still more explicitly in a 1979 article = R T P 291-330; cf. p. 306: "as 
detailed a knowledge of the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e as possible is an absolute research necessity"; it 
is in fact clear that progress achieved in our knowledge of A c h a e m e n i d history is immediately re
flected in the field of Alexandrine history (cf the prefatory notes to my Alexander the G r e a t ' ' 4 = 
Briant 1986d and 1994a)—especia l ly so because I cont inue to think that, despite be ing so specific, 
the period 334-323 is a special phase of the A c h a e m e n i d history of the ancient N e a r East ( R T P 
328-30). [ O n the A c h a e m e n i d - H e l l e n i s t i c transition, see most recently the articles inAchHist 8: 
Continuity and Change and, on the decolonizat ion of A c h a e m e n i d (and Hellenistic) history, the 
viewpoint of Oes tergaard 1991.]) I note with satisfaction that this opin ion , which I have long held, 
preached, and illustrated [cf. my interview in L'Histoire, M a y 1995TJ, is now widely shared, by 
"Classicists" (not the "renegades"!) as well, who for a l ong t ime had not kept up with the Achae
menid problematics and ev idence (cf. R T P 505 n. 41); see , for e x a m p l e , E . Will, Gnomon 64/1 
(1992): 68 -70 , who, reviewing a work on the Hellenist ic period, writes, "Indeed, can we under
stand Alexander's E m p i r e , a n d then the Hellenisitc k ingdoms, without good knowledge (I know it 
has its limits) of the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e ? " (p. 68); while lament ing that the progress of the au 
thor's reflections is not explicitly located in historiographical continuity, we may measure it by 
recalling what he previously wrote of "the psychology of Alexander, without which no understand
ing will ever be possible o f this series of events that was to c h a n g e the face of the world" (AncSoc 
10 [1979]: 79); I h o p e that reading and taking into a c c o u n t the output of the Achaemenid scholars 
of the '80s and '90s will push back the "limits" that, not without a certain subjectivity, E . W. assigns 
to knowledge of A c h a e m e n i d history (see the skepticism in Hornblower 1994a: 48, who, for rea
sons that e scape m e , thinks that, "in the present state of our knowledge, it is not possible [to write] 
a history of the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e in the fourth century"). 

(2) In the following pages (and m o r e in chap. 17 than c h a p . 16), there will be m u c h question 
of a suspect notion and an obsolete phrase , "Achaemenid d e c a d e n c e " (a problem already touched 
on in the preced ing chapters and Briant 1989a; cf. also Sanc is i -Weerdenburg 1987a—b and 1989a, 
who rightly insists on the ideological heritage transmitted by Rawlinson 1871; in a very different 
ideological contest, 1 would gladly add G o b i n e a u 1869: 3 4 0 - 4 1 ; 3 4 8 - 4 9 ; 352, who, referring to the 
fourth century, speaks of "bloody pa lace intr igues , . . . general d e m o r a l i z a t i o n , . . . a court less and 
less concerned with the E m p i r e ' s affairs, . . . the use of Greek , C a r i a n , Phoenic ian , Egypt ian , 
Tliracian condotdeii... [so m u c h so that the E m p i r e was nothing m o r e than] an enormous mass 
that could no longer hold u p under its own weight": it gives us the impress ion of a preview of the 
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"colossus with feet of clay"!). C o n c e r n i n g the phrase , I share the hesitation of H . Sancisi-Wee r 

d e n b u r g (1990: 267) , who r e c o m m e n d e d e l iminat ing the words "growth" and "decline" from the 
discussion and concentrat ing on a prob lem expressed m o r e neutral ly—namely: Did or did not the 
system cont inue functionally and efficiently (cf. B i iant 1994b: 116 n. 18)? T h i s is precisely t | l e 

problem that guides m e in the following chapters. T h e prob lem is that this historiographic phase 
is not yet universally recognized: 1 would like to say that reading recent books and articles (Dan-
d a m a e v 1989a and Petit 1993, on which see Briant 1993c and 1994b) has convinced me , even if 
other m o r e mvanced opinions are avai lable today (e.g., Hornblower 1994a: 4 5 - 4 6 ) , that it is nec
essary once and for all to wring the neck of this historiographical ghost of "Achaemenid deca
dence," h o p i n g that 1 will b e able to strike the deathblow (but on this point I maintain a reasonable 
skept ic ism, as I do for the c los ing s tatement of Badian 1987: 38 concern ing the arguments over the 
P e a c e of C a l l i a s ) . I a m fully aware that the d iscuss ion risks trapping m e on the terrain chosen or 
imposed by those who adhere to the notion of d e c a d e n c e (or dec l ine! ) , but I believe that the ex
cept ional fecundity of this interpretive a p p r o a c h makes it necessary o n c e and for all to systemati
cally and exhaustively carry out the task consist ing of demonstrat ing the extreme methodological 
weakness of their arguments , to which the first prerequis i te is the construction of an exhaustive 
ca ta log of the sources (which they have not d o n e themselves) , a n d to conduct a detailed texhia! 
a n d contextual analysis —that is, an analysis that is not reduced to purely impressionistic evalua
tion (cf. already c h a p . 12 above o n Xerxes , c h a p . 14/7 [Darius 11 and His Armies , pp. 597ff.], and 
chap . 15 in toto). 

1. Sources and Problems 
• O n the satrapal organizat ion of D a r i u s 111 (and Alexander) , we already have several good 

analyses: Jul ien 1914, Berve 1896: 1, 2 5 3 - 9 0 (table); the article by Petit 1990: 206 -19 is incom
plete, and that by J a c o b s 1994b reached m e too late to be able to take into account; a useful col
lection of information will also be found in Seibert 1985; I will not systematically refer to it in the 
notes (nor to the notices of Berve , which obviously I have used , as well as those of Heckel 1992); 
I will merely point out in pass ing my crit ic isms and reservations on this or that interpretation (to 
the extent they fit into the framework of my presentat ion); conversely, I do not think it worthwhile 
systematically to cite E n g e l s 1978, which appears to m e marred by disastrous method: has the au
thor ever asked himsel f what the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e was? 1 seriously doubt it: a reading of his 
section on Persia in 331 will show this; as for the mathematical-stat ist ical postulates he claims to 
employ, they rest on i l lusion, which is a pity, s ince the work's primary object ive remains extremely 
interesting. 

2. The Satrapy of Dascylium 
• Weiskopf (1982: 483) discusses the idea that Arsites be longed to the satrapal dynasty of Da

scyl ium; his posit ion of satrap of D a s c y l i u m is not always textually certain until after 341-340 
(Pausanias 1.29.10); Greco-Pers ian relief from Paphlagonia: Donce l -Voute 1984; see also von Gall 
1966 on Persian-type t o m b s in the region; on S i n o p e , cf. the appropriate remarks of Descat 1990b: 
5 4 6 - 4 7 ; coins of D a t a m e s and Persian generals at S inope : cf. Harrison 1982a: 255-65 and Harri
son 1982b; on the Bithynian princes B a s and Zipo i tbes , cf. the notes of Berve nos. 208 and 338; on 
Herac lea , consul t Burstein 1976, where the sources are quoted and c o m m e n t e d on (one of the 
m a i n sources is M e m n o n of Heraclea: FGrH 434); on the portrait of Herac lea , cf. Akurgal 1986; 
"Greco-Persian" stelas: the literature is cons iderable (cf., e.g., Borchhardt 1968; Metzger 1971; 
Starr 1977; von Gal l 1981-83; Radt 1983; C r e m e r 1984; S e k u n d a 1988a: 188-94): see now Nolk* 
1992; seal impress ions from Dascy l ium: cf. most iecently Kaptan-Baybui t luog lu 1990 (who is pre
paring an edition of them); on the label "Greco-Persian," cf. the critical remarks and illuminating 
suggest ions of Root 1991 and 1994; on the Rhodians and their Persian relatives, cf. the notes of 
Berve nos. 152 (Artabazus) , 206 (Bars ine) , 497 ( M e m n o n ) ; on the role of M e m n o n and Pharnaba
zus between 334 and 332, cf. chap. 18/1. Without be ing able to achieve full certainty (given the 
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conditions of the discovery in a private col lect ion) , it is possible that the wood b e a m s bear ing 
aintings published by C a l m e y e r 1992a c o m e from a tomb in the D a s c y l i u m region; whatever the 

(acts are, the interest of these paintings cannot be overestimated; the author sees them as one of 
the very rare examples of narrative representation in A c h a e m e n i d art (here "Greco-Persian" in the 
traditional sense): one of the scenes (process ion, pp. 9 -12 ) recalls identical scenes on stelas from 
the Dascylium region: accord ing to C a l m e y e r , the war scenes (pp. 13-17) reflect Darius's expedi
tion against the Scythians; the material could also be dated around 490 (pp. 16-17); no doubt this 
item will (justly) s t imulate many c o m m e n t s in years to c o m e ( inc luding perhaps in the context of 
studying relations of inf luence between the satrapy of D a s c y l i u m and M a c e d o n ) . 

3. From Sardis to Ephesus 
• O n Spithridates' district, we also have coins (perhaps) struck in his name: Harrison 1982a: 

416-18 (with caut ion) and C a h n 1989: 101; A c h a e m e n i d military colonies: cf. Briant 1984b: 9 2 -
94' lookout on fvlt. Tmolus : cf. Greenwal t 1995 (archaeological indications) . Excavat ions at Sardis: 
they have been publ i shed regularly in the series Archaeological Exploration of Sardis and synthe
sized in H a n f m a n n and Mierse 1983; we can follow their progress in the reports in B A S O R , and 
most recently Greenwalt , Ratte, and R a u t m a n n 1994 and Greenwal t 1995. O n Plutarch's text 
(Lysander 3.3): cf. already Briant 1985a: 181-82; Megabyzus /Bagabuxsa : Benveniste 1%6: l u S - B ; 
the coins of T i s s a p h e r n e s at Astyra have been publ i shed by C a h n 1985; the author places them in 
400-395, but the date adopted here is more easily justified (cf. Desca t 1991: 36); on Thucyd ides ' 
and Xenophon's passages on T i s saphernes , cf. Lewis 1977: 108; cf. also Picard 1922, esp. pp. 6 0 6 -
18, but his c o m m e n t (p. 160; cf. p. 610) on the Hellenica (1.2.6) is sheer fantasy: "Tissaphernes 
[proclaimed], in the hiera khora, a holy war: this assured h im the support of the rustics, who has
tened without delay to the aid of the endangered goddess" (Xenophon's phrasing instead leads us 
to believe that the satrap ordered the Persians of the low country to br ing their contingents); nor 
can I see the basis for the author's c la im (p. 611) that the M e g a b y z u s "was in fact the e q u a l , in 
Ionia, of the satraps or principal local delegates of the great king." O n the sanctuaries of Anahita in 
Lydia, cf. L . Robert's many articles (1948a, b, c; 1975, 1976; B E 1963 nos. 219 -23 ) as well as Dia-
konoff 1979, Briant 1984b: 9 2 - 9 4 , 1985a, and R T P 4 6 0 - 6 1 ; s ince then Robert 1987 and Boyce and 
Grenet 1991: 197ff.—while nonetheless stressing that the late date of the evidence poses a meth
odological prob lem as soon as the intention is formed to study cultural contacts between Persians 
and local populat ions (cf. presentation of the problem in Briant 1985a: 176-81; M . Boyce's con
trary position in Boyce a n d G r e n e t 1991: 2 3 6 - 3 9 , esp. p. 238); I think the hypothesis of total fixed
ness of Iranian religious traditions in Lydia is untenab le , especially as soon as we recognize (contra 
Boyce, p. 205) that the D r o a p h e r n e s inscription makes n o reference at all to Ahura-Mazda and that 
the religious prohibit ions were a d d e d long after the A c h a e m e n i d period (cf. Briant 1996b, which 
withdraws certain earlier interpretations, in particular Briant 1986a: 4 2 9 - 3 0 and 1987a: 20 -21 ) . 
Ephesian Artemis and Sard ian Artemis: the Lydian-Aramaic inscription (Cowley 1921) has been 
republished by Lipinski 1975: 1 5 3 - 6 1 ; we m a y also note that a G r e e k funerary inscription o f the 
third century B.C. (of unknown provenance) invokes "Artemis—Median Artemis and E p h e s i a n Ar
temis and all the gods" (inscription publ i shed by O i k o n o m i d e s 1982); Sherwin-White 1982 sug
gested seeing M e d i a n Artemis (attested nowhere else) as a reference to a Persian deity, "probably 
Anahita"; after s e e m i n g to have m a d e the s a m e suggest ion ( B E 1982 no. 280 ["Anahita?"]), L . and 
J. Robert treated Sherwin-White's suggest ion quite cavalierly ( B E 1984 no. 339), without providing 
any justification for their ironic skepticism; the theory (adopted , for e x a m p l e , by Cors ten 1991: 171 
n. 45) seems a p p e a l i n g to m e nonetheless: it would be another e x a m p l e of a joint prayer to "Ana-
liita" and E p h e s i a n Artemis: under these condit ions , would the former designate the Persian Arte
mis of Sardis , attested in 322 by Pausanias VII .6 .6? O n the inscription of the sacri leges, see 
basically M a s s o n 1987b and H a n f m a n n 1987, and the c o m m e n t a r i e s on a previous publ icat ion in 
B E 1963 no. 211 , 1965 no. 342, 1966 no. 369; the E p h e s u s inscription in honor of a Sardian has 
been republished and c o m m e n t e d on by Robert 1967: 32-36; the dat ing of both c o m e s from 
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palaeographic analysis (cf. Robert 1967: 34, "second half of the fourth century, and doubtless to 
ward the beg inn ing of this period"); on the status of Sardis , cf. my discussion in Briant 199} D 

(where full bibl iographical references will be found; to the arguments offered there, add Herodo
tus IV.45-V-: existence of a "tribe cal led Asias in Sardis ," which is also attested epigraphically: Briant 
1995c); on the p lace and personal n a m e s of the M n e s i m a c h u s inscription, cf. Buckler and Robin
son 1912: 2 8 - 5 8 (on Beletras, cf. M a s s o n 1969); on the personal n a m e s in the inscription of sacri
leges, see H a n f m a n n 1987: 5-7 and especially M a s s o n 1987b: 2 3 1 - 3 9 ; also Benveniste 1966: 105 
on Ratopates , and G r e n e t 1983: 376 on O u m a n e s / V o h u m a n a , found at A i -Khanum (without 
knowing the E p h e s u s inscription but recal l ing concern ing him, after Robert 1975: 323 n. 60, that 
an O m a n e s is known at M a g n e s i a around 244; cf. R T P 196); C a r i a n s at Sardis: Pedley 197<) 
Greenwal t 1978b: 4 2 - 4 5 , and G u s m a n i 1975: 7 9 - 1 1 1 , 1982; N a n n a s inscription: Masson 1991-
670; H i e r a c o m e and Hierocaesarea: Robert 1948b, 1976: 36ff. [Wikander (1946: 85) , Chaumont 
(1956: 169) and Boyce (1982: 2 0 1 - 2 ) think that Tacitus's Cyrus (111.62) is not Cyrus the Great but 
Cyrus the Younger, a position that s eems scarcely necessary to m e (cf. already R T P 459); this view 
is connected (particularly by M . B o y c e ) with a very d u b i o u s interpretation of the role attributed to 
Parysatis in this matter (see chap. 15/8: "Anahita and Istar," p. 678); the hypothesis is repeated by 
Cors ten (1991: 171 and n. 43) in the course of a (very strict) a r g u m e n t that tries, taking off from a 
c o m m e n t by Herodotus (1.131), to establish that the worship of Anahita was introduced to Lydia 
in the t ime of Xerxes or shortly thereafter]; Hypaipa: Robert 1976; on the Artemis sanctuary in the 
M n e s i m a c h u s inscription, cf. Buckler and Robinson 1912: 26 -28 and D e s c a t 1985; Mitradastas: cf, 
G u s m a n i 1964: 2 3 - 2 4 and Barnett 1969; Artemis and Anahita at Sardis: the assimilation is sug
gested by H a n f m a n n 1987: 5, but I find no decisive ev idence (cf. Briant 1993a n. 22); Artemis Co-
loe: L a n e 1975, Robert 1987: 2 9 7 - 3 1 4 , 323 -25 and Merke lbach 1991 (the inscription dating lo 
C a e s a r was publ ished and c o m m e n t e d on by H e r m a n n 1989); archaeologica l and iconographic 
ev idence of Persians in Sardis: cf. Akurgal 1961: 171, Mierse in H a n f m a n n and Mierse 1983: 100-
106, Mel ik ian-Chirvani 1993; Persian words in the Lydian-Aramaic inscription of Manes: cf. Li-
piiiski 1975: 156-58 (the author suggests Artaxerxes III, while Mierse [ H a n f m a n n and Mierse 1983: 
105] dates the d o c u m e n t to Artaxerxes II); seal of M a n e s : M a s s o n 1987b (fig. 57, p. 704 here); seal 
of Mitralas: Barnett 1969a and, m o r e generally, B o a r d m a n 1970; add Pcetto 1985 (scene of Royal 
Hero killing a l ion) and L e m a i r e 1992 (Persian-inspired seal with a Lydian legend) . O n the process 
of Persian-Lychan acculturat ion and the preservation of Lydian traditions, see also the provocative 
articles by Ratte (1989) and Mel ik ian-Chirvani (1993). T o finish with this point, I note that in the 
inscription of sacri leges H a n f m a n n (1987: 5) wants to see ev idence of "a forceful missionary expan
sion undertaken by the E p h e s i a n Artemis dur ing the Persian era," but the bases of this interpreta
tion s e e m evanescent to m e ; nonetheless , the attack on the Ephes ian sacred envoys poses a real 
problem: given the long history of relations between E p h e s u s and Sardis , it may relate to special 
c i rcumstances of which we have no knowledge; by way of hypothesis, I wonder whether the epi
sode might not have taken p lace in the context of the first M a c e d o n i a n expedit ion, during which 
E p h e s u s was o c c u p i e d by the M a c e d o n i a n s and then retaken by the Persians (cf. Arrian 1.17,11); 
in any case , the facts themselves trace the political limits on relations between Sardis and Ephesus, 
which were certainly not idyllic, whether or not E p h e s u s had gotten caught up in the Greco-
Persian wars. G r e e k advisers to the satraps: cf. the remarks of Lewis 1977: 14; on the naturalization 
of Orontes , Ariobarzanes , his sons, and their advisers, cf. O s b o r n e 1982; 52 -54 and 1983: 50-53, 

4. From Celaenae to Halicamassus 
• O n Alexander's s iege of C e l a e n a e , cf. Briant 1973: 4 5 - 4 6 and Billows 1990: 41-42;tetra/;yr-

gia: Briant 1973: 8 0 - 8 9 a n d R T P 5 6 - 6 2 (not without contradict ions); on the route of the royal 
road, see most recently Mid ler 1994, and D e b o r d 1995 (who thinks it did not pass by Celaenae); 
on G o r d i o n , see especially Mel l ink 1988: 2 2 8 - 3 0 , who evaluates the many Persian or Persianizing 
i conographic discoveries in the city and its environs (see also S e k u n d a 1991: 129-40); on the 
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excavations of G o r d i o n , cf. also D e Vries 1990, who suggests that the destructions of bui ldings 
ground 400 were d u e to an earthquake (and not to Agesilaus's attacks); at G o r d i o n have been dis
covered [and excavations cont inue] , as ide from a hoard of siculi (still unpubl i shed) and m a n y 
seals (whose publ icat ion was ass igned to E . Porada: cf. M a s s o n 1987: 110), two Aramaic inscrip
tions, one on a sea! (cf. Mel l ink 1988: 228), the other in ink on a fragment of Greek pottery (per
haps including an Iranian n a m e derived from data: D e Vries 1990: 400); finally, a n a m e a p p e a r i n g 
in Hellenistic inscriptions (Mistraboutas) could be Iranian (ibid. 404; but cf. Roller 1987: 128 and 
BE 1990 no. 770: "a good Phrygian name") . O n the boundar ie s of the satrapy, cf. Briant 1973: 4 7 -
53- we have no ev idence that would allow us to date the creation of the satrapy of Greater Phrygia: 
Weiskopf (1982: 476) thinks that X e n o p h o n , Aiuib. 1.2.7-9 attests to its existence in 4 0 1 , which 
seems to m e far from certain (no m o r e than for Plutarch, Them. 30 .1 , can one go back to Arta
xerxes I); my theory is based mostly on the Arrian text I use (I d o not understand how or why Petit 
[1990: 207-8] denies satrapal authority to Atizyes and seems to suggest that Greater Phrygia be
longed to Sardis in 334); I note in passing that the Iranian diaspora of C e l a e n a e (Robert 1963: 349) 
appears in the Persica of T i m o t h a e u s , around 400 (cf. Franc i s 1980: 53 n. 1, 69, 79 and Henrichs 
1986: 287; see also Weiskopf 1982: 4 7 6 - 7 7 on Tithraustes , who he thinks was not satrap, and p. 526 
n. 13 on the Arsames of Polyaenus VII . 28.2); the Persian presence in Phrygia is also attested in late 
documents: two dedicat ions ( B E 1979 no, 512 and 519), o n e invoking the theoi Hellenon kai Per
son, the other, various G r e e k deities and ton idion panton Dii Person. O n the cultural ties between 
Lycia and Milyas, s ee the e x a m p l e of Karaburun (chap. 13/8: T h e C a s e of Lycia: Text and Image , 
pp. 558E); on the region, cf. Bosworth 1980a: 157-58 and, more specifically, Hall 1986 (but the 
theory [p. 144 n. 16] that the connect ion of Milyas to Lycia signifies the Great King's recognition 
of the conquests of Pericles of Limyra seems to be void of all foundat ion); Arrian (1.24.5): 
P. Savinel (Arrien, Paris, 1984) translates: "Milyas, which is part of Greater Phrygia (esti men tes 
Megalis Phrygias), but which, at this t ime, was connected to Lycia (syntelei dees ten Lykian)"; the 
translator appears to m e to introduce a chronological distinction (nebulous at that) that is not ex
plicit in the G r e e k text; this distinction is even clearer with Robson ( L C L ) : "It be longs to Greater 
Phrygia, but was reckoned then as part of Lycia" [the current edition of L C L , trans. P. A. Brunt 
(1976), reads s imilarly]; but I maintain that the G r e e k text is construed with two present indica
tives; the opposit ion s ignaled by men and de thus is not d iachronic but synchronic; therefore, we 
must, it seems to m e , grant to syntelein a sense it frequently has, 'to contribute [financially]', with 
the formula eis Lykian express ing that Milyas was part of the s a m e tribute district as Lycia (many 
examples listed in L S J , s.v. synteleo III .2; also Bertrand 1990: 149 n. 29) , from which I infer that 
Milyas, attached to the satrapy of Greater Phrygia, paid its portion of tribute with Lycia, from 
which it had thus recently been separated (on this point, cf. also the discussion by Berve 1926,1: 
256). It is easy to understand that when H a l i c a m a s s u s and other C a r i a n strongholds cont inued to 
resist obstinately, Alexander h a d to m a k e changes : N e a r c h u s was m a d e "satrap of Lycia and the 
country bordering on Lycia as far as M o u n t Taurus" (Arrian 111.6.6-v-); subseqently (after 331), Ly
cia was attached to Greater Phrygia (cf. Q u i n t u s Cur t ius X . 10.2: Briant 1973: 7 5 - 7 6 ) . O n Ada, see 
most recently the discovery of the t o m b of "a C a r i a n princess" (Ozet 1994); the identification on 
the basis of skeletal remains (Prag and N e a v e 1994) is, as is frequently the case, inconclus ive (cf. 
the a d d e n d u m p. 109). Xanthus Trilingual: on the texts and translations, I am obviously c lose to 
the edition by D u p o n t - S o m m e r , Metzger , and L a r o c h e in FdX VI (1979) |[to which should now 
be added the new suggest ions of L e m a i r e 1995c]]; the date of the inscription has been fixed in 
June-July 338, that is, year 1 of Artaxerxes III, by D u p o n t - S o m m e r (1974: 138-42) ; but this date 
brings on insurmountab le historical and chronological difficulties, s ince , on the one hand , all the 
other sources show that Pixodarus b e c a m e satrap in C a r i a in 341-340 and, on the other, this new 
date in any case cannot be reconci led with what is known of the history of the H e c a l o m n i d s (ex
cept by imagining , with D u p o n t - S o m m e r , rather unbel ievable c ircumstances ) ; the only way to re
solve these contradict ions is to imag ine , as Bad ian (1977b) does , that the Artaxerxes in quest ion is 
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Artaxerxes IV, the throne n a m e taken by Arses, son and successor of Artaxerxes III (it is especial] 
vexing that S P 1 does not give his n a m e ; o n the Babylonian text carefully cited by Bad ian , cf. no* 
van der S p e k 1993a: 96, who expressly reinforces Badian's posit ion); in his most recent article 
(1979: 166-69 ) , D u p o n t - S o m m e r repeats his suggest ion, without fully discuss ing Bad ian s theory 
(cf. 1979: 166 n. 1); for excel lent reasons, most historians (but see Asheri 1983: 108-10, and more 
recently FdX 9/1 [1992]: 37, as well as Borchhardt 1993a: 7) nonetheless think that 337 is by f a r t|, e 

most reasonable date (cf. BE 1977 no. 472 and 1980 no. 486; Weiskopf 1982: 293-97, Homblower 
1982: 4 6 - 4 9 , a n d Ruz icka 1992b: 125). C o n c e r n i n g the date of the satrapal reform, I observe that 
there is nothing in the inscription to prove that Pixodarus had |ust received Lycia; the reorganiza
tion could just as well go b a c k several years (cf. wise remarks a long these lines by Badian 1977b-
45; contra L a r o c h e 1979:37: but only the G r e e k text uses a formula [egeneto] taken up in the Ly
cian version [ L a r o c h e 1979: 60] , which might support the theory of a reform that was recent 
and/or in progress; but this formula does not a p p e a r in the A r a m a i c text ( D u p o n t - S o m m e i 1979. 
1 4 1 - 4 2 ] , the only usable text, s ince neither the G r e e k nor the Lycian version states that Pixodarus 
was satrap in C a r i a ) ; accord ing to Keen 1992a, chap . 7, the institution of two Achaemenid repre
sentatives even goes back to the beg inn ing of the 370s. In any case , an anecdote indicates that 
s ince the t ime of M a u s o l u s the satrap of C a r i a had had tribute prerogatives in Lvcia (cf. [Ps.-Arist.] 
Oec. I1.14d [1348a?J; see Weiskopf 1982: 2 9 1 - 9 3 ) ; on cultural and political contacts between 
C a r i a a n d Lycia , cf., for e x a m p l e , the presence of Bas i l eus C a u n i u s on the Inscribed Pillar (early 
fourth century; D u p o n t - S o m m e r 1979: 168; M e l c h e r t 1993), the s a m e g o d whose worship was the 
subjec t of the tril ingual (below); on the region of C a u n u s (in eastern C a r i a , T e l m e s s u s being the 
traditional boundary with Lycia) , cf. B o u s q u e t 1992: 176-78 and 180-81 (conques t of the region 
by G e r g i s / K h e r i g a , then the starting point of Erbbina-Arbinas ) , as well as Me lcher t 1993: from all 
these indicat ions, I a m tempted to think that Artaxerxes' decis ion is chronological ly involved with 
the recognit ion of Pixodarus as satrap in C a r i a , h e n c e around 341, and I suggest that the incorpo
ration of Lycia into C a r i a was part of a vast administrative reorganization ordered by Artaxerxes III 
after his expedit ion to Phoenic ia and Egypt . 

5. Pixodarus at Xanthus 
• T h e tasks ass igned to the two a tchons remain in the rea lm of theory (cf. Ashen 1983b: 111); 

Hel lenist ic ev idence might provide s o m e materials a l o n g these l ines (but with the risk of circular 
reasoning): cf. Worrle 1977: 5 9 - 6 0 ; s ee also K e e n 1992a, chap . 7. T h e reasons for Pixodarus's in
terference in the religious matter have s t imulated m a n y analyses (which differ somewhat among 
themselves); Asheri 1983b: 110-23 , Frei 1984: 2 1 - 2 3 , Br iant 1986a: 434-37 , and now Lemaire 
1995c; on relations between the C a r i a n dynasts a n d Bas i l eus C a u n i u s , cf. D u p o n t - S o m m e r 1979: 
168-69 , but it mus t b e stressed, with B o u s q u e t (1992: 175 n. 48), that the introduction of Basileus 
K a u n i o s to Xanthus was m u c h earlier and m o r e likely d u e to Kheriga than to a fifth-century Car
ian dynast; on the word data and its relation to the Lycian mara, cf. chap . 12/7: Royal Law and Lo
cal Law, pp . 510ff. T L 45: cf. the restorations and c o m m e n t a r i e s by B o u s q u e t 1986; Plarasa's 
decree and other related ones, cf. BE 1973 no. 406; H o m b l o w e r 1982: 161-64; Weiskopf 1982; 
293ff.; C o r s a r o 1985 and 1989. Last , I will state that synoptic compar i son between the two parallel 
texts, the G r e e k and Lycian (which is certainly the original: Blomqvis t 1982), permits several ob
servations on l inguistic borrowings and adaptat ion: one of the most surpris ing is the following: 
where the Lycian author wrote side (l ine 22), the G r e e k author "translated" with drachme (jine 
20)—which makes m e doubt the restoration "<two?) sigloi" proposed by Metzger (on these prolv 
l ems ,c f . Frei 1977). 

6. From Tarsus to Mazaca 
• S i n c e the early work of Erzen 1940, B i n g 1969, and Houwinck ten C a t e 1961 (pp. 17-35), 

Ci l i c ia of this period has received little attention or spec ia l ized investigation. Conversely, they 
have b o o m e d in recent years: as ide from the special n u m b e r of Quademi Storici 76/1 (1981) and 
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tlie volume De Anatolia Antiqua (Istanbul a n d Paris, 199 J ) , we have the book by Desideri and J a -
sink 1990, to which we m a y add the general but useful book by Mutaf ian 1988 and, on a special 

0 j n t the suggestive article by B i n g 1991. T h i s reawakening of interest in the region is no doubt 
largely due to several spectacular discoveries, not the least b e i n g the site, the "Persepolis" reliefs, 
and the Aramaic inscriptions of Meydanc ikka le (cf. L a r o c h e a n d Davesne 1981; Davesne , L e -
maite, and L o z a c h m e u r 1989); this reawakening of interest has itself s t imulated new explorations, 
which, currently led by M . H. Sayar in eastern Ci l i c ia , have quite recently brought about the dis
covery of several A r a m a i c funerary inscriptions not far from C a s t a b a l a (Sayar 1990), two of which 
have just been publ ished by A. L e m a i r e (1993) , who is preparing the edition of other d o c u m e n t s 
| - 1994b]); the interest of the region also lies in the a b u n d a n c e and diversity of c o i n a g e from the 
Achaemenid period found there (Harrison 1982a: 304-77; Levante 1994; C a s a b o n n e 1995b, etc.) . 
In the recent bibl iography, we will see first of all the overview by L e m a i r e and L o z a c h m e u r 1990, 
where the sources are presented and c o m m e n t e d on; on the A r a m a i c d o c u m e n t s from Ci l i c ia , cf. 
Dupont-Sommer 1964 (Cas taba la ) and L e m a i r e 1991c: 2 0 5 - 6 (Hemi te and Meydancikkale) ; on 
the coins of M a z a e u s and his district in Ci l i c ia , then in Ci l i c ia a n d Trans-Euphrates , consult a lso 
the discussion of L e u z e (1935: 2 3 4 - 3 5 ) , who shows that after the revolt Belesys died, and M a z a e u s 
took back Trans -Euphrates with Ci l i c ia , and that of Weiskopf 1982: 4 9 8 - 5 0 0 ; coins struck by M a 
zaeus in the Ci l i c ian cities: cf. L e m a i r e 1989a: 142-44 and 199Id , C h u v i n 1981, Harrison 1982a: 
346-77, Milclenberg 1990-91: 10-13. C o n c e r n i n g M a z a e u s , we m a y consider four specif ic prob
lems in passing: ( I ) Accord ing to Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s V I 3.11, it looks as though one of his sons, Bro-
chubelus, assisted his father in Syria [Syriae quondam praetor); doubtless this was not an official 
title (Mazaeus s co ins are very c lear) b u t one of many examples of cooperat ion between father and 
son (Briant 1987a: 2 6 - 2 7 ) in a satrapal administrat ion bestowed on the former (cf. Petit 1990: 2 0 9 -
10). (2) We have long known about an Athenian stela whose upper register shows a Royal Hero 
scene, and the lower register exhibits a scene of l ion/bull c o m b a t (photo in Briant 1992d: 122): Bi
var (1970: 59 -61 ) thinks the lower s c e n e reproduces Mazaeus ' s seal and the stela represents the 
naming of a proxenos to the satrap at Athens (cf. a lso Bivar 1975a: 6 3 - 6 4 ) ; but the a r g u m e n t s e e m s 
to me highly speculat ive . (3) Q u i n t u s Curt ius (III.4.3) describes Arsames as follows in the spring 
of 333: qui Ciliciae praeerat, but the phrase does not imply that he was then satrap of C i l i c i a (cf. 
on this point L e u z e 1935: 2 4 2 - 5 0 and Weiskopf 1982: 4 9 5 - 9 8 ) . (4) O n the basis of the role that 
Mazaeus played in Babylon after the arrival of Alexander, it is somet imes thought that after the fall 
of Tarsus he h e a d e d S y r i a - P h o e n i c i a and Babylonia: this suggest ion appears to m e to have little 
basis; in the catalog transmitted by Arrian III.8.3-60- in fact, "the Syrians of Hollow Syria and all 
from Mesopotamian Syria" were led by M a z a e u s , while the Babylonians were commanded by B u 
pares; even though Arrian's phrasing raises a few prob lems , it appears that M a z a e u s did not c o m 
mand Babylonia. Plain a n d m o u n t a i n in Ci l i c ia accord ing to Strabo: cf. Desideri 1986; we will 
stress above all that the opposit ion is very c o m m o n in Class ica l and Hellenistic authors, contrast
ing at the s a m e t ime the A c h a e m e n i d s ' inability and Alexander's facility in s u b d u i n g the m o u n t a i n 
peoples (cf. B i iant 1976: 194-200 and cf. chap . 16/11 and 16/18); archers o f Aspendus: Foss 1975: 
30 (Aspendus be longs in principle to Pamphyl ia , a l though between 331 and 323 it was a d e p e n 
dency of Lycia, which in turn was attached to Grea ter Phrygia: Q u i n t u s Curt ius X. 1.2; in any case, 
we find Aspendians in the guard of Epyaxa , wife of the syennesis in 401: X e n o p h o n , Anab. 1.2.12). 
Coins of Ci l ic ian cities: e.g., C h u v i n 1981, C a p e c c h i 1991, C a s a b o n n e 1995b; a m o n g the things 
most evocative of the borrowing and adaptat ion of Persian motifs, we may consider s o m e coins 
from Issus struck with the n a m e T ir ibazus in Aramaic that bear an anthropomorphic representa
tion of Ahura-Mazda- the divine representation is repeated in m a n y other regions (cf. in particular 
the coinage of S a m a r i a : be low) , but what makes the Issus coins so remarkable (even though this is 
not an iconographic hapax) is that the Persian god is depicted nude , with typically G r e e k c o n c e p 
tualization and workmanship (Brindley 1993: 4 - 5 ) ; on the t h e m e of Persian loans , see a lso C a 
sabonne 1995a. Meydanc ikka le : Davesne , L e m a i r e , and L o z a c h m e u r 1987 and L e m a i r e 1991c: 
205-6 (photo of a relief reprinted in Briant 1992d: 87) [final publ icat ion of the Persepolis reliefs 
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and A r a m a i c inscriptions currently in press]); Kyinda: cf. B ing 1969: 129-30 and RTP 49 n. 2 and 
93; Tarkondimontos: Robert 1964; Nora and other garrisons: R T P 2 0 - 2 1 ; Castabal i t ides and Cata
onia strategy: Robert 1963: 4 3 6 - 3 7 and 1964: 39, and Boffo 1985: 5 4 - 6 0 ; cf. Dev ine 1984 on trie 
passage of Alexander. Jobs o f Aspis and C a m i s a r e s , cf. S e k u n d a 1988b: 36 and 4 2 - 4 4 ; on the altar 
found at Bi'myan (not far from Kayseri) , cf. Bittel 1952 (the author makes M a z a c a the center of the 
official power of C a m i s a r e s and Aspis; I inc lude the suggest ion in my text but only as a theory); we 
may note in passing that a treasury found at Kayseri contained several Pamphyl ian coins (Aspen-
dus , S ide ) , o n e of D a t a m e s , and one of M a z a e u s (Davesne 1989: 167): this last may confirm that 
the region be longed to the satrap of Tarsus; I also note that accord ing to de Planhol 1992: 136-37 
the qanats known at Kayseri (and Ancyrus) could go back to the Achaemenids ; Anaitis Barzochara-
BE 1968no . 538 and 1971 no. 669 (Schmit t 1970; but s ee Wikander 1972); Hanisa inscription and 
Iranian personal names: cf. Robert 1964: 457ff. (cf p. 516, the n a m e M a i b o u z a n e s is found a t C c -
m a n a in C a t a o n i a , a personal n a m e that in Lydia , not far from Sardis , is appl ied collectively 
[ M a i b o u z a n o i ] to an Iranian communi ty : Robert 1987: 3 3 3 - 3 5 ) ; Iazamis /Arsames: Robert 1963; 
4 3 3 - 4 5 ; Favasa inscription: cf. G r e g o i r e 1908 and Lipinski 1975: 173-84 (the inscription was 
found in the valley of the C a r m a l a s , which accord ing to Strabo (XII .2 .6) flowed through Cataonia; 
on the site of Ariaramneia [doubtless in C a t a o n i a ] , cf. G r e g o i r e 1908: 4 4 1 - 4 3 ) . Hemi tes and Sa-
raidin inscriptions: cf. L e m a i r e and L o z a c h m e u r 1990: 153 a n d L e m a i r e 1991c: 205 (and pp. 203-
5 on D a t a m e s / T a r k u m a w a ) : note that the personal n a m e Sarmapiya has recently been found in 
an Aramaic funerary inscription from near Hemi tes (cf. L e m a i r e 1993: 12-14 with suggestions on 
the possible familial relations); L e m a i r e (1991c: 205), regarding the Hemi tes inscription, writes: 
"We are thus probably faced with a new case of a 'dynast-satrap'"; my reservations expressed in the 
text c o m e from the observation that in several imperial corpora (Akkadian, G r e e k ) , the word safrrtp 
does not necessarily refer to the head of the satrapy, but it can designate a very highly placed per
son within a satrapy (cf. Stolper 1985a: 58; and C A H V I 2 : 2 5 2 - 5 3 ; D a n d a m a e v 1992b) or a Persian 
aristocrat (e.g., Strabo XV. 3.18). Greco-Pers ian reliefs from Ci l ic ia: Borchhardt 1968 and Herniary 
1984; satabara: D a g r o n and Feissel 1987: 36; gardener-king coin: Franke and Hirmer 1966: 124 
and no. 194 (Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1990: 266; C a s a b o n n e 1995b note 6; and chap . 6/5, pp. 232f). 

7. From Tarsus to Samaria via Sidon and Jerusalem 

• Aside from the Phoenic ian cities (e.g., Elayi 1987b, 1989, 1990c), J u d a h , S a m a r i a , and Pales
tine (besides Stern 1982b, 1994c, see the recent col lection L a p e r r o u s a z - L e m a i r e [ed.] 1994), evi
d e n c e bearing on the Achaemenid presence in northern Syria in the fourth century is rather rare 
and general ly ui i forthcoming, and we have no synthesis on the quest ion (Eph^al's [1988] overview 
barely deals with A c h a e m e n i d d o m i n i o n in all its diversity): the discussions in Mil lar 1987 seem to 
m e somewhat "defeatist" on the situation in Syria before (and during) the Hellenistic period (see 
now the explicit criticisms of L u n d 1993: 2 7 - 2 8 , 40) , Sartre's 1989 article is summary and 
disappoint ing; M a z z o n i 1991-92: 55 laments the a b s e n c e of special s tudies on the region in early 
vo lumes of Achaemenid History. S e e now the vo lumes of Transeuphratene and the assessment pre
pared by Elayi and Sap in 1991. Aside from a few late indications of the presence of an imperial di
aspora in the region (cf. Boyce and G r e n e t 1991: 3 5 4 - 5 7 ) , the written sources are abjectly poor 
(once more we may list the travel voucher given to Nehtil ior [ D A E 67 ( = A D 6)] and the text of 
Berossus , which confirm that D a m a s c u s was indeed at this date a major provincial capital [chap. 
15/8: " T h e Imperial Realm," p. 680; see also chap . 12/3: " T h e District of Trans-Euphrates ," p. 487; 
I recall that accord ing to Josephus , Ant. X I . 2 . 2 , C a m b y s e s d ied there; Herodotus (111.64) places this 
event at Ecbatana- in-Syria , identifiable with the future E p i p h a n i a on the Orontes by Mazzoni 
1991-92: 62, referring to Pliny V.82]; —the existence of a Syrian satrapal paradise at the sources of 
the D a r d a s [Xenophon , Anab. 1.4.10], lands be longing to the house of Parysatis near Aleppo [1.4.9; 
Manfredi 1986: 97 -98 ; M a z z o n i 1990-91: 6 7 - 6 8 ; G r a f 1993: 152-254] , and the place-name Tri-
paradeisos that implies the presence of paradi se structures at the sources of the Orontes [on the lo-
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cation, cf. Se ibert 1983: 109]—all these observations lead us to think, with Seyrig 1970: 301, that 
royal Achaemenid land was well represented in northern Syria: and cf. now Sapin 1990). N e w in-
fonnation is thus basically provided by regional and microregional archaeological excavations and 
surveys: see especially L u n d 1993 (region of the Orontes in the fourth century) and M a z z o n i 1990 
and 1991-92, who, by e x a m i n i n g the distribution of habitats between the Phoenic ian coast and the 
Khabur Valley, conc ludes overall that there was an increase in the n u m b e r of sites; the detai led 
study (1990) of Tell M a r d i k h / E b l a is especially interesting, s ince a new ("rustic") pa lace was bui l t 
in the late A c h a e m e n i d period (fourth century) within "a comple te restructuring of the acropolis" 
(J990: 190; cf. also Lesdossiers histoire et archeologie, no . 83 [1984]: Ebla retrouvee, esp. p. 31; iron
ically, the headless inscribed statue of Pr ince Ibbit -Lim that provided the identification of Eb la was 
discovered within the Persian-period structure as a reused block; cf. ibid., p p . 13 and 88). All the 
recent discoveries point in the s a m e direction: "It was with the b lossoming of the A c h a e m e n i d 
phase that the e c o n o m i c surge and transformation of the region c a m e about , rich with promise" 
(Mazzoni 1990: 193; following a traditional pract ice [cf. R T P 2 3 0 - 3 3 ] , several Hellenistic towns 
[Apaniaeus, E p i p h a n i a on the Orontes] were founded on already inhabited sites that had been put 
to good use in the A c h a e m e n i d period: M a z z o n i 1991-92: 6 1 - 6 2 , 6 7 - 6 8 ; on these Achaemen id -
Hellenistic continuit ies , see also L u n d 1993). O n an especially important site (a Euphrates ford?), 
the cemetery of D e v e Hliyuk, see Moorey 1975 and 1980, with the critical remarks of M a z z o n i 
1991-92: 66 -67 . 

• Phoenicia. T h e discussions on the status of S idon after the revolt are dense and contradic
tory, though the ev idence is poor (cf. Elayi 1989: 147-48 ) , in particular the textual ev idence (as far 
as I know, the Persian-period cune i form tablet found at Tell M i k h m o r e t [Stern 1993] has never 
been publ ished): theories are thus primarily built on numismat i c ev idence , which poses e n o r m o u s 
problems (and which I feel particularly incompetent to examine) ; see also the Achaemenid-style 
column capital found at S idon , which is somet imes related to the satrapal paradise (C lermont -
Ganneau 1921 a n d , most recently, the observations of Yon-Caubet 1993: 51). It s eems unlikely 
(contrary to Babelon's theory) that Artaxerxes granted S idonian kingship to Evagoras of Cyprus , 
who, after striving in vain to reinstall h imse l f at S a l a m i s in Cyprus , received from the king "another 
and higher c o m m a n d in Asia" before fleeing to C y p r u s (D iodorus X V I . 4 6 . 2 - 3 ; cf. on Babelon's po
sition Betlyon 1982: 19-20); the confiscation of the gift to E s m u n a z a r is inferred from Q u i n t u s 
Curtius (IV. 1.25), who says that Alexander granted to the new king (Abdalonymus) "a territory ad
jacent to the city," a phrase that is somet imes seen as a restoration of the prior Achaemenid conces
sion (cf. Barag 1966: 8 n. 8 and L e m a i r e 1990: 5 8 - 5 9 in the s a m e sense; while he discusses the 
passage, Vcrkinderen 1987: 3 0 6 - 7 does not take a position on the quest ion); we may note with 
Stern (1990: 154, 1994c: 15 Iff.) that the Persians, aware of the importance of S idon and Dor , re
built the Phoenic ian cities' fortifications (the author also thinks that D o r was returned to S idon , 
implying that it had previously b e e n confiscated, but cf. Stern 1982b: 243; 1994b: 79); on the coin
age of Straton II: cf. Betlyon 1982: 18-20; co inage of M a z a e u s at S idon (I restrict myself here to 
the recent bibl iography, without rehashing studies of the Six): Betlyon (1982:18), whose a r g u m e n t 
is vitiated by chronological errors, thinks that after the institution of martial law (sic), M a z a e u s 
took control of the city market; but as Harrison 1982a: 3 5 3 - 5 4 (whose dating of the satrap's S i 
donian coins I use) rightly stresses, we see that the last kings of S idon were striking coins at the 
same time as M a z a e u s , so that we can i m a g i n e the latter's co ins "were struck for needs other than 
civic" (p. 354): these considerat ions lead us to think that, as in many identical situations in other 
countries, the G r e a t King was satisfied with c h a n g i n g the dynast/king, without quest ioning the 
prior status of S idon (on which we are , after all, ill informed); for his part , M i l d e n b e r g (1990: 138) 
thinks that M a z a e u s , by p lac ing his n a m e on S idon ian coins , was act ing as "regent of the city," but 
the author (note 4) remarks at the s a m e t ime that on the co ins struck in their n a m e by the 
Sidonian kings, M a z a e u s does not indicate his satrapal position (cf. a lso M i l d e n b e r g 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 : 1 4 : 
It is noteworthy that . . . M a z a e u s respected the civic prerogative of coin product ion in every 
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respect even a short t ime after tlie revolt led by S idon had been crashed"; similarly in Mildenbew 
1994: 65); on these complex prob lems of S idon ian co inage , cf. also Elayi 1989: 215—19and J.-A Q 
Elayi 1993: 146 -47 . ' ' ' 

• S a m a r i a . O n the Wadi-ed Dal iyeh d o c u m e n t s , see the various articles by C r o s s in the bib-
liography; n ine papyri concern ing slave sales have been publ i shed and translated by G r o p p |98g 
( S P 1-9); the coins were publ ished by Meshorer and Qedar 1991 ( = C S ) , inc luding many coins 
that did not c o m e from Wadi ed-Dal iyeh, which the authors attribute to studios in Samaria; the 
seal ings from Wadi ed-Dal iyeh have been publ i shed and c o m m e n t e d on by Leith 1990 (= WD)-
1 refer the reader to these highly detai led studies , b e i n g satisfied here to use them selectively (on 
the spread of Persian or Persian-inspired motifs and objects in these regions, see also various arti
cles by Stern (1971, 1982a, 1994a, a n d 1994b: 190-92 o n the seals) , and also the Tecent interesting 
publ icat ion by R o z e n b e r g 1993 (Achaemenid ivories). T h r e e addit ional remarks on evidence-
(1) T h e A r a m a i c papyrus found near Jer i cho (Eshe l and Misgav 1988) is too broken to sustain his-
torical interpretat ion—despite the editors, who wish to see in it indications of a S a m a r i a n revoltin 
response to the Phoen ic ian revolt around 350; the fiscal interpretation proposed by Heltzer 1992c 
(allusion to royal taxes at the end of the Achaemenid period) is hardly more convincing; Lemaire 
(in L a p e r r o u s a z and L e m a i r e [1994]: 276) anyway thinks the d o c u m e n t should be dated to th e 

Hellenist ic period; (2) I note that, in Michmanim 6 (1992): 41 , E . Stern a n n o u n c e s a new(?) dis
covery: "A hoard of Persian period bu l lae from the vicinity of Samaria"; (3) O n Samar ian coins 
with cune i form legends, cf. L e m a i r e and J o a n n e s 1994 (we may note that the two coins examined 
are new examples of C S 58 [fig. 61e here] with the very interesting i m a g e I discuss in the text), 

• Judah. C o i n s of Yehizqiyyah and J o h a n a n : cf. the analyses and interpretations (often con
tradictory) of Rappaport 1981, Barag 1985, Betlyon 1986, M i l d e n b e r g 1979, 1988, [Machinist 
1994: 3 6 6 - 7 0 ] ; the J o h a n a n of the coins is somet imes c o m p a r e d with the person of the same name 
introduced by Josephus [Ant. X I . 2 9 7 - 3 0 1 ) : in compet i t ion with his brother Jeshua (who had ob
tained the support of the Persian strategos Bagoses ) , J o h a n a n killed his brother, and in retaliation 
Bagoses defiled the temple; but Josephus's tale is too romant ic ized to be able to serve as the basis 
for historical reconstruction (cf. O d e d 1977<V. 501); it is difficult to incorporate these characters 
into a genea logy of the high priests (ibid., 506-9; meanwhi l e , see the proposals of Barag 1985: 
167-68 and Betlyon 1986: 6 3 9 - 4 1 , fol lowing C r o s s 1975); G r a b b e 1992a thinks that Josephus's Ba
goses is actually Bagoh i , peha of J u d a h ; on poss ible coins of this person, cf, L e m a i r e in Laper
rousaz and L e m a i r e (1994): 285. O n e last remark: recent discoveries s e e m to give support to the 
theory that there was a province of A m m o n i t i d e s (He ir 1992; cf. also Heltzer 1989c; Lemaire 1990: 
4 8 - 7 1 ; 1994: 4 6 - 4 7 ) . 

8. From Gaza to Petra 
• O n the history of G a z a in the A c h a e m e n i d per iod , s ee an overview (without great original

ity) by Katzenstein 1989; on the s iege of G a z a , see the sources col lected by Bosworth 1980a: 257— 
60 (cf. a lso R o n i a n e 1988 on aspects of military history); on the M i n a e a n inscription R E S 3022 
and the historical and chronological difficulties, cf. most recently Robin 1991-93: 6 1 - 6 2 [in a pre
sentation at the conference on Egypt a n d Trans -Euphrate s (Paris, April 1993), A. L e m a i r e drew at
tention to the fact that the inscription refers to a revolt (not s imply a war)—which , as he said, still 
does not allow us to pin down the events to Artaxerxes I vs. Artaxerxes III = L e m a i r e 1995a: 55, in
c l ining more toward the revolt of Amyrtaeus at the end of the fifth c e n t u r y ] ; on the coins of Gaza, 
cf. M i l d e n b e r g 1990 (dist inguishing coins of the Arabs from coins of the city); on the "kings of the 
Arabs" and G a z a , cf. Briant 1982b: 150-52 , 169-70; E p h ' a l 1982: 195-97, 206 -10 (but the theory, 
recalled pp. 2 1 2 - 1 3 , identifying the king of the Arabs of Palest ine with the king of Qedar named 
in D A E 7 8 - 7 9 , rests on a very weak argument ) ; G r a f 1990a: 142-43; L e m a i r e 1990: 4 5 - 4 7 and 
1994a: 28 -29 . T h e Beer-sheba ostraca were publ i shed by N a v e h 1973 and 1979, as were those from 
Arad (Naveh 1981), on which see also the observations of Aharoni 1981: 141-51 ; s o m e Beer-sheba 
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lexis are dated to year 7 of a king; on the basis of palaeography, N a v e h (1979; cf. Naveh 1981) opts 
for Artaxerxes III. O n the organizat ion of Arad, cf. G r a f 1993: 160-61 (comparison with the PF: cf. 
also R T P 505; this ev idence is fully interpreted in light of the Hebrew inscriptions of Lach i sh and 
Arad: L e m a i r e 1977); Beer-sheba: the existence of a garrison is doubted by Tupl in 1987c: 187 (fol
lowed by Sal les 1991: 222); discovery (not yet publ i shed) of new ostraca like the Beer-sheba ostraca 
(fourth century): I owe the information to the generosity of A. L e m a i r e [ w h o is currently prepar
ing the ed i t ion] , whose general historical evaluation (1994a: 29 -30 ) I quote as well: " T h e A r a m a i c 
ostraca of Arad and Beer-sheba , probably dat ing around the midd le of the fourth century, attest 
quite clearly to Persian military and administrative control over this region which probably was re
organized between 385 and 352, and this reorganizat ion brought about the end of the k i n g d o m of 
Qedarand its partial rep lacement by the Nabateans"; cf. a lso Stern 1982b: 2 5 3 - 5 5 , who thinks that 
after the destructions of the 380s the Persians reinstalled garrisons in these regions. O n the Per
sians in northern Arabia, see the overviews of K n a u f 1990 and G r a f 1990a; the former (pp. 2 1 4 - 1 5 ) 
thinks that, beg inn ing around 400, b e c a u s e of the loss of Egypt , the Persians dec ided to a b a n d o n 
Arabia (cf. also H o g e m a n n 1985: 17), while it may hold for the major oases (but the chronological 
and terminological uncertainty about the sparse ev idence is great: Briant 1982b: 172), this idea 
seems to m e to need cons iderabe nuanc ing , at least in order to take into account the Arad and 
Beer-sheba ostraca (not used by K n a u f ) : cf. Graf ' s treatment, 1990a: 160-61; on the creation of the 
province of I d u m e a , cf. L e m a i r e 1994a: 2 8 - 2 9 (creation after 380); on the eparchy of I d u m e a in 
the age of the D iadoch i and Diodorus's text (XIX.95 .2; eparchy; 98 .1; satrapeia), see the d iscuss ion 
of Bcugtson 1964, 3: 3 5 - 3 6 (he thinks that only the first of the terms conies from the original 
source). O n the N a b a t e a n s (too controversial a topic to be treated here in extenso), cf. most re
cently Bartlett 1990, G r a f 1990b, M a c D o n a l d 1991, R o c h e 1994; a m o n g the A c h a e m e n i d traces in 
Nabatea we must recall the presence of a cune i form tablet at Te l l Tawilan dated to the inaugural 
year of a King D a r i u s (Dal ley 1984; J o a n n e s 1987, with the reply of Dal ley 1990: 7 9 - 8 0 ) ; an im
portant find of jewelry was also found there, worked like the jewelry of the A c h a e m e n i d court 
(Maxwell-Hyslop 1984, with remarks of interpretive caution offered by G r a f 1993; 158; cf. also the 
recent interpretations of R o c h e 1994: 4 2 - 4 3 : ev idence of the n o m a d i c Nabateans ' wealth). 

9. Egypt from Artaxerxes HI to Darius III 
• O n S a b a c e s , cf. Nicolet-Pierre 1979 (co inage) and Schmi t t 1987a (name) ; Pseudo-Aristotle 

(Oecon. 11.32 [1352a->]) n a m e s one "Evaeses, the Syrian" as satrap of Egypt (apparently in the Per
sian period), but the mansucripts are problemat ic (cf. v a n G r o n i n g e n 1933: 182-83) . T h e literature 
on the Slela of the Satrap is cons iderable (it is ment ioned in recent articles by Spal inger 1978a; 
Gocdicke 1985; and most recently Huss 1994a- see now the new suggest ions by Duvauche l l e forth
coming, w h o m I heartily thank for providing his manuscript; on a detail [kbnt vessels], cf. Darne l l 
1992: 73-78 [to the attestations of the word in d o c u m e n t s of the Saite-Persian period (p. 78) , add 
the Onnophris inscription in von Kanel 1980: 44, who translates it 'warships']]; the publ icat ion of 
the stela goes back to Brugsch in 1871 (reeditcd by K a m a l 1905: 168-71) T h e arguments over the 
date are old: Wilcken (1897: 85) already highlighted the weakness of s o m e aspects of Brugsch's ar
gument and thought thai K h a b b a b a s h must have c o m e after Xerxes; Spal inger thinks (following 
others) that "Xerxes" must be understood as Artaxerxes III and K h a b b a b a s h rebelled at the end of 
this Great King's reign (cf. a lso Michae l id i s 1943 :97 -99 and Bresciani 1958: 167). Spalinger's read
ings have been briskly contested by Ritner 1980, who thinks there is no reason to suppose that 
Khabbabash was a contemporary of Hsrys: an interpretation that is interesting b e c a u s e it demol 
ishes the historical a r g u m e n t for the identification of Xerxes as Artaxerxes III while at the s a m e 
time allowing a late date for K h a b b a b a s h ; Ritner's position has had many repercussions: cf. Ray 
1988: 271 n. 42 . G o e d i c k e (1985) p laces K h a b b a b a s h in the reign of Arses, specifically in the 
autumn of 336, so that it was Dar ius III who carried out the reconquest [s imi lar viewpoint in Huss 
1994a]]; in his opin ion , the word used is a metathesis of "Arses" in hieroglyphics. It is necessary to 
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state that the arguments between the Egyptologists bear on the most important c lauses , and that 
when all is said and d o n e it s e e m s that no o n e c a n answer such important quest ions as: Who is 
speaking? T o w h o m ? I a m thinking particularly of differences about the m e a n i n g of the phrase 
( concern ing this king a n d his eldest son) "expelled from his palace": for Spa l inger (1978a: 151-52) 
it is the clerics of Buto who pressed K h a b b a b a s h to drive Artaxerxes III and Arses out of Egypt for 
Ritner (1980) , the clerics of Buto let it be known that the god himself had already driven the king 
(Xerxes) and his son out of Egypt (this would refer to the pa lace of Horus , "the seat of the conten-
tion between Egypt and Persia"); finally, G o e d i c k e (1985: 4 1 - 4 2 ) thinks that the text refers to the 
murders of Arses "in his residence" (Susa or Persepolis) a n d his eldest s o n — h e n c e the very precise 
dates he assigns to Khabbabash's revolt ( a u t u m n of 336) and the reconquest by, for him, Darius HI 
( F e b r u a r y - M a r c h 336), p. 53: but why would the Egypt ian writers have referred to an event so dis
tant from their concerns? It s e e m s more logical to think that they are a l luding to a "fact" (?) t j ) a t 
took p lace in Egypt . I have no c o m p e t e n c e to participate in the ep igraphic a n d philological discus
sion; I will s imply indicate that, from the historical point of view, the Artaxerxes III (or Artaxerxes 
IV/Arses) theory appears m o r e comprehens ib l e than the Xerxes theory (would the fourth-century 
Egyptian pharaohs have d o n e nothing on behal f of Buto after Xerxes' confiscations?); but, at the 
s a m e t ime, the text is built on such a series o f repetitive motifs that it is difficult to place all of the 
episodes in t ime; this is why we hesitate, for example , to establish a direct relationship between the 
abduct ion of the sacred archives by Artaxerxes III ( D i o d o r u s X V I . 51.2) and their repatriation by 
Ptolemy (Stela), particularly because , according to D i o d o r u s , B a g o a s returned them to the priests 
for ransom. T h e t h e m e of the return of statues is so frequent in the official l iterature of the Ptole
m a i c period that it is difficult to distinguish what relates to the narrative genre in the text from what 
be longs to the area of Egypt ian ideological depict ions and Pto lemaic propaganda (neither of them 
with any particular interest in "historical accuracy"!) . Finally, I wonder whether it should not be 
suggested that, as in s o m e G r e e k texts, "Xerxes" had b e c o m e a generic term for the Egyptians (cf. 
Isocrates, Phil. 42 and the note by B r e m o n d , Isocrate, C U F , 4 [1962]: 30 n. 1). M o s t recently, using 
other arguments (from the chronographers) , Lloyd 1988b thinks that Artaxerxes III led another re
conques t o f Egypt , and Lloyd 1994: 3 4 4 - 4 5 , without rul ing out the other possibilities, suggests that 
K h a b b a b a s h might have reigned between the reconquest of Artaxerxes III (343 -342) and his recog
nition in Egypt—namely , 339-338: p. 359 n. 110. T o finish u p on this point, I will mention that the 
dat ing also bears a certain interest for the reconstruction of other aspects of Achaemenid history: 
(1) on relations between the G r e a t King a n d his son and thus on the date at which Xerxes, Arta
xerxes III, and even Arses/Artaxerxes IV recognized their oldest sons as crown prince (on the phrase 
"oldest son," cf. also c h a p . 13/2: "A Princ ip le of Primogeniture?," p. 520); (2) several authors think 
that the obstacles on the Egypt ian front might have affected Dar ius Ill's disposition in Asia Minor 
in 334 ( c h a p . 18/1: D a r i u s , His Satraps , and Alexander's L a n d i n g ( M a y - J u n e 334), pp. 818ff.).— 
Measures taken by Alexander in Egypt and A c h a e m e n i d continuities: cf. Harmatta 1963: 208-10 
and Bnrstein 1991 and 1994 ( a m o n g the recently publ i shed documents , we may note a Demotic 
graffito dating to Alexander that s eems to refer to a satrapal order and n a m e s one Pediese (Smith 
1988: 184 -86 ] ; perhaps this is Peteisis, who we know from Arrian [III.5.2] was m a d e "nomarch" by 
Alexander: cf. on this point Burstein 1994); we may also note that the personal names later testify 
to a Persian and Iranian diaspora in Egypt (cf. Huyse 1990b and 1991, where an overview of the 
famous Persai tes epigones will be found) , corresponding in part at least to the Iranian names found 
in the fifth century, not just in the A r a m a i c papyri but also in the D e m o t i c documents (cf. Smith 
1992b and Huyse 1992); we also know of Egypt ians who defected to the last Persian kings: cf. chap. 
18/3: E g y p t and the Egypt ians , pp. 858ff. 

10. From Arbela to Susa 
• "Achaemenid residence" near Sippar: we can follow the results of the explorations inNAPR 

4 (1989) and 7 (1991): cf. also Pons 1993 and G a s c h e 1995; Artaxerxes IPs bui ld ing projects at 
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Babylon: Stolper, C A M V I 2 : 259-60; on Babylon in this period, cf. also Schachermeyr 1970: 4 9 - 7 3 . 
The Achaemenid administrative system in Upper M e s o p o t a m i a is particularly difficult to uncover 
because, on the one h a n d , the data are very thin and, on the other, the vocabulary of the anc ient 
authors is rarely consistent (c f , for example , Tup l in 1991b: 51 -54 on Sittake in X e n o p h o n , and 
Helm 1980: 2 7 - 4 1 and 2 7 6 - 3 1 2 on the very elastic use of the word Assyria in the Class ica l authors: 
see Zadok 1984 for the cune i form sources in the Neo-Baby lon ian and Achaemenid periods): cf. 
the pages (to be used carefully) of Herzfeld 1968: 10ff; on the deported Ere tnans and C a r i a n s , cf. 
ibid., 11—12, as well as G r o s s o 1958 (where all the G r e e k materials will be found) , and Stolper 
j985a: 7 3 , 7 9 , 86 (cunei form sources: Hatru). T h e importance of Arbela is well established, in the 
Achaemenid period, by the role it played in 522-521 ( D B $33), its role in c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ( D A E 
67 [= A D 6]) , Dar ius Ill's leaving his b a g g a g e there (cf. Quintus Cur t ius IV9.9; IV. 16.9; V. 1.10; 
Diodorus XVII .64 .3 ; Arrian III. 15.5), and D a r i u s I's decis ion u p o n returning from the war against 
the Saka to dedicate the revenue from several villages to the m a i n t e n a n c e of the camel that had 
brought him back safe a n d s o u n d from the expedit ion (Strabo X V I . 1.3; Plutarch, A/ex. 31.7); on 
Assyria in the A c h a e m e n i d period, s ee most recently Kuhrt 1995. O n S u s a and S u s i a n a , cf. L e 
Rider 1965: 2 5 4 - 8 0 a n d Bouchar la t 1 9 9 0 a - b , as well as Joannes 1990b (publicat ion of tablets 
dated to an Artaxerxes; presence of many Egypt ians; ment ion of a treasurer, use of the word han
daka in a personal n a m e ) ; Lower Babylonia: on the "Sealand," cf. J o a n n e s 1990a: 177-78 (note) . 
On the hydraulic projects carried out by Alexander in Babylonia , cf. Briant 1986b, the m a i n con
clusions of which I repeat here , without rehashing the detai led argumentat ion in extenso (the b ib
liography will a lso be found there; I see no point in repeat ing it here; add the prudent correction 
of Boucharlat [1990a: 162] on irrigation agriculture in S u s i a n a ) ; I will add briefly that s ince then 
I have d iscovered—by a c h a n c e reading—that the Hellenist ic tradition is repeated by A m m i a n u s 
Marcell inus X X I V . 6 . 1 - 2 : as he descr ibes the work carried out by Trajan in redigging the N a r m a l -
cha ("royal river"), the author recalls that "once u p o n a t ime the Persians, fearing similar [military] 
operations [against t h e m ] blocked [the N a r m a l c h a ] with an e n o r m o u s mass of rock." Indepen
dently, H o g e m a n n 1985 proposed a radically different theory; throughout his book, he works out 
the idea of a structural antagon i sm and p e r m a n e n t hostilities between the Achaemenid authority 
and the Arabs of the north of the peninsula: in this framework, the works carried out by Alexander 
prove that the A c h a e m e n i d administrat ion no longer had the will to finish them (pp. 144-49) ; Al
exander's urbanizat ion policy provides addit ional proof of Arab aggression (149-58) , with Arabs 
regularly p lunder ing and pirating in A c h a e m e n i d Lower Babylonia (p. 155); the "Sea land" had 
been completely a b a n d o n e d to them by the G r e a t Kings , who were unable to deal with the danger 
(189-93); Alexander's vigor and his Arab project thus had to lead to a "Babylonian renewal" 
(p. 207: "Neuerschl ieBung Babyloniens") . It would take too long to respond point by point to all 
his arguments; I will content myself here with accent ing the methodolog ica l aspects. It is clear that 
the author believes he can use the Hellenist ic texts "as is," without ever examining the political-
ideological context of their creation. However, on the ev idence , the initiative for the offensive 
came from Alexander, b e c a u s e the Arabs were the only ones who had not hastened to send a n e m 
bassy to h im (Aristobulus a p u d Strabo X V I . 1.11)—that is, had not shown prior submiss ion to h im 
by sending delegates bear ing gifts (cf. Arrian VI . 15.5); under these conditions, all that can be in
ferred from Alexander's behavior c o m p a r e d with the Achaemenids ' is that the Arabs had mani 
fested the "same hostility," and Alexander had no choice but to respond. At any rate, it is entirely 
characteristic that the author (who has obviously not kept u p with the literature on the subjec t ) 
compares the "Arab danger" with the "danger" posed , according to h im (p. 155), by the C o s s e a n 
and Uxian mounta ineers , both of w h o m constituted a p e r m a n e n t threat to Babylonia: but the case 
of the Uxians and C o s s e a n s , to w h o m we shall soon return (chap. 16/11), shows precisely that the 
Hellenistic tales have led to the s a m e sort of misinterpretation, though reversing the poles of ag
gression. T h e author returns several t imes to earlier periods, when pretenders were supported from 
their bases in Lower Babylonia in their cha l lenge to the Neo-Assyrian or Neo-Babylonian kings: it 
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still remains to be proved that the s a m e held true in die Persian period, which is often suggested 
but never proved (see chap . 16/17 on Persian policy in the Persian G u l f ) . Bes ides , I observe that 
the view of contacts between "sedentary" and "nomadic" peoples e m e r g e s from a reductionist 
view (cf. Briant 1982a: 9 - 5 6 ; E p h c a l 1982; and most recently Fales 1989): that there were "infiltra
tions" of Arab populat ions in the A c h a e m e n i d period (as in other periods) c a n scarcely be doubted 
(cf. Z a d o k 1978, 1979), b u t they d o not necessarily prove that there was a state of permanent hos
tility: s o m e were settled in Babylonia under the hatru system (cf. S to lper 1985a: 78, 85-87; also 
Eph'a l 1982: 188-90); and concern ing the G e i r h e a n s , Aristobulus refers especial ly to their trading 
voyages to Babylonia (Strabo XVI .3 .3 ) , which on the contrary implies cooperat ive relations (see 
also remarks of Teixidor 1993: 290) . S o m e parts of southern Babylonia m a y have been under threat 
of marauders , as impl ied by tablets from the t ime of N a b o n i d u s , C y r u s , and C a m b y s e s bearing on 
troops ass igned to watch over distant pastures in the north (cf. J o a n n e s 1982: 179-83 , where the 
danger represented by the "mounta in br igands" nonetheless s eems to m e highly overrated), but it 
concerned local ized, c i rcumscr ibed dis turbances , qu i te different from the victorious general 
threat suggested by H o g e m a n n in Lower Babylonia (on this point, cf. also the critical remarks of 
Sal les 1990: 125-26) ; we no longer see that these Arabs had the ability to launch naval expeditions 
on the Tigris a n d E u p h r a t e s (Aristobulus [Strabo X V I . 3 . 3 ] s imply speaks of little raft-like boats). 
H o g e m a n n s interpretation looks like part of a predetermined discourse on the i m a g e of an Achae
menid authority that was m o r i b u n d and u n a b l e to deal with the threats weighing on it: I stress in 
particular that the theory of Babylonia's and Babylon's d e c a d e n c e at the end of the Achaemenid 
period will certainly be p o u n c e d u p o n by all those who over the last few years have demonstrated 
using cune i form evidence , that there was no such thing. Last , I will ment ion that recent work sup
ports my 1986 conclus ions: see first of all the noteworthy remark of J o a n n e s 1995: 194 n. 17: the 
katarrhaktai of the Tigr is were the "foremost waterworks known on this river"; next, in van der 
Spek 1992: 238 n. 15, a list o f occurrences of Pal lukatu/Pal lacopas in the astronomical tablets 
A D R T B , repeated by van der S p e k 1994: 17-18: examinat ion of tablets dated 333, 329, 325 on wa
terworks m a i n t e n a n c e , c o m p a r e d with the C las s i ca l texts I e x a m i n e in the text; besides, these very 
tablets (ADRTB nos. - 3 3 2 , - 3 2 8 , - 3 2 6 ) are ment ioned by Slotsky 1993 (pp. 233 -34 ) in the coutse 
of a discussion (pp. 2 3 1 - 5 1 ) of variations in the level of the Euphrate s in the astronomical tab
lets—which imply the existence of what we might call a sort of "Euphratometer" at Babylon. 

• O n the Babylonian sources under the last Grea t Kings, see Kuhrt 1987a, van Driel 1987, and 
Stolper, C A H V I 2 : 2 3 4 - 3 5 , on the astronomical tablets (publ ished by S a c h s and H u n g e r 1988), cf. 
the already cited Bernard 1990b, Slotsky 1993, and van der Spek 1993a, 1994; it is obvious that the 
unequa l distribution of the sources through t ime must not lead us to risky historical conclusions 
of the "statistical" type (cf. appropriate remarks a l o n g these lines by M a c E w a n 1983 on Kish; 
Beau l i eu 1989b on Agade; and van der S p e k 1992 on S ippar) ; an exhaustive treatment of the sub
ject would require profound knowledge of the Babylonian materials from the Achaemenid and 
S e l e u c i d periods (which I do not have) , to the extent that analyses carried out for the beginning of 
the S e l e u c i d period often allow us to trace continuit ies with the end of the Achaemenid period: 
cf., for example , the articles by Kuhrt , Sherwin-White , and van der S p e k gathered in Kuhrt and 
Sherwin-White 1987, as well as Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1994 and the analyses by Stolper 1989a, 
1993, and 1994a and the m o r e recent work of van der Spek; administrat ion of the temples at the 
beg inn ing of the S e l e u c i d period ( c o m p a r e d with the A c h a e m e n i d period): cf., e.g., M a c E w a n 
1981, B e a u l i e u 1989c, and Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1991; on the C h a l d e a n s , cf. van der Spek 
1992: 2 3 6 - 4 3 ; the author, pp. 2 4 1 - 4 2 , also gives a transl i terat ion/translat ion/commentary for an 
interesting tablet dated 308-307: traditional organizat ion of the E b a b b a r of S ippar , with its lands, 
its satammu, in the context of a dispute with the treasurer of Babylon; on continuit ies of Babylo
nian religious practices and thought patterns: cf. the texts publ i shed by Nougayrol 1947 and Labat 
1960, as well as the remarks of J o a n n e s 1992c, prob lem of Anu: cf. Kuhrt 1987a: 151 (but the link 
speculatively suggested with Artaxerxes l i s reform does not appear obviotis to m e ) , as well as 
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Stolper 1990b: 561, B e a u l i e u 1992: 54 -60 and 1993b: 4 8 - 4 9 . O n the near-absence of "Greco 
Persian" scenes in the S u s a impress ions , cf. Amiet 1972b: 285 (quotat ion in the text). T h e Persian 
diaspora, which was certainly s izable in Babylonia , is nonetheless poorly known: cf. the e l ements 
gathered (for the period 4 8 2 - 3 3 1 ) by Z a d o k 1977: 9 6 - 1 0 7 (but mos t of the material dates to the 
fifth century; cf. p. 106); the author (p. 91) says that the n u m b e r of people with Iranian n a m e s or 
patronymics tends to increase throughout the A c h a e m e n i d period, but a reading of his work does 
not tend to prove this formally, even if the as sumpt ion does s e e m logical (cf. also Stolper 1987: 
393-95 and 1992b: 126: n a m e s of several Persians or Iranians who owned lands in Babylonia at the 
end of the fifth century: Mitratu, Artasata, S p i t a m a s ; also Stolper 1992b, the examples quoted by 
Dandamaev 1983: 1 3 7 - 4 0 , and now the synthesis in D a n d a m a e v 1992a, on which see Stolper 
]994b); for S u s a , cf. the publ icat ion of the t o m b by M o r g a n 1905 (Persian jewelry), a tomb whose 
date has just been p u s h e d back to the end of the fifth century by J.-A. G . Elayi 1992a; we may add 
several mentions of magi in the tablets: D a n d a m a e v and Livshits 1988 (with the remarks of 
Schmitt 1990b) and D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 166-67 . Babylonian seals: see remarks by Kuhrt 1987c: 
50-51 (where further b ib l iographic references will be found); s o m e Babylonian data on n a m e s 
and personal n a m e s are taken from Z a d o k 1977; all the others are drawn from the rich analysis of 
Brcgstein 1993, particularly pp. 2 1 8 - 3 8 (I veTy heartily thank the author for sending m e a copy of 
his dissertation); on Be l sunu: Kuhrt (1987a: 153-54) asks whether he might not b e a "Babylo-
nized" Persian: but his patronymic would s e e m to rule out this suggest ion; on the theory a b o u t An-
tibelus of S u s a , I note in pass ing that the use of the d o u b l e n a m e is known in Se leuc id Babylonia: 
cf. Sherwin-White 1983 (cf. p p . 2 1 3 - 1 4 on Babylon ian usage) ; this practice (known in Egypt: cf. 
Briant 1988a: 160-61) could explain the case of D a t a m e s / T a r k u m a w a : cf. a theory a long these 
lines in L e m a i r e 1989a: 149 and 1991c: 2 0 4 - 5 . "Babylonization" of the dynasty (see already c h a p . 
15/8 above on Anahita/Istar): on the "Babylonian" c o n c u b i n e s of Artaxerxes I and the prob lem 
posed by Ctesias's vocabulary, cf. Briant 1990b: 54 a n d n. 30; the word "Babylonization," which 
tends to find its context in a recurring view of "decadence" (e.g., Athenaeus X I I . 5 3 0 d ) , mus t be 
wielded with caution: we may recall for e x a m p l e that at a date when we recognize that the por
traits on royal co ins were individual ized, Babe lon (1910: II .2: 50) c la ims to recognize D a r i u s II by 
"his big Semi t i c [sic!] nose," stressing (by way of "explanation") that the king was born of a Baby
lonian woman; cf. conversely (and equal ly ideologized) his description of the "portrait" of C y r u s 
the Younger (ibid., 51 -52 ) ; such postulates stir unpleasant m e m o r i e s (cf. R T P 2 6 5 - 7 6 ) . O f course 
these bad habits d o not ipso facto c o n d e m n the word "Babylonization," but its content remains 
nebulous and fickle. O n Bel and N i n u s on D a r i u s Ill's chariot: as ide from the brief, unc lear re
marks of Boyce (1982: 2 8 7 - 8 8 ) , the only c o m m e n t a r y I know is by Harmat ta (1978: 3 1 7 - 1 8 ) , who 
draws from it a straightforward conc lus ion on the c h a n g e in A c h a e m e n i d monarch ic ideology: 
"This fact proves that from Artaxerxes II on (who was of half-Babylonian origin, and under w h o m 
the golden eagle first appeared) , O l d Persian royal ideology underwent s o m e c h a n g e s a n d was 
adopted to Babylon ian ideas m o r e than before. T h e A c h a e m e n i d family tree was enlarged with Ni
nus and Be lus , and the Babylonian royal s tandard, representing the eag le Anzu with outspread 
wings, was adopted as the royal e m b l e m of the Old Persian G r e a t King." T h i s is an interesting sug
gestion, but it runs up against s o m e serious object ions: (1) It is based (more or less implicitly) on 
the belief that Artaxerxes IPs act rested on an ass imilat ion between Anahita and Istar, which ap
pears to m e far from obvious (cf. chap . 15/8), (2) I a m not certain that Quintus Curt ius's informa
tion should be considered a "fact" (on Berossus's inf luence on D i o d o r u s and Quintus C u r t i u s , cf. 
Schnabel 1923: 35 -66 ; a n d , on Berossus's purposes , the fundamental consideration by Kuhrt 
1987c); (3) as for the royal s tandard, it s e e m s to m e that Nylander's (1983) investigation o f the Mo
saic of Naples leads us to s ee in it the attestation of persistent Iranian (Persian) traditions rather 
than the introduction of Assyro-Babylonian traditions [ a t any rate, s ee now the remarks a long 
these lines of Nylander 1993: 151, who, without citing Harmatta's article, thinks that Quintus C u r 
tius was confused a n d that N i n u s and Bel actually represented A h u r a - M a z d a a n d Mithra , the 
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eagle be ing known as a specifically A c h a e m e n i d e m b l e m ; cf. also his note 67, p. 158]). In the same 
vein, I will m a k e two addit ional remarks: (1) Accord ing to S ims-Wi l l iams (1991: 182-83) , the fes
tival in honor of Mithra could have been created "in imitation of the Babylonian festival in honor 
of Samas"; (2) the texts of Ctes ias (Persica §ZI) and Aelian ( V H XIII .7 ) might attest to the perse
verance (at any rate likely and logical) of pre-Achaemenid royal rituals in Babylonia (cf. Macgin-
nis 1987b). O n Arrian VII .24 .3 and the nomos persikos, cf. a lso a long these lines Smel ik 1978-79-
107; on the S a c a e a , cf. L a n g d o n 1924 and L a b a t 1939: 9 8 - 1 0 2 ; cf. also Briant 1991a: 3 -4 ; Labat 
(1939: 102) doubts that this Babylonian festival could b e confused with the N e w Year; cf. also Bot-
tero 1978: 17, who is reserved about the possibility of identifying it with the substitute king ritual 
on this, see more clearly Parpola 1983: xxxi (on Berossus: the author thinks on the contrary that 
D i o Chrysos tom IV.66-68 does refer to the substitute king ritual); on the S a c a e a , see most recently 
Boyce and G r e n e t 1991: 2 9 0 - 9 2 (but the suggested interpretation does not really take into account 
the Baby lon ian traditions on the matter); on the N e w Year festival and the policy (falsely) attrib
uted to Xerxes concern ing it, cf. the proof by A. Kuhrt in Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1987a: 73-76. 

JI. The Great King, Alexander, and the Peoples of the Zagros Mountains 
• O n the roads and routes between S u s a and Persepolis , see R T P 163-68; Mostafavi I960; Hal

lock 1977; and K o c h 1986. O n the point discussed here, I refer to my proof in Briant 1976 (with 
the critical remarks of Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg and van der Vliet, Bi'Or 3 6 / 1 - 2 [1979]: 119-21; cf. 
also R T P 2 0 6 - 7 on M a d a t e s in Briant 1982b: 5 7 - 1 1 2 . T h e interpretation is adopted by, e.g., Bou-
charlat 1990a: 162-63; it is ignored by Bad ian 1985: 4 4 1 - 4 2 note, but referred to more explicitly 
in Bad ian 1994, even though his chronologica l reconstruction ought to have led h i m to examine 
more closely what he calls (deliberately) without differentiation "the Uxian interlude" (p. 279); it 
is qui te strange that the author (who, moreover, on p. 287 acknowledges Uxian assessments on the 
G r e a t King) has not understood (cf. notes 4 0 - 4 1 ) that the entire ep i sode makes sense only if we 
recognize two Uxian populat ions and two battles (as I proved in Briant 1976, repeated in RTP— 
an article a lso unknown to Bosworth 1980a quoted by B a d i a n , but quoted and accepted in Bos-
worth 1988: 8 9 - 9 0 ) . O n E l y m e a n s and E lymais (and its sanctuar ies ) , cf. Hol leaux 1968: 255ff. and 
B o y c e and G r e n e t 1991: 4 0 - 4 8 (with s o m e guesses , p. 40); on the C a d u s i a n s , the sources are col
lected by G . Meyer , R E S u p p l . 7 (1940): 316-17; cf. a lso S y m e 1988 (not too useful); the theory 
on m o n o m a c h y was already presented in brief in Briant 1976: 239 n. 103. [ T h e stories of relations 
between Alexander and the Uxians have recently been restudied by Atkinson 1994: 68-83, who 
disagrees with s o m e of my interpretations; the book reached m e too late to be discussed here; I 
shall return to it elsewhere.]] 

12. Persepolis, Pasargadae, and Persia 
• O n the roads, cf. R T P 163-68, where comple te b ib l iographic references will be found. Alex

ander at Persepolis and Pasargadae: cf. R T P 3 8 4 - 4 0 3 , Wiesehofer 1994a: 2 3 - 4 9 , and chap. 18/2 
below; Persian demography: Briant 1987a: 2 1 - 2 2 ; fourth-century work at Persepolis: cf. Calmeyer 
1990a; t o m b of Artaxerxes III: S c h m i d t 1970: 102-7, and the c o m m e n t a r i e s of R o a f 1983: 128 and 
C a l m e y e r 1990a: 12-13 (on the n u m b e r of delegates , s ee also the remarks of Borchhardt 1993b, to 
be c o m p a r e d with those of C a l m e y e r 1990a: 12); on the incomple te tomb, cf. K l e i s s a n d Calmeyer 
1975 ( t ime of Artaxerxes II) and C a l m e y e r 1990a: 11 -12 (Dar ius III?, with h u g e doubts). \ will 
make three addit ional remarks on this matter: (1) It is somet imes suggested that the reliefs on Arta
xerxes Ill's tomb attest to the "decadence" of A c h a e m e n i d artistic traditions; but if, in effect, they 
are nothing m o r e than copies of the reliefs on Dar ius I's tomb, the concept of "decadence' seems 
particularly inappropriate in this area (cf. the remarks of C a l m e y e r 1990a: 13); the idea seems to 
go back to Herzfeld's highly "Alexandrocentric" interpretations, on which see the critical remarks 
of Root 1994: 17; (2) s imilar reflections have often been offered on the "deplorable" syntax of the 
last royal inscriptions; I a m not c o m p e t e n t to part ic ipate in this debate; I will s imply remark, on 
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the one hand, that accord ing to s o m e authors ( L e c o q 1974a: 6 0 - 6 1 ; Mayrhofer 1974: 109), knowl
edge of the l anguage of the inscriptions had been deteriorating s ince Xerxes , and on the other, that 
in at least one case what has long been held to be a syntactic mistake by the royal authors actually 
came from a wrong read ing on the part of m o d e r n epigraphers , who then spoke of "barbarism" (cf. 
Benveniste 1954- 309): cf. now Steve 1987: 98 and L e c o q 1990b on the false "paradise" mA2Sd; 
(3) we no longer discern "negative" c h a n g e in the royal images on the siculi and darics dated be
tween Artaxerxes III and D a r i u s HI, even if these late co ins are obviously not free of variation (as 
after all has been the case s ince Dar ius I): mos t recently Alram 1993. O n the Greek kurtas of Per
sepolis: I have long been directing attention to these texts (without m u c h effect, I must admit ) : cf. 
in particular R T P 329 n. 161; on Arrian VI . 29.7 a n d its compar i son with the facts in the tablets, cf. 
chap. 2/9, pp. 9 5 - 9 6 . O n the nonexis tence of a satrapy at the t ime of the tablets, cf. chap . 11/10: 
Parnaka, Persia, and D a r i u s , pp . 466ff.; on Ariobarzanes ' title, cf. also the doubts of T u p l i n 1987b: 
115, and the caut ion of Lewis 1977: 9; somewhat confused presentation by Petit 1990: 212 -13 (I 
do not see the basis for Berve [II no. 115] to m a k e this Ariobarzanes the son of Artabazus, nor why 
he thinks that Ariobarzanes might have joined his father close to Dar ius [cf. Arrian III .23.7]: 
Quintus Curt ius clearly says that this person died soon after in battle: V 4 . 3 4 ) ; on relations be
tween Persia and the lands of the Persian Gulf , cf. chap . 16/17, p p . 758ff. O n the status of the 
plains Uxians, the basic text is Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s V.3.16 (cf. R T P 162-63): the exemption from trib
ute is granted when the c o n q u e r o r Alexander might have imposed i t—which leaves open the hy
pothesis that it was already the rule in the A c h a e m e n i d period. O n e final remark: the exile of 
Persepolis architects to India , as suggested by Whee ler 1974, is based on very debatab le indica
tions: Nylander 1988. 

13. From Persepolis to Ecbatana 
• On the M e d i a n royal s tud f a r m s , cf. R T P 3 5 4 - 5 6 (and on the Suda's surpr i s ing note on 

Nisaean horses [ c o m i n g from the Persian G u l f ] , cf. Goukowsky 1974: 136 n. 104); on Nisaya: the 
word may be used as a personal n a m e : NesSya, that is, someth ing a long the order of "the N i s a e a n " 
(DAE 46 [= B M A P 5] l ines 16-17, where Atarfarna, son of NesSya , is called a M e d e ) . S trabo 
XI. 13.7 stresses the exce l l ence of the " M e d i c grass" that nourishes horses the best; it is general ly 
identified as c o m m o n alfalfa; perhaps it m a y be identified in the Iranian word (borrowed into 
Akkadian) aspastu, but the translation 'alfalfa' is not absolutely certain: cf. Jursa 1993 and D o n b a z 
and Stolper 1993. M e d e s in the Babylonian tablets: cf. Z a d o k 1977: 112-13 and D a n d a m a e v 
1992a: 153-56. O n the word eparchy in the Hellenist ic texts, cf. B i c k e r m a n 1938: 197-99, 203 and 
chap. 16/8 above (but in D B $32, dahyu s e e m s to have the m e a n i n g 'people' instead: L e c o q 1990a: 
133-34, who e m p h a s i z e s that Kent's translation 'district' is erroneous) . M e d i a in the Persepolis 
tablets (many of them still unpub l i shed) , see Vallat 1993: 161-62 and K o c h 1993a: 12-14 . T h e ad
jective ateikhistos appl i ed by Polybius (X.27 .6 ) to the town of E c b a t a n a as opposed to the m a n -
made citadel (akra) "admirably constructed and fortified" merits a few remarks: for one thing, the 
same word, ateikhistos, is used by Polycleitus about S u s a (Strabo XV.3.2) , which obviously does 
not mean there were no walls in S u s a but instead refers to walls that hold u p terraces, walls "that 
on the inside scarcely projected above the occupat ion level" (Bouchar la t 1990a: 150). — S u s a , 
which like E c b a t a n a had an acropol is (Strabo XV. 3.2; D iodorus X I X . 4 8 . 7 ) ; besides , a passage from 
Aelian ( V H VII .8) deserves to be quoted , b e c a u s e he says that, after the death of Haephes t ion , Al
exander "destroyed the acropol is of E c b a t a n a and knocked down its walls {teikhe)"; Plutarch [Pel. 
34.2; Alex. 72.3) refers only to throwing down the batt lements; the word used by Ael ian (perikeiro) 
could well be an a l lus ion (in the form of a p u n ) to a debated m e a s u r e taken (it appears ) by Alex
ander, to cut the m a n e and tail of the horses a n d m u l e s "as a sign of mourning"; taking into a c 
count the m a n y versions of this ep i sode that were c irculat ing, Arrian (VII. 14.4) reports that s o m e 
said Alexander even shaved (keirasthai) his own head completely; it is in this critical passage that 
lie describes the order for "the t emple of Asclepius at E c b a t a n a to be razed to the ground" 
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( $ 1 4 . 5 ^ ) ; perhaps we ought not bother to inquire too closely into the identity of this god, since Ar 
rian rejects this tradition, which, he says, better fits Xerxes' destructions, a n d which perhaps was 
constructed out of the arrival of a delegat ion from E p i d a u r u s to w h o m the king entrusted "a votive 
offering to take back to Asclepius" (14.6-0-, to his sanctuary in E p i d a u r u s ) ; finally it is clear that the 
story has b e e n intertwined with that of G l a u c i a s , the physician put to death for not saving Hae 
phestion (on these contradictory traditions, cf. Heckel 1992: 8 7 - 9 1 ) . In short, all we have is Poly, 
bius's descript ion, which m u s t correspond by a n d large to A c h a e m e n i d E c b a t a n a — w h i c h in any 
case archaeology has not revealed to us: H a m a d a n has never been systematically excavated; all we 
have is a little ev idence from temporary, l imited expedit ions (cf. C h e v a l i e r 1989), and all the 
Achaemenid- type objects (tableware in part icular) that supposedly c o m e from H a m a d a n (by way 
of c landest ine digging and antiquit ies dealers) cannot be considered authent ic (see especially 
Muscare l la 1980: 3 1 - 3 5 ) ; quite recently ( s u m m e r 1994) rumors c irculated in the press of archae
ological discoveries in the town of H a m a d a n [ a n d a recent visit to the site, April 1995, confirmed 
that del iberate excavations were currently underway]). Rock-cut tombs have also been found in 
M e d i a dat ing to the Hellenist ic period that demonstrate A c h a e m e n i d inf luence in the region (cf, 
presentation and discuss ion in Boyce and G r e n e t 1991: 9 4 - 1 0 6 ) : perhaps these are the tombs that 
were p lundered by Alexander's generals (Arrian VI . 27.4) . O n Behis tun and its names , cf, Bernard 
I9S0. Babylonian tablets from the t ime of D a i i u s II at E c b a t a n a : Sto lper 1990c: 164-71; see also 
Joannes 1990b: in one of the Babylonian tablets from S u s a publ ished by the author (no. I; p. 177), 
dated to an Artaxerxes, one of the parties asks the other "to give h im the maidservant Sammandu 
as wife by br ing ing her from E c b a t a n a to Susa" (on the MurasQ texts from S u s a , see Stolper 
1992c); ADRBT no. - 3 6 9 : Stolper, C A H V I 2 : 239. Khorassan road: see Briant 1984b: 36-40; Cas
pian Gates: Bosworth 1980a: 3 3 4 - 3 5 and Bernard 1994b: 483 and n. 11-12 . T h e "special" size of 
the M e d i a n contingents in Dar ius Ill's army, as suggested by Voge l sang (1992: 229-34 ) , appears to 
m e based on c ircular reasoning, which grants disproport ionate value to the testimony (which at 
any rate is far from clear) of Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s 111.2.4-9. O n the "syllogos o f M e d e s and Persians," 
cf. Briant 1994e: 286-91 (where I recall other possible but , in my opin ion , less convincing inter
pretations than the one chosen here; in any event, it mus t not be forgotten that the death of Bessus 
gave rise to a large n u m b e r of versions in Antiquity) . 

14. From Ecbatana to the Halys 

* I d o not understand why Petit 1990: 205 n. 421 disal lows Ctesias 's ev idence on Ariaramnes; 
as for his attempts (pp. 2 0 7 - 8 ) to deny the existence of a satrapy of C a p p a d o c i a in the time of Da
rius III, they are d o o m e d to failure: cf. his very strange argument , p. 208 n. 429. T h e historical 
geography of C a p p a d o c i a and A r m e n i a presents m a n y prob lems , several of which still appear in
s u r m o u n t a b l e even today: on C a p p a d o c i a cf., for e x a m p l e , Planhol 1981; on Achaemenid Arme
nia, Tiratsian's 1981 article is not useless, b u t he nonetheless adds little on the specific conditions 
of the country under A c h a e m e n i d d o m i n i o n (cf. pp . 153-54 on the V a n region); we also have the 
work of Hewsen 1983 (cf. p. 142 on Van) , who calls s o m e of his own reconstructions "speculative 
(p. 143); cf. also Hewsen 1984, Schottky 1989: 4 - 4 3 (Atropatene M e d i a and Greater Armenia ata 
later t ime), Boyce-Grenet 1991: 6 9 - 8 4 , and the recent article of Z i m a n s k y 1995 (continuities with 
Urartu); on the status of Armenia , see also the remarks of O s b o r n e 1973: 518-22; on the route of 
the royal road in these regions, see most recently C h a u m o n t 1986-87; Iranian personal names in 
C a p p a d o c i a , cf. especial ly Robert 1963: 433ff.; see also the interesting G r e e k - A r a m a i c inscription 
of Agaca K a l e (cf. L o z a c h m e u r 1975), publ i shed by C u m o n t 1905c: a funerary inscription in 
honor o f the "legitimate (faithful) satraps , O r o m a n e s son of Ariuces , a n d A m i c e s , bis dear son ; 
Lipiriski (1975: 197-208) relates this Ariaces to the person by the s a m e n a m e who in 332-331 led 
the C a p p a d o c i a n contingents to D a r i u s 111 (Arrian III .8 .5); the Ariaces of the inscription, under 
this theory, was perhaps the son o f the c o m m a n d e r of 331 (the Aramaic text gives Ariaces II the 
title "satjrap of Arjmenia": Lipinski 1975: 2 0 0 - 2 0 3 ) ; on the spread of A r a m a i c , cf. also Dupont-
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Sornmer 1948. O n the cults, see the ev idence cited in chap. 16/6 above (in Cataon ia and C a p p a -
, c j a l l r e g i o n s near and far), as well as R e i n a c h 1905 (Acil isene); Boyce 1982: 2 7 4 - 7 5 ; and Boyce 

and Grenet 1991: 2 6 2 - 3 0 4 . Achaemenid- type objects in Co lch i s : Tsetskhladze 1992b, 1993/94, 
and 1994; R e h m 1993. E u m e n e s of C a r d i a and Perdiccas against Ariarathe of C a p p a d o c i a : R T P 
J5ff • on Alexander's activities beyond the Halys, Arrian 11.4.2 is clearly erroneous (cf. Boswortb 
1980a- 189); s e e m part icular Appian's doubts (Mith. 2.8), thinking that Alexander "left in p lace 
the leaders of these peoples , on the condit ion that they pay tribute, because he was forced to 
march against Darius"; even if we accept Appian's idea, it is clear that Ariarathe never paid tribute 
(cf Diodorus XVIII . 16.2); I wonder whether Abis tamenes /Sabic tas didn't s imply receive the c o m 
mand of C a t a o n i a (the border area between C a p p a d o c i a and Ci l ic ia: chap . 16/6), a region that Al
exander had to cross; on the satraps n a m e d by Alexander, see also Anson 1988; Persian generals ' 
coins at S inope: Harrison 1982b; R e i n a c h (1890: 1-8) saw Ariarathe as a descendant of what he 
calls "a dynasty of tyrants" installed at C i u s in Mysia dur ing fourth-century disturbances; but while 
the existence of a large Persian family endowed with lands around C i u s c a n scarcely be doubted 
(cf Sekunda 1988a: 180-81) , the i n d e p e n d e n c e of their "principality" in the Achaemenid period 
is deduced from late texts, which tend to qualify (by ant ic ipat ion) as "hereditary k ingdoms" certain 
satrapies or subdistrict?- cf in part icular D iodorus XV9fl % ("Great Satraps ' Revolt") and XVr .90 .2 
(death of Ariobarzanes , s u c c e e d e d by his son Mithradates) ; it s e e m s clear that here and there Di
odorus (XX. 111.4) d e p e n d s on the C a p p a d o c i a n royal l egend, to whose publ icat ion he h imse l f 
strongly contributed ( X X X I . 19.1-5): s ee the analysis of Meyer 1879: 3 1 - 3 8 , and c h a p . 3/4 above .— 
The results of Armenian excavations and of the pottery analyses ment ioned (selectively) in the text 
are presented in detail by S u m m e r s 1993 (with bibl iography); see ibid. p. 86 on the site of Argisti-
hinili, where the E l a m i t e tablets were discovered; they were initially interpreted (Diakonoff and 
Jankowska 1990) as a tale from the Gilgamesh Epic; but one of the editors (Diakonoff, p. 103) had 
first thought it might be an "administrative or business letter": this is exactly what K o c h 1993b 
shows—I repeat his conc lus ions briefly here (very heartily thanking the author for send ing m e his 
article in proof [ b u t see now Vallat 1995!] ) . A m o n g the 8000 s tamped bul las found at Artasat, sev
eral bear "Greeo-Persian"-inspired scenes , inc luding a s c e n e of prisoners lined u p [Root , DATA 
Feb. 1993: 13 ] , a Behistun-type i m a g e also found on an inscribed royal seal (SA 3/>) and a Baby
lonian seal [pers. c o m m . , M . Sto lper and L . Bregste in]; on the Artasat bullas, s ee now Khatcha-
trian forthcoming and M a n u k i a n forthcoming, about which I know thanks to M . F. B o u s s a c . T h e 
Persepolis-type c o l u m n bases were recently found at the site o f B e n j a m i n ; the fifth-fourth century 
"is the date of the foundat ion on the hill of a large rectangular palace": Ter and Martirossov 1994. 
On workshops for Achaemenid-sty le pottery in A r m e n i a , cf. Mel ik ian-Chirvani 1993: 125-27. 

1 5 . From Ecbatana to Cyropolis 
• To avoid filling the text with mult ip le , mass ive references to the ancient texts, I have chosen 

on the one hand to quote Arrian primarily (to the extent that he is not contradicted by other 
evidence), and on the other to refer the reader to existing overviews of the satraps and satrapies 
(Berve I, Seibert 1985, Voge l sang 1992: 2 1 9 - 4 4 ; cf. also the inventory in Dobbins 1984); besides, I 
have already touched elsewhere on several prob lems treated here (cf. Briant 1982b: 181-234; 
1984b; and 1987a: 6 - 1 1 ) : I will not automatical ly refer to them, except in discussions where my 
point of view has c h a n g e d or on which new and /or different points of view have been suggested 
meanwhile (on the sanctuary of Takht-i S a n g i n and the treasury of the O x u s , cf. the recent publ i 
cation of Pitschikjan 1992, which I received too late to discuss its interpretations; I note that the au
thor's theses are discussed by Rapin 1992b, and strongly contested by Bernard 1994a, 1994b: 5 0 7 -
9, as well as Koch 1993c (who suggests see ing here a res idence of the A c h a e m e n i d satrap); satrapies 
of the Iranian Plateau in the Persepolis tablets: K o c h 1993a: 2 2 - 3 5 [ a n d G i o v a n a z z o 1994b] ; 
finally, I have not tried to ment ion all of the chronological and/or topographic problems posed by 
Alexander's c a m p a i g n s in eastern Iran: on this point (to restrict myself to recent references, where 
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the earlier literature will be found) , I refer basical ly to Bernard 1982 (replying to Bosworth 1981 on 
the M a r g i a n a prob lem) , Seiberl 1985, F i scher 1987, Bosworth 1988: 106-19; also Bosworth 1995 
(received at the last m o m e n t ) . Excavat ions at Kandahar and Dahan- i G h u l a m a n , cf Geni to 1986b 
and Voge l sang 1992: 255-57, 260 -67 . O n Peithon's position at E c b a t a n a and the strategos of the 
Upper Satrapies , see Bengtson 1964,1: 176-86 and II: 7 9 - 8 9 , as well as Briant 1990b: 4 8 - 5 1 ; Vogel-
sang (1992: 240) thinks that Bessus (in the northwest) and Barsaenties (southeast) are the two main 
representatives of A c h a e m e n i d authority on the p lateau, and c o m p a r e s the situation in 522 (Ds-
darsi and Vivana); on the posit ions of Bessus and Barsaentes , cf. also Briant 1984b: 7 1 - 7 4 . On the 
boundary between eastern Bactria and S o g d i a n a , cf. the suggest ions of Bernard 1975: 67-69; on the 
administrative unit Bactr ia -Sogdiana , see the thoughts of Bernard 1990a: 26; like Bactra, Mara-
canda inc luded an official satrapal res idence {basileia tes Sogdirmon khoras; Arrian III.30.6); be
sides, accord ing to Arrian (IV. 15.7-0'), when Alexander returned to S o g d i a n a he wished to punish 
those a m o n g the inhabitants who had refused to obey "the satrap set over them by" him: doubtless 
referring to Artabazus (1V.16.3), who s o m e t ime earlier had been m a d e satrap in Bactra (IV15.5) 
or possibly to a subsatrap residing at M a r a c a n d a . O n the s ignif icance of Alexander's offensive in the 
context of relations between A c h a e m e n i d Bactria and the Saka: cf. Briant 1982b: 203-30: my inter
pretation has been accepted , basically, by Holt 1988: 52ff; P. Bernard (1990a: 22 -25 ) . on the other 
hand, has expressed reservations about it, writing "that the participation of the n o m a d s in the anti-
M a c e d o n i a n revolt was more than o n c e dictated by the lure of plunder (Arrian IV. 16.4-7; 17.7)": 
but, exactly, does Arrian's evidence on the "natural" aggressiveness of the Saka have to be taken at 
face value? T h i s is what I (like Holt) doubt; nor have Bloedow's counterarguments 1991a—b done 
any m o r e to convince m e . O n Pazyryk, see most recently Hiebert 1992, who stresses thai the tombs 
publ i shed by R u d e n k o in 1953 are, after the latest excavation campa igns , a m o n g hundreds of kur-
gans that al low us to define a "Pazyryk culture" based in a s e m i - n o m a d i c lifestyle that may be lo
cated mostly in the fifth century; technical analyses ( B o h m e r and T h o m p s o n 1991) have shown 
that the famous carpets were not imports but were local handcrafts: " T h e parallels with the Greek 
and A c h a e m e n i d style a n d iconography are variants o f the local style rooted in long-term interac
tion with Central Asia" (p. 127); on the s a m e subject , see the special n u m b e r of Source (Notes in 
the History of Art) 10/4 (1991) dedicated to Pazyryk, especially the article by J . Lerner, who con
ducts a very detai led iconographic analysis of the Pazyryk carpet and also conc ludes that it was lo
cally m a d e , by which she m e a n s it was not a product that c a m e from Pesepolis workrooms (or 
another great imperial center); rather, she thinks that, whatever its date , the carpet might come 
from workrooms "in Bactria or S o g d i a n a , where the A c h a e m e n i d artistic koine had penetrated and 
been adapted to local taste" (p. 12); this theory (which goes hand in hand with the investigation of 
local creation of objects with A c h a e m e n i d workmanship: e.g., Francfort 1975; Root 1991, 1994; 
Mel ikian-Chirvani 1993) fits well into the picture I a m trying to draw of these interchanges be
tween the east-oriental satrapies and the world of the steppes of Trans-Iaxartes (on the identification 
of Cyropol i s and other A c h a e m e n i d towns of the Syr Darya , cf. Bernard 1990a: 28 -29) . Saka in the 
Babylonian hatrus-.cl D a n d a m a e v 1979, 1992a: 159-62; Z a d o k 1977: 120-24. O n the hyparchs, cf. 
R T P 2 4 1 - 4 7 and Briant 1984b: 8 1 - 8 8 , which I repeat here with ( somet imes significant) modifica
tion of certain interpretations (on the word hyparch in Arrian, cf. the important analysis by Bertrand 
1974): the compar i son on pp. 8 5 - 8 6 of the syllogos of Bactr ian hyparchs with the "syllogos of Medes 
and Persians" (Arrian IV.7.3) must be a b a n d o n e d , for reasons impl ied by the analysis in chap. 16/13 
above; syllogos = p lace of assembly, cf. Widengren 1956: 157ff. and Petit 1990: 133-36; on *han-
daisa, cf. D a n d a m a e v 1992a: 18. T h e theory of large A c h a e m e n i d military regions (four of them, 
o n e of them b e i n g the U p p e r Satrapies) goes b a c k to Meyer , repeated by Bengtson 1964, III: 176-
77: cf. Briant 1990b: 50-51 (but the support found in Diodorus XVI . 50.8 mus t be kept in perspec
tive for reasons already presented in the Research Notes to chap . 15/8: " T h e Imperial Realm, 
pp. lOOlf): on Quintus Curt ius VII . 11.29, cf. R'i'P 2 4 2 - 4 3 , and on the m e a n i n g of attrihuere/attri-
butio see the important article of Bernard 1990 (esp. p. 157: "Attribution is only one of the means 
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allowing the e lements of the E m p i r e to be hierarcbized") , who suggests (n. 177) a completely jus
tified comparison with Persian pract ice (cf. Briant 1985b); for all these reasons, the doubts ex-

ressed by Tupl in 1987c: 185 do not appear to m e to be fully justified, even though he is correct in 
stressing the uncertainty of the sources; on the Persians in Bactria and Bactrians elsewhere in the 
Empire, c f Briant 1984b: 8 9 - 9 6 , exile of the B r a n c h i d a e , cf Bernard 1985a: 123-25 and Briant 
1992a: 14; strongholds in S o g d i a n a and Bactria: cf. list in Francfort 1979 and Tup l in 1987c: 240 
(where tlie sources are col lected) , and now G a r d i n 1995; A c h a e m e n i d fortifications at S a m a r k a n d : 

cf. Bernard 1990a: 2 9 - 3 0 , Bernard, Grenet , and I samiddmov 1990 ( 3 6 6 - 6 9 ) and 1992, and most re
cently Rapin and Isamiddinov 1994 (where the authors recall structures of the period they term 
"Achaemenid"); network of fortresses, cf. R T P 190-91 (on Q u i n t u s Curt ius VII. 10.15, cf. the cor
rection of Bernard 1982, oppos ing Boswortb 1981 on Marg iana: cf. most recently on the "Achae-
nienid palace" of Merv , U s m a n o v a 1992). A c h a e m e n i d administration a n d irrigation works: I 
repeat here the essence of arguments worked out in Briant 1984b (and 1993c); the contrary position 
of the archaeologists has been restated by G a r d i n 1986 (who thinks [p. 88] the opposite position is 
"intellectually lightweight"), Francfort 1989: 4 3 8 - 4 6 , and Lyonnet 1990, 1994, though they do not 
analyze the basis of my arguments b e c a u s e of what they consider the decisive nature of the pottery 
calibration (I will further remark that Lyonnet's 1990: 87 recourse to Bouchar lat 1990a is mis
placed, because it greatly exceeds the author's interpretive intent; he h imse l f [p. 162] bases his sug
gestions on a parallel with Bactrian archaeology, so that the suggested support loses m u c h of its 
probative force; 1 also cont inue to quest ion the formulation used in Lyonnet 1994:545 on northern 
Syria); on the famous "Bactrian entity": the reaffirmation by Vallat 1993: cxxxvii-cxlii , 42, 161-62 , 
of the historical character of D iodorus II. 5 -7 on pre-Achaemenid Bactria does not seem to m e par
ticularly fortunate, whatever other validity his analysis of the Assyrian sources m a y have (the two 
arguments have to be c o n d u c t e d separately); the quotation in the text from B . Lyonnet conies from 
Lyonnet 1994: 542; on this point, see also Voge l sang 1992: 245-303 , esp pp . 270-74 on northern 
Bactria, who c o m e s to the s a m e overall conc lus ion as G a r d i n and Lyonnet , all the while e m p h a 
sizing (pp. 302 -3 ) "that an apparent cultural a u t o n o m y of the subject territories cannot be directly 
used to suggest political autonomy with respect to the s a m e territories"; this is the posit ion I have 
defended for years (cf. also pp. 1 - 9 above , where my position is s o m e w h a t simplified); on the meth
odological problems posed by the contrast of two pictures (textual and archaeologica l ) in the gen
eral framework of the E m p i r e , cf. Briant 1984b; 1987a: 6 - 1 1 ; Sancis i -Weerdenburg 1990a and 
chap. 16/18 below. Imperial Aramaic in Kandahar and Centra l Asia: cf. Briant 1984b: 60 (with ref
erences to the previous literature, inc luding Benveniste 1958b quoted in the text); Rapin 1992a: 
105,111-12; and Bernard 1987: 187 (also notes the attestation of the custom of birds stripping the 
flesh from cadavers [Strabo X V 1.62] and conc ludes that these two continuities [religious and lin
guistic] "testify to the profound impress left on the country by two centuries of A c h a e m e n i d hege
mony"); on the inscriptions from the Treasury of A i -Khanum and the theory of borrowi ngs from the 
Achaemenid administrat ion, see now Rapin 1992a: 2 7 3 - 7 9 (architecture) and 108-13 (fiscal oper
ations and use of Aramaic ) : I will allow myself to point out that I m a d e a suggest ion a long these 
lines back in 1979 ( R T P 317-18 ) . O n the (very widespread) theory of "Bactrian autonomy" at the 
end of the A c h a e m e n i d period (supposedly proved by Bessus's pol icy) , cf. the counterarguments I 
presented in 1984b: 7 6 - 8 0 . 

16. From the Punjab to the Indus Delta 
• India and its ne ighbors in the Persepolis tablets: see K o c h 1993a: 36 -38 . O n the Indo-Iranian 

borderlands and the Indus Valley at the end of Achaemenid d o m i n i o n , cf. Vogelsang 1992: 7 5 - 9 5 , 
236-41, 246-55; cf. also 1990, where h e thinks (pp. 107-8) that the s i lence of the sources does not 
necessarily imply that India complete ly e s c a p e d Persian dominat ion; h e quite rightly remarks that 
the Persian authority's m e t h o d s of intervention were flexible and adapted to the traditions of the 
countries; the c o m p l e x p r o b l e m of Alexander's Indian satrapies has been presented by Boswortb 
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1983 and D o b b i n s 1984; on Strabo XV.2 .1 , cf. Bernard 1985a: 85ff.; on S a m b u s / S a m a x u s , cf. Eg. 
g e r m o n t 1975: 16-22 and Bi iant 1984b: 7 1 - 7 4 (powers of the satrap of Bactra) ; on the problems 
relating to the route taken by Craterus , cf. Goukowsky 1981: 105-7; dogs from India: cf. the note 
of Goukowsky 1976: 2 4 8 - 4 9 ; a m o n g those who provided e lephants was certainly E u d a n u i s (cf, 
Bernard 1985b); on the Indian e lephants at the A c h a e m e n i d court a n d in D a r i u s Ill's army, c f 
Bigwood 1993, Bosworth 1993: 413, and Briant 1995d; Indian coin "with satrap": Bernard 1987. 
190; seals and impress ions of "Greco-Persian" type: Cal l ier i 1992. O n all these problems, see most 
recently F l e m i n g 1992, whose provocative title perfectly expresses the difficulty of the situation re
garding evidence; it inc ludes an overview of several works publ i shed in India on the question a 
presentation of the pottery data, and the (caut ious) reaffirmation that the A c h a e m e n i d capital may 
have been located a t T a x i l a (on which, one m i g h t consult the discussion between Wheeler 1974 
and Nylander 1988). 

17. From Pattala to Susa and Babylon: The Persians and the Persian Gulf 

• O n the return of Nearchus: cf. the older, careful analysis of Schiwek 1962; see also Bosworth 
1988: 139-53 and the remarks of Sa l l e s 1988a: 8 6 - 8 7 , as well as Potts 1990b: 2 - 4 , and quite re-
cently Besenval 1994: 525 -29 (texts related to explorations on the G e d r o s i a n coast); on the com
plementary nature of Nearchus's and Alexander's expedit ions, cf. also Bosworth 1987 (who, p. 560 
n. 56, rightly stresses the total misinterpretation of E n g e l s 1978: 118 on the quest ion; see also Kraft 
1971: 106-18); on Arrian's text, see also Briant 1987b: 2. T h e quest ion of the presence and activity 
of the A c h a e m e n i d s in the G u l f has been the topic of several overviews by J . F. Sal les (cf. Salles 
1990, where the sources are presented and c o m m e n t e d on; a lso 1988a, 1992a—b); also consult the 
s u m m a r i e s by Bouchar la t and Sal les 1981 and 1987, the recent synthesis by Potts 1990a—b, and 
T u p l i n 1991a: 275-78; on the l egend of Erythras, cf. also Agatharcides (Strabo XVI.4 .20) , who 
states that the legend was transmitted to the Athenians by a Persian, Boxus , who had left his home
land in the Hellenist ic period (on this, see Goukovsky 1974 and Burstein 1989: 4 2 - 4 5 ) ; the etio
logical l egend may well have preserved the m e m o r y of Persian d o m i n i o n in the Gulf. On the 
interest of the Persepolis tablets, see particularly Koch 1993a: 1 6 - 2 1 . T h e anc ient geography of the 
head of the Persian G u l f cont inues to pose major problems: cf. Briant 1986b and Bosworth 1987; 
on the islands of deportees: Potts (1990a: 351) thinks they might be Bahre in and Failaka and 
(p. 355) that a reorganization of the central Persian G u l f took p lace after the Achaemenid con
quest or at the t ime of Darius's tribute reform at the latest; on the canal near Bushive, cf. Whit-
c o m b 1987; as for the contingents' c o m i n g from "the tribes bordering on the Red Sea" (Arrian 
III.8.50-: prosoikoi tei Erythreai thalassei; cf. 11.5: hoi pros tei Erythreai thalassei), they must, I 
think, be dist inguished from those w h o m Herodotus (III.934"; VII.80-0-) calls "the inhabitants of 
the islands in the Persian G u l f [anaspastoi]"; but Arrian's text is no less problemat ic (Bosworth 
1980a: 290-91 suspects a lacuna) : at G a u g a m e l a , the inhabitants of the Persian G u l f fought sepa
rately from the Persians (Arrian III. 11 .3-7) , which impl ies that their contingents constituted a spe
cial s u b g r o u p (cf. Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s IV 12.8: partihus copiamm); I a m tempted to think that, under 
the genera] c o m m a n d of Orxincs ( ibid.) , Ar iobarzanes led the Persian troops and Orontobates the 
troops from the G u l f coast (Persian and C a r m a n i a n ) , the former even inc luding those whom 
Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s (IV. 12.9-0>) calls "the Indi and the rest of the dwellers on the Red Sea." On in
cense from India, cf. Sa l les 1987: 90. Archaeolog ica l discoveries on the Arabian coast of the Gulf: 
overview by Sal les 1990: 119-23, the A c h a e m e n i d s and O m a n : Potts 1990a: 3 9 4 - 4 0 0 (the interpre
tation of the Persepolis tablets offered by Potts 1990a: 3 9 1 - 9 2 poses formidable problems because 
of the uncertainty of the p l a c e - n a m e s — a s stressed by the author himself; it s e e m s rather unlikely 
that a n a m e such as Ti-ul-ma-in-to o r T i - l i - m a n could refer to D i l m u n : cf. Koch 1990: 304: Tir-
m a n ) ; "Achaemenid" qanats in O m a n : most recently Planhol 1992: 137; voyages of Archias, An-
drosthenes, and Hieron: H b g e m a n 1985: 8 8 - 9 3 , and Sal les 1988: 86ff. (the author thinks [p. 88) 
that it is a matter of "true explorations of virgin territory"—a phrase that s eems excessive to me, 
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pjven the fact that the author recognizes that the Se leuc ids behaved there as "heirs of the Achae
menids": 1987: 89); see also Potts 1990b: 5-10; on A g i n i s / A m p e / D u r l n e , cf. H o g e m a n 1985: 1 5 3 -
55 (but the conc lus ions that the author draws about Arab-Achaemenid hostilities do not appear 
valid to me: cf. chap . 16/10 Research Notes , p. 1018 above) ; on G e r r h a , cf. ibid., 8 5 - 9 7 ; and 
Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 97, 200. O n e last remark: against the position defended (for ex
ample) by R o u e c h e and Sherwin-White 1985, Hornblower (1990b: 95) thinks it not imposs ible 
that the G r e e k garrison at Fai laka ( S E G X I I . 5 5 6 ) dates to the end of the Achaemenid per iod— 
which would require recognit ion that the G r e a t King had settled Greeks there; without be ing able 
to justify it, I must reveal my skepticism about this suggest ion (on the text, cf. most recently 
Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 173-78) . 

18. An Appraisal and Some Questions 
• List of evidence recendy discovered: (I have not at tempted systematically to gather isolated 

discoveries/publications of Babylonian tablets, or coins.) 

At the Center 

Pasargadae : F ina l publ icat ion: Stronach 1978 (cf. also 1985b, 1989a). 
Persepol is a n d F a r s : "Rediscovery" of the central panel of the Persepolis Apadana: Ti l ia 1 9 7 4 -

78; walls of Persepolis: Mousav i 1992; Kleiss 1992b; publ icat ion of the Fortification tablet seals in 
progress: Hal lock 1977; Garr i son 1988-92 , forthcoming; Root 1989-93; Keel 1990: 90; inscribed 
royal seals (catalog): S c h m i t t 1981; first s u p p l e m e n t to the P F T : Hal lock 1978 [l ist of tablets tran
scribed and transliterated by Hal lock before his death: apud Vallat 1993: lxxv-c i ] ; isolated publ i 
cations of unpubl i shed Fortification tablets: Gri l lot 1986; Lewis 1980; Vallat 1994; Akkadian tablet 
from the Fortification archive: Stolper 1984a; new edition of the various versions of Behistun: Von 
Voigtlander 1978; Greenf ie ld-Porten 1982; Schmi t t 1991b; Porten-Yardeni 1993; Gri l lo -Sus in i , 
Herrenschmidt, and M a l b r a n - L a b a t 1993; M a l b r a n - L a b a t 1994; A r a m a i c version of DNci: S i m s -
Williams 1981; archaeologica l discoveries in Fars: Kleiss 1981, 1991, 1992a, 1993; S u m n e r 1972, 
1988. 

Susa : Statue of D a r i u s , D a r i u s G a t e , a n d inscriptions: /A 1972 and C D A F f 1974; p a l a c e of 
Artaxerxes II at S u s a : Bouchar la t et al. 1979f; stratigraphic investigations: Miroschedj i 1978-90; 
residual traces of a copy of the Behis tun relief: C a n b y 1978 and Muscare l la in Harper , A n u z , and 
Tallon (1991): 218 n. 2, 221 n. 14; new inscriptions of Artaxerxes II: Vallat 1979; final edition of the 
royal inscriptions of Susa : Steve 1987; E l a m i t e tablet with seal from the reign of Dar ius ( M D P 11 
308): Garrison forthcoming; smal l objects: Amie t 1972a, 1990; seals: Amiet 1972b: 284 -87 ; Baby
lonian tablets: Joannes 1990b. 

E c b a t a n a : C h e v a l i e r 1989; Babylonian texts relating to c o m m e r c i a l activities at E c b a t a n a : 
Dandamaev 1986c; Stolper 1990c; J o a n n e s 1990b no. 1. Excavat ions in progress on the tell (1995) . 

Babylon: Inscription of Artaxerxes II: Vallat 1989a; remains of a copy of the Behis tun relief: 
Seidl 1976; cf. Von Voigt lander 1978: 6 3 - 6 6 . 

In the Provinces 

Babylonia: Cadastra l documents : N e m e t - N e j a t 1982; Joannes 1990c; temple archives: e.g., 
Cocqerillat 1968-85; F r a m e 1984-91; Joannes 1982, 1992b; Beau l i eu 1993; Stolper 1992b; 
Zawadski 1986; M c G i n n i s 1994, 1995; private archives: Stolper 1985-92; Joannes 1989a, 1992c; 
van Driel 1987-89; W u n s c h 1993; astronomical tablets. W i s e m a n 1983: 116-21; Br inkman 1987; 
Sachs and Hunger 1988; publ icat ion of texts by reign: C a g n i . G i o v i n a z z o , and G r a z i a n i 1985; G i o -
vinazzo 1983; G r a z i a n i 1983-86 , 1991; Weisberg 1980; coins: R e a d e 1986; seals and impressions: 
Wooley 1962; Porada 1979a; G r a z i a n i 1989; Bregstein 1993; results of explorations: A d a m s and 
Nissen 1972; A d a m s 1981; G i b s o n 1972; A c h a e m e n i d residence near Sippar: N A P R 1987-92 , 
Gasche 1995. 
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Assyria: archaeologica l ev idence of Persian presence: see , e.g., Golds te in 1980 (on the g l a s s 

objects) ; col lection of data by Kuhrt 1995. 
P e r s i a n Gul f : archaeo log ica l discoveries: Sa l l e s 1988-90; Potts 1 9 9 0 a - b . 
As ia M i n o r a n d A n a t o l i a 

Evidence of uncertain provenance: Hoard of 1491 siculi: Alrani 1993; wood b e a m s decorated 
with "Greco-Persian" style paintings: C a l m e y e r 1992a [from a tomb near D a s c y l i u m ? ] . 

Cilicia: Reliefs from Meydanc ikka le and A r a m a i c inscriptions: L a r o c h e and Davesne 198). 
D a v e s n e - L e m a i r e - L o z a c h m e u r 1987; Sayar 1990; L e m a i r e 1991c, 1993, 1994b; L e m a i r e and Lo
z a c h m e u r 1990; Iranian religious title (not previously attested) in a G r e e k inscription: Dagron and 
Feissel 1987: 36; "Greco-Persian" reliefs: Herniary 1984. 

Lycirt: Xanthus Tri l ingual: CRAI 1974 and FdX VI; other ev idence from Xanthus: Bousquet 
1975-92; Ch i lds and D e m a r g n e 1989; archaeolog ica l and epigraphic evidence from Limyra: 
Borchhardt 1976-93; Worrle 1991-93; tombs of E l m a l i and Karaburun: Mel l ink 1979. 

C a r i a : Discovery of a fourth-century female's tomb and its contents, inc luding a d iadem simi
lar to the o n e from t o m b 2 of Vergina in M a c e d o n : O z e n 1994; Prag and Neave 1994. 

Lydia and Sardis : G r e e k inscriptions from or relating to Sardis: Robert 1975; Hanfmann 1987 
and M a s s o n 1987; Lydian inscriptions from Sardis : G u s m a n i 1964-83; Lydian he lmet from Sardis 
[dated 546]: Greenwal t 1992 a n d Greenwal t and Haywood 1992; publ icat ion of the pyramidal 
tomb of Sardis: Ratte 1992, and of the tomb o f Tas -Kule : C a h i l l 1988; "Greco-Persian" stelas: Radt 
1983; Greenwal t and Heywood 1992: 16. 

Hellespontine Phrygia and Dascylium: "Greco-Persian" reliefs in the D a s c y l i u m area, several 
of which were discovered in the 1980s (Altheim-Stiehl , Metz ler , and Schwetthe in i 1983; Cremer 
1984; Altheim-Stiehl and C r e m e r 1985): N o l l e 1992 (others have been discovered s ince then but 
are not yet publ i shed; oral information from T. Bakir ) ; Dascy l ium excavations: in progress: T Bakir 
1995; tomb(?) : C a l m e y e r 1992a. 

Paphlagonia: "GTeco-Persian" relief: D o n c e l and Voute 1984. 
Gordion and Phrygia: State of excavations of G o r d i o n : DeVries 1990. 
Armenia: A c h a e m e n i d sites: S u m m e r s 1993; E l a m i t e tablets from Armavir-blur: Koch 1993b 

[cf. Diaknonoff and Jankowska 1990; and now Vallat 1995SJ; Hel lenist ic seals with Persian motifs: 
M a n u k i a n forthcoming; A c h a e m e n i d bel l - shaped bases found at the site of Daslakert, whose 
founding g o e s back to the fifth-fourth centuries: Ter-Martirossov 1994; Achaemcnid-type silver 
vessel: Mel ik ian-Chirvani 1993: 125-26. 

Georgia: M a n y valuable objects o f A c h a e m e n i d m a k e found in the tombs of the local elite: 
Tsetskhladze 1993-94 and 1994 (with R e h m 1993). 

Syr ia -Pa le s t ine , J u d e a - S a m a r i a : State of archaeolog ica l discoveries: Stern 1982b; Turns-
euphratene 1 - 9 ( 1 9 8 9 - 9 5 ) ; excavations of cemeter ies in Syria. Moorey 1975,1980; Persian levels at 
Tel l M a r d i k h / E b l a : M a z z o n i 1990, 1991-92; Dossiers Histoire et archtologie 83 (1984): 29-31; 
archaeo log ica l publ icat ion o f the Persian per iod at Tel l el-Hesi: Bennet t and Blakely 1989; ostraca 
of Beer-sheba and Tel l Arad: N a v e h 1 9 7 9 - 8 1 ; publ i ca t ion of tlie co ins from Samaria : Meshorer 
and Q e d a r 1991; L e m a i r e and J o a n n e s 1994; h u n d r e d s of A r a m a i c ostraca s imilar to the Aramaic 
ostraca from Beer-sheba (fourth century) , d ispersed from I d u m e a , in course of analysis and publi
cation (oral c o m m u n i c a t i o n from Andre L e m a i r e ) ; publ i ca t ion of the Wadi ed-Daliyeh papyri: 
Cross 1985; G r o p p 1986; o f the Wadi ed-Dal iyeh seal impressions: Lei th 1990; Jewish coins: Barag 
1985-87; S p a e r 1977, 1986-87; various co inages in the countries o f Eb ir Nari: Mi ldenberg 1979-
94; Babylonian tablet dat ing to C a m b y s e s year 5 found at Tell Mikhmoret : Stern 1993: 1044-45, 

P h o e n i c i a a n d C y p r u s : Excavat ions at Dor: Stern 1994b-c; m o n u m e n t s : Stucky 1984; von 
G r a e v e 1987; D i m a n d and S a h b y 1985; coins: J . - G . Elayi 1993; new Phoenic ian and Aramaic 
inscriptions: D e u s t c h and Heltzer 1994; new Phoen ic ian inscription from Kition: Yon and Sny-
czer 1991 a n d 1992. 

E g y p t : N e w edition of D e m o t i c texts: H u g h e s 1984; new D e m o t i c texts from Saqqara and 
M e m p h i s : S m i t h 1972, 1992a-b , in preparation; D e v a u c h e l l e 1 9 9 4 a - b , Bresciani 1996; new epi-
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a p ] u c a n d arcl iaeological ev idence from Wadi H a m m a m a t : Bongrani -Fanfoni and Israel 1994, 
from Nubia: Heidorn 1991-92 , from Wadi Tunii lat: Paice 1986/87-93; Holladay 1982-92; Rcd-
inount 1995; approximately 90 D e m o t i c ostraca dated between year 32(?) of Darius I and year 22 
of Artaxerxes I found at the site of Ayn M a n a w i r 5 km west of the tell of D o u c h (personal c o m m u 
nication from Nico las G r i m a l ) ; new editions of Aramaic texts from Elephant ine and elsewhere: 
porten 1986-90; Porten and Yardeni 1986-93; S z u b i n and Porten 1988-92; L e m a i r e 1991c, 1995b; 
new publications of the Aramaic version of Behistun: Greenf ie ld and Porten 1982 and Porten and 
Yardeni 1993 ( T A D A E C.2 .1 ) ; discovery of the A r a m a i c text of the Naqs-i Rustam inscription on 
an Elephantine papyrus: S ims-Wi l l iams 1981; m e m o r a n d u m of Egypt ian customs duties in the 
reign of Xerxes: Porten and Yardeni 1993 [ T A D A E C.3 .7 ) ; Yardeni 1994; Lipiiiski 1994; A r a m a i c 
documents from S a q q a r a : Segal 1983. T o m b of Udjahorresnet: Bares 1992; Verner 1989; new p u b 
lication of the temple of E l -Kharga: C r u z - U r i b e 1986-88 , forthcoming; a naos of D a r i u s I: Mys-
liwiec 1991; ev idence from K a m a k from the time of Dar ius I: Traunecker 1973-77 [1980]; 
autobiographical hieroglyphic inscriptions: von Kanel 1980; Lloyd 1982b (reedition); Perdu 1985 
(reedition); S h e r m a n 1981; M e n u 1994 (new readings); S a t r a p Stela: D u v a u c h e l l e forthcoming; 
Carian-Memphite a n d H e l l e n o - M e m p h i t e funerary stelas: Martin and Nichol ls 1978; G a l l o and 
Mawon 1993; funerary stela found in October 1994 at S a q q a r a , whose lower register shows a high 
Persian dignitary seated on a throne, with a hieroglyphic inscription, "Djedherbes , son of Artjam, 
born of Tanofrether" (personal c o m m u n i c a t i o n , H. S. Smi th and A. Kuhrt); coins from E l e p h a n 
tine: Lipiiiski 1982; coins in the n a m e of Artaxerxes III: M 0 r k h o l m 1974; Shore 1974; De l ta for
tresses: Oren 1982-85 ( M i g d o l ) ; Valbel le 1989, Valbel le and Defernez 1995 (forthcoming); smal l 
objects: Bernard 1976a; Stucky 1985; P frommer 1991, Traunecker 1995 (royal head) . 

Centra l Asia (excavations and explorations): G a r d i n et al. 1976-86; G a r d i n 1995; Francfort 
1989; Lyonnet 1990, 1994; G e n i t o 1986b; Bernard et al. 1990-92; Pitschikjian 1992 [ B e r n a r d 
1994a]]; Ricciardi 1980; U s m a n o v a 1992; Voge l sang 1992; E l a m i t e tablet from Kandahar: H e l m s 
1978 [cf. Briant 1984b: 5 9 ] . 

Indus countr ies : Indian bronze coin with an official dressed in Persian style on the reverse: 
Bernard 1987; "Greco-Persian" impressions: Cai l ier i 1992. 

Many s m a l l ob jec t s , coins , and vessels from m u s e u m storerooms or appear ing in dealers' 
showcases or gallery catalogs: e.g., M c K e o n 1973; Foss 1975; Francfort 1975; Moorey 1978; 
Gunter 1988; G u n t e r a n d Jetts 1992; Moorey 1982-88; Porada 1989; T a n a b e 1989; Keel 1990: 90; 
Lemaire 199Id, 1992; Rozenberg 1993 etc.; Persian artillery ball dat ing to 546 at Phocaea: Ozigyi t 
1994; Briant 1994g. 

Comments 
• O n the prob lems touched on here (I would note that the discussion stands in logical relation 

to that in chap . 11/6 above , pp. 44711), cf. Briant 1984b: 59-61 ( Kandahar tablet: conc lus ions 
already reinforced by J o n e s and Sto lper 1986, and now by Koch 1993b [E lami te tablets from 
Armavir-blur: chap . 16/14 above , p. 743] , and Vallat 1995 too, as well as Garrison forthcoming 
[Susa tablet]), and Briant 1987a: 7 - 1 1 (critical analysis of the views of Moorey 1980 on what I call 
the "(pseudo-)statistical vision" of A c h a e m e n i d d o m i n i o n ) , also Sancis i -Weerdenburg 1990a; add 
Postgate 1993: 2 5 7 - 6 1 on the Assyrian E m p i r e ("Archaeological visibility") and Postgate 1994. O n 
Dascylium: I have benefited from two visits to the site (July 1993, July 1995), and I was able to be
come acquainted with the initial results thanks to the generosity of Tomris Bakir, who has directed 
the excavations there for several years (she reports on them in Bakir 1995); Armenian sites: S u m 
mers 1993. C o n c e r n i n g the surpris ing rarity of A c h a e m e n i d evidence at Sardis , I will permit my
self to quote at length the introductory sentences of the paper presented by C . H. Greenwal t , Jr . , 
at the Tou louse s y m p o s i u m in February 1995 (= Greenwal t 1995): 

1 he only explanation can be the chance of survival and recovery. Conspicuous architectural 
monuments and stores of wealth (tombs) have been intensively pillaged; more significantly, only 
a small fraction of the large site has been archaeologically explored, and exploration has concen-
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(rated on monuments of other cultural eras. In addition, a difficulty in distinguishing Persian 
from Lydian in the archaeological record, due partly to continuity in building and ceramics tra
ditions, partly to inadequate chronological references, obscures the surviving record. 

I will also remark that, c o n c e r n i n g Babylon , recent investigations tend to reevaluate the genuinely 
A c h a e m e n i d involvement (even of S u s i a n origin) in the structures built in the town after the Per
sian conques t ( G a s c h e 1991b and 1995 promis ing a dedicated study), and that, accord ing to Flem
ing 1989, it was dur ing the A c h a e m e n i d period that there appeared in Babylonia a ceramic known 
as "eggshell ware." — O n m u s e u m s ' hoards , m a n y recent examples deserve to be mentioned (and 
cons idered): first, the four cedar b e a m s covered with "Greco-Pers ian" paintings and published by 
C a l m e y e r 1992a; he ment ions , without further detail , that these remarkable objects were given in 
1989 to a m u s e u m in M u n i c h after b e i n g in a private col lect ion ' for several decades" (p. 7); sec
ond, the c a c h e of 1491 siculi publ i shed by Alram 1993 was acqu ired in 1990 by the s a m e museum 
in M u n i c h after be long ing to a private col lector (most of the t ime, treasures are scattered when 
they are auct ioned , or even when they are found); yet another, the two Persepolis E lamite tablets 
(one b e a r i n g a seal inscribed in A r a m a i c be long ing to Parnaka) that be long to the collection of the 
Bibl ical Institute of the University of Fr ibourg , a n d whose existence was recently revealed (Keel 
1990: 90; publ icat ion by Vallat 1994). T o these e x a m p l e s may be added , despite its being a special 
case , the pottery col lected in Armenia by C . A. Burney dur ing his 1955 explorations: it has re
mained in storage in the British Institute in Ankara for several d e c a d e s ( S u m m e r s 1993: 87). It 
might perhaps be worthwhile to ment ion , finally, that a c c o r d i n g to information received by Sum
mers (1993: 96) , twenty silver bars were discovered in 1938 near C i m i n T e p e , s o m e of them (ap
parently) with cune i form inscriptions [ I wonder whether they m i g h t not be comparab le to the 
"ingots of silver" found a t N u s - i ]an, one with a cune i form inscription: Bivar 1971, esp. pp. 102 and 
107JJ; but apparently these objects are now lost! In short, there is no doubt that "excavations in the 
m u s e u m s " will reveal m a n y surprises (cf. also the painstaking and pass ionate inquiry into the 
"Athos Treasure" by Nicolet-Pierre 1992). T h e stela found in 1994 at S a q q a r a (for which I owe 
knowledge, a brief description, and a photograph to H. S. S m i t h and A. Kuhrt ) was to be published 
in JEA 81 , 1995; the information reached m e at the last m o m e n t , and I was n o t a b l e to integrate it 
into the discuss ions of chap . 12/1. O n the ade, the literature is considerable: cf. Tadmor 1982, 
Grayson 1987, Parpola 1987, and most recently Parpola and Watanabe 1988 (French translation of 
the treaties in Br iend , L e b r u n , a n d P u e c h 1992: 6 7 E ) , a n d the historical c o m m e n t s of Cogan 1993 
on the methodo logy of Assyrian imperia l i sm: a l though the investigation cannot be carried 
through in detail here, reading these works has persuaded m e that a systematic comparison would 
add m u c h to the analysis of relations between the A c h a e m e n i d central authority and the kings and 
c o m m u n i t i e s of the A c h a e m e n i d E m p i r e cal led "independent"; Tell Fekheriye statue and dual 
title of the "king-governor," see already the remarks of Abou-Assaf, Bordreui l , and Millard 1982: 
109-12; s ince then, Liverani 1988: 8 8 - 8 9 (the entire article raises a series of problems that might 
equal ly bear on the discuss ion of A c h a e m e n i d imperial formation: cf. Postgate 1993 [reply to Liv
erani]); on the "friendly" k ingdoms of R o m e in the N e a r E a s t , cf., for e x a m p l e , B r a u n d 1984, who 
notes (p. 116): " T h e king's relationship with R o m e was the very foundation of his position [in his 
k ingdom]": I a m also tempted to think that it was the s a m e for the kings recognized (or even ap
pointed) by the A c h a e m e n i d authority, and obviously also for dynasts who at a particular moment 
received the title satrap/governor. — T o s u m up , no significant progress will be accompl i shed until 
after the comple t ion of regional and even microregional analyses taking into account the various 
"markers" and weighting them appropriately: the at tempt in the chapter end ing here is nothing 
but an out l ine that will a lso n e e d to be inserted, in the future, into the framework of the compara
tive history of imperial formations in the N e a r Eas t of the first m i l l e n n i u m . 



Chapter 17 

The Great King, His Armies, and His Treasures 

1 The Accession of Darius III 
• From Artaxerxes III to Darius 111: Diodonts and Bagoas. I have never encountered an in-

depth analysis that departs to any extent frorn a s i m p l e paraphrase of the ancient authors. G e n e r 
ally speaking, historians s imply see in these events the proof and illustration of the weakening or 
even disintegration of the central authority (e.g., B a d i a n 1985: 4 2 1 - 2 3 ; Bosworth 1988: 18, etc.). 

• Darius Ill's Illegitimacy: The Macedonian Version. O n Arrian II. 14 .4-9 , see already my 
analysis in R T P 3 7 1 - 8 4 , which I amplify here on several points. 

• Darius III and the Achaemenid Royal Family. O n the t h e m e of the origin of kings and on 
Aelian XII.43, cf. s o m e remarks in Briant 1973: 19-24. 

• Violence and nomos. O n this t h e m e too, see Briant 1973: 179-80 . 
• Darius and Bagoas O n the chronology of the reigns: Babylonian texts put the access ion of 

Arses in A u g u s t - S e p t e m b e r 338 (Stolper, C A H VI2: 240; van der Spek 1993a: 86); thus his year 1 
began in April 337 (Bad ian 1977a: 4 9 - 5 0 ) ; the date of Arses' assassination is generally fixed at the 
end of 336: the Dynast ic Prophecy states that Babylon fell into Alexander's hands when Dar ius was 
in the fifth year of his reign, and another tablet (ADRTB no. - 3 3 0 ) dates G a u g a m e l a to U l u l u 24 
of year 5 of Dar ius , or October 1, 331 (Bernard 1990b: 516); we may also stress that a S a m a r i a pa
pyrus ( S P 1) is dated as follows: " T h e twentieth day of Adar, the second year, access ion year of D a 
rius the king"; the text thus refers directly to the m o m e n t of transition between Arses/Arlaxerxes 
(not called by n a m e ) and Darius: it dates to M a r c h 19, 335 (Cross 1985: 10; G r o p p 1985: 6 ) . O n 
support for Dar ius : I do not see the basis on which Berve (no. 763) makes Hystaspes a d e s c e n d a n t 
of the satrap of Bactria at the beg inn ing of Artaxerxes I's reign or how Quintus C u r t i u s VI.2.7 
shows that he "belonged to the A c h a e m e n i d family"; the marr iage of D a r i u s to a representative of 
the family of Artabazus of Hel lespont ine Phrygia (Berve no. 116) mus t remain in the realm o f un
verified hypothesis; on the damnatio memoriae of Arses: D a n d a m a e v (1989a: 313) thinks that he is 
denounced by the Dynastic Prophecy; but the passage b e cites ( B H L T 11.22-24) quite certainly 
does not des ignate Arses but C y r u s instead (cf. Sherwin-White 1987: 10 -11 ; Kuhrt 1990a: 181-82; 
Briant 1993c: 18). 

• The New Great King. O n Darius's n a m e before his access ion , cf. Schmit t 1982c: 86, 9 0 - 9 1 
(a discussion of the n a m e C o d o n i a n attributed to h im by Just in) . 

• The Accession of Darius III in Achaemenid Dynastic History. Several authors think that the 
transition from Arses to D a r i u s was marked by Babylonian and Egypt ian revolts: c f , for example , 
Bosworth 1988: 18, 34, who draws very confident conc lus ions that "the military weakness o f the 
Persian empire was a c o m m o n p l a c e " ; but this is to register as "facts" what are merely theories 
based on fragmentary and elliptical evidence; on the Egypt ian revolt (Khabbabash) and the con
siderable uncertainties that remain , inc luding on the chronology, cf. chap . 16/9 Research Notes , 
p. 1018 above; the Babylon ian revolt is inferred from a Babylonian tablet (of uncertain reading; 
Royal list of Uruk) , which simply ment ions the n a m e , Nidin-B[e l ] , of a king preced ing D a r i u s III; 
see on this text the very caut ious remarks of Kuhrt 1987a: 148-49 and Stolper, C A H VI2- 240: "He 
may be one of the rebels from the reign of Dar ius I, misp laced by manuscr ipt corruption; but he 
may also be an otherwise unrecorded local usurper who c la imed power in Babylon dur ing the un
stable period of the assassinations that brought D a r i u s III to the throne." T h e s e remarks obviously 
do not imply that the dynastic troubles that e m e r g e d between the assassination of Artaxerxes III 
and the access ion of D a r i u s III ( A u g u s t - S e p t e m b e r 338 - late 336) had no detrimental repercus-
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sions here and there (cf. Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1994: 316 n. 13); hut it is necessary to observe 
that the avai lable evidence does not authorize the opposite conclus ion of genera l ized rebellion or 
co l lapse of imperial structures shortly before 334. 

2. The Great King and the Persian Aristocracy 
• S e e the discussions in c h a p . 8 above and chap . 18/3, p p . 852ff. 

3. The Royal Armies 
• The Greek Thesis. S e e already chap . 14/7: D a r i u s II and His Armies , pp. 597ff. (where the 

Babylonian ev idence from the reign of Artaxerxes II has already been introduced in extenso), and 
c h a p . 15/3: T h e G r e a t K i n g and His Armies , p p . 63 Iff. T h e G r e e k interpretation is systematically 
repeated in recent work: D a n d a m a e v 1989a: 312, for e x a m p l e , is a concentrat ion of all the stereo
types on Persian military d e c a d e n c e (on the Egypt ian expedit ion in 343): "it should not be forgot
ten that the unity of the e m p i r e was fought in the m a i n with the ass istance of G r e e k mercenaries 
instead of with the Persian army, who for a long t ime had drawn its military quality and strength 
from the Greeks , both in tactics and weaponry. It is s ignificant that to crush the rebellion in Egypt, 
Artaxerxes not only used G r e e k mercenaries , but also appointed G r e e k generals as the command
ers of his force*. Persian generals were only a d d e d to the staff as a precaution." N o less caricatured 
are the snap jvidgments of Bosworth (1988: 17-18) : not content to state that at the end of the 360s 
"practically the entire empire west of the E u p h r a t e s was al ienated from the Great King at Susa" 
( source? Isocrates?) , the author paraphrases D i o d o r u s and writes, without batting an eyelash, that 
the reconques t was d u e solely to G r e e k leaders' l ead ing G r e e k troops; as a result, "Persian success 
d e p e n d e d on the G r e a t King's ability to pay a n d keep mercenaries"; this interpretation is already 
found in Parke 1933: 165-69; it is unfortunately repeated, without m u c h c h a n g e , by Seibt 1977: 
122-45 and 194-204; likewise in Mar inov ic 1988: 106-23 and , in part, in Picard 1980: 217-24, 
m o r e n u a n c e d to be sure (cf. pp . 2 8 8 - 9 0 ) ; mos t recently, Petit 1993: 5 4 - 5 5 , with my critical re
marks (Briant 1994b: 120 -22 ) . It is Temarkable that as ide from an inconsequent ia l remark by 
Marinov ic (1988: 123 n. 39), these authors d o not in the slightest quest ion the credibility accorded 
to Diodorus (which all of t h e m copy m o r e or less); all of them quote favorably the famous passages 
in Plato and X e n o p h o n on "Persian military d e c a d e n c e " (Plato's text, L a w s 697e, is even made the 
epigraph of Parke's chapter 18 [1933: 177] on G r e e k mercenar ies in the Achaemenid army be
tween 340 and 330). T h e recent article of L a n d u c c i Gatt inoni 1994 adds nothing to this discus
sion; I will s imply note that the author stresses, as if it were his own idea, the very important role 
played by the G r e e k mercenar ies in Dar ius Ill's army (p. 33). Happily, the article by Tuplin 1987c 
is far better informed and sets forth m a n y real prob lems (see below). 

• Diodorus/Ephorus and the Greek Mercenaries. O n the inspirer (Ephorus ) of the passages 
devoted to the revolt of Artabazus of Hel lespont ine Phrygia, see Moysey 1975: 3 0 3 - 5 , 307; Epho
rus probably also underl ies many anecdotes in Polyaenus and Pseudo-Aristotle introducing Greek 
m e i c e n a r i e s in satraps' armies: cf. C r a c c o Ruggin i 1966-67 . 

• The Use of Mercenaries and "Decadence": Achaemenid Truth and Athenian Filter. O n theo
ries regarding the Persian tryphe, cf. Briant 1989a, and chap . 7/7, p p . 299ff. above; Athenian use of 
the victories in the Persian Wars: in general Loraux 1981 (partial quotat ion in Briant 1992d: 148-
49) , particularly in the fourth century (use of Persian references in civic discourse: Briant 1987b 
and 1989a: 39; cf. also N o u h a u d 1982 (e.g., pp . 321 -24 ] on the po lemica l use of the memory of 
the Ten T h o u s a n d in Isocrates); and again in the Hellenist ic perio d : R . E t i e n n e . M . Pierart .BCH 
99 (1975): 5 1 - 7 5 (pp. 6 3 - 7 5 ) ; on Arrian VII.7.7, cf. Briant 1986b: 13-15 . 

• Command Structure. O n the terms paralambaneinlparalepsis, cf. Hol leaux 1968: 88-90: 
the term has to be translated 'taking possess ion' a n d not 'taking by assault ' (cf. also, following 
Hol leaux , R T P 18-19) ; as I indicate in the text, the use of this technical vocabulary, in Diodorus, 
perfectly explains the jurisdict ional relations between G r e e k and Persian leaders: the operations 
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led by m e f ° 1 T n e r a r e l , n c l e r m e strategic and political supervis ion of the latter; for all these rea
sons, it is I 1 0 t poss ible (despite N e p o s , Dat. 5.6, adopted without discuss ion by S e k u n d a 1988b: 
44) that upon his departure from Acre, D a t a m e s awarded c o m m a n d of the army to M a n d r o c l e s 
of Magnesia . 

• Memnon, the Persian Satraps, and Darius 111. O n the position of M e m n o n in 334, see the 
a p p r o p r i a t e remarks of M c C o y 1989 (cf. in particular, p. 425 n. 40); the fact that Arrian also s e e m s 
to make M e m n o n the l inchpin of Dar ius Ill's strategy (II. 1.3, to be c o m p a r e d with Diodorus 
XVII.29.4) does not necessarily rehabil itate Diodorus: on M e m n o n ' s role, cf. chap. 18/1, pp . 817ff. 

• The Great King and the Satraps' Mercenaries. T h e theory repeated in the text (precursor to 
the Hellenistic armies) is presented by Se ibt 1977: 9 0 - 9 2 ; at the s a m e t ime, Seibt needs to recog
nize (somewhat conflictingly) that the apparently easy appl icat ion of the royal order illustrates 
what he calls a restoration of the authority of the central power; for his part, Moysey (1975: 2 9 9 -
300), like other historians (whom he quotes ) , is qui te wrong to believe that the satraps really did 
let their mercenaries go , which leads h im to propose purely speculat ive reconstructions (it is true 
that he thinks that, b e c a u s e E p h o r u s was an eyewitness, an inspirer of the scholiast [1975: 3 0 1 - 3 ] , 
he vvas historically "generally accurate": Moysey 1991: 1 1 3 - 1 4 — a n assessment directed specifi
cally against Weiskopf 1989 that leaves m e speechless; chap . 15/7, Research Notes on "A S u m m a r y 
of the Discussion," p. 997); the most abrasive counterattack was m a d e in fact by Weiskopf 1982: 
473_75, who thinks that the order attributed to Artaxerxes actually risked creating disorder in Asia 
Minor and G r e e c e , just as it did in 3 2 6 - 3 2 5 (on Diodorus XVII . 106.2: cf. Badian 1961: 2 7 - 2 8 , 
who thinks that Alexander then enrolled the mercenar ies into his own service); cf. also Briant 
1994b: 121-22. 

• Mercenaries and "Mercenaries": The Greeks and the Others. I would note that the p l a c e of 
Greek mercenaries in the N e a r East before the A c h a e m e n i d conques t has frequently been overes
timated as well, whereas they obviously constituted only a very small part of the mercenaries levied 
by, for example , the Assyrian kings (on this, cf. the useful discuss ion by H e l m 1980: 135-60) ; in 
any case there docs not s e e m to be a specific word that c a n be translated 'mercenary' (on the for
eign contingents in the Assyrian armies , cf. M a l b r a n - L a b a t 1982: 8 9 - 1 0 1 and 103-4) ; on the vari
ety of ethnic origin of the A c h a e m e n i d garnsoneers and on the mercenaries in Xenophon's 
Cyropaedia and Oeconomicus , see especially the thorough discussion of Tupl in 1987c: 168 -75 , 
who, without concea l ing the difficulties, thinks that in the Oeconomicus X e n o p h o n dist inguishes 
the "pure mercenar ies from the military communi t i e s" (p. 175), the latter des ignat ing the military 
Colonies (Iranian, for e x a m p l e ) settled in the khora (cf. pp . 173-74 and 232-34) ; in a discuss ion of 
satrapal forces, he does not neglect to raise the case of Orontes' and Tiribazus's armies , stressing 
that "the Armenians and M a r d i a n s are not mercenar ies in the sense [of G r e e k s hired by a satrap or 
the king]" (p. 195); later he returns to this important point, inquiring into Xenophon's phrase hoi 
basileos misthophoroi (Anab. VII .8 .15 ) , which he thinks appl ies exclusively to the Hyrcanian and 
Assyrian troops of C o m a n i a : at the s a m e t ime he emphas i ze s the difficulties of the interpretation 
(pp. 222-23; on this topic, see also Petit 1990: 128-32 and the incidental remark of Hornblower 
1990b: 95: "the tricky word mercenary"); on the existence of East Iranian colonies in Asia Minor , 
cf. Briant 1984b: 9 2 - 9 4 (where references to earlier studies will be found, in particular those of 
L. Robert; cf. also Tup l in 1987c: 195 n. 98. O n symmakhoi in Artaxerxes Ill's army (Diodorus 
XVI.44.4): Se ibt (1977: 98 n. 1 and 221) equal ly well dist inguishes mercenar ies proper but without 
drawing any particular inferences. O n Arrian III .8 .3, Bosworth (1980a: 289) conc ludes that the 
Saka "were independent of the satrapy of Bactra" and contrasts the situation in the fifth century, 
when they were subjects of the G r e a t King , referring to the tribute catalog of Herodotus 111.93; Ar
rian's vocabulary actually raises several quest ions about the status of the Saka (cf. Briant 1982b: 
198-203 and 1984b: 7 1 - 7 2 ) ; I note meanwhi le that the use of the word 'ally' (symmakhos) is fre
quent in X e n o p h o n when he is speaking of contingents brought by subject peoples: this part icu
larly the case in regard to the Hyrcanians (Cyr. IV.2.21: symmakhoi kai koinonoi), who he says 
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switched voluntarily to C y r u s (IV 2.4); they are "those who first b e c a m e our allies," states "Cyrus" 
{1V.5.53*-); for this reason, still following X e n o p h o n (IV.2.8), they had a special place in the Eni 
pire; the word 'ally' is also found in Herodotus , where, it appears , symmakhos is s imply a ] a n e ] |-
anyone opposed to Persia (cf. in particular VIII . 113 [ inc luding the S a k a ) ; also V.32) and thus does 
not des ignate a particular political status. It is obviously possible that from the narrowly Hellene, 
centric point of view of Diodorus's source , the Greeks of Asia M i n o r were symmakhoi (in the sense 
of voluntary allies) and not subjects: but this c h a n g e s nothing about the fact that they, like all H l e 

subject peoples , had to furnish contingents in the form of imperial levies (royal armies) or "mer
cenaries" (in the A c h a e m e n i d sense) ; under these condit ions , the S a k a brought by Mauaces (Ar
rian III.8.3) might have been levied by Bessus as "mercenaries" ( = paid imperial soldiers): but I 
strongly doubt that the satrap of Bactra offered them the c h o i c e of not participating in the cam
paign of 3 3 3 - 3 3 1 : in the context in which symmakhia appears , we see on the contrary that the 
send ing of troops resulted from an obl igation — even if it was expressed in the form of an official 
treaty with the G r e a t King (e.g., Plutarch, Art. 24.6 and chap . 16/18 above , pp. 766ff.); on the word 
symmakhia, see also L a u n e y 1949, I: 3 6 - 4 2 , particularly 4 1 - 4 2 on the contingents sent by the 
towns to the Hellenist ic kings, which I see as a situation very close to that evoked by ihesymmakhoi 
of Artaxerxes III in D i o d o r u s X V I . 44.4. O n e last observation: the discussion here holds equally as 
well for the xenoi misthophoroi so often referred to by Arrian in Alexander's armies; it seems clear 
that the term can also des ignate soldiers levied in the s u b j e c t populat ions of the Macedonian king 
(cf. Berve I: 1 4 4 - 4 9 , with the critical remarks of Parke 1933: 186-98 a n d Griffith 1935; 27-32), 

• "Greek Army and Barbarian Army." O n Autophradates' army, B u r n (1985: 377), by way of 
expla in ing what s e e m e d to h i m inexpl icable , suggests that in this exact case the limited number 
of G r e e k mercenar ies has to be connec ted to the c o n s e q u e n c e s of the war in Arcadia! T h e remark 
is repeated by S e k u n d a 1988b: 49, who adds that Autophradates really did c o m m a n d the expedi
tionary force of which he took c o m m a n d at Acre: but the (purely hypothetical) remark does not 
remove the difficulty (cf. also S e k u n d a 1992: 27, who thinks that the decis ion to raise 120,000 
"mercenary kardakes" as hoplites was m a d e b e c a u s e of the shrinkage of the n u m b e r of available 
G r e e k mercenaries ; but , I stress, the word "mercenary" does not appear in N e p o s , who simply uses 
the word kardake: Dat. 8.1.2); on the satrapal contingents at the G r a n i c u s , cf. Bosworth 1980s: 
111-13 , 125 and "Mercenaries and "Mercenaries": T h e Greeks and the Others," p. 792; on the 
battle of the G r a n i c u s and the contradict ions between D i o d o r u s a n d Arrian, see the lucid analysis 
of B a d i a n 1977a; the various phases of the battle of G a u g a m e l a present equal ly difficult problems: 
cf. M a r s d e n 1964 and Wirth 1980, but Bernard 1990b: 515 -25 adds m u c h that is new. T h e num
ber of (Greek) mercenar ies around D a r i u s III has c a u s e d the spi l lage of m u c h ink: according to 
an a r g u m e n t already put forward by Grote and Parke, Se ib t (1977: 180) thinks that the figure 
50,000 is the s u m of the 20,000 mercenar ies at the G r a n i c u s and the 30,000 at Issus, figures that 
he recognizes as accurate (pp. 180 -94 ) , which leads h i m to note that this is the highest percentage 
of mercenar ies ever observed in an A c h a e m e n i d army. B u t it has long b e e n remarked that the to
tals offered by Arrian and Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s are at the least s u b j e c t to caut ion , as noted for example 
by B a d i a n 1977a: 2 8 4 - 8 5 for the G r a n i c u s ; for his part, Dev ine (1988: 7 - 1 0 ) reduces the number 
of G r e e k mercenar ies in 334 to 4 0 0 0 - 5 0 0 0 , figures given by D i o d o r u s (XVII.7 .3) and Polyaenus 
(V.44.4) for the mercenar ies sent by D a r i u s at the beg inn ing of the c a m p a i g n led by Memnon in 
3 37 against the first M a c e d o n i a n expeditionary force; as for the figure of 30,000 mercenaries at Is
sus , it clearly goes back to Cal l i s thenes , whose tale o f the battle is vigorously criticized by Polybius 
(XII . 18 -22) , but Polybius cites Cal l i s thenes ' figure without skeptic ism or crit icism (18.2); the fig
ure is rejected by Dev ine (1985b: 47) , who thinks that the n u m b e r of mercenar ies and Persian in
fantry (kardakes) could not have been larger than the n u m b e r of M a c e d o n i a n phalangists 
(12,000); another reduced figure, no m o r e than 10,000, accord ing to B e l o c h , cited by Parke 1933: 
183-84; it is easy to observe that all of the est imates are the result of a narrow skein of hypotheses 
that fit together without necessarily reinforcing each other. T h e anc ient sources on the kardakes 
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a r e collected by Segre 1938: 191-92 , Bosworth 1980a: 208, and Knauth and N a j m a b a d i 1975: 8 2 -
83- the lexicographers' notes are not particularly precise: "They are soldiers in Asia" (Photius) or 
"the barbarians that fight under the c o m m a n d of the Persians" (Hesychius) ; Polybius's incidental 
mention (V.82.11) does not add any decisive e l e m e n t (it is not possible to suppose , with L a u n e y 
[1949, II: 486] and s o m e others, that the word kardakes concea l s C a r d u c i a n ethnicity). We must 
fall back on N e p o s and Arrian: the kardakes are Persian infantry, a r m e d like hoplites, in contrast 
to the light infantry (psiloi; Arrian II .8 .6) . T h e relationship with Strabo's C a r d a c e s (XV.3.18) is 
problematic, but it mus t b e noted that in S trabo the Persian agoge touches on the select ion of the 
best of the young peop le in the eyes of the king, who conferred gifts a n d honors on them. In any 
case, in the military context they were clearly an elite corps. T h r e e addit ional remarks concern ing 
them: 

( | ) Devine (1985b: 48) identifies them with the 20,000 barbarian infantrymen placed by Q u i n 
tus Curt ius on the left flank under the orders of Aris tomedes (III .9.3); meanwhi l e , Aristomedes is 
named with several others, inc luding T h y m o n d a s , as leaders who m a n a g e d to e scape the battle
field with their troops (stratiotai; Arrian II. 13 .2-3); even though Arrian does not specify the iden
tity of these stratiotai, it s eems clear that they were mercenar ies (of w h o m T h y m o n d a s was in 
command) and not kardakes. 

(2) Sekunda (1988b: 42) suggests attributing to D a t a m e s the creation of this corps of kardakes, 
among other innovations (borrowing of G r e e k a r m s ) that the author also credits h i m with, but the 
evidence for this theory is s ingularly lacking; the s a m e author (1992: 52-53) thinks that the 
kardakes n u m b e r e d 120,000, but for various reasons the appeal to X e n o p h o n , Anab. III .5 .16 is to
tally unjustifiable; nor d o I see the basis for his suggest ion that the kardakes can be assimilated to 
the misthophoroi hasileos of X e n o p h o n ; on this topic, see also the remarks and theories of H e a d 
1992: 4 2 - 4 4 . 

(3) Let m e suggest a hypothesis: we know that, in Centra l Asia, Alexander had 30,000 young 
men drafted, who must have been a r m e d and trained in M a c e d o n i a n fashion (cf. Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s 
VIII.5.1); they are cal led epigonoi by the authors , who report their arrival at Susa in 324 (cf. Arrian 
VII.6.1; D iodorus X V I I . 108 .1-2; Plutarch, Alex. 71.1) , it is possible that the order extended to all 
the satrapies, inc luding Egypt ( S u d a , s.v. basileioi paides), and that the system had b e e n adapted 
from the M a c e d o n i a n institution of Royal Pages (cf. H a m m o n d 1990; 275-80; T h o m p s o n 1992: 
50 and nn. 15-16); but I a m tempted instead to think (without be ing ab le to prove it) that if Alex
ander was able to put this system in p lace so easily and quickly, it was b e c a u s e it already existed in 
the Achaemenid period (the transformation introduced be ing s imply the "Macedonizat ion" of 
these levies): that is, the military instruction of the young recruits was m o r e or less already in the 
satraps' hands; under this theory, the kardakes des ignate nothing m o r e than the Persian subset of 
an age class, or else the term would have been extended to all the young m e n raised and educated 
in Persian fashion; h e n c e the definition found in Photius and Hesychius: Kardakes: hoi strateu-
samenoi barbaroi hypo Person. 

• Persian Technical and Tactical Innovations (Especially in the Infantry). Cf. H e a d 1992: 3 9 -
42; Darius's e lephants: Briant 1995d; chariots: S e k u n d a 1992: 2 5 - 2 6 and Head 1992: 4 4 - 4 8 (the 
question deserves to be reopened in toto; a war chariot has recently been found near Sardis , at the 
site of Bin T e p e [cf. Greenwal t 1995] and a scythed chariot in the G r a n i c u s Valley: they are both 
being analyzed). Bes ides , while publ i sh ing a lead s l ing ball inscribed with the n a m e Ti s saphernes , 
Foss 1975, starting with X e n o n p h o n , Anab. III .3 .16, thinks that around 400 the Persian s l ingmen 
(in contrast to the Rhod ian s l ingmen) used not lead balls but stone balls . He strongly suggests (and 
this is an understatement) that it was on the example of the archers in the corps of G r e e k merce
naries that T i s saphernes introduced lead balls in his armies in Asia Minor , when he was sent there 
after C u n a x a and its c o n s e q u e n c e s (cf. c h a p . 15/4). I must say that Foss's position (which is not 
really discussed by Pritchett 1991: 4 6 - 4 7 in his discussion of lead sl ing balls, pp. 4 3 - 5 3 ) leaves m e 
perplexed and skeptical. H e ment ions (p. 26) that the Greeks "providentially" (sic) c a m e u p o n a 
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supply of lead in a nearby village (the mercenar ies were then march ing a long the east bank of th 
Tigris) , but providence had nothing to do with it! X e n o p h o n in fact states that in the village the 
found "gut [for bowstrings] in a b u n d a n c e and lead for the use of their slingers" (III.4.170-); it is ob 
vious that as in another case (III .4 .31: suppl ies of food for m e n and horses , stockpiled by the satrap 
these were strategic stocks controlled by the administrat ion (see Briant 1986c: 37-38) , in this cast 
it was clearly an a r m s depot—specif ical ly an arsenal specia l iz ing in burl ing-weapons; from this w 
may c o n c l u d e that the lead was stockpiled for the manufac ture of lead balls, and the theory of P e ( 

sian borrowing of G r e e k technology loses m u c h of its credibility (many sl ing balls have been fouru 
at D a s c y l i u m — s o m e of them with G r e e k inscriptions [personal n a m e s ] ; they remain unpublished 
I owe my knowledge of them to the kindness of Tomris Bakir) . Persian demographics: Brian 
1987a: 2 1 - 2 2 . Persians in the Hellenist ic armies: L a u n e y 1949, II: 563-80 ( M e d e s and Persians) 

4. Subject Populations and Tribute Economy 
* Hoarding and Stagnation: Obvious but False. S e e Olmstead 1948: 289-99; against Olm-

stead's posit ion, see the critical remarks of Stolper 1985 a: 1 4 3 - 4 6 (my inspiration); see Center and 
Periphery, pp . 804ff. O n Droysen and his disciples (not that the founder desired disciples!), cf.RTP 
2 9 1 - 9 6 and 2 8 1 - 9 0 (colonial historiography); on M a r x and "Asiatic stagnation," cf. R T P 419-22 
and 4 7 7 - 7 9 ; central treasuries and the a c c u m u l a t i o n of tribute: see the calculat ions offered by Alt
h e i m a n d Stiehl 1963: 120-37: even if the numer ica l results s e e m rather shaky, the authors have 
the merit of recal l ing that the anc ient authors' presentation (uninterrupted stockpiling of tribute 
from the t ime of C y r u s ) rests on nothing (on this point, cf. also Tupl in 1987b: 138-39); on the in
ventory of Darius's treasuries from Class ica l sources , cf. Bel l inger 1963: 6 8 - 6 9 , D e Callatay 1989: 
2 6 0 - 6 1 , and Price 1991: 2 5 - 2 7 ; on the term akribos in Herac l ides of C y m e quoted by Athenaeus 
I V , 145d, a n d more general ly in the G r e e k "economics" literature, see the very interesting essay of 
Farraguna 1994, especial ly pp. 567-76 , and his definition of the akriheia, p. 588: "The attention 
given to e c o n o m i c ca lculat ions down to the smal lest detail." T h e theory of the sudden monetiza
tion of D a r i u s Ill's treasuries by Alexander has recently been revived by D e Cal latay 1989, buton 
this presentation I share the methodologica l crit icisms of M . Price a n d A. M . Prestianni-Giallom-
bardo (after Callatay's contribution: pp. 2 7 4 - 7 5 ) ; cf. also the remarks of Bel l inger 1963: 68-73; the 
subtitle of D e Callatay's article ("motionless cash or c irculat ing cash?") is obviously inspired by 
S c h l u m b e r g e r 1953, but he s imply contrasted, in the fifth and fourth centuries , royal money 
("nearly motionless") and G r e e k coins ("living money"); on the u s e of weighed silver in Hellenis
tic Babylon ia , cf., e.g., Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 6 3 - 6 5 , Stolper 1994a (although the tablets 
also refer to the use of co ins ) , J o a n n e s 1994a; local fractional currency: cf. in particular Milden
berg 1979, 1988 (with L e m a i r e in Laperrousaz and L e m a i r e , 1994: 2 8 3 - 8 4 and 287) and the royal 
coins (fractions of s iculi) descr ibed in the catalog Miinzen und Medaillen AG, November-Decem
ber 1988, no. 7 3 - 7 4 (1 owe the reference to R. Desca t ) . O n models : see that o f the Ertr/y State, pre
sented by C l a e s s e n 1989, and used by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg (e.g., 1988a); the discussion of the 
concept of feudal ism (an old debate ) by Petit (1990: 2 4 3 - 5 3 ) appears to m e to be marked by much 
confusion (cf. on this point also the remarks of Sto lper 1985a: 146-49 , who stresses the differences 
between medieval rents and the Babylonian system of plots m a n a g e d by the Murasf l ) . T h e roads/ 
c o m m e r c e problem: cf. chap . 9/3: C u s t o m s Col l ec t ion and T r a d e , pp . 384ff., as well as the reflec
tions of Tupl in 1991a: 2 7 8 - 8 1 ; on the difficulty of interpreting the archaeological evidence for 
reconstructing the regional and interregional c o m m e r c i a l roads, cf. in particular Salles 1991a, 
1991b: 53 -58 , and 1994; we may certainly cons ider the Babylonian temples as special points of 
contact: e.g., J o a n n e s 1982: 2 3 5 - 6 0 (origin of gold and silver as imports; cf. p. 255 on the role of 
Babylon as a p lace of redistribution of m e r c h a n d i s e ) . 

• Center and Periphery. I have often touched on the prob lem of the deve lopment of produc
tivity: cf. R T P 4 7 5 - 8 9 , Briant 1982c (more advanced G e r m a n version) and 1994g; on Xenophon's 
view, cf. R T P 176-88; on the e c o n o m i c character of the c o n q u e r e d countries (or those acquired 
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ilicia: by gift)> t n e r e f i e c t ' o n s o r " Bertranci 1990: 134-35 (quotation); inscription of Arsinoe in Cilii 
lones and Habicht 1989 (lines 6 - 9 ) , which can be compared with other evidence (cf. Sherwin-
Wliite and Kuhrt 1993: 6 7 - 7 1 ) ; paradises , garden estates: R T P 4 5 2 - 5 4 ; king and satraps as protec
tors of peasants: R T P 365-70; dorea and putt ing to seed: Stolper (1985a: 148) stresses that in Baby
lonia the concession-holders("feudatories") did not reap e c o n o m i c advantage from possible 
increases in yield; but this is not the case with the M u r a s u , who, on the contrary, had every oppor
tunity to increase the productivity of the lands; on the concess ion of M n e s i m a c h u s , see the re
marks of Desca t 1985: 108-9 (there too, it is not so m u c h the concess ion-holder himsel f as the 
usufructor (Artemis temple] that carried out the work of improvement) ; this is also impl ied by the 
case of the city of T e l m e s s u s , which obtained from Ptolemy the right never to be given in dorea — 
"neither the city, nor the villages, nor any of the territory of the Te lmess ians" (Worrle 1978, l ines 
20-23), because they feared the installation of a tyrannical reg ime with the certain increase in 
charges (cf. Worrle 1978: 2 0 7 - 1 2 a n d Savall i 1987). O n the explorations in the area of Tell el-
Maskhuta: cf. Paice 1986-87, 1993 and Hal laday 1992. - P o l y b i u s X . , 2 8 . 2 - 4 and the qanats: cf. 
jyjp 94 -100 (analysis of the text), 492 , 4 9 9 - 5 0 0 (method of transmission of information down to 
Polybius), also Briant 1984b: 67 (military aspects of the royal decree) ; the text is also used by G o b -
lot 1979: 7 0 - 7 2 , who suggests (rightly, it s eems to m e ) that the A c h a e m e n i d s extended the system 
of qanats on the Iranian Plateau; but it mus t also be recalled on the one hand that many qanats 
go back to an earlier per iod (it is not an A c h a e m e n i d invention) and, on the other, that the dat ing 
of these works poses m a j o r prob lems (in B. Geyer [ed. ] , Techniques et pratiques hydrauliques tradi-
tionellesen domaine irrigue [Paris, 1990]: 328, P. Sanlavi l le writes: "As for m e , I would like to think 
that we must go quite far back in t ime, several mi l l ennia before the C o m m o n Era no doubt , for 
the origin of these foggara, these subterranean channels"); h e n c e the careful proof needed before 
concluding (as G o b l o t automat ica l ly does ) that the spread of qanats far and wide was automat i 
cally the work of the G r e a t Kings: cf. for O m a n the remarks of Sal les 1990: 132 a n d Potts 1990a: 
388-92 [ G o b l o t , p. 7 1 , wonders whether the p l a c e - n a m e C a n a t e in Arrian, Indica 29 A might ren
der the word qanat; I will s imply observe that the technical term dioryx used by Arrian can refer 
to a channel open to the sky: cf. Indica 39.1 and W h i t c o m b 1987: 3 3 0 - 3 1 ] ; qanats in northern 
Arabia: e.g., G r a f 1990a: 137, and in the oasis o f E l -Kharga , B o u s q u e t a n d Redde 1994 (cf. a lso 
chap. 12/1: "Darius in the T e m p l e of Hib is (E l Kharga) ," p. 475); on these problems, see most re
cently the minute analysis of Planhol 1992, who (while crit icizing G o b l o t ) thinks overall that "the 
technology of the dra inage channe l s . . . was the basis of A c h a e m e n i d power." O n the royal a d m i n 
istration of water in A c h a e m e n i d Babylon ia , cf. Stolper 1985a: 36 -51 and Bregstein 1993: 116-30 . 
Economic life in Babylonia: Stolper (1985a, chap . 6) c o n c l u d e s that even though the ev idence 
points to an increase in indebtedness of s o m e individuals (for reasons he presents), " T h e N e o -
Babylonian and A c h a e m e n i d periods [can be considered] the beg innings of a long phase of gen 
eral growth [expansion of populat ion , resett lement and cultivation of long-abandoned territory]" 
(p. 133); in particular taking into a c c o u n t the results of surveys (Adams 1965: 5 8 - 6 1 ; 1981: 185-92; 
Adams and Nissen 1972: 55 -57; G i b s o n 1972 [Kish region: cf. also M c E w a n 1983], and L e n d l e 
1986; on explorations in S u s i a n a , cf. Bouchar la t 1 9 9 0 : 1 5 7 - 6 6 ) , all the specialists now agree on the 
fact that the Babylonia of the end of the A c h a e m e n i d period was not affected at all by an e c o n o m i c 
crisis, quite the contrary (cf. van Driel 1987 and 1989: 226; but I a m not sure I unders tand what 
the author m e a n s to say when he writes, cha l leng ing Stolper's view of the end of the Murasu ar
chives, that the A c h a e m e n i d period "seems to have been a t ime of privatization, t empered , per
haps, we might c o n c e d e , by tyranny"); J o a n n e s 1995 e m p h a s i z e s that it is very likely in the 
Achaemenid period that the system of two harvests, winter and s u m m e r , was introduced. Hydrau
lic works in Hyrcania: cf. Ricciardi 1980 and Voge l sang 1992: 293-98; Arachosia: Voge l sang 1992: 
255-67; on the deve lopment of S a m a r i a , cf. Zertal 1990 (who, pp. 15-16, thinks the A c h a e m e n i d 
administration was highly visible); to S a m a r i a m a y be added the case of northern Syria, recently 
studied by Sap in 1990 ( A c h a e m e n i d precedents ) , and M a z z o n i 1990, 1991-92 , who writes: "It is 
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with the b los soming of the A c h a e m e n i d phase that produced a b o o m and an e c o n o m i c transfor 
mat ion of the region, rich with promise" (1990: 193). — T o finish up on this point, in a word, Hie 

problems I have just presented are also faced by the Assyriologists who deal with the (economic 
and pol i t ical) s igni f icance to be attributed to the water policy followed by the Neo-Assyrian kings-
on the work of Oates 1968 (particularly chap . 3), cf. the reflections of R e a d e (1978: 173-75) and 
Liverani (1971: 155-59) ; s ee also, regarding the R o m a n E m p i r e , Nico le t 1978: 8 9 9 - 9 0 2 , and re
garding the Hel lenst ic world, the debate between E , Will on one side, A. Kuhrt and S. Sherwin-
White on the other, in Topoi 4/2 (1994): 432 and 452, as well as the remarks (of rather Finleyesque 
inspiration) of van der S p e k 1994. 

• "Overexploitation of Tribute" and Revolt. Level of tribute: cf. D e s c a t 1985; on the burden 
of tribute, cf. also Tupl in 1989b: 140 -45 and Nixon-Price 1992: 177-78 (for these authors, the the
ory of the heaviness of Persian tribute is implici t but s ignif icant in the contrast they make with the 
moderat ion of Athenian tribute when it b e g a n ) . D a n d a m a e v (1989b: 193) suggests that in the 
fourth century "the col lect ion of taxes turned into flat-out pi l lage and coerc ion, which caused 
many uprisings against Persian domination," but the texts offered in support (pp. 193-94) regard
ing Egypt do not appear terribly e loquent to m e : I stress especial ly that, for D a n d a m a e v , this judg. 
m e n t goes back to his initial analyses of what he cons idered the "parasitic" role of the Persian 
nobility which, after the "aristocratic restoration" carried out by D a r i u s in 522, was gratified with 
i m m e n s e privileges in the prov inces—which had "very negative c o n s e q u e n c e s for the economy of 
the c o n q u e r e d countries," a n d h e n c e — t h e final c o n s e q u e n c e — " t h e weakness of the Achaemenid 
empire" before Alexander ( D a n d a m a e v 1976: 2 1 2 - 1 4 ) ; but, for reasons already given (chap. 2/10: 
"Bardiya and the Persian Aristocracy," p. 103, and c h a p . 3/1, p p . 107ff, and 3/4, pp . 128ff., above), 
the "aristocratic restoration" is nothing but a myth, such that the author's entire construct, in my 
opinion, never gets off the ground (cf. also my remarks in Briant 1993c: 4 2 1 - 2 2 ) . O n the revolts, 
cf. Briant 1988a: 139-43 (I alter s o m e aspects); see a lso Sto lper (1985a: 155-56): the author rightly 
stresses that, on the one hand, the activity o f the M u r a s u without doubt resulted in the impover
i shment of smal l proprietors, but that, on the other, this s e g m e n t of the populat ion had no politi
cal inf luence; the tablet from the reign of C a m b y s e s (YOS 7, 128) which I present was pointed out 
to m e by F. J o a n n a s , who also provided a translation: I thank h im very heartily. Aside from remarks 
of J o a n n e s (1982: 278 -79 ) on prices in 418, the pr ice rise in Babylonia has been studied by Dub-
berstein 1939 and D a n d a m a e v 1988b: the former inquires into the reasons for the increase (p. 43), 
evoking one by one "the increasing wealth of individuals , the expans ion of capital ism, the Per
sians' monetary policy, their wars . . ."; for his part, D a n d a m a e v stresses on the contrary that it was 
a long-lasting feature, which has no impl icat ion of an e c o n o m i c crisis (p. 58); a position somewhat 
contradictory to that of the s a m e D a n d a m a e v (1989b: 194), who attempts to establish a relation be
tween Persian d o m i n i o n and the price increase in Babylonia "and very likely the s a m e way in the 
other countries": on this last point, it is necessary to remark that the author offers not one real 
p iece of ev idence to justify his position. M o r e important: the initial observation (continuous price 
increase) is now thrown in doubt by the work of Slotsky 1993 (which J b e c a m e acquainted with 
only quite late), who has studied the c h a n g e s in price of the products ment ioned in the ADRTB. 
Her conc lus ions (which 1 evoke in my text) totally contradict everything that has so far been writ
ten about the "continuous price increase" in Babylonia d u r i n g the A c h a e m e n i d period; price de
crease is rather what the author finds, for barley (pp. 7 0 - 7 1 , 8 4 - 8 5 ) , dates (pp. 94, 101: lowest price 
under Dar ius III) , mustard (pp. 128-29) , cress (p. 152), s e s a m e (pp. 178 -79 ) , and wool (pp. 204-
5): for all these products , the author observes that the price is lower under Dar ius III than under 
Artaxerxes I (p. 219); a m o n g the reasons advanced , she suggests taking into account the increase 
in agricultural product ion and yield (p. 228) . In expectation of an ant ic ipated study by Vargas 
(p. 3) based on wider and m o r e varied ev idence (Vargas forthcoming) , we must obviously remain 
caut ious (P. Vargas takes u p the prob lem again in a c o m m u n i c a t i o n presented at the Dettxiemes 
Rencontres de Saint-Bertrand sur leconomie antique, M a y 4 - 5 , 1996). Nonethless , this study by 
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(vl. L. Slotsky is clearly part of a reevahiation of many hypotheses established on the basis of too-
narrow evidence, in particular s ince the work of Dubbers te in 1939, which henceforth must clearly 
be considered obsolete. O n the e c o n o m i c and c o m m e r c i a l activity of the Murasu , cf. in particular 
Cardascia 1 9 5 1 . 1 8 9 - 9 8 , Sto lper 1985a: 2 7 - 3 5 , 143-56, a n d van Driel 1989; sale o f royal wheat to 
the Greek cities: Briant 1994d (which van der Spek 1994: 23 cannot have known); local taxes a n d 
double taxation in the Hellenist ic cities: cf. C o r s a r o 1985; Worrle 1988: 461-64; C a r i a n cities (un
der Achaemenid d o m i n i o n ) and royal taxes: Hornblower 1982: 161-63; Tupl in 1987b: 148-49. 



Chapter 18 

Darius and the Empire Confront Macedonian Aggression 

l. Territories, Armies, and Strategies 
• A Preliminary Detail. No more than in the preceding chapters do I intend to rehearse here 

the detailed narrative of Alexander's campaigns, except to the extent that the information and in
terpretations of the ancient authors and modern historians touch on the discussion of the Achae
menid Empire's situation during this period. Where the weave of the narrative seems certain, I 
will not multiply references to the ancient or modern authors, which will be found conveniently 
gathered in, e.g., Bosworth 1988; cf. also Bosworth 1980a, 1995, and Berve 1926, II. As I said in the 
introduction to this volume, this chapter attempts to offer elements of a response to a question that 
with others I have long been considering on the reasons for Alexander's defeat of the Persians. 

• The First Macedonian Offensive ( ??6-??5J . See especially Badian 1966: 39-46, Ruzicka 
1985b, Heisseier 1980 (where the decrees are analyzed that allow us to reconstruct the events on 
Lesbos, Chios, and lasus), and most recently Ruzicka 1992a and 1992b: 129-34; on the role and 
place of Memnon and the date of the Persian counterattack (perhaps already in Arses' time), see 
also the apt remarks of McCoy 1989: 422-27. On the chronology of the invasion of Egypt against 
Khabbabash, in synoptic relation to the events of Asia Minor, the interpretations of Anson 1989 re
main subject to caution because of the persistent uncertainty governing the date and extent of the 
Egyptian revolt (cf. chap. 16/9, pp. 717f. above); on the very hypothetical Babylonian revolt 
(which, according to Bosworth 1988: 34, would explain Darius's inaction until the end of 335), see 
Stolper, CAH VI 2: 240; on Ephesus and its relations with Sardis (at this date?), see the theory pre
sented in chap. 16/3 above on the Inscription of Sacrileges from Sardis (p. 702). 1 note in passing 
that the initial operations pose the additional problem of Pixodarus's attitude: we know that Plu
tarch (Alex. 10.1-3) says that Pixodarus intended to marry his oldest daughter to Arrhideus for po
litical goals (eis ten Philippou symmakhian), and that Alexander married the satrap's daughter; this 
"Pixodarus affair" has generated a considerable number of interpretations, especially in the con
text of relations between Alexander and his father; I have no desire to venture into this labyrinth 
(cf. the overview of Halzopoulos 1982, but contra French and Dixon 1986); in the context of 
Achaemenid history, the only question is: in carrying out these negotiations, was Pixodarus dem
onstrating secessionist tendencies? Or better: in 336, was Pixodarus cleverer than the Achaemenid 
rulers, and was he already preparing for post-conquest Macedon (cf. the discussions of Weiskopf 
1982: 308-10; Ruzicka 1992b: 130-32)? Using Strabo's (XIV.2.17) comments as his basis, Horn
blower (1982: 49 and 221) thinks that persikas means 'adopting a political attitude favorable to Per
sia', but as the author himself admits (p. 49 n. 89) in quoting Arrian VII.6.3, the meaning of the 
word is open to discussion: cf. the reservations expressed by Weiskopf 1982: 306 (without knowing 
Hornblower), who translates it 'turning to Persia': the word may also signify 'adopting Persian cus
toms, Persianizing', as in Arrian VII.6.3 (quoted ["by contrast"] by Hornblower 1982:49 n. 89), but 
also and especially by Strabo himself: cf. in particular XV2.14; in any event, I think Ruzicka 
(1992b: 131-34) is right to think that we must not grant excessive credence to the phrase used by 
Strabo and that the sending of Orontobates was solely the idea of Darius III, who was concerned 
to make prepaiations to resist the coming Macedonian offensive (cf. also 1992a: 90-91). If Pixo
darus's contacts with the Macedonian date to this period, we may simply suggest (with Weiskopf 
1982: 308-9) that Philip was trying to prepare, though diplomatic means, a (limited) beachhead 
in Asia Minor; but then we plunge back into the problem of Philip's reason for sending an army 
corps to Asia Minor. 
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• Darius, His Satraps, and Alexander's Landing (May-june 334). De lay of the Persian navy: 
an overview and bibl iography will be found in the article by Anson 1989: he thinks the fleet had 
returned from Egypt but was not able to participate b e c a u s e of the lack of continental bases; 
against the posit ion of Bad ian 1966, Anson in fact thinks that the Persian reconquest of 335 was 

v e r y incomplete: but both this theory and his chronologica l est imates about the revolt of E g y p t do 
not seem to m e i m b u e d with great certainty, which is merely conf irmed by the state of the evi
dence (even if, by way of "probability," the explanation he offers is worthy of interest). Goukowsky 
|976: 180 thinks he can explain D i o d o r u s X V I I . 18.2 by referring to Diodorus XV.41.5 and the 
"(customary) slowness of the Persians": cf. apt critical remarks of Se ibert 1987:442; Grzybek 1990: 
61-66 (who, p. 63, fixes the date of the battle of the G r a n i c u s at April 8) insists on the e l e m e n t of 
surprise that would explain the absense of opposit ion to Alexander's landing; but, while the chro
nological proof is interesting, I a m not conv inced by the author's historical argumentat ion . Proc
lamation of Arsites: cf. R T P 3 6 3 - 6 5 (while recogniz ing [Briant 1976: 238 n. 61] that the satrap's 
decision was also based on other considerat ions); on his s u p r e m a c y in the hierarchy at Ze le ia , cf. 
the remarks of B a d i a n (1977a: 2 8 3 - 8 4 ) , who rightly rejects the theory of collegiality (the object ion 
of M c C o y 1989. 433 n. 65 is not matched with any proof) ; on Alexander's financial situation at the 
beginning of the c a m p a i g n , cf. Rebuffat 1983, followed by Price 1991: 25; megalopsykhia: G o u 
kowsky (1976: 30) translates (very freely) with 'chivalric spirit': I suspect this translation/interpreta
tion derives directly from the "feudal" theories of S c h a c h e r m e y e r 1973: 166-74 (junker gegen 
junker). 

• Darius in Babylon and the Asia Minor Front (334-333) . O n Darius's marit ime operat ions 
and policy, see T h o m a s s e n 1984 arid the excel lent crit icism of Ruzicka 1988 (both correctly re
evaluate Darius's strategy, and the former insists, no less correctly, on the exaggeration by the an
cient authors [and m o d e r n ones: e.g., B a d i a n 1966: 48] of the role o f M e m n o n : pp. 28ff); cf. a lso 
Heisserer 1980: 8 7 - 1 1 1 ( C h i o s ) , 169-203 (Iasus) . T h e exact reconstruction of certain conquests 
and reconquests poses chronological prob lems , into the details of which I shall not enter, at least 
where the m a j o r paths of c h a n g e appear well e n o u g h established; on the d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g of the 
navy, cf. Bosworth 1980a: 1 4 1 - 4 3 , who thinks it reflects a "colossal error [on Alexander's part] that 
the Persians exploited, but inadequately"; s ee also T h o m a s s e n 1984: 8 - 1 8 , who insists on Alex
ander's long-range perspect ive. 

• From Issus to Gaugamela (November 333 - October 331). Persian land counterattack after 
Issus: cf. Burn 1952 a n d Briant 1973: 53-74: this interpretation (all of the conc lus ions of which I 
do not repeat here) has s t imulated s o m e object ions (cf. Ruzicka 1983b): as Atkinson (1980: 286) 
notes, Burn makes several chronologica l approximat ions on the mari t ime operations of Pharnaba
zus and Autophradates before and after Issus, but this observation does not ruin the hypothesis (cf. 
Ruzicka 1988: 144 n. 41); for his part, Anson 1988 thinks the Persian counterattack was not as im
portant as B u r n and Briant suggest; in the oppos i te case , Anson thinks, Ant igonus would not have 
been able to win these victories, b e c a u s e he h imse l f was u n d e r m a n n e d ; according to h im, the Per
sian generals cou ld c o u n t on neither Ariarathe of C a p p a d o c i a (who remained, he says, caut iously 
neutral: but cf. be low) nor satrapal forces: but these observations do not invalidate the interpreta
tion, s ince the Persians establ ished a conscript ion in C a p p a d o c i a and Paphlagonia (which c o m 
prised nothing m o r e than a mobi l izat ion of satrapal contingents); on Antigonus's position as I have 
proposed it (1973: 6 3 - 6 6 : given a general c o m m a n d in Asia M i n o r ) , see the varying evaluations of 
Anson (1989: 474) and Bil lows (1990: 44 and n. 80); it is c lear that the state of the ev idence leads 
to interpretive caution; it has not yet b e e n fully gathered: it is surprising that none of the authors I 
just cited knows (at least they d o not quote) the articles of Harrison 1982a: 265-84 and 1982b on 
the (long known) coins of S inope : Harrison thinks (by way of hypothesis , which I follow here) that 
on the coins we have the n a m e s of certain Persian leaders who led the counterattack after Issus; 
note also that we know c o i n a g e of Ariarathe from S i n o p e (c f also Alram 1986: 55ff.): even if Har
rison thinks that this c o i n a g e is s o m e w h a t later than these events (1982a: 2 8 9 - 9 0 ) , the chronology 
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remains in dispute (as the author recognizes , p. 290), and this ev idence requires at least the nu-
a n c i n g of Anson's hypothesis (1988: 473) on the (presumed) "neutrality" of the C a p p a d o c i a n dy 
nasty dur ing the Persian counterattack (how would the Persians have been able to levy t h e youth 
o f C a p p a d o c i a without [at least] the consent of Ariarathe?); on Orontobates: it s eems to m e impose 
sible (despite Berve no. 594) to find h im at G a u g a m e l a in charge of s o m e of the troops that came 
from Persia (Arrian 111.8.5). O n the situation in Syria after Issus, cf. the remarks of Harrison 1982a-
3 6 8 - 6 9 ; on T h y m o n d a s , cf. the apt proposals o f Ruz icka 1988: 146-47 and n. 44; on Agis's Cretan 
war (which interests m e here only marginal ly) , cf. van Effenterre 1968: 2 4 4 - 4 7 and Badian 1967 
1994; on all of these prob lems I reject the conc lus ions of the recent (i l l- informed) article of Bloe-
dow 1994. 

• Darius and Alexander: War and Peace (333-331)—Another Reading. S e e the bibliography 
and overview in Bosworth 1980a: 2 2 7 - 3 3 , 2 5 6 - 5 7 (but without discuss ion of the possibility of a 
forgery); cf. also Bosworth 1988: 6 4 - 6 5 and 7 5 - 7 6 ( s imple paraphrase o f the anc ient texts); on Di
odorus X V I I . 39.2, cf. Griffith 1968 (without cons ider ing the possibility of an overall forgery); to my 
knowledge, the latest article is that of Bernhardt 1988 (the author suggests a parallel with an epi
sode from S a s s a n i a n history; the parallel is not without interest, but it does not provide the solution 
to the prob lem; the author himsel f displays m u c h skeptic ism on the quest ion: pp . 181, 198); note 
the near total, quite surpris ing s i l ence (p . 451) of iievbevt 1987 in an article reevaluating the his
torical stature o f Dar ius III. O n Darius's preparations and the c o h e r e n c e of his strategy, see now 
the important article of Bernard 1990b: 519 -24 , which rightly reevaluates (against the traditional 
theory: p. 522) the role a n d choices of Dar ius . O n the t h e m e of the expiring Dar ius handing over 
the E m p i r e to Alexander, cf. R T P 4 0 1 - 3 ; on the G r e e k representations of the imperial realm and 
the E u p h r a t e s as frontier, cf. RTP 78 and Briant 1984b: 6 4 - 6 5 . T h e o r y of the dowry and "gradated" 
concess ions was developed especial ly by Radet 1925 a n d 1930; no m o r e than other more recent 
authors ( inc luding me: Briant 1987c: 3 6 - 3 9 , modif ied in 1994a: 4 7 - 4 8 ) does Radet ever inquire 
into the authenticity of the tradition; the reason for this is obviously that historians generally do not 
at tempt to locate the ev idence in the framework of A c h a e m e n i d history, except sometimes by re
ferring to A c h a e m e n i d dynastic pract ices ("vice-regency"), which the Persian evidence proves 
never existed; Radet thinks (1925: 196 n. 7) that the anc ient authors other than Quintus Curtius, 
inc luding Arrian, were irresponsible for not connect ing the marr iage a n d the dowry: a contestable 
evaluation, to say the least; he also quotes (1925: 194 n. 2) the a n o n y m o u s author ("Anonymous 
from Jerusa l em" = FGrH 151 F 3 ) but is not aware of the problem posed by the text (which also 
st imulated a presentation by Re inach 1892, but the author's remark [pp. 309 -10 ] is unaware of the 
specificity of Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s and Anonymous ) ; the S u d a , s.v. Dareios, also shows the extent to 
which success ive confusions are piled on top of e a c h other, b e c a u s e , accord ing to the text, Darius 
asks Alexander to c o n c l u d e a treaty (koindnia) and, for this purpose , offers h i m his daughter Rox-
a n n e — a l t h o u g h we know from A n o n y m o u s (FGrH 151 F 3 ) that Darius's daughters who fell into 
Alexander's hands were n a m e d Stateira and Drypetis: cf. Berve II nos. 290 and 722. O n Darius's 
matr imonia l offers, s ee also the (partial) remarks of Vogt 1952: 175. T h e prob lem of the dowry is 
evoked by Atkinson 1956: 171-77, who, without referring to the e x a m p l e of Dar ius IIJ, but by 
studying the texts on the M e d i a n marr iages ( X e n o p h o n , N ico la s of D a m a s c u s , which I quote in 
the text), c o n c l u d e s that the pract ice of transference o f property by dowry reflects a Persian cus
t o m — w h i c h does not appear to m e to be established at all; I remark in pass ing (since I cannot deal 
with the case here) that a somewhat s imilar discuss ion has long been cont inuing on a tradition 
that attributes the Pto lemaic rights to S y r i a - P h o e n i c i a to a dowry: cf. presentation of the sources 
and problems in C u q 1927, who quite curiously does not invoke the "precedent" of Darius and 
Alexander; accepted by C u q , the theory of the dowry is refuted by B i c k e r m a n 1938: 29-30. On 
dowries/gifts in the ancient N e a r East , cf. Z a c c a g n i n i 1973: 2 4 - 3 0 , especial ly us ing the rich evi
d e n c e from El -Amarna (the dowry can only be understood as an exchange for bride-prices sent by 
the future husband) . I add that in the gifts to Persian princesses (such as Parysatis), Cardasc ia 1991 
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would like to see an anc ient form oiMorgenga.be: the idea is interesting; I note meanwhi le that the 
hypothesis was suggested to h i m especial ly by medieval and m o d e r n judicial texts; so I wonder 
whether the "Franco-Achaemenid" glosses he uses (cf. nn. 2 6 - 3 0 ) provide the requisite guarantees 
of reliability, even when the compar i sons he stresses appear captivating, at least on the termino-
Jogical level. 

» The Consequences of Gaugamela (331-330). Darius's retreat to M e d i a and Alexander's 
arrival in Babylon are also evoked in the tablet A D R T B no. - 3 3 0 , presented and interpreted by 
p. Bernard 1990b: 525 -28 (cf. chap . 18/3, pp. 852f t ) ; on the word neoterizein in Arrian (III .19 .1) , 
cf the remarks of Bosworth 1980a: 333, who translates "in the h o p e that s o m e disaffection might 
break out around Alexander," asking justifiable quest ions about the hopes attributed to Darius; but 
J doubt that the word can be expla ined by a r g u m e n t s l inked to Darius's "third embassy" or by an 
evocation (by ant ic ipat ion) of the p r o b l e m of Philotas; I a m rather tempted to think that Dar ius 
hoped Alexander would encounter s o m e difficulties in establ ishing his domin ion in Babylonia 
and Susiana (see chap . 18/3). O n the vision contemporary writers have of the "decisive" (or not) 
character of the battle, I recall the aptly caut ious remarks of Borza 1972: 243: "It may be only our 
own post fac tum j u d g m e n t s that see the battle of G a u g a m e l a as decisive because it was in fact de
cisive. Alexander may not have felt so certain. It is conce ivable that D a r i u s l o o m e d as a m u c h 
more serious threat to the king than he appears to us in retrospect." I note finally that, accord ing 
to Gasche 199 la: 6, the "Achaemenid residence" found to the north of S ippar was built at the end 
of the Achaemenid period and that it was never o c c u p i e d by its owner: "This a b a n d o n m e n t is 
without doubt to b e related to Alexander's campaign"; the history of this res idence, built "by a 
noble at the very end of D a r i u s III, perhaps shows in its way how the Persians had been surprised 
by the rapid progress of the M a c e d o n i a n troops" ( G a s c h e 1995: 208). W e know that about fifteen 
days after G a u g a m e l a , Alexander was at S ippar , carrying out his policy of col laboration with the 
Babylonian elites (Bernard 1990b: 526). It is possible that no one really expected that the G r e a t 
King, leading an army prepared so well, c o u l d lose the battle, and that, furthermore, the strategic 
retreat to M e d i a ordered by D a r i u s , connec ted with the news of the defeat, could have caused a 
panic in Babylonia , particularly in the countryside, at least in the first days (this in any case is a 
possible reading of Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s V. 1.7). C a n these considerations really explain the phase of 
abandonment identified by the archaeologis ts? I d o not dare to give an answer, b e c a u s e , as every
one knows, it is extremely risky to relate archaeolog ica l data (however precisely dated they are , as 
in the present case) to a historical narration that is only a skeleton (even if the recent publ icat ion 
of the astronomical tablets has just recently a d d e d flesh to it!). 

2. Darius and His Faithful 
• Mithrenes and the Persians of Asia Minor (334-333). S e e Briant 1985a: 167-69 and 1993a 

(it is surprising to observe that, as ide from an incidental remark of Higgins 1980: 130, the case of 
Mithrenes cont inues to be ignored by historians studying Alexander's Iranian policy, as if he had 
not thought of this necessity until after his arrival in Babylon: e.g., Bosworth 1980a: 128 a n d 1980b, 
Hamilton 1987); on M e m n o n : Bosworth (1980a: 131) chronological ly relates Polyaenus ( IV3 .1 ) 
and Arrian (1.17.8), thinking that, at Sardis , Alexander sought to detach M e m n o n from the Persian 
officials; but, for one thing, the two passages are expla ined m u c h better if Polyaenus is connec ted 
to the m o m e n t of the l and ing (when Alexander landed in Troad) ; for another, Arrian's phrase (epi 
ten khoran tou Memnonos), used in an obvious military context, appears to m e quite clearly to des
ignate an offensive action: Alexander had certainly already understood that M e m n o n would not 
surrender; Bosworth adds that Polyaenus's anecdote may be apocryphal: but it c o u l d m o r e s imply 
be a piece of the tradition c o n c e r n i n g M e m n o n , which is easy enough to integrate into Arrian 
1.12.10: hostility of the Persians toward M e m n o n , who was suspected of wanting to drag out the 
war because of the honors (time) he held from Dar ius . O n Bagadates and the Amyzon inscription, 
cf. Robert 1983: 113-18 and Briant 1985a (which I n u a n c e here on the question of the exemplary 
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quality of the d o c u m e n t in relation to the Mithrenes affair). R e c o g n i z i n g that the dorea of Mnesi-
mac lu i s near Sardis (Sardis V I I . 1.1) is of A c h a e m e n i d origin, which c a n hardly be doubted {cf 
Desca t 1985), it is possible that his (probably) Persian titles were stripped from h im at s o m e point 
though we are not able to say with certainty that h a p p e n e d at the time of Alexander's visit to Sardis 
(even if the hypothesis is seduct ive); the transfer may have taken p l a c e in the era of the Diadochi 
(cf. Buckler and Robinson 1912: 2 2 - 2 5 ) ; in any case , the d o c u m e n t , which dates about twenty 
years after Alexander's passage , strongly suggests what the situation of the Persian aristocrats of the 
imperial diaspora might have b e e n — s u m m e d u p as having to choose between keeping their 
posit ion, on the one hand, and unfai l ing faithfulness to Dar ius III and conf idence in the Persian 
armies ' capacity for counterattack, on the other. 

• The Surrender of Mazaces (332). M a z a c e s and his predecessor, S a b a c e s , are also known 
from several coins inscribed with their n a m e s in A r a m a i c (Nicolet-Pierre 1979; Harrison 1982a-
384-87; S c h m i t t 1987); the p r o b l e m posed by the coins of M a z a c e s is all the m o r e difficult to re
solve in that s o m e of them, it appears , were struck at Babylon: see most recently Price 1991: 452 
who (despite Bel l inger 1963: 66, not without hesitation) appears to revert to the theory (adopted, 
for e x a m p l e , by Berve II, no. 485) that M a z a c e s received an official position in Babylonia from 
Alexander. O n Alexander's propaganda after Issus. cf. R T P 371-84 . 

• The Defections of Mazaeus and Abulites (331). T h e tablet ADRTB no. - 3 3 0 is presented 
and used by Bernard 1990b: 525-28; the author also considers the prob lem treated here: he thinks 
that the military disposition adopted by Alexander was intended solely "to show off his force by hav
ing the army parade before the eyes of the Babylonians," and "not b e c a u s e the king expected re
sistance" {p . 526); while agreeing that P. Bernard's position is perfectly defensible, I have been 
conv inced by the remarks, brief but i l luminating, of Kuhrt 1990b: 125-26, who concludes that the 
c e r e m o n y described by the anc ient authors was "merely the final result o f complex negotiations"; 
I a d d that I do not see why Bosworth (1980a: 314) thinks it " improbable" that the appointment of 
M a z a e u s was the price of his surrender; I think nonetheless that this posit ion fits into the very re
ductive view of Alexander's Iranian policy that he develops elsewhere (Bosworth 1980b); opulent 
display in the royal processions: see also Briant 1994f; on Plutarch, Alex. 39.9: Alexander offers one 
of the sons of M a z a e u s (not n a m e d ) a "satrapy larger . . . than that with which he previously had 
been provided": Berve (1926:1 ,84 n. 5) rejects the m e n t i o n , on the grounds that no son of Mazaeus 
was ever a satrap: but it could refer to Brochube lus , who, to follow Quintus Curt ius (V13.11), was 
praetor Syriae (under the direction of his father); we m a y note in pass ing that Plutarch's note 
throws a vivid light on the negotiations opened between Alexander and the high Achaemenid dig
nitaries who agreed to defect to h im; a n d if the Brochube lus of Q u i n t u s Cur t ius is the same as the 
Artiboles of Arrian (which is not certain), this son o f M a z a e u s would have preferred to be (and was) 
admitted to Alexander's entourage (Arrian VII .6 .4 ) . O n Mazaeus ' s Babylonian co inage , cf. the dis
cussions of Bel l inger 1963: 6 0 - 6 5 (who, while observing it, does not explain the political reasons 
for this issue) , Harrison 1982a: 361 -70 (with s o m e doubts) , and most recently the summaries of 
Pr ice 1991: 4 5 3 - 5 7 and M i l d e n b e r g 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 : 15-17; M a z a e u s co ins have also been found in the 
"Achaemenid residence" recently excavated at S ippar: cf. Amandry 1989 and 1991. I mention fi
nally that in a s p e e c h given to Alexander (response to the G r e a t King's ambassadors ) , Quintus Cur
tius lets it be known that the daughter of D a r i u s offered to Alexander had already been promised to 
M a z a e u s (IV 11.20); we are tempted to see this as an al lusion to a personal quarrel beteween 
M a z a e u s and the G r e a t King , s imilar to the one Plutarch describes between Tir ibazus and Arta
xerxes II (Art. 27 .7 -10) : but Q u i n t u s Curtius's rhetoric is very hazy and the context very dubious 
(embassy supposedly sent by Dar ius to offer the Euphrate s border); and even if we recognize the 
existence of a rumor, it would not in itself explain Mazaeus ' s behavior. 

• The Persians of Persia between Darius and Alexander. O n M a d a t e s and the campaigns 
against the Uxians , cf. RTP 171-73 and 2 0 6 - 7 (with n. 62 on Parmenion's route); on the Mar
dians , cf. Briant 1976; on Alexander's policy, I repeat here basically what I wrote in R T P 384-403, 
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where more detailed analyses will be found, and the bibliography; I have modified my position on 
hvo points: ( 1 ) 1 was not sufficiently attentive to the voluntary surrenders (such as the surrender of 
Tiridates); (2) 1 a m less sure that the regrets later expressed by Alexander (Arrian VI .30 .1 ; Q u i n t u s 
Curtius V.7.11; Plutarch, Alex. 38.8) m e a n that he then hoped to a s s u m e the title of G r e a t King. 
The Persepolis matter has given rise to s o m e analyses recently, on which I will provide a few qu ick 
comments: 

(1) H a m m o n d ' s 1992a chronological reconstruction appears totally unacceptab le to m e (we 
must stick with Borza 1972); the author, furthermore, is not really concerned (here or elsewhere) 
with providing an exhaustive historiographic inquiry. 

(2) I find the s a m e casua lness in Bad ian 1994, where the author reexamines (and eventually 
confirms) his 1967 conc lus ions c o n c e r n i n g the chronology of Agis's war against Antipater; in this 
framework, he devotes one discussion (pp . 2 7 7 - 8 1 ) to Alexander's chronology between G a u g a 
mela and E c b a t a n a and another (pp. 2 8 1 - 8 5 ) to the burning of Persepolis , c o n c l u d i n g that Alex-
antler's order had to be connec ted with events in E u r o p e (Agis war); in the opposite case , he finds 
no possible explanat ion (pp . 2 8 9 - 9 2 ) , in particular reject ing the hypothesis of Persian resistance 
(pp. 283-84; without examinat ion of texts); but the author s e e m s not to know my 1977 article, re
printed in RTP: in any event, he does not ment ion or discuss it at all, a n d apparently does not con
sider it to be a m o n g "the major contributions of other scholars" (p. 292): which is certainly within 
his right, as long as he explains why! 

(3) T h e mos t innovative study is by Sanc i s i -Weerdenburg 1993 who, while recall ing the vari
ous interpretations, suggests e x a m i n i n g the archaeologica l traces of the fire; they show (a) that the 
buildings attributed to Xerxes are the ones that suffered most; (b) she thinks that the m a i n objec 
tive was to destroy not pa laces but the valuable furnishings and other royal paraphernal ia they 
contained: if this was really Alexander's concern , it was thus to prevent the use of these luxury ob
jects in the framework of a policy of polydoria, which was a constituent e l ement of the G r e a t 
King's power. T h e article is very thought-provoking and raises s o m e questions (in particular the 
last sentences [p. 185] on the i m a g e of Alexander as "conqueror, n o t . . . a ruler who has the safe
keeping of the governmenta l apparatus foremost in his m i n d " — c l a u s e s that leave m e wonder
ing); the author (p. 178 and n. 12) refers to my interpretation, but she thinks that D i o d o r u s 
XVII.71.3 "does not al low conc lus ions as to Persian hostility towards Alexander. . . . It merely says 
something about Alexander's mood": but, after reading and rereading the Diodorus passage , it 
still seems clear e n o u g h to me: if D i o d o r u s is actual ly descr ib ing the situation from Alexander's 
point of view, it is b e c a u s e the mistrust and bad relations are a lso the deed of the egkorioi; further
more, I now willingly add to the d iscuss ion D i o d o r u s X I X . 14.5-v-: speaking of the support given to 
Peucestes ( n a m e d satrap of Persia when Alexander returned from India) , D iodorus states that Al
exander "wish[ed] to p lease the Persians a n d bel ieving that through Peucestes he could keep the 
nation in all respects obedient (kata panth'exein to ethnos hupekoon)"; the text no doubt refers im
plicitly to the rebell ions that arose dur ing Alexander's a b s e n c e in India (Arrian VI .27 .3 , Quintus 
Curtius IX. 10.19; X . 1.9), but we may also wonder whether this passage is not additional ev idence 
that also conf irms that Alexander faced opposit ion in Persia in 330 that had not yet d ied down by 
325 (thus, no doubt , l eading to the "regrets" he then expressed for having carried out the destruc
tion in 330). 

(4) An extremely va luable and well- informed s u m m a r y is found in Wiesehofer 1994: 2 3 - 4 9 (cf. 
pp. 38-39 , c o m p a r i s o n of the interpretations of Briant and Sancis i -Weergenburg) . 

(5) O n the inscription from Phil ippi publ i shed in 1984 by C . Vatin, M . Hatzopoulos thinks 
(BE 1987 no. 714; without touch ing directly on the prob lems I treat in this section) that the city's 
embassy sought out Alexander when he was in Persia (Persis restored on the stela), and it was dur
ing his stop in Persepolis that the king dec ided to c h a n g e his plans; having initially resolved to pur
sue Darius , "whose capture would have to mark the end of the expedition," Alexander would have 
resolved at Persepolis "to p u r s u e the war until the comple te submiss ion of the Persian Empire ." I 
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will admit to s o m e doubts about this reconstruction of Alexander's plans, but I prefer not to discuss 
the author's note, in the expectation of the publ icat ion of a m o r e detai led argument . 

3. The Local Elites, Darius, and Alexander. Popularity and Unpopularity 
of Achaemenid Dominion 
T h e subtit le o f this sect ion is obviously inspired by the m a n y studies devoted to tins theme in 

the context o f Athenian d o m i n i o n in the fifth century (cf. b ibl iography in Briant 1995a: xlvi). 
• Sources and Problems. 1 know of no satisfactory overall study of this problem: that of 

Schac l i ermeyr 1975 is qui te general and quite decept ive: marked by t enac ious stereotypes, it in-
sists solely on the character of "Benefactor" that Alexander intended to project; but the real prob. 
l e m (what were the reactions of the populat ions other than the Greeks of Asia M i n o r ? ) is not really 
treated in depth. 1 will not dwell here at length on Alexander's policy toward the G r e e k cities: from 
an a b u n d a n t bibl iography, I refer to B i c k e r m a n 1934, B a d i a n 1966, Heisserer 1981, and Corsaro 
1980b; cf. also Briant 1994a: 2 7 - 3 2 and 6 8 - 7 2 (it is self-evident in part icular that the [somewhat 
vain] ques t ion of their poss ib le connect ion to the Cor in th ian L e a g u e does not interest m e here at 
al l ) . O n Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s HI.8 .22 (sacrifices of Alexander before the battle of Issus) , cf. Bing 1991; 
on Alexander at Sard i s , cf. Briant 1993a; on the Samar i tan revolt and the d o c u m e n t s from Wadi 
ed-Dal iyeh (chap. 16/7) , cf. the studies of C r o s s , e.g., 1971: h e also recalls (p. 57) that according 
to J o s e p h u s (Ant. X I . 3 2 1 - 2 2 ) , after Issus, Sanba l la t of S a m a r i a a b a n d o n e d the c a u s e of Darius III 
and sought out Alexander at Tyre; he received permiss ion to construct a sanctuary on Mt. Geri-
z im, before dying, "since the s iege lasted 7 months"; but I a m not certain that Josephus's "informa
tion" is particularly credible (and still less so, obviously, the tradition that he records (Ant. XI .325-
39) of A l e x a n d e r s visit to J e r u s a l e m — e v e n if the process ion w e l c o m i n g Alexander was copied 
from the ceremonia l of the royal entries); on Perdiccas in S a m a r i a and the foundation of Gerasa, 
cf. Seyrig 1966 (unknown to C r o s s 1971: 57 n. 22) a n d M a c c h i 1994: 3 8 - 4 0 . 

• Ephesus , Miletus, and Aspendus. O n M a c e d o n i a n behavior dur ing the preconquest, cf. 
B a d i a n 1966: 3 9 - 4 2 (and p. 45 on Alexander at E p h e s u s ) ; Alexander at Priene: see Sherwin-White 
1985 (discussion of the compos i t ion a n d date of the materials) , Heisserer 1981: 155-68 and, most 
recently, M a r a s c o 1987, in particular pp . 6 7 - 7 3 on the p r o b l e m of the land: on this point, cf. also 
my remarks in R T P 3 6 0 - 6 2 , as well as C o r s t e n 1994 (on the gifts given by Alexander to Phocion). 

• From Sidon to Tyre. O n the internal conflicts at S i d o n and the posit ion of Straton, see es
pecially Bondi 1974: 152-57; on the Phoen ic ian cities oppos ing Alexander, see also Vcrkinderen 
1987; on Abdalonymus , cf. von G r a e v e 1970: 125-28; on the events at Tyre , cf. especially Lemaire 
1991e, who, on the basis of n u m i s m a t i c sources , conc ludes that after his surrender (Arrian 11.24.5) 
K i n g Aze lmicus kept his throne and title. 

• Egypt and the Egyptians. O n K h a b b a b a s h : cf. the discuss ion above , chap . 16/9, p. 718; a 
D e m o t i c papyrus dated to year 2 of D a r i u s III is known (Bresciani 1958: 185). O n the theme of the 
return of statues a n d the partial nature of Hel lenist ic Egypt ian sources , cf. Lo i ton 1978, Briant 
1988a: 152-54, M o r s c h a u s e r 1988: 2 1 6 - 1 9 , a n d , most recently, Winnicki 1989, 1990, and 1991 
(and Winnicki forthcoming); o n the policy of Alexander and Ptolemy I, cf. Swinnen 1973, van 
Voss 1993, and the s u m m a r y o f Burste in 1994, who stresses qu i t e firmly the ideological distortions 
of the ev idence c o m i n g from Alexander's s ide (Burste in {1991 ] also thinks that the theory of the 
pharaonizat ion of Alexander must be a b a n d o n e d ) , as well a s , on the E g y p t i a n religious policy of 
Ptolemy, the m a j o r analyses of Yoyotte 1994 that e m p h a s i z e in particular that the satrap launched 
this strategy; inhumat ion of the mother of an Apis under Alexander: S m i t h 1988 and 1992a; 
another d o c u m e n t refers to one Peucestes , who we might imag ine is the M a c e d o n i a n named 
c o m m a n d e r of the troops left in E g y p t by Alexander (a long with Balacrus; Arrian III. 5.5); this Peu
cestes s e e m s to have sent an order concern ing the prohibit ion of entry into the hiereos oikemel 
(Turner 1974; cf. T h o m p s o n 1992: 106 )—a m e a s u r e that c a n b e c o m p a r e d with that taken by 
C a m b y s e s in the sanctuary of Ne i th , at the ins istence of Udjahorresnet (Posener no. 1 B-b); chapel 
o f Alexander at Luxor: Abd e l -Raziq 1984. Inscription of Onnophr i s : my presentation is taken in 
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toto from van K a n e ! 1980. Statuette of Nectanebo's son: C l e r e 1951, who stresses the difficulty in 
dating but thinks that the parallel with the inscription of Samtute fnakht is striking; the inscription 
of the latter is publ i shed by Tresson 1931, then by Perdu 1985 (unfortunately, as far as I know the 
second half of the article never appeared) ; translation and c o m m e n t a r y are also found in von 
Kanel 1984: 120-25; Tresson (pp. 3 8 8 - 8 9 ) thinks the battle was Arbela, but the Issus suggest ion 
seems more likely to m e (cf. Perdu, p. 108, while recogniz ing there is "no decisive indication o n e 
way or the other"); on the m e a n i n g of the inscription, see also Lloyd 1982b: 179-80 (but I doubt 
that Samtutefnakht's oratorical warnings about Persian domin ion can be considered "an exact re
flection of his inmost feelings at a first state [of Persian d o m i n i o n ] " (p. 179). Petosiris inscriptions: 
see still the exemplary publ icat ion of Lefebvre 1924; see also on the date of the tomb and its dec 
orations Picard 1930 and M u s c a r e l l a 1980: 2 8 - 2 9 and pis. VIII—IX on A c h a e m e n i d inf luence: 
"The reliefs inform us about the manufac ture of A c h a e m e n i a n objects in Egypt around 300 B.C."; 
see also s o m e c o m m e n t s in Lloyd 1982b: 177-78 , to which I owe the comparison with the Udja
horresnet inscription (Posener 1936: 21); I had access to M e n u 1994 (quotation is from p. 327) at 
the last m o m e n t , and I have used it extensively here; he will cont inue his analysis in the next issue 
of BIFAO. Another interesting inscription, D j e d h o r the Savior's: Jel inkova and R e y m o n d 1951: 
102 and S h e r m a n I9S1 (with the c o m p a n i o n , p. 100, with Udjahorresnet , but I scarcely bel ieve 
that another part of the inscription [which she quotes] expresses "religious persecution by the Per
sians in the administrat ion of their empire": this interpretation of a very allusive text is, as it s eems , 
based on a traditional, canonica l , but highly o u t m o d e d view of A c h a e m e n i d policy). Finally, I will 
mention that another inscription m a y refer to Artaxerxes Ill's reconques t (Vercoutter 1956; cf. 
p. 114), but it adds nothing to the discussion here. F o u r addit ional remarks on the d o c u m e n t s just 
considered: 

(1) A statue fragment found at M e m p h i s (Mit Rah ina ) in 1955 bears an inscription in which 
the dedicator (Minirdis?) recalls that he restored a statue of Udjahorresnet "a hundred seventy-
seven years after his time"; through the absolute date assigned to the episode , the exaltation o f the 
figure of Udjahorresnet could possibly be considered the indicat ion of adherence (after the recon
quest of 343) to loyalist ideology (i.e., in favor of Artaxerxes III), just as it underl ies the declarat ions 
of Udjahorresnet in favor of C a m b y s e s and Darius: so G o d r o n 1986; but see the reservations of 
Bresciani 1985a: 3, where the new d o c u m e n t is presented in detail . 

(2) O n Samtutefnakht , the interpretations of D a n d a m a e v (1989a: 324) are u n a c c e p t a b l e b e 
cause they are based on an indirect, partial , and mistaken reading of the inscription (cf. Br iant 
1993c: 18). 

(3) I remain caut ious a b o u t the explanations offered by Valbel le 1990: 266, who, suggest ing 
that the second Persian d o m i n i o n was even m o r e resented than the first by the Egypt ians , states 
that Samtutefnakht "surrendered at Issus . . . a n d flung wide the gates of Egypt [to Alexander]"; 
there is nothing in the text to justify this c o m m e n t ; as for c la iming that he and the Egypt ians did 
not consider the G r e e k s "potential invaders" b e c a u s e of the long (Sa i te period)-established links 
with the country, a n d thus that Samtute fnakht probably had no awareness of giving up "Egyptian 
independence"—these are very speculat ive theories and (in my opinion) hard to accept . 

(4) Two talks on the s u b j e c t under discuss ion in this section, one by B. M e n u and one by 
D. Duvauche l l e , were presented at a conference in Paris in April 1993, L'Egypte et la Trans-
euphratene; they are slated to appear in Trans. 9, 1995 ([see now Devauche l l e 1995 and M e n u 1995]]. 

• The Babylonians, Alexander, and Darius S e e most recently Bernard 1990b: 525-28; I will 
simply indicate that the j u d g m e n t on Sippar's d e c a d e n c e at this date (p. 526) must at least be nu-
anccd: on this, s ee van der Spek 1992; a chronic le fragment may also al lude to the war between 
the M a c e d o n i a n s ( H a n e a n s ) and D a r i u s , but the widely differing readings of Grayson ( A B C no. 8; 
cf. p. 24) and Glas sner (1993 no. 29) lead m e not to use a text that is so fragmentary; on Alexander 
at Babylon and his relations with the sanctuaries , I borrow the proof from Kuhrt 1990b (on C y r u s 
at Babylon, cf. Kuhrt 1983b); see also Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1994. T h e C h a l d e a n s and Alex
ander: see the a r g u m e n t s of S m e l i k 1978-79; the sources are gathered and interpreted by S m e l i k , 
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as well as the prior bibl iography; on the substitute king, all the sources , inc luding the Classical 
sources , are col lected and discussed by Parpola 1983: xxii-xxxii (cf. also L a b a t 1939: 103-10 and 
Bot t iro 1978 repeated in Bottero 1987: 170-90; the ancient authors depic t several other episodes 
(Alexander's d i a d e m ) that I d o not think it useful to analyze here in detail: I refer to Smel ik 1978-
79. Dynastic Prophecy: an edition and translation was publ i shed by Grayson 1975: 2 4 - 3 7 (pp. 34_ 
35); s ince then, several studies have al lowed improved readings; the translation presented here is 
based on Grayson's translation; see a lso Sherwin-White 1987: 12-13 and the recent French trans
lation by Tal lon 1994: 101-2 (who rightly stresses the difficulties of the material ) ; Marasco 1985 
saw a direct reference to Babylonian opposit ion to Alexander after G a u g a m e l a in the text; but this 
view is hardly acceptab le today: the interpretation I deve lop here is essentially based on the analy
ses of Sherwin-White 1987: 10-15 and Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 8 - 9 ; cf. also Kuhrt 1987a-. 
154-55 and Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1994. B u t it mus t be recognized that this interpretation is 
not accepted by every scholar: accord ing to Gel l er 1990: 5-6 , followed by Stolper, C A H VI 2 : 241 
n. 24, the Dynastic Prophecy refers not to a "prophecy" concern ing a "defeat" of Alexander by Da
rius but to the war between Antigonus and S e l e u c u s in Babylonia in 3 1 0 - 3 0 8 and 307: I am not 
convinced by the argument . O n A D R T B - 3 2 8 , cf. my reflections in Briant 1994d: 4 6 3 - 6 4 . Two last 
remarks on Babylonian matters: 

(1) With regard to Plutarch's description (Alex. 34.1) of the c o n s e q u e n c e s for Alexander of his 
victory at G a u g a m e l a and his royal proc lamat ion (for which, s ee H a m m o n d 1986), see also Aelian, 
V H 11.25, and the c o m m e n t s by G r z b e k (1990: 4 2 - 4 3 ) : "We arrive at the conc lus ion that Alexan
der chose the Babylon ian N e w Year—in the M a c e d o n i a n calendar we are in the month of Dai-
so s—to officially proc la im the deposit ion of the G r e a t King and his decis ion to assume the 
A c h a e m e n i d success ion" (p. 43). 

(2) In a recent article, Bosworth (1992: 7 5 - 7 9 ) offers a hypothesis that calls for a remark here; 
by way of explaining the apparent inconsistencies in the dat ing of the reign of Phil ip III Arrhideus 
in Babylon, the author thinks that Alexander gave his half-brother the title "King of Babylon" (in 
324) , and Bosworth compares this with the situation that (according to h i m ) prevailed in the 
months that followed the conques t of Babylon by C y r u s in 539, when for several months Camby
ses bore the title "King of Babylon" (but see Petschow 1987). N o doubt these hypotheses will 
arouse the interest of the specialists in the Babylon ian d o c u m e n t a t i o n of the Achaemenid and 
Hellenist ic periods [cf. Stolper 1993: 8 0 ] and also specialists in the political history of the Diado-
chi (Bosworth connects this with the high chronology, which I defended in Briant 1973, and 
which s ince then has been nearly unanimous ly rejected); not wishing here to get into an analysis 
that transcends the framework of this book, I will s imply ment ion that I a m entirely opposed to the 
Babylonian interpretation that Bosworth wants to put on Q u i n t u s C u r t i u s X .7 .2 ; I continue to 
think very firmly that, by expressing himself thus regarding Arrhideus (sacrorum caerimoniarum-
que consors), Quintus Cur t ius (his source) is thinking very specifically of the tasks and prerogatives 
of the M a c e d o n i a n kings (cf. Briant 1973: 326 2 , 3 3 0 - 3 1 ) . [ W i t h o u t knowing Bosworth's article, 
Kuhrt and Sherwin-White 1994: 323 n. 19 stress qui te rightly the deep difference between associ
ation with the Se l euc id throne and for e x a m p l e the ( temporary) nominat ion of C a m b y s e s as "King 
of Babylon"; cf. also Briant 1994c: 466 and n. 2 2 ] 

5. The Fall of an Empire 
• The Cornelwood Lance. Techn ica l problems: chap . 17/3: '"Greek Army' and 'Barbarian 

Army,'" pp . 795ff. 
• Persian Royal Power and Multicultural Empire. I have already suggested elsewhere the the

ory developed here: cf. Briant 1988a: 172-73. 
• Bessus in Bactria. O n the nature of the war c o n d u c t e d by Bessus , cf. Briant 1984b: 77-80 

(cf. a lso R T P 4 0 1 - 4 0 3 ) ; on S e l e u c u s in Babylonia , Peucestes in Persia, and, more generally, the 
policy of the D i a d o c h i , cf. R T P 4 1 - 5 4 (and now on Peucestes , Wiesehofer 1994a: 50-56) . 



Conclusion 

Alexander the "last of the Achaemenids": cf. in particular R T P 318-30; on the position of the 
Seleucids, profoundly Babylon ized in Babylonia , cf. Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993, a n d , on 
their relations with their M a c e d o n i a n origins, my remarks in Briant 1994c. T h e Greek-Aramaic 
inscription ment ion ing "legitimate satraps" was first publ i shed by C u m o n t 1905c, then by Lipii i
ski 1975: 197-208 (who proposes the identifications of the peop le that 1 use here); the G r e e k word 
used (eulhemitoi) is translated by C u m o n t (1905c: 96) as 'pious, fair', that is, 'legitimate'. O f 
course, the interpretation suggested in the text ( implicit but intentional continuity with the Achae
menid era) is a m e r e hypothesis. 
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XI.75 351 
XI.75.3 539, 799 
XI.77 351 
XI.77.1 499,576 
XI.77.1-4 784 
XI 77.3 786 
Xl.77.3-4 787 
XI.77.4 786 
Xl.77.5 634,786 
XII 3-4 339 
XII.3-4.1-3 579 
XII.3.2 579, 61 1 
X1I.4.2 611 
XII.4.4 582 
XII.4.4-5 579 
Xll .4.5-6 580 
XII.38.2 968 
XIII.46.6 596,651,716 
X1V.111-4 618 
XIV.11.2 617 
XIV.11.3 618,642 
XIV.19.3 626,651,709 
XIV 19.5 620,626,635 
XIV19.6 618,623,626 
XIV. 19.7 620 
XIV.19.9 620,622-623, 

625 
X1V20.3 625 
XIV.20.4 625,628 
XIV.20.5 601,624,627 
X1V.21.I 617,639 
XIV.21.2 625 
XIV.22.1 618-619,629, 

739 
XIV.22.I-2 680 
XIV22.2 357,629 
XIV.22.5 620,642,698 
XIV.22.5-6 620 
XIV22.6 620,800,961 
XIV.2J .I -2 629 
XIV.23.4 620 
X1V.23.5 230 
X1V.23.6 631 
XIV.24.1 623,630 
XIV24.4 632 
XIV.24.8 372 
XIV.26.4 630-631 
X1V.26.5 633 
XIV.27,4 631,633-634, 

730 
XIV.35.1 618 
XIV.35.2 617 ,623 .626 
XIV.35.3 631 

Diodorus Siculus (cont.) 
XIV35.4 619,631 
XIV.35.4-5 635 
XIV.35.6 634 
X1V.35.7 634 
X1V.36.2-3 645 
X1V.39 345 
XIV.39.1 636 
XIV.39.2-4 636 
XIV.39.6 635 
XIV.79.1 637,641 
XIV.79.2 638 
XIV.79.4-7 637 
XIV79.4-8 637 
XIV.79.5-6 645 
XIV.79.8 608,636 
XIV.80.1-8 638 
XIV.80.2 238.639 
X1V.80 5 638-639 
XIV.80.6 639 
XIV.80.8 257,631,644 
X1V.814 382 
X'V.81.0 313,b37 
XIV.83.4-7 645 
XIV.84.3 645 
XIV84.5 645 
XIV.85.4 646 
XIV.98.1 611 
XIV98.3 647-648 
XIV.98.4 648,651, 1002 
XIV.99.4 648,651 
XIV 1 10.5 650 
XV.2 652 
XV.2[T. 985 
XV.2.1 985 
XV.2.1-2 649 
XV.2.2 499 
XV.2.3 134,651 
XV.2.3-4 649-650 
XV.2.4 648.651,716 
XV.3.1 383 
XV.3.1-2 500 
XV.3.1-3 455,610 
XV.3 2 652 
XV.3.3 651 
XV.3.4-5 647 
XV3.4-6 652 
XV.3.6 653 
XV.4.1 652 
XV.4.2 345,500,654 
XV.4.3 652 
XV.8 321 
XV.8.1 652 
XV.8.2-3 611, 652 
XV.8.3 662 
XV8.3-5 317 
XV.8,4 337 
XV.8.5 321,650,732 
XV.9.2 489,652,713 
XV.9.3 338 
XV.9.3-5 653 
XV.9.4 987 
XV.9.4-5 664 
XV.10-11 662 
XV.10.1 129, 314,321, 

650,732 
XV.10.3 231, 316, 321 

Diodorus Siculus (cont.) 
XV.l l . l 130,32! 
XV.l 1.1-2 317 
XVI 1.2 305, 321-322, 

662 
XV18.1 653 
XV. 18.2-4 653 
X V 2 9 I 784 
XV.29.1-2 653 
XV.29.2 786 
XV29.4 653 
XV.34.1-2 682 
XV.38.1 653 
XV41ff 785 
XV41-43 685 
XV.41-44 784 
XV.41.1 1004 
XV.41.2 654-655,686. 

819, 822,825 
XV.41.2-5 786 
XV.41.3 1004 
XV.41.5 654,686,1043 
XV.42.1 653 
XV.42.1-3 788 
XV.42.3-5 653 
XV.12.5 785 
XV.43 654,786,791 
XV. 43.1-2 786,822 
XV.43.1-4 653 
XV.43.2 654-655, 786, 

789, 820 
XV43.4 655 
XV.43.5-6 786 
XV.43.6 655,786 
XV.44 786 
XV.44.2 786 
XV.45.1 1004 
XV45.2 1004 
XV.45.6 1004 
XV.-I7.2-4 686 
XV.17.3 686 
XV.48.1-4 687 
XV.48.4 686 
XV. 50.4 656 
XV.90 656 
XV.90.2 663 
XV.90.2-4 651 
XV.90.3 407 ,642 ,658 -

659,662,665.667,675, 
168,1025 

XV.9I 657 
XV.9L.1 326,663.663, 

666, 674, 993, 1003 
XV.91.1-2 659 
XV.91.2 659 
XV.91 2-6 659,969 
XV.91.3 326 
XV.91.7 659 
XV.92.1 663,663,664, 

666, 674 
XV.92.2 663 
XV92 2-3 786 
XV.92.3 663,786, 791 
XV92.3-4 664 
XV.92.3-5 664 
XV.92.4 665 
XV92.5 664,994 
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Diodorus Siculus (cont.) Diodorus Siculus (cont.) Diodorus Siculus (cont.) Diodorus Siculus (cont.) 
XV93 664 XVI45 .5-6 857 XVI.52.3-4 338, 688 XVII.24-27 824 
XV93.I 656,681,769, XVI46.1-3 683,686,713 XV1.52.4 353,782 XV11.24.I 854 

777, 1003 XVI.46 2-3 1015 XVI.52.5 688, 1002 XVII.24.2 707, 768 
XV.93.2-6 664 XVI.46,4 686 XVI.52.5-8 689 XVII.24.3 853 
XV.93.6 522 XVI.46,4-9 685,784 XVI.52.8 688 XVI1.24.5 790 
XV.98.2 611 XVI.46.5 685 XVI60.5 689 XVU.25.3 790, 825 
XVI 683 XVI.46,6-7 686 XVI.75.1 1005 XVII.25.5 790 
XVt.7.3-4 682 XVI.46 7 654,686, 786 XVI.75.1-2 689,823 XVII.25.6 790 
XVl.21-22.1-2 682 XVI.46,7-8 788 XVI.76.5-6 784 XVII.26.2-3 790 
XV1.22.1 682,785 XVI.46.8-9 785 XVI.89 817 XVII 27.5 790,825 
XVI.22.1-2 792 XVI46.9 799 XVI 90.2 675, 1025 XVII.28,1 191 
XVI.24.6 190 XVI.47-50 269, 275,784 X V I 9 I . 2 817 XVII.29,1 790 
XVI.34.1 785 XVI.47-51 685 XVI.92.2-3 784 XVII.29.2 826 
XVI.34.2 785 XVI.47.1 789 XVI.925 859 XVII.29.3 826 
XV1.40.2-5 665 XVI.47.1-4 785 XVI.1I3.3 706 XVII.29.4 790,826, 1035 
XVI40 .3-5 682 XVI.47.2 701,781-782, XVII (summary) 751 XV1I.30 825,827 
XVI.40.3-6 784 785, 789,795, 1002 XVII.2.3-6 817 XVII.30.1 826 
XVI.40.4 786 XVI.47.3 776,789-790 XVII.5 269 XVII.30.2 27.8 
XVI.40,4-5 227 XV1.47.3-4 774 XVII.5.1 776 XVII.30.3 790 
XVI.40.4-6 985 XVI.47.4 6 8 6 , 7 8 5 , 7 8 9 - XV1I.5.1-2 817 XV1I.30.4 325, 624 
XVI.40.5 685 790, 795 XVII.5.3 264, 275, 769, XVII.30.7 791,827,997 
XVI.40.5-6 683.791, XVI.47.5-6 785 774-776 XVII .? ! . ! 78! 825 349 

825, 997 XVI.47.5-7 686 XVII.5.3-6 837, 1002 XVII .3I .J--4 827 
XVI.40.6 684-687,787 XVI.47.6 576 ,686 ,784- XVII.5.4 769, 775 XVII.3I 4 790 
XVI.40.6ff. 985 785,787 XVII. 5.4-6 769 XVII.32,4 855 
XV1.41 683 XVI.47.6-7 788 XVII.S.S 770,772,776 XVII.34.2-? 782 
X V I 4 1 - 4 5 784 XVI.47.7 686 XVII.5,6 263-264, 775, XVII.34.6 224,693 
XVI.4J.J 684 XVI.48.1-2 654,786 777, XVII.35.3 187,281,693 
XVI.412 684,951,1004 XVI.48.3 686-687,790 780 XVII.36.5 188 
XVI.41.4 383,684, 784- XVI.48.3-5 686,785 XVII .6-7 . l -2 837 XVII.37.5 225 

785, 804 XV148.6 686-687 XVII.6.1-2 229, 732 XVII.38.1 279 
XVI.41.5 238, 421, 684, XVI.48.7 788 XVII.6.1-3 771 XVII.39.1 833-835 

812 XVI.49,1-3 785 XVII.7.1 800,818 XVI1.39.1--4 830 
XVI.41.5-6 857 XVI.49.1-4 654 XVII.7.1-3 779,818 XVII.39.2 839,1044 
XVI.41.6 684 XVI.49 1-6 789 XVII.7.2 818,820,822 XVII.39.3 834 
XVI.42.1 683, 709, 724, XVI.49.2 785 XVI1.7.2-3 790, 818 XVII.40.2 853, 857 

795 XVI.49.2-3 687 XVI1.7.3 1036 XVII.40.3 831,835, 855, 
XVI.42.1-2 683,795 XVJ.49.4 789 XVII.7.8 790,817 858 
XVI.42.2 684,686, 784- XV1.49.6 789 XVII 7.9 856 XVII.47 857 

785 XVI.49.6-7 790 XVII.7,10 817 XVII.47.1 713,767, 857 
XVI.42.3-4 683 XVI.49.7 686,785 XVII.17.l-3 818 XVII.48.2 832 
XV1.42.4 489 XVI.49.7-8 686,785-786 XVII. 17.2 770 XVII.48.2--5 829,845 
XVI.42.5 685 XVI49.8 785 XVII. 17.6 217,698,817 XVII.48.3 830,832 
XVI.42.6-9 683 XVI. 50,1 789 XVII.18.2 539 ,786 .819- XVII.48.4 845,858 
XVI.42.7-9 784 XVI.50 1-4 786 820, 826, 1043 XVII.48.5--6 829 
XVI.42.8-9 793 XVI.50.1-6 789 XVII. 18.2-3 790 XVII.49.1 812 
XVI .43-456 683 XVI.50.2 785 XVII. 18.2-4 654, 820 XVII.49.2 852,858 
XVI.43.1 684 XVI.50.3 785 XVII. 18.3 786,820 XVII.50.3 921 
XVI.43.2 683 XVI. 50.4 789 XVIM8.4 819 XVII.53.1 799,867 
XVI.43.3 686 XVI.50.4-6 654 XVII. 19.4 698, 700,740, XVII.53.l--3 831 
XVI 43.4 325 XVI.50.6-7 1001 750,794,798,821 XVII.53.4 539,765, 834, 
XVI.44.1-2 785 XVI.50.6-8 775, 1002 XVII. 19.5 797 868 
XVI.44.l-3 686 XVI. 50.7 791 XVII.20.2 309, 766, 780 XVII.54.1--2 835 
XVI.44,1-4 796 XVI. 50 7-8 1001 XVII.20.2-3 822 XViI.54.2 833,838 
XVI.44.1-5 683 XVI.50.8 746,769,769, XVII.20.3-6 782 XVI1.54.4--5 837 
XVI.44.2-3 786,791 774-775, 838 ,1001- XVII.20.5 822 XVI1.55.1 539,780,799, 
XVI.44.4 686,784,794, 1002,1026 XVII.20.6 701, 1002 834-835, 849 

1035-1036 XVI.51.1 686-687 XVU.20.7 820 XVII.S5.1--2 834 
XVI.44.5 684 XVI. 51.1-2 685 XVII.21.7 823, 843. 854 XVII.55,2 822 
XVI.44.5-6 785 XVI. 51.2 270, 313, 687, XVII.22.1 790 XVII.56.3-5 374 
XVI.44.6 684 852, 1018 XVII.22,2-4 823 XVII. 58.1 410,765,797 
XVI.45,1 684, 784 XVI.51.3 687 XVII.23.1-3 824 XVII.59.1 324 
XVI.45.2 857 XVI.52 697 XVII.23.4 783 XVII.59.2 309 
XVI.45.4 684,686 XVI.52,1 308, 780 XVII.23.5 327 XVII.59.3 729,780 
XVI.45.4-5 785 XVI.52.1-2 791 XVII.23.5-6 824 XVII.61.1 168 
XVI.45.4-6 713 XVI.52.3 340,682,688 XV1I.23.6 790 XVII.64.1--2 840 

http://XVII.6-7.l-2
http://XVII.17.l-3
http://XVII.53.l-
http://XVI.44.l-3
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Diodorus Siculus (cont.) 
XVI1.64.2 812.865 
XVII.64.3 1019 
XVII.64.4 853 
XVIl.64,6 743 
XV1I.65.5 840, 842, 846 
XV1I.66.1 802 
XVI1.66.4-5 272 
XVII.67 728 
XViI.67.1-13 187 
XVII.67.3 443, 720, 733, 

809 
XVII.67.4 290,781 
XVH.67.4-5 850 
XVI1.68.1 728.736,850 
XV11.68.5 673 
XV11.69.I 736,847,850 
XV1I.69.1-2 847 
XVII.69.2 506 
XV1I.69.3 434, 735 
XVII.69.4 433,735 
XVII.69.8 736-737 
XVII. 70 208 
XVII.70-71 396 
XVII.70.2 257 
XVII.71.1 802 
XVII.71.2 852 
XVII.71.3 1047 
XVII.71.3-8 300 
XVII.71.6 123,205 
XV1I.7I.7 171,675,959 
XVII.71.8 257, 918 
XVII.73.1 840-841,851, 

865 

XVII.73.4 836 
XVII73.9 781 
XVII.74.1 746, 871 
XVII.74.1-2 745 
XVII.74.2 866 
XVU.75 296 
XVII.76.1 854 
XVII.77.4 381,929 
XVII.77.5 280 
XV1I.77.6 281 
XVII.77.7 282 
XVII.78.7 745 
XVII.80.3 361 
XVI1.83.S 229 
XV11.83.5-6 822 
XVII.83.7 740 
XVII.84 794 
XVII.86.4 757 
XVII.88.4-6 732 
XVII.90.5 739 
XVII.92 757 
XVII.106.2 792, 1035 
XVII.106.3 792 
XVII.I08.I-2 1037 
XVII. 108.4 289-290,760, 

809 

XVtl.110.3 719 
XVII. 110.4-5 505 
XVII.1 10.5 124, 723 
XVII.110.6 420,738 
XVII. 110.7 738 
XVII. 111.4-6 729 
XVII. 112.2 725 

Diodorus Siculus (couf.) 
XVII 112.2-3 863 
XVII. 1 12.3 545, 724 
XVri.il 3 194 
XV11.I14.4 522,931 
XVII. 114.4-5 250, 522 
XVII. 116.2-3 863 
XVIII 16.4 863 
XVII 116 5 863 
XVIII.3.1 696.698,743 
XVIII.3.1-2 696 
XVIII.3.3 719, 745 
XVIII.5 696 
XVIII. 16.1 743 
XVIU.16.2 1025 
XVIII.22.1 710 
XVIII.22.4-8 713 
XVIII.26-28.1 522 
XVIII.28.2 362 
XVHI.32.2 361 
XVIII.33-36 685 
XVIII.33.3 772 
XVIII 33.6 686 
XVIII 34.1-4 686 
XVIII.39.6 719, 745 
XVIII.48.4 258 
XIX. 12 4 372 
XIX. 13.2 373 
XIX. 14.1 746 
XIX.14-15 746 
XIX. 14.5 871, 1047 
XIX.I4.6 745 
XIX. 16 3 711,752 
XIX.17.2 731 
XIX. 17.3 166 
XIX. 17.4 800 
XIX.17.6 358, 467 
XIX.17.6-7 371,928 
XIX. 17.7 726 
XIX.18.1 166,719 
XIX. 19.2 357-358 
XIX. 19.3-4 729 

XIX. 19.8 358,729,732 
X1X.21.2 726 
XIX.21.2-3 187.443,733 
XIX.21.3 247,733,800, 

806,961 
X1X.22.I 247 
XIX.22.2 736 
X1X.22.2-3 247,311,766 
XIX.23.1 247 
XIX.23.3 742-743, 1003 
XIX.24.5 247 
XIX.26.2 737 
XIX.28. i -2 187 
XIX.32.1-2 738 
XIX.37.1 739 
XIX.37.2 738 
XIX. 39.1 187 
XIX.40.2 134 
XIX.44.4 738,766, 819 
XIX.46.6 358,737 
X1X.48.5 871 
XIX.48.6 236,719 
XIX.48.7 192, 396, 1023 
XIX.48.8 397 
XIX.55.2 358 

Diodorus Siculus (cont.) 
XIX.57.5 371 
XIX.58 2 379 
XIX. 58.2-5 713 
XIX.68.2 819 
X1X.75.5 975 
X1X.79.4-6 500 
XIX.91.1 871 
XIX.93.6 665 
XIX.94-97 717 
XIX.94.2 397 
XIX.94.4-5 717 
X1X.94.10 397,717 
XIX.95.1 717 
XIX.95.2 717.738,766, 

1017 
XIX.96.1 717 
X1X.97.4 397,717 
XIX.97.6 717 
X1X.98.1 1017 
XX.27.2 975 
XX.73-76 685 
XX.73.3 685-686 
XX.75.1 686 
XX.76.3 686 
X X 7 6 . 3 - 4 686 
XX.76.5 687 
XX.1II .4 675,1025 
XXXI.19.1-4 133 
XXXI.19.1-5 675,1025 
XXXI. 19.2 904 
XXXI. 19.2-3 1005 

FGrH (Fmgs. of the Creek 
Historians) 

90 F66 877 
90K66.3 729 
90 F66.6-7 264 
90K66.8 838 
90 [''66.10 926 
9 0 F 6 6 . I I - 1 6 732 
90F66.16-45 32, 319 
90F66.34 227,291 
90F66.4I 240,916 
90 F66.43 3? 
90F66 .45-46 33 
90F66.45 188,881 
90F66.46 882 
90F77.43 932 
105 F4 682 
105 F5 785 
1I2KI03 651 
I I 5 F I 0 3 648,650,670 
H 5 F 2 6 3 a 192, 200, 423, 

933 
115F263a-l> 687 
125 K6 822 
151 F l . I 823 
151F1.5 839 
151 Kl.7 835 
15) F3 833,1044 
151 F5 800 
I 5 1 F 1 2 - I 3 757 
156F9.28 709 
434 1008 
434 K4 699,768 
532 906 
680 F7d 24 

FGrH (conf.) 
680 Fl 1 487,676,738 
688 F33 680 
688 F44 986 
688 F45<1 396 
688 F53 201, 397 
688 F54 730 
690 985 
690 F4 458 
690F251) 396 
690 F28 249-250, 677, 

915 
HeUenica Oxyrhynchia 

4.2 636 
7.1 637 
9.2 608 
9.2-3 637 
11.2-12.4 638 
12.1 639 
12.4 639 
14.3 631 
15 636 
16.22 730 
19 637 
19.2 595,792,803,981 
19.3 595,638,644 
21.1-3 640,642 
21.3-4 640 
21.4 644 
21.5-6 641 
21.6 640,644,706 
22.1 642 
22.1-3 640 
22.3 640-642 
22.3-4 697 
22.4 640-641 
22.5 640 

Herodotus 
Histories 

1.27 67 
1.28 64 
1.46 34 
1.53 35 
1.71 35 
1.73 35 
1.74 22 ,24 ,34 ,64 ,498, 

837, 879, 882 
1.76 35 
1.77 35,882 
1.79 883 
1.79-80 35 
1.84 729 
1.86 509 
1.95 15 
1.95-103 25 
1.95-106 25 
1.95-130 31 
1.96.1 415 
1.98 84 
1.99 92 
1.101 96 
1.102 23, 25 
1.105 181 
1.107 24 
I .I07-I30 15 
1.108 237 
1.108-129 31 

http://XVri.il
http://XIX.28.i-2
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Herodotus, Histories (cont.) 
1.123 32 
1.123-124 369 
1.123-130 15 
1.125 18, 85 ,88 ,92 . 

137, 333, 335, 468, 
508-509, 729, 760 

1.126 14 
1.127 23 
1,127-28 32 
1.129 33 
1130 15 .32 ,34 .115 , 

119,881 
1.131 239,248,254, 

549,677, 896, 915, 
1000, 1010 

1.131-40 511 
1.132 96,183,241,245, 

330 
1.133 286 ,289 ,291 , 

292, 308,331, 335 
1.134 181, 222,310, 

334 
1.135 277,278, 336. 919 
1.136 102,213, 284. 

328, 336-337, 435, 
733 

1.137 213,317,336,336 
1.138 88 ,242 ,266 ,267 
1.140 94, 522-523 
1.141 36,883 
1.143 36-37, 53, 720 
1.152-153 36 
I.I 53 37-38,48, 882, 

894 
1.153-54 890 
1.154 37 
1.154-61 882 
1.155 882 
1.155-56 963 
1.157 882 
1.160 419 
1.161 562 
1.169 36, 38 
1.173 706 
1.174 38 
1.175-76 38 
1.(76 713 
1 177 38 
1.178-88 39 
1.178-200 39 
I.1S3 544, 546,963 
1.185 382,386 
1.186 362 
1.187 963 
1.188 256,263.289. 

622, 847, 882 
1.189 42 .96 ,251 
1.189-90 281 
1.190 42 
1.191 420 
1.192 65,405,414,419, 

721. 757, 922,931 
1.192-200 39 
1.194 380,382,386 
1.196 801,810-811 
1.197 484 

Herodotus, Histories (cont.) 
1.201-4 39 
1.206 332 
1.206-7 39 
1.208 19,519 
1.209 89,111-112,328, 

520,899 
1.215-16 39 
1.216 250 
11.1 93, 108 
II.5.9 143 
11,19 49 
11 30 66 
11.32.5 423 
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720-721,806, 1019' 1.109 516,784 
XVI.l.12 761 1.109.1 574-575 
XVI.l.14 281,723,914 1.109.2 574-575, 649 
XVI.l .16 187 1.109.2-3 5 8 1 
XVI. 1.20 725 1.109.4 886 
XVI.1.25 719 1.1 10.1 575, 579,634 
XVI.2,20 487 1.110.1-4 886 
XV1.2 33 654 1.1 10.2 575 
XVl.2,39 916 1.110.3 575 
XVI.3.3 761, 1020 1.1 10.4 575-576 
XVI.3.5 759 1.1 12.2-3 579 
XVI.3.17 770 1.1 12 3 577 
XVI.4.20 1028 1.1 12.4 579 
XVI.4.27 917 1,1 15.2-5 581 
XVI.5.5 831 1.116 581 
XVII.1.22 654 1118 516 
XVII.1.27 56 1.120.2 407 
XVII. 1.46 56 1.128 309,561 

S t i r f a 1.128-30 516 
s.v. astanclUs 370 1.128.3 561 
s.v. basileioi paides 1037 1.128.5 310 
s.v. Ctesias 265 1.128.6 561 
s.v. Dareios 1044 1.128.7 350, 839 
s.v kardama 267 1.129.1 339,526,539, 
s.v. Klwris hippeis 160- 560-561 

161 1.129 3 303,415 
s.v. mosargoi 294 1.130.1 346 

Tacitus 1.130.1-2 350 
Annals 1.130.2 259 

111.60 501 1.130.3 348 
III.60ff. 953 1.131-34 561 
111.61 702 1.135-38 516 
111.61-63 605 1.135.2 970 
111.62 254,677,703, 1137.3 500,56? 

10)0 1.137.4 349 
111.63 890,95? 1.138.1 508 
VI.37 622 1.138.2 349,563 
XIII.54.2 766 1.138.4 579 

Theophxaslus 11,7,! 581 
Historia Pluntaruni II.63.2 582 

II.6.7 201,775,902 11.67.1 581 
11.8.7 269 II.67.2 581 

Theopompus 192,200, 11.69.1-2 583 
6 4 8 , 6 5 0 - 6 5 1 11.97.3-4 318 
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Thucydides, History (cont.) Xenophon, Agesilaus (cont.) Xenophon, Anabasis (cont.) Xenophon, Anabasis (cont.) 
111.19.2 583 2.28 663 1.4.10 201,601,627, 1.9.3 328 
111.31.1 581 2.30 664 951, 1014 1.9.4 329 
111.31.2 581 3.3 278, 282, 325, 337, 1.4.11 376,621,628 1.9.5-6 230 
III.34.I 581 640, 644 1.4.11-13 624 1.9.6 231 
III.34.2-4 581 6.1 636 1.4,11-18 362 1.9.7 954 
III.93.3-4 408 9 788 1.4.13 624,988 1.9.1 1-12 368 
111.136 319 9.1-2 259 1.4.18 621 ,622 ,626 - 1.9.14-22 305 
IV.50.2 581,597,690 9.3 200,290 627 1.9.15 304 
IV.50.3 582, 591 9.5 186 1.4.19 628 1.9.25-26 314 
IV. 102 558 Anabasis 1 5.1-3 628 1.9.28 621,626 
V.I.I 969 1.1.1-2 615 1.5.2-3 345,628 1.9.29 316,623 
VI. 59.3 146 1.1.2 41 1 , 600, 615,954 1.5.4 628 1.9.30 324 
VIII. 1.2 592 1.1.3 616 1.5.5 407 1.10.4-19 632 
VIII.2 592 1.1.4 616 1.5.6 454, 623,628 1.10.18 454 
VIII.4.5 580, 592 1.1.5 616,622 1.5.7 372, 628 1.10.18-19 632 
VIII.5.5 592, 595 1.1.6 616-617,979 1.5.7-8 361 I I . I . I -4 623 
VIII.6.1 580,592, 594- 1.1.6-11 616 1.5.8 307,623 II. 1.2-3 632 

595, 705 1.1.7 617,626 1.5.9 357,628 II. 1.3 620,626,632, 
VIII.6.3-5 592 1.1.8 594,616-617,620, 1.5.10 374,628,934 750,987 
VIII.8 594 979 1.5.15 623 II. 1.4 634 
VIII.8.1 592 1.1.9 626 1.6 342,624 II. 1 4-5 632 
VIII 18 592 1.1.10-11 626.705 11 QftO 11.1.6 629.9S7 
VIII.28.2-4 609 1.1.II 617 1.6.1 310, 325,624 II. 1.7-13 632 
VIII.28.2-5 593 1.2.1 596,617,626-627, 1.6.2 627 11.1.14 632.634 
VIII.29.1 593, 595 730 1.6.3 324 II.2.1 334, 632,634 
VIII .55 979 1.2.2 626 1.6.4 129,311,624 11.2.8-9 632 
VIII.3S.2 576,597 1.2.3-4 620 1.6.4-5 624 11.2.17 632 
VIII.36.1 595 1.2.4-5 617,619 1.66 325,325,508,617, II.2.I8 632 
VI1I.37 593 1.2.5 362 626 11.3.1 632 
VIII.37.1 986 1.2.6 620,628 1.6.6-7 623 II.3.I0 362 
VIII.43.3-4 593 1.2.7 297, 346 1.6.6-8 622 11.3.10-13 373, 808 
VIII.45.5 595 1.2.7-9 625, 705, 101 1 1.6.7 325, 618, 703 II.3.11-I3 238 
VIII.45.5-6 595 1.2.9 298, 535, 559, 1.6.10 325-326,336, 11.3.17 589 
VIII.45.6 595 628,705 624 II.3.17-29 632 
VI1I.46.I-4 649 1 .2 )0 628 1.6.11 623-624,989 II.3.26-27 934 
VIII 46.5 593 1.2 II 628 1.7.2 624 II.4.1 327,633 
VIII.50.3 491 1-2.12 498,610,710, 1.7.5 626 11.4,3 357, 632 
VIII.54.3 591 1013 1.7.6 179 II.4.5 934 
VIII.58 593 1.2.14-20 498 1.7.9 227 II.4.6 620 
VIII.58.1 339,978 1.2.16 361,620 1,7.11 259 11.4.7 325 
VIII.78 595 1.2.17 509 1.7.12 620,627-630 11.4.8-28 632 
VIII.81.2 593 1.2.17-18 786 1.7.14-16 627 II.4.9 627,934 
VI1I.84.5 593 1.2.19 384,625,705 1.8.1 311,623 11.4.12 628 
V1II.85.2 626,705 1.2.20 447,625 1.8.3 536 11.4.13 362,808 
VIII.87 593 1.2.20-21 711 1.8.5 620,623,698 II.4.I4 201,808 
VIII.87.5 595 1.2.21 375,610,626 1.8.6 536 11.4.17 362 
VIII.88.5 599 1 2.21-22 375 1.8.7 620 11.4.22 374,808 
VIII.99 594 1.2 21-26 625 1.8.9 410,620,629, II.4.24 362 
VIII.109.1 594-595, 1.2.22 499 765, 987 11.4.25 362, 615,629, 

701 1.2.23 498,610,709 1.8.10 629 680, 739,808 
Tiogus Pompeius 1.2.24 378 1.8.11 765 II.4.25-26 632 

Prol. 1.2.27 305,498,610, 1.8.12 227,509,956 II.4.27 459 ,461 ,631 , 
VI.6-9 657 625 1.8 13 629 808 
VII 657 1.3.1-14 624 1.8 14 620,629,633 11.5.3 325 
VI1I-IX 657 1.3.1 624 1.8.19 628-629 II. 5.9 373 
X 650 ,656 ,659 ,664- 1.3.14 623 1.8.20 629,632 11.5.13 634, 730 

665, 732, 994 1.3.20 624 1 . 8 . 2 1 223,630 II.5.I3-14 634 
X . 3 . 1 - 2 657 1.3.21 628 1.8.22 227 11.5.18 373 
X.3 3-7 657 1.3.27 623 1.8.24-29 629 11.5.23 634 

Valerius Maximus 1 4 2 238,620,628 1.8.24 629 11.5.31-32 238 
Memorable Doings and 1.4.3 623 1.8.25 308,623 II.5.31-6.1 633 

Sayings 1.4.4-5 375 1.8.26 264 II.5.35 623 
IV.2.7 681 1.4.5 378, 383,619,628 1.8.28 276, 324, 623 11.5,38 238 
IX.2.7 681 1.4.6 378 1.8.29 306,623 II .6 .I -I5 238 

Xenophon 1.4.7 623 1.9.1-2 330 II.6.29 989 
Agesilaus 1.4.8 327, 623 1.9.1-28 621 III.2.5 623 

2.26-27 669 1.4.9 461 1.9.2 522 III.2.23 730 



Classical Sources 1141 

(enophon, Anabasis (cont.) Xenophon, Cyr. (cont.) Xenophon, Cyr. (conl.) Xenophon, Cyr. (conl.) 
III.3.16 1037 1.2.6-8 330 VII.4.2 64 VI1I.3.17 271 
III.4.6-9 719 1.2.8 328-329 V I I A 1 2 - I 3 293,882, VIII 3.19 259,262 
I1IA6-I2 22 1.2.9 329 890 VIII 3.19-23 191 
111.4.8-13 879 1 2.10 329 VII.4.16 48 V1II.3.23 307 
III.1I3 631,633, 782 1.2.12 328-329 VII.4.57 293 VIII 3.24 96, 242,246, 
II! A 1 7 1038 1.2.15 327-328,892 VII.5.IH. 42 250, 896 
II1.4.31 372,452, 1038 1.3-5.5 328 VI1.5.15-30 884 VIII.3.33-34 246 
111.4.34-35 537 1.3.1 330 VII 5 21 250 VIII 3.31 246 
III. 5.4 413 1.3.2 226 VII.5.22 250 VIII.3.36-38 333,442 
III.5.9-I1 374 1.3.3 19 ViI.5.24-32 271 VIII4-5 256 
III 5.16 730, 732,1037 1.3.8 92, 259,264 VII.5.26-30 42 VIII.4.1 311 
III 5 17 627,730, 741, (.3.9 264 VII.5.33-34 890 VIII.4 1-5 308 

782 1.3.15 230 VI1.5.37-86 85 VIII,4,2 259, 271, 276, 
111.8 5 760 1.4.5 297 VII.5.57 882,890 314 
III. 11.5 760 (.4.7 298 VII.5.59 276,565 Vlll.4.3 247,262, 565, 
IV.3.4 627, 782,794 1.4.7-15 230 VII.5.60 270 918 
IV.4.2 741 1.4,(4 231,298 VII.5.66-68 261 VIII. 4.3-5 311 
IV.4.4 308, 310-31 1. 1.5.6 242 VK.5.67 332-333, 442 VIU-4-4-5 262 

321,627 1.5.7 360 VII.5.71 326 VI1I.4.5 319 
IV.4.7 805 1.5.14 242-243 VIII 343,6)3 VI1I.4.6 314 
IV4.I8 794 1.7.15 381 VIII. 1-7 85 VIII.4.12 252 
1V.4 2! 7 9 2 , 2 0 7 , ^ 7 11 1 1 747, W VIII 1.5 326,354 VI1I.5.1-16 184 
1V.5.9-10 459 II.1.5 411 VIII. 1.5-6 62 VIIi.5.2 256 
IV 5.10 508 II. 1.9-10 19 VIII. 1.6 326 VIIl.5,3 188,256, 31 1 
IV.5.16-18 934 11.1.16-17 19 VIII, 1.7 63 VIII.5.4 261 
IV.5.24 251, 404, 459, II. 1.22-24 19 VIII. 1.8 326 VIII.5.8 188, 247,312. 

676,710.742,895 II.3.7 333 VIII .1.9 255,288. 921 - 324 
IV.5.34 404,508, 710 11.3.8 333 922 VIII.5.13 188, 256 
IV.5.35 251, 676, 742, 11.3.9-12 333 VIII.1.9-12 62 VIII.5.19 838,881 

895 II. J . 15 333 VIII . I . I3- )4 62 VII1.5.21 184.319 
IV.8 22 698 11.3.16 333 VIII. 1.16 326,332 VIN.5.22-26 354 
V.3.2 698 11.4.25 381 VIII. 1.17-21 326 VI1I.5.25 354 
V.3.5-7 70) 111.2,7 794 VIII.].17-22 62 VI11.5.59 262 
V4.4 741 III.322 806 Vlll.1.20 320,326 VI1I.6.I-15 62 
V.5.3 698 111.3 57 242 VIII.1.22 327 V1I1.6.I 340-341 
V.5.17 730, 795 IV. 1.2 242 VIII.I.23 245, 330 VIU.6.3 341 
V.6.8 620.698 IV.2.4 1036 VII1.1.23-26 241 VII1.6.4-5 501 
V.6.10 378 IV.2.8 1036 V1II.I.36 310 VIIl.6,6 193,200, 395 
V.7.l3ff. 934 IV.2.21 1035 V i l l i 39 304, 307, 326 VIII.6.7 38, 64,889 
Vl.1.10 252 IV3.4-23 19 VIII 1 40 305 VI1I.6.8 48 
Vi.2.1 699 IV.3.12-13 333 VIII 1.40-42 226,299 VII1.6.9 341 
Vl.4.24 644,699 1V.4.5 806 VIII. 1.41 226 VIII.6.10 326,328,343, 
VI.5 7 640,644 IV.4.5-8 460 VIII.2.2-4 314 347, 501 
VI 29.1 760 IV.4.I0-II 460.806 VIII.2.4 290 VIII.6.10-13 345 
VII.2.35-38 924 IV.5.53 1036 VIII.2.6 290 VIII.6.11 314 
VII.3.21-34 924 IV.6.1-II 42 VIII.2.7-8 305, 307 VIU.6.12 83, 233 
VII.5.61 270 V.2.I-2I 42 VIII.2.8 310.923 VIII.6.14 67,341 
VII. 5.62-65 271 V.2.22 42 VIII 2.9 3)6 VI1I.6.I5 343, 749 
VII.5.64 270 V.2.28 271 VIII.2.22 316 VIU.6.16 48,343 
VII.8.7-22 500 V.3.1 42 VI1I.2.24-25 266 VIII.6.16-18 62 
VII.8.8 643 VI. I.I 67,260 VII1.3-4 184 VIII.6.17 928 
VII.8.12-14 643 VI. 1.27-30 19 V1II.5.I 184 VIII.6.17-18 369 
VII.8.15 376,643, 711, VI. 1,29-30 800 VIII.3.1-3 305 VIII.6.20 48 

752,794,956, 1035 VI. 1.50-54 19 VIII 3.3-8 932 VIII.6.21 179 
VII.8 17 643,643 VI.2.11 411,749 VUI.3.4 299 VI1I.6.22 85,186 
VII 8.25 988 VI.2.36 362 VI1I.3.8-U 227 VIII.6.23 193, 200,395 

Cyropaedia VI. 3.1 242 VIII.3.9 251,262 VIII.7.I 184, 241, 252, 
I.I 70 Vl.4.1 19 VIII.3.9-10 847 319 
1.1.4 41,48 V I A 5-8 460 VIII.3.10 262 VIIl.7.5-28 615 
1.1.5 179,310 V I A 12 242 V1II.3.1 1 245-246 VIII.7.6-28 50 
I.I.15 180 VII. 1.1 242 VIII. 3.11-24 241 VIII.7.11 885 
1.2-3 894 VII.2.9-14 882 VIiI.3.12 96 ,248 ,250 VIII.7.11-28 101 
1.2.1 24, 330,877 VII.2.14 882 VIII.3.13 217 VI1I.8-I0 256 
1.2.2 328 VII.2.29 882 V1II.3.I3-I4 226 VIII.8.1 48 
1.2.4 329 VII.3.1 882 VUI.3.14 190,224,299 VIII.8.2 50 
1.2.5 328, 878 VII.4.1-7 38 V1II.3.14-16 224 VIII.8.4 316,326,664 
1.2.6 329 V1I.4.I-I1 66,890 V1II.3.I5-18 184 VII1.8.7 632 
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Xenophon, Cyr. (cont.) 
VIII.8.8 179 
VIII.8.10 29ft 
VUI.8.13 328,330 
VIII.8.H 263,267,329 
VI1I.8.16 291,297 
VIII.8.20 66, 227, 275, 

292, 501,750 
VHI.8.20-21 598 
VHI.8.26 632 

Hellenica 
1.1.6 595, 819 
1.1.9 593, 705 
1.1.10 591 
1.1.22 562, 595 
1.1 24-25 594 
M . 3 I - 3 2 594 
1.2 4-5 594, 641 
1.2.6 701,954, 1009 
1.2 16 594 
1.2.19 596,614,740 
1.3 8-13 595 
1.3.9 345. 593 
1.4.2 593 
1.4.3 340,411,600,749 
1.4.6-7 368 
1.4.7 643 
1.5.3 347,596,978 
1.5.5 345 
1.6.6-10 346 
1.6.7-7.10 260 
1.9.7 749 
II. 1.8 615,986 
II. 1.13 596, 614, 732 
11.1.14 978 
11.1.14-15 600 
III. 1.1 617 
III. 1.3 631,654 
III. 1.4-6 655 
III. 1.6 561,562,643 
III. 1.8 635 

Xenophon, Hellenica (cont.) 
HI.].10 635, 748 
III. 1.10-15 562, 642 
III. 1.12 403, 625,642, 

748 
III. 1.13 562, 596,642 
111.2.1 635 
111.2.2 699 
111.2.9 635 
111.2.12 635 
111.2.13 635-636 
III.2.15 635,954 
111.2.18 635 
III.2.20 345,635 
III.2.21-31 637 
III.3.4-I I 637 
111.1 .1 636 
III.4.1-5 637 
111.1 .2 641 
111.4.3 641 
111.4.5 637 
I1I.4.5-6 345 
111.4.6 637 
111.4.10 640,644,750 
111.1.11 545,637 
I I I . 4 I I - I 5 638 
111.4.12 638 
HI.4.13 640 
III.4.I5 155, 501,598, 

638 
III.4.17 638 
111.4.19 641 
HI.4.21-25 638 
III.4.25 500,638 
Hl.4.25-28 638 
HI.4.28-29 645 
Hl.4.29 639 
IV. 1.1-15 767 
IV. 1.2 640 
IV. 1.2-15 642 
IV. 1.5 642 

Xenophon, Hellenica (cont.) 
IV. 1.4-5 698 
1V.1.4-15 578,644 
1V.1.6-7 644 
IV 1.15 297, 805 
IV. 1.15-16 346,640, 

697 
IV. 1.15-17 233,313 
IV. 1.15-26 640 
1V.1.17 641,822 
IV. 1.17-19 800 
IV. 1.24 794 
IV. 1.26 638 
IV. 1.26-27 644 
IV. 1.27 631 
IV. 1.28 644 
IV. 1.29 705 
1V.1.30 297, 347 
1V.1.33 339, 403, 463, 

640 
IV. 1.35 643 
IV.1.36 325, 643 
IV. 1.37 644 
IV 1.59-40 705 
IV. 1.40 339 
1V.1.41 408,640 
1V.3.3 644 
1V.5.11-12 645 
1V.4.37 354 
1V.8.1-2 645 
1V.8.5 645 
IV.8.9-10 646 
IV.8.12-16 321 
IV8.14 646 
IV.8.16 345,646 
IV8.16-17 345 
1V.S.21 645-646 
1V.8.24 648 
1V.8.29 646 
1V.8.30 618,651 
V.1.6 321 

Xenophon, Hellenica (cont.) 
V.I. 10 648 
V.1.25 649 
V. 1.28 631,644,705, 

992 
V.1.30 321 
V. 1.30-31 649 
V.l.31 582,650 
V.I.35 649 
VI. 1.6-7 334 
VI.1.12 302,641 
Vl.4.9 656 
VI.8.12-16 321 
VII. 1.38 236 

Memorabilia 
I1I.5.26 730 

Oeconomicus 
IV.4 233 
IV.5-6 341 
IV.5-7 795 
IV.6 324.344,405,41 1, 

749,793, 980 
IV.fi-10 304 
IV.7 304. 319,341 
IV.8 233, 304,805 
IV.8-11 821 
IV.IO-II 341 
IV. 11 341, 492 
IV. 13 443 
IV. 13-14 233 
IV.I8 233, 621, 623 
IV.20-25 234,346,621 
IV.2I 201 
IV.24 251, 676 
VIII.2.10-12 344 

On Hunting 
9.1 922 
10.1 922 

Revenues 
1.3-8 893 
1.6-8 179 

Biblical Sources 

Daniel Esther (cont.) Esther (cont.) Ezra (cont.) 
2:9 957 1:14 259,901 6:8-9 307 6:2 64 
2:13-15 957 1:15 510 8:14 370 6:2-5 46 
3:4 507 1:19 130,510 10:3-4 282 6:6-12 488 
3:7 507 1:22 511 Ezra 6:8 395.487 
5:30 884 2:2-3 203,279 1:1-4 46 6:9 455 
6 926 2:2-17 284 1:7 890 6:10 986 
6 9 957 2:3 273 1:7-11 67 6:14 584 
6:13-16 957 2:8 273 3:6 46 7:6 585 
6 2 6 507 2:9 129,279,282 3:7 48 7:7 584 

Esther 2:12-14 282 4:4-6 578 7:11 585 
1:1 487 2:14-15 273 4:7-24 578 7:12-26 584 
1-.2 129 2:21 260,269,276 4:20 384 7:16 586 
1:3 308 3:2-3 260 5:3 487 7:22 952 
1:5-8 314 3:12 507 5:3-4 313 7:24 492 
1:5 86, 234 3:18 511 5:3-17 578 7:25 584, 586 
1:8 510 4:11 260 5:14-15 67 7:25-26 511 
1:10 129 6 303 5:17 488 8:1-12 584 
11 Off. 129 6:1 6 6:1 889 8:22 369 
113-14 129 6:1-9 303 6:1-2 6 8:31 369 

http://IV.fi-


Elamite Tablets 1143 

Ezra (cont.) Judith (conl.) Nehemiah (cont.) Nehemiah (cont.) 
9:9 584 12:11 270 4:2 587 5:17 314 

Genesis 12:20 292 5:1-3 152 6:1-7 587 
37:56 276 13:1 292 5:3 585 6:6-7 587 
39:1 276 15:11 347 5:4 810-811 6:15 584 

Isaiah Nchcmiati 5:4-6 406 7:2 584 
41:2-4 46 1:11 264 5:10 585 7:6-68 584 
45:1-3 46 2:1-10 584 5:14 585 10:33 585 

Judith 2:7-8 492 5:14-15 810 11:24 585,977 
2:9 505 2:8 421, 492 5:14-17 S85 12:44-47 585 
3:7-8 192 2:9 368 5:14-18 403,585 13:6-31 585 
10:21-22 347 2:19 587 5:15 810 13:10-15 810 
12:1 347 3:7 585, 926 5:15-18 187 13:12 585 

Elamite Tablets 

Fort. PI' (cont.) PF (cont.) PF (cont.) 
1091 464,466 339 242 702 290 H03 427 
1771 422,939 356-65 242 705-10 290 1108 432 
6764 425-426 446 463, 378-83 464 710 290 I 1(19 446 

920 384 466 727 290 1123 433 
1 1786 422, 437-438, 385-87 464 728 290 1127 465 

458 388 464 728-32 290 1 137 354, 437,924 
19191 946 388-96 440 729 464,466 1141-42 969 

M D P 395 464 730-39 446 1142 440 
11.308 943 396 464 730-40 466 1172 437,969 

PF 351,618 428 440,464 733-54 446 1178-81 465 
2-4 464 43! 464 735-37 290 1 198 446 
30-32 464 432 426 741-74 895 1200 435 
40 922 435 464 758 246 1200-37 435 
42 461,466 440 466 771 248 1203 435 
48 461 447 353 775 464 1211 465 
48-49 440 459-60 461 823 920,941 1215 435 
49 461 463 442 823-25 432,941 1221 416 
53 464 465 426 843 439 I224 435,506 
57 440 484 442 848 440 1232 446 
58-77 440 488 464 849 446 1236 435, 446 
62-66 440 495-96 426 855 441 I248 435 
H3 896 508 442 857-62 969 1256 445 
123 442 520-21 445 864-67 429 1264-65 922 
133 464,466 522 426 865 429 1264-66 464 
138-43 431 526-27 426 871 334, 436,924 1272 468, 510 
144-58 444 533 464,466 872 430 1276 911 
150-55 445 535 426 873 430 1287 970 
150-56 464,466 538 126 874 430, 467 1311 168 
152/640-41 445, 943 512 126 878 132 1325 139 
153/637 445, 943 543 164. 466 903-1 137 1312 128,162,934 
158 427 545 426 909-1 1 353 1357 428,462, 934 
158-60 464 546-653 440 929-32 127 1368 333,427, 445 
159-60 466 640 445 951 136 1374 468 
166 446 64l 445 959 136 1404 365 
168 446 650 464,466 960 432,456 1404-5 353 
200 896 663 439 999 942 I442 428, 164,466 
267 470 678 439 9 9 9 " 457 1454 446 
267-73 439 679-81 467 l000-6 969 1461 468 
268 439 691-94 290 1002 446 1477 433 
269-70 139 691-740 465-466 1006 157 1495 428,440 
271 110 692 465 1010 156 150/ 433 
330 333 693 465 1028-29 146 1527 951 
331 115 696 290,439 1041-13 446 1534 433 
336-57 246 697-98 290 1049 450 1542 430 
336-77 895 699 290 1090 152 1555 970 
557 438,942, 945 699-704 290 1092 165 1557 130 
358-39 438 70! 290 1098 146 1565 969 
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(cont.) PF (cont.) PF (cont.) IT (cont.) 
1577 130 1841-42 427 2033-37 290 12-12.1 339 
1580 908 1844 427 2035 446,466 12-13 554 
1580-81 430 1844-45 427 2041 427 14 339 
I587 430,941 1845 426 2067-68 424 15 431,437, 554 
1591 467 1846 466 2069 425 17 554 
1594 430 1852 430 2070 333,439-440, 445, 18 554 
1596 446 1855 446 464, 466, 470 27 428 
1600 896 1856 434 2070"-" 465 37 433-434, 436,941 
1602 896 1857 445-446 2071 425 38 444 
1614 430 1859-60 425 2072 506 41 439 
1633 430 1892 445 2074 425 42-42a 430-431 
1635ff. 426 1904 464 2075 446 44 431 
1668-69 464 1942 440,464, 506 2079 445 45 428 
1669-70 465 1942"-" 464 2082 465 49 444 
1675 464 1943 424,439 2085 441 50 440 
1687-91 426 1943 l ; "" 464 2085-86 441 52 428, 430,933 
1721 441 1946 424,426,437,444, 2087 441 53 430-431 
1757-64 426 457, 464 PFa 422 54 439 
1765 464 1946-47 969 I 201,292 60 430-431 
1766-68 426 1946 7 1"' 446 4 467,939 61 440 
1770-71 426 1946"-" 464-465 5 136,446,466,906 65-67 428 
1772-78 426 1947 425.428.437.441 14 428.462.934 74 436 
1775 465 194870-7i 424 17 433 75 431,457 
1779 426 1953 430 18 430, 737 76-77 573 
1784 465 1953-54 439 24 310,446,464-465 78 430-431, 434 
1784-87 464 1954 424 26 464 79 429, 457, 573 
1786 464 1956 438 27 423,446, 457 84 431 
1787 464 1 9 5 6 " 465 28 425 85 169, 406, 422, 
1789 427 1957 422, 425 29 310,464-465,945 429, 441,803 
1790 333, 432 1960 425 

2 9 i o 446 
1957 

1792 4 27,465 1963 422 30 290,430,437 1 554 
1793 310,425,432,464 1965 464, 506 31 290,464,466,920 1963 
1793-94 941 1968 439 32 439,464-465 2 433-434 
1794 432 1976-78 465 33 201, 292, 441, 443, 3.6 428 
1795 920.939 1978 456 805 9 144 
1796 466 1980 425,468, 510-51 1, PFT IO 43I 
1796-97 464 939,957 15 942 13 440 
1797 333,464,466,469 1986-87 465 19 945 FIT 
1799 430 I 9 8 6 5 7 - 1 8 425 23 467 27-33 430 
1801 430 ] 9g 730-32 44,5 27 941 67-68 430 
1802 445 1987" 466 34-35 959 89-91 923 
1805 430 1988 425 42 928 166 933 
1806-8 427 1991 464-465 45-46 908 Q 
1807-8 425 1997-2001 439 47 940 812 920 
1810 425 2007-12 440 51 939 931 958 
1811 333, 434 2008 439 62 946 1809 148,370,905,928, 
1811-28 425 2010-11 442 72-74 939 939 
1812 467 2012 470 PT 1888 951-952 
1815 444 2013 441 1 431, 434 1898 934,940 
1823 437.969 2019 446 4-5 335,422.923 2149 934,940 
1831 430 2025 426,439-440,464, 4-7 428 2580 934,940 
1833-34 426 466,470 4 313, 351 Y B C 
1835-37 446 2027 333 5 313 16813 437,943 
1836-38 446 2029-30 895 7 952 
1837 446 2031 895 8 353, 489 
1840 427 2033-35 466 9 430 
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Royal Inscriptions 
A'P 740,998 
A'/ 445,570, 573 
A ' O n i 547,602,964,982 
A'Pa 567, 570,573 
A 2 H « 170,676 
A 2 H « - A - c 675, 739 
A^/A 170 
A 2 Hc 630,676 
A 2 S a 166, 524,573, 591, 

630,675-676 
A ! SA 630,676 
A2Sd 630, 675-676, 942, 

1023 
A3Pa 676,999,1003 
AJPA 676 
AmH 16 
AsH 16 
C M u 63,899 
CMa-h-c 90, 92, 111 
CMA 63,899 
C M c 63, 899 
DK(OPers.) 173, 176, 553, 

904,947,981 

D B (OPers.) (emit.) 
SS35-37 116 
J35 82, 112,467,739, 

926 
S36 739 
SS38-39 1)6 
S40 119,121 
S42 119,902 
S44 116 
SS'45-5! 116 
$45 66 
$47 66,444,902 
SS50-52 63 
$50 131,484 
$$52-53 116, 117 
J52 118,125 
SS54-64 64 
$54 126, 130 
S55 126 
SS56-58 126 
SS57 5S 116 
558 100 
559 116 

S S 1 - 4 100 SS60-61 3 0 2 
S S1—13 108 $ 6 0 123, 130 . 551 
SI 1 1 0 , 1 8 3 $62 126 
SS2-3 16 $63 100, 3 0 2 
$2 110 S64 1 2 6 - 1 2 7 , 302 
$3 110 S$65-67 123, 127 
$4 110 SS66-67 302 
$6 125 $66 130, 551 
$ $ 7 - 8 125 $67 551 
$7 1 7 8 , 3 7 7 S S 6 8 - 6 9 108 
58 51 1 $68 108, 111 , 1 3 0 - 1 3 1 , 

SS 10-11 9 9 , 1 0 5 135, 3 2 0 
S$10-19 64 $ 7 0 100, 123, 1 2 6 - 1 2 7 , 
S10 9 8 , 1 1 4 , 1 2 6 , 8 9 6 1 7 9 - 1 8 0 , 1 8 2 , 5 0 7 , 8 8 
$11 8 9 5 $71 121 
SI3 6 6 , 9 9 , 1 0 3 , 7 3 8 , 9 0 2 $ 8 2 893 
S14 9 3 , 1 0 0 , 1 0 3 , 1 0 8 , V 1 2 7 . 9 0 1 , 9 6 5 

1 1 0 , 8 7 8 , 8 9 7 , 9 0 0 S$71-74 118 
$15 1 1 4 , 1 2 0 SS71-76 1 15, 551 
S S I 6 - 2 3 116 $71 135 

SS16-57 115 $73 551 
$ 1 6 115 $74 5 6 0 , 7 4 7 , 7 6 7 

SS18-20 115 $76 551 
S18 374 DB Aram. 1 1 8 , 8 9 9 
$ $ 1 9 - 2 0 9 2 8 DB Bab. 1)8, 123, 8 9 9 
S21 1 1 6 - 1 1 7 , 1 2 7 $10 9 1 , 9 6 , 100,887 
$22 115 $13 104 
SS24-25 119 $17 120 
SS24-34 116 S19 123 
S25 114,1 1 8 , 1 2 4 , 7 3 9 S24 117 
$ $ 2 7 - 2 8 66 $ 2 5 1 2 3 , 7 3 8 
S28 117 S29 123 
$ $ 2 9 - 3 0 117 S3 ' 123 
$$31-32 7 3 9 $35 123 
$ 3 2 1 2 3 , 7 3 8 , 9 0 2 , 1 0 2 3 $39 123 
$33 123, 1019 $54 8 9 8 

DBEIam. 123 
SS62-63 180 

Dlia 124, 183 
DBA-* 125 
DE 518 
DCA 904 
D H = D P / i 170 
DMa 899 
DMa-b-c 92, 111 
DMA 899 
DA4c 899 
DNa 170, 173, 175-176, 

178, 180-182 ,211-
212, 471, 478, 905, 
966,981, 1029 

$1 211 
$2 211 
$3 182,211 
S4 178,211,213 
$5 182 
J6 115 

DNA I70, 211—212,331 
S J 5 - I 3 551-552 
$$5-15 551 
$6 212 
$7 212 
S8a 212,213 
S 8 a - c 2 1 3 
S8b 212.213,317 
S8b. l l -13 213 
$8c 212 
$8d 212 
S8e 212,302 
S8f 212,213 
S8g 212,213,228 
$8li 212,213 
S8i 212 
S9a-b 212 
S9b 213 
J14b 913 
SS17-23 551 
SS27-31 780 

DNc 108. 113,331, 771, 
880 

DNc-d 112.137,170,211. 
214, 310 

DNd 108,339,771,898 
D P « 25) 
Dl'A./i 967 
DPc 445 
DPd 182,2)3 ,241,247, 

415 ,9)5 ,947 
DPe 173, 175-176, 178, 

182, 182, 247, 445, 
471,905,909 

DPf 86 ,168 ,247 ,251 ,908 
DPg 178-181,241 
DPA 169-170,178,247, 

747,908-909 

DPi 445 
D S a a 172-173, 176, 177, 

183, 247.908 
DSoh 178, 182, 213,178, 

905 
D S e 

001 908 
DSe 166, 173, I75-176, 

180-181,905,966 
001 165, 166,213,515, 

965 
001.22-35 552 
003 966 
1-2 966 
$4.33 552 

DSf 168,168,177,183,908, 
957 

S?g 382 
DSm 183 
DSz 172,177,183,247,908 
DZc 132 
D2Ha 740,978 
D J S a 591 
D2SI> 573. 591 
Wa-d 415 
X E 518 
XII 518 
XPn 524 
XPA 524 
XPc 524 
XPd 524 
XPf 524, 962, 965-966 

$5 110,520 
SI 519,524 

XPg 524 
XPA 173, 175-176, 178, 

180-181, 543, 551, 
554. 900, 905,965 

$3 541 
S4a 550 
S4b 550, 552 
$4c 550, 552 
$4<l 550 

Xl>; 554 
XPIt 958 
XPl 211,551 

5-14 552 
5-17 551 
14a 212 
25-31 551 

XSa 524 
XSc 521 

2-5 552 
XSd 166,260,524,554 
XV 5 18, 524,742 
XVs 560 
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Babylonian Chronicles and Literary Texts 

ABC 
no 8 10-19 
no-9 279,13-1,683,713, 

985 
n o . l l . 6 - 8 279 
no. 13, reverse 985 
pp. 104-11 881 
pp ,104-12 883 

A N E T 
268 315 
291-92 767 
292 360,372,685 
295 379 
305 881 

ANE7" (conl.; 
312-15 883 
558-60 230 
560 315 
662 490 

Craftsmen's Charter 71,891 
Cyrus Cylinder 17,40-41, 

43, 43, 44, 4 4 , 4 6 -
48, 58 ,91-92,772, 
883-884 

S13 41 
Dream of Nabonidus 31, 

91 ,879,881 

Dynastic Prophecy 40, 277, 
769, 774, 1050 

11.22-24 40,883,1033 
11.24-33 883 
111.4-8 769 
111.12-23 864 

Nabonidus Chronicle 31, 
40 -42 ,91 ,881 , 
883-884 

II. 1 32 
II .I-4 31,42 
II.2 32 
II.3-4 881 
11.13 34 

Nabonidus Chronicle (cont) 
11.15-18 42 
III.9-12 41 
111,12-13 41 
111.14 41 
111.14-15 41 
111.24-28 884 

Nabopolassar Chronicle 
880 

Verse Account of Cyrus 43 
Verse Account of Nabonidus 

40, 883 

Babylonian Tablets 

ADRTB ADRTB tout.) CT l !C 
-255 985 -369 596,614,740,810, 22 no. 74 342 9/3 536, 598 
-273 985 980,985-986, 998, 55 no. 435 952 9/68 598,979 
-324A 721 1024 Dor. 10/61--62 598 
-326 1020 -373 810 253 405,527, 960 U E T 
-328 721,863, 1020, -440 615,952.984-985, PBS 4.106 599 

1050 992 II/I.S0 461 4.109 599 
-330 726,739,840,846, Amherst 258 260,956 11/1:54 598 VS 

848,862, 1033, 1045- BM 11/1:162 598 6.128 342.925 
1046 49718 980 T B E R A 0 2569 601 YB7' 

-332 1020 68777 963 T C L 7.168 74 
-332B 721 74554 544 12.84 386 YOS 
-366 614,810,986,998 Camb, 13.150 74 1.52 874 
-367 596,980 143 458 ,508 ,891 , 929, 13.196 485,950 6.168 386 

945 13.204 602,981 7.128 74.810,893 
344 887 

Greek Inscriptions 

•L B E (conl.) RE (cont.) M L (conl.) 
111:111-12 970 1973 1987 12, lines 26-27 883 
111:113 970 no. 406 1012 no. 714 1047 33 574 
111:255 580 no. 408 668,953 1990 40 580 

1976 no, 276 995 O G I S 
1963 no. 595 930 no.770 1011 4 453 

no.211 1009 1977 1991 264 662-663, 1003 
nos. 219-23 1009 no. 472 1012 no.476 930 264, lines 4-9 990 

1965 1979 no.480 930 264, lines 6-9 643 
no. 342 1009 no 432 1000 I. Ephesos 2 702 264, lines 390-92 627 

1966 no 466 932 I G I I 2 26S 751 
no.369 1009 no. 512 1011 207 658,811,993,1003, 383, lines 171-85 493 
no. 377bis 1001 •10.519 1011 1006 391-92 631 

1968 1980 207a 454, 705, 995 R C 
no. 538 1000, 1014 no. 486 1012 I G L S 5 421,811 

1970 1982 VII, no. 4028 493 58O-8S 453 
no. 538 953 no. 280 1009 M L 7 495 

1971 1983 8 152 11, lines 3-5 417 
no. 622 953 no. 359 954 12 38 ,201 ,292 ,303 , 11-12 414, 421,936 
no. 669 953, 1000, no. 437 999 402,418,446,459,463, 12, lines 19-20 417 

1014 1984 491,584,805,837,856, 18 361 
no. 339 1009 903, 906, 936 19 412 
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R C (coot.) S E C Tod Tod (cont.) 
19. lines 14-lf) 414 XII.556 1029 no.113 495,646,700, no.145 658,993 
20 357, 361 XXIX. 1205 677 991 no.185 856,936 
68 703 XXXIX.1426 805 no. 138.1 669 no.199 705,826,1002 

Sardis .ty/.» no. 138.2 995 
VII. 1.1 411,414,417, 273 702 no. 138.2-3 669 

413, 459, 462, 703- 302 931 no. 139 368,383,664 
704, 723, 766, 1046 

Hieroglyphic Inscriptions 

Posener Posener (cont.) Posener (cont.) Posener (cont.) 
no. 113-b 1048 no. 8 384, 478,903 no. 30 546 nos.78-82 602 
no. ID 349 no. 9 384, 479 no. 31 482. 575 Stela oftheSalrap 414,547, 
no. IE 114,473 nos. 1 1-23 481 nos. 32-34 575 820 ,858 ,959 ,965 , 
no. IP 58,483 nos. 24-25 546 no. 33 602 970,1017-1018, 
no. 3 57 nos. 24-30 276 no. 34 277,724 1031 
no. 4 57 no. 24 481 nos. 43-48 546 
no. 5 479,480 nos. 27-28 482, 546 nos. 49-76 546 
no. 6 482 no.28 546 no.51 560 

Aramaic Texts 

A D AP (cont.) DAE (cont.) DAE (cont.) 
1-12 461 28 458, 507 17 384 69 413-414,418.457. 
1-13 310 29 507 18 413.417 462 ,597 ,936 ,945 .966 
2 418 30-31 55, 313,506, 586, 22 458 70 217,457, 503,913, 
5 457.597,599,973 887 26 384 954 
6 359, 364-365, 448, 30/31 714 32-36 604 71-72 405,428,441,934 

457,463,473,487,596- 30/31-32 714,1005 32 507 71-73 461 
597,709,719,739,834, 30 603-605,982 33-34 507 71 462 
940, 1014, 1019 32 603 33-36 507 73 457-458 

7 457,462,587,597,805 33 313,603,605 33 414,507 75 972,982,990 
8 413-414,418,457, 34 604 36 507,599 78-79 1016 

462 ,586 ,597 ,936 ,966 35 507,619,634,987, 37 507 85 964 
9 457, 503, 954 989 38 414, 507 89 586,977 
10-1 1 405, 428,441,934 38 604,983 39 507 96 586,977 
10-12 461 42 384 41 458, 507 97 604 
10 462 43 507 44-46 507 98 604,983 
12 457-458 45 507 45 949,999 100 604 

AP 72 385 46 507,740, 1023 101 344, 472, 507, 597, 
1 342,413,417,472, 510 pp .204-48 271 48 507 599, 603 
2 384, 414,448,451, BMAP 49 901 101, lines 1-2 604 

456, 964 3-5 507 53 507, 619 101, lines 14-15 604 
5 507,604 4 949,999 54-55 384 102-3 714, 1005 
6 414,507,604 5 507,740,1023 54 414,448,451,456, 102 55, 313 ,506 ,586-
7 417,507,972 7 507 596, 961 587,603,714,886,982 
8 507,604 8 901 55 449,472 102, lines 12-13 605 
9 507,604 12 507,619 60 449 102, lines 15-16 604 
10 414 13 634 61 383, 414, 418, 449, 102, lines 17-18 603 
11 414,964 DAK 929 103 603 
13 507, 599,604 I 418,510,936 62-73 46t 104 313,603,605 
14 507 2 342,413,417,472, 62-74 423, 569 105 634-635,982 
15 414, 507 510 62 418,945 106-8 271 
16 413,417 3 414,964 62ff. 310 109 384,510,607,811, 
17 449 4 414 66 457,597,599,973 929 
20 507 6-9 507 67 359, 364-365, 448, Cibson II 
22 586 7 507, 619, 634-635, 457,463,473,487,596- no. 35 713 
24 384, 449, 472 987,989 597,709,719,739,834, no. 37 502 
26 383,414, 418, 449, 9 417,507,972 927,940,945, 1014, Segal 

929 11 507 1019 no. 18 418 
27 344,472,507,597, 12 385 68 457, 462, 587, 597, no. 24 933 

599.603-604 14 384 805 no. 26 905 
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Segal (coni.) SP TADAE TADAE (conl.) 
no. 31 418,935 I 714, 1033 C . I . I 385 C.3.7 150, 385,804, 
no. 42a 411,939 7 714 C.2.1 981, 1031 964, I03I 

9 7I4 C 3 . I - 2 9 905 C3 . I2 385 

Other Sources 

Avesla Numismatic Sotirces C S (cont.) P/ioenicidn Inscriptions 
Yasht Babelon 11.2 18 715 Gibson III 

8 239 nos 504-20 610 19 714 no. 28 936, 952 
10 180,251 no, 521 610 21 714-715 

nos, 522-25 610 22 715 Seals 
Demotic Texts no, 526 610 29-30 714 PFS 122,939 
Berlin Papyrus no. 527 610 31-33 714-715 51 285 

13582 472,481 nos. 528-30 610 33 715 93 17, 285, 913. 921 
15339-15340 472,474 no 528 610 35 715 PTS 

Demotic Chronicle, nos. 529-30 610 36-38 715 21-25 9I4 
verso 60, 474,887 nos. 545-58 983 37 715 24 235 

Papyrus Ixteb no,889 607 38 1000 26 955,958 
1 381,448,472-475,886 no.890 607 41-45 714 28 215,973 

Papyrus Rylands no.89) 607 44-45 714 32 608,983 
IX 475,481 nos. 892-93 607 48-51 714 91 254 

rVlttion of Peteisis 80, 474, no.894 607 48 714-715 SA'fl 687 
893 no.895 607 49 714 SA'u 214, 1025 

Lycian Inscriptions 
no. 896 607 50 715 S D 2 a 602,981 

Lycian Inscriptions no. 897 607 52 715 S D o 231-232 
TL no, 898 607 * 54 711 Seal of Cambyses 57 

40 672 no.906ff. 983 56-57 715 SXe 235,914 
44 583 C S 57 715 W D 
45 709, 1012 
61 672 

14 714 58 716,916, 10I6 4 714 45 709, 1012 
61 672 16-17 714 59-60 711 17 714 
128 583 16 714 

59-60 711 

135 583 17 715 
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Abbamus 462 
Abbateya 430 
Abdalonymus 857,1015,1048 
Abdemon 611 
Abisares 756 
Abistainenes 743, 844, 849, 1025 
Abrocomas 362,540,619,62), 

623-624,626-629,652,992 
Abulites 189,191,697,719,724, 

783,840-842,845-846,848-
850,865,869-870,874,1046 

Acina 115-117,119-120,125 
Ada 707,1011 
Adda 502 
Adousios 38,889 
Adrastos 703 
Aeaces 155-156,494,496-497 
Aemilius 298 
Africanus 566,971 
Agamemnon 641 
Agatliarcides 1028 
Agatbocles of Cyzicus 300, 521, 

959 
Agavus 705 
Agesilaus 154-155, 238, 334, 339, 

347,354,360,378,408,463,631, 
637-645,650-651,662-664, 
669,698,706,783,786,867, 
990-991, 1002, 1011 

Agias 620 
Agis 830,832, 1044, 1047 
Agyris 611,647 
Aha 418 
Ahasuerus 129-130, 202,234, 279, 

282.303,308,314, 370. 412,924 
see also Xerxes 

Ahi'ab 448-449 
Ahiqar 271, 385 
Ahmose 81,474,481-482,949 
Ahzai 488 
Ahiqar 271 
Akaufaciya 176,553 
Alcibiades 202,365,592-595,618, 

642, 649,911,928,933,978, 987 
Alcidcs 581 
Alcmaeonid 159 
Alenadac 528 
Alexander I of Macedonia 145, 

157, 528, 532 
Alexander III the Great 1-2, 4, 6-

10, 18, 39-40, 43, 78, 86,94-95, 
124,133,154,166,181,188-191, 
193-194, 199, 201-202, 206, 

208-209, 221-222, 225,228-
231,236,238,247.256-258,261, 
272, 282, 286-289, 294, 296-
298,311,319, 324,334-335,337, 
358, 360, 362-364, 372-375, 
378,381-382,392,404,413,415, 
418,421,434-435,441,454,458. 
467-469,503,505,509,518,522, 
536,545,547-549,623,627,645, 
673,688-690,693-702,705-707, 
709-710,713,716,718-721, 
724-726,728-729,731-733, 
735-713,715-751,754,756-
760.766, 768, 770, 774, 776, 
779-782,788,792,797,799-803, 
808-809,817-821,823-871, 
873,875-876.884,894,910-
911,913,919,921,931,933,946, 
950,955,965, 982-983,990, 
1007-1008.1011, 1013-10)5, 
1018-1019, 1022-1023, 1025-
1026.1035, 1037-1038, 1040, 
1042,1044-1051 

conquests 28 

see also continuities/adaptation; 
Diadochi, elite, local; 
Macedonia; aristocracy 
(Persian); revolts; satrap 
(appointment by Alexander) 

Alexander IV 547,718 
Alexander Lyncestes 824 
Alogune 282,588 
Alyattes 22, 24, 34, 837, 879 
Amasis (a Maraphi) 141,331,350-

352, 469, 482, 904 
Amasis (pharaoh) 22,24,35,48-

54,58-60,81,266,278,451,474, 
481, 882,885-887 

Amenophis II 959 
Amestris (Xerxes' daughter) 589-

590, 615 
Amestris (Xerxes'wife) 97,135, 

285,309,320,515,565-566,577, 
896, 958 

Amminapes 688,845 
Amo'ashtart 490 
Amorges 591-594,608-609,675, 

978 
Amphoteric 825, 828-829, 832 
Amyntas (Hellenistic author) 23, 

27, 201,236,290, 300,879 
Amyntas I (Macedonian king, father 

of Gygaea) 145, 350 

Amyntas II (son of Gygaea) 145, 
350,798,817,828-832,845,847, 
852,858,860 

Amyrtaeus 268,575-577,579,619, 
633-635,687,716,886,987, 989, 
1016 

Amytis (Median princess) 24, 33, 
82, 893 

Amytis (Xerxes'daughter) 136, 
320,322,516,565,577 

Amylis (Xerxes' sister) 265, 282, 
285 

Anacrcor. S3 
Anaphas 133-134 
Anaphas, son of Anaphas 133 
Andia 588 
Andocides 591 
Andiosthenes 761, 1028 
Angares 330,924 
Ankhnesneferibre 950 
Annaros 293,921,924 
Anqnetil Duperron 93 
Antalcidas 293,301,646,649,705, 

827,856 
Antibelus 724,849,865,1021 
Antigonus the One-Eyed 2,134, 

166,192,236,371,379,417,421, 
453-454,685-686,717,729,731, 
766,811,829,831-832,834,871, 
876,931,943, 1005, 1043, 1050 

Antimenes of Rhodes 364, 453 
Antiochus I 414 
Antiochus III (the Great) 6, 252, 

420-421,493,761,807,943,953, 
959 

Antiochus VII 315 
Antiochus the Arcadian 236 
Antipater 402,452,830,1047 
Anudaru 597,973 
Anysus 490 
Apama 309 
Apame 339, 662, 700, 876 
Aphyasis 501 
Apis 688 
Apollodotos 707 
Appismanda 425 
Appuasu 500 
Apries (Hophra) 49, 52, 59 
Aqiiya 74 
Arabigncs 135 
Arbaces 23,134,629 
Arbamisa 351 

see also Harbamissa 

1149 
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Arbareme 588,978 
see also Arbarius 588 

Arbarius 588, 624, 978 
Aromas 609, 670, 672-673, 984, 

996-997, 1012 
Arbupales 781-782,823 
Arcesilaus 141 
Archias 761,1028 
Ardiya 73-74,892 
ArdumaniS 108,113 
Argoste 15 
Ariabignes 113,540 
Ariaces 696,741,832,876,1024 
Ariaeus 327, 334, 620, 623, 629, 

631-634,644,989 
Ariamazes 748,750 
Ariaramncs (Persian king) 16, 110, 

877, 989 
Ariaramnes (satrap of Darius I) 

133-134, 143,340,351,464-465, 
741.904. 1024 

Ariaramnes (son of Darius 1) 519, 
524,612,959 

Ariarathe 743, 1025, 1043-1044 
Ariarathes (son of Ariaramnes) 133 
Ariarathes (son of Artaxerxes II) 680 
Ariarathes (son of 

Holophernes) 133 
Ariaspes 680-681 
Aribazus 274,323, 352 
Arimnaeus 133-134 
Ariobarzanes 217, 291, 326, 368, 

375,467,642-643,656-658,660, 
662,664,669-670,674,696,698-
699,705,736,782,817,850-851, 
992-993,1001, 1010,1023,1025, 
1028 

Ariomandes 557 
Ariomardos 351,902 
Aristagoras 146, 148-156, 158,345, 

357,369,496, 533,684,787,906 
Aristazanes 784,789 
Aristes 759 
Aristides 394, 931 
Aristippus 626 
Aristobulus 86,90, 186, 206,697, 

720,761,797, 1019-1020 
Aristodicides of Assus 414, 417, 421 
Aristomedes 798,829,1037 
Aristomenes 829,831 
Aristonicus 832 
Aristophanes 312, 344, 582 
Aristotle 302 
Aristoxenus 300 
Aristus of Salamis 206 
Ariuces 1024 
Ariyabama 502 
Ariyawraia 276, 350, 482, 575, 724 
Arkesimas 708 
Arkha 116-117,120-121,123,125, 

900 
Arlissis 669-670, 977, 995 

Armaidata 607 
Arrhideus see Philip Arrliidcus 
Arsaccs 589-590,807 
Arsama (father of Parnaka) 425 

see also Arsames (uncle of Darius I) 
Arsama (satrap of Egypt) 216-217, 

310,364-365,413-414,418,448, 
473,487,502,569,577,586, 58S, 
596-597,601-605,719, 805,913, 
940, 945, 954, 973, 978 

see also Arsames (satrap of Egypt) 
Arsamenes 746 
Arsames (Amasis the Maraphi) 482 
Arsames (governor of 

Cataonia) 712,1014 
Arsames (grandfather of Darius I) 

16,110, 124,519,877,893,989 
Arsames (satrap of Egypt) 423,469, 

588,796,949,969, 1011 
see also Arsama (satrap of Egypt) 

Arsames (son of Artaxerxes III 613. 
680-681,782,823-824,844, 
1013 

Arsames (son of Darius) 446, 466 
Arsames (uncle of Darius I) 339, 

353 
see also Arsama (father of Parnaka) 

Arsanes 772 
Arses (Artaxerxes I) 566 
Arses (Artaxerxes II) 615 
Arses (Artaxerxes IV) 9, 270, 277, 

690,714,718,769-770,772,775-
776,778,818,981,986,997,1012, 
1017-1018, 1033, 1042 

Arsiccs 986 
Arsinoe 805, 1039 
Arsites 589, 591,661,675,689, 697-

698,782,796,818,820-823,83), 
1008, 1043 

Arsu (Artaxerxes IV) 9, 986 
Artabanus 564,566 
Artabanus (brother of Darius I) 

524-526, 565-567 
Artabanus (son of Artasyra) 353 
Artabanus (son of Artasyras) 3 52-

353 
Artabanus (under Artaxerxes I) 564, 

570,972 
Artabanus (under Darius I) 222, 

228, 274, 327 
Artabanus (under Xerxes I) 564-

566, 572,775-776, 970 
Artabatas 889 
Artabazus (son of Pharnabazus) 

657,659-660, 662-663,682,688-
689,697,700,705,750,780-782, 
784-785,788,790-792,795, 821-
822, 827,845, 866,870-871, 874, 
969-970,993,1003, 1008, 1023, 
1026, 1033-1034 

Artabazus (son of Pharnaces) 332, 
339, 348-349, 351, 353, 365,425, 

499, 526, 530,532-533,539, 560-
561,563, 574,577,579,911 

Artacamas 889 
Artachaces 95, 332,371 
Artacus 733 
Artagerscs 629,731-732 
ArtahJar 588 
Artames 481-482 
Artamncs 133 
Arlanes 132,947 
Artaozns 623,633 
Artapan 351 
Artapates 276, 306, 324, 623-624, 

989 
Artapati 509 
Artaphernes (brother of Darius I) 

146, 148-150. 152-154, 156, 158— 
159,206,345,351, 353,365,389, 
412,491,494-497,524, 586, 594, 
646,812,898-899,906,931,953 

Artaphernes (Persian ambassador 
under Artaxerxes I) 581, 591 

Artaphernes (son of Artaphernes and 
nephew of Darius I) 158, 353, 
499, 505,580 

Artareme 468 
Artarius 3 53. 468, 577-578, 588-

589, 978 
Artasata 270.777.1021 
Artasyras 98-99, 268,274, 352,566, 

627, 893 
Artavardiya 116,121,352 
Artaxerxes I (465-425/4) 9,134, 

136, 166, 174,205,215-216,218, 
225, 227,231,264-265,268,278, 
282, 309-310,318,320,327,344, 
348, 353, 365,368,390, 403,417, 
421-422, 430,447,450,458,461, 
482,485-487,492, 500,508,516, 
522, 543,546-547, 554, 558, 563-
567, 569-570,572-585,587-591, 
597,600,602-603,607,649,675, 
678,680,693,700,734,743,772, 
774-776, 778,811,897,913-914, 
933,961, 970-975,979, 982,984-
986, 1003,1011, 1016, 1021, 
1031,1033,1040 

see also accession, royal; succession 
among the Achaemenids; tomb 

Artaxerxes II (405/4-359/8) 6-7,9, 
129-130, 134, 136, 166, 170, 173, 
191-192,198, 205,223,225,227-
228, 230, 237-240, 248, 251,253-
254, 257-258, 263-265, 268-269, 
272-273.275,280-281,284-285, 
292-294, 297, 300, 306-310,312, 
314-315, 317-319,321-322,324-
325, 338-339, 342, 344, 349, 353, 
368, 382, 398,400,402,417,468, 
487, 489, 495,506, 521-524,553, 
565,569,572-573,582,589-590, 
596,599,601-602,608,612-619, 
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621, 623-639,642, 644, 646-647, 
649-651,653,655-669,674-683, 
693,697,699, 704,711,714,719, 
723,725,731-733,738-740,744, 
754,756,765-766,768,772,774-
777, 779, 781-783, 796, 800, 827, 
838,843.908,912,915,917-918, 
924,933-934,972,975-976,978-
979, 982. 984-992, 994-1003, 
1010,1018, I020-1O22,1029, 
1034,1046 

see also accession, royal; AnShila; 
Cunaxa; Cyrus the Younger, 
succession among the 
Achaemenids; tomb 

Artaxerxes III (359/8-338) 96, 192, 
199-200, 214, 227, 238, 269-270, 
275,289,313,400,434-435,654, 
664-666,668,676,680-683,685-
690,697-699,702, 704, 706-707, 
713-714.716-718,732,734,741, 
746,769,772,774-776, 778-782, 
784,786,789,791-792,794-795, 
803,825,845,848,852,857-861, 
864,985-986,996-998, 1001, 
1003-1005, 1010-1012, 1015-
1018, 1023,1031, 1033, 1035-
1036,1049 

see also accession, royal; assassina
tion of a king; succession among 
the Achaemenids; tomb 

Artaxerxes IV(338-336) 9, 227,690, 
714,718,769,772,774-776,781, 
818,860,1012, 1018, 1033 

see also accession, royal; assassina
tion of a king; succession among 
the Achaemenids; tomb 

Artaxerxes V (Bessus) 745, 866 
Artayctcs 146, 309, 415,418,548, 

911 
Artayntes 316, 339 
Artca 242 
Arteinbares 15,996-997 
Artemelis 707 
Artemisia of Caria 272, 304, 411, 

489-490,498, 530,560 
Artlimios 563, 969,978 
Artibclos 724 
Artibelus 849 
Artiboles 1046 
Artimas 895,919,988 
Artjam 1031 
Artobarzanes 113,135-136,348, 

519-522.524,902,958 
Artochmcs 309 
Artohi 457 
Artontes 941 
Artoxares 136,268,274,320,327, 

588,591,978 
Artozoslra 136,906 
Artuchas 794 
Artuinpara 673 

Artybius 351 
Artyphius 136, 327, 353,577-578, 

589, 591,973 
Artystone 132,279,285,426,446, 

463,913.920-921 
Arukku 17 
Aryaina 21 
Aryandes 61,64,82,115,121,137, 

141,340,350-351,392,409-410, 
472. 474,479, 578, 887,900, 935 

Aryenis 24,879 
Aryses 133 
Asandrus 700,827 
Asaph 421,492,584 
Asclcpius 739, 1023-1024 
Asidates 500, 643, 705, 794,954, 

990 
Aspacanil 108,211,898 

see also Aspathines 
Aspadates 268,893 
Aspamithres 268-269, 274, 564 
Aspandas 880 
Aspasia (Cyrus the Younger's 

companion) 269,278-279, 
281-282, 319, 347,613,678,739, 
917, 1000 

Aspasia (Milto) 278 
Aspasia (Pericles' companion) 346 
Aspathines 101, 107-108, 112, 131, 

137,170,211,214, 310, 339,898, 
925 

see also Aspacana 
Aspis 376,651,657,660-661,711-

712,992, 1014 
Assurbanipal 17, 22-23, 44, 379, 

878, 884 
Assumasirpal II 230-231, 315, 921, 

923 
Astibaras 880 
Astyages 15,20,22-24,26-27,31-

34, 38-39, 42, 44, 67, 82, 85, 92, 
188,226-227,231,236-237,240, 
259,264, 297-298,328,330,838, 
879-882, 890, 893 

Atamaita 127 
Atarfarna 1023 
Atiyawahy 276,350,481-482,546-

547,949 
Atizyes 705,796,824,844,1011 
Atkal-ana-miir-Esaggil 342 
Atossa (Artaxerxes II's daughter) 

613,681,775,920-921,998 
Atossa (Cyrus Il'sdaughler) 93,100, 

132-134, 136,139,143,255,265, 
279, 309,518-521,589,896 

Atradatcs 15-16,926 
Atropates 696,737, 740 
Atlalus 817 
Atys 893 
Autoboisaces 615,986 
Autophradates 279, 648, 650-651, 

656-657,660,662-663,669,672-

674, 786,796,799,827-828,830, 
993,996-997, 1001, 1036, 1043 

Azelmicus 858, 1048 

Baal 853.862 
BaalrSm 647 
Babena 440 
Baccabasus 564-565 

see also Megabyzus 
Badrcs 141,331,350-352,469 
Bagabazus 565 
Bagabigna 108 
Bagabuxsa 108,565,701,1009 

see also Megabyzus 
Bagadata 491,507 
Bagadates 844, 1045 
Bagaeus 122,638,941 
Bagafarna 364 
Bagamisa 919 
Bagapa 351 
Bagapada 83 
Bagapata 450,941 
Bagapates 91,95, 98-99, 268-269, 

272, 275, 565,886,893 
Bagasarii 364,413,457, 485-486, 

890,933,935 
Bagisianes 724, 849, 865 
Bagoas 201,257,264,269-270, 

687-688, 746, 769-772,774-777, 
779-780,784,789-790, 1001-
1002, 1005,1018 

Bagoas (in Judith) 270 
Bagoas (son of Pharnuches) 759 
Bagoas(the Younger) 269-270,275, 

277,313,919 
Bagodaros 740 
Bagohi 603,714,1005,1016 
Bagophanes 189,719,848-849, 

853, 862 
Bagorazus 590 
Bakabada 465,468 
Bakabadus 351,392,440 
Bakabana 351,392,438 
Bakamira 438 
Bakeya 941 
Balacrus 710,829,832,1048 
Baraccs 678 
Baradates 678, 957,999-1000 
Baradkama 428-429 
Bardiya (Cyrus's son) 50, 63,65, 

67-68,78,88,90-91,93,97-110, 
113-114, 120-121, 128, 130, 132, 
134-135, 137, 227,278, 313, 323, 
345,353,388, 390, 394,458,518, 
564-565,615,774,778,812,885, 
891,893-898,900,932 

see also accession, royal; 
conspiracy; plot, court; Smerdis 

Bardiya (Vahyazdata) 72, 117, 120-
121 

Barik-ili 598 
Barisscs 898 
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Barsacntes 696-697, 745-746, 756, 
865-866, 1026 

Barsine 700, 1008 
Baryaxes 740 
Barzia (Bardiya, Cyrus's son) 566, 

896, 900 
see also Bardiya 

Bas 699, 1008 
Balis 275, 324,716,747.793,834, 

845,919 
Battisdana 426 
Baltus 141 
Bel 725, 1021 
Bel-ahhc-ertba 485 
Bel-asCia 485 
Bclephantes 724 
Belesys (governor) 134, 238, 601, 

614, 627,985,988 
see also Belsunu 

Belesys (legendary) 23 
Belesys (son of the governor?) 683, 

685,709,724,795-796. 1004, 
1013 

Bel-etir 703, 723 
Beletras 703 
Belitanas 962 
Belitaras 723 
Bel-ittannu 509,601-602 
Bel-lumur 601-602 
Bclshazzar 32, 35, 72, 882-884 
Bel-Jimani 525,960 
Belsunu 601-602,614,627, 724, 

783,870,874,981,985,988.1021 
see also Belesys (governor) 

Belus (Bclos) 545,725-726,1021 
Berossus 614, 676-680, 723, 726, 

740,751,766 
Bessus 374,695-697,740-741,745-

746,748-750, 756-757, 781,794, 
836, 865-866,871, 1024, 1026-
1027, 1036, 1050 

Bianor 679,798,829 
al-Biruni 184,902 
Bisthancs 772,776,781,864 
Bocelioris 477 
Boeotkis 593,600 
Boges 324, 352 
Boiotios 981 
Boxus 1028 
Brochubelus 724,782,849,1013, 

1046 
Bubarcs 145,350,905 
Bulis 223 
Bupares 696,719,849,1013 

Caesar 704 
Calamis 181 
Calas 698-699, 823, 829, 832 
Callias, son of Hipponicus 579-580 
Callicratidas 346 
Callisthenes 229-230, 351, 557, 

772.902,967, 1036 

Cambyses I (ca. 585-559) 15, 17-
18, 24, 27, 32, 43-44, 63. 91, 133, 
236,878,881 

Cambyses II 1,7, 10, 14, 16,20,24, 
31,44,47-83,85-86,88,90-110, 
112, 114, 118, 121-122, 126, 128-
130, 132, 134-135, 141, 143, 225, 
227, 257, 264, 266, 268, 270, 274-
275,278-279, 292, 302,310,317, 
323-324, 331-332, 334, 337, 339, 
345, 348-349, 352-354, 360, 372, 
385,388,390, 394-395,402,409, 
414,434,437^138,451, 458, 472-
473, 476-477, 479-485, 487, 489-
490,502,506-508,516-5)9,523, 
544-547, 549. 551, 566, 575-576, 
590,602,605,608,615,684-688, 
716,720,740,771-772,810,852, 
858-861,864,873-874,878,881, 
884-896,899-900,927,930,949, 
961-962,966,970,982,988,994. 
1005,1014, 1020, 1030, 1040, 
1048-1050 

Camisares 650,698,711-712,732, 
1014 

Candanlcs 498 
Cantibaris 291 
Cartomes 338 
Cassandane 49.93,108,135 
Chabrias 648,653-655,663-665, 

786,791,992,994 
Cha-hap-imu 664-665,859,993 
Chalcideus 592 
Chares (Athenian) 682, 785, 787, 

790-792,1003 
Chares of Mytilcne 206, 229-230, 

236, 256-257,300, 335, 469,946 
Charidenuis 228, 325, 365, 657, 

663,790 
Cheirisophus 620 
Chersis 489 
Chorienes 748,751 
Chronos 670 
Clirysantas 326, 354, 889 
Cicantakhmn 116,120,123,125 
Cimon 310,324, 500,556-559, 

579, 967-969, 974 
Clearchus 83, 129, 230, 238-239, 

265, 288,300,373,613,616,620, 
624, 626, 629,632,634,654,699, 
730, 895 

Clement of Alexandria 676 
Cleomenes I of Sparta 146, 148, 

357, 533. 787 
Cleomenes of Naucratis 289, 294, 

413.718 
Cobares 740 
Codoinan 270,732-733,741,771, 

776-777, 1033 
see also Darius III 

Coes 151,303, 317, 348 
Comeres 98, 100 

Condalus 226,313,362,397 
Cophcn 782 
Cosmartidcoe 588-589 
Cotys 201-202,911 
Cranaspcs 64, 122 
Craterus 358, 557.757,760,1028 
Critobulos 233 
Croesus 22. 24, 27, 34-38, 44, 52, 

55,64, 66-67,80,97,316,400, 
509, 519,548,882,890,893 

Ctesias 6, 240, 264, 435,636,989 
Cyaxares 22,25-27,119-121,125. 

837-838,880-881 
Cyberniscus 498,968 
Cyprothemis 657 
Cyrus (in the context of the 

Cyropaedia) 7,63,83,179-180, 
184-185,188, 190-191,193,200, 
217, 224, 231, 233, 241-243,245-
248,250,261-262,270-271.274, 
276, 304-305.307. 313-314.316. 
324,332-333, 340-344,362, 369, 
395,460,805-806,838,915,918. 
1036 

Cyrus I (ca. 610-585) 15,17-18,20, 
44, 90-91, 110, 777 

see also Kuras of Ansan 
Cyrus II, the Great 1-2, 4,6-7, 9, 

13-27,31-53,56-59,61-86,88-
97,99-103, 106-108, 110-112, 
117, 119-122, 124-126, 128, 132-
135, 138-139, 159, 165, 186, 188, 
190, 198, 226-227. 230, 237, 239-
240,264,266-268,271,273,275-
276, 278-279, 281, 286, 288, 297-
298,306,310-311,319,325-328, 
330-331,335,340, 343,347-348, 
352-354, 358, 360, 368-369, 374-
375,377-381.383,386, 388,390, 
394-395,400,409,413,434,441-
443,454, 481,484-485,487-4S8, 
492, 498-499, 501-502, 505, 507, 
509, 516-519,522-523, 542, 544-
545, 548-549,562, 565, 584-585, 
602,605,615-616, 622,703, 726, 
729,732-733,736,739-740,745, 
747,751,758. 760, 771,780,802-
804,851-852,862,868-869,873-
874,876-885,889-896,898-899, 
902-903,906,910, 915-9)6,921. 
926,929, 947, 957,961-963,966, 
976,988-989, 1010, 1020, 1036, 
1038, 1049-1050 

see also Pasargadae; tomb 

Cyrus the Younger 63, 129. 179, 
198, 227-228, 230, 233-235,238-
239,251,253, 259.262, 264,269. 
272, 276, 278, 292, 298, 304-306, 
308,310,314,316,318-319,321, 
324-325, 327, 334, 340-342, 345-
347, 353, 359-362. 368,372-373, 
377-379, 403,447,454,459, 498, 
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509,521-522, 536-537, 559, 593, 
595-596,599-601,609-610,612-
636,641-642,644,650-651,653-
655,675,678-680,693-694.698, 
703,705,730,750, 772, 774,778-
779,783,786, 789-790,795-796, 
798-799, 824,838,843,926-927, 
934,956,961,973,978-981,984, 
986-989,994, 1000-1001, 1010, 
1021 

see also Cunaxa; legitimacy, legiti
mation; tomb; sons, king's 
(younger) 

Dadarsi (general) 117,121,352 
Dadarsi (satrap of Bactria) 64-65, 

78, 82, 117,121,351-352, 392, 
680, 1026 

Daiphernes 307 
Dalayah 587,603,713 
Damasitliymas 498 
Damaspia 278, 588-589 
Damastcs 382 
Daphernes 899 
Daraywcsli (Darius) 476 
Dardanus 562,596 
Darius (son of Artaxerxes II) 130, 

281,319,322,522,613,681,779, 
1002 

Darius (son of Xerxes I) 515, 564— 
566 

Darius I 10,20,65,573,591,630, 
754,770,774,778,783,803,856, 
874,893,914,917,970,976,979, 
981-982.1023, 1031,1033 

and Babylonia 73,75,115,120, 
136,317, 342,412-413,438, 461, 
484-486,544,597,719,722,935, 
950-951 

and Egypt 58, 60,69, 345, 395-
396,400-401,412-414,450-451, 
472-483, 505,519, 547,597,603, 
687.887,935,947-950,965, 1031 

builder-restorer 85-86,88-90, 
124,165-172, 178-180,191,216-
218, 260,377,382, 384,388,434, 
475, 505, 546,591, 675-676.734-
735,764,913,949,951,964,976-
977, 1029 

dcatb 161,227,524,540,772,907, 
910 

entourage 92, 128, 132, 135, 137, 
265-266, 268, 274, 279,303,307-
309,312,319, 323,327, 331,348-
353,418.446,460, 509,518,521, 
540,546,566, 574,740,879,902, 
947 

imperial administration 1, 8, 27, 
62-65,67-70, 78,80-81, 178-
181, 185,213,302,313, 339, 344-
345,350,352, 388-396,400-401, 
405, 408-416,422-423, 425,428. 

430, 435,447-448,455,461,463, 
466-467,469-471,495,506, 553, 
569, 578,597, 695.706, 736-738, 
741,760,762, 765,809,812, 873, 
925,933 

origins and accession 6-7, 16, 19, 
63,81-82,98-117, 121-123, 127-
132, 137-138, 171,179,217,303, 
310, 317, 323, 425,51 1,518, 552, 
770, 774,877,895-899, 951 

propaganda-ideology 63, 68, 92, 
166,177-178,182-183, 204-205, 
213, 225, 227, 231-232, 235, 302, 
317, 330, 51 1, 553-554 

religious politics 56, 93-94, 125-
128,152,158,241,247-250,475-
476,479,548,550-552,584,605, 
676,915 

reputation 50,70, 388, 479, 517, 
771,777 

tomb 210 
wars 40,127,139-161.207,228, 

239, 280, 303,319-320,340,352, 
363,370-371,383,410-411,454-
455,491,519,525,542,560,643, 
739,747,751,901,904-907,1019, 
1050 

see also tomb 
Darius II (425/4-405/4) 9,123.265, 

359,509,591,608,614-616,618, 
637,681,714, 774-775,777,951, 
972,976-978, 986,988, 1008, 
1021,1024 

accession 136.268,588,624, 
776-778, 899 

administration 55, 136, 390, 398, 
411,448,458, 461,468,485-486, 
591-598,604-611,670,675.719, 
732, 740, 933.978-979 

and Babylonia 569,597-598, 
600-602.679,725,892,950,981 

and Egypt 577,586,602,607,948, 
964,981-982 

constructions 573, 591 
death 227,523,569,612,772 
entourage 132,226,262,268, 

310,320.325, 336,340,353,461, 
521,589,615,630,676,772, 774, 
781-782.920,923,986,1000 

wars 342,536,591,596-599,611, 
783.933,981 

see also succession among the 
Achaemenids, tomb 

Darius III (335-330) 9-10,184, 
187-188, 191,225,227, 256-257, 
377,508,623,695-696,707,718, 
721-722,726,741,768,770-772, 
774,776-778,804,812-813,852, 
857. 860,863-864, 906, 1044, 
1048 

accession 227, 270, 657,693, 696, 
714,732,769-779, 1033 

administration 201, 248, 283, 
296, 370,404,415,487,587,627, 
680,696,714,719,721,736,741, 
743, 745, 757, 762, 765, 767, 801-
802,811,852-853,856-857,868-
871,874-875, 1008, 1038, 1040, 
1048 

armies, battles, and strategy 10, 
39.184, 191, 196-198,224-225, 
227-228,252, 262, 272, 309, 334, 
372, 375,378,380,415,506,527, 
537,539, 541,627,629, 680, 689, 
693,697,711,719,729, 740,743, 
746-747,750,754.762.765,767, 
770,784,789-791,794,796-800, 
813,817-852,855,863,865,962, 
975, 1001,1034-1036, 1042, 1044 

death 1,10, 227, 334,695,734, 
741,745-746, 770,774,838, 864-
866,870,876, 1044-1045 

entourage 184,264,269,272, 
275,279-281,283.285,309-310, 
325,334,339,716,725-726,759, 
769,775-776,780-783,790,834, 
838,843-852,866,919, 1044 

religion 185, 243, 245, 247, 250-
252, 725, 947 

reputation 780,791,835-837, 
864,869,914,997 

single combat 229-230 
see also continuities/adaptation in 

the Achaemenid Empire; Alexan
der III the Great; retinue, king's; 
succession among the Achae
menids 

Datames 133-134,198-199, 223, 
304,321-322,344,376,407,493, 
650-651,654,656-657,659-662, 
666-667, 673-674, 698-699, 711, 
732,741,796, 799, 827,874,969, 
990-994,1001,1008,1014,1021, 
1035, 1037 

see also Tarkumawa 
Datamithra 941 
Datis 81, 148,158-161,206,351-

353, 370,499, 505, 526, 531. 536, 
539, 549. 562, 893,906 

Datiya 370 
Datuvahya 108 
Dauma 365 
Daurises 309, 351 
David 47 
Dayaka 444 
Deioces 25-26.84, 92, 880 
Delaiah 714 
Demaratus 348-350,369, 519-521, 

528,562,615,620, 643,777,969 
Demetrius of Skcpsis 252,717 
Democedes 139,141,143,265, 

273,284,308,312,318-319,348, 
383,435,904,918 

Democrilus 267,701 
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Demos 313 
Demosthenes 657-658, 662, 689-

690, 787-789, 792 
Dcrbiccs 893 
Dcrcyllidas 635,637,644-645 
Derketo 917 
Dibictus 790 
Dion 668,709 
Dionysius (Greek commander) 15 5 
Dionysius of Heraclea 699, 768 
Dionysius of Syracuse 763 
Dionysius the Elder 208, 906 
Diopliantus 786 
Diotimus 382, 582 
Diphridas 645-646 
Djedhcrbes 1031 
Djethotcfankh (grandson of Djctho-

tcfankh the Elder) 861 
Djethotcfankh the Elder 861 
Doloaspis 718 
Doratcs 678 
Dorkts 555 
Droaphernes 678, 704, 972, 1000-

1001,1009 
Droysen, H. (historian) 2,801,1038 
Drypctis 1044 

Ea-bullitsu 461 
Ea-iddin 601-602 
Egibi 33,72,88,381,485-486,882, 

891,933 
Elli-sum-iddin 598 
Elnap 502 
Elnaihan 488,951 
Engcls, F 802 
Enlil-itannu 461 
Entimus 297,308,310, 312,315, 

349 
Ephialtes 557,790 
Ephorus 531,557-558.612,618-

619,626, 775,779,784-788,790, 
792,985, 1005,1034-1035 

Epilycu5 591 
Epixycs 368 
Epyaxa 198,360,498,610,1013 
Eratosthenes 382 
Erbbina 670, 1012 

see also Arbinas 
Erigyius 229, 732 
Erttimcli 707 
Erythras 758, 1028 
Esarlwddon 271,360,372.678, 

685,927,954 
Escmteu 81 
Eskug 431 
Esmunazar II 419,490,608,713, 

936,952, 1015 
Espemet 448-449,456 
Esther 129,279,282 
Etcocles 230 
Eudamus 756 

liuelthon 489 
Eumanes 703 
Eumenes of Cardia 2,133, 247, 

371-372, 447,452, 696,711,743, 
746, 876, 943, 1025 

liuphorbus 159 
Enrybates 36,882 
Eurybiades 529 
Eurysthenes 562 
Evagoras 314,321,455,611,636, 

647-653,716,985,990-992,1015 
Ezekiel 46 
Ezra 368, 511,570,578.583-586, 

928, 976, 992 

Frada 116-117,120-121,123,125 
Fradaforna 364 
Fravartipata 607 
FravartiS 1 16-121, 123, 125, 738 

Gadal-lama 598,979 
Gadatas (Cyropaedia) 259, 271, 

276,314 
Gadatas (ML 12) 8, 201, 292, 303. 

324,401^102,418,459,463,491-
493, 508,605,837,856.903,906, 
952 

GaJmu 587,977 
Gastron 786 
Gaubaruva 108 

see also Gobryas (one of the Seven) 
Gaulites 626 
Gaumata 91, 93,96, 99-100, 103-

105,107-109,113-116,120-121, 
125, 130, 137,213,770,772,895-
896,899 

Gawzina 364 
Gergis 609,670,984,996,1012 
Gilgamesh 938, 1025 
Gillus 139 
Gimilhi 73, 75, 484, 892 
Glaucippus 857 
Glaucus 798 
Glus 338,361,455,626,631-632, 

652-653, 987-988 
Gobares (= Gobryas [one of the 

Seven] or Gobryas (governor 
under Darius II and Arta
xerxes II]) 467,736.850 

Gobares (=Gobryas (one of the Seven 
or Gobryas (governor under Da
rius II and Artaxerxes II)) 892 

Gobares (=Gobryas [one of the 
Seven] or Gobryas [governor 
under Darius II and Arta
xerxes II]) 892,988 

Gobryas (compatriot of Cyrus II) 
42, 881,884 

Gobryas (governor under Darius II 
and Artaxerxes II) 271,601,627, 
629, 988 

Gobryas (one of the Seven) 101, 
107-108,112-113,121,127-128, 
131-132, 135-137, 142, 1 56, 170, 
21 1, 214, 309-310,331, 351-352', 
518,520,557, 898, 902,988 

see also Gaubaruva; Gubaru (satrap 
under Cyrus and Cambyses) 

Congylus 348, 561-562, 643, 969 
Gorgion 561 
Gorgus 151,488-489 
Gabaru (governor of Gutium = 

Ugbaru) 41 
Gubaru (governor under Darius II) 

392,468,601,892,988 
see also Gobares 

Gubaru (satrap under Cyrus and 
Cambyses) 902 

Gubaru (satrap under Cyrus and 
Cambyses) 64,66,71-75,82, 
351,810-811,889-893,898,988 

see also Gaubaruva; Gobares 
Cuzann 342-343, 485, 925 
Gygaea 145, 350 
Gyges 65,80,502,892 

Haephestion 225,522.729,931, 
1023-1024 

Hakoris 634, 648, 650-653, 655, 
675,786,982, 987,992 

Halpa 333,466 
Hainan 30? 
Hammurabi 923, 934,956-957 
Hanani 448.456,586, 603,714 
Hanani (Nehcmiah's brother) 584, 

586, 604,714 
Hitnaniah 584 
Hannibal 841 
Haradduma 431 
Harbamissa 351, 392 

see also Arbamisa 
Marina (Aryaina) 21 
Harisanu 485 
Harmomithras 352 
Ilarpagus 15.31-32, 38,64,81, 155, 

369, 501,505,583,609,670,881, 
883, 890, 893, 955, 968 

Harpalus 202, 290, 760 
Harrena 426, 439-440, 446, 465, 

470, 940 
Ilatubasti 462 
Hecataeusof Miletus 148, 153, 155, 

494,817 
Hecatomnids 668,707,714,783. 

991,1011 
Hecatomnus 646,648,650-651, 

667, 669, 707, 991 
Hecatonyimis 378 
Hcgai 273.282,284 
Hegclochus 825, 828-829, 832 
Hegesistratus 547-548, 843, 847, 

855 
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Heracles (son of Alexander) 700 
Heraclides of Cyme 255. 258, 261, 

264, 281-283.285, 288-289, 291-
293,297, 299-300, 308.315,331, 
335, 353, 591, 717. 803, 1038 

Heraclides of Pontus 300 
Hcrmias 688-689, 697, 1005 
Hermotimus 272-275,278 
Hieramenes 608 
Micron 707 
Hieron of Soloi 761 
Hicronymus of Cardia 134, 733, 

800 
Hinzanay 217,435,457,502,944, 

954 
Hippias 146, 159-160 
Hippoclus 146 
Hippomachus of Lcucas 548 
Hipponicus 579-580 
Hiram 379 
Histiaeus of Miletus 144-146, 148-

151.153-156, 308,312,319-320, 
348,369,498,508,594,906,977 

Hiumizza 426 
Holophernes 133, 192.270,282, 

292, 347,505, 1005 
Holophernes (in Judith) 134 
Hophra (Apries) 59 
HSri 607 
Horwenmcfcr 448 
Hosca 448-449 
Hostanes 898 
Humhan-abpi 427,880 
Huta[...) 351,392, 484 
Hydarnes (at the time of Darius II) 

589-590.778,978 
Hydarnes (at the lime of Darius III) 

724,829,831,849,978 
Hydarnes (one of the Seven) 107-

108, 113, 117-118, 121, 123-125, 
136, 261,351-352, 392, 440,737, 
774.896,898,903 

see also Vidarna; Minima 
Hydarnes (son of Hydarnes, one of 

the Seven) 136,261 
Hydraccs 758-760,794 
Hymaees 309, 351 
Hyperanthes 540 
Hysscldomus 498 
Hystaspes (Cyrus's general) 38 
Hystaspes (father of Darius I) 16, 

64,82,89, 109-112, 117, 121, 
123-124, 166,168-169, 182,217, 
241,323,339,352-353,425,446, 
465,467,476, 478, 491,519,544, 
630, 898, 908, 926, 947, 967 

Hystaspes (relative of Darius III) 
781,1033 

Hystaspes (son of Darius I) 519 
Hystaspes (Xcixcs's son) 564-566, 

570, 572, 970 

Ianthyrus 143 
Iatragoras 153 
lazemis 712 
Iddinabu 507 
Iddinaia 485 
Iddm-Ncrgal 485 
Idernes 898 
Idricus 682-683,707 
Ilioneus 782 
Inarus 215,574-577, 784,787,812, 

838, 952, 973 
Indukka 441 
Intaphernes 131 
Intaphernes (one of the Seven) 

107-108, 113, 115, 121, 131-132, 
137, 183,335,338,484,898-899, 
902 

see also Vidafarnah 
Iollas 264 
Iphicrates 653-655,785-786, 791, 

820 
Iqflpu 485 
Irdabama 285, 423,446, 457, 466, 

469, 940, 943 
Irdakurraddus 246 
Irdarpirna 365 

see also Artaphernes (brother of 
Darius I) 

Irsena 333, 424, 426-427, 429, 445 
Irtasduna 425-426, 446, 457, 462, 

466, 469-470, 920, 939-940 
see also Artystone 

Irtuppiya 444, 466 
Isidore of Charax 739 
Iskumipanna 465 
Ismenias 222-223 
Isocrates 152,347,583,611,613, 

632,636,641,647-648,650-651, 
658,670,992 

Ispitiima 578 
Istimauka 444 
Itamenes 581,643 
Ithamitrcs 339 
Itti-Marduk-balatu 72, 4 58, 891 
Izabates 98-99, 268, 272, 275, 893 

Jason of Pherae 302 
)cho 482,724 
Jehoahaz 45 
Jchoiachin 45 
Jehoiakim 45 
Jcnhaioii 474-475 
Jeremiah 45 
Jeshua 1016 
Johanan 586,603,714-715, 

1016 
Judith 347 
Julian 207 

Kalba 73 
Kamsabana 446 

Karikas 670 
KarkiJ 351, 426-427 
Katomno 706-707 
Kaupiya 439 
Kcnzasirma 457 
Khabbabash 718,820,858,860, 

1017—1018, 1033, 1042, 1048 
Khcriga 583,609,670-671,975, 

983-984,996, 1012 
Kheziga 890 
Khnemibie 51,481 
Khnumcmash 448 
Kombabos 271-272, 919 
Kombaphis 268, 272, 886 
Koniifi 450 
Kossikas 498,890 
Kprlli 505, 955 
Kumli 704 
Kuras of Ansan 17,20.90-91,216, 

285,877,880,913,921 
Kurlus 21 
Kusiyans 333 
Kusur-Ea 599,919,980 

Labasi 462 
Labynctus 879,882 
Lacrates 784-785,789 
Lagus 360,861 
Lamius 786 
Lconidas 542 
Leonidas (Alexander's tutor) 716 
Leutichydcs 532 
Liblutu 342,509 
Lichas 593 
Louis XIV 202 
Lucullus 622 
Lyceas of Nancratis 665, 885 
Lycon 591,674 
Lygdamis 498 
Lysander 233. 346, 600,635, 644, 

701,978,981 
Lysicles 583,976 
Lysimachus 230-231,494 

Machatas 756 
Madates 324, 375,726,728,733, 

781,842,850,1022, 1046 
Maeandrius 65, 140, 345 
Maeandrius (son of 

Maeandrius) 140 
Maibouzanes 1014 
Maibozenoi 704 
Maiphernes 712 
Makama 426, 439 
Makcma 440 
Malkiyah 417 
Manapis 845 

see also Amminapes 845 
Mandane (Astyages' daughter) 15, 

24, 27, 236-237 
Mandane (Astyages's daughter) 24 
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Mandane (daughter of Darius I) 
879, 901 

Mandrocles of Magnesia 654, 1035 
Mandrocles of Samos 146, 207, 363 
Manes 704,970,1010 
Mania 562, 596, 642, 748, 969 
Manna-Kitin 440 
Mannuka 442 
Mannuki 507 
Mannuya 428 
Mantitheos 594 
ManustSnu 588 
Maraza 427-428 
Mardians 851 
Mardonius (father of Gobryas [one of 

the Seven)) 898 
Mardonius (Marunus) 21 
Mardonius (son of Gobryas (one of 

the Seven)) 108,113,135-136, 
145, 156-157, 159, 196,256-257, 
288, 297, 31 1-312, 322,324,332. 
339, 351, 371, 579,415,418,494, 
496-497, 499, 509, 525-528, 530-
533,536-540,542,547-548,560, 
576,821-823,902,905-906,960-
963 

Martlontes 339,540 
Mardos 98, 106, 899 
Marduk 862,864 
Marduka 509 
Marduk-nasir-apli 485-486 
Marduk-zer-lBir 601-602 
Marduniya 108,898 
Mardunu! (Mardonius) 21 
Marsagctes 143 
Martiya 116,120-121,125,900 
Masabatcs 269,272 
Masapata 457-458.462 
Mascaines 324, 352, 555 
Masdayasna 469 
Masistes 255, 307, 316, 515-516, 

519, 524, 542,559-560,958 
Masistius 307, 332, 536-537, 540, 

923,961 
Mat-at-Ubas 364 
Matanni-lama 461 
Matter, 488 
Mauaces 746-747, 1036 
Maudadda 426 
Manrya (Indian dynasty) 236,245, 

281 
Mausolus 226, 313, 362, 397, 403, 

498, 560, 656-657.662, 667-670, 
674,767,991,995, 1003, 1012 

Mazaces 831-832, 844-845, 858, 
1046 

Mazaeus 189, 627, 683, 685, 696, 
709-710,713-714,719,724,780, 
782-783,795,831, 834,840-842, 
845-846, 848-850,853,862, 865, 
869-871,874,990, 1004, 1013-

1015.1046 
Mazares 37-38, 81, 562, 883. 893 
Mazdai 709,990 

see also Mazaeus 
Mazenes 758-759 
Mcdtiminanus 427 
Megabates (father of 

Mcgabazus) 146, 153, 351, 353, 
561,926,969 

Megabates (son of 
Spithridates) 353, 560, 644 

Mcgabazus 142,144-146, 157, 320, 
340,351,353, 370, 490,960 

Megabernes 893 
Megabyzus 564, 1009 
Megabyzus (one of the Seven) 107-

109, 113, 128, 134, 136, 157, 307, 
320,889 

see also Baccabasus; Bagabazus; 
Bagabuxsa 

Megabyzus (Xerxes' son-in-law) 
136,231,265-266, 282, 285,308, 
310,320,322,327,336, 499,516, 
535,544,564-565,569,572, 574, 
577-579,588-589,633,675,701, 
705, 759,784,786, 902, 962, 973-
975.988 

Megadates (son of Aphyasis) 501 
Megadates (son of Letodorus) 501 
Megaphcrnes 447, 625, 988 
Melantas 723 
Mcleagrus 414,417 
Melesander 583,975-976 

see also Mitisantra 
Melqart 857 
Memnon 327, 657, 661, 697-700, 

768, 782-783, 790-791, 796-797, 
817-827,843-844,856,999, 
1002, 1008, 1035-1036, 1042. 
1045 

Memnon 11 1002 
Menander 296 
Menon 620 
Menostanes 577, 588-589,978 
Mentor 353, 657. 683-684, 686, 

688-689,697-698, 700,769, 774-
775.782-785,789,791,794, 797, 
838, 1001-1002, 1004-1005 

Merbalus 488 
Mergis 98 

see also Smerdis; Mardos 
Mcrmnads 83-84, 400 
Metiochus 350 
Midas 706 
Milasantra 583 

see also Melesander 
MilkyatSn 647 
Miltiades 142, 324, 350, 536 
Miltiades the Younger 146, 150-

152, 160 
Milto 278 

Misparma 426-427,445 
MiSfumanya 470 
Mithradata (at the time of 

Darius) 450,890 
Mithradala (treasurer) 46, 66-67, 

82,413 
iMilhradates 662 
Mithradates (a eunuch) 269, 274-

275, 564 
Mithradates (a slave) 703 
Mithradates (general of Arla-

xerxes II) 240, 305-306,318, 
325-326,460,630,656,660-661, 
674,699,993, 1025 

Mithradates (king of Ponlus) 134, 
24? 

Mithradates (one of Cyrus the 
Younger's men) 623,633 

Mithradates (shepherd) 15 
Mithradates (son-in-law of Darius III) 

782, 323 
Mithrapates 997 
Mithraustes 696,741.782,832 
Mithrenes 190.701-702, 743, 823, 

843-845,847-849,853,869, 
1045-1046 

Mithrobaios 949 
Mithrobarzanes 659-660 
Mithrobuzanes 796,823 
Mithropastes 327, 349, 353, 759, 

831 
Mitradastas 1010 
Mitraeus 615,986 
Mitratas 704, 1010 
Mitratu 1021 
Mitrobates 64-65,82,122,316, 

351,392,759,889 
Miturna 351,392,440,445,737, 

903 
see also Hydarnes (one of the 

Seven) 
Mnesimachus 394, 401, 411, 414, 

417,459, 462,703-704,943,945, 
1010, 1039, 1046 

Mncves 477 
Moeris (pharaoh) 420 
Mordecai 303,307 
Moses 583. 586 
Mudammiq-Adad 485 
Muranu 484-485,950 
MurasCi 398,458-459,461,485-

486,569,588,598,600-602,723-
724,753, 805,811,897,933,951, 
966,980, 1024, 1038-1041 

Murena 243 
Musikanos 193 
Muthis 648 
Mntir-gimilli 461 
Myrsos 65, 80, 892 

Nabarzanes 745, 865-866 
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Nabonidus 22-23, 31-32, 34—35, 
40-45,71-74, 103, 1 15, 120, 125, 
381,761,772,873,879-884,889, 
891, 1020 

Nabopolassar 22, 24 
Nabfi 71 
Nabu-abbe-bullit 71 
Nabfl-ab-iddin 74 
Nabu-balat-sarri-iqbi 74 
Nabfi-ban-abi 74 
NabQ-bulissu 485 
Nabft-dala' 74 
Nabtigu 902 
Nabukuddurt 507 
Nabiiladani 364 
Nabu-mukin-apli 485 
Nabure'i 507 
Nadin 271 
Nafaina 603-604 
Naktanna 446 
Nannas 70?, 1010 
Nappunda 439 
Natakas 268 
Natrbbyemi 707 
Nautacas 275 

Nehtihor 364, 448, 457-458, 462-
463, 473,487,596,940 

Nearchus 381,443,548,728,730, 
733,758-761,851,955, 1011, 
1028 

Nebuchadnezzar II (604-562) 22-
24,44-46,48,67,71,74, 115,433, 
505,761,926 

Nebuchadnezzar III 120,899 
Nebuchadnezzar IV 120, 484, 899 
NechoII 22,45,51,477,479,806, 

886,964 
Nectanebo I 385,653,784,930,992 
Nectanebo II 653-654, 664-665, 

682-687,784-786,859-861,950, 
993,1049 

Nehemiah 264, 276, 368, 421, 487-
488, 492,569-570, 578,583-587, 
811-812,928,951,974,976-977 

Nepherites 634, 637, 647-648, 982 
Ncrgal-epus 73 
Nergal-ibni 485 
Nergal-uballit 485 
Neriglissar 44,71,500 
Nesaya, Nisaya 1023 
Nicanor 756,823 
Nicarchides 736 
Nicocles 202,672 
Nicogenes 365, 500-502, 563 
Nicostratus 687, 784-786, 789-791 
Nidintu 601-602 
Nidintu-Bel 115-116,120,122, 

125, 374 
Nidintu-Sin 599 
Nikias 430 
Ninus 207,725-726,1021 

Ninyas 284 
Niphates 823 
Nitetis 49,885 
Nitacris 96? 
Norondobates 898 

Ochus (Artaxerxes III) 133, 270, 
289,613,656,661-666,674-675, 
680-681,689,771,776,778-779, 
781,845,859,980,986,996-997, 
1003-1005 

Ochus (Darius II) 315,588-591, 
598,624,676,772,776,986 

Ochus (son of Darius III) 782 
Odatis 206,335 
Oebarcs (Darius's groom) 109, 217, 

898 
Oebarcs (governor of 

Dascylium) 146,905 
Oibaras 33, 188 
Olmstead, A. T. 4,801 802,804, 

809-810,881 
Omanes 1010 
Omares 797,823 
Omises 442 
Omphis 193,754,846 
Onesicritus 206,759 
Onesilus 151,489 
Onnophris 859-860,993-994, 

1017, 1048 
Onomacritus 348, 547 
Onophas 135. 898, 902 
Orgeus 402 
Oroetes 52,64-66,82-83, 115,122, 

139-140, 150,265,316,339-340, 
344,351, 392,447,491,890,900, 
904 

Oromanes 1024 
Oromedon 498 
Orontas 129,311,324-326,342-

343,617-619,623-625,632,703, 
924,989 

Orontes 664,741-743,751,782. 
791,794, 1006, 1010, 1035 

Orontes (descendant of Hydarnes) 
136, 308-309,317,321-322, 336, 
453-454,499, 627,631,642-643, 
652,656-659,662-666,674-675, 
696, 698,705,741,786,832,903, 
943-944, 988, 990, 993-994, 997, 
1003, 1014 

Orontobates 696,707,736,766-767, 
783.791,818,824-825, 827,831, 
874, 1028, 1042, 1044 

Oropastcs 98-100, 102 
Orxines 18,193,269, 331, 335, 468, 

696.736,748.780.783,851, 1028 
Osoreris 448 
Osorwer 481 
Ostana 586,60? 
Ostanes 615,772,781 

Ostanes (magus) 267, 965 
Otanes (one of the Seven) 9?, 97-

98, 101, 107-113, 121, 128, 132-
135, 137, 140, 144-146, 154, 157, 
184, 190, 223,305,309-310, 331-
332,339-340. 345, 351, 491,496-
497, 896, 898, 902, 904, 978 

see also Utana 
Otys 334, 378 
Ouinancs 1010 
Oxathres (Abulites' son) 696-697, 

719,724,849-850, 870 
Oxathres (sonof Darius II) 615,782 
Oxyartcs 280,748,751-752 
Oxydates 737,845 
Oxythras 790 
Ozymandias 56,886 

Paches 581 
Pactyes 37-38, 70, 80-81, 882-883 
Padi 418 
Padikam 861 
Padisumaris 898 
Pagak'anna 484 
Painou 859 
PakOrios 648 
Pammencs 682,785, 790 
PamCin 413-414,418,597 
Pandantcs 321,660 
Paniomus 273 
Papes 703 
Paractacae 849 
Pariscas 272 
Parmenion 257, 283, 289, 293-294, 

733,739,790,809.817-818,824, 
837.847, 850-851,856, 1046 

Parmys 132 
Parnaka 258, 313, 315, 338-339, 

353, 424-429,431,434,439, 446, 
463, 465,467-171,506,510, 560, 
783,810, 893, 895,923,926,939-
940,946, 999, 1032 

see also Pharnaces (father of 
Artabazus) 

Parnu 350,352,448,472-473,481 
Parou 798 
Parsirra 21 
Parsondas 733 
Parysatis 238-240, 263. 265, 269, 

273,459-462,521,588-590,601, 
613,615-617,621,626.631,679, 
774-775.777-778,808, 896, 945, 
985-986.989, 1000, 1010. 1014, 
1044 

Pasion 623 
Pasiphernes 644 
Pategyas 311,509,623 
Patesu 578 
Patiramphcs 135,184, 190,223,310 
Patisuvaris 109,331 
Patizeithes 98 
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Patron 798 
Pattcmklu 441 
Pausanias 257. 259, 288, 303,309, 

345-346, 348, 350, 516. 532, 537, 
555,560-562, 590,818,969 

Pausiris 576 
Payava 672,996 
Peclon 483,950-951 
Pcftu'uneith 508 
Peisander 638-639,645 
Perdiccas (diadochus) 133, 230-

231,685,696,855, 1025,1048 
Pericles 557, 579-582 
Pericles of Limyra 670, 672-673, 

768,995-997, 1011 
Pctchapi 475 
Peteisis I 81,948 
Peteisis II 81 
Peteisis III (under Darius) 449, 

474-475,481-482 
PclcfeU (unucl AlcXtilid^l) 1018 
Petemelifi 607 
Petenes 823 
Petcsacas 268.893 
Petisas 578 
Petisis 718 
Petosiris 418,765,860-861,943, 

1049 
Petubastis 115 
Peucestes 247,311, 766,871,876, 

916, 1047-1048, 1050 
Phacnias of Ephesus 310,312, 349 
Phaidime 93, 100-101, 107-108, 

132,135,896 
Phanes 53-54,686 
Pharandates (satrap of Egypt under 

Artaxerxes III) 687,718 
Pharandates (satrap of Egypt) 8, 

279,350-351,353,472,474,508, 
557 

Pharax 637 
Pharnabazus (nephew of Artabazus) 

697,699-700,705,748,782-783, 
786,789.791,794,797,799-800, 
820,825,827-830,832,834,854, 
858. 1008.1043 

Pharnabazus (satrap of Hellespontine 
Phrygia) 198,278,282,309, 
321, 325,337,339,346-347, 354, 
365,368.403.463,562,592-596, 
599-600,618-619,626,631,63 5-
636,638,640,642-646,652-655, 
660,662,685,687,987,990-992, 
994, 1002 

Pharnaces (father of Artabazus) 
133, 201, 332, 339, 353, 501, 560, 
783, 893, 925, 969, 999 

Pharnaces (son of Artabazus [son of 
Pharnaces]) 339,501,581,678, 
782.823,925 

Phamacyas 268, 588-589 

Pharnaspcs 93, 108, 111, 135, 331, 
898 

Pharnuchcs 759 
Pheraulas 333, 442 
Pheretima 141 
Philagrus 159 
Philip (son of Machatas) 756 
Philip Arrhideus 861, 1042, 1050 
Philip II (father of Alexander) 247, 

658,682,688-690,707,787-789, 
817,845,869, 875,924, 1005-
1006, 1042 

Philiscus 705 
Philophron 785 
Philotas 1045 
Philoxenus 846 
Phocion 319, 1048 
Phradates 197 
Phraortes (Median rebel) 119 

see also FravartiJ 
Phiaortci I (Median king) 25 
Phraortes II (Median king) 23-26 
Phrasaortes 736,781,851 
Phratagunc 132,947 
Phratapharnes 696,731,745 
Phylacus of Samos 303, 348, 562 
Phylarcus 255, 280 
Pigrcs 361, 498 
Pirylampes 313 
Pisistratus, Pisistratids 159, 528, 547 
Pigsiya 485 
Pissuthnes 578, 581, 591-592,674-

675,973,975, 1000 
Pithon 729,731,746 
Pitibiri 935 
Pixodarus 399,498,560,668,706-

707,709,767,930,997, 1011-
1012, 1042 

Pkoip 346,474 
Pnytagoras 683,713 
Polyarchus 283,291,294,300 
Polyclilus 406-407,409 
Polycrates 52-53, 65, 83, 122, 139-

140, 159,201,265,345, 886,893 
Polycritus 264 
Polydamas 294,360,920-921 
Polyneiccs 230 
Poros 193 
Poseidonius 292, 315 
Potiphar 276 
Praxilaus 559 
Prcxaspcs 82,97-100,264,310, 

323-324, 332, 339, 490, 898 
Procles 562,620,632,643 
Proexes 756 
Proresilaus 415,548 
Proxenus 626 
Psaimncsck 457,462 
Psammetichus I 51, 54, 80, 575, 

873, 886 
Psammetichus II 81, 451, 483, 574-

575,619 
Psammetichus III 52,54-56.58-60 

80-81,893,950 
Psammetichus IV 973 
Psammetichus V 575,973 
Psammetichus VI 619, 635, 653 

987 
Psammuthis 648 
Psamsincith 449-450 
Ptah-hotep 272,482-483,919,950 
Ptolemy I 360, 477, 547, 685, 718, 

824,827,858,861,994, 1018, 
1039,1048 

Ptolemy II 199-200,918 
Pythagoras 148 
Pytharcus of Cyzicus 36, 430,562, 

882 
Pythius 193,235,243,317-318, 

396, 401,893,933 

Qanju 1S1-1S2 
QaynCi 587 

Rabam-ili 598 
Rammanuya 446 
Rasta 364,457 
Ratopates 703, I0I0 
Raubasa 439-440,942 
Ravaka 342, 350, 352, 472 
Rawlinson.G. 515,900,1007 
Rehum 578 
RcmCil-Ea 74 
Resi-inbcf 475 
Rhakokes 129,333, 442 
Rhatanes, Rhathines 638,640, 644, 

706 
Rhea 670 
Rheomithres 663-664, 666, 674, 

736,823-824,851 
Rhodogune 309,631,921 
Rhoisaces 688 
Rhosaces I (under Artaxerxes III) 

128,701,780,783-784,789,795, 
1002 

Rhosaces II (under Darius III) 701, 
782, 823 

Rimut-Ninurta 461, 598 
Roxancs 327 
Roxanne (Darius Ill's daughter?) 

1044 
Roxanne (daughter of Hydarnes 

[under Darius II]) 285, 336, 
589, 896 

Rsayana 427 
Rumada 465 
Rusa 898 

Sahaces 717,828,831,844,860, 
1017, 1046 

Sabictas 743,844,849,1025 
Sabin 598 
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Sadocus 581 
Sadukkii 533 
Sagarios 712 
Sakka 428 
Salamana 446 
Sahnancscr III 26 
§ama5illek 450-451 
Samaw 450 
Samaxus 757, 1028 
Sambus 757, 1028 
Samtutefnakht 860,994, 1049 
SanballatI 587,603,713-714,767, 

977 
Sanballatll 714 
Sanballat III 714,1048 
Sandaucc 309 
Sandoces 316,497 
Sardanapalus 23, 259, 284, 919 
Sargon of Akkad 16, 201, 315, 877 
Sarmapiya 712, 1014 
Sarsama; 577 
Sasyches 477 
Sataspes 179,336,909,964 
Satibarzanes 229, 272, 275,314, 

487, 696-697.732, 745-746, 92? 
Sati-Humban 427 
Satipbernes 623 
Scipio 298 
Sciton 312 
Scehar 475 
Sccuudianus 268,624 

see also Sogdianus 
Selcinyah 587,603,713 
Seleucid dynasty 252, 271,315, 

389, 397,399-400,453-454.722. 
738,746, 760, 765, 874, 876,916, 
928,932,936,946.959,966,986, 
1001, 1021, 1029 

Seleucus I Nicator 271-272, 360. 
373,864,871,876, 985, 1050 

Scmiramis 124, 170, 206-207, 230-
231,477,752,758,900,912,917, 
921,927,958 

Sennacherib 271,380-381 
Scsoosis 383, 931 

see also Sesostris 
Sesostris 383, 476-477, 480, 929, 

931,949 
Shaasligaz 273, 282, 284 
Shapur 18! 
Shcshbnzzar 46-47,884 
Shimshai 578 
Silia 601 
Sila 75 
Siluka 704 
Sin-ahhe-bullit 599 
Sinctcs 317,398,442 
Sinope 831-832,837 
Sirakcs 239, 242, 249 
Sirikti-Ninurta 71,891 
Sirku 342-343.485 

Siromiis 489 
Sisamncs 82,97,135-136,339 
Sishu 861 
Sisieottus 757 
Sisimithrcs 748 
Sisines 703 
Sisygambis 187,772,781 
Situnu 935 
Siyatiparna 427 
Skoranos 932 
Skunkha 127,140, 560,904 
Skylax 140,478.904 
Smerdis (Cyrus's son) 50, 55, 90, 

93,97-98,100-101,107,132,214, 
225, 282, 323 

Smerdis (son of Callus, father of 
Artamnes) 133 

Smerdis (usurper in Herodotus) 67, 
91,96,98-107,113,120,131,283, 
302,565,893-894,896,898-899 

Smerdomcnes 135 
Socrates 233 
Socrates tlie Achaean 626 
Sogdianus 227, 345, 566, 588-590, 

772, 774,980 
see also Secundianus 

Solomon 379 
Solon 585 
Sophacnctns 626 
Sosis 620 
Sparimazcs 269 
Spcudadata 607 
Sperchias 223 
Sphcndadates 98-99 
Spitaka 385 
Spitamas 24,33,893, 973,1021 
Spitamenes 578,746,748-749,794. 

839 
Spithridates 278,282,325,334,337, 

378,640,642,644,651,698,700, 
796,818,823,843,991, 1009 

Spithridates (Spithrobates) 700-
701,782,821, 1002 

Stages 592, 594 
Stateira (daughter of Darius III) 

833,1044 
Stateira (wife of Artaxerxes II) 191, 

238,263,280,284,589,613.680, 
775, 990 

Stateira (wife of Darius III) 772,835 
Stesagoras 581 
Stcsenor 155 
Straton of Sidon 202,278,294,368, 

383,664,672, 684,713.857,994, 
1015, 1048 

Stratonice 271,985 
Strattis 532 
Strombichos 382 
Struscs 495,646 
Strnthas 321,645-646,991 
Suddayauda 426-427, 436,465,940 

Syennesis 305,375,498,560,610, 
625 

Syloson 140-141,260,303,317, 
345, 348,904,923 

Symmachus 609, 672 
Syrphax 817.857 
Sysinas 660 

Tabalus 36-37,66,82, 342,882,890 
Tabnit 490 
Tachos 291,653,663-666,669, 

674-675.681, 684-685,784,786, 
791,859, 861,993-994, 997 

Takhmaspada 81,116,121,352, 
893 

Tamos 619-620,626,631,635,653, 
987-988 

Tanaoxarcs 50,615 
see also Tanyoxarces 

Tanofrethcr 1031 
Tanvoxarces 50, 65. 98, 100, 345, 

589, 896 
see also Tanaoxarcs 

Tarchondimontos 711 
Tarkondaios 712 
Tarkumawa 667, 711, 991-995, 

I014,1021 
Tattenai 487-488, 492, 578, 605, 

951 
Taxila 756,846-847 
Tegcates 532 
Teisamenos 547 
Tcisandrus 591 
Tcispes 16-18,23, 44,90-92, 110 
Telephanes 434 
Tclcutias 648 
Tennes 683-684, 686, 1004 
Tcritouchmcs 285, 336,589, 896 
Telramncstus 488, 490, 952 
Thais 278 
Thannyras 576 
Themistocles 205-206, 222, 268, 

284, 298, 327, 348-349, 365 , 368, 
381,419, 500,508-509,516,529, 
531, 563,566,572,579,618,901, 
912, 926, 940,970,975,979 

Thcodorus of Samos 300 
Theoincstor 303, 348, 532-533, 562 
Theopompus 255, 403 
Tliersippos 453 
Thcspius 871 
Thibron 561-562,635,643,645 
Thrasybulus 593,648,651,790 
Thrasyllus 594,701 
Tlmkra 108,111,135,902 
Thuys 198-199,291,321,650-651, 

660, 698 
Thymondas 782, 784, 797-799, 

825.829,831, 1037, 1044 
Thyssolos 669 
Tiberius 702 
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Tigranes 351, 533-534,540, 646, 
657 

Timagoras 308, 312,315 
Timosa 280, 282,990 
Timothcus 657, 662 
Tiribazus 129-130,134,231,297, 

310-31 1, 316-317, 321-324, 336, 
338, 346, 499, 627, 631, 646, 649, 
651-652,661-662,681,732,741-
742, 794,987,990-991, 1013, 
1035, 1046 

Tiridates 622 
Tiridates (eunuch) 269,522 
Tiridates (treasurer) 467, 736, 847, 

850, 865, 1047 
Tissaphernes 136, 233, 238, 346, 

360, 373, 407, 459-460, 491, 509, 
589, 591-595,597, 599-600,608-
609,611,615-620,626,629-639, 
644,649,701-702,730,903,934, 
956,978-979,983-984,986-987, 
989-990, 1009, 1037 

Tithaeus 352 
Tithraustes 222,258, 321,351,353, 

557,595, 638-639,644-645,647, 
652,654,660,682,785,787,790, 
795,992, 1011 

Tobiah 587,977 
Tomyris 49 
Trbbenimi 583 
Tritantaechmcs 353 
Tragus Pompeius 657, 659,664-665 
Turkama 242 
Tutu 441 
Tyios 703 
Tymncs 498 
Tyriaspes 756 
Tyriotcs 272 

Ua-bulitsu 462 
Ubaru 485 
Udjahorresnet 54, 56-60, 80-81, 

114,266, 349,473-474,481-484, 
547,859-860,864,886-888,918, 
949-950,976-977,994,1031, 
1048-1049 

Ugbaru 41-42,884 
Ukama 333 
Ulysses 322 
Umizza 333, 439-440, 464, 466, 

470, 946 
Ummanis 22,879 
Umman-Manda 31, 880-881 
Undana 440 
Upadarma 115 

Upaslabara 364 
Usaya 242 
Usiris 577 
Ustana 333 
UStanu (satrap) 351, 392, 484, 509. 

956 
UStapanu 978 
Utana 108, 902, 978 

see also Otanes 
Uvaxslra 120 

Vahauka 108 
Vahyazdata (Bardiya) 72, 88, 103, 

116-121, 123, 125,891,894,900 
Varfis 457,461 
Varolii 461 
Vashti 129,202,279 
Vaumisa 117,352 
Vayaspara 108 
Vidafarnah 108, 352, 484 
Vidarna 108,117,125,590 
Vitellius 622 
Vivana 64-65,82,117-118,121, 

125, 127, 351-352, 392,444-445, 
890,943, 1026 

Vohumana 703, 1010 

Wahpre'mahi 449-450 
Widranga 603-605, 607, 982-983 
Wishtapa 476 
Wnntis 439 

Xanthus 273 
Xcnagoras 307, 559-560, 610. 969 
Xennias 623,626 
Xenophilus 166,719 
Xerxes I 132, 138, 145,183-185, 

189-190, 193,200,217,223-225, 
234-235,256,304,318,346, 534, 
541-542,563-567,693,775,846-
847 

accession 16,518-520,524,777, 
902,958,960 

administration 92, 150, 174-176, 
178, 180-181,344,351-353, 385, 
389, 400,422-423,425,448-449, 
472,482,490,496, 501-503,505, 
507,542,552-554, 559-563,567, 
574,612,620,698,751,782, 962, 
969 

and his countries 450, 543-547, 
552,602, 726,804,862, 962-965 

constructions 88, 166, 169-171, 
216.218, 260, 377,429-430, 454, 

505, 524, 547, 553-554, 567, 573, 
705, 734. 908 

death 227, 265, 268-269, 566, 
574,774, 899, 971 

entourage 95,97, 135-136, 212, 
261, 268, 272-276, 282,285,302-
303,306-312, 317-318,320,324, 
33 1-332,336,339, 348-350, 425, 
515-516, 539, 557, 563-566, 577. 
902,952,958 

Greek expedition 18,145,157-
158, 187,195-198,206,228, 234, 
243, 248,250,252, 261,267,304, 
309, 312, 316-317, 332, 339, 343, 
352,361-363,369-371,395,401-
402,409-410,415,4 34, 454-45 5, 
489-490,497-498.505-506, 515-
516, 525-535, 540-542,548, 554-
558,580,620,629,643,759,765, 
783,796.823,826,846,911,960-
962 

religious politics 128,211,241, 
243, 245,248,250, 252,517-518, 
543-545, 547-553,568,698,702, 
859,958,965-966 

reputation 227, 515-518, 567, 771 
Xerxes II 227, 253,268,278,565-

566, 588-590,772,774 

Yamakscdda 426,939 
Yatma 607 
Yauna 506,956 
Yehizqiyyah 714-715,1016 
Yeho-ezcr 488 
Yeshua 714 

Zarathustra 93-94 
Zarathustris 250, 894, 916 
Zariadres 206, 335 
Zatuvyaha 364 
Zedekiah 45 
Zenis 562, 596, 642, 748 
Zeno 294 
Zerubbabel 47, 116, 488, 884, 951 
Zeubcstefonk 474 
Zipoithcs 699, 1008 
Zissawis- 425,427,506 
Zopyrus (son of Megabyzus [one of 

the SevenJ) 128,134, 136,313, 
317,320,544 

Zopyrus (son of Megabyzus [Xerxes' 
son-in-law)) 136, 327, 336, 516, 
569, 577-578, 688, 705, 975 

Zoroaster 93, 267, 894, 998 
see also Zarathustra; Zarathustris 
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Adad 438 
Ahra Mainyu 896 
Ahriman 896 
Ahura-Mazda 6, 16, 94, 107-108, 

110,116,124,126-128,131,138, 
165-166, 168, 171-172, 177-
178,180,182,210-212,217,221, 
241-242, 247-248, 250-252, 
260,302,329,331,438,445,482, 
5 1 1,519, 523-524, 541, 550-
551,570,667,676,678,873-874, 
895-896,900-901,914,916, 
945,947,957,999-1001, 1009, 
1013, 102) 

see also king, Persian royalty 
Amencbis 475 
Amon-Rc 475 
Ana 667 
Anahita 205,251,253-254,283, 

523,553,614,616,622,676-679, 
703-704,723,726,738,742,751, 
766,873,890,915,917,994.998, 
1000-1001, 1009-1010, 1021 

see also Artemis 
Anais 738 
Anaitis 253-254, 281,493,676, 

678-679, 703-704, 739, 917, 954 
Barzochara 493, 679, 712, 1000, 

1014 
Persian 677 

Anat 586 
Angdistis 678 
Ami 667.722,994, 1020 
Anzu 1021 
Apam Napat 965 
Aphrodite 676,917 

Uranian 254 
Apis 55-57,270,410,479-482, 

546, 688. 859, 886-888, 964, 982 
mother of 949,960,964,1048 

Apollo 159,239,401-402,605, 
701, 915,932 

of Aulai 38,491-493.584 
of Claros 38 
of Delos 549 
of Didyma 38, 275 

Arccsimas 707 
Areimanios 896 

see also Ahriman 
Ares 240 
Artemis 417,679,701.703,761, 

844,917,932, 953, 978, 1010, 
1039 

Coloc 702, 704, 1010 
Ephesian 701-703,709,817, 

853,855, 1009-1010 
Median 739, 1009 
Perasia 711 
Persian 253,501,677,703-704, 

954, 1009 
Sardian 702-704, 1009-1010 
Xanthus 999-1001 
see also Anahita; Artimus; Diana 

(Persian) 
Artimus (Lydian Artemis) 703 
Asiartc 190,917 
Athena 51-52,715,998 

Ilias 217,548,562,698,817 
Atum 476,478 

Baal 190, 545,608,714.983 
Baki 704 
Basilcus Caunius 707, 978, 1012 
Bel 71,342,380, 502 
Bel'el 586 
BrtakHmya 242 

Diana 
of Ecbatana 281,319,678 
Persian 254,890 

see also Anahita; Artemis 
Dionysius 704 

Enlil 76,864 
Esmun 977 

Gaubaruva 211 

Hades 896 
Haroeris 475 
Hathor 476 
Helios 251, 404 
Hephaestus 55, 250, 370, 476 
Hera 51,207,998 
Heracles 857 
Hcrislicf-Re 860 
Horus 57, 47 5-476, 479, 481, 483, 

602,1018 
Humban 242,438 
Hvarira 242,251,916 

liny-wet 475 
Inanna-Istar 72 
Isis 476,481 
Istar 74, 254, 678-679, 810,1000-

1001, 1021 

Jupiter 185,188,248,251 

Khnum 8,474,481, 508,603-605 
948 

Ma 678 
Maliya 978 
Marduk 31,40-44,46,48,190, 

364.517,544,962-963 
Men 999 
Min 481-482 
Minerva 523 
MiSdufi 43S 
Mithra 94, 96, 180, 205, 239, 243, 

251-253,404,614,676-677,712, 
716,873,895,914-916,940,949, 
965,998-1000, 1021-1022 

Mizdusi 242 

Nabo 342,502 
Nakhthcnbcb 860 
Napazapa 438 
Napirisa 438 
Naryasanga 242,249 
Neith 58, 60, 385, 473, 476, 478, 

948, 1048 
Nereids $49,671,996 
Ninurta 602 

Omanus 677 
Ormazd 896 

see also Ahura-Mazda 
Oromasdes 247-248 

see also Ahura-Mazda 
Oromazes 896 

see also Ahura-Mazda 
Osiris 57-58,479,481,983 

Poseidon 548-549 
Ptah 55,414,476,480, 545, 

973 

Rii 57, 475-476,478-479, 461, 546 
Ra-IIarakhre 476 

Sabazios 678 
Samas 342,864,1022 
Saiapis 999 
Sekhmet 860 
Seuthes 924 
Stn 40,43 
Sirens 968 
Sollnvictus 251 

1161 
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Thetis 245-246,548 
Thoth 860-861 
TiStrya 259,914-915 

lira* 602 

Visai Bagi 242 

Wajet 57, 547, 858 

YahO 603-605 
Yahweh 45-46, 368, 488, 583, 586 
Yama 896 

Zababa 602 

Zeus 124, 185, 187,223, 233-234. 
246,248,250,541,544,678,704, 
853, 957, 999-1001 

Hypatos 670 
Lydian 678,704,1000 
Slratios 243, 245, 498 

Zurvan 242 

Index of Geographical Names 

Abanu 73 
Abdera 157,267,348, 965 

Abderans 157 
Abydos 142, 154,196-198,304,363, 

415, 489,52b, 530, 533, 604, 817-
819 

Acanthus 306, 348, 528 
Acarnania 798 
Aces (fiver) 416 
Achaia 829 
Acilisene 622, 742, 1025 
Acre 651,653,660,665,1035-1036 
Addu-ab-usur 461 
Adramyttium 562,640,662,701, 

969 
Adraste (plain) 822 
Acgae 365, 399, 500, 563 
Aegaleos (Mt.) 303 
Aegean coast 9, 176, 273, 637, 647, 

Aegean Islands 139-140, 158-159, 
555, 562, 583, 825-832, 883 

Aegean Sea 1,8,13,44,51-52,144, 
159, 363, 384,516.532,539-540, 
580,637,652,762.828,830,873. 
929,968 

Acgina 83, 265, 532 
Aeolis 37, 53, 142, 155, 201, 365. 

399,420,497,561-563,596,618, 
620,626,635,642-643,674,688, 
697, 748, 833, 970 

Acolians 36, 161,391,637, 706 
Aetolians 408 
Afghanistan 3,39 
Afrasiab 751 
Africa 179, 195, 479, 886,964 
AgacaKale 876,1024 
Agade 43, 962, 1020 
Aginis 382,759,761, 929,1029 
Agriani 145 
Ahwaz 381 
Aigos-Potamos 600 
Ai-Khanilm 3. 753, 999, 1010, 1027 
Akkad 16,40-41,43-44 
Alabanda 350 

Alarodians 391 
Albanians 696,731,737 
Aleppo 359,461,1014 
Alexandres 382-38?, 952 
Altintepc 743,763 
Amanus ?8? 
Amamis (Gates) 38? 
Amathonte 489 
Amathus 148,154,489,647 
Ainisus 661,666 
Amnion 587,886,921 

Animonians 54 
Ammon (oasis) 55 
Ampe 382,505,759,761, 1029 
Amu Darya (river) 39,76, 362, 745, 

749 
Anwrru 48 
Amyzon 844, 1045 
Anamis (river) 759 
Anapa 253 
Anatolia 9, 34, 36,76-77.460, 493, 

499, 506, 668, 680, 696, 711, 832, 
837, 954 

Aucyra 698 
Andros 146, 158, 531, 829-830, 832 
Ansan 16-18,20-23, 31,41, 44,90-

92, 121,165,216,285,333, 423. 
427, 438,877-880, 894,913,921 

Antandrus 144, 562 
Anthylla 420 
Antioch (of Pcrsis) 760 
Anzamanakka 465 
Apaniaeus 1015 
Aparytae 391 
Aphrodisias 837, 909 
ApitamJ 172 
Apollonia 643 
Apostana 759 
Aqaba, Gulf of 761 
Arabia 32, 35, 40, 45. 48, 68, 173, 

180,359-360,378, 382, 387, 397. 
416,479,628, 721,760-761,808, 
844, 881,885,889,989, 994, 
1017,1028 

Arabs 66, 68-69, 195, 254, 596, 

713,716-717,761,795, 883,927, 
1016, 1019-1020 

Arabs (kurtaS) 433 
Arabs (of Mesopotamia) 23. 45. 

48,879 
diachrany 48,66-69,173-177, 

180, 195,378,416,650,716-717, 
793-795,844 

king of the Arabs 23.53, 372,597, 
650-651,685,716-717,762,886, 
991,1016 

tribute 289,391,395,397 
Arabian Peninsula 45, 48, 479, 761 
Arachosia 40, 64-66, 82, 116-119, 

121, 172-173, 175, 180, 351, 357-
358,392,444-445, 695,745,753, 
756-757, 764,808,865,890,941 

Arachosians 756-757 
Arad 365, 448, 489, 665, 928, 943, 

1004, 1016-1017 
Aradus 488,684, 828, 857, 1004 
Arakadri (Mt.) 99 
Arameans 45, 507 
Araxes (river) 359,443,519 
Arbela 34, 123, 252, 358-359, 361. 

364, 380,463,678,719,739,797, 
834-836. 840 

Arcadia 
Arcadians 236,581,620,626 

Ardericca 505, 719,722 
Argacus(Mt.) 711 
Arginusae (islands) 600 
Argistihinili 743', 1025 
Argos 279, 541, 563, 658, 686 

Argives 784-786,791,974 
Aria 40,173,180, 229,351,357-

358,392, 508,695,732, 744-746, 
909 

Aryans 175,180-182,554,745 
Ariana 180,756 
Aiiaramncia 712, 1014 
Ariaspi 40,67,358,745,890 
Arin-Berd 743 
Arisbe 818 
Arjan 21,878 
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Armavir-blur 743, 763-764, 938, 
943, 1030-1031 

Armenia 66,116-119,121,173, 
179-180,205,251,320-321,346, 
352,358,404,420,448, 459, 508, 
518,588,627,631,633,656,662, 
661, 676,694,710,730, 739, 74I-
743, 764,771,776,782,794,796, 
832,840, 849, 931,935,938, 943, 
973,988, 990, 993, 1003, 1024 

Armenians 117,119,175,391, 
407,696,734, 741, 782,796-797, 
885 

Hellenistic period 622,876 
roads 358, 374, 379-380 
tribute 96,391,404,406-407 

Armina 742 
Arnna 609 
Arrapba 22 
Arsada 66,444 
Arsama (satrap of Egypt) 441,448-

450,457,161-463 
Artacoana 358, 744 
ArtaSat 743,973,1025 
Artemisium 527, 529 
'Arzfihin 364 
Asia Minor 2,4.8-9, 36,38,51-53, 

63-64,66, 70,81-84, 114-115, 
136, 139, 144-145, 149-150, 152, 
154,156,159-161, 166, 193, 208, 
235,253,265,272-273.279.292, 
309,317, 321,339-340, 345-346, 
348,351,359-360,368,370.374, 
378-379,381-382,384-386,389, 
391,400,405-406,409,412,420, 
453-454,459,463, 471,491-493, 
497,499-502,505,507,516,530, 
532-535, 540-541, 554-555, 558-
560, 562-563, 567, 569, 579, 581-
583,587,591-597,599-600,608-
609,612,614,616-620,622-623, 
626-627,629,633-637,640-642, 
644-650,653,659,661-666,674-
675,677,679-682,686,688-689, 
694-697,699-700,704-706,709, 
740,750,763-765,775,780.793-
796,798,800,817-820,823-828, 
831,842,844,854,856-857, 867, 
875,881-883,890,905-906,930, 
932,935,944,953-957, 961,966-
967,974-975,978-980, 985,988, 
991,998-999, 1002, 1005, 1018, 
1030, 1035-1037 

Aspasians 756 
Aspendus 404, 648, 651, 710,855, 

1013-1014 
Aspendians 404, 796,855, 857-

858, 1013 
Assaccnians 757 
Assos 201.414,417,421,669 
Assur 22,43 
Assyria 22-24,27,44-45, 48,83,89, 

115-117,173,180,201,271,377, 
379, 391,400,405,716,719,721, 
759,763 

Assyrians 23, 175, 268, 380, 434, 
460, 505, 622, 643,720, 794, 805 

Astyra 701, 1009 
Atarnaeus 37, 155, 419, 562, 688-

689, 697 
Alliens 7, 136, 146, 148-149, 152-

153,156,158-160,179,196, 200, 
206,265,311,365, 368,383,453, 
516, 526, 528, 531-533, 542-543, 
545, 547, 549, 555-559, 563, 574, 
576-583.591-594,600,611,618, 
637,644-646,648-619,653,655, 
657-658,663-665,681-683,686, 
688,699,705,735,784,788-789, 
826,893,911-912,918,943,962, 
968, 974-976, 978, 993-994, 
1002-1003, 1006, 1013 

Athenians 68, 148,150, 154,159-
161,208,221,256,312,320,324, 
382-383,529,531-534, 538-539, 
541, 549, 555, 557-558, 563, 574-
577, 579-583, 591-593,595, 597, 
600,646,648-649,655,657,675, 
690,705,786-788,790,838,906-
907,965,974-975, 1028 

Athos (Mt.) 95,156,206,401,410, 
154-455, 528 

Attica 83,158-159, 200, 279, 529-
530, 532, 535-536, 574,911 

Aulai 38,491-493,584,883 
Aulis 641 
Autiyara 118 
Ayn Manawir 1031 

Babil Jan 26, 880 
Babylon 4,9, 21-23, 32, 34-35, 37-

46, 48-49, 62,64, 66-67, 70-75, 
82,84-85,88,92-93,96,99,101-
103,115-117,120, 123-124, 136, 
142, 166, 169-170,172, 184, 186-
187, 189-191, 194,197, 201-202, 
206-207, 250, 257,271,279-280, 
287-288, 292. 313, 317,342-343, 
358, 362, 372, 377,379-384, 390, 
397, 400.407,412-413, 420-421, 
434,438,459,462,484-488, 500, 
S07, 519, 525-526. 534-535, 543-
547, 552-553,601-602,613-614, 
624,628-630,646,664,675-677, 
679-680,683,685-686,693-694, 
702,713,719-726,739,743,758, 
760-761, 763,782,791,793,795, 
797, 803,823,825,830,834-835, 
840-842,846,848-851,853-854, 
857, 862-865, 867,871,873,878-
879,881-884, 890-892,899-900, 
906,908,910-911,917,921-923, 
925,927,930, 934, 958,962-963, 
965,980-981,985-986,994,998, 

1013,1019-1020, 1029.1032-
1033 

Babylonians 13,21-23, 27, 3 1, 
41-45,47, 80,83, 117, 172, 175, 
189-190,276-277,280,381, 433-
434,437-438,459,484,486,506-
507,541,545,696,723-724,772, 
801,810,848,853-854,862,864, 
868,878,880,941,956,962, 1013 

see also construction, royal; 
continuities/adaptations 
(Achaemenid); hydraulic works; 
price; revolts; satrap; satrapy, 
temple 

Babylonia 9, 22, 32, 4 M 2 , 45, 47-
49,51,61,63-64,70-71,75-77, 
82-83, 104, 115-116, 119-121, 
141.152,165-166,173, 178, 180, 
238,273,279, 289-290, 293,320, 
340,351,357-360,362,364,372-
373,375,378-379,381,383-384, 
386,391-393,39S, 400-401,403-
406,412-414, 421,423,434,438, 
440,444,455-456,458-460,463, 
468,471,484-487,499,506-510, 
517, 525,539, 541, 543-544, 547, 
549,553-554,566,569, 578,584, 
586,588-589,597-598,600,603-
604,607,614,618-619,624,627, 
629,634,659,666-667,683,695, 
709,719-725,728,739,717,751, 
753,757,760-761,764,775,783-
784,801,803-804,806,808-809, 
811,832,840,842,845,849,864-
865,868,871,873,876,884-885, 
889-891.893.895,902,921,926, 
929,931-932,935,937,941,946, 
951.955-957,960-966,968,977, 
981,983,987-988,999,1013, 
1019-1022, 1029, 1032 

Bactra 76,78,84,173,189,253, 
357-358.388,392,564-565, 570, 
612,614,677,679-680,739,744-
746.751.753,764,781,793,841, 
866,873,885,970, 1001, 1028 

Bactria 3, 23, 39-40, 64-65,76, 78-
79,82,98, 117, 121, 127,141, 
172-173.178-181,351-352,358, 
392,400,434,505,524,543,564, 
570. 573,625,680,695,739, 741, 
745-747,749-754,756-757,762, 
764,808.840,842,865-866,871. 
930,933,955,961, 1026-1027, 
1033 

Bactrians 33,37-40, 175. 178, 
196, 391,433-434,437, 507, 539, 
570,676,696,745-747,749,751-
752,756,766,796,866,885,956, 
1027 

Badakhshan 39,400,739 
Bagistana 124 

see also Bagistanus; Behistun 
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Bagistanus 124 
Bahrein 761, 1028 
Bakhtiaris 3 
Baluchistan 758 
Barathrs 685 
Barca (Baclria) 141, 505 

Barcaeans 141,751,797,882,893 
Barca (Libya) 54,69, 156, 340, 351, 

391,481,904,969 
Barcaeans 69, 395, 434, 505 

BarniS 441 
Batinetis 495 
Beer-sheba 665,716-717, 928, 

1016-1017, 1030 
Bchbehan 21 
Behistun 118,124,127,170-172, 

209-210,213,358,420,739.887, 
889,908,912, 1025 

see also Bagistana; Bagistanus; 
inscription, Behistun; relief, 
Behistun 

Beqa'a Valley 831 
Bezitme 358 
Bin Tepe 1037 
Bit-Dakuru 342 
Bithynia 694,699 

Bithynians 644,699 
Bittei (rivet) 179 
Black Sea 62,142-143,198,363, 

378,694,699,741 
Boeotians 434,719,785 
Boghazkby 3 5 
Bolan Pass 358, 757 
Borazjan 889 
Borsippa 42,484,722,907,927, 

962 
Bosporus 142, 144-145,155, 198, 

207, 363, 528 
Branchidae 37-38, 52, 434, 505, 

535,751,883,955, 961, 1027 
Brygians 156 
Bubastis 477, 686,785,789 
Bushire 358,760,889,1028 
Buto 547,718.858,1018 
Buzpai 84,989 
Byblus 828,857 
Byzantium 142, 144-145, 148, 310, 

350, 555, 560-562,593, 719 

Cabalians 391 
Cadusians 228, 237, 289, 311, 321, 

596-597,599,613-614,629,642, 
656,696,732-733,737,765,767, 
771,794, 865,885,979, 1022 

Caenae 377 
Caicus 376, 500, 562-563, 643 
Calasirians 576 
Calnpolis 825,827 
Calydna 498 
Caphtena 194 
Cappadocia 34-35, 133-135, 143, 

173, 180, 245,351,358, 376,493, 

528,640, 650, 659-660, 666, 677, 
679,694,699,704-705,711-712, 
739,741-743.752,796, 829,831 -
832, 834,844, 889, 904,992,999, 
1024-1025, 1043-1044 

Cappadocians 175,407,430,696, 
741,796,829,876, 1024 

kurtas 433,438-439 
roads 358-359, 374. 420 
tribute 404,407,931 

Captiani 796 
Carchemish 23, 45.95, 376, 507 
Cardaces 328, 796, 799, 992, 1036 

see also kardakes 
Carduchi 633, 730, 732, 742, 795 
Caria 38,51,64,66, 148,154,272-

273, 304, 313, 357, 362, 384, 397, 
399, 501, 505, 530, 554, 556, 560, 
581,583,609,635.638,646,650, 
656,662,667-668,670,682-683, 
706-707,714,766-768,783,791, 
SIS, 825,827,850-851,844,869-
890,909,919,932,954,975,977, 
984,988,991, 1011-1012, 1030 

Carians 38,52, 66,75,166, 172-
173, 176, 180,382,405,411,419, 
433-434,436,494,498,646,669, 
696,703,706,719,793-794,955, 
1010, 1019 

Cannabis (river) 711 
Caimania 40,119,172,178,193, 

201,290,335, 351, 357, 381,400, 
463, 745. 758-760, 885 

Carmanians 329, 509, 759-760, 
885 

Carsus (river) 375 
Carthage 54,886.952 

Carthaginians 54 
Carthage of Tyre (on Cyprus) 489 
Carystus 158, 555 
Caspatyrus 478 
Caspian Gates 119, 358. 375, 420, 

739,865,928, 1024 
Caspian Sea 730,745 
Caspians 195,197,391, 507,956 
Castabala 711-712 
Castolou Pedion 749, 954 
Castolus 340,411,600,749,954 
Cataonia 321,376,651,657,660-

661,711-712,752, 1014. 1025 
Cataonians 711,796,992 

Caucasus 143, 179, 395 
Caunia 630 
Caunus 38,505, 578,608-609,637, 

706, 825, 827, 975, 978,984,996, 
1012 

Caystcr (river) 411 
Caystru-pedion 359, 377, 610, 628 
Celaenae 2,193,297-298,324, 

346, 358-359, 377, 384,500-501, 
535,559,620,625,628,639,641, 
705-706,712,793,823-824,831, 

893,954.969, 1010-10) I 
Cemin Tcpc 763, 935 
Central Asia 3, 6, 8, 13, 22, 27, 33-

36, 38-40, 44, 49-50, 62, 68,76-
78,85,93, 101, 112, 115, 118-
119, 176, 179,239,313,357, 372, 
377, 536, 539, 542,680,694-695, 
739, 764,803, 808, 826, 828, 830, 
834,838,879,883,892,901,961, 
1001, 1026-1027,1031, 1037 

see also Baclria; Upper Satrapies 
Ceramon-agora 359, 377 
Ccrasus 698 
Chaeronea 690,817 
Chalccdon 142,144-145,198,593, 

595 
Chalcis 339, 529 
Chaldeans 171,189,522,544,722, 

724-725,730,794-795,853-854, 
862-863,1020, 1049 

Chatos (river) 359 
Chalybians 795 
Chalybonia 264 
Channande 377 
Chehdonian (islands) 557 
Chersoncsus 142,146,150,350, 

645,657,967 
China 280,361 
Chios 37,142,152,192, 273,384, 

419,494,496, 532, 562, 592,594, 
645,782,806.817,825-827,829-
830,832,1042-1043 

Chians 37, 494, 534, 562, 592 
Choaspes (river) 263-264,267,289, 

362, 382 
Choramnians 885 
Chorasmia 40,172-173,178, 180, 

400 
Chorasmians 391,393,416,911 

Cilicia 22,24,34,45, 64,149, 156, 
158, 198, 208, 226,234,296,358-
359,361,372, 375-376,378-379, 
382-383,400,404,408,411,421, 
455,488,498-500, 539, 557, 560, 
569,574,579,599,610-611,619, 
625-626,628,636.648-651,653, 
667,682-683,699, 709-713,719, 
763,766,782,786,791,793,795-
796,799,805, 824,827-829,831-
832, 837, 844,848-849, 855, 867, 
889, 906,922,933.936,953-954, 
969,972,984, 987, 990-992, 994, 
999, 1012-1014, 1025, 1030,1039 

Cilicians 2Z, 64, 155, 360, 364. 
375,391,404-405,457,498-499. 
577,625-6Z6,656,710,796.830, 
945, 954 

see also city; fleet; coinage, coins 
Cilician Gates 359,374-375, 383, 

499,610,711,928 
CiminTcpe 1032 
Cindya 296,498.560 
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Cissia 358, 505 
Cissians 196,391 

Cisthenes 662 
Cius 368, 610, 643. 1025 
Claros 38,883 
Clazomcnac 154, 594, 649, 65 3, 

991 
Cnidos 264, 608, 645-647, 650 
Cogamus (river) 639 
Colchis 179,280,742 

Colchians 68-69,195,273,395, 
397-398, 437,742 

Colonac 561-562 
Colophon 581,922,930,975 

Colophonians 581 
Colossac 359, 377, 620, 628 
Comana du Pont 493,1014 
Comania 613 
Cophcn (river) 756 
Coptos 350,481-482,546 
Corinth 279,528-529,534,645 

Corinthians 407 
see also League (Corinthian) 

Corsote 359,372,377 
Cos 265,279,498,645,709,785, 

825,827,830.832 
Cosseans 729,731-732,766,851, 

1019 
Cotyora 378,698 
Crete 830 

Cretans 294,297,312,349, 
498 

Crifedfe 528,742 
Crotone 139,265,348 
Cunaxa 227-228, 230, 238, 264, 

269, 272, 305, 308, 318, 321, 327, 
334,359,459,612,618,620,623, 
627-634,637,647,730-732,765, 
798, 800, 987, 989, 1002, 1037 

Curium 155 
Cush 178 

see also Nubia 
Cyancau (rocks) 198, 557, 580 
Cyelades 52,146,153,158,477, 

531,645 
Cydrara (river) 384, 705 
Cyme 37, 142,151, 154, 255, 261, 

289,365,111,497,499,532,562-
563,634,649,653,662,735, 
803 

Cymcans 37-38 
Cyprus 48-49, 51-53,64, 149, 151, 

154-156, 179,321,382-383,386, 
400,411, 454-155,488-489,499-
500,555.560,574,579-580,611, 
615,636,646-650,652-653,655, 
662,669,682-683.685,713.716, 
784,819,828,830 

Cypriots S3, 155, 577 
Cyra 179 
Cyrcnaica 54,62,141,145,350, 

392, 576,751 

Cyreue 52, 54,69,141,331,391, 
634, 886,930 

Cyrenians 69-70,395 
Cyropolis 40, 743, 745,747, 1026 
Cyrus (river) 192,398 
Cyzicus 36,142,378,521,640,644, 

790,817-818,856 

Dadicae 391 
Dahac 173, 176, 553 
Dahan-i Chulaman 744, 1026 
Dai 18 
Damascus 45,84,201,283,293, 

359, 364, 463,487, 585,676-677, 
679-680, 709,764,782,831, 833, 
845,847,951, 1004, 1014 

Dana 359,377,711 
Danipinu 342 
Danube 142-144,161,179,319, 

371,477,837,960 
Daphne 66, 200 
Dardas (river) 359,627 
Daritae 391 
Dascylitis 697 
Dascylium 64,82-83,122,146, 

201,209,233,245,297,346, 349, 
351,365,392,412,447,463, 501-
503,507,539,560-561, 563,567, 
580-582,587,594,596,618,635, 

•638.640-645.662,668,674,688-
690,697-699,705,712,723,763-
764, 783,823,831,889,905,914. 
916, 926, 943, 954-955,969-970, 
990,1008-1009,1030-1031,1038 

Dasher 358 
Delos 52, 158-159, 532-534, 549 

Delians 969 
Delphi 35,51,689 
Der 43 
Derusiaei 18 
Deve Hiiyiik 95,376, 507,895,928, 

956, 1015 
Didyrna 38, 52, 153, 275, 494, 535, 

545, 549, 555. 702 
Dilbat 601-602 
Dilmun 761, 1028 
Dionysopolis 703 
Diridotis 760 
Diyala (river) 42, 362 
Dobcri 145 
Dor 490,608,976,983, 1015, 1030 
Dorginarti 55, 384 
Doriscus 145, 157, (95-198, 304, 

324,489,526-528,555,561,765, 
796,911 

Drvbcscus 352, 558 
Drangiana 40, 173, 180, 358, 360, 

508, 745, 757, 909 
Dropici 18 
Dur 424 
Durine 761, 1029 
DCir-karasu 34,883 

Dur-Yakm 761,929 
Duwairij (river) 17 

Kbir Nari 49, 292, 382-383,393, 
412,484,487-488, 509, 544,601, 
627, 652,749,811,837,951,963, 
988,1030 

see also Trans-Euphrates 
Ebla 1015.1030 
Ecbatana 14,16, 21-25, 31-35, 37, 

39,46, 57,64,70,72,81,84-85, 
117, 119, 122-124, 127, 169-170, 
180,186-187,189,201,233,259, 
281,288, 298,319,358,360,377, 
391-392,420,438.488,518,534, 
618,629,640,675,677-680,719, 
728-729.731,737-741,743, 746, 
793-791,840-842,852,864-865, 
873,878-879, 882,884.89], 893. 
908,910,917,962, 1014, 1023-
1024, 1026, 1029, 1047 

Ecbatanians 676 
Edfu 114,602,981 
Edomites 717 
Edonians 144,348 
Egypt 4,7-9, 22, 24, 38, 45, 48-64, 

66-70, 77, 79, 81-82, 89-90, 97-
99, 101-103, 105, 112,114-1 15, 
118, 121, 123, 126, 139-143, 152, 
172-174, 178-180,182, 192, 199, 
201,213-217,225,228,266, 268, 
270.275,280, 284, 289,310,320, 
340, 344-346, 348-349, 351, 353, 
357.359-360.364,371-372,379, 
383-386,390-392, 394-396,4 04-
406,409-410, 412-414,417, 420-
421,421,430, 434,448-451,456-
458,461-463,471-479,481-484, 
487,489,499,503,505-508,510, 
515-517,519,525-526, 541, 543-
547, 549, 552, 554, 566, 569, 573-
580.582,586-588,591,596-597, 
599, 601-605, 607, 613, 619,626-
627,631,634-635,637,645-647, 
649-655,657,660,663-666,675, 
682-689,695, 697,702,709,713, 
716,771,774,782,784,786-787, 
789,791,795, 803-804,806, 808, 
811-812,818, 820,828-832,838, 
844-845,852-853,855,858-861, 
864, 868,873, 876, 883-887,890, 
893,896,899, 901,906,911,914, 
925, 928, 930, 934-936, 942, 945, 
948-949,951,953,955,960, 964-
965,971-973,976,979,981-982, 
991-992,994,998-999, 1001-
1002, 1004-1005, 1012, 1016-
1018, 1021, 1030, 1034, 1037, 
1040, 1042-1013.1048-1049 

Egyptians 37, 49-50, 54-61, 75, 
81, 97, 121, 129, 133, 155, 172, 
175, 196,227,320,350,363,410, 
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430, 433-434,437,449, 454, 472, 
477-483,506-507,510,522,546, 
561,574-575,596-597,603-605, 
607,619,634,653-655,657,665, 
674, 683,687,734,778,785-786, 
812,852-854,858-861,886, 893, 
900.932,964,987, 1005, 1018-
1019,1049 

see also satrapy; revolts 
Ehulrjul 43 
Eion 145, 157. 310, 324, 352, 528, 

555 
Ejo 718 
Elam 17,22,40,42,78,83,114-

116,118-120,127,140,165-166. 
172-173, 178, 180, 266, 365, 377, 
381,428,430,434,459, 473,486, 
509, 764,879, 884, 891,918,929, 
950 

Elainitcs 17,21, 27,91,119,125, 
127, 175.433-434, 551 

El-Amarna 1044 
Elbruz (mountains) 372,808 
Elephantine 8-9,55-56, 66, 123, 

342, 350,352,384,405,414,417-
418,448-451,456,472-474,481, 
502,506-508,510,569,575,586-
587,597,599,603-604,607-608, 
619,634-635,714,717-718,794, 
886,890,913,925,928,935,948, 
956, 977, 982-983, 989,999, 
1005, 1031 

El-Hibeh 80,418,474, 510 
Elis 637 
El-Kab 475 
El-Kharga 478, 480-481,602,981, 

1031, 1039 
Elinali 84, 504, 968, 1030 
Elvcnd(Mt.) 518 
Elymais 254 

Elymaeans 728-729 
>Enwe 385 
Ephesus 38, 148,153-154, 273, 

312, 346, 357. 359-360, 378-379. 
494,502,581,591,637-639,645, 
680,701-702,705, 766, 793, 817, 
823,830,853,857,954,970, 
1009-1010, 1042. 1048 

Ephcsians 153,360,494,702, 
709,855 

sanctuary of Artemis 702 
Epiphpnia 1014-1015 
Erctria 148-149,153,156,158-160, 

206, 536.562. 643 
Eretrians 149, 154, 158,434,505, 

561,719, 722,906,955, 1019 
Erythrae 580,592, 645, 974 

Erythraens 581 
Erythrean Sea 360,391,394 
Esagila 42-43,602, 848, 862, 963 
Esnunna 43 

Ethiopia 54-55,101,169,172-173, 
178-180, 199,225,416,572 

Ethiopians 54-55,68-69,90,101, 
173, 195-196, 199, 273,391,394-
395, 397 

see also Cush 
Euboea 146, 158, 529, 555, 826 

Euboeans 506 
Euhcsperides 141 
Eulaios (river) 381 
Euphrates (river) 23, 34, 42, 48, 51, 

72, 115, 120, 358-360, 362-363, 
372, 375-376, 378-384, 386, 407, 
491-492,619-622,624,626-628, 
659,666-667,719-721,741,760, 
833-835,837,849,986-988, 
1015, 1020, 1034, 1044,1046 

Euripus 529 
Europe 51,89,139,141-142,144, 

146, 153, 157, 194, 234, 242, 304, 
351, 357. 363, 379, 392, 409, 491, 
527, 531, 533, 539,545,548,566, 
580,646,649,655,664,688,695, 
784,801,821,826,832,899,901, 
904,911,952,961, 1047 

Europeans 173, 176, 206, 268, 
302,539,910 

Eurymedon (river) 351, 353, 379, 
555-559,579,596,648,672.730, 
902, 944,967-968,971.975 

Eusebeia-ncar-thc-Argacus 711 
Ezida 43 

Fahliyun 358,360,375.381,427, 
443,469,733,800,850,943 

Failaka 761, 1028-1029 
Earasa 712,925,1014 
Pars 17, 20-21,27,83-84.91, 187, 

358, 371,423, 428,430, 434-435, 
438,447,459,463,471,764, 878, 
880,892,943,989, 1029 

see also Persia 
Fasa 430 
P'ayyum 886 
Fethiye 707 

Gabac 358,737,841,864 
Gabiene 864 
Gabicnc (river) 737, 739 
Gadamala 739 
Gambadcnc 739 
Gambrium 561 
Gandhara 40, 119, 172-173, 178, 

180, 358, 756 
Gandharans 175-176,391 

Ganges (river) 477 
Gangra 698,990 
Gaugamela 189,191, 197,225,227, 

243,262,309, 372,537,539,541, 
696-697,711.719,729,731,736-
737,739,742-743,745-747,756-

757,760.762, 765, 779-780,782, 
794,796-799, 819,828,83 5-836, 
840,842, 844, 849,862,865,867, 
869,871,876,962, 1028, 1033, 
1036, 1044-1045, 1047, 1050 

Gaza 45,53-54,275,324,378,651. 
665,685,716-717,747,793,829, 
832, 834,845.886, 929, 1016 

Gedrosia 40, 745, 758-760, 1028 
Gedrosians 756 

Gerasa 1048 
Gcrizim (Mt.) 587, 1048 
Germanii 18, 509,760 

see also Carmania (Carmanians) 
Gerrheans 761, 1020 
Getac 142 
Gibraltar 479 
Godin Tepc 26 
Gord)on 368, 593, 640-641, 644, 

705-706,826,828,968,1010-
1011,1030 

Gordyans 719 
Gorgippa 253 
Granicus 309.696, 698-699, 701, 

705,768,780,782.784,791,796-
798,818-819,821,823-824,843-
844,867, 1036-1037. 1043 

Grams (river) 758 
Greece 4,34,52,100,104,114,139, 

143,145,148-149,152,158,160-
161,187,202,208,248,256,265, 
267, 270, 279, 288, 294, 307, 341, 
349, 353. 359, 371, 374, 383, 402, 
408,410,454,519,525-526,528-
531, 534-535, 540,542, 545, 549, 
552,556-559,561-562,565-566, 
574,579-580,592, 609,623,631. 
633,637,640-641,649, 657,663, 
686,688.775.794.823,826,829, 
965,968-970. 1002, 1035 

Greeks 7,18.24,36.38,45,51, 
53-54,67, 142-144, 149, 153-
155,158-161.179, 196-198, 200. 
207-208,222-223,227-230, 233-
234, 236, 255-258. 266, 276-279, 
288-289, 291-293, 296-299, 302, 
304-305.309-310,312,321,324, 
334,345-349, 354,360-361,368, 
371,373-374. 388-389,402,405, 
407-408,415,434,443,454,458-
459,463.493, 496,500-502,505-
506, 509, 5 16, 523,525-526,528-
529,531-538, 540-542, 545,549, 
555-557,559-562, 564,577, 579-
580, 582,597,613,620,623-626, 
628-634,636,638,640, 647-651, 
655-657,689, 704, 725,735,737, 
751, 767,775,779,784-790,792-
794,798-800,810,821-822,826-
827,836-837,843,854,856-857, 
860,862,865,875,880,898,901, 
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905,926-927, 911, 946, 954-955, 
962.969,973,992,998, 1029, 
1034-1037, 1048-1049 

Grynium 561,618,856 
Gur-i Dukhtar 989 
Guii 739 
Gutium 41-43 
Gyndcs (river) 281 

Hadaran 424, 427, 439 
Halicamassus 6,38,52-53,59,112, 

114, 327,392,411,489, 494, 498, 
• 560,656,668,705-707,790-791, 

793, 824-825, 827,830, 844,855, 
969 

Halisama 562,643 
Halkukaptarris 466 
Halsu 364 
Halulc 17 
Halys (river) 22-23, 34-35,122, 

146. 153.358. 362.374-375.379. 
501,641,705,739,741,833,835, 
837,839, 1025 

Hamadan 170,740,978,1024 
see also Ecbatana 

Handid 75 
Haneans 863 
Manisa 712,1014 

see also Kancsh 
Harmozia 758 
Harran 22,31,40,43,884 
Harri-kippi 74 
Hebrews 45,717 
Hcbrus (river) 145 
Hecatompylus 186,739 
Hcliopolis 56,216,476,478,964 
Hellespont 142-146, 148, 150, 154, 

156-158,179,190,196, 198,251-
252,339, 363, 370, 379,410,494, 
499, 528, 530-53 1, 533-534, 548-
549,561-562,592-594,637,639-
640,644,656,701,782,796,818, 
820,825,827,829,831,833,837, 
911.965 

Hcllcspontines 391,499 
Helniand (valley) 40, 67, 358, 745 
Hcmite 712, 1013 

Hemites 1014 
Hemites 1014 
Heraclea by Latnius 403, 943 
Heraclea Pbntica 378, 699, 768, 

1008 
Heracleans 699 

lleraelcopolis 860 
llcraion of Samos 52 
Herat 358 
Hcrinione 396,802 
Hermopolis 474, 478, 860 
Hcrmotybians 576 
Hibis 475-476, 478, 480, 702, 1039 
Hidalu 17,21,365,370,430 

Hieracome 702-704, 1010 
Hicrapolis 711-712,917 
Hierocaesarca 501,703-704, 890, 

1010 
Hindu Kush 39, 62 
Hindus 140, 175 
Hiran 333, 430, 439-440, 464, 466 
Hittites 423 
Hormuz 758 
Horonites 587 
HumadeSu 72 
Huputis (river) 242 
Hydaspes (river) 754 
Hypaipa 501,703,924,1010 
Hyparna 793 
Hypius (river) 379 
Hyrcania 187, 358,360-361,588, 

590,685,701,744-745,752,776, 
807-808,841, 1039 

Hyrcanians 6, 39, 274, 323, 352, 
416-417. 507. 564. 566. 643. 696, 
745,794,796,808,882,893,936, 
956, 1035 

Hytcnna 978 
Hytennians 391 

Iapygia 139 
lasus 593, 608-609, 817, 1042-1043 
Iaxartes (river) 161, 179, 745-747, 

890, 1026 
see also Syr Darya 

Iberians 730 
Iconium 359-360,384,705 
Ida 452 
Idalion 647 
Idumea 716-717,738,766,928, 

1017, 1030 
Ilion 548, 562 
Ilucomc 703 
Imbros 144-145,649 
Imct 57 
India 86, 172, 176, 179, 191, 193, 

199, 201,236, 240.245, 252,280, 
323.357, 363,377,392, 395,405, 
416,572,633,680,696,740,748-
749,756-758,760,792,794,851, 
875,904,926,933, 1023, 1027-
1028, 1047 

Indians 175, 193, 195-196, 199, 
201,294,391, 396-397,478, 506, 
539,680,696,734,745-748,756-
757, 760, 765, 795 

Indus (country) 173 
see also Hindus 

Indus (river) 1,8, 13,40, 115, 137, 
140, 145, 148, 161, 178-179, 193, 
352.358, 363,410,478-479,548, 
629,680,695, 754, 756-757, 762, 
834,854,873, 1004, 1027, 1031 

Ionia 7,38,51-53, 64-65,67,83, 
142, 144,146, 148, 150-152, 154, 

156,159,166,172-173,180,275, 
278-279, 284,294,298, 340, 348, 
350-351,382,385, 389,391,394, 
400, 434,489,491,493-499, 502, 
505, 532-535, 540-541, 554-556, 
560,581,583,586,608,611,617, 
619,624,626,632-634,646, 700-
701,782,795-796,812,843.889. 
905,931,933,953,975,991, 
1002, 1009 

Ionians 35-38, 52. 142, 148-152, 
154-156, 161, 166, 172-173, 175, 
178, 273,360.371.382,384-385, 
391,431,433-435,437,495,499, 
501, 505-506,531-535, 538, 542, 
555,575,581,637,656,706,833, 
883,905,929,952-953,955 

Iran 4,65-66,72,94, 181,239,262, 
290,329,507,509,569,590,609, 
679,808,865,891,909-910, 
1025 

Iranians 18,20-21,25,27,93, 
180-181, 196-197,229, 276, 282, 
352,486,506-507,539.601,607, 
633,704,724,747,771,781,799, 
843,877-878,892,909,956,961, 
983,1021 

see also Aria 
Iranian Plateau 8, 13,18,23, 34, 39, 

65,77-78, 115,119,181, 187, 
357-358,360,377, 507-508,612, 
629,680,694-695,739,744,753, 
756,797,808,826,828,830,834-
835,838,892,926,956, 1001, 
1025,1039 

Iran el-Emir 587, 977 
his (river) 379 
Isaura 710 
Isfahan 358,361,864 

see also Gabae 
Israel 45-46,583 
Issus 95,188,197,225,227-230, 

247, 272, 293, 296, 359, 375, 377-
379, 383,537, 541,549, 620, 628, 
633,651,689,693,696,698,705, 
710,725,743, 762, 770,780, 782, 
784, 796-799,819, 822,824,826-
835,839-840,844-845,849,854, 
857-858,860,867,962,965, 
1013, 1036, 1043-1044, 1046, 
1048-1049 

Istros (Danube River) 142,179 
Ithaca 322 
Izala 118 

Jericho 587,685,714,1004,1016 
Jerusalem 33,45-48,67,77,138, 

368, 379, 393, 421, 453, 488, 491-
492, 570,578,583-587,603-605, 
685,713,715,885,899.906,951, 
974,977, 1005, 1044, 1048 
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Jhelam 757 
Joppa 48,379,421,190,665 
Judah 45-47,49,63-64, 115, 152, 

314,371,403,487-488,506,511, 
525,578,584-587,603.714,811-
812, 884,899,951, 976-977,982, 
1014, 1016 

Judahites 33, 45-46, 48, 433 
Judea 406,506,614,764,885,928, 

951, 1004-1005, 1030 
Jews 47-48,55,67,77,115,314, 

368,403.488,492,505-507,511, 
578,583-587,597,603-605,713-
714 

Kabul 40, 358, 756 
Kalah 22 
Kampanda 739 

see also Gambadenc 
Kandahar 40.66,357-358,392, 

448,744,753,763-761,913,959, 
1026-1027, 1031 

Kandaynda 709 
Kanesh 712 

see also Hanisa 
KapiSllcaniJ 66,890 
Karabcl Pass 360 
Karaburun 504-505.955.968, 

1011, 1030 
Karka 176,180,706 
Karnak 475,546 
Karun (river) 381 
Kasr 601 
Katpatuka 742 
Kayseri 501,712,916,1014 
Kerman 462 
Kcrinanshah 124 
Khabur (river) 379,879,1015 
Khorasan 39, 358, 739 
Khuzistan 21,878 
Khwarezm 909 

Khwarezmians 507 
KhyberPass 754 
Kirsu 500.711,763 
Kish 541,962 
Kition 489, 579,647,652-653,967, 

991,1030 
Kizilbel 84,893,968 
Kombdilipia 703 
Kuh-e Rahmat 168 
Kuknaka 446 
Kundurus H8-II9 
Kupru 992 
Kurdistan 7I9 
Kurkarraka 439 
Kurpun 429-430 
Kurra 430 
Kusiyans 333 
Kutkus 445 
Kuwait 761 
Kydnos 382 
Kyrta 320,759 

La'ir, Uhiru 359, 364, 463 
Labraunda 498 
Lacedacinon 581,592,616,626 

Lacedaemonians 378, 529, 531-
534,538.542,561,581,591-595, 
599-600,617,625,635-636,641, 
646-649,656.683,788,978,986 

Laconia 83,265 
Laconians 389 

Lade 148,155,494,497.825 
Lampsacus 142, 145.154,400,196, 

563,856 
Laranda 710 
Larissa 22 
Lasonians 391 
Lebanon 45-46, 48, 166, 172, 379, 

382-383,386,400,421,713,933, 
936 

Lcmnos 144-145,649 
Leontocephalae 368,640-641 
Lesbos 37,52,155,384,494,806, 

817,825-826,856,883, 1042 
Lesbians 303, 534 

Lcucae 663 
Leuce Acte 528 
Lcuctra 656 
Leukai Stelai 498 

see also White Pillars 
Libya 54.66,141-142,173,176, 

180,194,478-479,481,574,886 
Libyans 54,69,141,173,391, 

395,527,574,576, 686,734,785, 
787 

Limyra 670, 672-673, 768, 895, 
925,995-996, 1011, 1030 

Linclos 51,906 
Luristan 358 
Luxor 475,859, 1048 
Lycaonia 359, 625, 705, 829, 988 

Lycaonians 730 
Lycia 9, 34, 38, 64, 84, 208, 294, 

407,498,501,503-504,556,558-
559,583,608-610,650,670,672-
673,706-707,709,735,765-766, 
797,818,824-825,828,855,890, 
895,955,957, 968-969,975-976, 
988,995.997, 1011-1013, 1030 

Lycians 226. 391, 397, 405, 430, 
433, 437, 439, 498, 506, 558-559, 
610, 656,670,672,706,735.768, 
794, 830.976, 983 

see also Tcrinila 
Lycus (river) 379 
Lydia 22, 24, 34-36, 43, 64-65, 77, 

80,83,88, 234, 254,340, 358-
359, 384, 400-401,411,434, 498, 
500, 502,528, 594,620, 623,626, 
639,641,644,656,678-679,700-
701, 705,749,768,782,794-796, 
829,833,837,843,882-883,889-
890,935,1002, 1009-1010, 1014, 
1030 

Lydians 31,37,77,80, 83,156, 
175,391,400,492, 501-502,734, 
796,853-854,882-883,892, 894, 
963 

Maccdon 1009 
Macedonia 145, 148, 157,230, 528, 

532, 563,688, 690,818.905,985 
Macedonians 133, 157, 196-197, 

229,296. 298, 374, 423,452, 690, 
730-732,745-746, 748,761,766, 
779,781,787,790,793,799,813, 
819-820,822,829,836,843,850-
853,855-857,863-864,876. 
1010, 1049 

Maceta (cape) 758-760 
Maciya 176 
Macrones 391,498,730,742 
Madaktu 17 
Magnesia on the Meander 38, 64, 

201, 349,3.92, 418, 491-497,563, 
635,645', 817,823, 1010 

Magnesians of Asia 391, 706 
Makkan 430 
Makkash 467 
Makran 40, 173, 180 
Mallians 757 
Mallus 651,710,828 
Manisa 503,955 
Manyas (lake) 697 
Maracanda 509, 1026 
Maraphii 18-19,92, 141,331,333, 

335,352, 469,482, 904, 925 
Matappiyas 333, 925 
Marathon 158-161,205,229,454, 

518,525,536-537, 539-540,787, 
907 

Marathus 828, 832,834, 836, 842, 
844 

Mardians 15,18,333,338,469,508, 
728-730, 745, 794-795, 956, 
1035, 1046 

Marea 66, 574 
Mares 391,730 
Margiana 115-118,120-121,123, 

752,900, 1026-1027 
Mari 285,371,913,921,928,934 
Mariammc 828 
Mariandynians 391,699 
Marsyas 498,705 
Mains 118 
MarvDssht 17,20-21 
Maspii 18-19,92,335 
Massagetac 39,49 
MatTamtim 484,719 
Matannan 446 
Matezzis 72, 83, 86, 88, 334, 428-

430,432,436,438,158,462,465, 
891,893,900, 934 

Malicne 358 
Maticiii 391,498 

Mazaca 709,711-712,1014 
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Mazdaheh 361 
Meander (river) 38, 64, 201, 346, 

358-359, 362, 418, 491-492,495, 
583,638-639,641 

Media 22, 24-26, 32-33, 35,43, 56, 
64,66,77.81-82.99, 103, 108, 
113, 115-121, 123-124, 126, 129, 
136, 173.179-181.186-187, 191, 
287,314,351,357,360-361.372-
373,375,377, 391.402, 404,406, 
420, 425, 434, 498,506,524,540, 
543; 552-553,599,614,618,627-
629, 719, 729,737-742, 766, 792, 
808, 837-839, 841-842,864, 873, 
879, 881-882, 889-890, 893-894, 
900,903,965,985,998, 1023-
1024, 1045 

Medes 13-14,16,18-27,31-33, 
37,39,41-42,81-82,85, 105. 
115, 119, 130, 160, 165, 172, 175-
176. IR0-I8I, 1%, 206, 225, 240, 
291,300,319, 350,352,407,420, 
507,538-539, 561,574, 580, 597, 
647,676-677,696,716,730,733, 
740-741,747,759,796-797,873, 
879-881,884-885, 893, 895,901, 
909-910,926,957,967, 1001, 
1023-1024, 1026,1038 

Median Wall 738, 879, 884, 989 
Mcgarians 536 
Memphis 52,54-57, 59,66, 84,97, 

156, 161, 189, 289, 294, 346, 383-
385,387, 391,404-405,417,449-
451,454,472,474-476, 480-481, 
503,507-508,526,545,574-576, 
599, 602-604,616,619,634,654, 
680,685-687,718,806,844-845, 
858-859,873,886-888,890,905, 
929-930,933, 943,948-949, 956, 
964,998,1030, 1049 

Meonia 954 
Mcroc 54 
Merv 1027 
Mcska 475 
Mesopotamia 23, 39, 48, 68, 194, 

380,719,722,739, 795, 849,879, 
921,956,966, 1019 

Mcspila 22,377 
Messcnians 656 
Methyinna 832 
Mctunm 43 
Meydancikkale 208, 500, 587, 710, 

763-764,953,972, 1013, 1030 
Migdol 66,890,1031 
Milctu tcikhc 641 
Miletus 36-38,52,83,142,144, 

146,148-152,155-156,279,308, 
312,319,348,357,360,369,412, 
419,434,494-497, 505,508,533, 
535,555,580,594,617,646,702, 
787,790,793, 819-820,823-825, 
828-832,847,855,857,905,958, 

974, 977 
Milesians 151, 155-156, 382,434, 

534-535,581,593,626, 702, 751, 
759, 761, 829,857-858.953 

Milyas 706,969,1011 
Minacans 716, 1016 
Mirandu 446 
Misdukba 427 
Moens(lakc) 391.404,420,454, 

461-462, 936 
Moschians 391,498,730,911 
Mossynoeci 391,498,730,742 
Mutrizas 445 
Mycale 196, 515, 533-535, 537-

538,540, 549, 787, 940, 975 
Myci 195,391 
Mylasa 498, 646, 668-669 
Myndus 824-825, 827, 847-848 
Myrcinus 144,148,155,320 
Myriandrus 359, 383,929,952 
Mvrina 56) 
Mysia 368,376,421,453, 500,562, 

635,640,642-643,656,658,662, 
698,705,711,730.752,794.936. 
990,993,1025 

Mysians 196,391,498,596,618, 
639,642,730,794-795 

Mytilene 37, 53,151,303,348,645, 
782,825-827,832, 883 

Mytilcnians 37,52 
Myus 153,495, 563,646 

Nabateans 397,717,1017 
Nablus 714 
Naqs-i Rustam 96, 108, 112-113, 

137-138, 170-171, 173, 178, 182, 
210-211,213-214,216-217,228, 
249-250,302,317,331,333, 339, 
361.430,444,478,550-552.570, 
591,602,609,675, 770-771,880, 
908,913,916.981,998, 1031 

see also Nupistas; tomb, royal 
Naucratis 51, 385, 387, 413, 718, 

885-886, 929-930 
Nautaca 748 
Naxos 83,146,148-153,158,206, 

351, 555-558, 906 
Neirab 885,929 
NemrudDagh 137,493,953 
Ncsaya, Nisaya 108, 113, 738, 1023 
Nile (river) 1,51, 53-54,64, 100, 

137, 140, 148, 179, 378, 383-387, 
396, 472-473,475, 478, 484, 487. 
510,545,574-577,586,597,619, 
647, 653-655, 674,683.685-687, 
718, 785, 806, 828,830,845, 858-
860,904,929-930,932,973,976, 
982,1004 

see also inland waterways; canal 
(Nile/Red Sea); Memphis 

Nineveh 13,17,22-23,25-26,36, 
43,380 

Nippur 71,76,363,380,461,506, 
578, 588.598, 600,891-892,927-
929,979,986 

Niriz 400, 423, 428, 430, 432, 933 
Nisaca (plain) 96, 420 
Nisyios 498,645 
Nora 711,1014 
Notium 581,975 
Nubia 54,176,178,384,473,685, 

687,886,1031 
Nubians 734 
see also Ethopia; Cusli 

Nupistas 171,430,444,908 
Nus-i Jan 26, 935, 1032 

Oaracta 758-759 
Odeon 256,918 
Odoinanti 145 
Odrysian 318 
Ogyris 759 
Olvmpia 294,920 
Oman 761,1028, 1039 
Onocarsis 201 
Opis 41-42,311,362,377,380,384, 

459,629,631,720-721,734,766, 
891,927,929-930 

Orna 706-707 
Oroatis (river) 760 
Orontes (mountain) 170 
Orontes (river) 1014-1015 
Orthokorybanles 173,176, 391 

see also Saka Tigraxauda 
Oxus (river) 39, 76, 254, 362, 374, 

745,749-750,916, 1025 
see also Amu Darya; treasury 

Oxydracac 757 

Pactolus (river) 638,990 
Pactyans 195,391 
Pactyica 478 
Paeonians 144, 149, 196, 434, 505, 

541,955 
PaiSiyauvada 99,103,119,333 
Palestine 49, 54,365,372, 378,387, 

397,489,576,653-654, 686,716, 
762, 764,881,954,956,992, 
1014, 1016, 1030 

Pallacopas 720-721, 1020 
Pamphylia 556,651,710,824,855, 

1013 
Pampbylians 391,498,656,706 

Pangaeum (Mt.) 144-145 
Panionion 155, 883 
Paivtlualaci 18 
Pantimathi 391 
Paphlagonia 198,378,411,618, 

640,642-644,650,656,660,694, 
698-699,730,743,829,831,990, 
1008, 1030, 1043 

Paphlagonians 195,378,391, 
498, 620,629, 640, 642,644,698, 
796,819,829,858,990 
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Pnphos 763,906 
Papliians 647 

Papremis 574 
Paraetacae 737 
Parga 118 
Paricanians 195,391 
Parion 142 
Parmaclan 358,466 
Piirinizzaii 426,430 
Paropamisadac 745, 756 
Paros 146,158 
Parsa 428-429 
Parsa 908 
Parsu 91 

see also Fars; Persia 
Parsumas 17 
Parthia 112,115,118,173,180,186, 

358, 392, 739, 745-746, 909 
Parthians 33, 39-40, 175. 177, 

222, 391-392,416,696,745,841, 
335,911 

Parthia-Hyrcania 64, 82, 116-117, 
119. 121,353, 392,745,926 

Pasargadae (city) 4,13,20,32,44, 
50,63,67,77-78.83-86, 88-94, 
102-103,111,119,124,126,138, 
165, 169-170,180, 187, 193, 240, 
243,245, 346,358, 361-362,430, 
434,443,467-468, 524,543,614-
615,676-677, 694,729,734,736, 
760,842,850-851,883,885,889, 
892,894,899, 908, 927, 943, 960, 
1022 

Pasargadae (tribe) 18-19, 92, 111, 
128,331,335,352,468-469,736, 
748,780,851 

Pasitigris (river) 371.381 
Palala 758 
Palaliputra 236 
Patigrabana 118,123 
Patischorians 109 
Pattala 758, 1028 
Pausicae 391 
Pazyryk 205,286,747,912,1026 
Pedasus 273,419,494 
Pcllana 609,672 
Pellae 359,377,628 
Pelusium 54,66,686,785,789,799, 

830,852 
Pcrcote 818 
Perga 362 
Pergamiim 24 5,562,643, 662, 990, 

1003 
Pcriasasoslra 703 
Pcrinthus 144, 157, 528,689-690, 

1002 
Perinthians 689 

Persepolis 4, 9, 20,56, 72, 78, 85-
86,88,90,121,123,135,138,165, 
168-171, 173, 178, 180, 182-187, 
189, 191-192, 194-195,205-210, 
217,223-224,226-227,235,238, 

247, 257-258,260,278,283,288. 
292,296-297,311,319,327,357-
358,360-362,365,370.375-376, 
388,390-391,396, 398,413-415, 
422-424,427-438,441-444,448, 
450-451,456-459,462,464-468, 
471,503,505,507,517-518,543, 
546,553-554, 567,569, 573,586, 
591,614,671,673,675-677,679-
680.694-695,714,725-726,728-
729,731,733-739,741,764,793, 
802, 804,809,811,841-842,847. 
850-851,864-865,878,880,890, 
892-896,900,910,912-916,918-
919,922,924, 927, 934-936, 938, 
941,944,955.958, 967-973.996, 
998,1018,1022-1023, 1029,1047 

see also administration (royal); 
construction, royal; F.lamitc 
tablet; tomb, royal 

Persia 7-8, 14-17, 23-24, 26, 32-
34, 49-51,53,57,61,63,72, 82-
85, 88, 90-91,95,97-99, 102-
104, 107, 115-122,126, 129, 133, 
139, 141,145, 151-152, 157, 165, 
172-173, 176, 178-185, 187, 189, 
201,211,213,217,223, 240-242, 
245, 247-248, 250, 258, 266, 268, 
276, 283.285, 290, 293, 296, 305, 
307,313-314,316-317,319,321, 
334-335, 346-347,349, 353, 357-
358,361,365,369-371,375,377, 
391,397-398,400, 406,416,428-
429,433-435,437-439, 442-445, 
447-448,450-451,456,466-471, 
478,496,506,508-509,516,518-
5 19,521, 540, 553-554,557, 560, 
568,576,582-583,597,609,612-
613,616,629,648,651,653,656, 
658,661,664,679,684,690,725-
726,728-729,733-737,740-741, 
753,758,760,770,775,789,792, 
800, 803,806, 832,838,842-843, 
847,850-852,857,869,876,879-
880,889,894-895,909,916,926, 
928,932,935,938-939, 941-943, 
946-947,951-952,956-957,971, 
973,989,1000,1005,1008,1018, 
1023, 1036, 1042, 1044, 1047, 
1050 

Persians 5-7, 13-21, 23-25,27, 
32-38, 41-42, 48-53,55-56, 59, 
62-66,70,75-77,79-85,88,91, 
95,97-98, 100-102, 105-106, 
108-109, 120,122, 124,128-130, 
133-134, 137, 139, 141, 143-145, 
148-161,165, 178.181-184,186-
188, 190, 192, 195-197, 199, 201, 
207-208, 213, 217, 222, 225-229, 
231,233,239-240, 242, 245-254, 
259,261-262, 266-267, 269,277-
278, 281, 284, 286-292, 294,296-

300,303,305-306,309-311,313, 
316,319, 323,325-335, 337,340, 
343-345,347-352,354, 362-363, 
365,369,371-373,376,384, 392, 
396. 398,404-405,410-412.416-
417,419-421,433-434,438-439, 
442, 448,451,455,469,472, 481-
482,484-486,489-491,493-494, 
496-502, 505,507,509-510,517, 
522, 525,528-542,549-551, 553, 
555, 558, 560-564, 568,570, 574-
576, 579-582, 587, 592,594-595, 
597,599,607,609-611,613,620-
627,630,632-636,638-648,650-
656,663.672-674,676-677,679, 
683-684,686,688-689,698,701-
702,704-705,707,710,712-713, 
7)6-718,720-721.723,725,728-
730,733-737,740-742, 746-747, 
750,753,756-759,762-763,765-
766, 768-777 , 775, 777, 780-781. 
785-797,799-800,806, S08,811-
812,817-825,827-830,836,838, 
842.844,847-858.861,865-871, 
874-880,882,885,889-890,892-
894,896,898,901,905-906,909-
910,915-916,919,923-924,926, 
928,930,932,934,940,951,954, 
956-958,961-963,967,969,983, 
985-987, 989-990, 996-997, 
1002,1009-1010, 1015, 1017, 
1019, 1021. 1024, 1026-1028, 
1037-1038, 1040, 1043-1045, 
1047,1049 

see also aner perses; nomos persikos; 
satrapy (Persia); administration; 
religion, Persian; sanctuary, 
Persian; Persian social structure 

Persian Gates 360, 375-376, 435, 
695,728,733,735-736,842,850-
851,928 

Persian Gulf 1,48,62,161,179-
180.197,266, 290,320,358,360, 
381-384, 394,434,443,479,505-
506,548,577,696,720.736,751, 
758-761,831,889, 1020, 1023, 
1028,1030 

Petra 414,716 
Pcucclaotis 756 
Phalerum 160, 196 
Pharos 574 
Phaselis 362,385,556,580,583 

Phasclitans 855 
Phcllos 672 
Plulippi 1047 
Phocaea 38, 84, 142,497, 499,649, 

763,798, 906, 953, 1031 
Phocaeans 528, 536 

Phoenicia 49,51,53,89, 150,382, 
385-386,411,488-489, 499,507, 
574,583,596,608,619,627-628, 
636,650-651,653,664-665,682-
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687,721,761,795-798,806,820, 
828-829,844,853,929,952,954, 
985,992, 1004-1005, 1012-1013, 
1030,1044 

Phoenicians 45, 49, 51, 53-54, 
150, 155, 196, 238, 350, 363, 378, 
383,387,405,454,478-479, 489, 
498-499, 577,656,665,683,685, 
717,905,952, 960, 1004 

see also city; coinage, coins; 
commerce; fleet; port; revolts; 
trade, trader 

Phrasargis 895 
Phrygia 65-66,217,234,243,340, 

358-359,361,368,384,500.620, 
623,626,631,635,639-640,644. 
656-658,662,682,698,705,759, 
768,822, 1011, 1030 

Phrygians 66,196,391,796 
Phrygia (Greater) 2, 297, 358-3 59, 

36S, 377, 501,6?0, 639-641,7(1";-
706! 795-796', 823', 831,844', 874, 
889, 1011, 101? 

Phrygia (1 lellespontinc) 64, 201, 
245, 339-340,353-354,357,361, 
365,403,411,425,447,501,560, 
562, 593,638,640,660,675,682, 
689,697-700,782, 796, 818-819, 
821,832,925,954,999, 1005, 
1030,1033-1034 

Phrygia (Lesser) 705, 823 
Pieria 362,528 

Picrians 145 
Pinara 670,709 
PiqCidu 74 
Piraeus 646 
Pirritukkas 439 
Pisidia 855 

Pisidians 368,498, 596-597,617, 
626,650-651,656,660-661,730, 
796,855 

Pitanc 790,856 
Pittaman 334, 436, 924 
Plarasa 709, 1012 
Plataea 136,196,221,256-257, 

288, 332, 339, 346, 515, 527, 533-
542, 547, 560, 787, 940, 960-962 

Plataeans 160,539 
Platasa 668 
Pontus on the Euxinc Sea 134, 179, 

243,363,391,678 
Posideium 49.391,487 
Potidaca 530 
Prasias (lake) 145 
Prienc 38,418,483,494,856, 1048 
Proconnesus 142 
Propontis 142, 144, 157 
Psarus (river) 359 
Pteria 35-36 
Pulvar (river) 86,361 
Punjab 754 
Pura 467, 758, 946 

Pydna 563 
Pygela 403 
Pyramus (river) 359,499,711 

Qedar 587, 1016-1017 
Quadia 173 

Rakkan 424, 426, 428-430, 437 
Rakkha 118 
Ranha (river) 180 
Rannakara (river) 242 
Ras-clBassit 49,487 
Ras Musandam 759,761 
Razaunda 614,740, 985-986, 998 
Red Sea 140,179,197,320,360, 

383-334,472,477,479,736,760-
761, 806,904,929-930,982,1028 

Rhagae 117,119,186,358,375, 
738-739 

Rhcnaca 52, 159 
Rhode* 51, 364,453. 637, 8I7 : 828, 

967, 991 
Rhodians 645,700,783, 1008 

Rhyndacus (river) 379, 697 

Sacaea 726, 1022 
Saccsinians 696,731,737 
Sagartia 116,119-120,173, 352, 

357 
Sagartians 18, 175, 177, 195,391, 

469,508-509 
Sais 22,56-60,84,266, 385,473-

474, 476, 478, 860,886, 888 
Saka 33, 37-40,78,115,118, 127, 

173, 175-176, 178, 180, 196,239, 
391,506,536,538-539,551,560, 
696, 726,745-747, 765,767,794, 
865,883, 901,905,956,961, 
1019, 1022, 1026, 1035-1036 

see also Scythians of Central Asia 
Saka Tigraxauda 173,176 
Sa'lam 364 
Salamis 190, 196, 227, 303-304, 

309, 312, 348, 370-371,490,497-
498,515-517,527,529-531,535, 
538, 540-541, 560,562-563,787, 
940,958, 960,965,975 

Salamis of Cyprus 151, 154,489, 
611, 636,647-648,652,713,984, 
1015 

Salamisians 489 
Samaria 488, 587, 603-604, 608, 

614,665,668, 685,695,713-714, 
723,764-765,808,831-832,855, 
916,926,977, 1005, 1013-1014, 
1016, 1030,103?, 1039, 1048 

Samarkand 751,764,1027 
Saminc 992 

see also Salamis of Cyprus 
Samos 52-53,65, 83, 121-122, 134, 

137, 139-140, 142-144,146, 158-
159, 201,207,265,300, 303,332, 

340, ?45,348, 351, 353, 384-385, 
491,494,496,532-535,562, 580-
581,657,825,911 

Samothracc 279,830 
Sangarius (river) 379, 705 
Sangians 391 
Saqqara 9.414,417,510,933,939, 

948-949,957, 964, 982, 1030-
1032 

Saraidin 713 
Saramanda 424 
Sarangians 416 
Sardar 375 
Sardis 22,34-37, ?9, 52, 54, 57, 64-

66,70,76,80,82-85, 122, 140, 
144, 146,148-149, 153-154,158, 
169,172-173,178,180,184,189-
191,193,196,233-234, 238, 253, 
265,271,273,303,325, 327, 332, 
339-340,342-344,346-347,349, 
35 1.357-360, 362.. 364-365. 368. 
370-371,374,388,392,394^ 400-
402,409,411-412,414,417,420, 
443.459,462,491,494-496,500-
503, 507,515, 526, 528-535, 539-
542,544.559,562,566,569,580-
582, 587. 591. 593-594,614-620. 
625-626.631,633-635,638-639, 
641-646,660,662.668,672,674, 
676-680,694,698,700-705,712, 
716,723.739, 762-764, 766, 818, 
823-824,843-844,847,849,853, 
869,873.881-883,890,893-894, 
904,927,935-936,952,955,957, 
961-962,968,970,972,978,985-
986,989-990, 1000-1002,1009-
1011,1014, 1030-1031,1037, 
1042,1045-1046, 1048 

Sardians 172, 396,133-434, 702, 
853-854,1010 

Saspires 391 
Satrac 145, 157 
Sattagydia 40, H5-H6, 119, 173, 

180 
Sattagydians 391 

Saurakkas 445 
Sausanus (river) 242 
Scamandcr (river) 562 
Scapte Hyle 144 
Scenitcs (Greeks "who live in 

tents") 48 
Scyros 83,649 
Scythia 40, 135, 142-143, 180,340, 

351,747,904 
Scythians 39,95, 143-144, 150, 

175-176,178, 240,250,525,542, 
896, 901, 1009 

Central Asian 25 
European 134,140,142,173, 

176,228, 901 
Sealand 173,180,719,1019 
Scistan 40,360,744 
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Sepias (cape) 529 
Scrapcum 57-58,859 
Scstos H2, 146, 365, 500, 535, 548, 

560, 669,911 
Sharon 490 
Shaur (river) 165, 168. 257, 675, 

918 
Shiraz 333, 361, 429-430, 436, 446 
Sialek 375 
Siberia 39,205 
Sicily 83,265,592 
Side 1014 
Sidon 45,139,196,279, 383,434-

435,489-490,607-608,611,651, 
664,683-686,709,713,723,766, 
785,804,812,828,857,885,951-
952,976,983,985,994-995, 
1004, 1015-1016, 1048 

Sidonians 46,48,421,489,636, 
683-685,784,795,852,857,1004 

see also oil}'; coinage, coin?; fleet 
Sigcion 146,580,974 
Sigon 828 
Sikayauvatis 66,108,113 
Sinope 378,650,661,666,698-699, 

743,993, 1008, 1025,1043 
Sinopeans 699 

Siphnos 827,829-830,832 
Sippar 34,41-42,71,73,75,342, 

719,722,862,891,907,920,950, 
966, 1018, 1020, 1029, 1045-
1046, 1049 

Sipylus (Mt.) 817 
Siris 541 
Sittacene 719 

Sittacenians 696 
Sittacus 377,719 
Siwa (oasis) 396 
Skudra 173,176,542,905 

see also Thrace 
Sogdiana 40, 169, 172-173, 178, 

180,297-298, 392,400,509,695, 
745-747,750-751,754,756, 909, 
1026-1027 

Sogdians 197,391,393,433,696, 
746, 748 

Soloi 378,611,647,651,710,828 
Sparta 35-36,53.89,146,148, 161, 

223, 238, 288, 303,309,339,345, 
348. 369, 522, 532,555,561,574, 
577,579,592-594,618,634-638, 
644-646,648-649.655-656,663-
664,686,789,826,830,867,882, 
975.981,990 

Spartans 36,160,223.330,531-
532, 541, 581,593-594, 597, 612, 
645-646,648,653,656,669,788, 
799 

Strymon (river) 96, 145, 157, 245, 
251, 528,541, 905 

Stymphalc 626 

Suez Canal 174,101, 478, 904, 949 
Sullakc 446 
Sultaniye Koy 502, 954 
Smucr 41,43-44 
Susa 4,17,21-22,42-43, 56,78, 

84-85,95, 113-114, 120-121, 
123, 127, 135,138-139, 142, 144, 
151, 153, 165-166, 168-169, 171-
174, 176-178, 180, 186-187, 189, 
191-192,201,203-205,207-210, 
216-217,234-236,257-260.262-
263,265,279,287-288,292,294, 
296-297,303,308.312,314,319-
321,337,348,351, 357-362,364, 
368-369,372,374, 376-377,381-
383,388,391-392,396,400,402-
403,409,415.423,428,430-431, 
434, 438, 440, 444,448,450,457, 
462.464.466.476.481.503.505, 
518,534, 542, 544, 546, 552-554, 
573, 580, 587, 5R6, 58Q, 5Q| /> |4 , 
629-630^ 640|646^ 675-677^ 679-
680,690,694.719-721.723-724, 
726, 728-729,731,733,738-739, 
751,756,758,761,764,783,793, 
802-803,806,838,840-842,845-
847,849-851,865,870,875,877-
879,884,893-894,900,908,910-
913,916,918,927,933-934,936, 
942,955,964,966-967,972,989, 
998,1001,1018-1019, 1021-
1024, 1029, 1034, 1037 

Susians 676 
Susian Gates 728 
Susiana (Elam) 9, 186-187, 357, 

371.381.400.423.443.469.506, 
517.629,719,721,724,728-729, 
808,840,845,850,868, 1019 

Sutezza 445 
Syene 342, 350, 352,405,448-450, 

456,472-473,481.506,586-587. 
603-605,608,948,982-983,990 

Sylleion 793 
Syr Darya (river) 1,39,62,78,115, 

179, 745-747, 885, 1026 
Syracuse 83 
Syria 45,49-50,61,95,97,102, 

104, 178, 194,201,231,264,359, 
378,383,411.492.499.554, 577-
578,627,650-651,656,659,664-
666, 675,709,724,749,764,793, 
796, 808,825,831,844,848-849, 
855,859, 881,926,929,954,994, 
1013-1015, 1027, 1030, 1039, 
1044 

Syrian Gates 359, 375,378, 628, 
928 

Syria-Palestine 4,22,51,489,651, 
655,718 

Tahal 34 

Takht-i Rustam 86, 90, 894-895 
Takht-i Sangin 916,1025 
Tall-i Malyan 17, 877, 880 

see also Ansan 
Tamasis 702 
Tammukhan 430 
Tanducome 703 
Tang-i Bulaki 361 
Taoce 758,760 
Taochians 730,795 
Tapyrians 696, 730, 745 
Taranza 420 
Tarenlum 139 
Tarsus 234,360, 377-378,498,610, 

620,623,627-628,651,709-710, 
1013 

Tas-Kulc 84, 893, 1030 
Tauka 313 
Taurus 500,808,1011 
Taxila 754,756-757, 1028 
Teams (river) ! Q 8 
Teheran 358 
Tcima (oasis) 32, 40, 42-43, 45, 

881-882 
Tell Arad 716-717,1030 
Tell cl-Hesi 1030 
Tell cl-Maskhuta 384, 478-479, 

587,806,903,905,929,949,964, 
977,1039 

Tell Fekheriye 767, 1032 
Tell Khaznch 761 
Tell Mardikh 1015,1030 
Tell iVlikhmoret 1015,1030 
TellTawilan 929,1017 
Telmessus 399,670,672-673,1012, 

1039 
Telmessians 558, 1039 

Tempc 528 
Tenedos 494, 827, 832,854 
Tenos 159 
Tcos 38,592,645,943 
Tcrinila 706 

Termiles 969 
see also Lycia (Lycians) 

Teuthrania 562, 620, 643 
Tcuzoi 80-81, 346, 418, 474-475, 

510, 948 
Tharnanaeans 391,416 
Thapsacus 359,362-363, 375, 377-

378, 382-384,621-622,624,626, 
628,721,928 

Thasos 144-145, 155, 157,384,558, 
563,806 

Thasians 157, 402, 558 
Thebc (Asia Minor) 562, 640 
Thebes (Egypt) 56, 379, 449, 472, 

604, 948, 950,964 
Thebes (Greece) 509, 533, 649, 

655-656,686, 826 
Thehans 649, 682, 784-785, 799 

Thcra 825,827 
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Therma 528-529 
Thermopylae 196, 206, 227-228, 

304, 374, 376, 527, 529, 540, 542, 
787 

Thcssaly 145,157,392,530,620 
Thessalians 528 

Thoilis 385 
Thrace 97, 136, 142-146, 148-149, 

155-158, 173, 176, 195, 197,201-
202,251,320, 348,350-351,370, 
434, 477, 528, 530, 541, 555, 558, 
561,657, 688-690,905,960 

Thracians 155,173,196,361-
362, 391,430,433,435,437,541, 
558, 968 

Thymbara 411,749 
Thyinbrinm 359, 377 
Tibarcnians 391,730,911 
Tigra 66, 118 
Tigraxauda 

see Saka 
Tigris (river) 34,41-43,64,74, 115, 

120,358, 362, 372-374, 380-382, 
484, 505,629,632-633,694,719-
721,739,759,891, 1020, 1038 

Tikrit 631 
Tlos 709 
Tinolus (Mt.) 420, 701, 703, 1009 
Tobalmura 703 
Tralles 327, 623, 645, 823 
Trans-Euphrates 44, 48-49,51, 64, 

74,82, 392, 487-488,511.543-
544, 577-578, 584-587,680,682, 
709, 713, 716,782, 884-885.889, 
902, 926,931,951,962 

see also Ebir Nsri 
Transjordan 45, 587 
Trapezus 415,698 
Triopium 827 
Triparadcisos 1014 

Tripolis 713, 797-798, 829-830, 
1004 

Troas 144.348, 45 2, 561-562, 587, 
635,674,688,697-698, 701,817-
818, 821,854,970, 1045 

Troy 371 
Tsctrcs" 472 
Tylus 761 
Tyracum 359, 377 
Tyre 45, 379, 489, 648, 650-652, 

684,716,828-835,837, 845,855, 
857, 952, 983, 1004, 1048 

Tynans 46,48,421,828,830, 
834-835, 855, 857-858 

Tyriacum 198,498 
Tyrodiza 157, 528 

Ukraine 149,542 
Upper Satrapies 270, 570,745-746, 

775,841-842, 865-866, 1001-
1002, 1026 

Ur 43,71,484,599,749 
Urandus 426,429-430,432,439 
Urartu 117, 742,898, 1024 
Uruk 41,43,71-75,380-381,383, 

484, 596, 598, 667, 722,749,810, 
883-884,892,979,994, 1033 

Utians 195, 391 
see also Yautiyans 

Uvadaicaya (Matezzis) 86 
Uxiana 324,381,695,728,781,850 

Uxians 3,407,469,695-696,719, 
726,728-729,731-733, 737,766, 
850-851,1019, 1022-1023, 1046 

Uyaina 66,118 

Van (lake) 518,742-743 
Vispauzathis 118 

Wadi ed-Daliyeh 587, 714-715, 
855,916,977, 1004, 1016, 1030, 
1048 

Wadi el-Natroun 930 
Wadi Hammamat 276-277, 400, 

481-482,546, 575.602, 920,933, 
949,964,1031 

WadiTnmilat 1031 
White Pillars 498 

see also Leukai Slelai 
White Wall (Memphis) 54,66,404, 

472, 574-575, 858 

Xanthus 9,38, 64, 498, 503-505, 
559, 583,587,609,670, 672, 706-
707,709,767-768,890,930,932, 
968-969,978,983-984,995-996, 
1012,1030 

see also Pillar Inscription 
Xanthus (river) 505, 609 

Yamana 383, 386 
Yaunas 176, 905, 955 
Yautiyans 469 
Ychrid 488,585 

see also Judea 
Yudisthira 914 

Zab (river) 
Great 362 
Little 362,927 

Zadracarta 744 
Zagros 2-3, 17-18, 22, 24, 26-27. 

62,85,358,651,694,726,731, 
766,877,1007 

Zappi 333 
Zariaspa 748-750 
Zeleia 493,563,679,742, 790-791, 

818-819,822-823,826, 1043 
Zendan-i Sulaiman 86,93, 894 
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Akkadian 
add, tide (oath of fealty) 767 
agw (laborer) 103-104, 897 
Akitu (New Year) 40 
andesu (military convocation) 749 
arad ekalli (palace slave) 279, 437, 

920 
arad Sarri (royal slave) 279, 437, 920 
ardit (slave) 31,879 
azdakarri (inspector) 931 
hurra (tax) 464, 486 
bel temi (scribe-chancellor) 64, 447 
birlu (fortress) 444, 738, 940, 977 

bit miksu sa sarri (royal fiscal 
administration) 400 

hit uarkabti (chariot estate) 75, 342 
bit qasli (bow estate) 75, 104, 599, 

892 
bit rilli (hand estate) 7 5-76 
bit sa mar Sarri (house of the royal 

son) 486 
bit sarri (house of the king) 398,464 
bit sisi (horse estate) 75, 598 
hitu (house) 75, 104, 166,445, 461-

463,935 
databaru (judge) 468, 510,946,957 

data sa sarri (law, royal decree) 510, 
956-957 

dayyami (judge) 510, 946 
gal (ration) 95 
gardu (laborer) 342, 456, 458-459, 

471.945 
gardupatu (chief gardu) 458 
hatru (alloted community) 75, 105, 
" '363,398,405,417,459,461-462, 

485,506,589,597-598,601,633, 
747,795,892,897, 933, 950,956, 
980-981,989, 1019-1020, 1026 

harran Sarri (royal road) 928 
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lamana (Greeks) 862 
ilku (fiscal charges, taxes) 76, 398, 

401,486,597,979 
imiltu (estimation of harvest) 72 
karammaru Sa sarri (royal 

registry) 6,413 
kelek (raft constructed of skins) 380, 

929 
mamlattu (tax, tribute) 385, 405, 

441, 462, 942 
mSr bane (free citizens) 72, 484, 

810, 891 
mar bill (sons of the house) 310, 

959 
mar Sarri (son of the king) 461, 986 
maral Karri (daughter of the 

king) 919 
masennu (officer in charge of the 

canals) 401 
nadunu (gift, fee) 398, 442. 486, 

932, 940, 942 
nidinlu sarri (royal gift) 105, 117, 

421,601-602,932, 937 
see a/so dorea basilrke (Gk.) 

paqdv (steward) 461-463 
pibaUi (governor) 64-65, 484, 487, 

601,890,902 
pitipabaga (one who distributes 

rations) 458,945 
pu\)TQ (assembly) 72, 74, 891 
qallu (slave, servant) 324, 902 
qipu ([temple] director) 72, 891 
quppu ([Euphrates] boat) 380 
Tab b'iti (majordomo, steward) 75, 

485 
rab ekalli (head of the palace) 21 
rab kasir (treasurer) 413, 485 

see also ganzabara (OPers.) 
rabbap (bound, dependent) 459, 

945 
sa res'Sarri (an official) 276-277,920 
Sa reSi (royal official?) 769, 774, 

919-920 
sakin temi (governor) 71, 342, 484, 

925 
sakin mdti (governor of the 

lands) 71 
sabia (pi. Sahiutu; governor, 

provost) 459,767, 980 
Sandabakku (governor) 71,76,485, 

950 
stmgti (administrator) 342,714 
sar (king) 

Sar babili (king of Babylon) 71 
Sar matali (Iting o! the lands) 11 
Sar Sarrani (king of kings) 71 

satammu (administrator) 71-72, 
891,1020 

sekretum (confined?) 285 
Seli'ilu sa Sarri (royal oblalc) 678 
sipirn (scribe) 66, 447, 509,979 

sipiru Sa uqit 979 
Sirku (oblate) 458, 950 
sab sarri (the king's soldier) 405, 

598 

lamkaru (head merchant) 88, 441, 
894 

tubqum (interior space) 285 
iiqu (people, army) 103-104, 896, 

979 
uraSu (corvee) 74,401,486,933, 

950 
uzbarra (royal land?) 421,462 
zazakku (sccretaiy) 935, 950 
zebehi Sa upiyata (delivery of taxes in 

kind) 413.440 

Aramaic 
'fed (servant) 457-458 
bet (house) 364,457,461,463 
buy byl' (sons of the house 

[princes]) 310 
br byt' (sons of the house, 

princes) 310,520,923, 959 
hyrt> (fortress) 500, 587,714, 767, 

977 
daSna (gift, offering) 945 
datah (law, regulation) 957 
dath (law, regulation) 707, 711, 957 
dayyene (judge) 510 
dgal (thousand, company; pi. 

dgalin) 342,417,450,507,717, 
943 

dsn' (gift) 418, 945 
dtbry1 (judge) 510 
dyny' (judges) 510 
gnzbr' (treasurer) 918 

see also ganzabara (OPers.) 
h[l]qy Imlk (the king's portion) 418 
hndyz (calling up of troops) 597, 

599, 603,749 
see also handaisa (OPers.) 

hayla (garrison) 418 
see also rah hayla (Aram.) 

' / V I I I (servant) 457 
m V (ten percent) 385 
Mdy (Medes) 716 
medinah (province) 47, 364, 393, 

412,463, 472, 487,585, 587,714, 
717,719,738,766, 808, 935,951 

mft(king) 767 
mndt' (tax, tribute) 385, 418,933 
mm (lot, part) 385,417,472 
mry (Elamite marris) 414 
Msr (Egypt) 716 
peha (governor) 47, 487-488, 5S5, 

587,714,920,977, 1005, 1016 
peqid (steward) 364, 463 
prs (rations in weighed silver) 405, 

417,451.472 
pip (rations in kind) 364,405, 417, 

449,451,457-458,463,472 
o-ryt'(town) 587,714 
rab haylcl (garrison leader) 342, 

472,603,712, 925 
see also phrourarch 

segan (provost, watchman) 433, 
459,971 

swyn (Syenc) 608 

Avestan 
aenah (fault, lack) 551 
haresman, bursom (bundle of ritual 

rods) 245-246,250 
daeuua (dcinons/false gods) 551, 

965 
druj (lie) 900, 929 
Cnr/id (Songs) 94, 551, 896, 965 
haoma (sacred potion) 173, 176, 

253.916, 940, 958 

Egyptian 
/ni hd (white wall) 472 
tint (warship) 718,859,1017 
khar (Egyptian unit of 

measurement) 414 
pschenl (Egyptian hairstyle) 215, 

973 
saris (leader) 276-277, 350, 481-

482. 920 
senti (director nf the fields^ 413. 

481,935,949 
st-sltv (arch ives) 414 

Elamite 
batera (shepherd) 440-441, 465 

balera sunkina (royal 
shepherd) 464,466 

balin (district) 445 
battiS (chief) 426 
bazikara'baziS collectors) 439,942, 

946 
baziS (assessment, tax) 398, 439-

441,445,464,466,470,511,942, 
947 

damana (named, placed) 464 
dasobattiS (decurion) 431 
datam (rule, law) 510—511. 957 
dukSis (princess) 920, 939, 941 
halmarriS (fortress) 66, 428, 444, 

467, 940 
halmarriS nttSkip (guard of the 

fortress) 467 
halmi (sealed document) 364-365, 

370, 424, 426-427. 468, 618, 926, 
931,939,951 

see also travel voucher 
harmanabattiS (title for a type of 

chief) 426 
humariuS (village) 445 
hutlmt (warehouse) 464 
irmatam (domain) 21, 427, 440, 

442, 444-446, 460, 463. 466, 470, 
878,940,943 

irsara (chief) 432,959 
irtiVi (wife) 437 
kumakas (supplementary 

rations) 435 
kanzaika (attached to the 

treasury?) 428 
kapnuski (treasury) 429, 440, 462, 

940-941 
kapmiSkira (treasurer) 428-429,467 
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kasabattis (leader of die 
herds) 425-427,459-440 

kurdabattis (leader of kurtaS) 426-
427,431,445,458,940 

kurmin (atthc disposal of) 242,246, 
445,451,465 

kurtas (laborers) 103-104,170,246, 
257, 3 15, 333-334, 351, 361, 376, 
422,424,426-442,444-446,450-
452,455-456, 458-460,464-468, 
554, 734-735,737, 806, 897, 908, 
924,935,941-943,945,951-952, 
956,959,969, 1023 

kurtaS kapnuSkip (laborers of the 
treasury) 429-430,433 

kurtas" marrip mis~bazana (crafts
men of all trades) 457 

kufatkum (a type of sacrifice) 246 
libap (servants) 432 
makuS (magus) 246 
marrip (craftsmen, artisans) 429-

430. 908 
marriS (liquid measure) 242, 246, 

286-288, 370,414.426.432, 455, 
921,939 

mariaparra (nurserymen7) 441 
misaputa (son of the [royal] 

house) 310.959 
miyatukkas (authorization) 364 
mudunra (head of the stables) 426, 

464-466 
mudunrabattis (head of the 

stables?) 426 
nap harriyanam (the god of the 

Aryans) 180 \ 
neorion (arsenal, nival base) 500, 

713, 1004 
nulanuyaS (livestock breeding 

station?) 442/, 932, 940, 942 
partetas (paradise? 442-445, 942-

943 / 
pasanabaltis (head of the 

stables?) 426 
pasap (weaver/?) 430, 432,446, 941 
pirradazis (rapid [horse, messenger]) 

370. 426(928 
pirramanal/urras (foreman) 431 

see alsofrainanakara (OPcrs.) 
pirrasanas (miller?) 441 
puhu (hoy, domestic) 334, 365, 

43l'-452, 436-437, 462. 467, 924-
925,939 

rusdabazis (collector of tax on land?) 
439,942 

sadaballii! (leader of a hundred) 431 
Saluir (pi. Saluip; freeman, noble?) 

432 
Samidakurra (peace officers, 

conciliators) 468 
saramana (secondary administrator/ 

distributor) 427,431,445-446, 
451,945 

sarpi (sarapis) 21 
sunkina (royal) 428, 444, 464, 945 
tarmu (type of grain) 440, 444 

tassup (people, troops) 103-104, 
431,896 

tipira kapnuSkima (treasury 
scribe) 428 

lumara (responsible for seeds) 424 
ukpiyatas (fees) 413,440, 464, 942 
ulhi (house) 104,442,445-446, 

460, 462-463, 465, 469-470, 940 
u/fti sunkina (royal house) 446, 

466 
ullira (warehouse manager) 424, 

428 
ullira kapnuSkira (warehouse man

ager of the treasury) 428 
zakke (paid) 465 
zattuwbattis (leader of four) 431 

Greek 
abyrlakai (? spiced sauce, caper 

stuffing) 287 
adeia (safe-conduct) 365 

see also travel voucher; halmi 
(Elam.) 

agalma(ta) (divine statue) 249, 544, 
915,963,998 

agelai basilikai (royal stud 
farms) 420 

see also stud farm 
aggareion (courier service) 370, 

928,933 
aggelos/oi (mcssenger/s) 92, 370 
agon (contest) 799 
agonisai (to have a contest) 229, 

311,316 
agora (market) 88, 377, 455, 934 
agoraia tele (market taxes) 399, 930 
agorastes (buyer) 278, 456 
ak'makes (Persian short sword) 94, 

134,217,240, 305-306,348,530, 
548, 607, 623,672,799 

dim (citadel) 166,738,1023 
aletheia (truth) 329,924 
alia (assembly) 19 
alke (military prowess) 238-239, 

302, 787 
alsos (sacred grove) 201 
anagkaioi (relatives) 327 
anasjiastoi (deportees) 506, 1028 

see also deportation 
anaxyrides (Persian pants) 217 
andr(e)6n (men's apartment) 83, 

283 
andreia (bravery) 771,790 
andrias (statue of a human) 544, 

963, 1000 
flner Perses (Persian man) 311,331, 

740 
apodekteres doron (gift 

receivers) 185,396 
apomoira (tax) 399, 932 
apophora (delivery) 395 
aposkeue (equipment) 293 
apostasis (secession, rebellion) 317, 

460, 480, 662, 682, 792, 966 

arete (courage) 27, 309, 483. 786, 
788 

argyrikon telos (tax payable in 
silver) 404,406 

Ariaoi 180 
arisleia (value) 483 
aristoi (nobles) 18-19, 261, 306, 

311,326,528,330-331,535.349. 
525,623,790 

see also aristocracy; nobility, noble 
(Persian) 

ariston (breakfast, midday 
meal) 308,510,335 

arkhe (territorial dominion) 1, 68, 
179,354,521,700,748,768,875, 
995 

patrda arkhe (ancestral 
dominion) 668,995 

pi. arkhai (magistraturc) 307, 392 
arkhihiereus (high priest) 476 
arkhon (governor) 160, 341, 392, 

848, 853, 862 
see also satrap (terminology) 

artabe (a Persian measure of volume) 
see ardab 

Artaioi see topic index 551 
astandes (royal correspondence) 

258, 305,370,770-771,776-777, 
928 

ateikhistos (unwalled, unfortified) 
166, 1023 

aleleia (fiscal exemption) 67-68, 
183,513,394,397,405,737,810, 
933 

see also exemption 
aihla (contest) 337 
atimia (dishonor, disgrace) 320, 

322 
airfe (court) 91,258,260,309 
autohator (with full authority) 689, 

981,1002 
autourgoi (landowners who produce 

with their own hands) 192, 
332-333, 398, 442 

azabarites, azaiapateis (Commander 
of a Thousand) 258-259,588 

azatai (free, noble) 332 
basileia (realm, royalty) 270, 574, 

656, 658,675,687,769,838,917, 
1026 

basileion (royal residence) 145,180, 
194-195, 206, 247,498,559,705, 
737-738, 741,744,758 

basilika (la) (royal property) 420, 
452, 454, 521 

basilika tele (royal taxes) 399, 668, 
709,810 

basilikai dikastai (royal judges) 338 
basilikai diphtberai (royal parch

ments) 6,889 
basilikai graphai (royal archives) 6, 

412,414, 496,935 
basilike ge (royal land) 418 
basilikos slolos (royal fleet) 636 
baliake (Persian vase) 295 
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biblion (book) 188 
bibliophylakion (archives) 414 
hibliophylax (keeper of 

archives) 412 
byblos (papyrus) 363 
chrysoi (gold piece) 295-2% 
dasmaphoros (payer of the 

dasmos) 404,957 
dasmos (division of spoil, tribute) 

183.394,397,404,459,676,710, 
742,855,957 

deipnon (midday meal) 252 
dekate (payment of ten percent) 

384, 394, 399 
dekate tes emporias (commercial 

tariff of ten percent) 399,709, 
930, 932 

despotes (master) 259, 643 
dioiketes (administrator) 413 
diphros (footstool) 221, 913 

dipbrophoros (footstool-
bearer) 221 

diphtherai (parchments) 423 
dokimos/oi (esteemed/approved 

one/s) 122, 327, 331-332,339, 
857 

doreali (gift, concession) 104-105, 
134-135,349, 397,401,411,417, 
419,421,443,459,462,470,493, 
704,717,750,796, 803,805,810, 
897,926,935,945, 1039, 1046 

dorea basilike (royal gift) 932, 
946 

doreai megalai (magnificent 
gifts) 312,663,771,776 

doreai megaloprepeis (handsome 
presents) 194 

doron (gift, present; pi. dora) 67,69, 
192.234, 271,304-305,307,317, 
319,337, 394,396,398-399,561-
562, 728-729, 731,756,990 

see also apodekteres doron (Gk.) 
dorypboros (lance-bearer) 110, 

112-113, 184, 259, 261,327,771, 
880 

see also adtibara (OPers.) 
douleia, doulos (slavery, slave) 302, 

325, 327,388,491,508, 770,772 
see also ardu; qallu (Akk.); slave 

dynamis (kata dyuamin; syn. kata to 
megethos: in proportion to one's 
abilities) 394, 398, 477, 494-
495, 931 

dynastes (powerful man) 
hoi en dynasteia (men of the elite) 

335 
dynastes (powerful) 276, 327, 625 
edeatros (taster) 263,918 
eisaggeleus (one who announces, 

usher) 789 
var. eisaggelos 131 
var. esaggeleos 91 

eisagogima (receipt of 
merchandise) 452-453 

ektomiai (castrated men) 273 

emporia, emporion, emporos 
(commerce, trading post, 
merchant) 378, 383, 387, 399, 
455,684, 716,760,804 

see also commerce 
enarees (non-Iranian) 181 
entimoi (distinguished persons) 

308, 326, 334-335 
epaulets (farms) 442, 500 
ephodeuein, ephodoi (inspection, 

inspector) 343 
epibates (marines) 196, 576, 961 
epikarpie (tax on herds 

[livestock]) 399 
epikephalaion (poll-tax) 399, 933 
epikhorioi (natives) 411 
epimeleles (governor) 707, 767 
epiphaneis (illustrious) 97,309,331, 

780, 871 
epiphoremata (desserts) 291 
eskhata, eskhaliai (extremities, 

frontiers of a territory) 69, 165, 
179, 397,751,909,941,955 

e(/nios/e(countiy-people/s) 88,185, 
393-394,398,410-411,419,469-
470,508,511.542.640.656.706. 
730,754,765,796,810,829,851, 
867, 1047 

kata ethnea (classed according to 
nationality) 195, 197, 393, 
401,410, 495,765,797-799 

see also dahyu/ava (OPers.) 
eudaimones (rich [person]) 335, 

377 
euergesia (kindness, good deed, 

favor) 303,317,323.705 
eugeneia, eugenes (nobility, noble by 

birth) 1 1 1, 330, 332, 334 
eunoia (goodwill) 309,316,323, 

622-623,625,858 
eunoukhos (eunuch) 273, 276 
exagogima (disbursement of 

merchandise) 452, 454, 936 
galaktourgos (preparer of dairy 

products) 293 
gamete (legitimate wife) 277, 284 
gazophylax (treasurer) 343, 736, 

925, 946, 988 
see also thesaurophylax (Gk.) 

ge(soil) 399,418 
see also basilike ge (Gk.) 

gene(lribal group) 18. 352, 468 
genos (origin) 751 
gephyra (bridge) 362 
geras (the share of honor) 307, 728-

729,731 
gerrhai (wicker shields) 195 

gerrhophoroi (wicker shield 
bearers) 341 

gnesios (legitimate) 278,590 
grainmateus (secretary) 303, 979 
grammatistes basileios (royal 

secretary) 66,447 
grammatophoroi (letter bearers) 

370, 376 

gynaikonitis (harem, women's 
quarters) 284,920 

gynoikonds (harem) 284,921 
gynaixl-kes (legitimate wife) 277-

278, 283-284 
hamaxilos (carriage road) 361, 375, 

733.927 
harma (chariot) 184,190,224, 

361 
harmamaxe (four-wheeled chariot, 

covered carriage) 184,187.190, 
224,261,284,361 

hegemones (leaders) 331, 688, 757, 
789-790,817, 1002 

hegemones agatlioi (good rulers) 
721,864 

hegemonia (power, authority) 687, 
790 

hegemonikoi (dignitaries) 572 
hekontes (willingly) 151, 774, 846, 

854, 857 
helianlhes (sunflower) 226 
hsnnrodromoi (couriers) 370, 

772 
hesliatoria (place of banquets) 202 
hetaira (courtesan) 278 
hiemi grapluli (sacred annals) 477, 

687 
hiereus (priest) 523, 703, 848, 853, 

862, 1048 
hierodoulos (sacred slave) 459-460, 

493 
hieroi phylourgoi (sacred 

gardeners) 418,491,493 
hierokeryx (sacred herald) 703 
himalion (an outer garment) 208 
hippon (relays of horses) 370 
bodophvlakos (guards on the roads) 

369 
hodopoioi (road builder) 362 
bodos basilike (royal road) 3 57, 361-

362 
homodouloi (companions in slavery) 

354, 643 
homogldttoi (speaking the same 

language) 181,508 
bomologia (agreement) 670, 710, 

853 
honiotime (equally honored) 326-

327, 332-333, 335 
homotrapezos (Tablemate) 265, 

308, 320, 623 
hybris (immoderation) 235, 290, 

517 
hyparkhos (governor) 64-65, 146, 

467, 497, 623,625. 657.678, 748, 
758,926, 1000 

hypekaos (subject, submitted) 325, 
354,643,794-795 

hyponomos (underground channel) 
808 

idiotes (private person) 110, 519, 
771.777 

isotimoi (equal in honor) 310, 334-
335 
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kandys (royal robe) 187. 217, 227, 
239, 262, 523, 607, 610. 672 

kapeleia, kapelos (commerce, 
tradesman) 70, 278, 378, 388, 
409, 891 

kapetis (Persian measure) 287 
karanos (military leader) 19, 321, 

340,600,616,626,631,878,925, 
981, 1002. 1005 

karda (viril and bellicose spirit) 328 
kardakes (foreign mercenaries) 329, 

924, 1036-1037 
see also Cardaccs 

kardama (cress) 267 
katadouleislhai (reduce to slavery) 

49? 
kalakoimistes (chamberlain) 274-

275, 564 
katalysis (inn) 257, 364 
kalarrhaktes (lock, weir) 720-721, 

1020 
kepos (garden) 201, 233, 443, 943 
kharis (recognition, grace) 307, 317, 

858 
kheironaxion (tax on artisans) 399, 

932 
khora (land, territory) 348,406, 562, 

577,610,658,682,698,754,844, 
1035 

hiera khora (sacred land) 418, 
704,1009 

khora basileos, basilike (territory of 
theking) 1,4)5,417-419, 
421,946-947 

Wiora bebelos (profane land) 418, 
491,936 

Wiora pborologoumene (tibutc land) 
421,453,947 

khora polilike (civic property) 419 
libanophoros khora (incense 

producing territory) 717 
oikoumene khora (inhabited land) 

78, 144, 179, 194,460 
polemia khora (enemy territory) 

625, 729 
Mrorion (forlrcss) 640, 697,705, 

751 
khorion (small fortress) 640 
khremata (riches) 407, 732, 882 

idia khremata 595, 978 
khytrepsoi (kitchen boys) 293 
kidaris (Persian royal headdress) 33, 

188, 217,520,607,616,959, 987, 
1003 

kleros (military lot) 462 
koine (common language) 25, 507, 

879 
koine eirene (common peace) 658 
koinonia (collaboration) 707, 774, 

1001, 1044 
koinopragia (common action) 656, 

658, 774, 1001 
komarch (village leader) 404, 459, 

508 
feme (village) 459-460,661,751 

kondy (type of Persian goblet) 294, 
296 

kore (long-slecvcd robe) 262 
krabbatoi (?) 370 
ktesis (possessions, property) 350, 

400, 882 
kynegoi basilikoi (royal hunstmen) 

298 
kyrios (master, lord) 247, 340, 415, 

49?, 557,600,769,810, 932,95?, 
1001 

labronia (Persian vase) 295-296 
labyzos (aromatic plant) 299 
laoi (peasants) 2, 439, 459-460, 

942 
laoi basilikoi (royal peasants) 

459 
leilotirgia (required public service/ 

labor) 493 
lesonis (administrator of temple 

property) 474-475,860-861 
Machrokheir (Long-Handed) 570 
makhimoi ([Egyptian soldiers]) 

686,747,787 
marris (Persian liquid measure) 414 
marlikhora (mythical Indian 

beast) 396 
mastigophoros (whip-bearer) 262 
megalopsykhia (greatness of soul, 

lordliness) 820-823, 
1043 

meledon (guardian, caretaker) 201, 
234, 970 

melophorosloi (bodyguard/s) 256, 
261-262, 283,285,300, 309, 331, 
766,865 

meros (region) 741 
mesogeia (inland) 406-407 
misthophoros (mercenary) 341,405, 

784,791,793-795,797-798, 
1035-1037 

see also mercenary 
misthos (military pay) 315, 453, 

728-729 
Mithrakana (feast of Mithra) 96, 

251-253, 281, 676 
monomakhia (single combat) 229-

230,732, 771, 821 
mousourgoi (female musicians) 

277, 293-294 
myropoios (perfume maker) 293 
naos (temple, shrine) 478, 546,915, 

949,981, 1031 
neocore (temple administrator) 474, 

701,844, 954 
nomeus (shepherd) 469, 728 
nomisma (currency) 455 
nomos (department, government) 

49, 64,67, 390,477,931 
nomos (law, regulation, custom) 6, 

95, 133, 192, 227, 245,249,286, 
317,319, 384, 398-399, 510-511, 
519-520.551,589, 669,702,772, 
774,777-778, 822,853,885, 930, 
957 

nomos persikos (Persian custom) 
192, 281,337,398, 470,511, 
519,726,770,821-822,863, 
957, 1022 

see also ddla (OPers.); law (royal); 
lawof the countries; niara(Lyc) 

nolhos (illegitimate [child]) 278, 
337,566, 589-590,629 

didoi (singers) 330 
oikeioi (people of the bouse) 131, 

335,781 
oikonomia (good management) 

389,409,802-803 
oikos (house) 113,256-257,265, 

284, 335, 348, 350, 41 5, 446, 463, 
470, 6?5. 802, 809, 947 

see also bitu (Akk.); house, vith 
(OPers) 

oikoumene see khora 
oinoelhetis (one who strains wine) 

29? 
oinnkhnns (cupbearer) ?76 
dion (egg-shaped cup) 296 
opsopoios (cook) 293 
olakouslai (listeners) 259 
oiisi'a (possessions, property) 595, 

638 
pallakailpallakides (concubines) 

261,277-281, 283-284, 300,336, 
502 

pallakai basilikoi mousourgoi (royal 
concubine-musicians) 283 

pambasileia (absolute monarchy) 
302, 778 

paradeisos (park, paradise) 297,414, 
442-443, 462,943 

see also paradise 
paralia (coastal countries) 406, 

1002 
parapresbeia (ambassadors who 

accept bribes) 312, 669 
parathalassioi, parathalattioi (coastal 

countries) 407,794,1002 
parathalassioi andres (coastal 

troops) 146 
parathalattioi topoi (coastal 

districts) 407 
parathesis (warehouse) 406, 409, 

420, 420, 452,802 
periorismos (boundary markers) 412 
pharetrophoros (quiver-bearer) 112, 

771 
philia (friendship) 316,591,767 

philia kai pistis (friendship and 
loyalty) 324 

philia kai symmakhia (friendship 
and alliance) 689, 766 

see also Friend (title); court title; 
philos (Gk.) 

philobarbaros (friend of the 
barbarians) 7 

philokyros (friend of Cyrus) 86, 852 
philos (friend) 305, 308, 314, 321, 

781,849,923, 1001 
philos niegisihos (first friend) 321 
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philolimia (ambition) 354, 799 
phoinikistes basilehs (royal scribe) 

447, 625, 943, 988 
phoros (tribute) 68-69, 394, 397. 

401,404,406,413,418,459,462, 
491-492. 542, 661,718,728-729, 
957, 978 

hoi phorologoumenoi (tribute-
paying peoples) 394,397,717 

parex tov phorou (separately from 
tlie tribute) 395, 403, 405-
406,416,419.933 

phoroi tou basileos (tlie king's 
tribute) 810,932 

phorologoi (tribute-collectors) 
376,812 

phoros leitourgikos (tribute by 
labor) 401,933 

phorou ateleia (tributary 
exemption) 67, 394, 737 

see also baji (OPers.); baziS 
(Elam.); exemption; gift, royal; 
mandattu (Akk); tribute 

phretre {chn) 18,92 
phroura (garrison) 341,661,711 
phrouros (guard) 234 
phylakelai (guard/s) 67, 91, 234, 

341,371,376,467 
phylaklerion (fort) 362, 375 
phyle (tribe) 109 

see also tribe 
pisagas (leper) 266 
jDte (faithfulness) 272, 324-325, 

780 
pistos (faithful one) 272-273, 312, 

323-325,344,623,774, 789 
pistoles (fidelity) 623 
plethos (people, crowd) 109, 334, 

625,784,788,897 
ploion (transport ship) 759, 818 
polls (city, political community) 

707,767,851 
polydoria (generosity in giving) 305, 

307, 314,316,318, 324,621-622, 
1047 

polyieknia (numerous descendants) 
336 

pompe (procession) 199-200, 918 
pontos (sea tide) 549 
poteniatopoios (beverage-preparer) 

293 
potibazis (distributor of rations in 

kind) 288,458,921,945 
presbytatos (eldest) 519, 521 

see also sons, king's (oldest) 
pretermit (shop) 455 
prokhoides (chamber pot) 296 
protoi (the foremost, princes) 91, 

97, 108-109, 128-129, 259, 322, 
327, 332, 393, 780,870, 898, 925 

pselia (bracelets) 233-234 
pyloroi (doorkeeper, 

gatekeeper) 259-260 
pyratheia (places where the Fire 

bums) 246 

pyrgion, pyrgos (fort) 500, 643 
pyrseia (communication by means of 

fires) 37) 
rhyntakes (Indian bird about tlie size 

of a pigeon) 263 
sagaris (war axes) 195 
sannaltra (Persian-type cup) 296 
sarapis (Median/Persian garment) 

21,701 
satrapeuein (to fulfill the functions of 

a satrap) 562, 642 
sitodeia (famine) 453 
skeptoukhoi (macc-bearcrs) 19), 

259, 271,276, 314 
skopai (lookout posts) 371 
spondai (truce) 591, 642 
stathmos (relays, stopover point, 

station) '234, 357-359, 400, 
739 

stathmos basilikos (royal 
station) 202, 237. 364, 739 

stephanoklopoi (chaplet-wcavcr) 
293 

stigmata basileia (royal marks) 458 
stole basilike (royal robe) 777 
strepta (necklaces) 233-234 
strdtai (one that gets conches ready) 

297 
syennesis (dynastic title) 24, 64, 

498-499,610,625,636.710.889, 
988,990-991. 1013 

syggeners (relatives) 131, 184, 274, 
309-311,326,623-624,626,670, 
781-782, 1001 

see also cognati; propinquii (Lat.) 
syllogos (place of assembly) 341, 

411,599,741,748-750,821,901, 
954,979, 1024, 1026 

see also handaisa (OPers.); hndyz 
(Aram.) 

symmakhia (alliance) 533-534, 
574,581,592,625,683,746-747, 
767,784,794,987, 1036 

symmakhos (ally) 196, 611, 640, 
766, 794-796, 1035-1036 

symposion (drinking banquet) 264, 
284,292, 297, 308 

synagonisthai (to fight alongside [the 
king]) 309 

syndeipnos (invited guest) 271,308, 
314,335 

syntaxis (military levy) 418 
syssitos (Tablemate) 308 
tage (crown lands) 419-421, 452, 

470,751,811,933,936,946-947 
lechnitai (specialists) 245, 362, 434 
lemenos (sanctuary) 415, 548,702 
teras (miracle) 238-239 
lerminlhos (pistachio nut) 328, 

924 
tetrapyrgia (fortification with four 

corner towers) 500, 705, 954, 
1010 

therapeia (service) 262, 279 
therapontes (servants) 259, 327 

thesaurophylax (treasury guard) see 
ganzabara (OPers.); gazophylax 

thesauros (storehouse, treasury) 
364, 406, 409, 429, 452, 802 

thymialerion (censer) 294, 296 
thyroros (doorkeeper) 271, 276 
timelai (honors) 262, 270, 307, 311, 

317, 326, 349, 623,780, 820, 843 
tisigites (type of vase) 294 
toreumata (embossed vessels) 296 
tragelaphos (drinking vessel in the 

form of a goat-stag?) 296 
Irophe (supplies) 341,405,419,595, 

794-795, 946 
tryphe (luxury) 83, 202, 283, 288, 

290, 299-301, 469,672, 760, 787, 
836,841,922, 1034 

tykta (royal Persian banquet) 319, 
924, 959 

lyrsis (tower) 500, 643 
xenos (foreigner, guest) 200, 318, 

349,705,784, 788, 793, 797-798, 
1036 

xiphos (double-edged sword) 799 
xoana (religious statues) 677 
xysta (lance) 799 

Hebrew 
midda (tribute) 810 
middat haimnelek (royal tribute, 

king's tax) 406 
JiaW (pi. ne'arim; young people) 

924 
pardes lammelek (royal paradise) 

492 
pelek (districts) 585, 977 

Iranian 
anairya (non-Iranian) 181 

see also enarees (Gk) 
(amah (royal radiance) 248 
hazarapaliS (commander of a 

thousand) 222,258,588,913 
see also azabariies (Gk.), azara-

pateis (Gk.); chiliarch 
UrMa (prince) 47, 884 

Latin 
aglaophotis (type of herb) 267 
agri (fields) 851 
amicitia (friendship) 699 
aw (citadel) 194 
caslellum (fortress) 661, 711, 895 
cognali (relatives) 184, 310, 780-

781 
see also relatives of the king, 

syggeneis (Gk.) 
domus purpvrati (princely 

house) 783 
ergastule (slave workshop) 434, 458 
fides (having sworn an oath) 324-

325, 834 
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fcedus (treaty of alliance) 664 
gangabas (porter) 256, 296, 918. 

940 
gazalae (treasure) 258 
gens (country-people) 18, 468,736, 

85! 
see also dahyulava (OPcrs.); ethnos 

(Gk.) 
hortus (garden) 201, 234 

see also paradise 
imperium (territorial 

dominion) 748,770 
iter campesire (road through the 

plain) 375,733 
nobilis, nobilitas (noble, 

nobility) 184,310,331,334, 
780-781 

oppidum (stronghold) 737 
praefeclus (governor) 467, 564,728, 

736,767.98S 
princeps (great, prince) 128, 740, 

780-781.898 
princeps purparatorum (first among 

those who wear tlie purple) 
780 

prodilor (traitor) 843, 849 
see also treason 

propinquii (relatives) 310, 781 
provincia (province) 711, 767 
pttrpurati (dignitaries) 656 
regulus (petty king, kinglet) 754 
theangelis (type of herb) 267 
theoinbrotion (type of herb) 267 
tributum/a (tribute) 194,728 
vi'o militaris (military road) 360, 

739, 743, 928 

Lycian 
mara (regulation, law) 709, 957, 

1012 
maraza (arbitrator?) 957, 978 

Middle Persian 
Sbahan Shah Eran (king of kings of 

tlie Aryans) 181 

Old Persian 
amata (noble) 331,925 
anuSiya (partisan, supporter) 108, 

130,902 
apadana (audience hall) 165-166, 

168-170, 174, 176, 178,205,216, 
218, 221,223,567,573, 591,675-
676, 743,908,912, 970, 1029 

arika (faithless) 128,551 
arstain (justice) 302 

arStibara (spear-bearer) 108, 113, 
214,880 

see also doryphoros (Gk.) 
arta (order, truth) 126, 138, 330, 

511,550, 570, 874,900,929 
artaca brazmaniya (according to the 

ritual) 550-551, 965 
artava (blessed) 550-551, 900, 965 
arya (Aryan) 126,180-182,909 
ayadana (sanctuary) 93, 103 
ayauda (unrest) 550 
baga (god) 94, 676 
baji (the king's portion, tribute) 

125, 178, 185, 404, 470,511,542, 
550, 942 

bandaka (liegeman) 65, 125, 127, 
178, 324-325, 327, 329,336, 340, 
352,354,491,508,623,644.772, 
890,902, 924, 1019 

iu/ni (land) 1, 179, 183,415,909 
dahyu (people-country, pi. dahyava) 

1. 1 16. 174 176, 177 187, 185, 
197,241,393,410, 445, 448,466, 
471,738,909,931, 1023 

see also ethnos (Gk.) 
daiva (demons/false gods) 128, 517, 

541-543.550-553,679,958,965 
data (law, regulation) 125,178,425, 

468,510-511,550,552,900,957, 
999,1011-1012 

dida (fortress) 66, 444, 738 
drauga (lie, revolt) 99, 105, 126, 

128, 138, 182, 241,874,900, 929 
duSiyara (bad year, famine) 241 
hadiS (palace) 591,967 
haina (enemy arm)') 241 
hamiciya (revolt) 552,966 
haumavarga (fraoma-drinker) 173 
kara (population, army) 19, 103-

104,878 
kars (unit of weight) 414-415, 449, 

456, 607 
mana (family) 18 
maniya (household servant) 103 
marika (subject) 212 
martiya (man/warrior) 182 
mathista (the greatest) 432,519-

520, 524, 959 
siyata (happy, serene) 550 
Siyati (happiness) 198, 241, 551, 

965 
skaulhi (the weak) 331, 333, 552 
lauma (lineage) 110,130 
lunavant (the powerful) 331, 333, 

552 
vacabaru (bearer of the bow) 214, 

898 
vazraka (great) 546, 982 

vith (house) 18, 103-104, 110, 113, 
182,213,225,302,445-446, 463, 
465, 471, 959 

xfaca (kingdom) 183 
yaud (agitation) 552, 966 
zttfi Sarri (the king's portion) 421, 

942 

O U Persian (reconstructed on the 
basis of loanwords) 

astddana (ossuary) 895 
aihravan (priest) 916 
athravapati- (?) 249 
alrvasa (guardian of tlie fire) 249 
azata (noble) 331, 925 
azdakara (inspector) 449,931 
baga- (lot, portion) 413, 417 
dasna (gift, offering) 417-418, 945 
databara (judge) 468,510, 957, 

999 
dathapati (leader of ten) 4? 1 
drnabaziS([month] of baziion the 

harvest) 470,947 
framanakara (foreman) 431,450-

451 
frataraka (governor) 342, 472. 743 
gania (treasure) 256,428,441, 

450-451,462,736,918,940 
ganiabara (treasurer) 67, 166,413, 

428-429,433,462,467,485,719, 
848, 940 

garda (laborer) 426, 433, 456-458, 
944 

gavsaka (consultant, inspector) 
344, 472 

grda (house) 426 
hamarakara (archivist-accountant) 

451,943 
handaisa (calling up of troops) 599, 

749,1026 
karahmara (register) 413 
krmivaka (craftsman) 429 
paradaida (paradise, garden) 442 
pati (leader, chief) 426, 450 
palikara-kara (sculptor) 457 
saiapati (leader of a hundred) 431 

upa-ganzabara (subtreasurer) 428, 
433 

upa-yaia (fees) 413,440 
vardana-pati (chief of the town) 

485,950 
visa-pulhra (son of the house) 520, 

958 
viyatika (sealed document) 364 
zantu (tribe) 18, 878 
zantupali (tribal chieftain) 18 
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accession, royal 
Artaxerxes I 320, 348,564-567, 

569-570,577,591,774-776. 
970-972 

Artaxerxes II 523-524,612,615-
616,619,986-987 

Artaxerxes III 664, 666, 668, 681-
682, 774. 776, 1003 

Artaxerxes IV 690, 775, 1033 
Artaxerxes V 745-746, 866,871 
Bardiya (Gaumata) 98-105 
Cambyses 92,437 
Cyrus II 13,23,27 
Darius I 7,64,68,75,98-100, 

107-114, 128, 132, 137, 139-
140,150, 159,217, 303,517, 
323,484,518-519,774,898-
903,951 

Darius II 136,588-591,598,772, 
774,899,978,982 

Darius III 227,370,657,693,696, 
714,732, 769-779,818, 837, 
1033 

Xerxes I 518-525,543,550,775, 
902,919,960 

Xerxes II 588 
acclimation 

acclimatizing 83, 238, 492 
zoological 201-202 

accountant, account 75,422, 424-
425,430,439,441,446,449-451, 
457, 465, 468-470,481, 595, 602, 
706,873,940,946 

see also inventory 
acculturation I, 20-21, 82-84, 208, 

486, 508, 707,757,874, 949, 1010 
acropolis 148,341, 535,656,670, 

705-706,748,763,825,997,1015 
ofAthens 158,208,542,549,554, 

912,974 
of Susa 165-166,409,554, 1023 
see also akra 

administration 
royal 27, 74, 95, 238, 242, 246, 

258, 288.290,314-315,333, 
338, 351, 353, 375, 385, 399, 
401,405,412,419,421-471, 
496,506,668,735,752,806, 
808-810,812, 891,934,938-
947,956,971, 1039 

satrapal 49,76,401-402,406, 
412,447-449,453,472,482, 
485, 508,511,678, 707,719-
720, 742,811,893,953, 981, 
1039 

administrative worker 351,422, 
424, 428, 432-433,438,440-442, 
941 

admiral 81,339,353,382,490,581, 
600, 636-637.645, 648,653,759, 
832 

agate 246,267 
agriculture 2, 39, 88, 104, 233-234, 

341,439-442, 469,705,717,729, 
731,734,759,805,808,878,930, 
942, 1019 

alfalfa 420, 1023 
alliance 323, 528, 531, 533-534, 

574,581,592,599,618,625,632, 
642,644,647-648,650,664,689-
690,699,766,794, 831,857,869, 
987 

see also symmdkliia 
altar 47,159,189,240,243,245,247, 

311, 482,544,603,670,677,703, 
712,853,915-916,992, 1014 

fire altar 170,185, 188,211,245, 
249-251,913,916 

ambassador, embassy 35-36, 145, 
453-454, 532, 574,648,653.658, 
666,913,953 

between Darius III and 
Alexander 833-840 

sent by the Great King 101, 373, 
577, 581-582, 655,690, 1045-
1046 

sent to Alexander 193-194,373, 
698,728,855,857,910, 1019, 
1047 

sent to Hie Great King 192, 236, 
255, 258-259, 307,312,315, 
321,349,368, 377,382-383, 
491, 509,557,579-582, 592-
593, 600,637,643,646-647, 
655,664,669,690,699,826, 
934,972,974,995 

amber 259 
amethyst 246 
ammonia salt 396 
animal husbandry 15, 18-20, 39, 

104, 420, 426,439-442, 506,705, 
729,731, 757,940 

antelope 195 
apartments, royal 257-258, 263, 

275,285 
appeal, right of 75, 345, 495 
apple 286,291,921 
arbitration 194, 494^496, 605, 646, 

953 
arbiter 150,646,656,957,978 

archery 14,609 
archer 40,74,102,160,212-214, 

261,329, 362,408, 482, 503, 
536,608,610,629,710,715, 
733,800,851,865,891,935, 
961, 1013, 1037 

arrow 97, 195, 536-537, 572, 598, 
667,681,902 

the kings arrow 213-214, 225, 
232,610,837 

bow 19,46,90,175,197,231,285, 
328, 379, 478, 536-537. 1038 

the king's bow 90,94.101,113, 
124, 131, 187.211,213-214, 
218, 225, 227. 230, 232,607, 
610,667,837,913,973 

see also estate, military (bow 
estate) 

architecture 26, 85-88, 1027 
architect 78,207,363,535,1023 
see also construction, royal; 

construction site; palace 
archive 

Persian historical 6 
private 9,71-72,75,80,458,543, 

569, 588. 599-601,724,753, 
891.897,919,933,951,962-
963,966-967,973,980, 1029, 
1039 

royal 6,8,21,46,84-85,169,198, 
4)4, 422-424, 429, 431,433, 
458,460, 468, 488, 492, 578, 
738,743, 753,889, 928,935, 
938-939,941, 1029 

satrapal 6,66,71, 80,365,392, 
412,447-448,451,496,560, 
750,753,935 

temple 71-73,80, 380,484,891, 
929,966, 1018, 1029 

see also basilikai diptherai; 
karamarm Sa sarri 

ardab 286-288,413-414,603.935 
aristocracy 33, 60, 80, 83, 698, 740, 

742, 750 
Lydian 65 
Persian 65,82,91,93,97-98,100, 

103-105, 108-109, 114, 128-
137, 170, 183, 186, 247,282, 
285, 308-309,322-338, 352-
354, 485, 541, 566, 572, 577, 
588, 609, 624, 644, 667, 703, 
705, 724, 774, 778-783,795, 
813,822, 834,845,874,876, 
896-899,901,925,932. 1034. 
1040 

and Alexander 834, 843-852, 
866,869-871,983,1046-
1047 

see also class (dominant 
socioethnic); aristocratic 
families 

aristocratic families 82, 93, 100, 
104, 108-109, 121.128-137,213, 
265, 282,285, 297-298, 326, 333-

1180 
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33-1, 336, 352,468, 470,516,520, 
569,589-590,736, 782,874,898-
899, 1025 

of the Seven 108-114, 121, 128-
137, 260, 275, 320,496, 565-
566, 736, 743, 782-783, 789, 
894,898-899,901-903 

armor 536-537, 564, 598 
arms-bearer, royal 108, 110, 112, 

131, 137,211,214,218,310-311, 
771,902 

army 13,18-20,23,25,27,35,37, 
101, 103-104, 114, 116, 118-121, 
153,182, 207,241,364, 372-374 

Assyrian 1035 
Babylonian 42,883 
civic 785,788 
counting of 197,693,765,796 
Egyptian 51-54,574,664 
Hellenistic 1038 
Lydian 35 
Macedonian 193,298.360.363. 

375,454,694,726, 728,750, 
774,787-789,817-819, 827, 
835,842, 844, 846-847,850, 
867 

Median 31-32,119 
Persian royal 31-32,34-35,40-

42,48,62,67,74,95, 114-119, 
121, 127, 131, 140, 142-144. 
148, 156-157, 160-161, 183-
184, 187, 191, 193.195-199, 
227-228, 237, 239, 242-243, 
247,261.271,279,288, 293, 
301,304-305,310,314, 316-
317,320-321,328, 331-334, 
338-339, 343, 351, 353, 358, 
360, 362,368, 372, 395-396, 
402,404-405,411,419,454-
455,497-498, 505-506, 509, 
519, 524-525,527-531, 534. 
537-540,549, 555, 564-565, 
574,576,579, 582,590-591, 
598-599, 619-620, 624-635, 
649,652,654-655,660,662, 
666,674, 681-687,693, 729, 
740, 747, 759, 765-766, 783-
800,810,819, 821,825-828, 
830-831,834-835,840,842, 
851-852,864-865,867,974-
975, 979-980,987-989, 992, 
998, 1024, 1028, 1034-1038 

satrapal 65,118,141,143,155, 
340-343, 581,594-595,642, 
674.784,791-796,798,818, 
867, 1035-1036, 1043 

see also colonist, colony, military 
colonization; mobilization; 
troop assembly 

aromatics 45,201,243,257, 291. 
299,717 

arsenal 382,384,500,710,953 
see also base, naval; dockj'ard; 

shipyard 
arsenic 414,450,760 

art 40, 124, 126 
Achaemenid 6, 124, 171, 185, 

204-205, 208,210,217,285, 
503, 510, 608, 671-672,873, 
913,915,920, 1022 

Greco-Persian 84, 208, 299, 502, 
698-699,714-716, 723, 743, 
757,954. 1009, 1021, 1025, 
1028 

Median 26,880 
see also iconography (Achae

menid); relief; stela 
Artaioi, Persians as 551, 900, 924 
artavanite 551,900 
artists, royal 127,186,226.231-232, 

293-294, 434, 921 
see also architecture (architect) 

asphalt 380,628 
assassination of a king 227,264,268, 

270,278, 515-516. 542,563-567, 
574, 588, 688, 690,769-770,772-
776.801.865-866.894. 899.970-
971, 1033 

assembly point see s)'llogos 
Assyrian annals 22, 26 
Assyrian Empire 13, 17, 21-22, 27, 

877,879, 1031 
see also continuities/adaptation 

astrology 725 
asylum, place of 702-704 
Athenian tributary system 199, 556, 

558, 583,699,911,931,953,967, 
974-975 

attribution of lands 936, 1026 
see also conccssion(aiie), of land; 

gift, royal (of land) 
audience 

among the dynasts 
scene 672,996 

dynastic 

scene 671-672,968,996 
royal 26,92, 101,131,174,194, 

205, 222, 256-262, 275, 299, 
301,416,509,918 

scene 285,503,573, 912,955, 
983 

satrapal 222, 346-347, 416, 475, 
926 

see also relief (audience) 
autonomy 64, 144, 156, 285, 377, 

488,495,497,506,511,533, 582, 
584,586,609,635,637,649,655, 
702,717,729-730, 742, 747,757, 
761,768, 929,953,966, 1027 

Avesta 93-94,180-181,239,245, 
251,894 

axe 19, 175,180,195,214,218,237, 
362, 995 

Babylonian business firm 71-72, 
88, 377, 406, 485, 569, 588, 598, 
600, 740, 882, 933, 980 

I louse of Egibi 381 
Babylonization 725,863,1001, 

1021 

baggage 256, 293, 644, 782, 850, 
1019 

baker 288,292,297,347,441 
baksheesh (bribe) 313,604 
bandit, banditry 2-3, 15, 18, 329, 

494,694,729, 788, 1020 
banquet 15, 83, 184, 236, 246-247, 

255-256, 264, 279, 284-286, 293-
294,296.308,311,314-315,318-
319, 331-332, 335-336, 347, 509, 
520-521,884,916,918,921-924, 
959 

see also iconography 
barber 599.919,979-980 
barley 72-73,75,186.240,286-287, 

289,328,372,380-381,398,402, 
440, 448-449,456,461, 499, 603, 
628,861,939,986,1040 

barter 407,933 
base rate [of tax] 389,395,399,401, 

586 
base, naval 153. 157, 497 567, 653. 

710,713,761,889,953,1004 
see also arsenal; dockyard; shipyard 

bath 188, 257, 269, 275-276, 282, 
293, 301,565 

bathing room 256,918 
see also bath 

beard 198,274,503,610,672,914, 
919 

fake 226,268 
bedcover 90,192,297,312,405 
bed, king's 114,236,255,396.516, 

525, 563 
bedroom see quarters, royal 
beer 73,96,246,289,364,398,424-

, 426,432,435,440,455,467-468, 
921,940, 980 

belt 217,325-326, 461,476,624, 
924,946 

Benefactor, king's 6,68, 140, 192, 
235, 303-304, 313, 317, 333, 347-
349, 399, 562, 689.705, 745, 923 

betrayal 43, 321, 325,483,657,660, 
663,666,674,684,848 

see also treason 
bilingualism 722,735 
birthday 286,308,331,335-336, 

520-521.959 
bit (for horse) 224 
bitumen 379-380 
boat 207,362-363,371,374,378-

383, 385. 387,401,418,448-451, 
479, 485, 499,526-527,530, 607, 
640, 686,723,819,824.929,939, 
943, 1020 

boatman 380. 418, 448-450, 456, 
482, 607,929, 943 

bodyguard 66, 256, 259, 261-262, 
276, 298,315, 327,561,564,566, 
865,921 

booty 19, 31,33,41,148,208, 221, 
245,256. 273,296,313,379, 408, 
451,460,541-542,556,638-641, 
644, 661,687,701,750, 788,793-
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794, 801, 803, 857, 864, 887, 890, 
913,962 

see also spoils 
bracelet 175,198,234-235,282, 

305-307,483,504,623 
bread 243, 289, 291, 315. 328-329, 

335, 419 
breastplate 19, 307, 536-537,620, 

800, 961 
bricks 73,168,172,500,628,9)8 

enameled 205,262 
gold 317 

bridge, bridge-builder 142,146, 
190, 198, 206-207, 235, 362-364, 
371,373-376,380,485,517,526, 
528,530-531,534,548-549,621, 
626-627,684,739,834,886,927 

bridle 305, 537 
see also bit 

brigand, brigandage see bandit, 
banditry 

bulla 209, 346, 412, 447, 4SS, 503, 
560, 587,700,926,943,951,955, 
969,973,977, 1016, 102S 

burnt offering (holocaust) 47, 250, 
488,603 

cabal, court 992 
see also court faction 

cadastre 412,461,935,950,1029 
calendar, Persian 20, 241, 281,470, 

910,915,973.999 
camel 175-176, 191,195,201,232, 

256,261, 286, 289, 331, 335, 360-
361,365,378.424,426.440.445, 
454, 464-465, 527,717,930, 1019 

canal 74-75, 86,96, 235, 362, 373-
374, 378-382,384,401,443,461, 
576,694,720-721,745,752-754, 
760,808,892,911,929,988, 1028 

Athos 95,206,348,401,410.454-
455, 528,960 

Nile/Red Sea 140, 174,182,383-
384,401,472,477-479,806, 
904, 929-930, 949, 973, 982 

see also hydraulic works; irrigation; 
inland waterways 

canopy 2)7 
catdainom 328,919 
camclian 172,400 
carpet 90, 206, 222, 286, 296, 300, 

347,747,912,1026 
see also Pazyryk 

carriage see chariot (for travel) 
cash box,royal 73 
cassia 760 
cataphriictary 961 
catapult 54, 763, 906 

projectile 763,906 
cattle 184,189,240,256,263,286, 

289-290, 399,402.422,426, 439, 
441-443,459, 465,732,743 

see also livestock 
cavalry, cavalrymen 195-197, 341, 

343,452,457,499,503, 508. 527, 
588,617,620,623-624,629,633, 

638,640, 642-645, 653, 662, 698-
699,745,794-796,821-823,834, 
865, 996 

Babylonian 189,405,486, 527, 
536, 842, 846,853, 961, 980 

see also estate, military (horse 
estate); j)atru 

Bactrian 39-40, 196,746-747, 
749-750,865-866 

Macedonian 824,834 
Persian 19-20, 62,153-155, 160, 

183-184, 191, 195-197, 280, 
310, 312, 329, 337,343, 368-
369,405, 408,501,508.533, 
536-539, 594-595,597,635, 
643,686,782,785,795-796, 
799,850,865-866,906-907, 
961,974 

Saka/Scythian 40, 196, 536, 538, 
747,819 

cedar see wood 
ccmekiy 95, 376, 507,895,1015 
censer 218, 253,286,294,296,715, 

950,988 
century 342, 433,449-450 

centurion 431 
chamberlain 131,206,274-276, 

314, 324, 564,623-624,898 
chambers see quarters, royal 
chancellery 46, 66, 188, 258, 260, 

418,422,425,430-431,438,447, 
488,491,508,707,753,921,956, 
988 

chancellor 81,447,943 
chariot 96, 175, 184, 246, 284, 296, 

361-362, 365. 375, 457, 527 
for travel 187,224,284, 361,504 
funerary 191,275, 362,522,590 
of gods 184, 187, 223,243,248, 

250-251,331,541,726 
royal 183-185,190-191,197,221, 

223-227,231-232, 250, 262, 
300,310,321,504, 526,607-
608,715,725,780,837,846-
847,862,914,983, 1004,1021 

war 19,75,195,197-198,224, 
312, 361, 375,629,640,800, 
834,1037 

charioteer 184, 188, 190, 223, 226, 
31 1-312, 343, 527, 607 

see also coachman 
chariotry 19 
cheese 192,290 
children, illegitimate 187,278, 337, 

353, 530, 557, 560, 565, 588-590, 
592,615,629,680-681,772,778, 
781,978 

see also nothos; sons, king's 
children, king's 187, 226, 270, 272-

274, 285,293,330,516-517,566, 
589-590, 833, 919, 921 

chiliarch 222-223, 258-259, 262, 
269, 274-275, 277, 327, 340-341, 
566, 572, 588,745,769, 775-777, 
865,911,918,970, 1002, 1005 

chiliarchy 412,459,766,935 

chlamydes (robe) 234 
cinnamon 759-760 
citadel 36, 54, 66-67, 82, 123, 166, 

189-190, 194, 203.236, 279,314, 
316, 325, 340, 342-343,375,467, 
472,488,559. 584-585,597,601, 
617, 640,642-643, 645, 701-702, 
706-707, 711, 714, 738, 747, 749, 
751-752,758,824-825, 843,847-
848,850-851,853,890,895,975, 
1023 

see also stronghold 
city 

Babylonian 64,72,74,411,862, 
931,981 

Cypriot 148,154,489,611,683, 
686 

Greek, of Asia Minor 34-38,51-
52,64,67,83,139-156, 199, 
348,379, 384,409.411,421, 
453, 455, 484. 493-497, 502, 
530, 555-563, 580-583, 597, 
595,599,617,620,626,634-
649,656,664,686,709-710, 
784,795,810-811,817,823-
824,853,856-857, 882-883, 
932,953-955,975,978-979, 
1041,1048 

Phoenician 45.48,64,76.192, 
384,489,652,664,684,828, 
857-858,885,952, 1004, 1014-
1015,1048 

clan 18-20,40,85,92-93,103-104, 
109, 111, 131, 137-138,271,324, 
331-332,353,468,732,947 

class, dominant sociocthnic 77, 82, 
309, 334,350,352, 354, 447,482, 
568, 679, 724, 767, 783 

and Alexander 780,843,869,871, 

874-875 
see also aristocracy (Persian) 

classes, age 328, 1037 
coachman 225 

see also charioteer 
code, law 474,477, 510-511,948, 

957, 982 
coinage, coins 4, 7, 70, 169, (71, 

193,205,307,312, 400,403,406-
410,452,455,469, 583,611,703, 
743,764-765,803-804,868,896, 
919,934-935,981,1029-1031 

Achaemenid 8,70, 204,213, 345, 
408-410,608,615,649,651, 
653,659,661-662,699,701, 
709-710,714-715,802,891, 
913, 923, 934-935,979,986, 
1021-1023 

Athenian 803,934 
Cilician 234, 610,666, 709-7) 1, 

713-714,850,914, 984,987, 
990, 992, 999, 1013 

dynastic 609-610 
in Egypt 409-410,688,983,1005, 

1031 
fractional 1038 
Gaza 275,716,1016 
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of Greek cities 379,406.608,886, 
1038 

Indian 757, 1028, 1031 
M e a n 585,714-715,992,1016, 

1030 
karanic/satrapal 409-410,616, 

666-667,831-832, 845,925, 
935,990-992,994-905,999, 
1008-1009, 1014-1017, 1025, 
1043,1046 

Lycian 505,609,673,709,955, 
968-969,983,996 

Lydian 891 
Phoenician 608,952,983,1030 
revolutionary 906, 993, 1004, 

1008 
Samarian 587,714,916,977, 

1013, 1016, 1030 
Sidonian 489,607-608,713-714, 

952,983,994.1004,1015-1016, 
1048 

Themistocles' 970 
collaboration, policy ol see elite, 

local 
colonist, colony, military 

colonization 66, 143,340, 417-
418, 449-450,472, 533,539,561, 
563, 567, 599,602-603, 643,701, 
719, 737,740,742, 751-754, 759-
760,765,794,796-798,808, 819, 
855,933,950,969, 1009,1035 

see also Elephantine; garrison; 
halru; land allotment, military; 
rations 

colt 96,251,404,407,676 
combat, single 229-230, 565, 567, 

732-733,771,822 
see also duel; monomakhia 

commander 
citadel/garrison 66-67,82,190, 

325, 340-343, 352,472.603, 
712,890,925 

see also phrourarch; rah hayld 
of coastal regions 38, 144, 116, 

340,618,824, 1002 
Commander of a Thousand 222, 

258 
see also chiliarch 

commerce 39,140,150,383,386-
387,399, 407,477,506, 510,583, 
607, 684, 699, 709, 801, 811. 929-
930,934, 1029, 1038, 1041 

see also trade, trader 
communication see letter; postal 

service, royal, road 
company, military 328, 339, 342-

343,405,417,494,507,717,930, 
933 

see also dgal 
compensated military service 979-

980 
competition, dynastic 225-228, 

565,588-590,771,777-778 
see also monomakhia; plot, court, 

propaganda (royal); usurpation 
(usurper) 

concession(aire), of land 73,7 5,80, 
313.320,347-348,380,401.412-
413,417-421,445,460-463,547, 
562-563,578,588,598-602,620, 
718,750,805,810-811,821,870, 
902,923,936,945,950,952,966, 
980, 990, 1015, 1039 

see also attribution of lands; con
fiscation; gift, royal (of land) 

concubine 261,277-284, 312, 336, 
501.565, 588, 644,841,893,920, 
1021 

king's 83,114,187,269,273,280-
284,293,297,299-300,615, 
680, 920 

see also music (musician); pallakai 
confiscation of property/land 76, 

80, 104-105,412,417,419,494, 
496,669,882.897, 1015, 1018 

conscription, military I, 119, 153, 
196, 599,633,731,749-750, 829, 
1043 

Consort, Divine 484, 950 
conspiracy 1, 10,98, 105, 107, 109, 

253,268-269, 272, 274-275, 298-
299,321,352,515,566,588,613, 
660.664,669,680-681,745,769, 
774-776,780,798,824, 865-866, 
871,898-899, 985,995,997 

see also plot, court; revolt; 
usurpation (usurper) 

construction, royal 9,517,695 
Babylon 43, 85, 169-170, 675, 

998, 1018-1019, 1029 
Ecbatana 84,169-170,675,739, 

893, 908 
Egypt 475-476,948 
Naqs-i Rustam 138,170-171, 

210-211 
Pasargadae 13, 20, 85-86, 90, 94, 

169-170.434,894, 1029 
Persepolis 20,86-88,138,168-

169,422,554, 567,573, 591, 
675-676,734-735,894,908, 
967, 972-973, 998, 1022, 1029 

Susa 9,85,138,165-168,260, 
377,524,554, 573.591,675, 
893-894,908, 966, 998 

see a/so king, Persian royalty 
(builder-king) 

construction site 422,426,428-429, 
432, 435-437, 481,734-735,884, 
894, 908, 941,956 

see also construction, royal 
contact, intcrcultural 701-705,724, 

746-747,878,885,954, 1009 
see also acculturation; intercultural 

relations; marriage (mixed) 
contingent, military 19, 23, 25, 35, 

38,48,51,53,55,66-67,77, 106. 
1 13-1 14, 1 18, 122, 135, 143, 154-
155, 157-1 58, 16), 195-197, 303, 
312,316, 342,353,364-365,371, 
395,401,410-411,434,455,488-
490, 498-499, 506, 528-529, 531, 
534,536,538-539,562,574,599, 

616. 620-630, 632-633,636-637, 
642-644, 652,670,683-684,686, 
693,696-698, 705, 710-711, 713, 
719, 728,731,736-737,740-743, 
716-747, 749-750, 754, 756, 762, 
765-767,782,794-800,819-821, 
823,826,828,830,832,834,838, 
810,842,849, 86S-866,871, 876, 
883, 910-911, 961, 988, 1004. 
1009, 1024, 1028, 1035-1036, 
1043 

continuities/adaptation (Achae
menid) 

in Alexander's empire 3,202,257, 
695,719, 732,737,741,746-
747, 750,754,854-857,862, 
869-870,875-876,911-912, 
1007-1008, 1018-1020 

in the Hellenistic kingdoms 3, 
199-200, 243, 245,247,249, 
253,315,371,389, 400,414, 
419,421,455-454,704,743, 
745,753 754,760, 876, 911, 
923^925-926^928^930-933! 
935-936,956,966, 975,985, 
1001-1002, 1007, 1009, 1015, 
1020,1024, 1027-1028, J 051 

continuities/adaptation in the 
Achaemenid Empire 

of Assyro-Babylonian heritage 3, 
8,24,58,70-76,92, 171,268, 
276-277.315,383,413.484, 
504, 549,720-723,726,761, 
766-767.862,873,885,892, 
894,909,911,914-915, 923, 
927-928,950-951,953,956. 
966, 968, 1000-1001, 1020-
1022 

of Bactrian heritage 76, 78-79, 
752-754,892,916, 1027 

of Egyptian heritage 56-59, 66, 
79,171,385,413-414,420,451, 
472,478,484, 549,718,929-
930, 948,964 

of Elamite heritage 20-21, 27, 
78-79,82,85,88,120,165,171, 
873, 878-880 

of Lydian heritage 67,70,83,273, 
400-401,492,703, 1003, 1009 

of Median heritage 14,24-26, 
873,877 

cook, cooking 288-293,921 
copper 383,386, 400, 536,760 
correspondence 8, 66, 154, 414, 

423,508,569,742,765,805,846, 
890,956 

royal service of 258, 369-371, 
384, 842 

corvee 74. 334, 361, 401-402, 459, 
492-493,584-585,721,891,933 

cosmetics 226-227 
couch 254 

banquet 192,247,294,297,301, 
314-315, 347,504,922 

funeral 9C, 94 
king's 257, 282, 288, 469 
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council, the king's 129, 258 
the king's councilor 191,511 

country see dahyu; etbnos; list (of 
countries); iconography (of sub
ject peoples) 

courier, royal 122, 344, 370, 376, 
772, 846, 928 

see also astandes; correspondence 
court 

dynastic 84,201,208,609,925 
royal 6-7,14,16,49.187-188, 

200, 208.255-301,308.345-
347,397,404,503,511,515,577, 
613,681, 783,809, 918-922, 
925-926, 1017 

relocations 33, 85, 184-195, 
256,281,288,290,396,402, 
443,466,469,526-527,731, 
740,783,910,940,972-973 

satrapal 65,84,150,194,208,279, 
345-347, 397,472, 488, 501-
503,563,618, COS, 679,699, 
705,809,926,996 

court faction 271,681,775,849 
court title 110,112,129,247, 259-

260, 274-277, 303-314,319-320, 
347-349,589,772,776,780,920, 
959, 1005 

see also hierarchy (court) 
courtesan 278,613,990 
cow 234, 315, 456 
cowboy 313 

craftsman, craftsmen 21,71,77, 83, 
150, 171-172,364,422,428-431, 
433-437,451,457, 478,502-503. 
506,510,554,573,703,734, 809, 
883,894,908,941,945,980,1026 

cremation 95 
cress 267, 286-287, 329, 1040 
croesids 70, 169. 409, 891 
crown 207, 235, 254, 475,546, 885 

banquet 293,301 
offered to the king 191-194,207, 

396-397,408,853,855 
royal 225,253-254 

crucifixion 575, 577,662 
cultural exchanges see accultura

tion; contact, intcrcullural; ico
nography (Achaemenid) 

cup 192, 246, 264,294-297, 307, 
312,314-315,320,347, 402,548, 
921 

royal 264,296,301,769,775 
cupbearer 276, 292, 297, 347 

the king's cupbearer 15, 82,92, 
97,259,264,310-311,918,977 

customs (duty, tax) 51, 384-387, 
399,492, 578,584,595,764,804, 
886, 930, 1031 

see also toll 
cypress ' see wood; tree 

dairy products 290,293,921 
dais 217,221,226 
dance 184,252-253,330,788 

dancer 294,434,921 

daric 307,317-318, 392,401,408-
409,649,934-935,953, 1023 

date 72-75,96,169,192,201,238, 
291, 380, 427,443-444, 980, 1040 

daughter, king's 15, 24,93, 132, 
134-136,139, 278, 309,320,336-
337, 339, 350, 516, 518, 561,565. 
577, 589,613,615,631,644,781-
782,833,836,838-839,879,896, 
901,906,919-920,986, 998, 
1044,1046 

decadence 2,7,10,13-14,23,50, 
83,186, 262,268,270, 288,291, 
296,325,515,517-518, 535, 554, 
599,613,675,696,768,783,787-
789,793,800,813,866,875,886, 
921,958,968,974,979,992, 
1007-1008, 1020-1022, 1034, 
1049 

decury 342,433 
decurion 43) 

dcRcshing of corpses 94,1027 
delivery to the palace 21,73,891 
demographic, demography 337, 

352,435-437,540,733,892,941, 
961, 1022, 1038 

deportation 
of communities 45, 48, 88, 141, 

144, 150,158, 166, 179-180, 
394, 433-435, 458, 494, 505-
506,673,685,713,725,735, 
751,759,761,883,885,941, 
955-956, 1004,1019 

of divine statues 40-41, 48,56, 

544, 549,859, SS5-886 
of individuals 434,689,718,742, 

759, 894,955, 1028 
see also exile, exiles 

deposit, foundation 169-171, 178 
depot 372,409,444,454,528 

see also strategic reserve 
devotion due to the king 128, 270-

271,309.311,316.323, 326, 353, 
622-623,625,857 

see also eunoia 
diadem 124,217,239,303,309,408, 

475, 504, 622, 863, 936, 1030, 
1050 

Diadochi 134,187,371,373,389, 
452,696,703,713,738,743,745-
746, 800, 864,871,876,975, 
1001, 1017, 1046, 1050 

dinner, the king's 231, 237, 252, 
264,277,283, 286-294,308.311, 
102-103, 665 

see also deipnon; syndeipnos; royal 
table 

disbursement see exagogitna; 
receipt and disbursement at 
warehouses 

distribution, royal 287-288, 292, 
335, 803 

see also gift, royal; redistribution, 
royal 

district 
military 411,459,749-751,766, 

935, 1026 
see also syllogos 

tribute 141,185,390-395,411, 
445, 487, 706, 730, 738, 742, 
766,935,939, 942, 1011 

see also chiliarchy 
diviner, divination 96, 348, 547-

548,609,722,863 
dockyard 449-450,943 

see also arsenal; base, naval; 
shipyard 

dog 15.83.94-95.239,255,298-
299, 405,464, 503,527,604,757, 
798,922,989, 1028 

donkey 195,286,331,335,374, 
379-380,717,930, 952 

dowry 833, 838-839, 881, 947, 1044 
dromedary 175-176, 191, 201,360-

361,847 
drunkenness 252-253,277,295,916 
duel 230, 519, 733, 822 

see ahn cnmliat, single; 
mononiakhia 

Dynastic Prophecy 863-864, 876, 
883-884 

dynast, local ruler 1, 9, 36, 64, 77, 
115,194,198,201,208.334, 376-
378,411,475, 489, 493, 497-498, 
504-505, 559-560, 575-576, 583, 
587,597,608-611,619,642,644, 
646-648,650-651,662,668-673, 
688, 706-707, 711,743,756,765-
768,812,859,887,890,953,955, 
968,978,983-984.987,992,994-
997,999, 1008, 10)2,1014-1015, 
1032,1044 

eagle 111,242,330,899,1021-1022 
Eanna 71-76,380, 383,458,484, 

883,891-892.920,929,950,966 
earth and water 145, 157, 402,528, 

960 
Ebabbar 73,342,891,950,966, 

1020 
ebony see wood 
eclipse 243,245 
economy 

royal 88, 389-390, 419,152,455-
456, 470-471,735,737,802, 
804,875,938 

satrapal 389, 394, 400, 805, 875, 
930 

tribute 415,1038-1040 
education 

Persian 7,11,50,267,271,278, 
285, 297-298, 327-330,333, 
337, 317, 352, 517, 521-523, 
539,616, 799-800, 877,891, 
919, 921-925, 1037 

see also rite of passage 
Elamite tablet 17 

Category E 95, 242, 895, 945 
Category J 290,921,932-933, 942 
Category Kl 95,242,895 
Category Q 290, 357, 364-365, 

370, 422-423, 430, 448, 717, 
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927-928, 939, 943 
from Armenia 743,763-764,943, 

1025,1030-1031 
from Fribourg 939, 1032 
from Kandahar 744, 753,763-

761,943, 1031 
from Persepolis 4,8,21,77,86, 

88,95-96, 136, 169-171, 185, 
201,205,233,246, 248-249, 
251, 255, 285,288. 310, 313, 
315, 333-334. 350, 358, 361, 
377,390, 392,397,408,414, 
422-471,489,505,510.518, 
554, 560,573,723,726,734, 
743,754, 760,804, 806,851, 
878,893-894,903,905-906, 
910,915-916,922.924,926, 
938-939, 943.945,973,999, 
1023,1025.1027-1029 

elcctrum 400 
elephant 68,175,191,193,201, 

395. 426. 680, 756-757, 800, 940, 
1001, 1028, 1037 

elite, local 
and Alexander 694,721,750.757, 

848,852-864,868-870,875, 
1045,1048-1050 

and Persian authority 33,43-49, 
53, 57-61,70-72,76-77,79-84, 
120,152, 349-352,354,447, 
473-484,724, 740,750,765, 
811-813,843,848.852-854. 
856,862-863,868-871.874-
875,888,892-893,949-950, 
1048-1050 

embalming 56-57, 479, 482,5 22, 
959 

endogamy 93, 132, 336, 520, 590, 
778,947 

entrance, royal 42-44, 48, 54, 75, 
189-191. 200, 349,545,693-694, 
823. 845, 847, 853-854, 862-863, 
884,910,962,1048 

eparchy 393,717,738,766.1017, 
1023 

see also province 
cschatology 550-551,688,965 
estate 21,75,104,201,255,303, 

335, 339,348,364,390, 400,405, 
413,418,421,427,440-446,457-
463, 466-467, 470, 485-486, 500, 
562,578,585,588,597-598,602, 
604-605, 635,637.643, 698, 705, 
737,802,805,809,845,892,897, 
932,936,943,945-946,950,978, 
990-991, 1039 

estate, military 75, 598 
bow estate 75,104,461,599 
chariot estate 75, 104, 343 
band estate 75-76 
horse estate 75, 343. 486, 598 
see also bit; hatru; land allotment, 

military 
Eucrgeles 68 

see also Benefactor 
eunuch 7, 14,91,95,98-100, 113, 

129, 187,200, 226, 247,259-260, 
268-277, 279-284, 299-300, 303 
306, 308,320,391,404,437, 502 
505, 515, 521-522, 527, 564-565, 
613,681,723,726,769-770,774-
776,779,835,841,863,886,893, 
919-920,977 

Euphratometer 1020 
execution 24, 59, 88, 91, 97-102, 

105, 113-115, 117, 121-123, 125, 
131,139-140, 154,238, 268,315, 
323,338,365,409, 564, 576.589, 
591,613,615-616,623-624,644, 
683-684,741,746,774,778,781, 
850, 899,904, 982,997 

see also punishment, roya); torture 
exemption 

fiscal/tributary 50,67-68, 101, 
105-106, 134, 181, 183, 394-
399, 402, 404-405, 463, 584, 
668,709,716,737,808,8)0, 
812.850,853, 856,864,887, 
890-891,897, Vsu, V32-933, 
953, 1023 

military 68, 105-106.318,338, 
418, 584,812,897 

exile, exiles 38,46,146,149,153, 
266,320,348-349,352,365,369, 
506, 525, 529, 534, 549, 563, 575, 
577,579-581, 588,591,613,617-
618,620,626,682,688,697,699, 
742,759, 827,829, 831,845,855, 
885, 969, 1003-1004, 1023, 
1027 

see also deportation 
expenditure, roya! 236, 389, 455, 

595,791,802-803,933,978, 981 
Eye of the king 304-305. 343-344, 

627 
Eyes and liars of the king 26, 259, 

344 

Faithful (king's), faithfulness 112, 
235,268,270-272,316,324-354, 
491,541,623, 626,633,666,770, 
789,798,803,811,834,839,842-
852,865-866,924-925,989, 
)045-)048 

farm, tenant farming 289,441-442, 
445-446,459,461-462,485,499, 
601,942,980 

favor, royal 267, 275, 306-309, 311-
312, 319, 322-323, 326, 331-335, 
338,347, 349-350,463, 564, 572, 
578, 594, 634, 660,674,780,782, 
789, 821, 849, 923 

see also kharis 
fees 398,441,486,729,932 

taxes 413 
see also requisitions; taxes; tribute 

ferme generale 73-75, 484, 891 
fig 96,200,291,444,456,523 
finances, royal 67, 256, 595-596 
Firdawsi 272, 877, 959 
fire, sacred 93, 188, 239,242, 246, 

248-250,522,677,712,726,895, 

915-916,998 
guardian of 249 
see also altar (lire); temple (of fire) 

fiscal assessment 226,721,942 
see also fees; tax; tribute 

fish 186, 207, 283-284,289-290, 
346,391,404,419-420,454, 461-
462,697,704, 760, 921, 936 

fishing 202 
fleet 

Achaemenid 37,70,77,105,142-
143, 153-160, 196-198, 304, 
312,339,405, 411.479, 490, 
497-499, 527-533, 556, 562, 
574, 577,579, 581,5 92, 594, 
597, 625-626, 636, 645-646, 
649, 652-653 

Athenian 574,577,579,609 
Carian 411,498 
Cilician 155.498,636 
Cypriot 155, 489, 498 
Egyptian 51, 53-54, 81, 155, 576 
Ionian 37, 148, 153-156 
Lacedaemonian 592, 645 
Lycian 498 
Phoenician 155,196,489-497, 

581, 593-594, 596, 599,607, 
636 

Spartan 53, 645 
flock 130,202,303,328,424, 439, 

446, 458, 464, 466,728, 810,942 
see also herd 

flour 96, 157, 240, 286-287, 290, 
365, 372, 404,425-426,430.432, 
435,442.454.464-465, 486,628, 
895 

fly-whisk bearer 89, 503 
fodder 360,443,628,658,683-684, 

812 
food and diet 200, 263,286-293, 

329, 923 
footstool, the king's 217, 221, 223, 

300,469,503,541,544,9)3, 
946 

footstool-bearer 221, 223 
ford 374,376,622,1015 
foreman 431, 434, 450-451, 457, 

459 
forest 15,297,420-421,444,500, 

594,713,936 
fortress 37, 40, 55, 66, 86,107, 113-

114, 153, 166, 168, 342,416-417, 
428, 430, 433,444,450,456,467, 
472, 500, 574, 5S7, 603, 605, 607, 
640,661,665,688,728,736.738, 
745, 752, 767, 886, 932,940-941, 
1027, 1031 

see also ultra; arx; byrt'; birtu; 
citadel; dida; halmarris; 

khorion; teirapyrgia; tyrsis 
founder legend see legend 
Friend (title) 129,187,193.252, 

281,287.308,311,314,321-322, 
327,572. 579, 621,623,631,662, 
772,774,776,780, 789,839,849, 
866,870, 1001 
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funeral 56-57,95. 191,238, 362, 
779,931 

royal funeral 50, 275, 522-523, 
590,836,896,959 

funerary rites, Persian 94-95, 238-
239, 509, 895 

furniture, royal 257-258, 288, 294, 
423,844,918,1047 

garden 78,83.86,201-202,234, 
414,442-443,462,492,892,894, 
911,943, 1039 

Hanging Gardens 879 
see also king, Persian royalty 

(gardener-king); paradise 
garrison 34,36,38,40,54-55,66-

67,76,78,145,157.190,195,275, 
304,319,340-343,352,375-376, 
384, 391, 405, 418, 448-449, 456, 
467,472-473,481,489,491,497, 
499-500,506-507, 555-557, 574, 
576,581.584.586.593-594,603-
604,607,635,643-645,661,697, 
701.711-712,716-717,730,740, 
751-753,762,785,789,793-794, 
796-797,823-825,827-829,832, 
843.847,850,855-856,858,867, 
890,925,928,930,933,948.953, 
956,983, 1014, 1017, 1029, 1035 

gatekeeper 91,113, 131,260-261, 
271,276, 342 

gate, on the road 358-360, 374-
376, 378, 927-928 

gate, palace 86, 123, 140, 166, 168, 
205,216,218.259-260,303,326-
327,329, 346-347,416,475, 554, 
918,964,1029 

gazelle 286 
genealogy 18, 1 1 1. 133-135,481. 

489.736,902,993, 1016 
royal 6,16-17,92,110,127-128, 

550, 566, 877. 898 
see also legend (founder) 

gift-bearer 174-178, 567, 676 
gift made to the king 189-195, 318, 

394-399,407-408,470-471,486, 
511,526,668.687,748.754, 803, 
846,890,932,941-942,990 

by individuals 140,192,235,395-
396, 401,442. 668, 853 

by peoples 54,67-70,174-175, 
183-186, 191-194,273.394-
399, 402,407,621,716, 761, 
853, 1019 

gift, royal 6.32,38,133-134,137, 
140.184-185,199,234,240,265, 
271, 302-320, 398,408,469.483, 
498,530,555.560,623, 625,631, 
669,674,728,731-734,742,771, 
802-803, 869,923-924,932,934, 
951, 1037 

of clothing 234-235, 305-307, 
318,349,923 

of jewels 234-235,305-307,318. 
349, 482 

of land 6,60,105,134,155,159, 

313, 319, 348,413-414,417-
419,421,443,445,460^163, 
470,483, 490,562, 588-589, 
598-602,704,713,750-751, 
805, 902.936-937,945-946, 
969, 1015, 1044 

of towns 348, 350,419-420,483, 
561-563,618,751,856, 882, 
950,969-970,975,979 

girdle see belt 
glyptic 90,205 
goat 15,18,73,83,286,290,331, 

374, 399, 439-440, 466, 603, 729 
gold 31, 37, 56, 68,172,234, 240, 

257,261, 280, 296-297,307,313, 
320, 348, 368, 385, 394-395, 397, 
400-401,408-409,479, 532,631, 
640,687,759,802-803,844,913, 
934,998, 1038 

golden plane (sycamore) tree 193, 
234-236 

Golden Vine 205, 235-236, 300. 
396,914 

goldsmith 408,429-430, 436, 703, 
940-941 

goldsmithery 205, 503, 955 
goose 286,289,314 
governor 37,41-42, 45, 47, 49, 52, 

60,64-66,71,74,76,81,112,122, 
133,146,157,226, 233,293, 313-
314,316,321,324, 341-342,346, 
392, 403, 409,411,447,467,472, 
474-475,481-482,484-485,487-
488,49M92,494,497, 506, 510, 
524,544,546,548,555,560,578, 
584-587,601-605,614,623,626-
627,635,642,645-646, 656,662, 
668, 675,683, 698,707,709,712, 
714,716,736,747,758,761.767, 
781,805,829, 845,847, 850,855, 
858,861,886-887,905,911,926, 
951-952,977,982,986,988,1002, 
1005,1032 

see also fralaraka; hyparkhos; peha, 
pifratu 

governor's bread 403, 487, 585, 810 
grain 72-73,96, 157, 242, 246, 289, 

333,379-380, 402, 412, 424-427, 
429-432,435-436,438-440,445-
446,448,455-456,459,465-467, 
506, 529-530,607, 628, 743, 939, 
942,944,968,971 

granary 449,603,605,706,861 
grand vizier 258 
Greek tyrant 52-53, 65, 83. 139-

140, 142-144, 146, 148, 150-153, 
155-156, 159-160,265,300, 312, 
348, 350,369,496-497, 532-533, 
561. 564,626, 688-689.699,768, 
788.817,832.855-857,905, 1025 

griffin 232,504-505,912, 914 
grove 

planted 201,233,238,739 
sacred 86, 192, 238-239, 443, 498 

guard 113,122,217,234-235, 255, 
268,298,340-341,346,369,433, 

467,564, 788,830, 1013 
of a bridge 485 
roadway 369,371 
royal 25-26, 170, 184-185, 188, 

218, 222-223, 228, 256-257, 
261-262, 272, 31 1. 323, 333, 
441,650, 847 

satrapal 122 
guide 139,153,239,360,375,632, 

686-687,758,860 

hair 198,226,282,299,369,397, 
406-407,572,630,860,921, 1023 

hairpiece 226,274,914 
harem 7, 203, 268, 277, 280, 282-

285, 515, 517, 535, 554, 921, 988 
Harpies, Monument of the 503-

505,890,955,968 
harvest, estimation of 72 
hay 287,364 

see also fodder 
head-tax 399,585-586.933 
heaven 128,239,241,248,488,522, 

603 
Hcllcnoccnlrism 4, 8, 143, 348, 

515, 517,656, 735, 958, 1036 
helmet 195,198,503,536,598,882, 

1030 
herald, royal 54.59, 129, 157, 189, 

193,402,748,754 
herd 15,21,72,74,103-104.189, 

195,202, 272,297,329,382, 420, 
424, 439-440, 466, 470, 728 

see also flock 
herdsmen 376, 469, 728 
hide 195, 379-380, 440,569, 940 

see also skin 
hierarchy 

court 136-137,274-276,305, 
307-311,327. 332, 349-353, 
572,623,697,780-781,843, 
849,923, 1001 

Persian social 330-332, 334, 336 
hicrodulc 493, 679, 932, 953, 1000 
highway 124,358,368,371,804, 

928 
see also road; route 

hipparch 247,311 
hippomancy 109, 114 
historians of Alexander 2, 7, 9, 39, 

205-208,255,269,374,389,433, 
545,693-694,722,736,738, 740, 
747,765, 793,798,836-837, 839, 
862, 864 

hoarding 695, 803-804, 1038 
homosexuality 269,919 
honey 243, 245-246, 287, 291, 315, 

383, 386, 399 
honors, royal 270, 293, 298, 303, 

315-316, 326, 328, 337, 353, 483, 
526,662,780,820, 843,870 

hoplite 161,375,378,503,537,540, 
594,610,620,638,643,663,794. 
798-799, 1036-1037 

horse 16, 19. 109, 175. 182-183, 
187-189,193, 195-197,213, 228, 
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232, 251, 253, 256, 262, 271, 280, 
286, 289,305,307,321, 323,326, 
331, 335, 343, 363-365, 372, 384, 
404,424,426,443,446,452,454, 
457, 464-466, 469,499-500, 503-
504, 536-537, 557, 594-595, 598, 
607,610,621,638,710,716-717, 
728,732,738,742, 796,855, 895. 
916,922,940,953.961,983,998, 
1023, 1038 

Nisaean 96,184,190,223,307, 
404,420,526, 1023 

postal 369-370,426 
royal 184-185,217,223-224,228, 

231,255, 297.300, 303,310, 
321,370, 463-465,473,914, 
945 

see also cavalry; sacrifice; stable 
of the Sim 188,251,281,895 

hostage 17,37,327,577,623,664, 
687,698,783,833,836.866 

house 
aristocratic 103-105,110,113, 

131, 134, 279. 334-336, 353, 
457,463, 469-470, 899, 925, 
947 

of a prince/princess 285, 446, 
461,465.470, 588, 604,940. 
943,947, 1014 

royal 46,98,103,169,182,187, 
2.1 1, 213,235, 241, 256. 258, 
274, 279, 281-282, 303,316, 
335,385, 398, 413, 415, 445-
446, 449,451,461-469,486. 
491,521,542,550, 566,770, 
772, 778, 945-947 

see also bit larri; oikos; ulhi sunkina 
hunt, hunting 5,198,201-202,233, 

255, 271,281,328-329. 399.442, 
521,628,729, 731,805, 922,983 

iconography 84,207-210,231-
232,285,299, 502, 559, 671, 
700. 724, 878,912-913,954, 
996 

of lions 134,230-232,320-321, 
572, 577-578 

royal 83,134-135,207,230-232, 
265.297-300, 310, 320-323, 
326,329, 347,349.572, 621. 
631,922,972 

see also king, Persian royalty 
(hunter-king) 

hydraul ic works 76, 443, 720, 864, 
892.943,988, 1019, 1039 

see also canal; irrigation; qanat 
hyparch, hyparchy 64, 562, 625, 

741,748-749,751,758-759,905, 
1026 

iconography 8, 63, 84, 90, 208 
Achaemenid (diffusion/adaptation 

in the provinces) 9, 11, 84, 
123-124, 172, 175,204-254, 
409, 451,483,501-504, 558-
559,607-611,671-672,699-
706,710-712, 721-723,757, 

763-765.900-901.912-913, 
949-950,954-955,983-984, 
996-997, 1009-1010, 1013. 
1016-1017, 1024-1025, 1029-
1032, 1049 

banquet 84,502.504,559,671, 
734, 766, 878, 954 

of subject peoples 173-193, 567, 
676, 734,909-910,931-932, 
953,971 

see also audience (dynastic); court 
(dynastic); court (satrapal); art 
(Greco-Persian); relief 

ideology 111,304.693-694,721, 
806, 868,873-874,966, 1049 

Achaemenid imperial 377,415 
dynastic 111,671 
monarchic 90,138,204-254,323, 

333, 554,602, 621,734, 762, 
805,868,873.915,966, 1021 

politico-religious 128, 511 
illegitimate children see children, 

illegitimate 
Immortals 136, 170, 184, 196, 234-

235,261-263,294,310,331,454, 
918,920 

immunity, fiscal 492 
see also exemption 

impalement 123,265 
incantation 245-246 
incense 68, 159, 189-190, 315, 387, 

395,397,475,542,603,716-717, 
760-761,853,930, 1028 

incest 986 
income and expenditure (of 

warehouses) see receipts and 
disbursements (at warehouses) 

infantry 
Achaemenid 160,195.261,351, 

497,527,537,638,653,686,738, 
795, 797-800, 850, 865. 992, 
1036-1037 

soldier 160,199,371,538-539, 
620, 632-633, 738. 797-799, 
865,974, 1036-1037 

see also kardakes 
inland waterways 362-363, 374-

376, 383-384,485, 576,686,720-
721,1019 

inscription 
Behistun 6,16,50,63-66,75.91, 

98-100,107,111-113, 115-117, 
123-127, 135, 142, 171, 175, 
179-180, 183, 199,211,213, 
216, 302, 324-325, 333, 350-
351, 410,441,444-445,459, 
485,507-508,511,518, 551-
552, 602, 770, 772, 899-900, 
928 

royal 1.4,6,8,40,77,86,140. 
148, 170, 172, 177, 180, 209, 
247, 251, 253, 331, 377, 423, 
445,466,479,518,553,591, 
609,614,630,676-677,693, 
695, 726, 742, 877-878, 889, 
899-900,905,909,913,921, 

924, 936, 948, 953-954, 960, 
978, 989, 1022, 1029 

Inscription of Sacrileges 702, 1042 
insignia, royal 187,214,224,227, 

523, 541,836, 845,913 
inspector 62, 304, 324, 343-344, 

449, 662 
see also azilakara 

intermarriage 83,145,486 
see also marriage (mixed) 

interpreter 508-510,956 
introducer 92. 259, 262 

unannounced 91, 131 
usher 789 

inventory 36,177,191,236,256, 
289, 293-294, 296, 386,413,424, 
443,454,459,680, 697,762, 796, 
890,914,955,957, 1025, 1038 

investiture, royal 267,291,523-524, 
614,616,777,900-901, 959-960, 
1001 

Ionian War 592,626.635,978,984 
iron 45-46, 195,240, 383,385-386, 

396,400,500,536,554, 598, 601, 
774, 834, 93? 

irrigation 39,72,74,78,86,124, 
201,234-235,373,380,416,441. 
443,445,721,752, 806,808, 
1019, 1027, 1039 

isonomy 148, 151 
ivory 56, 172, 176, 259, 503, 939, 

955, 1016 

jewelry 90, 95, 198-199, 205. 233, 
235, 282, 305-307. 31 1, 318, 322, 
349, 396, 482-483,503.623,912, 
950, 1017, 1021 

Judcoccntrism 4, 8,46, 48 
judge 129-130, 263, 338,344, 468, 

472,474,495,510-511,584,586, 
603-604,624,646,957 

royal 59,82,97,129-130,314, 
316-317, 321,333,337, 339, 
472, 510, 681,901 

justice 75, 130,166,212-213,241, 
302, 316, 327,329-330, 333, 338. 
345-346,485,495,511,572,584, 
586, 591,605,669,861,874,892 

see also appeal, right of; arbitration; 
arta; judge; king, Perisan 
royalty (judge/king of justice); 
satrap; tribunal 

king, Persian royalty 16-17,49-50, 
89-96,210-254,610-611,621-
622, 838-839,913-917 

and Ahura-Mazda 94, 107-108, 
124-128,130-131, 138, 241-
242, 247-248, 550-553,965 

builder-king 43-44, 78, 84-85, 
137-138, 165-171, 515, 524, 
554, 569-570, 573, 591, 675-
676, 738-739, 908, 967, 998 

commander-in-chief 90, 114-
128, 187-188,211,213-216, 
225-230, 232-233, 237, 240-
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245, 341-342, 566-567,570-
572,614, 629-630, 771.777, 
790-791,835-836,914, 985-
986 

gardener-king 234-235,241,329, 
341,526,621,713,805,873, 
914, 1014 

giving king 302-315, 551, 923-
924 

and the gods 93-96,184-185, 
190. 223, 239-254, 260, 524, 
545,547-553,614,676-679, 
965-966,998-1001, 1018 

hunter-king 134,209,230-232, 
320-323,621,914 

judge/king of justice 129-130, 
191,212-213,241,302,323, 
336, 338, 510-51 1, 551, 572, 
914-915, 956-957 

physical appearance 101,212, 
225-227,300,521,570,777,914 

restorer of divine and carthlv 
order 43, 103,213, 545, 552-
553,570 

see also accession; ideology, 
monarchic, legitimacy; prayer, 
royal; succession; throne name, 
titulature 

king, subject 411, 488-489, 498, 
560, 575-577,608,611,636,640, 
647,652,672,713,716-717,732, 
747, 754-757, 765-768, 793.828, 
846,854,857-858.952,984. 
1015-1017. 1032 

kinship 310-311,332,353,624, 
782-783, 837,871,926,959 

Kinsmen 262,281,308-310,349, 
766, 780-781,849, 865 

see also relatives of the king; 
syggeneis 

kiss 222,259,309,334,337,859,925 
tunas', women 431-432, 435-437 

see also hirtaS (laborers (anc. wds.]) 

lamb 73,286,488 
lance 131, 214-215, 225,228, 232, 

235, 271, 309, 799, 867,973 
lancer 184,213,225.261.329, 

441.608,715 
lance-bearer 112-113,131,184, 

214, 310, 923 
see also arStibara; doryphoros 

land 
civic 494-496 
crown 419-421,856,936 
of princes/princesses 285,421, 

601,945,978,986, 1045 
profane 401,418,491-492 
royal 415.417-419,421,461,470, 

601,882,936-937,942, 946, 
1014 

service (function) 380, 405 
company land 485 
with position 413 

temple 72-76,492-494,584,810, 

891-892,936, 1020 
tributary 421,453,470,936,947 
see also attribution; concession; 

colony; confiscation; gift; 
irmatam; land allotment, 
military; ulhi 

land allotment, military 75, 472, 
575-576,589.597-599,601,935, 
980 

see also colonist; estate, military, 
hatru 

languages of the Empire 5,8, 18, 
24-25, 77, 126-127, 179-181, 
507-511,703,722,735,759.765, 
868,874,890, 955-956, 1012, 
1023 

see also Aramaic; bilingualism; 
interpreter 

lapis lazuli 39, 172, 386, 400, 739 
lasso 18 
law 550, 552 

customary 605.948 
see also code, law 

Egyptian 474, 510 
local 474, 583-584,605, 956-957 
royal 510-511, 552,584,948, 

956-957 
laws of the countries 586 
lead 1037-1038 
League 

Corinthian 690,817,1048 
Delian 68,199,394,415,534, 

554-559, 649, 967-968, 974, 
976 

Hellenic 534 
Ionian 155,495,883, 906 
Pcloponnesian 161 

leather 256,380, 638 
legend 49,59,92,134, 231, 240, 

259, 272,315,416,776-777,852, 
885-886,902,919,939, 1005, 
1028 

founder legend 6, 14-17, 26, 31, 
110-111, 133-138, 237, 240, 
264,271,330, 344,729,732, 
743, 877, 879, 898, 926, 989 

legitimacy, legitimation (dynastic) 
44,59,61,63, 100,102-103,106-
111, 125-127, 137,225-227,230, 
240, 243, 480, 484, 520, 549, 553, 
589-591,615,621,623,630.679, 
770-780,798,836.838, 854, 978, 
988,1033 

lentil 448-449,456 
leopard 189,195,207,231 
leprosy 266,918-919 
letter 8,143.154,292,321, 324, 

342,350,364-365,369-370,381, 
414, 422-423, 425, 427, 439-440, 
446-449,457-458,46M63,474, 
487-488,492, 508,561,563,578, 
586-587,600, 603-604,607,624, 
647,689,703,717,736,770,772, 
776-777,790,792, 836, 839,842-
844,846-847,850,892,921,938, 

943, 955, 969, 982, 997, 1003, 
1025 

royal 122,188,223,303,324, 
344-345, 348-349, 397,401, 
418,421,428,459, 474, 491-
492, 508, 531,542, 581, 584, 
605,636,661,831-835.837, 
839,849,856,903,906 

letter-bearer 370 
letter-carrier 772 
liar-king 113-114,116,118,121-

125, 127, 131, 199.774,900,902 
see also drauga; revolt 

libation 58, 245-246, 250,548, 562 
lie, liar 105,116,124-127,138,182, 

212-213,241,302,551,896 
see also drauga; druj; liar-king 

lion 84,134.175,189.191,207, 
216-218,226,230-232,253-254, 
320-321,504-505, 572,577-578, 
607-608,610,704,714-715,896, 
917.998-999. 1010. 1013 

see also hunting; griffin 
list 

of countries 171-179,181,183, 
211.391,541,550,553,740. 
754,756.880,886,905,909, 
931,962 

of satrapies 392, 696, 745, 889, 
926,931,988 

livestock 72, 75,406, 424-425,427, 
466, 469,588,737-738 

see also cattle 
loyalty due to the king 309,316, 

325-326,330, 570,621-627,644, 
661, 750, 767, 780,789, 842, 867, 
870,988 

see also fides; pistis 
lunch, the king ŝ 286-287, 335 

see also ariston, meal, royal 
luxury see Persian luxury 

mace-bearer 191,259,307,314 
see also skeptoukhoi 

Magophonia 506 
magus 6, 15, 94-96, 98-100, 103-

104.107-109,113-115,122,127-
128,130-134, 137, 188-189, 226, 
237,243-246, 248, 250-251, 266-
268,272,274-275,278, 330, 427, 
506,521-523,525,547-548, 562, 
566,616,621,677.703,712,725, 
736,780,851,853,895-896,898-
899, 916,924,949,965,970,999, 
1021 

market 88, 273, 278, 377, 381, 386-
387,400,407,502.601,623,628, 
638,732,811,894,933-934,943-
944, 946, 986, 1015 

marriage 279, 309, 325, 334-335, 
337,350,353, 378, 437,509,515, 
520,590, 631,992 

dynastic 22-24,33,49-51,82, 
236, 733, 767, 833,839, 879, 
885,893, 1044 
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mixed 83,501, 584-585,587,6-12, 
698, 700. 703, 724-725, 767, 
782,837-838,874-875,890, 
901,926, 949,954 

royal 114,132, 135-136, 138,255, 
590,613,615,680, 772,896, 
902, 1033 

ivlarshewan 704 
Mazdaism 94, 568 
meal, royal 259, 262-264, 273, 293, 

402-403, 621.918 
see also ariston; deipnon; royal table 

measures, Persian 288, 414-415, 
935-936, 939 

meat 96, 289-290, 314-315,328, 
335,432,628,941 

sacrificial 192, 245-247 
Medism, Medizing 25, 36, 159, 

439,525, 561,581,645,906,960 
Mediterranean front 7, 35139-161, 

516, 540,554-563,569-570,582-
583.591-593.596-597.612.974-
976,978-981,984 

mercenary 36,51,269,320, 327, 
341,373-374,405,454-455,459, 
509,574-575,577-578,581,591, 
593, 595, 597,599,612-613,615-
617,620,623-624.626,628-629, 
631-634,641,643,650-651,653-
654,656-658,662-663.674,682-
686,689-690,694,699,705,710, 
716,730-731,742, 747,749,757, 
782-800,818,824,827-829,832, 
845,865-866,886,934,979-980, 
987-989,992, 1003,1034-1038 

merchant 88, 150, 372, 377-378, 
381.383-384,387,434,441,454-
456,477, 500,604,636,638,703, 
716,760,804,882,894,929,944, 
973 

message, messenger 65, 82,91-92, 
97, 101-102, 119, 142, 148, 157, 
159,188, 260-261,275.294,310, 
344, 360, 369-371, 376-377, 410, 
426,482,533,579,624,632,686, 
824, 847, 859, 865 

message-bearer 91,260 
metonomasia 972 

see also throne name 
milk 192, 243, 245-246, 286-287, 

290,315,476, 523 
millet 416,499 
mine 144-145,155,157.320,400-

401,500, 760,821,882,933 
mobilization 10,153, 158,161,177, 

197,343, 371,405.410, 486, 526-
527,557-558, 582, 598-599.619-
620,629, 680, 696, 747,795, 808, 
822,825,835, 840-841,865, 
1005,1043 

see also conscription, military 
monetary treasure hoard 714, 1011, 

1030 
treasure 1032 
treasury 934, 1014 

monctization 408, 801, 803, 891, 
934, 953, 1038 

money see coinage, coins 
Monument of the Harpies see Har

pies, Monument of the 
mortar and pestle 422, 428-430, 

433,940-941 
Mosaic of Naples 224, 228, 914, 

1021 
mother, king's 187,225,238,240, 

263,265,272-273,279, 281,310, 
349,396,519-521,824,833,836, 
920 

mourning 56,170,211,269,479, 
522,524, 590,603,624, 1003, 
1023 

moustache 274,914 
fake 226,268 

mule 201,256,261,263,364.404-
405,454,456,464,590,738,742, 
1023 

multilingualism 8, 77,507-510, 
868,956 

see also Aramaic; languages of the 
Empire 

music 252,279.330.921 
musician 189, 277, 284-285, 293-

294.921 
mustard 286, 1040 
myrrh 56,266, 282,299,315,481, 

716-717,760-761 
myrtle 190,245,542,548 

naope see temple administrator 
naphtha 400,719 
natron 385-386, 930, 933 
necklace 90, 196, 198, 233-235. 

261, 282, 305-307, 322. 483,623, 
810 

New Year 
Babylonian 40, 44, 543, 726, 884, 

1022, 1050 
Indian 416 
Persian 184-186,194,200,910, 

972 
sec also akltu 

nobility, noble (Persian) 93, 105, 
108-109, 111, 121,128,181,184, 
218. 226, 255,257,274,279,296, 
298,306-307,309, 311, 314.316, 
323-339, 347, 349, 352-354, 361, 
365,441,457,461-462,501,561, 
589, 623-624, 631, 667, 688,737, 
741,780-781,870, 895,897-898, 
900-901, 932, 955, 959,987. 1040 

see also aristocracy; house 
(artistocratic); aristocratic 
families 

nomarch 413,477,718,757,1018 
nome (in Egypt) 56,58, 141,472, 

575 
noine (tributary) 280, 391 -395, 

411,487.489, 497,499, 706,759, 
931,951 

noria 911 

nursemaid 274,919 

oarsman 67,77,153,156,405 
oasis 32, 39,54-55,396,418,475, 

885-886,920,930,948, 1017, 
1039 

oath 71,251,325-326,337,368, 
494,534,601,705,713,767 

oblate 73, 75, 437, 460, 484, 678, 
933,1000 

see also sirku 
offerings to temples 46, 51,58, 60, 

159, 207,408,475,548,584, 586, 
602,718,861,891,896,998 

oil 48,201,243,245-246,287,290-
291,385,405,488,584-585,703, 
962 

olive 443 
omen 15, 96,188,242.522,622, 

638-639,862-863 
oral source 6, 50,70 
oral tradition 6, 42, 100, 127, 134, 

271.330.392,416, 523,879,885, 
896, 901,924 

orchard 201,238,381,443,486,891 
orosangae (Persian word meaning 

'benefactor[sj') 303, 348, 
923 

ossuary 94,895 
see also astbdana 

ostrich 230,289,921 
ox 73,192,195,201,234,286.289, 

331,335,374,403,465-466, 548, 
603,911 

cattle 246,424,441,464 

painter, painting 84, 207, 225, 472, 
503-504,638,743,904,912,968, 
970. 1009, 1030, 1032 

palace, royal 33, 56, 73. 84-86, 92, 
101, 131, 140. 165-172, 176-177, 
183-184,187,189,202,205-208. 
212-213,216,218,221,225,234-
236, 248.253,256-263,265,275, 
278-280, 284-285,297, 299-300, 
303,314-315, 346,377, 380,382, 
396,416,434,445,461,485,509. 
554, 565, 567,573, 588,591,610, 
630,632,656,675-676,683,713, 
738,776,802,851-852,860,864-
865,889,894, 908,912,918,920, 
934,946,950,958,998, 1015, 
1029.1047 

Assyrian 205,207-208 
staH 187, 227, 258-268, 292-293, 

315 
palm fronds 74 
Panhellcnism 787,798,851,857 
panic grass 499 
pantheon 

Egyptian 475 
Persian 126,523,725,915-916, 

947,998-1001 
panther 191 
papponymy 339 
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papyrus 8-9,123,192,271, 363-
364,383-384,417-418,447-448, 
450-451,472,474, 510, 575, 586-
587,597,602,607.714, 764,913, 
923,933,939,942, 948,957,971-
973,977,982, 989, 1004, 1016, 
1018, 1030-1031, 1033. 1048 

parade 184,190-191,199,224,226, 
271,305,403, 846-847,910-911, 
996 

military 199 
see also proccsssion, royal; troop 

review 
paradise 75,83,85-86,124,171. 

189,201-202, 208,233-239, 251, 
292, 297-298,313, 334,339,346, 
377,396,403.418-419,421,427, 
441-446, 463, 466-467, 470, 492, 
503,585, 595,627,639-640,683-
684,697,705,713,733,739,741, 
756,802,805,808,812,892-894, 
911,911,926,912-913,951-952, 
955,1004.1014-1015,1023.1039 

see also garden; parietal 
parasang (a Persian unit of distance) 

357-359,494-495,628,905 
parasol 89,217-218,221.297,312, 

315,912,983 
parasol-bearer 89,217-218,573 
parchment 127, 180,423,425,430, 

434, 447-448,939 
part, the king's 185,470 
passage, right of 729, 731 
pastoralism 3, 88, 878,894 
pay, military 315, 390. 404^105, 

455,593-595,616,623,628,637, 
793,944 

Peace of Callias 557,579-580,582, 
591,967-968,971,974-976,1008 

Peace of Epilycus 591,974,978 
Peace of the King (of Antalcidas) 

582,649,655, 827,856,991 
peasant 2,6,103-104,121,191, 

198-199, 235,241,307,317,361, 
376,380,384,390,401-402,406, 
413-415,417-418,439,441,459-
460,462,468,510-511,585,661, 
665,702-703,738,751, 763,805-
806,8)0-812,837,945, 1039 

Persian 129,192,251,327,332-
333, 398,442,621,900, 910, 
931,935,942 

Peloponnesian War 407,516, 581 
peltast 620,612-643,648 
pcnteconter 52, 143, 363 
perfume I89-190, 233, 257, 282, 

293,296, 300-301.396,853 
Persian luxury 83, 86, 90, 186, 189, 

192, 200, 202-203, 208,217,235-
236, 256-257, 283, 286, 288, 290, 
294.299-301, 345-347, 515, 591, 
631-632,672,760,787,804,836. 
847, 1047 

see also Iryphe 
Persian social structure 18-21, 88-

89. 104, 222,310-312,331-334, 

736,925 
see also azata; aittourgoi; hierarchy, 

Persian social; skaathi; 
ttmavanl-

Persian Wars 7, 25, 139, 156-161, 
207.348,515,525-542. 580, 672, 
787-788,813,958,960-963,974, 
1034 

phalanx 538-539,798-800 
pharaoh 51-52,54,56-60,81, 278, 

410, 474-475,477, 481,483-484, 
543, 547,605,653-655,685-686, 
688,718, 788, 858-859,914,950, 
959,990,994 

independent (fourth century) 
384,635,720,990, 1018 

phrourarch 275, 341-343,617, 643, 
702,718, 843,851,890, 995 

see also rab hayltl 
physician 6,81, 139, 264-266, 273, 

284-285, 308,312,348,435,473, 
564,769,775,859 860,885,896, 
918-919,1024 

Pillar Inscription, Xanthus see Xan
thus Pillar Inscription 

pillow, royal 300, 469, 946 
pine see wood; tree 
pioneer 74, 362 
pistachio 291,328,921. 924 
plantation, tree 233,443,733, 805 
plot, court 9, 264, 326, 516, 563-

565, 569,749,970 
see also conspiracy; revolt; the 

Seven; usurpation 
poison 263-264,769, 775 

poisoner 263 

poisoning 263-264, 270, 613, 
769,775,919 

police 262, 344,468,472,603,946 
political personnel 

of Cyrus and Cambyses 80-82, 
740 

from Darius to Artaxerxes I 350-
352,481-483, 485,502,926 

of Darius III 736.740,783,869 
polygamy 93, 277-278, 336, 724 
port 45,150,154,378, 380-386, 

407,557,699,717,721,759, 761, 
825,857,889,975 

porter 255-256, 296,940 
treasury 256 

portion from the king 418 
postal service, royal 62, 369-371, 

376-377,426, 928 
poultry 289-290, 315, 346, 402-

403,424-426, 441,465,775 
prayers, royal 126, 182-183, 240-

241,247,250-252, 445,915,947 
see also king, Persian royalty (and 

the gods) 
precious stone 56, 172, 236, 246, 

294, 314.347, 554,912,919 
prefect 467,487,714,767,892 
price 313, 380, 628, 729, 732, 804-

806,810-811,929,944,968,971, 
981,986. 1040-1041 

priest 41,45,55,80,96,103,171, 
190,217,242, 246,263,269,313, 
396. 422.424, 438, 474^177, 480. 
488, 492-493, 508, 5)7, 523, 544-
545, 547, 586-587, 603-604, 616, 
687,703,707,810-811,848,853, 
860-862,883, 906, 916,924,948, 
964,1018 

high priest 342,476,586,7)1-
712,714,860, 1005, 1016 

priestess 281,319,490,678,739 
priest-scribe 583 
primogeniture, right of see sons, 

king's (oldest) 
prince 23,41,46-47.64,83-84, 

129, 193, 200-202, 206,217,245, 
271,282, 284,291,310,322,326, 
332,459-462,464-465,470,475, 
503,520-521,523,588,601.612, 
621,628,644,665-666,674.681, 
699,769,776,859-860,879,923, 
925,946,954,959,968,978, O R X , 
997,' 1002, 1008, 1015 " 

crown prince 44, 56, 93, 101, 
217-218, 226,241,291,322. 
515, 520-524, 565-567, 573, 
588,615, 681,775,777,923, 
958-959,986, 997, 1002, 1018 

princess 7, 24, 206, 378, 885, 920, 
939,941, 1011 

Persian 15, 247,255,265,273, 
279, 281,283, 285-286, 420, 
423, 425-426, 446, 457, 460-
462, 469-470, 515,578, 589, 
833,901,920,943,945,978, 
1044 

prison 265,321,435,475,594,601, 
646 

prisoner of war 88, 264, 273, 279, 
434,458,460,500,505,561,625, 
634,673,683,735,751,782,832, 
845,1025 

procession, royal 187,189, 223, 243, 
245, 247-248, 250-251, 261-262, 
281,285,298,307, 310,526,541-
542,693,725-726,780-781,846, 
853,894,919, 1009,1046 

production, Asiatic mode of 802 
propaganda 16,59,82,199,667,986 

Athenian 580,968 
Macedonian 225, 541, 770-771, 

774, 779,833,836-837,844, 
851,854,861,864,868,921, 
1046 

Persian 41-44,49, 51,59,879, 
885,887,900 

royal 111,131,138,161,191, 
227-229,239, 265,300, 323, 
330, 393,541,567,570,590-
591,614-616,621-622, 628, 
630,687,771,774, 777,779, 
836, 884,900,913,970, 978, 
988-989 

prophet 45-46,93,859,993 
proskynesis 222-224, 240, 261, 277, 

285, 323,334, 336, 344,511,624, 
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630, 643,661,772,913-914 
protocol, court 25,91-92,101, 131-

132, 184, 189,221,231,241,247, 
258, 260, 262, 264, 293, 297, 299, 
301, 312, 335, 526, 572, 612, 631, 
693,766, 862, 894, 918, 922, 972, 
989 

province 8,22,47-49.56,64,66,77, 
99-100, 116, 126-127, 129, 141, 
193, 200, 203,258,261,268, 279-
280, 308, 314, 316, 324, 328, 335, 
340,344-345, 347,358, 364,368, 
370, 393. 395, 403, 449, 468, 472-
473, 48M82,487-488, 500-501, 
507,510-511,552,554, 560.567, 
583,585, 587,603,614-615,622, 
627,631,658,661-662,666,672, 
679, 709,714.717, 719,752-753, 
757, 764-767, 783, 801, 809, 812, 
818,866,874,905,926,934,941, 
951,977, 1016-1017, 1029, 1040 

see also medinah 
punishment, royal 122-123, 263, 

265,334,340,368,570,572,584, 
630-631,688, 774,900-901, 972, 
982.989 

see also crucifixion; execution; 
torture 

purchase 88,200,316,421,453-
454, 457,465,729.811,934. 980 

purchased 273, 279, 284, 405, 
455-456 

purchaser 412 
purification of the army 243, 916 

qanal 170,372.415,417,808,936, 
948, 1014, 1028, 1039 

quarters, royal 113, 236, 257-258, 
269, 273, 275, 300, 322, 563-565 

queen 49,129, 170,187,191.198, 
202,207, 225,271-272. 277. 279, 
411,461,469,477,490,520,752, 
863, 920, 943, 946, 958, 985 

quiver 21,112,214,218,598 
king's 228,610,771,973 

quiver-bearer 112,310, 771 
see also pharetrophoros 

ransom 500,634,646,687,833-834, 
839,1018 

rations 95-96,242,315,333-334, 
341,370,405,417,422-436,439, 
441,444-446,449,455-459,464-
465,467-468, 506, 509, 573.736, 
894-895,908,939-942 

military 258,289-290,414,448-
449,454. 467,472,717,794-
795, 979 

travel 135-136,285,290,315, 
364-365, 423, 427, 430, 440. 
445-448,462-463,465,467, 
487.598, 928 

in weighed silver 417, 422, 449, 
451,456, 472,935,944 

rebellion 32,61,78,80,105,115, 
117-122, 148, 151-152. 154, 157, 

211, 354, 376,409,460,493,495, 
517-518, 525-526, 543. 552, 558, 
570, 574-575.578,588,612, 642, 
650-651,655,658-659,661-662, 
665,669-670,673-674,682-685, 
750,767-768, 785, 832,858.888, 
960,966,991,997, 1034, 1047 

see also revolts 
receipts and disbursements (at 

warehouses) 67, 419. 424, 447-
454 

redistribution, royal 75, 105, 293, 
312-315,409,412,802-803,921, 
923, 934 

see also distribution 
register, royal 394,412-413 

see also basilikai graphai; 
karammaru Sa Sarri 

relations, intercultural 10,722-726, 
868-871,949-950, 956 

see also acculturation; contact, 
intercnlteral 

relatives of the king 171, 187, 262, 
309-310,324,375, 561,623-624, 
626,726,736, 745,751,776,780-
781,797,851,923,100) 

see also daughter, king's; Kinsmen; 
mother, king's; son-in-law, 
king's; sons, king's; syggeneis 

relay 371 
relief 89-90,121,123,172,204-

205,208-209,217-218,221-222. 
224-227, 231, 238, 248, 257, 260, 
274, 296, 300,429,457, 475-476, 
501,503,559,672,710,763-764, 
894, 900-901,912,915,920,925, 
948, 1013, 1022, 1049 

Assyrian 274,298,919 
audience 186,221-222, 226,259, 

296, 505,520,910, 913,970, 
973 

Behistun 116-118,123-125,127, 
171,206,209,211,213, 226, 
900, 908, 1029 

Greco-Pevsian 502, 698, 713, 
1008,1014, 1030 

of tributary/donor peoples 171, 
174-178, 185, 200, 396, 567, 
573,676, 734,754,932 

religion, Persian 4, 77, 93-94, 205, 
234-235,240-254,438, 501, 523, 
550-553,614,676-679,716,742, 
751, 894-895, 914-917, 940, 949, 
958, 998-1001, 1009-1010, 1025 

see also king, Persian royalty (and 
the gods) 

religious politic, Achaemenid 43-
49, 55-61, 79-80, 127-128, 473-
477, 480-481, 488, 491-493, 543-
554,584-586,679.762,862,887-
888, 901,948-949, 962-967 

see also local elites, sanctuaries 
(local) 

requisition 64,67,73,402,405,452, 
486,492,642, 651,684,810 

residence 

of a dynast 201,498,500,670,748 
royal 33,42,75,84-88,92,138, 

165-175, 180. 186-187, 195, 
198-199,202, 206, 208,233, 
256-258, 286, 341,344, 485, 
529,542, 566,629,632,675-
676, 680, 705,719-720,731, 
737-739, 744,758,760-761, 
802, 868,882, 889, 893,913, 
917,927,962, 1018, 1029 

see also quarters, royal 
satrapal 64,84,194,346,392,403, 

487,491,493,535,627,656-
675, 697,704,709,741,759, 
809, 926,943,951,977,995, 
1025-1026 

retinue, king's 84,184,776 
revolts 

against Alexander 748-749. 831-
832,844-845,847,850-855, 
1004-1005, 1046-1047 

of the Babylonians 17, 115-122, 
131, 136, 141, 320, 516, 525, 
535, 541, 544, 553, 577, 899, 
960-963, 966,981, 1033, 1042 

dynastic 97-114,225-226,322-
323, 342,403,516, 542,552-
553,570,612-631,766,972, 
980,986-989, 1033-1034 

of the Egyptians 59-61, 1 15, 133, 
161,215, 227,409-410, 472, 
499,517-518,525-526, 541, 
558, 573-577, 579, 596, 604, 
619, 634-635,718,778. 784, 
791,812,820,852,858-860, 
886,907,960,964,967,973,987, 
991-992, 1016-1018, 1033. 
1042-1043 

of the Rlamites 114-119,121, 
125, 127, 135, 166 

of the Ionians 7, 144, 146-156, 
166, 273, 298, 350, 357, 370, 
382,389, 394, 489, 491,493-
498,50I-5O2, 505, 530, 532-
534, 541, 555, 560, 61 1,812, 
905-906, 952-953 

ofthejudeans 45, 1 15, 525, 578-
579,685,899,960,974, 1004, 
1016 

of the Lydians 36-37,80-81,115, 
882 

of the Medes 114-122,130,596, 
740, 883, 895-896, 899-900 

of the Phoenicians 238,682-686, 
785,812, 1004-1005, 1016 

of satraps 50,67,115,320,407, 
460, 578, 591,656-675,681-
682,791-792, 900, 987,993-
997, 1001, 1003, 1034 

of subject peoples 39, 50, 79-80, 
88,103,105-106,108,114-17.8, 
146-157, 166, 354, 376, 394, 
419, 444, 525-526, 545, 549, 
570. 627, 642, 650-652, 656-
673, 766-767, 809-812, 854, 
874,899-900,960, 966,982, 
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991, 1004-1005, 1033, 1040-
1041 

right hand 46,124,131,198,211, 
214.216-218, 225, 227,246, 253-
254, 325, 570,630,918, 924,983, 
989 

Rig-Veda 180 
rite of passage 329, 509, 799, 924 

see also education 
road 39,42,47,189-190,192,194, 

243,334,357-376,403,443, 448, 
463,487, 499-500,542, 576, 594, 
597,634,640,643, 645,651,685, 
706, 709,711,716.719,726-729. 
733,737,739, 760, 762, 801,804, 
808, 832,834,840, 842, 849-851, 
853,889,927-930,988,998, 
1022,1024, 1038 

royal 135,180,357-361,402,432, 
448, 452-453.468, 628,631, 
668,680,701,705-706,719, 
729,731,742,831,928-929, 
1010. i024 

highway, kings 380 
wheelworthy 360-361, 733 

road relay 357, 364, 370,726,928 
robe 175, 188, 234-235,251, 296, 

301,305-307,317-318,349,482-
483, 504, 572, 772 

Elamite 89 

Median 14,90,133,226.305-
307, 348 

Persian 14,124,199, 296,307, 
701,959 

royal 187,216-217,225,233,239, 
253, 262, 301,303,307.322, 
478,523, 525,616, 777,959 

see also gift, royal; kandys 
route 39,53, 1 19, 145, 191, 357-

360, 364,368,372-373, 375,387, 
407,424,487,528,625.638, 653, 
728-729,818.988,994, 1022 

water 378-379,381-382,576-
577,628, 761,804, 886, 929 

see also road; highway 
royal commissioner 71-74,891 
royal dream 15.96,111,236.960 
royal family 47,92,102,111,132. 

134, 136, 182,256, 310,336,339, 
353,422,446,461,466, 526,615, 
770-772, 781-782, 926, 947, 985 

Lydian 401 
see also bit Sarri; oikia basileos; ulhi 

sunkina; vid 
Royal Hero 221, 225, 232, 260, 285, 

503,560,573,602,608,610-611, 
704,714,723,914,943,955, 
1010.1013 

royal table 139, 185-186, 189-192, 
200-203, 255-258, 265, 271, 276, 
280, 282,286-297, 299-300,308, 
311,314-315,397,433, 440,452, 
465,526,730,769,802, 809,911, 
921-923,931,933 

the satrap's table 289,314, 346-
347, 403, 487,585 

rural dependency 439, 458, 460, 
500. 643 

sacred gardener 401,418,491-493, 
584 

sacrifice 44, 46, 192, 202, 228, 255, 
438,488,521,545, 548-549. 584. 
603,622,638-639.701,703,707. 
853-854, 859, 862, 895, 1048 

horse 94-96, 240, 245, 250-251, 
281,622, 736,895,916 

human 318,896 
Persian 93-96,184,190,240-254, 

337,344,501-502,518,549-
551, 562, 661,677,712, 734, 
736,851,880, 896,915-917, 
965 

saddlecloth 205, 223, 537 
safe-conduct 364-365,618,642, 

657, 931 
see also travel voucher, halmi 

saffron 226,267,287 
Saitc dynasty 51,54-5 5,60,66,278, 

385-386,413,418,475,483-484, 
886 

salt 192,287, 328, 396,405,488, 
584,760,932 

sanctuary 
fire 249-250 
local 8, 35,37-38, 41-43,46-47, 

51-52, 55,58,60-61,74.77,79, 
152, 158-160, 194, 240,254. 
264, 283,401,417-419,438, 
471-478, 480-481, 484, 491-
494, 506,508,511, 535,542-
553,587,602-605,661,687, 
698, 701-702, 707,721-722, 
726, 761,812,817, 844,853-
854,857-862,869,887-888, 
891,906,916, 920, 948, 952-
953,957,962.978,981-982, 
1010, 1022, 1025, 1048-1049 

Persian 103-104,242,438,493, 
501,523, 553,616,622,677-
679, 703-704,711-712,726, 
764,890,915-917,924.954, 
983,998-999, 1009. 1024 

sarcophagus 57, 90, 94, 209, 479, 
490, 503,608,672,912,952, 962, 
964, 983, 996 

Sassanid dynasty 208,912 
satrap 1-2, 8, 16.35, 48-49, 62-67, 

76-77,80,83, 96,98, 101, 115, 
117, 120-122, 127-128, 134, 136-
137, 139-141, 143, 146, 153, 158-
159, 188-189, 193-194, 198, 200-
201,216-217,222-223,233, 238, 
247,251,255,265,278, 284, 291, 
310-314, 321,323-324,326-328, 
338-347.352-354, 360, 362, 364-
365, 368, 373, 375-376, 405, 407, 
420-421,423, 444-445,447-454, 
457, 460, 462-463, 467-469, 472, 
474,479-481,487-488,491, 500-
502, 508-509, 521,524,539,547, 
558, 562-563. 565, 569-570, 577-

583, 586, 588,591, 603, 608-609, 
611.618, 627,631,635,640,642-
643,647,649,651,683, 687,697-
701,705-707, 709-710, 717-721, 
724,728,730,732,737,739, 741-
746,748, 753-754, 756-759,766-
767, 774, 776, 781-782,785, 789, 
791-793,795-798,802,806,811, 
818,823-824,827,829,831-832, 
836, 840, 842-848, 850, 855, 867, 
873,875,885,889-890,893,916, 
925-926,946,951-952,955,974, 
983,993-995, 1001, 1009-1010, 
1014, 1024, 1028,1051 

appointment 338-341,343,463, 
472, 525, 560, 574,668, 707, 
714,717-718,783,832.844, 
849,992, 1012-1013, 1043 

appointment by Alexander 719, 
743,750,756-758,823,831, 
843,849-851,855,871, 1011-
1019,1025,1046 

diplomatic duties 494, 592-593, 
979, 1005, 1013 

judiciary duties 73-75, 345, 468. 
474,494-495.510-511,605, 
892 

military duties 65-67,120-122, 
146, 340-343, 372, 405, 580-
581, 593-597, 643-644,661, 
689, 695-697,746, 750, 784, 
790,796-797,818-823,890, 
925, 974-975, 978-979, 1034-
1038,1043 

origins 82, 128, 350, 751 
resources 595-596,599,933,979, 

983 
revolt 65,115,122-123,409,578, 

591,613,642, 656-675, 679, 
681-682,792,842,869,990, 
993-998,1001, 1025 

summons to the court 65,98,101, 
255, 345, 588, 615 

terminology 64, 146, 278, 330, 
341,459,467-469, 484,578, 
585,601,623-624,712, 736, 
748, 767, 890, 981, 990, 1002, 
1005,1014 

tributary duties 70,105,313, 341, 
389-390, 392-^395, 399, 401, . 
403-404, 406, 408-412,419, 
495, 580, 591-593,599,616-
617,642, 661,668, 743,790, 
856, 890,931-933,979 

satrapy 8, 62-67, 77, 80, 123, 389-
393,404, 443,471,484,517.543, 
626,638,645,688,693-768,889, 
931,969-970, 1008, 1014, 
1025 

Arabia 889 
Arachosia 64, 444-445, 696, 745, 

756,865,890,941 
Aria 696,745-746 
Armenia 251,404,633,662,664, 

676, 741-742, 771,776,782, 
849, 990,993, 1024 
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Babylonia 588,601,627,719,721, 
848-849, 950,981,988, 1013, 
1019 

Babylonia aral Trans-Euphrates 
(Ebir Nari) 49.71-76,393, 
468, 484-485, 509, 543-544, 
811,884-885,891,902, 963 

Bactria 64, 127, 564-565, 570-
572, 680, 696, 745-746, 749-
750,752,865-866, 871, 970, 
1001, 1026-1027, 1033, 1035-
1036 

Cappadocia 133-134,143,741, 
796, 889, 904,992, 1024 

Caria 313,362,397,399,646,656, 
662,667-670,706-709,766-
768,783,791,827,831,889, 
990-991,995 

Caria-Lycia 818,997,1011-1012 
Carmania 745,758-759 
Cilicia and Ebir Nari 709-713, 

831-832.848, 990. 1012-1015 
Drangiana 745 
Egypt 61,64,81,115,141,217, 

310,350, 409-410, 448-451, 
461,472-484,525, 545-546, 
574, 576-577,586, 588, 601, 
603,687,717-718, 828,832, 
844, 858-860, 887, 948-949, 

| f 964, 1017-1018 
•vfCedrosia 758 

•Greater Phrygia 631, 705-706, 
. 'vS 796,823,831-832,889, 1010-

^ • i O l l 
Hellespontine Phrygia 

(Dascylium) 64,146,217, 
339-340, 349, 353-354, 365, 
403, 425, 447, 502, 539, 560-
563,580, 587,641-643,645, 
660,662,682,689-690,697-
700,759, 782,796,818-819, 
821,832, 905,954,970, 990, 
999, 1008 

India 756-757, 1027 
Ionia 495, 700, 990 
Ionia and Lydia 782, 795-796, 

843, 889, 1002 
Lydia (Sardis) 64,122,139,146, 

284, 365, 491-492, 502, 580-
581,587,591-593,645,660-
662, 672, 700-705, 970, 1009-
1010 

Media 737-739, 746, 903 
Mysia 453, 642-643, 656, 698, 

730, 990 
Paphlagonia 365, 618, 642-643, 

730, 990 
Paratacae 737 
Paropamisadae 745 
Parthia-(Hyrcania) 392, 588, 590, 

745-746, 776 
Persia 16,64, 193,247,443,466-

469, 736-737, 850, 871, 876, 
926, 946, 1023 

Susa (Susiana, lilain) 189,201, 

719, 724,726-728, 840, 846-
847, 849 

Syria (Ebir Nari, Trans-
Euphrates) 393, 487-489, 
578, 584, 587,601-602, 624, 
627,683,724, 831,951-952, 
973-974,988, 1004, 1O14-10I7 

Thrace 145,905 
scent 201,203,233,267,396 
scepter 33, 188, 217, 239-240, 475, 

503, 565,715,863, 1002 
scepter-bearer 259, 271, 306, 311 
scribe 66,71.130,258,268,351, 

364,413-414,423-425,427-428, 
434,438, 441,447, 449, 451,456-
457,461,464-465, 474,508,511, 
578,583,586, 588,598,877.884, 
891,907,943,960,979,985-986 

scribe-chancellor 64 
scribe-interpreter 509 
sculptor 217,430,434,457,483, 

502-503, 554. 914, 9711,968 
seal, sealing 7,17,20,57,90,136, 

171,204-205,207-209,214-216, 
225, 231-233. 235, 246, 248, 250, 
253-254, 262, 285, 296, 339, 353, 
369, 422, 424-425,427, 447, 449, 
482,486, 488-489,502-503.567, 
590,600-602,608,611,649,672, 
678, 687,699-700, 704,714-715, 
723-724, 734,743, 757,868. 877-
878, 880, 887,894, 902,913-914, 
916-917, 921,925,934,939,943, 
950-952,954-955,958,973,981, 
983,988, 1008, 1010-1011, 1013, 
1016, 1021, 1025, 1028-1032 

cylinder 215, 231, 234, 894, 914 
stamp 171,207-208.218,250, 

297,896,913-914,917 
second after the king 520, 524, 959 
secretary 441,508-510,598,890, 

979 

royal 66, 197, 303-304, 348, 447, 
625,950 

see also scribe 
seed 440-443,445,466,737 
selling 413,452-456,493,644,658, 

811,932-933, 935,952,993, 
1003, 1041 

service rendered (to the king) 6, 
159, 199,213, 271,303-304,314, 
316-321, 496, 674, 780, 869, 874 

see also Benefactor; gift; Euergetes 
sesame 287,416,424.440,465-466, 

499, 1040 
Seven, the see aristocratic families 
sheep 15, 83, 95-96, 192-193, 242, 

246,286,290,313.331.364, 374, 
399,403-404,424-426,428,432, 
439-440, 442,446,455, 463-466, 
469-470,717,732,738,742,810, 
895.939-941 

shekel 313,386,403.408,414-415, 
485, 487, 585, 607, 984 

see also siculus 

shepherd 15,426, 428,434-435, 
439-441, 446,464-466,470, 735, 
810,850 

shield 19,94,175,195,209,252-
253, 374,503,536-539,642,905, 
912,955 

the king's shield 187,225,228. 
523 

ship 
merchant 155, 378,381,383, 455. 

583,597,759,818-819 
war 52-54.142, 148, 156-160. 

342, 382,454-455, 489-490, 
527,583,607,653,721,723 

see also fleet; trireme 
shipbuilding 144,421 

see also base, naval 
shipyard 155,421.450-451,497, 

500, 637,713 
see also arsenal; base, naval; 

dockyard 
siculus 405,408-409,431,441, 

455-456.628, 649,933-935,' 
1011-1012, 1023. 1030, 1032, 
1038 

see also shekel 
siege (of a town) 23, 36-38, 54, 66, 

148.154-156,159,189, 280,310, 
324, 530, 555-556, 563, 575,579, 
596,617,634,652,662,664,669, 
671,690,707, 711,763,785,826-
827,829,831,833-835,837,840, 
842,849, 856, 882, 884, 906,967, 
979,996, 1002, 1010, 1016, 1048 

siege engine 35, 153, 500, 642, 855 
silver 31,46,56,73,77,145,172, 

257,313-314, 385,400-401,404, 
406, 408-409, 417, 420, 422.428-
429, 449,451-452,454-456, 462, 
601,640,687,760,802-804,811, 
933-935, 944, 947, 950, 979-980, 
983,998, 1038 

coined 193,307,313,403,408-

409, 455,469,487 
weighed 69-70, 280, 380, 395, 

398, 401-402, 404, 406-407, 
409-410,414,420,428-429, 
441,455,469, 472, 485-486, 
499, 584, 595, 598, 607, 624, 
635,761,803,934-935,944, 
967, 1038 

see also currency; mina; shekel; 
siculus 

skin 195,360,374,379-380,386, 
423, 430, 440, 448 

human 97, 129 
see also hide 

slave, slavery 33, 37-38, 60, 72, 88, 
139, 156, 158,234,265,273-274, 
276, 279, 284, 297,3 00,3 1 2, 324-
325,327, 334, 345, 354, 369, 381, 
388,400,406,413, 432, 434-435, 
437-439, 457-461, 471,494,498, 
500,508,530,542, 591,611,623, 
625, 643, 657, 703, 735, 770, 856, 
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879,891,920,932, 935,941,945. 
956,1016 

sacred 493 
see also ardu, hierodoulos; 

hierodule; oblate; tjalhi; firku 
sling 231, 328 

slingcr 341,362,733,796,800, 
865, 1037-1038 

slingstonc 1037-1038 
soldier, king's 398, 405,464,486, 

598, 788.980 
son-in-law, king's 135-137, 156, 

285, 309-310, 322, 631, 782, 833, 
838,906 

Sons of the House 310, 588, 923, 
959 

see also liny byt'; mSr 6i(i 
sons, king's 14,50,60,102,113, 

125,132-133,135,187,221,278, 
353,446,461.488,490,518-521, 
526, 530, 560. 564-567, 584,588-
590.593,600,615-629,680-681, 
690, 769, 772, / / « , /Bl, 833, 836, 
838,864.923,958-959,970,986-
989, 997, 1018 

illegitimate 187, 278,353,530. 
560,565.588-591,680.777-
778 

oldest 49-50,93,101, 113,132, 
5)9, 521-522, 524, 547, 590, 
613,615,680,774,777-778, 
959,970,986, 1018 

younger 50, 78,93, 101, 590,609, 
680,778,970, 986 

see also court intrigue; mar sarri; 
prince (crown prince), 
succession 

spear, spearman 19, 21, 124, 178, 
182, 188,195-196, 206-207,212-
213,23D-231,26I, 285, 3II,320, 
323, 326, 328, 362, 478, 536-537, 
572, 598, 607, 610, 629, 867 

spear-bearcr 108,771 
spikenard 760 
spoils 22,192,3)3,329,397,542, 

821 
see also booty 

spouse, royal see wife, king's 
squire 217,223,503 
stable 464 

royal 224 
stableman 323,418 
stagnation 695, 800-804, 1038 
standard unit of weight 70, 409-

410,414-415.450,934-935 
see also weights 

standard, monetary 968,984 
station (on road) 135, 441, 463, 467, 

719,739,928 
royal 202, 237, 739 
see also stathmos 

statue 57, 279, 482-483, 542. 569, 
698, 767,817,859, 885-886.913, 
920-922,950, 1015, 1032, 1049 

cult 40-41,44,47-48,55,159, 
235,240, 249, 408, 544-545. 

547, 549, 676-679, 704. 723, 
725,738,751,766,859, 883, 
915,929,962-963,993,998-
1001, 1018, 1048 

equestrian 68,115,217,502 
royal 68.115,172-174,178,216-

217,260,472,476-478,480-
481, 522,764,909,913,949, 
964,1029 

royal (monumental sculpture) 
204 

see also deportation 
stela 9,60,123,172,174,176, 198, 

294,297, 384-385,472,478-480. 
483-484, 704,707,709,718, 859, 
887-888,901,903-904,909,949-
950,954-955, %4,978,982,990, 
995, 999, 1009, 1013, 1017, 1031-
1032,1047 

Greco-Persian 208-209,245, 
501-502,567,699,712,913, 
916,954,1008, 1030 

steward 75, 201, 335, 364,454, 457-
458, 461-463, 470, 473, 487, 492. 
584, 596-597,719,882,940,945, 
952 

manager 401,418,420-421,444 
stopover 234,256,357-360,364-

365, 377, 384,487,628,680,929 
see also stathmos; station (on road) 

storehouse 
administration's 341, 345, 364-

365,406,408, 417,420, 453, 
455-456,625,643,706,717, 
743,867.940,944-946 

royal 464, 802-803, 932 
royal (treasury) 414 

straits 145, 157,198, 363, 453,535, 
560, 595,613,690,843 

strategic reserve 157, 451-452, 455, 
466,748,808,1037-1038 

stronghold 17, 271, 375-376, 528, 
635,643, 656, 65<>, 667, 697,705, 
711,717,726,730,733,751,794. 
842,851, 867, 1011, 1027 

see also citadel 
stud farm 96,405,407,420-421, 

452,738,936,943, 1023 
subject peoples, iconography of see 

iconography 
substitute kmg 5 26, 726, 863, 960, 

1022, 1050 
succession among the Achaemenids 

16-17, 19,22,50, 110-111, 138, 
353-354, 521, 567, 570, 590, 6)9, 
657, 769-772, 777-778, 838, 876, 
878 

of Artaxerxes 1 278,566, 588-589, 
772, 978, 1003 

of Artaxerxes II 521,612,666, 
681,986,997, 1003 

of Artaxerxes 111 690,1012 
of Artaxerxes IV 769-776, 1033 
of Cambyses II 50,97-114,896-

899 
of Cyrus II 49-50,92.101,518-

519,615 
of Darius I 132,136,309,518-

524, 565,770, 958-960 
of Darius II 265,615-616,681, 

986 
of Darius III 838 
of Xerxes I 265,563-567,775,801 
ofXcixcsIl 588,772,970-971 

sulfur 414,450 
summons to the court 65, 74, 98, 

101, 255. 345. 354, 589 
see also satrap 

sun 57,96,109,185-186.188,239, 
242-243. 246. 248,250-252, 266, 
281,404,475,548,676,895, 898, 
916, 965, 1000 

sword 19,46,107,123,218,240, 
246, 271, 307, 530,548, 598,607, 
610,620,665,799-800,867 

see also flkhidlics 

tnhlc. the king's sec royal tabic 
Tablemate 139, 265, 308, 310-312, 

319-320,335,348.353,402,623, 
798 

tapestry 90,205-206,300,912 
taster 263-264,918 

see also edeatros 
tattooing 457-458,945 
tax 51,67-68,76-77,105,157, 313, 

346, 362, 3S4-385, 388-389,393-
394, 397-401,403-404,406, 413, 
416-417, 428, 440-441, 459, 462-
464, 467. 485^187, 494, 555, 585, 
648,668,684,698,709-710,730, 
732,742-743,802,808-812,818, 
823,827,832,850,856.882,930, 
932-935,940,942, 947,950,953, 
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